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SPECIAL NOTICE
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INTRODUCTION
WHAT THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS
This publication is a cumulative index to the abstracts contained in NASA SP-7037 (28)
through NASA SP-7037(39) of Aeronautical Engineering: A Special Bibliography.
NASA SP-7037 and its supplements have been compiled through the cooperative efforts
of the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA) and the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA).
Entries prepared by the two contributing organizations are identified as follows:
1. NASA entries by their STAR accession numbers (N73-10000 series).
2. AIAA entries by their IAA accession numbers (A 7 3-10000 series).
HOW THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS ORGANIZED
This Cumulative Index includes a subject index, a personal author index, a corporate
source index, a contract number index, and a report accession number index.
HOW TO USE THE SUBJECT INDEX
Two types of cross-references appear in the subject index:
1. Use (U) references indicate that the subject term is not "postable," i.e., not a
valid term, and the following term or terms are used instead. For example:
AIRCRAFT PROTUBERANCES
U PROTUBERANCES
FLIGHT PERFORMANCE
U FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS
2. Narrower Term (NT) references refer the- user to more specific headings in the
same subject area, under which additional material on the subject may be found.
For example:
FLOW RESISTANCE
NT AERODYNAMIC DRAG
NT FRICTION DRAG
NT SUPERSONIC DRAG
In addition, a searcher may use the notations of content in the index to narrow further
his quest for particular items. This is because subject terms can readily include more than
one class of document. For example:
A I R L I N E OPERATIONS
All-weather operations, including
pilot role, instrument landing
systems and guidance aids.
Airport congestion as constraint on
air travel, considering runway
capacity and adjusted demand.
illustrates a case where two references on different topics are listed under the same sub-
ject term.
HOW TO USE THE PERSONAL AUTHOR INDEX
All personal authors used in the abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements
appear in the index. Differences in transliteration schemes may require multiple searching
of the index for variants of an author's name. For example:
EMELIANOV, M.D.
and
YEMELYANOV, M.D.
in
HOW TO USE THE CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX
The corporate source index entries are abridged versions of the corporate sources used
in the abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements. The corporate source
supplementary (organizational component) does not appear in the index. For example:
BOEING CO., SEATTLE, WASH. MILITARY AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS
DIV. (Corporate source at citation)
BOEING CO., SEATTLE, WASH.
(Corporate source index entry)
HOW TO USE THE CONTRACT NUMBER INDEX
All contract numbers that are identified in the abstract-section citations in the individual
Supplements appear in this index. Changes by agencies in the style in which contract
numbers are presented may require mult iple searching for variants. For example:
AF33(615)-71-C-1758 ' [ .
F33615-71-C-1758 ~ ' L :
HOW TO USE THE REPORT/ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX .--..;.
All report numbers that have been assigned by the corporate source, monitoring agency
or cataloging activity appear in this index. Variations in initial cataloging may result in
different report number series. For example:
TP-924
ONERA-TP-924
IDENTIFICATION OF DESIRED SUPPLEMENT
The abstract and descriptive cataloging for any accession number selected from the
indexes may be found in the appropriate Supplement. The page-number range of each
Supplement appears on the inside front cover of this index. Once the range of page
numbers containing the selected accession number is located in the second column, the
desired Supplement number will be found in the first column. For example:
Page 195 will be found in Supplement32.
AVAILABILITY OF DOCUMENTS
Information concerning the availability of documents announced in the Aeronautical
Engineering supplements is found in the Introduction to the most currently issued monthly
supplement.
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Typical Subject Index Listing
A-6 1IBCHAP | SUBJECT HEAD I^
[tesiqn and performance tests of solid state 4-6
L aircraft enqine instruments
iAD-760351i |P0472| l«73-26469i
NOTATION
OF
CONTENT
OR
TITU
I " 1 — '
REPORT
NUMBER
PAGE
NUMBER
NASA
ACCESSION
NUMBER
J
The subject heading is a key to the subject content of the document. The
Notation of Content (NOC). rather than the title of the document, is usually
used to provide a more exact description of the subject matter. IAIAA occasion-
ally uses the title in lieu of the NOC.) The report number helps to indicate the
type of document cited {e.g.. NASA report, translation. NASA contractor report).
The page and accession numbers are located beneath and to the right of the
Notation of Content, e.g.. p0472 N73-26469 Under any one subject heading,
the accession numbers are arranged in sequence with the IAA accession
numbers appearing first.
1-11 SATELLITE
0 ECHO 1 SATELLITE
A-4 AIRCBAFT
Surface effect take-off and landing system for
hiqh performance aircraft.
P0506 A73-37695
Air cushion landing system twin pod /AC1S/
configuration desiqn and test installation on
A-il Navy fighter
p0507 A73-37702
Static and vibration tests of graphite-epoxy
stabilizer system for A-1 Skyhavk aircraft
rAD-750778] pC136 H73-15610
Air cushion Landing system effect on aerodynamic
characteristics of A-4 aircraft
CiD-7616211 p0538 H73-27917
A-6 AIBCBAFT
Desiqn and performance tests of solid state A-6
aircraft enqine instruments
fAD-7603511 p0472 N73-26469
A-7 AIBCRAFT
Aerospace multiprocessor for A-7D aircraft digital
fly by Hire fliqht control, discussing desiqn
requirements, software development and reliability
P0444 A73-35223
Method for predicting fliqht characteristics of
F-5 and A-7 aircraft durinq atmospheric
turbulence usinq large amplitude fliqht simulator
f A D - 7 4 9 4 8 C l P0114 H73-14G3C
A-7 aircraft airborne, ground, and shipboard
inertia! navigator alignment methodology
p0261 N73-2C710
Solid cadmium embrittlenent in A-7 aircraft
failure of six shaft and one horn fracture
surfaces
fAD-7569061 P0312 N73-22525
Comparative evaluation of conventional and solid
state simulators for A-7 aircraft electrical
system
f A D - 7 6 2 2 9 5 1 pO.540 N73-28142
Desiqn of automatic throttle control for [lavy
carrier based A-7 2 aircraft
fAD-7617611 P0543 H73-28740
Redesign concept for A-7E approach power
compensator system, including longitudinal
feedback
fAD-7614581 PC543 N73-28742
Logistics performance data book on bombinq and
navigation svsten for £-7D aircraft to show
reliability, maintainability, cost, and problems
fAD-762i15l P0545 N73-28969
Desiqn, development, and evaluation of automatic
departure prevention system and stall inhibitor
for A-7 aircraft
fAD-764767] P0642 H73-31972
A-37 AIBCBAFT
Development of boron composite materials for
construction of aircraft landinq qear for A-37
aircraft - Tol. 1
[AD-756922] p0321 N73-22996
Desiqn, fabrication, and test of boron composite
material landing gear for use as main landing
gear on A-37 aircraft - Vol. 2
[AD-756923] . P0321 H73-22997
Data analysis from A-37 aircraft flights to
evaluate electronic strain-level counter as
fatigue damage monitor
fAD-7572101 p0327 H73-23540
A-300 AIBCBAFT
Maximum safety hydraulic systems for A30PB airbus
powered flight controls for normal firing and
auto land operations
p006» A73-16031
Optimization and desiqn of the rear fuselaqe of
the A 300 B aircraft structure.
P0192 A73-23799
A-300 B airbus active and passive operational
monitoring systems, considerinq visual and aural
routine functional indicators, emergency warning
devices and fliqht data recorders
p0352 A73-32458
The safety, the reliability, and redundancy in the
automatic fliqht control system of the A300-B
Airbus
P0352 A73-32459
ABINC-573 recording system - Application to
maintenance
PC352 A73-32462
Minicomputer application to in-fliqht control of
A300-B airbus engines, describing computational
procedure for low pressure compressor staqe BPB
limit /H 1 limit/
P0354 A73-32477
Development of the A300B wide-body twin.
fSAE PAPEE 730353] pOU31 A73-34701
The aerodynamic development of the wing of the A
300B.
P0572 A73-41192
ABBEEVIATIOHS
0 SYHBOLS
ABOBT APPABATDS
The 600 knot Yankee escape system.
p0089 A73-16200
ABSOBPTIOS BAHDS
D ABSOBPTI08 SPECTBA
ABSOBPTIOH SPECTRA
Concentration of OB and BO in YJ93-GE-3 engine
exhausts measured in situ by narrow-line 0V
absorption.
fAIAS PAPEB 73-506J p0376 A73-33546
ABSTBACTS
Abstracts on aeronautical, marine, mechanical,
automotive, civil, and industrial engineering
f JPFS-573.11] p0077 N73-12986
AC GEHEBATOBS
Use of cycloconrerters and variable speed
alternators as engine starters.
P0657 A73-11511
Feasibility model of airborne ac synchronous
generator with rotating superconducting field
winding, comparing predicted performance, size
and weight with conventional technology
P0661 A73-11827
Superconducting a.c. machines - An approach to
development.
P0149 A73-20407
A-1
ACCELERATED LIFE TESTS SUBJECT INDEX
Aircraft power supply alternators with
superconductive field windings, calculating
• specific Heights and performance characteristics
P0150 A73-204C8
Investigation of new eleaents and equipment
configurations in stable-fregnency,
altecnatinq-curtent, electrical power supply
systens employing primary power plants
consisting of engines with varying rotational
speed
p02Q2 A73-26785
Features of a high voltage airborne
superconducting generator.
pC»n7 A73-35254
AC starter generator featuring
variable-to-constant freguency conversion by
cycloconverters as switching device for use with
aircraft engines
P0632 A73-I5515U
Fixed installation ground electrical power supply
system for aircraft service, discussing
motor-alternators, plant control cubicles,
selector and busbar switchbozes and fault
protection devices
p0633 A73-U5156
Characteristics of conventional alternators and
aircraft electrical power systens and coaparison
with electric systems using superconductors
P0219 N73-19C36
Characteristics of superconducting electric
generators to show effect of electromechanical,
electromagnetic, and cryogenic parameters on
design
P0219 N73-19039
ACCELERATED LIFE TESTS
Gas turbine engine hot part eguivalent accelerated
tests duration determination by analytical
method based on Larson-Oilier parametric
description of long term strength
P0663 473-12216
Fatigue tests to determine service life of
catapult structure on C-2 aircraft
fiD-752tt931 P01711 N73-17028
Evaluation of polyimide second stage rod seals at
high temperatures to determine suitability for
application to aircraft systems
rNASA-CB-121124) p0178 N73-17592
Test plan for extending service life of E-2A
arresting gear
r&D-75U7521 P0257 N73-20284
Cyclic pressure tests of F-1 aircraft forward and
aft canopies to determine safe service life
after delamination of acrylic sheet
(AD-7593U91 ' pOUOU H73-25084
ACCELERATION (PHTSICS)
HT DECELERATION
KT HIGH GRAVITY. ENVIRONMENTS
HT IMPACT ACCELERATION
Accelerations of points on a flight vehicle during
short-period notion
P01U7 A73-20095
Measurements of launch g forces and line tensions
in aerial recovery of dummies for long-line
loiter personnel retrieval system
fAD-749518] P0116 N73-14045
Relation between measured C.G. vertical
accelerations and loads at T-tail of military
aircraft /
PC169 N73-16904
Condition of drift invariance of two-stage
gyroscope with arbitrary gas-lubricated main
bearings in active accelerations
P0223 H73-19635
Collection and processing of gust load data
obtained from counting acceleroueters mounted at
center of gravity of various aircraft
rAGAHD-B-605J P0253 N73-20C23
Acguisition of sttess data and aerodynamic loads
on F-5 aircraft using mechanical strain gages
and oscillograph recorders for service life
determination
fAD-760567] p05<*9 N73-28991
Relative freguency of occurrence of different
normal accelerations at the center of gravity of
aircraft in turbulence
fABC-B/M-3714) pP661 N73-32929
ACCELERATION PROTECTION
Inflated air bag head restraints for prevention of
brain injuries due to whiplash acceleration
during crash landings or election
• P0359 173-32651
ACCELERATION STRESSES (PHYSIOLOGY)
A method of determining spinal alignment and lovel
of vertebral fracture during static evaluation
of election seats.
p0361 A73-3267.6
ACCELERATION TOLERANCE
Development of aircraft seat for high acceleration t
tolerance of flight crew personnel by elevating '
pelvis and legs forward )
TAD-75663P] pC323 N73-23009
1CCELEBOBETEES
Collection and processing of gust load data
obtained from counting accelerometers mounted at
center of gravity of various aircraft
f AGAHD-H-6051 p0253 1173-20023
Procedures for predicting fatigue life of aircraft
flying under various load conditions using data
obtained by counting accelerometer
P0556 N73-29927
Elastic deformation of gimbal suspension on
gyroscope nutation, moments acting on spherical
rotor in magnetic suspension, and
differentiating linear accelerometer
f JPRS-597407 PC598 N73-3C42P
ACCESS TIHE ' '
Access reguirements for offshore airports.
• '• ' p0344 A73-31529
Airport access and ground travel modes
rPB-212814} p0265 N73-20990
ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
NT AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
Seminar on Accident Analysis and Prevention,
Beirut, Lebanon, June 26-28, 1973, working
Documents.
P0459 A73-36845
Engraved foil, photographic and £M flight
recorders in aircraft accident investigations,
discussing readout, processing and analysis
p?«59 A73-36848
ACCIDENT PREVENTION
Weather condition caused aircraft accident
avoidance, considering meteorological factors of
air temperature, humidity, cloud formation, fog,
haze, precipitation and visibility deterioration
P0283 A73-28554
Aircraft accident prevention problems, considering
pilot -judgement errors, factory skill
degradation, training, lightning and structure
factors and air bag use
P0291 A73-29349
Safety in the accident prone flight phases of
take-off, approach and landing.
pO«16 A73-3!tC'35
General aviation aircraft stall/spin prevention
device for limiting tail power neer wing stall
angle of attack
FSAE PAPER 7303331 pn«30 A73-34686
Seminar oil Accident Analysis and Prevention,
Beirut, Lebanon, June 26-28, 1973, Working
Documents.
pO«59 .473-36845
Aircraft accident statistics for passenger
fatalities, worldwide let hull losses and
estimated costs to suggest proposals for
approach, landing and takeoff accident reduction
P04S9 A73-36846
Corporate aircraft accident analysis to reduce
accident rate, examining seasonal and diurnal
statistics, aircraft types, runway conditions,
crew factors and maintenance defects
P0530 A73-39219
Design and analysis of an energy absorbing
restraint system for light aircraft crash-inpact.
fASHE PAPER 73-DET-111] pC'579 A73-4208P
Reducing approach and landing accidents.
PC581 A73-42523
System safety program plan for aviation accident
prevention
fAD-7«69951 POD70 N73-12048
Aircraft accident prevention analysis'of air
taxi/commuter operations to identify safety
factors and enhance safety of operations
fNTSB-AAS-72-91 P0112 S73-14P16
Pilot warning indicators and collision avoidance
systems
rPB-2124961 P0161 N73-1602C
A-2
SUBJECT IHDBX ACOUSTIC BEASUBBMBNTS
Oblectives, scope of work, and fundinq
requirements of research project for inprovenent
of aircraft safety
rFAA-ED-18-11 p0588 N73-30008
ACCIDENTS
NT AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS
ACCOaOLATOBS
NT DUST COLLECTORS
ACIDS
NT BUTYRIC ACID
ACOUSTIC ATTESDATION
NT SHOCK .WAVE ATTENUATION
The propagation and attenuation of sound in lined
ducts containinq uniform or 'pluq1 flow.
PC 378 A73-33944
Extraneous modes in sound absorbent ducts,
i P0497 A73-37294
Noise from turbomachinery.
TAIAA PAPER 73-8151 P0501 A73-37469
Attenuation of spiral modes in a circular and
annular lined duct.
P0576 A73-41714
Development of annular acoustically porous
elements for installation in exhaust and inlet
ducts of turbofan enqine to reduce aircraft
enqine noise intensity
fNASA-CASE-LAR-11141-11 P0318 N73-22975
Acoustic feedback of.subsonic and supersonic jet
impinqinq on obstacle
fDLH-FB-72-721 P0319 N73-22987
ACOUSTIC COHBUSTIOH
0 COMBUSTION STABILITY
ACOUSTIC DUCTS
Attenuation of airplane./747/ air-conditioninq
noise in lined and unlined ducts.
P0039 A73-12959
Attenuation of spiral modes in a circular and
annular lined duct.
P0062 A73-15591
Acoustic radiation from the end of a
two-dimensional duct - Effects of uniform flow
and duct lininq.
P0362 A73-32914
The propagation and attenuation of sound in lined
ducts containinq uniform or 'pluq' flow.
PC378 A73-33944
Fundamentals of aerodynamic sound theory and flow
duct acoustics.
P0448 A73-35331
Hind tunnel acoustic and vibration test
facilities, includinq anechoic chambers,
subsonic boundary layer tunnels, acoustic ducts,
reverberation rooms, and rotor noise chambers
ppltHS A73-35334
Noise of jets discharqinq from a duct containinq
bluff bodies.
P0497 A73-37291
Extraneous modes in sound absorbent ducts.
PC497 A73-37294
Attenuation of spiral modes in a circular and
annular lined duct.
P0576 A73-41714
Rolls-Royce RB-211 jet enqine noise reduction
program, considerinq fan, compressor, turbine
and tailpipe noise and acoustic linings and
powerplant configurations
P0576 A73-41717
Shear layer effect on acoustic duct wall impedance
for sound propagation in uniform flow in terms
of parabolic cylinder functions
p0586 A73-43138
A difference theory for noise propaqation in an
acoustically lined duct with mean flow.
fAIAA PAPER 73-10071 p0629 A73-4U840
The influence of aerodynamic flow noise in
turbofan enqines.
TAIAA PAPER 73-10161 pC629 A73-44848
Performance prediction for acoustically lined
enqine nacelle design
P0067 N73-12019
Noise output of turbofan enqine with acoustically
treated nacelle
P0067 N73-12020
Noise output from quiet enqine durinq simulated
takeoff and approach tests
PC067 N73-12021
Estimates of reduced noise levels for turbofan
enqines with sound suppressors
P0067 N73-12022
Design of noise source for simulating supersonic
spinning modes in duct acoustics
rNASA-CR-2260] p0274 N73-21067
Development of annular acoustically porous
elements for installation in exhaust and inlet
ducts of turbofan engine to reduce aircraft
engine noise intensity
CHASA-CASB-LAR-11141-1] P0318 N73-22975
Annular duct liner curvature for aircraft noise
reduction
CNASA-TN-D-72771 p0475 N73-26688
Automatic control system for in-duct cancellation
of spinninq modes of sound
[NAS1-CB-132317] '• P0651 N73-3254C
1COOSTIC EICITATION
German monograph - Lifetime detection in the case
of acoustically loaded structures on the basis
of the appropriate form of vibration.
P0582 A73-42741
ACODSTIC PATISDE
Inlet duct sonic fatique induced by the multiple
pure tones of a high bypass ratio turbofan.
P0367 A73-33141
Heldbonding/rivetbonding - Application testing of
thin gauge aircraft components.
[AIAA PAPER 73-805] pOSOO A73-37464
Acoustic fatigue resistance of aircraft structures
at elevated temperatures.
[AIAA PAPER 73-994]
 P0628 A73-44829
Development of aerodynamic structural design data
to reduce effects of acoustic fatigue on flat
and singly-curved sandwich panels - Part 2
rAGARD-AG-162-PT-2] P0121 N73-14898
Fatigue tests of aluminum alloy specimens used for
aircraft structures under simulated acoustic
loading conditions
fESDD-72015] p0140 N73-15899
Proceedings of conference on acoustic fatigue to
show effects of aerodynamic loads, response of
structures, structural design, and fatique test
methods
tAGARD-CP-113] p0556 N73-29905
Analysis of response and fatigue characteristics
of light alloy integrally machined planks with
emphasis on acoustic fatigue properties
P0556 N73-29912
Methods for determining aircraft structural
response to acoustic fatigue
P0556 N73-29913
Development of method for determining response of
box type structures subjected to high intensity
acoustic loading
P0557 N73-29915
Analysis of intake duct noise of turbofan enqine
and effect on duct structure due to acoustic
fatigue
p0557 N73-29916
Structural response and endurance tests of
aircraft structural components to determine
effect of critical environment on acoustic fatigue
p0557 N73-29920
Acoustic fatique tests of aluminum alloy
structural elements under narrow-band, random
loading with zero mean stress in skin
P0557 N73-29921
Application of siren as test technique for
determining response and life of aircraft
structures subject to engine noise field
excitation
P0557 N73-29922
Development of experimental program for
determining response and sonic fatigue
resistance of lightweight aircraft structures
PC557 N73-29923
ACOUSTIC GENERATORS
U SOUND GENERATORS
ACODSTIC IBPEDANCE
The acoustic impedance of perforates at medium and
high sound pressure levels.
P0461 A73-37030
Shear layer effect on acoustic duct wall impedance
for sound propaqation in uniform flow in terms
of parabolic cylinder functions
P0586 A73-43138
ACOUSTIC BBASUREBBNTS
Helicopter internal and external noise level
measurements under various flight conditions,
obtaining noise radiation directivity patterns
via time measuring trajectography equipment
1-3
1COOSIIC HEASOEEHBHTS COHTD SDBJECT IHDBI
[ONEBA, IP HO. 1136] p0652 A73-10241
Osaka airport effective continuous perceived noise
level measurements, area contour nap and noise
duration allowance vs aircraft distance diagram
P0040 A73-12977
Cross correlations between turbulent jet flow and
noise from hot-film and acoustic signal
measurement, using Proudnan fora of Lighthill
integral
P0050 A73-138U2
Aerodynamic noise and boundary-layer transition
measurements in supersonic test facilities.
P0054 A73-14191
Flap noise measurements for STOL configurations
using external upper surface blowing.
TAI&A PAPER 72-1203] p0060 A73-14922
A note on the guantity /effective/ perceived
noisiness and units of perceived noise level.
POC62 A73-15587
Flyover and static tests to investigate external
flow effect on jet noise for nonsnppressor and
suppressor exhaust nozzles.
[AIJU PAPER 73-190] P0098 A73-16927
Atmospheric attenuation of noise measured in a
range of climatic conditions.
UIAi PAPER 73-242] p0099 A73-16966
Results of an experimental program for the
development of sonic inlets for tnrbofan engines.
fAIAA PAPER 73-222] pC105 473-17664
Sound pressure level spectra measurements for
four- and three-engine jet transport during
concrete and grassy surface runup and flyover
[SAE AIR 1216] P0152 A73-20693
A single number rating for effective noise
• reduction.
pC229 A73-25000
Seismic measurement data from Cornish cottage
during Concorde sonic boom flight, using moving
coil geophones
P0239 A73-26292
Acoustic and fluid dynamic tests of multilobed
discharge silencers scale models, noting optimum
let noise attenuation configuration
P0247 A73-27390
Acoustic generation and propagation in annular
ducts of axial flow fans, discussing techniques
for in-duct fan noise modal distribution
measurement
P0362 A73-32846
Standard indoor method of collection and
presentation of the bare turboshaft engine noise
data for use in helicopter installations.
fSAE ABP 1279] P0364 A73-3302C
Prediction and measurement of aircraft noise.
P0366 173-33133
Inlet duct sonic fatigue induced by the multiple
pure tones of a high bypass ratio turbofan.
P0367 A73-33141
Region of existence of fractional noise and
experimental verifications
P0371 A73-33215
A proposed littoral airport.
pO<!96 A73-37280
Correction procedure for outdoor noise measurements.
P0496 A73-37285
Fan acoustic measurements by hot-wire anemometers
in anechoic chamber, discussing turbulent flow
characteristics, noise spectra, wire velocity
spectra and blade tip shape
P0496 A73-37289
Turbofan suction noise level measurements,
discussing octave noise analysis, angular
velocity distributions, discharge coefficient,
takeoff and landing operations
P0513 A73-37816
Jet aircraft noise abatement near airports during
takeoff, approach and landing, discussing noise
measurement standards and regulatory and noise
reduction design efforts
P0514 A73-37825
Subsonic let noise measurements on model jet rig
in anechoic chamber, discussing correlation and
prediction
P0519 A73-38106
The design and construction of an anechoic chamber
lined with panels and intended for investigation
of aerodynamic noise
p0570 A73-40942
Sonic bang investigations associated with the
Concorde's test flying. ,- -
. p0571 A73-41174
Technical progress on new vibration and acoustic "<r
tests for proposed HIL-STD-810C, "environmental
test methods.• . • :
p0572 A73-41200
Basic acoustic considerations for model noise
experiments in wind-tunnels. .•
P0576 A73-41705
Perceived noise level ratings for helicopter
noise, discussing blade slap, tail rotor.whine, r
broadband noise and PNL rating shortcomings
P0576 A73-41708
Atmospheric absorption considerations in airplane
flyover noise at altitudes above sea level. 1
•p0584 A73-42943
Helicopter noise experiments in an urban
environment.
P0584 A73-42944
Runway sideline aircraft noise measurements on
takeoff and approach for enforcing .community
noise levels based on FAA aircraft type
certification, noting associated problems
P0564 A73-42945
Community noise impact study from military •
helicopter operations.
p0584 A73-42947
Swirling flow effect on jet noise suppression
based on acoustic field and engine thrust
measurements with and without stationary swirl
vanes in exhaust nozzle
[AIAA PAPEB 73-1003] p0629 A73-44836
Noise comparisons from full-scale fan tests at
NASA Lewis Research Center.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-1017] p0629 A73-44849
The effects of modulated blade spacing on static
rotor acoustics and performance.
[AIll PAPER 73-1020] p0630 A73-44852
Acoustic investigation of the engine-over-the-wing
concept using a D-shaped nozzle.
TAIA1 PAPER 73-1C30] . p0630 A73-44860
A new device for measuring local acoustic power
output of subsonic jets.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-1012] p0631 A73-44866
Jet aircraft noise of XT-SB V/STOL aircraft as
determined by full scale flight test and wind
tunnel model tests
rNASA-TH-X-62182] p0670 H73-10029
Noise abatement and measurement, and human
response to noise
[PB-210591] p0675 N73-10671
Procedures for determining present and predicted
noise exposure at residential construction sites
[PB-210590] p0676 1173-10672
Calculation of acoustic field generated by
circular jet in presence of low speed crossflow
[HASA-CR-2169] p0069 H73-12036
Acoustic measurements of aerodynamic.noise
generated by air jet impinging on large flat
board for variable impingement angles, jet
velocities, and distances from board
CNAS4-TN-D-7075] pOOSO N73-13026
Measurement of sound generated by impingement of
turbulent jet on elastic plates
rDGLB-PAPEH-72-85] p0081 N73-13032
Development of remote sensing devices to measure
jet exhaust fluctuating density gradients, mean
and turbulent velocity, and mean temperature
Vol. 6
[AD-749143] P0116 B73-14C41
Analysis of jet noise produced by supersonic
transport aircraft with augmentor wing and four
duct burning turbofan engines
(NAS&-TM-X-68177] P0127 N73-15028
Screening tests of upper surface blowing on
externally blown flaps configurations to obtain
noise and turning effectiveness data
rNASA-TH-X-68167] p0127 H73-15030
Analysis of jet aircraft noise propagation near
airports and methods for reducing noise intensity
[HASA-IT-F-14655] p0138 H73-15707
Effect of sound absorbing exhaust duct on rear
guadrant noise of J-65 engine and contributions
of internal and jet components
CNASA-TH-X-2718] P0160 N73-16011
Measurement of noise levels produced by Boeing 737
aircraft and correlation with local
meteorological parameters including wind force
SUBJECT IHDEX ACOOSTIC MEiSOREMBBTS COHTD
and direction, temperature, and atmospheric
pressure
•i r.FAA-BD-7 2-145] p0166 N73-16651
Development of theory of aerodynamic noise to
analyze jet noise directivity and shear-noise
contribution to overall jet noise
.' (NASA-TH-D-7158] p0166 873-166511
Performance characteristics of solid state
converter system for measuring aircraft noise
and sonic boon
fHASA-CH-112260] p0201 K73-18019
Heasarenent of noise levels produced by F-105
aircraft! and analysis of effects on environment
i and land use
C4D-753113] p0206 S73-18056
Application of sound suppression techniques to
i OH-6 helicopter and measurement of resultant
noise reduction
CAD-753616] P0208 H73-18077
Measurement of indoor and outdoor sound pressure
levels at airport control towers during aircraft
takeoff and landing
fAD-7525351 • PC210 K73-18262
Evaluation of aircraft noise pollution level as a
' predictor of annoyance
rNASA-CB-130920] p0214 1173-18978
Analysis of aircraft noise environment for land
areas in vicinity of military air bases
fAD-75»111] p0219 N73-19028
Flow and acoustic characteristics determined for
subsonic and supersonic jets and supersonic
suppressors
[NASA-CB-131297] p0252 S73-20006
Analysis of noise sources in let aircraft based on
measurement of infrared emission
f8ASA-TT-F-14851] pC253 K73-20020
Evaluation of acoustic properties of conventional
wind tunnels for analyzing aerodynamically
generated noise
rNASA-CR-11«575] P0257 1173-20277
Acoustic measurement methods for evaluating
aircraft noise pollution in urban areas
fPB-212875] p0263 H73-20757
Analysis of acoustic properties of jet engine
malfunction as means for detecting jet engine
burnthrough - Vol. 1
[FiA-RD-72-1U9-VOL-1] p0263 1173-20825
Hoise spectrum characteristics and directivity
patterns for rotary vings as function of blade
tip speed,'total rotor thrust, and angle of
rotor disc plane
P0273 H73-21056
Acoustic measurements of aerodynamic noise
generated by externally blown flap lift
augmentation system for various aerodynamic
configurations
rHASA-TH-X-2776] P0273 N73-21059
Development of system for analyzing aircraft sound
levels for areas in vicinity of airports
FFAA-EO-73-3] PP27U N73-2106i»
Analysis of common aircraft noise measures in
terms of selected human response for let
transport aircraft
TFAA-8D-71-112] P0275 N73-21074
Measurement and analysis of aircraft noise
generated by general aviation aircraft during
level flyovers
fTB-S-212] P0276 N73-21081
Analysis of transition region of subsonic
turbulent jets to determine noise producing
potential based on far field acoustic density
r»ASA-TN-D-72U2] P0279 N73-21573
Acoustic measurements of sound pressure levels due
to cross flo» over face of lift fans on
fan-in-¥ing and v/STOL model transport aircraft
rHASA-CR-11«566] P0304 1173-21928
Wind tunnel tests to determine effect of cross
flow velocity on jet noise power level using
V/STOL model transport
[NASA-CB-1111571) P0301 N73-21929
Development of jet noise test facility for flow
and acoustic*measurements of mean and turbulent
velocities in"jet flow
fBE-450] P0309 1173-22196
Analysis of effects of aircraft noise in
residential communities near London, England
airport
[TT-7302] P0317 1173-22966
Analysis of aerodynamic noise produced by rotor
operating at supersonic speed
CTT-7213] p0317 B73-22967
Acoustic measurements for large model
engine-over-wing configurations with
conventional and powered lift, various flap
settings, and comparison with engine-under-wing
aircraft
fHASA-TM-X-682116] p0387 N73-2H07P
Measured noise level data for proposed airport
sites in Florida
[PB-214159/0] p0011 S73-25737
Analysis of reverberant-field noise produced by
three lift fan models operating at various rotor
tip speeds
rHAS4-TB-X-682«31 pOU64 N73-26014
Analysis of acoustic factors involved in wind
tunnel tests to show contributions from various
sources
pOU69 H73-262U7
Bind tunnel tests to determine acoustic properties
of helicopter rotor and wind tunnel calibration
technigues
fBAE-LIB-TRAUS-1683] pOU70 N73-26249
Measurement of noise and wake structure of ducted
fan with subsonic tip speed to show sound
pressure levels and blade wake characteristics
r .NASA-CR-132259] pO<!87 N73-27207
Analysis of supersonic jet aircraft noise using
fluctuating jet pressures to characterize .the
sources - •
fAP-762296] p0539 N73-27923
Development of noise standard for permissible
noise levels in air traffic control and
navigational facilities
r F A A - R D - 7 2 - U 7 ) p055t 1173-29708
Analysis of fan noise levels for fan in proximity
of side and ground plane to determine effects on
harmonic freguencies
TNASA-CR-132306] pC591 H73-30023
Measurements of aerodynamic noise produced by
modified and standard OH-6A helicopter
configurations to determine noise reduction
effectiveness
fHASA-TN-D-72161 p0592 N73-30C31
Aero and acoustic design features of single stage
fans tested in outdoor acoustic facility
f HASf.-TR-X-68289] p06C1 N73-30668
Analysis of aircraft engine noise sources and
characteristics of engine noise produced by
turbofan engines
P0602 N73-3C735
Aerodynamic noise and flow field characteristics
of internal flow, jet augmented flap
configurations
PC606 N73-30937
Reduction of aircraft noise by installing
acoustically absorbent material
f H A S A - C H - 2 2 6 1 ] p06C7 N73-30911
Calculation procedures for predicting noise-time
histories and noise contours for various types
of aircraft
fl!ASA-CR-11U6491 p0639 N73-31915
Computer programs for predicting the noise-time
histories and noise contours for five types of
aircraft
rHASA-CE-11U650] P0639 N73-31916
Acoustic tests of supersonic tip speed fan with
acoustic treatment and rotor casing slots and
its performance in reducing engine noise
f BASA-CR-13IJ501 ] p0651 1173-32608
Noise comparison of two STOL pressure ratio fans
with 15 and 1(2 rotor blades
fSASA-TK-X-2891 1 P0651 1173-32609
Acoustic measurements of aerodynamic noise
produced by impingement of jet exhaust on wing
and flap of externally blown flap system
installed on F-111 aircraft
P0666 N73-3296t
Aerodynamic noise characteristics of short takeoff
aircraft with externally blown flaps and engines
mounted over and under wing
PP666 N73-32966
Forward velocity effects on jet noise with
dominant internal noise source
fNASA-TH-X-711138] p0666 S73-32968
Method for predicting noise generated by
deflecting engine exhaust for under- the-wing and
over-the-wing versions of externally blown f lap
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P0667 N73-32969
configurat ion
rNASA-TM-I-71<J<l91
ACOUSTIC PBOPAGATIOB
Model study of aircraft noise reverberation in a
city street.
P0663 A73-12199
Aerodynamic noise characteristics, discussing
turbulent fluid acoustic propagation equation
aodification and antiaoise leqislation
p0039 A73-12952
Reproduction of sound propagation in the standard
atmosphere
pOO<»1 A73-12993
Analysis of internally generated sound in
continuous materials. Ill - The noientum
potential field description of fluctuating fluid
motion as a basis for a unified theory of
internally generated sound.
P0113 A73-19097
Acoustic generation and propagation in annular
ducts of axial flov fans, discussing techniques
for in-duct fan noise nodal distribution
measurement
P0362 A73-32846
Effect of a slipstream on the acoustic radiation
of ultrasonic annular jets
p063<l A73-H5358
ACOUSTIC PEOPEETIES
NT ACOUSTIC IMPEDANCE
NT ACOUSTIC SCATTERING
NT ACOUSTIC VELOCITY
NT REVERBERATION
NT SOUND INTENSITY
Aerodynamic sound generation, discussing Lighthill
theory, multipole sonic sources, wave equation,
power and turbulence models and sound radiating
flows
pCOI)2 A73-13167
Directional devices for noise reduction of high
speed lets
PP052 A73-1«1»2
Insulating houses against aircraft noise.
PC299 A73-30913
Subsonic ana supersonic jets and supersonic
suppressor characteristics.
TAIAA PAPER 73-99S1 P0628 A73-UU831
Ground based UH-1 helicopter sonic analyzer for
evaluation of effectiveness of using sonic data
to diagnose mechanical condition of army
helicopter power train components
fAE-7a5089] P0669 N73-10P26
Effect of external air flowing across exhaust
nozzles on jet noise produced by supersonic
transport aircraft at high takeoff speeds
fNASA-TM-X-681611 P0068 1173-12027
Research project to analyze and evaluate
supersonic jet noise generation and radiation -
Vol. 1
f A D - 7 U 9 4 2 8 1 P0115 H73-1U035
Defini t ion of supersonic aircraft jet noise
generation and methods for reducing noise
intensity - Vol. 2
f A D - 7 U S 1 3 7 1 P0115 1173-11)036
Development of unif ied theory of jet engine noise
based on f luctuat ing motions in fluids - Vol. 3
fAD-71191381 P0115 N73-1U037
Development of theory for jet noise generated by
turbulence, noise radiation from upstream
sources, and combustion noise - Vol. U
[ A D - 7 H 9 1 3 9 ] p"115 N73-1UC38
Ana lys i s of noise sources associated with
supersonic jet noise and establishment of
effects of refraction on radiated field of
sources - Vol. 5 APP. 1
rAD-7U91i4n P0115 N73-1U039
Analysis of acoustic properties of shock
associated noise in narrow band spectrum
produced by jet flows - Vol. 5 App. 2
rtD-7i49112] P0115 N73-14010
Acoustic properties of supersonic jet noise and
refraction effects on noise field
F A D - 7 U 9 1 U 0 1 P0120 N73-1U728
Acoustic properties of.supersonic fan
f HASi-TS-D-7<?96] P0126 N73-15025
Effec t of sound absorbing exhaust duct on rear
guadran t noise of J~65 engine and contributions
of internal and jet components
f N A S A - T M - X - 2 7 1 8 ] pC160 N73-16011
Development of theory of aerodynamic noise to
analyze jet noise directivity and shear-noise
contribution to overall jet noise
[NASA-TS-D-7158] p0166 N73-16654
Effect of various physical and operating
parameters on noise produced by low pressure
ratio propulsive fans operating at subsonic speeds
[NASA-CR-2188] p0200 H73-18011
Wind tunnel tests to determine acoustic properties
of seiispan wing with externally blown jet flap
to include effects of flap size, vertical
location and forward speed
f SASA-TH-X-271191 p0204 H73-180U1
Evaluation of acoustic properties of conventional
wind tunnels for analyzing aerodynamically
generated noise
tHASA-CB-1U575] p0257 H73-20277
Generation of aerodynamic noise by turbulent wake
behind rotary wing airfoil and relationship to
drag and lift coefficients
P0272 N73-2105U
Analysis of helicopter internal and external noise
levels for various flight conditions and tining
of acoustical spectra
P0273 N73-21055
Development of system for analyzing aircraft sound
levels for areas in vicinity of airports
[FAA-EQ-73-3] p027U N73-2106H
Analysis of common aircraft noise measures in
terms of selected human response for jet
transport aircraft
rFAA-RD-71-1121 p0275 S73-2107A
Analysis of transition region of subsonic
turbulent jets to determine noise producing
potential based on far field acoustic density
r»ASA-T»-D-72i»2] P0279 H73-21573
Analysis of aerodynamic noise produced by rotor
operating at supersonic speed
[TT-72131 p0317 N73-22967
Analysis of vortex shedding from airfoils with
application to vortex noise generated by
helicopter rotary wings
CAD-757167] p0320 N73-22989
Acoustic measurements for large model
engine-over-wing configurations with
conventional and powered lift, various flap
settings, and comparison with enqine-under-wing
aircraft
fNASA-TM-X-682116] P0387 N73-20070
Effects of free stream velocity and incidence
angle on aerodynamic and acoustic performance of
translating centerbody choked flow inlet
CNASA-TM-I-2773] P0412 N73-25829
Hind tunnel tests to determine acoustic properties
of jet augmented lifting flap configuration
fNASA-IT-F-11951] . p0466 H73-26030
Analysis of acoustic factors involved in wind
tunnel tests to show contributions from various
sources
P0469 H73-262U7
Hind tunnel tests to determine acoustic properties
of helicopter rotor and wind tunnel calibration
techniques
rRAE-LIB-TBANS-1683] pOI|7') N73-262U9
Measurement of noise and wake structure of ducted
fan with subsonic tip speed to show sound
pressure levels and blade wake characteristics
[NASA-CR-132259] p0487 N73-27207
Program summary of research project for sonic
inlet technology involving design concepts for
aerodynamic performance and noise suppression -
vol. 1
fNASA-CR-121126] P05U3 N73-28731
Development of method for calculating near field
noise level of free jet and influence of ground
effect on noise produced by V/STOL aircraft
operation
PC556 S73-29907
Application of siren as test technique for
determining response and life of aircraft
structures subject to enqine noise field
excitation
P0557 N73-29922
Analysis of discrete frequency and broad band
noise generation by subsonic rotary wings for
vertical takeoff aircraft
rNASA-CB-2077] p0589 N73-30011
Analysis of acoustic properties and aerodynamic
characteristics of enqine over winq
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configuration with flow attached and unattached
on upper surface of flaps
[NASA-TH-X-71U191 . pC589 N73-30015
'Analysis of fan noise levels for fan in proximity
of side and ground plane to determine effects on
harmonic frequencies
rNASA-CR-1323061 P0591 N73-30023
Analysis of noise problems created by supersonic
transport aircraft, conventional aircraft, and
short takeoff aircraft, to show nethods for jet
exhaust noise reduction
P0591 S73-3002*
Development of computer programs to analyze sound
power and peak noise levels for turbojet exhaust
noise at various velocities
P0591 N73-30029
Analysis of aircraft engine noise sources and
characteristics of engine noise produced by
turbofan engines
P0602 N73-30735
• Evaluation of acoustic radiation from various
noise sources in axial-fan
rNASA-CB-114576] P0608 N73-30952
Evaluation of aerodynamic calibration and
- performance characteristics of anechoic flow
facility
raD-763668] p0612 N73-31212
par field noise reduction of tilting rotor
aircraft based on performance and weight
tradeoffs to improve acoustic signatures
r»iSi-CR-11U6»8] P0638 H73-31937
Theory for predicting sonic boom intensity and
techniques for sonic boom suppression
rFAA-BD-73-l»l : P0639 N73-319I1II
Calculation procedures for predicting noise-time
histories and noise contours for various types
of aircraft
fHASA-CR-1146*9) . p0639 H73-3191»5
Computer programs for predicting the noise-tine
histories and noise contours for five types of
aircraft
rKASA-CE-114650.1 p0639 N73-31946
Analysis of jet engine noise to show sources of
noise, noise spectra, and use of laminates and
composite materials for noise reduction
P0666 N73-32962
Characteristics of aerodynamic noise generated by
interaction of airstream with flap surface to
show location and control of noise sources
P0666 N73-32963
Hind tunnel1 tests to determine acoustic properties
of externally blown flap and auqmentor wing for
short takeoff aircraft configurations
P0666 N73-32965
flethod for predicting noise generated by
deflecting engine exhaust for under-the-wing and
over-the-wing versions of externally blown flap
configuration
rHASA-TH-X-71U<t9] p0667 N73-32969
Hind tunnel tests to determine acoustic properties
of large scale lift fan transport aircraft model
tNiSA-TB-X-6228U] p0668 N73-32975
Relationship between distribution of outflow of
acoustic energy over jet boundary and far-field
intensity
fNASA-TN-D-7269] P0672 N73-33181
ACODSTIC EADIiTIOH
0 SOUND HAVES
ACOUSTIC SCATTERING
NT REVERBERATION
Scattering of sound by an aerofoil of finite span
in a compressible stream.
P0665 A73-12609
The scattering characteristics of a sonic boom at
the passage through a turbulent layer
pOOtO A73-12967
Acoustic sounding of meteorological phenomena in
the planetary boundary layer.
p(?109 A73-18710
Theory of sound scattering by turbulence applied
to scattering cross section calculation for
turbulent jet flow and wind, discussing jet
noise reduction
P02UO A73-26U96
ACOUSTIC SIHOLATIOH
Optimal and preferred listening levels for speech
in aircraft acoustical environments. •
PC231 A73-25387
ACODSTIC STABILITY
0 FREQUENCY STABILITY
ACODSTIC VELOCITY
Computing meteorological effects on aircraft noise.
P0100 473-17121
Low speed of sound modeling of a high pressure
ratio centrifugal compressor.
P0286 A73-29020
Acoustic velocity and sound propagation
differences in incompressible and compressible
fluids related to Bach cone formation and sonic
boots effects
P063K A73-45269
ACODSTIC VIBEATIOHS
0 SOUND HAVES
ACOUSTICS
NT PSYCHOACODSTICS
Acoustic matched filters applications for
multisubscriber band spread communication in ATC
systems
PC2S6 A73-29936
Dse of edge-tone resonators as qas temperature
sensing devices.
P0578 A73-U1991
ACQOISITION
NT DATA ACQUISITION
ST TARGET ACQUISITION
ACBOBATICS
Analysis of fundamental flight parameters and
properties of acrobatic aircraft in a
statistical framework
pC66K A73-12<tU8
ACRYLIC BESINS
Cyclic pressure tests of F-1 aircraft forward and
aft canopies to determine safe service life
after delamination of acrylic sheet
[AD-7593t9] pOlOU N73-2508U
Development of organic glass and plastic materials
with improved mechanical and physical properties
for use with aircraft canopies and protective
coatings
fAD-763263] pC593 N73-30039
ACTIHOBETEBS
NT INFRARED DETECTORS
NT INFBABED SCANNERS
NT HICROHAVE RADIOMETERS
NT PYRANOHETERS
NT BADIOMETEBS
ACTOATOBS
Design and evaluation of miniature control surface
actuation systems for aeroelastic models.
fAIAA PAPER 73-323] p0235 A73-25553
Hydraulic powered integrated actuator package
/IAP/ for V/STOL aircraft flight control, noting .
advantages in system weight, mechanical
complexity and power loss reduction
P0238 A73-26271.
High gain hydromechanical servomechanism with
multisprinq, mass damping and feedback control,
deriving transfer function response, with
application to aircraft control surface actuator
design
P0289 A73-29150
Integrated hydraulic flight control actuator
packages replacing mechanical linkages for
aerodynamic surface control during V/STOL
operation
P0529 A73-39C15
SCUITY
NT VISUAL ACUITY
AD/I B
D EXPLORER 2« SATELLITE
AD/I SATELLITE
D EXPLORER 2U SATELLITE
»DiPTI?E COHTB01
NT SELF ADAPTIVE CONTROL SYSTEKS
Computerized adaptive flight control for
helicopter dynanic systems based on
identification and optimization methods
P028U A73-28829
Adaptive multibeaa concepts for traffic manaqement
satellite systems.
P0526 A73-387U6
A 'type one1 servo explicit model followinq
adaptive scheme.
fAIAA PAPER 73-862] p0528 A73-3880C
Sensitivity, adaptivity and optimality;
Proceedings of the Third Symposium, Ischia,
Italy, June 18-23, 1973.
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P0621 A73-13277
Design of multivariable adaptive model following
control systems.
P0621 473-13288
Developnent of adaptive controller for
nultivariable systems and application to
helicopter system with time varying paraneters
fAD-71611921 P0667 H73-10C07
Optimal adaptive control of aircraft lateral
dynamics in gust presence using Pontryagin
principle and cost function
fAASO-31«l . P0070 N73-12046
Research reports on control theory in flight systeas
r&D-7l)62961 P0118 N73-14251
Development of aircraft control systems based on
operator performance, adaptive displays, and
coupling of manual with automatic control
fAD-7513061 P0162 N73-16026
Development and use of synthetic fliqht trainers
based on degree and fidelity of simulation as
key design considerations
UD-75H957} P0277 H73-21260
Application of adaptive control algorithms to self
ad-fusting control systems for aeroelastic
aircraft, fliqht vehicle roll, and control
during reentry
rAD-756598] P0305 N73-21941
Development of analog hardware for flight control
system design to control aircraft with uncertain
parameters
rNASA-CR-133tt16l P0537 K73-27909
Design of automatic throttle control for Navy
carrier based A-7 E aircraft
rAD-76176Ul . p05*3 N73-287UO
Development of automatic fliqht control systems
based on adaptive control techniques and
variable structure control systems
IAD-763U151 p059* N73-300U7
Development of theory for adaptive control of
aircraft in atmospheric turbulence using
stochastic identification method
fAD-7637391 p059U N73-30051
ADAPTIVE COHTROt STSTEHS
U ADAPTIVE CONTROL
ADAPTIVE FILTERS
Kalman filter adaptive tracker for ATC
applications, modeling aircraft maneuvers by
linear system with random noise accelerations
based on statistical decision theory
. p0289 A73-29212
Development of adaptive filter technique to
minimize effect of noise produced errors in
gyrocompasses and production of true azimuth data
TAD-71I7U781 • pC075 N73-12685
ADDITION BESINS
NT ACRYLIC RESINS
ADDITIVES
NT ANTIICIKG ADDITIVES .
NT ANTIOXIDANTS
1IT PEOPELLANT ADDITIVES
Manganese additive effects on emissions.from a
model gas turbine combustor. . •
p065H 8.73-1061U
Military and civil let aircraft fuel ,
specifications, discussing additives types, test
procedures and guality control complexity
p0435 A73-3B848
ADHEROMETBRS
0 ADHESION TESTS
ADHESION TESTS
Selection process for a structural adhesive system
for application of the L-1011 aircraft.
pOC»1 A73-1305C
Kon-destructive testing of adhesive bonding.
P0239 A73-26299
ADHESIVE BONDING
A study of environmental degradation of adhesive
bonded titanium structures in Army helicopters.
pOOUl A73-13C39
Organization and management for adhesive bonding
aircraft structures.
pGO<!1 A73-130H8
Selection process for a structural adhesive system
for application of the L-1011 aircraft.
pOO«1 A73-1305C
The application of adhesive bonded structures and
composite materials on advanced turbofan engines.
p0052 A73-11134
Russian book - Technology for adhesive bonding-of' :?
elements in aircraft construction. ....
. . i . p0062 A73-15703
Adhesively bonded inltilayer Al and Ti alloy sheet
metals for complex airframe components,
discussing design, fabrication, tests and .
performance comparison vith monolithic structures
[SHE PAPBB HF 72-513] p0107 A73-18094
Adhesive »etal/glass laminate bonding, discussing '< >'•
materials, tests and interlaminar strength effects'
p0194 873-24092
Non-destructive testing of adhesive bonding. . ,
. . p0239 A73-26299
Epoxy adhesive bonding of Concorde light alloy ' :-
sandwich structure elevens, discussing surface
treatment, polymerization and ultrasonic testing
p0282 A73-28468
Joint, strength, adhesive ductility of adhesively
bonded joints of epoxy resins bonded to aluminum
and titanium alloys •
[DLR-PB-73-22J ._ pC328 S73-23636
Fokker F-28 fellowship structure adhesive bonding
processes and guality control methods
:• tFOK-K-67] • p0593 N73-30037
Adhesive bonding of structures and composite •
materials on advanced turbofan engines
p0648 N73-32170
ADHESIVES
HI GLUES , • . - -
Optimization of transparent ethylene terpolyaer
and compilation of engineering data for use as
adhesive in polycarbonate composite aircraft
transparencies
rAD-750814] •• p0136 S73-15611
ADMITTANCE .
D ELECTRICAL IMPEDANCE
AERATION
Test equipment and procedures for determining • • ~
foaming and aeration characteristics of aircraft
engine lubricants ' . ...
CAD-7U760<O p007U H73-12618
AERIAL IMAGERY
0 AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
Hultiband and multiemulsion digitized aerial
photographs automatic processing by digital ;
computer techniques and statistical pattern
recognition algorithms
P0651 A73-10140
Aerial photograph distortion due to sealed
compartment temperature and pressure effects in
terms of internal refraction
P0108 A73-18156
The utility of a low flying aircraft or helicopter
when collecting ground data for regional
" resource surveys.
P0155 A73-21710
Nelson Tyler helicopter camera mount for aerial
reconnaissance photography providing camera
balance and motion stability under combat fliqht
conditions
p0198 A73-2U949
Aerial-survey aircraft of the new generation .
P0581 A73-42590
Photographic recording of aircraft strike,
emphasizing air-to-air encounter
,[AD-7»6837] p0685 N73-1H123
AERIAL RECONNAISSANCE
Image formation radiometers for blind landing,
aerial reconnaissance over land and sea, horizon
detection and detection of obstacles at sea
P0153 A73-21087
Nelson Tyler helicopter camera mount for aerial
reconnaissance photography providing camera
• balance and motion stability under combat fliqht
conditions
P0198 A73-2B949
Avionics requirements for multimission, fixed
ving, twin engine aircraft designed for search
and rescue operations
fAD-7504631 P0131 N73-15064
Design and performance of C band airborne data
transmission system for aerial reconnaissance
tAD-75918"] pC406 573-25191
Techniques for creating moving image
reconnaissance display
fAD-763789] p0599 N73-30452
AERODYNAMIC AXIS
0 AERODYNAMIC BALANCE
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SOBJECT IHDEI 1EBODTHABTC CHABACTBBISTICS
AEBODYHAHIC B4LANCB
iirships design,-,constructional and operational
LD charVcteristics, discnssing aerodynamics, flight
• control, performance and trim . .
..-. • - - • • • • • . p0109 473-18510
Planform .shape.effects on aerodynamic center
1
 location and aeroelasticity of fighter aircraft
-'•fHiSA^CB-2117] p0301 N73-21896
ABIODYHAHIC BRAKES . "•
N5'. BALLUTES- • . < .' . ' -
HI? DRAG CHDTES '.•
HI LEADISG EDGE SLATS
Hr' TRAILIHG-EDGE FLAPS
ST BING FLAPS ' .<
Hortar design for-parachute ejection and .
deployment into airstream to decelerate
•' spacecraft'1 and aircraft pilot escape Modules,
estimating hardware veiqht and reaction load
CAIAA PAPEE 73-159) p034i 473-31445
Computerized six degree of freedom parachute
' deployment model for predicting entry
vehicle-decelerator dynamic response to
aerodynaoic forces and physical property changes
• fAIAA PAPEB 73-460) p0341 A73-31446
A dynamic and aerodynamic analysis of an
articulated autorotor accelerator system.
rAIAA PAPER 73-463] p0341 A73-31449
Development and testing of ballute
stabilizer/decelerators for aircraft delivery of
a 500-lb munition;' '
fAIAA PAPER 73-485] p0343 A73-31467
Performance prediction for deployable aecodynanic
accelerators operating in supersonic wakes using
gas dynamics analogy
fAD-751982] p0178 H73-17266
AEBODTHAHIC BUZZ
0 FLUTTER
ASBODTHAHIC CBNTKE
0 AEHODYNASIC BALANCE
ABBODIHAHIC CHARACTEBISTICS
ST' AERODYNAMIC BALANCE
HI AERODYNAMIC DRAG
NT AERODYNAMIC STABILITY
NT INTEBFERENCE DBAG
NT INTERFERENCE LIFT
ST JET LIFT.'
NT LIFT
RT BOTOB LIFT
NT STATIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTEBISTICS
ST ZEBO LIFT,,
High-pressure axial fan for air-cushion vehicles
P0660 A73-11713
Design study for long-lived compact 750 kS
industrial gas turbine, discussing optimal
aerodynamic proportioning and size determination
fONERA, TP NO. 1174] p0666 A73-12791
Computer programs for air cooled gas turbine
engine design and performance prediction, noting
aerodynamic effect of turbine coolant
P0666 473-12848
Problems regarding the use of electronic data
processing for the calculation of diagonal
cascades in tnrbomachines
P0042 A73-13169
Directional devices for noise reduction of high
speed lets :
P0052 A73-14142
Transonic profile theory - Critical comparison of
various procedures
p0054 A73-14377
Supersonic'blowdovn wind tunnel modification for
transonic airfoil profile aerodynamic
characteristics measurement, discussing design
criteria and operational range
fDGLH PAPER 72-133] p0055 473-14380
The aerodynaoic characteristics of the thin delta
wing fitted with a conical body in supersonic
flow.:
P0061 473-15167
Lifting characteristics and spanwise aerodynamic
load distribution of an external flow jet flap.
•>.- • p0061 A73-15513
Study of a series of variable-geometry wings
derived from delta wings of different aspect
ratios. I - 4erodynamic characteristics of delta
wings
P0062 473-15651
Russian book on 11-18 aircraft practical
aerodynamics covering aerodynamic
characteristics, performance, controllability,
stability and flight safety
PC064 A73-15968
lind tunnel experimental verification of flight
vehicles aerodynamic characteristics during
preliminary design stage, discnssing correction
procedures for model data extrapolation to full
scale parameters
rSAE PAPER 720861]
 P0093 A73-16665
Experimental and theoretical investigations
regarding the unsteady aerodynamical derivatives
of the longitudinal motion in the case of
slender flight bodies at moderate velocity
rDFVLB-SONDDB-206] pC094 A73-16757
B-1 airplane model support and let plume effects
on aerodynamic characteristics.
tAIAA PAPER 73-153] pC097 A73-16901
Aerodynamic technology developments including
advanced transonic a'irfoils, low-drag/high-lift
systems and stability augmentation for transport
aircraft performance, economics and noise
improvements
C&IAA PAPEB 73-9] p01C2 473-17604
The effect of the degree of turbulence on the
aerodynamic characteristics of planar
decelerating cascades
fDFVLR-SONDDB-275] p0144 A73-19197
Calculation of the aerodynamic characteristics of
a rectangular wing with tip plates moving at a
low subsonic speed in the proximity of a screen
P0147 A73-20094
Aerodynamic characteristics of thin asymmetric .
wing profiles in supersonic flow
P0150 A73-20487
Aerodynamic experimental investigation of annular
cascade of gas turbine nozzle blade in subsonic
and supersonic flow.
P0152 A73-20939
Theoretical determination of the characteristics
of helicopter rotors
P0185 A73-22205
Toward simpler prediction of transonic' airfoil
lift, drag, and moment.
P0186 A73-22431
Aerodynamic forces and moments estimation for
slender bodies of circular and noncircular cross
section without and with lifting surfaces at
0-9C degree angles of attack
P0190 473-23468
4eroelastic effects on flying wing aircraft
aerodynamic stability characteristics, using
elementary beam-rod differential equations and
aerodynamic strip theory
C A I A A PAPER 73-397] p0233 A73-25526
An exploratory investigation of the unsteady
aerodynamic response of a two-dimensional
airfoil at high reduced freguency.
fAIAA PAPER 73-309] p0234 473-25540
Calculation of unsteady transonic aerodynamics for
oscillating wings with thickness.
T A I A 4 PAPER 73-316] pC235 A73-25547
An investigation of unsteady aerodynamics on an
oscillating airfoil..
fAIAA PAPER 73-318] . p0235 A73-255U9
Analysis of the aerodynamic characteristics of
wing-lift augmentation devices. II
pC237 A73-25796
Aerodynamic characteristics of torus shaped
cascades involved in flame stabilization process
of reheat devices for jet engines
P02t1 A73-26595
Analysis of the aerodynamic characteristics of
wing lift augmentation devices
P0242 A73-2682U
Rogallo variable geometry flexible cambered wing
structure and aerodynamic performance for low
speed agricultural fl ight applications
P0281 A73-28027
Lov speed of sound modeling of a high pressure
ratio centrifugal compressor.
pC2fl6 A73-29C20
A 14.2-ft-Do variable-porosity conical ribbon
chute for supersonic application.
tAIAA PAPER 73-472] p0342 473-31456
Russian book - Practical aerodynamics of the An-24
aircraft /2nd revised and enlarged edition/.
PC346 A73-31547
Optimal grid arrangement in vortex lattice method
of lifting surface aerodynamic analysis.
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conparinq numerical with kernel function results
for sinple wing planforns
p03»7 A73-31746
Calculation of the characteristics of tail fins in
the vortical field of a wing
P0362 173-32819
Experimental results in the case of the Bonveiler
nave-rider in the subsonic, transonic, and
supersonic ranqe
P0371 A73-33265
Effect of rotor design tip speed on aerodynamic
performance of a model VIOL lift fan under
static and crossflow conditions.
fASBE PAPER 73-GT-2] p0372 A73-33480
Investigation of the aerodynamic performance of
small axial turbines.
fASBE PAPER 73-GT-31
 P0372 A73-33U81
Small turbomachinery compressor and fan
aerodynamics.
CiSME PAPER 73-GT-61 p0372 A73-33H8U
Aerodynamic study of a turbine designed for a
small low-cost turbofan engine.
fASHE PAPEB 73-GT-29) p0373 173-33500
Heavy lift helicopter totor blade design including
airfoils, fiberglass skin, titanium spar,
fail-safety and aerodynamic and structural
features
TABS PHBPBIHT 710] D0437 A73-35056
An inexpensive technique for the fabrication of
tvo-dinensional wind tunnel models.
pCKSO A73-35762
Experimental developments in V/STOL vind tunnel
testing at the National Aeronautical
Establishment.
p0458 A73-36774
Analysis of the aerodynamic characteristics of
devices for increasing King lift. Ill -
Influence of ground proximity on the aerodynamic
characteristics of the flaps
PC161 A73-37022
New contributions to the iterative method for
aerodynamic calculations of wings in subsonic
flows
PC503 V73-37545
On the aerodynamic damning moment in pitch of a
rigid helicopter rotor in hovering. I -
Experimental phase.
P0521 A73-38281
Airfoil profiles aerodynamic characteristics from
laminar flow wind tunnel measurements
P0521 A73-38361
Jet engine exhaust pluae effects on solid bodies,
examining nozzle draq effects, nozzle geometry,
place entrainment and shape, vind tunnel tests
and pressure effects
P0526 A73-38651
Holographic interferometry applied to aerodynamics
P0561 A73-3998U
On the aerodynamic damping moment in pitch of a
rigid helicopter rotor in hovering. II -
Analytical phase.
p0564 A73-U0087
Investigation of multi-element airfoils with
external flow ^et flap.
P0571 A73-41087
Influence of geometrical parameters on propeller
performance at low advance ratios
p057l( A73-41582
Aerodynamic and thermal structures of the laminar
boundary layer over a flat plate with a
diffusion flame.
P0582 A73-42774
Longitudinal and lateral aerodynamic
characteristics of cruise missile with swept
wing and conventional aft tails at various Hach
numbers
rHiSA-TH-D-7069] P0667 N73-10002
Force measurements on Caret and delta wings at
high incidence in hypersonic reentry conditions .
noting comparison with theoretical predictions
fIC-&ERO-72-161 P0667 N73-10C04
Modelinq data developed during Banned simulation
of large transport aircraft and comparison with
training simulator results - vol. 2
r.NASA-CR-1ia«9«] PC669 N73-10027
Numerical analysis of aircraft equilibrium spin
characteristics based on nonlinear equations of
motion and constrained minimization techniques
rHASA-TN-D-6926) p0670 N73-10028
Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of large
scale model with swept wing and augmented -(et
flap in ground effect, using 10 x 80 ft wind
tunnel :
[NASA-Tli-X-62174] p0670 N73-10030
Development and characteristics of civilian V/STOL
aircraft with application to short haul
commercial air traffic
. [NAS4-TT-F-116291 p0670 N73-10031
Development of computer program for analyzing
mono-element and multi-element airfoils at
subsonic speed with attached air f low - Vol. 2
rAD-710121] pC672 N73-1C242
Computer programs for analysis of axial compressor
aerodynamic test data
rAD-711502] PC676 N73-10756
Computer program listings for analysis of main
rotor free wake geometry effects on blade air
loads and response for helicopters in steady .
maneuvers - Vol. 2
f SASA-CB-2111] p0678H73-11C06
Flight and wind tunnel tests to determine effects
of Reynolds number of installed boattail draq of
nnderwing nacelle
fHASA-TS-X-68162] . pC678 N73-11C07
Wind tunnel tests and firing tests to determine
aerodynamic characteristics and subsonic flight
performance of spin stabilized mortar pro-jectile
[AD-7469771 p0678 H73-11009
Aerodynamic characteristics of four configurations
of rounded shoulder boattail nozzles mounted on
F-106B aircraft at subsonic speeds
(SHSI-TS-X-2626TI . • P0678 M73-11013
prediction of lateral directional aerodynamic
characteristics for twin engine propeller driven
airplane
fNASA-TN-D-6946] p0679 N73-11"16
Evaluation of Rayleiqh-Ritz anisotropic plate '
analysis procedure for determining performance
of composite wing for aircraft operating in
transonic environment
fAD-7451291 P068C .S73-11C23
Influence of split ground belt on aerodynamic
characteristics of hiqh lift STOL aircraft with
blown flap
fDTIAS-TH-1731 p0683 H73-1123?
Effects of location of wing pivot and geometry of
wing on static longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics of variable-sweep supersonic
fighter aircraft model
r N A S A - T M - J C - 2 6 7 4 1 • pC'065, N73-12000
Turbofan design parameters for optiiaal acoustic
'and aerodynamic performance
P0066 S73-12C14
Analysis of weight and inertia, aerodynamic
derivatives, control characteristics, and
stability 'augmentation systems for various
military and civilian: aircraft
CKASA-CR-2W1 P0069 N73-12039
Development of eguations for large amplitude
coupled flap-lag motion of hingeless elastic
helicopter blades
f NASi-CR-HIUSS] POP70 N73-12P43
Hind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic
characteristics of V/STOL aircraft
configurations using blowing flapped wing and
direct let lift systems .
rKASA-CR-114496] P0072 H73-12284
Wind tunnel tests to determine effect of nozzle
lateral spacing on afterbody drag and
performance of twin-let afterbody models with
cone plug nozzles at supersonic speeds
[KASA-TH-X-26321 P0077 N73-12999
Development of numerical analysis technigues for
determining lifting surface characteristics of
circular vings and parabolic wing tips
f AD-71184331 P0076 H73-13006
Numerical analysis of pressure distribution at
parabolic wing tips on circular wing model based
on occurrence of logarithmic sets
rAD-7484321 PC078 N73-13007
Application of parameter estimation algorithm to
obtain longitudinal aerodynamic derivatives from
flight data for XC-142A aircraft in cruise
conditions
[N4SA-TN-D-7111I] PC080 N73-13025
Analysis of minimum time maneuvers by high
thrust-to-weiqht aircraft using optimal control
theory to determine open-loop control laws
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[•4D-74835U1 pOC82 N73-13039
Analysis of model helicopter rotor blade response
to random excitation during sisulated forward
flight using electromechanical apparatus
i rAB-7<(84571 p0082 N73-13040
Flight tests to determine lateral-directional
handling qualities and roll-sideslip coupling of
let aircraft at high speeds
rAD-7«6U351 p0082 B73-13042
Wind tunnel tests of longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics of aspect ratio airfoil with
0.098 chord bloving flap
' TNASA-TH-X-26751 PC085 1173-13431
Application of model helicopter rotor experiments
to determining dynamic stall of rotary wings and
-predicting aerodynamic loads developed
pC111 H73-14002
Numerical analysis of unsteady aerodynamic forces
on helicopter rotor blades to determine lift
distribution as function of velocity component
.normal to blades
p0111 1173-14003
Wind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic and
propulsion characteristics of propulsive wing
T/STOL configuration at high subsonic speed
fHASA-TM-X-26931 p0112 N73-14020
Longitudinal and lateral data, lateral oscillatory
derivatives, and aileron and rudder powers for
BAG 221 aircraft
fSBC-CP-12301 P0113 N73-14027
Analysis of compatibility between maneuver load
control, relaxed static stability, and flying
gualities reguirements for various aircraft
configurations
f AD-7191I791 p0111 N73-14032
Numerical analysis of induced velocities of wing
'with curved axis not perpendicular to velocity
of incoming flow
rAD-7H98i;3] P0117 N73-14048
Design and fabrication of balloon to carry 3500
pound payload at 60,000 feet altitude for
feasibility test of powering free balloon near
minimum wind field
fAD-7505421 P0117 N73-14052
Calculation method for effect of compressible
three dimensional relief on torgue required for
helicopter rotor
fAD-7501791 p0117 1173-14053
Performance tests of single stage fan-compressor
to evaluate shock-in-rotor blading for let
engine applications reguiring high aerodynamic
performance and stability
fNASA-CR-120991 ] p0120 H73-11795
Aerodynamic characteristics of wing moving close
to interface with annular let flowing from wing
surface and impinging on screen
rAD-7509331 P0123 N73-14995
Proceedings of conference on fluid dynamics of
aircraft stalling to include stall and
post-stall aerodynamic characteristics of
various military aircraft
fAGARD-CP-1P2l PG123 N73-14998
Design characteristics and performance of airfoils
with high lift at low and medium subsonic speeds
and various angles of attack
P0124 N73-15004
Analysis of aerodynamic processes occurring in
flow past unpowered multi-element airfoils in
high lift attitude
P012H (173-15007
Analysis of aerodynamic stall characteristics of
wing sections with high lift devices in two
dimensional flow
PC124 N73-15008
Development of procedure for determining
characteristics of high lift systems where
viscous effects dominate
P0124 N73-15009
Analysis of stall and post-stall characteristics
of y-111 aircraft and development of regression
techniques to obtain aerodynamic derivatives
PC125 K73-15013
Post-stall aerodynamic characteristics of Harrier
GP-1 aircraft and development of lift augmenting
devices
P0125 N73-15014
Development of F-28 transport aircraft wing and
analysis characteristics to show effects of
boundary layer fences
P0125 S73-15015
Hind tunnel tests to obtain pre-flight estimates
of stall speed and low air speed performance of
Boeing 747 aircraft
P0125 N73-15016
Aerodynamic design, engineering development, and
flight testing of naval aircraft for operation
at high angles of attack
P0126 H73-15020
Bind tunnel tests of VIOL lift fan stages to
determine changes in thrust characteristics with
variations in back pressure imposed on stages by
cross flow
rSASA-TB-1-681691 p0127 H73-15031
Mission performance analysis of three supersonic
transport configurations and effects of
limitations on allowable engine noise
fHASA-lB-X-68178] p0127 N73-15032
Design, stress analysis, and high altitude
performance of recovery parachute system
[KASA-CR-130301O p0128 N73-15037
Wind tunnel tests to determine effects of ground
proximity on lift, drag, and pitching moment of
rectangular wing equipped with -jet flaps
[HAI.-TB-294 J p0128 H73-15038
Theoretical and experimental analyses of aircraft
propeller operating under turbulent ambient
conditions
rOTIAS-183] p0128 N73-15039
Prediction analysis method to determine influence
of geometry para&eters on aerodynamic
characteristics of body-wing configuration
[DLR-FB-72-63] p0129 S73-15050
Plight tests to determine lateral-directional
performance and roll-sideslip coupling of T-33
aircraft at subsonic speed - Vol. 2
[AD-7484361 p0130 .N73-15051
Analysis of stability characteristics of hingeless
rotary wing on flap and lead-lag degrees of
freedom of single blade
[AD-7503591 p0130 S73-15053
Research projects to detemine aerodynamic
characteristics of rotary wings and propellers
fAD-7501751 p0134 H73-15326
Cold air experiment in two-dimensional cascade to
determine aerodynamic performance of turbine
stator blade with suction-surface cooling
[NASA-TH-X-2685] p0139 H73-15818
Method for estimating aerodynamic characteristics
of airfoils in compressible inviscid flow based
on thickness and camber line parameters
tESDD-72024} p0157 H73-15981
Development of nonlinearized solution for
aerodynamic characteristics of -jet flap lifting
surface with span-vise slot near trailing edge
fNASA-CS-2190) p0157 S73-15986
Aerodynamic configurations and characteristics of
airfoils designed to reduce formation of shock
waves during supersonic flight
[NASA-TT-F-7491 p0157 H73-15987
Method for estimating changes in lift curve, drag,
tail lift, and downwash from King of aircraft
due to ground effect in incompressible flow
[£500-72023} p0158 1173-15993
Numerical analysis of characteristics of rotary
wing aircraft when considered as two coupled
rigid bodies representing rotor and fuselage
p0158 H73-15994
Development and application of computer programs
for evaluating performance of powered-lift STOL
aircraft to include static, takeoff, and landing
performance
[NASA-IB-X-62217] • p0160 N73-16007
Technique for defining aircraft performance model
from limited flight test data and predicted
aerodynamic and propulsion system characteristics
[NASA-TN-D-7137] p0160 H73-16008
Bind tunnel tests of full scale model of light
aircraft to determine effects of configuration
changes on aerodynamic characteristics
CKASA-TN-D-6896] p0160 H73-16012
Development of dynamic helicopter performance and
control model based on. force and rotor
aerodynamic equations
[AD-7514601 P0162 H73-16022
Development of analytical technique for computing
performance of arbitrary ^et-flapped uiaq with
compensations for variations in wing geometry
fNASA-CF-2179] p0169 H73-16982
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Hind tunnel tests of two dimensional vinq model
vith leading edqe slat and trailing edge flap
. fFAA-AU-862J P0170 H73-1698U
Computer program and users nanual for calculating
aerodynamic characteristics of wing-body
combinations at subsonic and supersonic speeds
fFFA-AO-635-PT-21 P0170 H73-16985
Aerodynamic characteristics of biplane ving
systems Kith emphasis on stall matching and
induced camber effects which differ from
monoplane ving
P0170 N73-16987
Conference on flight handling qualities and
reguirements
P0171 N73-16993
Revisions to V/STOL handling qualities based on
criteria
P0171 B73-1699H
Bole o£ theory and calculations in refinement of
flyinq qualities
P0171 N73-16999
Predicting flying qualities by wind tunnel tests
P0171 N73-17000
Effect of enqine failure on aerodynamic
characteristics of supersonic aircraft
PC172 N73-17003
Analysis of performance potential of buoyant
systems and flexible structures for use vith
short haul passenqer transport aircraft
nif.SA-TM-X-621681 P0173 H73-17014
Development of methods for predicting performance
characteristics of V/STOL aircraft -Vol. 1
fAD-752557] P0175 N73-17033
Analytical techniques for predicting static and
dynamic stability, control derivatives, and
force and moment coefficients for V/STOL
aircraft - Vol. 2
FAD-7525581 P0175 S73-1703*
Computer program manual for analytical techniques
to predict performance of V/STOL aircraft - Vol. 3
fAD-7525591 P0175 1173-17035
Experimental determination of aerodynamic
performance of cooled turbine vanes at gas to
coolant temperature ratios up to 2.75
C NASA-Ill-X-2733] P018C N73-17815
Technique for predictinq shock envelopes and
pressure distributions for two dimensional
airfoil at anqles of attack producing shock
detachment and subsonic flow
fNASA-TH-D-71971 p0199 N73-18001
Evaluation of fluid dynamics of aircraft stalling
to determine effects of three dimensional flow,
wing sweep back, and high lift devices
rAGAED-AB-«91 p0201 N73-18P23
Aeroelastic divergence of transport aircraft
flying at supersonic speeds and design
techniques to eliminate adverse effects
fNASA-CB-1122621 PC203 N73-18P36
Numerical analysis of aerodynamic characteristics
of unsteady, two-dimensional, let-flapped vinq
fAD-7529281 PC205 N73-18051
Aerodynamic characteristics of flow around wing
profiles
fAD-7526861 PC206 N73-1805t
Calculation of outer inviscid flow about
rectangular vinq moving at supersonic speeds
rNASA-CR-13C985) PC210 N73-18269
Comparison of validity of results obtained by
flight simulation with results obtained from
actual flight test of short takeoff aircraft
P0216 N73-19007
Determination of aircraft aerodynamic
characteristics under captive flight conditions
and description of test eguipment
PC216 N73-19010
V.ind tunnel tests to determine effects of blade
twist and aeroelasticity of rotary wings on tilt
rotor performance from hover to Mach 0.7 speed
fHASA-T«-X-689<t81 p0216 S73-19012
Computerized simulation of aerodynamic
characteristics for trailing wire system towed
by orbiting aircraft
fAD-7539091 . P0221 N73-19255.
Computerized simulation of spiral curve of wire
being toned behind orbiting aircraft
fAD-7539081 P0221 N73-19256
Wind tunnel tests to determine effects of nozzle
geometry and upper surface bloving on
aerodynamic characteristics of 1H percent thick
airfoil t
CNASA-CB-11U560J p0251 B73-199S8
Bethod for conpoting lifting pressure distribution
on wing with partial span, swept control surfaces
[HSSA-TH-D-7251] P0251 H73-19999
Characteristics of system for providing yav .'
control of vehicles at high supersonic and -i
hypersonic speeds by deflecting flaps mounted on
upper ving surface
fHASA-CASE-L&B-111UO-1] p0252 N73-20008
Bind tunnel tests to determine lov speed
aerodynaaic characteristics of large scale :
V/STOL transport models vith lift fan
lift-cruise.fan propulsion system
tNASA-IB-1-62231] p0252 F73-20014
Flight test of 1-22 aircraft to deternine
longitudinal stability requirements of short.
takeoff aircraft during terminal area operations
IAD-75U8HO] P025D 1173-20029
Application of parafoil equations of motion to ;
predict flight performance of povered parafoil
flight vehicle :
[AD-751907] . p0255 H73-2003»
Annotated bibliography of aerodynamic
configurations and characteristics of short
takeoff aircraft
fAD-75«5001 p0255 H73-20037
Aerodynamic.performance of core-engine turbine
stator vane tested in two-dimensional cascade of
10 vanes and in single-vane tunnel
f»ASA-TM-X-27661 . p0263 S73-20823
Analysis of optimum pressure distribution on
multi-element airfoils to obtain conditions for.
maximum lift coefficient
P0265 1173-20996
Development of method for estimating normal force,
axial force, and pitching moment coefficients
for slender bodies of varying cross section
eguipped vith lifting surfaces
[NASA-TN-D-7228] p0265 H73-20998
Sinimun weight design of supersonic aircraft ving
vith finite element modeling to meet strength,
stability, frequency, and flutter reguirements
P0266 H73-21003
Comparisons betveen analog and numerical methods
for studying response of an aircraft
[POBL-97) p0267 H73-21007
Discussion of speed record establishment by SA-311
helicopter to include aircraft preparation
procedures and requirements for successful
completion
p0268 H73-21018
Beviev of tiltinq rotor technology and comparison
of tiltinq rotor performance vith standard
rotary vinqs
p0269 N73-21027
Proceedings of conference on fluid dynamics of
rotary vinqs and aerodynamic characteristics of
rotary vinq systems
riGA8D-CP-111] p0269 1173-21031
Analytical and experimental techniques to define
geometry of vortex field of hovering rotary ving
and effect on rotor performance
P0270 N73-21032
Improvements in basic rotary ving design and tests
to determine effects on helicopter performance
P0270 H73-21038
Aerodynamic characteristics of rotary vinqs under
axial flow conditions and development of
numerical analysis techniques
P0271 N73-21039
Development of method for predictionq performance
of heavily loaded propellers and rotors in
steady hovering flight
p0271 N73-21040
Analysis of unsteady aerodynamic environment of
rotary vinqs and research projects to improve
understandinq of rotor unsteady airfoils
P0271 H73-210H1
Analysis of unsteady aerodynamic loading on
reference section of helicopter rotor blade in
axial or hovering flight under compressible flov
conditions
p0271 N73-21011
Development of concept of circulation control
applied to rotary vinqs to shov effects on
hover, transition, and hiqh speed cruise
performance
P0272 H73-21050
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Hind tunnel tests to determine effects of
nonrotating components on helicopter performance
and application for helicopter design optimization
• P0272 N73-21052
Numerical analysis of unsteady supersonic
characteristics of space shuttle type vehicles
using arbitrary finite element technique
f.BASi-CH-112296] p0302 B73-21901
•ind tunnel tests of swept augmentor ving
aerodynamic characteristics
[NASA-TH-X-622521 p0303 H73-21923
Proceedings of conference on rotary wings to
investigate rotor wakes, aerodynamic
characteristics at hover and high advance ratio,
and aerodynamic noise properties
p030» N73-21931
Analysis of aerodynamic and dynamic properties of
rotary wing aircraft for application to design,
development, and evaluation of helicopters
rAGARD-LS-63 J P0315 N73-229H8
Basic.dynamics of rotary wings, mechanics of
helicopter flight, and aerodynamic
characteristics of advanced rotary wing concepts
and configurations
P0316 N73-22951
Analysis of effects of aerodynamic and dynamic
parameters on design synthesis of rotary wings
and application of optimization technigues
P0316 H73-22958
Flight test procedures for rotary wing aircraft
with emphasis on performance and flying gualities
P0317 N73-22959
Analysis of aircraft rolling moment derivatives
caused by rolling, yawing, and sideslip
fESDD-06. 01.00-ABEND-A-C] p0317 N73-22963
Development of lifting surface theory for
statically operating propellers based on
vortex-lattice representation
fAD-757264) P0321 H73-22998
Development of theory for wind tunnel boundary
upwash interference on symmetrical finite ving
with arbitrary lift distribution
fAD-757196] p0327 N73-23397
Analysis of flow pattern on tapered, sweptback
wing at Hach numbers between 0.6 and 1.6 and 12
degree angle of incidence
r.AHC-B/H-3271 1 pC382 B73-2UOOU
Numerical analysis of aircraft rolling performance
and effect of cross-coupling of lateral and
longitudinal motions
rARC-R/H-33«9] p0383 N73-21010
Development of method for calculating downwash
interference and longitudinal stability of
tandem rotor helicopter
fARC-R/B-3223] p038» N73-24022
Flight tests of US degree delta cropped wing to
determine dynamic lateral stability
characteristics
fABC-E/fl-3213] p0384 H73-24027
Performance tests of negative hub reaction turbine
with let flap stator and jet flap rotor
rHASA-CB-22Hl»J p038« N73-24036
Numerical analysis of aircraft takeoff performance
based t>n phases of takeoff and forces exerted on
aircraft as basis for aircraft design
P0385 N73-21051
Hind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic
characteristics of delta wing space shuttle
orbiter model at various angles of attack and
sideslip
fNASA-IB-X-2748] p0386 N73-24058
Analysis of factors affecting flight of
multi-engine aircraft with one engine inoperative
tNASA-TT-F-73a] p0386 N73-21060
Two dimensional unsteady separation and stall
phenomena over airfoils oscillating in pitch
with application to short takeoff aircraft
fAD-758899] P0389 N73-24080
Numerical analysis of steady transonic flows over
lifting configurations to show reduced lift in
thickness-dominated regime
P0390 N73-24302
Application of Kelvin impulse theory for computing
lift on airfoils and analysis of circulation
around airfoil to produce lift
P0395 N73-24997
Rind tunnel tests at Hach 2.0 to determine
aerodynamic characteristics of cambered and
uncambered gothic wings
fAFC-R/B-3211] P0396 N73-25003
Wind tunnel tests to determine effect of
interference on performance of full span -jet
flap mounted on trailing edge of high aspect
ratio unsvept wing
CARC-H/H-3219] P0396 N73-25005
Analysis of effects of shock induced boundary
layer separation in transonic flight and methods
for eliminating or reducing effects
[ARC-E/H-3510] P0398 N73-25019
Hind tunnel tests to determine subsonic
derivatives for oscillating B-wing planform
[ABC-E/B-321U] P0398 N73-25C22
flethod for conducting aerodynamic analysis of
wing-body-tail configurations in subsonic and
supersonic flow - Vol. 1
fNASA-CR-2228-PT-l] pCtOO N73-25045
Computer program for conducting aerodynamic
analysis of wing-body-tail configurations in
subsonic and supersonic flow - Vol. 2
tNASA-CR-2228-PT-2] pOUOO N73-25046
Characteristics of Yak 40 aircraft and application
for short haul service to isolated areas of BSSE
[NASA-TT-F-14943] P04G1 N73-25057
Analysis of guiet turbofan short takeoff aircraft
for short haul air transportation to show
research and development reguirements and
advanced technology benefits - Vol. 2
[NASA-CR-11lt613] P0402 N73-25066
Computer programs for design of aircraft control
systems based on FORTRAN subroutines for
generating aircraft transfer functions in six
degrees of freedom
CAD-758781] pO<103 N73-25075
Design and development of STOL and V/STOL aircraft
to show design reguirements, performance
characteristics, and air t raff ic control problems
CPB-217102] P0404 N73-25C85
Design studies and model test results of
folding-proprotor aircraft concept
CAD-759534] p0404 N73-25C86
Hind tunnel tests to determine inflation
characteristics of solid, flat, circular model
parachutes at subsonic speed and various
geometric configurations
CAD-759209] P0405 N73-25087
Aerodynamic characteristics and noise attenuation
effects of leading edge serrations on rotary wings
fAD-759028] pOUOS N73-25088
Analysis of nonhomogeneous flow associated with
two dimensional propulsive lifting system based
on flow with energy addition
fNASA-CB-2250] p0463 N73-25997
Comparison of linearized theories to determine
aerodynamic characteristics of slender wings in
supersonic flow
(HAE-LIB-TRANS-1677] p0464 N73-26010
Hind tunnel tests to determine effect on cruise
performance of installing long duct refan-engine
nacelle on DC 8 aircraft
fNASA-CB-121218] p0465 H73-26C23
Aerodynamic characteristics of slender delta winqs
to show performance under various conditions of
airspeed, angle of attack, and ground effect
[NASA-TT-F-14949] p0466 N73-26031
Effect of interference of engine -jet on
aerodynamic characteristics of lifting surface
induced by horizontal or vertical let
rNASA-TT-F-14956] p0472 N73-26292
Analysis of descent trajectories to determine
static and dynamic stability of free-fall stores
with freely spinning stabilizer devices
tAD-7606771 p0478 N73-26999
Analysis of aerodynamic characteristics affecting
selection of short takeoff transport aircraft
P0479 N73-27C12
Numerical analysis of lift and roll stability of
ram air cushion vehicle to determine eguations
for rolling moment coefficient
fPB-219820/8J pO«82 N73-27032
Development of simulation program for determining
characteristics of tracked air cushion research
vehicle
fPB-218368/9] pOU82 N73-27C33
Evaluation of air cushion vehicle operations over
railroad beds and secondary roads and analysis
of dynamic response to geometric obstacles
fAD-7621691 pC539 N73-27<W
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Analysis of perfornance benefits for fighter
aircraft by application of maneuver load control
and relaxed static stability parameters
fAD-762299] P0539 K73-27922
Analysis of transonic scalinq effect on quasi,
two-dimensional airfoil model of C-141 aircraft
fAD-762285] P0539 N73-27924
Aeroelastic and dynamic studies of technoloqy
applicable to tiltinq rotor vertical takeoff
aircraft with emphasis on propeller vhirl
instability - Vol. 1
rNASA-TH-X-69<497] p0547 N73-28976
Numerical methods for determining unsteady
aerodynamic forces on helicopter rotor blades to
show lift distribution as function of velocity
component normal to blades
fNASA-TT-F-15039] p0548 H73-28981
Development of equations of motion for
lonqitudinal suspension line nave motion dnrinq
parachute deployment process
nusA-TH-X-69498] p0549 H73-28988
Aerodynamic characteristics of hiqh lift wing
concepts for application to commercial short
takeoff transport aircraft
P0556 873-29908
Design, development, and flight test of stowed
folding tilt rotor aircraft and comparison with
nonfolding tilt rotor aircraft - Vol. 5
fNASA-CB-114598] P0589 H73-30009
Development of procedures for determining
stability parameters of balloons tethered under
steady wind conditions
fNASA-TN-D-7222] P0589 N73-30013
Analysis of acoustic properties and aerodynamic
characteristics of enqine over wing
configuration with flow attached and unattached
on upper surface of flaps
rNASA-TM-X-71419] p0589 H73-30015
Development of automatic flight control systems
based on adaptive control techniques and
variable structure control systems
fAD-763415] p0594 N73-30047
Development of data for numerical analysis of
aerodynamic performance of jet, blown, and
elector flaps
fAD-763793] P0594 S73-30049
Aero and acoustic design features of single stage
fans tested in outdoor acoustic facility
rNASA-TM-X-68289] p0601 N73-30668
Hind tunnel tests to determine flow
characteristics around sharp-edged slender delta
wing at large angles of attack
fNASA-TT-F-15107] P0605 H73-30928
Aerodynamic characteristics of round jet located
on center line of bottom of aircraft fuselage
and elongated slots for lift augmentation
fNASA-TN-D-7299] P0607 N73-30939
Mathematical model for real-time flight simulation
of tilt rotor research aircraft for application
to aircraft design, pilot training and
proof-of-concept-Vol. 5
fNASA-CR-114614] P0608 N73-30949
Wind tunnel tests to determine static
longitudinal, lateral, and directional
characteristics of twin-engine light aircraft
scale model
rNASA-TN-D-7109] P0608 N73-30951
Aerodynamic characteristics and aircraft
performance of let aircraft during takeoff run
fAD-76U31Ul P0609 N73-30959
Kind tunnel tests to determine drag and stability
characteristics of solid flat circular and
ringslot parachute models
f AD-76M36U1 PC610 1173-30963
Numerical analysis of laminar unsteady flow around
airfoil in viscous, incompressible fluid
P0613 N73-31226
Prediction of aerodynamic characteristics of
airfoils at transonic speeds including effects
of fluid viscosity
fAD-7632951 p0614 N73-31260
Aerodynamic wind tunnel performance of hiqh bypass
pressure ratio fan enqine for STOL aircraft
fNASA-TM-X-71445] p0637 H73-31931
Hind tunnel tests to determine static and dynamic
stability coefficients for circular cone with
various nose bluntness confiqurations
FAD-7651641 P0637 N73-31934
Computer progran for analyzing characteristics of ,.
parachute-payload system during deployment and -\-
trajectory
P0638 H73-31936
Rind tunnel tests of high harmonic circulation
 ;.
control rotary wing model to show instruments •*.;
required and data acquisition procedures -,[AD-765320] p0644 H73-31984
Thrust augmentation, lift forces, and nixing , ,
properties of two-phase flow propulsion and lift.,
system for ground effect machines
[4D-765332] p0646 N73-32208
Aerodynamic characteristics of flow around
 :1
elliptic cones at large angles of attack ••
CAD-764945] p0646 H73-32209
Rind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic . '
characteristics of three oblique, high aspect ,
ratio wing and body combinations at Bach numbers
between 0.60 and 1.40
rHASA-TH-X-62256] p0660 H73-32926
Bind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic
characteristics of oblique wing and body .
combination at Hach numbers between 0.60 and 1.40>
CSASA-TH-X-62207] p0661 N73-32927
Objectives and findings of study to determine.
applicability of short takeoff aircraft for
short-haul air transportation systems
P0662 N73-32936
Hind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic
characteristics of upper surface blown jet-flap
concept incorporating high-bypass-ratio turbofan
engines
P0663 N73-32943
Development and evaluation of active control
system to provide ride smoothing on short
takeoff aircraft
P0664 1173-32951
Transonic vind tunnel tests to determine lift,
drag, and stability characteristics of F-8
aircraft model with obligue wing
CNASA-TB-X-62273] p0667 N73-32974
Transonic wind tunnel tests to determine effects
on flutter of aerodynamic interference between
pairs of closely spaced delta wings
tNASA-CR-2331] P0677 N73-33887
AERODTHAHIC CBOBDS
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AEBODTHiBIC COEFFICIENTS
Simplification of the wing-body interference
problem.
P0651 A73-10048
Nonlinear characteristics of a slender triangular
wing near an interface
P0657 A73-11630
Lift of wing-body combination.
P0054 473-14194
Measured axial and normal force coefficients for
9-deg cones in rarefied, hypersonic flow.
[AIAA PAPER 73-151] P0097 A73-16902
Eguivalence rule and transonic flows involving lift.
[AIAa PAPEB 73-88] p010« A73-176I42
Aerodynamic influence coefficient method using
singularity splines.
f i lAA PAPER 73-123] p010<t A73-17645
German monograph - The steady and unsteady
aerodynamic coefficients for the rolling motion
of slender wings.
P01<16 473-19578
Bultiple element airfoils optimized for maximum
lift coefficient.
P0147 A73-19956
Fluctuating lift and moment coefficients for
cascaded airfoils in a nonuniform compressible
flow.
P0186 473-22K32
4 lethod of measuring the thrust, the polar, and
the performance of an aircraft on the basis of
flight tests
P0195 A73-24U94
Development and applications of supersonic
unsteady consistent aerodynamics for interfering
parallel wings.
f 4 I A 4 PAPEB 73-317] p0235 A73-25548
Correction for change in fluid flow curvature
about a lift-generating airfoil in a
two-dimensional test section with perforated walls
P0238 473-25864
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4 note on the lift coefficient of a thin
let-flapped airfoil.
p0245 473-27171
Experimental tests on scale nodels of conical
variable qeonetry propulsion nozzle vith short
petals for fighter aircraft, discussing
aerodynanic and thrust coefficients
P0246 473-27388
4 dynamic and aerodynamic analysis of an
articulated autorotor decelerator system.
[AI44 P4PEB 73-163) p0341 473-31449
German monograph - The flow around wings of
arbitrary planforn in the case of supersonic
flow - 4 computational method.
P0359 473-32581
& finite-element nethod for calculating
aerodynamic coefficients of a subsonic airplane.
P0456 473-36394
4 theoretical note on the lift distribution of a
non-planar ground effect wing.
P0502 473-37493
Design method of the axial-flow blade row on
modified isolated aerofoil theory with
interference coefficient. II - The influence of
the aerodynamic parameter on the fan performance
at low flow rate.
P0504 473-37671
Surface wind-geostrophic wind relationship at
Salisbury Plain, England, deducing geostrophic
drag coefficients for open sea
P0574 473-41571
4irfoil theory calculation of bent thin foil lift
coefficient and longitudinal moment
characteristics at arbitrary flow separation
point location
P0623 A73-43720
Wind tunnel tests to determine effect of simulated
hoar frost on lift coefficient of three aircraft
wing configurations
rFFA-AO-902] P0667 H73-10001
Linear and nonlinear parts of slender body of
revolution aerodynamic coefficients in
supersonic flow, noting influence of incidence
on pressure distribution
fDLR-FB-72-42] p0667 N73-10006
Procedure for calculating sectional lift
coefficient as function of angle of attack and
free stream Beynolds number at angles of attack
beyond maximum coefficient of lift
fAD-7465051 P0667 H73-10008
Development of computer program for analyzing
mono-element and multi-element airfoils at
subsonic speed with attached air flow - Vol. 2
rAD-710124) P0672 H73-102U2
FORTRAH program for calculating aerodynamic
coefficients of subsonic aircraft at high speeds
P0079 N73-13010
Computer program for determining aerodynamic
influence coefficients on interferring winqs in
unsteady supersonic conditions - programmers
manual
fNASA-CR-112185] p0084 N73-13291
Application of blockage correction factors to wind
tunnel test measurements on aircraft models
P0124 H73-15006
Analysis of aerodynamic processes occurring in
flow past unpovered multi-element airfoils in
high lift attitude
P0124 H73-15007
Design'aspects of stall of powered-lift aircraft
with externally blown flaps and methods for
predicting increment in maximum lift coefficient
due to power
p0125 H73-15011
Flutter characteristics of thin cantilever wings
at transonic and supersonic speeds
[N4L-TR-288) p0126 H73-15022
Procedure for determining rolling moment
derivatives of aircraft due to rolling, yawing,
and sideslip
tESD0-4IHCH4FT-06.01.001 p0157 N73-15978
Contribution of straight-tapered swept wing to
rolling moment derivative due to yawing under
conditions where flow remains fully attached to
surface
[ESDO-720211 P0157 N73-15980
Method for estimating aerodynamic characteristics
of airfoils in compressible inviscid flow based
on thickness and camber line parameters
fESDO-720241 P0157 N73-15981
Effects of thickness and viscosity considerations
on accuracy of aerodynamic coefficients
determined for thin winqs in inviscid flow
conditions
rESDO-70011-ABEND-A] p0157 H73-15982
Computerized aircraft simulation using aerodynamic
coefficient table storage, checkout, and
interpolation routines
tHASA-TH-I-62229) P0169 N73-16983
Mathematical models for gas surface interactions
and calculating aerodynamic coefficients for
simple geometric shapes and high Mach number
flow past thin airfoils
rAD-7522451 P0178 N73-17278
Supersonic aerodynamic influence coefficients for
isolated and parallel interfering coplanar and
noncoplanar wings
rNASA-CR-2168] p0199 N73-18003
Transonic wind tunnel tests of two dimensional
airfoil fitted with sguare and convex
semicircular blunt bases to determine
aerodynamic drag coefficients
fAR1/A-HOTE-336] P0215 N73-18994
Procedure for developing aerodynamic parameters
for use in flight simulator research pro-fects
with emphasis on wind tunnel measurements
P0216 N73-19008
Drag coefficients for Echo 1 and Explorer 24
spherical surfaces in atomic oxygen over energy
range from 4 to 200 eV
tNASA-C8-2233) P0224 N73-19697
Influence of degree of turbulence on aerodynamic
coefficients of cascades
P0225 N73-19798
Effect of axial velocity ratio on aerodynamic
coefficients of compressor cascade in viscous flow
PC225 N73-19804
Analysis of optimum pressure distribution on
multi-element airfoils to obtain conditions for
maximum lift coefficient
P0265 N73T20996
Presentation of helicopter level flight
performance as power coefficient compared with
tip speed or advance ratio for range of thrust
coefficients
P0268 K73-21014
Analysis of effects of Reynolds number on
aerodynamic stalling of rotary wings and
relationship of Reynolds number to aerodynamic
coefficients of blade elements
P0316 N73-22957
Hind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic
characteristics of model of sveptback wing with
warp distribution to produce constant spanuise
coefficient of lift
fARC-R/M-3385] P0382 N73-24007
Aerodynamic coefficients for calculating transport
aircraft performance using wind tunnel and scale
models
PC385 N73-21046
Evaluation of double integral eguation for
calculation of wave drag due to volume and
aerodynamic lift of slender wings
[ARC-H/M-32211 PC396 N73-25006
Design criteria for slender warped wings with
unswept trailing edge with zero load along
leading edge and near planar vortex sheet at
trailing edge for design lift coefficient
fABC-H/M-34061 P0397 N73-25008
Survey of aerodynamic derivative measurements for
unswept rectangular wings and delta wings with
emphasis on main surface pitching moment
derivatives
fARC-R/M-32321 P0398 S73-25C2t
Measurement of pitching moment derivatives using
free oscillation technique on two dimensional
airfoils of double wedge section and single
wedge section
f A E C - R / M - 3 2 3 4 1 pC398 N73-25C25
Development and characteristics of test eguipment
for measurement of direct pitching moment
derivatives for two dimensional flow at subsonic
and supersonic speeds
fARC-R/H-32571 p0399 N73-25027
Design and characteristics of test eguipment for
measuring longitudinal oscillatory aerodynamic
derivatives in high speed wind tunnel
(ARC-B/N-32601 p0399 N73-25029
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Fliqht tests of XB-70 aircraft to determine skin
friction coefficients and boundary layer
profiles at Hach numbers up to 2.5
rHASA-TN-D-7220] p0407 H73-25276
Equations of notion and response curve fitting
method for detemininq transfer function
coefficients of lonqitudinal aircraft motion
fDLB-FB-73-391 p0467 N73-2603I1
Objectives of dynamic tests in low speed Hind
tunnels and techniques for aeasurinq oscillatory
derivatives and transient notion effects
P0469 H73-26244
Effect of interference of enqine -|et on
aerodynamic characteristics of lifting surface
induced by horizontal or vertical jet
rNASA-TT-F-14956] P0472 H73-26292
Determination of aerodynamic parameters for use in
flight simulator research
fNASA-TT-F-14994] p0485 N73-27178
Development of data for numerical analysis of
aerodynamic performance of let, blown, and
elector flaps
fAD-7637931 p0594 N73-30049
Hind tunnel tests to determine two dimensional
characteristics of airfoil optimized for maximum
lift coefficient at various angles of attack
rNASA-TN-D-70711 p0605 1173-30929
Aerodynamic confiqurations of series of airfoils
used in parametric studies of drag-rise Bach
number
fESDO-71020] P0613 H73-31228
Derivation of charts for predictinq drag-rise Bach
number for airfoils with specified upper surface
pressure distribution
fESDO-710191 P0613 N73-31229
Aerodynamic characteristics of augmentor wings and
analysis of augmentation and entrainment in
defining a net thrust coefficient
P0663 1173-32942
Hind tunnel tests to determine magnitude of
adverse ground effects on longitudinal
aerodynamic coefficients of powered-lift short
takeoff aircraft
P0664 N73-32950
AERODYNAMIC CONFIGURATIONS
Technological and structural design ensuring
optimum clearance and aerodynamic coupling of
moving units /wing-aileron or aileron-trim tab/
p0658 A73-11648
Three dimensional potential flow past arbitrarily
shaped aerodynamic configurations, using
Hess-Smith numerical method
fDGLR PAPER 72-105] p0658 A73-11657
Symmetrical airfoils optimized for small flap
deflection.
p0198 A73-24915
light motorized qlider-type aircraft desiqn,
development and flight testing, discussing
aerodynamic configuration, structural design and
performance characteristics
P0249 A73-27732
wing-fuselage "junctions fairings compromise
desiqn, describing rotational eddies formation
mechanism for unsteady ducted flow and wing root
phenomena
rONERA, TP NO. 1217] p0285 A73-28836
Concorde wing and fuselage aerodynamic desiqn
modifications for operational efficiency
optimization from wind tunnel tests and
theoretical computations
P0299 A73-30926
Development of an improved midair-retrieval
parachute system for drone/EPy aircraft.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-4691 P0342 A73-31453
Aerodynamic rig and wind tunnel' developments of
compound elector thrust augmenter for V/STOL
aircraft with combined Coanda and center
injection flows
fASHE PAPEH 73-GT-671 . p0375 A73-33519
The ?-12 series aircraft aerodynamic and
thermodynamic design in retrospect.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-8201 p0501 A73-37472
Feasibility study of skirt configurations and
materials for an ACLS aircraft.
P0506 A73-37696
Prediction of the lift and moment on a slender
cylinder-segment winq-body combination.
PC517 A73-38007
Construction of a minimun-wave-draq profile in
inhoBogeneons supersonic flow - •'<
P0565 &73-40184
The aerodynamic development of the wing of the A
300B. ' '
P0572 A73-41192
Dirigible airship design, operations, payloads,
cargo transportation and surveillance applications
P0627 A73-44223
Noise comparisons froa full-scale fan tests at
NASA Lewis Research Center.
fAIAA PAPER 73-10171 p0629 A73-Q4849
Acoustic investigation of the engine-over-the-wing
concept usinq a D-shaped nozzle.
CAI4A PAPEB 73-1030] p0630 A73-44860
Longitudinal and lateral aerodynamic
characteristics of cruise missile with swept
wing and conventional aft tails at various Bach
numbers
TNASA-TN-D-7069] p0667 N73-10002
High anqle of attack characteristics of high
performance aircraft and correlation With
dynamic directional-stability parameter
CNASA-TH-D-6993] p0670 N73-10033
Flight and wind tunnel tests to determine effects
of Reynolds number of installed boattail drag of
underwing nacelle
[NASA-IB-1-681 62] p0678 H73-11007
Evaluation of Rayleigh-Bitz anisotropic plate
analysis procedure for determining performance
of composite wing for aircraft operating in
transonic environment
[AD-745129] p0680 N73-11023
Basic flight characteristics and specifications of
An-2 aircraft and equipment
fAD-716791] p0681 N73-11032
Development of computer programs for analyzing and
predicting properties of transonic flows around
certain types of wing-body combinations
tNASA-CR-2157] p0065 N73-11999
Evaluation of helicopter rotary wing configuration
consisting of conventional pitch horn linkages
inboard and aerodynamic control flap outboard
for controllable twist
fAD-747808] p0071 N73-12054
Design, development, and evaluation of helicopter
control system using fan in fin configuration
for antitorgue and directional control
[AD-747806] p0071 H73-12055
Rind tunnel simulation of ground effect conditions
to determine effect of three dimensional
turbulent boundary layer on V/STOL aircraft
configurations - Pt. 1
[HASA-CR-114495] p0072 N73-12283
Wind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic
characteristics of V/STOL aircraft
configurations using blowing flapped wing and
direct jet lift systems
(NASA-CR-114496] p0072 N73-12284
Operational test and evaluation of angle of attack
system for displaying percentage of lift
produced by wing for all flap configurations
fAD-748844] p0073 N73-12485
Analysis of interference heating on surfaces of
reentry vehicle configurations and effects of
wing sweep, angle of attack, and Reynolds number
rNASA-TN-D-7060] P0077 N73-12964
Wind tunnel tests to determine effect of nozzle
lateral spacing on afterbody drag and
performance of twin-jet afterbody models with
cone plug nozzles at supersonic speeds
[HASA-TB-X-2632] P0077 N73-12999
Development of numerical method for designing
minimum drag supersonic ving camber surfaces of
arbitrary planform for given lift characteristics
CNASA-TH-D-7097] P0078 N73-13001
Effects of wing camber and twist on longitudinal
aerodynamic characteristics of wing-body
configuration
fNASA-TN-D-7099] P0078 N73-13002
Analysis of aerodynamic interference effects
between aircraft and external store carried
under wing based on inviscid flow characteristics
UD-748348] p0078 N73-13005
Flight tests of rotating cylinder flap on IOV-10
aircraft modified to STOL configuration
TNASA-CR-21351 pOOSO N73-13020
Helicopter design data to include kinematic and
power diagrams of basic components of helicopter
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structures
fAD-7l|8751] p0082 H73-13035
Development of auxiliary liftinq system to provide
i ferry capability for entry vehicles
rHASA-CASE-LAH-1057il-1 ] p0083 H73-13257
Proceedings of conference to analyze static and
. dynamic loads exerted on helicopter rotary wings
and application to improved helicopter design
• 06480-3-595] p0111 N73-11000
Analysis of conpatibility between laneuver load
control, relaxed static stability, and flying
gualities reguirements for various aircraft
• configurations
rAD-7H9479J p011U N73-14032
Computer program for designing leading edge slats
• for producing specified pressure distribution on
main airfoil
r&D-749U851 P0116 H73-ia043
Aerodynamic characteristics of ving noving close
to interface with annular jet flowing from wing
surface and impinging on screen
fAD-750933) P0123 N73-.1P995
Design characteristics and performance of airfoils
with high lift at low and medium subsonic speeds
. and various angles of attack
P0124 H73-15001I
Aerodynamic configurations of swept wings to
improve lift performance at stall in higher
range of subsonic speeds
p012« H73-15010
Hodifications of Jet Provost and Strikemaster
trainer aircraft to provide adeguate stall
warning without excessive penalty on maximum
lift at low speed
. p0125 H73-15012
Analysis of high subsonic and transonic
characteristics of fighter aircraft and factors
affecting aerodynamic boundaries for various
wing design parameters
P0125 N73-15019
Reduction of noise generated by externally blown
flaps using slot near trailing edge of flap with
low velocity secondary air blown through slot
[NASA-TH-x-68172] P0126 H73-15027
Screening tests of upper surface bloving on
externally blown flaps configurations to obtain
noise and turning effectiveness data
tNASA-TH-X-68167] p0127 N73-15030
Hission performance analysis of three supersonic
transport configurations and effects of
limitations on allowable engine noise
rNASA-IB-X-68178] p0127 N73-15032
Analysis and application of load alleviation and
mode suppression system for Y.F-12A aircraft to
determine extent of design risks
tNAS4-CR-2158] p0127 H73-15033
Performance tests of cargo parachutes with pulled
down vents for airdrop of supplies from 500 feet
altitude
CAD-750585] p0132 H73-15068
Modification of DH-1 helicopter rotor to determine
effects of injecting tip vortex of rotor blade
with mass of linearly directed air
fAD>-750634] p0132 N73-1507II
Design and development of sectionalized main rotor
blade for DH-1 helicopter
fAD-750633] p0133 N73-15075
Wind tunnel tests to determine effect of wing
planform on generation of sonic boom at various
Hach numbers
rniSA-TH-D-7160) P0138 N73-15709
Procedure for designing axisymmetric, translating,
centerbody inlet bleed system for operation at
Hach 3.5
[NASA-CE-2187] p0139 H73-15821
Contribution of straight-tapered swept wing to
rolling moment derivative due to yawing under
conditions where flow remains fully attached to
surface
CESDO-72021] p0157 H73-15980
Design modifications to improve static performance
and lateral-directional dynamic stability of
light aircraft
P0158 N73-15996
Optimized design of supersonic aircraft wing based
on linear combination of weight of wing and
aerodynamic drag minimization
p0158 N73-15997
lind tunnel tests of full scale model of light
aircraft to determine effects of configuration
changes on aerodynanic characteristics
fNASA-TN-D-6896) p0160 N73-16C12
Computer program and users manual for calculating
aerodynamic characteristics of wing-body
combinations at subsonic and supersonic speeds
fFFA-AO-635-PT-2] . p0170 N73-16985
Aerodynamic characteristics of biplane wing
systems with emphasis on stall matching and
induced camber effects which differ from
monoplane wing
P017C N73-16987
Aerodynamic configuration and predicted
performance of short takeoff aircraft for short
haul passenger transportation
CC8ANFIELD-AERO-12-PT-11 p0173 N73-17019
Analytical techniques for predicting static and
dynamic stability, control derivatives, and
force and moment coefficients for V/STOL
aircraft - Vol. 2
fAD-7525581 p0175 H73-17034
Concept of nuclear powered ground effect machine
for commercial operations in Arctic regions
CNASA-IB-X-26841 p0181 N73-17991
Development of takeoff airworthiness standards for
new aircraft designs using motion simulators to
compare performance and handling characteristics
rNASA-TK-D-7106] pC2C2 N73-18031
Design, development, and manufacture of natural
shape free flight balloon to include
reguirements, documentation, testing, and
inspection
fAD-753086] pC206 N73-18055
Analysis of effects of rotary wing configuration
on aerodynamic noise generation during hovering
flight
rAD-753397J p02C8 H73-18C70
Analysis of reguirements for turbofan engines for
high speed commercial transport aircraft - Vol. 1
fHASA-CR-121132] pC226 N73-19820
Hission analysis of YTOL passenger transport
aircraft to determine optimum engine cycle for
minimum direct operating cost
fNASA-TB-X-68186] p?227 S73-19826
Performance tests of axial flow transonic
compressor stage with multiple circular arc
blades to determine effects of blade shape on
efficiency and stall margin
CNASA-TH-X-2731] p0251 N73-19995
Annotated bibliography of aerodynamic
configurations and characteristics of short
takeoff aircraft
[AD-75II500 J p0255 H73-20037
Design of airfoil sections for low Reynolds
numbers based on reguirement to achieve
transition upstream of major adverse pressure
gradient
P0265 N73-20995
Rind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic
characteristics of full scale H-126 aircraft
using jet flap principle
fNASA-TN-D-7252] p026S N73-20997
Development of method for estimating normal force,
axial force, and pitching moment coefficients
for slender bodies of varying cross section
eguipped with lifting surfaces
[NASA-TN-D-7228) p0265 N73-20998
ninimum weight design of supersonic aircraft wing
with finite element modeling to meet strength,
stability, freguency, and flutter reguirements
p0266 H73-21003
Flight tests of West land Scout helicopter fitted
with reduced scale version of rigid rotor to
determine airworthiness and handling
characteristics
p0268 N73-21017
Survey of problems encountered in prediction of
structural design loads and aeroelastic
stability margins during development of rotary
wing aircraft
P0268 N73-2102C
Aerodynamic characteristics of circulation
controlled rotor and fundamental problems of
stopped rotor aircraft
P0269 S73-21021
Development of jet-flap rotor and application to
heavy helicopter and stoppable rotor designs
P0269 N73-21P25
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Review of tiltinq rotor technoloqy and comparison
of tiltinq rotor performance vith standard
rotary vinqs
P0269 1173-21027
Development of advancing blade concept rotary vinq
and vind tunnel tests of full scale model
P0269 N73-21029
Proceedinqs of conference on fluid dynamics of
rotary vinqs and aerodynamic characteristics of
rotary vinq systems
f AGABD-CP-1111 p0269 N73-21031
Aerodynamic characteristics of rotary vings under
axial flov conditions and development of
numerical analysis techniques
P0271 N73-21039
Analysis of unsteady aerodynamic environment of
rotary vinqs and research projects to improve
understandinq of rotor unsteady airfoils
PC271 N73-21041
Effect of rotary vinq airfoil modifications on
performance, stability, and control of helicopters
P0271 1173-210*5
Development of technique for rotor blade .desiqn
and measurement of pressure distributions alonq
the blade chord and across blade vake near rotor
tip in flight
PC272 N73-21047
Development of algorithm for calculating inviscid
flov about arbitrary planform rotors and
application to analyzing various rotary ving
configurations
P0272 N73-21048
Development of concept of circulation control
applied to rotary vings to show effects on
hover, transition, and high speed cruise
performance
P0272 N73-21050
Aerodynamic, dynamic, and aeroelastic problems in
rotary vinq design for helicopters and V/STOL
aircraft vith application to hingeless rotor
systems
P0272 H73-21051
Wind tunnel tests to determine effects of
nonrotating components on helicopter performance
and application for helicopter desiqn optimization
P0272 N73-21052
Acoustic measurements of aerodynamic noise
qenerated by externally blovn flap lift
aaqnentation system for various aerodynamic
configurations
rNASA-TM-X-27761 p0273 N73-21059
Design, development, and production of lov cost
remotely piloted vehicles based on innovative
approach for aircraft engineering procedures
fP-49021 p0273 N73-21060
Application of maximum likelihood criterion and
optimal input design for analyzing flight test
data to obtain aircraft stability and control
derivatives
rNASA-C3-220<M p0275 N73-21071
Bibliography of supersonic transport aircraft data
to include program management, systems
engineering, aircraft structures, and
operational considerations
fAD-7556001 P0275 N73-21076
Development of computer program and algorithm for
determining interference between lifting surface
elements at various Mach numbers
rNA.SA-CS-112261! 1 p0277 N73-21272
Numerical analysis of unsteady supersonic1
characteristics of space shuttle type vehicles
using arbitrary finite element technigue
rNASA-CR-112296] pC312 N73-21904
Desiqn and aerodynamic characteristics of tilt
propeller aircraft for short takeoff and landing
operations - Vol. 1
fNf.SA-CS-111)4111 PC304 H73-21926
Design and aerodynamic characteristics of tilt
propeller aircraft for conducting fliqht
research on V/SToL aircraft - Vol. 2
f NASA-CS-1144421 pC304 1173-21927
Fundamentals of rotary ving aerodynamics and
application to performance considerations of
helicopters
P0316 N73-22950
Effects of aeroelasticity on performance of rotary
vinqs and procedures for predicting aerodynamic
forces on rotary ving blades
P0316 N73-22952
Effects of aerodynamic drag on rotary vinq
performance and methods for reducing influence
of stall and compressibility parameters
P0316 N73-22954
Conceptual designs and aerodynamic configurations
of tiltinq rotor V/STOL aircraft for 1975 to
1980 ti»e period - Vol. 1
tSASA-CR-114437;) P0317 S73-22964
Preliminary desiqn of V/STOL tiltinq rotor
aircraft for performance of research flights -
Vol. 2
fHASA-C8-114438J p0317-K73-22965
Desiqn and evaluation of tvo airfoils for
helicopter rotors for reduction of rotor pover
requirements
fMASA-CR-112297) p0318 H73-22977
Development of lifting surface theory for
statically operating propellers based on
vortex-lattice representation
[AD-757264]
 P0321 H73-22998
Development of slender body theory for analyzing
flov past thin, conically cambered, delta ving
vith exact boundary conditions
[ARC-R/H-3249] p0381 N73-24002
Rind tunnel tests to determine effects of leading
edqe modifications on flov and forces on
untapered ving vith 50 degree leading edge sveep
and Mach numbers from 0.60 to 1.20
[ARC-B/B-3270J pC381 N73-24003
Heasurements of roll damping derivative of three
vinq planforms using free light roll balance
technique for Mach numbers froo 0.7 to 1.4
fABC-R/M-3274] p0382 H73-24C05
Hind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic
characteristics of model of sveptback vinq vith
varp distribution to produce constant spanvise
coefficient of lift
tARC-B/H-3385] p0382 N73-24007
Analysis of flov development over plane, half-vinq
vith cropped-flelta planform usinq surface I
pressure distributions and oil flov patterns
vith variations in incidence and Nach number
rARC-R/B-32861 p0382 1173-24008
Theoretical investiqation of longitudinal
stability, control, and response characteristics
of let flap aircraft
rARC-R/B-3272] p0384 N73-24C28
Application of conformal mapping procedures for
designing airfoil shapes vith high design lift
coefficients
fAD-757813] p0384 N73-24040
Development and application of aircraft
performance prediction methods for subsonic and
supersonic transport and fighter aircraft
f AGARD-LS-56] pC384 1173-24042
Parametric and optimization techniques for
aircraft design synthesis to show principal
lines of data flov for component development
P0385 N73-24049
Acoustic measurements for large model
engine-over-ving configurations vith
conventional and povered lift, various flap
settings, and comparison vith enqine-under-vinq
aircraft
f NASA-IB-X-68246] P0387 N73-24070
Wind tunnel tests to determine time-averaqed
aerodynamic forces on model of helicopter '
landinq pad to be installed on top of lighthouse
CBAH-SCI-R-106] p0390 N73-24269
Numerical analysis of steady transonic flovs over
liftinq configurations to shov reduced lift in
thickness-dominated regime
P039P N73-24302
Hind tunnel tests to determine pressure
distributions for four percent thick, circular
arc, biconvex airfoil at transonic speeds
fABC-R/B-3180] p0396 N73-25002
Application of slender body theory for calculating
minimum values of zero lift vave draq of slender
vinqs vith unsvept trailinq edqe
fABC-fi/B-32221 p0396 M73-250C7
Supersonic vind tunnel tests to aeasure overall
normal and side forces, rolling, pitching, and
yaving moments on canard aircraft
fARC-B/B-3226] p0397 N73-25011
Research projects in theoretical and practical
aerodynamics - vol. 2
p0398 N73-25020
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Analysis of effect of localized Bass on flutter
characteristics of delta iiinq for various
spanvise and chordvise positions for the mass
'center of gravity
[ARC-R/H-326i(] p0399 S73-25030
Nonlinear unsteady small-disturbance theory of
inviscid transonic flows for oscillating
aerodynamic configurations
fNASA-CB-2258] pOIOC N73-250U8
Bind tunnel tests to determine inflation
characteristics of solid, flat, circular model
•parachutes at subsonic speed and various
geometric configurations
[AD-759209] pOUOS N73-25087
Numerical analysis of lift and lift distribution
on aircraft ving and trailing vortex flow behind
wing
fAD-759262] ' pOIOS N73-25089
Design and feasibility analysis of
field-replaceable rotor blade pocket
fAD-759956] pOU67 N73-26038
Effects of addition and position of outboard
stabilizers and tail configurations on
aerodynamic characteristics of low-wave-drag
elliptical body at hypersonic speed
rNASA-TH-X-2747] pO»77 N73-26993
Review of V/STOL development programs to compare
basic characteristics of XC-142A, X-19 and X-22i
aircraft under various flight conditions
p0178 N73-27003
Design, development, and flight characteristics of
yAK 191 B V/STOL strike/reconnaissance aircraft
pO»78 N73-27006
Propulsive-lift technology program for development
of short takeoff aircraft propulsion systems and
lift augmentation devices
POU79 N73-27009
Design, development, and evaluation of
Buffalo/Spey Augmentor-Hing research aircraft
using internally blown flap for lift augmentation
P0179 N73-27010
Integral eguations for calculating incompressible
potential flows around profiles with suction and
blowing
rNASA-TT-F-1«962] p0187 N73-27209
Design, development, and characteristics of guiet
turbofan short takeoff aircraft for short haul
air transportation - Vol. 2
rNASA-CS-11<(607] p0536 N73-27899
Design and characteristics of augmentor wing
cruise blowing valveless system for STOL
passenger aircraft to define reguirements for
test facilities - Vol. 2
rNASA-CR-11457C] p0537 N73-27907
Design, reliability analysis, maintainability, and
cost effectiveness of expendable rotor blades
for DH-1 helicopter rotary wing
fAD-762198] pOSIO N73-27926
Program summary of research project for sonic
inlet technology involving design concepts for
aerodynamic performance and noise suppression -
Vol. 1
fNASA-CR-121126] p0543 N73-28731
Research project for noise suppression of sonic
inlets used with turbofan engines and
improvement in engine inlet flow characteristics
- Vol. 2
[NASA-CR-121127] P0513 N73-28732
Numerical analysis of response of aircraft in
three dimensional gust field to obtain
aerodynamic load data on fuselage and tail
structures
[AD-762511] p05M7 N73-28978
Performance tests of twin jet afterbody
configurations to determine effect of nozzle
spacing, fairing shapes, and angle of attack
tNASA-TH-X-272«] p0587 N73-29991
Polar coordinate method applied to program for
calculating aerodynamic loads on oscillating
wing configurations in subsonic flow
[SAAB-L-0-R6U] P0588 N73-30006
Analysis of acoustic properties and aerodynamic
characteristics of engine over wing
configuration with flow attached and unattached
on upper surface of flaps
rHASA-TH-X-71IH9] p0589 N73-30C15
Development and characteristics of experimental
aircraft for demonstrating augmentor wing let
short takeoff concept using modified C-8A
aircraft - Vol. 1
fNASA-CB-111)503] p059C N73-30016
Flight tests of modified C-8A aircraft to
demonstrate augmentor wing, short takeoff
concept - Vol. 2
TNASA-CR-111(5010 P0590 N73-30C17
Design of aircraft with rotatable wing for
producing high speed aerodynamic configuration
[NASA-CASE-ARC-101470-2] P0590 N73-30018
Effect of wing aspect ratio and f lap span on
aerodynamic characteristics of short takeoff
model with externally blown 1st flap
fNf.SA-TN-D-7205] pC590 H73-30020
Hind tunnel tests to determine effects of
variations in Reynolds number and leading edge
configurations on aerodynamic characteristics of
STOL transport with externally blown flaps
rNASA-TN-D-7191] pfi590 N73-30P21
Buried engines in rear fuselage
P06C3 N73-30750
Aerodynamic fuselage rear part configurations for
aircraft stability optimization noting pressure
distribution and aerodynamic forces
[DLR-FB-72-25] p06C5 N73-30931
Aerodynamic noise and flow field characteristics
of internal flow, -fet augmented flap
configurations
PC606 S73-30937
Criteria for acceptance of early design
information with application to design studies
and cost estimates for liguid hydrogen fueled
aircraft and remotely piloted vehicles
fNASA-TH-X-62303] p0607 N73-309U3
Mathematical model for real-time flight simulation
of tilt rotor research aircraft for application
to aircraft design, pilot training and
proof-of-concept-Vol. 5
rNASA-CR-111614] p0608 N73-309t9
Wind tunnel and rotor whirl cage tests to
determine stability and control parameters of
scale model of tilting rotor aircraft model -
Vol. 6
rNASA-CR-11«615] p06C8 N73-309SO
Occurrence and magnitude of surface effect takeoff
and landing aircraft skirt flutter
[AD-76U1371 pC610 N73-3C966
Aerodynamic configurations of series of airfoils
used in parametric studies of drag-rise Mach
number
fESDO-71020] pC613 N73-31228
Hind tunnel tests to determine flow distribution
at inlet locations on aircraft model for various
aerodynamic configurations and airspeeds
[ NASA-Til-D-7361] p0637 N73-31929
Procedure for evaluating relative economic value
of technology factors affecting design,
configuration, and operation of hypersonic
cruise transport
f N A S A - C R - 2 2 8 6 ] pf61C B73-31953
Flight tests of modified F-1C6 aircraft to
determine installation effects of two aft
underwing nacelles housing afterburning J-85
engines
rNASA-TM-X-71«39] p C 6 K 1 N73-31959
Aerodynamic design of inlet stage for two-stage
compressor and performance comparison for axial,
mixed f low, and centr ifugal stage configurations
tNASA-CR-120913] pOe51 N73-3261C
Stability effects of steady state c i rcumferent ia l
distortions of inlet total tempera ture and
pressure
[NASA-TM-X-71131] P r652 "73-32611
Aerodynamic and performance characteristics of
short takeoff aircraft eguipped with externally
blown flaps
PC662 N73-32939
Hind tunnel tests to determine stability and
control characteristics of externally blown
let-flap configurations
p0662 N73-329UO
Aerodynamic characteristics of auqmentor wings and
analysis of augmentation and entrainment in
defining a net thrust coefficient
P0663 N73-32912
Hind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic
characteristics of five configurations of short
takeoff aircraft wind tunnel models
P0663 1)73-3291(1
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Plight tests of augmentor-winq let STOL research
aircraft to compare wind tonnel data with flight
data for dynamic characteristics and limitations
p0664 N73-32954
Hind tunnel tests to determine acoustic properties
of externally blown flap and auqmentor wing for
short takeoff aircraft configurations
P0666 H73-32965
Aerodynamic noise characteristics of short takeoff
aircraft with externally blown flaps and engines
mounted over and under wing
P0666 N73-32966
Flight tests of Boeing 727 aircraft to deternine
effects of modifications on reduction of
aerodynamic noise
rFAA-RD-72-40-VOL-3] p0667 N73-32971
Effect of inlet conditions on optimal shape of
diffuser based on theory of potential flow of
fluid in channels
CAD-7655771 P0673 N73-33230
AEBODYHAHIC DBAG
Aircraft aftbody/propulsion system integration for
fAIAA PAPER 72-1101] pOOUS A73-13420
Induced drag of finite wing with antisymmetric
incidence distribution due to rolling/ deriving
relations between wing lift distribution>and
induced downnash
P0056 A73-14472
Flight and wind tunnel investigation of the
effects of Reynolds number on installed boattail
drag at subsonic speeds.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-139]
 PC096 A73-16888
Lift and drag at off-design Hach numbers of
conically cambered wings with subsonic leading
edges and supersonic trailing edge
P0249 A73-27927
Drag and stability characteristics of high-speed
parachutes in the transonic range.
[AIAA PAPER 73-U73]
 P0342 A73-31457
Several computerized techniques to aid in the
design and optimization of parachute
deceleration and aerial-delivery systems.
fAIAA PAPER 73-188] p0343 A73-31470
Computational program for calculating the
Re-number-dependent polar of a glider with
arbitrary double trapezoidal wing
P0364 A73-33024
Book - Methods for estimating drag polars of
subsonic airplanes.
p0371 A73-33422
Revised calculations of the NACA 6-series of low
drag aerofoils.
P0424 A73-3U536
An investigation of the flow field and drag of
helicopter fuselage configurations.
fAHS PREPRINT 700] p0437 A73-35051
Tradeoff studies for feasibility of multiblade
ring rotor configuration for helicopter design,
discussing ring drag
TABS PREPRINT 7111] p0438 A73-35060
The Dolphin airship with an undulating propulsion
system - Surface and width of the fuselage
p0520 A73-38122
Drag due to regular arrays of roughness elements
of varying geometry.
p0573 A73-41569
wind tunnel tests to determine effect of nozzle
lateral spacing on afterbody drag and
performance of twin-jet afterbody models with
cone plug nozzles at supersonic speeds
rNASA-TB-JC-2632] P0077 N73-12999
Influence of trailing edge thickness on
aerodynamic drag of rectangular wings in
transonic and supersonic flow.
fDLR-FB-71-85] p0123 N73-14991
Application of power method for reducing base drag
of long range supersonic aircraft at supersonic
speeds
FAD-750950] P0130 N73-15056
Reduction of transonic drag for high performance
aircraft by inlecting air in rear of aircraft to
alter transonic flow distribution on aft section
UD-751269] P0158 H73-15991
Transonic wind tunnel tests of two dimensional
airfoil fitted with sguare and convex
semicircular blunt bases to determine
aerodynamic drag coefficients
fARl/A-NOTE-336] P0215 N73-18994
Flow instabilities of supersonic variable ramp
inlets at Hach 2 discussing Concorde aircraft
intake
[AHC-B/H-3711] p0215 H73-18999
Computer program for calculating aerodynamic
stability and drag of slender aircraft at
subsonic and supersonic speeds
CHASA-CR-112229J p03C1 N73-21897
Effects of aerodynamic drag on rotary wing
perforoance and methods for reducing influence
of stall and compressibility parameters
P0316 H73-22954
Evaluation of double integral equation for
calculation of wave drag due to volume and
aerodynamic lift of slender wings
[ARC-B/H-3221] p0396 N73-25006
Optical design of wing-body combinations for
zero-lift drag rise at transonic speeds
CARC-R/H-3279] p0400 H73-25043
DC 9 refanned engine nacelle effects on cruise
drag considerinq lateral spacing
[BASA-CB-121219] p0466 H73-26024
Effects of addition and position of outboard
stabilizers and tail configurations on
aerodynamic characteristics of low-wave-drag
elliptical body at hypersonic speed
fNASA-IB-X-2747] p0477 N73-26993
Design and development of two dimensional airfoil
with optimum drag divergence.characteristics at
transonic speeds
(NAL-TH-299] p0477 N73-26994
Derivation of charts for predicting drag-rise Hach
number for airfoils with specified upper surface
pressure distribution
[ESDD-71019] p0613 N73-31229
Method for estimating draq-rise mach number of
smooth, nonducted, axisymmetric bodies at zero
incidence without discontinuities in surface slope
[ESDD-71008] p0614 B73-31230
AerodynaBic drag and lift of airships, noting
boundary layer control by suction
P0670 S73-32994
I Technical conditions for airship development,
noting weight reduction, propulsion system
performance, and maneuverability improvement
P0671 B73-32995
AERODYNAMIC FOBCES
NT AERODINAHIC DBAG
NT AERODINAHIC LOADS
NT COST LOADS
NT INTERFERENCE LIFT
NT JET LIFT
NT LIFT
NT EOTOE LIFT
NT RING LOADING
NT ZERO LIFT
Flutter analysis method for unsteady aerodynamic
forces on wings and rotating blades under
harmonic vibrations and uniform flow
[ONERA, TP NO. 1099] p0652 A73-10230
Calculation and measurement of the aerodynamic
forces on an oscillating airfoil profile with
and without stall
[ONEBA, TP NO. 1132] p0652 A73-10240
Unsteady transonic flow analysis for low aspect
ratio, pointed wings.
fAIAA PAPER 73-122] p0096 A73-16878
Heasnred axial and normal force coefficients for
9-deq cones in rarefied, hypersonic flow.
rAIAA PAPER 73-154] p0097 A73-16902
Leading-edge force features of the aerodynamic
finite element method.
P0100 A73-17213
A linearised theory of parachute opening dynamics.
P0155 A73-21692
Calculation of forces on stores in the vicinity of
aircraft.
p0186 A73-22433
Compressibility effects on unsteady forces
generated by jet engine blade rows aerodynamic
interference, considering potential flow and
viscous vake interactions
P0190 A73-23443
Helicopter aain-rotor blade flutter in steady
inclined flight
P0191 A73-23662
Experimental study by resonance method of unsteady
aerodynamic forces acting on cascading blades.
P0287 A73-29026
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Semiempirical method for flutter prediction of
unsteady lift and aerodynamic forces acting on
oscillating airfoil in stall regime, using
separation function
P0287 A73-29029
On the unsteady snpersonic cascade vith a subsonic
leading edge - An exact first order theory. II.
[ASME PAPER 73-GT-16] p0373 A73-33493
Beyond the buffet boundary. *
P042K A73-31538
Book - The aerodynamics of high speed ground
transportation.
PCU51 A73-3585»
Dnsteady aerodynamic forces in transonic
turbomachines
pO*61 A73-37084
Aerodynamic forces on a triangular cylinder.
p0561 A73-40003
Simplified aerodynamic theory of oscillating thin
surfaces in subsonic flow.
P0566 A73-40427
Transverse deflection of guided projectile tail
fins during deployment.
P0582 A73-42629
The unsteady aerodynamics of a finite snpersonic
cascade with subsonic axial flow.
fASBE PAPER 73-APBS-6] p0584 A73-U2879
Digital analysis of dynamic response data,
aerodynamic forces and stability derivatives, of
free flight models
[ABC-B/M-3699] p0065 H73-12006
Design and development of instrument for measuring
aerodynamic loads and fatique characteristics of
aircraft structures
[AGAHD-B-5971 pOOSO N73-13019
Development of computer program for generating
aerodynamic forces for plane and interfering
wings at supersonic speeds
fNASA-CB-112181] pOOSU N73-13290
Integration of unsteady aerodynamic forces and
pressure distributions in aeroelastic analysis
fNLfi-BP-71013-0]- p0112 N73-14011
Analysis of velocity profiles in boundary layer
produced by incompressible flow during takeoff
p0123 F73-15001
Analysis of shock forces generated by opening 35
foot diameter extended-skirt parachute for
retardation at 100,000 feet altitude
rAD-7»96901 p0131 1173-15060
Modifications to helicopter active transmission
isolation system to provide method for measuring
forces on rotary wing of CH-53 helicopter '
fNASA-CR-112245] p0201 H73-1802U
Dynamic and aeroelastic problems of stop-rotors of
V/STOL aircraft occurring during retracting and
stowing of rotary wings
[DLH-PB-72-65-PT-1) p0202 N73-18027
Collection and processing of gust load data
obtained from counting accelerometers mounted'at
center of gravity of various aircraft
f AGARD-H-605] p0253 1173-20023
Numerical analysis of ideal and real gas eguations
for application to lift generated by helicopter
~ rotors,
fAD-75111420 J p025U N73-20026
Development of method for estimating normal force,
axial force, and pitching moment coefficients
for slender bodies of varying cross-section
egnipped with lifting surfaces
fNASA-TN-D-7228] p0265 N73-20998
Calculation and measurement of aerodynamic forces
on oscillating airfoil with and without
aerodynamic stalling
P0271 N73-21042
Influence of various aerodynamic forces on
rectangular wing performance with harmonic
•ovement parallel to sieve flow movement
P0271 N73-21013
Research projects involving aerodynamics,
aerodynamic heating, aerodynamic forces,
airframes, structural analysis, and fluid
mechanics - Vol. 1
P0381 N73-23995
Calculation of aerodynamic -forces of bending and
torsional vibration on installed vibrating
cascade blades
rARC-H/B-325«1 p0383 N73-2U015
Aerodynamic forces and trajectories of external
stores separated from F-4 aircraft
flD-7579321 p0395 N73-2U993
Snpersonic wind tunnel tests to measure overall
normal and side forces, rolling, pitching, and
yawing moments on canard aircraft
rARC-B/B-3226] p0397 N73-25011
Analysis of effect of localized mass on flutter
characteristics of delta wing for various
spanwise and chordwise positions for the mass
center of gravity
CARC-B/B-3264] p0399 N73-25030
Development of method for calculating spanwise
loading on helicopter rotor blades in forward
flight at various azimuth angles
tAHC-S/B-3318] p0399 N73-25032
Method for conducting aerodynamic analysis of
wing-body-tail configurations in subsonic and
snpersonic flow - Vol. 1
tNASA-CR-2228-PT-11 pO»00 N73-25045
Computer program for conducting aerodynamic
analysis of wing-body-tail configurations in
subsonic and supersonic flov - Vol. 2
[NASA-CR-2228-PT-2] pCUOO N73-25046
Flight test measurements of control surface hinge
moments on X-21 lifting body correlation with
wind tunnel data
[NASA-TB-X-2816] p O f O O N73-25049
Development of eguations of motion for
longitudinal suspension line wave motion during
parachute deployment process
rNASA-TM-X-69l t981 p0549 N73-28988
Analysis of aerodynamic drag on object moving in
rarefied gas under nearly free molecular flow
conditions
p0660 N73-32923
On the effects of viscous interaction for a flat
delta wing at incidence
TARC-CP-1237] p0661 H73-32931
Development of instrument to measure steady and
oscillatory aerodynamic forces on sting-mounted
model using forced oscillation technigue
[ATH-7101] PC673 N73-33366
ABBODIH4BIC HEAT TBABSFEB
Investigation of the heat transfer between the gas
and casing in the area of the apertures between
the nozzle diaphragm blades and guide vanes of
turbines
P0147 A73-20086
AEBODIHiBIC HEATISG
NT SHOCK HEATING
Lee-side vortices on delta wings at hypersonic
speeds.
P0053 A73-1U180
Convective fluid motion and heat transfer in
aircraft wing fuel tanks due to aerodynamic
heating, comparing analytical with experimental
results
P0346 A73-31643
Approximation for maximum centerline heating on
lifting entry vehicles.
P0582 A73-42627
Analysis of interference heating on surfaces of
reentry vehicle configurations and effects of
wing sweep, angle of attack, and Reynolds number
CNASA-TN-D-7060] p0077 N73-12964
Development of methods for protecting aircraft
compartments from aerodynamic heating effects
fAD-754606) p0255 N73-20C36
Research projects involving aerodynamics,
aerodynamic heating, aerodynamic forces,
airframes, structural analysis, and fluid
mechanics - Vol. 1
P0381 N73-23995
Measurement of aerodynanic heating on nose of
Fairey Delta aircraft at 10,000 feet and Bach
numbers to 1.65 during climb and level flight
CABC-R/M-3280] . p0381 N73-23996
Research projects involving boundary layer flow,
heat transfer during aerodynamic heating,
atmospheric turbulence effects, and airframe
structural analysis - Vol. 2
P0383 N73-2U011
Analysis of wing leading edge buckling due to
aerodynamic heating to show effect of shear
modulus of material and geometry of leading edge
on buckling onset
fARC-R/M-3197] p0396 N73-25000
Strain gage bridge calibrations on wing structure
at elevated temperatures to establish thermal
and mechanical loads due to aerodynanic heating
A-21
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fNAS4-TH-D-7390] P0544 N73-28883
iBEODIHAHIC IUTERFEBEHCE
Aerodynamic interference between let propulsion
system and airframe for supersonic transport
with wing-nounted nacelles, noting wing
performance role in lift effectiveness
fAIAA PAPER 72-1113) p0045 A73-13428
Vortex sheath formalism based on coupled inteqral
equations for rectanqular wing-slipstrean
aerodynamic interference
P0047 A73-13562
Correlation of vinq-body combination lift data.
p0186 A73-22435
Compressibility effects on unsteady forces
generated by let enqine blade rows aerodynamic
interference, considerinq potential flow and
viscous wake interactions
P0190 A73-23443
Flutter of pairs of aerodynaaically interferinq
delta winqs.
tAIAA PAPER 73-314] p0234 A73-25545
Hind tunnel interference on oscillatinq airfoils
in low supersonic flow.
P0282 A73-28166
Desiqo method of the axial-flow blade row on
modified isolated aerofoil theory with
interference coefficient. I.
p0283 A73-286H9
V/STOL airframe/propulsion integration problem
areas.
fASHE PAPER 73-GT-76] p0375 A73-33522
A three-dimensional King/let interaction analysis
including jet distortion influences.
TAIAA PAPER 73-655) p0453 A73-36209
A kernel function method for computing steady and
oscillatory supersonic aerodynamics with
interference.
fAIAA PAPER 73-670) p0454 A73-36221
Interference between a winq and a surface of
velocity discontinuity.
P0502 473-37490
Aerodynamic interference of pitot tubes in a
turbulent boundary layer at supersonic speed.
P0581 473-1(2552
An experimental investigation of a jet issuinq
from a winq in crossflow.
p0585 473-43111
Analysis of aerodynamic interference effects
between aircraft and external store carried
under winq based on inviscid flow characteristics
fAD-71183148) P0078 H73-13005
Analysis of aerodynamic interference resultinq
from let issuinq normal to chordal plane of two
dimensional winq in crossflow conditions
P0310 N73-22223
Hall interference effects at Bach 1 on airfoils in
transonic wind tunnels
FAD-757534] p0325 S73-23349
Hind tunnel interference factors for high lift
winqs in closed wind tunnels
p0395 N73-24996
Hind tunnel tests to determine effect of
interference on performance of full span let
flap mounted on trailing edqe of high aspect
ratio unswept winq
f AP.C-R/H-3219) p0396 N73-25005
Numerical analysis of winq bending, winq torsion,
and aileron rotation at transonic speeds to
determine effects on wing-aileron flutter
fARC-H/M-3258) P0399 N73-25028
Aerodynamic interference between aircraft and
external store mounted on elliptical winq under
inviscid flow conditions
fAD-759170) pOU06 H73-25094
Slotted transonic wind tunnel tests on pitching
delta winq enable selection of porpous walls for
interference free damping derivatives
fAEC-R/R-3715) p0661 N73-32930
AEEODYBAHIC LIFT
U LI?T
AERODTNABIC LOADS
ST GUST LOADS
Response of helicopter rotor blades to random
loads near hover.
p066lt A73-12503
Liftinq characteristics and spanwise aerodynamic
load distribution of an external flow jet flap.
P0061 A73-15513
Parachute opening dynaoic analysis, taking into
account risers, shrouds and canopy cloth elastic ,
properties on opening history and loads
P0196 473-24647
An improved nonlinear lifting-line theory. -
P0284 473-28817
Hortar design for parachute ejection and
deployment into airstream to decelerate
spacecraft and aircraft pilot escape modules,
estimating hardware weight and reaction load
[AIAA PAPER 73-459] p0341 473-31445
£ numerical integration method for the
determination of flutter speeds.
P0348 A73-32163
Flight tests of load factors for
nultirecorder-eguipped gliders of various
designs during pnllout and looping maneuvers
p0578 A73-41866
Influence of aerodynamic field on shock-induced
combustion of hydrogen and ethylene in
supersonic flow.
P0583 473-42786
Critical velocities of the steady motion of a
pliable thread in plane homogeneous flow
P0585 473-43061
Calculation of the deformations of a propeller
blade in flight
P0623 A73-43724
4 theoretical and experimental study of sound
attenuation in an annular duct.
tAIAA PAPER 73r1005) '. P0629 473-44838
Engineering data for aeronautical structures under
loads
TESDO-SS2) P0677 H73-10918
Survey of aerospace industry to determine various
techniques used in considering interactions of
handling qualities, stability, control, and load
alleviation devices on structural loads
[AGARD-R-593) p0679 N73-11020
Analysis of fatigue crack propagation
characteristics of steel structures in F-111
aircraft under specific flight loading spectra
CAD-746343) p0681 N73-11033
Statistical analysis of normal acceleration,
airspeed, altitude, and flight loads on military
aircraft
[4D-747285) p0681 1173-11035
Development of equations fur large amplitude
coupled flap-lag notion of hinqeless elastic
helicopter blades
[.N4S4-CR-114485] pOC70 H73-12043
Flight loads data recording system for F-10,2
aircraft maneuver load analysis for data
acquisition and application to development of
structural desiqn criteria
TAD-747016] p0070 S73-12047
Development of method for estimating length of
atmospheric turbulence patch as function of
different turbulence intensities for two or more
regions
[NRC-12793] pC079 N73-13009
Design and development of instrument for measuring
aerodynamic loads and fatigue characteristics of
aircraft structures
rAGARD-B-597) pOOSO N73-13019
Effects of aerodynamic stall on helicopter rotor
blade element in three dimensional rotating
environment
tNASA-CR-114489] p0081 H73-13028
Analysis of response of flexible helicopter rotor
blade to random loads with vertical velocity
component
rAD-746627] p0082 N73-13038
Fatigue crack propagation of aluminum metal sheets
under flight simulation loads corresponding to
gust spectrum
[NLR-HP-72010-0] p0087 N73-13926
Proceedings of conference to analyze static and
dynamic loads exerted on helicopter rotary wings
and application to improved helicopter design
rAGARD-R-595] P0111 H73-14000
Application of model helicopter rotor experiments
to determining dynamic stall of rotary winqs and
predicting aerodynamic loads developed
p0111 N73-14002
Numerical analysis of unsteady aerodynamic forces
on helicopter rotor blades to determine lift
distribution as function of.velocity component
normal to blades
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p0111 H73-14003
Analysis and application of load alleviation and
mode suppression system for TF-12A aircraft to
determine extent of design risks
(NASA-CB-2158] P0127 1173-15033
Belation between measured c.G. vertical
accelerations and loads at T-tail of military
aircraft '
p0169 N73-16904
Calculation of induced' load effects on
controllability of rigid and flexible aircraft
p0172 N73-17001
Developnent of computer programs to calculate
helicopter rotor tip vortex geometry in hover
and forward flight to include calculation of
rotor harmonic air loads :
[AD-752628J • ' p0175 N73-17032
Heasurement of surface pressure fluctuations at
two locations on XB-70 aircraft at local Bach
number range from 0.35 to 2.45
rmSA-TN-D-7226) p0200 N73-18013
Analysis of airload and blade response of rotary
wings to determine sources of rotor vibratory
loads in level and maneuvering flight of NH-3A
and CB-53A helicopters
[HASA-CR-22251 '•• ' . P0215 N73-18996
Effect of wing span loading on wing trailing
vortices
fAD-75«055] ; ' P0251 N73-20003
Analysis of point vortex approximation of vortex
sheet in two space dimensions and application to
vortex sheet induced by ellipitcally loaded wing
fAD-755007] P0258 N73-20335
Tables of reports giving comparative theoretical
and experimental aerodynamic loading data
relevant'to zero- and low-frequency aeroelastic
problems ' '
tAHC-R/B-3708] • p0266 H73-21000
Survey of problems encountered in prediction of
structural design loads and aeroelastic
stability margins during development of rotary
wing aircraft
p0268 N73-21020
Analysis of unsteady aerodynamic loading on
reference section of helicopter rotor blade in
axial or hovering flight under compressible flow
conditions
'
 :
 P0271 N73-21041I
Computer graphics for solving three dimensional
lifting body potential flow nonlinear eguations
to determine aerodynamic loads
[DGT-7510V' ' '. p0305 H73-21939
Numerical analysis of aerodynamic load
distribution on swept back wing mounted on
infinite circular cylinder fuselage at zero
angle of attack
tAD-756075] ' P0307 K73-21952
Aerodynamic characteristic^of helicopters with
emphasis on airloads, aeroelasticity, and
mechanical instabilities
p0316 N73-22949
Effects of aeroelasticity on performance of rotary
wings and procedures for predicting aerodynamic
forces on rotary wing blades
P0316 N73-22952
Analysis of effects of aerodynamic and dynamic
parameters on'design synthesis of rotary wings
and application of optimization technigues
P0316 N73-22958
Development of reliability analysis procedure for
determining effects of cumulative and maximum
operational loads on airplane structures
fAD-757529] p0321 N73-22999
Application of modified slender wing theory to
analyze aerodynamic characteristics of slender,
lifting, wings with curved leading edges at
supersonic speeds
rARC-B/B-32781 P0382 N73-21006
Bind tunnel tests to determine time-averaged
aerodynamic forces on model of helicopter
landing pad to be installed on top of lighthouse
CHAB-SCI-H-106] p0390 N73-24269
Calculation of spanvise loading on sweptback wings
with trailing edge flaps using data obtained
from electric tank tests '
rABC-B/H-3«871 P0397 N73-25010
Research projects in theoretical and practical
aerodynamics - Vol. 2
P0398 N73-25020
Development of numerical procedures for
determining velocity potential on triangular
wing oscillating harmonically in supersonic flow
r&BC-B/B-3229] P0398 N73-25023
Rind tunnel tests to determine pressure
distribution on two dinensional airfoil with
pylon mounted stores at subsonic speeds using
F-U aircraft model
fAD-759582] pOU01 N73-25053
Optimization of mass distribution of solid beams
and panels for structural design of airfranes
and panels
fAD-759169] pOU01 N73-2505U
Development of procedures for determining service
life of helicopter airframes and rotor blades
[BAE-LIB-TRANS-15201 p016tt N73-26013
Statistical analysis of counting accelerometer
data obtained on Navy and Marine fleet aircraft
from 1 Jan. 1962 to 1 Jan. 1972
fAD-760321] pOU68 N73-26CU1
Elastic vibrations of aircraft wing caused by
distributed load, center of gravity
displacement, and rotation using electromodeling
techniques
CAD-760965] p0483 N73-27043
Analysis of aircraft structural loads in
operational flight to determine effects of pilot
performance and aircraft characteristics
fAGARD-B-608] p0536 N73-27895
Application of oscillation theory and mathematical
statistics to problems of aircraft structures
and aerodynamic loads on aircraft and missiles
rSASA-TT-F-753] p0537 N73-27908
Development of rolling maneuver fatigue load data
for F-5 and F-105 aircraft based on statistical
flight loads data
rAD-7614911 p0538 N73-27915
Strain gage bridge calibrations on wing structure
at elevated temperatures to establish thermal
and mechanical loads due to aerodynamic heating
rNASA-TN-D-739Cl p f 'SUU N73-28833
Acguisition of stress data and aerodynamic loads
on F-5 aircraft using mechanical strain gages
and oscillograph recorders for service life
determination
CAD-760567] p0549 N73-28991
Proceedings of conference on acoustic fatigue to
show effects of aerodynamic loads, response of
structures, structural design, and fatigue test
methods
fAGARD-CP-113] P0556 1173-29905
Development of digital computer program for
generating individual component or entire
aircraft mass and aerodynamic models for vehicle
inelastic bending response analysis
fAD-7637011 P059K 873-30045
Effects of wind loads on structures and structural
design criteria based on wind speed, structural
shape, and aerodynamic coefficients
fNLL-LIB-TRSNS-1705-(5205.9) ] pC603 N73-30857
AEBODYHABIC BOHEHTS
0 STABILITY DERIVATIVES
AEBODTHABIC BOISE
Effect of streamwise vortices on wake properties
associated with sound generation.
P0651 A73-10C45
The ordered structure of free-let turbulence and
its significance for the free-let noise
TDGLR PAPER 72-075] pceee A73-11701
Aerodynamic noise characteristics, discussing
turbulent fluid acoustic propagation eguation
modification and antinoise legislation
PCC39 A73-12952
Noise from free' jets and airfoils in jets.
' pOOUO &73-12969
On the importance* of the vake for the noise of an
obstacle placed in a flow
PP040 A73-1297U
Separated flow noise.
pOOUO A73-12975
An investigation of the near wake properties which
lead to the generation of vortex shedding sound
from airfoils.
pOOUC A73-12976
Aerodynamic noise and alternating loads in an
idealised turbine stage.
pOP«1 A73-12981
Aerodynamic sound generation, discussing Lighthill
theory, multipole sonic sources, wave eguation.
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power and turbulence models and sound radiating
flows
P0042 173-13167
Analysis of internally generated sound in
continuous materials. II - A critical review of
the conceptual adequacy and physical scope of
existing theories of aerodynamic noise, with
special reference to supersonic jet noise.
pOOSO 173-13840
power spectrum due to point source convection at
uniform subsonic speed along round jet flow axis
pOOSO 173-13841
cross correlations between turbulent let flow and
noise from hot-fill and acoustic signal
measurement, using Proudman form of Lighthill
integral
pOOSO 173-13842
Acoustic power spectrum of a subsonic jet.
P0051 173-14040
some experiments on the noise emission of coaxial
lets.
P0053 173-14148
Aerodynamic noise and boundary-layer transition
measurements in supersonic test facilities.
p005« 173-14191
Application of external aerodynamic diffusion to
reduce shrouded propeller noise.
p0091 173-16623
Disturbance of the environment by jet aircraft noise
POP94 173-16760
The effects of leading-edge serrations on reducing
flow unsteadiness about airfoils.
flllA PAPER 73-891 p0095 173-16853
Analytical and experimental supersonic jet noise
research.
ClIAA PIPER 73-188] PC098 173-16926
Thin wing induced undulating viscous wake and far
field acoustic wave through interaction with
turbulent cylindrical jet, using dipole force
field model
fAIAA PAPER 73-2231 p0098 173-16950
Externally blown flap trailing edge noise
reduction by slot blowing - A preliminary study.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-2151 p0099 A73-16969
Phillips aerodynamic noise theory application to
directional patterns of high speed hot jets,
discussing convection laws and sound
field-turbulence correspondence)
fllAA PAPER 73-1851 p01C5 173-17654
Analysis of internally generated sound in
continuous materials. Ill - The momentum
potential field description of fluctuating fluid
motion as a basis for a unified theory of
internally generated sound.
p01«3 A73-19097
Ducts, nacelles, power source components and cabin
noise sources identified for aircraft noise
control research, considering prereguisites for
guiet operations
rsiE AIS 10791 P0152 173-20698
Noise radiated from a turbulent boundary layer.
P0229 173-24979
Sound directivity pattern radiated from snail
airfoils.
P0229 173-24980
Noise intensity in the field of subsonic turbulent
jets
P0236 173-25738
Low vs high speed propeller fan noise, discussing
pseudosound generation by rotating aerodynamic
pressure fields
P0287 173-29030
Two-bladed large rotor mounted on tower in
inverted mode to overcome recirculation effects,
analyzing broadband noise spectra and
directivity pattern
p0291 173-29380
jet noise suppression technology progress review,
discussing Lighthill theory of aerodynamic
noise, machinery noise and guiet aircraft future
P0348 A73-32186
Three bladed model rotor gust induced impulsive
discrete noise characteristics prediction by
point dipole and rotational noise theories for
comparison with measurement
p0363 A73-32917
Monograph - Two causality correlation technigues
applied to jet noise.
P0443 A73-35150
Fundamentals of aerodynamic sound theory and flow
duct acoustics.
P0448 173-35331
Jet aircraft noise research, emphasizing pare jet
mixing noise, shock wave associated noise, and
tailpipe noise produced in engine or nozzle exit
plane
P0448 173-35332
Rotating blades and aerodynamic sound.
P0448 173-35333
Calculated leading-edge blnntness effect on
transonic compressor noise.
[1111 PIPES 73-633] p0453 173-36192
Velocity decay and acoustic characteristics of
various nozzle geometries with forward velocity.
[1111 P1PEB 73-629] p0454 173-36256
Hot gaseous jet noise emission calculation for
dependence on turbulent flow characteristics
based on Lighthill theory, using computer program
P0460 A73-36997
The ultimate noise barrier - Far field radiated
aerodynamic noise.
P0495 173-37278
Fan acoustic measurements by hot-wire anemometers
in anechoic chamber, discussing turbulent flow
characteristics, noise spectra, wire velocity
spectra and blade tip shape
JS. p0496 173-37289
Subsonic jet noise measurements on model jet rig
in anechoic chamber, discussing correlation and
prediction • •. • i t •-
, ... ,,.-,( P0519 173-38106
Small-scale suppressor of the aerodynamic noise of
a subsonic gas jet- ::"••-.''
I . .. , p0566 A73-40404
The design and construction" of an anechoic chamber
lined with panels and intended for investigation
of aerodynamic noise
P0570 173-40942
On the radiation from an aerodynamic acoustic
dipole source
. . p0570 173-40943
Noise caused by supersonic jet shock waves as
function of jet pressure ratio, determining
spectral characteristics
p0575 173-41702
High temperature jet noise dependence on velocity
and temperature, discussing Liqhthill source
term, Reynolds stresses, entropy fluctuations
and velocity critical threshold
P0575 173-41703
Boundary layer induced cockpit noise.
P0576 173-41706
Sound generation by open supersonic rotors.
P0576 173-41712
Reduction of fan noise by annulns boundary layer
removal.
P0576 173-41713
Supersonic jet noise generated by large scale
disturbances.
[1111 PIPER 73-992] p0628 173-44827
Subsonic and supersonic jets and supersonic
suppressor characteristics.
[1111 PIPER 73-999] p0628 173-44834
1 difference theory for noise propagation in an
acoustically lined duct with mean flow.
[1111 PIPER 73-1007) - p0629 173-44840
The influence of aerodynamic flow noise in
turbofan engines.
[1I1A PAPEB 73-1016] p0629 A73-44848
Progress in source noise suppression of subsonic
tip speed fans.
[ A I A A PAPER 73-1032] p0631 173-44861
Comparison of results obtained with various
sensors used to measure fluctuating quantities
in jets.
[1IA1 PAPEB 73-1043) p0631 A73-44867
Emission of sound from a rectangular plate
vibrating under the action of pressure
pulsations in a turbulent boundary layer
p0632 A73-44899
Application of ride-quality criteria to design of
commercial helicopters with emphasis on noise
and vibration considerations
P0668 N73-10015
Jet aircraft noise of XV-5B V/STOL aircraft as
determined by full scale flight test and wind
tunnel model tests
[N1S1-TH-X-62182] p0670 N73-10029
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Aircraft maneuvers for reducing sonic boon
intensity daring horizontal tarns
t&D-7Ua859] P0680 H73-11022
Development of procedures for quieting
externally-blown-flap noise sources produced by
interaction of jet'exhaust flov with deployed
flaps
tHA3A-CE-112166] pOOSO H73-13022
Acoustic measurements of aerodynanic noise
generated by air let impinging on large flat
. board for,variable impingement angles, jet
velocities, and distances from board
fNASA-TN-D-7075:) pOOSO N73-13026
Proceedings of symposium on helicopter noise held
at Durban, North Carolina Sept. 1971
CAD-7tt88761 P0082 N73-13036
Analysis of acoustic properties of,shock
associated noise in narrov band spectrum
produced by jet flows - Vol. 5 App. 2
fAD-7i(9H2] p0115 N73r1"»040
Acoustic properties of supersonic jet noise and
refraction effects on noise field
[AD-7lt91«0] P0120 N73-14728
Reduction of noise generated by externally blown
flaps using slot near trailing edge of flap vith
lo» velocity secondary air blown through slot
rNASA-TH-x-68172J P0126 N73-15027
Screening.tests of upper surface blowing on
externally blown flaps configurations to obtain
noise and turning effectiveness data
fHASA-TH-X-68167j p0127 N73-15030
Hind tunnel tests to determine effect of wing
planfora on generation of sonic boom at various
Bach numbers
tNASA-TN-D^7160] p0138 N73-15709
Development of theory.of aerodynamic noise to
analyze jet noise directivity and shear-noise
contribution to overall jet noise
tHASA-TN-D-7158] P0166 N73-1665I(
Effect of various physical and operating
parameters on noise produced by low pressure
ratio propulsive fans operating at subsonic speeds
TNASA-CS-2188] P0200 N73-18011
Flight test measurements and analysis of sonic- '•'
booms to determine caustics produced by
variations in flight speed and to develop method
for predicting shock wave-ground intersections
fNASA-CB-2167] P0201 H73-18022
Hind tunnel tests to determine acoustic properties
of semispan wing with externally blown jet flap
to include effects of flap size, vertical
location and forward speed '' '
[NASA-IB-x-2749] ' p020t N73-18011
Measurement of noise levels produced by F-105
aircraft and analysis of effects on environment
and land use
[AD-753113} P0206 N73-18056
Analysis of effects of rotary wing configuration
on aerodynamic noise generation daring hovering
flight
fAD-7533971 p0208 N73-18070
Analysis of aerodynamic noise generated by tips of
helicopter rotary wings during acceleration to
near sonic speed
rAD-752301] p0208 N73-18072
Application of sound suppression techniques to
OH-6 helicopter and measurement of resultant
noise reduction
Up-753646] P0208 N73-18077
Application of gas dynamics equations to determine
magnitude of pressure rise due to sonic boom in
stratified atmosphere
fNASA-TH-D-7105] P0252 N73-2001Q
Analysis of basic acoustic characteristics and
noise reduction potential of upper surface of
blown flap
(NASA-CR-112246] PC253 N73-20017
Evaluation of acoustic properties of conventional
wind tunnels for analyzing aerodynamically
generated noise • -.', .
t»ASA-CS-11(i575) ,- p0257 N73-20277
Analysis of aerodynamic noise produced by rotar-y.
wings and methods for noise reduction based on"
shed vortex wakes and blade' tip modification
P0272 N73-21053
Generation of aerodynamic noise by turbulent wake
behind cotary wing airfoil and relationship to-
drag ana lift coefficients
PC272 N73-21054
Analysis of helicopter internal and external noise
levels for various flight conditions and timing
of acoustical spectra
P0273 N73-21055
Noise spectrum characteristics and directivity
patterns for rotary wings as function of blade
tip speed, total rotor thrust, and angle of
rotor disc plane
P0273 S73-21056 -
Acoustic measurements of aerodynamic noise
generated by externally blown flap lift
augmentation system for various aerodynamic
configurations
fNASA-TB-X-2776] P0273 S73-21059
Design of V/STOL research transport aircraft to
achieve low fan noise with high thrust/weight
capability of high pressure ratio lift fan system
r»ASA-CE-1211«6] P0274 N73-21065
Analysis of transition region of subsonic
turbulent jets to determine noise producing
potential based on far field acoustic density
fNASA-TN-D-72112] - p0279 N73-21573
Flight tests to determine magnitude of groundtrack
overpressure generated by obligue wing transport
aircraft at Bach 1.4 and 45,000 feet
fNASA-TB-X-622*7] p0303 N73-21922
Sind tunnel tests to determine acoustic properties
of externally blown jet flap and augmentor wing
short takeoff aircraft concepts
fNASA-TK-X-622515 p0303 N73-21924
Acoustic measurements of sound pressure levels due
to cross flow over face of lift fans on
fan-in-winq and V/STOL model transport aircraft
CSiSi-ca-11«566l p030* 1173-21928
iind tunnel tests to determine effect of cross
flow velocity on jet noise power level using
V/STOL model transport
rNASA-CB-11»571] p030U N73-21929
Proceedings of conference on rotary wings to
•investigate rotor wakes, aerodynamic
characteristics at hover and hiqh advance ratio,
and aerodynamic noise properties
p030« N73-21931
Fundamentals of helicopter noise generation and
propagation to include noise control procedures
and cost effectiveness of noise reduction
P0316 N73-22953
Analysis of aerodynamic noise produced by rotor
operating at supersonic speed
[TT-7213] pC317 N73-22967
Analysis of vortex shedding from airfoils with
application to vortex noise generated by
helicopter rotary wings
fAD-757167] p0320 1173-22989
Noise tests on large scale model of externally
blown flap lift augmentation system using mixer
nozzle
[NASA-TN-D-7236] p0386 N73-2M059
Aerodynamic characteristics and noise attenuation
effects of leading edge serrations on rotary wings
[AD-759028] p04C5 N73-25088
Analysis of reverberant-field noise produced by
three lift fan models operating at various rotor
tip speeds
[NASA-IB-X-68243] p046« N73-2601U
wind tunnel tests to determine acoustic properties
of jet augmented lifting flap configuration
[NASA-TT-F-1U951] pOtt66 N73-26030
Effects of turbulence and noise on wind tunnel
measurements at transonic speeds
POU71 N73-2628U
Design, development, and evaluation of Boeing 727
aircraft nacelle to conform to upper noise
reduction goals
fFAA-fiD-72-'IO-VOL-2] pODSO S73-27017
Characteristics of long range transport aircraft
to include reduction of aircraft engine noise
and improved engine response during go-around
maneuver
CNASA-CS-121243] pOUSO N73-27020
Design, fabrication, and flight test of Boeing 727
aircraft nacelle modification to reduce
aerodynamic noise levels
fAD-7560«0] pM84 N73-27018
Measurement of noise and wake structure of ducted
fan with subsonic tip speed to show sound
pressure levels and blade wake characteristics
fNASA-CR-132259] pOU87 N73-27207
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Characteristics of propulsion system for subsonic,
lonq-ranqe transport aircraft designed to meet
aerodynamic noise level requirenents
fNASA-CB-121242] pO«91 N73-27704
Aerodynamic noise of STOL enqine-over-winq
confiqoration osinq nozzle deflector
fllASA-TH-r-2871] pC536 1173-27897
Velocity decay and acoustic characteristics of
various nozzle geometries with forward velocity
[NASA-IB-X-68259] P0552 H73-29183
Analysis of discrete frequency and broad band
noise generation by subsonic rotary vinqs for
vertical takeoff aircraft
fNASA-CB-2077] . p0589 N73-30014
Data base for abatement and control of aircraft
noise and sonic boon for rule making criteria
fFAA-3D-20-2] p0590 N73-30Q22
Analysis of fan noise levels for fan in proximity
of side and qronnd plane to determine effects on
harmonic frequencies
[SASA-CB-132306] p0591 1)73-30023
Measurements of aerodynamic noise produced by
modified and standard OH-6A helicopter
configurations to determine noise reduction
effectiveness
fNASA-TN-D-7216] p0592 N73-30031
Diagnostic techniques for measurement of
aerodynamic noise in free field and reverberant
environment of vind tunnels
[NASA-CR-114636] p0602 K73-30669
Optical holographic measurement of jet noise in
supersonic air/nitrogen and helium lets at liach
numbers from 1.5 to 3.4
[PB-220641/5] pC602 N73-30686
System for reducing noise qenerated by jet
impinqing on external flap usinq injection of
secondary air from slot near trailing edge of flap
fNASA-CH-132270] p0605 N73-30930
Aerodynamic noise and flow field characteristics
of internal flow, jet augmented flap
configurations
p0606 K73-30937
Evaluation of acoustic radiation from various
noise sources in axial fan
fNASA-CR-114576] p0608 1173-30952
Evaluation of aerodynamic calibration and
performance characteristics of anechoic flow
facility
fAD-763668] pC612 1173-31212
Local pressure field in turbulent shear flow and
its relation to aerodynamic noise generation
fNASA-CR-134493] p0614 N73-31253
Far field noise reduction of tilting rotor
aircraft based on performance and weight
tradeoffs to improve acoustic signatures
tNASA-CR-114648] P0638 N73-31S37
Characteristics of aerodynamic noise generated by
interaction of airstream with flap surface to
show location and control of noise sources
p0666 1173-32963
Acoustic measurements of aerodynamic noise
produced by impingement of jet exhaust on wing
and flap of externally blown flap system
installed on F-111 aircraft
P0666 N73-32964
Hind tunnel tests to determine acoustic properties
of externally blown flap and augmentor wing for
short takeoff aircraft configurations
P0666 N73-32965
Aerodynamic noise characteristics of short takeoff
aircraft with externally blown flaps and engines
mounted over and under wing
p0666 1173-32966
Method for predicting noise generated by
deflecting engine exhaust for nnder-the-wing and
over-the-winq versions of externally blown flap
configuration
fNASA-TM-X-71449] p0667 1173-32969
Flight tests of Boeing 727 aircraft to determine
effects of modifications on reduction of
aerodynamic noise
fFAA-RD-72-»0-VOL-3] P0667 H73-32971
Wind tunnel tests to determine acoustic' properties
of large scale lift fan transport aircraft model
rNASA-TM-X-62284] p0668 H73-32975
Fluid mechanics of hole tone whistle deslqned as
efficient producer of discrete frequency sound
p0671 N73-33170
AEBODYHAHIC STABILITY
Aeroelastic effects on flying wing aircraft
aerodynamic stability characteristics, using
elementary beam-rod differential equations and
aerodynamic strip theory
t A I A A PIPES 73-397] p0233 &73-25S26
Drag and stability characteristics of high-speed
parachutes in the transonic ranqe.
C A I A A PAPBB 73-473] p0342 A73-31457
Development and testing of ballnte
stabilizer/decelerators for aircraft delivery of
a 500-lb munition.
C A I A A PAPER 73-485] p0343 A73-31467
Book - Flight dynamics of rigid and elastic
airplanes. Parts 162.
p0420 A73-34451
Effect of torsion-flap-lag coupling on hinqeless
rotor stability.
fAHS PBEPBINT 7311 p0438 A73-35067
Fixed base simulation of variable stability T-33
handling qualities, considerinq pilot
performance in pitch tracking during atmospheric
turbulence
P0519 A73-38072
Simplified aerodynamic theory of oscillating thin
surfaces in subsonic flow. ,
p0566 A73-40427
Control law synthesis and sensor design for active
flutter suppression.
[ A I A A PAPER 73-832] p0567 A73-40502
Don-linear flap-lag dynamics of hinqeless
helicopter blades in hover and in forward flight.
P0586 A73-43134
Cross flexure sting designed for measuring dynamic
stability of slender bodies of revolution with
delta wings in supersonic wind tunnel tests
fFFl-iD-637] p0672 N73-10278
Aircraft glide path stability under speed constraint
[ARC-B/M-37C5] p0066 N73-12008
Flight tests to determine buffet characteristics
of four high performance aircraft during
transonic maneuvers
pC125 S73-15017
Analysis of stability characteristics of hingeless
rotary wing on flap and lead-lag degrees of
freedom of single blade
[AD-7503591 p0130 N73-15053
Nonlinear instability in flap-lag of rotor blades
in forward flight
TNASA-CR-114524] p0173 N73-17017
Analysis of whirl stability boundaries and
aerodynamic characteristics of tilting rotors
P0266 N73-21004
Flight tests of XH-51 helicopter to determine
effects of gyroscope and control spring ,
modifications on stability and control
p0268 1173-21015
Analytical and experimental techniques to define
qeometry of vortex field of hovering rotary, wing
and effect on rotor performance
P0270 N73-21032
Mass distribution analyses for design of low
aspect ratio aerodynamic stable fighter wings
fNASA-CB-112232] p0301 N73-21900
Structural stability testing of aerospace
components under pyrotechnic loading conditions
using subscale plastic models
rNASA-CH-128911] p0335 1173-23914
AEHODIHAHIC STALLIHG
Calculation and measurement of the aerodynamic
forces on an oscillating airfoil profile with
and without stall
fONERA, IP NO. 1132] p0652 A73-10240
On the mechanism of dynamic stall.
P0656 A73-11015
Inlet produced flow distortion effect on
compressor stability and engine stall,
presenting unified theoretical analysis
technique for compatible inlet/engine design
r.&Iil PiPEB 72-1115] pOOUS A73-1343C
Inlet flow distortion induced axial flow
compressor stall, converting stagnation pressure
and temperature maps into vorticity maps via
Crocco theorem
T A I A A PAPER 72-1116] P0045 A73-13431
Analysis of stall flutter of a helicopter rotor
blade.
[ A I A A PAPER 73-403] p0233 A73-25532
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SOBJECT IBDEI 1EEODIBABICS
Linear aerodynamic model incorporating torsional
oscillations about t¥o dimensional airfoil
aidchord for stall flatter description
p0284 473-28814
Theoretical investigation on stall flatter of an
aerofoil /the case of trailing edge stall/.
P0287 473-29027
Seniempirical nethod for flutter prediction of
unsteady lift and aerodynanic forces acting on
oscillating airfoil in stall regime, usinq
separation function
P0287 473-29029
Stall/spin studies relating to light
general-aviation aircraft.
fSAE P4PEH 730320] p0429 473-31678
General aviation aircraft stall/spin prevention
device for limiting tail power near Ming stall
angle of attack
fS4E PAPER 730333] pOB30 473-34686
4 detailed experimental analysis of dynamic stall
on an unsteady two-dimensional airfoil.
UHS PREPRINT 7021 p0437 473-35053
4 study of stall-induced flap-lag instability of
hingeless rotors.
f4HS PREPH'IHT 730] p0438 473-35066
Digital computer program for solution of aircraft
longitudinal stability characteristics at or
near stall point
[40-745557] P0671 H73-10037
Effects of aerodynamic stall on helicopter rotor
blade element in three dimensional rotating
environment
fH4S4-CH-114489] pC081 B73-13028
Developments in unsteady aerodynamics of
helicopter rotary wings to analyze stall
flutter, transient effects of interactions, and
wake induced instabilities
P0111 N73-14001
Analysis of US general aviation accidents caused
by stalls and spins for period 1967 to 1969
r»TSB-44S-72-8] p0112 B73-14018
Proceedings of conference on fluid dynamics of
aircraft stalling to include stall and
post-stall aerodynamic characteristics of
various military aircraft
fAGARD-CP-102] p0123 H73-14998
Analysis of parameters affecting aircraft stall
and post stall gyrations to include aerodynamic
configurations and pilot performance
P0123 H73-14999
Analysis of aerodynamic stall characteristics of
King sections with high lift devices in two
dimensional flow
P0124 N73-15008
4erodynamic configurations of swept vings to
improve lift performance at stall in higher
range of subsonic speeds
p0124 N73-15010
Design aspects of stall of powered-lift aircraft
with externally blown flaps and methods for
predicting increment in maximum lift coefficient
due to power
P0125 N73-15011
Hodifications of Jet Provost and Strikemaster
trainer aircraft to provide adequate stall
warning without excessive penalty on maximum
lift at low speed
P0125 H73-15012
4nalysis of stall and post-stall characteristics
of F-111 aircraft and development of regression
techniques to obtain aerodynamic derivatives
p0125 B73-15013
Post-stall aerodynamic characteristics of Barrier
GB-1 aircraft and development of lift augmenting
devices
p0125 B73-15014
Development of P-28 transport aircraft wing and
analysis characteristics to show effects of
boundary layer fences
p0125 H73-15015
Wind tunnel tests to obtain pre-flight estimates
of stall speed and low air speed performance of
Boeing 747 aircraft
p0125 B73-15016
Analysis of aerodynamic buffeting and related
phenomena to include development of models for
oscillatory rigid-body motion
p0125 M73-15018
Wind tunnel tests to determine aircraft post-stall
characteristics and to define boundaries for
maintaining controlled aircraft flight
TAD-751461] p0162 N73-16023
Evaluation of fluid dynamics of aircraft stalling
to determine effects of three dimensional flow,
winq sweep back, and high lift devices
(4GABD-AH-49] p0201 B73-18023
Analysis of aerodynamic stall characteristics of
airfoils at various angles of attack with
application to control forces of H-53 helicopter
tAD-752917] p0205 N73-18053
wind tunnel tests of rotary wing to determine
retreating blade stall at several preset
parameters and effect of reverse flow area
P0270 N73-21037
Calculation and measurement of aerodynamic forces
on oscillating airfoil with and without
aerodynamic stalling
P0271 H73-21042
Developments in techniques for analyzing boundary
layer characteristics of rotary wings based on
unsteady viscous-inviscid interaction
p0271 K73-21046
Aircraft accident involving crash of Turbo
Commander aircraft following takeoff and
climbout from Greater Pittsburgh Airport,
Pennsylvania on 14 4ug. 1972
[BTSB-AAR-73-5] p0305 H73-21936
Analysis of effects of Reynolds number on
aerodynamic stalling of rotary wings and
relationship of Reynolds number to aerodynamic
coefficients of blade elements
P0316 B73-22957
Aircraft accident involving attempted takeoff of
Sabre Mark 5 aircraft at Sacramento, California
airport on 24 Sept. 1972
[NTSB-AAR-73-6] p0319 N73-22985
Stalling characteristics of airfoil in laminar
viscous incompressible fluid with consideration
of starting vortex and separation bubble
[AD-758831]
 P0391 1173-24334
4nalysis of steady-state and dynamic pressure
conditions in F-111 aircraft engine to determine
causes of engine compressor stalls
[B4SA-TH-D-7328] p0555 N73-29806
Wind tunnel tests to determine transient wake
velocities behind three stalled wing
configurations at Reynolds numbers up to 4.8
million
t4D-763468] p0594 B73-30050
The lift and stalling characteristics of a 35 deg
sweptback wing designed to have identical
chordwise pressure distributions at all spanwise
stations when near maximum lift
fARC-E/H-3721] p0606 N73-30935
Aircraft accident involving crash of Boeing 737
aircraft during instrument approach to
Chicago-Midway Airport, Illinois on 8 December
1972
[BTSB-44R-73-16] p0608 N73-3P947
Helicopter gust response to include unsteady
aerodynamic stall effects under short-term,
control-fixed conditions
[AD-763957] pC609 H73-30958
Rotating stall in axial flow compressor stages
with different types of profiling along blade
height and different flow regimes past profile
in cascade
rSASA-TT-F-15115] pC618 N73-31698
Characteristics of axial flow compressors to show
compressor parameters during pre-stall
conditions and techniques for predicting
compressor stall conditons
fAD-763816] p0618 B73-31704
Design, development, and evaluation of automatic
departure prevention system and stall inhibitor
for 4-7 aircraft
[AD-764767] pC642 1173-31972
AEBODIHAMIC VEHICLES
0 AIRCRAFT
AEBODTBAHICS
NT AERODTNAHIC IBTEBFERENCE
NT AEROTHERHODTNAMICS
NT ROTOR AERODYNAMICS
Russian book on aerodynamic design of axial flow
turbomachine blades covering direct and inverse
problems for axisymmetric flow in axial
turbomachines
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1BBOBL1STICITT SUBJECT IHDEX
P0062 A73-15709
German book - Deutsche Gesellschaft fur Luft- and
Rauofahrt, 1971 Yearbook.
p009« A73-16755
Birds and aircraft aerodynamics, considering
thermal and wind induced updrafts, lift-drag
ratio, fuel consumption and maneuverability
p0107 A73-181U8
Hathematical model of nonstationary linear
aeroautoelasticity
p01i)5 A73-19468
Kathematical model of elastic flight body behavior
in continuous medium based on combination
.solutions to aerodynamics, automatic control and
elasticity theory problems
p03«8 &73-32063
Applications of advanced aerodynamic technology to
light aircraft.
fSAE PAPER 730318] . pO«29 A73-34676
Russian book - Aerodynamics and flight dynamics of
turbojet aircraft /2nd revised and enlarged
edition/.
P0435 A73-34900
Eussian book - Aerohydrodynaaic methods for
measuring input parameters of automatic systems:
Fluidic measuring elements.
P0572 A73-41288
Aircraft aerodynamics problems covering slender
body theory, atmospheric turbulence and boundary
layers, wind tunnel contractions, radiator
blocks, vortex induced oscillations, etc
P0628 A73-44690
A comparison of the overall and broadband noise
characteristics of full-scale and model
helicopter rotors.
p063l» A73-45264
Basic flight characteristics and specifications of
An-2 aircraft and equipment
fAD-7U679n p0681 N73-11032
Aerospace sciences and flight mechanics research
prelects
P0088 N73-13975
•Bole of theoretical studies of flight dynamics in
relation to flight testing
P0172 1173-17011
Fluid mechanics facility in aerodynamics laboratory
(AD-756512] . P0325 H73-23350
Analysis of transonic aerodynamics developments to
include methods for computing steady and
unsteady transonic flows
fAD-761551] P0535 N73-27892
Hydrogen bubble flow visualization technigue for
study of aerodynamic problems in water flow
facilities
rARL/A-NOTE-338] p0596 N73-30229
Research progress in aerodynamics, propulsion,
electronics, instrumentation, and mathematical
sciences
P060U N73-30917
AEROELASTICITY
Flutter analysis method for unsteady aerodynamic
forces on wings and rotating blades under
harmonic vibrations and uniform flow
CONEBA, TP NO. 10991 P0652 A73-10230
Response of helicopter rotor blades to random
loads near hover.
P0664 A73-12503
Aeroelastic instabilities of hinqeless helicopter
blades.
fAIAA PAPER 73-193] p0098 A73-16929
Interpolation methods in aeroelastic analysis,
comparing wing structural influence coefficients
derived by surface splines and
interpolation-in-the-small techniques with
static test data
p0101 A73-17215
The effects of various parameters on an
aeroelastic optimization problem.
P0101 473-17565
Hathematical model of nonstationary linear
aeroautoelasticity
P01M5 A73-19468
A computerized flutter solution procedure.
P0148 A73-20214
A summary of wind tunnel research on tilt-rotors
from hover to cruise flight.
CONEBA, TP HO. 1133] p015U A73-21683
Book - Aircraft structures for engineering students.
P0155 A73-21839
Prediction of aeroelastic instabilities in turbines
P0185 A73-22204
The effect of servomechanical control and
stability systems on the flutter behavior of
aircraft
[DFVLB-SOHDDH-272] p0231 A73-25349
Aeroelastic structural weight optimization under
strength and flutter constraints, using finite
element and displacement methods to describe
eguations of motion in natriz form
[AIAA PAPER 73-389] p0232 A73-25518
Aeroelastic effects on flying wing aircraft
aerodynaaic stability characteristics, using
elementary beam-rod differential equations and .
aerodynamic strip theory
C A I A A PAPER 73-397] p0233 A73-25526
Aeroelastic dynamic response to shock induced flow
separation, analyzing wing buffet components at
high Bach nunber subsonic, flow
[AIAA PAPER 73-308] p023« A73-25539
An investigation of unsteady aerodynamics on an
oscillating airfoil.
[ A I A A PAPER 73-318] . p0235 A73-25549
Design and evaluation of miniature control surface
actuation systems for aeroelastic models.
CAIAA PAPER 73-323] P0235 A73-25553
The state of the art in aeroelasticity of
aerospace vehicles in Japan.
fAIAA PAPER 73-331] p0235 A73-25560
Roll coupling moment of deflected wing-body
combination.
P0346 A73-31573
Normal mode solution to the eguations of motion of
a flexible airplane.
P0347 A73-317H7
Hathematical model of elastic flight body behavior
in continuous medium based on combination
solutions to aerodynamics, automatic control and
elasticity theory problems
P0348 A73-32063
Book - Flight dynamics of rigid and elastic
airplanes. Parts 162.
P0420 A73-34451
On the guestion of adeguate hinqeless rotor
modeling in flight dynamics.
[AHS PREPRINT 732] P0439 A73-35068
Hind tunnel test technigue to establish rotor
system aeroelastic characteristics.
(AHS PREPRINT 760] p0440 A73-35083
Turbine engine research activity evolution,
considering entry temperature increase,
pollution sources nonstationary aerodynamics and
aeroelasticity in compressors, and noise problem
P0460 A73-36991
Linearized characteristics method for supersonic
flow past vibrating shells.
P0566 A73-40426
An aeroelastic whirl phenomenon in turbomachinery
rotors.
tASHE PAPER 73-DET-97] p0579 A73-U2076
Vibration and stability of nondivergent elastic
systems.
p0581 A73-42551
non-linear flap-lag dynamics of hingeless
helicopter blades in hover and in forward flight.
P0586 473-43134
Calculation of the deformations of a propeller
blade in flight
P0623 A73-43724
Computer program for subsonic lifting surface
analysis with static aeroelastic effects
[AD-7115894] p0684 H73-11273
Integration of unsteady aerodynamic forces and
pressure distributions in aeroelastic analysis
[NLR-MP-71013-0] p0112 N73-14011
Development and characteristics of automatic
control system for aeroelastic aircraft using
optimal gain in stabilization loops
fAD-750501) p0131 S73-15061
Influence of aecoelasticity on flight mechanics of
flexible aircraft
P0170 H73-16991
Prediction of aeroelastic hinge moment effects on
stability and control
P0172 H73-17006
Development of two dimensional theory for unsteady
flov disturbances caused by aeroelastic
deformation of thick wing at high subsonic speeds
[HASA-CB-112114] P0177 H73-17258
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SUBJECT IBDEX ABBOHAOTICS
Dynamic and aeroelastic problems of stop-rotors of
V/STOL aircraft occurring daring retracting and
stoning of rotary wings
fDLR-FB-72-65-PT-1] p0202 N73-18027
Application of coapnter techniques for
determination of flatter characteristics of
aircraft and comparison with model matching data
analysis
fAGABD^B-596] p0202 N73-18030
aeroelastic divergence of transport aircraft
flying at supersonic speeds and design
techniques to eliminate adverse effects
fHASA-CB-112262] ' p0203 N73-18036
Bind tunnel tests to determine effects of blade
twist and aeroelasticity of rotary wings on tilt
rotor performance from hover to Bach 0.7 speed
rNASA-TB-X-689«8] p0216 N73-19012
Dynamic structural design of aeroelastic wind
tunnel models using coabinatorial flutter analyses
p0222 H73-19291
Tables of reports giving comparative theoretical
and experimental aerodynamic loading data
relevant to zero- and low-freguency aeroelastic
problens
[ABC-B/B-3708] p0266 N73-21000
Effect of elastic flapping of rotor blades on
stability and control of helicopter equipped
with hingeless rotor system .
P0268 K73-21016
Wind tunnel tests to determine effects of blade
twist and aeroelasticity on tilt rotor
perfornance froa hover to oach aamber 0.7
P0272 S73-210U9
Application of adaptive control algorithms to self
adjusting control systems for aeroelastic
aircraft, flight vehicle roll, and control
during .reentry
CAD-756598] p0305 H73-21941
Numerical analysis of panel flutter based on
isoperimetric inequality and effect of viscous
damping forces
tNASA-CB-131828] p0306 N73-21950
Aerodynamic characteristics of helicopters with
emphasis on airloads, aeroelasticity, and
mechanical instabilities
P0316 873-229*9
Effects of aeroelasticity on performance of rotary
wings and procedures for predicting aerodynamic
forces on rotary wing blades
p0316 H73-22952
Numerical methods for determining effect of
aerodynamic lag on bending response of aircraft
wings at supersonic speeds J
rBAL-TN-36] P0386 N73-24C56
Analysis of supersonic, unstalled torsional
flutter in cascades of compressor blades to
determine position of flutter boundary and
aeroelastic instability
CAD-758721] p039« 873-2*809
Effects of wing structural elasticity on
accumulation of fatigue damage during aircraft
flight in turbulence
rAD-759634] T>OHOt K73-25082
Aeroelastic and dynamic studies of technology
applicable to tilting rotor vertical takeoff
aircraft with emphasis on prop.eller whirl
instability - Vol. 1
fHASA-TB-X-69»97] p05U7 N73-28976
Natural node vibration analysis of aircraft
structural systems by direct and component node
synthesis techniques applied to tilt rotor VTOL
aircraft aeroelasticity - Vol. 2
[NASA-TB-X-69»96] p05«7 N73-28977
Research projects involving aeroelastic stability
and response, stability of thin shell
structures, and suspension system concept for
control of vehicle responses
[AD-762568] p05«7 N73-28979
Dynamic and aeroelastic problems of V/STOL
aircraft stop-rotors occurring during retracting
and stowing of rotor blades
fDLF-FB-73-19] P0592 N73-30035
AEBOGTBO HBLICOPIBBS
D XH-51 HELICOPTER
AEROBAGHBTO PIOTTEH
0 FIOTTEB
AERONAUTICAL EBGIHEBBXBQ
Utilization in aeronautics of composite materials
for working structures
P0008 A73-1359H
Aerodynamic technology developments including
advanced transonic airfoils, low-drag/high-lift
systems and stability augmentation for transport
aircraft performance, economics and noise
improvements
CAIAA PAPER 73-91 P0102 A73-17604
Economic performance and cost problems in civil
air transport maintenance and engineering
quality control related to selling price trends
p0106 A73-17888
Rind tunnel facilities in India for subsonic,
transonic and supersonic aeronautical R and D,
describing design layouts, power reguirements,
operational functions and instrumentation
P01U8 A73-202H9
Technology advancement effects on military and
commercial transport aircraft development and
production costs, considering airframes, engines
and avionics
P01U9 A73-2039U
Aeronautical turbine blade and vane materials
selection, considering Ni alloys with powder
metallurgy and oriented solidification,
composite materials and eutectics
pC<(60 A73-36993
Bussian book on structural mechanics of tapered
thin walled conical bodies and wings in aviation
and rocket technology
P0572 A73-K1281
Fabrication techniques for Ti alloys in aerospace
applications, discussing hot forming, electron
beam and diffusion welding under vacuum and
stress relaxation annealing
P0625 A73-U3911
Banagement and control of commercial flight test
programs.
P0626 A73-KU057
Banagement and control of military and commercial
flight test programs at Bell Helicopter Company.
P0626 A73-UltC58
Air Force Prototype Program management.
p0626 A73-UU061
The- role of a military flight test engineer in
test management.
P0626 A73-UUC62
The capabilities of army test facilities.
P0626 A73-44064
Naval test and evaluation capabilities for
aircraft, emphasizing organizational relationships
P0627 A73-IIU066
Titles of all Data Items issued by ESDU to end of
1971
p0668 N73-10009
Engineering data for aeronautical structures under
ioads
[ESDD-SS2] P0677 N73-10918
English, French, and Spanish vocabulary of
aircraft aeronautical terminology
[DOC-8800-VOL-1] p0123 N73-11996
English, Spanish, and French definitions for
international civil aviation terminology
[DOC-8800-VOL-2] p0123 N73-1U997
Aeronautical research for 1971-1972
P0169 N73-169D3
Existing position and future prospects of wind
tunnels in European research
fAGABD-AB-60] p0257 N73-20269
History of German aeronautical development during
the first half of the century
p026t N73-20956
AEBOHAOTICAL SATELLITES
Operational utilization of an aeronautical
satellite system for air traffic control over
the North Atlantic.
p0355 A73-32U87
1BBOHADTICS
Badio Technical Commission for Aeronautics, Annual
Assembly Beeting, Washington, D.C,, November 9,
10, 1972, Proceedings.
p02«5 A73-27360
Israel Annual Conference on Aviation and
Astronautics, 15th, Tel Aviv and Baifa, Israel,
March 14, 15, 1973, Proceedings.
p03<16 A73-31633
NASA in general aviation research: Past - present
- future.
PAPER 730317] pO«29 A73-3H675
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iEBOHOBI SUBJECT IHDEX
Aeronautics and astronautic history, developments
and impact upon civilization, noting Canada role
in space aqe, Apollo program and D.S.S.E. prograns
P0571 A73-41086
Research Aviation Facility collected aircraft data
processinq, merging and enhancement probleas,
software development and future resource
requirements
P0632 A73-45088
Military technology, research, and development
contributions to OS aviation advances since 1925
- Erec. Summary
- rSASi-CH-12957l»l PC088 H73-1398U
Technical and scientific contributions of German
aeronautical societies to aerospace sciences
P026U N73-20957
Economic evaluation of aircraft and spacecraft
fJPBS-601011 P0660 N73-32907
AEBOHOBY
Climatic changes resultinq from upper atmosphere
perturbation by supersonic aircraft exhausts
fPB-212lt27l P0165 N73-16612
Stratospheric chemical reactions and perturbations
caused by supersonic aircraft exhaust
fPB-2131111 P0259 N73-20«6«
Survey on aeronomic dynamics of photochemical
reactions caused by supersonic aircraft exhaust
fPB-2131261 PC259 N73-20U66
AEEOPBYSICS
U ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS
iEBOSOLS
The use of aerosols for the .visualization of floir
phenomena.
PC110 A73-18837
Nonflammable antifoqqinq aqent with low level,
nonobjectionable odor and capable of beinq
dispensed from aerosol container for in-fliqht
visibility
rAD-1463441 pCOTU N73-12617
Propane aerosol dispenser for cold foq dissipation
at airfields
TAD-762292] P05H2 N73-28635
AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
NT AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING
Cholesteric liquid crystals thermophysical
properties application in aerospace sciences and
engineering, noting temperature measurement and
nondestructive tests
P0106 A73-17767
Association Technique Maritime et Aeronautique,
Session, 72nd, Ecole Nationale Superienre de
Techniques Avancees, Paris, France, Hay 15-19,
1972, Proceedinqs.
P01BU A73-22201
Study and realization of special parts for
aerospace construction by brazing in a fluorided
reducing atmosphere
PC185 A73-22202
High-temperature low pressure hose assembly,
convoluted-, tetrafluoroethylene-, for aerospace.
fSIiE AEP 12271 p036« A73-33017
International Aerospace Instrumentation Symposium,
19th, Las Vegas, Nev., Hay 21-23, 1973,
Proceedinqs.
POU25 A73-3l»601
Reinforced plastics for aerospace applications
coverinq history of laminates, use of cellulose,
asbestos, boron, qlass and oriented carbon
fibers, whisker composites and resin matrices
P0133 A73-3K801
Design-build-fly, an effective method to teach
undergraduate aerospace vehicle design.
fAIAA PAPER 73-7851 PC499 A73-37455
Pesiqn for teaching aerospace engineering at Texas
A S M University.
ff.IAA PAPER 73-7861 POU99 A73-37U56
A new approach to aircraft design education.
fAIAA PAPER 73-787) P019S A73-37457
Computer aided design-drafting /CADD/ -
Engineering/manufacturing tool.
fAIAA PAPER 73-793] pOSOO A73-37K6C
ONERA activities for 1972
p05i|i| N73-28933
Economic evaluation of aircraft and spacecraft
fJPRS-6010«) PC660 N73-32907
AEROSPACE IHDUSTRY
HI AlfCSAFT INDUSTRY
Precipitation and dispersion hardened alloys,
fiber reinforced metal matrix composites.
carbon-carbon composites, and dispersed system,
eutectics application in aerospace industry
P0296 i73-30067
Aeronautics and astronantic history, developments
and impact upon civilization, noting Canada role
in space age, Apollo program and D.S.S.E. programs
P0571 A73-41086
Survey of aerospace industry to determine various
techniques used in considering interactions of
handling qualities, stability, control, and load
alleviation devices on structural loads
[AGAED-B-593] p0679 N73-11020
Congressional hearinqs on aeronautics and space
technology
P0337 N73-23967
Air Force objectives for maintaining aerospace
superiority
[AD-759566] pOU77 H73-26982
AEBOSPACE HEDICINE
Injuries induced by high speed ejection - An
analysis of OSAF noncombat operational experience.
P0360 A73-32661
Analysis of aeronedical factors leading to midair
collisions and recommended actions to avoid
collisions
[AD-7581891 P0322 H73-23005
AEBOSPACE SCIEBCES
Aerospace sciences and flight mechanics research
projects
P0088 H73-13975
Organization and research projects for 1971
P0228 N73-19988
Technical and scientific contributions of German
aeronautical societies to aerospace sciences
. p0264 N73-20957
German cooperation with AGARD research in
aerospace sciences
P026I; N73-20958
German cooperation in international aeronautical
research
P0264 N73-20959
Organization, management, and research activities
at National Institute for Aerospace Research of
the Netherlands
p026« N73-20960
History and organization of German Society for
Aerospace Research
P0264 H73-20961
Management models for large research institute
considering aerospace sciences
pC-265 H73-20968
Annual report of German aerospace research
institute, .1972
P0277 H73-21259
Proceedings of conference on research and
development projects conducted by DS Air Force
Research and Development Command
[AD-753071] P0280 H73-21890
Research projects in theoretical and practical
aerodynamics - Vol. 1
P0396 N73-24999
AEBOSPACE SISTEHS
Aerospace systems evaluation and optimization via
systems analysis, discussing capability,
dependability and availability and cost
P0246 A73-27384
Flnidic control modules with temperature sensor
and thrust reverser pneumatic actuator for
aerospace system applications, investigating
reliability test data
P0372 A73-33177
The role of testing in achieving aerospace systems
effectiveness.
P0377 A73-33605
Book - The role of testing in achieving aerospace
systems effectiveness.
P0572 A73-41201
Research projects in theoretical and practical
aerodynamics - vol. 1
P0396 N73-2«999
AEBOSPACE VEHICLES
The state of the art in aeroelasticity of
aerospace vehicles in Japan.
T A I A A PAPER 73-331] p0235 A73-25560
Book on aerospace vehicles science covering
airfoils, aircrafts, fuel systems, structural
weight, instrumentation, taxiing, towing and
federal aviation regulations
P0213 A73-2705*
A-30
SUBJECT IHDEX ilB BBEATHISG ENGINES
61 alloys, steels and superalloys properties
improvements for aerospace vehicles structural
applications, discussing diffusion bonding and
isothemal forqing techniques
P0282 A73-28180
Upper atmosphere pollution and near surface
climate due to aerospace operations, discussinq
dynamics and trace gas distribution
[A1AA PAPER 73-492] p0376 A73-33536
Design-build-fly, an effective nethod to teach
undergraduate aerospace vehicle design.
[1IAA PAPER 73-785] p0499 A73-37455
Questionnaire survey covering development,
qualification, acceptance and flight test roles
in achieving aerospace vehicles systems
effectiveness /reliability, maintainability and
safety/
P0531 A73-39248
Analysis of vibration environment in aerospace and
surface vehicles with definitions of effect on
human comfort and performance
P0669 N73-10021
Design and characteristics of auxiliary poirer
source to operate electric, hydraulic, and
pneumatic subsystems in ramjet powered aerospace
vehicles
P0220 N73-19048
Development of structural optimization algorithm
used with large finite element program based on
displacement method of structural analysis
P0266 N73-21005
Development of digital computing system for
synthesis and optimization of military flight
vehicle preliminary designs
fAD-760568] P0483 N73-27045
Design and manufacturing of composite materials
with organic matrices for use in aerospace
vehicle structures subjected to high temperatures
P0489 N73-27489
Application of high strength structural materials
for aerospace vehicles and use of fracture
control procedures for improved damage tolerance
P0558 H73-29928
AEBOTHEBHODYHAHICS
Analysis of surface flow, pressures, and heat
transfer on two conical delta wings at
hypersonic speed and various angles of attack
CNASA-TH-X-26681 p068U N73-11268
Development of methods for protecting aircraft •
compartments from aerodynamic heating effects
[AD-754606] P0255 N73-20036
Analysis of requirements, instruments, and ' •
procedures for measurement of aircraft
temperatures up to Bach 2.3 and altitudes up to
80,000 feet
CAGARD-AG-160-VOL-2J p0259 N73-20499
Analysis of surface pressure and cold wall heating
rate distributions for large, flat panel at Bach
7 in high temperature wind tunnel
[NASA-TN-D-7275] P0597 N73-30243
Regional extreme atmospheric model for
aerothermodynamic calculation of probable
vertical temperature profile
rAD-7636v71] p0598 N73-30369
AFCS (COHTBOL SYSTEH)
0 AUTOMATIC FLIGHT COHTBOL
AFTERBODIES
Aircraft aftbody/propulsion system integration for
low drag.
TAIAA PAPER 72-1101] p0045 A73-13420
Rind tunnel tests to determine effect of nozzle
lateral spacing on afterbody drag and
performance of twin-jet afterbody models with
cone plug nozzles at supersonic speeds
IHASA-TH-1-2632] P0077 N73-12999
Effect of plume-induced boundary layer separation
oa afterbody during powered supersonic flight
ttD-754640] P0258 N73-20326
Performance of nirage 3 sigma 4 after body
p0315 H73-22946
Effect of fineness ratio on boattail drag of
circular arc afterbodies having closure ratios
of 0.50 with jet exhaust at Hach numbers up to
1,30
CNASA-TN-D-7192] P0334 N73-23802
Performance tests of twin jet afterbody
configurations to determine effect of nozzle
spacing, fairing shapes, and angle of attack
f NASA-TH-X-2724] P0587 H73-29994
AFTBBBOBBERS
0 AFTEBBOBNING
iFTEBBDBHIHG
Control and stability analysis of supersonic
aircraft jet engines with afterburner for
improved low altitude operation
P0105 A73-17722
The effect of afterburning on the emission of
pollutants by turbo-lets
P046C A73-36996
Portable sampling and measurenent system for
determining gaseous emission species in
afterburn of turbojet engine at ground level
tAD-747773] p0076 1173-12866
Belation between invariance conditions and
characteristics of turbojet engine with
afterburner multidimensional control system
under variable flight conditions
fAD-749656] pC139 H73-15828
Kinetics of afterburning process following
injection of oxidizer into high temperature qas
flow
CAD-756098] p0336 M73-23951
Experimental cold flow evaluation of ram air
cooled plug nozzle concept for afterburning
turbojet engines in static altitude facility
tNASA-IB-X-2811] P0412 N73-25823
Flight tests of modified F-106 aircraft to
determine installation effects of two aft
underwing nacelles housing afterburning J-85
engines
fNASA-TH-I-71439] PC641 N73-31959
Influence of combustion chamber* compressor, and
afterburner configuration on static performance
of two-cycle turbojet engines with high bypass
ratio
P0676 N73-33756
AGE BABDENIBG
0 PRECIPITATION HARDENING
AGING (HAIEBIALS)
Age control evaluation of Buna H elastomers by ANA
Bulletin 438, using shelf aging and crashed
aircraft case studies
p0041 A73-13026
Thermal resistance and aging properties of
polybenzimidazoles, polyimides and
polyamides-imides used for Mach 3 aircraft radomes
p0230 A73-25291
AGITATION
NT OLTBASONIC AGITATION
AGBICOLTDBAL AIBCBAFT
0 UTILITY AIBCBAFT
AILEBOHS
Technological and structural design ensuring
optimum clearance and aerodynamic coupling of
moving units /wing-aileron or aileron-trim tab/
P0658 A73-11648
Numerical analysis of wing bending, wing torsion,
and aileron rotation at transonic speeds to
determine effects on winq-aileron flutter
[ARC-R/M-3258] p0399 R73-25028
AIB
Burning rate of JP-4 and air propellant in closed
combustion chamber
[AD-757634] p0336 N73-23954
AIB BEABINGS
0 GAS BEARINGS
AIB BBEATHING ENGINES
NT B8ISTOL-SIDOELBY BS 53 ENGINE
NT BRISTOL-SIDDELEY VIPEB ENGINE
NT CF-700 ENGINE
NT DUCTED FAB ENGINES
NT GAS TORBINE ENGINES
NT J-33 ENGINE
NT J-57 ENGINE
NT J-65 ENGINE
NT J-75 ENGINE
NT J-85 ENGINE
NT JET ENGINES
NT POLSEJET ENGINES
NT RAMJET ENGINES
NT SUPERSONIC COMBUSTION RAMJET ENGINES
NT TORBOFAN ENGINES
NT TURBOJET ENGINES
NT TURBOPROP ENGINES
The s4-Modane hypersonic wind-tunnel - Its use for
air breathing engine tests
[ONERA, IP NO. 1103] p0052 A73-14140
A-3-1
ilE CABGO SUBJECT IHDEI
Air breathinq hypersonic aircraft technology
developments in propulsion systems and
structures with emphasis on use of hydrogen fuel
fAIAA PAPEB 73-581 p010» A73-17631
Hixinq controlled supersonic combustion for air
breathinq engine equipped hypersonic aircraft,
discussing chemical and fluid dynamic
interaction effects
P0193 A73-23862
Internal performance of nixed conpression
axisymmetric inlet model at Hach 0.8 to 2.65
rNASA-TB-D-7320] p0411 873-25817
Development of fiber reinforced composite
•aterials.for application to air breathinq
engines, aeronautical vehicles, and spacecraft
components
pO<(90 H73-27491
Analysis of various nixed cycle engines and impact
of component choices on application of
propulsion system
P0602 N73-30747
Hypersonic wind tunnel tests of air breathing
engines
P06K5 H73-32158
Combustion process for airbreathinq propulsion
•using fixed geometry ram-tets
P0652 N73-32626
A1B CABGO
Cargo air transport means selection procedure,
suqqestinq methods for economic evaluation of
time savinqs
P0213 A73-27066
Air carqo .transportation growth since 19*5 with
comparison to concurrent air passenger
evolution, predicting future trends
P0358 A73-32555
World air traffic patterns prelected to 1988,
including present traffic features, supersonic
transport utilization, ground transport
aternatives, air freight and aircraft types
P0368 A73-33180
Large payload aircraft for Alaskan and Canadian
gas-oil transportation, examining alternative
pipeline economic factors and possible new North
Canadian island fuel fields
P0368 A73-33183
The possible future of air transport and the
airports
pOtng A73-35665
Air freiqht handling equipment, techniques and
costs in cargo terminals, including forklifts,
pallets, containers, conveyor belts and
wa'rehouse configurations
P0513 A73-37821
Control requirements for sling-load stabilization
in heavy lift helicopters.
P0531 A73-39406
Aircraft design for transporting arctic crude oil
or liquid natural qas, examining air terminal
requirements and handling specifications
PC571 A73-41172
Russian book - Economic efficiency and planning of
air freiqht transportation.
P0573 A73-41294
Land-air-sea intermodal cargo container movement
procedures and equipment design standardization
to meet air transportability requirements
TASME PAPER 73-ICT-301 p0622 A73-43493
Dirigible airship design, operations, payloads,
carqo transportation and surveillance applications
P0627 A73-44223
Findings and recommendations of Aviation Advisory
Commission on long range needs of aviation—
Vol. 1
fPB-2158031 P0215 N73-18983
Analysis of special problems and issues involved
in the long range of aviation with emphasis on
noise pollution created by aircraft operations -
Vol. 2-
fPB-21580141 P0215 S73-18984
Stochastic network to model materials handling
operations at air cargo terminals
fAD-7576291 P0326 N73-23356
Activity network to model cargo flow through air
cargo terminal
fAD-757628] PC326 N73-23357
Performance tests of commercial nylon double
braided rope foi extraction lines
fAD-7572091 pP329 S73-236U3
GEBTS 3Q simulation nodel and data base for air
carqo terminal
fAD-753925] pO«07 H73-25257
Proceedings of conference on air'transport ''
industry with emphasis on economics, market
demand, airlines regulation, and international
transportation policy - vol. 2
fNASA-CR-135635] p0657 H73-32875
Analysis of economic factors involved in air cargo
operations and air cargo market development
P0658 H73-32881
Analysis of factors involved in developing market
for air cargo services
p0658 H73-32882
Analysis of air freight rate problems to define
roles of Civil Aviation Board and domestic air
carriers
P0658 H73-32883
Research project to determine-factors involved in
expansion of air freight traffic and prospects
for future expansion
p0658 H73-32884
Application of airships to air transportation,
noting cost effectiveness
p0670 N73-32991
AIB COHDITIOHIHG
Russian book on passenger aircraft high altitude
equipment covering cabin pressnrization, air
conditioning and temperature and pressure
control, human tolerances, reliability factors,
etc
P0297 A73-30355
Concorde air conditioning, discussing system
modifications for production aircraft concerning
interconnection of engine air bleeds of adjacent
port and starboard groups
P0300 A73-30933
Preventing the shut-off punkah louvre from jamming.
P0363 A73-32925
AIB COHDITIOHIHG EQDIPHENT
Attenuation of airplane /747/ air-conditioning
noise in lined and unlined ducts.
P0039 A73-12959
6^ 52 aircraft-borne short range attack missile
weapon system air conditioner thermal
performance fulfillment with Freon refrigerant
and air distribution in heat exchangers
CAIAA PAPEB 73-723] p0455 A73-36340
Analysis of energy separator for application to
air conditioning system of E-8 aircraft
[AD-762590] p0551 H73-29014
Design and development of cryptosteady enerqy
separator for application to F-8 aircraft air
conditioning system
[AD-762579] p0551 N73-29015
AIB COOLIHG
Hodel tests regarding the characteristics of the
boundary layer at effusion-cooled turbine blades
[DOLE PAPEB 72-059] p0658 A73-11655
Optimum heat transfer characteristics of
semi-circular surfaces cooled by air impingement
from airjet arrays and row of air jet nozzles.
CDGLB PAPER 72-061] poeeo A73-11692
Computer programs for air cooled gas turbine
engine design and performance prediction, noting
aerodynamic effect of turbine coolant
P0666 A73-128K8
Stbichionetric gas turbines - Development problems.
P0052 A73-14146
Influence of the turbine air cooling system on the
characteristics of a tnrbojet engine during
regulation of the latter
P0244 A73-27091
Air/water mist spray coolant for high gas
temperature and pressure environment at gas
turbine inlet
' p0419 A73-34388
Thermodynamics of an air-cooled gas-turbine stage
P0623 A73-43733
The problem of extrapolating test data on the
efficiency of turbine-blade cooling to actual
conditions
P0624 A73-43741
Cooling efficiency of air discharge on nozzle
blades with deflectors
[AD-749654] p0121 N73-14803
Analysis of effect of chord size and cooling
methods on cooling requirements for air cooled
turbine blades - Vol. 1
A-32
SOBJBCT IHDEI AIB INTAKES
[NASA-CB-120882-BK-1] p0179 N73-17809
Analysis of effect of chord size and cooling
methods on cooling regnirements for air cooled
turbine blades - Vol. 2
[NASA-CB-120882-BK-2] pOISO 1173-17810
AIB COBHBHTS
HI BEBIDIONAL FL08
HI VERTICAL AIE C0BRENTS
Russian book - Analysis of neteorological
conditions for aviation.
pO»25 A73-31539
AIB CDSBIOH VEHICLES
0 GB00HD EFFECT HACHIHES
AIB DEFEHSB
German book on national airspace protection
against foreign aircraft intrusion in peacetime
covering sovereign rights according to
international lav, conventions and treaties
; P0238 A73-26257
DSAF Airborne Rarning and Control Systea with
overland downlook Doppler radar for low-fly
aircraft detection in severe clatter
environment, discussing design and performance
pO»18 A73-34371
Combat use and combat effectiveness of
fighter-interceptors.
[AD-751512J p0280 N73-2189U
AIB DENSITY/INJUN SXPLOBEB B
0 EXPLORER'2I» SATELLITE
AIB FLO!
HI AIE CURRENTS
HI HERIDIOHAL FLOI
8T VERTICAL AIR CUHREHTS
Three dinensional dynamic characteristics of solid
particles suspended by polluted air flov in a
turbine stage.
fAIAA PiPES 73-140] p0097 A73-16889
Periodic gust and wake induced unsteady air flov,
calculating velocity variation with distance
froa rotor blade for cascade effect ,
PC287 A73-29026
Concorde air conditioning, discussing system
modifications for production aircraft concerning
interconnection of engine air bleeds of adjacent
port and starboard groups
P0300 A73-30933
• Behavior of a ving panel under transient
conditions in a gas flow
pO«16 A73-311139
Strouhal number and flat plate oscillation in an
air stream.
p056« A73-&0125
A method of complex design of the meridional form
of the air flow path of a multistage axial-flow
compressor
p0567 A73-40477
Emissions from and vithin an Allison J-33
combustor. II - The effect.of inlet air
temperature.
P0622 A73-43327
Interference of wing and propeller streams
[AD-705916J p0678 N73-11008
Becircnlation flow velocities and temperatures of
VIOL lift engines
(DCB-FB-72-50J p0686 H73-11806
Numerical analysis of induced velocities of wing
with curved axis not perpendicular to velocity
of incoming flow
[AD-7U98B3] p0117 N73-1H048
Numerical analysis of development of
incompressible, symmetrical turbulent wake flows
downstream of aicfoils using integral method of
momentum and energy
fHAL-TB-292) p0122 H73-1«986
Performance tests to determine effects of
increased rotor blade loading on gas turbine
operation by reduction of rotor blade inlet
diameter
[HASA-TII-X-2730J P0176 S73-17039
Application of optimal control theory to design of
control system for supersonic inlet of turbojet
engine
tNASA-TN-D-7188] p0213 N73-18803
Effect of inlet-air humidity on formation of
oxides of nitrogen frog a gas turbine coabnstor
under various air inlet temperature conditions
[NASA-TB-I-68209] p0279 N73-21691
Development of mathematical matrix technigue for
calculating inviscid, rotational, compressible
axisymmetric flow field through axial flow
compressor
[HE/A-73-1) P0311 D73-22723
Application of Kelvin impulse theory for computing
lift on airfoils and analysis of circulation
around airfoil to produce lift
P0395 N73-24997
Airflow distribution control in gas turbine engines
fNASA-CASE-LEW-11593-11 POU11 N73-25816
Analysis of nonhomoqeneous flow associated with
two dimensional propulsive lifting system based
on flow with energy addition
rNASA-CB-2250] p0463 N73-25997
Analysis of min imum run tines required for
instationary measurements at transonic speeds
during wind tunnel tests
POU69 N73-26243
Design, development, and evaluation of centrifugal
compressor with six to one pressure ratio and
two pounds per second air flow
CNASA-CB-120911]. pOU73 N73-26U83
Analysis of steady-state and dynamic pressure
conditions in F-111 aircraft engine to determine
causes.of engine compressor stalls
CNASA-TN-D-7328J p0555 N73-29806
Development of computer program for determining
airfoil pressure distribution for subcritical
attached viscous flow
CNAL-TB-2H81 P0596 N73-30236
Analysis of surface pressure and cold wall heating
rate distributions for large, flat panel at Bach
7 in high temperature wind tunnel
fH1SA-TN-D-7275} p0597 N73-30243
Finite element analysis and computer graphics
visualization of unsteady flow around pitching
and plunging airfoils
[NASA-CB-2249] p0605 N73-30926
Evaluation of acoustic radiation from various
noise sources in axial fan
tNASA-CB-114576] p06C8 N73-30952
Beasurement of flow parameters in midspan
double-circular-arc section of stator in
subsonic flow and comparison with computed
performance
[NASA-TN-D-7425] p0637 1173-31932
Shock wave pattern and stability in axial flow
supersonic compressor using simulated rotating
cascade test facility
P06U6 N73-32196
Aerodynamic design of inlet stage for two-stage
compressor and performance comparison for axial,
mixed flow, and centrifugal stage configurations '
[NASA-CB-120943] P0651 N73-32610
Characteristics of low speed air flow over
slender, sharp edged delta wing at various
angles of attack and effects on longitudinal and
lateral stability
P0660 N73-32922
Characteristics of aerodynamic noise generated by
interaction of airstreao with flap surface to
show location and control of noise sources
PP666 N73-32963
Eelationship between distribution of outflow of
acoustic energy over let boundary and far-field
intensity
[NASA-TN-D-7269] p0672 N73-33181
Pressure drop in air flow isothermally across bank
of helically .wound, L-type fin tubes
fPB-220315/6] p0673 N73-33229
AIB FBEIGBT
0 AIB CARGO
AIB INLETS
0 AIR INTAKES
AIB INTAKES
HT ENGINE INLETS
NT HrPERSONIC INLETS
NT SUPERSONIC INLETS .
F-15 air superiority fighter aircraft flight
testing, describing air inlet, flight control,
landing gear, flaps, speed brake and cockpit
layout
P0183 A73-22178
French monograph - Contribution to. the
experimental study of a boundary layer trap in a
supersonic air inlet.
P0582 A73-U27UO
Experimental investigation of large scale, two
dimensional, mixed compression inlet system
rNiSA-TN-D-71U5] pC637 H73-31928
A-33
ilE JETS SUBJECT IBDBI
Adjustable airfoil for reversable cowl flap inlet
thrust auqnentation
fNAS4-C4SE-AEC-10754-1] P0652 S73-32624
»IB JBTS
A conparison of two prediction lethods vitb
experiment for compressible turbulent boundary
layers with air injection.
P0665 473-12505
Converqinq lens effect of air jet for upstreaa
aovinq waves, describing experinental procedure
P0040 473-12968
Investigation of air stream fron air-entry holes
of the hiqh-intensity conbustor-liner.
p0056 473-111047
King tip vortex modification by tip-mounted
upstream and downstream directed air jets,
discussing wind tunnel test results
P0144 473-19193
Turbulent intensity induced by wakes near
secondary air jet inlet to gas turbine engine
flame tube '
P01U6 473-19625
Effect of Reynolds number and frequency on
control-surface buzz at hiqb subsonic speeds
notinq control of flap oscillation by air jets
f4HC-B/H-3702] pC066 H73-12007
Control technoloqy for air cushion passenqer vehicle
P0265 H73-20969
4IB IAOHCHISG
Stiletto air-launched supersonic aerial target '
design, development and capabilities, describing
confiquration, propulsion and control systems
and operational envelope
P0189 473-23121
iircraft-store separation design for angular
momentum increase of external weapon with
internally mounted spinninq flywheel
P0526 473-38652
AIB HISSES
Electronic developments for performance qlidinq. Ill
P0364 473-33023
AIB BAVIGATION
NT ALL-WEATHEB 4IB NAVIGATION
KT AREA NAVIGATION
Summary of navigation aids to civil aviation -
Current state and prospects
P0661 473-11851
Determination of the navigational regime for
flight over fixed points durinq the landing
maneuver
pC-04'2 473-13071
A system for the precise calibration of air
navigational receivers.
P0056 473-14501
Air Force weapon system procurement needs,
considering industry technological capabilities,
nonlinear estimation in cruise navigation and
nonlinear systems desiqn, test and implementation
P0061 473-15252
Automated navigation system design for DC 10 long
ranqe version, emphasizinq control display unit
interface functions with pilot
P0089 473-16050
Modeling of aircraft position errors with
independent surveillance*
UI4A PAPER 73-1621 pC097 473-16908
Financing of route installations and services to
aircraft in flight, suggesting international
rules for rental collection
P0106 473-17862
Air traffic control by programmed navigation.
P0145 473-19349
Air navigation development review covering air
traffic, civil jet aircraft event, electronics
progress and semiconductor revolution
P0153 473-21088
Utilization of the Doppler effect to measure the
drift angle and the ground speed of an aircraft •
P0237 473-25797
Determination of the turn start point coordinates
for modern commercial aircraft
P0242 473-26723
4 new approach to Doppler-inertial navigation
/Doppler Bean Sampling/.
PC244 A73-27162
Satellite systems for mobile communications and
surveillance; Proceedings of the International
Conference, London, England, Harch 13-15, 1973.
P0247 473-27652
Civil aircraft vertical plane navigation and
guidance during clieb and descent, discussing
atmospheric, performance and passenger comfort
constraints on flight path selection
P0281 473-28075
Kalman filter adaptive tracker for 4TC
applications, modeling aircraft maneuvers by
linear systea with random noise accelerations
based on statistical decision theory
p0289 473-29212
Operation of current 'navigation aids and future
prospects.
p0294 473-29883
Navigation system time dissemination and
synchronization, considering timing offset
estimation for like events at geographically
separated locations and clock characteristics
for airborne application
P0295 473-29896
Air navigation evolution and current state of art,
discussing HF four axis and nondirectional
beacons, VOB, DECCA, DUE, T4CAN, VOR-Doppler,
terminal and landing systems
P0298 473-30445
Bussian book - 4ir navigation: Application of
radio navigational aids and automated navigation
complexes.
P0343 473-31471
4 VOB sensor of advanced design - The Bendix
EV4-334.
P0352 473-32454
Doppler VOB area navigation operational
principles, emphasizinq bearing accuracy
improvement conpared to conventional VOB systems
P0352 473-32456
HGC 30 inertial naviqation system for civil
aviation, emphasizinq economics and ease of
maintenance
P0352 473-32457
Optimal digital modulation technigues for
aeronautical communications via satellite,
considering air navigational systems for
transoceanic flight
P0354 473-32480
Meteorological satellites in the service of
aeronautics
• " p0359 473-32562
Terminal and flight control navigation guidance
systems for restricted and short takeoff and
landinq aircraft air traffic and approach
techniques
f84E-TH-4VIO»ICS-135/BLEa/] P0423 473-34490
The financing'of essential communication,
navigation and terminal aids.
P0424 473-34535
Bussian book - Analysis of meteorological
conditions for aviation.
P0425 473-34539
VLF and Omega signal air navigation at 3 to 30 kHz
supplementing VOB-DHE and Loran-A navigation
frequencies, considering transmission technigues
p0426 473-34614
Aircraft VLF radio navigation, discussing
propagation characteristics. Omega and Global
Navigation systems and historical development
CSAE PAPEB 730313] p0428 A73-34673
VLF navigation development at DAE.
p0435 473-34849
Strapdown air navigation with dry inertial
instruments and high speed general purpose
digital computer predicting system performance
by position error analysis
P0444 473-35211
LN-33 airoorne inertial navigation system with low
cost precision instruments and miniaturized
digital computer, noting built-in calibration
and test capability for minimizing maintenance
p0444 A73-35212
Digital flight control systems data sampling rate
selection effects on intersample ripple,
spectral folding and distortion and system
bandwidth
P0445 473-35224
Digital V/STOL flight simulation test procedures
for aircraft navigation, guidance and control,
detailing display device panels, flight path
simulation and software configuration
P0451 473-35853
4-34
SUBJECT IHDBI AIB HAVIGATIOH COBTD
Accurate aircraft trajectory predictions applied
to future en-route air traffic control.
P0161 A73-37041
On the generation of accurate trajectory
predictions for air traffic control purposes.
p0461 A73-37042
Plane coordinate transformations for area
navigation based on existing VOB/DHE network
p0461 A73-37013
Badiation pattern of a low-frequency beacon
antenna located on a semi-elliptic terrain
irregularity.
p0508 473-37716
Transport aircraft external operational
environment factors, discussing navigation, ATC,
airspace, flight and pilot workload conditions
P0508 A73-37727
Simplification of navigation and flight control
systems without compromising integrity.
'' P0511 A73-37826
The B.O.A.C. navigation procedures trainer.
P0515 A73-37874
Computer program for aircraft navigation error
synthesis with evaluation of component error
distribution on traffic control system
effectiveness to provide cost effective guidance
P0515 A73-37875
Strapped down inertial navigation systems.
P0515 A73-37876
ASTRO-DABS communication system with hybrid
satellite and terrestrial discrete address
beacon system for accurate aerial surveillance
and navigation with reliable data link
P0527 A73-38759
The evaluation of autonomous navigation systems
for cruise vehicles.
tAIAA P4PEB 73-874] P0528 A73-38811
Digital information management system of
navigational and flight data for post-1975
fighter aircraft.
C4I4A PAPEB 73-8971 P0529 A73-38832
Data compression in recursive estimation with
applications to navigation systems.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-901] P0529 A73-3883S
National Aerospace Heeting, Washington, D.C.,
March 13, 14, 1973, Proceedings.
P0562 473-40035
Nonlinear trajectory-following and control
technigues in the terminal area using the
Microwave Landing Systen navigation Sensor.
P0562 A73-40038
Ground based microwave landing systea for aircraft
navigation, guidance and control in terminal
area, discussing system requirements for flight
safety
P0563 473-40047
Relationships between operational flexibility and
capacity in contemporary terminal air traffic
control operations.
P0563 473-10018
Aircraft and spacecraft radio navigation systems,
discussing Doppler, inertial and VHP omnirange
techn-iques, Apollo spacecraft guidance systems,
TACAH, Harrier and Swedish SAAB37 aircraft
navigation
p0567 473-40514
The development of civil air navigation in the
People's Bepublic of China - Agreements with
other states as well as the tasks and the
position of the China Civil Aviation Corporation
/CA4C/
p0634 473-45316
Compilation of Instrument Flight Bules Off-Airway
Non-95 Routes for OS and Alaska, November 1972
p0119 N73-14696
Analysis of methods for obtaining improved
accuracy of aircraft position determination in
Discrete Address Beacon system of air navigation
[TN-1972-38] p0119 N73-14697
Characteristics of air traffic control system to
include components of system and application of
automation to obtain system safety
fHTR-6152-837-1] p0119 M73-14698
Development ancl characteristics of terminal area
simulation for analysis of air traffic control
regnirenents and improvement in flight safety
conditions
,OASA-CB-112195] p0119 H73-11699
Analysis of Canadian air traffic control system to
include human factors aspects, automation, and
environmental engineering
[DCIEH-825] p0136 N73-15670
Analysis of Air Traffic Control Badar Beacon
System performance and effects on several Air
Boute Traff ic Control Centers
fECAC-PB-72-023] p0137 H73-15678
Demand and trade study related to development of
air traffic control system based on geographical
regions - Vol. 3
tPB-212180) p0137 N73-15690
Analysis of nilitary helicopter foraation flight
technigues with emphasis on station keeping
based on nominal point coordinate system . •
[AD-751159] p0162 N73-16021
Survey of Air Traffic Control Beacon System to
determine occurrence of excessive interrogation
signals within Hew lock air control sector -
Final Report
fECAC-PR-72-031] P0165 N73-16630
Performance tests of various Tacan ground station
modifications designed to minimize false
distance measuring eguipment indications
tFAA-HA-72-65] P0213 N73-18661
Proceedings of symposium on flight operations and
air traffic control to show problems affecting
airports, general aviation, air traffic
controllers, and governmental agencies
CDL8-HITT-72-24] p0223 H73-19623
Development of systematic methodology and computer
programs for optimal design of national grid of
high altitude VHP omnirange navigation systems -
Part 2
fFAA-RD-72-118-2-PT-2] p0224 N73-196it1
Development and evaluation of discrete address
beacon system for air traffic control applications
tFAA-RD-73-12] P0256 1173-20184
Analysis of synchronized discrete address beacon
system for improved air traffic control capability
TSp-FR-01] P0256 N73-20189
Application of loran/inertial hybrid system and
Kalman filter algorithm to fixed feedback gain
P0261 N73-20701
Life cycle cost analysis of inertial navigation
systems for aircraft and air to surface missiles
P0262 N73-20717
Analysis of interaction of major elements of
Oceanic Air Traffic Control Systeni to determine
minimum longitudinal and lateral separation
distances
fFAA-BD-73-8] P0262 H73-20719
Analysis of improved signal processing technigues
for low frequency, one-way ranging for aircraft
radio navigation
fAD-754031] p0262 M73-20727
Functional error analysis and simulation of air
traffic control system to support concepts
evaluation program
CPB-213118] p0262 N73-20730
Development of navigation system design factors
through computerized simulation for application
to loran/inertial hybrid system
(AD-754548) p0262 N73-20731
Development of integrated system for air
navigation using radio range measurements and
data from onboard inertial sensors for aircraft
approach and landing
rHASA-TH-X-62199] p0313 N73-22611
Development of on-board navigation system based on
Applications Technology Satellites, Omega
navigation systems, and aircraft terminal
facilities
[NASA-CB--130213] p0313 N73-22615
Development of air navigation system to provide
four dimensional guidance for short takeoff
aircraft operating in terminal area
fNASA-IB-X-62234] pC329 N73-23686
Analysis of air navigation systems for continental
OS and overseas flights based on projected
traffic loads of 1980 time period
[FAA-ED-04-1] P0329 N73-23688
Proceedings of conference on air traffic control
developments and procedures
f AGARD-CP-1051 p0329 M73-23689
Air traffic control facilities operated by 0. S.
military forces and developments in improved air
traffic control systems
P0330 N73-23690
A-35
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Conparison of cost, complexity, and cockpit
workload for seven area navigation systea
configurations
p0330 H73-23697
Characteristics of airborne area navigation
equipment and application to air traffic control
functions
P0330 873-23698
Analysis of North Atlantic air route structure to
determine impact of inertial navigation and
satellite surveillance on separation reduction
P0331 N73-23699
Development and characteristics of forward area
hoiing and landing guidance for nilitary
aircraft operations
P0332 N73-23708
Development of high bandwidth time division
communications system to provide ground based,
wide area, position location systea
P0332 N73-23711
Analysis of communications, navigation, and
identification eguipment for aircraft and
proposed system for improvement in capability
P0333 H73-23720
Analysis of integrated communications, navigation,
and identification system for aircraft operation
and proposal for improved capability
p0333 H73-23721
Computation of geodetic coordinates of aircraft
from two measured distances and height.above
earth surface
fAD-7575U1l p0393 N73-24658
Computer program for selection of radio
freguencies used in VOH, ILS, and Tacan/DSE air
navigation systems
fFAA-NA-73-4] p0409 N73-25700
Analysis and digital computer simulation of
operational and performance aspects of vertical
area navigation system
fFAA-RD-72-1251 p0409 N73-25705
Effects of polar cap absorption events on
performance of Omega navigation system operating
in high latitudes
fAD-759009] p0410 N73-25718
Equipment route winds and great circle distances
for helicopter air routes at 5,000, 10,000, and
18,000 feet - Vol. 1
fAD-7602521 pOU68 N73-26043
Eguipment route winds and great circle distances
for helicopter air routes at 5,000, 10,000 and
18,000 feet - Vol. 2
fAD-7602531 p0468 H73-26044
Characteristics of airborne radio homing and
alerting eguipment for use with emergency
locator transmitters
fRTCA-SC-124] p0474 H73-26663
Proceedings of conference to develop area
navigation system design concept for application
to national airspace system for improved air
traffic control
p0474 H73-26664
Eesearch projects conducted by organizations of
National Research Council of Canada on
structural analysis, let fuels, air pollution,
and very low freguency navigation
fD«E/»AE-1973(1)1 • p0476 N73-26970
Development of airborne very low freguency
navigation system using radio communications
stations and comparison with other air
navigation systems
PC477 N73-26973
Regulations for promoting safety in air navigation
for municipal airport of Hartselle, Alabama
fPB-220087/1] p0486 H73-27185
Analysis of very low freguency radio signals for
aircraft area navigation to show capability for
continental flight redundancy and reliability
fAD-7614981 p0542 N73-28651
Plight tests of VHF Omnirange navigation and Tacan
systems to determine bearing error curves
fFAA-RD-72-731 P0554 N73-29710
AIB PIBACT
Illegal seizure of aircraft
P0654 A73-10650
Book - Aviation law: Cases and materials.
p0106 A73-17870
Civil aircraft commander and crew duties and
rights in air piracy cases, discussing
international agreements and national legal
provisions
P0192 A73-23683
Transportation safety - Technology applications: A
systems approach to anti-hijacking.
P0196 A73-24S59
Human threats to air safety; Proceedings of the
Twenty-fifth Annual International Air Safety
Seminar, Washington, D.c., October 16-18, 1972.
P0197 A73-24707
German book - International air traffic
conventions: Air piracy - Concept, facts,
protective measures. •
P0236 A73-25570
Aircraft safety engineering for air piracy
prevention, discussing cockpit communication
isolation from passenger compartment
p0360 A73-32662
Air piracy suppression measures adopted 23
September 1971 at Hontreal international
convention, discussing prevention and punishment'-'
provisions
P0363 A73-32972
Skyjacking - Its domestic civil and criminal
ramifications.
P0366 A73-33102
'Air piracy" and the latest work of ICAO on this
subject
p0634 A73-45345
AIE POLLOTIOB
The aeroplane as a threat .to the environment.
P0056 A73-14468
Climatic impact assessment for high-flying
aircraft fleets.
P0057 A73-14672
The impact of aircraft emissions upon air quality.
P0059 A73-14890
Monitoring and modeling of airport air pollution.
p0059 A73-14891
Gas turbine engine svirl-can combustor pollution
tests of nitrogen oxides, unburned hydrocarbons
and carbon monoxide levels for elevated
temperature performance
fAIAA PAPEE 72-1201] p0060 A73-14921
Aircraft turbine engine emissions and the
possibilities for control.
[ASHE PAPEB 72-HA/GT-4] p0063 A73-15868
Assessment of emission control technology for
turbine-engine aircraft.
[ASMS PAPEB 72-WA/GT-8] p0063 A73-15872
Turbojet exhaust reactions in stratospheric flight.
TAIAA PAPER 73-99] p0096 A73-16859
Atmospheric dispersion of aircraft exhaust.
C A I A A PAPER 73-100] p0096 A73-16860
Three dimensional dynamic characteristics of solid
particles suspended by polluted air flow in a
turbine stage.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-140] p0097 A73-16889
Afterburning turbojet engine exhaust emission
products measurement under simulated flight
conditions, determining Hach number and altitude
effects on pollutants formation
fAIAA P&PEB 73-981 p0104 A73-17643
Emissions from continuous combustion systems;
Proceedings of the Fifteenth Symposium, Darren,
Hich., September 27, 28, 1971.
p0105 A73-17726
Effect of operating variables on pollutant
emissions from aircraft turbine engine combustors.
p0106 A73-17736
Control and reduction of aircraft turbine engine
exhaust emissions.
P0106 A73-17737
Aviation and atmospheric pollution - The real
dimension of the problem and its solutions
p0185 A73-22216
Combustor design effect on jet aircraft engine
exhaust pollutants reduction during hydrocarbon
fuel burning
P0195 A73-24556
Gas turbine engine exhaust pollutants consisting
of unburned hydrocarbons, nitric oxide, carbon
dioxide, nitrogen dioxide and carbon monoxide
P0249 A73-27934
Inverse condemnation of airspace, discussing real
property concept relation to aircraft noise,
pollution and environment protection
P0366 A73-33103
Concorde aircraft design, testing and projected
environmental impact, discussing flight tests.
A-36
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sonic boons, atnospheric pollution, ATC problems
and fueling
p0368 473-33182
Aircraft produced environmental noise and air
pollution, discussing related aircraft power
plant technology evolution
p0369 473-33191
Reduction of nitrogen oxide emissions from a gas
turbine by fuel modifications.
raSHE PAPER 73-GT-5] p0372 473-33*83
Upper atmosphere pollution and near surface
climate due to aerospace operations, discussing
dynamics and trace gas distribution
(AIA4 PAPER 73-492J p0376 473-33536
4 three-dimensional stratospheric point-source
tracer experiment and .its implications for
dispersion of effluent from a fleet of
supersonic aircraft. •
C4I4& PAPER 73-528] '. . p0376 473-33562
Aircraft exhaust plume dispersion and flight
corridor concentration profiles in stratosphere
as function of flight freguency and scale
dependent diffusion
TAI44 P4PEB 73-532] p0376 A73-33565
4 model for studying the effects of injecting
contaminants into the stratosphere and mesosphere.
tAI4A P4PEB 73-539] p0377 473-33569
An initial estimate of aircraft emissions in the
stratosphere in 1990.
TAIAA PAPER 73-508] •. p0379 A73-34C46
Parameters controlling nitric oxide emissions from
gas turbine combustors.
P0421 473-34474
Profitable transport engines for the environment
of the eighties.
[SAE PAPER 730347] p0430 A73-34695
Laser measurement of high-altitude aircraft
emissions.
fAI4A PJPEB 73-704] p045« 473-36253
Civil aviation environmental and economic aspects,
discussing noise and air pollution, fuel
consumption and airspace and ground space
utilization
p0457 473-36685
SSI environment impact aspects in areas of fuel
and oxygen consumption, noise, sonic boom,
stratospheric pollution and climate modification •
p0459 473-369.06
Turbine engine research activity evolution,
.considering entry temperature increase,
pollution sources nonstationary aerodynamics and
aeroelasticity in compressors, and noise problem
,p0460 473-36991
The effect of afterburning on the emission of
pollutants by turbojets
p0460 A73-36996
Environmental considerations for offshore airports.
P0509 473-37742
Noise and pollution - The Federal Aviation
Administration's vievs.
P0512 473-37812
Book - Engine emissions: Pollutant formation and
measurement.
P0521 473-38321
Diffusion and fallout of pollutants emitted by
aircraft engines.
P0521 473-38323
Ozone composition and nitric oxide injection upper
and lover limits for stratosphere by nuclear
bomb tests, comparing to estimated SST
contribution
P0581 173-42534
Potential of hydrogen fuel for future air
transportation systems.
TASBE PAPER 73-ICT-104] p0623 473-43499
Portable sampling and measurement system for
determining gaseous emission species in
afterburn of turbojet engine at ground level
(40-7477733 P0076 873-12866
Increase of vater vapor in stratosphere due to
fleet of ssis
[4D-748797] " p0084 N73-13397
Stratospheric nitric oxide production from past
nuclear explosions and its relevance to
projected SST pollution
fAD-751295] p0164 N73-16466
Climatic changes resulting fron upper atmosphere
perturbation by supersonic aircraft exhausts
[PB-212427] P0165 N73-16612
Analysis of air pollution caused by exhaust froa
military aircraft engines and development of
technology for pollutant measurement to meet EPA
standards
[4D-753095] . P0214 N73-18975
Alternate fuels to reduce aircraft exhaust
pollutants
[4D-755151] PC263 M73-20815
Comparison of air pollution from aircraft,
automobiles, buses, trucks, railroads, and
electric trains in OS from 1940-1980
[F4A-EQ-73-2] P0278 N73-21522
Stratospheric photochemical reactions of ozone in
relation to climatology and supersonic transport
pollution
j;NOAA-TH-NESS-47] p0278 N73-21526
High altitude measurement of atmospheric pollution
from aircraft engine exhaust gases
fHASi-Tfi-1-68221] p0312 N73-22584
Present and predicted nature, entent, and control
of air pollution .-related to aircraft operations
in us
fBEPT-72-02452] : pP312 N73-22586
Effect of primary-zone vater injection on
pollutants from combustor burning liguid ASTH
4-1 and vaporized propane fuels
CNAS4-TN-D-7293] . p0336 N73-23943
- Threat of stratospheric ozone noneguilibrium by
SST nitric oxide exhaust gases
rAD-757059] p0336 H73-23949
Analysis of air pollution caused by aircraft
engine emissions in vicinity of airport and
comparison vith air pollution in urban areas
p0394 N73-24788
Establishment of criteria for oxides.of nitrogen
emissions to control air pollution contribution
from aircraft operating at manor air terminals -
Vol. 1
fBEPT-1162-1-VOL-1] p039« N73-24789
Numerical analysis of process for nitrogen oxide
formation in aircraft engine exhaust products
and development of computer program for
application of theory - Vol. 2
[REPT-1162-2-VOL-2] p0394 N73-24790
Combustor research programs to gain advanced
technology for reducing aircraft engine pollution
[N4S4-TH-X-68256] p0475 N73-26797
Research projects conducted by organizations of
National Research Council of Canada on
structural analysis, jet fuels, air pollution,
and very low freguency navigation
fDliE/N4E-1973(1) ] p0476 N73-2697C
Analysis of aircraft emissions and recommendations
for reducing impact of aircraft emissions on air
• pollution
fNREC-1168-1] p0548 N73-28986
Analysis of jet engine test cell pollution
abatement methods
fAD-763119] p0553 N73-29690
Methodology for integrating air pollution impact
of airport and its environs
fPB-220987/2] p0616 N73-31594
Research projects to determine effects of exhaust
products from aircraft operating in stratosphere
on global and local climatic conditions
[UCRL-51336] p0646 N73-32296
Effect of inlet air humidity on exhaust gas
emissions of nitrogen oxides in gas turbine
combustor
rNASA-TN-D-7396] p0654 H73-32822
AIR SEA INTERACTIONS
0 AIR HATER INTERACTIONS
4IB TO AIR HISSILES
Airborne air to air and air to ground fire control
radar systems for all-weather fighter aircraft,
emphasizing cost effectiveness through
modularity and commonality
P0379 473-34041
Infrared signatures of high performance jet
aircraft and evaluation of air to air missile
effectiveness
[SLA-73-5271] p0678 N73-33929
AIR TO 4IH ROCKETS
D AIR TO AIR HISSILES
4IH TO SDEFACE HISSILES.
Airborne air to air and air to ground fire control
radar systems for all-weather fighter aircraft,
emphasizing cost effectiveness through
modularity and commonality
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P0379 A73-34041
Computerized simulation of longitudinal cable
shapes during deployment from missile avay from
flying aircraft
fAD-753907] P0221 H73-1925H
Life cycle cost analysis of inertial navigation
systems for aircraft and air to surface missiles
P0262 H73-20717
AIB TRAFFIC
International convention on damage caused by
aircraft concluded 1952 in Rome, proposing
revision to include damages before takeoff,
after landing and during flight
P0654 473-10566
Airport reguirements for air traffic safety,
considering runway drainage and lighting, ILS,
rescue and fire services, communications and
weather reporting networks
P0656 A73-11239
STOL aircraft technology, operation and markets in
view of future European air.traffic development,
discussing various lift devices, noise aspects
and economic factors
fDGLE PAPER 72-054] p0659 173-11662
Airport layout planning, considering air traffic,
conventional and ST01 aircraft, runway
retirements, passenger and baqgage processing
facilities, environmental factors, etc
P0660 A73-1170U
Air traffic volume prediction by 1985, determining
passenger growth factors for terminal pairs
P0145 A73-19348
The capacity of a single-runway S.T.O.L./R.T.O.L.
airport.
P0145 A73-19352
Air navigation development revie* covering air
traffic, civil jet aircraft event, electronics
progress and semiconductor revolution
P0153 A73-21088
Data acguisition process to plan and engineer air
traffic system, considering design aspects and
piecemeal evolution
P0245 A73-27362
Status of funded improvements to the National
Aviation System and planned improvements not yet
funded.
P0245 A73-27363
Improvements in the use of PAA resources for
system performance assurance.
P0246 A73-27364
Airport planning for 1980s air traffic capacity
requirements, considering runways, aprons, air
traffic and ground movements control, ground
access and terminal facilities
P0349 A73-32363
Eoskilde airport for Copenhagen metropolitan area
general aviation and domestic air traffic,
describing runways, taxiways, drainage, terminal
facilities, lighting and navigation aids
P0349 A73-32364
French ATC authority problems generated by
nofth-south air lane crossing of
intercontinental east-west routes, considering
eniroute and terminal airport problems
P0358 A73-32558
World air traffic patterns prelected to 1988,
including present traffic features, supersonic
transport utilization, ground transport
aternatives, air freight and aircraft types
P0368 A73-33180
Short haul aircraft design and marketing,
examining competing modes, noise factors,
aitport traffic density patterns and aircraft
types dependence on utilization
PC368 A73-33184
STOL aircraft choice for air transportation in low
passenger density areas, discussing market
characteristics in 0. S. and tradeoffs between
airline operation and airfield costs
fSAE PAPER 730357] p0431 A73-34705
Simulation of airport traffic flows with
interactive graphics.
PC434 A73-34821
Public air transportation service needs for
nonurban areas, considering low traffic density
problem, operational reguirements and future trend
CiSHE PAPER 73-ICT-72] p0623 A73-43498
Forecasts of military air traffic activity and
effect on air traffic control facilities for
1972 through 1983
- P0112 N73-14014
Aircraft accident prevention analysis of air
taxi/commuter operations to identify safety
factors and enhance safety of operations
[BTSB-AAS-72-9] p0112 H73-14016
Infrastructaral role of airports, in German? and
planning for future traffic increase
[DGLB-PAPEB-72-034] P0134 H73-15281
Experiences of airline operator regarding
developments in flight safety, passenger
comfort, schedule adherence, and economy
fDGLB-PAPEB-72-037] p0134 N73-15282
Findings and recommendations of Aviation Advisory
Commission on long range needs of aviation—
Vol. 1
[PB-215803] p0215 H73-18983
Development of procedures for accurately
estimating annual air traffic levels at airports "
without tower control
fSCI-2040-2] p0262 N73-20722
Analysis of trans-Atlantic aircraft movements for
1970 - 1971 period to establish base line for
passenger forecasts
P0305 H73-21935
Analysis of air passenger traffic on North
Atlantic air routes to show development of
scheduled and chartered operations
p0305 N73-21937
Analysis of impact of major airport operations on
economy, ecology, and urban development
p0309 N73-22199
Profiles of scheduled air carrier airport
operations for top 100 airports in O.S.A.
rBEPT-73-00328] p0310 N73-22207
Utilizing Out-of-Kilter Algorithm to evaluate
efficiency of passenger capacity of selected air
carriers between twenty cities in US
P0315 N73-22910
User manual for Los Angeles Basin Standard Traffic
Model
CFAA-BD-73-89] p0600 N73-30647
Statistical analysis of air traffic conditions
predicted for Los Angeles, California area in
1982 - Vol. 1
fHTR-6387-VOL-l] p0601 N73-30653
Statistical analysis of air traffic conditions
predicted for Los Angeles, California area in
1982 - Vol. 2
[BTR-6387-VOL-2] p0601 N73-30654
Future of short haul air transport in Western
Europe - V/STOL Working Group
[SP-73-001] p0619 N73-31915
Effects of transition from conventional to guiet
takeoff and landing air traffic, noting
introduction of microwave ILS and area navigation
[HBB-UH-05-73-0] p0650 N73-32525
International civil aviation organization for air
traffic forecasting and airport development
P0656 N73-32865
Proceedings of conference on air transport
industry with emphasis on economics, market
demand, airlines regulation, and international
transportation policy - Vol. 2
CNASA-CB-135635] P0657 H73-32875
Organization, responsibilities, and functions of
Civil Aeronautics Board in determining award of
air routes to air lines
P0658 B73-32880
AIB TBAFFIC COHTEOL
NT BADAB APPROACH CONTROL
A French collision-avoidance system of
time-freguency type - Critical analysis of test
results
fONEEA, IP NO. 1086] p0651 A73-10227
Programmed control of a two-level hierarchical
system
P0654 A73-10665
Hultisatellite systems for transoceanic aircraft
communications and ATC, discussing day and night
operations, cost-benefit optimization and
adaptive techniques for capacity augmentation
P0656 A73-11201
Computerized multichannel alphanumeric TV system
for ATC operational information display,
describing data acguisition, processor and
software peripherals and video display subsystem
P0657 A73-11594
A-38
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Experimental validation and desiqn refinement
program for a'ir-ground-air data link based on
automatic tine division multiplex transaission
of air traffic nessages
P0661 473-11852
ATC simulator, discussing stadent training
routines and exercises, automatic naviqation and
aircraft piloting
P0661 A73-11853
Assessment and operational implications for ATC
capital investment decision nailing by relative
capacity estimating process using analytical
•odels
P0049 A73-13801
The optimal control of merging aircraft-derivation
of the hybrid air traffic controller.
P0056 173-1U189
Computer-mediated human communications in an air
traffic control environment - A preliminary
design*
P0057 A73-1U658
Computerized ATC automation program, considering
system management, hardware, software and test
facilities problems
P0091 473-16619
ATC research - Simulating Arrival/Toner
communications.
P0091 A73-16620
The concept of an SST Oceanic Computer clearance
System.
P0091 473-16621
Modeling of aircraft position errors with
independent surveillance..
(AIAA PAPER 73-162] P0097 473-16908
Problems related to the measurement and evaluation
of 4TC/C4S interaction.
P0101 A73-17600
Systems for collision avoidance.
p01«3 473-18899
Ground based and airborne collision avoidance
systems comparison, discussing
interrogator/transponder concept, pilot warning
indicator, and air traffic handling capacity and
economics
p0143 A73-18900
The Aeronautical Satellite Programme - ATC aspects.
PG1U3 A73-19TU1
Collection and processing of data for the
establishment of route charges.
P01U3 473-19182
Two-level computer system with main and display
processors as scale working model for
semiautomatic digital ATC en route control
p01"»3 A73-19183
Automated radar terminal systems /ABTS/.
p01<»4 A73-19181
Air traffic control by programmed navigation.
P01t5 A73-19319
A precision position and time service for the air
traffic of the future.
P01U5 A73-19350
Area navigation systems integration with terminal
XATC approach procedures, considering
computerized data linkage with aircraft
navigation system
p01U5 A73-19351
Distributed ATC with traffic information in
cockpit, noting potential for cost and risk
reduction and capacity increase based on system
performance evaluation
P0151 473-20600
Russian book on multichannel magnetic tape
recorders in civil aviation ATC for speech
communication monitoring and preservation
covering design and operation principles
PC189 A73-232«5
Cost effectiveness of planned aviation system
improvements, considering ATC automation ys
terminal aids, noise control, ground facilities,
capacity and enroute situation
P0197 A73-21767
Noise abatement two-segment,'precision and
category I, II and III approaches considerations
covering altimetry, cost and safety problems in
ATC
p0198 473-24768
Russian book - network planning and control of air
transportation.
p0198 A73-2M92U
Airport computerized departure control for
check-in, load control, cargo and catering
operations, discussing load optimization and
passenger acceptance control /LOPAC/ system
P0230 A73-25210
An optimal control approach to terminal area air
traffic control.
P0236 A73-25786
Signal processing in the Air Traffic Control Badar
Beacon System.
P02DM A73-27165
National aviation system improvement via cost
effectiveness, considering FAA facilities and
equipment program, ATC automation and terminal
aids
P02U6 A73-27365
Potential applications of acoustic matched filters
to air-traffic control systems.
P0247 473-27572
The use of satellites for aircraft communications
and air traffic control.
p02t8 473-27666
ATC system requirements for Concorde transoceanic
flight operations, considering track allocation,
computer system and programming
P0282 473-28178
A flight control simulator - A computer system for
the training of flight control personnel
pC287 473-29100
Kalman filter adaptive tracker for ATC
applications, modeling aircraft maneuvers by
linear system with random noise accelerations
based on statistical decision theory
p0289 473-29212
Overview - The role of communication systems in
air traffic management.
p0293 473-29876
Historical development of the Air Traffic Control
System.
P0293 473-29877
Formulation of the air traffic system as a
management problem.
P0293 A73-29878
ATC concepts and air/ground data link reguirements
for D.S. airspace structure in 1980s to support
anticipated Los Angeles basin traffic densities
in 1995
P0293 A73-29879
The development of the ATC radar beacon system -
Past, present, and future.
pP29l( 473-29881
Bit synchronized discrete address radar beacon
system with ground based O.S. civil interrogator
complex for compatibility with ATC and aircraft
operator services
P0294 473-29882
Operation of current navigation aids and future
prospects.
PC294 473-29883
Ground communications networks for aeronautical
operations.
P0294 473-29885
Computer and digital technigues in 4TC automation
technology, considering functional
organizations, terminal facilities and system
capabilities to meet future needs
P0294 473-29886
Improvements in Airport Surface Traffic Control
surveillance.
P029U A73-29887
Oceanic ATC by application of aeronautical
satellite technology, discussing system design
requirements, performance evaluation and
international program
p029U 473-29888
Hilitary ATC systems and eguipment in 0. S.
National Aviation System, discussing operations,
organizational and facility interfaces,
communications, navigation, and surveillance
radar reguirements
p029« A73-29889
Aeronautical communication technology for civil
ATC system development through 1990s, discussing
SNR design and need for radio channel models
pC29i» 473-29890
Multiple access technique for future
cooDunication, surveillance and navigation
subsystems to meet ATC demands, considering
satellite surveillance radar system
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P0295 A73-29893
The use of specialized antenna technology for air
traffic control and communications.
P0295 A73-29894
Radar technology applied to aic traffic control.
P0295 A73-29895
The role of the airborne traffic situation display
in future 1TC systems.
P0295 A73-29897
Acoustic Hatched filters applications for
multisubscriber band spread communication in &TC
systems
P0296 A73-29936
Autoaatic runway and aircraft approach path
surveillance system /COBAH/ consisting of
Doppler radar, signal extractor and data
processing, alarn, display and control equipment
P0298 A73-30<m»
Experimental data processing system for
EUROCONTROL scale model seniantonatic digital
route control system for operational conditions
simulation
p0339 A73-31132
Automatic radar terminal system /ARTS/ for high
density ATC centers, noting improved target
identification and alphanumeric data display
P0339 A73-31133 ''
Electronics and civil aviation; International
Conference, Paris, France, June 26-30, 1972,
Reports. Volumes 162
P0349 A73-32426.
Digital transmission technigues for ATC satellite
system, considering technical and economic
aspects of various coding systems
P0350 A73-32427
Use of associative processors for radar data
processing in air traffic control systems.
p0350 A73-32434
Badar data digital relay from outlying stations to
ATC centers for air traffic image integration,
discussing computerized plotting and
alphanumeric display techniques
P0350 A73-32435
The air traffic control BSD program of the
Federal Aviation Administration.
P0350 A73-32437
Radiogoniometric vectors superposition on ATC
Doppler radar image, noting direction finding
display availability and echoes identification
P0350 A73-32438
Self-reconfiguring computer complexes for A.T. C.
Systems.
P0350 A73-32439
ATC radar information processing systems
optimization, discussing hard- and software
selection criteria
P0350 A73-32440
Automation of the print-out of strips of flight
plans for air traffic control
P0351 A73-32441.
Functioning in multiprocessing of two 10020
computers at the Bretigny Eurpcontrol
Experimental Center
P0351 A73-32442
Automated system of mixed /civil and military/
control
P0351 A73-32444
ATC system with radar data processing, discussing
hardware and software organization, programmed
logic integration possibilities and functional
flexibility
P0351 A73-32445
Some remarks on operational problems associated
with the introduction of automatic data
processing into air traffic control.
P0351 A73-32447
KADAP - Implementation of a large size real time
data processing system.
P0351 A73-32448
Air traffic control technology progress review and
future forecast, noting microelectronics and
automation need in civil avionics
p035l» A73-32479
Automation of the Yugoslav AFTN network and its
future expansion
P0355 A73-32482
Beal time information processing automated systems
for ATC, considering reliability based on ' .
redundancy
' p0355 A73-32483 •
Application of the visualization of radar
information in television ' r'
p0355 A73-32484
The london Air Traffic Control Centre radar data
processing systea. ' • ;-
. .' P0355 A73-32P85
Graphical distribution in colors adapted to "
traffic control : . . .
p0355 A73-32486
Operational utilization of an aeronautical
satellite system for air traffic control over
the Horth Atlantic. - :
' p0355 A73-32U87
Procedures and ground methods associated with the
exploitation of a system of aeronautical
satellites '
p0355 A73-32488
Area navigation feasibility, discussing computer ;._
technology usefulness, time saving and air
traffic controller acceptance
P0356 A73-32491
STOL operational impact on ATC system support, '
considering short haul metropolitan and rural '
transportation modes, landing/takeoff facilities
and all-weather operational reliability
•- p0358 A73-32547
Airport or ATC system hourly landing and takeoff
capacity concept in terms of hourly demand as
function of mean waiting'time
p0358 A73-32552
French ATC authority problems generated by
north-south air lane crossing of
intercontinental east-west routes, considering
enronte and terminal airport problems
p0358 A73-32558
FAA air traffic control systems projected
improvements, including microwave landing
system, aeronautical satellites, electronic
voice switching and discrete address radar beacon
P0367 A73-33179
Independently targeted short haul individual
rotorcraft for air taxi service, considering
traffic control system, market possibilities,
environmental impact and projected utilization ' '
p0368 A73-33186
Nonlinear filter evaluation for estimating vehicle
position and velocity using satellites.
P0371 A73-33410
Simulation in the design of automated air traffic
control functions.
p0371 A73-33119
Safety in operation and human error.
P0t15 A73-34077
Air traffic control, discussing man machine
systems, multipath with ILS, target indicator
radars and flight progress strip preparation
1
 ' p0416 A73-34086
Automated terminal area ATC operations under FAA
ten year plan, investigating analytical model of
pilot-aircraft control loop decision making by
computer program
p0419 A73-34437
Helicopter operations in London area, describing
controlled airspace, helicopter routes and
heliport approach and takeoff procedures
p0420 A73-34446
The functions of regional airports and the
resulting requirements for the ground
installations
p0421 A73-34476
Hixed CTOt-QTOL traffic effects on air traffic
controller tasks, microwave landing and radio
navigation systems, airport operation and ground
equipment
r»BB-OH-05-731 p0422 A73-34487
Terminal and flight control navigation guidance
systems for restricted and short takeoff and
landing aircraft air traffic and approach
technigues
CBAE-TH-AVIOHICS-135/BLEO/) p0423 A73-34490
Electronic landing system satisfying IFB
reguirements for air traffic, noting simulated
ILS and ground controlled approach operations
fDGLB PAPER 73-020] p0424 A73-34494
International Aerospace Instrumentation Symposium,
19th, Las Veqas, Sev., Hay 21-23, 1973,
Proceedings.
pO«25 A73-34601
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Aircraft microwave landing system development,
including conventional system history and
shortcoainqs, program objectives and
implementation schedule for ATC
... - p0426 A73-34611
Automated discrete address radar beacon system and
data link for ATC, describing simultaneous
Message decoding capacity, system specifications
and implementation prognosis
p0426 A73-34612
Aircraft wake.vortex avoidance system for safety
management and capacity, optimization in airport
operations related to ATC, considering various
sensors and display subsystem requirements
p0426 A73-34613
Encoding altimeter for.coding, transmitting and
displaying flight altitude information to air-
traffic controllers
fSiE PAPEB,730301] . p0428 A73-34663
Airtransit - The .Canadian demonstration interiirban
STOL service. ,
fStE PAPEB 7303561 pOU31 A73-34704
Annual Simulation Symposium, 5th, Tampa, Fla.,
(larch 8-10, 1972, Becord of Proceedings.
; ' p0434 A73-34817
Simulation of a surface traffic control system for
John F. Kennedy International Airport.
,p0434 A73-34818
Prospects of automation, of.air traffic control
systems using satellites for radio navigation
P0436 A73-34961
Aeronautical and maritime traffic control by
stationary orbit navigation satellites,
discussing frequency ranges, aircraft distance
control, antenna arrays and multiple data access
p0449 A73-35477
The possible future of air transport and the
airports
P0449 A73-35665
A simulation study for the design of an air
terminal building.
P0450 A73-35826
Aircraft terminal approach and entry spacing
systems supported by automated terminal radar
using area navigation techniques
p0451 A73-35852
Modelinq problems in air traffic control systems.
p0456 A73-36427
offshore airport design, construction and
operation on basis of cost/benefit
considerations, emphasizing ATC problems
generated by ILS localizer and glide path signal
reflection
, ' pOII57 A73-36682
Problems related to the operation,of an air-ground
data-link system ,|
P0457 A73-36686
Computer models for air traffic control system
simulation.
pO<!58 A73-36843
Accurate aircraft trajectory predictions applied
to future en-route air traffic control.
p0461 A73-37041
On the generation of accurate tra-jectory
predictions for air traffic control purposes.
P0461 A73-37042
Aic traffic control and the prevention of collisions
P0498 A73-37386
Operational principles and testing of a digital
radar target extractor
PC503 A73-37584
Transport aircraft external operational
environment factors, discussing navigation, ATC,
airspace, flight and pilot workload conditions
pOSOS A73-37727
STOL pilot functional requirements on air
transportation system in terms of airport
design, aircraft, ATC,;route selection,
navigation and communications
P0508 A73-37730
New lork offshore airport feasibility study.
fFAA-BD-73-45] . J,
 h . P0510 A73-37750
The Federal Aviation Administration program to
improve terminal area traffic control.
P0511 A73-37803
Advanced concepts in terminal area control systems
- Aircraft tracking and collision alert.
P0511 A73-37806
A digital simulation facility for air traffic
control experimentation.
PC512 A73-37809
Onited States en route air traffic control systems.
P0512 A73-37810
The air traffic controller and control capacity.
PC512 A73-37811
United States Hicrovave Landing System development
program.
P0513 A73-37815
Area navigation as means for airspace optimal
utilization, considering navigation equipment
and methods and ATC procedures reorganization
P0513 A73-37817
Aircraft wake vortex detection and avoidance
systems, examining acoustic sensors, bistatic
Doppler sensors, pulsed radar, aircraft spacing
techniques and ground wind measurement
P0514 A73-37823
Computer program for aircraft navigation error
synthesis vith evaluation of component error
distribution on traffic control system
effectiveness to provide cost effective guidance
P0515 A73-37875
Optimal aircraft collision avoidance.
P0518 A73-38050
Studies on the time-to-go indexing control scheoe
for an automatic aircraft landing system.
P0521 A73-38280
ATC enroute automation program using radar
tracking and computer readout system, describing
terminal traffic control, vake vortices and
aircraft spacing
PC523 A73-38439
Air Traffic Control Association, Annual Meeting
and Technical Program, 17th, Chicago, 111.,
October 9-11, 1972, Proceedings.
P0523 A73-38461
Metering and spacing with computerized ARTS III
ATC system, discussing display for heading,
speed and altitude commands
P0523 A73-38462
ARTS II automated air traffic control systems.
P0523 A73-38463
HAS enroute automated flight and radar data
processing, describing communication facilities,
computer complex, software, data entry, display
function and ATC personnel interface
P0524 A73-38464
Parallel processors and air traffic control
automation.
P0524 A73-38465
Discrete address beacon system /DABS/ data links
and digital communication between ground based
ATC computer and aircraft for IFB-VFE conflict
detection and safety separation
P0524 A73-38166
Air based collision avoidance system feasibility
appraisal, discussing TG1054 proximity warning
indicator, cost analysis and implementation
prognosis
p052<l A73-38U68
SECANT - A solution to the problem of midair
collisions..
P0524 A73-38M69
Ground based aircraft collision avoidance systems,
discussing three dimensional tracking, aircraft
velocity vector determination, radar systems and
tracking errors
P0524 A73-38470
Oakland airport oceanic ATC with input-output
display device, describing minicomputer, CRT
displays and data link system
p052« A73-38471
Adaptive multibeam concepts for traffic management
satellite systems.
P0526 A73-38746
The universal data link system for air/ground
communications.
P0527 A73-38757
Digital computer simulation program for North
Atlantic hybrid navigation systems
configurations, using covariance matrix error
analysis for planned increase of commercial air
traffic capacity
P0561 A73-40028
Operational global navigation system development
program with repeater satellites deployed over
continental DSA to provide radio links for
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digital communication, surveillance and ATC
P0563 A73-40041
Satellite based ATC system with radar range and
rate measurements, analyzing errors due to
ground station position, transponder delay time
and atmospheric refraction uncertainties
P0563 A73-40042
Relationships between operational flexibility and
capacity in contemporary terminal air traffic
control operations.
P0563 A73-40048
A survey of satellite-based systems for
-navigation, position surveillance, traffic
control and collision avoidance.
P056II A73-110052
A look at Soviet ATC and nav facilities and
avionics.
P0573 A73-H1522
Air traffic control in the EOEOCONTBOL area.
P0580 A73-12321
The HIHFAP system - First phase in the automation
of the EUBOCONTROL Maastricht Centre.
PC580 A73-«2323
Time, space, and energy management in the airways
traffic control medium.
P0580 A73-I)232<1
Flow control concepts and airline operations.
P0580 A73-42522
Estimation of general aviation air traffic.
fASCE PREPBIKT 20411 P0583 A73-42866
GASP simulation of terminal air traffic system.
fASCE PREPRINT 20591 pC583 A73-42868
NAFEC test facilities.
P0626 A73-44063
Aviation law development regarding ATC influence
on leqal liability for aircraft accidents,
analyzing controller error influence on
liability determination
P0635 A73-4544U
Development of statistical-probabilistic method of
collision probability calculation and
application to arbitrary flight paths and
vehicle shapes
rAD-7lt47221 P0672 N73-10046
ATC surveillance/communication analysis and
planning activities from 1 June to 31 Aug. 1972
fFAA-ED-72-1071 P0675 N73-10645
Performance of air-to-satellite-to-ground systems
for air traffic control
fPB-2103781 P0675 N73-10646
Proposed control tower and cockpit visibility
readouts based on airport-aircraft information
flow system
r*D-74U716l P0675 N73-1C647
Methods for implementation of man machine
interface of digital data links for air traffic
control
rAP-7it4721 1 p0675 N73-10648
Design, development, and evaluation of mockup of
control tower for airport traffic control
functions
fFAA-KA-72-631 P0683 N73-11235
Simulator test to evaluate use of air traffic
control radar beacon code assignment plan to
provide interim radar data processing capability
rFAA-RD-72-1031 P0685 H73-11681
Evaluation of automated 'air traffic control system
and comparison with operator performance using
manual system
P0685 B73-11683
Functions of automated system for processing
flight data and surveillance functions with
development plan for improved capability
TFAi-ED-12-2] P0685 N73-11684
Development and evaluation of instrument landing
system with VH? and DBF capability for localizer
and glide slope
rAD-7K76561 pC075 H73-12688
Discrete address radar beacon system for aircraft
tracking and traffic control
fFAA-RD-72-1171 P0086 N73-13649
Carrier based air traffic control system with
enroute trajectory optimization capability and
computer-aided marshal reassignment procedure
fAD-7483021 P0086 N73-13651
Analysis of flight plans submitted at flight
service stations for 1FB and VFR flight
clearances during calendar year 1971
fAD-7489Ml P0086 N73-13652
Development of flight path optimization procedure
to niniaize flight tiae of aircraft returning to
aircraft carrier
tAD-7119326] p0086 S73-13653
Compilation of Instrument Fligh't Bules Off-Airway
Hon-95 Routes for OS and Alaska, Hov'enber 1972
P0119 H73-.14696
Analysis of aethods for obtaining improved ' '
accuracy of aircraft position determination in
Discrete Address Beacon system of air navigation
[TN-1972-38J ' p0119 H73-14697
Characteristics of air traffic control system to
include components of system and application of
automation to obtain systen safety
CHTB-6152-BEV-13 p0119 N73-14698
Development and characteristics of terminal area
simulation for analysis of air traffic .control ,'
reguirements and improvement in flight safety !'
conditions ' ' • '
[NASA-CR-112195] p0119 N73-146~99
Design and development of' microwave landing system
for operation of civil and military aircraft in
conventional and V/STOL configurations
[AD-749505} p0120 H73-1I1702
Planning process, objectives of program areas, and
index of plans for air traffic control system
improvements
[AD-750224] p0120 N73-14705
Trailing vortex hazard avoidance of Jumbo jets by
airport warning system'
P0121 N73-14958
Optimal moving target indicator for long range air
traffic control surveillance radars
fAD-750747J p0133 N73-15209
Analysis of Canadian air traffic control system to
include human factors aspects, automation, and
environmental engineering
rDCIEIi-825] P0136 N73-15670
Analysis of excessive interrogation signals from
Air Traffic Control Radar Beacon System and
effect on operation of Jacksonville, Florida
center
rECAC-PR-72-01K1 p0136 N73-15675
Analysis of excessive interrogation signals from
Air.Traffic Control Sadar Beacon System and
effect on operation of Washington, D.C. center
tECAC-PE-72-022] " P0136 1173-15676
Analysis of excessive interrogation signals from
Air Traffic Control Radar Beacon System and
effect on operation of Los Angeles, California
center
rECAC-PR-72-O.lHI] p0136 H73-15677
Analysis of Air' Traffic Control Radar Beacon
System performance and effects on several Air
Route Traffic Control Centers
TECAC-PR-72-023J ' p0137 N73-15678
Tabulation of min imum enroute instrument fliqht
rules altitudes over particular routes and
intersections - November 1972
P0137 H73-15679
Development and characteristics of air traffic
control system to show system performance
tradeoffs and technological alternatives - Vol. 1
fPB-212178] p0137 N73-15688
Analysis of technological alternatives involved in
development of air traffic control systems -
yol.' 2
rPB-212179] p0137 N73-15689
Demand and trade study related to development of
air traffic control system based on geographical
regions - vol. 3
[PB-212180] pC137 N73-15690
Air t raff ic control system development to show
factors involved in system selection - Vol. 4
[PB-212181] p0137 N73-15691
Besearch and development involved in design and
implementation of air traffic control system -
Vol. 5 : '
tPB-212182] P0138 S73-15692
Survey of air.traffic control system to determine
areas within system'susceptible to radio
frequency interference effects
fECAC-PB-72-008] ' P0165 N73-16629
Survey of Air Traffic Control Beacon System to
determine occurrence of excessive interrogation
signals within New York air control sector -
Final Report
fECAC-PE-72-0311 p0165 H73-16630
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Problems of flight safety in air traffic control
with increased volome of traffic
rDGLB-PAPEB-72-038] p0165 H73-16632
Theory of Kalman filtering and applications to
real time tracking systems for air traffic
control, satellite observation, and aircraft
navigation
tiD-751185]
 P0165 S73-1663«
Research and development in advance electronics
including applications to digital computers, air
traffic control, and solid state physics
[AD-751308J p0166 H73-16758
Operation and characteristics of primary radar
system for air traffic control surveillance
tFAA-ED-02-11 p0176 H73-17163
Beceiyer synthesis for air traffic moving target
indicator with digital signal processing
[40-7519231 p0176 H73-17170
Development of digital fast-tine air traffic
control conflict prediction models and
application to specific air route traffic
control situations
foriAS-TH-183] P0179 S73-17708
Development of algorithm for nultiple hypothesis
testing with application to amplitude comparison
monbpulse radar system in air traffic control
operations
fTN-1973-7] P0209 N73-18173
Systems planning for improved airport surveillance
radar equipment using dual airborne antenna
switching for air traffic control
tFAA-BD-72-1361 p0209 N73-18176
Analysis of system concepts, design criteria,
operating procedures, and terminal facilities
for short haul transportation aircraft and
supporting systems
rNiS&-TM-X-62235] P0217 R73-19013
Proceedings of symposium on flight operations and
air traffic control to show problems affecting
airports, general aviation, air traffic
controllers, and governmental agencies
rDlB-HHT-72-2l»l p0223 N73-19623
Characteristics and functions of various types of
aircraft landing fields in Germany and
development of airfields for improved air safety
P0223 N73-19621
Analysis of problems in air traffic control caused
by expansion of commercial and civil aviation in
Germany and proposed actions for improved safety
and efficiency
P0223 H73-19627
Beguirements for air traffic control in German air
operations and recommendations for improved air
traffic control procedures
P0223 N73-19628
Evaluation of associative processor in performance
of tracking and conflict detection function in
real ti«e ATC terminal environment
fPX-e&OS-BEV-AI P0223 N73-19642
Development of computer programs for design of air
ronte networks for improved flight safety - Part 1
fFA4-BD-72-118-1-PT-1l P0223 B73-19643
Development of systematic methodology and computer
programs ^ or optimal design of national grid of
high altitude VHF omnirange navigation systems -
Part 2
rFAA-BD-72-118-2-PT-2J p022U H73-196KK
Analysis of effects of automation on productivity
and efficiency of air traffic control and flight
services
fHTB-6110] P022H B73-19646
Characteristics of operational airport
surveillance radars and methods for improving
performance to meet air route surveillance
requirements
fATC-llt] P0256 873-20183
Development and evaluation of discrete address
beacon system for air traffic control applications
fFAA-BD-73-12} P0256 H73-2018U
Analysis of synchronized discrete address beacon
system for improved air traffic control capability
CSD-FB-01) " P0256 B73-20189
Development of statistical methods for estimating
annual operations at non-tower airports and
establishment of standardized estimation procedure
tSCI-2010-1) p0257 B73-20278
Analysis of interaction of major elements of
Oceanic Air Traffic Control System to determine
minimum longitudinal and lateral separation
distances
[F4A-BD-73-8] p0262 H73-20719
Besearch and development projects conducted by
Federal Aviation Administration to improve air
traffic control and flight safety
fFAA-EH-73-21 p0262 B73-20720
Functional error analysis and simulation of air
traffic control system to support concepts
evaluation program
[PB-2131U8] p0262 N73-2073C
Development and evaluation of aircraft tracking
techniques based on radar and beacon target
reports from common sensor site
CPX-6392] p0276 N73-21177
Development and evaluation of cross-band
radar/beacon system for operation with airport
surveillance radar/air traffic control beacon
interrogator system
fFAA-BD-73-38] p0276 N73-21182
Development of computer program to analyze air
traffic in north Atlantic to show zone traffic
at specified instants
tAD-755910] p0279 873-21557
Dynamic simulation used to analyze various aspects
of SIOL aircraft operations within air traffic
control system
fFAA-KA-72-951 p0303 H73-21919
Design of multiple beam OHF antenna for air
traffic control satellite
tESBO-CB(P)-199] p03C8 S73-22159
Comparison of voice coding technique for
satellite-based air traffic control system
P0323 1173-23209
Grounding, bonding, and shielding practices for
operational reliability enhancement in air
traffic control electronic facilities
fFAA-BD-73-51] pP321 N73-233U1
Development of mathematical and simulation models
to calculate capacity of single runway under
instrument flight rules conditions
[BTB-IH02-REV-2) P0325 N73-23345
Air traffic control procedures for simultaneous
instrument flight rule approaches to set of
three parallel runvays
fFAA-HA-73-23] p0329 N73-23687
Analysis of air navigation systems for continental
US and overseas flights based on projected
traffic loads of 1980 time period
tFAA-ED-OU-1] p0329 N73-23688
Proceedings of conference on air traffic control
developments and procedures
tiGARD-CP-105] p0329 1)73-23689
Air traffic control facilities operated by U.S.
military forces and developments in improved air
traffic control systems
P033C N73-23690
Characteristics of air traffic control system to
include description of electronic components and
projects for developing improved equipment
P0330 N73-23692
Development of automated air traffic control
system using computer techniques to provide
flight safety for increased air traffic
P0330 H73-23693
Organization, functions, and capabilities of
automated air traffic control system for Borne,
Italy
P0330 1173-23694
Integrated SAVVAN, TOE, and DUE systen for
locating and controlling high altitude aircraft
P0330 N73-23695
Status and trends of civil air traffic control
systems and development of automated network for
increased flight safety
P033C N73-23696
Comparison of cost, complexity, and cockpit
workload for seven area navigation system
configurations
P0330 N73-23697
Analysis of Horth Atlantic air route structure to
determine impact of inertial navigation and
satellite surveillance on separation reduction
P0331 N73-23699
Analysis of terminal air traffic control
procedures to determine impact of automation on
air traffic controller personnel
PC331 N73-2370C
Numerical anlaysis of optimal control and
sequencing of air traffic control operations in
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near terminal area
P0331 1173-23701
Analysis of short takeoff and landing aircraft
landing guidance systems and application of air
traffic control procedures for improved sequencing
P0331 1173-23703
Development and characteristics of air traffic
management system for operation of military
aircraft under instrument meteoroloqical
conditions
P0331 H73-2370U
Development and characteristics of microwave
landing system with emphasis on functional
design requirements for airborne equipment
P0331 H73-23705
Development of Doppler microwave landinq system
and techniques for eliminating effects of
multipath transmissions
P0332 H73-23706
Development and characteristics of forward area
homing and landinq guidance for military
aircraft operations
P0332 1173-23708
Application of artificial satellites for data
acquisition and communication functions in air
traffic control system
P0332 1173-23709
Development of high bandwidth time division
communications system to provide ground based, .
wide area, position location system
P0332 N73-23711
Development and characteristics of system for
separation and control of aircraft to avoid
midair collisions
P0332 1173-23712
Performance tests of air traffic control system to
determine effectiveness in prevention of midair
collisions
P0332 1173-23713
Analysis of air traffic controller responses under
stress conditions to show effects of accuracy,
quality, and comprehensiveness of available data
. P0332 1173-23714
Analysis of man-machine interfaces and system
reliability for air traffic control automation
systems
P0333 N73-23715
Analysis of interface between controller and
computer in automated air traffic control system
P0333 1173-23716
Analysis of development program for improving OS
air traffic control procedures for 1980 time
period
P0333 N73-23718
Conceptual analysis of improved communication,
navigation, and indentification system for
military applications
P0333 N73-23719
Analysis of communications, navigation, and
identification eguipment for aircraft and
proposed system for improvement in- capability
P0333 1173-23720
Analysis of integrated communications, navigation,
and identification system for aircraft operation
and proposal for improved capability
P0333 N73-23721
Computer program system for automatic operation
and safety backup in ground based ATC system
FFAA-EM-73-71 P0393 N73-2H654
Systems analysis of civil airport surface traffic
control
rFAA-ED-08-1] . PC393 N73-24655
Automation of decision making process in air
traffic controllers terminal operations
rFAA-ED-72-63-VOI.-31 p0393 N73-24657
Definition and evaluation of three basic
alternative national aviation systems based on
forecasted increases in aviation demands
fPB-215533/H pOUOft N73-25081
Development and characteristics of air traffic
control radar and associated signal and display
processing equipment
fFAA-FD-73-351 p0406 N73-25178
Discretely addressable radar beacon system with
airborne transponders and qround-air-ground data
link for air traffic control
fFAA-HD-73-481 P0109 1173-25701
Proceedings of conference on operational problems
of air traffic control beacon system
CFAA-HA-72-80] - p0409 H73-25702
Objectives, goals, and program structure of
project to improve perforaance 'of air traffic
and control and navigation facilities within
National Airspace System •
CFAA-ED-21-2] • p0409 H73-25703
Development and application of Airborne Traffic
and Situation Display for improved air traffic
control,
tPB-215714/7] p0410 N73-25715
Forecasts of aviation activity at selected
airports to meet needs of planning personnel for
future air traffic control operations
P0465 H73-26019 .
Planninq of short haul air transportation system
based on computer simulation of various concepts
[FAA-QS-73-2] p0466 1173-26026
Interface evaluation of digital simulation
facility with system support facility for radar
beacon target source for air traffic control
[FAA-HA-73-33] '
 P0<169 H73-26248
Evaluation of pilot assurance value of airborne
display device for monitoring air traffic in
high density terminal airspace
tAD-749280] , pO«70 H73-26267
Proceedings of conference to develop area
navigation system design concept for application
to national airspace system for improved air
traffic control
POK7K N73-26664
Control and display testing for air traffic
instrument landing system
tAD-759539] pOU74 H73-26667
Application of microwave landing system to provide
operational flexibility and improved capacity in
terminal area
rFAA-ED-73-1«3l p0480 N73-27019
Design technology of aeronautical satellite
communication system for air traffic control
over Atlantic Ocean
t FA A-ED-17-1] pOtS* N73-27104
Analysis of radio communication links for air
traffic control operations to show effects of
adjacent channel interference and modulation
limitations
CFAA-RD-70-71] P0484 H73-27111I
Analysis of air space control problems associated
with military operations and development of
.'doctrine for improved command and control
[AD-761034] p0490 H73-27573
Analysis of candidate data and surveillance modems
for avionics system used in air traffic control
system
fAD-7581107] pO«90 N73-27574
Research and development program plan for air
traffic control technology involving data
display and data entry
[FAA-ED-16-1] P0542 N73-28647
Automatic aircraft altitude reporting using air
traffic control radar beacon system
CFAA-RD-73-14] p05H2 1173-28648
Technical evaluation of weather clutter
feasibility model to provide air traffic
controllers with weather display of air traffic
and contour depiction of weather detected by radar
rFAA-NA-73-48] p0551 1173-29094
Airport surface traffic control requirements
analysis
[AD-762442] P0551 N73-29147
Development and characteristics of radar system
for improved air traffic control
TFAA-BD-73-100] p0553 N73-29703
Development of computer model to simulate air
traffic conditions in Los Angeles, California
area in 1982
[HTB-6386] P0553 N73-29706
Development of noise standard for permissible
noise levels in air traffic control and
navigational facilities
[FAA-BD-72-47J p0554 1173-29708
FAA engineering and development program for
terminal air traffic 'control
(FAA-ED-14-2) . P0596 N73-30215
Flight plan position extrapolation in automated
oceanic air traffic control system[FAA-BD-73-72] p0600 1173-30648
Dser manual for Los Angeles Standard Traffic Model
computer tapes
[FAA-HD-73-88] p0600 N73-30649
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Positional accuracy of aircraft radar tarqets as
displayed in air traffic control airport
surveillance radar system
[FAA-NA-72-87-PT-2] P0600 1173-30650
Development of discrete address beacon syste» for
application to air traffic control operations
fFAA-BD-73-101] p0600 N73-30651
Feasibility of STC radar beacon system based on
vehicle surveillance on airport surface in
relation to vehicle time of arrival
[AD-763328] p0601 S73-30655
Developments in data systems air traffic control,
and solid state physics
fAD-763731] p0602 N73-30727
Introductory background to planning process,
objectives, and indexing for twenty two
. engineering and development programs with FAA
tFAA-ED-00-A] • pOSOfl 1173-30918
VFB flight operations in 1972 Los Angeles Basin
air traffic model
•. f FAA-NA-73-51] p0616 1173-31605
Algorithms to determine potential conflicts over
oceanic airspace based on vertical, lateral, and
longitudinal separation criteria
CFAA-RD-73-73]
 P0617 N73-31606
Numerical analysis of carved approach paths and
landing seguence for multiple aircraft using
sane terminal facilities to provide maximum
system performance
P0638 N73-31935
Analysis and simulation of intermittent positive
control of air traffic by fully automated ground
facility
p0648 H73-32511
Air traffic control radar beacon system
interference in ter»inal areas
(•HTR-6239) p06<18 1173-32512
Evaluation of air traffic control beacon
alphanumeric system for automatic operation in
low density airport tovers and terminal facilities
fFAA-NA-73-5W] p06«9 N73-32516
Air traffic control evaluation to determine
feasibility of combining smaller aircraft into
gaps on flow of normal traffic to increase
effectiveness of terminal facilites
f FAA-AFS-500-1] p06i)9 H73-32517
Performance and environmental tests of National
Air Space Enroute Stage air traffic control system
fFAA-BA-73-55] p06«9 N73-32518
Air traffic control problems created by
introduction of large numbers of STOL aircraft
into high density terminal area
P0665 1173-32956
Development and characteristics of t-D guidance
system for traffic control of STOL aircraft
operating in congested areas
P0665 N73-32957
Systems analysis of problems created in terminal
area by application of short takeoff aircraft
for providing high speed, short haul air
transportation service
p0665 N73-32958
Evaluation of large screen display for automated
oceanic air traffic control applications
MFAA-ND-73-75] p0675 H73-33568
Operational evaluation of ARTS 2 radar
alphanumeric display sub-system
rFAA-NA-73-77] p0675 N73-33569
Restructuring of oceanic air traffic control
airspace jurisdictional boundaries in presence
of satellite system
[FAA-BD-73-59]
 P0675 N73-33570
Computer model of Los Angeles, California air
traffic control situation to predict conditions
expected by 1982
[AD-765153] p0675 N73-33571
AI8 THAHSPOBTATIOH
Low noise STOL aircraft as solution for short haul
transportation, discussing German, British and
Swedish industrial development efforts
P0654 A73-10468
Monopoly, concentration, and competition in the
air transportation industry of the United states
P065H A73-10568
The technical evolution of air transport in the
seventies - European contribution to this
evolution
P0660 A73-11702
Rigid airships as versatile and ecologically clean
STOL aircraft, discussing computerized
structural analysis, nuclear propulsion and
radar guidance systems
P0665 A73-12596
Airlines passenger transportation profitability,
discussing relationships between service
guality, load factor and operating costs
pOOKS A73-13575
Airship design for short-medium distance heavy
payload transport, describing honeycomb skin
construction, power plant installation and
hovering loading/unloading operations
P0058 A73-1H825
Air transportation system planning - Progress in
noise reduction.
p0059 A73-1U895
Book - The local service airline experiment.
P0090 A73-16360
European regional airports planning for short haul
point-to-point air transport and international
airports congestion alleviation
p0090 A73-16565
Prototype development for irny personnel and
equipment airborne mobility, considering various
aircraft conceptual designs feasibility relative
to logistics reguirements
fSAE PAPER 7208161 p0092 A73-16658
Air transportation systems problems - The airport
operators' view.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-6] p0102 A73-17602
Long range air transportation technical and
economic future prospects, discussing passenger
and cargo developments, noise reduction and SST
technology
[AIAA PAPEB 73-14] p0102 A73-17607
Supersonic transportation inauguration by
Concorde, discussing technological, economic and
environmental aspects
[AIAA PAPEB 73-16] p0102 A73-17609
Review of New York Airways helicopter operations.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-25] pf>103 A73-17614
Economic performance and cost problems in civil
air transport maintenance and engineering
guality control related to selling price trends
P01C6 A73-17888
VIOL aircraft and short-haul transportation.
p(!1f8 A73-18150
Air-terminal gueues under time-dependent conditions.
pC118 A73-20375
Bussian book on passenger aircraft and air
transport design covering technical and economic
efficiency, airbus concept, weight and size
problems and aft-mounted engine design
p01U9 A73-2C377
Monograph - System analysis of the air-ground
transportation interface problem at Bangkok
International Airport.
P0109 473-20382
Hass air transportation development in Sweden,
discussing flight scheduling, fare structure and
guiet STOL aircraft introduction in 1980s
p0151 A73-2061P
Benefit-cost analysis of delay reduction with STOL.
CASCE PREPRINT 1507] pC153 A73-21000
Co-existence of scheduled and charter services in
public air transport.
P0189 A73-23123
Short haul air travel with Intermodal Automated
Transfer system for integrating ground
transportation to allow passenger to stay in
seat from origin to destination
p(M91 A73-23653
Productivity estimates of the strategic airlift
system by the use of simulation.
P0192 A73-2377U
Commercial air transportation prelections,
discussing mass transportation, international
fare structure and exchange of rights, security
and technology
P0196 A73-2K616
Russian book - Network planning and control of air
transportation.
P0198 A73-2«92U
Dusseldorf airport passenger terminal facilities
project, considering handling capacity, building
and wide bodied jet traffic reguirements
P0230 A73-25206
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Malno-Sturup airport facilities layout, discnssinq
passenger terminal, lounges, baqqaqe and carqo
bandlinq, ATC school, etc
p023Q 473-25207
Begularization of the legal status of
international air charter services.
P0239 473-26349
Carqo air transport Beans selection procedure,
suqqestinq methods for economic evaluation of
time savinqs
P0243 473-27066
Methodologies for the analysis of transport
requirements with particular regard to the
aeronautic case
p0243 473-27070
Air transportation direct and indirect costs
analysis, considering cruising speed, flight
time, aircraft design and manufacture and fuel
expenses
P0286 A73-28950
Airports: Challenges of the future; Proceedings of
the Airports Specialty Conference, Dallas, Tex.,
March 7-9, 1973.
P0287 A73-29101
Projections of the O.S. airline fleet in the early
1980-s.
P0288 A73-29102
Bole of the air line pilot in air transportation.
P0288 473-29105
Status of short haul air transportation.
p0288 A73-29108
Central regional airport planning,, compatibility
and construction/operational costs for
freight/passenger transport service in response
to future economic grovth
P0288 A73-29109
Air transport and commercial aviation
developments, including revenues, passenger
traffic statistics, charter flights and fare
levels
P0292 A73-29383
Leqal conseguences resulting from transportation
in airline traffic in the case of missing,
deficient or not coverage-equivalent contractual
basis
P0297 A73-30293
Commercial air transportation in France - National
administration and aviation enterprises
p0297 473-3029U
Book - International bibliography of air law
1900-1971.
P0297 J73-30362
Subgrade strengthening of existing airfield runways.
P0340 A73-31388
Dallas/Fort Worth airport layout and facilities,
describing runway arrangement, passenger,
baggage and carqo services, access roads and
internal transportation system
P0349 A73-32362
STOL operational impact on ATC system support,
considering short haul metropolitan and rural
transportation modes, landing/takeoff facilities
and all-weather operational reliability
P0358 473-32547
Air carqo transportation qrowth since 1915 with
comparison to concurrent air passenger
evolution, predicting future trends
P0358 A73-32555
International regional rental system for air
transportation ground installations and route
services, discussing ICAO recommendations
P0363 473-32971
Charters, the new mode - Setting a new course for
international air transportation.
P0366 A73-33101
Anglo-American Aeronautical Conference, 13th,
London, England, June <l-8, 1973, Proceedings.
P0367 473-33176
Canadian air transportation survey, outlining
history of other modes, transportation
investment trends, modal traffic distribution,
STOL applications, airline social services and
marketing
P0367 A73-33177
Short haul y/STOL air transportation social and
economic aspects in comparison with ground
transportation modes, emphasizing convenience
and freguency of service
P0369 473-33193
City center heliport design and location for
scheduled intercity helicopter services,
discussing terminal facilities, economic
factors, elevated sites, etc
P0420 473-34444
Helicopters for business executive transport
between cities or to isolated locations, police
use, ambulance service, etc
P0120 473-34*115
Ground and air transportation noise propagation
and effects, including aircraft engines,
airfoils, sonic booms, auto traffic, railroads,
subways, seismic noise and vibration
P0421 473-34160
The financing of essential communication,
navigation and terminal aids.
P0424 473-34535
4irtransit - The Canadian demonstration interurban
STOL service. -a
CS4E PAPEB 7303561 pO«31 473-34704
The possible future of air transport and the
airports
P0449 473-35665
Aircraft with air cushion landing system for off
airport transport of goods and passengers
p0504 473-37679
4CLS eguipped vehicles in inter-city transportation.
p0505 473-37686
Area navigation technology for air transportation
in OSA, discussing present systems and
projections as related to airline and F44
activities
P0512 473-37807
4ir transportation economic efficiency as function
of fuel consumption, cruising flight speed,
altitude range and load factor /payload/
p0519 473-38118
O.S.S.B. laws and regulations regarding civil air
transport eguipment operations and maintenance,
considering personnel training and safety
p0519 473-38119
Calculation of the plan for the transportation
performance with the aid of electronic data
processing
P0520 473-38121
Aircraft noise consideration for environmental
compatibility, airport development, short haul
and supersonic air transport and legislation and
regulation problems
[4144 P4PEB 73-795] p0522 473-38368
Maximum air transportation.service with minimum
community noise.
C4I44 P4PEB 73-796] p0522 473-38369
Aircraft ground station site evaluation based on
disseminating time synchronization
effectiveness, utilizing computer modeling for
communication links and airspace population
P0562 473-40033
Bussian book - Economic efficiency and planning of
air freight transportation.
P0573 473-41294
Europlane QSTOL economical solution to noise and
congestion problem in short and medium haul
transport
P0577 473-41862
Land-air-sea intermodal cargo container movement
procedures and eguipment design standardization
to meet air transportability requirements
[4SHE P4PEB 73-ICT-30] p0622 473-43493
Public air transportation service needs for
nonurban areas, considering low traffic density
problem, operational reguirenents and future trend
f4SME P4PEB 73-ICT-72] p0623 473-43498
Short takeoff and landing /STOL/ aircraft
technology developments for high density air
transport, discussing lift system, handling,
airfoil design, acoustics and operating economics
P0623 473-43520
Dirigible airship design, operations, payloads,
cargo transportation and surveillance applications
P0627 473-44223
The translantic charter policy of the United States.
P0628 473-44575
Proceedings of conference on ride gualities of
air, surface, and water vehicles with emphasis
on human factors engineering for comfort in
transportation
[H4S4-TH-X-2620] p0668 N73-10012
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Analysis of current knowledge regarding ride
quality factors in passenger transportation and
development of criteria based on human factors
engineering
p0668 H73-10013
Guidelines and criteria for developing ride
quality in air transportation based on external
and internal environment conditions
p0668 H73-1001U
Analysis of research activities conducted to
determine criteria foe passenger comfort in
various methods of transportation
p0669 N73-10024
Effects of intraurban V/STOL commuter system on
economic, social, and physical environment on
San Francisco Bay area
[HAS6-CR-1144921 P0077 F73-12982
Traffic environment and operational procedures for
intercity SIOL transportation system["HASA-CB-1145231 P0077 H73-12990
Analysis of criteria foe establishing air
transportation curricula in community college
based on manpower requirements and industrial
needs
P0088 H73-13969
Besearch on air transport with VIOL and ST01
aircraft
[POBL-1352]
 P0121 H73-14977
Findings and recommendations of Aviation Advisory
Commission on long range needs of aviation—
Vol. 1
fPB-215803] P0215 1173-18983
Analysis of special problems and issues involved
in the long range of aviation with emphasis on
noise pollution created by aircraft operations -
Vol. 2
fPB-2158041 p0215 N73-18984
Economic analysis of high density short haul air
market to show aircraft reguirements, engine
development, and funding sources
CNAS&-CH-2227] p0217 K73-19017
Proceedings of synposiua on flight operations and
air traffic control to show problems affecting
airports, general aviation, air traffic
controllers, and governmental agencies
fDLB-HITT-72-24] p0223 N73-19623
Analysis of airport operations to show importance
to community, effect on environment, and
application of new technologies for airport
development
P0223 H73-19625
House hearings on air passenger fees, related
taxation, and government regulation of
commercial airline operations
p0265 N73-20970
Design and development of vertical takeoff
aircraft configuration for use with air
transportation services between major population
centers
P0302 N73-21916
Survey of passengers flyinq from Dulles Airport,
Virginia during one year period to obtain cross
section of typical passengers and destinations
> p0304 S73-21925
Analysis of trans-Atlantic aircraft movements for
1970 - 1971 period to establish base line for
passenger forecasts
p0305 H73-21935
Operational decision model for making conditional
weather forecasts for airlift supply task
[AD-755403] p0313 N73-22601
Forecasting demand potential for STOL transportation
[HASA-CB-114572] p0315 N73-22932
Analysis of guiet turbofan short takeoff aircraft
for short haul air transportation to show
research and development regnirements and
advanced technology benefits - Vol. 2
fNASA-CR-114613] p0402 1173-25066
Application of program evaluation and review
technigue for planning and management of air
transport operations
tNASA-TT-F-742] pO«02 1173-25067
Problems of air transport economics and efficiency
of air transport utilization in USSR
fNASA-IT-F-741] p0403 H73-25069
Definition and evaluation of three basic
alternative national aviation systems based on
forecasted increases in aviation demands
fPB-215533/1 ] pO»04 H73-25081
Planning of short haul air transportation system
based on computer simulation of various concepts
fFAA-QS-73-21 p0466 873-26026
Tables of data for airline economic impact
computer model - vol. 2
CAD-749491] . p0477 H7.3-26989
Program definition study for improvement of short
haul air transportation to show development
requirements and operational constraints - Vol. 2
[FAA-QS-73-1-VOL-2] p0492 H73-27869
Role of air transportation in sparsely developed
areas including cost estimates
CPB-219293/8] p0493 N73-27880
Design, development, and characteristics of guiet
tnrbofan short takeoff aircraft for short haul
air transportation - Vol. 2
tHASA-CR-114607) p0536 N73-27899
Marketing survey to determine acceptance and
utilization of STOL aircraft for short-haul air
transportation system - Vol. 4
(HASA-CB-114609] p0536 H73-27901
Analysis of economic factors affecting operation
of STOL aircraft for short-haul air
transportation system - Vol. 5
CNASA-CR-114610] p0536 M73-27902
Systeis analysis of guiet turbofan STOL aircraft
for short-haul air transportation operations -
Vol. 6
fNASA-CR-114611] p0537 N73-27903
Rational Transportation Safety Board studies in
aircraft and surface transportation safety
P0604 N73-30909
Analysis of regional aviation system for Southern
California with extension to system of global
airports to cope with future reguirements
P0617 N73-31607
Economics, traffic demand, and community
acceptance of short haul air transportation
system in California Corridor - Vol. 1
rHASA-CR-114634-VOL-l] p0654 1)73-32842
Economic factors, financial management, production
and marketing for air transport industry
[NASA-CR-135634] p0654 N73-32848
Federa-l Government participation in development of
OS air transportation system
P0655 M73-3285C
Marketing and cost effectiveness in air
transportation economics
p0655 N73-32855
Economic efficiency in pricing of air transport
services
P0655 N73-32856
Demand factors in air transportation marketing
PC656 H73-32863
Analytical forecasting methods for air passenger
traffic
P0656 1173-32864
Patterns of behavior of airlines and air
travellers in air transportation network and
effects on use of satellite airports
P0657 H73-32876
Airport establishment and operation with emphasis
on regional planning, social factors, and
economic forces
P0658 N73-32877
Procedures for conducting air traffic forecasts
with emphasis on socio-economic and demographic
characteristics of population
p0658 N73-32879
Organization, responsibilities, and functions of
Civil Aeronautics Board in determining award of
air routes to air lines
P0658 N73-32880
Analysis of economic factors involved in air cargo
operations and air cargo market development
pC658 N73-32881
Analysis of factors involved in developing market
for air cargo services
P0658 H73-32882
Analysis of air freight rate problems to define
roles of Civil Aviation Board and domestic air
carriers
P0658 1173-32883
Evaluation of new forms of air transport service
for improving short haul air travel market
p0659 N73-32887
Federal policy establishing guidelines for OS
participation in international air
transportation services
1IB BATEB IHTBBACTIOHS SUBJECT IBDBX
p0659 H73-32902
Improving air transportation to lov density
population regions
fSiSA-CB-11i»48i»] PC660 S73-32905
Proceedings of conference on short takeoff and
landing aircraft to determine aerodynaaic
characteristics and short hanl transportation
applications
fHASA-SP-320) P0662 N73-32934
Analysis of short-haul air transportation
requirements to include aircraft development
programs, economic factors, and environmental
considerations
p0662 H73-32935
Technical and economic aspects of airship
transportation
rDLB-BITT-72-17] p0670 H73-32989
Application of airships to air transportation,
noting cost effectiveness
p0670 H73-32991
Use of energy in transportation and inplications
for future
fP-5025] p0678 H73-33921
AIB BATES IBTEBACTIOHS
Feasibility of infrared laser/sonar beam
communication system between submarine and
aircraft and effects of air water interaction
fAD-746106] ' p0682 N73-11156
AIBBOBHE EQOIPHEHT
HI AIRBOBNB/SPACEBORNE COBPOTEBS
An airborne instrument system for atmospheric
boundary-layer research.
P065U A73-10498
Computerized airborne mnltilateration radar with
wide-beam antenna and narrow pulsewidth for high
resolution terrain image mapping
p0657 A73-11479
Feasibility model of airborne ac synchronous
generator with rotating superconducting field
winding, comparing predicted performance, size
and weight with conventional technology
p0661 A73-11827
Airborne radar set for weather surveillance,
independent landing monitoring, ground
visualization and collision avoidance
pC662 A73-11854
Onboard IL5 eguipment reliability in integrated
airborne all-weather landing system
P0662 A73-11855
Airborne synthetic aperture /hologram/ radar
maximum ambiguity range extension by using
additional receive-only antenna ahead of
transit-receive unit
PC095 A73-16817
Ground based and airborne collision avoidance
systems comparison, discussing
interrogator/transponder concept, pilot warning
indicator, and air traffic handling capacity and
economics
pC143 A73-18900
Minimum performance standards - Airborne distance
measuring eguipment /DUE/ operating within the
radio-frequency range of 960-1215 megahertz.
P0146 A73-19575
Airborne visible laser optical communication
experiment between high altitude aircraft and
ground station, discussing tracker-transmitter
eguipment and atmospheric effects on performance
p0190 A73-23395
Airborne IB 32 cm observatory, discussing
atmospheric transmission and guiding methods to
overcome aircraft instability effects
P021JO A73-26503
Airborne fire protection equipment.
p0282 A73-28171
VLF/Omega digital airborne area navigation system
evaluation tests, discussing transmitting
stations and system performance
P0285 A73-28904
Kichelson shearing interferometer with
piezoelectric scanner for atmospheric optical
mean transfer function measurements from
airborne platform, using laser or white light
sources
P0290 A73-29332
The role, of the airborne traffic situation display
in future ATC systems.
p0295 A73-29897
Enssian book on aeronautical electric and
electronic materials covering physicocheaical
properties of magnetic, dielectric, conductor,
semiconductor, polymer, ferritic, thin film and
composite materials
p0297 A73-30357
Development and testing of ballnte
stabilizer/decelerators for aircraft delivery of
a 500-lb munition.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-1185) p0343 A73-31467
AEIHC-573 recording system - Application to
maintenance
p0352 A73-32462
French civil aviation inexpensive C band landing
system with ILS angular coding and simplified
onboard eguipment for STOL and Alpine airports
p0353 A73-32D67
Analysis of the reliability of airborne material
in an airline company - Objectives and methods
p0356 A73-32495
All-weather landing technology and economics,
considering ground and airborne equipment and
benefits and costs
P0358 A73-32553
Vibration and shock gualification testing-of an
airborne early warning radar.
P0366 A73-33137
Avionics systems simplification for cost, weight
and space reduction, considering ease of
maintenance, failure points reduction and flight
director/autopilot computers and couplers
elimination
p0369 A73-33187
UB-57F aircraft with instrument package for
nuclear test detection and upper atmosphere
research, discussing range, altitude, speed,
payload capacity and onboard equipment
[AIAA PAPEB 73-510] p0376 A73-33548
Airborne air to air and air to ground fire control
radar systems for all-weather fighter aircraft,
emphasizing cost effectiveness through
modularity and commonality
P0379 A73-34041
Book - Recommended basic characteristics for
airborne radio homing and alerting egnipment for
use with emergency locator transmitters /ELT/.
p0421 A73-34475
Digital synchronization of synchronous collision
prevention systems in aviation
P0421 A73-34480
Turbo and jet powered general aviation
aircraft-borne weathervision memory radar system
with digital processing technigue to eliminate
direct view storage tube
fSAE PAPER 730316] p0428 A73-34674
A scheme for estimating aircraft velocity directly
from airborne range measurements.
p0435 A73-34873
Digitally integrated cockpit simulation facility
for display systems and avionics to plan
mission/human program and airborne egnipment
requirements
p0446 A73-35236
Features of a high voltage airborne
superconducting generator.
pOifi|7 A73-35254
Cosmic rays airborne dosimetry from Concorde
aircraft, noting passenger and crew
radiobiological hazards at supersonic flight
altitudes
p0459 A73-36908
Airborne IBP alignment using acceleration and
angular rate matching.
p0518 673-360*8
Airborne digital data link terminal for commercial
airlines' use.
p0526 A73-38756
Midair collision avoidance strategies for ATC
improvement, discussing relative effectiveness
of structural airspace, airborne and
ground-based systems based on OS statistics
P0562 A73-40030
Development programs status report on airborne
planar, conformal and distributed aperture
phased array antennas for use in radar and
communication systems
p0568 A73-40646
Instrumentation for remote sensing solar radiation
from light aircraft.
A-48
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P0586 473-13161
Land-air-sea intermodal carqo container movement
procedures and equipment design standardization
to meet air transportability requirements
fASHB PAPEB 73-ICT-30J p0622 A73-43493
Power supply for aircraft data acquisition system
time display nnit using dc to dc converter
"•
:
 • - [ABL/HB-HOTE-332] p0672 H73-100«9
Impact of technological development on airborne
data acquisition system and ground data
processing station
p067« N73-10457
Systems planning for improved airport surveillance
radar eguipment using dual airborne antenna
switching for air traffic control
fFAA-BD-72-136] P0209 F73-18176
Characteristics of large, lightweight,
saddle-coil, superconducting dipole magnet for
airborne magnetohydrodynanic generators
P0219 N73-19038
Airborne C band pulsed transmitter for instrument
• * landing system
• p0307 1173-22086
High altitude measurement of atmospheric pollution
from aircraft engine exhaust gases
rNASA-TH-X-68221J p0312 B73-22581
Feasibility analysis and planning for two aircraft
television transmission over Federal Bepublic of
Germany
rDLfi-HITT-73-09] p0324 N73-23235
Characteristics of airborne area navigation
equipment and application to air traffic control
functions
P0330 H73-23698
Development and characteristics of microwave
landing system with emphasis on functional
design reguirements for airborne eguipment
p0331 N73-23705
Development and application of Airborne Traffic
and Situation Display for improved air traffic
control
CPB-215714/7] P0410 H73-25715
Evaluation of pilot assurance value of airborne
display device for monitoring air traffic in
high density terminal airspace
rAD-749280] p0470 N73-26267
Error reduction in two-gimbal, airborne search
radar system
fAD-760551] P0484 1173-27131
Airborne research management and shuttle sortie
planning
[SASA-TtI-X-62287] . p0618 B73-31729
Digital synchronization of airborne collision
avoidance systems
[DGLB-PAPEB-73-012] p0649 1173-32519
AIBBOBHE TBHHAIH ANALYSIS
0 TEBBAIH ANALYSIS
AIBBOBHE/SPACEBOBHE COHPOTEBS
Airborne associative parallel array digital
computer built with BOS LSI technology for size
and weight reduction, discussing design and
applications
P006C 173-15065
Computet-controlled software diagnosis of an
airborne computer.
p0151 A73-20677
Optimal aircraft go-around and flare maneuvers.
p0289 A73-29217
Hardware integration and improved operation of the
flight control system.
P0299 A73-30932
Area navigation computer TCE-71 A system,
discussing central control display and data
entry units, inputs/outputs and operating.modes
p0352 A73-32455
Minicomputer application to in-flight control of
A300-B airbus engines, describing computational
procedure for lo» pressure compressor stage BPM
limit /N 1 limit/
P0354 A73-32477
Operational readiness and maintenance testing of
the B-1 strategic bomber.
p0377 A73-33631
Development of a low-cost flight director system
for general aviation.
tSAE PAPEB 730331] P0429 A73-34684
Integrated Propulsion Control System program.
CSAE PAPEB 730359] p0432 A73-34707
Hilitary aircraft onboard Digital Avionics
Information System for computerized integration
of navigation, guidance, weapon delivery,
cockpit display, communication, flight control
and energy management
P0443 A73-35202
Digital avionics systems software development
trends, considering compatibility and cost
problems in increased use of complex processing
hardware, sensors and displays
P0443 A73-35203
Aircraft onboard computerized avionics and
electrical systems architecture for information
flow and control with maximum efficiency,
flexibility, modularity and minimum maintenance
P0443 A73-35204
Dnconventional digital avionics black box approach
for cost reduction and reliability improvement
in terms of packaging, component coding and
hardware qualification prograis multiplicity
P0443 A73-35205
Strapdown air navigation with dry inertial
instruments and high speed general purpose
digital computer predicting system performance
by position error analysis
P0444 A73-35211
LH-33 airborne inertial navigation system with low
cost precision instruments and miniaturized
digital computer, noting built-in calibration
and test capability for minimizing maintenance
P0444 A73-35212
Lou cost data processor and display for ICNI,
DHE/TACAN, LOBAN or range/range difference radio
navigation systems in aerospace applications
P0444 A73-35213
Digital fly by wire flight control system with
airborne digital processor for increased
aircraft survivability, determining redundancy
level to satisfy system performance
P0444 A73-35222
Aerospace multiprocessor for A-7D aircraft digital
fly by wire flight control, discussing design
reguirements, software development and reliability
p0444 A73-35223
Nodular BOS LSI digital data bus system design for
integrated avionics and remote sensors
interconnection in aerospace vehicles
P0445 A73-35232
B-1 aircraft electrical multiplex system.
P0448 A73-35309
Medium speed mass random access memory module to
operate in airborne or tactical field
environment with command and control system
computer
[AD-755937] p0308 H73-22144
Feasibility of advanced digital flight control
system using digital processor as main
computational element
[AD-757271] p0322 N73-230C2
Computerized inertialess guidance system for
aircraft flight control
P0335 N73-23895
Computerized automated avionics system with
electronic display for Comet 4 aircraft navigation
P0335 N73-23896
Serial digital data bus for integrated avionics
system interface
P0335 N73-23902
Display device for integrated let engine
instrument system program
fAD-763440] P0599 K73-3C45C
Airborne computer role in digital flight control
systems, noting systems model, man machine
interface, and integration
P0669 N73r32982
AIBCBAFT
Thunderstorm probability and supersonic transport
safety on flight paths over southern United
States during July
FAD-748798] POT85 N73-13628
Pilot warning indicator system of intruder aircraft
fNASA-CASE-EEC-10226-1] p0164 N73-16483
Computerized aircraft simulation using aerodynamic
coefficient table storage, checkout, and
interpolation routines
f N A S A - T H - X - 6 2 2 2 9 1 p0169 N73-16983
Development of computer programs for design of air
route networks for improved flight safety - Part 1
TFAA-SD-72-118-1-PT-1] p0223 1)73-19613
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Comparison of air pollution from aircraft,
automobiles, buses, tracks, railroads, and
electric trains in OS fron 1910-1980
fFAA-EQ-73-2] P0278 H73-21522
Advanced wiring system for aircraft and space
vehicle application
P0324 H73-23311
Elements and products measurement of inertia of
aircraft weighing up to 300,000 Ibs
fAD-758398] P0327 N73-23546
AIBCEAPT ACCIDEHT IHVESTIGATIOI
In-flight structural failures involving general
aviation aircraft.
P0665 A73-12566
An international review of civil aircraft damaged
or destroyed by deliberate detonation of
explosives /sabotage/ 19611-1972.
P0197 A73-2H708
. Aircraft design and reliability analysis method
based on accidents occurrence investigation by
Franco-British airworthiness authorities, noting
applicability to Concorde aircraft
P0241 A73-26589
Injuries induced by high speed ejection - An
analysis of DSAF noncombat operational experience.
P0360 A73-32664
Light aircraft vertical gust induced structural
failures, analyzing 1960-71 accident reports for
injuries bionechanics and environmental conditions
P0361 A73-32678
Dynamic behavior of light aircraft interaction
with let transport vortex on basis of accident
records and computer simulation
fSAE PAPER 730296] pO<427 A73-34660
SyaposiuB on International Aircraft .Accidents
Investigation, London, England, January 15,
1973, Proceedings.
P0509 A73-37736
International Civil Aviation standards concerning
rights and duties of appointed observers at
inguiry by state of aircraft accident occurrence
P0509 A73-37737
ICAO meeting reports on international aircraft
accident investigation, onboard data recording,
inguiry process and low-safety interface
P0509 A73-37738
Annex 13, sabotage and malicious acts against
aircraft - Practical problems.
P0509 A73-37740
Systems for collision avoidance - An overview.
P0524 A73-38467
Corporate aircraft accident analysis to reduce
accident rate, examining seasonal and diurnal
statistics, aircraft types, runway conditions,
crew factors and maintenance defects
P0530 A73-39219
Selected aircraft accident reports for civil
aviation in 1971
fNTSB-BA-72-3] p0068 N73-12034
AIBCBAFT ACCIDENTS
International convention on damage caused by
aircraft concluded 1952 in Rone, proposing
revision to include damages before takeoff,
after landing and during flight
P0654 A73-10566
Age control evaluation of Buna B elastomers by ANA
Bulletin 438, using shelf aging and crashed
aircraft case studies
P0041 A73-13026
Characterization and suppression of aircraft and
fuel fires.
fWSCI PAPER 72-26] PC093 A73-16688
Significant elements of an effective search,
rescue, and survival system.
P0197 A73-2H712
Aircraft and ground eguipment damage during ground
handlind operations, discussing repair costs and
out-of-service time
P0197 A73-24715
Weather condition caused aircraft accident
avoidance, considering meteorological factors of
air temperature, humidity, cloud formation, fog,
haze, precipitation and visibility deterioration
P0283 A73-28554
Aircraft accident prevention problems, considering
pilot judgement errors, factory skill
degradation, training, lightning and structure
factors and air bag use
P0291 A73-29349
Behavioral stress response related to passenger
briefings and emergency warning systems on
commercial airlines.
P0359 A73-32660
Airplane accident survival, discussing cabin
safety, fire protection, crashworthiness,
emergency evacuation and crash landing in water
pO<!15 A73-34079
Low level wind shear and clear air turbulence
effects on flight safety and aircraft accidents
p0416 A73-34084
Digital synchronization of synchronous collision
prevention systems in aviation
P0421 A73-34480
FAA General Aviation Crashworthiness Program.
fS4E PAPER 730293] pO«27 A73-34657
A consistent crashworthiness design approach for
rotary-wing aircraft.
[AHS PBEPBIHT 781] pOM41 A73-35094
Seminar on Accident Analysis and Prevention,
Beirut, Lebanon, June 26-28, 1973, Working
Documents.
pO«59 A73-36845
Aircraft accident statistics for passenger
fatalities, worldwide jet hull losses and
estimated costs to suggest proposals for
approach, landing and takeoff accident reduction
P0459 A73-36846
Engraved foil, photographic and En flight
recorders in aircraft accident investigations,
discussing readout, processing and analysis
P0459 A73-36848
Crew discipline factors in aircraft accident
statistics, linking pilot-related accidents to
crew carelessness, flight regulation infractions
and nnfamiliarity with flight conditions
P0530 &73-39216
Bedncing approach and landing accidents.
P0581 A73-42523
Aviation law development regarding ATC influence
on legal liability for aircraft accidents,
analyzing controller error influence or
liability determination
P0635 A73-45444
Compilation of accident reports involving
corporate executive aircraft during 1970
[PB-210247] p0671 N73-10040
Development of statistical-probabilistic method of
collision probability calculation and
application to arbitrary flight paths and
vehicle shapes
tAD-744722] p0672 H73-10046
Inflight incident involving number two engine
failure on DC 10 aircraft near Tucson
International Airport, Arizona on 2 May, 1972
[NTSB-AAB-72-29] p0069 N73-12035
Investigation of midair collision between
commercial DC 9 aircraft and Harine Corps F-4B
aircraft at Duarte, California on 6 June 1971
[NTSB-AAR-72-26] pOC69 N73-12037
Investigation of aircraft accident involving Beech
aircraft performing air taxi service to Boise,
Idaho on 20 Feb. 1972
CmSB-AAR-72-25] p0071 N73-12050
Aircraft accident and incident reports for general
aviation during 1970
[NTSB-BA-72-5] p0079 N73-13015
Compilation and analysis of selected OS civil
aviation accidents for calendar year 1971
[KTSB-BA-72-4] P0080 H73-13017
Aircraft accident prevention analysis of air
taxi/commuter operations to identify safety
factors and enhance safety of operations
[NTSB-AAS-72-9] p0112 H73-14016
Aircraft accident investigation of Boeing 727
crash near Juneau, Alaska, 4 Sept. 71
[NISB-AAR-72-28] p0112 873-14017
Analysis of OS general aviation accidents caused
by stalls and spins for period 1967 to 1969
[NTSB-AAS-72-8] p0112 H73-14018
Investigation of aircraft accidents involving OS
general aviation turbine powered aircraft for 1970
CNTSB-AtlH-72-6] p0112 H73-14019
Compilation of selected aircraft accident reports
for OS Civil Aviation operations during calendar
year 1970 - Issue 5
[PB-211158] . p0117 H73-14047
Investigation of crash of L-1011 aircraft near
Biami, Florida on 29 Dec. 1972
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p0126 N73-15024
Investigation of OS Army DH-1 helicopter accidents
where orientation errors were contributing
factor during fiscal year 1969
rAD-749695] p0130 H73-15059
Aircraft accident involving Lear jet model 25 at
Victoria, Texas on 18 Jan. 1972
rPB-2124841 p0133 N73-15076
Crash of DC-8 aircraft during takeoff from
Anchorage International Airport, Alaska on 27
Nov. 1970
tNTSB-AAB-72-12] p0159 N73-15999
Incident involving collision of Boeing 727
aircraft with landing light system at Atlanta
International Airport, Georgia on 21 Dec. 1971
fNTSB-AAR-72-221 p0159 N73-16000
Bibliography of aircraft accident reports for OS
civil aviation operations during calendar year
1971
fHISB-BA-72-6] P0159 H73-16001
Bibliography of aircraft accident reports for OS
civil aviation operations during calendar year
1971
rNTSB-BA-72-7] P0159 H73-16002
Aircraft accident involving DH-114 aircraft during
attempted landing at Hercedita Airport, Puerto
Bico on 24 June, 1972
[NTSB-AAB-72-311] p0159 N73-16004
Aircraft accident involving DC-9 aircraft landing
at Fort Lauderdale, Florida airport in marginal
veather conditions on 18 Hay, 1972
fSTSB-AAH-72-31] p0159 N73-16005
Aircraft accident involving Beechcraft 18 aircraft
on air taxi flight from Cleveland, Ohio airport
on 22 June, 1972
[NTSB-AAR-72-33] P0160 N73-16006
Investigation of disappearance of Cessna 310
aircraft on flight between Anchorage and Junean,
Alaska on 16 Oct. 1972
rHTSB-AAR-73-11 P0173 N73-17018
Analysis of factors affecting crashworthiness of
light aircraft to show nature of damage to
aircraft and hazards to flight crews
[FAA-TR-FS-70-592-120A1 p0203 N73-18032
Investigation of correlation between pilot
disorientation and DH-1 helicopter accidents
tAD-753208] p0205 N73-18049
Statistical analysis of engine failure/malfunction
accidents for US fixedwing aircraft of general
aviation category during 1965 to 1969.
fSTSB-AAS-72-10] P0217 H73-19015
Analysis of general aviation activities in Germany
and recommendations for flight control
procedures to reduce aircraft accident hazards
P0223 B73-19626
Statistical analysis of aircraft accidents
occurring in OS civil aviation during calendar
year 1971
CNTSB-BA-73-1] p0253 N73-20015
Inflight incident involving separation of cargo
compartment door on DC-10 aircraft near Windsor,
Ontario, Canada on 12 June, 1972
rmSB-AAR-73-2] p0273 N73-21061
Aircraft accident involving Boeing 707 aircraft at
San Francisco, California airport following
rejected takeoff on 13 Sept..1972
tNTSB-AAR-73-41 p0274 N73-21062
Aircraft accident involving crash of Turbo
Commander aircraft following takeoff and
climbout from Greater Pittsburgh Airport,
Pennsylvania on 14 Aug. 1972
[HTSB-AAE-73-51 p0305 N73-21936
Analysis of aircraft accidents occurring in OS
Civil Aviation operations during calendar year
1972
fNTSB-APA-73-13 p0319 N73-22980
Aircraft accident involving attempted takeoff of
Sabre Mark 5 aircraft at Sacramento, California
airport on 24 Sept. 1972
[HTSB-AAR-73-6] P0319 N73-22985
Analysis of aeromedical factors, leading to midair
collisions and recommended actions to avoid
collisions
rAD-758189] . p0322 1173-23005
Aircraft accident involving crash of Cessna 182
aircraft near Duluth, Minnesota airport on 8
Nov. 1972
fNTSB-AAR-73-10] P0322 N73-23006
Aircraft accident reports of US civil aviation
accidents occurring during calendar year 1972
[NTSB-BA-73-21 P0387 N73-24064
Aircraft accident involving Boeing 707 aircraft
during landing at John F. Kennedy Airport, Mew
lork, 12 Dec. 1972
rNTSB-AAB-73-11] PC387 N73-24068
Aircraft accidents involving OS civil aviation
operations during calendar year 1972 - Vol. 2
CNTSB-BA-73-3] pC402 N73-25064
Aircraft accidents involving DS civil aviation
operations in calendar year 1971
[PB-214412/9] P0403 N73-25078
Aircraft accident involving midair collision of
Convair 340 and DHC-6 near Appleton, Wisconsin
on 29 June 1972
rNTSB-AAR-73-9] p0465 1173-26016
Aircraft accident involving crash of DC-9 aircraft
during landing following go-round at Fort north,
Texas Airport on 30 Hay 1972
[NTSB-AAR-73-3] p0465 N73-26017
Aircraft accident involving crash of Fairchild
Hiller FH-227b aircraft near Albany County
Airport, New York on 3 March 1972
tNTSB-AAR-73-8] p0465 N73-26018
Beports of aircraft accidents occurring in OS
civil aviation operations during calendar year
1972 - Issue 3
fNTSB-BA-73-4] p0465 1173-26020
Statistical analysis of aircraft accidents and
incidents occurring to OS civil and commercial
aircraft during calender year 1971 -
Supplemental Issue
CNTSB-BA-73-5] , p0466 N73-26028
Aircraft accident involving Lear jet aircraft
following takeoff from Atlanta, Georgia Airport
on 26 Feb. 1973
[NTSB-AAB-73-12] p0467 N73-26036
Analysis of self-destructive tendencies created by
psychological stress and relationship to
aircraft accidents
[FAA-AH-73-5] p0479 N73-27016
Statistical analysis of aircraft accidents
•occurring in OS civil aviation operations during
calendar year 1972 - Issue 4
fNTSB-BA-73-61 p0480 N73-27024
Analysis of factors affecting approach and landing
of aircraft under visual conditions to show
causes of misjudgement resulting in aircraft
landing accidents
CNASA-TT-F-15054] p0548 N73-28980
Aircraft accident involving crash of TD-144
aircraft at Paris Air Show in 1973
fNASA-TT-F-150621 p0548 N73-28982
Aircraft accident involving L-1011 aircraft crash
near Miami, Florida on 29 Dec. 1972 during
examination of suspected nose gear malfunction
[HTSB-AAB-73-14] p0548 N73-28984
Probability of aircraft crashing into Boardman
nuclear power plant
[PB-220715/7] P0601 N73-30662
Aircraft accident involving ground collision of
DC-9 and CV-880 aircraft at 0 Hare International
Airport, Chicago, Illinois on 20 December, 1972
fNTSB-AAR-73-15] p0607 1173-30945
Aircraft accident involving crash of Boeing 737
 ;
aircraft during instrument approach to
Chicago-Midway Airport, Illinois on 8 December
1972
[NTSB-AAR-73-16] p06C8 N73-309U7
Aircraft mounted crash location transmitter for
emergency signal transmission after crashes
[HASA-CASE-BFS-16609-2] p0611 N73-31084
Statistical analysis of aircraft accidents
occurring in OS Civil Aviation during calenadar
year 1972 - Issue 5
tNTSB-BA-73-7] p0639 N73-31942
Aircraft accident involving Boeing 707 aircraft
following aborted takeoff at Kennedy
International Airport, New York, on 13 August,
1972
tNTSB-AAR-73-7] p0639 N73-31943
Analysis of flight crew errors contributing to
aircraft accidents on P-3 and F-4 aircraft for
improved air safety
TAD-764868J p0643 N73-31979
Test data and description of unsymmetrical crash
analysis computer program for improved
helicopter structural crashworthiness analytical
A-51
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and desiqn techniques - Vol. 2
fAD-764986] p0644 N73-31986
Computer program and mathematical model for
predicting dynamic response of helicopter in
accident involving vertical and lateral impact
fAD-764985] p0671 K73-32996
AIBCBAFT ANTENNAS
Influence of the nonidentity of the antennas of a
Doppler speed neter on the accuracy of its
operation
p0194 A73-2II386
Flush mountable elliptically polarized low
silhouette blade antenna for aircraft,
describing polarization and radiation
characteristics
P0242 A73-27043
Factors relating to the choice of antenna
characteristics for the aircraft terminal in an
aeronautical satellite
communications/surveillance system.
p0247 473-27654
The disc antenna - A possible L-band aircraft
antenna.
p02H7 A73-27655
A radiating element giving circularly polarised
radiation over a large solid angle.
p0248 A73-27656
An analysis of helicopter rotor modulation
interference.
p03U7 A73-31731
Light aircraft-borne low cost phased array X band
radar and display design requirements for
weather detection and ground mapping
p0351 A73-32U51
French VOR system with single type equipment for
operation on site at performance levels to meet
ICAO standards, emphasizing antenna desiqn
p0351 A73-32453
Nonimage glidepath antenna desiqn for ILS system
within international civil aviation convention
specifications
P0352 A73-32463
Badio noise from towns - Measured from an airplane.
P0504 173-37675
OHF airborne antenna diversity combiner for signal
reception using correlation -technique for phase
variation removal to improve SSE and gain
P0526 A73-38725
A single-plane electronically scanned antenna for
airborne radar applications.
PC568 A73-40684
Physical design considerations for airborne
electronic-scanning antennas.
P0568 A73-I10685
Antenna radiation-pattern measurement using model
aircraft.
PC577 A73-41841
Controlled magnetic and electric excitation of
airframe of LOH-6A helicopter and measurement of
impedance, radiation patterns, and bandwidths
[AD-757143] PC320 N73-22992
Improvements in design of BF communication systems
for naval aircraft
fAD-759709] pOt06 N73-25200
Radiation characteristics of grounded slotted
dielectric slab
fAD-7601291 p0468 N73-26165
Analysis of antenna radiation patterns of radio
antennas installed on aircraft using high
frequency solutions
P0484 N73-27098
Radiation from apertures in curved panels
fNASA-CS-2263] p0484 N73-27110
Voltage standing wave ratio measurement and
evaluation of aircraft antenna systems
rAD-761031] p0485 N73-27161
Measurements on high and low gain L band aircraft
aerials using transmissions from high altitude
balloon
fRAE-TR-73008] p0551 N73-29102
Communication antenna isolation
FFAA-IiD-73-941 P0595 N73-30119
Dielectric lightweight aircraft radar antenna array
fAD-764685] P0644 N73-32131
AIRCRAFT APPROACH IHSTHOBBHTS
0 APPROACH INDICATORS
AIRCRAFT APPROACH SPACISS
Recent advances in aircraft noise reduction.
P0288 A73-2910K
Aircraft terminal approach and entry spacing
systems supported by automated terminal radar
using area navigation techniques
P0451 A73-35852
Heterinq and spacing with computerized AETS III
. ATC system, discussing display for heading,
speed and altitude commands
P0523 A73-38462
Discrete address beacon system /DABS/ data links
and digital communication between ground based
ATC computer and aircraft for IFR-VFH conflict
detection and safety separation
P0524 A73-38466
Numerical anlaysis of optimal control and
sequencinq of air traffic control operations in
near terminal area
P0331 N73-23701
Analysis of short takeoff and landing aircraft
landing guidance systems and application of air
traffic control procedures for improved sequencinq
P0331 B73-23703
Analysis and recommendations concerning relaxation
of.spacing requirements for independent IFR
parallel approaches into closely spaced runways
[HTR-6282] p0540 N73-28129
AIRCRAFT BASES
D MILITARY AIE FACILITIES
AIRCRAFT BRAKES •
NT LEADING EDGE SLATS
NT TRAILIKG-EDGE FLAPS
NT IING FLAPS
Speed brake in carbon fibre composite construction.
pOOSO A73-13920
Transport aircraft wheels and brakes operational
cost minimization, discussing contributory roles
of governmental regulations /FAA/, aircraft
manufacturer, supplier and user
fSAE PAPER 720867] p0092 A73-16650
Aircraft antiskid system technical history and
evolution, presenting frequency response of
three-way confiquration
[SAE PAPER 7208681 P0092 A73-16651
Optimization of commercial transport airplane
stoppinq systems.
[SAE PAPER 720872] p0093 A73-16671
Aircraft brake design and materials, considering
thermal, mechanical, friction and wear
characteristics of Be, steel, graphite and
carbon composites
p0154 A73-21688
Design and simulation of an aircraft brake using a
digital computer.
P0292 A73-29385
Russian book - Aircraft wheel and braking system
designs.
P0510 A73-37768
Design and development of lightweight wheel
braking equipment.
. [SAKE PAPER 995] p0517 A73-37894
Evaluation of aluminum runway surface concepts as
possible aid to aircraft braking
[NASA-TN-D-7186] p0204 N73-18040
AIRCRAFT BREATHING APPARATUS
D BREATHING APPARATUS
AIRCRAFT CABINS
0 AIRCRAFT COHPAHTHENTS
AIRCRAFT CARRIERS
Suitability of the CL-84 tiltwing aircraft for the
sea control ship system.
fSAE PAPER 720852] p0092 A73-16660
Harrier trial operations onboard Sea Control Ship
/SCS/ D.S.s. Guam as model for future V/STOL
aircraft-aircraft carrier systems
fSAE PAPE8 720853] p0092 A73-16661
Full-scale fire tests on a simulated aircraft
carrier flight deck.
[BSCI PAPER 72-31] p0093 A73-16684
V/STOL aircraft testing for .the sea control ship
environment.
[AIAA PAPER 73-810] p0501 A73-37466
The Navy SEIOLS program and its potential
applications to Navy aircraft.
pOSOK A73-37680
Carrier landing simulation for pilot visual
perception, describing Fresnel lens optical
landing system, periscopes, cockpit equipment
and glide paths
(AIAA PAPER 73-917] p0569 A73-40865
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The translantic charter policy of the United States.
p0628 A73-4U575
Carrier based air traffic control system with
enroute tra-jectory optiaization capability and
conputer-aided marshal reassiqnoent procedure
fAD-7118302] p0086 N73-13651
Development of fliqht path optimization procedure>
to minimize fliqht time of aircraft returning to
aircraft carrier
fSD-7119326] P0086 N73-13653
Analysis of simulated aircraft landing approach to
aircraft carrier to determine display system
requirements and to evalute dangerous conditions
UD-7510761 P0165 N73-16635
Flight control improvement of F-8 aircraft
relative to carrier takeoff and landing
CBD-753010] p0205 N73-18052
Test plan for extending service life of E-2A
arresting gear
rAD-75«7521
 P0257 S73-2028H
Laboratory hook bounce test for E-2A arresting
gear A-frame
(AD-754753] P0257 N73-20285
Hook bounce test of C-2A aircraft arresting<gear
A-frame
[AD-75K077] p0258 B73-20288
Test plan for extending life of Cr2A arresting
hook A-frame to 3000 arrested landings
TAD-754076] p0258 N73-20289
Simultaneous eguation production functions for
decisions pertaining to sea—based tactical air
resources
pOim N73-26612
Approach abort optimization in control of aircraft
carrier landings
fAD-761617] , - p0538 N73-2791I1
Redesign concept for A-7E approach power
compensator system, including longitudinal
feedback
rAD-761K58) P0543 N73-28742
Turbo-type energy absorber for aircraft carrier
arresting gear
[4D-7615021 P0596 N73-30226
Statistical analysis of aircraft carrier wave-off
situation based on deck motion and aircraft
approach geometry
rAD-7611516] P0610 N73-30967
AIBCBAFT COtlflUHICATIOg
NT AERONAUTICAL SATELLITES • , :
Hultisatellite systems for transoceanic aircraft
communications and ATC, discussing day and night
operations, cost-benefit optimization and-
adaptive technigues for capacity augmentation
p0656 A73-11201
Experimental validation and design refinement
program for air-ground-air data link based on
automatic time division multiplex transmission
of air traffic messages
pO.661 A73-11852
Ground reflection multipath effects on airborne
communications.
P0061 A73-15439
Mathematical model for multipath transmission in
aircraft and spacecraft communications,.
presenting Bayes detector for binary PSK
P0061 473-15462
S-61N helicopter all-weather IFE operation for
North Sea oil rigs supply and harbor pilots
transportation, describing onboard
instrumentation, navigation and communication
systems
p0095 A73-168U7
The Aeronautical Satellite Programme - ATC aspects.
p01»3 A73-191U1
Satellite systems for mobile communications and
surveillance; Proceedings of the International
Conference, London, England, March 13-15, 1973.
p02«7 A73-27652
Factors relating to the choice of antenna.
characteristics for the aircraft terminal in an
aeronautical satellite
communications/surveillance system.
P0247 A73-2765H
The provision of ground station facilities for an
aeronautical satellite system.
P0218 173-27658
The use of satellites for aircraft communications
and air traffic control.
P0246 A73-27666
Factors affecting the frequency chosen for
aircraft to satellite communications.
p02t8 A73-27667
Hessaqe organisation in the ground segment of an
aeronautical satellite system.
pP2!|8 473-27668
Satellite communication channels assiqnment to
ships and aircraft, considering automated
digital calling method for ship-to-shore
communication
PC2U8 A73-27670
Satellite communication systems for long haul air
transport operations, discussing political,
operational/technical and economic problems
pC2«8 A73-27671
Balloon-aircraft ranging, data, and voice
experiment.
P02H8 A73-27680
Overview - The role of communication systems in
air traffic management.
P0293 A73-29876
Historical development of the Air Traffic Control
System.
PP293 A73-29877
Formulation of the air traffic system as a
management problem.
P0293 A73-29878
ATC concepts and air/ground data link requirements
for D. S. airspace structure in 1980s to support
anticipated Los Anqeles basin traffic densities
in 1995
p0293 A73-29879
U.S. civil and military air-ground communications
development'history and expectations,
considering information exchange, radar beacon
transponders, digital communication and data links
P0293 A73-2988P
The development of the ATC radar beacon system -
Past, present, and future.
PC294 A73-29881
Bit,synchronized discrete address radar beacon
system with ground based U. S. civil interrogator
complex for compatibility with ATC and aircraft
operator services
P029U 473-29882
Operation of current navigation aids and future
prospects.
P029U A73-29883
Ground communications networks for aeronautical
operations.
P0294 A73-29885
Oceanic ATC by application of aeronautical
satellite technology, discussing system design
requirements, performance evaluation and
international program
P029U 473-29888
Military ATC systems and equipment in U.S.
National Aviation System, discussing operations,
organizational and facility interfaces,
communications, navigation, and surveillance
radar requirements
P0294 473-29889
Aeronautical communication technoloqy for civil
ATC system development throuqh 1990s, discussing
SNR design and need for radio channel models
P0291 A73-2989r
Aircraft-satellite multipath communication
characteristics, considering surface scatter,
ionospheric scintillation and refraction and
trophospheric refraction and scatter
P0295 473-29891
Effect of multipath on ranging error for an
airplane-satellite link.
P0295 A73-29892
The use of specialized antenna technology for air
traffic control and communications.
P0295 A73-2989I*
Satellite-aircraft multipath and ranging
experiment results at L band.
P0295 A73-2989E
An efficient multiplexing approach for adaptive
aircraft communications via a relay satellite.
P0295 A73-29895
Hultibeam satellite Effective Isotropic Padiative
Power /EIRP/ for aeronautical communications,
discussing carrier-to-noise density increase and
communication load per channel decrease
pC296 A73-2990!
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Hultipath propagation in aircraft digital
communication vith ground terminal, modeling
received signal for detection and estination
theories applications
P0296 A73-29902
Aircraft onboard data link and Aerosat equipment
integration, considering antenna, dnplexer,
amplifier and receiver systems
P0350 473-32428
VOLMET transmission automation with the aid of the
'DECL4B1 system using a speech synthetizer
p0350 473-32429
Optimal digital modulation technigues for
aeronautical communications via satellite,
considering air navigational systems for
transoceanic flight
P0354 473-32480
Automation of the Yugoslav 4FTH network and its
future expansion
P0355 A73-321182
Procedures and ground methods associated with the
exploitation of a system of aeronautical
satellites
P0355 473-321*88
Aircraft safety engineering for air piracy
prevention, discussing cockpit communication
isolation from passenger compartment
P036C 473-32662
The financing of essential communication,
navigation and terminal aids.
P0424 473-34535
Processing of aircraft data.
P0449 473-35583
Problems related to the operation of an air-ground
data-link system
pOH57 473-36686
4ccurate aircraft trajectory predictions applied
to future en-route air traffic control.
POU61 473-37041
Radiation pattern of a low-freguency beacon
antenna located on a semi-elliptic terrain
irregularity.
p0508 A73-37716
HAS enroute automated flight and radar data
processing, describing communication facilities,
computer complex, software, data entry, display
function and ATC personnel interface
P0524 A73-38464
Adaptive multibeam concepts for traffic management
satellite systems.
P0526 A73-38746
Nultipatb channel characterization for Aerosat.
P0526 473-38755
Airborne digital data link terminal for commercial
airlines' use.
P0526 473-38756
The universal data link system for air/ground
communications.
p0527 473-38757
The ARINC plan for implementing air/ground DATALINK.
P0527 A73-38758
ASTRO-DABS communication system with hybrid
satellite and terrestrial discrete address
beacon system for accurate aerial surveillance
and navigation with reliable data link
P0527 A73-38759
The utility of data link to military aircraft
communication - An operational view.
p0527 473-38760
A rational basis for determining the EMC
capability of a system.
P0527 473-38770
4eronautical/maritime satellite borne two-way
L-band transponder weight and power limitation
effects on channel capacity
pC'532 473-39771
Symposium on Electromagnetic Interference in
Aircraft, London, England, February 15, 1973,
Proceedings.
p0574 A73-H1691
Electromagnetic interference and compatibility
control in aircraft communication, discussing EF
current, voltage, impedance and SNR measurement
technigues
P0575 473-41692
The susceptibility of modern aircraft instrument
systems to interference in the HF band.
P0575 473-41694
4ircraft communication and electronic equipment
design for interference control to meet
electromagnetic compatibility specification
requirements
p0575 473-41695
Electromagnetic compatibility specifications for
aircraft communication and electronic equipment,
discussinq control and test plans, test
facilities, cost effectiveness and British
standard
P0575 473-41696
Electromaqnetic compatibility program for modern
aircraft communication and electronic equipment
design, discussinq control plan, interference
specification, cable separation and final testing
pC575 473-41697
Speech intelligibility in naval aircraft radio
communications
[4D-748202] p0071 N73-12173
Discrete address radar beacon system for aircraft
tracking and traffic control
CF4A-BD-72-117] p0086 H73-13649
Diversity technigues for airborne communications
in presence of ground reflection multipath
fAD-752249] p0176 N73-17178
TAH-TAH system for use during oceanic,
continental, and terminal control area flight
p0332 1173-23710
Improvements in design of HF communication systems
for naval aircraft
[AD-7597091 ' p0406 873-25200
Design of avionics digital frequency synthesizer
with four phase locked loops for aircraft
communication and navigational aids
tAD-759699] p04C7 H73-25238
ESRO AEROSAT experiment usinq stratospheric
balloon-borne transponder to relay signals from
ground station to aircraft flyinq over sea
P0481 N73-27029
System design and test plan for NASA position
location and aircraft communications equipment
at C band using DSNS Vanguard and ATS 3 and ATS
5 satellites
[NAS4-TH-X-70447] p0600 H73-30646
Flight test and evaluation of system for providing
precise time signals to aircraft in flight using
distance measuring (VOE'i'AC) ground station and
cesium beam atomic clock
[F44-N4-73-23] p0601 N73-30652
4IHCHAFT COHPABTHEITS
Aerial photograph distortj.on due to sealed
compartment temperature and pressure effects in
terms of internal refraction
p0108 473-18156
Optimal and preferred listening levels for speech
in aircraft acoustical environments.
P0231 473-25387
Aircraft safety engineering for air piracy
prevention, discussing cockpit communication
isolation from passenger compartment
P0360 473-32662
Aircraft cabin noise reduction through composite
material insulation, discussing engine noise
sources, aircraft fuselage transmission loss
characteristics, vibration damping and sandwich
structures
[S4E P4PER 730339] p0430 473-34690
Engineering design considerations in the noise
control of commercial jet aircraft's vent and
drain systems.
P0497 473-37297
Dynamic buckling of an axially compressed
cylindrical shell with discrete rings and
strinqers.
P0627 473-44377
Application of normal bivariate distributions and
anthropometric correlations for design of
workspaces in aircraft
[4D-754780] p0259 N73-20468
Infliqht incident involving separation of carqo
compartment door on DC-10 aircraft near Windsor,
Ontario, Canada on 12 June, 1972
tNTSB-44B-73-2] p0273 N73-21061
Decomposition products of polyurethane foam
related to 'aircraft cabin flash fires
[4D-763327J p0619 K73-31846
Research and development projects concerning fire
hazards in aircraft cabins and design of
aircraft compartments to provide qreater
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passenger survivability
[FAA-RD-73-146] p0667 N73-32972
4IBCBAFT COHFIGDBATIOBS
Optimum configurations for bangless sonic booms.
p0653 A73-10302
Control configured vehicle /CCV/ technology
application .for fighter aircraft combat control
versatility enhancement, .presenting F-4
analytical, simulation and wind tunnel test
performance results
fAIAA P1PEB 73-1601 P0097 173-16907
Research .on future short-haul aircraft at the NASA
Langley Besearch Center.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-27] . p0103 A73-17616
Preliminary, design of the man-powered aircraft,
Icarus.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-531 . p0104 A73-17629
AH-56A rigid rotor compound helicopter
configuration and handling gualities under
autorotation conditions, discussing flight test
program, piloting descent performance
p0183 A73-22179
Dynamics of variable sweep wing aircraft in the
course of changing geometry. ..,
p0194 A73-24012
Active flutter suppression - B-52 controls
configured vehicle.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-322] p0235 A73-25552
Critigue of paper on supersonic aircraft
configuration with zero wave drag, discussing
tubular outer structure and convergent-divergent
inner duct
P0237 A73-.25798
Swing wing - Modifications in variable geometry
configuration concepts.
P0281 A73-28157
VF1 614 twin-jet short haul aircraft, discussing
layout, auxiliary power supply system for ground
handling independence, surface movements
maneuverability and low noise characteristics
P03I19 A73-32365
Automated prediction of light aircraft performance
and riding and handling qualities.
[SAE PAPER 730305] p0428 A73-34666
Key factors in developing a future wide-bodied
twin-"let transport.
[SAB PAPER 730354] p0431 A73-34702
The C-401, a STOL transport for many applications
p0450 A73-35666
V/STOL hydraulic controls including internal and
external blown jet flap and augment,or wing,
describing integrated flight control actuator
packages and aircraft configuration
P0450 A73-35851
Computation of three dimensional flows about
aircraft configurations. . .
p0452 A73-36158
Engine-over-tbe-wing noise research.
UIAA PAPER 73-631] p0453 A73-36190
Review of current sonic boom studies.
P0455 A73-36393
Aircraft fuselage structure weight estimation
method assuming bending, shear, torque and
internal pressurization loading for
skin-stringer-shallow frame types
fSAWE PAPER 981] ' p0516 173-37887
A computer-aided design procedure to approximate
aircraft area curve shapes.
[SIWE PAPER 982] . p0516 A73-37888
Characteristic overpressure of a supersonic
transport of given length in a homogeneous
atmosphere.
P0517 A73-38006
Europlane QSIOL economical solution to noise and
congestion problem in short and medium haul
transport
p0577 A73-41862
Airport runway and taxiing surfaces modifications
for heavy and supersonic aircraft demonstrated
by aircraft static and dynamic landing loads and
physical dimensions
P0633 A73-45199
Computer model for determining economic impact of
aircraft retrofit on airlines
TFAA-EQ-72-4-VOL-1] ,p0687 N73-11988
Quiet Engine Program technology application to low
noise aircraft development .
P0066 N73-12013
Analysis of weight and inertia, aerodynamic
derivatives, control characteristics, and
stability augmentation systems for various
military and civilian aircraft
[N1SA-CR-2144] P0069 N73-12039
Flight tests to determine buffet characteristics
of four high performance aircraft during
transonic maneuvers
PC125 N73-15017
Digital computer program for parametric analysis
and optimization performance aircraft
configurations and propulsion concepts
P0128 N73-15035
Evaluation of fluid dynamics of aircraft stalling
to determine effects of three dimensional flow,
wing sweep back, and high lift devices
fAGARD-AR-49] p0201 N73-18023
Analysis of integrated airframe and engine
configuration for hypersonic transport at 70,000
feet altitude and Bach 6.0
fNASA-CR-112300] p0253 N73-20022
Analysis of requirements, instruments, and
procedures for measurement of aircraft
temperatures up to Mach 2.3 and altitudes up to
80,000 feet
rAG1RD-AG-160-VOL-2] P0259 N73-20499
Proceedings of conference on rotary wing aircraft
developments to include operational experience,
flight tests, and evaluation of structural
concepts
[JGARD-CP-121] P0267 N73-21008
Characteristics of quiet turbofan short takeoff
aircraft for short haul air transportation and
analysis of economic and sociological factors
affecting operation Vol. 1
[NASA-CH-11K612] p0402 B73-25065
Hind tunnel stability tests to determine static
longitudinal and lateral characteristics of
full-scale model of light, single engine, high
wing aircraft
tHASA-TN-D-7149] P0402 N73-25068
Design and development of SIOL and V/STOL aircraft
to show design requirements, performance
characteristics, and air traffic control problems
[PB-217102] p040« N73-25085
Design of dual fuselage aircraft with pivoting
wing and horizontal stabilizer to permit yawing
of wing in flight for high speed operation
fNASA-CASE-ARC-10470-1] p0463 H73-26005
Aircraft configuration for reducing effects of
nose-down pitching moments due to high lift
forces, loss of trim lift, and engine-out yawing
moments
[NASA-CASE-LAR-11252-1] p0463 N73-26007
Development of aircraft configuration for
reduction of jet aircraft noise by exhausting
engine gases over upper surface of wing
[NASA-CASE-LAR-11087-1] p0464 N73-26008
Analysis of influence of engine response
characteristics on approach and landing
performance of aircraft equipped with externally
blown flap
rNiSi-TH-X-62265(2)] p0465 N73-26022
Proceedings of conference on military applications
of V/STOL aircraft to include current and
proposed research projects to meet military
reguirements
rAGARD-CP-126-VOL-1] p0478 N73-27000
Review of V/STOL aircraft research and development
programs to increase effectiveness of aircraft
and develop mission improvements
P0478 S73-27001
Flight test and evaluation of CL-84 tilt-wing
V/STOL aircraft with application to specific
military roles
POU78 S73-27007
Design, development, and evaluation of Boeing 727
aircraft nacelle to conform to upper noise
reduction goals
rFAA-RD-72-40-VOL-2] pOfSO N73-27C17
Calculation of three-dimensional boundary layer
flows on aircraft and space shuttle configurations
[HASA-CE-2285] p0487 N73-27214
Wind tunnel tests to determine effects of modified
engine nacelle on stability and control
characteristics of DC-9 aircraft with emphasis
on deep stall regime
fSASA-CR-121220] pC537 N73-27904
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Hind tunnel tests to determine effects of slot
spoilers on longitudinal and lateral aerodynamic
characteristics of twin enqine light aircraft
rNASA-TN-D-7315] p0592 H73-30033
Theory for predicting sonic boon intensity and
techniques for sonic boot suppression
fFAA-RD-73-4] p0639 N73-319II4
Nozzle geometry and forward velocity effects on
noise for CTOL engine-over-wing concept
rNAS»-TH-X-71<l53] p0676 H73-33742
AIBCBAFT COHSTBOCT10B
0 AIRCEAFT STRUCTURES
AIRCRAFT COBTBO1
HT HELICOPTER CONTROL
A French collision-avoidance system of
time-freguency type - Critical analysis of test
results
fONERA, IP NO. 1086] p0651 A73-10227
Optimum position of the center of gravity of a
passenger plane in cruising flight
pC658 A73-11649
Aircraft performance augmentation through control
configured aircraft design based on artificial
stabilization instead of inherent aerodynamic
static stability
rDGLR PAPER 72-0911 p0659 A73-11675
Problems of the integration of aircraft and flight
control system in the case of new approach
procedures
fDGLR PAPER 72-096] p0660 A73-11698
Handling characteristics in roll of two light
airplanes for steep approach landings.
pOO«8 A73-13701
Application of geometric decoupling theory to
synthesis of aircraft lateral control systems.
P0048 A73-13703
The optimal control of merging aircraft-derivation
of the hybrid air traffic controller.
P0056 A73-14H89
Russian book on aircraft control systems covering
radio communication and navigation, automatic
guidance and landing and homing and radar tracking
p006t A73-15964
Russian book on aircraft landing control
automation covering radio beacons,
communications equipment, instrument landing
tralectories, flight control, autopilot,
atmospheric disturbances and display systems
pC06« A73-15966
Russian book on 11-18 aircraft practical
aerodynamics covering aerodynamic
. characteristics, performance, controllability,
stability and flight safety
P006U A73-15968
Flight vehicle /FV/ control optimization taking
into account control-function and
phase-coordinate constraints
P0090 A73-16415
Some structure synthesis problems for systems
controlling the three-dimensional motion of
orbital-aircraft in the earth's atmosphere
p0090 A73-161118
Control configured vehicle /CCV/ concept
application to fighter aircraft design for
con bat maneuver capabilities and versatility
enhancement, using fly by wire technology
fSAE PAPER 720854] PC092 A73-16662
Reorganization of airplane manual flight control
dynamics.
P0094 A73-16707
Optimal flight control system design for aircraft
with large flight envelopes, using optimal
control theory with limited measurement feedback
fAlAA PAPER 73-1591 p0097 A73-16906
Control configured vehicle /CCV/ technology
application for fighter aircraft combat control
versatility enhancement, presenting F-4
analytical, simulation and wind tunnel test
performance results
filAA PAPER 73-1601 p0097 A73-16907
Flight control technigues for advanced commercial
transports.
FAIAi PAPES 73-30] pOIOt A73-17618
A flight control system for STOL aircraft.
P0148 A73-20171
Russian book - Control of aircraft and helicopter
flight.
P0149 A73-20381
Recent advances and applications in the prediction
of pilot acceptance of aircraft flying qualities.
P0150 A73-20586
Nonlinear programming in design of control systems
with specified handling qualities.
p0151 S73-20588
The effect of servomechanical control and
stability systems on the flutter behavior of
aircraft
rDFVLB-SOHDDH-272] . • ,p0231 A73-25349
Active flutter suppression - B-52 controls
configured vehicle. : '
CAIA1 PAPER 73-322] . p0235 A73-25552
Ilyushin 62 aircraft horizontal stabilizer
structural design and control, discussing
mounting hardware and electrically driven
servomechanism
• . p0237 A73-25795
Advanced flight control systems - power-by-wire
and fly-by-wire.
P0238 A73-26272
Practical quadratic optimal control' for systems
with large parameter variations. ' , • ' • •
P0245 A73-27166
Response-optimum control of the angular and
torsional oscillations of,an elastic flying wing.
P0247 A73-27459
European airbus A300B aircraft flight tests and
onboard instrumentation in certification
program, illustrating desk layout, control and
display panels
P0281. A73-28159
Russian book on aircraft, rocket and spacecraft
control systems design methods covering ground
and onboard systems synthesis, performance
estimates, system effectiveness, etc,
P0297 A73-30353
Hardware integration and improved operation of the
flight control system.
P0299 A73-30932
Russian book - Radio devices for flight vehicle
control systems.
p0349 A73-3.2421
Pilot-electronics-control surfaces as feedback
loop for aircraft flight control, discussing
. instruments, pilot training and aircraft flying
gualities
-; . P0353 A73-32472
Electronic systems as piloting aids in Concorde
SST, disc.ussing flight controls, trim computer,
antostabilizer, autopilot and automatic engine
control
P0354 A73-32474
Book - Methods for estimating stability and
control derivatives of conventional subsonic
airplanes.
P0371 A73-33423
Control of, turbofan-.lift engines for VTOL aircraft.
f A S H E PAPEE 73-ST-20] p0373 A73-33I196
Book - Flight dynamics of rigid and elastic
airplanes. Parts 162.
p0420 A73-34451
Problems concerning the implementation of an
integrated flight control system, giving
particular attention to curved flight path
profiles
[DGIR PAPER 73-030] p0424 A73-34498
Control-configured general aviation aircraft.
(SAE .PAPER 730303] p0428 A73-34664
Application of advanced control system and display
technology to general aviation.
fSAE PAPER 730321] p0429 A73-34679
Development of a low-cost flight director system
for general aviation.
TSAE PAPEE 730331] p0429 A73-34684
Civil STOL aircraft engine thrust reverser and
fast selection control system designs for high
performance, low specific weight and acoustic
compatibility requirements
CSAE PAPER 730358] pO«31 A73-34706
Integrated propulsion Control System program.
fSAE PAPER 730359] p0432 A73-34707
Y/STOL aircraft pilot-in-loop flight
control/display system to overcome pilot
limitations with performance and decision making
flexibility enhancement
TABS PREPRINT 722] p0438 A73-35063
Flight simulator evaluation of control moment
usage and reguirements for V/STOL aircraft.
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flHS PBEPRINT 743] p0439 173-35076
Flight test and deaonstration of digital
multiplexing in a fly-by-wire flight control
system.
p0445 A73-35225
Liquid crystal approach to integrated programmable
digital displays and aircraft control,
considering flat panel digital-matrix display
p0446 173-35234
Feedback control configured vehicles ride control
system design for B-52 aircraft load alleviation
and mode stabilization daring flight through
atmospheric turbulence
p0446 A73-35245
Digital V/STOL flight simulation test procedures
for aircraft navigation, guidance and control,
detailing display device panels, flight path
simulation and software configuration
P0451 A73-35853
Analytical design of aircraft manual control
systems.
P0456 A73-36601
Computerized design for moving—base three man
aircraft flight simulator servocontrol,
considering disturbance torgues, damping ratios,
natural freguencies, load acceleration and
smoothness
p0458 A73-36833
Analysis of the aerodynamic characteristics of
devices for increasing wing lift. Ill -
Influence of ground proximity on the aerodynamic
characteristics of the flaps
P0461 A73-37022
B-52 control configured vehicles ride control
analysis and flight test.
[1111 PAPER 73-782} p0499 173-37452
Two man crew cockpit design for commercial 737 ^et
transport aircraft, discussing pilot vision,
control and display panels and avionics
disposition
P0508 A73-37729.
Russian book - Hydraulic ducts of control systems
in aviation: The effects of external factors.
Shop testing, and reliability.
P0510 A73-37766
Decoupling longitudinal motions of an aircraft.
p0518 A73-38033
Identification of YT-2B stability and control
derivatives via the maximum likelihood method.
PC518 A73-38043
A comparative evaluation of the application of
several aircraft parameter identification
methods to flight data - vith emphasis on the
development of rational evaluation criteria.
P0518 A73-38044
The sensitivity of optimal flight paths to
variations in aircraft and atmospheric parameters.
P0518 A73-38051
The effect of ice formation on the stability and
maneuverability characteristics of aircraft
P0519 173-38117
Study of control system effectiveness in
alleviating vortex wake upsets.
full RAPEH 73-833) P0527 A73-38776
An approach to the synthesis of separate surface
automatic flight control systems.
fllll PAPER 73-834] p0527 A73-38777
A 'type one1 servo explicit model following
adaptive scheme.
[IIAI PAPER 73-8621 P0528 A73-38800
Application of direct side force control to
commercial transport.
fAIll PAPER 73-886] p0529 A73-38822
Direct side-force control for STOL transport
aircraft.
[111! PAPER 73-887] P0529 173-38823
Fly-by-wire digital F-8C aircraft control system
using Apollo guidance, navigation and control
hardware, emphasizing interface design and fault
detection
p0561 173-40027
Nonlinear trajectory-following and cpntrol
technigues in the terminal area using the
Microwave Landing System Navigation Sensor.
P0562 A73-40038
Ground based microwave landing system for aircraft
navigation, guidance and control in terminal
area, discussing system requirements for flight
safety
PP563 A73-40047
Influence of the effectiveness of let vanes on the
characteristics of VTOL aircraft
P0566 A73-40401
Washout circuit design for
multi-degrees-of-freedom moving base simulators.
fAHA PAPEB 73-929] p0569 A73-40876
Visual cues and six degree of freedom motion
flight simulation for F-4 aircraft energy
maneuvering performance, discussing pilot
evaluations
till! PAPER 73-934] p0570 A73-40880
Flight simulation reguirement in artificial
stabilizer design for VTOL aircraft flight
control system, noting agreement with flight tests
P0577 A73-41751
A new approach to gust alleviation of a flexible
aircraft using an open loop device
[ONERA, TP NO. 1236) p0580 173-42219
Compensation of the longitudinal-trim and altitude
control systems of an aircraft
P0585 173-42949
Design of multivariable adaptive model following
control systems.
P0621 173-43288
Closed loop linear control system synthesis
possibility under condition of incomplete
information on state vector with application to
aircraft longitudinal motion
P0627 173-44329
Total In-Flight Simulator for X-22A aircraft based
on variable stability-and-control system concept
for reliability design
P0632 173-45153
Bibliography of research on aircraft sidearm control
tAD-745863] p0671 N73-10039
Analysis of weight and inertia, aerodynamic
derivatives, control characteristics, and
stability augmentation systems for various
military and civilian aircraft
fNASA-CR-2144] pOC69 N73-12039
Design, development, and evaluation of fluidic
emergency thrusters for aircraft stabilization
fN1S1-CR-114490] p0069 N73-12C41
Optimal adaptive control of aircraft lateral
dynamics in gust presence using Pontryaqin
principle and cost function
[AlSO-314] pCC70 N73-12046
Stability and control systems for advanced
aircraft flight mechanics and safety
tAGARD-AR-48] pCCSC N73-13018
Improvement in V/STOL aircraft performance with
yaw control augmentation to reduce cross
coupling effects
[AD-749489] p0083 H73-13C46
Development and characteristics of automatic
control system for aeroelastic aircraft using
optimal gain in stabilization loops
[AD-750501] p0131 N73-15061
Telecommunication jamming of robot aircraft
control system by pulse amplitude modulation or
pulse time modulation
fFOl-3-C-3649-66] pC133 N73-15188
Analysis of controllability and steady-state
response of parallel-redundant flight control
systems
TN1S1-CR-130354] p0158 N73-15998
Development of aircraft control systems based on
operator performance, adaptive displays, and
coupling of manual with automatic control
[1D-751306] p0162 N73-16C26
Summaries of papers presented to conference
concerning aircraft stability and control
[AGARD-CP-119] pC!170 N73-16989
Design criteria for satisfactory stability and
control of military aircraft
p0171 N73-16996
Influence of load and wing load distribution on
lateral and longitudinal maneuverability of
aircraft
p0171 N73-16998
Calculation of induced load effects on
controllability of rigid and flexible aircraft
P0172 N73-17C04
Prediction of aeroelastic hinge moment effects on
stability and control
P0172 N73-17006
Criteria for designing manual control system for
military transport aircraft
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P0172 N73-17007
Influence of powered controls on stability and
maneuverability
p0172 H73-17008
Artificial stabilization to correct control
deficiencies for high performance aircraft
P0172 N73-17009
Automatic method for determining stability and
control derivatives froe flight data
P0172 N73-17012
Effect of control force gradient on VTOL visual
hoverinq task
rNASA-TM-X-622301 p0173 N73-17015
Application of modern control theory to design of
optimum aircraft controllers
rNASA-TH-X-62208] P0173 H73-17016
Analysis of response of constant-attitude aircraft
to atmospheric turbulence
fNASA-CR-2204] P0202 N73-18025
Hind tunnel tests of bloving on circular cylinders
applied to aircraft control and braking at Ion
speeds
rAFC-CP-1232] p0215 H73-19000
Aircraft control system for rotary King aircraft
fNASA-CASE-ERC-10439] p0215 N73-19004
Proceedings of conference on flight test
technology to analyze results of flight test and
comparison with data obtained using flight
simulators for short takeoff aircraft
fDLR-HITT-72-18] p0216 H73-19005
Comparison of simulation and flight test results
for automatic short takeoff aircraft landing
system
P0216 H73-19006
Determination of aircraft aerodynamic
characteristics under captive flight conditions
and description of test equipment
p0216 N73-19010
Aircraft and spacecraft hand controllers for yaw,
pitch, and roll
rNASA-CASE-MSC-1239lt-1 ] p0255 N73-20041
Situational display system of cathode ray tubes to
assist pilot in aircraft control
rNASA-CASE-ERC-10350] p0259 H73-20«74
Application of maximum likelihood criterion and
optimal input design for analyzing flight test
data to obtain aircraft stability and control
derivatives
rNASA-CR-2200] P0275 N73-21071
Engine and control problems of light aircraft
P0318 N73-22972
Analysis of manual control theory of vertical
situation displays for short takeoff aircraft
rNASA-CR-11«620] P0386 H73-2U061
Flight tests to determine longitudinal aerodynamic
parameters of P-1127 aircraft with vectored
thrust control
fHASA-TN-D-7296] p0387 N73-24066
Hind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic
characteristics of vectored thrust V/STOL
fiqhter aircraft in transition speed range
rNASA-TN-D-7191 ] v pOUOO N73-25047
Hind tunnel stability tests to determine static
longitudinal and lateral characteristics of
full-scale model of light, single engine, high
wing aircraft
rNASA-TN-l>-71ll9] P0402 H73-25068
Computer programs for design of aircraft control
systems based on FORTRAN subroutines for
qeneratinq aircraft transfer functions in six
degrees of freedom
fAD-758781] pO<(03 K73-25075
Computerized design of aircraft control
optimization stabilization systems
rNASA-CR-133002) PC408 N73-25653
Development of aerodynamic control system to
control flutter over large ranqe of oscillatory
frequencies using stability augmentation
technigues
fNASA-CASE-IAR-10682-1] pO«63 N73-2600*
Aircraft configuration for reducing effects of
nose-down pitching moments due to high lift
forces, loss of trim lift, and engine-out yawing
moments
C 1IASA-CASE-LAR-11 252-1 ] pCU63 N73-26007
Aircraft accident involving crash of DC-9 aircraft
during landinq following go-round at Fort Horth,
Texas Airport on 30 May 1972
fHTSB-AAR-73-3] pO«65 1173-26017
Analysis of influence of engine response
characteristics on approach and landing
performance of aircraft equipped with externally
blown flap
(HASA-TH-X-62265<2) ] pO»65 N73-26022
Equations of motion and response curve fitting
method for determining transfer function
coefficients of longitudinal aircraft notion
tDLB-FB-73-39] pO«67 B73-26031
iind tunnel tests to determine effects of modified
engine nacelle on stability and control
characteristics of DC-9 aircraft with emphasis
on deep stall regime
[NASA-CB-121220] p0537 H73-27904
Handling characteristics of V/STOL aircraft based
on data obtained from flight tests, simulator
operation, and analytical studies
TAGARD-H-577-PT-2) p0537 1173-27906
Development of analog hardware for flight control
system design to control aircraft with uncertain
parameters
[NASA-CH-133U16] p0537 H73-27909
Development of feedback control in tilt rotor-
aircraft using swashplate cyclic and collective
controls in addition to direct lift control -
Vol. 7
tNASA-CR-114600) p0589 B73-30011
Development of theory for adaptive control of
aircraft in atmospheric turbulence using
stochastic identification method
[AD-763739] p059» N73-30051
Application of active control technology for
suppression of flutter with analysis of effect
on B-52 aircraft configuration
[NASA-TH-X-2909] p0603 H73-30864
Development and characteristics of system for
integrated control of engine power and
aerodynamic configuration of aircraft during
landing approach
[BASA-CASE-ARC-101156-1] p0606 N73-30938
Longitudinal stability and control derivatives of
IB-70 aircraft to compare flight test and
theoretical data
fNASA-IB-X-2881] p0607 H73-30940
Hind tunnel and rotor whirl cage tests to
determine stability and control parameters of
scale model of tilting rotor aircraft model -
vol. 6
CNASA-CH-114615/] p0608 H73-30950
Design of aircraft lateral flight director
[DLR-FB-72-44] P0608 1173-30953
Electronic display devices in aircraft control,
noting pilot activation and VTOL control
f DLR-BTTT-72-04] p0671 H73-32998
Extrapolation predictive displays for manual path
and position control of VTOL aircraft
P0671 N73-33000
AIRCRAFT DESIGH
NT HELICOPTER DESIGN
Hultivariate analysis applied to aircraft
optimisation - Some effects of research advances
on the design of future subsonic transport
aircraft.
fDGLE PAPER 72-093] p0659 A73-11661
Aircraft performance augmentation through control
configured aircraft design based on artificial
stabilization instead of inherent aerodynamic
static stability
fDGLR PAPER 72-094] p0659 A73-11675
Aircraft industry design and development costs
prediction, using Honte Carlo model to determine
effect of poor estimates
P0662 A73-11860
Electric generator inside turbojet or turbofan
aircraft engine to reduce need for external
gearbox, simplifying nacelle assembly and
increasing aircraft design flexibility
tAIAA PAPER 72-1056] pOOH3 A73-13387
Aircraft aftbody/propnlsion system integration for
low drag.
[ A I A A PAPER 72-1101] pOOUS A73-13U20
Aft-end design criteria and performance prediction
methods applicable to air superiority fighters
having twin buried engines and dual nozzles.
tAIAA PAPER 72-1111] poous A73-13U26
Subsonic commercial transport aircraft reduced
noise and increased cruise Bach number effects
on nacelle design in terms of inlet, fan, cowl
and nozzle
A-58
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fAIAA PAPEB 72-120U1 pOO«6 A73-13U88
Optimum desiqn for air superiority fiqhter, noting
conventional, .delta and coupled canard vinq
confiqurations and SAAB Viggen aircraft
pOOSO A73-13922
Liqht combat aircraft with hover capability.
pOOSO A73-13923
An advanced concept in electrical power
distribution control and management.
pOOSO A73-139H5
Integrated engine-airframe desiqn with fuselaqe
boundary layer inqestion for subsonic-transonic
cruise, discussing STOL thrust control via
variable pitch fan for landing
. P0051 A73-1IH28
Viscous interaction in integrated supersonic
intakes.
P0053 A73-1IH49
Rates of change of flutter Hach number and flutter
frequency.
POOS* A73-1IH88
SST aircraft wing design for sonic boom avoidance
and noise reduction in airport vicinity,
describing aerodynamic characteristics from wind
tunnel and flying model tests
pOCSf A 7.3-14673
Airship desiqn for short-medium distance heavy
payload transport, describinq honeycomb skin •
.construction, power plant installation and
hovering loadinq/unloadinq operations
P0058 A73-10825
Airfrane structural' testing and safety desiqn for
military aircraft, discussing static, dynamic
and fatique tests and environmental effects
. . . p0059 1173-11(865
Choices for the future - An industry viewpoint on
prototyping.
f S A E PAPEB 7208118] P0092 A73-16659
Control confiqured vehicle /CCV/ concept
application to fiqhter aircraft design for
combat .maneuver capabilities and versatility
enhancement, usinq fly by wire technology
r.SAE PAPER 720851; 1 P0092 473-16662
Aerodynamic technology developments including
advanced transonic airfoils, low-drag/high-lift
systems and stability augmentation for.transport
aircraft performance, economics and noise
improvements
fAIAA PAPER 73-91 p0102 A73-1760«
Aircraft structural engineers prospects in
commercial' aircraft design, discussing markets,
technology escalation and cost effective
structural development
fAIAA PAPEB 73-19) p0103 A73-17612
Structural design of future commercial transports.
TAIAA PAPER 73-201 ,p0103 A73-17613
Flight control techniques for advanced commercial
transports.
T A I A A PAPER 73-30] p010» A73-17618
Preliminary design of the man-powered-aircraft ,
Icarus.
TAIAA PAPER 73-53] p0104 A73-17629
Sonic boom reduction through aircraft design and
operation.
CAIAA PAPER 73-21*11 . poios A73-17666
Technical and economical analysis of various QSTOL
concepts
r.DGLR PAPER 72-0551 pdos A73-17675
Aircraft radone design mechanical, electrical and
aerodynamic reguirenents, taking into account
lightning hazards, electrostatic surface charges
and plastic components deformations ' " • •
pC-107 A73-17997
Multiple purpose STOL aircraft for passenger or
cargo transport, discussing design features, • "
performance and market prospects -••'• ;
P0107 A73-17999
Airships design', constructional and operational '
characteristics, discussing aerodynamics, flight
control, performance and trim ' ;.'••.
P0109 A73-18510
Russian book on passenger aircraft and air • •"
transport design covering technical .and economic
efficiency, airbus concept, weight and size i
problems and aft-mounted engine design
,,. p01<»9 A73^20377
Optimisation in construction of the Jaguar and'
other military aircraft.
P0152 A73-209«7
A proposed design for the construction of a VTOL
simulator
P0153 A73-21219
L-1011 Tristar - Design development.
P0151 A73-21574
Formula-one air racing history, aircraft designs
and characteristics and low cost amateur
constructions
p015"l A73-21689
Fighter aircraft snrvivable flight control system
design and flight test philosophy, present
status and trends, considering fly-by-»ire and
power-by-wire systems
P0183 A73-22177
Air battle fighter aircraft design, discussing
reguired performance characteristics in terms of
lethality, maneuverability, range, visibility,
handling qualities, sortie rate, repairability
and fire control
P0181I A73-22197
P-15 fighter aircraft development, discussing
design and functional features of power plant,
flight control systen, landing gear, flaps,
speed brakes and cockpit
pOISU A73-22198
Russian book on aircraft natural-climatic
environmental factors covering geographic region
adverse effects on design, performance and
maintenance
p0186 A73-22349
Turana drone system design and development for
Australian naval guns and guided weapons
exercises, describing construction and
operational detail s
p0189 A73-23122
Russian book on aviation fundamentals covering
aerodynamics and flight theory, designs,
components, engines and instrumentation of
aircraft, including helicopters, VTOL and STOL
P0189 A73-23220
Civil transport aircraft future design trends,
discussing subsonic, supersonic, hypersonic and
V/STOL aircraft, engine design, fuels and noise
reduction
P0191 A73-23682
Optimization and design of the rear fuselage of
the A 300 B aircraft structure.
P0192 A73-23799
Aeritalia-Boeing passenger aircraft design
features in short, medium and long haul versions
p0195 A73-24474
Breakdown criteria for streamer formation,
electrostatic field analysis and laboratory high
voltage experiments on aircraft initiation of
lightning strikes
P0196 A73-24558
Boeing 727 design and development in response to
airline market requirements, emphasizing
profitability
P0198 A73-24875
Varying-temperature test installation for the
interior design of the Concorde
P0229 A73-25103
Aircraft design philosophies and structural
integrity considerations for reliability without
major NOT and maintenance, proposing research
program for future computerized design
P0229 A73-25128
Military aircraft radome design technology
developments in Sweden, discussing use of glass
fiber reinforced plastics, manufacturing method,
computerized optimization and measurement
technigues
P0231 A73-25300
Taylor series algorithms for computerized
structural design and reanalysis of modified
structures, applying to aircraft fuselage
midsection
fAIAA PAPER 73-338] p0232 A73-25478
Application of computer-aided aircraft design in a
nnltidisciplinary environment.
f A I A A PAPEB 73-353] p0232 A73r25»90
Preliminary design of aircraft structures to meet
structural integrity requirements.
t A I A A PAPER 73-37UJ p0232 A73-25506
An automated procedure for computing flutter.
eigenvalues.
f A I A A PAPEB 73-393] p0233 A73-25522
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Russian book on airplane and helicopter design and
stability covering selection of wing /rotor/
configuration and pover plant, subsystem design,
strength, reliability, lifetiie, etc
P0238 473-26256
Hydraulic powered integrated actuator package
/IAP/ for v/STOL aircraft flight control, noting
advantages in system weight, nechanical
complexity and pover loss reduction
P0238 473-26271
Optimisation of aircraft structures with multiple
stiffness reguirements.
P0239 473-26298
Aircraft design and reliability analysis method
based on accidents occurrence investigation by
Franco-British airvorthiness authorities, noting
applicability to Concorde aircraft
P0241 473-26589
Transport aircraft maintenance program, discussing
safety and reliability correlation with design
P02K1 473-26591
Aircraft design parameters optimization based on
criterial function representing overall
deviation for specifications with application to
subsonic passenger aircraft
P0244 473-27095
iuqmentor wing design and performance tests for
multioission XFV-12 v/STOL prototype aircraft
P0249 473-27731
Light motorized glider-type aircraft design,
development and flight testing, discussing
aerodynamic configuration, structural .design and
performance characteristics
P0249 473-27732
H-15 agricultural turbo-jet aircraft design for
slow low level flight, tabulating dimensions,
weights and performance data
P0281 473-28026
Concorde Olympus 593 azial flow turbojet engine
design, detailing variable geometry intake and
exhaust nozzles, noise abatement, combustion
chamber, gearing and fuel system
p0281 473-28156
Swing wing - Modifications in variable geometry
configuration concepts.
P0281 473-28157
Kneeling landing gear - The C5 variable geometry
development.
P0281 473-28158
The state of the art in light aircraft design.
P0282 473-28179
ftir transportation direct and indirect costs
analysis, considering cruising speed, flight
time, aircraft design and manufacture and fuel
expenses
PC286 473-28950
Critical properties of exterior aircraft finish
systems to protect fastener areas.
TN4CE P4PEE 1171 P0290 473-29317
New inhibited elastomeric finish system designed
by corrosion engineers to solve acute corrosion
problems on military aircraft.
fNACE P4PEE 1181 p0290 473-29318
General aviation aircraft technology developments
based on military and transport aircraft design,
considering cost, complexity and reliability
P0291 473-29348
Design and simulation of an aircraft brake using a
digital computer.
P0292 473-29385
SOKO Galeb 3 cantilever low wing trainer-fighter
monoplane with Bristol-Siddeley Viper 20
turbo-tet engine, describing flight control,
loading gear, fuel system and avionics
P0296 473-30240
Concorde wing and fuselage aerodynamic design
modifications for operational efficiency
optimization from wind tunnel tests and
theoretical computations
P0299 473-30926
Concorde cockpit windows design modifications for
weight reduction and reliability optimization,
discussing transparencies and crew seat movement
P0299 473-30927
Russian book - Practical aerodynamics of the 4n-2U
aircraft /2nd revised and enlarged edition/.
P0346 473-31547
Normal mode solution to the eguations of motion of
a flexible airplane.
P0347 473-31747
Some aerodynamic problees applicable to the light
aircraft ,
p0362 473-32809
Computerized three dimensional calculations of
hypersustained aircraft in viscous potential
flow in terms of boundary layers and wakes
P0362 473-32816
Lightning protection for boron and graphite
reinforced plastic composite aircraft
structures, discussing zonal design concept and
channel intermittent contact with protrusions on
surface
P0365 473-33034
Pressurized fuselage design studies for short haul
transport aircraft, discussing sandwich
structures and bonding technignes for 41 and Ti
alloy construction materials
P0365 473-33069
4nglo-4merican Aeronautical Conference, 13th,
London, England, Jane 4-8, 1973, Proceedings.
p0367 473-33176
World air traffic patterns projected to 1988,
including present traffic features, supersonic
transport utilization, ground transport
aternatives, air freight and aircraft types
P0368 473-33180
Concorde aircraft design, testing and projected
environmental impact, discussing flight tests,
sonic booms, atmospheric pollution, 4TC problems
and fueling
P0368 473-33182
Short haul aircraft design and marketing,
examining competing modes, noise factors,
airport traffic density patterns and aircraft
types dependence on utilization
•P0368 473-33184
Independently targeted short haul individual
rotorcraft for air taxi service, considering
traffic control system, market possibilities,
environmental impact and projected utilization
p0368 473-33186
Technology developments effect on jet aircraft
design, discussing flight controls, engine noise
suppression, supercritical aerodynamics and
composite structures
P0369 473-33188
Avionics and human factors in flight simulator
economics, interrelating aircraft design to
simulation system
P0370 473-33206
Book - Hethods for estimating drag polars of .
subsonic airplanes.
P0371 473-33422
Investigation of the aerodynamic performance of
small axial turbines.
C4SHE P4PEB 73-GT-3] p0372 473-33481
Design considerations for supersonic V/STOL
aircraft.
T4SME P4PEB 73-GT-65J p0374 473-33517
Conceptual study of high performance V/STOL
fighters.
[4SBE P4PEB 73-GT-66] p0375 473-33518
V/STOL airfcame/propulsion integration problem
areas.
r4S(IE P4PEB 73-GT-761 p0375 473-33522
Outlook on safety; Proceedings of the Thirteenth
Annual Technical Symposium, London, England,
November 14-16, 1972.
P0415.473-34076
Design to detect and avoid failure - One airline's
viewpoint.
P0415 &73-34081
Aircraft design for operational safety, discussing
risk elimination, failure modes, maintenance
analysis and fault diagnosis
P0415 473-34083
Effects of new landing approach procedures on
cockpit design and possibilities of taking them
into account
rHBB-OH-07-73] p0422 473-34485
L-1011 aircraft hydraulic system layout and
installation techniques with modular design and
plug-in cartridges for Hurphy law error
reduction during servicing
' P0424 473-34523
Control-configured general aviation aircraft.
[S4E P4PEB 730303] D0428 473-34664
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Stepped aluminum extrusions - Designing foe
business aircraft.
[SAE PAPEB 730308] p0428 A73-34668
Applications of advanced aerodynamic technology to
'light aircraft.
[SAB PAPEB 730318] p0429 A73-3U676
Development of airfraoe design technology for
crashworthiness.
[SAE PAPEB 730319] p0429 A73-34677
Stall/spin studies relating to light
general-aviation aircraft.
[SAE PAPEB 730320] p0429 A73-34678
Feasibility and optimization of variable-geometry
ving for jet amphibian business aircraft.
fSAE PAPEB 730330) pO»29 A73-34683
Computer aided parametric analysis for general
aviation aircraft.
[SAE PAPEB 730332) pOH29 A73-34685
Aircraft cabin noise reduction through composite
material insulation, discussing engine noise
sources, aircraft fuselage transmission loss
characteristics, vibration damping and sandwich
structures
tSAE PAPEB 730339] p0430 A73-31690
B-1 technology applications to advanced transport
design.
[SAE PAPEB 730348] p0430 A73-34696
The Concorde manufacturing consortium - An
exercise in international engineering
collaboration.
(SAE PAPEB 730350] p0431 A73-34698
Transport cargo aircraft design reguirements and
supporting ground system concepts in vieir of
future market demands with emphasis on economic
constraints
[SAE PAPEB 730352) p0431 A73-34700
Development of the A300B wide-body twin.
[SAE PAPEB 730353] p0431 A73-34701
Key factors in developing a future wide-bodied
twin-jet transport.
[SAE PAPEB 730354] p0431 A73-34702
Market economic environment change effects on air
transport design and use, examining 747
operational reguirements in terms of cargo load
factor, passenger fares and labor costs
tSAE PAPEB 730355] p0431 A73-34703
Integrated Propulsion Control System program.
[SAE PAPEB 730359] p0432 A73-34707
The Air Force/Boeing advanced medium STOL
transport Prototype.
[SAB PAPEB 730365] p0432 A73-34710
Technical basis for the STOL characteristics of
the McDonnell Douglas/OSAF IC-15 prototype
airplane.
[SAE PAPEB 730366] p0432 A73-34711
Design studies of lov-noise propulsive-lift
airplanes.
[SAE PAPEB 730378) P0432 A73-34717
An airline view of the future of auxiliary power
systems.
[SAE PAPEB 730379] p0433 A73-34718
The role of the auxiliary power unit in future
airplane secondary power systems.
[SAE PAP.EB 730381] p0433 A73-34720
Application of multiplexing to the B-1 aircraft.
p0446 A73-35247
Bussian book - The Tu-134 aircraft: Its design and
operation.
P0451 A73-35870
Influences.of international operations on
aircraft-transport design /Second William
Littlewood Hemorial Lecture/.
p0452 A73-36165
Symposium on Optimisation in Aircraft Design,
London, England, November 15, 1972, Proceedings.
p0498 A73-37405
Military aircraft structure computerized design
optimization procedures based on local optimum
and stiffness regnirements
p0498 A73-37407
The optimisation of wing design.
P0498 A73-37408
A parameter optimisation technique applied to the
design of flight control systems.
pO«99 A73-37409
Whole aircraft and component design optinization,
discussing criteria, constraints and performance
prediction accuracy during feasibility analysis
and project design
P0499 A73-37010
Design-build-fly, an effective method to teach
undergraduate aerospace vehicle design.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-785] p0499 A73-37455
Design for teaching aerospace engineering at Texas
A 6 B University.[ A I A A PAPEB 73-786] P0499 A73-37456
A new approach to aircraft design education.
[AIAA PAPER 73-787] pC-499 A73-37457
Compatibility of maneuver load control and relaxed
static stability.
[AIA1 PAPEB 73-791] pOSOO A73-37458
Managerial inplications of computerized aircraft
design synthesis.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-799] pOSOO A73-37462
Aircraft installation reguirements and
considerations for variable pitch fan engines.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-807) pOSOO A73-37465
The design or operation of aircraft to minimize
their sonic boom.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-817] p0501 A73-37470
The F-12 series aircraft aerodynamic and
thermodynanic design in retrospect.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-820] p0501 A73-37472
ACLS trade study for application to STOL tactical
aircraft.
p0505 A73-37683
CC-115 /Buffalo/ aircraft air cushion landing
system design, testing and implementation
prognosis, discussing propeller design, power
systems, wings and u.S.-Canadian project
cooperation
P0505 A73-37687
Buffalo aircraft modification for air cushion
landing system, considering weight, performance,
stability and control, configuration
alternatives and ground maneuvering
p0505 A73-37688
The aircraft modification phase of the joint
D.S./Canadian ACLS program.
p05C5 A73-37689
Beport on an ST6 powered air supply package for
air cushion landing systems.
P0506 A73-37690
Bussian book - Aircraft wheel and braking system
designs.
p0510 A73-37768
Commercial jet transport aircraft hydraulic fuel
distribution tubing systems, discussing
maintenance, fabrication problems, fittings,
guality control and materials
[SAE SP-378] p051<i A73-37864
Cost estimating techniques for airfraoe
weight-cost interface study for military
aircraft design
[SAKE PAPEB 969) p0516 A73-37885
A computer-aided design procedure to approximate
aircraft area curve shapes.
[SAME PAPER 982] p0516 A73-37888
DC-10 Twin design, discussing balance
characteristics, loading limits and sample forms
[SAKE PAPEB 987) pP517 A73-37891
Boron epoxy, polyinide and aluminum composite
materials for cost effective high performance
aircraft and turbine engine structures,
assessing development and application status
[SAKE PAPEB 992) P0517 A73-37892
•The hub of the wheel' - A project designer's view
of weight.
[SASE PAPEB 996] P0517 A73-37895
VFw-FOKKEB yAK-191B VTOL fighter aircraft
structural and aerodynamic design, describing
airframe construction, power plant arrangement,
flight controls, hydraulic and electrical systems
PP520 A73-38167
Computerized optimization of interrelated
airframe/engine design parameters against
variable criteria to satisfy performance
constraints in air superiority fighter design
[AIAA PAPEB 73-800) pC522 A73-38370
Structural composites on future fighter aircraft.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-806] p0522 A73-38371
Boron-stiffened longerons on the B-1.
[SHE PAPEB EH 73-719] p0525 A73-38499
Dynamic gust, landing, and taxi loads
determination in the design of the L-1011.
PC525 A73-38647
Aircraft-store separation design for angular
momentum increase of external weapon with
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internally mounted spinning flywheel
P0526 473-38652
i practical load relief control system designed
vith modern control techniques.
fAIAA PAPER 73-863] P0528 A73-38801
Corporate aircraft design and operational
problems, including supercritical wing and
wasp-waist body design, airport private/airline
interfaces, noise criteria, flight simulation
and ATC
p0530 A73-39218
Cockpit evolution, considering pilot visual
problems in approach final stage during poor
visibility, instrument number and placement,
supersonic aircraft, digital computer-CRT
interfaces, etc
P0532 A73-39662
Cobra P-53C air superiority fighter adaption to
ground attack for international reguireaents for
multipurpose aircraft, discussing avionics for
multimission version
p0565 A73-40301
Some method of nonlinear programming suitable for
solving the task of optimization of a small
transport aircraft
p0567 A73-40478
Control lav synthesis and sensor design for active
flutter suppression.
fAIAA PAPER 73-832] p0567 A73-40502
Design and application of a part-task trainer to
teach formation flying in USAF Undergraduate
Pilot Training.
TAIAA PAPER 73-935] p0570 A73-40881
Aircraft design for transporting arctic crude oil
or liguid natural gas, examining air terminal
requirements and handling specifications
p0571 A73-41172
Hotorcraft design concepts, considering economics,
propulsion, control, trim devices, advancing
blade concept, materials and rotor aerodynamics
P0571 A73-41189
The aerodynamic development of the wing of the A
3COB.
p0572 A73-Q1192
Design and analysis of an energy absorbing
restraint system for light aircraft crash-impact.
[ASHE PiPEB 73-DET-111] p0579 A73-42080
Aerial-survey aircraft of the new generation
P0581 A73-42590
Runway sideline aircraft noise measurements on
takeoff and approach for enforcing community
noise levels based on FAA aircraft type
certification, noting associated problems
P0584 A73-42945
On the application of a new version of lifting
surface theory to nonslender and kinked wings.
P0621 A73-43210
Designing a slender-wing-type cantilever plate
under conditions of unsteady creep
P0623 A73-43728
On problems of flight over an extended
angle-of-attack range.
P0628 A73-44692
F-14 replacement for Phantom aircraft for escort
missions, fleet defence, interdiction and close
support, discussing airborne refuelling
capability and composite materials applications
P0628 A73-44695
A study to determine the feasibility of a low
sonic boom supersonic transport.
fAIAA PAPER 73-1035] p0631 A73-44863
Analysis of current knowledge regarding ride
guality factors in passenger transportation and
development of criteria based on human factors
engineering
P0668 N73-10013
Guidelines and criteria for developing ride
quality in air transportation based on external
and internal environment conditions
P0668 N73-10014
Flight loads data recording system for F-102
aircraft maneuver load analysis for data
acguisition and application to development of
structural design criteria
fAD-7117016] P0070 H73-12047
Development of numerical method for designing
minimum drag supersonic wing camber surfaces of
arbitrary planform for given lift characteristics
fHASA-TN-D-7097] p0078 H73-13001
Computer program for design optimization of
subsonic swept wing jet transport aircraft
[BAE-TH-AEBO-1«48]
 P0113 H73-14026
Aerodynamic design, engineering development, and
flight testing of naval aircraft for operation
at high angles of attack
P0126 H73-15020
Digital computer program for parametric analysis
and optimization performance aircraft
configurations and propulsion concepts
P0128 N73-15035
Technical and economic feasibility of V/STOL
lift-fan commercial aircraft for short haul
transport applications
[HASA-CR-2184J p0129 H73-15041
Aircraft performance optimization by including
flight control system in design
CHBB-UFE-895-72-0] p0129 H73-15048
Avionics reguireaents for mnltimission, fixed
wing, twin engine aircraft designed for search
and rescue operations
[AD-750463] p0131 S73-15064
Design modifications to improve static performance
and lateral-directional dynamic stability of
light aircraft
p0158 H73-15996
Optimized design of supersonic aircraft wing based
on linear combination of weight of wing and
aerodynamic drag minimization
P0158 N73-15997
Development of optimized aircraft structures based
on vibratory strain energy distribution using
damped forced response
fAD-751809] p0162 H73-16027
Aerodynamic characteristics of biplane wing
systems with emphasis on stall matching and
induced camber effects which differ.from
monoplane wing
P0170 N73-16987
Design criteria for satisfactory stability and
control of military aircraft
p0171 H73-16996
Role of theory and calculations in refinement of
flying gualities
P0171 N73-16999
Role of flight simulation in development of S-3
and F-14 aircraft
p0171 N73-17001
Criteria for designing manual control system for
military transport aircraft
P0172 N73-17007
Development of takeoff airworthiness standards for
new aircraft designs using motion simulators to
compare performance and handling characteristics
[NASA-TN-D-7106]
 P0202 N73-18031
Analysis of factors affecting crashworthiness of
light aircraft to show nature of damage to
aircraft and hazards to flight crews
tFAA-TB-FS-70-592-120A] p0203 N73-18032
Detail design features of short takeoff and
landing commercial aircraft and impact on design
caused by STOL requirement - Part 2
rAEHO-13-PT-2] P0203 N73-18033
Design of simple to fly, constant attitude light
general purpose aircraft
[HASA-CH-2208] p0203 N73-18037
Conceptual designs of V/STOL lift fan commercial
short haul transport aircraft to determine
technical and economic feasibility
[HASA-CH-2183] p0203 H73-18038
Analysis of V/STOL aircraft design and operation
to determine effects of noise problems and
constraints with emphasis on helicopter
performance
[AD-752447] p0208 H73-18073
Preliminary aerodynamic and mechanical design of
selected gas generators and lift unit for V/SI01
aircraft
fNASA-CB-120972) p0217 H73-19020
Development of technigues for reduction of
aircraft noise generated by short takeoff aircraft
rNASA-TB-X-68195] p0218 H73-19021
Analysis of interface between aircraft mechanical
power requirements and performance requirements
of auxiliary power systems
P0220 073-19049
Application of normal bivariate distributions and
anthropometric correlations for design of
workspaces in aircraft
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fAD-754780] p0259 N73-20a68
Structural 'concepts of rotary wing system
capabilities to shov changes in design of
specific vertical takeoff aircraft conponents
P0268 N73-21021
Development and application of composite materials
for vertical takeoff aircraft airframes and
effect on improved aircraft perforaance
P0269 H73-21023
Design, development, and production of low cost
remotely^piloted vehicles based on innovative
approach" for aircraft engineering procedures
[P-4902]- • p0273 H73-21060
Design of V/STOL research transport aircraft to
achieve lov fan noise with high thrust/weight
capability of high pressure ratio lift fan system
fNASA-CR-121146) p0274 N73-21065
Atmospheric density extremes up to 15,000 feet for
design of military aircraft
[AD-755791] p0277 N73-21382
Planform shape effects on aerodynamic center
location and aeroelasticity of fighter aircraft
fHASA-CB-21171 p0301 N73-21896
Design and development of vertical takeoff
aircraft configuration for use with air
transportation services between major population
centers
p0302 N73-21916
Design and aerodynamic characteristics of tilt
propeller aircraft for short takeoff and landing
operations - Vol. 1
f NASA-CH-114441] p0304 N73-21926
Design and aerodynamic characteristics of tilt
propeller aircraft for conducting flight
research on V/STOL aircraft - Vol. 2
rNASA-CH-114442] p0304 N73-21927
V/STOL lift fan commercial short haul transport
aircraft for 1980 to 1985 period to include
aircraft design, hover control, and cruise
performance
[NASA-CR-21851 p0304 H73-21930
Computer graphics for solving three dimensional
lifting-^body potential flow nonlinear egnations
to determine aerodynamic loads
rDGT-7510] p0305 N73-21939
Designing aircraft for combined effects of
vertical, lateral, and longitudinal turbulence
by power spectral techniques
fAD-756886] p0306 N73-21951
Aerodynamic characteristics and performance of
OSSE An-12 turboprop aircraft to include
handling technigue and flight safety
tAD-756948] p0307 S73-21953
Conceptual designs and aerodynamic configurations
of tilting rotor V/STOL aircraft for 1975 to
1980 time .period - Vol. 1
(NASA-CR-114437] P0317 N73-22964
Preliminary design of V/STOL tilting rotor
aircraft for performance of research flights -
Vol. 2
fNASA-CR-114438] • p0317 H73-22965
Design concepts, manufacturing process, weight
analysis, and cost estimates for long range
transport aircraft using composite structures
fNASA-CR-112255] P0318 N73-22976
Development and application of aircraft
performance prediction methods for subsonic and
supersonic transport and fighter aircraft
[AGARD-LS-56] p0384 N73-24042
Parametric and optimization technigues for
aircraft design synthesis to show principal
lines of data flow for component development
P0385 N73-24049
Numerical analysis of aircraft takeoff performance
based on phases of takeoff and forces exerted on
aircraft as basis for aircraft design
p0385 N73-24051
Development of two methods for optimizing desiqn
of subsonic, swept wing Jet transport aircraft
p0385 N73-24054
Sonic boon minimization design for supersonic
transport aircraft
tNASA-TN-D-7218] p0387 H73-24065
Computer program for developing optimal stability
augmentation system for high performance
aircraft based on pilot parameters for pitch
tracking task
flD-757879] p0388 1173-24076
Analysis of guiet tnrbofan short takeoff aircraft
for short haul air transportation to show
research and development reguirements and
advanced technology benefits - Vol. 2
fNASA-CR-114613] p0402 N73-25066
Computer programs for design of aircraft control
systems based on FORTRAN subroutines for
generating aircraft transfer functions in six
degrees of freedom
fAD-758781] p0403 N73-25075
Design studies and model test results of
foiding-proprotor aircraft concept
[AD-759534] p0404 N73-25086
Design of dual fuselage aircraft with pivoting
wing and horizontal stabilizer to permit yawing
of wing in flight for high speed operation
fNASA-CASE-ARC-10470-1] p0463 N73-26005
Aircraft configuration for reducing effects of
nose-down pitching moments due to high lift
forces, loss of trim lift, and enqine-out yawing
moments
[NASA-CASE-LAB-11252-1] p0463 N73-26007
Development of formula for determining ideal
weight of shell-type aircraft fuselages with
body of revolution cross section
fHiE-LIB-TRANS-1688] p0464 N73-26009
Design of aircraft for high reliability and low
maintenance costs and maintenance procedures for
maximum efficiency
P0467 N73-26032
Computer program for designing minimum mass wings '
under flutter, strength and minimum gage
constraints
fKASA-TH-D-7264] pC476 N73-269?7
Review of V/STOL aircraft research and development'
programs to increase effectiveness of aircraft
and develop mission improvements
pC478 N73-27001
Design, development, and characteristics of Do-31
V/STOL aircraft to include solution of
operational problems caused by ground effect and
• transition 'flight
P0478 N73-27004
Design, development, and evaluation of
Buffalo/Spey Auqmentor-Hing research aircraft
using internally blown flap for lift augmentation
p0479 N73-27C10
Design, development, and reguirements for short
takeoff transport aircraft for military
applications using civil aircraft production
procedures
P0479 N73-27011
Analysis of aerodynamic characteristics affecting
selection of short takeoff transport aircraft
P0479 N73-27012
Analysis of research and development programs
involving construction of short takeoff
transport aircraft in Germany
P0479 N73-27013
Numerical analysis of lift and roll stability of
ram air cushion vehicle to determine eguations
for rolling moment coefficient
[PB-219820/8] p0482 N73-27032
Development of digital computing system for
synthesis and optimization of military flight
vehicle preliminary designs
[AD-760568] pC483 S73-27045
Design, fabrication, and flight test of Boeing 727
aircraft nacelle modification to reduce
aerodynamic noise levels
[AD-756040] pO«84 H73-27048
Design, development, and characteristics of guiet
turbofan short takeoff aircraft for short haul
air transportation - Vol. 2
[HASA-CE-114607] p0536 N73-27899
Application of oscillation theory and mathematical
statistics to problems of aircraft structures
and aerodynamic loads on aircraft and missiles
CSASA-TT-F-753] p0537 N73-27908
Design of aircraft with rotatable wing for
producing high speed aerodynamic configuration
[NASA-CASE-ARC-10470-2] p0590 N73-30018
Aerodynamic- fuselage rear part configurations for
aircraft stability optimization noting pressure
distribution and aerodynamic forces
[DLR-FB-72-25] pC605 H73-3C931
Criteria for acceptance of early design
information with application to design studies
and cost estimates for liquid hydrogen fueled
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aircraft and remotely piloted vehicles
[NASA-TH-X-62303] P0607 H73-30943
Hathematical model for real-tine flight simulation
of tilt rotor research aircraft for application
to aircraft design, pilot training and
proof-of-concept-Vol. 5
[NASA-CB-1146141 P0608 N73-30949
Design of aircraft lateral flight director
[DLB-FB-72-44] P0608 B73-30953
Application of short takeoff aircraft for short
•haul air transportation with identification of
critical technology, economics, and social
viability
fNASA-CB-135481 ] P0638 N73-31941
Procedure for evaluating relative economic value
of technology factors affecting design,
configuration, and operation of hypersonic
cruise transport
[NASA-CB-2286] p0640 N73-31953
Design parameters for optimal cost/cruise
performance of subsonic jet transport
P0655 N73-32853
Analysis of short-haul air transportation
reguirements to include aircraft development
programs, economic factors, and environmental
considerations
P0662 N73-32935
Objectives and findings of study to determine
applicability of short takeoff aircraft for
short-haul air transportation systems
p0662 N73-32936
Economic and environmental aspects of short
takeoff aircraft used for short-haul air
transportation systems
P0662 N73-32937
Short takeoff aircraft technology development
related to reguirements for expanded and
improved short-haul air transportation system
capabilities
p0662 K73-32938
Characteristics and performance of piloted
simulator for application as research tool in
design and development of experimental aircraft
P0665 N73-32955
Program plan to develop criteria for airworthiness
standards applied to short takeoff aircraft used
as transport service
P0665 N73-32959
AIBCBAFI DETECTIOI
A proposal on automatic tracking of an aircraft
for the radar.
P0298 A73-30471
Matrix method for computing radar scattering cross
sections of airplanes
[AD-750U86] P0133 N73-15217
Computer programs for aircraft position and
stationary satellite orbit determination from
radar range and rate measurements
[ESBO-CB-81] p0542 N73-28650
ilBCBAFT EHGIBES
NT HELICOPTEB ENGINES
NT J-52 ENGINE
NT J-58 ENGINE
NT TF-30 ENGINE
NT TF-34 ENGINE
Automated test stands for full scale aircraft
structure and engine parts fatigue tests, noting
equipment for programmed static and dynamic
loading
P0657 A73-11629
Influence of acceleration on tip clearances in
aircraft engine turbines and compressors
P0664 A73-12447
Comparison of modern aircraft engines with other
pover plants used in transportation
P0042 A73-13072
Electric generator inside turbojet or turbofan
aircraft engine to reduce need for external
gearbox, simplifying nacelle assembly and
increasing aircraft design flexibility
[AIAA PAPEB 72-10561 p0043 A73-13387
Portable self contained computerized in-aircraft
engine analyzer with cassette tape resident
program control and digital display and punched
card indicators
[AIAA PAPER 72-108C] P0044 A73-13403
Integrated engine diagnostics and displays for
Navy aircraft of the 1980's.
fAIAA PAPEE 72-10811 pOO«4 A73-13406
Implementing the design of airplane engine exhaust
systems.
[1IAA PAPEB 72-1112] p0045 473-13427
Aircraft gas turbine aainshaft ball bearings
fatigue life estimation via failure distribution
[4SHE P4PEB 72-106-10] pOOSI 473-14328
Aircraft engine development in terns of money,
manpower, facilities and knowledge, discussing
project organization and scheduling
pOC56 473-14469
Bassian book - VIOL aircraft power plants.
P0062 A73-15706
Improved 850 aircraft bearing steel through
advanced vacuum melting processes.
P0062 A73-15746
Aircraft turbine engine emissions and the
possibilities for control.
[ASHE PAPEB 72-RA/GT-4] p0063 A73-15868
A method of early failure detection for gas
turbines. .
P0089 A73-16186
German book - Flight propulsion systems:
Principles, systematics, and technology of
aeronautical and astronautical propulsion systems.
P0090 A73-16355
Small tnrboshaft aircraft engine historical
evolution and current state of art, discussing
performance, cost, weight, reliability and
maintainability interrelationships
[SAE PAPEB 720830] p0091 A73-16626
Army 1500 shp advanced technology engine
development program, discussing in components
design and fabrication, air leakage losses,
environmental testing and maintainability
oriented design
fSAE PAPEE 720828] p0091 A73-16627
System monitoring technigues: Practical
applications and experience at Eastern - Jet
engines.
[SAE PIPES 720818] p0091 A73-16639
The evolution and development status of the ALF
502 tnrbofan engine.
[SAE P4PEB 720840] p0092^  A73-16654
TF34 and F101 turbofan engines for Navy S-3A ASR
aircraft and OSAF B-1 strategic bomber,
respectively, discussing design features,
manufacturing technigues and testing procedures
[SAE PAPEB 7208U1] p0092 A73-16655
F100/F401 augmented turbofan engines - High
thrust-to-weight propulsion systems.
[SAE PAPEB 720842] p0092 A73-16657
Technology and operation of Olympus engine cycle
on Concorde aircraft, discussing chemical and
noise pollution and economic factors
p0100 A73-17190
Current Pratt 8 Whitney engine noise reduction
programs.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-8] p0102 A73-17603
Control and stability analysis of supersonic
aircraft jet engines with afterburner for
improved low altitude operation
p0105 A73-17722
Effect of operating variables on pollutant
emissions from aircraft turbine engine combnstors.
P0106 A73-17736
Control and reduction of aircraft turbine engine
exhaust emissions.
P0106 A73-17737
Development trends in design methods for aircraft
engine compressors. II - Centrifugal-flow
compressors
P0107- 473-17996
Electrochemical machining application to aircraft
gas turbine engine components manufacture,
discussing removal rate, accuracy and surface
finish capability
[SHE PAPEB BE 72-536] p0107 A73-18093
Development trends in aircraft-engine compressor
design methods. Ill
p0146 A73-19605
Aircraft and land vehicle electric generators and
motors, noting semiconductors application and
cooling systems
P0147 473-20124
TF-34 turbofan engines for S-3A and AX aircraft
respectively, discussing technological
development, and components and characteristic
features
P0148 A73-20350
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Technology and operation of Olympus engine cycle
on Concorde aircraft, discussing chemical and
noise pollution and econoaic factors
p0154 473-21687
Russian book on aviation fundamentals covering
aerodynanics and flight theory, designs,
components, engines and instrumentation of
aircraft, including helicopters, VT01 and STOL
P0189 473-23224
Combastor design effect on jet aircraft engine
exhaust pollutants reduction during hydrocarbon
fuel burning
P0195 473-24556
twin-engined Anglo-French lynx helicopter main
rotor head, blade and drive train with conformal
gearing, discussing design and naterial features
P0237 A73-25790
1 modern mechanical laboratory for the support of
aircraft engine design
P02H6 A73-27385
Condition monitoring - A new technology for
aircraft engine maintenance
p0247 473-27389
Concorde 01YDpus 593 axial flow turbojet engine
design, detailing variable geometry intake and
exhaust nozzles, noise abatement, combustion
chamber, gearing and fuel system
p0281 473-28156
Design and evaluation of combustors for .reducing
aircraft engine pollution.
P0285 473-28932
Protective coating, systems for Navy aircraft
turbine engines.
TNACE PAPER 113] p0290 473-29313
High bypass fan engines for guiet propulsion and
optimal aircraft performance in military and
commercial applications
P0369 473-33190
Lift engine bleed flow management for a V/STOL •
fighter reaction control system.
T4SBE P4PEH 73-GT-70] . p0375 473-33521
An initial estimate of aircraft emissions in the
stratosphere in 1990.
tAI44 P4PEB 73-508] p0379 473-34046
Effect of "bulk" heat transfers in aircraft gas
turbines on compressor surge margins.
P0419 473-34382
Potential payoffs of variable geometry engines in
fighter aircraft.
P0419 473-34436
Market trends and technical progress in small gas
turbine engines for general aviation and
executive aircraft and helicopters
p0420 473-34447
Book - Gas turbine theory /2nd edition/.
P0421 A73-34471
Aircraft engine fuel and oil differential
temperature measurement via platinum probes,
specifying sensor sensitivity, calibration,
circuit operation and data reduction
p0425 473-34607
Pressure measurements for establishing
inlet/engine compatibility.
P0426 473-34609
Exhaust emissions analysis system for aircraft gas
turbine engines.
P0426 473-34615
Hew low-pressure-ratio fans for guiet business
aircraft propulsion.
fSAE PAPEE 730288] p0427 473-34653
The development of reciprocating engine
installation data for general aviation aircraft.
fSAE PAPER 730325] p0429 A73-34681
Engine cycle considerations for future transport
aircraft.
fS4E PAPEE 730345] p0430 A73-34693
Profitable transport engines for the environment1
of the eighties.
[SAE PAPEB 730347] p0430 473-34695
Civil STOL aircraft engine thrust reverser and
fast selection control system designs for high
performance, low specific weight and .acoustic
compatibility requirements
fSAE PAPEB 730358] P0431 473-34706
Air Force propulsion maintenance concepts.
TSAE PAPER 730373.] P0432 473-34712
The development of a turbine engine maintenance
program from a new reliability model.
CSAE PAPER 730374] P0432 473-34713
Advanced aircraft power systems utilizing coupled
APU/ECS.
[SAE PAPEB 730380] pC433 473-34719
The role of the auxiliary power unit in fu ture
airplane secondary power systems.
fS4E P4PEB 730381] p0433 473-34720
4 simplified fuel control approach for low cost
aircraft gas turbines.
P0433 473-34725
Helicopter turboshaft engine vibration reduction
through engine-airframe interface compatibility
design and torsional stability of drive trains
with automatic fuel control
[AHS PBEPRIST 774] p0441 473-35092
Aircraft turbine engine exhaust emissions under
simulated high altitude, supersonic free-stream
flight conditions.
[AIAA PAPER 73-507] p0449 473-35625
Differential temperature measurements in engine
fluids.
P0452 A73-36071
Reliability of aircraft turbo-jet bearings
p0457 473-36691
Flight testing of the JT15D in the CF-1CC.
P0458 A73-36775
Aeronautical turbine blade and vane materials
selection, considering Ni alloys with powder
metallurgy and oriented solidification,
composite materials and eutectics
P0460 A73-36993
The effect of afterburning on the emission of
pollutants by turbojets
p0460 A73-36996
Variable pitch turbofan driven at constant- speed
through reduction gear to obtain cost-efficiency
compromise for future STOL and business aircraft
applications
P0461 473-36998
F-12 series aircraft propulsion system performance
and development.
[AI4A PAPER 73-821] p0502 A73-37473
The development of propulsion systems in the case
of airliners
p052C 473-38120
Diffusion and fallout of pollutants emitted by
aircraft engines.
p0521 473-38323
Computerized optimization of interrelated
airframe/engine design parameters against
variable criteria to satisfy performance
constraints in air superiority fighter design
f A I 4 4 PAPER 73-800] p"522 473-38370
4ircraft economics and its effect on propulsion
system design.[ A I A A PAPER 73-808] pC522 A73-38372
Trimming and checking aircraft gas-turbine engines
with the aid of the ratio of. total pressure
behind the turbine to total pressure in front of
the compressor
P0566 A73-40103
Airframe/propulsion system interactions - An
important factor in supersonic aircraft flight
control.
[AIA4 PAPEB 73-831] pC567 A73-40501
Experience with the NRC 10 ft. x 20 ft. V/STOL
propulsion tunnel - Some practical aspects of
V/STOL engine model testing.
P0568 473-40855
Hacrofractographic studies of fatigue fractures in
aircraft engine elements
P0574 473-41593
lind tunnel test for Dolphin airship model static
thrust measurements, discussing thrust direction
torgue moment coefficients and propeller rotation
p0574 473-41648
Application of electron beam welding to aircraft
turbine engine parts.
P0579 A73-42196
Technological change measurement methodology for
cost and production estimates with application
to aircraft turbine engine development
PC627 473-44219
Low freguency noise generation within aircraft gas
turbine engine core portion, discussing sources
prediction, model and full scale engine tests,
and future technology
[ A I A A PAPER 73-1C27] p0630 A73-44858
AC starter generator featuring
variable-to-constant freguency conversion by
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cycloconverters as switching device for use vith
aircraft engines
P0632 A73-0515H
Aircraft gas turbine engines vith single crystal
blades to avoid conventional casting grain
boundary weakness and premature damage
P0633 A73-H5155
Baa air turbine vith hydraulic pitch change servo
regulated speed as energency pover source for
aircraft control in event of main engine failnre
• • • • • • . p0635 A73-45H75
Effectiveness of DOD guidelines in determining
time of aircraft engine replacements
r»D-7n5396] p0676 873-10749
Noise- caused by let exhaust and ving for STOL
'engine-over-ving configuration
fBASA-TB-X-681591 p0679 H73-11018
Becirculation flov velocities and temperatures of
VTOl lift engines
rDLB-FB-72-50] P0686 N73-11806
Conference on reduction and suppression of
aircraft engine noise
CHASA-SP-311] p0066 S73-12012
Design and performance of suppressors foe acoustic
noise reduction in turbofan engines
• • P0066 H73-12015
Performance prediction for acoustically lined
engine nacelle design
P0067 H73-12019
Development of flov visualization and flov
measurement technigues and application to flov
problems of turbines, aircraft engines, and
missile propulsion
fAD-7«7613] P0072 N73-12328
Test equipment and procedures for determining •
foaming and aeration characteristics of aircraft
engine lubricants
tAD-7«78C»l p007U N73-12618
Quasi area rule for heat addition in transonic and
supersonic flight including determination of
optimum shapes vith propulsion to minimize vave
• drag
rAD-7117772] P0076 N73-12867
Theory and operation of various jet aircraft engines
f AD-7*17106 1 . ' .. • p0077 K73-12868
Evaluation of current DS Air Force aircraft engine
status reporting system
fAD-750910] p0132 B73-15067
Computer program for analyzing flov field
generated near aircraft engine operating in
reverse thrust
rniSA-CB-1211<t7] P0210 H73-18264
Analysis of air pollution caused by exhaust from
military aircraft engines and development of
technology for pollutant measurement to meet EPA
standards
fAD-753055] P021U. 1173-18975
Analysis of gas turbine engine reguirements and
performance vhen main propulsion system
furnishes auxiliary pover source
P0220 B73-19050
Mission analysis of VTOL passenger transport
aircraft to determine optimum engine cycle for
minimum direct operating cost
rNASA-TM-X-68186] p0227 B73-19826
Analysis of integrated airframe and engine
configuration for hypersonic transport at 70,000
feet altitude and Bach 6.0
rBASA-CB-112300] p0253 B73-20022
Analysis of formation of carbon deposits on.jet
engines and effect on reliability, efficiency,
and service life
TAD-75U6071 . p026« H73-20837
Analysis of gas turbine engine rotor failures as
basis for conducting program to provide
eguipment for protection of passengers and
aircraft structures from damage
rnASA-CB-131525] p0279 N73-21692
Hodifications of fuel control units in aircraft
gas turbine engines for reducing production costs
rNASA-TK-X-682291 P031I4 1173-22729
'Information atfd guidance for type certification of
aircraft engines as reguired by Federal Aviation
Administration
fFAA-AC-33-2A] pC31t N73-22730
Test rig simulation of gas turbine engine to
determine means for minimizing incidence of
lubricant sump fires in high speed aircraft
engines
rNASA-CB-121158] p0314 1173-22891
Engine and control problems of light aircraft "
p0318 H73-22972
Development of annular acoustically porous
elements for installation in exhaust and inlet
ducts of turbofan engine to reduce'aircraft
engine noise intensity
rHASA-CASE-LAB-111lH-1] p0318 H73-22975
Performance of aircraft gas turbine components in
hot corrosion environments •
p0328"B73-23599
Chemical and mechanical properties of aircraft gas
turbine engine components
P0328 H73-23600
Analysis of parameters affecting choice of engines
for transport and combat aircraft during design
process
P0385 B73-2BOH8
Analysis of factors affecting flight of
multi-engine aircraft vith one engine inoperative
[BASA-TT-P-73«] p0386 B73-21060
Analysis of temperature and pressure parameters
associated vith recirculated engine exhaust from
V/STOL aircraft engines exhausting normal to
ground
r»ASA-TT-F-1»912l p039t; B73-2U323
Analysis of factors influencing technical
feasibility of operating aircraft on lignid
hydrogen fuel
[BASA-TB-X-68242J p0393 B73-24777
Analysis of air pollution caused by aircraft
engine emissions in'vicinity of airport and
comparison with air pollution in urban areas
P039K H73-2«788
Establishment of criteria for oxides of nitrogen
emissions to control air pollution contribution
from aircraft operating at major air terminals -
Vol. 1
rBEPT-1162-1-VOL-1] p039U B73-21789
Numerical analysis of process for nitrogen oxide
formation in aircraft engine exhaust products
and development of computer program for "
application of theory - Vol. 2
f BEPT-1162-2-VOL-2] pC394'N73-21790
Development of computer program to analyze flov
conditions in gas turbine compressor for
application to reduction of nitrogen oxides from
aircraft engine exhaust - Vol. 3
. fRBPT-1162-3-VOL-3] p039« H73-24791
Mechanical cross coupling of STOL transport
aircraft engines
tCBANFIELD-AEBO-IU] p0411 H73-25819
Bannfactnring processes for aircraft engine parts
CAD-759577] pO«12 H73-25837
Analysis of coolant flov in transpiration-cooled
vanes
CSASA-TH-D-73U1] .,.pO«13 H73-25966
Simulator analysis of effect of engine response
characteristics on approach and landing
operations of powered lift aircraft vith
externally blovn flaps
[NASA-TM-X-62265(1) ] pO»65 H73-26021
Analysis of techniques and eguipment required to
conduct test of jet aircraft engine models in
vind tunnels
pO»69 N73-262«5
Combustor research programs to gain advanced
technology for reducing aircraft engine pollution
CHiSA-TB-X-68256] p0475 H73-26797
Propulsive-lift technology program for development
of short takeoff aircraft propulsion systems and
lift augmentation devices
p0479~H73-27009
Bind tunnel tests to determine effects of modified
engine nacelle on stability and control
characteristics of DC-9 aircraft with emphasis
on deep stall regime
f NASA-CB-121220] ..P0537 N73-2790«
Development of method for determining cost
functions involving aircraft rework and engine
repair programs at military installation
tAD-761«75] pOSIO N73-28135
Development of turbine engine accessory drive
technigues to establish potential systems for
lightweight lov profile package
rAD-761527J p05l»3 B73-287H1
Performance tests of annular'combnstor designed
for use in lov cost turbojet engine
[BASA-TM-X-2857] p05<m B73-28918
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Logistic performance data book on propulsion
;• system'for KC-135 aircraft to show reliability,
maintenance, costs, and problems
[AD-7.62217] p05»6 N73-28962
Logistic performance data book for C-130E aircraft
propulsion system to show reliability,
.-. maintainability, logistic support costs, and
operational problems
[AD-7622K9] ; p05»6 N73-28964
.- Analysis of aircraft emissions and recommendations
for reducing impact of aircraft emissions on air
pollution
[NBEC-1168r1] p0518 H73-28986
Analysis of steady-state and dynamic pressure
conditions in F-111 aircraft engine to determine
cause's of engine compressor stalls
. fNASA-TB-D-7328] p0555 N73-29806
Buried engines in rear fuselage
P0603 B73-30750
,• Sleep deprivation effects, airborne simulator feel
system, bed forms, and V/STOL engine model tests
tDBB/BAE-1973(2) ] p0619 H73-31853
Research projects .to determine effects of exhaust
products from aircraft operating in stratosphere
on global and local climatic conditions
roCBL-51336] p06«6 S73-32296
Rind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic loads
on flap systems behind engines and vibration
modes of flap system
p0663 B73-32945
Design and development of quiet, clean propuslion
systems for short takeoff aircraft with emphasis
on engine noise reduction
p0665 B73-32961
Analysis of jet engine noise to show sources of
noise, noise spectra, and use of laminates and
composite materials for noise reduction
p0666 H73-32962
Selection criteria and characteristics of guiet,
clean propulsion systems for use with short
takeoff aircraft
p0666 N73-32967
Computer program for evaluating techniques to
improve aircraft engine response systems for
application to long range commercial aircraft
r»4SA-CB-13««96] p0668 H73-32977
Investigations of HT-S/PHB-PI composites for
applications to advanced aircraft engines
rBASA-TB-I-71«59] P0673 H73-33502
AIBCBAFT EQDIPBEHT
NT AIBCBAFT HIDHADLIC SiTSTESS
BT AIBCBAFT LIGHTS
NT AIBCBAFT TIBES
ST BOBBING EQOIPSENT
BT EJECTION SEATS
Aircraft power supply alternators with
superconductive field windings, calculating
specific weights and performance characteristics
P0150 A73-20a08
Bam air turbines for aircraft emergency power
supply, discussing design, performance and control
P0191 A73-23525
Fabrication and physical, mechanical and
electrical properties of inorganic composite
material for aircraft radomes
P0230 A73-25288
Thermal .resistance and aging properties of
polybenzimidazoles, polyimides and
polyamides-imides used for Bach 3 aircraft radomes
P0230 A73-25291
Airliner radomes erosion by atmospheric
precipitation, water penetration, icing, bird
and stone iapact and lightning
P0231 A73-25297
Long-life, high energy Bi-Cd aerospace cells.
P0292 A73-29585
Sealed aircraft battery with integral power
conditioner.
- p0292 A73-29589
Concorde air conditioning, discussing system
modifications for production aircraft concerning
interconnection of engine air bleeds of adjacent
port and starboard groups
. P0300'A73-30933
Bussian book on civil aviation aircraft and
- helicopter equipment covering navigation,
automatic control, electrical and oxygen systems
and aircraft instruments
P0316 A73-315H8
Onboard electronic egaipment optimization and
redundancy
P0352 A73-32460
Technologies applicable to the development of an,
onboard L-band transmitter
P0355 A73-32«81
Selection, application, and inspection of electric
overcurrent protective devices.
tSAE ABP 1199] p036« A73-33016
Performance measurements of aircraft electrical
systems having highly distorted voltage and
current waveforms. .
P0125 A73-3H601
Hultiplei data bus techniques for digital
avionics, discussing transmission media,
modulation methods, remote control and reliability
pOOnS A73-35231
Expanded built-in-test for advanced electrical
systems for aircraft.
pC«U6 A73-35208
Avionics subsystems operational, functional and
physical considerations, discussing cost,
computer programming, common components,
multiplexing and hardware design
pG«u7 A73-35249
Computer analysis of the influence of solid state
distribution on aircraft power generation.
pO««7 A73-35250
150 KVA integrated drive generator for aircraft
electrical systems.
pO«<)7 A73-35253
Bnssian book - The Tu-131 aircraft: Its design and
operation.
P0151 A73-35870
Venturi exhausts for air pumping augmentation in
ran air operated aircraft heater or combustor,
discussing experimental data on suction variation
p0456 A73-36396
Beport on an ST6 powered air supply package for
air cushion landing.systems.,
POSC6 A73-37690
Aircraft radio eguipment manufacture, assembling,
mounting, installing and testing, discussing
hangar installation, bundle elements, castings,
printed circuits and welding technigues
P0510 A73-37767
On-board navigation and landing systems for local
airlines in the DSSB
P0513 A73-37819
Determination of the proneness of aviation oils to
carbon deposition
P0525 A73-38I191
Electric powered commercial jet aircraft emergency
power supplies, discussing attitude gyros, Ni-Cd
batteries, voltmeters, equipment running times,
static inverters and transmitters
PC53C A73-39213
Bussian book on aircraft onboard instruments and
eguipment arrangement and housing for weight
reduction covering electric, radar, navigation,
control, display and auxiliary devices
p0573 A73-H1U25
Decentralized power processing for large-scale
systems.
p058i| A73-42905
Development of specifications for design of
avionics subsystems to improve reliability
fAD-7U6029] pC671 N73-10013
Procedure for determining noise levels in flight
test measuring systems
p0673 N73-1Ci»56
Development and evaluation of three axis flnidic
airspeed sensor system for use with standard
aircraft power supplies .
fBASA-CB-112167] p067<l N73-10»72
Adaptation of lidar to aircraft and missile
rangefinding
rBASA-TT-F-1U716] p0685 N73-11U66
Development and optimization of fire extinguishers
for use in passenger and crev compartments of
aircraft
[AD-7U7U96] . pC071 B73-12051
Operational tests and evaluation of optical
infrared pilot warning system to determine
probability of detection versus range
fKASA-CR-129525] p0073 H73-12163
Design criteria for load suspension points,
slings, and lifting equipment used on military
helicopters
A-67
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riD-7U781<U ' P0073 N73-12508
Development of adaptive filter technique to
minimize effect of noise produced errors in
qyrocoepasses and production of true aziauth data
[AD-747tt78] pC075 H73-12685
Technoloqv of aircraft construction to include
manufacturinq of parts from plastics, ceramics,
and nonnetallic materials
UD-749558J P0083 H73-130Klt
Aircraft clutch assemblies, raap roller evaluation
at enqine input conditions of 26,500 rpn and
1500 hp
rAD-7478161 . p0085 H73-13H81
Development of statistical technique for
determining injury reduction capability of
energy absorber equipment
[AD-7«93331 p0116 N73-140<m
Desiqn developaent, and evaluation of hoist for
H-3 helicopter rescue system
fAD-750289] p0130 N73-15054
Avionics requirements for multimission, fixed
wing, twin enqine aircraft designed for search
and rescue operations
fAD-7504631 P0131 N73-1506K
Analysis of heat dissipation and frictional
properties of materials used in aircraft brakes ..
CNASA-CB-121116] p0135 N73-15595
Research prelects involving all Heather landing
systems to include electronic and visual
guidance, airborne systems, and data collection •
fFAA-ED-07-3] p0137 N73-15680
Analysis of aircraft fire varninq system
performance and procedures for eliminating false
fire warning indications
[AD-7513461 p0162 N73-16025
Desiqn, development, and evaluation of flywheel
powered hoist for personnel rescue missions
conducted by helicopters
fAD-751217] p0163 N73-16029
Feasibility determination of usinq nematic liquid
crystals for aircraft displays
fAD-751667] ' p0166 N73-16748
Simulation of fliqht in Concorde .for improving
characteristic of flight control system
p0173 N73-17013
Evaluation of head-up display instrument for
providing aircraft vertical guidance during
landing approach to comply with noise abatement
procedures
CHASA-TH-X-62187) P0201 B73-18021
Analysis of factors affecting crashworthiness of
light aircraft to show nature-of damage to
aircraft and hazards to fliqht crews
fFAA-TR-FS-70-592-120A] . p0203 N73-18032
Avionics requirements for HH-53C helicopter
engaged in search and rescue operations
fAD-752625] P0205 N73-180H7
UH-1 helicopter test bed program for evaluation of
automatic inspection, diagnosis, and prognostic
maintenance functions on selected subsystems - •
Vol. 1 . ,..
fAD-7528901 P0206 N73-18058
Evaluation of conference to investigate current
and future development in aircraft electrical
and auxiliary power systems
f AGftRD-AR-50] P0209 N73-18081
Continuous particle replicator for cloud drops and
ice crystals onboard pressurized aircraft
fAD-7530911 P0212 N73-18655
Proceedinqs of conference on application of
superconductivity techniques to auxiliary power
systems for aircraft and missiles
fAGARB-CP-10U] P0219 N73-19030
Characteristics of conventional alternators and
aircraft electrical power systems and comparison
with electric systems nsinq superconductors
P0219 S73-19036
Features and characteristics of superconducting-
electrical machines and design of synchronous
electric generator for airborne use
pC219 N73-19010
Characteristics of auxiliary power unit combined
with accessory drive to form auxiliary power
system for aircraft electric power supply
p0220 N73-19015
Desiqn principles of auxiliary power units of
secondary power system for operation of aircraft
eguipment
P0220 H73-19046
Analysis of interface between aircraft mechanical
power requirements and performance reguirenents
of auxiliary power systems
p0220 K73-190«9
Air Force research and developaent programs in
aircraft electrical power systems to show
planning process for developing specific classes
of technology .
p0220 N73-19052
Application of solid state switching,
multiplexinq, and electrically programmable
logic to aircraft electrical systems
p0221 N73-19053
Development of electrical generation and
distribution systems for supersonic aircraft
using solid state switching and remote control
of protective devices
p0221 H73-1905K
Developaent of integrated control system for
supersonic aircraft based on pneumatic power
generation
p0221 H73-19056
numerical analysis of aircraft shock absorber
operation, to show initial charging, motion, and
force parameters during static and dynamic
compression of landing gear
[AD-75»609] p025H H73-20031
Desiqn and performance of advanced auxiliary power
system for fighter aircraft
fAD-75«903J p0255 H73-20049
Analysis of synchronized discrete address beacon
system for improved air traffic control capability
[SD-FH-01] p0256 H73-20189
Manual on electromagnetic compatibility and
interference between aircraft weapon systems
[AD-754411] p0256 N73-20263
Structural concepts of rotary wing system
capabilities to show changes in design of
specific vertical takeoff aircraft components
p0268 N73-21021
Bibliography of supersonic transport aircraft data
to include program management, systems ., ,
engineering, aircraft structures, and
operational considerations
[AD-755600] p0275 S73-21076
Development of haloqenated hydrocarbon materials
for use as fire and ignition suppressants for
aircraft fuel tanks subjected to incendiary
ammunition
[AD-755362] .P0276 H73-21079
Development of collision avoidance warning system
criterion for use with aircraft operating in
high density areas
p0302 H73-21915
Development of equipment for-securinq external
stores SH-3G helicopter and analysis of failure
modes
TAD-757001] p0305 N73-21943
Analysis of H-58 helicopter maintenance to
determine removal rate of aircraft equipment and
develop failure analysis statistics
(AD-756406J p0306 N73-219U5
Cross and square command symbol and video inset
generator to display flight command data on
aircraft television screen
rAD-755160] p0308 N73-22111
Development, characteristics, and advantages of
high voltage direct current electrical systems
for aircraft power supplies
TAD-7576U61 p0321 H73-23001
Development of aircraft seat for high acceleration
tolerance of fliqht crew personnel by elevatinq
pelvis and legs forward
[AD-756630] p0323 H73-23009
Development of hermetically sealed nickel cadmium
battery and associated control logic and charger
circuit for aircraft applications
CAD-757535] - p0323 H73-23017
Economic analysis of integrated time-frequency
system for aircraft
P0333 N73-23717
Analysis of integrated communications, navigation,
and identification system for aircraft operation
and proposal for improved capability
P0333 N73-23721
Development and evaluation of display and control
equipment for remotely piloted vehicles
fAD-757761] p0388 N73-24077
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Design, development, and testing of inflexible
blade, hingeless rotor systen with hydraulic
rotor control system
rAD-758514] P0389 573-24081
Putpose, operating principles, and technical
description of instrument panel equipment
installed on An-24 aircraft
tAD-758751) P0392 H73-24504
Development of inertial smoothing systes for
control and display applications for VTOL
aircraft automatic instrument approach and
landing-operations
rNASA-TN-D-7271] P0392 H73-24653
Installation of electronic warfare training
equipment in rear cockpit of CF-100 aircraft
with emphasis on human engineering considerations
tDCIEB-904] P0403 N73-25071
High resolution pulse width modulated parallel
channel for forward looking infrared display
system
tAD-759224] P0007 H73-25231
Design of landing approach automatic flight
control systen using optimal feedback techniques
fAD-760125] p0468 H73-26040
Performance tests of four flight-director/attitude
indicator displays under three conditions of
siaulator motion and comparison with flight test
results
fAD-760049J : p0470 H73-26264
Design of extended Kalman filter for detection and
ranging of ground radar from aircraft
tAD-760764] p0485 H73-27158
Flight test of multispectral image dissector
camera onboard high altitude aircraft
P0492 H73-27835
Analysis of various aircraft antiskid braking
systems to determine appropriate antiskid
braking system for space shuttle vehicle
fllASA-CB-124349 } P0541 H73-28449
Logistic performance data book for bomb navigation
avionics system of F-111 aircraft to show
support cost, reliability, maintenance, and
problems
fAD-762214] p05«5 1173-28959
Logistic performance data book on propulsion
system for KC-135 aircraft to show reliability,
maintenance, costs, and problems
[AD-7622171 p0546 H73-28962
Logistic performance data book for C-141A aircraft
radio navigation system to show reliability,
maintainability, logistics support, and
operating problems
fAD-7622501 • P0546 H73-28971
Logistic performance data book for KC-135 aircraft
electrical power system to show reliability,
maintainability, logistics support, and
operating problems
fAD-762225] p0547 H73-28972
Logistic performance data book for BF-4C
photographic reconnaissance system to show
reliability, maintainability, logistic support,
and operating problems
fAD-762232] p0547 H73-28974
Development of digital flight control system for
performing pilot assist augmentation and pilot
relief automatic pilot functions
[AD-762521] P0549 N73-28992
Design, development, airworthiness test, and
flight test of multiplexing components for fly
by wire flight control
[AD-7.63111 ]' • P0550 N73-28996
Analysis:of voice command systems for application
to military aircraft operation to show
manufacturers, specifications, and research
projects
[AD-762922] p0550 H73-28998
Design and development of integrated fire and
overheat detection and warning system for
installation in aircraft nacelle
CAD-762919] p0550 H73-28999
Analysis of energy separator for application to
air conditioning system of B-8 aircraft
fAD-762590] p0551 H73-29014
Design and development of cryptosteady energy
separator for application to F-8 aircraft air
conditioning system
tAD-762579] ' p0551 H73-29015
Analysis of noise problems created by supersonic
transport aircraft, conventional aircraft, and
short takeoff aircraft to show methods for -)et
exhaust noise redaction
p0591 M73-30024
Design of integrated aircraft instrunention
display system utilizing plasma display/memory
unit
[AD-763599] p0598 N73-30446
Techniques for creating moving image
reconnaissance display
fAD-763789] p0599 N73-30452
Nonlinear vibrations of pipelines containing
pressurized fluids with application to aircraft
hydraulic systems
[AD-764154] p0610 S73-30968
Aircraft accident involving Boeing 707 aircraft
following aborted takeoff at Kennedy
International Airport, New York, on 13 August,
1972
CHTSB-AAB-73-71 p0639 N73-31943
Research and development projects concerning fire
hazards in aircraft cabins and design of
aircraft compartments to provide greater
passenger survivability
fFAA-BD-73-146] pC667 N73-32972
Systems analysis of avionics and aircraft
equipment for search and rescue helicopters to
determine cost effective improvements - vol. 7
[AD-764914J p0673 N73-33381
Equipment for removing silver crazing on aircraft
glass
CAD-764972] p0673 N73-33510
AIBCBAFT EIBAOST
0 EXHAUST GASES
AIECEAFT FUEL SISTBHS
Evaluation of the method of characteristics
applied to a pressure transient analysis of the
B.A.C./S.H.I.A.S. Concorde refuelling system.
p0665 A73-12645
Potentials and problems of hydrogen fueled
supersonic and hypersonic aircraft.
P0188 473-22830
Book on aerospace vehicles science covering
airfoils, aircrafts, fuel systems, structural
weight, instrumentation, taxiing, towing and
federal aviation regulations
P0243 A73-27054
Some causes for the appearance of the 'extraneous
noise' defect in transfer punps of aircraft fuel
systems
P0244 A73-27094
Dp-rating the fuel system flow capacity with high
rotational speed.
PC363 A73-32922
Concorde aircraft fuel system and component valves
design for long term service reliability and
ease of maintenance, discussing refueling, fuel
jettisoning and feed controls
p0363 A73-32923
T700 fuel and control system - A modern system
today for tomorrow's helicopters.
TABS PBEPSINT 771] P0441 A73-35089
Corrosiveness of naturally occurring sulfur
•compounds and organic peroxides in aviation
turbine fuels toward Cn and Aq, detailing
maximum tolerable ratios
P0532 A73-39637
Computerized control system for fuel flow into and
out of fuel cells and aircraft gravity center
optimization during supersonic cruise and takeoff
p0570 A73-40939
YAK 191B.
p0577 A73-41752
Hew developments in aircraft refuelling vehicles.
P0577 A73-41861
Alternate fuels to reduce aircraft exhaust
pollutants
[AD-7551511 p0263 1173-20815
Development of fibrous f lame arrestor materials to
provide explosion and fire protection for
aircraft fuel tanks
[AD-759193] p0405 N73-25090
AIECEAFT FUELS
Book - ASTtl manual for rating motor, diesel, and
aviation fuels.
p0108 A73-18402
Vapor pressure of supersonic aircraft fuels
p01t7 A73-20014
Construction of fuel and oil quant i ty sensors for
high-performance aircraft.
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p0289 473-29204
Aircraft engine fuel and oil differential
temperature oeasurenent via platinua probes,
specifying sensor sensitivity, calibration,
circuit operation and data redaction
P0425 473-34607
The use of hvdroqen for aircraft propulsion in
view of the fuel crisis.
PC449 473-35469
Differential temperature measurements in engine
fluids.
p0452 473-36071
Russian booX - Fuels and lubricants for flight
vehicles.
P0511 A73-37769
Enerqy supply and its effect on aircraft of the
future. II - Liguid-hydrogen-fueled aircraft:
prospects and desiqn issues.
fAIAA PAPEP 73-809] p0522 473-38373
Potential of hydrogen fuel for future air
transportation systems.
fASHE PAPEB 73-ICT-104] P0623 473-43499
Development of method for determining ethylene
dibromide depletion in aviation fuels
fAD-746250] p0685 N73-11791
Vaporization rates of liquid injected into high
temperature, supersonic qas flow usinq aviation
qasoline injected by Laval nozzle into air stream
fAD-747456] p0072 H73-12317
Automatic controlled pressure system for onshore
fueling of navy aircraft
rAD-748211] p0088 N73-13997
Analysis of factors influencing technical
feasibility of operating aircraft on liquid
hydrogen fuel
r»ASA-T!l-]C-68242] p0393 N73-24777
Effectiveness of crushed and graded stone
aqqreqate in preventinq or retarding rate of
flame propagation froa fixed ignition source for
aircraft fuels
CFAA-NA-73-131 P0476 N73-26962
Comparison of military and civil jet engine fuel
specifications and test procedures for fuel
performance and quality control
P0476 K73-26972
Optimization of supersonic aircraft C3/C4 polyoer
fuel by normal paraffins containing 10 to 16
carbon atoms
rDLB-FB-73-32] P0617 1173-31689
AIBCBAFT GUIDANCE
CocKpit device with optical head-up display for
visual slope guidance to-any runvay at any-airport
P0656 473-11011
Optimal horizontal guidance law for aircraft in
the terminal area.
P0047 473-13518
Extension of a portable tactical instrument
approach and landing system.
PC048 473-13574
Trends in helicopter guidance and control systems
vith bad weather capability.
POC50 473-13921
Russian book on aircraft control systems coverinq
radio communication and navigation, automatic
guidance and landing and booing and radar tracking
P0064 473-15964
Aircraft and spacecraft guidance and remote and
automatic control of moving objects, usinq
calculus of variations for systems synthesis
P0090 473-16402
Bicroxave landinq system /HLS/ with Doppler
scanninq technique for aircraft quidance
precision improvement over standard 7HT/UHF ILS,
detailing five-year development plan
PC191 473-23652
Civil aircraft vertical plane navigation and
quidance durinq climb and descent, discussinq
atmospheric, performance and passenger comfort
'constraints on flight path selection
P0281 473-28075
Simulated flight tests of a digitally autopiloted
STOL-craft on a curved approach with scanninq
microwave guidance.
fASME P4PEB 73-AOT-L] P0292 473-29413
Hicrowave Landing System under U.S. national
development plan for replacing ILS, discussinq
system requirements and desiqn, precision DHE
and flare-out quidance
P0294 473-29884
Hicrowave guidance system for aircraft landinq,
discussing civil and military requirements, ' -
position measurement capability, shadowing in
propagation, and ground reflection induced
signal fading
P0353 473-32468
Guidance of aircraft according to technignes of
trajectory plotting with a clock
p0355<473-32489
PB-75 flight guidance system for subsonic'211
commercial transport aircraft operation under
Category III4 conditions, describing cruise and
ILS operation ''
P0357 473-32500
FGS-70 flight guidance system for general
aviation, commercial and military transports,
discussing ILS and VOB operation modes and
autopilot/flight director integration
P0357 A73-32501
Doppler scanning landinq guidance system based on
linear array of equally spaced radiators with RF
source commutation
p0357 473-32502
H.A.D.G.E. - Hicrowave Aircraft Digital Guidance
Egnipment: Description of the system
P0357 473-32504
Approach and landing operations and flight guide
beam systems, discussing tests, desiqn,
improvements and operational requirements
CDGLB PAPEB 73-011] p0423 A73-34491
Tactical aircraft guidance system for CH-47B
helicopter utilizing fly by wire control system,
describing desiqn, display devices, flight
instruments, computer configuration and crew
duties
[AHS PBEPBINT 761] p0440 A73-35084
Digital v/STOL flight simulation test procedures
for aircraft navigation, guidance and control,
detailing display device panels, flight path
simulation and software configuration
P045T 473-35853
C band microwave landing system for increased
guidance signal accuracy and reliability in
azinuth, elevation and ranqe relative to
touchdown point • • •'
P0503 A73-3749U
Guidance, control, and instrumentation progress on
the HcDonnell Douglas DC-1C.
P0513 473-37814
United States Hicrowave Landinq System development
program.
P0513 473-37815
Airborne IBP alignment using acceleration and
angular rate patching.
P0518 A73-38048
Simulated flight tests of a digitally autopiloted
STOL-craft on a curved approach with scanning
microwave guidance.
P0518 473-38019
Flight director design for a STOL aircraft.
P0526 473-38649
Optimal filtering and smoothing simulation results
for CIBIS inertial and precision ranging data.
[4IA4 P4PEB 73-872] p0528 473-38809
Nonlinear trajectory following in the terminal
area - Guidance, control and flight mechanics
concepts using the microwave landing system.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-903] P0529 A73-38837
Hicrowave landing system elevation data or
altimeter information for flare-out guidance,
considering airport, aircraft autopilot and
ground equipment and cost factors ''
p0563 473-40050
Low cost airport surveillance and Localized Cable
Badar with runway or taxivay vehicle guidance
capability for ground traffic control, using
solid state eguipment
p0564 473-40051
Development of gradient clearance monitor concept
to ascertain glide slope clearance signal
CFA4-BD-72-147] p0224 N73-19645
Developnent of air navigation system to provide
four dimensional guidance for short takeoff
aircraft operating in terminal area
rHASA-TH-1-62234] pP329 N73-23686
Air traffic control procedures for simultaneous
instrument flight rule approaches to set of
three parallel runways
[FA4-H4-73-23] . p0329 N73-23687
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Analysis of- air navigation systems for continental
OS and overseas flights based on projected
traffic loads of 1980 tine period
fPAA-ED-OH-1] P0329 873-23688
Characteristics of air traffic control system to
include description of electronic components and
prelects for developing improved equipment
p0330 N73-23692
Development of automated air traffic control
system using computer techniques to provide
flight safety for increased air traffic
•_ p0330 S73-23693
Organization, functions, and capabilities of
automated air traffic control system for Home,
Italy
P0330 N73-23691
Status and .trends of civil air traffic control
systems and development of automated network for
increased -flight safety
P0330 N73-23696
Comparison of cost, complexity, and cockpit
workload for seven area navigation system
configurations
P0330 H73-23697
Numerical anlaysis of optimal control and
seguencing of air traffic control operations in
near terminal area
P0331 N73-23701
Analysis of short takeoff and landing aircraft
landing guidance systems and application of air
traffic control procedures for improved sequencing
P0331 H73-23703
Development and characteristics of instrument
landing system using radioactive materials along
runways for glide slope and alignment information
p0332 H73-23707
Development and characteristics of forward area
homing and landing guidance for military
aircraft operations
P0332 H73-23708
Application of artificial satellites for data
acguisition and communication functions in air
traffic control system
p0332 N73-23709
Development and characteristics of system for
separation and control of aircraft to avoid
midair collisions
p0332 K73-23712
Performance tests of air traffic control system to
determine effectiveness in prevention of midair
collisions
P0332 N73-23713
Analysis of nan-machine interfaces and system
reliability for air traffic control automation
Systems
p0333 N73-23715
Analysis of interface between controller and
computer in automated air traffic control system
p0333 1173-23716
Analysis of development program for improving DS
air traffic control procedures for 1980 time
period
P0333 H73-23718
Conceptual analysis of improved communication,
navigation, and indentification system for
military applications
P0333 1173-23719
Analysis of communications, navigation, and
Identification equipment for aircraft and
proposed system for improvement in capability
p0333 H73-23720
Development of perturbation guidance system for
maintaining tilting rotor vertical takeoff
aircraft on predetermined flight path during
takeoff and landing
tHASA-CE-132013] p0388 S73-2U072
Analysis and digital computer simulation of
operational and performance aspects of vertical
area navigation system
tFAA-RD-72-125] POU09 N73-25705
Operational procedures and modes of experimental
guidance system for short takeoff aircraft to
provide arrival time control and automatic
tracking
(HASA-TM-X-622331 pO«09 N73-25710
Characteristics of .airborne radio homing and
alerting equipnent for use with emergency
locator transmitters
H73-26663
AIECBAFT BAZABDS
Meteorological parameters conducive to ice
fornation on aircraft, analyzing data statistics
on atmospheric moisture content, temperature and
drop size
f D G L R PAPER 72-1091 P0658 A73-11660
Reducing the smoke hazard in small transformer
failures.
pOO«8 A73-13572
Contribution to the protection of flight vehicles
against lightning effects
P0108 A73-18U36
Aircraft wake vortex avoidance systems with
current locus detection and/or prediction
capability, discussing design based on hazard
assessment and computer simulation for performance
P0196 A73-21557
Aquaplaning prevention during take-off and
landing, discussing friction loss factors,
aircraft tires and runway surface treatment by
antiskid overlays and grooving
PC230 A73-25209
Study on the limit efficiency of lightning
conductors on aircraft radomes.
P0231 A73-25303
Electrostatic charge induction on aircraft due to
charged atmosphere and friction effects, noting
lightning protection, fuel container shielding
and charge removal methods
PC212 A73-26722
Rain erosion of reinforced plastics for aerospace
applications in terms of drop size, impact angle
and velocity effects and protective coatings
P0433 A73-3U806
Methodology for determining climatological
probability of aircraft icing throughout
Northern Hemisphere
CAD-7U5098] P0675 N73-10623
Investigation of aircraft accident involving Beech
aircraft performing air taxi service to Boise,
Idaho on 20 Feb. 1972
[HTSB-A1R-72-251 P0071 N73-12050
Hazards related to use of -jet thrust power
CPB-2115931 . P0116 N73-1UOU6
Compilation of selected aircraft accident reports
f o r ' D S Civil Aviation operations dur ing calendar
year 1970 - Issue 5
fPB-2111581 P0117 N73-11017
Trailing vortex hazard avoidance of Jumbo lets by
airport warning system
P0121 N73-11958
Aviation hazards of turbulence and shear in stable
stratified atmosphere
[CONF-720535-2] p0136 N73-15653
. Bibliography of aircraft accident reports for OS.
civil aviation operations during calendar year
1971
[NTSB-BA-72-6] P0159 N73-16001
Aircraft accident involving Beechcraft Queen Air
aircraft on takeoff from Albuquerque, Hew Hexico
airport on 19 Hay, 1972
CHTSB-flAR-72-32] ^ p0159 1173-16003
Doppler effect continuous wave radar for bird
hazard detection and aircraft collision
avoidance near airfields
fAD-751985] p0176 H73-17168
Probability of aircraft being struck by lightning
[HLL-H-22800-(5828.HF) ] P0260 N73-20656
Statistical correlation of qulls and DSAF aircraft
hazards
rAD-75982»] p0405 N73-25C92
Aircraft accident involving Lear jet aircraft
following takeoff from Atlanta, Georgia Airport
on 26 Feb. 1973
rUTSB-AAR-73-121 POU67 N73-26036
Probability of aircraft crashing into Boardnan
nuclear power plant
[PB-220715/7] P06C1 N73-30662
AIRCEAFT HIDEA01IC SISTERS
Hydraulic system on de Havilland Twin otter STOL
aircraft for flaps, wheel brakes and nose wheel
steering, noting power supply mounting
POOU3 A73-13350
Maximum safety hydraulic systems for A30CB airbus
powered flight controls for normal flying and
auto land operations
P006U A73-16031
Aircraft hydraulic system and servocontrol design
and performance, noting system reliability and
A-71
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fluid loss prevention
p0107 A73-17995
Hydraulic drive and control systems used for
landing gear retraction and extension on Piper
Cherokee Arrow and for main wheel braking on F-111
p0146 473-1960*
High gain hydromechanical servonechanism with
multisprinq, mass damping and feedback control,
deriving transfer function response, with
application to aircraft control surface actuator
design
p0289 A73-29150
Quad redundant fly by wire servocontrol systeo
design and tests in F-8C high speed jet
aircraft, using fail/safe hydraulic actuators
p0365 473-33080
L-1C11 aircraft hydraulic syste* layout and
installation techniques with modular design and
plug-in cartridges for Hurphy law error
reduction during servicing
p0424 473-34523
Russian book - Hydraulic ducts of control systems
in aviation: The effects of external factors.
Shop testing, and reliability.
P0510 473-37766
Book - Criteria for current and advanced aircraft
hydraulic tubing.
fS4E SP-378] p0514 473-37863
Commercial jet transport aircraft hydraulic fuel
distribution tubing systems, discussing
maintenance, fabrication problems, fittings,
guality control and materials
fSAE SP-3781 p0514' 473-37864
The application of 4rmco 21-6-9 steel tubing to
the DC-10 hydraulic system.
TS4E SP-3781 p0514 473-37865
Aircraft hydraulic tubing permissible defects in
Cr-Ni-Bn, il and Ti tubes and return lines,
noting wall thickness, chafing, denting, weld
seam cracks and impulse tests
fS4E SP-3781 p0515 A73-37866
Defects in high quality aircraft tubing and
inspection methods.
rSAE SP-3781 p0515 473-37867
Integrated hydraulic flight control actuator
packages replacing mechanical linkages for
aerodynamic surface control durinq V/STOL
operation
p0529 473-39015
Variable-orifice hydraulic mechanism for aircraft
gas turbine engine fuel control
rN4SA-C4SE-I.EW-11 187-11 p0224 H73-19793
Effects of trapped air on operation of aircraft
hydraulic systems and methods for removinq air
contamination
fNLL-NEL-TT-2420-(6075. 461) 1 pC252 N73-20005
Computerized analysis of aircraft hydraulic system
dynamic performance
fAD-7575371 p0406 N73-25093
AIBCB4FT IHDDSTBT
Low noise STOt aircraft as solution for short haul
transportation, discussinq German, British and
Swedish industrial development efforts
p0654 A73-10468
Aircraft industry design and development costs
prediction, using Monte Carlo model to determine
effect of poor estimates
P0662 A73-11860
Assembling by welding and bonding - Introductory
report on assemblies
p0109 473-18692
Capital equipment marketing, discussinq
industry-customer-government interface,
marketing and sales techniques and functions,
products initiation, etc
P0196 473-24650
The financing of aircraft procurement.
p0424 473-34534
Technology of aircraft construction
fAD-7487121 P0083 N73-13043
Findings and recommendations of Aviation Advisory
Commission on long range needs of aviation—
Vol. 1
fPB-2158031 P0215 N73-18983
Large subsonic wind tunnel design for German
industry
rREPT-EA-317-A] p0310 N73-22213
Production forecasting for aircraft manufacturer
P0657 N73-32872
AIRCRAFT IHSTBOHEHTS
HT ALTIMETERS
HT APPBOACH INDICATORS
HT ATTITUDE IHDICATOBS
HT AOTOHATIC PILOTS
HT FLIGHT BECOBDERS
BT GYROCOMPASSES
BT HOT-BIRE ABEBOHETEHS
HT MAGNETIC COMPASSES ,
HT PLAH POSITIOH IHDICATOBS ,
HT POSITIOH IHDICATORS
HT BADIO ALTIMETERS
HT BADIO DIBECTIOH FIHDERS
HT BATE OF CLIMB INDICATORS
HT SPEED INDIC4TORS
HT T4CHOMETEHS
S-61N helicopter all-weather IFR operation for
Horth Sea oil rigs supply and harbor pilots
transportation, describing onboard
instrumentation, navigation and communication
systems
P0095 473-16847
Aircraft performance augmentation by energy
management instruments or systems, considering
energy/energy rate meter and algorithm for real
time onboard flight path optimization
fAIAA PAPER 73-228] p0098 A73-16953
Book - Aircraft Instruments: Principles and
applications.
P0107 473-18075
Basic specification research for the main
instruments of light aircraft
P0148 A73-20248
Russian book on onboard distance measuring systems
for flight vehicles covering design of cw and
pulsed devices, modulators, error analysis,
noise, logic elements, etc
P0149 473-20378
Aeromechanical measurements in free flight on
piloted aircraft
P0187 A73-22447
Russian book on aviation fundamentals covering
aerodynamics and flight theory, designs,
components, enqines and instrumentation of
aircraft, including helicopters, VTOL and STOI
P0189 A73-23224
Precision hover sensor for heavy-lift helicopter.
P0192 A73-23784
Airborne atmospheric temperature measurements
correction for sensor response lag, derivinq
numerical scheme based on sensing systems wind
tunnel calibration
P0193 473-23991
Design of control and display panels usinq
computer algorithms.
P0230 A73-25180
Utilization of the Doppler effect to measure the
drift angle and the ground speed of an aircraft
P0237 473-25797
4 description of the NAE T-33 turbulence research
aircraft, instrumentation and data analysis.
P0238 A73-26269
On the estimation of the directional spectrum of
surface gravity waves from a programmed aircraft
altimeter.
p0239 A73-26347
Cockpit instrument display systems visibility and
reliability requirements, discussing various
illumination methods in terms of power
consumption, cost and human factors engineering
P0242 A73-26825
Book on aerospace vehicles science covering
airfoils, aircrafts, fuel systems, structural
weight, instrumentation, taxiing, towing and
federal aviation regulations
P0243 A73-27054
European airbus 4300B aircraft flight tests and
onboard instrumentation in certification
program, illustrating desk layout, control and
display panels
P0281 473-28159
Aircraft compass design with magnetic needle free
turning capability around two orthogonal axes,
noting advantage over conventional devices, and
suitability for glider naviqation
P0283 473-28555
Electronic differentiator for aircraft flight data
onboard calculation in performance gliding,
discussing compensation method and vertical air
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velocity measuring instrument advantage
p0283 473-28556
Construction of fuel and oil quantity sensors for
high-performance aircraft.
p0289 A73-29201
Vertical aircraft flight control and navigation
instrunentation avionics developments,
enphasizing Inertial-lead Vertical Speed
Indicator design and command and advisory
information displays
P0291 A73-293U5
Beteorological radar and the HUH landing aid
. ' p0293 A73-29731
Ricrovave Landing System under D.S. national
development plan for replacing IIS, discussing
system requirements and design, precision DDE
and flare-out guidance
1
 p029« A73-29884
Russian book on aeronautical electric and
electronic -materials covering physicochemical
properties of magnetic, dielectric, conductor,
semiconductor, polymer, ferritic, thin film and
composite materials
P0297 A73-30357
Concorde engine monitoring instrumentation,
discussing start cycle, temperature sensors and
indicators and nozzle position indicators
P0299 A73-30931
Bussian book on civil aviation aircraft and
helicopter equipment covering navigation,
automatic control,-electrical and oxygen systems
and aircraft instruments
p03«6 A73-315118
i-300 B airbus active and passive operational
monitoring systems, considering visual and aural
routine functional indicators, emergency warning
devices and flight data recorders
p0352 A73-32158
Commercial aircraft flight control instrumentation
for safe and efficient flight path management,
emphasizing aircrew work load relief under
stressful air traffic conditions
P035K A73-32473
FGS-70 flight guidance system for general
aviation, commercial and military transports,
discussing ILS and VOR operation modes and
autopilot'/flight director integration
p0357 A73-32501
Head-up displays for flight control information on
velocity vector, angle of attack, glide path
slope and ground reference data, considering VFR
and IFR conditions
P0357 A73-32507
Aircraft flight control head-up display system
design, equipment installation particulars,
performance tests and merits evaluation
P0357 A73-32508
Instrument-panel electronic display system
P0358 A73-32510
Gimbaled electrostatic gyro inertial aircraft
naviqation system /GEAKS/ desiqns balancing
performance against cost of ownership
P0366 A73-33086
Avionics systems simplification for cost, weight
and space reduction, considering ease of
maintenance, failure points, reduction and flight
director/autopilot computers and'couplers
elimination
P0369 A73-33187
WB-57F aircraft with instrument package for
nuclear test detection and upper atmosphere
research, discussing range, altitude, speed,
payload capacity and onboard equipment
fAIAA PAPER 73-510] - p0376 A73-33548
Effects of new landing approach procedures on
cockpit design and possibilities of taking them
into account
[BBB-OH-07-73] pO«22 A73-3UI185
Airborne flight-test strain gage instrumentation
from installation, calibration and data
recording and reduction standpoint, discussing
ground and airborne minicomputer use
p01«8 A73-3541J2
Guidance, control, and instrumentation progress on
the McDonnell Douglas DC-10, •
P0513 A73-37814
Environment effects on tape recorder design for
in-flight data collection in military aircraft
p0520 A73-38197
Air based collision avoidance system feasibility
appraisal, discussing YG1054 proximity warning
indicator, cost analysis and implementation
prognosis
P052U A73-38«68
Annual Corporate Aircraft Safety Seminar, 18th,
Arlington, Va., April 1-3, 1973, Proceedings.
P0530 A73-39210
Instrument landing monitor /ILK/ evaluation
program for potential and actual capability to
restore poor and/or missing visibility
P0530 A73-39211
Russian book on aircraft onboard instruments and
equipment arrangement and housing for weight
reduction covering electric, radar, navigation,
' control, display and auxiliary devices
PP573 A73-41125
Russian book on gyroscope theory covering
maritime, aircraft, rocket and spacecraft
applications, instrunent error, differential
equations of motion, rotor precession and
deqrees of freedom
P0573 A73-U1U37
The susceptibility of modern aircraft instrument
systems to interference in the HF band.
P0575 A73-«169«
Desiqn of aircraft flight test instrumentation
systems
P0673 S73-10151
Operational test and evaluation of angle of attack
system for displaying percentage of lift
produced by wing for all flap configurations
rAD-7«884B;| pC073 N73-12U85
Aircraft horizon and vertical indicator
fNASA-CASE-ERC-10392] p0119 N73-1U692
Astronomical techniques for spacecraft orientation
and aircraft instrument errors
tJPRS-57701] P0119 B73-1U693
Integration of STOL aircraft instruments and
approach control for new approach profiles
CDG1R-PAPER-72-0961 p0129 N73-15017
Desiqn and tests of countinq strain gaqes for
hiqh-q naval aircraft
[AD-750692] p0135 N73-15M98
Portable instrumentation kit feasibility study
CAD-751188] p016<l N73-1651t
Development and characteristics of cathode ray
tube vertical display system for use in
all-weather air navigation aircraft
fAD-752510] p017« N73-17026
Flight test of instrument for determining low
airspeeds to evaluate suitability for helicopter
airspeed indicator
fAD-7533U3] pP208 N73-18071
Analysis of aircraft instruments and display
devices for approach control and landing of
V/ST01 aircraft
fAGARD-AR-51] p0212 N73-18U39
Rind tunnel tests to determine pressure sensing
characteristics of trailing cone device for
calibrating aircraft static-pressure systems
fNASA-TN-D-7217] p0302 N73-21906
Development of heads-up flight data display for
aircraft approach and landing during all
conditions of visibility
P0331 H73-23702
Economic analysis of integrated time-frequency
system for aircraft
p0333 H73-23717
Analysis of manual control theory of vertical
situation displays for short takeoff aircraft
[NASA-CR-114620] p9386 N73-21061
Purpose, operating principles, and technical
description of instrument panel equipment
installed on An-21 aircraft
[AD-758751] p0392 N73-21501
Performance tests of four fliqht-director/attitude
indicator displays under three conditions of
simulator motion and comparison with flight test
results
[AD-760019] pOU7C N73-26264
Display device for integrated let engine
instrument system program
[AD-763«t01 p0599 N73-30450
Performance tests of hemispherical flow-direction
sensor mounted on F-101 aircraft to develop Bach
number position error calibration curve
CHASA-TH-D-7U611 p06«0 N73-31956
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Logic and design procedures for multifunction node
switching controls in let aircraft cockpits •
f40-76*6171 > p06«5 H73-32111
AIBCBAFT LiBDIBG
NT CRASH LANDING
NT SKID LANDINGS
Effect of aircraft reliability regulations on
takeoff and landing perfornance of QSTOL aircraft
fDGLR PAPER 72-0561 p0658 A73-11658
Schematic design of an automatic device for
correcting aircraft takeoff and landing modes of
flight
P0661 173-11801
Determination of the navigational regime for
flight over fixed points during the landing
maneuver
pOO«2 A73-13071
Handling characteristics in roll of two light
airplanes for steep approach landings.
POOK8 A73-13701
A computer-generated display to isolate essential
visual cues in landing.
p009« A73-1670H
A statistical analysis of pilot control during a
simulation of STOI landing approaches.
fAIAA PAPER 73-182] p0098 A73-16922
Arrested landing studies for STOL aircraft.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-511 p010« 'A73-17627
Visual systems for indicating approach slope
during aircraft landing
P0188 A73-22975
Microwave landing system /HLS/ with Doppler
scanning technique for aircraf.t guidance
precision improvement over standard VHF/UHF ILS,
detailing five-year development plan
p0191 A73-23652
All-veather aircraft landing automation,
discussing efficient optimal feedback control'
law selection based on trajectory termination or
terminal control reguirements
P0194 A73-24010
Manned vehicle systems analysis technigues
application to manual approach-to-landing phase
of aircraft flight, developing analytical
control model
p0194 A73-21011
Display system for monitoring automatically
controlled STOL landing glide paths, discussing
computer controlled simulation
P0232 A73-25IKIO
An optimal control approach to terminal area air
traffic control.
' p0236 A73-25786
Vibrations of an Euler beam with a system of
discrete masses, springs, and dashpots.
P0237 A73-25788
Evaluation of glide paths for landing a VIOL
airplane using linear regulator theory.
P02U4 A73-27154
Flight tests of approach path angles and airspeed
effects on landing of spoiler equipped light"
aircraft • ''^
P0284 A73-28830
Manual vs fully automatic landing concepts,
discussing pilots abilities and limitations and
primary reguirements for displays
P0285 A73-28905
Optimal aircraft go-around and flare maneuvers.
P0289 A73-29217
Airport runway lights system location and use for
aircraft takeoff operations and visual
indication of landing approach angle
P0297 A73-302U2
STOL aircraft flight and landing area
considerations.
CASCS PHEPBINT 17261 P0340 A73-31389
An ILS sensor for fail operative automand systems
- The Bendix RIA-32A.
P0352 A73-32U61
An instrument approach system for Hong-Kong
International Airport.
PC353 A73-32U64
Study of the integrity of an equipment -
Application to radio altimeters for category III
landing
P0356 A73-32493
Microwave holography application to landing
without visibility . '
P0356 A73-32497
Independent Landing Monitor for economic Category.
3 operation with fail-operational antoland,,, fog
dissipation or fail-passive antoland plus ,
visibility augmentation ,. • r
p0357 A73-32499
Doppler scanning landing guidance system based on
linear array of equally spaced radiators with. RF
source commutation
. -
 P0357.A73r32502
All-weather landing technology and economics, :r
considering ground and airborne equipment and
benefits and costs \- ,'
p0358 173-32553
•Airport lighting systens as visual landing aids,
discussing runway disposition, brightness :
'levels, beam orientation, visibility factors and
flashing lights . - •;-.
P0364 A73-32974
Aircraft performance relationship to safety
margins improvement, discussing accelerate stop,
approach control, airworthiness, landing and
coordination . ' . •
.. pO!»15 &7 3-31*082
Safety in the accident prone flight phases of
take-off, approach and landing. . . .
p0416 A73-34085
Further developments in surface effect takeoff and
landing system concepts - Application to high
performance aircraft.
; p0418 A73-34293
Further developments in surface effect takeoff and
landing systems concepts - A multicell system.
CCA SI PAPEB 76/11B1 pO.418 A73-3429U
Monitor display to indicate aircraft position
relation to desired flight profile during
automatically controlled steep landing
approaches with curved segments
pO»21 A73-34477
Considerations concerning the desiqn of an
electronic landing display for STOL. aircraft
pO«21. A73-34178
Possibilities for improving, conventional ILS systems
• . pO<t2.1.A73-3IU79
Low visibility/bad weather aircraft landing
systems design, discussing developmental stages
for all weather landing implementation,
automatic landing control and pilot visual .
discrimination problems
p0422 A73-34181
Longitudinal notion of a transport aircr.aft during
steep landing approaches .•
-. pO<!22 A73-34482
Digital control of rotary wing aircraft landing
approach based on spatially variable preassiqned
flight path
CMBB-tJFE-1021] p0422 A73-34U86
Noise reduction of STOL aircraft during landing
approach and takeoff via thrust reduction and
steepest descent flight paths
fMBB-OH-06-73] pO«23 A73-34488
• Approach and landing operations and flight guide
beam systems, discussioq tests, desiqn,
improvements and operational reguirements
f D G L B PAPER 73-011] p0423 A73-34191
Flight mechanics problems associated with landing
approaches using direct lift control, as
examplified by the HFB 320 Hansa- aircraft
f D G L R PAPER 73-021] pO»24 A73r3<l»96
Russian book - Analysis of meteorological
conditions for aviation.
p0125 A73-34539
Analysis of visibility conditions during aircraft
landing in radiation fog
POU25 A73-34540
Inqlewood /California/ airport noise abatement
monitoring program, discussing' landing approach
:
 slopes, monitoring equipment and techniques and
noise effects on property value
P0496 A73-37283
Direct side force control for STOL crosswind
landinqs.
I A I A A PAPER 73-811) pOSOl A73-37467
Development of an Air Cushion Landing System.
f A I A A PAPER 73-812] p0501 A73-37468
Air cushion landinq systems for aircraft mobility
on unprepared surfaces, considerinq refraction,
vertical enerqy absorption, braking, steering
and weight and power reduction
P0504 A73-37677
SUBJECT IHDEI AIBCBAFT LAHDIHG COHTD
iit cushion landing systems application to
tactical airlift aircraft for personnel, and
equipment delivery to dispersed sites under
diverse climatic, terrain and combat conditions
p050« A73-37678
Aircraft with air cushion landing systen for off
airport-transport of goods and passengers
• pOSOl 173-37679
'The Naiy.SETOLS program and its potential
applications to Havy 'aircraft.
-'• '- •'• ' p0504 A73-37680
ACLS equipped vehicles in inter-city transportation.
• . " • : P0505 473-37686
Preliminary results from dynamic model tests of an
air cushion landing systen.
P0506 A73-37694
The Jindivik Drone Program to demonstrate air
' cushion launch and recovery.
i-i . : . . p0506 A73-37697
Air cushion landing systen XiCLS/ design and drone
flight tests for lov cost unmanned military .
aircraft recovery, comparing with Bid air
-retrieval'-system /HiBS/
" i p0507 A73-37699
Simulation of the ACLS during landing roll.
P0507 A73-37706
Ground loads:analysis for air cushion landing
system /ACLS/ equipped aircraft during,landing
and taxiing, predicting peak trunk pressures via
energy considerations
• • !.' P0507 A73-37707
Studies on the tiae-rto-go indexing control scheme
for an automatic aircraft landing systen.
• • • p0521-A73-38280
Flight director design for'a STOL aircraft.
: P0526 A73-386U9
Autonatic control of adverse yav in the landing
environment using optimal control theory.
fAIAA PiPEH,73-861] P0528 A73-38799
Bunvay condition effects on landing safety,
discussing surface friction, approach control,
skidding, directional control, water and ice
conditions, tires and brakes
-" P0530 A73-39220
Microwave Landing System vith air-derived sample
data and scanning narrow beam antennas for.
signal-in-space generation, discussing design
reguirements and performance test
P0563 A73-40046
Carrier landing simulation for pilot visual
perception, describing Fresnel lens optical
landing system, periscopes, cockpit equipment
and glide paths
CAIAA PAPEH-73-917] p0569 A73-40865
Reducing approach and landing accidents.
P0581 A73-42523
Evolution of blind landing systems
P0585 A73-43032
Optimal landing flare control of aircraft with
sensitivity consideration.
P0621 A73-43284
Development of computer program for complete
simulation of factors involved in aircraft
takeoff and landing
[AD-741942] P0671 H73-10042
Development of statistical-probabilistic method of
collision probability calculation and
ap'plication to arbitrary flight paths and
vehicle shapes
(AD-744722] P0672 H73-10046
Fixed base flight simulator evaluation of wing
spoilers for. longitudinal flight path control of
Cessna aircraft during instrument landing system
approach
[HASA-CB-2121] - P0679 H73-11015
Development of performance criteria to estimate
relative proficiency of aircraft pilots during
aircraft carrier qualification training with F-4
aircraft
fAD-746095] P0681.573-11030
Analysis of effective perceived noise level method
for determining airport noise and comparison
with actual .noise measurements taken during
aircraft landings
fOCLA-PAPEB-EHG-0872] P0066 H.73-12010
Analysis of forces imposed on aircraft wing fron
landing gear .impact in relation to weight of
wing, damping, and frequency of periodic load
fAD-747381] P0071 873-12052
Analysis of instrument system for assisting pilots
in Baking decisions during aircraft takeoff and
landing rolls
fFAA-RD-72-112] p0073 H73-12460
Analysis of limitations on helicopter approach and
landing during conditions of low visibility
tAD-747732) p0075 H73-12686
Analysis of aircraft pilot experiences during
landing approaches in minimum visibility
situations
fAD-747654] P0075 H73-12687
Development and evaluation of instrument landing
systea with VHF and DBF capability for localizer
and glide slope
CAD-7U7656] p0075 H73-12688
Analysis of loading conditions iaposed on
commercial aircraft during turning maneuvers on
ground
CHASA-TN-D-7132] pOOSI H73-13027
Operational test and evaluation of four
configurations of flight director display for
instrument landings based on command heading and
command flight path angle
fAD-748244] p0082 S73-13041
Evaluation of approach lighting system for visual
guidance of helicopters during instrument flight
roles approach and landing operations
[FAA-BD-72-133] pOOSU N73-13261
Location of soil types with potential for
generating atmospheric sand and dust with
application to analysis of V/STOL operational
environment
TAD-7U9462] p0114 H73-14033
Design and development of microwave landing system
for operation of civil and military aircraft in
conventional and V/STOL configurations
[AD-749505] p0120 N73-14702
Analysis of air cushion vehicle landing systea
operation and computation of air flow reguirements
[AD-750936] p0132 B73-15069
Aircraft accident involving Lear jet model 25 at
Victoria, Texas on 18 Jan..1972
[PB-212484] p0133 M73-15076
Performance tests of aircraft arresting gear to
determine allowable operating restraints on
angular displacement and off-center engagements
[NATF-R125] p0133 N73-15268
Measurement of critical atmospheric turbulence for
aircraft takeoff and landing
[AD-750131] p0136 N73-15660
Besearch projects involving all weather landing
systems to include electronic and visual
guidance, airborne systems, and data collection
[FAA-ED-07-3] p0137 M73-15680
Analysis of position determination accuracy
obtainable with nicrowave landing guidance system
fHASA-TS-D-7116] p0137 N73^ T5681
Incident involving collision of Boeing 727
aircraft with landing liqht system at Atlanta
International Airport, Georgia on 21 Dec. 1971
CNTSB-AAR-72-22] p0159 B73-16COO
Aircraft accident involving DH-111 aircraft during
attempted landing at Hercedita Airport, Puerto
Bico on 24 June, 1972
tHTSB-AAB-72-34] p0159 N73-16004
Aircraft accident involving DC-9 aircraft landing
at Fort Landerdale, Florida airport in marginal
weather conditions on 18 Hay, 1972
[HTSB-AAB-72-31] p0159 H73-16005
Flight simulator evaluations of flight control,
flight path, and airspeed for approach and
landing of powered lift jet short takeoff aircraft
fNASA-TH-I-62203] pC161 N73-16014
Bibliography of data on aircraft landings,
instrument landings, approach control, glide
path systems, display devices, and terminal
facilities
[AD-751800] p0162 N73-16024
Analysis of simulated aircraft landing approach to
aircraft carrier to determine display system
reguirements and to evalute dangerous conditions
[AD-751076] p0165 S73-16635
Heasurement of pilot performance during aircraft
landing simulation to determine significance of
vertical acceleration cues during approach and
landing maneuver
[HASA-TH-i-62236] p0173 1173-17020
Design and development of stability augmentation
system to eliminate coupling effects during
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landing of short takeoff aircraft
fHASA-CR-130543] p017i» N73-17021
Approach liqht properties for visual
discrimination in pilot landing environment
fNASS-TT-F-116671 p0179 H73-17710
Analysis of internal flov conditions of inlet vith
centerbody retracted for short takeoff and
landing aircraft takeoff and approach operations
rHASA-TN-D-7185] p0200 N73-18010
Evaluation of head-up display instrument for
providing aircraft vertical guidance during
landing approach to comply vith noise abatement
procedures
rNASA-TH-X-62187) p0201 H73-18021
Detail design features of short takeoff and
landing commercial aircraft and iipact on design
caused by STOL reguirement - Part 2
fAERO-13-PT-2] / p0203 H73-18033
Development of empirical Method for determining
optimum reversing coefficient of thrust reversal
of let engines on passenger aircraft
fAD-752814] p0205 H73-180H8
Flight control improvement of F-8 aircraft
relative to carrier takeoff and landing
fAD-753010] p0205 N73-18052
Development of criteria for predicting landing
impact loads for V/STOl aircraft based on data
obtained by flight tests of X-22 aircraft
fAD-753852] p0208 N73-18075
Analysis of aircraft instruaents and display
devices for approach control and landing of
V/STOL aircraft
fAGARD-AR-511 p0212 873-18439
Comparison of simulation and flight test results
for automatic short takeoff aircraft landing
system
P0216 H73-19006
Command and control of stability of Do-31 aircraft
by landing and hovering
rBMVG-FBHT-72-251 p0218 H73-19022
Development of gradient clearance monitor concept
to ascertain glide slope clearance signal
fFAA-RD-72-147] p0224 H73-19645
Flight test of X-22 aircraft to determine
longitudinal stability reguirements of short
takeoff aircraft during terminal area operations
fAD-75U8K01 p0254 H73-20029
Analysis of procedures and problems involved in
operating helicopters from decks of ships
p0267 N73-21010
Analysis of effect of grooved runway
configurations on aircraft tire braking traction
on flooded runway surfaces
fNASA-TH-D-7215] pC273 H73-21057
Analysis of electromagnetic compatibility of
microwave landing guidance system and candidate
interim systems
rECAC-PR-72-069] p0278 H73-21554
Analysis of parameters affecting transition from
meteorological visibility range to real
visibility range during aircraft landing
fNASA-TT-F-148871 p0313 N73-22607
Analysis of minimum longitudinal stability for • "''' '
large delta wing transport aircraft during
landing approach and touchdown using inflight
simulator
CTH-508IS-F-1-VOL-1 1 pC319 H73-22984
Development of mathematical and simulation models
to calculate capacity of single runway under
instrument flight rules conditions
f HTR-M102-REV-2] PC325 H73-23345
Air traffic control procedures for simultaneous
instrument flight rule approaches to set of
three parallel runways
fFAA-NA-73-231 p0329 H73-23687
Development of heads-up flight data display for
aircraft approach and landing during all
conditions of visibility
pC331 H73-23702
Analysis of short takeoff and landing aircraft
landing guidance systems and application of air
traffic control procedures for improved sequencing
P0331 S73-23703
Development of Doppler microwave landing system
and techniques for eliminating effects of
multipath transmissions
P0332 H73-23706
Development and characteristics of instrument
landing system using radioactive materials along
rnnvays for glide slope and alignment information
p0332 H73-23707
Development and characteristics of forward area '
homing and landing guidance for military
aircraft operations • . • r. .
p0332 N73-23708
Hethods for evaluating and predicting airfield;-'
performance of turbojet and tarbofan aircraft-
operating in conventional and short takeoff'mode's
p0384 B73>2a044
Aircraft accident involving Boeing 707 aircraft :
during landing at John F. Kennedy Airport, 'Rev
York. 12 Dec. 1972 -
[BTSB-AAR-73-11] p0387 N73-21068
Development of perturbation guidance system for
maintaining tilting rotor vertical takeoff;'
aircraft on predetermined flight path during"'
takeoff and landing *• • '
[BASA-CR-132043] ' p0388 H73-24072
Application of ground effect machine landin'g '•'
systems for recovery of remotely piloted'vehicles
fAD-758789] p0389 N73-24079
Development of inertial smoothing system- for
control and display applications for VTOl
aircraft automatic instrument approach' and - '
landing operations •' •'
r.NASA-Tli-D-7271] p0392 873-2H653
Development of air traffic control procedure to
permit short takeoff aircraft landing'along
curved approach trajectory and analysis of data'
transmission reguirements . . . * . -
' < • ' p0401 H73-25055
Direct side force control for STOL crosswind "
landings with analysis of manual and automatic
control modes
faD-7595551 '• p0405 N73-25091
Operational procedures and modes of experimental
guidance system for short takeoff aircraft to •
provide arrival time control and automatic '
tracking " '
riiASA-TB-X-62233] .' pO«09 K73-25710
Analysis of control 'and display device testing for
nicrowave -landing system - Vol. 1 ' ' •'•"''''
[AD-758791] p0410 N73-25713
Development of control and display testing
reguirements for evaluation of microwave landing
system- - Vol. 2 '
[&D-758792] •' pO«10'-H73-25714
Analysis of data rate reguirements 'for low
visibility approach with scanning beam landing -
guidance system
[AD-758786] p0410 B73-25719
Aircraft accident involving crash of DC-9 aircraft
during landing following go-round at Fort Worth,
Texas Airport on 30 Bay 1972
rNTSB-AAB-73-3] p0465 N73-26017
Analysis of influence of engine response
characteristics on approach and landing
performance of aircraft equipped with externally
blown flap
[NASA-TR-1-62265(2) 1 pO«65 S73-26022
Aircraft accident involving Boeing 747 aircraft
during landing at Hiami, Florida airport on 15
Dec. 1972 following collision with birds
fHTSB-AAR-73-13] ' P0466 N73-26029
Design of landing approach automatic flight
control system using optimal feedback techniques
[40-760125] p0468 H73-26040
Flight simulation to determine effects of wind '
shear on aircraft landings for various
commercial and military aircraft
rNASA-C8-2287] p0480 N73-27023
Flight evaluation of glide slope determination
during landing approach by reference to diamond
shaped figure painted on runway
rNASA-TH-X-2849] p0481 N73-27027
Comparison of automatic short takeoff aircraft
landings based on simulation and flight test
results ' '
fNASA-TT-F-14995] pO»81 N73-27028
Analysis of minimum longitudinal stability for
large delta wing transport aircraft during
landing approach and touchdown using in-flight
simulation technigues
rAD-761120] • • p0482 N73-27036
Performance tests of visual approach slope
indicator (VASI) equipment and systems for '
improved terminal area effectiveness
tFAA-HA-73-6<O p0490 H73-27568
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Approach abort optinization in control of aircraft
carrier landings
tAD-7616171 p0538 H73-27914
Analysis of factors affecting approach and landing
of aircraft under visual conditions to show
. causes of misjudgement resulting in aircraft
landing, accidents
fNASA-TT-F-ISOSIJ] p0548 H73-28980
Analysis of pilot performance and short takeoff
aircraft characteristics daring landing approach
[AD-762566] p0550 N73-29000
Evaluation of structural layers in flexible
pavenent during simulated aircraft traffic
CAD-762131] p0552 873-29149
Status of civil airline implementation of
all-weather landings in Europe and United Kingdom
rBTH-62111 P0554 N73-29711
Flight tests of various steep gradient approaches
• to ground level short takeoff and landing runway
to determine aircraft performance and navigation
aids reguired
fFAA-NA-72r77) p0591 H73-30025
Analysis of landing performance of scale nodel of
C-8 aircraft eguipped with air cushion lauding
system on variety of surfaces including calm and
rough water
f HASA-TH-D-r72951 p0592 H73-30032
Development of procedures for stabilizing snow to
permit helicopter landings
rAD-7632311 p0593 S73-300UO
Effect of inflated air cushion landing gear on
subsonic static stability of high performance
aircraft operating out of ground effect
tiD-763365] p0594 N73-30048
Ground based visual aid to alleviate spatial
disorientation during takeoff and landing
[PAA-ED-73-26] p0596 K73-30216
Determination of variability of oblique and
horizontal visibility for aircraft landing by
analysis of experimental data
[NLL-.H-230«6-(5828.<»Fn . p0600 N73-30576
Analysis of glide path parameters, approach
control system precision, and separation
standards for extension of runway capacity under
instrument flight rule conditions
fAD-7631K2J P0601 H73-30657
Development and characteristics of system for
integrated control of engine power and
aerodynamic configuration of aircraft during
landing approach
rNASA-CASE-ARO10»56-1 J p0606 H73-30938
Statistical analysis of aircraft carrier wave-off
situation based on deck motion and aircraft
approach geonetry
r.AD-76«516] p0610 N73-30967
Finite element model of -jointed concrete pavement
on nonlinear viscous subgrade dynamic
interaction of aircraft-pavement systems
rAD-76«2I13] P0613 873-31213
Effects of snow cover and snow surface conditions
on image glide path systems for aircraft
approach control
fFAA-BD-72-85] " p0616 K73-31602
Numerical analysis of curved approach paths and
landing sequence for multiple aircraft using
same terminal facilities to provide maximna
system performance
p0638 1173-31935
Flight paths for short takeoff aircraft landing
approach consistent with pilot preference,
passenger comfort, and microwave landing system
limitations
[NASA-TN-D-72981 p0639 N73-31949
Display devices for short takeoff aircraft landing
tDGLH-PAPEB-73-038] p0641 N73-31961
Flight control for steep approach landing
[DGLB-PAPEB-73-027] p0641 H73-31962
Flight control problems of steep approach landing
with direct lift control, exemplified by HFB-320
aircraft
[DGLB-PAPEB-73-02U] p06»1 H73-31965
Cockpit layouts in view of new landing approach
methods
fHBB-UH-07-73-0] p06»2 S73-31966
Automatic flight control system for curved flight
path profiles
fDGLB-PAPEH-73-030J P0642 H73-3197C
Computerized simulation of DC-8 aircraft during
landing approach under wind shear conditions
faD-764697] p06H3 S73-31975
Development and characteristics of air cushion
landing system for remotely piloted vehicles
rAD-764774] p06UU N73-31985
Digital computer-generated contact analog landing
display
rAD-7647641 pC645 N73-32162
Evaluation of approach and landing performance of
inertial navigation system with Kalman filter
installed in CV-3UC aircraft
[NASA-TH-D-7302] p0649 N73-32515
Aircraft landing problems under low visibility
weather conditions
fDGLB-P4PEB-73-015] p0650 N73-32520
Description of sector-Tacan and DHE-supported
instrument landing systems
t.DGLB-73-019] p0650 N73-32523
Compatible ILS, using microwave freguencies, and
precision ILS, using antenna arrays, as improved
standard instrument landing systems
[DGLB-PAPEB-73-018] p0650 N73-3252K
Flight simulation to determine manual control of
flight path and airspeed for approach and
landing of powered lift jet short takeoff aircraft
p066« N73-32949
Pilot activation in automatic landing by display
devices
P0671 N73-32999
Meteorological and weather effects on aircraft
landings and flights along air lanes and
stratospheric wind effects on supersonic
transports
raPBS-6011«] p067» 1173-33522
Determination of visibility slant range when
landing aircraft in radiation fog
p067U S73-33523
AIBCBAFT LAHDIHG IHSTBOBBBTS
D LANDING INSTBOMEHTS
AIBCBAFT LAOHCBIBG DEVICES
Further developments in surface effect takeoff and
landing system concepts - Application to high
performance aircraft,
pO<H8 A73-34293
Further developments in surface effect takeoff and
landing systems concepts - A multicell system.
[CASI PAPEB 76/11B] pOU18 A73-34291I
Drone launch and recovery reliability requirements
for target, reconnaissance, air-to-air combat,
high altitude endurance and defense suppression
missions
p05C« A73-37681
Flight control improvement of F-8 aircraft
relative to carrier takeoff and landing
[AD-753010] p0205 K73-18C52
AIBCBAFT LIGHTS
Aircraft in-flight visibility /conspicuity/ during
daytime, discussing exterior paints, tapes and
high intensity lighting effectiveness for midair
collision avoidance
P0360 A73-32661
A new approach to aircraft exterior lighting.
POK50 A73-35808
AIBCBiFT HAIBTBHAHCE
Dual sensitivity liguid penetrants for improving
NDT inspection of minute defects in military
aircraft structures daring rework and repair,
noting comparative advantages
P0662 A73-1198U
Economic performance and cost problems in civil
air transport maintenance and engineering
quality control related to selling price trends
p0106 A73-17888
Business aircraft operational costs, considering
maintenance, repair and depreciation
p0107 A73-17998
Airlines aircraft, engines and instruments
maintenance, overhaul and repair procedures and
equipment
p0108 A73-18254
Some OK military views on the development and
procurement of AIDS, BIT and ATE for avionics.
P0151 A73-20679
Bussian book on aircraft natural-climatic
environmental factors covering geographic region
adverse effects on design, performance and
maintenance
p0186 A73-22349
Bassian book - Transport aircraft maintainability.
P0186 A73-22375
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Charter air fleet maintenance economic management,
discussing budget, manpower, tine and materials
control
P0189 A73-232H3
Development of maintenance policies in the
operation of aircraft
PC191 473^ -23655
Aircraft maintenance for safety and reliability,
considering design requirements, hunan errors,
fault diagnosis, redundancy, failure mode
analysis, service data statistics and equipment
specifications
P0192 173-23759
"Aircraft maintenance manuals optimization for
human errors minimization, discussing DC-10
in-flight and ground maintenance fault isolation
philosophy and techniques
P0197 A73-2H716
Transport aircraft maintenance program, discussing
safety and reliability correlation with design
P0211 A73-26591
Prediction for a park of helicopters of the same
type
p02<13 A73-27077
Condition monitoring - A ne» technology for
aircraft engine maintenance
P0247 A73-27389
Tilt-table alignment for inertial-platform
maintenance without a surveyed site.
P03U7 A73-31728
AHINC-573 recording system - Application to
maintenance
P0352 A73-32162
Maintenance of public transportation aircraft -
Evolution of methods
P0358 A73-32556
Concorde aircraft fuel system and component valves
design for long term service reliability and
ease of maintenance, discussing refueling, fuel
jettisoning and feed controls
p0363 A73-32923
naintenance of pitot-static systems of transport
aircraft.
fSAE AIH 9751 . pC36« 473-33014
Composite airfrante structure effects on let
aircraft maintenance, discussing fire safety,
fatigue resistance, environmental durability and
quality assurance
P036U A73-33027
Operational readiness and maintenance testing of
the B-1 strategic bomber.
P0377 A73-33631
Concept and system of the versatile avionic shop
test /VAST/ system.
P0377 473-33634
Design to detect and avoid failure - One airline's
viewpoint.
P0415 473-34081
Aircraft design for operational safety, discussing
risk elimination, failure modes, naintenance
analysis and fault diagnosis
p<JI»15 A73-34083
1-1011 aircraft hydraulic system layout and
installation technigues with nodular design and
plug-in cartridges for Murphy lav error
reduction during servicing
P0424 473-3*523
Air Force propulsion maintenance concepts.
fSAE PAPER 7303731 p0432 473-31712
The development of a turbine engine maintenance
program from a new reliability model.
fSAE PAPER 73037U1 P0432 473-34713
Review of engine maintenance concepts applied to
wide body lets.
rsAI PAPEB 730375] p0432 473-34714
PLANET scheduling algorithms and their effect on
availability.
P0434 473-311822
Nestland Sea Lynx naval variant aircraft design
and development for multiservice nultirole
application, emphasizing high reliability and
maintenance ease reguirements
TABS PREPRINT 711] p0437 473-35057
LN-33 airborne inertial navigation system with low
cost precision instruments and miniaturized
digital computer, noting built-in calibration
and test capability for minimizing maintenance
P0444 473-35212
Expanded built-in-test for advanced electrical
systems for aircraft.
P0446 473-35248
Commercial jet transport aircraft hydraulic fuelj
distribution tubing systems, discussing
•aintenance, fabrication problems, fittings, ,'
quality control and materials
fSAE SP-378] p0514 A73-'37864
D.S.S.B. laws and regulations reqarding civil.air
transport equipment operations and maintenance,
considerinq personnel traininq and safety
P0519 473-38119
Discourse on comparisons between commercial and
..military aircraft loqistics. '
P0531 473-3927*
Civil and military aircraft preventive
naintenance, discnssinq on-condition and
condition nonitorinq concepts for equipment
reliability enhancement and cost reduction
P0531 473-39275
Helicopter and fixed wing aircraft design
consideration comparison, examining maintenance
'and.reliability reguirements, rigid, hinged and
tilted rotors and load characteristics
P0565 473-40225
The nondestructive tests in the maintenance of
commercial aircraft
p0579 A73-42186
Development of usage rate system to determine
logistics reguirements for military aircraft
support
tAD-746482] p0681 H73-11034
Development of computer assisted troubleshooting
system for maintenance of helicopters and
aircraft using Dnivac 1108 computer
[AD-748665] p0082 N73-13037
Noise reduction and control in FAA air traffic
control, navigational, and service facilities
CJ-6250] pOOBI N73-13264
Aircraft corrosion prevention by addition of
potassium dichromate to rinse water
[AD-753214] p0205 N73-18050
Optimum service life determination technique for"
Naval aircraft[40-75271(7] p0206 N73-18057
OH-1 helicopter test bed program for evaluation of
automatic inspection, diagnosis, and prognostic
ttaintenance functions on selected subsystems -
Vol. 1
CAD-752890] p0206 N73-18058
Accomplishments dnrinq evaluation of automatic
inspection, diagnostic, and prognostic
maintenance system using OH-1 helicopter as test
bed - Vol. 2
[AD-752891] P0206 H73-18059
Development of automatic inspection diagnostic and
prognostic systems for maintenance of military
helicopters - Vol. 1
fAD-752893] p0206 N73-18060
Development of automatic inspection diaqnostic and
proqnostic systems for maintenance of military
helicopters - Vol. 2
tAD-752894] p0206 N73-18061
Formulation of automatic inspection, diaqnostic,
and prognostic system for maintenance of army
aircraft - Vol. 1
fAD-752882] P0206 N73-18062
Design and tradeoff studies applied to automatic
inspection, diagnostic, and prognostic
maintenance system for military aircraft - Vol. 2
UD-752883) p0207 N73-18063
Technical proposal and development plan for
automatic inspection, diagnostic, and prognostic
•aintenance system for military aircraft - Vol. 3
[AD-752884] p0207 N73-18061
General specification for automatic inspection,
diaqnostic, and proqnostic naintenance system
for military aircraft - Vol. 4
[4D-752885] p0207 N73-18065
Computer models for application to automatic
inspection, diaqnostic, and prognostic system
for maintenance of military aircraft - Appendix C
[4D-752886] p0207 N73-18066
Computer output data for automatic inspection,
diaqnostic, and proqnostic system for
maintenance of military aircraft - Appendix D
TAD-752887] p0207 N73-18067
Baintenance data.tabulations for automatic
inspection, diaqnostic, and prognostic systems
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foe military aircraft maintenance - Appendix E
.[AD-752888] p0207 N73-18068
Cost effectiveness of automatic inspection,
diagnostic, and prognostic naintenance system
for military aircraft - Appendix F
[AD-752889] p0207 N73-18069
Improvements in military helicopter flight test
techniques to provide data for safety,
maintainability, and reliability
' P0267 N73-21013
Analysis of H-58 helicopter maintenance to
determine removal rate of aircraft equipment and
develop failure analysis statistics
[ADr756q06] p0306 N73-21945
Design of aircraft for high reliability and Ion
maintenance costs and maintenance procedures for
maximum efficiency
1
 pO«67 N73-26032
Structural inspection for maintaining
airworthiness of older aircraft
[NASA-TH-X-28«5] pO»76 H73-26925
Heuristic method for scheduling aircraft maintenance
rAD-761U9<l] " p05«5 H73-28947
Objectives and performance indicators for aircraft
maintenance organizations
[AD-762270] p05«5 N73-28951
Cost history of F-111 aircraft airframe system to
show logistics organization, support costs,
reliability and maintainability, and development
problems
[AD-762213] P05U5 873-28958
Logistic performance data book for C-5A aircraft
landing gear to show system reliability,
maintainability, logistic support cost, and
performance data
[AD-7622U8] p05«6 N73-28963
Logistic performance data book for C-130E aircraft
propulsion system to shov reliability,
maintainability, logistic support costs, and
operational problems
rAD-7622l»9] p0546 B73-28964
Application of radiation technology and eguipment
for nondestructive analysis of commercial
. aircraft structures during aircraft maintenance
periods
p0675 N73-33579
ilECEAFT BABEOTBBS
Optimal aircraft go-around and flare maneuvers.
p0289 A73-29217
Design and application of a part-task trainer to
teach formation flying in OSAF Undergraduate
Pilot Training.
f.AIiA PAPEB 73-935] p0570 A73-40881
Flight tests of load factors for
multirecorder-eguipped gliders of various
designs during pullout and looping maneuvers
P0578 A73-U1866
Mathematical model of transition flight and
application to Do-31 aircraft
[BMVG-FBiT-72-30] P0218 N73-19025
AIBCBAFT BODBLS
B-1 airplane model support and jet plume effects
on aerodynamic characteristics.
[AIAA PAPER 73-153] p0097 A73-16901
Solid st^ ate Digital Slip Sync Strobe/Camera
Control System design for powered wind tunnel
helicopter models testing
POK27 A73-3H622
Computer aided parametric analysis for general
aviation aircraft.
rSAE PSPEB 730332] pO»29 A73-3U685
Experience with the NBC 10 ft. X 20 ft. V/STOL
propulsion tunnel - Some practical aspects of
V/STOL engine model testing.
P0568 A73-40855
Hind tunnel test for Dolphin airship model static
thrust measurements, discussing thrust direction
torque moment coefficients and propeller rotation
p057l» A73-«16»8
Antenna radiation-pattern measurement using model
aircraft.
p0577 A73-4181H
Role of free-flight models in aircraft research
and development
p0171 H73-17002
Effects of porous wind tunnel wall corrections on
transport aircraft models
p0326 H73-23366
\
SBC 10 ft x 20 ft V/STOL propulsion tunnel for
V/STOL engine model testing
P0619 N73-31857
AIBCBAFT BOISE
HI JET AIHCBAFT NOISE
BT SONIC BOOHS
Helicopter internal and external noise level
measurements under various flight conditions,
obtaining noise radiation directivity patterns
via time measuring trajectography eguipment
[ONEBA, IP SO. 1136] p0652 A73-102t1
Annoyance reactions from aircraft noise exposure.
x p0655 A73-10781
Remarks on the paper by J. H. Nicholls and B. F.
James, 'The.location of the ground focus line
produced by a transonically accelerating
aircraft.'
P0655 A73-10786
STOL aircraft technology, operation and markets in
view of future European air traffic development,
discussing various lift devices, noise aspects
and economic factors
[DGLB PAPEB 72-050] p0659 A73-11662
Hodel study of aircraft noise reverberation in a
city street.
p0663 A73-12199
Statistical analysis of the sound-level
distribution of aircraft noise as a function of
time. II
p066f A73-12H19
NASA Quiet Engine Program review and test results,
discussing noise reduction technology
application to transport aircraft
P0666 173-128*5
On evaluation of aircraft noise around air-bases
by factor analysis.
P0039 A73-12957
Osaka airport effective continuous perceived noise
level measurements, area contour map and noise
duration allowance vs aircraft distance diagram
pOOUC A73-12977
Technignes for determining the noise zones in the
vicinity of the central Berlin-Schoenfeld
airport, and related problems
pOOlO A73-12978
The influence of background noise on disturbance
due aircraft.
pOOtl A73-12979
Reproduction of sound propagation in the standard
atmosphere
p0011 A73-12993
Subsonic aircraft noise - A solution by the wider
application of today's new engines.
pOOH1 A73-13062
Geared fan engine systems - Their advantages and
potential reliability.
[AIAA PAPER 72-1173] p0016 A73-13H69
An acceptable exposure level for aircraft noise in
residential communities.
POOII9 A73-13838
The aeroplane as a threat to the environment.
P0056 A73-1IK»68
Airlines responsibility and measures for aircraft
noise abatement, considering' economic and safety
aspects /
pC059 A73-11893
Aircraft noise as a continuing national problem.
P0059 A73-11894
Air.transportation system planning - Progress in
noise reduction.
p0059 A73-11895
Flap noise aeasurements for STOL configurations
using external upper surface blowing.
[AIAA PAPER 72-1203] p0060 A73-14922
A note on the guantity /effective/ perceived
noisiness and units of perceived noise level.
p0062 A73-15587
Atmospheric attenuation of noise measured in a
range of climatic conditions.[ A I A A PAPER 73-212] po099 A73-16966
Computing meteorological effects on aircraft noise.
P01CO A73-17121
Recent progress in the field of aircraft noise
technology
p0101 A73-17272
Aircraft noise reduction problems, noting trained
personnel and research laboratories shortage and
full scale tests requirements
[AIAA PAPEB 73-5] p0102 A73-17601
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Book - Aviation lav: Cases and materials.
P0106 473-17870
Ducts, nacelles, power scarce conponents and cabin
noise sources identified for aircraft noise
control research, considering prerequisites for
quiet operations
[SAB AIR 1079] p0152 A73-20698
Perceived level calculation methods for aircraft
flyover noise scaling, rating jets, tnrboprops,
piston aircraft and helicopters with frequency
weighting functions, duration and tone corrections
P0191 A73-24391
EASCOK '72; Electronics and Aerospace Systens
Convention, Washington, D.C., October 16-18,
1972, Becord.
P0195 A73-24551
Aircraft noise redaction technology and
certification standards, reviewing federal lavs
and regulations
P0195 A73-2U553
Community response to aircraft noise.
PC196 A73-24562
Cost effectiveness of planned aviation system
improvements, considering A1C automation vs
terminal aids, noise control, ground facilities,
capacity and enroute situation
P0197 A73-2U767
A single number rating for effective noise
reduction.
P0229 A73-25000
A comparative study of augmentor wing, elector
nozzle and power let flap low noise STOL concepts.
P0231 A73-25385
European contribution to structural response to
noise.
fAIAA PAPER 73-332) P0236 A73-25561
Airport noise control and minimization for
community and airline industry interests by
technology application and legal-political
approaches
P0239 A73-26350
Variations in the sound field of a STOL aircraft
as a function of wing-flap deflection
P0241 A73-26592
Some causes for the appearance of the 'extraneous
noise1 defect in transfer pumps of aircraft fuel
systems
P02KK A73-2709K
Recent advances in aircraft noise reduction.
P0288 A73-2910U
Airport layout and planning standards, considering
dimensions, height restrictions, noise exposure,
land use compatibility, and long tern community
and aeronautical requirements
P0291 A73-29347
Helicopter rotor blade passing close to tip
vortex, calculating fluctuating lift induced,
harmonic blade loads and generated cyclic
banging noise
P0291 A73-29382
Insulating houses against aircraft noise.
P0299 A73-30913
Aircraft noise, exposure factor, land use
priorities, public environmental concern and
jurisdictional considerations impact on offshore
airport planning
P034U A73-31530
Book - Aircraft noise: Should the Noise and (lumber
Index be revised.
p03»9 A73-3241U
Book - Aircraft noise: Selection of runway sites
for Mapiin Airport.
p03U9 A73-32415
Aircraft noise abatement technological and social
aspects, considering aircraft design, airport
noise pattern minimization and population removal
P0359 A73-32560
Determinants for aircraft noise annoyance - A
comparison between French and Scandinavian data.
p0363 A73-32915
Aircraft engine noise reduction state of art,
discussing FAA reguirements, Concorde, DC-9 and
Bertin Aladin II aircraft
P0363 A73-32970
Definitions and procedures for computing the
effective perceived noise level for flyover
aircraft noise.
fSAE ARP 1C711 p036» A73-33015
Inverse condemnation of airspace, discussing real,
property concept relation to aircraft noise, .1
pollution and environment protection
P0366 A73-33103
Prediction and measurement of aircraft noise.
p0366 A73-33133
Aspects of investigating STOL noise using
large-scale wind-tunnel models.
p0367 A73-33170
Short haul aircraft design and marketing, ^
examining competing modes, noise factors,
airport traffic density patterns and aircraft
types dependence on utilization
P0368 A73-33184
Aircraft produced environmental noise and air
pollution, discussing related aircraft pow.er
plant technology evolution
P0369 A73-33191.
Social acceptability of heliports particularly
from the standpoint of noise.
p0419 A73-3441H
Pilot operation practices for helicopter noise
level reduction, with emphasis on flight
altitude increase and routing over noise
insensitive areas
p0420 A73-31142
Noise reduction of STOL aircraft during landing
approach and takeoff via thrust reduction and
steepest descent flight paths
fMBB-UH-06-73] p0423 A73-3U488
Status of international noise certification
standards for business aircraft.
ISAE PAPER 730286] p0427 A73-34651
Fundamental aspects of noise reduction from
powered-lift devices.
[SAE PAPEH 730376] pO<!32 A73-34715
Status of current development activity related to
STOL propulsion noise reduction.
[SAE PAPER 730377] pOU32 A73r3«716
Design studies of low-noise propulsive-lift
airplanes.
tSAE PAPER 730378] pO«32 A73-34717
Civil aviation environmental and economic aspects,
discussing noise and air pollution, fuel
consumption and airspace and ground space
utilization
P0457 A73-36685
Aircraft noise in airport areas, discussing
effects on environment and economics
pOU60 A73-36949
Laboratory for the automatic treatment of analog
signals
P0461 A73-37086
Inter-noise 72; International Conference on Noise
Control Engineering, Washington, D.C., October
4-6, 1972, Proceedings and Tutorial Papers.
P0495 A73-37276
On the role of the radiation directivity in noise
reduction for STOL aircraft.
P0495 A73-37277
The ultimate noise barrier - Far field radiated
aerodynamic noise.
p0495 A73-37278
Noise certification of a transport airplane.
P0196 A73-37279
A proposed littoral airport.
p0496 A73-37280
Aircraft noise disruption in public schools - A
definition of an impasse.
P0496 A73-37282
Inglewood /California/ airport noise abatement
monitoring program, discussing landing approach
slopes, monitoring equipment and techniques and
noise effects on property value
P0496 A73-37283
Correction.procedure for outdoor noise measurements.
P0496 A73-37285
Engineering design considerations in the noise
control of commercial jet aircraft's vent and
drain systems.
P0497 A73-37297
Effects of noise curfews on airline operations.
fAIAA PAPER 73-798] pOSOO A73-37461
Environmental considerations for offshore airports.
P0509 A73-37742
Noise and pollution - The Federal Aviation
Administration's views.
P0512 A73-37812
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Transport aircraft noise redaction in airport
areas through low noise enqine design, traffic
control, flight maneuvers and architectural
planning
P0513 173-37818
Survey of the civil responsibility for damages
caused by aircraft noise in American and French
lav
: p0517 473-37998
Possibilities and problens of achieving community
noise acceptance of VTOL.
P0517 473-38010
Contributions of the DFV1E to environmental
research and environment protection. II - Noise
control, water environment protection, nature
and landscape, environmental protection techniques
P0521 473-38266
Aircraft noise consideration for environmental
compatibility, airport development, short haul
and supersonic air transport and leqislation and
regulation problems
(4144 PAPEB 73-795] . p0522 473-38368
Basic acoustic considerations for model noise
experiments in wind-tunnels.
p0576 473-111705
Boundary layer induced cockpit noise.
P0576 473-H1706
Perceived noise level ratings for helicopter
noise, discussing blade slap, tail rotor whine,
broadband noise and PNL rating shortcomings
P0576 473-11708
The effect of aircraft noise on the countryside.
P0576 A73-41709
Europlane QSTOL economical solution to noise and
congestion problem in short and medium haul
transport
p0577 A73-41862
Atmospheric absorption considerations in airplane
flyover noise at altitudes above sea level.
P0584 473-42943
Helicopter noise experiments in an urban
environment.
p058<l 473-42944
Bunway sideline aircraft noise measurements on
takeoff and approach for enforcing community
noise levels based on F44 aircraft type
certification, noting associated problems
P0584 473-42945
Community noise impact study from military
helicopter operations.
p0584 473-42947
Short takeoff and landing /STOL/ aircraft
technology developments for high density air
transport, discussing lift system, handling,
airfoil design, acoustics and operating economics
p0623 473-43520
The effects of modulated blade spacing on static
rotor acoustics and performance.
[4144 PAPER 73-1020] P0630 473-44852
Multiple pure tone noise generation and control.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-1021] pC630 473-44853
Inlet geometry and axial Hach number effects on
fan noise propagation.
tAIAA^P4PER 73-1022] p0630 A73-44854
Turbofan engine core noise prediction and
measurement, considering sources from flow
passage obstructions, combustion chamber and
turbine noise due to interaction with upstream
turbulence
t4I4A P4PER 73-1026] p0630 473-44857
Hechanisms of externally blown flap noise.
C4I44 PAPER 73-1029] p0630 473-44859
Comparison of aircraft noise measured in flight
test and in the N4S4 Ames 40- by 80-foot wind
tunnel.
T4I44 P4PEB 73-1047] p0631 473-44871
4 comparison of the overall and broadband noise
characteristics of full-scale and uodel
helicopter rotors.
PC634 473-45264
Haplin airport planning history, noise reduction
features and government surveys, noting future
air traffic trends and planning alternatives
p0634 473-45373
Aircraft noise reduction alternatives for
operational aircraft, noting noise generation
upstream of final nozzle, reenqining, refanning
and suppressor techniques
P0634 473-45374
Noise tests on simulated mixer nozzles and scale
models of externally blown flap, lift
augmentation system
[N4S4-TM-1-2638] p0678 H73-11012
Model for generation of blade-passage noise caused
by interaction of rotor wakes with downstream
stator blades in fan stage
f N4S4-TM-X-2669] p0686 N73-11797
Analysis of effective perceived noise level method
for determining airport noise and comparison
with actual noise leasurements taken during
aircraft landings
[OCLA-PAPEB-ENG-0872] p0066 H73-12010
Method for computing effects of meteorological
conditions on sound in vicinity of subsonic
aircraft
fSC-DC-72-1007] p0070 H73-12044
Proceedings of symposium on helicopter noise held
at Durham, North Carolina Sept. 1971
[4D-748876] p0082 N73-13036
Data concerning airport development including land
use, noise level coapatibility, and zoning
[FAA-EQ-72-3-VOL-2] pP084 N73-13267.
Noise exposure model HOD-5 - Vol 1
CPB-211979] p0117 N73-14C49
Noise exposure model HOD-5 - Vol 2
[PB-211976] p0117 N73-14050
Analysis of jet noise produced by supersonic
transport aircraft with augmentor wing and four
duct burning turbofan engines
fHAS4-TM-X-68177] p0127 N73-15028
Evaluation of subjective annoyance caused by noise
generated by turbofan short takeoff aircraft and
comparison with noise of conventional takeoff
aircraft
fNAS4-TN-D-7102] p0128 N73-15040
Effect of nozzle inlet shape, lip thickness, and
exit shape and size on subsonic jet noise
[N4SA-TH-X-68182] p0166 N73-16655
Open jet, wind tunnel operating within anechoic
chamber for studying V/STOL noise mechanisms
[4D-751857] p0177 N73-17235
Performance characteristics of solid state
converter system for measuring aircraft noise
and sonic boom
CN4S4-CR-112260] p0201 N73-18019
Analysis of V/STOL aircraft design and operation
to determine effects of noise problems and
constraints with emphasis on helicopter
performance
[AD-752447] p0208 N73-18073
Measurement of indoor and outdoor sound pressure
levels at airport control towers during aircraft
takeoff and landing
[AD-752535] p0210 N73--18262
Evaluation of aircraft noise pollution level as a
predictor of annoyance
[NASA-CR-130920] p0214 N73-18978
Analysis of special problems and issues involved
in the long range of aviation with emphasis on
noise pollution created by aircraft operations -
Vol. 2
rPB-215801] pC215 N73-1898II
Concepts for achieving low noise levels for V/STOL
aircraft
[NAS4-CS-120970-VOL-1] p0217 N73-19018
4nalysis of aircraft noise environment for land
areas in vicinity of military air bases
[4D-754111] p0219 N73-19028
Acoustic measurement methods for evaluating
aircraft noise pollution in urban areas
fPB-212875] p0263 N73-20757
Guidelines for urban control of aircraft noise
pollution
rPB-213C20] p0263 N73-20759
Noise level surveys of seventeen general aviation
aircraft including jet and propeller driven types '
TF44-EQ-73-1] p0274 N73-21063
Development of system for analyzing aircraft sound
levels for areas in vicinity of airports
fFA4-EQ-73-3] p027» N73-21064
Measurement and analysis of aircraft noise
generated by general aviation aircraft during ,
level flyovers
fTR-S-212] p0276 N73-21081
Analysis of effects of aircraft noise in ' . /"
residential conaunities near London, England
airport , ' ,
[TT-7302] ' / p0317 N73-22966
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Acoustic measurements for large aodel
enqine-over-winq configurations with
conventional and powered lift, various flap
settings, and comparison with engine-under-wing
aircraft
• rsaSA-TB-1-682461 P0387 N73-2U070
Technique for realistic prediction and electronic
synthesis of helicopter rotor noise
fiD-759955] pO«67 H73-26037
Annular duct liner curvature for aircraft noise
reduction
fNASA-TN-p-7277] pC475 H73-26688
Guide for airport planning and development to
identify and resolve environmental problems
caused by air pollution, water pollution, and
aircraft noise
fPB-219957/8] p0486 H73-27187
Development of noise index based on slow and fast
noise level variation perception, and applied to
aircraft noise data
fBEPT-3/1973] P0538 N73-27911
Measurement of sound power levels, power spectra,
and directivity patterns for jet exit velocities
of F-111A aircraft
fNASA-TN-D-7376] p05U9 H73-28989
Influence of noise requirements on STOL propulsion
systems design
rNASA-TK-X-6828C] p0555 K73-29807
Desiqn and tests of lift fan exhaust suppression
system for future VIOL aircraft noise goals
fNASA-CB-121108] P0556 N73-29812
Development of method for calculating near field
noise level of free -jet and influence of qround
effect on noise produced by V/STOL aircraft
operation
P0556 N73-29907
Analysis of acoustic properties and aerodynamic
characteristics of engine over wing
configuration with flow attached and unattached
on upper surface of flaps
fNASi-TM-X-71419] p0589 N73-30015
Development of computer program to predict
aerodynamic noise levels of V/STOL aircraft at
various points in fliqht trajectory
fPB-221110/71 p0595 H73-30054
Calculation procedures for predictinq noise-time
histories and noise contours for various types
of aircraft
C1IASA-CP,-.114649] P0639 H73-31945
Computer programs for predictinq the noise-time
histories and noise contours for five types of
aircraft
rNASA-CB-11t650l p0639 1173-31946
AIBCBAPT PABTS
Aircraft components solid film lubrication
problems, discussinq surface pretreatment,
contamination susceptibility, corrosion
prevention and aerosol applicability
p01«5 A73-1955H
Icinq testing in the large Hodane wind-tunnel on
full-scale and reduced scale models of Concorde
aircraft
P0148 A73-20244
Study and realization of special parts for
aerospace construction by brazing in a flnorided
reducing atmosphere
P0185 A73-222C2
Aircraft structural components in-house or
subcontracted fabrication, discussinq technical
,performance, economic and manpower aspects
P0191 A73-23521
Desiqn and manufacture of structure components
made of fiber-reinforced materials
p0231 A73-25417
Numerical procedure for determininq optimal member
/ sizes of aircraft structural components with
•weiqht minimization and flutter speed lower bound
fAIAA PAPER 73-391] p0233 A73-25520
Phenomenoloqical approach to low-cycle fatigue
fracture of a typical aircraft full scale
component static test.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-324] p0235 A73-25554
Aerospace component failure due to corrosion
fatigue in aluminum wing attachment spar,
helicopter rotor blade, landing gear cylinder
and engine bearings
P0237 A73-25803
Stress corrosion cracking and corrosion fatigue
for hydraulic aluminum pressure cylinders used
for landing gear, stabilizers and aircraft systems
P0237 673-25827,
Fretting fatigue in titanium helicopter components.
P0237 A73-25837-
Corrosion performance of new fastener coatings^on
operational military aircraft. ' • . .:
[HACE PAPEB 115] p0290 A73-29315
How to be healthy, wealthy and wise through ,-i
fastening analysis - The 'how to1 of living, with:
fasteners.
CSAE PAPEB 730309] p0428 AJ3-34669
Becognition and control of abusive machining-
effects on helicopter components.
fAHS PREPRINT 750] p0440 A73-35078
Whole aircraft and component design optimization,
discussing criteria, constraints and performance
prediction accuracy during feasibility analysis .
and project design
P0499 A73-37410
Heldbonding/rivetbonding - Application testing of
thin gauge aircraft components.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-805] P0500 A73-37464
The nondestructive tests in the maintenance of
commercial aircraft
P0579 A73-12186
Nondestructive inspection techniques for examining
catapult and arresting gear structures on E-2
aircraft
[AD-752492] p0174 N73-17027
Beliability and operational safety of mechanical
helicopter transmission boxes
P0267 K73-21012
Fail-safe and safe-life design of aircraft
components made from Ti-alloys
fNLB-TB-72034-0] P0616 N73-31510
AIECBAFT PEBFOBHAHCE
NT HELICOPTEB PEBFOBHANCE
Effect of aircraft reliability regulations on
takeoff and landing performance of QSIOL aircraft
[D61B PAPEB 72-056] P0658 A73-11658
Aircraft performance augmentation throuqh control
confiqured aircraft design based on artificial
stabilization instead of inherent aerodynamic
static stability
[DGLB PAPEB 72-09U] p0659 473-11675
Analysis of fundamental flight parameters and
properties of acrobatic aircraft in a
statistical framework
P0664 A73-12448
Flight-mechanical analysis of various fliqht
states of conventional aircraft. VII -
Mechanical principles: Rigid-body dynamics
P0042 A73-13074
Aft-end design criteria and performance prediction
methods applicable to air superiority fighters
having twin buried engines and dual nozzles.
[AIAA PAPER 72-1111] P0045 A73-13126
Powered model wind tunnel investigation to
determine performance trends with nacelle
location.
fAIAA PAPEB 72-1114] P0045 173-13429
Integrated engine-airframe design with fuselaqe
boundary layer inqestion for subsonic-transonic
cruise, discussing STOL thrust control via
variable pitch fan for landing
P0051 A73-14128
Russian book on 11-18 aircraft practical
aerodynamics covering aerodynamic
characteristics, performance, controllability,
stability and flight safety
P0064 A73-15968
Performance and stability of hypervelocity
aircraft flying on a minor circle.
P0089 A73-16179
Aircraft performance augmentation by energy
management instruments or systems, considering
energy/energy rate meter and algorithm for real
time onboard flight path optimization
[AIAA PAPER 73-228] p0098 A73-16953
Air combat roles identification by reachable sets
technique, evaluating aircraft/weapon systems
potential performance vs given threat
fAIAA PAPEB 73-232] P0099 A73-16957
Airships design, constructional and operational
characteristics, discussing aerodynamics, flight
control, performance and trim
P0109 A73-18510
Aircraft performance calculations in SI units,
considering conversion factors for forces.
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pressures and specific fuel consumption
p0109 173-18511
1-101'1 TriStar - Design development.
p0154 473-215711
Formula-one" air racing history, aircraft designs
and-characteristics and Ion cost amateur
constructions
- P015I1 A73-21689
Flight research to develop airworthiness standards
for civil aircraft.
P0184 A73-22184
lir battle fighter aircraft design, discussing
required perfornance characteristics in teras of
lethality, maneuverability, range, visibility,
handling qualities, sortie rate, repairability
and fire control
P0184 A73-22197
finssian book on aircraft natural-climatic
environmental factors covering geographic region
adverse effects on design, performance and
maintenance
P0186 A73-22349
Ballistic-tolerant helicopter flight control
components from plastic composite materials.
P0193 A73-23964
A method of measuring the thrust, the polar, and
the performance of an aircraft on the basis of
flight tests
P0195 A73-24494
A comparative study of augmentor King, ejector
nozzle and power jet flap low noise STOL concepts.
p0231 A73-25385
Light motorized' glider-type aircraft design,
development and flight testing, discussing
aerodynamic configuration, structural design and
performance characteristics
P0249 A73-27732
The state of the art in light aircraft design.
p0282 173-28179
Statistical turbulence model of meteorological and
topographical aircraft flight conditions for low
altitude critical air turbulence /LO-LOC1T/
environment
->• p028i» A73-28831
Some results of studies of the boundary
atmospheric layer and 1N-2 aircraft flight
conditions in a forest fire area
pC289 173-29192
Concorde wing and fuselage aerodynamic design
modifications for operational efficiency
optimization from wind tunnel tests and
theoretical computations
p0299 173-30926
STOL aircraft flight and landing area
considerations.
[1SCE PBEPBINT 1726] p0340 A73-31389
Some aerodynamic problems applicable to the light
aircraft
p0362 A73-32809
lind tunnel gust simulation for STOL aircraft
behavior during low velocity flight in turbulent
atmosphere near ground
P0362 173-32813
Conceptual study of high performance V/STOL
fighbers.
[1SHE PAPEB 73-61-66} p0375 173-33518
Aircraft performance relationship to safety
margins improvement, discussing accelerate stop,
approach control, airworthiness, landing and
coordination
p0415 173-3P082
Automated prediction of light aircraft performance
and riding and handling qualities.
[SAE PAPER 730305] p0428 A73-34666
Applications of advanced aerodynamic technology to
light aircraft.
[SAE PAPEB 730318] pOU29 173-34676
The development of reciprocating engine
installation data for general aviation aircraft.
[S1E P1PEB 730325] p0429 173-34681
Technical basis for the STOL characteristics of
the HcDonnell Douglas/DSAF YC-15 prototype
airplane.
[SAE PAPEB 730366] ' p0432 173-34711
Dew constraints of military aviation
P0457 173-36684
Flight testing of the JT15D in the CF-100.
P0458 173-36775
Improved aircraft capability through variable
camber.
P0495 173-3,7275
Flight testing the F-12 series aircraft.
[AHA PAPEH 73-823] p0502 173-37475
The Navy SETOLS program and its potential
applications to Navy aircraft.
P05C4 A73-37680
lir cushion landing system /1CLS/ application to
Jindivik target drone aircraft for recovery
improvement, considering flight performance
degradation
p0507 173-37698
The weight/performance interface - An argument for
weight control.[SAME PAPEB 967] p0516 173-37884
•The hub of the wheel1 - 1 project designer's view
of weight.[SAKE P1PEB 996] p0517 A73-37895
The prediction of pilot acceptance for a large
aircraft.
P0519 A73-38073
S-31 aircraft systems, performance and design,
discussing flight simulation, wind tunnel tests,
weapons systems, flutter tests, avionics, TF-34
engine, stalls and computer programming(1111 PAPEB 73-778] P0522 A73-38367
Computerized optimization of interrelated
airframe/engine design parameters against
variable criteria to satisfy performance
constraints in air superiority fighter design
[ A I A A PAPEB 73-800] p0522 A73-38370
Energy supply and its effect on aircraft of the
future. II - Liguid-hydrogen-fueled aircraft:
Prospects and design issues.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-809] p0522 A73-38373
Potential of hydrogen fuel for future air
transportation systems.
[ASHE PAPEB 73-ICT-104] p0623 A73-43499
Simulated STOL aircraft flight to determine
effects of cruise and terminal area maneuvers on
ride guality and passenger comfort
p0668 N73-10C16
Hodeling data developed during manned simulation
of large transport aircraft and comparison with
training simulator results - Vol. 2
[NlSl-CB-114494] p0669 N73-10027
Numerical analysis of aircraft equilibrium spin
characteristics based on nonlinear egnations of
motion and constrained minimization techniques
[N1S1-TN-D-6926] p0670 N73-10028
High angle of attack characteristics of high
performance aircraft and correlation with
dynamic directional-stability parameter
[KAS1-TN-D-6993] p0670 N73-10033
Digital computer program for solution of aircraft
longitudinal stability characteristics at or
near stall point
[ID-745557] p0671 N73-10037
Development of computer program for complete
simulation of factors involved in aircraft
takeoff and landing
[AD-741942] p0671 N73-10042
Curves for determining climb performance of aircraft
[ESDO-BJ1/2-1HEND-1] p0678 N73-11P11
ieapon delivery accuracy of F-4 aircraft with
experimental stick to rudder interconnect to
minimize lateral tracking error
[1D-746000] p0680 N73-11027
Analysis of weight and inertia, aerodynamic
derivatives, control characteristics, and
stability augmentation systems for various
military and civilian aircraft
[N1SA-CB-2144] p0069 N73-12C3S
Effects of wing camber and twist on longitudinal
aerodynamic characteristics of wing-body
configuration
[B1SA-TH-D-7099] p0078 N73-13P02
Application of parameter estimation algorithm to
obtain longitudinal aerodynamic derivatives from
flight data for XC-1421 aircraft in cruise
conditions
[N1S1-TN-D-7114] pGOSO N73-13025
Performance tests of Andover C short takeoff
transport aircraft on grass, concrete and soil
landing sites
[ABC-CP-122P1 p0081 N73-13C34
Analysis of minimum time maneuvers by high
thrust-to-weight aircraft using optimal control
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theory to determine open-loop control lavs
fAD-7<t835tt;i p0082 H73-13039
Flight tests to determine lateral-directional
handling qualities and roll-sideslip coupling of
let aircraft at high speeds
rAD-7U8«351 P0082 B73-13012
Improvement in v/STOL aircraft performance iiith
yaw control augmentation to reduce cross
coupling effects
fAD-7U9U891 P0083 H73-130<I6
Development of auxiliary lifting system to provide
ferry capability for entry vehicles
fNASA-CASE-LAB-10574-1] p0083 873-13257
Analysis of compatibility between maneuver load
control, relaxed static stability, and flying
qualities reguirements for various aircraft
configurations
rAD-7494791 p0114 H73-1II032
Analysis of parameters affecting aircraft stall
and post stall gyrations to include aerodynamic
configurations and pilot perfornance
p0123 H73-14999
Modifications of Jet Provost and Strikemaster
trainer aircraft to provide adequate stall
warning without excessive penalty on maximum
lift at low speed
p0125 H73-15012
Post-stall aerodynamic characteristics of Harrier
GB-1 aircraft and development of lift augmenting
devices
P0125 N73-15014
Flight tests to determine buffet characteristics
of four high performance aircraft during
transonic maneuvers
p0125 N73-15017
Analysis of aerodynamic buffeting and related
phenomena to include development of models for
oscillatory rigid-body motion
P0125 N73-15018
Analysis of high subsonic and transonic
characteristics of fighter aircraft and factors
affecting aerodynamic boundaries for various
wing design parameters
p0125 N73-15019
Aerodynamic design, engineering development, and
flight testing of naval aircraft for operation
at high angles of attack
p0126 N73-15020
Mission performance analysis of three supersonic
transport configurations and effects of
limitations on allowable engine noise
fNiSA-TB-X-68178] p0127 N73-15032
Analysis and application of load alleviation and
mode suppression system for YF-12A aircraft to
determine extent of design risks
CNASA-CE-2158] p0127 N73-15033
Digital computer program for parametric analysis
and optimization performance aircraft
configurations and propulsion concepts
P0128 N73-15035
Aircraft perfornance optimization by including
flight control system in design
rHBB-OFE-895-72-0] p0129 N73-15048
Flight tests to determine lateral-directional
performance and roll-sideslip coupling of 1-33
' aircraft at subsonic speed - Vol. 2
rAD-7U8U361 p013C H73-15051
Procedure for determining rolling moment
derivatives of aircraft due to rolling, yawing,
and sideslip
rESDU-AIBCEAFT-06.01.00] P0157 N73-15978
•Method for estimating changes in lift curve, drag,
tail lift, and downwash from wing of aircraft
due to ground effect in incompressible flow
fESDU-72023] p0158 H73-15993
Design modifications to improve static performance
and lateral-directional dynamic stability of
light aircraft
p0158 H73-15996
Analysis of controllability and steady-state
response of parallel-redundant flight control
systems
fNASA-CB-13C354] P0158 N73-15998
Development and \application of computer programs
for evaluating ^ performance of powered-lift ST01
aircraft to include static, takeoff, and landing
performance \
rNASA-TM-X-62217l\ p0160 N73-16007
\
Technigue for defining aircraft performance model
from limited flight test data and predicted
aerodynamic and propulsion system characteristics
[KASA-TH-D-7137] p0160 H73-16008
Time vector technigue for determining stability
and control derivatives by simultaneous analysis
of two maneuvers which differ by dependent
control input
. [HASA-TM-X-2722) p0160 H73-16010
Bind tunnel tests to determine aircraft post-stall
characteristics and to define boundaries for
maintaining controlled aircraft flight
[AD-751461] p0162 H73-16023
Analysis of control and power reguirements 'for
1-11 aircraft based on equations of motion with
respect to set of axes fixed to aircraft
r»ASA-CE-130760l p0170 H73-16988
Conference on flight handling qualities and
requirements
PP171 N73-16993
Aerodynamic configuration and predicted
performance of short takeoff aircraft for short
haul passenger transportation
[CBANFIELD-AERO-12-PT-1] p0173 H73-17019
Performance tests of F-14 aircraft with jet blast
deflector to determine effects of backflow of
jet exhaust on aircraft launch operation
fAD-752018] p0174 H73-17023
Development of methods for predicting performance
characteristics of V/STOL aircraft -Vol. 1
[AD-752557] p0175 N73-17033
Computer program manual for analytical techniques
to predict performance of V/STOL aircraft - Vol. 3
CAD-752559] p0175 H73-17035
Literature survey of techniques for predicting
performance of V/STOL aircraft- Vol. <1
fAD-752563] p0175 H73-17036
Development of takeoff airworthiness standards for
new aircraft designs using motion simulators to
compare performance and handling characteristics
(NASA-TH-D-7106] p0202 N73-18031
Analysis of V/STOL aircraft design and operation
to determine effects of noise problems and
constraints with emphasis on helicopter
performance
{AD-752447] p0208 1173-18073
Development of mathematical models for C-130
aircraft to predict general trends and probable
values for stability derivatives and mode
parameters over flight envelope
[AD-753388] p0208 N73-18076
Evaluation of energy maneuverability procedures in
aircraft flight path optimization and
performance estimation
rAD-754909] pC255 N73-20035
Bind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic
characteristics of full scale H-126 aircraft
using jet flap principle
tBASA-TN-D-7252] p0265 H73-20997
Bibliography of supersonic transport aircraft data
to include program management, systems
engineering, aircraft structures, and
operational considerations
[AD-755600] P0275 N73-21076
Analysis of eguations of aircraft dynamics and
development of analog-digital simulation
capability
fAD-755868] ' p0275 H73-21077
Development of pilot model parameters to provide
data base for multiloop, single controller,
multi-input analysis of aircraft performance
[AD-755367] p0275 H73-21078
Design and aerodynamic characteristics of tilt
propellor aircraft for conducting flight
research on V/STOL aircraft - Vol. 2
fBASA-CB-114442] p0304 H73-21927
V/STOL lift fan commercial short haul transport
aircraft for 1980 to 1985 period to include
aircraft design, hover control, and cruise
perfornance
rNASA-CE-2185] p030<l N73-21930
Aerodynamic characteristics and performance of
OSSE An-12 turboprop aircraft to include
handling technique and flight safety
[AD-756948] p0307 N73-21953
Development of procedure for determining
characteristics of aircraft roll coupling moment
caused by flow induced by deflected wings and
cross flow
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[ISAS-488-VOL-37-NO-14] p0315 N73-22945
Analysis of aircraft rolling moment derivatives
caused by rolling, yauing, and sideslip
. [ESDO-OS.OI.OO-AMEND-A-C] p0317 H73-22963
Siialation of wind qnst effects on aircraft
P0324 S73-23338
Numerical analysis of aircraft rolling perfornance
and effect of cross-coupling of lateral and
longitudinal notions
:[AEC-H/H-33«9] P0383 N73-24010
Theoretical investigation of longitudinal
stability, control, and response characteristics
of let flap aircraft
rARC-R/B-3272] p0384 N73-24028
Development of stability augmentation systems for
decoupling response of short takeoff and landing
aircraft in longitudinal and lateral-directional
flight.modes
p0384 N73-24041
Development and application of aircraft
performance prediction methods for subsonic and
supersonic transport and fighter aircraft
rAGARD-LS-56] p0384 N73-24042
•Numerical methods for determining range and radius
of action performance of transport and combat
aircraft and effects of various parameters on
performance
P0384 N73-24043
Hethods for evaluating and predicting airfield
performance of turbojet and tnrbofan aircraft
operating in conventional and short takeoff modes
P038U N73-24044
Development of methods for predicting aircraft
flight maneuver and climb performance to show c
effects of excess pover and load factor
P0385 N73-24045
Aerodynamic coefficients for calculating transport
aircraft performance using vind tunnel and scale
models
P0385 N73-24046
Mathematical models of aircraft mass and performance
p0385 1173-24047
Development of methods for presenting aircraft
performance data and comparison of specific
methods to shov sources of discrepancies
p0385 N73-24050
Numerical analysis of aircraft takeoff performance
based on phases of takeoff and forces exerted on
aircraft as basis for aircraft design
p0385 N73-24051
Numerical analysis of minimum time climbing
procedure and minimum fuel climbing procedure
for typical subsonic aircraft
P0385 N73-24052
Development of computer program for determining
minimum time trajectory and comparison vith
gradient method of computation
P0385 N73-24053
Development of two methods for optimizing design
of subsonic, swept ving jet transport aircraft
p0385 S73-24054
Numerical analysis of minimum flight time for sail
plane performance while performing cross country
flight
tHE-68] " p0386 N73-24055
Application of cold thrust augmentation techniques
for improved performance of short takeoff
aircraft performance
[AD-758202] P0388 N73-24073
Characteristics of guiet tnrbofan short takeoff
aircraft for short haul air transportation and
analysis of economic and sociological factors
affecting operation Vol. 1
rHASA-CR-114612] p0402 N73-25065
T-38 structural flight load data from Williams,
Reese, and Moody Air Force Bases, Jun. 1970 to
Dec. 1971
fAD-758891] p0403 H73-25076
Performance of aircraft taxiing on dirt surfaces
[AD-7565881 p0403 N73-25077
Design and development of ST01 and V/ST01 aircraft
to shov design requirements, performance
characteristics, and air traffic control problems
tPB-217102] P0404 N73-25085
Research projects for improving maneuverability
and buffet characteristics of fighter aircraft
in high subsonic and transonic speed ranges
tSASA-TN-D-71311 p0463 N73-25999
Simulator analysis of effect of engine response
characteristics on approach and landing
operations of powered lift aircraft vith
externally blovn flaps
tNASA-TH-X-62265(1)) p0465 N73-26021
Statistical analysis of counting accelerometer
data obtained on Navy and Marine fleet aircraft
from 1 Jan. 1962 to 1 Jan. 1972
[ AD-76032.1 ] p0468 N73-26041
Proceedings of conference on military applications
of V/STOL aircraft to include current and
proposed research projects to meet military
regnirements
fAGARD-CP-126-VOL-1 } p0478 N73-27000
Reviev of V/STOL development programs to compare
basic characteristics of XC-142A, X-19 and X-22A
aircraft under various flight conditions
P0478 N73-27003
Design, development, and characteristics of Do-31
V/STOL aircraft to include solution of
operational problems caused by ground effect and
transition flight
P0478 S73-27004
Design concept, operational performance, and
military employment of AV-8A Harrier aircraft
P0478 N73-27005
Flight test and evaluation of CL-84 tilt-ving
V/STOL aircraft vith application to specific
military roles
P0478 N73-27007
Development of technigues for predicting point and
path performance of light aircraft
fNASA-CR-2272] p0480 N73-27022
Development and characteristics of control system
for short takeoff transport aircraft for
ride-smoothing effect
[NASA-CR-2276] p0481 N73-27026
Analysis of minimum longitudinal stability for
large delta ving transport aircraft during
landing approach and touchdown using in-flight
simulation technigues
[AD-761120] p0482 S73-27C36
Flight test F-106 aircraft to determine
comparative time advantages of energy
optimization climb and acceleration methodology
rAD-760571] p0483 N73-27041
Analysis of three dimensional veakly controlled
soaring procedures for increased sailplane
performance
P0535 N73-27894
Analysis of aircraft structural loads in
operational flight to determine effects of pilot
performance and aircraft characteristics
[AGARD-R-608] p0536 N73-27895
Systems analysis of guiet tnrbofan STOL aircraft
for short-haul air transportation operations -
Vol. 6
tNASA-CR-1146111 p0537 N73-27903
Flight tests of F-8C aircraft to determine effects
of flaps on buffet characteristics and ving-rock
onset at subsonic and supersonic speeds
fNASA-TH-X-2873] p0537 N73-27905
Handling characteristics of V/STOL aircraft based
on data obtained from flight tests, simulator .
operation, and analytical studies
fAGARD-R-577-PT-21 p0537 N73-27906
Design and characteristics of augmentor ving
cruise bloving valveless system for STOL
passenger aircraft to define requirements for
test facilities - Vol. 2
[NASA-CR-114570] pP537 S73-27907
Development of rolling maneuver fatigue load data
for F-5 and F-105 aircraft based on statistical
flight loads data
[AD-7614911 p0538 N73-27915
Analysis of perfornance benefits for fighter
aircraft by application of maneuver load control
and relaxed static stability parameters
fAD-762299] pC539 N73-27922
Numerical analysis of response of aircraft in
three dimensional gust field to obtain
aerodynamic load data on fuselage and tail
structures
fAD-762511] P9547 N73-28978
Simulator tests to determine short takeoff
transport aircraft terminal area characteristics
and longitudinal handling gualities
[MDC-J5575L1 p05t8 N73-28983
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Flight tests of modified C-8A aircraft to
demonstrate augmentor winq, short takeoff
concept - Vol. 2
fNASA-CB-114504] P0590 H73-30017
Larger aircraft landing approach performance and
altitude control during atmospheric turbulence
and Hind shear
fHLB-TB-72023-0] p0592 H73-30036
Analysis of aircraft stability and control
derivatives in turbulent conditions subject to
random state disturbance
fAC-763741] p0594 N73-300II6
Longitudinal stability and control derivatives of
XB-70 aircraft to compare flight test and
theoretical data
rNASA-TH-X-2881 ] p0607 N73-30940
Aerodynamic characteristics and aircraft
performance of -|et aircraft during takeoff run
fAD-764314] p0609 N73-30959
Takeoff and landing performance characteristics
and field length reguirements for jet short
takeoff transport aircraft with full span,
externally bloiin flaps
fNASA-TN-D-7441] p0638 N73-31939
Wind tunnel tests to determine low speed
characteristics of large scale model of P-mA
, aircraft with emphasis on high lift
I configuration stability
\CNASA-TM-X-622441 p0638 N73-31940
Mathematical model for real time simulation of
tilt rotor aircraft to evaluate aircraft
performance and handling qualities
rHASA-CR-114601] P0639 1173-31947
Flight test of structural mode control system
installed in XB-70 aircraft to determine
effectiveness of system under turbulent conditions
' rHASA-TN-D-7«20] p0639 873-31950
Stability and control characteristics of XB-70
aircraft at airspeeds up to Bach 3.0 and
addition of lateral bobveight as auxiliary
stabilization device
rHiSA-TH-X-2933] p0640 H73-31958
Rotary wing aircraft steep instrument approach
limits
fllBB-OD-101-73-0] p0642 N73-31969
Design, development, and evaluation of automatic
departure prevention system and stall inhibitor
for A-7 aircraft
fAD-764767] p0642 N73-31972
Pilot rating of fighter aircraft in precision
heading task using mathematical model for
predicting aircraft performance
fAD-764695] p0643 N73-31973
Mathematical model for predicting pilot rating of
aircraft in pitch tracking under qust conditions
fAD-764698] P0643 N73-31976
Flight simulation to determine manual control of
flight path and airspeed for approach and
landing of poirered lift jet short takeoff aircraft
p0664 N73-32949
Characteristics and performance of piloted
simulator for application as research tool in
design and development of experimental aircraft
P0665 H73-32955
Effect of artificial longitudinal stability on
aircraft performance, based on control
configured vehicle concept
p0669 N73-32986
AIBCBAFT PHOTS
HI TEST PILOTS
Civil aircraft commander and crev duties and
rights in air piracy cases, discussing
international agreements and national legal
provisions
P0192 A73-23683
Airline pilots problems in terms of 1ob security,
working conditions, management relations, public
relations, flight safety due to noise abatement
rules, etc
P0247 A73-27599
Bole of the air line pilot in air transportation.
p0288 A73-29105
Commercial airline operational control, discussing
flight plan approval by pilot and ground
personnel, preflight duties, weather information
assessment and fuel monitoring
P0351 473-32446
Information systems enabling pilots to report
incidents involving safety, including human
fallibility and systea errors in construction, "
operation and regulation
P0416 473-34087
STOL pilot functional requirements on air
transportation system in terms of airport
design, aircraft, ATC, route selection,
navigation and communications ' '
pOSOB 473-37730
AIBCBAFT POBEB SOOBCES
0 AIBCEAFT EHGINES
ilRCBAFT PBOOOCTIOH
Classification of fitting operations in airframe '
assembly
P0658 673-11647
Organization and management for adhesive bonding
aircraft structures.
P0041 473-13048
Concept and conduct of proof test of F-111
production aircraft.
p0056 173-14467
Russian book - Technology for adhesive bonding of
elements in aircraft construction.
P0062 473-15703
Aircraft structural components in-house or
subcontracted fabrication, discussing technical
.performance, economic and manpower aspects
p0191.473-23521
Russian book - Network planning and control of air
transportation.
P0198 473-24924
Reliability and guality control of production
engineering computer programs.
5>[AI44 PAPEB 73-356] p0232 A73-25493
Aircraft accident prevention problems, considering
pilot -judgement errors, factory skill
degradation, training, lightning and structure
factors and air bag use
P0291 473-29349
Some economic aspects of aviation safety.
p0378 473-33648
Helicopter design and production cost target and
tradeoff considerations based on past programs,
supplier gnotations, government documents,
estimating practices and functional reguirements
JAHS PBEPBINT 712] p0437 473-35058
The human side of quality assurance /as viewed
from helicopter manufacturing experiences/.
fAHS PBEPBINT 751] p0440 473-35079
Interactive computer graphic display and interface
system effectiveness for programming numerical
control operations for tooling and part
machining in aircraft production
CAHS PBEPBINT 753] p0440 473-35081
Structural design and technology developments for
SST and STOL aircraft, discussing computerized
and damage tolerant design, composite materials
and cost reducing manufacturing techniques
p0452 473-36167
L-1011 Tristar production, sales and airline
service experience, discussing EB-211 turbofan
engine and fleet performance
p0532 473-39659
Analysis of factors affecting future of commercial
aircraft development to show effects on overall
airline operations
p0659 N73-32900
AIBCBAFT RELIABILITY
Colloquium on Structural Beliability notes on
•Fatigue Lecture.'
p0057 A73-14706
Evaluation of a reliability analysis method for
fatigue life of aircraft structures.
P0058 A73-14715
The corrosion problem in aircraft structures.
P0150 473-20452
Book - Aircraft structures for engineering students.
p0155 473-21839
Flight research to develop airworthiness standards
for civil aircraft.
P0184 473-22184
Russian book - Transport aircraft maintainability.
P0186 473-22375
Aircraft maintenance for safety and reliability,
considering design reguirements, human errors,
fault diagnosis, redundancy, failure node
analysis, service data statistics and equipment
specifications
P0192 473-23759
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Aircraft design philosophies and structural
integrity considerations for reliability without
major NOT and maintenance, proposing research
program for future computerized design
p0229 473-25128
Aircraft design and reliability analysis method
based on accidents occurrence investigation by
- Franco-British airworthiness authorities, noting
applicability to Concorde aircraft
P0241 A73-26589
Transport aircraft maintenance program, discussing
safety and reliability correlation with design
P0241 &73-26591
Prediction for a park of helicopters of the same
type
P0243 &73-27077
Aerodyne flight vehicle testing for hover flight
characteristics during remote control by radio
with pilot commands, noting reliability and
attitude control
P0283 A73-28785
Some aerodynamic problems applicable to the light
aircraft
P0362 473-32809
Air Force Increase Reliability of Operational
Systems computer program and mathematical models
for economic logistic resource allocations and
cost effective system modification
P0377 473-33627
Aircraft performance relationship to safety
margins improvement, discussing accelerate stop,
approach control, airworthiness, landing and
coordination
pO<!15x473-311082
FA4 General Aviation Crashworthiness Prograa.
rSAE PAPER 7302931 p0427 A\3-34657
Electric trim systems - Design and certification
considerations under FAR 23.677 /CAB 3. 337-2X '
[SAB PAPER 730299] p0427 A73-34662
An overview of fatigue and fracture for design arid
certification of advanced high performance shipsV
P0435 473-34881
Bestland Sea Lynx naval variant aircraft design ^
and development for multiservice multirole . ,
application, emphasizing high reliability and
maintenance ease reguirements
TABS PREPRINT 7 1 1 ] . p0437 473-35057
Drone launch and recovery reliability reguirements
for target, reconnaissance, air-to-air combat,
high altitude endurance and defense suppression
missions
P0504 473-37681
Civil and military aircraft preventive
maintenance, discussing on-condition and
condition monitoring concepts for equipment
reliability enhancement and cost reduction
P0531 473-39275
Helicopter and fixed wing aircraft design
consideration comparison, examining maintenance
and reliability reguirements, rigid, hinged and
tilted rotors and load characteristics
p0565 473-40225
Book - The role of testing in achieving aerospace
systems Effectiveness.
P0572 A73-41201
Fuel tank wall response to hydraulic? ram during
the sbock phase.
P0586 473-4311(1
Management and control of flight test programs at
0. S. troy Aviation Systems Command.
P0625 473-44054
Program plan to develop airworthiness standards
for stOL aircraft.
P0632 A73-44994
Application of reliability theory to determine
risk function, probability of failure, under
ultimate load, and wear-out process of aircraft
structures
fABL/SB-REPT-337J p0087 H73-13925
Influence of aircraft reliability regulations on
STOL takeoff and landing performance
fHBB-UH-13-72-01 P0161 H73-16018
Effect of gust loads on wing and T-tail
airworthiness requicenents for short haul aircraft
fFOK-K-66] P0401 H73-25058
Structural inspection for maintaining
airworthiness of older aircraft
rHASA-TH-X-2645] p0476 N73-26925
Program plan to develop criteria for airworthiness
standards applied to short takeoff aircraft used
as transport service
P0665 H73-32959
AIRCRAFT SAFETY
Manoeuvre in response to collision warning from
airborne devices.
p0654 A73-Y0349
Banagement system for aviation safety.
-P0655 A73-10825
Airport reguirements for air traffic safety,
considering runway drainage and lighting, ILS,
rescue and fire services, communications and
weather reporting networks
p0656 A73-11239
Airlines responsibility and measures for aircraft
noise abatement, considering economic and safety
aspects
P0059 A73-14893
Baximum safety hydraulic systems for A300B airbus
powered flight controls for normal flying and
auto land operations
P0064 A73-16031
Bodeling of aircraft position errors with
independent surveillance.
[AIAA PAPER 73-162] p0097 A73-16908
Systems for collision avoidance.
P0143 473-18899
Distributed ATC with traffic information in
cockpit, noting potential for cost and risk
reduction and capacity increase based on system
performance evaluation
P0151 A73-20600
Aircraft maintenance for safety and reliability,
^considering design reguirements, human errors,
fault diagnosis, redundancy, failure mode
analysis, service data statistics and eguipment
specifications
P0192 A73-23759
Transportation safety - Technology applications: A
systems approach to anti-hijacking.
P0196 473-24559
Airport design and management for safe aircraft
ground handling, discussing F4A rules on
pavement and safety areas, marking and lighting,
fire fighting, etc
P0197 473-24710
Boise abatement two-segment, precision and
„ category I, II and III approaches considerations
\ covering altimetry, cost and safety problems in
\ ATC
P0198 473-24768
Aircraft design and reliability analysis method
hiased on accidents occurrence investigation by
Franco-British airworthiness authorities, noting
applicability to Concorde aircraft
\ p0241 473-26589
Transport aircraft maintenance program, discussing
safety\and reliability correlation with design
\ P0241 473-26591
Airborne fire protection eguipment.
\ P0282 473-28171
Heather condition caused aircraft accident
avoidance, considering meteorological factors of
air temperature, humidity, cloud formation, fog,
haze, precipitation and visibility deterioration
P0283 A73-28554
Role of the air line pilot in air transportation.
P0288 A73-29105
Conference on General Aviation-Business Flying,
Dniversity of Tennessee, Tullahoma, Tenn.,
August 17-19, 1972, Proceedings.
P0291 473-29344
Historical development of the Air Traffic Control
System.
P0293 473-29877
Improvements in Airport Surface Traffic Control
surveillance.
p0294 A73-29887
B-1 bomber crew integrated escape module for safe
recovery throughout aircraft operational
envelope, discussing capsule configuration and
flight tests
[AIAA PAPER 73-440] p0340 A73-31426
Experimental investigation and correlation of the
ground impact acceleration characteristics of a
full scale capsule and a 1/4 scale model
aircraft emergency crew escape capsule system.
[AIAA PAPER 73-480] p0343 473-31463
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Aircraft in-fliqht visibility /conspicuity/ durinq
daytime, discussing exterior paints, tapes and
hiqh intensity liqhtinq effectiveness for midair
collision avoidance
P0360 A73-32661
Aircraft safety enqineerinq for air piracy
prevention, discussing cockpit communication
isolation from passenoer compartment
P0360 A73-32662
Liqhtninq protection for aircraft canopy,
discassinq simulation tests, safety marqins,
side puncture, corona streamering and pilot
physiological reactions
P0365 A73-33036
Liqhtninq simulation testinq in aerospace.
p0367 A73-33145
Simulation in the design of automated air traffic
control functions.
P0371 A73-33419
Some economic aspects of aviation safety.
P0378 A73-33648
Safety in operation and human error.
p0415 A73-34077
Airplane accident survival, discussinq cabin
safety, fire protection, crashvorthiness,
emerqency evacuation and crash landinq in vater
P0415 A73-34079
Desiqn to detect and avoid failure - One airline's
viewpoint.
pOi»15 A73-34081
German book - Fire protection technology in
aviation. Volume 1 - Foundations.of aviation and
fire-protection technoloqy.
p0416 A73-34124
FAA General Aviation Crashworthiness Program. '
fSAE PAPEB 7302931 P0127 A73-34657
Development of airframe design technoloqy for
crashworthiness.
fSAE PAPEH 730319] pC429 A73-34677
A consistent crashworthiness design approach for
rotary-wing aircraft.
fAHS PBEPBINT 7811 p0441 A73-35094
Reflection coefficients for wires, cables, ropes
and chains from scanning laser radar, discussing
wire avoidance system for airplanes and
helicopters
P0448 A73-35421
Aircraft evacuation and safety procedures durinq
emergencies, discussinq neqative panic, flight
crew training and impact injury minimization
P0459 A73-36849
ICAO oeetinq reports on international aircraft
accident investiqation, onboard data recording,
inquiry process and low-safety interface
P0509 A73-37738
Annex 13, sabotaqe and malicious acts against
aircraft - Practical problems.
P0509 A73-377I10
Optimal aircraft collision avoidance.
P0518 A73-38050
SSCANT - A solution to the problem of midair
collisions.
P0524 A73-38469
Annual Corporate Aircraft Safety Seminar, 18th,
Arlington, Va., April 1-3, 1973, Proceedings.
P0530 A73-39210
USA government and industry efforts on aircraft
midair collision avoidance systems technoloqy
advancement, comparing cost effectiveness
between airborne and ground based options
fASHE PAPEB 73-ICT-49] p0622 A73-43U95
'Air piracy1 and the latest work of ICAO on this
sublect
P0634 A73-45345
Bam air turbine with hydraulic pitch change servo
regulated speed as emergency power source for
aircraft control in event of main engine failure
P0635 A73-45475
Development of in-flight fire detection and
automatic suppression system for use on military
helicopters
fAD-7i;66301 P0681 N73-11037
In-flight incident involving Boeing 747 aircraft
encounter with unforecast clear air turbulence
durinq flight from Japan to Hawaii on 12 April
1972
fNTSB-AAR-72-27] p0069 N73-12C38
In-flight incident involving near miss of Boeinq
72C aircraft and Convair 240 aircraft near Front
Boyal, Virginia on 26 Apr. 1972
[HTSB-AAB-72-30] p0069 H73-12040
Development and optimization of fire extinguishers
for use in passenqer and crew compartnents of
aircraft[AD-747496] p0071 1T73-12051
Honflanmable antifogqinq aqent with low level,'
nonobjectionable odor and capable of beinq
dispensed froa aerosol container for in-flight
visibility
CAD-746844] p0074 H73-12617
Stability and control systems for advanced
aircraft fliqht mechanics and safety
tAGABD-AB-48] pOOSO 1173-13018
Development and.operating principles of collision
warning system for aircraft accident prevention
fNASA-CASE-BQS-10703] p0086 H73-13643
Analysis of US general aviation accidents caused
by stalls and spins for period 1967 to 1969
fHTSB-AAS-72-8] p0112 H73-14018
Development, design, fabrication, and testing of a
self-generating overheat detection system for
DSAF aircraft
[AD-749474] . pO,11lt N73-14031
Differential game theory for optimal collision
avoidance between two aircraft moving in
horizontal plane
i;ilASA-CB-129988] p0119 H73-14701
Flight simulator tests to define minimum
acceptable levels of static longitudinal
stability for aircraft landinq approach
following failure of stability augmentation
systems
rNASA-TH-X-62200] P0128 H73-15034
Analysis of position determination accuracy
obtainable vith microwave landinq guidance system
[HASA-TN-D-7116] p0137 S73-15681
Development of haloqenated'hydrocarbon materials
for use as fire and ignition suppressants for
aircraft fuel tanks subjected to incendiary
ammunition
[AD-755362] p0276 N73-21079
Feasibility of liguid nitrogen fuel tank inerting
system on commercial aircraft to prevent'fuel
tank explosions
[FS-140-72-1] p0305 S73-21934
Computer program system for automatic operation
and safety backup in ground based ATC system
[FAA-EH-73-7] p0393 N73-24654
Development and characteristics of air traffic
control radar and associated signal and display
processing equipment
TFAA-BD-73-35] p0406 N73-25178
Regulations for promoting safety in air navigation
for municipal airport of Hartselle, Alabama
[PB-220087/1] p0486 H73-27185
Installation of XH19 airfield landing mat and
ancillary items
TAD-762137] p0552 H73-29148
Procedures for evaluating fatigue quality of
aircraft structures based on fatigue life, crack
propagation, and residual strength
P0557 H73-29925
Objectives, scope of work, and funding
requirements of research project for improvement
of aircraft safety
CFAA-ED-18-1 ] p0588 F73-30008
Analysis of glide path parameters, approach
control system precision, and separation
standards for extension of runway capacity under
instrument fliqht rule conditions
tAD-763142] P0601 N73-30657
Safety concerns with shuttle payloads, space
stations and space shuttle orbiters
[NASA-CB-134022] p0618 H73-31726
Program plan to develop criteria for airworthiness
standards applied to short takeoff aircraft used
as transport service
P0665 N73-32959
Electrified kerosene and gasoline aviation fuel
durinq passaqe through pipes and filters of fuel
tank reservoir
[AD-764941] p0675 B73-3374C
1IBCBAFT SPECIFICATION
Basic specification research for the main
instruments of light aircraft
P0148 A73-20248
Formula-one air racing history, aircraft designs
and characteristics and low cost amateur
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, constructions
p015« A73-21689
Aircraft design parameters optimization based on
criterial function representinq overall
. deviation, for specifications with application to
subsonic passenger aircraft
• p0244 A73-27095
Pro-lections of the O.S. airline fleet in the early
1980's.
P0288 A73-29102
Civil" and military aircraft
POK57 473-36689
Pr11 replacement for Phantom aircraft for escort
missions, fleet defence, interdiction and close
support, discussing airborne refuelling
capability and composite materials applications
P0628 473-44695
Design, development, and requirements for short
takeoff transport aircraft for military
applications nsinq civil aircraft production
procedures ' '
p0479 N73-27011
Analysis of research and development programs
involving construction of short takeoff
transport aircraft 1'n Germany
p0479 H73-27013
Three-axis, adjustable loading structure for
testing soundness of aircraft skin by applying
pressure
CNAS4-C4SE-FBC-10051-.1] p0598 N73-30416
AIBCBAFT STABILITY
BT HOVEBING STABILITY
Theory of the motion of a rigid model of an
aircraft with a vertical landing-gear strut on a
runway
P06S6 473-10917
Aircraft performance augmentation through control
configured aircraft design based on artificial
stabilization instead of inherent aerodynamic
static stability
(DGLB PAPEB 72-094] p0659 A73-11675
Bussian book on 11-18 aircraft practical
aerodynamics covering aerodynamic
characteristics, performance, controllability,
stability and flight safety
P0064 A73-15968
Performance and stability of hypervelocity
aircraft flying on a minor circle. .
p0089 A73-16179
Aerodynamic technology developments including
advanced transonic airfoils, lo»-drag/high-lift
systems, and stability augmentation for transport
aircraft performance, economics and noise
improvements
fAIAA PAPEB 73-9] p0102 A73-1760.4
Application of pole-placement theory to helicopter
stabilization systems.
P0110 A73-18819
Convergent iterative smoothing algorithm for
aircraft stability parameter identification from
measurement, nsinq variational optimization
procedure
PC186 A73-22233
Airborne IB 32 cm observatory, discussing
atmospheric transmission and guiding methods to
overcome aircraft instability effects
P0240 473-26503
Flight-mechanics analysis of various flight
conditions of conventional aircraft. VII -
Mechanical foundations: Dynamic equations of
motion of the translational motion.of a rigid body
P0242 473-26725
Solid body on elastic supports as model for
helicopter stability and nonlinear oscillations
analysis
P0249 A73-27791
Book - Hcthods for estimating stability and
control derivatives of conventional subsonic
airplanes.
P0371 473-33423
Control-configured general aviation aircraft.
fSAE PAPEB 730303] p0428 473-34664
ABC helicopter stability, control, and vibration
evaluation on the Princeton Dynamic Model Track.
fAHS PBEPBIHT 744) p0440 A73-35077
Feedback control configured vehicles ride control
system design for B-52 aircraft load alleviation
and mode stabilization during flight through
atmospheric turbulence
P0446 473-35245
Response of a rigid aircraft to nonstationary
atmospheric turbulence.
pO<155 473-36305
Botorcraft stability augmentation and qust
alleviation by collective and cyclical rotor
blade pitch angle changes, discussing nonlinear
dynamic effects
P0456 A73-36397
Surface effect take-off and landing system for
high performance aircraft.
PC506 A73-37695
The effect of ice formation on the stability and
maneuverability characteristics of aircraft
PP519 A73-38117
Computerized control system for fuel flow into and
out of fuel cells and aircraft gravity center
optimization during supersonic cruise and takeoff
P0570 473-40939
Drive logic computation for variable stability
aircraft in-flight simulators with six
independent controllers providing dynamic motion
and ground, crossvind and special effects
[AIAA PAPEB 73-933] P0578 473-41971
Contribution to the rotorcraft ground resonance
theory
P0585 473-03056
4 study of a flnidic open loop damping flight
stability augmentation system.
P0622 473-43396
Total In-Flight Simulator for X-224 aircraft based
on variable stability-and-control system concept
for reliability design
P0632 A73-45153
Simulated STOL aircraft flight to determine
effects of cruise and terminal area maneuvers on
ride guality and passenger comfort
P0668 H73-10016
Digital computer program for solution of aircraft
longitudinal stability characteristics at or
near stall point
[4D-745557] pC671 N73-10037
Definitions of aircraft longitudinal stability to
account for effects of aircraft structure
•distortion and compressibility effects
[ESDO-00.00.03] p0678 N73-11010
Survey of aerospace industry to determine various
techniques used in considering interactions of
handling qualities, stability, control, and load
alleviation devices on structural loads
[AGABD-B-593] P0679 S73-1102C
Aircraft glide path stability under speed constraint
[ABC-B/B-37051 p0066 N73-12008
Analysis of weight and inertia, aerodynamic
derivatives, control characteristics, and
stability augmentation systems for various
military and civilian aircraft
t»4S4-CB-2144) p0069 H73-12039
Design, development, and evaluation of fluidic
emergency thrusters for aircraft stabilization
tH4SA-CR-114490] p0069 N73-12011
Linear differential equations describing aircraft
lateral motion in presence of atmospheric
turbulence
fAASO-3111 p0070 N73-12045
Effects of wing camber and tvist on longitudinal
aerodynamic characteristics of »ing-body
configuration
CNASA-TH-D-7099] p0078 N73-13002
Stability and control systems for advanced
aircraft flight mechanics and safety
[4G4BD-4B-48] pOOSO H73-13018
Application of parameter estimation algorithm to
obtain longitudinal aerodynamic derivatives from
flight data for ZC-1424 aircraft in cruise
conditions
rNASA-TM-D-7114] pOPSC N73-13C25
Flight tests to determine lateral-directional
handling gualities and roll-sideslip coupling of
let aircraft at hiqh speeds
f40-748135] p0082 H73-13042
.Heal time hybrid simulation of tied down
helicopter for optimal stability control
P0113 N73-14024
Flight simulator tests to define minimum
acceptable levels of static longitudinal
stability for aircraft landing approach
following failure of stability augmentation
systems
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rHASA-TH-X-62200] P0128 N73-1503«
Plight tests to deternine lateral-directional
performance and roll-sideslip coaplinq of T-33
aircraft at subsonic speed - Vol. 2
fAD-7118436] P0130 H73-15051
Characteristics of nonlinear self adjusting and
variable structure autonatic flight control
system for piloted and pilotless aircraft
fAD-750502] P0131 H73-15062
Aerodynamic characteristics of helicopters with
slinq loads in hovering and near-hovering
conditions
fAD-7506181 p0132 1173-15073
.Procedure for determining rolling moment
derivatives of aircraft due to rolling, yawing,
and sideslip
rESDO-AIHCRAFT-06.01.00] p0157 H73-15978
Design modifications to improve static performance
and lateral-directional dynamic stability of
light aircraft
P0158 H73-15996
Digital simulation language for flight dynamic
tests, exemplified by Fiat G-91 and Dornier
Do-31 aircraft
rBMVG-FBHT-72-21] p0161 N73-16019
Wind tunnel tests to determine aircraft post-stall
characteristics and to define boundaries for
maintaining controlled aircraft flight
TAD-751II611 p0162 H73-16023
Development of automatic system for controlling
aircraft under turbulent atmospheric conditions
to provide pitch stabilization
rAD-7511481 P0162 N73-16028
Analysis of control and power requirements for
X-11 aircraft based on equations of motion with
respect to set of axes fixed to aircraft
fNASA-CB-130760] p0170 N73-16988
Summaries of papers presented to conference
concerning aircraft stability.and control
rAGARD-CP-1191 p0170 1173-16989
Relationship between mission requirements of
piloted aircraft stability and maneuverability
P0171 N73-16995
Design criteria for satisfactory stability and
control of military aircraft
P0171 1173-16996
Prediction of aeroelastic hinge moment effects on
stability and control
P0172 1173-17006
Influence of powered controls on stability and
maneuverability
P0172 N73-17008
Artificial stabilization to correct control
deficiencies for high performance aircraft
P0172 N73-17009
Automatic method for determining stability and
control derivatives from flight data
P0172 H73-17012
Design and development of stability augmentation
system to eliminate coupling effects during
landinq of short takeoff aircraft
r«ASA-CR-1305H3] p017« H73-17021
Analytical techniques for predictinq static and
dynamic stability, control derivatives, and.
force and moment coefficients for V/STOL
aircraft - Vol. 2
UD-7525581 P0175 H73-1703H
Development of mathematical models for C-130
aircraft to predict general trends and probable
values for stability derivatives and mode
parameters over flight envelope
fAD-753388] P02C8 N73-18076
Planform shape effects on aerodynamic center
location and aeroelasticity of fighter aircraft
fNASA-CR-21171 pC301 N73-21896
Computer program for calculating aerodynamic
stability and drag of slender aircraft at
.subsonic and supersonic speeds
r»ASA-CR-112229J P0301 N73-21897
Structural influence coefficient matrix for
computer simulation of aerodynamic aircraft
stability
r»ASA-CR-112230] p0301 H73-21898
Analysis of minimum longitudinal stability for
large delta wing transport aircraft during
landing approach and touchdown using inflight
simulator
rTB-508U-F-1-VOI.-1l p0319 H73-2298H
Development of computer programs for numerical. ,
analysis of spinning aircraft based on Euler .,
integration and minimization by gradient search
[AD-757257] : p0320 ,H73-r22990
numerical analysis of aircraft rolling performance
and effect of cross-coupling of lateral and ,
longitudinal motions
[ABC-B/H-3349J . . , p0383 H73-20010
Development of stability augmentation systems for
decoupling response of short takeoff and landing
aircraft in longitudinal and lateral-directional •
flight modes . - . .''
. p038« N73T2I(0«1
Computer program for developing optimal stability,
augmentation system for high performance
aircraft based.on pilot parameters for pitch
tracking task
[AD-757879] p0388'N73-2Q076
Application of ground effect machine landing. . ,
systems for recovery of remotely piloted vehicles
fAD-758789] p0389 H73-24079
Hind tunnel stability tests to determine!static
longitudinal and lateral characteristics of
full-scale model of light, single engine,thigh
wing aircraft ' ' ,•
rHASA-T»-D-71«9] ; p0402 H73-25068
Besearch projects for improving, maneuverability
and buffet characteristics of fighter aircraft
in high subsonic and transonic speed ranges
fHASl-TN-p-7131J • pO«63 B73-25999
Development' of aerodynamic control system to
control' flutter over large range of oscillatory..
freguencies using stability augmentation
techniques .
[HASA-CASE-LAR-10682-11 pO»63 H73-26000
Longitudinal stability derivatives from flight
data by model with automatic parameter adjustment
CDLH-FB-73-13] ' pOt67 1173-26033
numerical analysis of lift and roll stability of
ram air cushion vehicle to determine equations
for rolling moment coefficient
[PB-219820/8] . ' pO«82 .H73-27032
Design and development of fixed gain control
system for longitudinal axis of C-111 aircraft •
fly-by-wire control . • ' " ' ' . • •
[AD-760763] ' p0182 :'H73-27038
Rind tunnel tests to determine effects of modified
engine nacelle on stability and control
characteristics of DC-9 aircraft with emphasis
on deep stall regime
rHASA-CR-121220] . . p0537 H73-.27901
Flight tests of F-8C aircraft to determine effects
of flaps on buffet characteristics and wing-rock
onset at subsonic and supersonic speeds
f NASA-IB-X-2873] . p0537. H73-27905
Handling characteristics of V/STOL aircraft based
on data obtained from flight tests, simulator
operation, and analytical studies
rA6ABD-R-577-PT-2] p0537 1173-27906
Aeroelastic and dynamic studies of .technology
applicable to tilting rotor vertical takeoff
aircraft with emphasis on propeller whirl
instability - Vol. 1
fHASA-TH-X-69«97] p0517 N73-28976
numerical analysis of response of aircraft in
three dimensional gust field to obtain
aerodynamic load data on fuselage and tail
structures
[AD-762511] P05H7 N73-28978
Analysis of aircraft stability and control
derivatives in turbulent conditions subject to
random state disturbance
rAD-7637i»1] p0594 1173-30046
Development of theory for adaptive control of
aircraft in atmospheric turbulence using
stochastic identification method
CAD-763739] p059» N73-30051
Longitudinal stability and control derivatives of
IB-70 aircraft to compare flight test and
theoretical data
[NASA-TH-X-28811 p0607 N73-309HO
iind tunnel and rotor whirl cage tests to
determine stability and control parameters of
scale model of tilting rotor aircraft model -
Vol. 6
[NASA-CB-11U615] P0608 H73-3095C
Flight test of structural mode control system
installed in XB-70 aircraft to determine
effectiveness of system under turbulent conditions
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..; [HASA-IH-D-7420] p0639 N73-31950
Stability''and control characteristics of XB-70
aircraft: at airspeeds up to Bach 3.0 and
addition of lateral bobweight as auxiliary
stabilization device
* ' CNiSA-TH-X-2933] p0640 H73-31958
Jet aircraft flight tests for stability derivative
determination comparing various measuring
. . techniques'
[BHVG-FBBTr73-12] p06«2 H73-31971
, , .Computer program for predicting pilot rating of
pitch stability of T-33 aircraft under vertical
turbulence conditions
[AD-764696] p06l)3 H73-31974
Computerized simulation of DC-8 aircraft daring
landing approach under wind shear conditions
'. UD-764697] p0643 N73-31975
Mathematical nodel for predicting pilot rating of
, aircraft in pitch tracking under gast conditions
~rAD-,76<1698] ' , P06H3 B73-31976
Development and evaluation of active control
svstem to provide ride saoothing on short
:
 takeoff aircraft
; p0664 H73-32951
Requirements of flight control systems uith regard
; to aircraft stability and attitude control
fDI.B-llITT-72-05] , 'p0668 H73-32978
.Nonlinear feedback control concepts for variable
-•''•'.'stability aircraft
p0668 B73-32979
Effect of artificial longitudinal stability on
aircraft performance, based on control
configured vehicle concept
p0669 B73-32986
Effects of artificial aircraft stability control
on damping, and static stability recovery by
controllers
P0669 H73-32987
Design of pitching axis control systen for
aircraft with artificial stability
p0670 N73-32988
AIBCBAFT STHOCTDBBS '"" . ' '
HI AIBFEAHES '
HI FUSELAGES '
HI PLASTIC; AIBCBAFT STBUCTUBES
Discontinuous or short fiber reinforced composites
properties, manufacturing procedures and
aircraft structural applications
P0656 A73-11240
Automated test stands for full scale aircraft
structure and engine parts fatigue tests, noting
equipment for programmed static and dynamic
loading
p0657 A73-11629
Lifetime of Dural structural elements operating in
,.. . aggressive media
P0661 A73-11794
.Dual sensitivity liquid penetrants for improving
NDT inspection of minute defects in military
aircraft structures during rework and repair,
: noting comparative advantages
. , ..' P0662 A73-11984
Attempts at using fiberglass cloth as skin for
aircraft
N
 ';"' p0664 A73-12450
In-flight structural failures involving general
aviation aircraft.
P0665 A73-12566
Selection process for a structural adhesive system
for application of the L-1011 aircraft.
P0041 A 73-13050
Utilization in aeronautics of composite naterials
for working structures
p0048 A73-13594
Ki-Cr-Ti steel aircraft structural element fatigue
life calculation based on failure mechanism
: involving crack propagation
P0051 A73-14011
Concept and conduct of proof test of F-111
production aircraft.
P0056 A73-14467
Beliability analysis methods for metallic
structures. :
P0057 A73-14714
Evaluation of a reliability analysis method for
fatigue life of aircraft structures.
' p0058 A73-14715
The additivity of cumulative damage in the test or
use environment. . . '. .
p0058 A73-14716
Hetallic materials developments in aircraft
construction and gas turbine engine
applications, discussing superalloys, refractory
metals, composites and directionally solidified
alloys
P0058 A73-14741
Bussian book - Technology for adhesive bonding of
elements in aircraft construction.
P0062 A73-15703
Composite materials technology for aircraft and
spacecraft structures, discussing various
fiber-matrix combinations mechanical properties
and production volume/price relations
PC094 A73-16759
Subsonic jet airframe fatigue cracking as function
of load, geometry, material, joint performance
and environment
p0100 A73-17200
Load-tine dependent relaxation of residual stresses.
P0100 A73-17214
..Interpolation methods in aeroelastic analysis,
comparing wing structural influence coefficients
derived by surface splines and
interpolation-in-the-small technigues with
static test data
P01C1 A73-17215
The OSAF aircraft structural integrity program
/ASIPA
[AIAA PAPEB 73-18] pC103 A73-17611
Aircraft structural engineers prospects in
commercial aircraft design, discussing markets,
technology escalation and cost effective
structural development
fAIAA PAPEB .73-19] P0103 A73-17612
Structural design of future commercial transports.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-20] p0103 A73-17613
Air breathing hypersonic aircraft technology
developments in propulsion systems and
structures with emphasis on use of hydrogen fuel
fAIAA PAPBB 73-581 p010<! A73-17631
Fail-safe aircraft composite structures, achieving
crack arrestment by integral buffer strips in
primary load carrying laminates
P01C8 A73-18191I
The status of engineering knowledge concerning the
damping of built-up structures.
P0113 A73-19099
Second derivatives of the flutter velocity and the
optimization of aircraft structures.
P01K6 A73-19952
Fatigue life of aircraft structures
P01U8 A73-202U6
Bussian book - Methods and equipment for in-flight
aircraft strength tests.
P01U9 &73-20376
The corrosion problem in aircraft structures.
pOISO A73-20«52
Optimisation in construction of the Jaguar and
other military aircraft.
P0152 A73-20947
Book - Aircraft structures for engineering students.
P0155 A73-21839
Dynamic analysis of helicopter structures
P0185 A73-22206
Aircraft surface primers and finishes composition,
pretreatment and application, discussing epoxy,
acrylic and polyurethane primers mechanical and
chemical properties
P0191 A73-23522
A mechanized eddy current scanning system for
aircraft struts.
p0196 A73-24631
Test rails possibilities for rain erosion
phenomena study on aircraft or missile structures
p023C A73-25296
Design and manufacture of structure components
made of fiber-reinforced materials
p0231 A73-25417
Preliminary design of aircraft structures to meet
structural integrity requirements.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-374] p0232 K73-25506
Parametric studies of the wing flutter behavior of
a STOL transport.
CAIAA PAPEB 73-394] pC233 A73-25523
Optimisation of aircraft structures with multiple
stiffness reguirements.
PC239 A73-26298
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In-flight flutter testing methods for determining
aircraft structure natural frequencies and
vibration damping ratios with air flov
fONEBA, TP NO. 1224] p0241 A73-26593
An-2R aircraft conversion to flying test bed for
feasibility studies of let engine use in
agricultural aircraft, describing structural
design notifications
P0242 A73-26823
Book on aerospace vehicles science covering
airfoils, aircrafts, fuel systems, structural
•eight, instrumentation, taxiing, toning and
federal aviation regulations
P0243 A73-27054
Certain fatigue phenomena in aeronautical
structures with stiffened shells
p0207 A73-27394
Al alloys, steels and superalloys properties
improvements for aerospace vehicles structural
applications, discussing diffusion bonding and *
isothermal forging techniques
P0282 A73-28180
Epoxy adhesive bonding of Concorde light alloy
sandwich structure elevons, discussing surface
treatment, polymerization and ultrasonic testing
P0282 A73-28468
Russian book on elastic structures vibration in
aircraft covering inteqral equations for beams,
damping principles and transcendental equations
for flexural and torsional vibrations natural
frequencies
P0297 A73-30354
Exfoliation corrosion of aluminum alloys.
P0347 A73-31737
Mathematical model of elastic flight body behavior
in continuous medium based on combination
solutions to aerodynamics, automatic control and
elasticity theory problems
P0348 A73-32063
Wimj spar static and fatigue tests and S-N carve
for lifetime measurement of root sections of
small trainer and passenger aircraft
P0348 A73-32190
Lightning protection for boron and graphite fibers
in epoxy resins for aircraft composite structures
P0365 A73-33032
Pressurized fuselage design studies for short haul
transport aircraft, discussing sandwich
structures and bonding techniques for Al and Ti
alloy construction materials
p0365 A73-33069
Titanium castinq technoloqy applications to
aircraft structnres, considerinq flap tracks,
brake torque tubes and arrestor hook mounting
brackets
p0365 A73-33071
Boron composites - Status in the USA.
p0379 A73-34042
Brazed honeycomb structure desiqn, fabrication and
aerospace applications covering brazing methods,
filler metal selection, nondestructive testing,
sandwich designs, aircraft and spacecraft
structures, etc
P0416 A73-34100
Use of honeycomb and bonded structures in light
aircraft.
' fSlE PAPER 7303071 . p0428 A73-34667
Stepped aluminum extrusions - Designing for
business aircraft.
fSAE PAPER 730308] p0428 A73-34668
Filiform corrosion associated with commonly
applied aircraft metal pretreatments and finishes.
fSAE PAPER 7303111 p0428 A73-34671
A comparison of structural test results with
Predictions of finite element analysis.
fSAE PAPEB 730340] p0430 A73-34691
An inexpensive, full-scale aircraft fatigue test
system.
fSAE PAPER 7303411 P0430 A73-34692
Aircraft structural applications of filamentary
composites, discussing fiberglass, boron-epoxy
and graphite-expoxy composites
p0434 A73-34814
The successful use of composites in the L-1011
Tristar commercial transport.
p0434 A73-34815
High freguency vibration of aircraft structures.
pt>448 A73-35329
Test on fuselage models at reduced sizes.
p0449 473-35443
Russian book - The Tu-134 aircraft: Its design and
operation.
p0451 A73-35870
Alteration of a static vibration result by .
rigidizing sole degrees of freedom
P0451 A73-36066
Commercial transport aircraft structural design
and technology advances, discussing nateriais
and fabrication processes with respect to costs,
durability and reliability
.P0452 A73-36166
Structural design and technology developments for
SST and STOL aircraft, discussing computerized
and damage tolerant design, composite materials
and cost reducing manufacturing technigues .
P0452 A73-36167
HASA airframe structures program, discussing'
automated analysis and design, advanced
composites, supersonic and hypersonic vehicles
technology, active controls, aircraft loads and
aeroelasticity prediction methods i .
. • . . p0452 A73-36168
DSAF aircraft structural integrity requirements,
discussing safety and durability concepts for
designing, evaluating.and substantiating future
systems i .
p0453 A73-36169
Military aircraft structure computerized, design
optimization procedures.based on local optimum
and stiffness requirements
P0498 A73-37407
Automated structural design and analysis of
advanced composite wing models. i
P0502 A73-37486
Air cushion landing system twin pod /ACLS/
configuration design and test installation on
A-4 Savy fighter
P0507 A73-37702
The weight/performance interface - An argument for
weight control. : .
fSAiE PAPER 967] -•- p0516 A73-37884
Finite element program for flight structure
•analysis.
p0577 A73-41739
German monograph - Lifetime detection in the case
of acoustically loaded structures on the .basis
of the appropriate form of vibration.
P0582 A73-42741
The effect of variable environment temperature on
heat transfer in extended surfaces.
P0621 A73-43296
Environmental effects on fracture resistant and
biaxial fatigue desiqn of aircraft structures.
P0624 A73-43811
Acoustic fatigue resistance of aircraft structures
at elevated temperatures.'
(AIAA PAPER 73-994] p0628 A73-44829
B and D efforts for various aircraft construction
materials, considering steels, alloys and
fiber-containing laminates
P0633 A73-45198
Analysis of dynamic aircraft landing loads, and a
proposal for rational design landing load
requirements poees N73-10010
Engineering data for aeronautical structures under
loads
[ESDO-SS2] p0677 H73-10918
Application of strain compatibility equations to
evaluate thermal stresses' in unidirectional
graphite composites bonded to aluminum structures
[HASA-CB-112162] p0679 H73-11014
Development and fabrication of graphite polyimide
wing box bean
[HASA-CR-123959] p0087 H73-13923
Fatigue behavior of hat section stringer stiffened
panels compressed in post-buckling range
[AD-748855] p0087 H73-13938
Fatigue tests of aluminum alloy specimens used for
aircraft structures under simulated acoustic
loading conditions
CESDU-72015] P0140 H73-15899
Estimates of rns stress response in aircraft skin
panels to random acoustic loads
fESDU-67028-AHEND-A] p0140 H73-15904
Applicability of composite materials in aircraft
structure and engine desiqn
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[NASA-TT-F-14648] p0164 N73-16576
Eandoa load fatigue of aircraft structures -
conferences
[AGABD-CP-118] P0168 N73-16896
Fatigae life assessoent of aircraft structures
based on randon or programmed fatigue tests and
loadings
p0168 H73-16897
Physical aspects of fatigue danage accumulation,
including interaction and sequence effects
p0168 N73-16899
Laser scattering fron curved aluminas and titaniai
aircraft surfaces in clear atmosphere
p0176 N73-17159
Analysis of factors affecting crashvorthiness of
light aircraft to shov nature of daaage to
aircraft and hazards to flight crews
[FAA-TB-FS-70-592-120A] p0203 1173-18032
Research projects in structural reliability
engineering for transport vehicles
p0280 H73-21878
Paraaetric and optimization technigues for
aircraft design synthesis to show principal
lines of data flow for component development
p0385 H73-24049
Flight evaluation of composite for use in aircraft
structures
[HASA-TH-X-2761] p0473 H73-26579
Dse of reinforced boron and carbon fiber
composites in aircraft structures
p0489 N73-27484
Construction of glider aircraft using glass fiber
and carbon fiber reinforced plastic composite
materials for weight reduction and increased
strength
P0489 H73-27486
Application of composite materials and sandwich
structures to reduce vulnerability of aircraft
structures to projectile impact
p0489 H73-27487
Design and manufacturing of composite materials
with organic matrices for use in aerospace
vehicle structures subjected to high temperatures
P0489 H73-27489
Development of fiber reinforced composite
materials for application to air breathing
engines, aeronautical vehicles, and spacecraft
components
P0490 N73-27191
Gluing technology for airframe construction
[AD-761496] P0538 H73-27912
Development of mathematical model for determining
replacement criteria for aircraft structural
components
[AD-762226] p0539 H73-27921
Strain gage bridge calibrations on wing structure
at elevated temperatures to establish thermal
and mechanical loads due to aerodynamic heating
[NASA-T1I-D-7390] p0544 H73-28883
Summaries of papers presented to AGABD conference
on random load fatigue
TAGABD-AB-54] p0544 H73-28884
Analysis of response and fatigue characteristics
of light alloy integrally machined planks with
emphasis on acoustic fatique properties
P0556 873-29912
Bethods for determining aircraft structural
response to acoustic fatigue
P0556 N73-29913
Structural response and endurance tests of
aircraft structural components to determine
effect of critical environment on acoustic fatigue
P0557 1173-29920
Application of siren as test technique for
determining response and life of aircraft
structures subject to engine noise field
excitation
P0557 N73-29922
Development of experimental program for
determining response and sonic fatigue
resistance of lightweight aircraft structures
p0557 N73-29923
Development of procedures for predicting fatigue
life of aircraft structures based on fracture
mechanics, crack propagation, and residual
static strength anlaysis
[AGABD-LS-62] P0557 N73-29924
Procedures for evaluating fatigue quality of
aircraft structures based on fatigue life, crack
propagation, and residual strength
P0557 N73-29925
Procedures for predicting fatigue life of aircraft
flying under various load conditions using data
obtained by counting accelerooeter
P0558 N73-29927
Decision methodology on static tests of large
aircraft vehicles
[1IASA-CB-124366] p060U N73-30866
AIBCBAFT SOBVIVABILITT
JP8 and JP4 aircraft fuel fire and explosion
susceptibility from gunfire hits, discussing
combat snrvivability relative to fuel volatility
P0361 A73-32670
Low cost manufacturing methods for highly reliable
ballistic-tolerant composite helicopter flight
control components.
(AHS PBEPBINT 754] pC440 A73-35082
Digital fly by wire flight control system with
airborne digital processor for increased
aircraft survivability, determining redundancy
level to satisfy system performance
p0444 173-35222
Fuel tank wall response to hydraulic ram during
the shock phase.
P0586 A73-43114
Application of composite materials and sandwich
structures to reduce vulnerability of aircraft
structures to projectile impact
POU89 S73-27U87
AIBCBAFT IIBBS
Design of digital force function generator for
aircraft tire load testing.
PC060 A73-15064
Transport aircraft wheels and brakes operational
cost minimization, discussing contributory roles
of governmental regulations /FftA/, aircraft
manufacturer, supplier and user
[SAE PAPEB 720867] p0092 A73-16650
Cantilever aircraft tires - Hore than a break for
brakes.
[SAE PAPEB 720870] P0092 A73-16652
Son-steady-state thermal analysis of a rolling
aircraft tire.
[SAE PAPER 720871] pOP93 A73-16667
Aquaplaning prevention during take-off and
landing, discussing friction loss factors,
aircraft tires and runway surface treatment by
antiskid overlays and grooving
P0230 A73-25209
Hathematical model for shimmy auto-oscillations of
aircraft landing gear nose wheel with pneumatic
tire under velocity changes
P0339 A73-31044
Braking effects on aircraft tire tread wear and
runway surface characteristics
[HASA-TN-D-6963] p0680 N73-11021
Aircraft tire dynamometer tests to determine
effects of tire deflection on rolling resistance
and tire life
[AD-746304] p0681 N73-11031
Nondestructive ultrasonic testing of aircraft tires
[AD-747633] P0074 H73-12521
Dynamic testing and structural modeling of
aircraft tire properties
[HASA-CR-22191 p0204 N73-180U2
Technigne for determining mechanical properties of
full-size aircraft tires f rom tests conducted
with small-scale model tires
[HASA-CB-2220] PC267 N73-21006
Analysis of effect of grooved runway
configurations on aircraft tire braking traction
on flooded runway surfaces
[NASA-TH-D-7215] PD273 N73-21057
Performance tests to determine cornering
characteristics of cantilever aircraft tire on
dry, damp, and flooded runway surfaces over
range of yaw angles
[HASA-TN-D-7203] PC273 H73-21058
Performance tests to determine fore and aft
elastic response characteristics of aircraft
tires with bias ply, bias-belted, and
radial-belted design
CHASA-Tli-X-69570] p0548 S73-28987
Flight tests of folding sldewall, expandable tires
on C-131 aircraft to determine operation of
inflation and deflation system
[AD-762730] P0549 N73-28993
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Design requirements and characteristics of
toroidal, continuous wound aircraft tire
fAD-7611888] p0613 N73-31977
AIBCH1FT BiKBS
NT HELICOPTER HAKES
NT PROPELLER SLIPSTREAMS
NT SLIPSTREAMS
Finite amplitude naves on aircraft trailing
vortices.
p0665 A73-12506
Atmospheric dispersion of aircraft exhaust.
fAIAA PAPER 73-100] p0096 A73-16860
Aircraft vake dissipation by sinusoidal
instability and vortex breakdown.
FAIftA PAPER 73-1071 P0096 A73-16867
Observations of atmospheric effects on the
transport and decay of trailing vortex vakes.
fAIAA PAPER 73-110] p0096 A73-16869
The aircraft wake turbulence problem.
pOIOS A73-18119
Aircraft wake vortex avoidance systems with
current locus detection and/or prediction
capability, discussing design based on hazard
assessment and computer simulation for performance
p0196 A73-21557
Aerodynamics of wake vortices.
p0210 A73-26385
Computerized three dimensional calculations of
hypersustained aircraft in viscous potential
flov in terms of boundary layers and wakes
P0362 A73-32816
Aircraft wake vortex avoidance system for safety
management and capacity optimization in airport
operations related to ATC, considering various
sensors and display subsystem reguirements
pOU26 A73-31613
Aircraft wing tip turbulent wakes producing
swirling vortices, discussing wake hazards, wind
tunnel research and vortex dissipation procedures
fSSE PAPER 730291] pO*27 473-31658
Plight test studies of the formation and
dissipation of trailing vortices.
fSAE PIPES 730295] PC127 A73-31659
Dynamic behavior of light aircraft interaction
with -jet transport vortex on basis of accident
records and computer simulation
fSAE PAPER 730296]
 P0127 473-31660
Aircraft wake vortex transport model.
rAIAA PAPER 73-679] p0151 A73-36230
Aircraft wake vortex detection and avoidance
systems, examining acoustic sensors, bistatic
Dopoler sensors, pulsed radar, aircraft spacing
technigues and ground vind measurement
P0511 A73-37823
Study of control system effectiveness in
alleviating vortex wake upsets.
rAIAA PAPER 73-833] p0527 A73-38776
Sound generation by wake cutting.
fAIAA PAPER 73-1019] p0629 A73-11851
Development of wake vortex monitoring system using
laser Doppler sensors for analyzing vortex flow
field
fNASA-CR-123921] p0682 N73-11229
Results of analytical methods for predicting wing
vortex strength compared with results of flight
investigation of wake characteristics of several
larqe let transport aircraft
rNASA-TN-D-69C1] pC068 H73-12033
Systems simulation for airport trailing vortex
warning system
fNASA-TM-X-61701] pOC72 N73-12267
Development of system for predicting movement and
decay of aircraft-generated vortices in air
corridors near air terminals using
meteorological information
fLMSC/HREC-D306226] pC128 H73-15036
Analysis of aircraft trailing vortices to show
formation and breakdown for various aircraft
winq configurations
fME/4-72-1] p0177 N73-17217
Chemically reacting wave of aircraft flying at
subsonic and supersonic velocity in upper
troposphere and stratosphere
TAD-7519181 P0258 N73-20117
Flight investigation to determine velocity and
persistence characteristics of trailing vortices
generated by jumbo let transport
fNASA-TN-D-71721 P0271 N73-21068
Flight tests to determine characteristics of
vortex and turbulent wake generated by DC-10
aircraft for development of air traffic control
separation criteria
fBEPT-73-00170] p0305 H73-21938
Development of vake vortex avoidance system for
airports to reduce hazards caused by aircraft
vakes and permit increased utilization of
terminal facilities
CFAA-BD-21-1] p0325 N73-23342
Ship model basin for simulating aircraft vortex vake
[4D-758893] pOIOS N73-25291
Calculation of vake vortices behind wings of
transport aircrafts in holding, takeoff, and
landing configurations
fFAA-BD-73-12] p0166 N73-26027
Wake Bodel program for computing wake height and
width
fPB-218820/9] pO<(81 N73-27030
Analysis of pressure distribution on plane ground
surface under aircraft flying at low altitude
with subsonic velocity
fFFA-AO-631-PT-2] p0187 N73-27206
Analysis of random motions of vortex elements
behind aircraft wing and design of vortex arrays
to reduce wake-vortex to small aircraft
[NASA-TH-X-62301 J p0668 H73-32976
AIRCREIS
0 FLIGHT CREWS '
AIRFIELD SURFACE HOVEHBHTS
Analytical elasticity methods for airfield
pavement structural stress-strain, failure and
reliability performance evaluation
P0288 A73-29106
Improvements in Airport Surface Traffic Control
surveillance.
P0291 A73-29887
Automatic runway and aircraft approach path
surveillance system /CORAIL/ consisting of
Doppler radar, signal extractor and data
processing, alarm, display and control'equipment
P0298 A73-30111
Airport planning for 1980s air traffic capacity
requirements, considering runways, aprons, air
traffic and ground movements control, ground
access and terminal facilities
P0319 A73-32363
Simulation of a surface traffic control system for
John F. Kennedy International Airport.
pOt3« A73-34818
Simulation of airport traffic flows with
interactive graphics.
P0131 A73-31821
Low cost airport surveillance and Localized Cable
Radar with runway or taxiway vehicle guidance
capability for ground traffic control, using
solid state eguipment
P0561 A73-10051
Analysis of loading conditions imposed on
commercial aircraft during turning maneuvers on
ground
fNASA-TH-D-7132] p0081 N73-13027
Hazards related to use of jet thrust power
CPB-211593] *' p0116 N73-14016
Systems analysis of civil airport surface traffic
control
fFAA-ED-08-1] p0393 N73-21655
Performance of airfield pavement construction
joints under heavy aircraft loads
fFAA-BD-72-106] p0113 N73-25926
Airport surface traffic control requirements
analysis
(AD-762««2J p0551 N73-29117
AIRFOIL CHABACTEBISTICS
0 AIRFOILS
AIRFOIL PROFILES
NT WING PROFILES'
NT WING SP4N
Calculation and measurement of the aerodynamic
forces on an oscillating airfoil profile with
and without stall
[ONEHA, TP SO. 1132] P0652 A73-10210
The influence of the Hach number on fuselages and
profiles vith optimized wave resistance in the
case of supersonic flow[ D G L R PAPER 72-108] p0660 A73-11691
An investigation of the near wake properties which
lead to the generation of vortex sheddinq sound
from airfoils.
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pOOflC A73-12976
Transonic profile theory - Critical comparison of
various procedures
P0054 173-14377
Supersonic blovdovn vind tunnel modification for
transonic airfoil profile aerodynamic
characteristics leasnrement, discussing design
criteria and operational ranqe
CD6LH P4PEB 72-133] pOOSS A73-14380
Analog-analytic construction of supercritical
flows past profiles
CDGIB PAPER 72-129] p0055 A73-14384
Calculation of supercritical flow past airfoils by
the Hurman-Krupp difference method
fDGLR PAPER 72-128] pOOSS A73-14387
Theoretical low-speed particles collision with
symmetrical and cambered aerofoils.
tASHE PAPER 72-WA/FE-35] p0063 A73-15852
The tricnspid hypocycloid as envelope of the force
of lift, calculated in a first coopressible
approximation, in the case of a symmetrical
profile in a flow of variable direction and a
qiven Hach number
P0094 A73-16764
Inverse method of desiqninq two-dinensional
transonic airfoil sections.
p0100 A73-17104
Airfoil profile determination in inverse
hydromechanics problem for given flow velocity
distribution, discussing univalent solvability
conditions
p0107 A73-18067
Conformal mapping of two airfoil profiles
symmetric with respect to real axis onto
circles, using rational function power series
p0148 A73-20200
Pressure distribution measurement at surface of
•aerodynamic body by pneumatically activated
inductive sensor
PC153 A73-21180
Advances in directional solidification spur usage
in turbine airfoil shapes.
P0190 A73-23293
Potential flow past axisymnetric ring winq
profiles via singularity method, applying source
and vortex distributions to curved thick profiles
fDFVLB-SOHDDR-271] p0231 A73-25348
Higher order numerical solution of the integral
equation for the two-dimensional Neumann problem.
p0232 A73-25434
Vibration and local edge buckling of thermally
stressed, wedge airfoil cantilever wings.
fAIAA PAPER 73-327] p0235 A73-25557
A linearized potential flow theory for airfoils
with spoilers.
P0238 A73-25853
The evolution and application of lofting
techniques at Hawker Siddeley Aviation.
p0281 A73-28054
Design method of the axial-flow blade row on
modified isolated aerofoil theory with
interference coefficient. I.
j p0283 A73-28649
Discrete vortex method of two-dimensional let flaps.
P0416 A73-34179
Test techniques for high lift, two-dimensional
airfoils with boundary layer and circulation
control for application to rotary Winq aircraft.
p0418 A73-34292
Revised calculations of the NACA 6-series of low
draq aerofoils.
p0424 A73-3U536
Experimental and theoretical investigations in
two-dimensional transonic flow.
fAIAA PAPER 73-659] p0454 A73-36213
neasurements of surface pressure on an elliptic
airfoil oscillating in uniform flow.
p0498 A73-37374
A synthesis of transonic, 2-D airfoil technology.
fAIAA PAPER 73-792] pOSOO A73-37459
A comnuter-aided design procedure to approximate
aircraft area curve shapes.
[SAKE PAPER 982] p0516 A73-37888
Airfoil profiles aerodynamic characteristics from
laminar flow wind tunnel measurements
P0521 A73-38361
Investigation of multi-element airfoils with
external flow let flap.
P0571 A73-41087
Influence of geometrical parameters on propeller
performance at low advance ratios
P0574 A73-41582
Study of flow around an airfoil with a spoiler at
Hach numbers ranginq from 0.5 to 2.3
P0574 A73-41584
Short takeoff and landing /Slot/ aircraft
technology developments for high density air
transport, discussing lift system, handling,
airfoil design, acoustics and operating economics
P0623 A73-U3520
Numerical analysis of induced velocities of wing
with curved axis not perpendicular to velocity
of incoming flow
fAD-749843] P0117 N73-14048
Airfoil with cambered trailing edge section for
supersonic flight
fNASA-CASE-LAR-10585-1] p0122 1173-14981
Desiqn characteristics and performance of airfoils
with hiqh lift at low and medium subsonic speeds
and various angles of attack
P0124 N73-15004
Aerodynamic configurations and characteristics of
airfoils designed to reduce formation of shock
waves during supersonic flight
fNASA-IT-F-749) P0157 N73-15987
Technique for predicting shock envelopes and
pressure distributions for two dimensional
airfoil at angles of attack producing shock
detachment and subsonic flow
[NASA-TN-D-7197] . p0199 N73-18001
Wind tunnel tests to determine flow
characteristics of stalled two dimensional airfoil
r.NASA-CB-130919] PC201 N73-1802C
Friction effect on lift of airfoil section with
slotted flap
fDLR-FB-73-04] p0266 N73-21001
Hinimum weight design of supersonic aircraft wing
with finite element modeling to meet strength,
stability, frequency, and flutter requirements
P0266 H73-21003
Effect of rotary wing airfoil modifications on
performance, stability, and control of helicopters
P0271 N73-21045
Hodane-Avrieux transonic blowdown wind tunnel for
two dimensional flow airfoil profile study
(OHERA-NT-203] p0390 N73-24281
Analysis of Kutta-Joukowsky condition in three
dimensional flow with application to vortex
sheet attachment to wing surface
tNASA-TT-F-14918] P0391 N73-24319
AIRFOIL SECTIONS
D AIRFOIL PROFILES
AIRFOIL IHICKHBSS ,
D AIRFOIL PROFILES
AIRFOILS
NT AILERONS
NT ARROH RINGS
NT CAMBERED WINGS
NT CARET HIHGS
NT CRDCIFORH WINGS
NT DELTA WINGS
NT ELEVONS
NT FIXED WINGS
NT FLAPS (CONTROL SURFACES)
NT FLEXIBLE WINGS
NT HORIZONTAL TAIL SURFACES
NT INFINITE SPAN WINGS
NT JET FLAPS
NT LEADING EDGE SLATS
NT LIFTING ROTORS
NT LOW ASPECT RATIO WINGS
NT PARAHINGS
NT PROPELLER BLADES
NT RECTANGULAR WINGS
NT RIGID ROTORS
NT RIGID WINGS
NT RING WINGS
NT ROTARY WINGS
NT SLENDER WINGS
NT SPOILERS
NT SUPERCRITICAL WINGS
NT SUPERSONIC AIRFOILS
NT SWEPT WINGS
NT SWEPTBACK WINGS
HI TABS (CONTROL SURFACES)
NT THIN AIRFOILS
NT THIN WINGS
NT TILTING ROTOBS
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HI TIP DRIVEN ROTORS
NT TRAILING-EDGE FLAPS
NT TRAPEZOIDAL RINGS
ST TRISTED SINGS
NT DNCAHBEBED RINGS
NT UNSHEPT KINGS
NT VARIABLE SREEP SINGS
NT RING FLAPS
NT RINGS
On the mechanism of dynamic stall.
p0656 A73-11015
Scattering of sound by an aerofoil of finite span
in a compressible stream.
P0665 A73-12609
Experimental investiqation of the frequency
response of a planar rigid airfoil
P0039 A73-12915
Noise from free jets and airfoils in lets.
pOOlO A73-12969
The interaction betveen turbulent vakes and
boundary layers.
P0047 A73-13561
The prediction of airfoil pressure distributions
for subcritical viscous flow and for
supercritical inviscid flow.
P0054 A73-14378
Some recent work on aspect ratio effects in
compressor cascades.
TASHE PAPER 72-RA/FE-41 ] pC063 A73-15858
A class of airfoils designed for hiqh lift in
incompressible flow.
fAIAA PAPER 73-86] P0095 A73-16851
Hiqh subsonic flow past airfoils at 2 deg anqle of
attack, describing relaxation method for
hyperbolic Euler equations conversion to
parabolic form
P0106 A73-17738
Conformal napping for potential flow about
airfoils with attached flap.
P0144 A73-19192
Flow in the wake of a cascade of oscillatinq
airfoils.
P0116 A73-1995*
Multiple'element airfoils optimized for maximum
lift coefficient.
P0147 A73-19956
Calculation of the transonic flow around an
airfoil, takinq account of the exact law of
compressibility
P0185 A73-22210
Unsteady nonlinear flow around an airfoil or a
blade cascade with emission of turbulent vortices
P0185 A73-22212
Fluctuating lift and moment coefficients for
cascaded airfoils in a nonuniform compressible
flow.
P0186 473-22432
Toward simpler prediction of transonic airfoil
lift, draq, and moment.
P0186 473-22434
Ravleiqh-Hitz solution of boundary value problem
for plane compressible subsonic flow past
aerofoil noting convergence
P0188 A73-22954
Transonic airfoils - Recent developments in
theory, experiment, and desiqn.
P0193 473-23856
Symmetrical airfoils optimized for small flap
deflection.
P0198 473-24915
Sound directivity pattern radiated from small
airfoils.
P0229 A73-2U980
An exploratory investiqation of the unsteady
aerodynamic response of a two-dimensional
airfoil at hiqh reduced frequency.
TAIAA PAPER 73-3091 . p023« A73-25540
An investiqation of unsteady aerodynamics on an
oscillatinq airfoil.
fAlAA PAPER 73-3181 p0235 A73-25519
Correction for chanqe in fluid flow curvature
about a lift-qeneratinq airfoil in a
two-dimensional test section with perforated walls
p0238 A73-25864
Book on aerospace vehicles science covering
airfoils, aircrafts, fuel systems, structural
weight, instrumentation, taxiing, towing and
federal aviation regulations
P0243 A73-27054
Rind tunnel interference on oscillatinq airfoils
in low supersonic flow.
p0282 A73-28166
Seiiempirical nethod for flutter prediction of
unsteady lift and aerodynaoic forces acting on
oscillatinq airfoil in stall regime, using
separation function , .
p0287"A73T29029
visualization of unsteady flow over oscillating
airfoils.
p0290 A73-29270
Pressure distribution on nnlticomponent airfoils
in two dimensional incompressible potential
flow, using Hartensen-Jacob vorticity
distribution method to derive Fredholm type
circulation equation
p0346 A73-31637
Subsonic compressible airfoil cascade flow
calculations by series, iterative, matrix and
streamline curvature methods, discussing
transonic and supersonic cases
fASHE PAPER 73-GT-9] p0372 A73-33487
Lift and measurements in an aerofoil in unsteady
flow.[ASHE PAPER 73-GT-41] p0374 A73-33503
Inviscid flow through a cascade of thick, cambered
airfoils. I - Incompressible flow.[ASHE PAPER 73-GT-84] p0375 A73-33527
Inviscid flow through a cascade of thick, cambered
airfoils. II - Compressible flow.
[ASHE PAPER 73-GT-851 p0375 A73-33528
A detailed experimental analysis of dynamic stall
on an unsteady two-dimensional airfoil.
[AHS PREPRINT 702] p0437 473-35053
The application of circulation control
aerodynamics to a helicopter rotor model.
TABS PREPRINT 704] p0437 A73-35055
Heavy lift helicopter rotor blade desiqn including
airfoils, fiberglass skin, titanium spar,
fail-safety and aerodynamic and structural
features
T A B S PREPRINT 710] p0437 A73-35056
Computational considerations in application of the
finite element method for analysis of unsteady
flow around airfoils.
P0442 A73-35138
Transonic inviscid flows over lifting airfoils
with embedded shock wave using method of
integral relations.
f A I A A PAPER 73-658] p0453 A73-36212
Study of the far wake vortex field generated by a
rectangular airfoil in a water tank.[4144 PAPER 73-682] p0454 A73-36233
On viscous and wind tunnel wall effects in
transonic flows over airfoils.
[4IAA PAPER 73-660] p0455 A73-36261
Broadband noise generation by aerofoils and axial
flow fans.
tAIAA PAPER 73-1018] p0629 473-44850
Sound generation by wake cutting.
rAIAA PAPER 73-1019] p0629 A73-44851
Some results froi tests in the. NAE high Reynolds
number two-dimensional test facility on
shockless and other airfoils.
P0632 A73-44995
Development of computer program for analyzing
mono-element and multi-element airfoils at
subsonic speed with attached air flow - Vol. 2
[AD-740124] p0672 N73-10242
FORTRAN computer program for annular airfoil
pressure distribution at subsonic speeds
[4RC-CP-1217J p0065 N73-12004
Rind tunnel tests of longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics of aspect ratio airfoil with
0.098 chord blowing flap[NASA-TH-X-2675] p0085 N73-13431
Single stage experimental evaluation of D and E
stage design of tandem airfoil rotor and stator
blading for compressors
fNASA-CE-121008] p0087 N73-13779
Development of iterative procedure for analysis of
arbitrary multi-element airfoils in viscous flow
[AD-749484] p0116 N73-14042
Computer program for designing leading edge slats
for producing specified pressure distribution on
main airfoil
fAD-749485] p0116 N73-14043
Ring impulse theory applied to determination of
propeller slipstream influence on wing
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aerodynamic characteristics, nsing airfoil of
finite span
tAD-7497261 p0117 H73-14051
Numerical analysis of development of
incompressible, symmetrical turbulent wake flovs
downstream of airfoils asinq integral nethod of
momentum and energy
tSAl-TB-292] p0122 873-14986
'Development of finite difference procedure to
calculate stead; flows over'several classes of
airfoils under inviscid transonic flow conditions
[NASA-CB-2186] p0122 N73-14989
Development of two experimental approaches for
analyzing two dimensional flow on high lift
devices
P0124 N73-15005
Analysis of aerodynamic processes occurring in
flow past nnpowered multi-element airfoils in
high lift attitude
' ; p0124 N73-15007
Analysis of aerodynamic stall characteristics of
wing sections with high lift devices in two
dimensional flow
P0124 N73-15008
Development of procedure for determining
characteristics of high lift systems where
viscous effects dominate
P0124 H73-15009
Aerodynamic" configurations of swept wings to
improve lift performance at stall in higher
range of subsonic speeds
p0124 1173-15010
Method for estimating aerodynamic characteristics
of airfoils in compressible inviscid flow based
on thickness and camber line parameters
rESDO-72024] P0157 S73-15981
Short takeoff aircraft lift augmentation and
prevention of airflow separation on cambered
elliptical airfoil section using circulation
control
rAD-751045] P0158 N73-15992
Air foils based on utilization of jet flap principle
TAD-751075] . p0164 N73-16283
Analysis of uniform jet flow around airfoil with
'separated shock wave at low supersonic
velocities of incident flow
[NASA-TT-F-148131 p0177 H73-17259
Smoke and heliun babble visualization studies of
incompressible flow past jet flap airfoil
fAD-7520121 P0178 N73-17270
Two dimensional cascade test of highly loaded, low
solidity, tandem airfoil turbine rotor blade
r»ASA-TB-X-2729] p0180 N73-17814
Heasurement of unsteady pressures developed on
harmonically oscillating wing planform in three
dimensional compressible flow
[DLB-FB-72-55] P0199 N73-18007
Analysis of aerodynamic stall characteristics of
airfoils at various angles of attack with
application to control forces of H-53 helicopter
fAD-752917] p0205 N73-18053
Jet deflection characteristics of jet-flapped
airfoil with Cqanda deflection surfaces based on
velocity distribution and flow angle
measurements for static operation
tAD-753618] . p0208 H73-1807U
Calculation of flow through airfoils in cascade to
show pressure distribution under conditions of
. two dimensional incompressible flow with
boundary layer separation at trailing edge
tDLB-FB-72-62] p0211 N73-18276
Numerical solution to transonic airfoil problems
tAD-753390] p0211 N73-18304
Analysis of flow field around two dimensional
airfoil of arbitrary shape
UD-753387] ' p0211 N73-18320
Transonic wind tunnel tests of two dimensional
airfoil fitted with sguare and convex
semicircular blunt bases to determine
aerodynamic drag coefficients
[ABL/A-NOTE-3361 p0215 H73-18994
Effect of two dimensional suction flows into
double intakes'on upper surface of Joukowski
airfoil for application to vertical takeoff and
landing aircraft
tAD-7542081 p0215 H73-19003
Rind tunnel tests to determine effects of nozzle
geometry and upper surface blowing on
aerodynamic characteristics of 1U percent thick
airfoil
[NASA-CH-114560] p0251 H73-19998
Design of airfoil sections for low Reynolds
numbers based on requirement to achieve
transition upstream of oajor adverse pressure
gradient
P0265 N73-20995
Analysis of optimum pressure distribution on
multi-element airfoils to obtain conditions for
maximum lift coefficient
P0265 N73-20996
Calculation and measurement of aerodynamic forces
on oscillating airfoil with and without
aerodynamic stalling
P0271 N73-21042
Generation of aerodynamic noise by turbulent wake
behind rotary winq airfoil and relationship to
drag and lift coefficients
p0272 N73-21054
Effects of aeroelasticity on performance of rptary
wings and procedures for predicting aerodynamic
forces on rotary wing blades
p0316 N73-22952
Iterative method for analyzing feathering
characteristics in airfoil whirlwinds
[DEP/PBA/NT/88/72] p0317 N73-22968
Design and evaluation of two airfoils for
helicopter rotors for reduction of rotor power
regnirements
tNASA-CB-112297] p0318 N73-22977
Rail interference effects at Bach 1 on airfoils in
transonic wind tunnels
rAp-7575341 p0325 1173-23349
Application of integral relations to analyzing
inviscid supercritical flow about lifting
airfoils with embedded shock wave
[AD-755762] p0326 N73-2339C
Numerical analysis of pressure distribution in
incompressible flow on two dimensional airfoils
near ground
rABC-B/B-3238] p0381 N73-24000
Application of conformal mapping procedures for
designing airfoil shapes with high design lift
coefficients
fAD-757813) p0384 H73-24040
Stalling characteristics of airfoil in laminar
viscous incompressible fluid with consideration
of starting vortei and separation bubble
(AD-758831] ' p0391 H73-24334
Application of Kelvin impulse theory for computing
lift on airfoils and analysis of circulation
around airfoil to produce lift
P0395 N73-24997
Wind tunnel tests to determine pressure
distributions for four percent thick, circular
arc, biconvex airfoil at transonic speeds
[ABC-B/H-3180] p0396 N73-25002
Force measurements and pressure distributions on
three Sottinger airfoil profiles during
transition from laminar to turbulent boundary
layer flow
tNASA-TT-F-14959J p0463 N73-26000
Underwater vortex field generation in wake of
rectangular airfoil
[ NASA-IB-X-62274] p0471 N73-26288
Effects of mass injection of tip vortex on airfoil
performance at transonic speeds
[AD-760363] p0472 N73-263CU
Design 'and development of two dimensional airfoil
with optimum drag divergence characteristics at
transonic speeds
CNAL-TB-299] p0477 N73-26994
Numerical analysis of two dimensional
incompressible potential flow around system of
arbitrary airfoils using relaxation method
[NAL-TB-309] P0487 N73-27212
Two dimensional flow, low speed wind tunnel tests
of trapped vortex-high lift airfoil to reduce
blowing requirements for lift augmentation
fAD-762077] p0535 N73-27893
Analysis of transonic scaling effect on quasi,
two-dimensional airfoil model of C-141 aircraft
fAD-762285] p0539 N73-27924
Calculation of incompressible potential flow of
airfoils by conformal mapping potential flow of
lifting circles onto airfoils by double
transformations
fABC-R/B-3717] p0588 N73-30002
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Analysis of draq and pressure measurements Bade in
subsonic vind tunnel tests on tvo annular
airfoils notinq relation between pressure
distribution in compressible flow and at hiqh
speed
rABC-B/H-2718] P0588 H73-30003
lind tunnel tests,to -determine transient wake
velocities behind three stalled wing
confiqurations at Reynolds numbers up to 4.8
million . . •
fAD-763468) P0594 N73-30050
Deyelopment of computer program-for determininq
airfoil pressure distribution for subcritical
attached viscous flow
fNAL-TK-248] . P0596 N73-30236
Three-dimensional compressible turbulent boundary
layer for subsonic and transonic flow over yawed
airfoil • .
UD-763730) . P0597 N73-30258
Measurement of temperatures of airfoil immersed in
stream of combustion qases to determine
effectiveness of two phase coolinq system
. fABL/ME-338] p0604 H73-30876
Finite element analysis and computer qraphics.
visualization of unsteady flow around pitching
•and plunqinq airfoils
rNASA-CR-22491 P0605 H73-30926
Hind tunnel tests to determine two dimensional
characteristics of airfoil optimized for maximum
lift coefficient at various angles of attack
rNASA-TN-D-7071] ' p0605 N73-30929
Correlation between wind tunnel data and finite
difference solutions for viscous and:wind tunnel
effects in transonic flows over airfoils
fAD-764133) .. P0606 N73-30936
Numerical analysis .of laminar unsteady flow around
airfoil in viscous, incompressible fluid
P0613 N73-31226
Aerodynamic configurations of series of airfoils
used in parametric studies of drag-rise Bach
number
rESDU-710201 • P0613 N73-31228
Derivation of charts for predicting drag-rise Hach
number for airfoils with specified upper surface
pressure distribution
fESDU-71019] ' p0613 H73-31229
Prediction of aerodynamic characteristics of
airfoils at transonic speeds includinq effects
of fluid viscosity
TAD-763295] p0614 H73-31260
Designing axial compressor airfoils with camber
lines of arbitrary shape
fAD-765165] . p0653 N73-32636
AIBFBABB HATBBIilS
Test results of fatigue at elevated temperatures
on aeronautical materials.
fOSEBA. TP NO. 10981 P0652 A73-10229
Fabrication of high-strength aluminum products
- from, powder. , .
P0653 A73-10281
Potential titanium airframe applications.
P0653 A73-10285
PBD 49 high modulus organic fibre as aluminium
replacement.• . .
p0657 A73-11510
Metallic materials developments in aircraft
construction and gas turbine engine
applications, discussing superalloys, refractory
metals, composites and directionally solidified
alloys
p0058 A73-14741
Bright future forecast for composites in aerospace.
P0089 A73-16185
Subsonic let airframe fatigue cracking as function
of load,.geometry, material, loint performance
and environment
P0100 A73-17200
Welding airframe structures in titanium alloys
using tensile loading as a means of overcoming
distortion.
; . .P0153 A73-21240
Design and manufacture of structure components
made of fiber-reinforced materials
P0231 A73-25417
7201)8.
 a high strength, high toughness alloy for
aircraft applications.
fAI&A PAPEB 73-385) p0232 A73-25514
Al alloys, steels and superalloys properties
improvements for aerospace vehicles structural
applications, discussing diffusion bonding and
isothermal forging techniques
, if0.282' A73-28180
Composite airframe structure effects on' let
aircraft laintenance, discussing .fire safety,
. fatigue resistance, environmental durability and
quality assurance ' . ' ' ' • • '
. ; ' p0364 A73-33027
Boron composites - Status in the USA.
. . . p0379 173-31(042
NASA airframe structures program,' discussing
automated analysis and design, advanced
composites, supersonic and' hypersonic vehicles
technology, active'controls, aircraft loads and
aeroelasticity prediction methods
. '- : p0452 A73-36168
Incremental forging of parts with cross-ribs.
[SHE PAPEB HF 73-164) . ...': p05,25 A73-38503
Crack growth characteristics of steel and '
structural failure of P.-111'aircraft frane '[AD-752223] ' '"'- ' : ..^p0174^H73-17024
Fabrication of .1-1011 .aircraft panels to coapare
costs and service performance ^cn'aratteristics of
PBD-49 and fiberglass ' ' ' ;'
CNASA-CB-112250] , p0253'.B73-20018
Analysis of physiological and toxicological '
aspects of smoke produced .by combustion of
aircraft interior materials - Part T , ''
rr»»-ED-73-50-PT-1 ] ' ' ;" ' . p0479 .N73-27014
Physio-chemical analysis of flammabi'lity ' .
characteristics and thermal degradation of:rigid
and flexible nrethane .foams used in .aircraft
. ' . structures - Part 2 '.' ' . ' '"
CFAA-BD-:73-50-PT-2] . . p0481 N73-27C25
Gluing technology for airframe construction'
fAD-761496) ' 'p0538 '873-27912
AIBFBABES ' - ;
Classification of fitting operations in.airfrane
assembly ''
, , . . ' ;''. '.' ; p0658-:A73-11647
Airframe structural testing and safety design for
•military aircraft, discussing static, dynamic
and fatigue tests and environmental effects
• ' p0059 A73-1«865
NASA airframes structures program, discassinq
automated design, composites, supersonic .and
hypersonic technologies, control systeas, load
, and aeroelasticity prediction and integrity
concepts ,
fAIAA PAPEB 73-17] ' p0103 A73-17610
Adhesively bonded multilayer Al and Ti alloy sheet
. metals'for complex airframe components,
discussing design, fabrication, tests and
performance comparison with monolithic structures
CSHE PAPEB BF 72-513) p0107 A73-18094
Critique of paper on supersonic aircraft
configuration with zero wave draq, discussing
tubular outer structure and convergent-divergent
inner duct
P0237 A73-25798
T/STOL' airframe/propulsion integration problem
areas.
.fASHE P4PEB 73-GT-76) " '
 r(. .p0375 173-33522
Development of airframe design technology for
crashworthiness. . . .
tSAE PAPEB 730319) ' •' p0429 A73-34677
The integration of NASTBAN into helicopter
airfrane design/analysis.
[AHS PBEPBINT 780) ' p0441 A73-35093
DC 10 airframe structure full 'scale fatigue tests
for crack initiation and growth, residual
strength and service life' :, .
[AIAA PAPEB 73-803) " pOSOO A73-37463
Cost estimating techniques for airframe
weight-cost interface study for military
aircraft design
: CSASE PAPEB 969] . p0516 AJ3-37885
Aircraft fuselage structure weight estimation
method assuming bending, shear, torgne and
internal pressurization loading for
, skin-stringer-shallow frame types
[SASE'PAPEB 9.81] p0516 A73-37887
Computerized optimization of interrelated
airframe/engine design parameters against
variable criteria to satisfy performance
constraints in air superiority fighter design
• . f A I A A PAPEB 73-800] p0522 A73-38370
. Frame of a cylindrical shell under the action of a
concentrated radial force
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' ' '
 t ' p0566 A73-40388
Airframe/propulsion system interactions - An
important factor in, supersonic aircraft flight
control. V
CAISA PAPBB 73-831] P0567 A73-40501
Airframe ball, roller and spherical plain bearing
-_f designs for flight control, landing gear and
" 'ving Be'chanisBS
p0571 A73-41125
Application of integral nonlinear progranming and
random search techniques for determining minium
weight
 tof, reinforcing structures commensurate
.with strength reguireaents
' ' '
J
. _.". p0677 N73-10929
Application of scatter factors for various
Reibnll-shaped parameters, fleet sizes, and
'level of reliability' for aircraft structures
fHAS4-CB-2100)
 P0677 N73-10934
Four-phase .ai'rframe .fatigue program for bending
tests of aluminum alloy box beaas
.,rAp-744673J. . ,. p0677 N73-10943
.Application of'reliability based static strength
criteria system to analysis of C-141 aircraft -
..Vol. 1 ' . - ' ' •
tAD-742260] . ,...,. . , p0680; H73-11024
Inplenentation.of reliability'based strength
criteria system.for determining service life of
- .0-141 ..aircraft structures - Vol.' 2
rAb-742261] .. ' p0680 H73-11025
Analysis "of fatigue .crack propagation
characteristics.of steel structures in F-111
aircraft under specific flight loading spectra
f.JD-746343] p0681 H73-11033
Development of airframe integrity investigation
procedures to determine structural deficiencies
and aodifications reguired to airframes for .
.. increased service life , ' ;
tAD-746881] ' p0070 H73-12049
Beferences on fatigue and fracture of aircraft
.structures and materials to include instruments,
sonic fatigue, and mechanical fasteners
-fAD-748100] ' .. p0071 N73-12053
..Procedures for using liquid crystal tape for
thermographic testing of bonded structures for
aircraft
[NASArCB-123932] p0073 N73-12451
Quasi area rule for heat addition in.transonic and
supersonic flight including determination of
optimum shapes with propulsion to minimize wave
drag
tAD-747772] " p0076 H73-12867
Design and development of instrument for measuring
aerodynamic loads and fatigue characteristics of
'aircraft structures . .
fAGABD-B-597] . pOOSO H73-13019
Helicopter design data to include kinematic and
power diagrams of basic components of helicopter
structures
fAD-748751J . pOC82 H73-13035
Technology of aircraft construction to include
manufacturing of parts from plastics, ceramics,
and nonmetallic materials
fAD-749558J ' p0083 H73-13044
Application'of reliability theory to determine
•risk function, probability of failure, under
ultimate load, and wear-out process of aircraft
structures
rABL/SH-BBPT-337] p0087 H73-13925
Development of aerodynamic structural design data
to reduce effects of acoustic fatigue on flat
and singly-curved sandwich panels - Part 2
[AGABD-AG-162-PT-2] P0121 N73-14898
Analysis of natural vibration characteristics of
plate-beam combination structures during
supersonic flight
CNAL-TB-291J ' p01»0 H73-15917
Development of optimized aircraft structures based
on vibratory strain energy distribution using
damped forced response
[AD-751809.] P0162 N73-16027
Nondestructive inspection technigues for examining
catapult and arresting gear structures on E-2
aircraft
fAD-752492] p0174 H73-17027
Fatigue tests to determine service life of
catapult structure on C-2 aircraft .
fAD-752493] p017l» H73-17C28
Design parameters for torsion of airfrane sandwich
strips having trapezoidal, rectangular, and
triangular cross sections
tAD-752619] .
 P0174 K73-17029
Procedures for reducing residual stresses in
aircraft metal structures reinforced by
filamentary composites
fSASA-CB-112207] p0180 H73-17900
Aerodynamic characteristics' of flow around wing
profiles : • •
[AD-752686] p0206 H73-18054
Experimental determination of high velocity liguid
impact damage for application to rain erosion
protection of supersonic aircraft
CAD-7533811 P0211 N73-18305
Evaluation of airframe fatigue life gage under
constant and variable amplitude loading
fAD-753800] p0212 N73-18464
Methods for designing and developing aircraft
structural components by riveting, welding, and
gluing aluainum alloys parts
• C&D-753513] P0212 1173-18491
Fatigue damage of helicopter rotary ving
.structures - bibliographies
[AD-754062J P0254 N73-20027
Development of methods for protecting aircraft
compartments from aerodynamic heating effects
(AD-754606] p0255 N73-20036
Development of beryllium-copper bearings for use
with stainless steel shafts under high bearing
stress levels imposed by airframes
[40-754759] p0260 H73-20540
Theories, numerical methods, and computer programs
for determining inviscid three dimensional flow
around spherically-capped smooth bodies and
wings at supersonic speeds
fAD-753696] ' p0266 N73-21002
Development of structural optimization algorithm
used with large finite element program based on
displacement method of structural analysis
P0266 B73-21005
Development and application of composite materials
for vertical takeoff aircraft airframes and
effect on improved aircraft performance
P0269 N73-21023
Analysis of a'ircraft construction methods to
compare riveting, welded joints, and bonded
joints for structural stability
fAD-755754] p0306 N73-21948
Numerical analysis of panel flutter based on
isoperimetric ineguality and effect of viscous
damping forces
tHASA-CB-131828] p0306 N73-21950
Design, fabrication, and evaluation of boron-epoxy
reinforced C-130 center wing boxes
fNASA-CB-112272] p0318 N73-22979
Application of power spectral density oethod to
analyze vibrations induced in aircraft during
taxiing
[AD-757283] ' p0320 N73-22991
Controlled magnetic and electric excitation of
airframe of 10B-6A helicopter and measurement of
impedance, radiation patterns, and bandwidths
'fAD-757143] p0320 N73-22992
Development of reliability analysis procedure for
.determining effects of cumulative and maximum
operational loads on airplane structures
fAp-757529] . P0321 N73-22999
Application of holographic interferometry for
inspection of large aircraft structures during
manufacturing and maintenance
[4D-757510] p0321 H73-23000
Analysis of fatigue performance of titanium alloys
.and steels to identify variations based on shape
parameter for reliability engineering of airframes
"[AD-758219] p0322 N73-23008
Application of multipoint excitation for
helicopter structural dynamic testing using
impedance technigues - Vol. 1
[AD-756389] p0335 H73-23921
Design criteria and analysis procedures to
minimize occurrence of major structural failures
in airfranes due to undetected damage
[AD-757870] p0388 S73-2U074
Besonance tests of delta wing aircraft model to
determine effect of stiffness changes of wing
spars on freguencies and modes of vibration
tABC-S/B-3268] p0399 N73-25031
Optimization of mass distribution of solid beams
and panels for structural design of airframes
and panels
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fAD-7591691 pOU01 H73-25051
Desiqn of dual fuselage aircraft with pivoting
nino and horizontal stabilizer to permit raving
of wing in flight foe high speed operation
rBSSA-CASE-AHC-10170-1] pO«63 N73-26005
.Aircraft configuration for reducing effects of
nose-down pitching moments due to high lift
forces, loss of trim lift, and engine-out raving
moments
fNASA-CiSE-LAR-11252-11 p0463 S73-26007
Development of formula for determining ideal
veigbt of shell-trpe aircraft fuselages vith
body of revolution cross section
rBAE-LIB-TBAHS-16881 pO<»6a H73-26009
Analysis of fatigue behavior of airframe
components and development of methods for
predicting service life of aircraft structures
rHAB-LIB-TRANS-1678] pO«64 N73-26012
Development of procedures for determining service
life of helicopter airframes and rotor blades
fBAE-LIB-TRANS-1520] p046« N73-26013
Thesaurus of terms for information on mechanics of
structural failure modes and mechanisms for
aerospace structures
rNASA-CH-121199] pO«76 N73-26917
Identification of sources for specialized
information on failure nodes and mechanisms of
aerospace structures
fNASA-CB-121201] pO«76 N73-26919
Bibliographr of citations related to problem areas
in mechanics of failure in aerospace structures
fNASi-CB-121202] ' P0476 N73-26920
Analrsis of physioloqical and toiicological
aspects of smoke produced by combustion of
aircraft interior materials .- Part 1
fPAA-BD-73-50-PT-1] pOU79 N73-2701W
Physio-chemical analysis of flamaability
characteristics and thermal degradation of rigid
and flexible urethane foams used in aircraft
structures - Part 2
TFAA-BD-73-50-PT-2] pO»81 N73-27025
Evaluation of nondestructive testing techniques
for diffusion-bonded titanium allor aircraft
structures using ultrasonic radiation
fAD-7606731 P0482 N73-27035
Proceedings of conference on application of
composite materials in construction of aerospace
vehicles and propulsion systems
fAGABD-CP-112J p0488 H73-27479
Application of boron/epoxr composite materials for
airfraae construction vith specific development
of F-111 stabilizer
pO»88 N73-27480
Application of qlass reinforced and carbon
reinforced composite materials for helicopter
structures and rotarr vings
pC489 N73-27U83
Application of composite materials to reinforce
metallic structures for low cost improvement in
structural stabilitr of airfraoes
pOU89 N73-27IJ85
Analysis of aircraft structural loads in
operational flight to determine effects of pilot
performance and aircraft characteristics
fAGABD-B-6081 P0536 1173-27895
Analrsis of effects of firing tine on service life
of ving fastening knee plates on transport
aircraft
fAD-7614681 P0539 1173-27919
Effect of friction forces on fatigue breakdown of
bolted and riveted -joints in airframes
fAD-761<|il6] P0541 H73-28539
Phrsical properties of aluminum alloys, titanium
alloys, and stainless steels for aerospace
airframes
TAD-7623051 P05U2 H73-28587
Cost history of F-111 aircraft airframe srstem to
show logistics organization, support costs,
reliability and maintainability, and development
problems
fAD-7622131 POS45 H73-28958
Logistic performance data book for OH-1F
helicopter airframe to show reliability,
maintainability, logistic costs, and operational
problems
f A D - 7 6 2 2 5 1 ] P0546 K73-28965
Logistic performance data book for C-5A airframe
to show reliability, maintainability, logistics
support, and operating problems
. CAD-762233] . p0506 N73-28968
Besearch projects involving aeroelastic stability
and response, stability of thin shell,
structures, and suspension system concept for
control of vehicle responses
tAD-762568} p05«7, B73-28979
Procedures for ultrasonic inspection of wing
attachment fittings on Viscount aircraft ,-.v
tTB-7211.621] p0553 H73-29K55
Proceedings of conference on acoustic fatigue to
show effects of aerodynamic loads, response of,
structures, structural design, and fatigue test
methods
fAGABD-CP-113] p0556 1173-29905
Development of method for deteraining response, of
box type structures subjected to high intensity
acoustic loading
P0557 B73-29915
Effect of environment and stress-cycling o n , .
 f
in-service structural failure of airframes and
procedures for predicting safe operational
conditions
p0558 H73-29929
Development of rational analytic theory for
analyzing fatigue of airframes based on maximum
stress-field parameter and maximum load
excursion ratio
P0558 H73-29931
Development of procedure for estimating fatigue
life of airfraoes to eliminate errors caused by
neglecting effect of stress redistribution after
localized yielding
P0558 B73-29933
Ground vibration tests of YF-12 aircraft to
determine fregnency response data, measured node
lines, and elastic mode shapes for aircraft
components
fHASA-TH-X-2880] P0559 N73-29944
Analysis of flight test procedures for evaluating
strength of airframes for aircraft and helicopters
CNASA-TT-F-769J p0590 H73-30019
Application of reinforced .fiberglass thermoplastic
materials for construction of military aircraft '"
structures • '
rAD-763470] p0593 N73-30041
Development of digital computer program for
generating individual component or entire
aircraft mass and aerodynamic models for vehicle
inelastic bending response analysis
[AD-763701] P0594 N73-30045
Analysis of equipment and.procedures for
, conducting sonic fatigue tests of airframes at
elevated temperatures
tAD-763798] p059U S73-30052
Pressure fields over hypersonic wing-body
configuration at moderate incidence
fAp-7637621 p0597 S73-30256
Application of composite materials to construction
of helicopter airframes and landing gear
[HASA-CB-1123331 p0608 H73-30948
Finite element method to determine post-buckling
strength of B-1 aircraft aft intermediate
fuselage following combined torque and axial
loading ,-, r
[AD-7638131 P0609 H73-30956
Application of fracture prevention principles to
airframes to reduce catastrophic failure and
increase service life
[AD-764513] P0611 N73-30969
FORTRAN matrix abstraction program for structural
analysis of aerospace structures, Vol. 2 -
Digital computer program description
[iD-764360] p0612 H73-31158
FOSTBiN matrix abstraction program for structural
analysis of aerospace structures. Vol. 5 -
Engineering user and technical report
[AD-763812] p0612 H73-31159
FOBTBAN matrix abstraction program for structural
analysis of aerospace structures. Vol. 6 -
Digital computer program Phase 1 description
fAD-76»3661 p0612 N73-31160
Flow interference between supersonic intake and
airframe to show three dimensional separation of
boundary layer
P0646 H73-32194
Application of reliability analysis to aircraft
structures subject to fatigue crack growth and
periodic structural inspection
fAD-764775] p06»8 1173-32383
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Application of radiation technology and equipment
for nondestructive analysis of commercial
aircraft strnetores daring aircraft maintenance
periods
p0675 H73-33579
AIRLINE OPBBATIOHS
Heteorological effects on SST operations daring
various flight phases, considering SIC and
communications aspects
p0654 473-10348
Airlines passenger transportation profitability,
discussing relationships between service
quality, load factor and operating costs
p0048 A73-13575
The impact of aircraft emissions upon air guality.
p0059 473-14890
Honitoring and modeling of airport air pollution.
p0059 A73-11I891
Airlines responsibility and measures for aircraft
noise abatement, considering econonic and safety
aspects
p0059 A73-14893
Aircraft noise as a continuing national problem.
p0059 A73-14894
Aircraft flight plan data processing in FOBTSAS
Program to predict altitude and tine conflicts,
noting short CPU time
P0091 A73-16618
System monitoring techniques: Practical
applications and experience at Eastern - Jet
engines.
fSAE PAPER 720818] p0091 A73-16639
Flight simulator development in parallel with
aircraft flight test A case study of the
American Airlines DC-10 program.
CSAE PAPEB 720858] p0093 A73-16664
Air transportation systems problems - The airport
operators' view.
TAIRA PAPEB 73-6] P0102 A73-17602
Review of New lork Airways -helicopter operations,
UIAA PAPEB 73-25] p0103 473-17614
Washington Airlines - The short haul /STOL/
experiment.
UIAA PAPER 73-26] p0103 A73-17615
Airlines aircraft, engines and instruments
maintenance, overhaul and repair procedures and
equipment
P0108 473-18254
(lass air transportation development in Sweden,
discussing flight scheduling, fare structure and
guiet STOL aircraft introduction in 1980s
p0151 A73-20618
Benefit-cost analysis of delay reduction with STOL.
TASCE PHEPBIHT 1507] p0153 473-21000
Co-existence of scheduled and charter services in
public air transport.
p0189 A73-23123
Charter air fleet maintenance economic management,
discussing budget, manpower, time and materials
control
p0189 473-23243
Short haul air travel with Intermodal Automated
Transfer system for integrating ground
transportation to allow passenger to stay in
seat from origin to destination
P0191 A73-23653
Development of maintenance policies in the
operation of aircraft
P0191 A73-23655
Airlines flight safety management, discussing
visual systems simulator /VSS/ for Tristar
systems environmental and cycling endurance
ground tests
P0197 473-24710
Cost effectiveness of planned aviation system
improvements, considering ATC automation vs
terminal aids, noise control, ground facilities,
capacity and enronte situation
P0197 473-24767
Balmo-Sturup airport facilities layout, discussing
Passenger terminal, lounges, baggage and cargo
handling, ATC school, etc
p0230 473-25207
Iceland commercial airports at Dublin, shannon and
Cork, discussing management, terminal facilities
and operations
p0230 473-25208
Airport computerized departure control for
check-in, load control, cargo and catering
operations, discussing load optimization and
passenger acceptance control /LOPAC/ system
PC230 473-25210
Begularization of the legal status of
international air charter services.
P0239 A73-26349
Airport noise control and minimization for
community and airline industry interests by
technology application and legal-political
approaches
PC239 A73-26350
Prediction for a park of helicopters of the same
type
P0243 A73-27C77
Satellite communication systems for long haul air
transport operations, discussing political,
operational/technical and economic problems
P0248 473-27671
ATC system requirements for Concorde transoceanic
flight operations, considering track allocation,
computer system and programming
PC282 473-28178
4ir transportation direct and indirect costs
analysis, considering cruising speed, flight
tine, aircraft design and manufacture and fuel
expenses
P0286 473-28950
Projections of the 0.s. airline fleet in the early
1980's.
p0288 A73-29102
Central regional airport planning, compatibility
and construction/operational costs for
freight/passenger transport service in response
to future economic growth
P0288 473-29109
Conference on General Aviation-Business Flying,
University of Tennessee, Tullahoma, Tenn.,
August 17-19, 1972, Proceedings.
PP291 A73-29344
Legal conseguences resulting from transportation
in airline traffic in the case of missing,
deficient or not coverage-eguivalent contractual
basis
P0297 A73-30293
Book - Aircraft noise: Should the Noise and Number
Index be revised.
P0319 A73-32414
Commercial airline operational control, discussing
flight plan approval by pilot and ground
personnel, preflight duties, weather information
assessment and fuel monitoring
P0351 473-32446
Some remarks on operational problems associated
with the introduction of automatic data
processing into air traffic control.
P0351 473-32447
Aircraft integrated data systems /AIDS/
utilization for airlines operational flight
control and economic exploitation enhancement,
discussing aircraft accident investigation,
maintenance, navigability, etc
P0356 473-32496
PB-75 flight guidance system for subsonic
commercial transport aircraft operation under
Category IIIA conditions, describing cruise and
ILS operation
PC357 A73-32500
STOL operational impact on ATC system support,
considering short haul metropolitan and rural
transportation modes, landing/takeoff facilities
and all-weather operational reliability
P0358 473-32547
Air cargo transportation growth since 1945 with
comparison to concurrent air passenger
evolution, predicting future trends
P0358 473-32555
Civil aviation research patterns, discussing
effects of nonregular carrier competition and
Boeing 747 introduction
P0358 473-32557
Sadio navigation and landing aid eguipment for
ma-for airports and airlines, noting simplified
eguipment for minor airports
P0358 473-32559
Composite airframe structure effects on let
aircraft maintenance, discussing fire safety,
fatigue resistance, environmental durability and
gnality assurance
P0364 473-33027
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Canadian air transportation survey, outlininq
history of other modes, transportation
investment trends, nodal traffic distribution,
STOL applications, airline social services and
marketing
P0367 473-33177
World air traffic patterns projected to 1988,
including present traffic features, supersonic
transport utilization, qround transport
aternatives, air freight and aircraft types
P0368 473-33180
Fliqht siaulation Symposium, 2nd, London, England,
May 16, 17, 1973, Proceedinqs.
PC369 473-33201
Specific Behavior Objective approach to airline
flight simulation, featuring duplicate training
eliaination and education tine reduction
P0369 473-33202
4irline flight simulator programs for aircraft
type conversion training, outlining flight
instructor training, certification and
instructional aids
p0369 473-33203
Airline flight simulation program, examining
visual system capacity for replacement of
in-flight training Kith pilot learning transfer
estimation and simulation effectiveness appraisal
P0370.473-33204
B04C computer aided flight simulators, detailing
simulator systems history, Boeing 747 training
adaptation, and simulation types
P0370 473-33212
4n initial estimate of aircraft emissions in the
stratosphere in 1990.
T4IA4 P4PEE 73-508] . .p0379 473-34046
Hypersonic transports - Economics and
environmental effects.
pO»19 473-34435
Automated terminal area 4TC operations under F44
ten year plan, investigating analytical model of
pilot-aircraft control loop decision making by
computer program
P0419 473-34437
Helicopter operations in London area, describing
controlled airspace, helicopter routes and
heliport approach and takeoff procedures
P0420 473-34446
The functions of regional airports and the
resulting requirements for the ground
installations
P0421 473-34476
Concorde aircraft introduction into airline
network, discussing time gain over various
routes, operating costs, passenger service,
departure and arrival problems, maintenance, etc
( S4E PAPER 730351 1 p0431 473-34699
Market economic environment change effects on air
transport design and use, examining 747
operational reguirements in terms of cargo load
factor, passenger fares and labor costs
fSAE PAPER 730355) P0431 473-34703
STOL aircraft choice for air transportation in low
passenger density areas, discussing market
characteristics in U.S. and tradeoffs between
airline operation and airfield costs
fS4E PAPER 7303571 P0431 473-34705
AIRTRANS ' Intra-airport transportation system,
fSAE PAPER 7303841 P0433 473-34721
The possible future of air transport and the
airports
P0449 473-35665
Development of methods of forecasting
meteorological conditions for aviation
P0451 473-35912
Influences of international operations on
aircraft-transport design /Second Hilliam
Littlewood Memorial Lecture/.
P0452 473-36165
Simulating the introduction of 747 aircraft into
airport operations.
p0456 A73-36423
Predicting the reduction in noise exposure around
airports.
P0496 473-37281
Effects of noise curfews on airline operations.
fAIAA PAPER 73-7981 pOSOO 473-37461
The design or operation of aircraft to minimize
their sonic boom.
TAIAA PAPER 73-8171 P0501 473-37470
STOL pilot functional requirements on air •
transportation system in tens of airport
design, aircraft, ATC, route selection, -
navigation and communications
P0508 473-37730
Automation of airline passenger processing.
P051V473-37804
Area navigation technology for air transportation
in DS4, discussing present systems and
projections as related to airline and F4A
activities
P0512 473-37807
On-board navigation and landing systems for local
airlines in the OSSR
P0513 473-37819
Operational considerations in the design of -'
airports.
P0513 473-37820
Air freight handling egnipment, techniques and
costs in cargo terminals, including forklifts,
pallets, containers, conveyor belts and '
warehouse configurations
P0513 473-37821
D.S.S.R. laws and regulations regarding civil air
transport equipment operations and maintenance,
considering personnel training and safety
p0519'473-38119
Operative visibility limits over the airports of
Milan Linate and Malpensa in the 1960-1969 decade
P0520 473-38125
Airborne digital data link terminal for commercial
airlines' use.
P0526 473-38756
Airline flight crew management and coordination
procedures, outlining self-discipline
philosophies and criteria, flight training and
simulation, and performance records
P0530 A73-39217
L-1011 Tristar production, sales and airline
service experience, discussing RB-211 turbofan
engine and fleet performance '
P0532 A73-39659
Aircraft ground station site evaluation based on
disseminating time synchronization
effectiveness, utilizing computer modeling for
communication links and airspace population
p0562 473-40033
Relationships between operational flexibility and
capacity in contemporary terminal air traffic
control operations.
P0563 473-40048
Passenger response to airline service and
resultant competition dynamics among air
carriers in metropolitan area, indicating
satellite airports importance
P0565 A73-40210
Schiphol as a tourist attraction.
P0580 473-42316
Flow control concepts and airline operations.
P0580 473-42522
Air carrier and general aviation airports system
planning with emphasis on economic analysis of
operation, ownership and finance
tASME PAPER 73-ICT-33] '" p0622 A73-43494
Dual lane runway configuration design and
operational characteristics investigation by
real time computer simulation for solution to
airport capacity problem
CASMB PAPER 73-ICT-61] p0622 473-43496
Public air transportation service needs for
nonurban areas, considering low traffic density
problem, operational requirements and future trend
[4SME PAPER 73-ICT-721 P0623 473-H3498
The translantic charter policy of the United States.
P0628 473-K4575
The development of civil air navigation in the
People's Republic of China - Agreements with
other states as well as the tasks and the
position of the China civil Aviation Corporation
/CAAC/
P0634 473-45346
Aircraft noise reduction alternatives for
operational aircraft, noting noise generation
upstream of final nozzle, reengining, refanninq
and suppressor techniques
P0634 473-45374
Liability and insurance in international air traffic
P0635 473-45443
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Development of Bathenatical aodel to analyze
traveler acceptance factors in short haul air
carrier operations
P0669 N73-10023
'.Computer model for determining economic impact of.
aircraft retrofit on airlines
-[F&1-EQ-72-1-VOL-1] p0687 1173-11988
• Traffic environment and operational procedures for
intercity STOL transportation system
rNASA-CB-1115231 -, p0077 N73-12990
Cost effectiveness analysis of propane operated
fog dispersal system and evaluation of runway
.visual range improvement
rFAA-BD-72-123] P0133 N73-15267
Experiences of airline operator regarding
developments in flight safety, passenger
comfort, schedule adherence, and economy
; rDGLB-PAPEB-72-037] p013it N73-15282
Analysis of excessive interrogation signals from
Air Traffic Control Baclar Beacon System and
effect on,operation of Jacksonville, Florida
center
fECAC-PB-72-014] P0136 N73-15675
Analysis of excessive interrogation signals from
Air Traffic Control Baflar Beacon System and
effect on operation of Washington, D.C. center
rECAC-PB-72-022] P0136 N73-15676
Analysis of excessive interrogation signals from
Air Traffic Control Badar Beacon System and
^: effect, on operation of Los Angeles, California
center . . .
fECAC-PB-72-044] p0136 H73-15677
Technical documentation to support V/STOL aircraft
implementation and utilization based on short
haul air transportation requirements - Vol. 2
f SASA-rCB-1145181 P0160 N73-16009
Analysis of factors affecting development and
operation of satellite airport system as method
for relieving congestion at metropolitan airports
P0163 N73-16216
Findings and recommendations of Aviation Advisory
Commission on long range needs of aviation—
Vol. 1
fPB-215803] P0215 N73-18983
Analysis of special problems and issues involved
in the long range of aviation with emphasis on
noise pollution created by aircraft operations -
Vol. 2
CPB-215804] - p0215 N73-1898K
Analysis of system concepts, design criteria,
operating procedures, and terninal facilities
for short haul transportation aircraft and
supporting systems
rNASA-TH-X-62235] p0217 K73-19013
Economic analysis of high density short haul air
market to show aircraft requirements, engine
development, and funding sources
rHASA-CB-2227} p0217 S73-19017
Analysis of problems in air traffic control caused
by expansion of commercial and civil aviation in
Germany and proposed actions for improved safety
and efficiency
p0223 S73-19627
Requirements for air traffic control in German air
operations and recommendations for improved air
traffic control procedures
PC223 N73-19628
Analysis of factors involving commercial
application of short takeoff aircraft for short
haul airline operations
[HASA-TB-X-62239] p0253 N73-20016
House hearings on air passenger fees, related
taxation, and government regulation of
commercial airline operations
p0265 N73-2097C
Development of computer program to analyze air
traffic in North Atlantic to show zone traffic
at specified instants
fAD-755910] p0279 H73-21557
Long range operational factors affecting
commercial aviation industry
p0303 S73-21917
Survey of passengers flying from Dulles Airport,
Virginia during one year period to obtain cross
section of typical passengers and destinations
P0304 N73-21925
.Analysis of trans-Atlantic aircraft movements for
1970 - 1971 period to establish base line for
passenger forecasts
P0305 N73-21935
Analysis of air passenger traffic on North
Atlantic air routes to show development of
scheduled and chartered operations
P0305 N73-21937
Analysis of impact of major airport operations on
economy, ecology, and urban development
p0309 N73-22199
Profiles of scheduled air carrier airport
operations for top 100 airports in U.S.A.
[EEPT-73-00328] p0310 N73-22207
Present and predicted nature, entent, and control
of air pollution related to aircraft operations
in OS
[BEPT-72-02452] P0312 N73-22586
Dtilizing Out-of-Kilter Algorithm to evaluate
efficiency of passenger capacity of selected air
carriers between twenty cities in US
P0315 N73-22910
Proceedings of conference on.short haul air
transportation to show development reguirements,
economic aspects, and urban and environmental
impacts
[H73-54] . P0318 N73-22974
Analysis of nonfatal injuries to passengers and
flight attendants in airline operations during
period 1968 through 1971
[NTSB-AAS-73-1] p0319 N73-22983
Analysis of air navigation systems for continental
OS and overseas flights based on projected
traffic loads.of 1980 time period
tFAA-ED-04-11 p0329 H73-23688
Development of simulation model and computer code
for evaluation of operation of short takeoff
aircraft for commercial airline operations
[NASA-CB-114631] pO«02 N73-25062
Problems of air transport economics and efficiency
of air transport utilization in OSSB
[NASA-TT-F-741 1 p0403 873-25069
Airport planning studies, and procedures for
determining airfield capacity, operations, and
delays
rFAA-BD-73-11-VOL-2] p0170 N73-26255
Tables of data for airline economic impact
computer model - Vol. 2
[AD-749491] p0477 N73-26989
Development of procedures for determining capacity
of airports and causes of airport delays - Vol. 1
[FAA-BD-73-11-VOL-11 p0485 N73-27180
Systems analysis of guiet turbofan SIOL aircraft
for short-haul air transportation operations -
Vol. 6
[HASA-CB-114611] . p0537 N73-27903
Analysis of factors affecting feasibility of
minimizing runway spacings for increased air
terminal operational capacity - Vol. 2
[FAA-BD-72-58-VOL-21 p0554 N73-29709
Flight plan position extrapolation in automated
oceanic air traffic control system
CFAA-BD-73-72] p0600 N73-30648
Statistical analysis of air traffic conditions
predicted for Los Angeles, California area in
1982 - Vol. 1 •- . •
[BTB-6387-VOL-1 ] p0601 N73-30653
Statistical analysis of air traffic conditions
predicted for Los Angeles, California area in
1982 - Vol. 2
CHTB-6387-VOL-21 p0601 N73-30654
Algorithms to determine potential conflicts over
oceanic airspace based on vertical, lateral, and
longitudinal separation criteria
[FAA-BD-73-73] p0617 N73-31606
Analysis of regional aviation system for Southern
California with extension to system of global
airports to cope with future requirements
P0617 N73-31607
Application of short takeoff aircraft for short
haul air transportation with identification of
critical technology, economics, and social
viability
fNASA-CB-135481] p0638 1173-31941
Aircraft landing problems under low visibility
weather conditions
fDGLR-PAPEB-73-0151
 P0650 H73-32520
New type of instrument landing systems, according
to ICAO reguirements
[DGLB-PAPER-73-011] p0650 N73-32522
Economics, t raf f ic demand, and communi ty
acceptance of short haul air transportation
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system in California Corridor - vol. 1
flJASA-CH-11«63a-VOL-1l p0654 H73-328U2
Forecast model for predicting economic factors
involved in short haul air transportation in
California Corridor - Vol. 2
rN4SA-CH-1T»63l(-VOL-2l p0654 H73-328«3
Hethod for estimating airline operating costs
P0655 B73-32851
Formula for computing operating cost of turbine
powered transport aircraft
P0655 H73-32852
Differential pricing policy in airline operations
P0655 H73-32857
Competition effects on air transportation industry
.economics
P0656 H73-32858
Financial sources and airline operations
P0656 H73-32859
Estimated costs for additional aircraft in air
transport industry
P0656 N73-32860
Financial requirements of air transportation
industry
P0656 N73-32861
Economic market structure of airline industry
P0657 H73-32869
Functional models for airline operations
p0657 K73-32870
Excess capacity in airline industry and
operational and financial problems
P0657 N73-32871
Production forecasting for aircraft manufacturer
p0657 B73-32872
Consumer marketing for airline industry
P0657 N73-32873
Concepts of expanding airline marketing strategies
PC657 N73-32874
Proceedings of conference on air transport
industry with emphasis on economics, market
demand, airlines regulation, and international
transportation policy - Vol. 2
fNASA-CB-1356351 P0657 N73-32875
Patterns of behavior of airlines and air
travellers in air transportation network and
effects on use of satellite airports
PC657 N73-32876
Development and operation of cost accounting
system for airport functions to show application
of data processing equipment
P0658 N73-32878
Procedures for conducting air traffic forecasts
with emphasis on socio-economic and demographic
characteristics of population
p0658 H73-32879
Organization, responsibilities, and functions of
Civil Aeronautics Board in determining award of
air routes to air lines
p0658 N73-32880
Analysis of economic factors involved in air cargo
operations and air cargo market development
P0658 N73-32881
Analysis of factors involved in developing market
for air cargo services
P0658 N73-32882
Analysis of air freight rate problems to define
roles of Civil Aviation Board and domestic air
carriers
P0658 S73-32883
Research prolect to determine factors involved in
expansion of air freight traffic and prospects
for future expansion
P0658 N73-3288*
Analysis of commuter air transportation services
to define problems and identify methods for
improvements in cost effective operations
P0658 N73-32885
Operation of low cost local air service carriers
to show methods for improving transportation
services
p0659 H73-32886
Evaluation of new forms of air transport service
for improving short haul air travel market
P0659 N73-32887
Actions by Civil Aviation Board to regulate and
improve commuter air transportation services
p0659 N73-32888
Characteristics of Federal regulation of airline
operations and predictions for type and extent
of future regulation
P0659 H73-32894
Actions of Civil Aviation Board with respect to
•onopolies and nergers of domestic airline
operations •,
p0659 H73-32895
Advice and assistance provided by civil Aviation.
Board to State Departnent on matters of
international air transportation policy
P0659 H73-32899
Analysis of factors affecting future of commercial
aircraft development to show effects on overall
airline operations
p0659 H73-32900
Federal policy establishing guidelines for DS
participation in international air
transportation services
P0659 H73-32902
International air transportation policy and
application of policy to scheduled and chartered
airline services
p0659 1173-32903
Economic and environmental aspects of short
takeoff aircraft used for short-haul air
transportation systems
P0662 B73-32937
Short takeoff aircraft technology development
related to requirements for expanded and
improved short-haul air transportation system
capabilities
P0662 H73-32938
Short haul aircraft operations in terminal area
with concurrent conventional aircraft operations
to show methods for improved utilization of
facilities
p066« N73-32953
Systems analysis of problems created in terminal
area by application of short takeoff aircraft
for providing high speed, short haul air
transportation service
P0665 N73-32958
Restructuring of oceanic air traffic control
airspace jurisdictional boundaries in presence
of satellite system
[FAA-RD-73-59] p0675 N73-33570
AIBIIHEES
0 COBHERCIAL AIRCBAFT
0 PASSENGER AIRCRAFT
AIBPLAHE PRODOCTIOH COSTS
Technology advancement effects on military and
commercial transport aircraft development and
production costs, considering airframes, engines
and avionics
p01«9 A73-20394
Cost estimating techniques for airframe
weight-cost interface study for military
aircraft design
tSAWE PAPER 969] p0516 A73-37885
AIRPORT BEACOHS
Comparison tests of strobe and incandescent
beacons to determine suitability as replacement
for standard rotating airport beacon
rFAA-NA-73-1] p0256 N73-20182
Portable beacon test site for enronte radar
coverage in airport vicinity ;»
rFAA-RD-73-«9] p0390 H73-21266
Feasibility of ATC radar beacon system based on
vehicle surveillance on airport surface in
relation to vehicle time of arrival
[AD-763328] p0601 H73-30655
AIBPORT LIGHTS
NT RONHA7 LIGHTS
Aircraft-airport system R and D program in terms
of efficient planning, lighting and marking,
geometric desiqn, safety and pavements
P0288 A73-29103
Roskilde airport for Copenhagen metropolitan area
general aviation and domestic air traffic, .
describing runways, taxiways, drainage, terminal
facilities, lighting and navigation aids
P03H9 A73-32364
Evaluation of approach lighting system for visual
guidance of helicopters during instrument flight
rules approach and landing operations
[FAA-RD-72-133] p008« H73-13261
Incident involving collision of Boeing 727
aircraft with landing light system at Atlanta
International Airport, Georgia on 21 Dec. 1971
tNTSB-AAR-72-22] P0159 H73-16000
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Comparison tests of strobe and incandescent
beacons to determine suitability as replacement
for standard rotating airport beacon
[FAA-NA-73-1] p0256 1173-20182
AIBPOBT MOBILE LODHGES
'0 HOBILB LODHGES
1ISPOBT PLA8HIHG
Trends in offshore airports.
flSCE PBEPBIHT 12731 p0655 473-10821
Airport layout planning, considering air traffic,
conventional and STOL aircraft, runway
requirements, passenger and baggage processing
facilities, environmental factors, etc
P0660 173-11704
European regional airports planning for short haul
point-to-point air transport and international
airports congestion alleviation
P0090 A73-16565
Air transportation systems problems - The airport
operators' view.
t&IiA PAPEB 73-6] P01C2 A73-17602
The capacity of a single-runway S.T. 0. L./R.T.O. L.
airport.
p01«5 A73-19352
Honoqraph - System analysis of'the air-ground
transportation interface problem at Bangkok
International Airport.
p01»9 A73-20382
Community response to'aircraft noise.
P0196 A73-2H562
Airfield requirements for flight safety
enhancement, considering approach and takeoff
path obstrnctions, runway conditioning, glide
slope information and radio aids
p0197 A73-2H713
Airport design and management for safe aircraft
ground handling, discussing FAA rules on
pavement and safety areas, marking and lighting,
fire fighting, etc
P0197 A73-24714
Cost effectiveness of planned aviation system
improvements, considering ATC automation vs
terminal aids, noise control, ground facilities,
capacity and enroute situation
p0197 A73-2U767
Dusseldorf airport passenger terminal facilities
project, considering handling capacity, building
and wide bodied jet traffic reguirements
p0230 A73-25206
Halmo-sturup airport facilities layout, discussing
passenger terminal, lounges, baggage and cargo
handling, ATC school, etc
p0230 A73-25207
Ireland commercial airports at Dublin, Shannon and
Cork, discussing management, terminal facilities
and operations
p0230 A73-25208
Regional airport systems study for San Francisco
bay area, discussing commercial and general
aviation future needs, environmental and
economic aspects and alternative options
P0238 A73-26125
Airport noise control and minimization for
community and;airline industry interests by
technology application and legal-political
approaches
pt>239 A73-26350
General aviation reguirements within National
Aviation System, discussing basic services,
facilities, federal spending and B and D
P0245 A73-27361
An appraisal of the funding provisions of the
Airport and Airways Development Act of 1970 to
implement system improvements.
p02"»6 A73-27366
Airport and Airway Development Act trust fund
surplus, discussing expenditure policy
determination and incentive plan provisions to
expedite improvements
P0216 A73-27367
Airports: Challenges of the future; Proceedings of
the Airports Specialty Conference, Dallas, Tex.,
-. Harch 7-9, 1973. ' . . .
p0287 A73-29101
Projections of the 0.S. airline fleet in the early
1980's.
P0288 A73-29102
Aircraft-airport system R and D program in terms
of efficient planning, lighting and marking.
geometric design, safety and pavements
P0288 A73-29103
Dallas/Fort Worth regional airport land use
planning for airport-community compatibility
assurance via airspace distribution
p0288 A73-29107
Central regional airport planning, cospatibility
and construction/operational costs for
freight/passenger transport service in response
to future economic growth
p0288 A73-29109
Engineering management for the Dallas/Fort Worth
Airport.
P0289 A73-29110
Airport planning trends and engineering,
discussing systems analysis, pavement design,
nodular terminal facilities, costs and economic
efficiency
P0289 A73-29111
Airport layout and planning standards, considering
dimensions, height restrictions, noise exposure,
land use compatibility, and long term community
and aeronautical reguirements
P0291 A73-29347
Improvements in Airport Surface Traffic Control
surveillance.
p0294 A73-29887
Parameters of rational airfield pavement design
• system.
[ASCE PREPRINT 1.700] p03«0 A73-31386
Effect of openings on stresses in rigid pavements.
p03<»0 A73-31387
Subgrade strengthening of existing airfield runways.
P03UO A73-31388
STOL aircraft flight and landing area
considerations.
[ASCE PREPRINT 1726] p0310 A73-31389
International Conference on Offshore Airport
Technology, 1st, Bethesda, Md. , April 29-day 2,
1973, Proceedings. Volume 1.
p03«3 A73-31526
Design considerations for offshore airports.
P0313 A73-31527
Hulti-purpose use potential of offshore airports.
p13<Ht A73-31528
Access reguirements for offshore airports.
p03<l« A73-31529
Aircraft noise, exposure factor, land use
priorities, public environmental concern and
jurisdictional considerations impact on offshore
airport planning
P03UU A73-31530
Offshore airport planning, discussing selection
economics from cost effective alternatives based
on usage projection, community benefits and
intrinsic and social costs
p031U A73-31531
Operational considerations in the design of
offshore airports.
p03lt» A73-31532
Heavy marine structure engineering in offshore
airport planning, discussing construction types
and conditions, environmental factors,
materials, methods and equipment
P03U4 A73-31533
A technological development scenario for offshore
jetports.
p03U<t A73-3153U
Netherlands international airport planning and
site selection, discussing cost/benefit analysis
experience from large coastal and offshore
projects
P03UU A73-31535
Land construction and cost studies for Chicago
offshore airport site development in Lake
Michigan using rock and sandfill dikes for
protection against waves
P0344 A73-31536
Denmark offshore airport projects progress reports
covering historical background, present status,
political efforts, legislation, market
retention, access problem and technical design
considerations
p03«5 A73-31537
Honolulu International Airport reef runway.
P03U5 A73-31538
London third airport planning, discussing site
selection, large scale urbanization, land use
and reclamation, operational aspects and
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environmental factors
P0345 473-31539
Los inqel.es offshore airport planning case study
coverinq design, logistics problems and costs
with allowance for airspace and environmental
considerations peculiar to Southern California
area
P0345 473-31540
Miami offshore airport prelect rejection reasons,
citinq commercial and marine ecoloqical
considerations
p0345 473-31541
Offshore airport planninq in Osaka-Bay, Japan -
New Kansai International Airport.
P0345 473-3151(2
San Dieqo offshore airport feasibility to meet
future air traffic demands, evaluating sites for
capacity, environmental impact, access and
construction costs
P0345 473-3151(3
Proqress report on Tel 4viv offshore airport
prolect.
P0345 473-31544
Canadian qovernment planninq for second land based
or offshore ~iet airport in Toronto area,
considering environmental and community factors
P0346 473-315*5
Foq frequency and characteristics at the site of
the proposed Hew York offshore airport, as
compared with those at J. F. Kennedy
International Airport - & preliminary report.
P0346 473-31546
Dallas/Fort Worth airport layout and facilities,
describinq runway arranqement, passenqer,
baqqaqe and carqo services, access roads and
internal transportation system
p034'9 473-32362
Airport planninq for 1980s air traffic capacity
requirements, considerinq runways, aprons, air
traffic and ground movements control, ground
access and terminal facilities
P0349 473-32363
P.oskilde airport for Copenhagen metropolitan area
general aviation and domestic air traffic,
describinq runways, taxiways, drainage, terminal
facilities, lighting and navigation aids
p0349 473-32364
Book - 4ircraft noise: Should the Noise and Number
Index be revised.
P0349 473-32414
Book - aircraft noise: Selection of runway sites
for Haplin 4irport.
P0349 473-32415
Airport or ATC system hourly landing and takeoff
capacity concept in terms of hourly demand as
function of mean waiting time
P0358 473-32552
French ATC authority problems generated by
north-south air lane.crossing of
intercontinental east-west routes, considering
enroute and terminal airport .problems
p0358 473-32558
Radio navigation and landing aid equipment for
ma-jor airports and airlines, noting simplified
equipment for minor airports
P0358 473-32559
Technical studies and research on airport
infrastructure
P0359 473-32561
Airports automated meteorological instrumentation,
describing cloud base height telemeter and
transmissometer for runway visibility measurement
P0359 473-32563
Determinants for aircraft noise annoyance - 4
comparison between French and Scandinavian data.
P0363 473-32915
Toronto airport relocation prolect, summarizing
provincial.qovernment planning and decision
making process, site choice and community
resistance to airport
P0368 473-33181
STOL short haul system development, discussing
airport congestion, operational costs and
environmental considerations
P0369 473-33192
Social acceptability of heliports particularly
from the standpoint of noise.
P0419 473-34441
Feasibility of downtown heliport facilities in
terms of public concerns including "tear; 'noise
and economics . . • •• - • •'• - •••
• '_ •' •
 :p0420 473-34443
City center heliport design and location for
scheduled intercity helicopter 'services^
discussing terminal facilities, economic '
factors, elevated sites, etc
' 'f p0420 173-34444
;The functions of regional airports:and-the
resulting requirements for the ground
installations • • < •
p0421 A73-34476
Stuttgart airport'noise abatement supervisor 'tasks
and experience, describing routing •
specifications, landing and takeoff procedures
and traffic-flow -- • -> • '• - • -'
CDGLB PAPER 73-022] ••/" ..*'.•-• p0424-A73-34495
STOL aircraft choice for air transportation in low
passenger density areas, discussing'market
characteristics in O.S. and tradeoffs between
airline operation and airfield costs
tSAE PAPER 730357] '• • p0431 A73-34705
AIRTRANS - Intra-airport transportations-system.
fSAE PAPER 730384] • ' - • '• p0433 A73-34721
Simulation of a surface traffic control system for
John F. Kennedy International Airport.- > '
' • " • . ' . ••"•'• •: p0434'A73-34818
The possible future of air transport and7 the
airports •' ' •'••••• ' :...,".
• p0449 473-35665
A simulation study for the design of an air
terminal building. • •• • • •'' -•
• • • • • • • • • ' p0450 A73-35826
Offshore airport design, construction and
operation on basis of cost/benefit
' considerations^ emphasizing ATC problems '•
generated by ILS localizer and 'glide-path signal
reflection ' : " -• " ••••'•
' • • • • •• •• '' i>0457 173-36682
Airport simulation program describing passenqer
. flow: and scheduling considerations,' including
automobile parking, baggage handling, rapid
, transit, arrival' and 'departure peaks and
passenger decisions
. ' • • • , . , ;, p0458. A73-36841
Aircraft noise in airport areas, discussing
' . effects on environment and economics
< " . . : • • p0460 A73-36949
Inter-noise 72; 'International Conference^ "on Noise
Control Engineering, Washington, D.C., October
' 4-6,1' 1972, Proceedings and Tutorial' Papers.
• '. ' P0495 A73-37276
A proposed littoral airport. • ' "• " Y
• ' -•••'•• •' ~ p0496 A73-37280
Predicting the'reduction in noise exposure around
airports. ' ' • '
p0496'473-37281
Consequences of aircraft' noise reduction
' alternatives on-communities 'around airports.
rAIAA PAPER 73-818] . ' . ' • • : p0501 A73-37471
STOL pilot functional requirements on air
transportation system in terms of airport
design, aircraft; ATC, route^ selection,'
navigation and communications'
. - • ' . . • • ' p0508 A73-37730
'international Conference on Offshore Airport
Technology,'1st, Bethesda, Bd., April 29-Bay 2,
1973, Proceedings. Volume 2.'' ' =
P0509 A73-37741
Environmental considerations for offshore airports.
' " ' • • • • ' ' ' p0509 A73-37742
. tirbah and regional planning-aspects of offshore
airport technology.
P0509 A73-37743
An offshore airport in Sydney region - Review of a
. 1972 feasibility study.
- p0509 173-37744
Financing the new generation of airports.
:
 '' P0510 A73-37745
Machinery to be developed for an offshore airport
• constructed by reclamation. -
:
 P0510 A73-37746
Floating offshore airport in Osaka Bay, Japan -
Digest of preliminary engineering study.
' P0510 173-37747
Floating superport. '
P0510 A73-37748
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Dew Tork offshore airport feasibility study.
tFAA-BD-73-«5] P0510 A73-37750
O.S. instrument landing system performance
•. improvements, considering terrain and veather
•effects, installation requirements, airport
limitations, accaracy, reliability and
maintainability
P0511 A73-37805
.Transport aircraft noise redaction in airport
areas through low noise engine design, traffic
control, flight maneuvers and architectural
planning
P0513 173-37818
Operational considerations in the design of
airports.
p0513 473-37820
Aircraft noise consideration for environmental
compatibility, airport development, short haul
and supersonic air transport and legislation and
regulation problems
fAIAA PAPEB 73-795] p0522 A73-38368
Aircraft ground station site evaluation based on
disseminating time synchronization
effectiveness, utilizing computer aodeling for
',comnanication links and airspace population
, p0562 A73-40033
Low cost airport surveillance and Localized Cable
Badar with runnay or taziway vehicle guidance
capability for ground traffic control, nsing
solid state eguipnent
p0564 A73-40051
Passenger response to airline service and
resultant competition dynamics among air
carriers in metropolitan area, indicating
satellite airports importance
p0565 473-40210
Bussian book on airport cable communication lines,
discussing design construction, signal
transmission theory and structural and
electrical characteristics
p0572 A73-41283
Seattle-Tacoma's unconventional concept.
p0580 A73-42315
world Bank support for airports.
p0580 A73-42317
Bunvay configuration improvement programming model.
fASCE PBEPRINT 20341 p0583 A73-42864
Dse of simulation in airport planning and design.
fiSCE PBEPBINT 2038] p0583 A73-42865
Estimation of general aviation air traffic..
fASCE PBEPBINT 2041] p0583 A73-42866
Computer-aided design of airport system plans.
. TASCE PBEPBINT 2058] p0583 A73-42867
Air carrier and general aviation airports system
planning with emphasis on economic analysis of
operation, ownership and finance
fASHB PAPEB 73-JCT-33] pC622 A73-43494
Dual lane runway configuration design and
operational characteristics investigation by
real time computer simulation for solution to
airport capacity problem
[ASBE PAPEB 73-ICT-61] p0622 A73-43496
The role ground transportation can play in the
airpoxt site selection process.
tASHE PAPEB 73-ICT-70] p0622 A73-43497
Airport runway and taxiing surfaces modifications
for heavy and supersonic aircraft demonstrated
by aircraft static and dynamic landing loads and
physical dimensions
p0633 A73-45199
Baplin airport planning history, noise reduction
features and government surveys, noting future
air traffic trends and planning alternatives
p063« A73-45373
Airport planning, economics, computer program, and
arena characteristics for short haul, high
density transportation systems in 1980 time period
rNASA-CB-114467) p0677 N73-10991
Community/airport economic development model for
assisting land use planning near metropolitan
airports
fFAA-EQ-72-3-VOL-1J p0083 N73-13259
Sample output for community/aircraft economic
development model - programmers manual
fPAA-EO-72-3-»Ol-«] . p0083 H73-13260
Data concerning airport development including land
use, noise level compatibility, and zoning
CFAA-EQ-72-3-V01-2] p0084 H73-13267
Infrastructnral role of airports in Germany and
planning for future traffic increase
rDGLB-PAPBB-72-034] p0134 N73-15281
Analysis of factors affecting development and
operation of satellite airport system as method
for relieving congestion at metropolitan airports
P0163 N73-16216
Economic feasibility analysis on San Francisco
rapid transit system extension to serve airport
fPB-212456] p0169 N73-16978
Characteristics and functions of various types of
aircraft landing fields in Germany and
development of airfields for improved air safety
P0223 N73-19624
Analysis of airport operations to show importance
to community, effect on environment, and
application of new technologies for airport
development
P0223 N73-19625
Analysis of technical and economic feasibility of
constructing offshore airport in New York
Metropolitan area
CPAA-BD-73-451 p0257 N73-20280
.Synopsis of factors contributing to airport
congestion and flight delays
tBEPT-73-00315] p03C9 N73-22200
Airport planning recommendations and procedures
for San Francisco Bay Area
fBEPT-73-00316] p0310 N73-22208
Effective land use of airport-incompatible areas
through conversion planning from residential to
compatible zones
[FAA-EQ-72-1] P0315 N73-22926
Feasibility analysis for computer-based data
communications and/or processing facilities at
civil airport
[BAE-TB-72133] p0410 N73-25711
Heasured noise level data for proposed airport
sites in Florida
rPB-214459/0] P0411 N73-25737
Beview and analysis of air carrier/reliever
airport grant allocations and technological
forecast of airport demands
[FAA-AV-72-4] p0470 N73-26253
Airport planning studies, and procedures for
determining airfield capacity, operations, and
delays
[FAA-BD-73-11-VOL-2] p0470 N73-26255
Conceptual development and cost analysis of
elevated short takeoff .and landing facility for
test purposes
[FAA-HD-73-15] p0485 N73-27179
Development of procedures for determining capacity
of airports and causes of airport delays - Vol. 1
fFAA-BD-73-11-VOL-n p0485 N73-27180
Begulations for promoting safety in air navigation
for municipal airport of Bartselle, Alabama
[PB-220087/1] p0486 N73-27185
Guide for airport planning and development to
identify and resolve environmental problems
caused by air pollution, water pollution, and
aircraft noise
fPB-219957/8] p0486 N73-27187
Airport construction procedures to include general
reguirements, construction materials, and
operational maintenance
[AD-759243] p0486 N73-27191
Airport siting, design, cost, operation, and
implementation for STOL aircraft short-haul air
transportation system - Vol. 3
fSASA-CB-114608] p0536 N73-2790C
Future of short haul air transport in Western
Europe - V/STOl Working Group
fSP-73-001] p0619 N73-31915
Begional airport planning in Germany
[DGLB-PAPEB-73-035] p0645 N73-32159
Patterns of behavior of airlines and air
travellers in air transportation network and
effects on use of satellite airports
p0657 N73-32876
Airport establishment and operation with emphasis
on regional planning, social factors, and
economic forces
P0658 1173-32877
AIBPOBI TOBEBS
Design, development, and evaluation of mockup of
control tower for airport traffic control
functions
fFAA-NA-72-63] p0683 H73-11235
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Noise reduction and control in FAA air traffic
control, navigational, and service facilities
rj-62501 p0084 H73-13264
Measurement of indoor and outdoor sound pressure
levels at airport control towers during aircraft
takeoff and landinq
fAD-752535) p0210 N73-18262
Development of vake vortex avoidance system for
airports to reduce hazards caused by aircraft
wakes and permit increased utilization of
terminal facilities
fFAA-ED-21-1] p0325 H73-233U2
Evaluation of air traffic control beacon
alphanumeric system for automatic operation in
low density airport tovers and terminal facilities
fFAA-HA-73-54] p0649 H73-32516
AIBPOBTS
ST HELIPORTS
Airport internal transportation systems for
passengers and baggage, considering time
scheduled, continuously moving and individually
controlled systems
p065i| 473-10306
Trends in offshore airports.
fASCE PBEPRINT 12731 p0655 A73-10824
Airport requirements for air traffic safety,
considering runway drainage and lighting, ILS,
rescue and fire services, communications and
weather reporting networks
P0656 473-11239
Osaka airport effective continuous perceived noise
level measurements, area contour nap 'and noise
duration allowance vs aircraft distance diagram
pOOtO 473-12977
Techniques for determining the noise zones in the
vicinity of the central Berlin-Schoenfeld
airport, and related problems
p0040 A73-12978
Monitoring and modeling of airport air pollution.
p0059 A73-14891
Advanced transport systems for airports.
p0090 473-16566
Aviation and atmospheric pollution - The real
dimension of the problem and its solutions
P0185 A73-22216
Digital readout wind measurement and indicator
system for data acguisition, processing and
display in airports for aircraft wind
information service
P0340 A73-31318
Aircraft crash fire prevention and fighting in
airports, discussing aircraft fuel system
fail-safe design concepts and airport fire
fighting eguipment and procedures
P0349 A73-32366
Anglo-American Aeronautical Conference, 13th,
London, England, June 1-8, 1973, Proceedings.
P0367 A73-33176
Air-ground transportation interface at airports,
examining baggage handling, ticketing, security
procedures, rapid transit access, in-airport
time and walking distances
P0367 A73-33178
Simulation of airport traffic flows with
interactive graphics.
P0434 A73-34821
Simulating the introduction of 717 aircraft into
airport operations.
pO«56 A73-36423
Inqlewood /California/ airport noise abatement
monitoring program, discussing landing approach
slopes, monitoring eguipment and technigues and
noise effects on property value
P0496 A73-37283
Very short range local area weather forecasting
using measurements from geosynchronous
meteorological satellites.
P0503 473-37500
Jet aircraft noise abatement near airports during
takeoff, approach and landing, discussing noise
measurement standards and regulatory and noise
reduction desiqn efforts
P0514 A73-37825
Operative visibility limits over the airports of
Milan Linate and Malpensa in the 1960-1969 decade
P0520 A73-38125
Fire protection and insurance in airport hangars,
discussing governmental safety codes, fire
prevention systems, aircraft vs building values
and legislative proposals
p0530 A73-39214
Book - Prestressed pavenents of airports and" roads.
P0572 473-41287
The effect of aircraft noise on the countryside.
P0576 '473-41709
Schiphol as a tourist attraction.
pO'580 A73-.42316
Soil stabilization during road and airport ;"_"•
construction " • '
[AD-748153] . p0073 H73-12442
Effectiveness of airborne chemical seeding' •'"
technigues for airport fog dispersal
rHETL-72-005-1] p0085 H73-13622
Hoise exposure model MOD-5 - Vol 2
fPB-211976] p0117'N73-14050
Cost effectiveness analysis of propane operated
fog dispersal system and evaluation of runway
visual range improvement • • •
(FAA-RD-72-123] p0133 N73-15267
Regional airport planning in Germany, noting
infrastructural, economic, safety, and noise
problems ' ' •
[DGLR-PAPEB-72-033] p013'4 N73-15280
Analysis of jet aircraft noise propagation near
airports and methods for reducing noise intensity
rBASA-TT-F-14655] p0138 N73-15707
User manual for computer programs applied to
community/airport economic development model -
Vol. 3 ' •
rP44-EQ-72-3-VOL-3] p0141 H73-15971
Requirements, basic principles of operation,
design, construction, and maintenance of .thermal
fog dispersal system for airport applications
fF4A-HD-72-138J p0163 N73-16222
Structural design guidance and construction
standards for upgrading and extending service
life of airport pavements
[F44-ED-08-2] P0221 N73-19266
Characteristics and functions of various types of
aircraft landing fields in Germany and '
development of airfields for improved air safety
P0223 N73-19624
Criteria on jet blast velocities and effects
during operation of' commercial- aircraft and
recommended procedures to reduce adverse impact
rAC-150/5325-64] ' p0257 H73-20271
Development of statistical methods for estimating
annual operations at non-tower airports and
establishment of standardized estimation procedure
CSCI-2040-1] p0257 H73-20278
Development of procedures for accurately
estimating annual air traffic levels at airports
without tower control
rSCI-2040-2] p0262 H73-20722
Airport access and ground travel modes
[PB-212814] p0265 H73-20990
Development of system for analyzing aircraft sound
levels for areas in vicinity of airports
fF44-EQ-73-3] P0274 N73-21064
Detection and identification of major airports in
northeastern Kansas and northwestern Missouri
(E73-10471] p0277 N73-21308
Analysis of impact of major airport .operations on
economy, ecology, and urban development
P0309 H73-22199
FAA research and development in airport paving
criteria
P0309 N73-22205
Profiles of scheduled air carrier airport
operations for top 100 airports in U.S.A.
fREPT-73-00328] p0310 H73-22207
Analysis of effects of aircraft noise in
residential communities near London, England
airport
fTT-7302] p0317 H73-22966
Inspection of Hunter Army Airfield, Savannah,
Georgia to determine condition of runways
fAD-757387] p0390 N73-24285-
Fog clearing at airports by ground based heating
fAD-757897] p0392 H73-24639
Evaluation of courses of action and costs to
reduce aircraft noise levels in vicinity of
airports
[PB-215611/5] p0404 N73-25080
Analysis of economics and finances of airport
operations' to determine procedures for improved
management and operation
rREPT-73-01210] ' p0407 N73-25253
A-108
SOBJECT IHDEI ilESPEED
Computer programs for ceiling and visibility
forecasting using air terminal weather data
fFAA-BD-73-131 p0408 H73-25677
Optical radar evaluation of techniques for fog
dissipation at airports
[AD-758767] p0409 S73-25682
Forecasts of aviation activity at selected
airports to meet needs of planning personnel for
future air traffic control operations
P0465 F73-26019
Worldwide airfield climatic data for Eastern
Europe and OSSB - Part 1
fAD-7597941 p0474 H73-26640
Worldwide airfield climatic data for Eastern
Europe, and OSSB - Part 2
fAD-759795) p047« H73-26641
Analysis of generated solid wastes and collection
systems for San Francisco International Airport
rPB-219372/0] p0486 N73-27189
State airport system plan for Iowa - Volume 1
fPB-217531/3] P0486 N73-27192
State airport system plan for Iowa - Volume 2
[PB-217532/1} p0486 H73-27193
Feasibility of rapid transit service between
downtown Washington, D.C. and Dulles Airport in
Virginia
[PB-220074/9J p0492 1173-27879
Propane aerosol dispenser for cold fog dissipation
at airfields
[AD-762292] p0542 N73-28635
Statistical analysis of meteorological parameters
during fog at OS airports
fFAA-BD-72-39] P0553 H73-29673
Statistical analysis of air traffic conditions
predicted for los Angeles, California area in
1982 - Vol. 1
r«TB-6387-VOL-1] PC601 S73-30653
Statistical analysis of air traffic conditions
predicted for Los Angeles, California area in
1982 - Vol. 2
fHTR-6387-VOL-21 P0601 N73-30654
Aircraft accident involving ground collision of
DC-9 and CV-880 aircraft at 0 Hare International
Airport, Chicago, Illinois on 20 December, 1972
CHTSB-AAB-73-15] P0607 1173-30945
Airport environment compatibility plan for
Jackson, Tennessee
fPB-221129] P0613 H73-31217
Lime-cement combination for soil stabilization in
road and airfield construction
CAD-7625521 P0616 H73-31545
Methodology for integrating air pollution impact
of airport and its environs
fPB-220987/21 P0616 N73-31594
Analysis of regional aviation system for Southern
California with extension to system of global
airports to cope with future requirements
P0617 B73-31607
Airport establishment and operation with emphasis
on regional planning, social factors, and
economic forces
P0658 873-32877
Development and operation of cost accounting
system for airport functions to show application
of data processing equipment
P0658 N73-32878
Procedures for conducting air traffic forecasts
with emphasis on socio-economic and demographic
characteristics of population
P0658 1173-32879
AIBSHIPS
Bigid airships as versatile and ecologically clean
STOL aircraft, discussing computerized
structural analysis, nuclear propulsion and
radar guidance systems
P0665 A73-12596
Airship design for short-medium distance heavy
payload transport, describing honeycomb skin
construction, power plant installation and
hovering loading/unloading operations
p0058 473-14825
Stratospheric airship propulsion system using
electric engine, hydrogen-air fuel cells and
liguid hydrogen
p0061 A73-15119
Airships design, constructional and operational
characteristics, discussing aerodynamics, flight
control, performance and trio
P0109 A73-18510
Freighter airships economical and technological
feasibility study, discussing performance
regnirements and design concepts
[SAKE PAPEB 951J p0516 A73-37879
The Dolphin airship with an undulating propulsion
system - Surface and width of the fuselage
p0520 A73-38122
Rind tunnel test for Dolphin airship model static
thrust measurements, discussing thrust direction
torgue moment coefficients and propeller rotation
P0574 173-41648
A technology tool for urban applications - The
remotely piloted blimp.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-981] p0581 A73-42533
Dirigible airship design, operations, payloads,
cargo transportation and surveillance applications
P0627 173-44223
Analysis of rigid airship operations for
commercial cargo handling in United Kingdom
fCBAHFIELD-CTS-3] p0548 1173-28985
Technical and economic aspects of airship
transportation
tDLR-HITT-72-17] • P0670 1173-32989
History of Zeppelin airships to show uses for
civil and military purposes
P0670 N73-32990
Application of airships to air transportation,
noting cost effectiveness
P0670 H73-32991
Flexible airship manufacturing
P067C H73-32992
Technical aspects of airship manufacture and
ground and loading operations
P0670 H73-32993
Aerodynamic drag and lift of airships, noting
boundary layer control by suction
pl)670 1173-32994
Technical conditions for airship development,
noting weight reduction, propulsion system
performance, and maneuverability improvement
P0671 N73-32995
AIBSPACE
German book on national airspace protection
against foreign aircraft intrusion in peacetime
covering sovereign rights according to
international law, conventions and treaties
P0238 A73-26257
Inverse condemnation of airspace, discussing real
property concept relation to aircraft noise,
pollution and environment protection
P0366 A73-33103
Area navigation as means for airspace optimal
utilization, considering navigation equipment
and methods and ATC procedures reorganization
P0513 A73-37817
Hidair collision avoidance strategies for ATC
improvement, discussing relative effectiveness
of structural airspace, airborne and
ground-based systems based on OS statistics
P0562 A73-40030
Simulation tests of short takeoff transport
aircraft to determine airport and air space
requirements under normal operating conditions
CNASA-TN-D-7300J pC591 N73-30026
AIBSPBED
A scheme for estimating aircraft velocity directly
from airborne range measurements.
P0435 A73-34873
Pulsejet engines operational characteristics
compared to turbolet engines, noting flight
speed limit due to interaction between unsteady
gas flow and combustion process.
P0451 A73-36063
Flight test of instrument for determining low
airspeeds to evaluate suitability for helicopter
airspeed indicator
fAD-753343] p0208 N73-18C71
Measurement of low airspeeds with ion beam
produced in positive, corona discharge based on
beam deflection properties
P0222 N73-19f23
True airspeed sensor for v/STOL aircraft with
increased accuracy below 40 knots
[AD-755374] p0278 N73-21403
Position errors in airspeed calibration methods
(NAL-TB-298) pC391 S73-24477
Air or inertial data addition to onboard
navigation system for improved air traffic control
P0409 H73-25699
A-109
AIBiOBTHIHESS SUBJECT IHDEX
Equipment route winds and great circle distances
for helicopter air routes at 5,000, 10,000, and
18,000 feet - Vol. 1
fAD-7602521 p0468 N73-260»3
Design and flight tests of helicopter airspeed
indicator
fAD-7642401 P0615 H73-31K30
AIBWOBTHINBSS
0 AIBCEAFT BELIABILITY
AIRWORTHINESS REQUIREMENTS
0 AIBCBAFT BELIABILITY
ALABABA
Visual inspection of runway conditions at Bedstone
• Amy Airfield, Huntsville, Ala.
fAD-71138571 p0673 N73-10295
Environmental impact of noise produced by
transonic wind tunnel at Arnold Engineering
Development Center
fAD-757552] p0325 S73-23351
ALAEHS
U WARNING SYSTEMS
ALASKA .
Aircraft accident investigation of Boeing 727
crash near Juneau, Alaska, 4 Sept. 71
fNTSB-AAR-72-281 p0112 N73-14017
Investigation of disappearance of Cessna 310
aircraft on flight between Anchorage and Juneau,
Alaska on 16 Oct. 1972
r»TSB-A4B-73-n P0173 B73-17018
- Air-cushion tankers for transporting Alaskan North
Slope oil
f NASA-Id-X-26831 p'021<l N73-18981
ALGEBBA
NT EIGENVALUES
HI LINEAR EQUATIONS
NT MATRICES (MATHEMATICS)
NT POLYNOMIALS
NT STATE VECTORS
NT VORTICITY
ALGORITHMS
Aircraft reference altitude computation from air
' data inputs, deriving algorithm for pressure
gradient errors correction
pOOSO A73-13915
Computer aided shrouded propeller 'design.
fAIAA PAPER 73-54] p010« A73-17630
Flight vehicle equations of motion with variable
information, noting flight control algorithm for
random variable with given probability
P0147 A73-20077
Convergent iterative smoothing algorithm for
aircraft stability parameter identification froa
measurement, using variational optimization
procedure
P0186 A73-22233
Design of control and display panels using
computer algorithms.
P0230 A73-25180
• Taylor series algorithms for computerized
structural design and reanalysis of modified
structures, applying to aircraft fuselage
midsection
TAIAA PAPER 73-338J PC232 A73-25U78
PLANET scheduling algorithms and their effect on
availability.
P043U A73-34822
: A prelection operator algorithm for optimal
control problems with unspecified initial state
values.
pC519 A73-38064
Calculation of the plan for the transportation
performance with the aid of electronic data
processing
P0520 A73-38121
Recursive ideal observer detection of known H-ary
signals in multiplicative and additive Gaussian
noise.
P0523 A73-38385
A practical load relief control system designed
with modern control techniques.
FAIAA PAPER 73-8631 P0528 A73-38801
Russian book - Matrix methods of calculating the
strength of low-aspect-ratio winqs.
PC568 A73-40799
A-method of optimization of algorithms for
secondary processing of radio signals
P0571 A73-H1129
Development of diqital fast-time air traffic
control conflict prediction models and
application to specific air route traffic :
control situations • -
roiIAS-TH-183] p0179 N73-17708
Development of algorithm for multiple hypothesis
testing with application to amplitude comparison
sonopulse radar system in air traffic control
operations • •"
fTN-1973-7] p0209 N73-18173
Application of loran/inertial hybrid system and
Kalman filter algorithm to fized feedback gain
p0261 H73-20701
Development of structural optimization algorithm
used with large finite element program based on
displacement method of structural analysis
p0266 N73-21005
Maximum likelihood testing algorithm for
estimating monopulse radar signal amplitude in
air traffic control •' ' •
[AD-756844] p0308 N73-22105
ALIGNMENT
NT SELF ALIGNMENT
The pre-flight handling of inertial navigation
systems.
p01«5 A73-19317
Determining optimal runway orientation for
minimizing freguency of crosswinds and headwind
reversals at Cape Kennedy
[NASA-CR-128995] ' p0674 N73-10617
Parameters of single-axis floated gyroscopes when
used in inertial systems regniring rapid
gyrocompassing for alignment
P0261 N73-20709
A-7 aircraft airborne, ground, and shipboard
inertial navigator alignment methodology
p0261 N73-20710
ALIPHATIC COMPOUNDS
NT ALKENES
NT METHANE
NT PARAFFINS
NT PROPANE
ALKANES
NT METHANE
NT PARAFFINS
NT PBOPANE
ALKENES
Optimization of supersonic aircraft C3/C4 polymer-
fuel by normal paraffins containing 10 to 16
carbon atoms
[DLR-FB-73-32] p0617 N73-31689
ALL-WEATHER AIR NAVIGATION
Onboard ILS equipment reliability in integrated
airborne all-weather landing system
P0662 A73-11855
Trends in helicopter guidance and control systems
with bad veather capability.
P0050 A73-13921
S-61N helicopter all-weather IFB operation for
North Sea oil rigs supply and harbor pilots
transportation, describing onboard
instrumentation, navigation and communication
systems
p0095 A73-16847
Diqital Avionics Information System /DAIS/
development for military supersonic all-weather
precision weapon delivery system, emphasizing
nodular design for different aircraft types
P0101 A73-17572
All-weather aircraft landing automation,
discussing efficient optimal feedback control
law selection based on trajectory termination or
terminal control requirements
p019» A73-24010
Meteoroloqical radar and the WILD landing aid
P0293 A73-29731
The lowering of minima of third-level and business
aircraft
p035fl A73-32476
M.A.D.G.E. - Microwave Aircraft Diqital Guidance
Equipment: Description of the system
P0357 A73-32504
STOL operational impact on ATC system support,
considering short haul metropolitan and rural'
transportation modes, landing/takeoff facilities
and all-weather operational reliability
P0358 A73-32547
All-weather landing technology and economics,'
considering ground and airborne equipment and
benefits and costs
P0358 A73-32553
1-110
SUBJECT INDEX ALUMINUM ALLOTS
Integrated reliability and safety analysis of the
DC-10 all-weather landing system.
P0377 473-33601
Helicopter.night and bad weather navigation aids,
. examining ground-independent navigation, low
flight, obstacle warning, terrain detectors,
blind landing and optoelectric sensing
• i p0418 A73-34258
Lov visibility/bad weather aircraft landing
systems-design, discussing-developmental stages
for all Veather landing inplementation,
automatic landing' control and pilot visual
discrimination problems
pO«22 A73-34U81
Display systems for all-weather terminal
operational-capability of V/STOL aircraft
rAGABD-R-594] p0684 N73-11407
Research projects involving all weather landing
systems to include electronic and visual
guidance, airborne systems, and data collection
fFAA-ED-07-3] P0137 N73-15680
Development and characteristics of cathode ray
tube vertical display system for use in
all-weather air navigation aircraft
[40-752510J .. p0174 N73-17026
Research projects to develop all-weather, low
level navigation systems based on one way
i ranging, range-range navigation techniques
riD-7552051 . p0278 H73-21556
Purpose, operating principles, and technical
description of instrument panel equipment
installed on An-24 aircraft
rAD-758751] P0392 N73-24504
Status of civil airline.implementation of
all-weather landings in Europe and United Kingdom
CHTE-6211J P0551 N73-29711
ALLOCATIONS
HI RESOURCE ALLOCATION
Differential pricing policy in airline operations
P0655 H73-32857
ALLOTS
NT ALUMINUM ALLOYS
NT 4USTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
NT BEARING ALLOTS
NT BEBYLLIUH ALLOYS
NT CARBON STEELS
NT CHROHI0H ALLOYS
NT COB4LT ALLOTS
NT EUTECTIC ALLOYS
NT HEAT RESISTANT ALLOYS
HI HIGH STRENGTH ALLOYS
HI HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
NT IRON ALLOYS
HI LIGHT ALLOYS
NT NICKEL ALLOYS
NT NIOBIUM ALLOYS
NT REFRACTORY HETAL ALLOYS
NT STAINLESS STEELS
NT STEELS
NT TITANIUM ALLOTS
NT UDIBET ALLOTS
Potential of hot-isostatic pressing, hydrostatic
extrusion and,deformable die tube tapering
processes to.production of titanium tubes
r40-759504] P0408 N73-25532
ALPHA PARTICLES
Predicting light flashes due to alpha-particle
flux on SST planes.
p0147 A73-20157
ALPHA HADIATIOH
U ALPHA PARTICLES
ALPHAHUHBRIC CHARACTERS
Computerized multichannel alphanumeric TV system
for ATC operational information display,
describing data acquisition, processor and
software peripherals and video display subsystem
p0657 473-11594
ALTBHNATIHG CURRENT GENERATORS
D AC GENERATORS
ALTERNATORS (GENERATORS)
0 AC GENERATORS
ALTIMETERS
NT LASER ALTIMETERS
HT RADIO ALTIMETERS
Encoding altimeter for coding, transmitting and
displaying flight altitude information to air
traffic controllers
[SAB PAPER 7303011 P0t28 A73-34663
Power subsystem for Skylab
radiometer/scatterometer/altimeter experiment.
P0584 A73-12903
Aircraft instrument errors
P0119 N73-14695
Frequency modulated radar systems for range
finding, velocity measurement, and altimeters
pC-406 N73-25162
Performance tests of four fliqht-director/attitnde
indicator displays under three conditions of
simulator motion and comparison with flight test
results
[AD-760049] pOi|70 N73-2626IJ
Bendix AJD 19A/A AIMS altimeters - Standard three
inch, counter-drum-point altimeter
[40-762523] p0552 N73-29446
Calibration and evaluation of Skylab altimetry for
geodetic determination of qeoid
[E73-11013] pC615 N73-31318
ALTITUDE
NT FLIGHT 4LTITUDE
NT HIGH 4LTITUDE
NT LOB ALTITUDE
ALTITDDE CONTROL
A procedure for the barometric altitude control in
the case of hovering devices and helicopters
P0039 A73-12916
Compensation of the longitudinal-trim and altitude
control systems of an aircraft
P0585 473-42949
Automatic aircraft altitude reporting using air
traffic control radar beacon system
[F44-RD-73-44] p0542 H73-28648
Larger aircraft landing approach performance and
altitude control during atmospheric turbulence
and wind shear-
rBLR-TR-72023-U) p0592 N73-30036
ALTITUDE SIMULATION
Estimation of engine emissions at altitude through
ground testing.
P0059 473-14892
Instrumentation and measurement for determination
of emissions from jet engines in altitude test
cells.
[4144 P4PER 72-1068] p0060 473-14902
ALTITUDE TESTS
NT HIGH ALTITUDE TESTS
in altitude test facility for large turbofan
engines.
[4144 PAPER 72-1069] pOC44 A73-13396
Atmospheric absorption considerations in airplane
flyover noise at altitudes above sea level.
PC584 A73-42943
ALDMINIZIHG
D ALUMINUM COATINGS
ALUMINUM
Stepped aluminum extrusions - Designing for
business aircraft.
[SAE PAPER 730308] p0428 473-34668
On the influence of single and multiple peak
overloads on fatigue crack propagation in
7075-T6511 aluminum.
P0435 A73-34869
Application of strain compatibility equations to.
evaluate thermal stresses in unidirectional
graphite composites bonded to aluminum structures
[NAS4-CR-112162] p0679 N73-11014
Fatigue crack propagation of aluminum metal sheets
under flight simulation loads corresponding to
gust spectrum
[NLH-MP-72010-0] p0087 N73-13926
4LUMIHUM ALLOTS
Test results of fatigue at elevated temperatures
on aeronautical materials.
. f O H E R A , TP NO. 1098] p0652 A73-10229
Fabrication of high-strength a luminum products
fron powder.
P0653 A73-10281
Cumulative fatigue damage tests of Al alloy,
evaluating Miner cycle/stress ratio
POC47 473-13571
Adhesively bonded multilayer 41 and Ti alloy sheet
netals for complex airframe components,
discussing design, fabrication, tests and
performance comparison with monolithic structures
TSME PAPER MF 72-513] p0107 A73-18094
Composite 41- and Hi-base alloys strengthened by B
and fl/Mo fibers respectively for reduced weight
wing spars and high temperature applications
ALUBINOB COATINGS SUBJECT IBDEZ
P0109 A73-18638
12048, a hiqb strength, high toughness alloy for
aircraft applications.
fAIAA PAPER 73-3851 p0232 A73-25514
Aircraft structures aluminum alloys fatigue ccack
aroHth rate relationship to cracking node,
stress ratio, cyclic frequency and corrosive
environment severity
P0237 A73-25826
Exfoliation corrosion of aluminum alloys.
p0317 173-31737
Significance of interqrannlar corrosion in
hiqh-strenqth aluminum alloy products.
P0317 473-31710
Desiqn and development of lightseight wheel
braking equipment.
rsABE PAPER 995] P0517 A73-37891
Improvement of the corrosion-fatigue strenqth of
aluminum alloys by exposure of the medium to a
magnetic field
P0622 A73-13166
The effect of composition changes on the fracture
toughness of an Al-Zn-Hq-Cu-Hn forging alloy.
p0625 A73-41025
Four-phase airframe fatigue program for bending
tests of aluminum alloy box beams
fAD-711673] P0677 N73-10943
Fatigue tests of aluminum alloy specimens used for
aircraft structures under simulated acoustic
loading conditions
FESDU-720151 pOUC N73-15899
Evaluation of aluminum 1 by 12 ft extruded
light-duty landing mat vith symmetrical
butt-type end connectors
fAD-752079] P0177 N73-17233
Methods for designing and developing aircraft
structural components by riveting, welding, and
gluing aluminum alloys parts
fAD-753513] p0212 N73-18191
Fatigue mechanics studies of fatigue crack
propagation in 2021 aluminum alloy panels
containing transverse slits
rABL/SB-379] p0312 N73-22191
Evaluation of aluminum honeycomb core landing mat
vith modified hinges
TAD-7588101 p0486 N73-27186
Physical properties of aluminum alloys, titanium
alloys, and stainless steels for aerospace
airframes
fAD-762305] p05U2 N73-28587
Acoustic fatigue tests of aluminum alloy
structural elements under narrov-band, random
loading with zero mean stress in skin
p0557 N73-29921
Development of experimental program for
determining response and sonic fatique
resistance of lightweight aircraft structures
p0557 N73-29923
Hot forging of aluminum alloy structural parts
rAD-76«618l p06D8 N73-32381
ALDBINUB COATIHGS
Corrosion performance of new fastener coatings on
operational military aircraft.
fHACE PAPER 1151 p0290 A73-29315
Evaluation of aluminum runway surface concepts as
possible aid to aircraft braking
rNASA-TN-D-71861 p0201 N73-18040
AHBIT
0 FIELD THEORY (PHYSICS)
ABIDES
NT POLYIBIDES
NT UREAS
ABBDKITIOH
Hind tunnel tests and firing tests to determine
aerodynamic characteristics and subsonic flight '
performance of spin stabilized mortar prolectile
fAD-7469771 p0678 N73-11009
ABPBEA6E
0 EL7CTBIC CURRENT
ABPBIBIOOS AIRCRAFT
Feasibility and optimization of variable-geometry
wing for let amphibian business aircraft.
rSAE PAPEB 730330] p0429 A73-31683
14-4 aircraft air cushion landing system ACLS
development tests covering static and mobile
ground tests, flight tests and performance from
and to various surfaces
P0506 A73-37692
AHPHIBIODS VEHICLES
HT ABPHIBIOOS 4IECBAFT
ABPLIFICATIOH
»T P01EB SAIB
AHPLIFIEBS
HT FLDID ABPLIFIEBS
HI TRAVELING RAVE AMPLIFIERS . _
AMPLITUDES
Finite amplitude waves on aircraft trailing
vortices.
p0665 A73-12506
AH-2 AIRCRAFT
Physicomechanical properties of a structural
cold-hardened fiberglass-reinforced plastic
' P0660 A73-11719
An-2H aircraft conversion to flying test bed for
feasibility studies of let engine use in '
agricultural aircraft, describing structural
design modifications
P0212 A73-26823
Basic flight characteristics and specifications of
in-2 aircraft and equipment
CAD-746791] p0681 H73-11032
AB-21 AIRCRAFT
Russian book - Practical aerodynamics of the An-21
aircraft /2nd revised and enlarged edition/.
P0316 A73-31517
Purpose, operating principles, and technical
description of instrument panel equipment .
installed on An-21 aircraft
CAD-758751] P0392 N73-21501
AHALOG COBPOTEBS
Application of equations of motion to develop
analog computer simulation of helicopter rotor
system
fAD-754517] p0253 N73-2P024
AHALOG DATA
Laboratory for the automatic treatment of analog
signals
pP461 A73-37086
AHALOG SIBDLATIOB
Comparative simulator studies regarding a
•contact-analog channel display and conventional
instrumentations
fDGLB PAPEB 72-100] p0659 A73-11680
Analog-analytic construction of supercritical
flows past profiles
fDGLR PAPEH 72-129] p0055 A73-14381
Bodeling of nonlinear systems for the example of a
single-shaft -fet turbine engine
p0057 A73-11615
Nonlinear modeling and dynamic simulation of
vehicle air cushion suspensions.
f ASBE PAPEH 72-»A/AUT-5] p0063 A73-15883
Bashout circuit design for
multi-degrees-of-freedom moving base simulators.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-929] p0569 A73-40876
Aircraft flutter analog simulation noting
structural nonlinearity effects
rDLR-FB-73-30] p0608 S73-30951
4HALYSIS (H4TBEB4TICS)
NT ASYBPTOTES
HT ASYBPTOTIC SEEIES
NT CALCDLDS OF VABIATIOSS
NT CONFOBBAL BAPPING
NT DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
NT ELLIPTIC DIFFEEENTIAL EQUATIONS
NT EXISTENCE THEOBEBS
NT EXTHEBUB VALUES
NT HILBEET TBANSFOBHATION
NT HIPEBBOLIC FUNCTIONS
NT INTEGB4L C4LCDLUS
NT INTEGS4L EQUATIONS
HT IHTEGBAL TBASSFOBBATIOHS
NT KEENEL FUNCTIONS
NT LINEAR EQUATIONS
NT NEUMANN PBOBLEB
NT NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
NT NUMERICAL INTEGRATION
NT PARABOLIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
NT PARTIAL DIFFEEENTIAL EQUATIONS
NT PERIODIC FUNCTIONS
NT POHEB SEBIES
NT BATIONAL FUNCTIOHS
HT SEEIES (HATHEBATICS)
NT SINGULAB INTEGRAL EQUATIONS
NT SINGULABITY (BATHEBATICS)
NT TAYLOR SERIES
NT VECTOR ANALYSIS
A-112
SOBJECT IHDEX ANTENNA ABRATS
HI VOBTICITY.
HI SBIGHTIHG FUNCTIONS
4H4LTZBBS
NT ENGINE ANALYZERS
AHATOBT
NT VERTEBRAE
4BECBOIC CH4HBBSS
French pro-feet of anechoic chamber with Bind
tunnel for studying jets, turbojets blowers,
helicopter rotors and V/STOL aircraft
P0154 473-21529
' Rind tunnel acoustic and vibration test
facilities, including.anechoic chambers,
subsonic boundary layer tunnels, acoustic ducts,
reverberation rooms, and rotor noise chaibers
P0448 473-35334
Subsonic let noise measurements on model jet riq
in anechoic chamber, discussing correlation and
prediction
P0519 473-38106
The design and construction of an anechoic chamber
• lined with panels and intended for investigation
of.aerodynamic noise
P0570 473-40942
Evaluation of aerodynamic calibration and
performance characteristics of anechoic flow
facility
[4D-763668] p0612 N73-31212
4HEHOHBTBBS
NT HOT-BTBE ANEMOMETERS
AHBHOHBTRY
0 VE10CITY BEASORBHENT
ANGLE OF ATTACK
Indicating instrument for angle of attack and
sideslip on subsonic flight vehicles via static
pressure sensing, noting wind tunnel tests
P0661 A73-1172U
4 method of testing full-scale inlet/engine
systems at high angles of attack and yaw at
transonic velocities.
UIAA P4PEB 72-1097J p0044 473-13417
4 flight control system for STOL aircraft.
p0148 473-20171
Aerodynamic forces and moments estimation for
slender bodies of circular and noncircnlar cross
section.without and with lifting surfaces at
0-9C degree angles of attack
P0190 473-23468
'Correction for change in fluid flow curvature
about a lift-generating airfoil in a
two-dimensional test section with perforated walls
P0238 473-25864
Besearches on the two-dimensional retarded
cascade. Ill - Cascade performances at high
inlet angles.
p0239 473-26338
Besearches on the two-dimensional retarded
cascade. IV - Determination of blade elements at
retarded blade row.
P0239 473-26339
Lifting-surface theory for a wing oscillating in
yaw and sideslip with an angle of attack.
p0283 473-28802
Theoretical and experimental study of a swept-back
wing^at low velocity over a wide range of angles
of attack
P0362 A73-32814
The use of a finite difference technigne to
predict cascade, stator, and rotor deviation
angles and optimum angles of attack.
rASHE PAPEB 73-GT-10] p0373 A73-33488
Behavior of a wing panel under transient
conditions in a gas flow
p0416 473-34139
General aviation aircraft stall/spin prevention
device for limiting tail power near wing stall
angle of attack
fSAE PAPEB 730333] p0430 473-34686
Approximation for hypersonic flow past circular
cone with angle of attack, discussing Batched
asymptotic expansion, flow velocity and density
distribution
P0566 473-40428
On problems of flight over an extended
angle-of-attack range.
P0628 A73-44692
Procedure for calculating sectional lift
coefficient as function of angle of attack and
free stream Reynolds number at angles of attack
beyond maximum coefficient of lift
[AD-746505] p0667 N73-10008
High angle of attack characteristics of high
performance aircraft and correlation with
dynamic directional-stability parameter
CHASA-TN-D-6993] p0670 N73-10033
Analysis of surface flow, pressures, and heat
transfer on two conical delta wings at
hypersonic speed and various angles of attack
[NASA-TH-X-2668] p0684 N73-11268
Operational test and evaluation of angle of attack
system for displaying percentage of lift
produced by wing for all flap configurations
[AD-748844] p0073 N73-12485
Analysis of effects of shock induced boundary
layer separation in transonic flight and methods
for eliminating or reducing effects -' •
fARC-B/H-3510) p0398 N73-25019
Aerodynamic characteristics of flow around
elliptic cones at large angles of attack
[AD-764945] P0616 N73-32209
AHGLBS (GEOHBTBY) . i
NT ANGLE OF ATTACK t -. "
HI DIHEDRAL ANGLE
NT SHEEP ANGLE
4I6DLAB HOBEHIOB
Havier-Stokes eguation formulation in parabolic
coordinates for flow in trailing vortex,
obtaining asymptotic expansions for stream
function and angular momentum
p0621 A73-43205
AHGOLAB HOTIOH
D ANGDL4B VELOCITY
ANGDLAB VELOCITY
System for in-flight recording of the rotational
speed of the turbine of a jet engine
. P0150 473-20546
Performance of seismic -angular vibration
transducer using gas rotor
fBAE-m-IR-128] p0311 N73-22400
ANIHALS
NT BIBDS
ANBOAL VARIATIONS
Icing conditions of modern, transport aircraft
according to cruise flight data
P0125 A73-31545
ABHOLAB FLOR
Combustion effectiveness in high speed swirling
flow tested in chamber with prenixed
air-kerosene mixture injected tangentially in
annular channel
[OHEBA, IP MO. 1076] p0060 A73-15C98
Supersonic annular blade cascades starting
conditions, presenting static pressure and Bach
number distributions
[ONEBA, TP NO. 1219] p0285 A73-28837
Reduction of fan noise by annulus boundary layer
removal.
P0576 A73-41713
Attenuation of spiral modes in a circular and
annular lined duct.
p'>576 A73-41714
Effect of a slipstream on the acoustic radiation
of ultrasonic annular jets
P0634 A73-45358
Prediction of annulus wall boundary layers in
axial flow tnrbomachines
P0226 N73-19813-
Jet noise emission and reduction by secondary cold
annular flow for SSI and military aircraft
pC651 N73-32543
4NNOLAB JETS
0 ANNOLAB FLOV
0 JET FLOW
AIBOLAB NOZZLES
Calculation of the potential flow about ,
axisymmetrical fuselages, annular profiles, and
propulsion system inlets
[DFVLB-SOHDDR-265] pOII'l A73-19205
Aerodynamic experimental investigation of annular ,
cascade of gas turbine nozzle blade in subsonic
and supersonic flow.
P0152 A73-2P939
ANTENNA ABRAYS
NT LINEAR ARRAYS
Aperture matching of wideband phased array radar
antennas, using digital ferrite phase shifters
and dielectric transformer with magnetic
resonance limiting
i-113
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P0651 A73-10178
Funvav VHP localizer antenna array for Norweqian
airports ILS, taking into account difficulties
due to course bends and snow
P0356 A73-32498
Compatible ILS involvinq pilot siqnal froa
microwave oscillator and precision ILS involvinq
linear antenna array of emitter eleeents
P0422 A73-3448H
Dependence of sidelobe level on random phase error
in a linear array antenna.
pO«50 A73-35697
ILS capability improvements on localizer and
qlide-slope antenna arrays and monitors,
considering effects of reflectinq objects on or
near aerodrome and terrain
pC563 A73-40049
Phased array antennas in qround based remote
sensor system, assessinq technologies of
AN/PPS-85, HAPDAH and AP/TPN-19 radar systems
P0567 A73-40645
Development ptoqrams status report on airborne
planar, conformal and distributed aperture
phased array antennas for use in radar and
communication systems
P0568 A73-40646
Synthetic radio direction defininq methods Kith
virtual antenna patterns.
P0574 A73-H16I19
Papers presented at antenna array conference
concerning chased arrays and array techniques
rAD-74U6291 P0682 N73-11209
Papers presented at antenna array conference
concerninq adaptive arrays, conformal arrays,
and component techniques for array antennas
rAD-744630) p0682 N73-11210
Desiqn of multiple beam DBF antenna for air
traffic control satellite
fESRO-CB(P)~199l pC308 N73-22159
Dielectric liqhtweiqht aircraft radar antenna array
fAD-76U6851 p0644 B73-32131
ABTEBNA DESIGN
Factors relating to the choice of antenna
characteristics for the aircraft terminal in an
aeronautical satellite
communications/surveillance system.
p0247 A73-27654
The disc antenna - A possible L-band aircraft
antenna.
P0247 A73-27655
A radiating element giving circularly polarised
radiation over a large solid angle.
P0248 A73-27656
• The use of specialized antenna technology for air
traffic control and communications.
P0295 A73-29894
French VOH system with single type eguipment for
operation on site at performance levels to meet
ICAO standards, emphasizing antenna design
P0351 A73-32453
Nonimaqe qlidepath antenna desiqn for ILS system
within international civil aviation convention
speci fications
P0352 A73-32463
Runway VHF localizer antenna array for Norwegian
airports ILS, talcing into account difficulties
due to course bends and snow
P0356 A73-32498
Impedance and far field characteristics of a
linear antenna near a conducting cylinder.
POU95 A73-37271
Development programs status report on airborne
planar, conformal and distributed aperture
phased array antennas for use in radar and
communication systems
PP568 A73-40646
A.sinqle-plarif electronically scanned antenna for
airborne radar applications.
p0568 A73-40684
Physical, desiqn considerations for airborne
electronic-scanning antennas.
pP568 A73-40685
Desiqn of multiple beam OHF antenna for air
traffic control satellite
. . C3SKO-CE (Pl-199 1 P0308 B73-22159
ASTEBNA FIELDS
0 ABTBNNA RADIATION PATTERNS
AHTENHA BADIATIOH PATTEBBS
NT SIDELOBrS
Influence of the nonidentity of the antennas of a
Doppler speed meter on the accuracy of its
operation . , ,., ,, .-
, p0194 A73-24386
Aircraft and missile radomes technology in France,
discussing materials, antenna radiation pattern
calculation, computer programming for -.
transmission and angular aberrations, and
raindrop erosion tests
' p0231 A73-25301
First order effects of terrain on the radiation
pattern of a non-directional LF beacon.
'
 ; p0238 A73-26204
Flush mountable elliptically polarized low^
silhouette blade antenna for aircraft,'
describing polarization and radiation
characteristics
. p02«2 A73-27043
Doppler VOR equipment, economics, blending
function and antenna system, discussing-qround.
measurement and monitoring, sideband'generation
and reference modulation
p0351 A73-32452
Ground and flight test results for standard 70R
and double parasitic loop counterpoise 'antennas.
P0450. A73-35700
Radiation pattern of a low-frequency beacon
antenna located on a semi-elliptic terrain,
irregularity.
P0508 A73-37716
Synthetic radio.direction defining methods with
virtual antenna patterns.
P0574 A73-IH649
, Antenna radiation-pattern measurement using model
aircraft.
p0577 A73-U18U1
Radiation characteristics of grounded slotted
dielectric slab
TAD-760129] P0168 N73-26165
Analysis of antenna radiation patterns of radio
antennas installed on aircraft using high
frequency solutions
pO«8a B73-27098
Radar microwave link antenna pattern measurements
rFAA-HD-73-118] p0611 B73-31087
ANTENNAS
NT AIRCRAFT ANTENNAS .
NT DIPOLE ANTENNAS
NT DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
NT FORLABLE ANTENNAS
NT LOOP ANTENNAS
NT MICROWAVE AHTESNAS
NT MONOPOLE ANTEBNAS
NT RADAR ANTEBNAS
NT SATELLITE ANTENNAS
NT SLOT ANTENNAS
Radiation diagram measurements on antenna model
surface for DBF communication to FPL 35F
rFOA-3-C-3678-61] p0682 N73-11130
Computerized simulation of aerodynamic
characteristics for trailinq wire system towed
by orbitinq aircraft
fAD-753909] p0221 N73-19255
ANTICLIBAL HOUBTAIBS
D HOONTAINS
ANTIFEICTIOB BEARINGS
NT BALL BEARINGS
NT ROLLER BEARINGS
Development of solid lubricant compact bearinqs
for the supersonic transport.
[ASLE PREPRINT 72LC-7C-1] pOOSt A73-14370
Application of metal-polyfluoroethylene bearinqs
in helicopter rotor hinges for operation with
and without lubrication
CAD-747K28] .p0073 N73-12512
Development of method for estimating power
required to drive ball bearings in turbine
 :
engine based on performance of high speed,
antifriction bearings
[AD-747600] p0074 N73-12514
Development of beryllium-copper bearings for use
with stainless steel shafts under high bearinq
stress levels imposed by airframes
fAD-754759] p0260 N73-20540
low temperature tests of elastomeric bearinq
rotors on OH-58 helicopter
fAD-759957] . p0473 N73-26490
ABTIICISG ADDITIVES
Effect of antiicinq additives on flammability
A-11H
SUBJECT IHDEI APPBOACB COBTBOL
properties of hydrocarbon fuels used in jet
aircraft
[AD-747945] p0076 H73-12852
AHTIOXIDAHTS
•' Gas-releasing additives to jet foeIs
>'•' • ' p0570 473-11070
ANTISKID DEVICES
aircraft antiskid system technical history and
evolution, presenting frequency response of
three-say configuration
fSAE PAPEB 720868] p0092 A73-16651
Aquaplaning prevention during take-off and
landing, discussing friction loss factors,
J
 aircraft tires and runway surface treatment by
antiskid overlays and grooving
P0230 A73-25209
Analysis of various aircraft antiskid braking
systems to determine appropriate antiskid
braking system for space shuttle vehicle
rBASA-CB-124349]'' p0541 N73-28449
ABTISDBHABINE VABFABE
•' Suitability of the CL-84 tiltwing aircraft for the
sea control ship system*
[SAE PAPEB 720852] p0092 A73-16660
ABTISOBHABIBB BABFABB AIBCBiFT
FT BREGUET 1150 AIHCBAFT
HI CL-84 AIBCBAFT
HI P-3 AIRCRAFT
NT S-3' AIBCBAFT
HI SH-3 HELICOPTEB
Navy Transit navigation satellite system,
discussing flight test for feasibility of
military application to Y.P-3C Antisubmarine
Warfare Weapons System aircraft
p0562 A73-40040
ABTOHOV AIBCBAFT
HI AN-2 AIRCRAFT
NT AN-24 AIBCBAFT
Aerodynamic characteristics and performance of
USSR An-12 turboprop aircraft to include
handling technigue and flight 'safety
rAD-756948] ' p0307 N73-21953
ABTOBOV AB-24 AIBCBAFT
0 AN-24 AIRCBAFT
AO-1 AIBCBAFT
0 OV-1 AIBCRAFT
APEXES
Load near apex of lifting swept wing in linearized
subsonic flow
fARC-R/H-3716] p0588 N73-30001
APOLLO PROJECT
Fly-by-wire digital F-8C aircraft control system
using Apollo guidance, navigation and control
hardware, emphasizing interface design and fault
detection
p0561 A73-40027
APOLLO 15 FLIGHT
Analysis of sonic boom pressure signatures
recorded during reentry of Apollo 15 command
nodule and correlation with wind tunnel signatures
fNASA-TH-X-62111] P0079 N73-13016
APPLICATIONS TECBBOLOGT SATELLITES
NT ATS 3
NT ATS 5
Development _of on-board navigation system based on
Applications Technology Satellites, Omega
navigation systems, and aircraft terminal
facilities
fNASi-CB-130213] p0313 N73-22615
APPROACH
NT INSTBOHENT APPROACH
Flight control display device for producing curved
approach profiles in microwave instrument
landing systems
[DGLR-PAPEB-73-016] p0650 N73-32526
APPROACH CONTBOL
NT BADAR APPROACH CONTROL
Problems of the integration of aircraft and flight
control system in the case of new approach
procedures
C D G L R ' P A P E B 72-096] poeeo A73-H698
Determination of the navigational regime for
flight over fixed points during the landing
maneuver
P0042 A73-13071
A statistical analysis of pilot control during a
simulation of STOL landing approaches.
73-182] . p0098 A73-16922
A precision position and time service for the air
traffic of the future.
P0145 A73-1935C
Area navigation systems integration with terminal
ATC approach procedures, considering
computerized data linkage with aircraft
navigation system • •
P0145 A73-19351
A flight control system for STOL aircraft.
pi/148 A73-20171
Comparison of conventional flight control systems
with a modern integrated flight control system
P0192 A73-23762
Manned vehicle systems analysis techniques
application to manual approach-to-landing phase
of aircraft flight, developing analytical
control model
P0194 A73-24C11
Noise abatement two-segment, precision and
category I, II and III approaches considerations
covering altimetry, cost and safety problems in
ATC
P0198 A73-24768
Display system for monitoring automatically
controlled STOL landing glide paths, discussinq
computer controlled simulation
PC232 A73-25440
An optimal control approach to terminal area air
traffic control.
PC236 A73-25786
Evaluation of glide paths for landing a VTOI
airplane using linear regulator theory.
P0244 A73-27154
Flight tests of approach path anqles and airspeed
effects on landinq of spoiler equipped liqht
aircraft
P0284 A73-2883C
Curved landinq approaches under visual and
instrument flight conditions, investigating
steep glide slope display configurations and
flight control modes
PP285 A737289C1
Optimal aircraft go-around and flare maneuvers.
' P0289 A73-29217
Automatic helicopter approach in poor visibility
PC353 A73-32465
AIL-CO-SCAN landing system for STOL and heliports,
combining localizer and glide control functions
in 20 by 20 deg approach window.
p0353 473-3247C
M.A.D.G.E. - Microwave Aircraft Digital Guidance
Eguipment: Description of the system
P0357 A73-32504
Aircraft performance relationship to safety
margins improvement, discussing accelerate stop,
approach control, airworthiness, landing and
coordination
p0415 A73-34082
Safety in the accident prone flight phases of
take-off, approach and landinq.
PP416 A73-34085
Monitor display to indicate aircraft position
relation to desired flight profile during
automatically controlled steep landinq
approaches with curved segments
PC421 A73-31477
Longitudinal motion of a transport aircraft during
steep landing approaches
P0422 A73-34482
Flight control problems during STOL landing
approaches, considering navigation aids, pilot
work load and flight safety
P0422 A73-34483
Digital control of rotary winq aircraft landing
approach based on spatially variable preassiqned
fliqht path
CHBB-UFE-1021] p(>422 A73-34486
Ground visual aids for civil STOL aircraft steep
gradient approach and blind landinq, discussinq
fliqht trials and simulator experiments
rRAE-TH-AyiONICS-136/BLEOY] pC423 A73-34489
Terminal and fliqht control navigation quidance
systems for restricted and short takeoff and
landinq aircraft air traffic and approach
techniques
rBAE-TB-iVIONICS-135/BLED/] pC423 A7.3.-34490
Approach and landinq operations and flight guide'
beam systems, discussinq tests, desiqn,
improvements and operational requirements
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[DGLR PAPER 73-011] p0423 A73-34491
Fliqht-path control device for generating
curvilinear fliqht path profiles Dsinq microwave
landing systems
[DGLB PiPEE 73-0161 p0423 473-34492
TACAN based SETAC and L band DHE based DLS
approach and landing systens for military
aircraft, discussing time'division multiplexing
and antenna array
tDGLR PAPER 73-0191 ' p0423 A73-34493
Electronic landing system satisfying IFB
requirements for air traffic, noting sinulated
ILS and ground controlled approach operations
[DGLR' PAPER 73-0201 ' P0424 A73-34494
Helicopter steep angle approach limits during
instrument-guided landing comparison with
classical ILS method, describing flight
performance results
fDGLR PAPER 73-0261 p0424 A73-34497
Integrated .image and symbolic display hierarchy
with increasing horizontal and vertical
information content for superposition as
helicopter aid in approach and precision hovering
TABS PREPHIHT 724) p0438 A73-35065
Advanced concepts in terminal area control systems.
- Aircraft tracking and collision alert.
p0511 A73-37806
United States Microwave Landing System development
program.
p0513 A73-37815
Testing noise-reducinq approach technigues with
the HPB 320 research aircraft of the DFVLR
PC520 A73-38265
Flight director design for a S10L aircraft.
P0526 A73-38649
Application of direct side force control to
commercial transport.
fAIAA PAPER 73-8861 p0529 A73-38822
Runway condition effects on landing safety,
discussing surface friction, approach control,
skidding, directional control, water and ice
conditions, tires and brakes
P0530 A73-39220
French automatic beam coupler system for V/STOL
and helicopter low speed and low altitude
instrument approach
PC570 A73-40975
Flow control concepts and airline operations.
P0580 A73-42522
Seducing approach and landing accidents.
P0581 A73-42523
Analysis of limitations on helicopter approach and
landing during conditions of low visibility
fAD-7477321 p0075 H73-12686
Analysis of aircraft pilot experiences during
landing approaches in minimum visibility
situations
fAD-7476541 . P0075 S73-12687
Development and evaluation of instrument landing
system with VHF and DBF capability for localizer
and glide slope
fAD-747656] , . p0075 H73-12688
Operational test a:. rluation of four
configurations of flight director display for
instrument landings based on command heading and
command flight path angle
fAD-7«8244] P0082 H73-13041
Evaluation of approach lighting system for visual,
guidance of helicopters during instrument flight
rules approach and landing operations
fFAA-RD-72-133] p0084 H73-13261
Design and development of microwave landing system
for operation of civil and military aircraft in
conventional and V/STOL configurations
fAD-749505] P0120 B73-14702
Integration of STOL aircraft instruments and
approach control for new approach profiles
fDGLR-PAPER-72-f96] p0129 H73-15047
Incident involving collision of Boeing 727
aircraft with landing light system at Atlanta
International Airport, Georgia on 21 Dec. 1971
tNTSB-AAR-72-22] pC159 H73-16COO
Flight simulator evaluations of flight control,
flight oath, and airspeed for approach and
landing of powered lift let short takeoff aircraft
fNASA-TH-Jt-622031 P0161 H73-16014
Bibliography of data on aircraft landings,
instrument landings, approach control, glide
path systems, display devices, and terminal
facilities
[AD-751800] p0162 H73-16024
Analysis of simulated aircraft landing approach to
aircraft carrier to determine display system
requirements and to evalnte dangerous conditions
CAD-751076] '. p0165 H73-16635
Measurement of pilot performance daring aircraft
landing simulation to determine significance of
vertical acceleration cues daring approach 'and
landing maneuver ,
[HASA-TB-X-62236] p0173 1173-17020
Analysis of aircraft instruments and display
devices for approach control and landing -of
V/STOL aircraft
rAGARD-AB-51] . p0212 H73-18439
Development of gradient clearance monitor concept
to ascertain qlide slope clearance signal
[FAA-BD-72-147] . p0224 H73-19645
Development of mathematical and simulation models
to calculate capacity of single runway under
instrument fliqht rules conditions
CBTB-4102-BEV-2] . p0325 H73-23345
Air traffic control procedures for simultaneous
instrument fliqht rule approaches to set of
three parallel runways
[FAA-HA-73-23) ' p0329 N73-23687
Characteristics of fliqht control system for
approach flight path control of auqmentor wing
on powered-lift short takeoff aircraft
configuration
[HASA-CR-114574] p0386 N73-24062
Development of inertial smoothing system for
control and display applications for VTOL
aircraft automatic instrument approach and
landing operations
CHASA-TH-D-7271) p0392 1173-24653
Development of air traffic control procedure to
permit short takeoff aircraft landing along
curved approach trajectory and analysis of data
transmission reguirements
P0401 1173-25055
Operational procedures and modes of experimental
guidance system for short takeoff aircraft to
provide arrival time control and automatic
tracking
[NASA-IB-X-62233] p0409 M73-25710
Analysis of control and display device testing for
microwave landing system - Vol. 1
fAD-758791] ' p0410 N73-25713
Development of control and display testing
requirements for evaluation of microwave landing
system - Vol. 2
rAD-758792] p0410 N73-25714
Analysis of data rate requirements for low .
visibility approach with scanning beam landing
guidance system
fAD-758786] p0410 1173-25719
Design of landing approach automatic flight
control system using optimal feedback techniques
. [AD-760125) p0468 H73-26040
Application of microwave landing system to provide
operational flexibility and improved capacity in
terminal area
[FAA-BD-73-143] . .-., p0480 1173-27019
Flight evaluation of glide slope determination
daring landing approach by reference to diamond
shaped figure painted on runway
[HASA-TB-X-2849] p0481 H73-27027
Comparison of automatic short takeoff aircraft
landings based on simulation and flight test
results
[HASA-TT-F-149951 p0481 H73-27028
Performance tests of visual approach slope
indicator (VASI) equipment and systems for
improved terminal area effectiveness
[FAA-NA-73-641 p049C N73-27568
Status of civil airline implementation of
all-weather landings in Europe and United Kingdom
[BTB-6211] p0554 N73-29711
Flight tests of various steep gradient approaches
to qround level, short takeoff and landing runway
to determine aircraft performance and navigation
aids required
CFAA-HA-72-77] p0591 H73-30025
Aircraft accident involving crash of Boeing 737
aircraft daring instrument approach to
Chicago-Midway Airport, Illinois on 8 December
1972
(NTSB-AAR-73-16] p0608 873-30947'
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Statistical analysis of aircraft carrier wave-off
situation based on deck notion and aircraft
approach geometry
[iD-76»516] . p0610 N73-30967
Effects of snow cover and snov surface conditions
on image glide path systems foe aircraft
approach control
fFAA-BD-72-85] p0616 H73-31602
Flight paths for short takeoff aircraft landing
approach consistent Kith pilot preference,
passenger comfort, and aicrowave landing system
limitations
[NASA-TN-D-72981 p0639 H73-319U9
Flight control for steep approach landing
fDGLB-PAPEB-73'027] p06«1 S73-31962
Lonqitudinal stability of Boeing 707 aircraft
daring steep approach, for noise reduction
[DGLB-PAPEB-73-023] P06K1 N73-31963
Pilot display four monitoring of automatic steep
approach
rDSLB-PAPEB-73-031] p0641 N73-31964
Flight control problems of steep approach landing
with direct lift control, exenplified by BFB-320
aircraft
tDGLB-PAPBH-73-02n] p0641 N73-31965
Cockpit layouts in viev of nev landing approach
methods
fHBB-OH-C7-73-0] p06»2 N73-31966
Feedback control for rotary wing aircraft steep
approach profiles
r«BB-OFE-1021-0] P0642 N73-31967
Noise reducing approach and takeoff profiles for
short takeoff aircraft
fHBB-OH-06-73-01 P06U2 N73-31968
Automatic flight control system for curved flight
path profiles
rDGLB-PAPEB-73-030] p06«2 N73-31970
Aircraft landing problems under low visibility
weather conditions
rDGLB-PAPER-73-0151 pC65P N73-32520
New type of instrument landing systems, according
to ICiO reguirements
fDGLB-PAPER-73-011) p0650 N73-32522
Compatible ILS, using microwave frequencies, and
precision IIS, using antenna arrays, as improved
standard instrument landing systems
fDGLB-PAPEB-73-0181 p0650 N73-32524
Flight simulation to determine manual control of
flight path and airspeed for approach and
landing of powered lift jet short takeoff aircraft
pC664 H73-32949
Flight simulation to determine effectiveness of
head-up display for improving glide-slope
tracking performance during steep visual
approach of short takeoff aircraft
P0664 N73-32952
APPBOACH IHDICATOES
Cockpit device with optical head-up display for
visual slope guidance to any runway at any airport
p0656 A73-11011
Visual systems for indicating approach slope
during aircraft landing
P0188 A73-22975
Automotive approach systems certification and
short distance takeoff and landing.
tralectography by cinetheodolites, digital
optical, airborne and inertial/radiosonde
equipment
p0191 A73-23656
Simulated flight tests of a digitally autopiloted
SIOL-craft on a curved approach with scanning
microwave guidance*
fASHE PAPER 73-AOT-L] p0292 A73-29413
Aircraft terminal approach and entry spacing
systems supported by automated terminal radar
using area navigation techniques
pO»51 A73-35852
Approach light properties for visual
discrimination in pilot landing environment
fNASA-TT-F-14667] p0179 N73-17710
Development of gradient clearance monitor concept
to ascertain glide slope clearance signal
rFAA-BD-72-1471 p022« N73-196U5
Analysis of electromagnetic compatibility of
microwave landing guidance system and candidate
interim systems
fECAC-PB-72-0691 P0278 N73-21554
APPBOPBIATIOHS
Airport and Airway Development Act 'trust fund
surplus, discussing expenditure policy
determination and incentive plan provisions to
expedite improvements
PC216 A73-27367
APPBOIIHATIOH
BT FINITE DIFFEBENCE THEOBS
HI FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
NT LEAST SQUARES METHOD
NT NBHTON-BAPHSON METHOD
NT BATLEIGH-8ITZ METHOD
NT BELAXATION METHOD (MATHEMATICS)
Successive approximations for calculating
supersonic flow past wings with subsonic leading
edges
p0418 A73-34347
Approximation for hypersonic flow past circular
cone with angle of attack, discussing matched
asymptotic expansion, flow velocity and density
distribution
p0566 A73-HQ428
Approximation for maximum centerline heating on
lifting entry vehicles.
PC582 A73-U2627
APPBOXIBATION METHODS
D APPROXIMATION
ABCTIC BEGIONS
.Large payload aircraft for Alaskan and Canadian
gas-oil transportation, examining alternative
pipeline economic factors and possible new North
Canadian island fuel fields
P0368 A73-33183
Concept of nuclear powered ground effect machine
for commercial operations in Arctic regions
fNASA-TH-X-26841 p0181 H73-17991
Effects of ground effect vehicle tests on ecology
of arctic tundra in northern Alaska
[AD-751741] pC218 K73-19C26
Cold weather tests to determine application of
ground effect machines for military logistic
purposes in Arctic regions
fAD-753527] pC>219 N73-19027
Technology assessment for long range year-round
transportation in Arctic
tAD-754381] P0258 N73-20296
Development of collision protection equipment for
ground effect machines operating in arctic regions
[AD-7583591 pP322 N73-2300"!
Effects of polar cap absorption events on
performance of Omega navigation system operating
in high latitudes
[AD-7590091 pCtlC H73-25718
ABEA NAVIGATION
A precision position and time service for the air
traffic of the future.
p(M»5 A73-1935C
Area navigation systems integration with terminal
ATC approach procedures, considering
computerized data linkage with aircraft
navigation system
P0145 A73-19351
VLF/Omega digital airborne area navigation system
evaluation tests, discussing transmitting
stations and system performance
P0285 A73-289C1I
Formulation of the air traffic system as a
management problem.
P0293 A73-29878
Area navigation computer TCE-71 A system,
discussing central control display and data
entry units, inputs/outputs and operating modes
P0352 A73-32155
Doppler VOR area navigation operational
principles, emphasizing bearing accuracy
improvement compared to conventional VOE systems
PC352 A73-32K56
Area navigation feasibility, discussing computer
technology usefulness, time saving and air
traffic controller acceptance
PC356 A73-32^91
Aircraft terminal approach and entry spacing
systems supported by automated terminal radar
using area navigation technigues
PCU51 A73-35852
.Plane coordinate transformations for area
navigation based on existing VOR/DHE network
PC461 A73-370U3
Area navigation technology for air transportation
in USA, discussing present systems and
prolections as related to airline and FAA
A-117
iBGOH liSEBS SUBJECT IHDEI
activities
P0512 A73-37807
Area naviqation as Deans for airspace optimal •
utilization, considering naviqation equipment
and methods and ATC procedures reorganization
P0513 473-37817
Automatic fliqht control and naviqation systems on
the L-1011 Capabilities and experiences.
p0511 A73-37824
A fliqht evaluation of pilotaqe error in area
naviqation with vertical quidance.
P0562 A73-U0029
Comparison of cost, complexity, and cockpit
workload for seven area naviqation system
confiqurations
P033C N73-23697
Characteristics of airborne area naviqation
equipment and application to air traffic control
functions
P0330 N73-23698
Development of hiqh bandwidth time division
communications system to provide qround based,
wide area, position location system
p0332 N73-23711
Feasibility of modifying Tacan/DME system to
broadcast diqital data for area naviqation
fFAA-BD-73-21 p0393 N73-24656
Analysis and diqital computer simulation of
operational and performance aspects of vertical
area naviqation system
tFAA-BD-72-1251 p0409 N73-25705
Proceedings of conference to develop area
naviqation system desiqn concept for application
to national airspace system for improved air
traffic control
pC«7» N73-26664
Analysis of very low frequency radio siqnals for
aircraft area naviqation to show capability for
continental flight redundancy and reliability
tAD-761li98l p0542 N73-28651
Effects of transition from conventional to quiet
takeoff and landinq air traffic, notinq
introduction of microwave ILS and area naviqation
tMBB-UH-05-73-01 P065P N73-32525
iBGOS LASERS
Gas velocity measurements within a compressor
rotor passaqe using the laser Doppler velocimeter.
USME PAPEB 72-WA/GT-2] P0063 A73-15866
ABGDHENTS (HATHEHATICS)
U INDEPENDENT VABIABLES
ABIP (IMPACT PREDICTIOH)
U COMPUTERIZED SIMULATION
U IMPACT PREDICTION
ABHED FOBCES
NT ASHED 7OHCES (FOREIGN)
NT AHMED FOBCES (DN1TBD STATES)
NT NAVY
Air Force oblectives for maintaining aerospace
superiority
fAD-7595661 PC477 N73-26982
ABHED FOBCES (FOREIGN)
Operational performance of helicopters in French
Army
PP267 N73-21011
ABHED FOBCES (UNITED STATES)
Prototype development for Army personnel and
equipment airborne mobility, considerinq various
aircraft conceptual designs feasibility relative
to logistics requirements
fSAE PAPER 7208461 PC092 A73-16658
In-juries induced by high speed ejection - An
analysis of USAF noncombat operational experience.
P0360 A73-32664
Evaluation of current OS Air Force aircraft engine
status reporting system
rAD-7509101 ?0132 H73-15067
Air force radio communication and navigation
system development planninq
UD-7543301 PG256 N73-20207
ABRAYS
NT ANTENNA ABFAIS
NT LIliEAS AP.PAYS
NT PHSSED ARRAYS
NT SYlll'HETIC ABRAYS
ABRESTING GEAR
Arrested landinq studies for STOL aircraft.
TAIAA PAPER 73-511 pOICU A73-17627
Performance tests of aircraft arresting gear to
determine allowable operating restraints on
angular displacement and off-center engagements
CHATF-B125] P0133 N73-15268
Nondestructive inspection techniques .for examining
catapult and arresting gear structures on E-2
aircraft "
[AD-752192] ' . .pC17» H73-17027
Test plan for extending service'life of E-2A
arresting qear
[AD-754752.1 .P0257 H73-20284
laboratory hook bounce test for E-2A arresting
qear A-fra»e '
[AD-754753] ' ' p0257 .H73-20285
Hook bounce test of C-2A aircraft arresting qear
UD-754077] ' p0258 H73-20288
Test plan for extending life of C-2A arresting
hook A-frame to 3000 arrested landings
fAD-754076] p0258 N73-20289
Turbo-type energy absorber for aircraft carrier
arresting gear
fAD-761502) pC596 N73-30226
ABHO! KINGS
Buffet boundaries for arrow winqs in transonic
flow, presenting methods for pressure
distribution and three dimensional turbulent
boundary layer calculation
CDGIB PAPEB 72-123] " p0055'A73-i»382
Linear problem for delta and V-shaped wings
p034C A73-31301
iBTIFICIAL SATELLITES
NT APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITES
HI ATS 3
NT ATS 5
NT COMMUNICATION SATELLITES
NT ECHO 1 SATELLITE
NT EBOS (SATELLITES)
HT EXPLOBEB 21 SATELLITE
NT METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITES
NT NAVIGATION SATELLITES ,
NT BELAY SATELLITES ' '
NT SYNCHBONODS SATELLITES ' ' ' '
NT TBANSIT SATELLITES
Application of artificial satellites for data
acguisition and communication functions in air
traffic control system
p0332 N73-23709
Congressional hearings to review NASA program
accomplishments and to predict advantages to
accrue from space programs
p06C« N73-30916
ASCENT
HI CLIMBING FLIGHT
ASCENT PROPULSION SISTEHS '
F/BF-101 ejection seat upgrade kit for performance
improvement, discussing propulsion, trajectory
control, snubber system and rapid recovery
parachute opening
P0360 A73-32667
ASPECT RATIO
NT HIGH ASPECT BATIO
NT LOH ASPECT BATIO
Study of a series of variable-geometry winqs
derived from delta winqs of different aspect
ratios. I - Aerodynamic characteristics of delta
winqs
p0062 A73-15651
Some recent work on aspect ratio effects in
compressor cascades.
TASHE PAPEB 72-»A/FE-in ] p0063 A73-15858
Trailing vortex sheet roll-up behind finite aspect
ratio wings for different loading conditions,
discussing drag penalties for tip vortices
strength improvements
P0189 A73-23125
The aerodynamic development of the wing of the A
300B.
p0572 A73-41192
On the application of a new version of lifting
surface theory to nonslender and kinked wings.
P0621 A73-43210
ASSEHBLIN6
Classification of fitting operations in airframe
assembly
P0658 A73-11617
Assembling by welding and bonding - Introductory
report on assemblies
PC109 A73-18692
ASSESSMENTS
HI TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT
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SUBJECT IHDEX ATBOSPBBHIC DIPFOSIOH
ASSIGHBBHT
0 ALLOCATIONS
ASSOCIATI08S
D ORGANIZATIONS
ASIHOHAOT PEBFOEHABCE
Skylab 1 ledical experiments concerning astronaut
physioloqical responses and work capability as
'affected by exposure to space flight environnent
P0573 A73-41519
ASTRONAUTICS
Israel Annual Conference on Aviation and
Astronautics, 15th, Tel Aviv and Haifa, Israel,
Harch 14, 15, 1973, Proceedings.
p0346 A73-31633
- Aeronautics and astronautic history, developments
>nd impact upon civilization, notinq Canada role
in space age, Apollo program and D.S.S.R. programs
P0571 A73-41086
ASTBONOBIC&L PHOTOGRAPHY
French eclipse studies.
P0583 A73-42870
Airborne studies of the African eclipse.
P0584 A73-42871
ASTEOHOBICAL PHOTOMETRY
French eclipse studies.
P0583 A73-42870
ASTRONOHICAL TELESCOPES
NT PYROHELIOHETERS
Airborne IR 32 cm observatory, discussing
atmospheric transmission and guiding methods to
overcome aircraft instability effects
P0240 A73-26503
ASTBONOBY
HT INFRARED ASTBONOBY
ASYMPTOTES
Study of the asymptotic behavior of axial
perturbation velocities in the vicinity of
singularities
P0049 A73-13770
ASYMPTOTIC BETHODS
A note on the lift coefficient of a thin
jet-flapped airfoil.
P02U5 A73-27171
Transonic flow about lifting configurations.
p0284 A73-28828
An approximate method for the calculation of the
velocities induced by a wing oscillating in
subsonic flow
P0348 A73-31905
The three-dimensional turbulent boundary layer -
Theoretical and experimental analysis
P0362 A73-32810
1SYHPTOIIC SEBIES
Navier-Stokes eguation formulation in parabolic
coordinates for flow in trailing vortex,
obtaining asymptotic expansions for stream
function and angular momentum
P0621 A73-43205
ATHODYDS
D BAHJET ENGINES
ATLAHTIC AIBCBAFI
0 BREGOET 1150 AIRCRAFT
ATLAHTIC OCEAN
 t
Development of computer program to analyze air
traffic in North Atlantic to show zone traffic
at specified instants
fAD-755910] p0279 N73-21557
Scenario forecasting of likely air passenger
trends to 1976 over North Atlantic routes
fHEPT-72-023261 PC303 N73-21918
ATBOSPHEBIC iBSOBPTION
0 ATBOSPHERIC ATTENDATION
ATBOSPHEBIC ATTENDATIOR
Atmospheric attenuation of noise measured in a
range of climatic conditions.
fAIAA PAPER 73-242] p0099 A73-16966
Factors affecting the frequency chosen for
aircraft to satellite communications.
p0248 A73-27667
Correction procedure for outdoor noise measurements.
P0496 A73-37285
Atmospheric absorption considerations in airplane
flyover noise at altitudes above sea level.
p0584 A73-42943
Development of model for analyzing propagation of
weak normal shock wave through turbulent
atmosphere and application to sonic boom
characteristics
fNRC-12981] P0202 N73-18028
ATBOSPHEBIC BOUNDARY LAYBB
An airborne instrument system for atmospheric
boundary-layer research.
P0654 A73-10498
Acoustic sounding of meteorological phenomena in
the planetary boundary layer.
PC109 A73-18710
Some results of studies of the boundary
atmospheric layer and AN-2 aircraft flight
conditions in a forest fire area
pC289 A73-29192
Aircraft aerodynamics problems covering slender
body theory, atmospheric turbulence and boundary
layers, wind tunnel contractions, radiator
blocks, vortex induced oscillations, etc
P0628 A73-4169P
Structure and dynamics of horizontal roll vortices
in planetary boundary layer
pC391 N73-2U3U1
ATBOSPHEBIC CHEHISTRY
Preliminary estimates of the fate of SST exhaust
materials using a coupled diffusion/chemistry
model.
fAIAA PAPER 73-535] p0376 A73-33567
ATBOSPHERIC CIRCULATION
Synoptic conditions of wave formation above
convection streets.
PC058 A73-1H826
A three-dimensional stratospheric point-source
tracer experiment and its implications for
dispersion of effluent from a fleet of
supersonic aircraft.
fAIAA PAPER 73-528] p0376 A73-33562
Numerical atmospheric circulation model of SST
effects on stratospheric ozone distribution
[AIAA PAPEB 73-529] p0376 A73-33563
ATBOSPHEBIC COHPOSITIOH
NT ATHOSPHEEIC BOISTURE
Nuclear explosions released nitric oxide effect on
atmospheric ozone concentration compared with
potential effect from SST flights
PC656 A73-11068
Vibrational relaxation effects in weak shock waves
in air and the structure of sonic bangs.
PC296 A73-30174
Aircraft exhaust plume dispersion and flight
corridor concentration profiles in stratosphere
as function of flight freguency and scale
dependent diffusion
fAIAA PAPER 73-5321 pC376 473-33565
Nitrogen oxides, nuclear weapon testing, Concorde
and stratospheric ozone.
P0571 A73-41076
Preliminary results of Martian altitude
determinations with C02 bands /2 micron
wavelength/ from the automatic interplanetary
space station Bars 3.
P0577 A73-11807
Ozone composition and nitric oxide inlection upper
and lower limits for stratosphere by nuclear
bomb tests, comparing to estimated SST
contribution
PP581 A73-4253U
Bission planning for Pioneer Saturn/Uranus
atmospheric probe missions
fNASA-IB-X-2824] pC603 N73-3C800
ATBOSPHEBIC CONDITIONS
0 METEOROLOGY
ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY
Low value atmospheric density extremes evaluation
covering ground elevations up to 15,000 feet for
engine power calculation in aircraft design
pnS6S A73-t0063
Numerical analysis of ideal and real gas equations
for application to lift generated by helicopter
rotors
fAD-754420] pP254 N73-20026
Atmospheric density extremes up to 15,000 feet for
design of military aircraft
tAD-755791] p0277 N73-21382
ATMOSPHEBIC DIFFUSION
Preliminary estimates of the fate of SST exhaust
materials using a coupled diffusion/chemistry
model.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-535] pC376 A73-33567
Diffusion and fallout of pollutants emitted .by
aircraft engines.
P0521 A73-38323
4-119
AIBOSPHEEIC ELECTRICITY SUBJECT IHDBX
Model for estimation of turbojet enqine exhaust
dispersion into atmosphere
fNASA-TN-D-7382] p05«1 N73-28174
iTBOSPHEPIC ELECTRICITY
Electrostatic autopilot usinq atmosphere electric
field lines for stabilization and guidance,
applyinq to remotely piloted vehicles
P0665 A73-12595
Stratiform cloud electrical characteristic chanqes
under solid carbon dioxide seeding in aircraft
experiments
P0285 A73-2888K
Stratospheric electricity due to operating
supersonic transport fleets
fAD-763«71] p0598 N73-30365
ATHOSPHEEIC EHTHY
NT HYPERSONIC REENTRY
Analysis of sonic boom pressure signatures
recorded during reentry of Apollo 15 comnand
module and correlation with wind tunnel signatures
rsASA-TM-X-621111 p0079 1173-13016
Optimal three dimensional trajectories to maximize
landing footprint of lifting reentry vehicle
using energy approximations based on flight path
reD-76U132l P0609 N73-30960
ATHOSPHERIC IHPORITIES
U AIR POLLUTION
ATHOSPHERIC MODELS
NT DYNAMIC MODELS
NT REFERENCE ATMOSPHERES
A three-dimensional stratospheric point-source
tracer experiment and its implications for
dispersion of effluent from a fleet of
supersonic aircraft.
FAIAA PAPER 73-5281 p0376 A73-33562
Numerical atmospheric circulation model of SST
effects on stratospheric ozone distribution
fAIAA PAPER 73-5291 p0376 A73-33563
Preliminary estimates of the fate of SST exhaust
materials using a coupled diffusion/chemistry
model.
TAIAA PAPES 73-5351 pC376 A73-33567
A model for studying the effects of injecting
contaminants into the stratosphere and mesosphere.
[AIAA PAPER 73-5391 p0377 A73-33569
Atmospheric models for fluid dynamic and chemical
impacts of supersonic aircraft on climatology
rPB-212819] P0259 N73-20K73
Chemical kinetics and atmospheric dynamics data
base for digital modeling of cliaatological
aircraft exhaust effects
rPB-2ieiCO/Cl pO<l08 N73-25141
Regional extreme atmospheric model for
aerotheroodynamic calculation of probable
vertical temperature profile
TAD-7636711 p0598 N73-3C369
ATMOSPHERIC MOISTURE
Meteorological parameters conducive to ice
formation on aircraft, analyzing data statistics
on atmospheric moisture content, temperature and
drop size
FDGLR PAPER 72-1091 p0658 A73-11660
ATMOSPHERIC OPTICS
Airborne IS 32 cm observatory, discussing
atmospheric transmission and guiding methods to
overcome aircraft instability effects
P02UO A73-26503
Michelson shearing interferometer with
piezoelectric scanner for atmospheric optical
mean transfer function measurements from
airborne platform, using laser or white light
sources
PC290 A73-29332
ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS
NT CLOUD PHYSICS
U.S., UK and French research programs on
conditions encountered by civil aviation and
supersonic transports in stratosphere
P02K1 A73-2659U
Russian monograph on turbulence in free atmosphere
covering measurement and statistical techniques,
tropospheric and stratospheric disturbances,
wind pulsations, effects on aircraft flights, etc
p02»!l A73-2713M
Bole of commercial aircraft in global monitoring
systems.
P0283 A73-28499
Processing of aircraft data.
pOU<19 A73-35583
Research projects to determine effects of exhaust
products fro* aircraft operating in stratosphere
on global and local climatic conditions
[DCBL-51336] pG646 H73-32296
ATMOSPHERIC REFRACTION
Correction procedure for outdoor noise Beasureaents.
PP496 A73-37285
ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE
Meteorological parameters conducive to ice
formation on aircraft, analyzing data statistics
on atmospheric moisture content, temperature and
drop size
tDGLE PAPER 72-109] p0658 A73-11660
Airborne atmospheric temperature measurements
correction for sensor response lag, deriving
numerical scheme based on sensing systems wind
tunnel calibration
P0193 A73-23991
Regional extreme ataospheric nodel for
aerothemodynamic calculation of probable
vertical temperature profile
tAD-763671] p0598'N73-30369
ATHOSPHEBIC TUBBOLENCE
NT CLEAB AIR TURBULENCE
NT GDSTS
NT LOU LEVEL TURBULENCE
The scattering characteristics of a sonic boom at
the passage through a turbulent layer
pOOtO A73-12967
Observations of atmospheric effects on the
transport and decay of trailing vortex wakes.
CAIAA PAPER 73-110J p0096 A73-16869
Analysis of flight vehicle response to
nonstationary ataospheric turbulence including
ving bending flexibility.
[AI&& PAPER 73-1811 P0097 A73-16921
A description of the NAE T-33 turbulence research
aircraft, instrumentation and data analysis.
PC238 A73-26269
Russian monograph on turbulence in free atmosphere
covering measurement and statistical techniques,
tropospheric and stratospheric disturbances,
wind pulsations, effects on aircraft flights, etc
P02U4 A73-2713H
Response-optimum control of the angular and
tocsional oscillations of an elastic flying wing.
p02"7 &73-27159
Laboratory simulation of development of superbooms
by atmospheric turbulence.
PC283 A73-28Q95
On the possibility of turbulent thickening of weak
shock waves.
P0361 A73-32794'
find tunnel gust simulation for STOL aircraft
behavior during low velocity flight in turbulent
atmosphere near ground
P0362 A73-32813
Russian book - Analysis of meteorological
conditions for aviation.
POU25 A73-3U539
Feedback control configured vehicles ride control
system design for B-52 aircraft load alleviation
and mode stabilization during flight through
atnospheric turbulence
pOlte A73-35245
Response of a rigid aircraft to nonstationary
atmospheric turbulence.
POK55 A73-36305
Analysis of airplane response to nonstationary
turbulence including wing bending flexibility. II.
P0566 A73-Q0437
A new approach to gust alleviation of a flexible
aircraft using an open loop device
fONERA, IP NO. 1236] p0580 A73-42219
Aircraft aerodynamics problems covering slender
body theory, atmospheric turbulence and boundary
layers, wind tunnel contractions, radiator
blocks, vortex induced oscillations, etc
P0628 A73-««690
Newton-Haphson least squares percentage error
method for determining atmospheric turbulence
field parameters
fAD-745946] p0675 N73-10641
Linear differential equations describing aircraft
lateral motion in presence of atmospheric
turbulence
[AASU-311] p0070 N73-12045
Development of method for estimating length of
atmospheric turbulence patch as function of
A-120
SUBJECT IHDBX ATTITUDE CONTROL
different turbulence intensities for tvo or more
regions
(NHC-127931 p0079 H73-13009
Hethod for predicting .flight characteristics of
F-5: and A-7 aircraft daring atmospheric
turbulence nsing large amplitude flight simulator
. rAD-749480] p011« N73-14030
Aviation hazards of turbulence and shear in stable
stratified atmosphere
fCONF-720535-2] p0136 H73-15653
Heasureoent of critical atnospheric turbulence for
aircraft takeoff and landing
[AD-750131J P0136 N73-15660
Development of automatic system for controlling
aircraft under turbulent atmospheric conditions
to. provide pitch stabilization
rAD-751148] p0162 H73-16028
Analysis of response of constant-attitude aircraft
to .atmospheric turbulence
fNASA-CH-2204] . P0202 N73-18025
Developaent of model for analyzing propagation of
weak normal shock vave through turbulent
atmosphere and application to sonic boom
characteristics
rNBC-129811 p0202 N73-18028
Analysis of gust alleviation system for short
takeoff aircraft for improved performance under
random turbulence conditions
tNASA-TN-D-72011 p0252 H73-20013
Instrumentation and data handling process of HAE
T-33 turbulence research aircraft, stationary
gas turbine .icing problems, and role of plastic
deformation in metal powder compaction
rDHE/NAE-1972(il),] P0280 N73-21882
Designing aircraft for combined effects of
vertical, lateral, and longitudinal turbulence
by power spectral techniques
UD-:756886) p0306 H73-21951
Hind igust effects on STOL type aircraft
P0318 H73-22971
Simulation of wind gust effects on aircraft
i . p0324 K73-23338
Research projects involving boundary layer flow,
heat transfer during aerodynamic heating,
atmospheric turbulence effects, and airframe
structural analysis - Vol. 2
P0383 N73-24011
Larger aircraft landing approach performance and
altitude control during atmospheric turbulence
and wind shear
fKlH-TE-72023-0) PC592 N73-30036
Development of theory for adaptive control of
aircraft in atmospheric turbulence using
stochastic identification method
TADT763739] P0591 H73-30051
Atmospheric turbulence near tropopause over
mountainous terrain
p067« N73-33525
ATOMIC CLOCKS
Application of ultrastable oscillators to aerospace
CONERA. IP NO. 1114) P0652 A73-10235
VLF navigation development at NAE.
• . pOU35 A73-3K849
Russian book on. design and operational principles
of monopulse and moving target radar, atomic
time and frequency measuring .devices, radio
navigation and optical processing
P0567 A73-40510
Flight test and evaluation of system for providing
precise time signals to aircraft in flight using
distance measuring (VOBTAC) ground station and
cesium bean atomic clock
fFAA-SA-73-23) p0601 H73-30652
ATOHIC EXPLOSIONS
0 NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS
ATOBIZATION
0 ATOMIZING
ATOHIZING
Sons comments to mathematical interpretation of
performance characteristics of jet engine
combustion chambers.'
P0635 A73-45381
ATS
NT ATS 3
NT ATS 5
A1S (SATELLITES)
0 APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITES
ATS 3
Very short range local area weather forecasting
using measurements from geosynchronous
meteorological satellites.
P05C3 A73-3750C
System design and test plan for NASA position
location and aircraft communications equipment
at C band using OSNS Vanguard and ATS 3 and ATS
5 satellites
tNASA-TH-X-70447] p0600 N73-30646
ATS 5
System design and test plan for NASA position
location and aircraft communications eguipment
at C band nsing DSNS Vanguard and ATS 3 and ATS
5 satellites
t; NASA-IB-X-701U7 ] p0600 N73-30646
ATTACK AIRCRAFT
HT A-4 AIECRAFT
NT A-6 AIRCRAFT
NT A-7 AIRCRAFT
NT A-37 AIRCEAFT
NT B-1 AIRCRAFT
NT B-52 AIRCRAFT
NT B-57 AIRCRAFT
NT B-70 AIRCRAFT
NT BOBBER AIRCRAFT
NT BREGUET 1150 AIRCEAFT
NT F-14 AIRCRAFT
NT F-15 AIECRAFT
NT F-100 AIRCRAFT
NT F-101 AIRCEAFT
HT F-102 AIRCRAFT
HT F-1C4 AIRCRAFT
HT F-105 AIRCRAFT
NT F-106 AIRCRAFT
NT F-111 AIRCRAFT
NT FIGHTER AIBCEAFT
NT GA-5 AIRCEAFT
NT JAGDAB AIRCRAFT
NT JET PROVOST AIRCRAFT
NT MIRAGE 3 AIRCRAFT
NT OV-10 AIRCRAFT
NT P-1127 AIRCRAFT
NT VULCAN AIRCRAFT
Light combat aircraft with hover capability.
POC50 A73-13923
Volvo HB8 turbofan engine for viggen fighter and
ground attack aircraft, emphasizing low fuel
consumption for long range cruise and high
thrust/weight ratio
P01CO A73-17099
HS 1182 multipurpose ground attack trainer
aircraft, describing weapon system, hydraulic
flight control, power plant and avionics
P0309 A73-309311
V/STOL aircraft testing for the sea control ship
environment.
fAIAA PAPER 73-810) p0501 A73-37466
Cobra P-530 air superiority fighter adaption to
ground attack for international reguirements for
•multipurpose aircraft, discussing avionics for
aultimission version
P0565 A73-40301
Application of cluster rotation to improvement of
existing platforms in strike aircraft
P0261 N73-20704
Vertical display technignes for naval all-weather
day/night attack aircraft
[AD-755739] p0313 N73-22620
ATTENUATION
NT ACOUSTIC ATTENUATION
NT ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION
NT HICHOWAVE ATTENUATION
NT RADIO ATTENUATION
NT SHOCK WAVE ATTENUATION
Diversity and selection effects for improving
microwave relay link performance
[AD-756605) pC48« N73-271H1
ATTITUDE (INCLINATION)
NT PITCH (INCLINATION)
NT BOLL
HT SATELLITE ORIENTATION
NT TAB
ATTITUDE CONTROL
NT LATERAL CONTROL
NT LONGITUDINAL CONTROL
HT THRUST VECTOR CONTROL
NASA research commercial VTOL transport propulsion
system specifications and components
development, discussing lift fan propulsion
•ethod for aircraft attitude control
A-121
ATTITUDE IHDICATOBS SUBJECT IHDEI
fASBB PiPEB 73-GT-2<t] p0373 473-33498
Application of advanced control system and display
technology to general aviation.
fSAE PAPER 730321] p0429 A73-34679
A study of a fluidic open loop damping flight
stability augmentation system.
P0622 473-13396
Direct side force control for STOL crossvind
landings with analysis of manual and automatic
control modes
rAD-759555) p0405 N73-25091
Computerized desiqn of variable feedback system
• for attitude control of hypersonic vehicle
fAD-761'»93J p0538 H73-27916
Reguirements of fliqht control systems vith regard
to aircraft stability and attitude control
fDLB-MITT-72-051 p0668 H73-32978
ATTITUDE IHDICATOBS
Aircraft horizon and vertical indicator
fNASA-CASE-ERC-103921 p0119 H73-14692
Design of attitude line generator for use vith
aircraft-type television displays
fAD-757620] p032» H73-23247
Test perfornance of computerized strapdovn
inertial attitude reference system
rNASA-TM-X-28«8] p0554 H73-29713
ATTITUDE STABILITY
NT DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
NT GYROSCOPIC STABILITY
NT LATERAL STABILITY
NT LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
Fliqht simulator tests to define minimum
acceptable levels of static lonqitudinal
stability for aircraft landing approach
following failure of stability augmentation
systems
fNASA-TS-X-622001 p0128 H73-15034
AUDIO EQDIPHBNT
NT HICROPHONES
AUDIO VISOAL EQDIPHEFT
0 TRAINING DEVICES
U VISUAL AIDS
iODIIOBT. PERCEPTIOH
Optimal and preferred listening levels for speech
in aircraft acoustical environments.
P0231 A73-25387
AUDITORY SIGNALS
Test and evaluation of aural signal device to
prompt students to scan for aircraft during
fliqht simulator traininq
fFAA-RD-72-95] P0081 N73-13030
AUGBBNTATION
NT THRDST AUGBENTATION
Hind tunnel tests of swept auqmentor wing
aerodynamic characteristics
fNASA-TB-X-622521 p0303 N73-21923
ADSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
The application of Armco 21-6-9 steel tubing to
the DC-10 hydraulic system.
fSAE SP-3781 P0514 A73-37865
AUTOCORBELATION
Spectral moving frame representation of let noise
by far field acoustic pressure autocorrelation
and density function
p0378 A73-33681
AUTOGYBOS
Stowable deplorable autogyro aircrew vehicle
escape rotoseat /SAVER/ conversion to flight
vehicle for advanced escape rescue capability
/AERCiB/ from hostile areas
P0361 A73-32674
Aircrew escape autogyro elector seat/flight vehicle
P0214 N73-18890
ADTOBATIC CONTBOL
NT ADAPTIVE CONTROL
NT AUTOMATIC PLIGHT CONTROL
NT AUTOMiTIC LANDING CONTROL
NT CASCADE CONTROL
NT DYNABIC CONTROL
NT FEEDBACK CONTROL
NT NUMERICAL CONTBOL
NT OPTICAL CONTROL
ST SELF ADAPTIVE CONTROL SYSTEBS
NT SELF ALIGNBENT
NT TIHE OPTIMAL CONTROL
Experimental validation and design refinement
program for air-qround-air data link based on
automatic time division multiplex transmission
of air traffic messages
•P066VA73-11852
Aircraft and spacecraft guidance and remote and
automatic control of moving objects, using
calculus of variations for systeis synthesis
p0090 A73-16402
Two-level computer system with main and display
processors as scale working model for -.:
semiautomatic digital ATC en route control,
P0143 A73-M9183
Automated radar terminal systems /ARTS/.
pO.144 A73-19184
Hathematical model of nonstationary linear
aeroautoelasticity >
P0145. 173-19468
Computer-controlled software diagnosis of an
airborne computer.
P0151 A73-20677
International Federation of Automatic control,
Rorld Congress, 5th, Paris, France, June 12-1,7,
1972, Proceedings.. Part 2 - Transportation, .
aeronautics and space, ship automation,,, and , ;
" control components, part 3 - Ecology and systems
engineering; Large scale, sensitivity,
optimization and adaptation theory. Part 4 -
Education, feedback, regulators, linear and
nonlinear systems; Identification, differential
games, discrete and stochastic systems.
p0193 A73-24001
Theoretical and practical aspects of an automatic
hover control system for an unmanned tethered
rotorplatform.
P0194 A73-24009
Problems in constructing aerodynamically active
elements - Converters of input and output
signals in automatic control systems
. p02«2 A73-26769
National aviation system improvement via cost
effectiveness, considering FAA facilities and
eguipment program, ATC automation and terminal
aids •
p02«6 A73-27365
Automatic radar terminal system /ARTS/ for high
density ATC centers, noting improved target
identification and alphanumeric data display
P0339 A73-31133
Russian book - Air navigation: Application of
radio navigational aids and automated navigation
complexes. •
p03it3 A73-31471
Mathematical model of elastic flight body behavior
in continuous medinm based on combination
solutions to aerodynamics, automatic control and
elasticity theory problems
p03l»8 A73-32063
Russian book - Radio devices for flight vehicle
control systems.
p0349 A73-32421
The Corail radar - Automatic eguipment for runway
surveillance
P0350 A73-32431
Automation of the print-out of strips of flight
plans for air traffic control
P0351 A73-32441
Automated system of mixed /civil :and military/
control '•••"
P0351 A73-32444
Automation of the Yugoslav AFTN network and its
future expansion
p0355 A73-32482
Real tine information processing automated systems
for ATC, considering reliability based on
redundancy
p0355 A73-32483
Airports automated meteorological instrumentation,
describing cloud base height telemeter and
transmissometer for runway visibility measurement
P0359 A73-32563
Simulation in the design of automated air traffic
control functions.
P0371 A73-33419
Automated discrete address radar beacon system and
data link for ATC, describing simultaneous
message decoding capacity, system specifications
and implementation prognosis
pO«26 A73-34612
AIRTBANS - Intra-airport transportation system.
[SAE PAPER 7303841 p0433 A73-34721
Automatic electronic feedback control systems for
active wing/external store flutter suppression
1-122
SUBJECT INDEX ADTOH4TIC LAHDI8G CONTROL
P0446 A73-352UI!
Joint Automatic Control Conference, 14th, Ohio
State University, Columbus, Ohio, June 20-22,
1973, Preprints of Technical Papers.
P0517 473-38028"
Parallel processors and air traffic control
automation.
P052U 473-38465
Russian book - Aerohydrodynamic methods for
measuring input parameters of automatic systems: '
Fluidic measuring elements.
P0572 A73-Q1288
Ihe HINFAP system - First phase in the automation
of the EDBOCONTBOL Maastricht Centre.
P0580 473-12323
Evaluation of automated air traffic control system
and comparison with operator performance using
manual system
P0685 K73-11683
Functions of automated system for processing
flight data and surveillance'functions with
development plan for improved capability
[FAA-ED-12-2] p0685 B73-11684
Development and characteristics of automatic
control system for aeroelastic aircraft using
optimal gain in stabilization loops
fAD-750501] P0131 H73-15061
Automatic calculation of runway visual range on
airdromes
p0165 B73-16599
Feasibility of solid state electric switch gear
for aircraft and spacecraft
[NASA-CB-121140] p0209 N73-18223
Organization, functions, and capabilities of
automated air traffic control system for Borne, .
Italy
p0330 H73-23694
Tactical integrated electronic systems for Swedish
military aircraft
- <, . P0335 N73-23889
Comparison of automatic short takeoff aircraft
landings based on. simulation and flight test
results
tNASA-TT-F-10.995] p0481 H73-27028
Automatic aircraft altitude reporting using air
traffic control radar beacon system
rFAA-BD-73-ni;] p0542 N73-286U8
Pilot display for monitoring of automatic steep
approach
'- fDGLB-PAPEB-73-031] p06U1 N73-31964
Similitude theory for design optimization of
automatic control systems for aircraft gas
turbine engines
fAD-76<t683] p0653 N73-32631
AOTOHiTIC DATA PBOCESSIHG
D DATA PROCESSING
AOTOBATIC FLIGHT COBTBOL
HT ADTOHATIC LANDING CONTROL
Problems of the integration of aircraft and flight
control system in the case of new approach
procedures
fDGLR PAPEB 72-096] p0660 473-11698
Schematic design of an automatic device for
correcting aircraft takeoff and landing modes of
flight
P0661 A73-11801
ATC simulator, discussing student training
routines and exercises, automatic navigation and
aircraft piloting
p0661 473-11853
A procedure for the barometric altitude control in
the case of hovering devices and helicopters
p0039 A73-12916
Variable stability simulation techniques for
nonlinear rate-dependent systems.
p0017 A73-13521
A universal digital autopilot and integrated
avionics system.
P0058 473-14735
Automated navigation system design for DC 10 long
range version, emphasizing control display unit
interface functions with pilot
p0089 A73-16050
Russian book - Control of aircraft and helicopter
flight.
P0149 473-20381
Helicopter automatic flight control system design,
testing and development, noting stability and
control augmentation and attitude retention units
PC285 &73-28903
Hardware integration and improved operation of the
flight control system.
P0299 A73-3C932
The safety, the reliability, and redundancy in the
automatic flight control system of the H300-B
Airbus
P0352 H-I3-324S9
PB-75 flight guidance system for subsonic
commercial transport aircraft operation under
Category IIIA conditions, describing cruise and
ILS operation
P0357 A73-32500
FGS-70 flight guidance system for general
aviation, commercial and military transports,
discussing ILS and VOR operation nodes and
autopilot/flight director integration
P0357 A73-32501
Experimental aatostabilized tethered rotor
platform for reconnaissance, communications and
ECU, discussing control system effectiveness
from flight test results
P0378 A73-33736
Separate surfaces for automatic flight controls.
fSAE PAPEB 730304] pOQ28 473-34665
Prospects of automation of air traffic control
systems using satellites for radio navigation
p0436 473-34961
A frequency response approach to flying qualities
criteria and flight control system design.
TABS PBEPBINT 74G] p0439 473-35073
The development of the F-12 series aircraft manual
and automatic flight control system.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-822] pC502 473-37474
Guidance,, control, and instrumentation progress on
the BcDonnell Douglas DC-10.
p0513 473-37814
Automatic flight control and navigation systems on
the L-1011 Capabilities and experiences.
P0514 473-37824
Studies on the time-to-go indexing control scheme*
for an automatic aircraft landing system.
p0521 473-38280
ARTS II automated air traffic control systems.
P0523 473-38463
Study of control system effectiveness in
alleviating vortex wake upsets.
tAIAA PAPEB 73-833] p0527 473-38776
4n approach to the synthesis of separate surface
automatic flight control systems.
TAIA4 PAPEB 73-834] p0527 A73-38777
French automatic beam coupler system for V/STOL
and helicopter low speed and low altitude
instrument approach
p0570 A73-40975
Integrated information presentation and control
system analysis to determine control and display
requirements for contingency operation of let
aircraft - Vol. 3
[AD-740435] p0671 N73-10041
Characteristics of nonlinear self ad-justing and
variable structure automatic flight control
system for piloted and pilotless aircraft
fAD-7505021 ' p0131 N73-15062
Computerized inertialess guidance system for
aircraft flight control
P0335 N73-23895
Design of aircraft digital system for automatic
flight control
P0335 N73-23900
Development of automatic flight control systems
based on adaptive control techniques and
variable structure control systems
f4D-763<t15] ' P059I4 N73-300U7
Automatic flight control system for curved flight
path profiles • • • :^ .
rDGLB-PAPEE-73-030] p0642 N73-31970
AOTOBATIC LANDING CONTROL
Bussian book on aircraft control systems covering
radio communication and navigation, automatic
guidance and landing and homing and radar tracking
pOC6« -673-15964
Bussian book on aircraft landing control
automation covering radio beacons,
communications equipment, instrument landing
trajectories, flight control, autopilot,
atmospheric disturbances and display systems
p0064 473-15966
4-123
iOTOHATIC PATTERN RECOGNITION SUBJECT IBOBX
Maximum safety hydraulic systees for A300B airbus
powered fliqht controls for normal flying and
auto land operations
P0064 A73-16031
The role of the test pilot in evaluating auto
landing systems* I.
P0184 A73-22182
The role of the test pilot in evaluating auto
landing systems. II.
P0184 A73-22183
Bicrovave landing system /MLS/ with Doppler
scanning technigue for aircraft guidance
precision improvement over standard VHF/DHP ILS,
detailing five-year development plan
P0191 A73-23652
All-weather aircraft landing automation,
discussing efficient optimal feedback control
law selection based on trajectory termination or
terminal control requirements
P0194 A73-24010
Manual vs fully automatic landing concepts,
discussing pilots abilities and limitations and
primary reguirements for displays
P0285 A73-28905
Automatic helicopter approach in poor visibility
P0353 A73-32465
Independent Landing Honitor for economic Category
3 operation with fail-operational autoland, fog
dissipation or fail-passive autoland plus
visibility augmentation
P0357 A73-32499
Integrated reliability and safety analysis of the
DC-10 all-weather landing system.
P0377 A73-33641
Honitor display to indicate aircraft position
relation to desired flight profile during
automatically controlled steep landing
approaches with curved segments
P0421 A73-34477
Low visibility/bad weather aircraft landing
systems design, discussing developmental stages
for all weather landing implementation,
automatic landing control and pilot visual
discrimination problems
P0422 A73-34481
A manual-control approach to development of VTOL
automatic landing technology.
fAHS PREPRINT 7421 P0439 A73-35075
nodular building block microwave landing system
for automatic flight in CAT, discussing ICAO and
HIAG missions
P0503 A73-37495
Optimal landing flare control of aircraft with
sensitivity consideration.
PC621 A73-43284
Electronic display devices in aircraft control,
noting pilot activation and VTOL control
rDLP-MITT-72-04] p0671 N73-32998
Pilot activation in automatic landing by display
devices
P0671 N73-32999
ADTOHiTIC PATTERN EECOGHITIOH
0 PATTERN RECOGNITION
AUTOMATIC PILOTS
Electrostatic autopilot using atmosphere electric
field lines for stabilization and guidance,
applying to remotely piloted vehicles
PC665 A73-12595
A universal digital autopilot and integrated
avionics system.
P0058 A73-14735
Russian book on aircraft landing control
automation covering radio beacons,
communications eguipment, instrument landing
tralectories, flight control, autopilot,
atmospheric disturbances and display systems
P0064 A73-15966
Accelerations of points on a flight vehicle during
short-period motion
P0147 A73-20095
Simulated flight tests of a digitally autopiloted
STOL-craft on a curved approach with scanning
microwave guidance.
fASHE PAPER 73-AUT-L] P0292 A73-29413
PB-75 fliqht guidance system for subsonic
commercial transport aircraft operation under
Category IIIA conditions, describing cruise and
ILS operation
PC357 A73-3250C
FGS-70 flight guidance system for general
aviation, commercial and military transports,
discussing ILS and VOH operation nodes and
autopilot/flight director integration
p0357 A73-32501
Electric tria systems - Design and certification
considerations under FAB 23.677 /CAB 3.337-2A
[SAB PAPER 730299] pOU27 A73-34662
Application of advanced control system and display
technology to general aviation.
fSAE PAPER 730321] p0429 A73-34679
Simulated flight tests of a digitally autopiloted
STOL-craft on a curved approach with scanning
microwave guidance.
p0518 A73-38049
An organized approach to the digital autopilot
design problem.
fAIAA PAPER 73-818] p0528 A73-38787
Characteristics of nonlinear self adjusting and
variable structure automatic flight control
system for piloted and pilotless aircraft
fAD-750502) p0131 N73-15062
Development of automatic system for controlling
aircraft under turbulent atmospheric conditions
to provide pitch stabilization
[AD-751148] p0162 S73-16028
Linear programming for design of large flexible
launch vehicle autopilots
fNASA-CR-124124] p0222 H73-19621
Users manual for COEBRA program for design of
launch vehicle autopilots
[NASA-CH-1211125] . p0223 N73-19622
Synthesis of hover autopilots for rotary 'wing VTOL
aircraft
f NASA-C8-132053] •" p0387 N73-24071
Development of analog hardware for flight control
system design to control aircraft with uncertain
parameters
tNASA-CR-133416] p0537 N73-27909
Development of digital flight control system for
performing pilot assist augmentation and pilot
relief automatic pilot functions
fAD-762521] p0549 N73-28992
Specification of thrust control system for Airbus
A 300 B, tested in Boeing 707
P0668 N73-32981
AUTOMATIC ROCKET IMPACT PBEDICTOBS
D COMPUTERIZED SIMULATION
U IMPACT PREDICTION
AUTOMATIC TEST EQUIPMENT
Automated test stands for full scale aircraft
structure and engine parts fatigue tests, noting
eguipment for programmed static and dynamic
loading
P0657 A73-11629
Portable self contained computerized in-aircraft
engine analyzer with cassette tape resident
program control and digital display and punched
card indicators
[AIAA PAPER 72-1080] p0044 A73-13403
An automated jet-engine-blade inspection system.
p0047 A73-13524
Russian book on jet engines testing covering tests
in research and development, design, production
and maintenance, test laboratories and stands
and automation
POC62 A73-15708
Russian book - Methods and equipment for in-flight
aircraft strength tests.
P0149 A73-20376
Some UK military views on the development and
procurement of AIDS, BIT and ATE for avionics.
P0151 A73-20679
AUTOMATE - A self-contained automatic test system.
P0151 A73-20680
Test techniques for advanced avionics displays.
P0151 A73-20683
Automatic test eguipment support software
definition and development, describing language,
translator and operating system as elements of
closed loop ATE system
P0151 A73-20687
Test programs design for versatile avionics shop
test system /VAST/, discussing compiler problems
alleviation by on-station program patching
capability
P0152 A73-20688
Automatic checkout and monitoring in the AN TPQ-27
radar system.
A-124
SUBJECT IBDEX AVALAFCHES
P0289 A73-29210
Operational readiness and maintenance testing of
the B-1 strategic bomber.
P0377 A73-33631
Concept and system of the versatile avionic shop
test /VAST/ system.
P0377 A73-33634
Reliability tests of computer elements used in
automatic airport veather stations
fAD-7U7558] p0075 N73-12673
ADTOB&TIOH
Computer and digital techniques in ATC automation
technology, considering functional
organizations, terminal facilities and system
capabilities to meet future needs
p029« A73-29886
VOLNET transmission automation with the aid of the
•DECLAH1 system using a speech synthetizer
p0350 A73-32129
Airports automated meteorological instrumentation,
describing cloud base height telemeter and
transmissometer for runway visibility measurement
P0359 A73-32563
Electronics in the automation of services;
International Congress on Electronics, 20th,
Borne, Italy, March 28-31, 1973, Proceedings
P0435 A7.3-3H960
An automatic system for broadcasting Heather data
to international civil aviation
pOU36 A73-31962
Computer aided design-drafting /CADD/ -
Engineering/manufacturing tool.
fAIAA PAPEE 73-793] pOSOO A73-37H60
The Federal Aviation Administration program to
improve terminal area traffic control.
P0511 A73-37803
Automation of airline passenger processing.
p0511 A73-3780U
The air traffic controller and control capacity.
PC512 A73-37811
ATC enroute automation program using radar
tracking and computer readout system, describing
terminal traffic control, wake vortices and
aircraft spacing
P0523 A73-38439
Analysis of effects of automation on productivity
and efficiency of air traffic control and flight
services
fHTR-61101 p022« N73-196U6
Development of automated air traffic control
system using computer technigues to provide
flight safety for increased air traffic
P0330 H73-23693
Analysis of terminal air traffic control
procedures to determine impact of automation on
air traffic controller personnel
P0331 N73-23700
Automation of decision making process in air
traffic controllers terminal operations
CFAA-RD-72-63-VOL-3] p0393 K73-21657
AUTOMOBILE BNGIHES
Lou emissions combustion for the regenerative gas
turbine. I - Theoretical and design
considerations. '
fASHE PAPEB 73-GT-11] p0373 A73-33189
Lov emissions combustion for'the regenerative gas
turbine. II - Experimental technigues, results,
and assessment.
fASBE PAPEB 73-61-12J P0373 A73-33U90
ADTOBOTATIOH
AH-56A rigid rotor compound helicopter
configuration and handling gualities under
autorotation conditions, discussing flight test
program, piloting descent performance
P0183 A73-22179
A dynamic and aerodynamic analysis of an
articulated autorotor decelerator system.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-U63] p0341 A73-31«<I9
Helicopter antorotation capability, noting BO-105
helicopter behavior
P0113 H73-1H023
Analysis of helicopter performance with
functioning engines, disengaged transmission,
and steady autorotation of coaxial rotary wings
fAD-756592] P0305 H73-219U2
AUXILIARY ELECIEIC POiEE OBITS
0 AUXILIARY POKES SOURCES
AUXILIARY P01EB SOURCES
Bam air turbines for aircraft emergency power
supply, discussing design, performance and control
P0191 A73-23525
Sealed aircraft battery with integral power
conditioner.
P0292 A73-29589
Concorde emergency power supply, oxygen and escape
systems design and operational features
P0299 A73-30929
VFB 611 twin-jet short haul aircraft, discussing
layout, auxiliary power supply system for ground
handling independence, surface movements
maneuverability and low noise characteristics
PC319 A73-32365
An airline view of the future of auxiliary power
systems.
[SAE PAPEB 730379] pO»33 A73-31718
Advanced aircraft power systems utilizing coupled
APO/ECS.
[SAE PAPEB 730380] p0133 A73-34719
The role of the auxiliary power unit in future
airplane secondary power systems.
fSAE PAPEP 730381] pOt33 A73-3U72C
150 KVA integrated drive generator for aircraft
electrical systems.
PCU17 A73-35253
Application of digital computer APU modeling
technigues to control system design.
P0523 A73-38<I16
Electric powered commercial iet aircraft emergency
power supplies, discussing attitude gyros, Ni-Cd
batteries, voltmeters, equipment running times,
static inverters and transmitters
P0530 A73-39213
Decentralized power processing for large-scale
systems.
P058U A73-12905
Performance of auxiliary power systems for
advanced Army rotary wing aircraft
[AD-75185P] pC176 N73-170U6
Evaluation of conference to investigate current
and future development in aircraft electrical
and auxiliary power systems
[AGABD-AR-5C] p02C9 N73-18081
Proceedings of conference on application of
superconductivity technigues to auxiliary power
systems for aircraft and missiles
[AGARD-CP-101] P0219 N73-19030
Characteristics of auxiliary power unit combined
with accessory drive to form auxiliary power
system for aircraft electric power supply
PC220 N73-190H5
Design principles of auxiliary power units of
secondary power system for operation of aircraft
equipment
P0220 N73-19016
Design parameters and characteristics of
intermittent pulse ^et engine for use as
auxiliary power source
PC22C N73-19017
Design and characteristics of auxiliary power
source to operate electric, hydraulic, and
pneumatic subsystems in ramjet powered aerospace
vehicles
p.0220 N73-19048
Analysis of interface between aircraft mechanical
power reguirements and performance reguirements
of auxiliary power systems
PC220 N73-19019
Analysis of gas turbine engine reguirements and
performance when main propulsion system
furnishes auxiliary power source
PC220 N73-19P50
Development of integrated control system for
supersonic aircraft based on pneumatic power
generation
P0221 N73-19056
.Design and performance of advanced auxiliary power
system for fighter aircraft
fAD-751903] pC255 N73-200U9
Failure analysis of components of CH-17A auxiliary
power plants
[AD-756U07] p03C7 N73-21975
AVAILABILITY.
PLANET scheduling algorithms and their effect on
availability.
POM31 A73-3U822
AVALAHCBES
Prediction of sonic boom effect on avalanches to
prepare Hirage 3 flight over Lavey Valley
A-125
AVIATION SUBJECT INDEX
fISL-13/721 P0305 H73-21940
iVIiTIOH
U AERONAUTICS
AVIATORS
0 AIRCRAFT PILOTS
AVIONICS
A universal digital autopilot and integrated
avionics system.
P0058 A73-14735
Digital Avionics Information System /DAIS/
development for ailitary supersonic all-Heather
precision weapon delivery system, enphasizinq
modular design for different aircraft types
pC101 473-17572
Avionics systems redundancy and complexity,
suggesting component design with guaranteed
operational life
fAIAA PAPER 73-281 p0103 473-17617
Military helicopter avionics for communication,
surveillance, navigation, landing approach,
flight control, power nanagement, ASW and
weapons aiming
P0109 473-18509
Calculation of the reliability of electronic
components in an 'aeronautics' environment
shaped by the operational service routines of
onboard equipment devices used by Air France
P0145 473-19403
Some UK military views on the development and
procurement of AIDS, BIT and ATS for avionics.
P0151 473-20679
AUTOMATE - A self-contained automatic test system.
P0151 473-20680
Test technigues for advanced avionics displays.
P0151 473-20683
Test programs design for versatile avionics shop
test system /VAST/, discussing compiler problems
alleviation by on-station program patching
capability
PC152 A73-20688
Air navigation development review covering air
traffic, civil jet aircraft event, electronics
progress and semiconductor revolution
P0153 473-21088
EASCON '72; Electronics and Aerospace Systems
Convention, Washington, D. C. , October 16-18,
1972, Record.
PC195 A73-2U551
Electronic systems for time constant and altitude
error compensation of rate of climb indicator
used in high performance glider flight
P0198 473-2*916
On the improvement in survivability for avionics
eguipment.
.pC244 473-27158
Radio Technical Commission for Aeronautics, Annual
Assembly Meeting, Washington, D. C., November 9,
10, 1972, Proceedings.
p02l(5 473-27360
Microwave transmitter tubes for surface-based and
airborne radar applications, considering ATC,
output power, stability, spectrum, size, weight,
reliability, maintainability and cost reguirements
P0283 473-28532
Electronic differentiator for aircraft flight data
onboard calculation in performance gliding,
discussing compensation method and vertical air
velocity measuring instrument advantage
P0283 473-28556
Vertical aircraft flight control and navigation
instrumentation avionics developments,
emphasizing Inertial-lead Vertical Speed
Indicator design and command and advisory
information displays
P0291 473-29345
Russian book on aeronautical electric and
electronic materials covering physicochemical
properties of magnetic, dielectric, conductor,
semiconductor, polymer, ferritic, thin film and
composite materials
P0297 473-30357
Electronics and civil aviation; International
Conference, Paris, France, June 26-30, 1972,
Reports. Volumes 1 6 2
P0349 473-32426
French VOR system with single type eguipment for
operation on site at performance levels to meet
ICAO standards, emphasizing antenna design
P0351 473-32453
Onboard electronic equipment optimization and
redundancy
P0352 473-32460
Pilot-electronics-control surfaces as feedback
loop for aircraft fliqht control, discussing
instruments, pilot training and aircraft flying
qualities
p0353 A73-32U72
Electronic systems as piloting aids in Concorde
SST, discussing flight controls, trim computer,
autostabilizer, autopilot and automatic enqine
control
p0354 A73-32474
Air traffic control technology proqress review and
future forecast, notinq microelectronics and
automation need in civil avionics
P0354 A73-32479
Limitations in the use of all-electric systems for
vital application in civil aircraft.
p0356 A73-32492
Study of the integrity of an equipment -
Application to radio altimeters for category III
landing
P0356 A73-32493
System of recording based on partial on-board
processinq
P0356 A73-32494
Analysis of the reliability of airborne material
in an airline company - Objectives and methods
P0356 A73-32495
Electronic integrated flight data displays for
pilot workload reduction at takeoff, approach
and landing, considering head-up and head-down
and colored systems
P0357 A73-32506
Experimental approach for utilization of cathode
ray tube piloting instruments
P0357 A73-32509
Instrument-panel electronic display system
P0358 A73-32510
Avionics systems simplification for cost, weight
and space reduction, considering ease of
maintenance, failure points reduction and fliqht
director/autopilot computers and couplers
elimination
P0369 A73-33187
Avionics and human factors in fliqht simulator
economics, interrelating aircraft desiqn to
simulation system
P037C A73-33206
Concept and system of the versatile avionic shop
test /VAST/ system.
P0377 473-33634
DSAF Airborne Warning and Control System with
overland downlook Doppler radar for low-fly
aircraft detection in severe clutter
environment, discussing design and performance
p0418 A73-34371
Failure analysis used to vindicate JANTX components.
P0433 A73-34731
NAECON 73; Proceedings of the National Aerospace
Electronics Conference, Dayton, Ohio, Hay 14-16,
1973.
P0443 473-35201
Military aircraft onboard Digital Avionics
Information System for computerized integration
of navigation, guidance, weapon delivery,
cockpit display, communication, flight control
and energy management
P0443 A73-35202
Digital avionics systems software development
trends, considering compatibility and cost
problems in increased use of complex processing
hardware, sensors and displays
p0443 473-35203
Aircraft onboard computerized avionics and
electrical systems architecture for information
flow and control with maximum efficiency,
• flexibility, nodularity and miniBUB maintenance
pOtt«3 473-35204
Unconventional digital avionics black box approach
for cost reduction and reliability improvement
in terms of packaging, component coding and
hardware qualification programs multiplicity
p04«3 A73-35205
Management approach to integration of B-1
avionics, discussing engineering problems,
fliqht tests, electronic equipment and interface
requirements
1-126
SUBJECT IHDEX 1XIAL COBPBESSIOH LOADS
P0444 173-35218
Costoo LSI technology utilization in Ion volume
avionic systems, discussing handcrafted chip
design, full wafer, array logic and BOS cell
approaches and costs
P0445 A73-35227
Information transfer system of digital avionics
system, examining signal redaction by baseband
time division nnltiplexinq and video
distribution systems
P0445 A73-35230
Multiplex data bus techniques for digital
avionics, discussing transmission media,
modulation methods, remote control and reliability
p0445 i73-35231
nodular BOS LSI digital data bus systen design for
integrated avionics and remote sensors
interconnection in aerospace vehicles
p0445 473-35232
TDD data bus and interface design for digital
avionics system, considering standard remote
terminal in terms of system parameters,
operation and cost effectiveness
P0445 473-35233
Thin configuration flat digital CST display with
electron beam control improvement for military
avionics applications, discussing performance
advantages and ownership cost
P0446 473-35235
Digitally integrated cockpit simulation facility
for display systems and avionics to plan
mission/human program and airborne equipment
reguirements
P0446 A73-35236
Digital time division multiplexing for integrating
avionics eguipment, discussing electrical power
control signal multiplexing
pO«46 473-35246
Avionics subsystems operational, functional and
physical considerations, discussing cost,
computer programming, common components,
multiplexing and hardware design
p0447 A73-35249
B-1 aircraft electrical multiplex system.
p0448 A73-35309
Trends in avionics simplification for light
utility aircraft.
P0511 A73-37801
Automatic flight control and navigation systems on
the L-1011 Capabilities and experiences.
P0514 A73-37824
S-3A aircraft systems, performance and design,
discussing flight simulation, wind tunnel tests,
weapons systems, flutter tests, avionics, TP-34
engine, stalls and computer programming
UIAA PAPER 73-778) P0522 A73-38367
Airborne digital data link terminal for commercial
airlines' use.
P0526 473-38756
4 rational basis for determining the EHC
capability of a system.
P0527 A73-38770
Digital information management system of
navigational and flight data for post-1975
fighter aircraft.
fAIAA PAPER 73-8971 P0529 473-38832
Cobra P-530 air superiority fighter adaption to
ground attack for international reguirements for
multipurpose aircraft, discussing avionics for
multimission version
P0565 473-40301
A look at Soviet ATC and nav facilities and
avionics,
p0573 473-41522
Aircraft communication and electronic equipment
design for interference control to meet
electromagnetic compatibility specification
requirements
p0575 A73-41695
Electromagnetic compatibility specifications for
aircraft coamunication and electronic equipaent,
discussing control and test plans, test
facilities, cost effectiveness and British
standard
P0575 173-41696
Electromagnetic compatibility program for modern
aircraft communication and electronic equipment
design, discussing control plan, interference
specification, cable separation and final testing
P0575 A73-41697
A rational basis for deternininq the EHC
capability of a system.
p0577 473-41802
NAFEC test facilities.
P0626 A73-44P63
Integrated information presentation and control
system analysis to determine control and display
requirements for contingency operation of jet
aircraft - Vol. 3
CAD-7404351 p0671 N73-10041
Development of specifications for design of
avionics subsystems to improve reliability
[AD-746C29] p0671 N73-10043
Page replacement algorithm simulations for
advanced avionic digital computer programming
(AD-746110] p0682 N73-11196
Space shuttle avionics design and cost analysis
fHASA-CR-123962J p0073 N73-12449
Avionics reguirements for multimission, fixed
wing, twin engine aircraft designed for search
and rescue operations
[AD-7504631 p0131 N73-15064
Avionics reguireuents for HH-53C helicopter
engaged in search and rescue operations
[4D-7526251 pC205 N73-18047
Analysis of aircraft instruments and display
devices for approach control and landing of
V/STOL aircraft
fAGABD-AB-511 P0212 N73-18439
Design, construction, and demonstration of
airborne, low frequency, phase stable receiver
for aircraft naviqation
CAD-754027] pt?224 K73-19651
Analysis of synchronized discrete address beacon
system for improved air traffic control capability
rSD-FR-011 PC256 N73-20189
Sellable functioninq of avionic power supply
equipment through employment of redundant
components
rAD-757152] PC320 1173-22988
Serial diqital data bus for inteqrated avionics
system interface
p?335 N73-23902
Installation of electronic warfare traininq
equipment in rear cockpit of CP-100 aircraft
with emphasis on human engineering considerations
rDCISM-904] . pS403 B73-25071
Logistic performance data book for bomb naviqation
avionics system of F-111 aircraft to show
support cost, reliability, maintenance, and
problems
[AD-762214] pC545 N73-28959
Analysis of voice command systems for application
to military aircraft operation to show
manufacturers, specifications, and research
projects
CAD-7S2922] p0550 N73-28998
Extended automatic avionics interference
prediction model
fECAC-PR-73-0021 p0611 N73-31086
Space shuttle avionics and GOAL lanquaqe including
impact of error detection and redundancy
management
CHAS4-CR-134034) p0612 N73-31142
Applications of spread spectrum communications
techniques to avionics systems
pC64K N73-32C58
Systems analysis of avionics and aircraft
equipment for search and rescue helicopters to
determine cost effective improvements - Vol. 7
[AD-7649141 p0673 N73-33381
irOIDAHCE
HT COLLISION AVOIDANCE
Aircraft wake vortex detection and avoidance
systems, examining acoustic sensors, bistatic
Doppler sensors, pulsed radar, aircraft spacinq
techniques and ground wind measurement
P051U A73-37823
AVBO 698 AIRCRAFT
D VULCAN AIRCRAFT
AIIAL COBPEESSIOH LOADS
Dynamic buckling of an axially compressed
cylindrical shell with discrete rings and
stringers.
PC627 173-44371
Distribution losses in axial compressor over blade
cross sections and effects of blade heights
rAD-750931] p0135 N73-15334
1-127
AXIAL COHPBESSOBS SUBJECT IHDBX
AXIAL COHPBESSOBS
D TURBOCOMPRESSOBS
AXIAL FLOi
Investigation of an axial-flow blower daring
variation of axial clearance and of blade
mounting angles in the stator and rotor sections
P0661 A73-11791
Design and test of a small, high-pressure ratio,
axial compressor with tandem and swept stators.
fSAE PAPEB 7207131 P0663 A73-12010
An experimental study on noise reduction of axial
flow fans.
P0039 A73-12961
Study of the waves configuration in an axial-flow
supersonic compressor
CONEBA, TP NO. 11011 p0052 A73-14135
A combined theoretical and empirical method of
axial compressor cascade prediction.
fASHE PAPER 72-WA/6T-5] p0063 A73-15869
Design method of the axial-flow blade row on
modified isolated aerofoil theory with
interference coefficient. I.
P0283 A73-28649
Unstable operation and rotating stall in axial
flow compressors.
P0286 173-29024
Book - Gas turbine theory /2nd edition/.
P0421 A73-34471
Design method of the axial-flow blade row on
modified isolated aerofoil theory.with
interference coefficient. II - The influence of
the aerodynamic parameter on the fan performance
at low flow rate.
P0504 A73-37671
Design of axial flow fans by cascade method.
PC5611 A73-40124
The unsteady aerodynamics of a finite supersonic
cascade with subsonic axial flow.
FASME P4PEB 73-APSW-61 p0584 A73-42879
Design and experimental performance of axial flow,
transonic compressor
rsASA-TM-X-26451 p0678 N73-11002
Development of supersonic cascade and wheel
structure for axial flow compressor
fiD-752583] P0213 K73-18804
Development of algorithm for testing gas dynamic
design of axial flow compressors with multiple
stages
fiD-7535191 P0214 N73-18809
Aerodynamic characteristics of rotary wings under
axial flow conditions and development of
numerical analysis techniques
P0271 N73-21039
Measurement of power spectra of waveforms derived
from vibrating blades in axial compressor and
application to determine damping factor of blades
URC-R/B-32531 PC383 H73-24014
Design and evaluation of multiple circular arc
bladed, axial flow transonic compressor rotor
rKASi-TM-X-26971 p0384 N73-24033
Wind tunnel tests of short takeoff and landing fan
stage model to determine airflow conditions
around rotor and stator and stage pressure ratio
fNASA-TM-X-28371 p0490 N73-27701
Evaluation of acoustic radiation from various
noise sources in axial fan
fHiSA-CB-1145761 p0608 N73-30952
Rotating stall in axial flow compressor stages
with different types of profiling along blade
height and different flow regimes past profile
in cascade
fNASA-T1-F-151151 P0618 N73-31698
Shock wave pattern and stability in axial flow
supersonic compressor using simulated rotating
cascade test facility
P0646 N73-32196
Designing axial compressor airfoils with camber
lines of arbitrary shape
fAD-7651651 P0653 N73-32636
AXIAL FLOi COMPRESSORS
U TURBOCOMPBESSOES
AXIAL FLOB PUMPS
NT TUBBINE PUMPS
AXIAL FLOI TURBINES
Bussian book on aerodynamic design of axial flow
turbomachine blades covering direct and inverse
problems for axisymmetric flow in axial
turbomachines
P0062 A73-15709
Concorde Olympus 593 axial flow turbojet engine
design, detailing variable geometry intake and
exhaust nozzles, noise abatement, combustion
chamber, gearing and fuel system
P0281 A73-28156
Effect of trailing edge thickness on the cascade
performance of circular-arc blades.
P0286 A73-29006
Secondary flow in blade cascades of axial
turbomachines and the possibility of reducing
its unfavourable effects.
P0286 A73-29008
Comparative analysis of turbine loss parameters.
[ASBE PAPEB 73-GT-91] p0375 A73-33529
An aeroelastic whirl phenomenon in turbomachinery
rotors.
[ A S M E PAPEB 73-DET-971 p0579 A73-42076
Total pressure loss distribution in viscous gas
flow through annular cascades of axial flow
compressors, examining three dimensional flow
effects on boundary layer development
P0632 A73-44916
Performance tests of single stage, axial flow,
transonic compressor over stable operating range
at rotative speeds from fifty to one hundred
percent of design speed
CNASA-TM-X-2658] p0122 N73-14983
Prediction of annulns wall boundary layers in
axial flow turbomachines
P0226 N73-19813
Performance tests of axial flow transonic
compressor stage with multiple circular arc
blades to determine effects of blade shape on
efficiency and stall margin
CKASA-TH-X-2731] p0251 N73-19995
Application of momentum theory to determine
performance limits of propellers, and lifting
rotors with axes parallel to undisturbed flow
[AD-7540721 - ' p0254 N73-20025
Development of mathematical matrix technique for
calculating inviscid, rotational, compressible
axisymmetric flow field through axial flow
compressor
tME/A-73-1] p0314 N73-22723
Analytical method for predicting stall flutter of
axial-turbomachine blading
[AD-760354] p0475 N73-26813
Numerical analysis of variable pitch compressor
rotor blades for reduction of rotor vibrations
[AD-7622281 p0544 N73-28746
AXIAL LOADS
HT A X I A L COMPRESSION LOADS
Nonlinear effects of axial load and rigidity
changes on ball bearings of gyroscopes with
symmetrical gyromotor design
P0289 A73-29145
AXIAL STRESS
Environmental effects on fracture resistant and
biaxial fatigue design of aircraft structures.
P0624 A73-43811
AXISYBBETBIC BODIES
Investigations on incipient boundary layer
separation on axisymmetric compression surfaces.
P0051 A73-14127
Calculation of the potential flow about
axisymmetrical fuselages, annular profiles, and
propulsion system inlets
fDFVLB-SONDDB-2651 p0144 A73-19205
Potential flow past axisymmetric ring wing
profiles via singularity method, applying source
and vortex distributions to curved thick profiles
fDFVLR-SONDDB-271] p0231 A73-25348
An experimental study of strong injection at
axisymmetrical bodies of revolution.
P0570 A73-41057
Method for estimating drag-rise mach number of
smooth, ncnducted, axisymmetric bodies at zero
incidence without discontinuities in surface slope
fESDU-710081 p0614 N73-31230
AXISTMMETBIC FLOI
NT ANNDLAH FLOB
Supersonic let noise suppression using coaxial
flow interaction.
P0039 A73-12964
Russian book on aerodynamic design of axial flow
turbomachine blades covering direct and inverse
problems for axisymmetric flow in axial
turbomachines
P0062 A73-15709
A-128
SOBJECT IHDEI BALANCING
Transonic flow through a turbine stator treated as
an axisynmetric problen.
[ASME PAPER 73-GT-51] p037U A73-33510
Transonic flow analysis using a streamline
coordinate transformation procedure.
fAIAA PAPER 73-657] p0453 A73-36211
Classification of aethods for solving the direct
problen of axisymmetric flow calculation in
turboengines
P0624 A73-43736
Structure of axisymmetric jet in near field for
jet noise and impingement schemes
fNASA-CR-121257] p0541 N73-28177
AXLES
D SHAFTS (MACHINE ELESEBTS)
iZIDES (ORGANIC)
Gas-releasing additives to -let fuels
p0570 A73-U1070
A2F AIECBiFT
0 A-6 AIBCBAFT
A4D AIBCBAFT
D A-4 AIBCRAFT
B
B-1 AIBCBAFT
C-5 program developments and alterations in terms
of defense requirements and cost problems,
discussing objectives and management policies in
F-15 and B-1 projects
P0656 A73-11069
B-1 airplane model support and jet plane effects
on aerodynamic characteristics.
tAIAA PAPER 73-1531 ,p0097 A73-16901
B-i boaher crew integrated escape module for safe
recovery throughout aircraft operational
envelope, discussing capsule configuration and
flight tests
fAIAA PAPER 73-41(0] p0340 A73-31426
Development of a high-performance ringsail
parachute cluster.
fAIAA PAPER 73-468] . PC342 A73-31452
Operational readiness and maintenance testing of
the B-1 strategic bomber.
PC377 A73-33631
B-1 technology applications-to advanced transport
design.
fSAE PAPER 730348] P0430 A73-34696
Management approach to integration of B-1
avionics* discussing engineering problems,
flight tests, electronic equipment and interface
reguirements
P0444 A73-35218
Application of multiplexing to the B-1 aircraft.
P0446 A73-35247
B-1 aircraft electrical multiplex system.
P0448 A73-35309
Boron-stiffened longerons on the B-1.
fSMB PAPEB EM 73-719] p0525 A73-38499
Test facilities for B-1 components prior to
construction and flight testing, discussing wind
tunnel tests for aerodynamic characteristics,
stall performance, drag factor and spin
P0573 A73-41U31
Finite element method to determine post-buckling
strength of B-1 aircraft' aft intermediate
fuselage following combined torque and axial
loading
tAD-763813] P0609 H73-30956
B-52 AIBCBAFT
Active flutter suppression - B-52 controls
configured vehicle.
tAIAA PAPEB 73-322] p0235 A73-25552
Feedback control configured vehicles ride control
system design for B-52 aircraft load alleviation
and mode stabilization daring flight through
atmospheric turbulence
P0446 A73-352U5
B-52 aircraft-borne short range attack missile
weapon svsteo air conditioner thernal
performance fulfillment with Freon refrigerant
and air distribution in heat exchangers
fAIAA PJPEB 73-723] P0455 A73-363UO
B-52 control configured vehicles ride control
analysis and flight test.
fAIAl PAPER 73-782] . P0499 A73-37452
Logistic performance data book for electronic
countermeasures system of B-52G aircraft to show
reliability, maintenance, costs, and problems
fAD-762216] p0545 N73-28961
Application of active control technology for
suppression of flutter with analysis of effect
on B-52 aircraft configuration
f NASA-TM-X-2909] pC603 N73-30864
B-57 AIBCBAFT
SB-57F aircraft with instrument package for
nuclear test detection ao6 upper atmosphere
research, discussing range, altitude, speed,
payload capacity and onboard equipment
CAIAA PAPER 73-510] p0376 A73-33548
B-70 AIBCBAFT
Mountain waves and CAT encountered by the XB-70 in
the stratosphere.
P0236 A73-25785
Measurement of surface pressure fluctuations at
two locations on XB-70 aircraft at local Bach
number range from 0.35 to 2.45
fNASA-TN-D-7226] p0200 1173-18013
Flight-measured base pressure coefficients for
thick boundary layer flow over aft-facing step
for Mach numbers from 0.4 to 2.5 using XB-70
aircraft
fNASA-TN-D-7202] p0391 N73-24317
Low freguency structural response and damping
characteristics of XB-70 aircraft during
subsonic and supersonic flight
fNASA-TN-D-7227] p0394 N73-24892
Flight tests of XB-70 aircraft to determine skin
friction coefficients and boundary layer
profiles at Mach numbers up to 2.5
fNASA-TN-D-7220] p0407 N73-25276
Longitudinal stability and control derivatives of
XB-70 aircraft to compare flight test and
theoretical data
fHASA-IH-1-2881] p0607 N73-30940
Flight test of structural mode control system
installed in XB-70 aircraft to determine
effectiveness of system under turbulent conditions
fNASA-TN-D-7420] p0639 N73-31950
Stability and control characteristics of XB-70
aircraft at airspeeds up to Nach 3.0 and
addition of lateral bobveight as auxiliary
stabilization device
t NASA-TM-X-2933] p0660 N73-31958
BABBITT METAL
0 BEARING ALLOTS
BAC AIBCBAFT
NT CANBERRA AIRCRAFT
NT H-126 AIRCRAFT
NT JET PROVOST AIRCRAFT
NT VISCOUNT AIRCRAFT
Longitudinal and lateral data, lateral oscillatory
derivatives, and aileron and rudder powers for
BAC 221 aircraft
fARC-CP-1230] P0113 N73-11027
BACKGBODND BOISE
The influence of background noise on disturbance
due aircraft.
pOO"1 A73-12979
Optimal and preferred listening levels for speech
in aircraft acoustical environments.
P0231 A73-25387
BACKSCATTEBIHG
Laser observations of dense natural fog to
determine backscatter and slant range visibility
for aircraft landing operations
fAD-760128] p0473 N73-26511
BACTEBIi
Susceptibility of synthetic engine and
transmission lubricants of OH-58 A helicopter to
microbal attack
fAD-762176] pC542 N73-28604
BAFFLES
Acoustic shielding baffle for determining "let
noise source location
tNASA-TH-D-7229] pC410 N73-25734
BIGS
NT GAS BAGS
BAILOUT
Proceedings of symposium to determine reguirements
and configurations of emergency ejection systems
for helicopter crews
[AGAHD-AR-62] p06«0 N73-31954
BALANCING
Flexible rotor balancing of a high-speed gas
turbine engine.
[SAB PAPEB 720741] p0663 A73-12007
A-129
BALL BEiBIHGS SUBJECT IHDBX
BALL BEARINGS
Aircraft gas turbine mainshaft ball bearings
fatigue life estimation via failure distribution
fASHE PAPEF 72-LUB-10] p0054 A73-14328
Nonlinear effects of axial load and rigidity
changes on ball bearings of gyroscopes vith
symmetrical gyromotor design
P0289 A73-29145
Airfraoe ball, roller and spherical plain bearing
designs for flight control, landing gear and
ving mechanisms
p0571 A73-41125
Development of method for estimating power
reguired to drive ball bearings in turbine
engine based on performance of high speed
antifriction bearings
fAD-747600] p0074 N73-12514
Effect of ovality of radial thrust bearing balls
on axial vibration of rapidly rotating rotor of
engine
fAD-754615] P0260 H73-205II6
Experimental evaluation of 150-mm bore ball
bearings to 3-million DN using solid and drilled
balls
rNASA-TH-X-68265] p0472 N73-26480
Fatigue life tests of ball notion and sliding
friction in arched outer race ball bearing under
thrust load
fNASJ-TII-X-71442] p0647 N73-32375
BALL1ST (BASS)
Experimental investigation of a gas-liquid
thruster model with a ballasting-reinforced thrust
p0579 A73-42127
BALLISTIC TRAJECTORIES
Critical velocities of the steady motion of a
pliable thread in plane homogeneous flow
p0585 A73-43061
BALLISTICS
NT INTERIOR BALLISTICS
HI TERMINAL BALLISTICS
BALLOON SOUNDING
Balloon-aircraft ranging, data, and voice
experiment.
P0248 A73-27680
Skyhook balloon flight operations
fAD-761657] p0538 N73-27913
BALLOONS
NT HIGH ALTITUDE BALLOONS
NT SKYHOOK BALLOONS
NT TETHERED BALLOONS
Design and fabrication of balloon to carry 3500
pound payload at 60,000 feet altitude for
feasibility test of powering free balloon near
minimum wind field
fAD-7505421 P0117 N73-14052
Design, development, and manufacture of natural
shape free flight balloon to include
requirements, documentation, testing, and
inspection
fAD-7530861 p0206 N73-18055
BAILOTES
Development and testing of ballute
stabilizer/decelerators for aircraft delivery of
a 500-lb munition.
filAA PAPEE 73-485] p0343 A73-31467
BANDPASS FILTERS
NT TRACKING FILTERS
BANDWIDTH
NT BROADBAND
Digital flight control systems data sampling rate
selection effects on intersample ripple,
spectral folding and distortion and system
bandwidth
P0445 A73-35224
BANKING FLIGHT
U TUEUING FLIGHT
BARDEEN APPROXIMATION
D ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES
0 SURFACE PROPERTIES
BARKHAOSBN EFFECT
Development and gualification of a magnetic
technigue for the nondestructive measurement of
residual stress in CH-47 A rotor blade spars*
fAHS PREPRINT 7521 p0440 A73-35080
BAREIEB ISLANDS
D ISLANDS
BARRIER BEEFS
U REEFS
BABBIEBS (LAHDFOEBS)
ST BEEFS
BABS
NT ELASTIC BABS
BABICENIEB
D CENTEB OF GSAVITI
BASE PRESSURE
A theoretical and experimental study of sound
attenuation in an annular duct.
UIAA PAPES 73-1005] p0629 A73-44838
Redaction of transonic drag for high performance
aircraft by injecting air' in rear of aircraft to
alter transonic flow distribution on aft section
fAD-751269] p0158 N73-15991
Flight-aeasured base pressure coefficients for
thick boundary layer flow over aft-facing step
for Bach numbers from 0.4 to 2.5 using XB-70
aircraft
[NASA-TN-D-7202] p0391 N73-24317
BATCH PEOCBSSISS
Data compression in recursive estimation with
applications to navigation systems.
fAIAA PAPER 73-901] p0529 A73-38835
BATTERY SEPARATORS
0 SEPAEATOBS
BATS (TOPOGRAPHIC FEATURES)
NT SAN FRANCISCO BAY (CA) '
BEACONS ;• •
NT AISPOBT BEACONS
NT BADAB BEACONS
NT RADIO BEACONS
NT BADIO DIRECTION FINDERS
BEAH COLDHHS
U BEADS (SUPPORTS)
BEAH SIITCHIBG
Systems planning for improved airport surveillance
radar equipment using dual airborne antenna
switching for air traffic control
[FAA-BD-72-136] p0209 N73-18176
BEAHS (RADIATION) • '•'
NT ELECTRON BEAHS
NT ION BEABS
NT RADAR BEAHS
Approach and landing operations and flight guide
beam systems, discussing tests, design,
improvements and operational requirements
tDGLB PAPER 73-011] p0423 A73-34491
BEARS (SUPPORTS)
NT BOX BEAHS
The status of engineering knowledge concerning the
damping of built-up structures.
p0103 A73-19099
Vibrations of an Eoler beam with a system of
discrete masses, springs, and dashpots.
P0237 A73-25788
Performance, structural reliability and fatigue
life of glass fiber-epoxy twin beam helicopter
rotor blades
TABS PREPRINT 782] p0442 A73-35095
BEARIBG ALLOTS
Improved 850 aircraft bearing steel through
advanced vacuum melting processes.
P0062 A73-15746
BEARIBGS
NT AHTIFEICTION BEARINGS
NT BALL BEARINGS
NT GAS BEARIHGS
NT JOURNAL BEARINGS
NT ROLLER BEARINGS
NT THBUST BEARINGS
Sikorsky CH-53D helicopter main rotor head design,
considering spherical 'elastomeric bearing,
•icrostructural analysis, flight and ground
fatigue tests and forging techniques
tAHS PREPRINT 713] pO«38 A73-35059
Reliability of aircraft turbojet bearings
P0457 A73-36691
Transient response simulation model for stability
analysis of flexible high speed rotor-bearing
system dynamics, examining nonlinear effects
TASHE PAPER 73-DET-102] p0579 A73-42079
study and calculation of the vibrations of a
rotating rotor with allowance for clearances in
the bearings
P0623 A73-43725
Influence of transverse force on impeller bearing
rupture of centrifugal pumps
P0685 N73-11446
A-130
SUBJECT IHDEX BIOTECHHOLOGI
Test rig simulation of qas turbine engine to
determine means for minimizing incidence of
labricant sump fires in high speed aircraft
engines
fBASA-CB-121158] p031U N73-22891
Environmental endurance testing of elastomeric
pitch change bearing for use on H-1 Aircraft
UD-758H63] P0328 N73-23561
BEAT
0 SYSCHBOHISH
BEDS (GEOLOGY)
Sleep deprivation effects, airborne simulator feel
system, bed forus, and V/STOL engine model tests
rDBE/HAE-1973(2) ] p0619 H73-31853
BEECH AIBCBAFT -
D BEBCHCRAFT AIBCBAFT
BBECHCRAFT AIBCBAFT
NT BEECHCHAFT 18 AIBCBAFT
Investigation of aircraft accident involving Beech
aircraft performing air taxi service to Boise, .
Idaho on 20 Feb. 1972
rNTSB-iAR-72-25] P0071 N73-12050
Aircraft accident involving Beechcraft Queen Air
aircraft on takeoff from Albuquerque, New Mexico
airport on 19 Bay, 1972
fNTSB-AAB-72-32] p0159 N73-16003
BEECHCBAFT 18 AIBCBAFT
Aircraft accident involving Beechcraft 18 aircraft
on air taxi flight from Cleveland, Ohio airport
on 22 June, 1972
f»TSB-AAB-72-33] P0160 N73-16006
BEHAVIOB
NT HUHAN BEHAVIOB
BELL AIBCHAFT
HI OH-13 HELICOPTEB
NT UH~1 HELICOPTER
NT X-14 AIBCBAFT
»T 1-22 AISCBAFT
Management and control of military and commercial
flight test programs at Bell Helicopter Company.
P0626 A73-44058
BELL BILITABI AIBCBAFT
D MIHTABY AIBCBAFT
BENABD CELLS
Intensive probing of-a clear air convective field
by radar and instrumental- drone aircraft.
P0193 S73-23989
BENCHES
D SEATS
BENDING
NT ELASTIC BENDING
Response of general laminated plates to applied
loads with coupling between bending and
eztensional modes of deformation
N73-27I188
BBNDIHG FATIGDE
Transverse deflection of guided projectile tail
fins during deployment.
P0582 A73-42629
BENDING BOBEHTS
Effect of torsion-flap-lag coupling on hingeless
rotor stability.
C&HS PBEPBINT 731 ] P0438 A73-35067
Determination of the deflections and stresses in a
small-aspect-ratio wing by the displacement method
P0623 A73-43723
Analysis of forces imposed on aircraft wing from
landing gear impact in relation to weight of
wing, damping, and freguency of periodic load
rAD-747381] P0071 N73-12052
Torsional bending and longitudinal vibrations of
rotating shafts and application to free
vibrations of.individual rotor blades, blade
cascades, and shrouded blades
rNASA-TT-F-14627] P0081 N73-13029
Numerical methods for determining effect of
aerodynamic lag on bending response of aircraft
wings at supersonic speeds
[NAL-TN-36] p0386 N73-21C56
Numerical analysis of bending of rotating beams
• with application to linear flap-lag stability of
hingeless rotary wings using nonlinear egnations
rNASA-TM-X-2770] P0395 N73-24897
Numerical analysis of wing bending, wing torsion,
and aileron rotation at transonic speeds to
determine effects on wing-aileron flutter
[ABC-B/H-32581 P0399 N73-25028
BENDING VIBRATION
The influence of pitch and twist on blade
vibrations.
P0419 A73-34440
Natural, flexural and torsional vibration
frequencies and modes for helicopter tail rotor
blades
P0634 A73-45245
Analysis of helicopter blade flutter for both
hinged and hingeless rotor blades
[AGABD-B-6073 p0303 N73-21920
Numerical analysis of panel flutter based on
isoperimetric inequality and effect of viscous
damping forces
rNASA-CR-131828] p0306 N73-21950
BEBYLLIOB
Fabrication and nondestructive tests of beryllium
reinforced metal matrix composites
tAD-750764] pP135 N73-15583
BEB7.LLIDH ALLOTS
Development of berylliua-copper bearings for use
with stainless steel shafts under high bearing
stress levels imposed by airfranes
[AD-754759] p0260 N73-20540
BIBLIOGRAPHIES
Book - International bibliography of air law
1900-1971.
P0297 A73-30362
Axial and radial turbocompressor analysis and
design, presenting literature survey on cascade
aerodynamics, iterative and hodograph
computational methods, etc
p0297 A73-30429
Bibliography of research on aircraft sidearm control
rAD-745863] p0671 N73-10039
Thrust reversal and thrust vectoring technology
review to identify test data and prediction
methods
[AD-749476] P0121 N73-14800
Bibliography of aircraft accident reports for OS
civil aviation operations during calendar year
1971
fNTSB-BA-72-7] P0159 S73-16002
Bibliography of data on aircraft landings,
instrument landings, approach control, glide
path systems, display devices, and terminal
facilities
fAD-751800] p0162 N73-16024
Design, construction, and maintenance of landing
fields and runways
rAD-751400] p0210 N73-18263
Annotated bibliography of aerodynamic
configurations and characteristics of short
takeoff aircraft
[AD-754500] p0255 H73-20037
Tables of reports giving comparative theoretical
and experimental aerodynamic loading data
relevant to zero- and low-freguency aeroelastic
problems
fARC-H/M-37081 p0266 N73-21000
Bibliography of citations related to problem areas
in mechanics of failure in aerospace structures
[NASA-CR-121202] p0476 N73-26920
Bibliography of urban area problems
fAD-7565001 pP477 N73-26987
Bibliography of technical reports of helicopter
engines and rotary wings
fAD-764900] p0644 N73-31981
BILLOW CLODDS
0 CLOUDS (METEOROLOGY)
BINARY MIXTURES
NT EOTECTIC ALLOYS
BINARY STSTEHS (DIGITAL)
D DIGITAL SYSTEMS
BINARY SYSTEBS (MATERIALS)
NT EUTECTIC ALLOYS
BIRDEBS (ADHESIVES)
D ADHESIVES
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS
Environmental impact of increased intensities of
solar ultraviolet radiation resulting from
operation of supersonic transport aircraft
fPB-215524/0] p0404 N73-25079
BIOSFHEBE
D LOSER ATMOSPHERE
BIOTECHNOLOGY
Proceedings of conference on manual control to
show interplay between man and machine and
application of control theory in medicine and
psychology
[NASA-CR-131244] pC254 N73-20028
A-131
BIPLANES SUBJECT IHDEX
BIPLANES
Contribution to the theory of biplane vinq sections.
pO»18 A73-3«325
Aerodynamic characteristics of biplane^wing
systems vith emphasis on stall matchinq and
induced camber effects which differ from
monoplane vinq
P0170 N73-16987
BIRDS
Birds and aircraft aerodynamics, considerinq
thermal and wind induced updrafts, lift-draq
ratio, fuel consumption and naneoverability
P0107 A73-18148
Doppler effect continuous vave radar for bird
hazard detection and aircraft collision
ayoidance near airfields
fAD-751985] P0176 N73-17168
Statistical correlation of qulls and OSAF aircraft
hazards
fAD-759824] P0405 H73-25092
Aircraft accident involving Lear "let aircraft
following takeoff from Atlanta, Georgia Airport
on 26 Feb. 1973
[ NTSB-AAR-73-12] p0167 H73-26036
Analysis of fliqht hazards caused by bird strikes
on aircraft flyinq in Panama Canal Zone
fAD-763112] p0550 N73-28997
BIT SIBCflEONIZATION
Bit synchronized discrete address radar beacon
system with qround based 0.S. ciyil interroqator
complex for compatibility with ATC and aircraft
operator services
P029U 173-29882
Diqital synchronization of synchronous collision
prevention systems in aviation
P0421 473-31(1(80
VLF naviqation development at NAE.
pO«35 A73-3«8I(9
BIVABIATE ANALYSIS
A probabilistic evaluation of helicopter lift
capability.
p0192 A73-23775
BLACK BOPI EADIATIOH
Application of infrared technology for measurinq
infrared radiation emitted by military aircraft
rAD-7<l9798] P0130 N73-15058
BLADE TIPS
Influence of acceleration on tip clearances in
aircraft enqine turbines and compressors
p066(( A73-12«i(7
Synthesis of helicopter rotor tips for less noise.
P0229 A73-21I981
Experimental investiqation of model
variable-qeometry and ogee tip rotors.
TABS PREPRINT 703] p0437 A73-35051I
An investiqation of the vibratory and acoustic
benefits obtainable by the elimination of the
blade tip vortex.
FAHS PREPRINT 735] P0439 A73-35071
Fan acoustic measurements by hot-wire anemometers
in anechoic chamber, discussinq turbulent flow
characteristics, noise spectra, wire velocity
spectra and blade tip shape
P0496 A73-37289
Development of rotary winqs with cold, hot, and
mixed cycle tip let propulsion systems and
application for torque-free rotor drive system
P0269 N73-21026
Procedures for measurinq velocity distribution
throuqh helicopter rotor blade tip vortex usinq
single full scale rotor blade
P0270 N73-21034
Desiqn and feasibility analysis of
field-replaceable rotor blade pocket
rAD-759956] POU67 N73-26038
Capacitive method for measurinq blade tip
clearance in runninq turbocompressors
rDLS-FB-72-tO] P0653 N73-32628
BLASIDS FLOW
Numerical analysis of effect of boundary layer
profile on dynamic response and acoustic
radiation of thin, elastic, flat plates
rNASA-TM-X-69568] p0596 N73-30232
BLAST DEFLECTORS
Performance tests of F-1U aircraft with jet blast
deflector to determine effects of backflow of
-let exhaust on aircraft launch operation
fAD-752018] p017« N73-17023
Criteria on jet blast velocities and effects
daring operation of commercial aircraft and
recommended procedures to reduce adverse inpact
[AC-150/5325-6A] p0257 N73-20271
BLiSTOFF
0 ROCKET LAUNCHING
BLEED-OFF
D PRESSDRE REDUCTION
BLEEDING
Boundary layer bleed system design for supersonic
inlets, discussing bleed hole geometry effects
on boundary layer velocity profile and inlet
efficiency
f AIAA PAPER 72-1138] • pOOKS A73-13445
BLIND LANDING
Image formation radiometers for blind landing,
aerial reconnaissance over land and sea, horizon
detection and detection of obstacles at sea
P0153 A73-21087
Microwave holography application to landing
without visibility
P0356 A73-32497
Ground visual aids for civil STOL aircraft steep
gradient approach and blind landing, discussing
fliqht trials and simulator experiments
[RAE-TH-AVIONICS-136/BLEDY] pO<!23 A73-34<I89
Evolution of blind landing systems
p0585 A73-43032
SLOWDOWN RIND IOHHELS
Supersonic blowdown wind tunnel modification for
transonic airfoil profile aerodynamic
characteristics measurement, discussinq design
criteria and operational ranqe
(DGLH PAPER 72-133] ' p0055 A73-1U380
Hodane-Avrieux transonic blowdown wind tunnel for
two dimensional flow airfoil profile study
[ONERA-NT-203] p0390 N73-24281
BLOKEHS
Flow twistinq in front of rotor for centrifuqal
blower operation control, predictinq efficiency
criteria
P0196 A73-2U671
BLOWING
STOL aircraft with mechanical high-lift systems in
comparison to STOL aircraft with wings having
blown flaps
[DGLR PAPER 72-057] p0659 A73-11665
Acoustic results obtained with
upper-surface-blowing lift-auqmentation systems.
P0150 A73-20458
Vortex sheet and increased lift caused by blowinq
from leadinq edges of slender delta winq
fARC-R/M-3692] p0200 N73-18016
Wind tunnel tests of blowinq on circular cylinders
applied to aircraft control and brakinq at low
speeds
[AHC-CP-1232] p0215 N73-19000
BLOFF BODIES
Noise of jets discharginq from a duct containing
bluff bodies.
P0497 A73-37291
Research facility for studying noise generated by
bluff body flow interaction inside ducted fuel
combustion system
rAD-754094] p0258 N73-20286
BLDHT BODIES .
Shock impingement caused by boundary layer
separation ahead of blunt fins.
[AIAA PAPER 73-236] ' p0099 A73-16961
Experimental evaluation of the effects of a blunt
leading edge on the performance of a transonic
rotor.
fASHE PAPER 73-GT-60] p0374 A73-33515
BLDNTNESS
U ELLIPTICITY
BO-105 HELICOPTER
Helicopter autorotation capability, noting BO-105
helicopter behavior
P0113 N73-14023
Desiqn optimization and testinq of flight control
systems for light helicopters, applied to BO-105
helicopter
p0669 N73-32985
BOATTAILS
Plight and wind tunnel investigation of the
effects of Reynolds number on installed boattail
drag at subsonic speeds.
C A I A A PAPSR 73-139] p0096 A73-16888
A-132
SUBJECT INDEX BOEIH6 HILITABY AIBCH4PT
Flight and vind tunnel tests to determine effects
of Reynolds number of installed boattail drag of
nnderving nacelle
fNASA-TH-X-68162] p0678 N73-11007
Aerodynamic characteristics of four configurations
of rounded shoulder boattail nozzles mounted on
P-106B aircraft at subsonic speeds
[NASA-TH-X-2626] P0678 H73-11013
BODIES OF BBVOLUTION
NT COMICAL BODIES
NT CYLINDRICAL BODIES
HI ROTATIHG SPHERES
HT SLEHDEB CONES
NT SPHERES
The influence of the Mach number on fuselages and
profiles with optimized wave resistance in the
case of supersonic flow
CDGLR P4PEB 72-108] p0660 A73-11691
Stockings, extensible plane structures and three
dimensional textile fiber blocks reinforced
materials, noting application to structures of
revolution under external pressure
P0048 A73-13585
An experimental study of strong injection at
axisymmetrical bodies of revolution.
P0570 A73-1H057
Universal equations for the laminar boundary layer
on a body of revolution in oblique flow
P0635 A73-45529
Determination of the impulses and moments imparted
by shock waves to bodies of revolution
P0635 A73-45542
Linear and nonlinear parts of slender body of
revolution aerodynamic coefficients in
supersonic flow, noting influence of incidence
on pressure distribution
fDLB-FB-72-42] P0667 N73-10006
Contour of wave drag optimized bodies of
revolution as function of Hach number in
hypersonic flow
fDGLB-PAPER-72-1081 p0078 N73-13003
Effects of rocket plume simulators on pressure
distribution of body of revolution at transonic
speeds
fNASA-CH-133916] . p0614 N73-31238
BOOT KISEHATICS
Air-space analogies - The velocity limits in
aeronautics and astronautics
p0049 A73-13765
Flight-mechanics analysis of various flight
conditions of conventional aircraft. VII -
Mechanical foundations: Dynamic equations of
notion of the translational motion of a rigid body
P0242 A73-26725
BOOT TEHPEBATOBE (HOB-BIOLOGICAL)
0 TEHPEBATURE
BODY-ilHG AND TAIL COHFIGDBATIONS
Aerodynamic interference between jet propulsion
system and airframe for supersonic transport
with wing-mounted nacelles, noting wing
performance role in lift effectiveness
TAIAA PAPEB 72-1113] p0045 A73-13428
Pressure measurements on harmonically oscillating
winq-tailplane configurations in incompressible
^speed range noting wind tunnel tests on aircraft
models
fDLB-FB-71-52] P0081 N73-13033
Aerodynamic influence coefficient matrix for
nonplanar wing-body-tail configurations
[NASA-CB-112231] p0301 N73-21899
Method for conducting aerodynamic analysis of
wing-body-tail configurations in subsonic and
supersonic flow - foi. 1
[1HSA-CB-2228-PT-1] p0400 H73-25045
Computer program for conducting aerodynamic
analysis of wing-body-tail configurations in
subsonic and supersonic flow - Vol. 2
rNASA-CR-2228-PT-2] pOUOO N73-25046
BODY-SING CONFIGOBATIOHS
Simplification of the wing-body interference
problem.
p0651 A73-10048
Slowly oscillating lifting surfaces at subsonic
and supersonic speeds.
P0049 A73-13704
Study of the asymptotic behavior of axial
perturbation velocities in the vicinity of
singularities
pOO«9 A73-13770
Lift of wing-body combination.
p0054 A73-1IH94
Correlation of winq-body combination lift data.
P0186 A73-22U35
Boll coupling moment of deflected winq-body
combination.
p03«6 A73-31573
Prediction of the lift and moment on a slender
cylinder-segment wing-body combination.
P0517 A73-38007
Pressure fields over hypersonic wing-bodies at
moderate incidence.
p0533 A73-39808
Development of computer programs for analyzing and
predicting properties of transonic flows around
certain types of wing-body combinations
CNASA-CB-2157] p0065 N73-11999
Mathematical model of unsteady pressure
distribution on harmonically oscillating slender
cruciform wing and cylindrical body configurations
[DLR-FB-71-87] p0123 N73-14990
Prediction analysis method to determine influence
of geometry parameters on aerodynamic
characteristics of body-wing configuration
fDI.R-FB-72-63] p0129 S73-15050
Computer program and users manual for calculating
aerodynamic characteristics of wing-body
combinations at subsonic and supersonic speeds
[FFA-AO-635-PT-2] p0170 N73-16985
Technique for predicting shock envelopes and
pressure distributions for two dimensional
airfoil at angles of attack producing shock
detachment and subsonic flow
tNASA-TN-D-7197] p0199 N73-18001
Force and pressure distribution measurements on
winq-body combination with wing of low aspect
ratio in compressible flow
CDLR-FB-72-08] p0199 K73-18008
Numerical analysis of unsteady supersonic
characteristics of space shuttle type vehicles
using arbitrary finite element technique
CNASA-CR-112296] pC3C2 N73-21904
Rind tunnel tests to determine static longitudinal
aerodynamic characteristics of let transport
wing-body with upper surface blown -jet flap for
lift augmentation
fNASA-TB-D-7183] p03P2 N73-21907
Numerical analysis of aerodynamic load
distribution on swept back wing mounted on
infinite circular cylinder fuselage at zero
angle of attack
tAD-756075] p0307 N73-21952
Development of procedure for determining
characteristics of aircraft roll coupling moment
caused by flow induced by deflected wings and
cross flow
[ISAS-488-VOL-37-NO-14] p0315 N73-22945
Optimum design of wing-body combinations for
zero-lift drag rise at transonic speeds
rARC-B/H-3279] p0400 N73-25043
Application of holographic interferometry
techniques for determining asymmetric flow
distribution encountered near wing-fuselage
junction at transonic speed
rAD-759967) p0472 N73-26296
(find tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic
characteristics of three oblique, high aspect
ratio wing and body combinations at Hach numbers
between 0.60 and 1.40
fNASA-TH-X-62256] pf)66C N73-32926
Hind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic
characteristics of obligue wing and body
combination at Hach numbers between 0.60 and 1.40
rSASi-TH-X-622071 p0661 N73-32927
BOEING AIBCBAFT
NT B-52 AIRCRAFT
NT BOEING 707 AIRCRAFT
HI BOEING 727 AIBCBAFT
NT BOEING 737 AIRCRAFT
HT BOEING 747 AIHCBAFT
NT C-135 AIBCBAFT
NT CH-46 HELICOPTER
NT CH-47 HELICOPTER
The Air Force/Boeing advanced medium STOL
transport prototype.
[SAE PAPER 730365] pC432 A73-34710
BOEING HILIIABT AIRCBAFT
0 HIEITART AIBCRAFT
A-133
BOBIiG 707 ilECElFT SOBJECT IBDEX
BOBIHG 707 AIBCBAFT
Aircraft accident involving Boeinq 707 aircraft at
San Francisco. California airport following
rejected takeoff on 13 Sept. 1972
CHTSB-AAR-73-4) p0274 H73-21062
Aircraft accident involving Boeinq 707 aircraft
during landing at John F. Kennedy Airport, Hew
York. 12 Dec. 1972
fNTSB-AAR-73-111 p0387 H73-24068
Aircraft accident involving Boeing 707 aircraft
following aborted takeoff at Kennedy
International Airport, Hew York, on 13 August,
1972
rHTSB-AAH-73-71 pC639 H73-319I13
Longitudinal stability of Boeinq 707 aircraft
durinq steep approach, for noise reduction
fDGLB-PiPEB-73-023] p0641 H73-31963
Specification of thrust control system for Airbus
A 300 B, tested in Boeinq 707
P0668 H73-32981
BOBIHG 727 AIRCRAFT
Boeing 727 design and development in response to
airline market reguirements, emphasizing
profitability
P0198 A73-24875
Aircraft accident investigation of Boeing 727
crash near Juneau, Alaska, 1 Sept. 71
rNTSB-AAR-72-281 P0112 N73-14017
Incident involving collision of Boeinq 727
aircraft with landinq light system at Atlanta
International Airport, Georgia on .21 Dec. 1971
CNTSB-AAR-72-22) P0159 N73-16000
Design, development, and evaluation of Boeinq 727
aircraft nacelle to conform to upper noise
reduction goals
fFAA-RD-72-40-VOL-21 pC«80 H73-27017
Design, fabrication, and flight test of Boeinq 727
aircraft nacelle modification to reduce
aerodynamic noise levels
fiD-7560401 pO«84 N73-27048
Fliqht tests of Boeinq 727 aircraft to determine
effects of modifications on reduction of
aerodynamic noise
fFAA-RD-72-aC-VOL-31 p0667 N73-32971
BOBIHG 737 AIRCRAFT
Two man crew cockpit design for commercial 737 jet
transport aircraft, discussing pilot vision,
control and display panels and avionics
disposition
PC508 A73-37729
Measurement of noise levels produced by Boeing 737
aircraft and correlation with local
meteorological parameters including wind force
and direction, temperature, and atmospheric
pressure
rFAA-RD-72-1tt5] P0166 H73-16651
Aircraft accident involvinq crash of Boeing 737
aircraft durinq instrument approach to
Chicago-Midway Airport, Illinois on 8 December
1972
fNTSB-AAR-73-16] P0608 1173-309*7
BOBIHG 747 AIRCRAFT
Attenuation of airplane /7i|7/ air-conditioning
noise in lined and unlined ducts.
P0039 A73-12959
BOAC computer aided flight simulators, detailing
simulator systems history, Boeing 747 training
adaptation, and simulation types
p0370 473-33212
Market economic environment change effects on air
transport design and use, examining 7K7
operational reguirements in terms of carqo load
factor, passenger fares and labor costs
fSJ.E PAPER 73C-355]
 P0431 A73-34703
Simulating the introduction of 7U7 aircraft into
airport operations.
P0456 A73-36423
The universal data link system for air/ground
communications.
P0527 A73-38757
In-fliqht incident involvinq Boeinq 7147 aircraft
encounter with unforecast clear air turbulence
durinq flight from Japan to Hawaii on 12 April
1972
rNTSB-AAR-72-27] p0069 H73-12038
Kind tunnel tests to obtain pre-fliqht estimates
of stall speed and low air speed performance of
Boeing 747 aircraft
p0125 N73-15016
Aircraft accident involving Boeing 747 aircraft .
during landing at Miami, Florida airport on 15
Dec. 1972 following collision with birds
CHTSB-AAB-73-13) p0466 H73-26029
BOLKOH ilBCBAFT
HT BO-105 HELICOPTER
BOLKOR BO-105 HELICOPTER
U BO-105 HELICOPTER
BOBBER AIBCRiFT
HT A-4 AIBCBAFT
HT A-6 AIRCBAFT
HT B-1 AIRCBAFT
HT B-52 AIRCRAFT
HT B-57 AIRCRAFT
HT B-70 AIRCBAFT
HT F-100 AIBCBAFT
HT VDLCAN AIRCRAFT
Advanced aircraft power systems utilizing coupled
APU/ECS.
tSAE PAPER 730380] p0433 473-34719
Compatibility of maneuver load control and relaxed
static stability.
T A I A A PAPER 73-791] posoo A73-37458
Aerodynamic interference between aircraft and
external store mounted on elliptical winq under
inviscid flow conditions
CAD-759170] p0406- H73-25094
BOHBIHG BQOIPHERT
Logistic performance data book for bomb navigation
avionics system of F-111 aircraft to show
support cost, reliability, maintenance, and
problems
rAD-762214] p0545 H73-28959
Logistics performance data book on bombing and
navigation system for A-7D aircraft to show
reliability, maintainability, cost, and problems
fAD-762215] p0545. N73-28960
BOBBS (ORDHAHCE)
Effects of various external stores
characteristics, spanwise,positions, and Mach
number on static longitudinal stability of
several military aircraft
[AD-750120] p0131 H73-15063
Determination of bomb range of low drag bombs
delivered by fighter aircraft
[AD-762500] p0559 H73-29992
BOHDIHG
NT ADHESIVE BONDING
HT HETAL BOHDIHG
NT HETAL-METAL BONDING
Application of strain compatibility equations to
evaluate thermal stresses in unidirectional
graphite composites bonded to aluminum structures
TNASA-CR-112162] P0679 N73-11014
Procedures for reducing residual stresses in
aircraft metal structures reinforced by
filamentary composites
tNASA-CB-112207] p0180 N73-17900
Methods for designing and developing aircraft
structural components by riveting, welding, and
qluinq aluminum alloys parts
[4D-7535.13] p0212 H73-18491
Analysis of aircraft construction methods to
compare riveting, welded joints, and bonded
joints for structural stability
(AD-755754] . p0306 H73-21948
Analysis of structural reliability of large scale
bonded joints for advanced composite wing to
determine service life of boron epoxy to
titanium scarf joint
[AD-756893] p0321 H73-22995
Grounding, bonding, and shielding practices for
operational reliability enhancement in air
traffic control electronic facilities
[FAA-RD-73-51] p0324 H73-23341
BONES
NT VBBTEBRAE
BOOHS (EQUIPMENT)
Design development, and evaluation of hoist for
H-3 helicopter rescue system
[AD-750289] p0130 N73-15054
BOOST
U ACCELERATION (PHYSICS)
BOOSTER RECOVERY
An airdrop system for testing large parachutes for
recovery of loads in excess of 50,000 Ib.
fAIAA PAPER 73-471] p03«2 A73-31455
BORES
U C&VITIES
A-134
SUBJECT IHDBI BOOHDABY LAYER FLO*
BOBOg
Polyinide composites development for aircraft
structures.
p0109 A73-18720
Boron composites - Status in the USA.
P0379 A73-34042
Aircraft structural applications of filamentary
composites, discussing fiberglass, boron-epoxy
and graphite-expoxy composites
p0434 A73-34814
Boron epozy, polyimide and aluminua composite
materials for cost effective high performance
aircraft and turbine engine structures,
assessing development and application status
[SASE PAPER 992] p0517 A73-37892
Boron-stiffened longerons on the B-1.
[SHE PAPER EH 73-719] p0525 A73-38499
Use of reinforced boron and carbon fiber
composites in aircraft structures
P0489 N73-27484
Performance and endurance of compressor disks
bound with boron composite vires
P0490 N73-27499
BOBOB COHPOOHDS
Application of boron/epoxy composite materials for
airframe construction with specific development
of F-111 stabilizer
pC488 H73-27180
Plight tests of CH-47 helicopter to determine
structural performance of boron-reinforced epoxy
aft rotor blades
UD-762199] p0540 H73-27927
BOSOHS
NT ALPHA PARTICLES
BOOHDAHIES -
HI FLOID BOUNDARIES
NT LIQDID-VAPOR INTERFACES
BOOHDABI LATER COHTROL
Model tests regarding the characteristics of the
boundary layer at effusion-cooled turbine blades
[DGLB PAPEE 72-059] p0658 A73-11655
Boundary layer bleed system design for supersonic
inlets, discussing bleed hole geometry effects
on boundary layer velocity profile and inlet
efficiency
fAIAA PAPEB 72-1138] pOOUS A73-13445
Integrated engine-airframe design with fuselage
boundary layer ingestion for subsonic-transonic
cruise, discussing STOL thrust control via
variable pitch fan for landing
P0051 A73-14128
Application of external aerodynamic diffusion to
reduce shrouded propeller noise.
P0091 A73-16623
Oblique shock nave generation and quenching in
curved supersonic diffusers at Hach 1.6, noting
dependence on boundary layer properties
P0286 A73-29021
Test techniques for high lift, two-dimensional
airfoils with boundary layer and circulation
control for application to rotary wing aircraft.
P0418 A73-34292
STOL light aircraft wing with circulation control
through blowing around trailing edge, boundary
layer control through suction, leading edge
modification and increase in chord length
fSAE PAPER 730328] • p0429 A73-34682
French monograph - Contribution to the
experimental study of a boundary layer trap in a
supersonic air inlet.
P0582 A73-42740
Development of two experimental approaches for
analyzing two dimensional flow on high lift
devices
P0121 N73-15005
Development of F-28 transport aircraft wing and
analysis characteristics to show effects of
boundary layer fences
P0125 N73-15015
Procedure for designing axisymmetric, translating,
centerbody inlet bleed system for operation at
Hach 3.5
[HASA-CR-2187] p0139 873-15821
Systems for controlling boundary layer in
hypersonic air intakes
fAD-750513] P0140 S73-15834
Numerical analysis of aerodynamic characteristics
of unsteady, two-dimensional, jet-flapped wing
[AD-752928] P0205 N73-18051
Development of high performance, low volume thrust
• augmentation using combined Coanda inlet and jet
flap diffusion technigues
[AD-756895] p0307 N73-21954
(fixing characteristics of steady and intermittent
blowing applied to boundary layer control
TAD-758390] p0327 N73-23403
Two dimensional flow, low speed wind tunnel tests
of trapped vortex-high lift airfoil to reduce
blowing requirements for lift augmentation
[AD-762077] p0535 N73-27893
Aerodynamic drag and lift of airships, noting
boundary layer control by suction
P0670 N73-32994
BOUBDAHY LATER EQOATIOHS
Universal eguations for the laminar boundary layer
on a body of revolution in obligue flow'
P0635 A73-15529
BOOHDABI LATER FLOS
NT BOUNDARY LAYEE SEPARATION
NT HEATTACHED FLOW
NT SECONDARY FLOS
NT SEPARATED FLO* .
Behaviour of boundary layers on plane or annular
fixed or mobile supersonic blade cascades
C O N E R A . IP NO. 1110] > pC652 A73-10232
Some effects of normal shock boundary layer
interaction on the performance of straight
walled conical diffusers.
C A I A A PAPER 72-1140] poets A73-13446
The interaction between turbulent wakes and
boundary layers.
P0047 A73-13561
Practical application of boundary layer theory to
flow and heat transfer problems in turbomachines.
P0052 A73-14145
The effect of the degree of turbulence on the
aerodynamic characteristics of planar
decelerating cascades
fDFVLH-SONDDR-275] p0144 A73-19197
Boundary layer efficiency as working fluid in
ramjets for high aircraft speeds, obtaining
external efficiency as function of boundary
layer parameters and flow rate
PC190 A73-23360
Book - Annual review of fluid mechanics. Volume 5.
p0192 A73-23851
Hydrodynaiic visualization technique application
to unsteady flow patterns around models and
analysis of boundary layers, separation and wakes
p"198 .A73-24842
Three dimensional turbulent boundary layers •
prediction methods and flow measurements,
considering swept and slender wings
P0296 A73-30173
Gas flow properties in curvilinear turbine ducts,
considering pressure gradient, outer flow shear
and Coriolis force on boundary layer
P0298 A73-3C649
An investigation of the flow field and drag of
helicopter fuselage configurations.
fAHS PREPRINT 700] P0437 A73-35051
Eecent progress in boundary layer research.
[AIAA PAPER 73-780] pC499 A73-37451
Procedure for calculating sectional lift
coefficient as function of angle of attack and
free stream Reynolds number at angles of attack
beyond maximum coefficient of lift
TAD-746505] p0667 N73-10008
Development and characteristics of test facility
for measuring three dimensional boundary layers
on helicopter rotor blade under various conditions
fNASA-CR-112194] P0069 N73-12042
Numerical analysis of development of
incompressible, symmetrical turbulent wake flows
downstream of airfoils using integral method of
momentum and energy
CNiL-rH-292] p0122 N73-14986
Analysis of velocity profiles in boundary layer
produced by incompressible flow during takeoff
P0123 N73-15001
Development of two experimental approaches for
analyzing two dimensional flow on high lift
devices
p0124 N73-15005
Application of power method for reducing base drag
of long range supersonic aircraft at supersonic
speeds
[AD-750950] p013C N73-15056
A-135
BODHDABT LAIEE NOISE SDBJECT IHDBX
Short takeoff aircraft lift augmentation and
prevention of airflow separation on canbered
elliptical airfoil section using circulation
control
rAD-7510451 p0158 H73-15992
Effects of boundary layer flov patterns on upriqht
cascade blade performance
P0225 N73-19803
Hethod for prediction of turbulent boundary layer
flow in vaneless radial diffuser and
experimental validation
P0225 H73-19809
Rind tunnel tests to determine effects of nozzle
qeonetry and upper surface bloving on
aerodynamic characteristics of 14 percent thick
airfoil
fN4S4-CR-114560) p0251 N73-19998
Developments in techniques for analyzing boundary
layer characteristics of rotary vings based on
unsteady viscous-inviscid interaction
p0271 N73-21046
Research projects involving aerodynamics,
aerodynamic heating, aerodynamic forces,
airframes, structural analysis, and fluid
mechanics - Vol. 1
p0381 N73-23995
Numerical analysis of pressure distribution in
incompressible flow on two dimensional airfoils
neat ground
fARC-H/ll-3238) p0381 N73-24000
Analysis of flow pattern on tapered, sweptback
ving at Hach numbers between 0*6 and 1*6 and 12
degree angle of incidence
rARC-R/H-3271) p0382 N73-24004
Research projects involving boundary layer flow,
heat transfer during aerodynamic'heating,
atmospheric turbulence effects, and airframe
structural analysis - yol. 2
pC383 N73-24011
Two dimensional unsteady separation and stall
phenomena over airfoils oscillating in pitch
with application to short takeoff aircraft
[AD-758899) p0389 N73-24C80
Flight-measured base pressure coefficients for
thick boundary layer flow over aft-facing step
for Mach numbers from 0.4 to 2.5 using XB-70
aircraft
fNASA-TN-D-7202] p0391 N73-24317
Research pro-jects in theoretical and practical
aerodynamics - Vol. 1
PC396 N73-24999
Measurement of pitching moment derivatives using
free oscillation technique on tvo dimensional
airfoils of double wedge section and single
wedge section
fARC-R/M-3234) p0398 N73-25025
Flight tests of XB-70 aircraft to determine skin
friction coefficients and boundary layer
profiles at Hach numbers up to 2. 5
fNASA-TN-D-7220) p0407 N73-25276
Force measurements and pressure distributions on
three Gottinger airfoil profiles during
transition from laminar to turbulent boundary
layer flow
FNASA-TT-F-14959) p0463 N73-26000
Numerical analysis of effect of boundary layer
profile on dynamic response and acoustic
radiation of thin, elastic, flat plates
fNASA-TM-X-69568) p0596 N73-30232
Flow interference between supersonic intake and
airframe to show three dimensional separation of
boundary layer
p0646 N73-32194
Turbulent shear stress profiles in boundary layer
flow at sine wave pressure perturbations
P0673 N73-33194
BODHDiBT tAYBB NOISE
U AERODYNAMIC NOISE
U BOUNDARY LAYERS
30DNDABY LAYER SEPARATION
On the mechanism of dynamic stall.
P0656 A73-11015
Investigations on incipient boundary layer
separation on axisymmetric compression surfaces.
P0051 A73-14127
Viscous interaction in integrated supersonic
intakes.
P0053 473-14149
The Joukovski condition in three-dimensional flow
P0064 A73-15988
Shock iapingement caused by boundary layer
separation ahead of blunt fins.
[AI44 PAPER 73-236] p0099 473-16961
Boundary layer separation on rotating blades in
forward flight.
P0147 473-19955
Analysis of stall flutter of a helicopter rotor
blade.
C A I A A PAPER 73-403) p0233 473-25532
Theoretical investigation on stall flutter of an
aerofoil /the case of trailing edge stall/.
P0287 473-29027
Visualization of unsteady flov over oscillating
airfoils.
P0290 473-29270
Generalized relations for the paraaeters at the
flow separation boundary in compressor cascades
P0292 473-29551
4 wake and an eddy in a rotating, radial-flow
passage. I - Experimental observations.
f A S B E PAPER 73-GT-57] p0374 473-33512
The prevention of separation and flow reversal in
the corners of compressor blade cascades.
P0420 473-34448
Beyond the buffet boundary.
P0424 473-34538
Turbulent boundary layer flow separation
measurements using holographic interferometry.
C A I A A P4PER 73-664) p0454 473-36215
Aerodynamic forces on a triangular cylinder.
PC561 473-40003
Reattachment of a separated boundary layer to a
convex surface.
P0581 473-42554
Analysis of parameters affecting aircraft stall
and post stall gyrations to include aerodynamic
configurations and pilot performance
pl)123 N73-14999
Three dimensional boundary layer separation and
shock vave generation in flov field of
supersonic conical intake mounted on fuselage side
tARL/HE-137] p0169 N73-16981
Flow instabilities of supersonic variable ramp
inlets at Hach 2 discussing Concorde aircraft
intake
tARC-R/B-3711] P0215 N73-18999
Effect of plume-induced boundary layer separation
on afterbody during powered supersonic flight
CAD-754640) p0258 N73-20326
Analysis of Kutta-Joukovsky condition in three
dimensional flov with application to vortex
sheet attachment to wing surface
fNASA-TT-F-14918] p0391 N73-24319
Analysis of effects of shock induced boundary
layer separation in transonic flight and methods
for eliminating or reducing effects
[ARC-R/H-3510] p0398 N73-25019
Analytical method for predicting stall flutter of
axial-turbomachine bladinq
[AD-760354) p0475 N73-26813
Structural and gas dynamic parameters at flov
separation boundary in compressor cascades
[AD-762238) p0541 N73-28197
Flov interference betveen supersonic intake and
airframe to show three dimensional separation of
boundary layer
P0646 N73-32194
BOOHDAEY LAIBH TRANSITION
4erodynamic noise and boundary-layer transition
measurements in supersonic test facilities.
p0054 473-14191
Theoretical investigation of transition phenomena
in the boundary layer on an infinite svept ving
fDGLR PAPER 72-124) p0055 473-14379
The oscillatory boundary layer grovth over the top
and bottom plates of a rotating channel.
[ASHE PAPER 72-IA/FE-5) p0063 473-15842
Effects of sveepback angle and unit Reynolds
number on boundary layer transition at
supersonic velocities
PC289 473-29172
Criteria regarding the predetermination of the
laminar-turbulent boundary layer transition in
the case of flovs about body contours
P0378 473-33750
Practical calculations of transitional boundary
layers.
4-136
SUBJECT IHDEX BHIGHTHESS
P0524 A73-38479
Influence of the shape of the leading edqe on the
transition' process in the boundary layer on a
plate in longitudinal flow
P0566 A73-40399
Development of iterative procedure for analysis of
arbitrary multi-element airfoils in viscous flow
[AD-749484] P0116 N73-14042
Force measurements and pressure distributions on
three Gottinger airfoil profiles during
transition from laminar to turbulent boundary
layer flow
[NASA-TT-F-149591 pfli|63 N73-26000
Influence of free stream Reynolds number on
transition in boundary layer on infinite swept
wing
P0470 N73-26280
Application of methods for prediction of boundary
layer transition on sheared wings
P0471 N73-26281
Analysis of surface pressure and cold wall heating
rate distributions for large, flat panel at Hach
7 in high temperature wind tunnel
fNASA-TN-D-7275] p0597 N73-30243
BOOHDARY LAYERS
NT ATMOSPHERIC BOOHDARY LAYER
NT COMPRESSIBLE BODNDARY LAYER
NT HYPERSONIC BODNDARY LAYER
NT LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER
NT SDPERSONIC BODNDARY LAYERS
NT THERMAL BODNDARY LAYER
NT THREE DIMENSIONAL BOUNDARY LAYER
NT TDRBOLENT BOUNDARY LAYER
NT TOO DIMENSIONAL BODNDARY LAYER
Axial flow turbomachines annulus wall boundary
layer growth calculation methods, deriving
momentum integral eguations from passage
averaged eguations of motion through cascaded
blades ' •< • '
P0057 A73-14645
Computerized three dimensional calculations of
hypersustained aircraft in viscous potential
flow in terms of boundary layers and wakes
P0362 A73-32816
Reduction of fan noise by annulus boundary layer
removal.
PC576 A73-41713
Remotely operated boundary layer probe for use in
three dimensional measurements
fAD-7452151 p0674 N73-10481
Boundary layer effects in turbomachines
rAGAHD-AG-164] p0224 N73-19794
Mathematical model for prediction of axial
compressor performance including effect of
annulus wall boundary layers
p0225 N73-19812
Prediction of annulus wall boundary layers in
axial flow turbomachines
p0226 N73-19813
• Shock wave boundary layer interaction in
compressor cascades
P0226 N73-19816
BODNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS
NT NEUMANN PROBLEM
Homogeneous linear partial differential eguation
for optimal control with boundary condition
formed by terminal component, noting weighting
functions for linear plant
P0663 A73-12116
Rayleigh-Ritz solution of boundary value problem
for plane compressible subsonic flow past
aerofoil noting convergence
p0188 A73-22954
Effect of openings on stresses in rigid pavements.
P03UO A73-31387
Interaction of an air-cushioned vehicle with an
elastic guideway.
P0417 A73-3H181
Monograph - Quasi homogeneous approximations for
the calculation of wings with curved subsonic
leading edges flying at supersonic speeds.
P0582 A73-U2675
Optimization of mass distribution of solid beams
and panels for structural design of airframes
and panels
fAD-7591691 p0401 N73-25054
BOS SHOCK BATES
U BOW HAVES
D SHOCK WAVES
BOB WAVES
Hypersonic and supersonic flow over caret wings at
off-design conditions with attached bow shock at
leading edges
P966U A73-12502
BOX BEAMS
Four-phase airframe fatigue program for bending
tests of aluminum alloy box beams
fAD-744673] P0677 N73-10943
BRAKES (FOR ARRESTING MOTION)
NT AERODYNAMIC BRAKES
NT AIRCRAFT BRAKES
NT BALLDTES
NT DRAG CHUTES
NT LEADING EDGE SLATS
NT TRAILING-EDGE FLAPS
NT WHEEL BRAKES
NT WING FLAPS
Analysis of heat dissipation and frictional
properties of materials used in aircraft brakes
fNASA-CR-121116] P0135 N73-15595
Aircraft accident involving Boeing 737 aircraft
during landing at Miami, Florida airport on 15
Dec. 1972 following collision with birds
rNTSB-AAR-73-13] pP466 N73-26C29
Analysis of various aircraft antiskid braking
systems to determine appropriate antiskid
braking system for space shuttle vehicle
fNASA-CS-1213491 pC5U1 N73-28449
BRAKING
Wind tunnel tests of blowing on circular cylinders
applied to aircraft control and braking at low
speeds
fARC-CP-1232] P0215 N73-19000
Analysis of effect of grooved runway
configurations on aircraft tire braking traction
on flooded runway surfaces
[NASA-TN-D-72151 p0273 N73-21057
Dependences between braking and precession moments
acting on spherical rotor in magnetic suspension
P0598 N73-30U22
BRAYTON CYCLE
Design and evaluation of mini-Brayton
compressor-alternator-turbine system for
spacecraft power supplies
fNASA-CR-133810] p0599 N73-30U63
BRAZING
Nondestructive eddy current tests of Al braze
alloy fillet size and flatwise distribution in
Ti honeycomb sandwich panels
P0089 A73-16131
Study and realization of special parts for
aerospace construction by brazing in a fluorided
reducing atmosphere
PC185 A73-22202
Brazed honeycomb structure design, fabrication and
aerospace applications covering brazing methods,
filler metal selection, nondestructive testing,
sandwich designs, aircraft and spacecraft
structures, etc
P9416 A73-3U100
Aluminum brazed titanium honeycomb sandwich
structure - A new system.
P0625 A73-4400C
BREAKAWAY
D BOUNDARY LAYER SEPAEATION
BREAKERS (ELECTRIC)
0 CIRCUIT BREAKERS
BREATHING APPARATUS
Influence of liquid oxygen on chromate coated
aluminum tubing of breathing apparatus
[AD-752030] pP179 N73-17661
BEEGDET AIRCRAFT
NT BREGUET 941 AIRCRAFT
NT BREGUET 1150 AIRCRAFT
BBEGUET 941 AIRCRAFT
Flight tests for determining handling gualities
and operational characteristics of Breguet 941
STOL aircraft
P0479 N73-27C08
BREGUET 1150 AIRCRAFT
Description of Breguet 1150 to be used as European
earth resources survey aircraft noting sensor
payload
PP598 H73-30353
BRIGHTNESS
Legibility and recognition by test groups of
displayed signals differing by brightness or color
rDLR-FB-71-571 PP135 N73-15484
&-137
BBIGHTHESS TBHPBBATOBE SUBJECT IBDEX
BBIGHTNESS TEHPEBATOBE
Badio noise from towns - Measured from an airplane.
pCSOt A73-37675
BHISTOL-SIDDELBT BS 53 EN6ISE
Pegasus vectored thrust turbofan enqine for
Harrier class V/STOL aircraft, describing design
and operational details
P0651 A73-10200
BBISTOL-SIDDELEI VIPEE ENGINE
SOKO Caleb 3 cantilever low wing trainer-fighter
monoplane with Bristol-Siddeley Viper 20
turbo-jet enqine, describing flight control,
loading gear, fuel system and avionics
P0296 A73-3024P
BRITISH ilPCBAFT COBP AIBCBAFT
0 BAC AIRCRAFT
BBOADB1HD
Aperture matching of wideband phased array radar
antennas, using digital ferrite phase shifters
and dielectric transformer with magnetic
resonance limiting
P0651 A73-10178
A comparison of the overall and broadband noise
characteristics of full-scale and nodel
helicopter rotors.
P0634 A73-45264
BBOAOCASTIMG
An automatic system for broadcasting weather data
to international civil aviation
P0436 A73-34962
BROKEN CLOUDS
D CLOODS (BETEOBOLOGY)
BBOBIDES
NT DIBBOBIDES
BROHIBE COSPOONDS
NT DIBROBIDES
BOBBLES '
Test eguipment and procedures for determining
foaming and aeration characteristics of aircraft
engine lubricants
rAD-74780»1 p0074 N73-12618
BOCKLING
NT THEBHAL BOCKLING
Vibration and local edge buckling of thermally
stressed, wedge airfoil cantilever wings.
fAIAA PAPER 73-3271 P0235 A73-25557
Certain fatigue phenomena in aeronautical
structures with stiffened shells
P0217 A73-2739M
Analysis of structural response of light aircraft
to crash loadings based on1 dynamic buckling of
discretely stiffened shells
P0227 N73-19910
Buckling of shells under combined loading and
thermal stresses
fAD-756491t] P0314 N73-22883
Analysis of wing leading edge buckling due to
aerodynamic heating to show effect of shear
modulus of material and geometry of leading edge
on buckling onset
fARC-B/K-31971 P0396 N73-25000
Finite element method to determine post-buckling
strength Of B-1 aircraft aft intermediate
fuselage following combined torque and axial
loading
fAD-7638131 P0609 N73-30956
BUDGETING
NT FEDERAL BUDGETS • '
Status of funded improvements to the' National
Aviation System and planned improvements not yet
funded.
P0245 A73-27363
BUFFALO AIBCRAFT
U DHC 5 AIBCSAFT
BOFFETING
Buffet boundaries for arrow wings in transonic
flow, presenting nietfiods for pressure
distribution and three dimensional turbulent
boundary layer calculation
TDGLH PAPBR 72-123] PC055 A73-14382
Aeroelastic dynamic response to shock induced flow
separation, analyzing:wing buffet,components at
high Mach number subsonic flow
TAIAA PAPEE 73-308] pC234 A73-25539
Buffeting pressures on a'swept wing in transonic
flight - Comparison of model and full scale
measurements.
TAIAA PAPER 73-3111 ' pC2314 A73-25542
Beyond the buffet boundary.
pO«20 A73-34538
Flight tests to determine buffet characteristics
of four high performance aircraft during
transonic eaneuvers
P0125 H73-15017
Analysis of aerodynamic buffeting and related
phenomena to include development of models for
oscillatory rigid-body notion
P0125 N73-15018
Hind tunnel tests to predict full scale aircraft
. buffet loads during buffet boundary penetration
using scale flutter model of fighter .aircraft
with variable sweep wings
[NASA-IN-D-7066] p0169 N73-16905
• Research projects for improving maneuverability
and buffet characteristics of fighter aircraft
in high subsonic and transonic speed ranges
fNASA-TB-D-7131] p0463 H73-25999
Flight tests of F-8C aircraft to determine effects
of flaps on buffet characteristics and wing-rock
onset at subsonic and supersonic speeds
fNASA-TM-X-2873] p0537 N73-27905
Aerothermodynamic.study of air cushion vehicles
buffeting noting dynamical stability, nonlinear
behavior, and similitude law
CNT-33-1973] . p0661 H73-32933
- BUILDING HATEHIALS
0 C08STBUCTION BATERIALS
BUILDING STBUCTORES
0 BUILDINGS
BUILDINGS
Tall buildings induced microwave scattering
coefficient measurement with helicopter-borne
bistatic pulse radar, explaining coefficient
dependence on azimuth, elevation and range
P0529 A73-39127
Measurement of effects of sonic; booms on light
building structures for various building
configurations :.-.,•"
rRAE-LIB-TRANS-1633]- pC461 N73-26011
BUNA (TRADEMARK)
Age control evaluation of Buna N elastomers by ANA
Bulletin 438, using shelf aging and crashed
aircraft case studies
P0041 A73-13026
BOSHING BATE ,,
Characterization and suppression of aircraft and
fuel fires.
[MSCI-PAPER 72-261 p0093 A73-16688
Burning rate.studies.of fuel air mixtures at high
pressures.
PC633 A73-45162
Fuel combustion rate and turbulent diffusion
induced self ignition in pulsejet engine
combustion chamber from schlieren photography
and pressure distribution measurements
p0634 A73-45377
Burning rate of JP-4 and air propellant in closed
combustion chamber
fAD-757634] p0336 N73-23954
Effects of additives on high speed ignition and
combustion characteristics of slurry fuels using
magnesium and lithium fluoride
. CAD-762615] P0555 N73-29802
BOBHTHBODGH (FAILURE)
Analysis of acoustic properties of let engine
malfunction as means for detecting -let engine
burnthrough - Vol. 1
TFAA-RD-72-149-VOL-1] p0263 N73-20825
>. BUSHINGS
Performance characteristics of self lubricating
sintered sulfur-iron material used for bushings
in naval aircraft
fAD-748175] p007« N73-12603
BOTIBIC ACID
Gas-releasing additives to ^et fuels
P0570 A73-41070
BYPASSES
• • Structural changes in high bypass ratio engines
for fan noise reduction to jet noise level
. . p0067 N73-12017
C BARD
C band microwave landing system for increased
guidance signal accuracy and reliability in
azimuth, elevation and range relative to
• A-138
SUBJECT IHDBX CALIPOBBIA
touchdown point
p0503 A73-37494
System design and test plan for NASA position
location and aircraft communications equipment
at C band using DS8S Vanguard and ATS 3 and ATS
5 satellites
rSASA-TH-X-7C447J p0600 S73-306fl6
C-2 AIBCBAFT
Fatigue tests to deteraine service life of
catapult structure on C-2 aircraft
f&D-752«931 p0174 H73-17028
Book bounce test of C-2A aircraft arresting gear
A-frame
rAD-754077] p0258 N73-20288
C-5 AIBCBiFT
C-5 program developments and alterations in terms
of defense requirements and cost problems,
discussing objectives' and management policies in
F-15 and B-1 projects
• P0656 A73-11C69
Kneeling landinq qear -"The C5 variable qeometry
development.
p0281 A73-28158
Loqistic performance data book for C-5A aircraft
landinq qear to show system reliability,
maintainability, loqistic support cost, and
performance data
[AD-762248J p0546 N73-28963
Loqistic performance data book for C-5A airframe
to show reliability, maintainability, loqistics
support, and operatinq problems
fAD-762233] p0546 N73-28968
Exhaust blast velocities and temperatures at
ground level for various aircraft and wing tip
vortex velocity for C-5'-aircraft
rAD-7642281 '' • p0609 873-30961
C-142 A1BCBAFT
0 XC-142 AIRCRAFT
C-130 AIBCBAFI
The STAS /H/ 'S' Integral weight and Balance
System for the c-130 aircraft.
rSASE PAPER 9851 pC517 A73-37889
Desiqh, fabrication, and flight tests of
boron-epoxy reinforced C-130E center vinq boxes
rNASA-CR-112126] • P0079 N73-13011
Development of mathematical models for C-13C
aircraft to predict general trends and probable
values for stability derivatives and mode
parameters over fliqht envelope
fAD-753388] PP208 H73-18076
Design, fabrication, and evaluation of boron-epoxy
reinforced C-130 center wing boxes
fHASA-CB-1122721 P0318 H73-22979
Suitability determination of redesigned XB18
membrane as expedient surfacing for
waterproofing and dustproofing hastily prepared
airfields for operations of C-130 aircraft
rAD-761089] P0186 N73-27190
Logistic performance data book for C-130E aircraft
propulsion system to show reliability,
maintainability, loqistic support costs, and
operational problems
fAD-7622491 P0546 N73-28964
C-131 AIBCBAPT
In-flight simulator (TIFS) of C-131 aircraft with
capability of varying six degrees of freedom
fAD-75071151 P0134 S73-15286
Fliqht tests 'of folding sidevall, expandable tires
on C-131 aircraft to determine operation of
inflation and deflation system
fAD-762730J P0549 N73-28993
C-135 AIECBAFT
Application of power spectral density method to
analyze vibrations induced in aircraft during
taxiing
fAD-757283] P0320 N73-22991
Boot mean sguare center of gravity accelerations
and undercarriage forces for taxiing KC-135
tanker aircraft
fCBANFIELD-AERO-151 pO«01 B73-25060
Loqistic performance data book on propulsion
system for KC-135 aircraft to show reliability,
maintenance, costs, and problems
fAD-7622171 • P05U6 N73-28962
Loqistic performance data book for KC-135 aircraft
electrical power system to show reliability,
maintainability, loqistics support, and
operatinq problems
TAD-7622251 P0547 N73-28972
C-141 AIBCBAFI
Evaluation of a reliability analysis method for
fatigue life of aircraft structures.
P0058 A73-1U715
Application of reliability based static strength
criteria system to analysis of c-111 aircraft -
yol. 1
UD-7422601 P0680 H73-1102U
Implementation of reliability based strength
criteria system for determining service life of
C-111 aircraft structures - Vol. 2
[AD-7422611 p0680 N73-11025
Design and development of fixed gain control
system for longitudinal axis of C-111 aircraft
fly-by-vire control
[AD-760763] pOi»82 N73-27038
Numerical analysis of supercritical flow about
C-1Q1 aircraft wing using finite difference,
relaxation algorithm
fHASA-TS-D-6933] p0535 1173-27889
Analysis of transonic scaling effect on guasi,
two-dimensional airfoil model of C-141 aircraft
fAD-7622851 p0539 N73-2792U
Logistic performance data book for C-141A aircraft
radio navigation system to show reliability,
maintainability, logistics support, and
operatinq problems
tAD-762250) p05«6 N73-28971
C-160 HBCSiFT
Statistical evaluation of neteoroloqical ice
formation parameters: free moisture content,
drop diameters, and temperature, obtained from
Transall C-160 flights
rBBB-DH-11-72-0) P0161 N73-16016
CABLES (HOPES)
Coopnterized simulation of spiral curve of wire
being towed behind orbiting aircraft
CiD-753908] pC221 N73-19256
Design, fabrication, and evaluation of mechanical
devices for supporting external stores on
military helicopters
CAD-7555321 P0311 N73-22436
CADBIDH
Cadmium embrittlement of high strenqth, low alloy
steels at elevated temperatures.
P0578 A73-41968
Solid cadmium embrittlement in A-7 aircraft
failure of six shaft and one horn fracture
surfaces
fAD-756906] p0312 S73-22525
CADBIDH RICKEL BATTEBIES
D NICKEL C&DHIOfl BATTERIES
CALCDLATION
0 COHPOTATIOB
CALCDLDS
HT ASYBPTOIIC SERIES
HT INTEGRAL CALCOLDS
NT POWER SERIES
NT SERIES (MATHEMATICS)
NT TAILOB SERIES
NT yECTOR ANALYSIS
HT yORTICITT
CALCDLDS OF VABIAflONS
Aircraft and spacecraft quidance and remote and
automatic control of moving oblects, using
calculus of variations for systems synthesis
P009P A73-16402
Construction of a minimum-wave-drag profile in
ichooogeneous supersonic flow
P0565 473-40184
CALIBB1TIBG
NT HIND TDNNEL CALIBRATION
A system for the precise calibration of air
navigational receivers.
PC056 A73-14501
Strapdown electrostatic gyroscope spin axis
precession drift rate calibration, using virtual
work technigue for modeling bearing torgues on
rotor
p0444 A73-35210
Calibration of rotating sand erosion test
apparatus simulatinq turbocompressor wear
TAD-7433091 P0674 N73-10483
Calibration and evaluation of Skylab altimetry for
qeodetic determination of qeoid
rE73-11C131 pC615 H73-31318
CALIFORNIA
NT SAN FBANCISCO BAT (CA)
i-139
CAMBER 'SUBJECT IHDEI
Effects of intraurban V/STOL commuter systen on
economic, social, and physical environment on
San Francisco Bar Area
fNASA-CR-111492] P0077 N73-12982
CABBBE
HI COHICA1 CAMBER
NT KING- CAMBER
Inviscid flow through a cascade of thick, cambered
airfoils* I * Incompressible flov,
rASBE PAPEE 73-GT-8U1 p0375 A73-33527
Inviscid flow through a cascade of thick, cambered
airfoils* II - Conpressible flov.
rASBE PAPEE 73-GT-85] p0375 A73-33528
CABBEEED PINGS
High-frequency vibrations of a circular wing in
the flow of an ideal fluid
P0099 A73-17089
Conically cambered triangular wings with reflex
spanwise curvature.
P0152 A73-20938
Lift and draq at off-desiqn Bach numbers of
conically cambered winqs with subsonic leading
edqes and supersonic trailinq edqe '
p02U9 A73-27927
Bogallo variable geometry flexible cambered winq
structure and aerodynamic performance for low
speed agricultural flight applications
P0281 A73-28027
Revised calculations of the NACA 6-series of low
draq aerofoils.
POU24 A73-3U536
Improved aircraft capability through variable
camber.
pOU95 A73-37275
Wind tunnel tests at Hach 2.0 to determine
aerodynamic characteristics of cambered and
uncambered qothic vinqs
fARC-B/H-32111 pC396 N73-25003
Development of formulas for calculatinq gradients
and ordinates of camber surfaces of sveptback
winqs of arbitrary planform with subsonic
leading edqes and specified load distribution
fARC-R/M-3217] P0396 N73-25001
CAHERA TUBES
NT IMAGE DISSECTOE TUBES
CAHEEAS
NT MULTISPECTRAL BAND CAMERAS
NT TELEVISION CAMERAS
Photographic recordinq of aircraft strike,
emphasizinq air-to-air encounter
TAD-7U68371 p0685 N73-11123
CANADAIE AIECEAFT
NT CL-81 AIRCBAFT
CANADAIB CF-101 AIRCRAFT
U F-10K AIRCRAFT
CANADAIE CL-84 AIECEAFT
U CL-81 AIRCRAFT
CAHABD CONFIGURATIONS
B-52 control configured vehicles ride control
analysis and flight test.
fAIAA PAPER 73-7821 pOU99 A73-37U52
Supersonic wind tunnel tests to measure overall
normal and side.forces, rolling, pitching, and
yawing moments on canard aircraft
fABC-R/M-32261 p0397 N73-25011
Analysis of performance benefits for fighter
aircraft by application of maneuver load control
and relaxed static stability parameters
fAD-7622991 p0539 N73-27922
Aircraft accident involving crash of TO-11*
aircraft at Paris Air Show in 1973
rNASA-TT-F-150621 p05t8 N73-28982
CANBERRA AIRCRAFT
Comparison of gust velocities derived from
accelerations of Canberra and Vulcan aircraft
noting acceleration and winq loading power spectra
fARC-CP-12«U1 PC609 N73-30955
CANBERRA BOBBER
0 B-57 AIFCRBFT
CANNONS
0 GUNS (OSDNANCE)
CANOPIES
A model and calculation procedure for predicting
parachute inflation.
fAIAA PAPES 73-153] P0311 A73-31439
Liqhtninq protection for aircraft canopy,
discussinq simulation tests, safety margins,
side puncture, corona streamering and pilot
physioloqical reactions
P0365 A73-33036
Cyclic'pressure tests of F-» aircraft forward and
aft canopies to determine safe service life
after delamination of acrylic sheet
fAD-759349] pOU04 N73-25084
Development of organic glass and plastic materials
with improved mechanical and physical properties
for use with aircraft canopies and protective,
coatings • .
[AD-763263] . p0593 N73-30039
CANTILEVER MEMBEES
NT CANTILEVER PLATES • ' •
 A
Stress analysis of cantilever thin vailed .
cylindrical shell with concentrated force on
free reinforcement ring, noting members rigidity
relationship to internal.stress concentration
•P0660 A73^11718
Cantilever aircraft tires - Bore than a break for
•brakes.
fSAE PAPER 720870] p0092 A73-16652.
Flutter characteristics of thin cantilever wings
at transonic and supersonic speeds
[NAL-TR-288] - - p0126 N73-15022
CANTILEVER PLATES
Stability of elastic bending and torsion of •
uniform cantilevered rotor blades in hover.
fAIAA PAPER 73-105] : p023« A73-2553*
Designing a slender-wing-type cantilever plate
under conditions of unsteady 'creep
P0623 A73-H3728
CANTILEVER RINGS •
0 WINGS
CAPACITY
Airport or ATC system honrly landing and takeoff
capacity concept in terms-of honrly demand as
function of mean waiting time
P0358 A73-32552
Excess capacity in airline industry and
operational and financial"problems
p0657 N73-32871
CAPE KENNEDY LAUNCH COMPLEX
Determining optimal runway orientation for
minimizing frequency of crosswinds and headwind
reversals at Cape Kennedy
fNASA-CR-128995] p067t N73-10617
CAPILLAEt BATES
NT GRAVITY WAVES
CAPTIVE TESTS
NT STATIC TESTS
Determination of aircraft aerodynamic
characteristics under captive flight conditions
and description of test equipment
P0216 N73-19010
CARBON
Pyrolysis of kerosene and mechanism of formation
of carbon deposits
fONERA, IP NO. 1157] ' p006<! A73-15989
Determination of the proneness of aviation oils to
carbon deposition
P0525 A73-38491
Analysis of formation of carbon deposits on jet
engines and effect on reliability, efficiency,
and service life =
[AD-751607] p026<l N73-20837
CARBON DIOXIDE
Preliminary results of Martian altitude
determinations with C02 bands /2 micron
• wavelength/ from the automatic interplanetary
space station Mars 3.
P0577 A73-U1807
CAEBOH FIBER BEINFORCED PLASTICS
Structural design and load tests on carbon fiber
reinforced plastic VC-10 aileron control strut
[ABC-CP-1229] p0121 N73-14903
CAEBON FIBERS
Speed brake in carbon fibre composite construction.
P0050 A73-13920
The application of adhesive bonded structures and
composite materials on advanced turbofan engines.
P0052 A73-11131
High strength low density Hyfil carbon fiber
prepreg sheet properties and production for
aircraft applications
P0379 A73-33986
Aircraft structural applications of filamentary
composites, discussing fiberglass, boron-epoxy
and graphite-expoxy composites
pO«3i| A73-3481U
SUBJECT INDEX CASCADE FLOW
Structural desiqn and load tests on carbon fiber
reinforced plastic VC-10 aileron control strut
C4BC-CP-12291 P0121 H73-1II903
Application of qlass composites, all carbon
composites, and PRD-49 organic fiber material
for airframe and spacecraft construction
p0488 873-271182
Application of qlass reinforced and carbon
reinforced composite materials for helicopter
structures and rotary wings
P0489 N73-27H83
Ose of reinforced boron and carbon fiber
composites in aircraft structures
P0489 N73-27t8»
Construction of qlider aircraft usinq qlass fiber
and carbon fiber reinforced plastic composite
materials for weight reduction and increased
strength
pO»89 B73-27I»86
CABBOH HOHOIIDE
Analysis of qaseous emissions from J-85 enqine at
various fuel-air ratios, enqine speeds, and
simulated altitude conditions
fNASi-TM-X-2726] p0181 K73-17921
CABBOH STEELS
Random fatigue tests on normalized carbon steel
Kith 0.7 percent carbon
p0168 H73-16902
CABBON-CABBON COBPOSITES
Precipitation and dispersion hardened alloys,
fiber reinforced metal matrix composites,
carbon-carbon composites, and dispersed system,
eutectics application in aerospace industry
P0296 A73-30067
Desiqn and development of lightweight wheel
brakinq equipment.
fSAWE PAPER 9951 pC517 A73-37891
CABBT WIHGS
The pressure on flat and anhedral delta vinqs vith
attached shock waves.
P066II A73-12501
Hypersonic and supersonic flow over caret winqs at
off-desiqn conditions with attached bow shock at
leadinq edqes
P066U A73-12502
Experimental results in the case of the Nonweiler
wave-rider in the subsonic, transonic, and
supersonic range
P0371 A73-33265
Force measurements on caret and delta winqs at
hiqh incidence in hypersonic reentry conditions
notinq comparison with theoretical predictions
riC-AERO-72-16] p0667 N73-10004
Analysis of optimum nozzle thrust deflection
anqles in cruisinq fliqht
UBC-CP-12221 p0120 N73-14796
Two and three dimensional flow field
characteristics of lower surfaces of caret winqs
UASO-3271 p0587 N73-29997
CAEGO
NT AIB CARGO
Advanced technology hoist-drive system applicable
to helicopter carqo hoists with capacities
ranqinq from 12.5 to 50 tons
f AD-7116629] P0083 N73-13067
Fuel consumption profiles of passenger and freiqht
transportation modes
fP-19351 p0337 N73-23962
CAB60 AIHCBAFT
NT BREGUET 911 AIECRAFT
NT C-2 AIRCRAFT
NT C-5 AIRCRAFT
NT C-130 AIRCRAFT
NT C-131 AIRCRAFT
NT C-135 AIRCRAFT
NT C-1U1 AIRCRAFT
NT C-160 AIRCRAFT
NT F-27 AIRCRAFT
Technical and economic analysis of nuclear power
reactors application for international carqo
ship and air transportation, notinq feasibility
study of airborne power plants
fAIAA PAPER 72-10611 p0043 A73-13390
Transport carqo aircraft desiqn requirements and
supportinq qround system concepts in view of
future market demands with emphasis on economic
constraints
fSAE PAPER 7303521 pC431 A73-3U700
The C-401, a STOL transport for many applications
P0450 A73-35666
The potential influence of the ACLS on the
development of logistical cargo aircraft.
p0507 A73-37701
Freiqhter airships economical and technological
feasibility study, discussing performance
requirements and design concepts
[SAME PAPER 951] p0516 A73-37879
Development and characteristics of dual cargo hook
system for use on military transport helicopters
P0268 H73-21022
Performance of fibrous concrete pavement materials
under cargo aircraft and roadway vehicle loads
[AD-7U1357] p0312 H73-22537
CAB6O SHIPS
HT TANKER SHIPS
Technical and economic analysis of nuclear power
reactors application for international cargo
ship and air transportation, noting feasibility
study of airborne power plants
(AIAA PAPER 72-1061] p0043 A73-13390
CARBIER SOCKETS
0 LAONCR VEHICLES
CARTBIDGE ACTUATED DEVICES
0 ACTUATORS
D EXPLOSIVE DEVICES
CABTBIDGES
L-1011 aircraft hydraulic system layout and
installation techniques with nodular design and
plug-in cartridges for Hurphy law error
reduction during servicing
p0121| A73-31523
CASCADE CONTROL
Numerical analysis of variable pitch compressor
rotor blades for reduction of rotor vibrations
[AD-762228] p0544 N73-28716
CASCADE FLOH
Behaviour of boundary layers on plane or annular
fixed or mobile supersonic blade cascades
fONEHA, IP NO. 11101 p0652 A73-10232
Method of calculating vortex-free flow around
hydrodynamic cascades composed of arbitrary
profiles
P0661 A73-11788
Subsonic centrifugal compressor efficient
operating range extension by collector and
diffuser blade cascades separation, presenting
performance test results
P0666 A73-12792
Aerodynamic noise and alternating loads in an
idealised turbine stage.
pOO«1 A73-12981
Problems regarding the use of electronic data
processing for the calculation of diagonal
cascades in turbomachines
P0042 A73-13169
Supersonic compressor performance for gas turbine
enqines, discussing cascade, single stage
compressor rigs and experimental engine test
results
P0053 A73-14152
Axial flow turbomachines annulus wall boundary
layer growth calculation methods, deriving
momentum integral eguations from passage
averaged eguations of motion through cascaded
blades
p0057 A73-14645
Some recent work on aspect ratio effects in
compressor cascades.
TASHE PAPER 72-WA/FE-111 p0063 A73-15858
A combined theoretical and empirical method of
axial compressor cascade prediction.
tASHE PAPER 72-WA/6T-5] p0063 A73-15869
The effect of the degree of turbulence on the
aerodynamic characteristics of planar
decelerating cascades
fDFVLR-SONDDE-275] p01ft A73-19197
Flow in the wake of a cascade of oscillating
airfoils.
p01»6 A73-19954
Aerodynamic experimental investigation of annular
cascade of gas turbine nozzle blade in subsonic
and supersonic flow.
P0152 A73-20939
Unsteady nonlinear flow around an airfoil or a
blade cascade with emission of turbulent vortices
P0185 A73-22212
A-141
CASCADE ilSD TDNHELS SUBJECT IHDEX
Fluctuating lift and moment coefficients for
cascaded airfoils in a nonuniform compressible
flow.
P0186 A73-22432
Flow through moving cascades of lifting lines with
fluctuating lift.
P0192 A73-23697
Secondary flows - Theory, experiment, and
application in turbomachinery aerodynamics.
P0193 A73-23860
Researches on the two-dimensional retarded
cascade. Ill - Cascade performances at high
inlet angles.
p0239 A73-26338
Researches on the two-dimensional retarded
cascade. IV - Determination of blade elements at
retarded blade row.
P0239 A73-26339
Graphic-interactive analysis of the velocity field
around blade cascades for turbomachines
pC2l(6 A73-27387
Design method of the axial-flow blade row on
modified isolated aerofoil theory with
interference coefficient. I.
P0283 A73-28649
Supersonic annular blade cascades starting
conditions, presenting static pressure and Bach
number distributions
fONEHA, IP NO. 12191 p0285 A73-28837
Two dimensional steady subsonic flow through
airfoil cascades, predicting turbomachine
performance from boundary layer calculation for
comparison with experiments
P0286 A73-29005
Effect of trailing edge thickness on the cascade
performance of circular-arc blades.
P0286 A73-29006
Secondary flow in blade cascades of axial
turbomachines and the possibility of reducing
its unfavourable effects.
P0286 A73-29008
Periodic gust and wake induced unsteady air flow,
calculating velocity variation with distance
from rotor blade for cascade effect
P0287 A73-29026
Experimental study by resonance method of unsteady
aerodynamic forces acting on cascading blades.
P0287 A73-29028
Generalized relations for the parameters at the
flow separation boundary in compressor-cascades
P0292 A73-29551
Axial and radial turbocompressor analysis and
design, presenting literature survey on .cascade
aerodynamics, iterative and hodograph
computational methods, etc
P0297 A73-30429
Subsonic compressible airfoil cascade flow
calculations by series, iterative, matrix and
streamline curvature methods, discussing
transonic and supersonic cases
USHE PAPEE 73-GT-91 P0372 A73-33487
The use of a finite difference technique to
predict cascade, stator, and rotor deviation
angles and optimum angles of attack.
fASME PAPER 73-GT-101 p0373 A73-33488
On the unsteady supersonic cascade with a subsonic
leading edge - An exact first order theory.
fASWE PAPER 73-GT-151 p0373 A73-33492
On the unsteady supersonic cascade with a subsonic
leading edge - An exact first order theory. II.
TASME PAPER 73-GT-161 p0373 A73-33493
A contribution to the theoretical and experimental
examination of the flow through plane supersonic
deceleration cascades and supersonic compressor
rotors.
FASME PAPEB 73-GT-17] p0373 A73-33494
Interface effects between a moving supersonic
blade cascade and a downstream diffuser cascade.
fASME PAPER 73-GT-231 p0373 A73-33497
Turbulence downstream of stationary and rotating
cascades.
TASflE PAPER 73-GT-801 P0375 A73-33525
Inviscid flow through a cascade of thick, cambered
airfoils. I - Incompressible flow.
TASME PAPER 73-GT-841 p0375 A73-33527
Inviscid flow through a cascade of thick, cambered
airfoils. II - Compressible flow.
TASKS PAPER 73-GT-85] p0375 A73-33528
The prevention of separation and flow reversal in
the corners of compressor blade cascades.
p0420 A73-3»"«8
Effect of spanwise circulation on compressor noise
generation.
P0497 A73-37292
Design of axial flow fans by cascade method.
P0564 A73-H0124
Calculation of the maximum attainable'efficiency
of a moving compressor blade cascade
P0582 A73-U2646
The unsteady aerodynamics of a finite supersonic
cascade with subsonic axial flow.
[ASHE PAPER 73-AEHB-6] p0581 A73-42879
Total pressure loss-distribution in viscous gas
flow through annular cascades of axial flow
compressors, examining three dimensional flow
effects on boundary layer development
P0632 A73-44916
Influence of coriolis effect on energy transfer in
mixed flow rotor cascades
tlBC-R/H-3703] p0072 H73-12306
Improvement of turbojet engine performance
analysis by plotting parameters of two shaft
turbojet engine operation
CAD-7U9058] p0087 N73-13789
Calculation of compressible flow in three
dimensional cascade of turbomachine blades using
stream line curvature technique
[ARC-H/H-3704] p0118 873-14287
Secondary flow phenomena and associated losses in
high-deflection turbine rotor cascade
CAD-7501831 p0118 N73-14300
Static and wind tunnel tests to determine
performance of four cowl cascade thrust reverser
configurations at forward velocity
rHASA-TM-X-2665] pG167 N73-16773
Calculation of flow through airfoils in cascade to
show pressure distribution under conditions of
two dimensional incompressible flow with
boundary layer separation at trailing edge
rDLR-FB-72-62] p0211 N73-18276
Influence of degree of turbulence on aerodynamic
coefficients of cascades
p0225 N73-19798
Effect of axial velocity ratio on aerodynamic
coefficients of compressor cascade in viscous flow
p0225 N73-19801
Influence of axial velocity density ratio on
compressor cascade performance in compressible
flow
p0225 N73-19805
Experiments with cascade secondary flows
P0225 N73-19811
Shock wave boundary layer interaction in
compressor, cascades
p0226 K73-19816
Analysis of transonic potential flow through
oscillating unstaggered thin plate cascade
f. AD-757255) p0334 H73-23806
Calculation of aerodynamic forces of bending and
torsional vibration on installed vibrating
cascade blades
fARC-R/B-3254] p0383 H73-24015
Analysis of supersonic, unstalled torsional
flutter in cascades of compressor blades to
determine position of flutter boundary and
aeroelastic instability
• [AD-7587211 p0394 N73-24809
Heat transfer between gas and turbine casing in
intervane channels of stators and guide vanes
[HASi-TT-F-150511 P0602 N73-30737
Rotating stall in axial flow compressor stages
with different types of profiling along blade
height and different flow regimes past profile
in cascade
rHASA-TT-F-15115] p0618 H73-31698
Shock wave pattern and stability in axial flow
supersonic compressor using simulated rotating
cascade test facility
P0646 S73-32196
CASCADE HIND TUBHBLS
Application of certain generalized data from
wind-tunnel tests with plane subsonic compressor
cascades to the calculation of the
characteristic flow regimes in supersonic cascades
P0247 A73-27480
Development of experimental turbine facilities for
testing scaled models in air or freon.
SUBJECT IHDEX CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSORS
p0418 473-34381
Cascade tests of hiqhly loaded multistage fan
drive turbine configurations
fNASA-CR-21711 p0167 H73-16778
Two dimensional cascade test of hiqhly loaded, low
solidity, tandem airfoil turbine rotor blade
rNASA-TM-X-2729] p0180 N73-17814
-Aerodynamic perfornance of core-engine turbine
stator vane tested in two-dimensional cascade of
10 vanes and in single-vane tunnel
• tNASA-TH-X-27661 p0263 N73-20823
CASCADES
Aerodynamic characteristics of torus shaped
cascades involved in flame stabilization process
of reheat devices for jet engines
P0241 A73-26595
Development of supersonic cascade and wheel
structure for axial flow compressor
tAD-752583] P0213 N73-18804
Effects of boundary layer flow patterns on upright
cascade blade performance
P0225 N73-19803
CASCADES (FLUID DYNAMICS)
D F1DID DYNAMICS
CASES (COSTAIHEBS)
NT ROCKET ENGINE CASES
CASING
Feasibility evaluation of graphite/epoxy composite
materials to helicopter transmission housing.
p0193 473-23969
CASTING ,
NT INVESTHENT CASTING
Titanium casting technology applications to
aircraft structures, considering flap tracks,
brake torgue tubes and arrestor hook mounting
brackets
P0365 A73-33071
CASTINGS
Nl INGOTS
CATALYTIC ACTIVITY r
Catalytic activity in platinum group temperature
sensors, discussing elimination by noncatalytic
coatings
P0578 A73-42034
CATAPOLTS
NT ROCKET CATAPULTS
nondestructive inspection technigues for examining
catapult and arresting gear structures on E-2
aircraft
fAD-7524921 P017U N73-17027
Fatigue tests to determine service life of
catapult structure on C-2 aircraft
rAD-752493] p0174 N73-17028
CATHODE BAT TDBES
Experimental approach for utilization of cathode
ray tube piloting instruments
p0357 A73-32509
Thin configuration flat digital CRT display with
electron beam control improvement for military
avionics applications, discussing performance
advantages and ownership cost
p0446 A73-35235
Development and characteristics of cathode ray
xtube vertical display system for use in
all-weather air navigation aircraft
fAD-752510] p0174 N73-17026
Situational display system 'of cathode ray tabes to
assist pilot in aircraft control
[NASA-CASE-EKC-IOSSO] p0259 N73-20474
Development and characteristics of flat, thin,
cathode ray tube with digital switching for beam
deflection and positioning
TAD-7559381 p0276 N73-21227
CAVIIATIOH
0 CAVITATION FLOW
CAVITATIOB FLOI
Approximate calculation of the cavitation flow
past low-aspect-ratio wings
P0635 A73-45540
Equations for fully cavitating flow of fluid past
flat plate hydrofoil running below free surface
with consideration of transverse gravity effects
tAD-746484] p0684 H73-11272
Environmental effects on headform cavitation
inception
TAD-763367] p0598 N73-30261
CAVITIES
Transonic wind tunnel corrections for slotted or
perforated walls
P0326 N73-23373
CAVITY RESONATORS
PDP 8/1 data acguisition and averaging program for
synchronous hot-wire measurements in mouth of
flow excited cavity resonator
fAD-764851 ] P0647 N73-32357
CELESTIAL BODIES
NT RADIO SODRCES (AST8ONOHY)
NT SATDHN (PLANET)
NT UHANDS (PLANET)
CEMENTS
Lime-cement combination for soil stabilization in
road and airfield construction
[AD-7625521 P0616 N73-315U5
CEHS SYSTEM
0 CENTRAL ELECTRONIC MANAGEMENT SISTEH
CENTER OF GRAVITY
Optimum position of the center of gravity of a
passenger plane in cruising flight
P0658 A73-11649
Computerized control system for fuel flow into and
out of fuel cells and aircraft gravity center
optimization during supersonic cruise and takeoff
P0570 473-40939
Elastic vibrations of aircraft wing caused by
distributed load, center of gravity
displacement, and rotation using electromodeling
technigues
fAD-7609651 POH83 N73-27043
CENTER OF PRESSURE
The tricuspid hypocycloid as envelope of the force
of lift, calculated in a first compressible
approximation, in the case of a symmetrical
profile in a flow of variable direction and a
given Mach number
p0094 A73-16764
CENTRAL ELECTBONIC MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
HADAP - Implementation of a large size real time
data processing system.
P0351 473-32448
Design of aircraft digital system for automatic
flight control
P0335 N73-23900
CENTRAL NERVOOS SYSTEM
NT SPINE
CENTRAL PROCESSING UNITS
Two-level computer system with main and display
processors as scale working model for
semiautomatic digital ATC en route control
pC143 A73-19183
Parallel processors and air traffic control
automation.
pf>524 A73-38465
CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSORS
Unsteady modes of operation of a centrifugal
compressor with a vaneless diffuser
PC661 473-11790
Subsonic centrifugal compressor efficient
operating range extension by collector and
diffuser blade cascades separation, presenting
performance test results
P0666 A73-12792
Development trends in design methods for aircraft
engine compressors. II - Centrifugal-flow
compressors
P01C7 A73-17996
Development trends in aircraft-engine compressor
design methods. Ill
P0146 A73-19605
Theory on blades of axial, mixed, and radial
tnrbomachines by inverse method.
PC239 A73-2634C
A new approach to the problem of predicting the
performance of centrifugal compressors.
PC286 A73-29012
Low speed of sound modeling of a high pressure
ratio centrifugal compressor.
P0286 A73-29020
Features of flow-parameter measurement by a
cylindrical probe in the vaneless diffuser of a
small centrifugal compressor
P0292 A73-29552
Small turbomachinery compressor and fan
aerodynamics.
CASME PAPER 73-01-6] p0372 A73-33484
Book - Gas turbine theory /2nd edition/.
P0421 A73-34471
High performance supersonic axial and centrifugal
compressors theoretical and experimental
A-143
CENTRIFUGAL FORCE SUBJECT IHDEX
research, assessing and forecasting
technological developments
P0460 A73-36992
The use of analytic surfaces for the design of
centrifugal impellers by computer graphics.
p0580 A73-42477
Evaluation of slip factor of centrifugal impellers.
P0581 473-12625
Performance tests of low-pressure-ratio
centrifugal compressor with four different
diffnser configurations
fllASA-Ttl-D-7237] P0251 K73-19997
Design and fabrication of backswept impeller vane
island diffuser, and advanced-concepts
compressor rig
rNASA-CR-120942] ' p0259 N73-20531
Design, development, and evaluation of centrifugal
compressor with six to one pressure ratio and
two pounds per second air flow
fNASA-CR-120941] p0473 N73-26483
Isothermal forging of titanium centrifugal
compressor impeller
[AD-764266] p0615 N73-31455
CEBTEIFDGAL FORCE
Deformation eguations of a propeller blade and the
orthogonality characteristics of its normal mode
shapes of vibration
P0243 A73-27085
CEHTEIFDGAL POMPS
Improvement of the calculation of the guide vanes
of centrifugal pumps
. p0187 A73-22569
Flow twisting in front of rotor for centrifugal
blower operation control, predicting efficiency
criteria
P0196 A73-24671
Synchronized operation of a positive-displacement
gear pump and a vane pump within the lubricant
oil delivery system of a jet engine
P062U A73-43742
Influence of transverse force on impeller bearing
rupture of centrifugal pumps
P0685 N73-11446
CERAMAL PROTECTIVE COATIHGS
U CERMETS
0 PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CEPAHiLS
0 CERMETS
CERAMIC COATINGS
Thermal conductivity of mixed-composition
plasma-sprayed coatings.
P0190 A73-23464
Elastomeric and ceramic coatings for aircraft and
missile radomes protection in subsonic and
supersonic rain erosion environments
p0365 A73-33031
CERAMICS
Transient analysis of ceramic vanes for heavy duty
gas turbines.
fASME PAPER 73-GT-46] pC374 A73-33507
Technology of aircraft construction to include
manufacturing of parts from plastics, ceramics,
and nonmetallic materials
rAD-7119558] p0083 1173-13041
CERMETS
Test results of fatigue at elevated temperatures
on aeronautical materials.
fONERA. TP NO. 1098] p0652 A73-10229
CERTIFICATION
Automative approach systems certification and
short distance takeoff and landing
tra-|ectography by cinetheodolites, digital
optical, airborne and inertial/radiosonde
equipment
P0191 A73-23656
Aircraft noise reduction technology and
certification standards, reviewing federal laws
and regulations
P0195 A73-24553
European airbus A300B aircraft flight tests and
onboard instrumentation in certification
program, illustrating desk layout, control and
display panels
P0281 A73-28159
Status of international noise certification
standards for business aircraft.
fSAE PAPER 73C2861 p0427 A73-34651
Electric trim systems - Design and certification
considerations under FAR 23.677 /CAM 3.337-2A
fSAE PAPER 730299] p0427 A73-34662
An overview of fatigue and fracture for design and
certification of advanced high performance ships.
P0435 A73-34881
Management and control of flight test programs of
the western Region FAA.
P0625 A73-44053
Management and control of flight test programs at
0.S. Army Aviation Systems Command.
P0625 A73-44054
Information and guidance for type certification of
aircraft engines as regnired by Federal Aviation
Administration
TFAA-AC-33-2A] p0314 N73-22730
CESSNA AIRCRAFT
HI A-37 AIRCRAFT
NT CESSNA 172 AIRCRAFT
Fixed base flight simulator evaluation of wing
spoilers for longitudinal flight path control of
Cessna aircraft during instrument landing system
approach
fNASA-CR-2121] p0679 N73-11015
Investigation of disappearance of Cessna 310
aircraft on flight between Anchorage and Juneau,
Alaska on 16 Oct. 1972
[NTSB-AAR-73-1] pC173 N73-17018
Aircraft accident involving crash of Cessna 182
aircraft near Duluth, Minnesota airport on 8
Nov. 1972
fNTSB-AAR-73-10] p0322 N73-230C6
CESSNA MILITARY AIRCRAFT
D MILITARY AIRCRAFT
CESSNA 172 AIRCBAFT
An approach to the synthesis of separate surface
automatic flight control systems.
[ A I A A PAPER 73-834] p0527 A73-38777
CF-104 AIRCRAFT
D F-104 AIRCRAFT
CF-700 ENGINE
Pressures and temperatures on the lower surfaces
of an externally blown flap system during
full-scale ground tests
fNASA-TN-D-7138] p0122 N73-14984
CFHP
U CARBOK FIBER REINFORCED PLASTICS
CH-53 HELICOPTER
D H-53 HELICOPTER
CH-3 HELICOPTER
Design development, and evaluation of hoist for
H-3 helicopter rescue system
[AD-750289] p0130 N73-15054
CH-113 HELICOPTER
0 CH-46 HELICOPTER
CH-46 HELICOPTER
Application of pole-placement theory to helicopter
stabilization systems.
p0110 A73-18819
Cfl-47 HELICOPTER
Redundant system design and flight test evaluation
for the TAGS digital control system.
[AHS PREPRINT 721] p0438 A73-35062
Development and gualification of a magnetic
technigue for the nondestructive measurement of
residual stress in CH-47 A rotor blade spars.
CAMS PREPRINT 752] p04UO A73-35080
Tactical aircraft guidance system for CH-47B
helicopter utilizing fly by wire control system,
describing design, display devices, flight
instruments, computer configuration and crew
duties
[AHS PREPRINT 761] p0440 A73-35084
A dynamics approach to helicopter transmission
noise reduction and improved reliability.
[AHS PREPRINT 772] p0441 A73-35090
Construction of pitch link in CH-47 helicopter
control system using composite materials of
graphite, glass, and carbon-steel
[AD-747337] p0681 N73-11036
Foreign process for developing spiral bevel gear
for CH-47 helicopter
[AD-747857] p0074 N73-12522
Effect of dynamic absorbers and damping on noise
generated by CH-47 helicopter rotor transmission
[AD-752579] p0175 N73-17031
Failure analysis of components of CH-47A auxiliary
power plants
[AD-756407] p0307 N73-21975
Measurement of vibration levels in CH-47
helicopter at pilot seat, control stick, rudder
A-1
SUBJECT IBDEI CHEMICAL REACTIONS
pedals, instrument panel, and huaan interface
points
fAD-761199] P0183 H73-27040
Flight tests of CH-H7 helicopter to determine
structural performance of boron-reinforced epozy
aft rotor blades
.. (AD-762199] pOSilO N73-27927
Failare analysis of synchronizing drive shaft
adapter on CH-47A helicopter for improved
reliability and cost redaction
tAD-7631861 . p0593 N73-300H1
Analysis of failure nodes of blades on CH-17
helicopter rotary wings for improved helicopter
reliability and cost reduction
rAD-763187) p0593 H73-30042
CHAFF
Forward scatter chaff system for air-ground long
haul communications.
P0061 673-15393
CHAIES
D SEATS
CHALCOGEHIDES
NT CAEBON DIOXIDE
NT CAEBON BONOXIDE
NT KITFIC OXIDE
NT NITROGEN OXIDES
CHANCE-TOUGH! BILITABT AIHCBAFT
D MILITARY AIBCBAFT
CHANNEL CAPACITY
Hultisatellite systems for transoceanic aircraft
communications and ATC, discussing day and night
operations, cost-benefit optimization and
adaptive techniques for capacity augmentation
P0656 A73-11201
Aeronautical/maritime satellite borne two-way
L-band transponder weight and power limitation
effects on channel capacity
P0532 A73-39771
CHANNEL FLOW
The oscillatory boundary layer growth over the top
and bottom plates of a rotating channel.
fASBE PAPEE 72-HA/FE-51 P0063 A73-158U2
4 theory for rectangular wings with small- tip
clearance in a channel.
P0339 A73-31120
A wake and an eddy in a rotating, radial-flow
passage. I - Experimental observations.
fASME PAPEB 73-6T-571 p037» A73-33512
Piecewise-one-dimensional models of supersonic
combustion and pseudoshock in a channel
p0628 A73-IW702
CHANNELS (DATA TEANSBISSION)
Message organisation in the ground segment of an
aeronautical satellite system.
p0248 A73-27668
Bultibeam satellite Effective Isotropic Radiative
Power /EIRP/ for aeronautical communications,
discussing carrier-to-noise density increase and
communication load per channel decrease
P0296 A73-29900
Procedures and ground methods associated with the
exploitation of a system of aeronautical
satellites
P0355 A73-32U88
High resolution pulse width modulated parallel
channel for forward looking infrared display
system
CAD-759224] p01»07 N73-25231
CHAOTIC CLOUD PATTERNS
U CLOUDS (METEOROLOGY)
CHAPMAN SHEAB LAYER
0 SHEAR LAYBBS
CBAFBAN-JODGET FLABE
D CHEMICAL EQDILIBSIDB
0 DETONATION
D FLAME PBOPAGATION
CBABACTEBISTIC EQUATIONS
D EIGENVALUES
CBABACTERISTIC FDNCTIOHS
0 EIGENVALUES
CHARACTERISTIC METHOD
D METHOD OF CHARACTERISTICS
CHARACTERS
0 SYHBOLS
CHARGE TRANSFEB
De Gaston decharger with ionizing radiation for
temporary let fuel conductivity increase and
charge density reduction, discussing theory,
design and tests
tSAE PAPER 72086U1 p0093 A73-16673
CHARGED PARTICLES
NT ALPHA PARTICLES
NT PLASBAS (PHYSICS)
Theoretical and experimental analysis of charged
metal particle detection in -jet engine exhaust
by cylindrical electrostatic probe
(AD-7455IIO] P0676 N73-10753
CHARTS
NT GRAPHS (CHARTS)
NT BETEOEOLOGICAL CHARTS
CHECKOUT EQDIPHENT
D TEST EQOIPBENT
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
NT GAS ANALYSIS
NT SPECTEOSCOPIC ANALYSIS
Development of method for determining ethylene
dibronide depletion in aviation fuels
CAD-716250] p0685 N73-11791
Comparison of military and civil jet engine fuel
specifications and test procedures for fuel •
performance and quality control
I. ' pO«76 N73-26972
CHEMICAL ATTACK
NT INTEEGBANULAR CORROSION
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION
The effect of composition changes on the fracture
toughness of an Al-Zn-Hg-Cu-Hn forging alloy.
P0625 A73-U4025
Effect of Al-Zn-Mg-Cu alloy composition variations
on fracture strength and tensile properties
[BAE-TR-72173] p0473 N73-26519
CHEMICAL ELEMENTS
NT ALDBINUM
NT BERYLLIUM
NT BORON
NT CADMIDM
NT CARBON
NT COBALT 60
NT COPPER
NT HALOGENS
NT HYDROGEN
NT IRON
ST LIQUID HYDROGEN
NT LIQUID NITROGEN
NT NITROGEN
NT PLATINUM
NT REFRACTORY METALS
NT TITANIUB
NT TRACE ELEMENTS
NT TUNGSTEN
CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM
vibrational and chemical noneguilibrium in a
stoichiometric turbojet engine asing
kerosene-type fuel.
fAIAA PAPEH 72-1208] p0017 A73-13H91
CHEMICAL EXTINGUISHERS
U FIEE EXTINGUISHERS
CHEMICAL FUELS
NT AIRCRAFT FUELS
NT GASOLINE
NT HYDROCARBON FUELS ,'
NT HYDROGEN FUELS ,
NT JET ENGINE FUELS
NT JP-t JET FUEL
NT JP-5 JET FUEL
ST SLURRY PROPELLAHTS
CHEHICAL KINETICS
U REACTION KINETICS
CHEHICAL MACHINING
NT ELECTROCHEMICAL MACHINING
CHEMICAL PROPERTIES
NT THERMOCHEBICAL PROPERTIES
Hydrodynaaic and chemical properties of
stratospheric aircraft wake
fPB-213114] p0259 N73-20165
Chemical and mechanical properties of aircraft gas
turbine engine components
PC328 N73-2360C
Physical and chemical properties of JP-U let fuel
for 1972 ' :
[AD-761690] p0651 N73-32605
CHEMICAL PBOPULSION
German book - Fliqht propulsion systems:
Principles, systematics, and technology of
aeronautical and astronautical propulsion systems.
P009C A73-16355
CHEHICAL REACTIONS
NT ENDOTHERMIC REACTIONS
A-115
CHEHICAL BELAXATION SUBJECT IBDEX
NT HALOGEHATION
KT BYDRO1ISIS
HI PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTIONS
NT PYROLYSIS
NT REDOCTION (CHEMISTRY)
Turbolet exhaust reactions in stratospheric fliqht.
fAIAA PAPER 73-99J p0096 A73-16859
Analytical predictions of emissions from and
within an Allison J-33 combnstor.
P0154 A73-21670
Atmospheric models for fluid dynamic and chemical
impacts of supersonic aircraft on climatoloqy
fPB-212819] P0259 N73-20473
CBEHICAI BELAXATIOH
0 H01ECULAR RELAXATION
CHEHICA1 SHIFT
0 CHEHICAL EQUILIBRIUM
CHEHICAL TESTS
NT CHSBICAL ANALYSIS
NT GAS ANALYSIS
NT SALT SPRAY TESTS
NT SPECTBOSCOPIC ANALYSIS
The testinq of varnishinq products used in
aeronautics •. ^
P0573 A73-41557
CHEBONOCLEiR PROPULSION
0 CHEBICAL PROPULSION
U NDCLEAR PROPULSION
CHILLING
U COOLING
CHIDES
0 AUDITORY SIGNALS
CHINOOK BELICOPTER
0 CH-47 BELICOPTER
CHOLESTEBOL
Cholesteric liquid crystals thermophysical
properties application in aerospace sciences and
engineering, noting temperature measurement and
nondestructive tests
P0106 A73-17767
CHOBDS (GEOBETBY)
rinite chord effects on vortex induced large
aspect ratio vinq loads, noting rolling moment
maqnitude overestimate from lifting line solution
p0347 A73-31670
CHROHATES
NT POTASSIUM CHHOBATES
CBROHIDB ALLOYS
Protecting metals in corrosive high-temperature
environments.
P0190 A73-23296
CHBOBIOH COHPOUNDS
NT POTASSIUM CHROMATES
CHUGGING
U COBBUSTION STABILITY
CHUTES
DC-10 aircraft slide/raft system for emergency
personnel evacuation, discussing certification
test program for performance, reliability,
seaworthiness and compliance with regulations
P0359 A73-32659
Certification program for the DC-1C slide/raft.
P0450 A73-35807
CIHBFLUOBOGBAPHY
0 MOTION PICTURES
U RADIOGEAPBY
CIBEBADIOG8APHY
U MOTION PICTURES
U RADIOGRAPHY
CIBCLES (GEOBETBY)
Calculation of incompressible potential flow of
airfoils by conformal mapping potential flow of
lifting circles onto airfoils by double
transformations
fAHC-R/M-3717] pC588 N73-30002
CIRCUIT BREAKERS
Selection, application, and inspection of electric
overcurrent protective devices.
FSAE ARP 1199] p0361 A73-33016
Feasibility of solid state electric switch gear
for aircraft and spacecraft
fNASA-CR-12114C] P0209 N73-18223
CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
Performance measurements of aircraft electrical
systems havinq hiqhly distorted voltage and
current waveforms.
P0425 A73-34604
CIRCUIT PROTECTION
Study on the limit efficiency of lightning
conductors on aircraft radomes.
P0231 A73-25303
Selection, application, and inspection of electric
overcurrent protective devices.
fSAE AHP 1199] p0364 A73-33016
Fixed installation ground electrical power supply
system for aircraft service, discussing
motor-alternators, plant control cubicles,
selector and busbar switchboxes and fault '
protection devices
P0633 A73-45156
CIRCUITS
NT ELECTRIC BRIDGES
NT FLUIDIC CIRCUITS
NT INTEGBATED CIRCUITS
NT LOGIC CIRCUITS
NT POWER SUPPLY CIRCUITS
NT SWITCBING CIRCUITS
Development of electrical circuitry for analysis
of stress deformation state of delta wing model
based on discrete design diagram
[AD-760948] p0483 N73-27044
CIRCULAR CYLINDERS
Kind tunnel tests of blowing on circular cylinders
applied to aircraft control and braking at low
speeds
URC-CP-1232] p0215 N73-19000
CIBCULAE ORBITS
NT STATIONARY ORBITS
CIRCULAR PLATES
High-frequency vibrations of a circular wing in
the flow of an ideal fluid
P0099' A73-17089
CIECDLAR POLARIZATION
A radiatinq element giving circularly polarised
radiation over a large solid angle.
P0248 A73-27656
Improvement of instrument landing systems with
respect to multipath propagation effects and
surface reflections
[DGLR-PAPER-73-017] p0650 N73-32521
CIRCULAR SHELLS
Noise intensities of rectangular and circular
supersonic nozzle geometries
fNASA-CR-130964 ] p0213 N73-18704
CIRCULAR TUBES
Circular cylindrical tube lap joints elastic
strain relations based on plane contact problem
reduction to Prandtl type equation in .
finite-span wing theory
P0194 A73-24363
CIRCULATION
NT ATBOSPHERIC CIRCULATION
The application of circulation control
aerodynamics to a helicopter rotor model.
[AHS PREPRINT 704] p0437 A73-35055
Recirculation flow velocities and temperatures of
VTOL lift engines
[DLR-FB-72-50] p0686 N73-11806
CITIES
Propagation model for T/STOL aircraft noise in
urban area
rPB-211953] pQ120 N73-14729
CIVIL AVIATION
NT A-300 AIRCRAFT
NT YAK 10 AIRCRAFT
Illegal seizure of aircraft
P0654 A73-10650
Summary of navigation aids to civil aviation -
Current state and prospects
P0661 A73-11851
Review of radio navigation of civil aircraft -
Current and future outlook
P0663 A73-12C15
Supersonic transportation inauguration by
Concorde, discussing technological, economic and
environmental aspects
TAIAA PAPER 73-16] P0102 A73-17609
Military contributions to civil aviation.
[AIAA PAPER 73-67] PC104 A73-17635
Book - Aviation law: Cases and materials.
PC106 A73-17870
Formula-one air racing history, aircraft designs
and characteristics and low cost amateur
constructions
P0154 A73-21689
Book - Civil aviation development - A policy and
operations analysis.
P0155 A73-21837
A-146
SUBJECT INDEX CIVIL AVIATION COHTD
Flight research to develop airworthiness standards
for civil aircraft.
P018» A73-22184
Russian book on multichannel magnetic tape
recorders in civil aviation 4TC for speech
communication monitoring and preservation
covering design and operation principles
p0189 A73-23245
Civil transport aircraft future design trends,
discussing subsonic, supersonic, hypersonic and
V/STOL aircraft, engine design, fuels and noise
reduction
P0191 A73-23682
The DOT/BiSA Civil Aviation Research and
Development Policy Study.
P0195 A73-24552
Transportation safety - Technology applications: A
systems approach to anti-hijacking.
P0196 A73-24559
Commercial air transportation projections,
discussing mass transportation, international
fare structure and exchange of rights, security
and technology
PC196 A73-24646
An international review of civil aircraft damaged
or destroyed by deliberate detonation of
explosives /sabotage/ 1964-1972.
P0197 A73-24708
Bossian book - Network planning and control of air
transportation.
P0198 A73-24924
Begional airport systems study for San Francisco
bay area, discussing commercial and general
aviation future needs, environmental and
economic aspects and alternative options
P0238 A73-26125
Begularization of the legal status of
international air charter services.
P0239 A73-26349
U.S., OK and French research programs on
conditions encountered by civil aviation and
supersonic transports in stratosphere
P0241 473-26594 '
General aviation reguirements within National
.Aviation System, discussing basic services,
facilities, federal spending and E and D
p02l(5 A73-27361
An appraisal of the funding provisions of the
Airport and Airways Development Act of 1970 to
implement system improvements.
P0246 A73-27366
Airport and Airway Development Act trust fund
surplus, discussing expenditure policy
determination and incentive plan provisions to
expedite improvements
P0246 A73-27367
Airline pilots problems in terms of job security,
working conditions, management relations, public
relations, flight safety due to noise abatement
rules, etc
p0247 A73-27599 .
The provision of ground station facilities for an
aeronautical satellite system.
P0248 A73-27658
Civil aircraft vertical plane navigation and
guidance during climb and descent, discussing
atmospheric, performance and passenger comfort
constraints on flight path selection
P0281 A73-28075
Projections of the 0. S. airline fleet in the early
1980's.
P0288 A73-29102
Conference on General Aviation-Business Flying,
Dniversity of Tennessee, Tullahoma, Tenn.,
August'17-19, 1972, Proceedings.
P0291 A73-29344
General aviation aircraft technology developments
based on military and transport aircraft design,
considering cost, complexity and reliability
pC291 A73-29348
Air transport and commercial aviation
developments, including revenues, passenger
traffic statistics, charter flights and fare
levels
p0292 A73-29383
Commercial air transportation in France - National
administration and aviation enterprises
p0297 A73-30294
Progress report on Tel Aviv offshore airport
project.
P0345 473-31544
Electronics and civil aviation: International
Conference, Paris, France, June 26-30, 1972,
Reports. Volumes 162
P0349 473-32426
Automated system of mixed /civil and military/
control
P0351 473-32444
Commercial airline operational control, discussing
flight plan approval by pilot and ground
personnel, preflight duties, weather information
assessment and fuel monitoring
P0351 473-32446
French civil aviation inexpensive C band landing
system with ILS angular coding and simplified
onboard eguipment for STOL and Alpine airports
p0353 A73-32467'
Pulse coded scanning beam microwave landing system
technology assessment for civil aviation
application, describing ground equipment and
procedures
P0353 A73-32469
Air traffic control technology progress review and
future forecast, noting microelectronics and
automation need in civil avionics
P0354 A73-32479
Limitations in the use of all-electric systems for
vital application in civil aircraft.
P0356 A73-32492
Training simulator for civil aviation schools
p0358 A73-32511
Bole of the Juridical Committee of the
International Civil Aviation Organization in the
elaboration of air law
P0358 473-32551
History, evolution, and role of the Civil Aviation
Secretariat General
P0358 473-32554
Civil aviation research patterns, discussing
effects of nonregular carrier competition and
Boeing 747 introduction
P0358 A73-32557
International regional rental system for air
transportation ground installations and route
services, discussing ICAO recommendations
P0363 A73-32971
Air piracy suppression measures adopted 23
September 1971 at Montreal international
convention, discussing prevention and punishment
provisions
PC363 A73-32972
Charters, the new mode - Setting a new course for
international air transportation.
P0366 A73-33101
Skyjacking - Its domestic civil and criminal
ramifications.
P0366 A73-33102
Future technology and economy of the VTOL
aircraft; International Helicopter Forum, 10th,
Bueckeburg, West Germany, June 5-7, 1973,
Proceedings
P0417 473-34251
Turboshaft engine for 5-8 passenger single and
twin engine commercial helicopter, discussing
cost reduction design emphasis, gearbox module
and particle separator
P0417 A73-34253
Ground visual aids for civil STOL aircraft steep
gradient approach and blind landing, discussing
flight trials and simulator experiments
rBAE-TH-AVIONICS-136/BLEU/J p0423 A73-34489
Separate surfaces for automatic flight controls.
fSAE PAPER 730304] p0428 A73-34665
An airline view of the future of auxiliary power
systems.
[SAE PAPER 7303791 pC433 473-34718
An automatic system for broadcasting weather data
to international civil aviation
P0436 A73-34962
Civil aviation environmental and economic aspects,
discussing noise and air pollution, fuel
consumption and airspace and ground space
utilization
p0457 A73-36685
International Civil Aviation standards concerning
rights and duties of appointed observers at
inguiry by state of aircraft accident occurrence
4-147
CIVIL AVIATION COHTD SOBJECT IHDBI
P0509 A73-37737
ICAO meeting reports on international aircraft
accident investigation, onboard data recording,
inquiry process and low-safety interface
P0509 A73-37738
Hoise and pollution - The Federal Aviation
Administration's views.
P0512 A73-37812
VTOL applications in civil aviation, discussing
safety, noise reduction, fatigue life,
industrial applications, economic factors, short
haul utilization and wind tunnel tests
P0512 A73-37813
D.S.S.B. laws and regulations reqardinq civil air
transport equipment operations and maintenance,
considering personnel training and safety
P0519 A73-38119
Aerosat program for civil aviation needs
established by Seventh Air Naviqation Conference
of ICAO, discussing airborne equipments
specification development
TAAS PAPES 73-120] P0525 A73-38581
Discourse on comparisons between commercial and
military aircraft loqistics.
p0531 A73-39274
Public air transportation service needs for
nonurban areas, considerinq low traffic density
problem, operational requirements and future trend
fASHE PAPEK 73-ICT-721 p0623 A73-43498
The development of civil air navigation in the
People's Republic of China - Agreements with
other states as well as the tasks and the
position of the China Civil Aviation Corporation
/CAAC/
P063D A73-U53II6
Selected aircraft accident reports for civil
aviation in 1971
rHTSB-BA-72-31 P0068 N73-12034
Compilation and analysis of selected OS civil
aviation accidents for calendar year 1971
rt!TSB-BA-72-U! pOOSO N73-13017
Analysis of flight plans submitted at flight
service stations for IFE and VFB flight
clearances during calendar year 1971
rAD-7l»8901l P0086 N73-13652
Contributions of military technoloqy, research,
and development to civil aviation programs -
Vol. 1
fNASA-CP-129572] POC88 N73-13982
Military technology, research, and development
contributions to civil aviation programs - Vol. 2
fNASA-CR-1295731 p0088 K73-13983
Identification of human factors research projects
in support of civil aviation for accomplishment
by NASA research centers
p0112 N73-14015
Compilation of selected aircraft accident reports
for OS Civil Aviation operations during calendar
year 1970 - Issue 5
rPB-2111581 P0117 N73-14047
English, Spanish, and French definitions for
international civil aviation terminology
fDOC-88CO-VOL-21 P0123 N73-1U997
Bibliography of aircraft accident reports for DS
civil aviation operations during calendar year
1971
rNTSB-BA-72-61 P0159 N73-16001
Bihlioqraphy of aircraft accident reports for DS
civil aviation operations durinq calendar year
1971
rsiSB-Bi-72-7] P0159 N73-16002
Analysis of qeneral aviation activities in Germany
and recommendations for fliqht control
procedures to reduce aircraft accident hazards
p0223 N73-19626
Analysis of problems in air traffic control caused
by expansion of commercial and civil aviation in
Germany and proposed actions for improved safety
and efficiency
P0223 K73-19627
Requirements for air traffic control in German air
operations and recommendations for improved air
traffic control procedures
P0223 N73-19628
Statistical analysis of aircraft accidents
occurrir.a in OS civil aviation durinq calendar
year 1971
fNTSB-BA-73-n P0253 N73-20015
Long range operational factors affecting
coemercial aviation industry
P0303 H73-21917
Scenario forecasting of likely air passenger
trends to 1976 over North Atlantic routes
[REPT-72-02326J p0303 H73-21918
Survey of passengers flying from Dulles Airport,
Virginia during one year period to obtain cross
section of typical passengers and destinations
p0304 N73-21925
Synopsis of factors contributing to airport
congestion and flight delays
fBEPT-73-00315] p0309 N73-22200
Profiles of scheduled air carrier airport
operations for top 100 airports in U.S.A.
fBEPT-73-00328] p0310 N73-22207
Airport planning recommendations and procedures
for San Francisco Bay Area
[EEPT-73-00316] p0310 N73-22208
Effective land use of airport-incompatible areas
through conversion planning from residential to
compatible zones
TFAA-EQ-72-1]
 P0315 N73-22926
Analysis of aircraft accidents occurring in OS
Civil Aviation operations during calendar year
1972
CNTSB-APA-73-1] p0319 N73-22980
Status and trends of civil air traffic control
systems and development of automated network for
increased flight safety
P0330 N73-23696
Aircraft accident reports of OS civil aviation
accidents occurring during calendar year 1972
rNTSB-BA-73-2] p0387 H73-2K064
FAA communications system description for 1973
fFAA-BD-73-361 p0389 N73-24186
Systems analysis of civil airport surface traffic
control
tFAA-ED-08-11 p0393 N73-24655
Aircraft accidents involving OS civil aviation
operations during calendar year 1972 - Vol. 2
[NTSB-BA-73-3] pO<(02 N73-25064
Aircraft accidents involving OS civil aviation
operations in calendar year 1971
[PB-210U12/9] pO<»03 N73-25078
Definition and evaluation of three basic
alternative national aviation systems based on
forecasted increases in aviation demands
fPB-215533/11 pOUO<t N73-25081
Air or inertial data addition to onboard
navigation system for improved air traffic control
pO«09 N73-25699
Feasibility analysis for computer-based data
communications and/or processing facilities at
civil airport
fRAE-TF-72133] pOH10 N73-25711
Beports of aircraft accidents occurring in OS
civil aviation operations during calendar year
1972 - Issue 3
[ NTSB-BA-73-»;i pO«65 H73-26020
Program definition study for improvement of short
haul air transportation facilities - Vol. 1
[FAA-QS-73-1-VOL-1J pO<(66 N73-26025
Statistical analysis of aircraft 'accidents and
incidents occurring to OS civil and commercial
aircraft during calender year 1971 -
Supplemental Issue
fNTSB-BA-73-5) p0466 N73-26028
Design of aircraft for high reliability and low
maintenance costs and maintenance procedures for
maximum efficiency
pO«67 N73-26032
Statistical analysis of aircraft accidents
occurring in OS civil aviation operations during
calendar year 1972 - Issue U
fNTSB-BA-73-6] pOUSO N73-27024
Harketing survey to determine acceptance and
utilization of STOL aircraft for short-haul air
transportation system - Vol. 1
fNASA-CR-114609] pP536 N73-27901
Statistical analysis of Civil Aviation midair
collisions occurring during period January 1961
to December 1971
t818-6334] p0607 N73-30946
Statistical analysis of aircraft accidents
occurring in OS Civil Aviation during calenadar
year 1972 - Issue 5
fNTSB-BA-73-7] p0639 N73-31942
A-148
SUBJECT IHDEX CLOUD COVER
International civil aviation organization for air
traffic forecasting and airport development
p0656 H73-32865
Application of airships to air transportation,
noting cost effectiveness
P0670 N73-32991
Acquisition of conditions of icing on modern civil
transport aircraft from flight data
P0674 N73-33528
CL-595 BELICOPTEB
0 XH-51 HELICOPTER
CL-84 AIBCBAPT
Suitability of the CL-84 tiltwing aircraft for the
sea control ship system.
CSAE PAPER 720852] p0092 A73-16660
Plight test and evaluation of CL-81 tilt-wing
V/STOL aircraft with application to specific
military roles
P0478 N73-27007
CLABK I AIBPOIL
0 AIRFOIL PROFILES
CLASSIC AIECBiFT
D IL-62 AIRCRAFT
CLASSIFICATIONS
NT HIERARCHIES
NT INDEXES (DOCUHESTATION)
CLEAR AIR TDBBDLEBCE
Intensive probing of clear air convective fields
by radar and instrumented drone aircraft.
P0056 A73-14542
Intensive probing of a clear air convective field
by radar and instrumental drone aircraft.
P0193 A73-23989
Mountain vaves and CAT encountered by the XB-70 in
the stratosphere.
P0236 A73-25785
Low level wind shear and clear air turbulence
effects on flight safety and aircraft accidents
P0416 A73-34084
Determination of statistics of turbulence -in clear
air
p0457 A73-36687
Modular building block microwave landing system
for automatic flight in CAT, discussing ICAO and
NIAG missions
P0503 A73-37495
Survey of clear air turbulence detection methods.
P0513 A73-37822
In-flight incident involving Boeing 747 aircraft
encounter with unforecast clear air turbulence
during flight from Japan to Hawaii on 12 April
1972
fNTSB-lAR-72-27] P0069 N73-12038
Effectiveness of infrared radiometer and digital
recording equipment as clear air turbulence
warning system
tAD-7575011 p0329 N73-23677
CLEARANCES
Technological and structural design ensuring
optimum clearance and aerodynamic coupling of
moving units /wing-aileron or aileron-trim tab/
p0658 A73-116II8
Pilot knee election clearances for Canadian
military aircraft
rDCIEM-9361 P0638 N73-31938
CLIMATE
Russian book on aircraft natural-climatic
environmental factors covering geographic region
adverse effects on design, performance and
maintenance
P0186 A73-22349
Atmospheric models for fluid dynamic and chemical
impacts of supersonic aircraft on climatology
fPB-212819] P0259 N73-20473
CLIMATOLOGY
Climatic impact assessment for high-flying
aircraft fleets.
P0057 A73-14672
O.S., UK and French research programs on
conditions encountered by civil aviation and
supersonic transports in stratosphere
P0241 A73-26594
Climate simulation via environmental test chambers
examining mechanical, thermal and pressure
effects to determine functional component
suitability
P0371 A73-33382
Hethodoloqy for determining climatological
probability of aircraft icing throughout
Northern Hemisphere
[AD-745098] p0675 N73-10623
Climatic changes resulting fron upper atmosphere
perturbation by supersonic aircraft exhausts
fPB-2124271
 t P0165 N73-16612
Stratospheric photochemical reactions of ozone in
relation to climatology and supersonic transport
pollution
[NOAA-TM-NESS-471 pC278 N73-21526
Chemical kinetics and atmospheric dynamics data
base for digital modeling of climatological
aircraft exhaust effects
tPB-214100/0] p0408 N73-25441
Worldwide airfield climatic data for Eastern
Europe and DSSR - Part 1
[AD-759794] p0474 N73-26640
Worldwide airfield climatic data for Eastern
Europe, and USSR - Part 2
CAD-759795] p0474 N73-26641
Catalogue indexes to local weather forecasts
fAD-760091] p0474 N73-26648
CLIIBING FLIGHT
Glider soaring flight energy budget analysis,
discussing rate of climb indicator error
compensation
p0154 A73-21656
Maximum range flight path during climb with
specified fuel supply and variable lift
coefficient, solving differential eguations
system by conjugate gradient procedure
P0195 A73-24542
Civil aircraft vertical plane navigation and
guidance during climb and descent, discussing
atmospheric, performance and passenger comfort
constraints on flight path selection
PC281 A73-28075
Recent advances in aircraft noise reduction.
P0288 A73-291C4
Curves for determining climb performance of aircraft
fESDO-RJ1/2-AHEKD-A] pP678 N73-11011
Low speed pull-up maneuvers for slender wing
transport aircraft with stability and control
augmentation
tARC-CP-1231]
 PC078 N73-13004
Development of methods for predicting aircraft
flight maneuver and climb performance to show
effects of excess power and load factor
P0385 N73-24C45
Numerical analysis of minimum time climbing
procedure and minimum fuel climbing procedure
for typical subsonic aircraft
P0385 N73-24052
Flight test F-106 aircraft to determine
comparative time advantages of energy
optimization climb and acceleration methodology
[AD-760571] p0483 N73-27041
CLOCKS
NT ATOMIC CLOCKS
Clock comparisons by short wave, DLF and VLF
signals, Loran C and Omega methods, onboard
aircraft atomic clocks and TV synchronizing pulses
PCP43 A73-13246
Navigation system time dissemination and
synchronization, considering timing offset
estimation for like events at geographically
separated locations and clock characteristics
for airborne application
P0295 A73-29896
Guidance of aircraft according to technigues of
trajectory plotting with a clock
PC355 A73-32489
CLOSED CIRCDIT TELEVISION
Flight simulation visual image innovations,
including closed circuit television, motion
pictures and computer generated imagery with
wide angle presentation and day/night realizations
PC370 A73-33205
CLOSED LOOP SYSTEMS
0 FEEDBACK CONTROL
CLOTH
0 FABRICS
CLOOD COVER
Development of methods of forecasting
meteorological conditions for aviation
P0451 A73-35912
Continuous particle replicator for cloud drops and
ice crystals onboard pressurized aircraft
fAD-753091] p0212 N73-18655
A-149
CLOOD PHTSICS SOBJECT ISDBX
CLOOO PBISICS
Stratiform cloud electrical characteristic chanqes
nnder solid carbon dioxide seedinq in aircraft
ezperinents
P0285 A73-28884
CLODD SEEDING
Stratifora cloud electrical characteristic changes
under solid carbon dioxide seedinq in aircraft
experiments
p0285 A73-28884
A numerical analysis of some practical aspects of
airborne urea seedinq for varn foq dispersal at
-airports.
P0564 A73-40056
Effectiveness of airborne chemical seeding
techniques for airport foq dispersal
rBETL-72-005-n P0085 N73-13622
CLODD STREETS
D CLOUDS (HETEOROLOGY)
CLODDS
til ClOBDS (METEOROLOGY)
NT CUMULONIMBUS CLOUDS
NT STEATOS CLOUDS
CLOODS (HETEOBOLOGY)
HT COMULOMIBBUS CLOUDS
NT STRATUS CLOUDS
Cost effectiveness analysis of propane operated
foq dispersal system and evaluation of runway
visual ranqe improvement
fFAA-ED-72-1231 P0133 N73-15267
Requirements, basic principles of operation,
desiqn, construction, and maintenance of thermal
foq dispersal system for airport applications
rFAA-RD-72-138] p0163 N73-16222
Laser observations of dense natural foq to
determine backscatter and slant ranqe visibility
for aircraft landing operations
fAD-760128] p0473 N73-26511
CLUTCHES
Performance of hiqh speed overridinq clutch
assemblies for helicopters
fAD-7478071 pC074 N73-12518
Aircraft clutch assemblies, ramp roller evaluation
at enqine input conditions of 26,500 rpm and
1500 hp
fAD-747816] P0085 N73-13481
CLUTTEB
USAF Airborne naming and Control System with
overland dovnlook Doppler radar for low-fly
aircraft detection in severe clutter
environment, discussinq desiqn and performance
P0418 A73-3U371
COAHDi EFFECT
Aerodynamic riq and wind tunnel developments of
compound elector thrust auqmenter for V/STOL
aircraft with combined Coanda and center
infection flows
TASME PAPER 73-GT-67] pC375 A73-33519
The application of circulation control
aerodynamics to a helicopter rotor model.
fAHS PREPRINT 704J p0437 A73-35055
Rumanian contributions regarding the application
of the Coanda effect
PC521 A73-38303
Jet deflection characteristics of let-flapped
airfoil with Coanda deflection surfaces based on
velocity distribution and flow angle
measurements for static operation
TAD-7536181 P0208 1173-18074
Development of high performance, low volume thrust
augmentation using combined Coanda inlet and let
flap diffusion techniques
fAD-756895] p0307 N73-21954
wind tunnel tests of hiqh harmonic circulation
control rotary winq model to show instruments
required and data acquisition procedures
rAt-765320] P0644 N73-3198K
Hind tunnel tests of large scale subsonic let
transport with upper surface blowinq flap system
for lift augmentation
fNASA-TM-X-62296] P0667 N73-32973
COATING
NT METALLIZING
COATINGS
NT ALUMINUM COATINGS
NT CEPAMIC COATINGS
NT METAL COATINGS
NT METALLIZING
NT PAINTS
ST PLASTIC COATIKGS
HT PRIHEBS (COATINGS)
NT PBOTECTIVE COATINGS
BT THEBHiL CONTROL COATINGS
COAXIAL FLOI
Supersonic jet noise suppression using coaxial
flow interaction.
P0039 A73-12964
Model scale air jets for sound study of coaxial
circular jets
rFAA-BD-71-101-VOL-1] p0554 N73-29721
COBALT
HT COBALT 60
COBALT ALLOTS
High temperature cyclic oxidation resistance tests
on Hi-, Co- and Fe-base alloys for aircraft gas
turbine engines
P0503 A73-37496
Analysis of KC-135 flight samples of Star-J
Satellite solidified in near-zero gravity
rRASA-CR-12«179]
 P0260 N73-20610
COBALT ISOTOPES
NT COBALT 60
COBALT 60
Development and characteristics of instrument
landing system using radioactive materials along
runways for glide slope and alignment information
P0332 N73-23707
COCKPIT SIHULATOES
Digitally integrated cockpit simulation facility
for display systems and avionics to plan
mission/human program and airborne equipment
requirements
p04«6 A73-35236
Cockpit mock-ups and simulator design for pilot
workload assessment.for Concorde program and
V/STOL research
P0509 A73-37735
The Large Amplitude Hulti-Hode Aerospace Research
/LAHAR/ Simulator.
T A I A A PAPER 73-922] p0569 A73-40870
Comparison of contact analog channel display with
conventional indicators in cockpit simulator[DGLR-PAPBB-72-100] p0085 N73-13445
Summary of conference on flight simulation
P0171 N73-16992
Comparative evaluation of cockpit displays
considering human factors and aircraft control
data
rNASA-TT-F-14846) p0253 N73-20019
Guidelines for assessing acceptability of pilot
ground trainer devices based on simulated
aircraft maneuvers
[FAA-SA-73-15] pC551 N73-29139
COCKPITS
Cockpit device with optical head-up display for
visual slope guidance to any runway at any airport
PC656 A73-11011
Cockpit instrument display systems visibility and
reliability requirements, discussing various
illumination methods in terms of power
consumption, cost and human factors engineering
P0242 A73-26825
Concorde cockpit windows design '.modifications for
•eight reduction and reliability optimization,
discussing transparencies and crew seat movement
P0299 A73-30927
Effects of new landing approach procedures on
cockpit design and possibilities of taking them
into account
fHBB-UH-07-73] pO«22 A73-34485
Mathematical method for calculating the optical
characteristics of cone-shaped cockpit
windscreens.
p0452 A73-36069
Symposium on Flight Deck Environment and Pilot
Horkload, London, England, March 15, 1973,
Proceedings.
P0508 A73-37726
Internal operational environment effects on pilot
errors in coinercial aircraft flights in terns
of man machine interface and flight deck design
P0508 A73-37728
Two man crew cockpit design for commercial 737 jet
transport aircraft, discussing pilot vision,
control and display panels and avionics
disposition
P0508 A73-37729
1-150
SDBJECT ISDEX COLLISION AVOIDANCE
Flight deck management and pilot operation
priorities in hiqh pressure and eaergency
situations, usinq integrated
aircraft-environment model
p0508 A73-37731
Cockpit layout effects on pilot and flight crew
activities, usinq in-flight observation,
photography and pilot eye movement evaluation
p0508 A73-37733
Cockpit evolution, considering pilot visual
problems in approach final stage daring poor
visibility, instrument number and placement,
supersonic aircraft, digital computer-CRT
interfaces, etc
p0532 473-39662
Boundary layer induced cockpit noise.
p0576 A73-H1706
Survey of electronic cockpit displays, noting
huaan factors, head-up,.head-dovn and eyeglass
display, and related technology
CDLB-FB-72-43] P067K N73-10l»7«
Problems of cockpit environment
p0170 N73-16990
Application of normal bivariate distributions and
anthropometric correlations for design of
workspaces in aircraft
CAD-75II7801 p0259 N73-20468
Cockpit display evaluation methods
CDLR-FB-73-03] p0277 N73-21400
Tachistoscopic investigation on electronic and
electromechanical cockpit display for
performance comparison
fDLR-FB-73-27] P0592 N73-3003U
Development of organic glass and plastic materials
with improved mechanical and physical properties
for use vith aircraft canopies and protective
coatings
tAD-7632631 p0593 N73-30039
Cockpit layouts in view of new landing approach
methods
fBBB-UH-07-73-01 • • p0612 N73-31966
Logic and design procedures for multifunction mode
snitching controls in }et aircraft cockpits
tAD-76l»617] p06U5 H73-321U1
COD AIRCRAFT
D C-2 AIRCRAFT
COOES
Secondary Surveillance Radar application to
aircraft identification in upper airspace of
Eurocontrol member states, emphasizing code
assignment
P0580 A73-42322
CODIHG
NT SIGNAL ENCODING
Digital transmission techniques for ATC satellite
system, considering technical and economic
aspects of various coding systems
p0350 473-32*27
Encoding altimeter for coding, transmitting and
displaying flight altitude information to air
traffic controllers
TSAE PAPEB 730301) pO*28 473-3*663
COEFFICIENTS
NT AERODYNAIIIC COEFFICIENTS
NT FIO> COEFFICIENTS
NT HEAT TBANSFER COEFFICIENTS
NT INFLUENCE COEFFICIENT
NT NOZZLE THRDST COEFFICIENTS
HT SCATTERING COEFFICIENTS
NT STRUCTURAL INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS .
COHBBBNT SOUND
U SOUND RATES
COHESION
Non-destructive testing of adhesive bonding.
p0239 A73-26299
COIN AIRCRAFT
NT F-5 AIRCRAFT
NT OV-10 AIRCHAFT
COKE AIBCBAFT
U AN-2H AIRCBAFT
COLD PL08 TESTS
Cold flov tests of factors affecting noise
suppression and thrust loss of divergent lobe
supersonic jet noise suppressor
fNASA-T»-X-2820] ' pO«77 N73-26992
COLD FOBBING
D COLD HOBKIHG
COLD •BATHED
Operative visibility limits over the airports of
Hilan Linate and Halpensa in the 1960-1969 decade
P052P A73-38125
COLD WEATHER TESTS
Cold Heather tests to determine application of
ground effect machines for military logistic
purposes in Arctic regions
CAD-753527] p0219 N73-19C27
Cold weather tests on military equipment
[AD-7611051 N73-27881
COLD BOBKIBG
Quality reguireients for Ti-3Al-2.5V annealed and
cold worked hydraulic tubing.
fSAE SP-378] p0515 A73-37868
COLLISION AVOIDANCE
A French collision-avoidance system of
time-freguency type - Critical analysis of test
results
rONERA, IP NO. 1086] p0651 173-10227
Application of ultrastable oscillators to aerospace
fONEBA, TP NO. 111«] p0652 A73-10235
Hanoeuvre in response to collision warning from
airborne devices.
P0654 473-10349
Airborne radar set for weather surveillance,
independent landing monitoring, ground
visualization and collision avoidance
P0662 473-11854
Problems related to the measurement and evaluation
of ATC/CAS interaction.
P0101 A73-1760C
Systems for collision avoidance.
P0143 A73-18899
Ground based and airborne collision avoidance
systems comparison, discussing
interrogator/transponder concept, pilot warning
indicator, and air traffic handling capacity and
economics
P0143 A73-18900
Historical development of the Air Traffic Control
System.
PC293 A73-29877
Guidance of aircraft according to techniques of
trajectory plotting with a clock
P0355 473-32489
Aircraft in-flight visibility /conspicuity/ during
daytime, discussing exterior paints, tapes and
high intensity lighting effectiveness for midair
collision avoidance
P0360 473-32661
Digital synchronization of synchronous collision
prevention systems in aviation
P0421 A73-3448C
A new approach to aircraft exterior lighting.
P0450 473-35808
Air traffic control and the prevention of collisions
PQ498 A73-37386
Advanced concepts in terminal area control systems
- Aircraft tracking and collision alert.
P0511 A73-37806
Optimal aircraft collision avoidance.
P0518 473-38050
Discrete address beacon system /DABS/ data links
and digital communication between ground based
ATC computer and aircraft for IFB-VFK conflict
detection and safety separation
p052l» 473-381(66
Systems for collision avoidance - An overview.
PC524 473-38467
Air based collision avoidance system feasibility
appraisal, discussing YG1054 proximity warning
indicator, cost analysis and implementation
prognosis
p?524 A73-38K68
SECANT - A solution to the problem of midair
collisions.
P052U A73-38K69
Ground based aircraft collision avoidance systems,
discussing three dioensional tracking, aircraft
velocity vector determination, radar systems and
tracking errors
p052« A73-3807C>
Midair collision avoidance strategies for ATC
improvement, discussing relative effectiveness
of structural airspace, airborne and
ground-based systems based on US statistics
P0562 A73-10030
Horizontal aircraft maneuver strategy for maximum
Hiss distance and minimum course deviation,
examining filtering technigues, collision
A-151
COLLISION HASHING DEVICES SUBJECT IHDBX
avoidance system and signal error analysis
P0562 A73-40032
A survey of satellite-based systems for
navigation, position surveillance, traffic
control and collision avoidance.
P0564 473-40052
DSA government and industry efforts on aircraft
midair collision avoidance systems technology
advancement, comparing cost effectiveness
between airborne and ground based options
raSME PAPER 73-ICT-49] p0622 A73-43495
Flight tests of transponder correlation ranging
equipment for use in airborne collision
avoidance system
fAD-746448] p0684 N73-11416
In-flight incident involving near miss of Boeing
720 aircraft and Convair 210 aircraft near Front
Royal, Virginia on 26 Apr. 1972
fNTSB-AAR-72-30) P0069 B73-12040
Development and operating principles of collision
warning system for aircraft accident prevention
fNASA-CASE-HQM-10703] p0086 H73-136U3
Differential game theory for optimal collision
avoidance between two aircraft moving in
horizontal plane
fNASA-CR-129988] p0119 B73-14701
Doppler effect continuous wave radar for bird
hazard detection and aircraft collision
avoidance near airfields
[AO-751985] P0176 H73-17168
Development of computer programs for design of air
route networks for improved flight safety - Part 1
rFiA-RD-72-118-1-PT-1] p0223 N73-19643
Analysis of interaction of major elements of
Oceanic Air Traffic Control System to determine
minimum longitudinal and lateral separation
distances
fFAA-RD-73-81 P0262 N73-20719
Development of collision avoidance warning system
criterion for use with aircraft operating in
hiqh density areas
P0302 N73-21915
Development of collision protection eguipment for
ground effect machines operating in arctic regions
fAO-758359] P0322 S73-23004
Proceedings of conference on air traffic control
developments and procedures
fAGARD-CP-105] P0329 H73-23689
Air traffic control facilities operated by 0. S.
military forces and developments in improved air
traffic control systems
P0330 H73-23690
Status and trends of civil air traffic control
systems and development of automated network for
increased flight safety
P0330 N73-23696
Numerical anlaysis of optimal control and
sequencing of air traffic control operations in
near terminal area
P0331 N73-23701
Development and characteristics of air traffic
management system for operation of military
aircraft under instrument meteorological
conditions
pC331 N73-23704
Development and characteristics of system for
separation and control of aircraft to avoid
midair collisions
PC332 R73-23712
Performance tests of air traffic control system to
determine effectiveness in prevention of midair
collisions
P0332 H73-23713
Analysis of development program for improving DS
air traffic control procedures for 1980 time
period
PC333 N73-23718
Computerized multistage decision process for radar
operator aid in collision avoidance trajectory
control
P033U N73-23886
Development and characteristics of electronic
signalling system and data processing equipment
for warning systems to avoid midair collisions
between aircraft
fNSSA-CASE-LAB-10717-1] p0600 N73-30641
Digital synchronization of airborne collision
avoidance systems
fDGLR-PAPER-73-012] p0649 N73-32519
Evaluation of large screen display for automated'
oceanic air traffic control applications
[FAA-HD-73-75] p0675 H73-33568
COLLISIOB iABHIHG DEVICES
0 COLLISIOH AVOIDABCE
0 HARKING SISTERS
COLLISIONS
HT HIDAIB COLLISIOBS
Aircraft accident involving ground collision of
DC-9 and CV-880 aircraft at 0 Hare International
Airport, Chicago, Illinois on 20 December, 1972
[NTSB-AAB-73-15] p0607 S73-30945
COLLOIDAL PROPELLAIIS
Anomalous rheological characteristics of
high-internal-phase-ratio emulsions containing
97 to 98 percent liquid fuel as dispersed phase
fAD-758908] p0393 073-24779
COLLOIDS
NT AEBOSOLS
NT COLLOIDAL PBOPELLANTS
NT FOG
COLOB
Legibility and recognition by test groups of
displayed signals differing by brightness or color
CDLB-FB-71-57] p0135 N73-15484
COLOB TELEVISION
Graphical distribution in colors adapted to
traffic control
P0355 A73-32486
COLOBADO
Visual inspection of runway conditions at Butts
Army Airfield, Fort Carson, Colorado
CAD-743859] p0673 B73-10293
Skylab imagery of terrain surface moisture,
vegetation, and forestation in Colorado and Oregon
fE73-11001l p0615 N73-31306
COLORATION
0 COLOR
COHBAT
Control configured vehicle /CCV/ concept
application to fighter aircraft design for
combat maneuver capabilities and versatility
enhancement, using fly by wire technology
fSAE PAPER 720854] pOC92 A73-16662
...Control configured vehicle /CCV/ technology
application for fighter aircraft combat control
versatility enhancement, presenting F-4
analytical, simulation and wind tunnel test
performance results
T A I A A PAPER 73-160] p0097.A73-16907
Air combat roles identification by reachable sets
technigue, evaluating aircraft/weapon systems
potential performance vs given threat
tAIAA PAPER 73-232] p0099 A73-16957
Decomposition strategies for one on one aerial
dogfight game models with reinforcement learning
[AIAA PAPER 73-233] p0099 A73-16958
JP8 and JP4 aircraft fuel fire and explosion
susceptibility from gunfire hits, discussing
combat survivability relative to fuel volatility
P0361 A73-32670
Remotely piloted vehicle /BPV/ for reconnaissance,
electronic warfare systems, target acgnisition,
weapon delivery, air-air combat and different
combinations
p0635 A73-45399
Application of night vision technology helicopter
night scouts
p0228 N73-19970
Combat use and combat effectiveness of
fighter-interceptors
[AD-751512] p0280 1173-21894
COHBDSTIBILITY
D FLABBABILITY
COHBDSTIBLE FLOB
Spectroscopic studies of supersonic heterogeneous
flows with a combustible condensed phase
P0568 A73-40702
Piecewise-one-dimensional models of supersonic
combustion and pseudoshock in a channel
P0628 A73-44702
COHBOSTION
NT AFTERBURNING
NT FUEL COBBOSTION
NT HYDROCARBON COBBOSTIOS
HI BETAL COBBOSTION
NT SDPEBSONIC COHBOSTIOH
COBBDSTIOB CBABBEBS
Banganese additive effects on emissions from a
A-152
SUBJECT IRDEX. COBBDSTIOB PHYSICS
nodel qas turbine conbustor.
• ' • ' _ • ' p0654 473-10644
Investigation of air strea'm from air-entry holes
of the high-intensity conbustor-liner.
P0056 473-14447
Combustion effectiveness in hiqh speed swirling
flow tested in chamber with premized
air-kerosene mixture injected tanqentially "in
annular channel
fONERi, TP NO. 10761 ' ' p0060 473-15098
The influence of fuel preparation and operating
conditions on flame radiation in a gas turbine
combustor.
r&SBE PAPER 72-W4/HT-26] p0062 473-15828
A proposed method'for calculating film-cooled wall
temperatures in gas turni'ne combustion chambers.
fASHE PAPER 72-HA/HT-21]; p0062 473-15830
Modelling of gas turbine combustors - '
Considerations of combustion efficiency and '
stability.
fASBE PAPER 72-BA/GT-11 " p0063 A73-15865
Gas temperature, carbon monoxide and nitric oxide
axial and radial distribution in J-33 combustor,
presenting combustion process model based on
measurements
[ISCI PAPER 72-221 p0094 A73-16690
Emissions from and within an Allison J-33 combustor.
' '• p0148 473-20359
Analytical predictions of emissions from and
within an Allison J-33 combustor.
p015<l A73-21670
Gas turbine combustor optimization dependence on
combustion length and efficiency, cutoff "
pressure fall, wall cooling and pollution
/; P0185 A73-22213
Combustor design'effect on"-iet aircraft engine
exhaust pollutants reduction during hydrocarbon
fuel burning :
P0195 A73-24556
Effects of prevaporized fuel on exhaust emissions
of an experimental gas turbine combustor.
." pC-240 A73-26424
/Design and evaluation-of cbmbustors for reducing
aircraft engine pollution.
• pC285 473-28932
Low emissions combustion for the regenerative gas
turbine. II - Experimental techniques, results,
and assessment. ' •
fASME PAPER 73-GT-121 p0373 473-33490
Venturi exhausts for air pumping augmentation in
ram air' operated aircraft heater or combustor,
discussing experimental data on suction 'variation
p0456 A73-36396
Combustion noise prediction techniques for small
gas turbine engines.
P0497 A73-37296
Film effectiveness'and heat'transfer coefficient
downstream of a metered injection slot.1
fiSBE PAPER 73-HT-311 p0525 A73-38570
Emissions from and within ah Allison J-33 '
combustor. II - The effect of inlet air
temperature.
' : ' pC622 473-43327
Turbofan'engine^core'noise prediction and
measurement, considering sources from flow
passage obstructions, combustion chamber and
turbine noise due to interaction with upstream
turbulence - '
fAIAA PAPEB 73-1C261 p0630 473-44857
Some comments to mathematical interpretation of
performance characteristics of'jet engine
combustion chambers.
P0635 A73-45381
Analysis of combustion liner wall temperatures
under steady-state and convective heat balance
conditions and comparison with experimental values
rNASA-TH-I-27111 -p0140 N73-15959
Analysis of therma.1 failures in combustion
chambers of J-57 let engine and system for
detecting burn-through prior to engine case
rupture
~fFAA-HA-72-921 P0167 N73-16772
Tests of high pressure combustor: exhaust emissions
with improved air-atomizing and conventional
pressure-atomizing fuel nozzle
rNAS4-TN-D-7154] p0169 H73-16929
Effect of fuel zoning and fuel nozzle design on
exhaust pollution emissions at ground idle
conditions for double-annular ram-induction
combustor for turbofan engines
fN4S4-CR-121094J p0180 N73-17916
Combustion efficiency of annular turbojet
combustor using heated natural gas as fuel
CN4S4-TB-X-2742] P0214 H73-18960
Research facility for studying noise generated by
bluff body flow interaction inside ducted fuel
combustion system
[40-754094] p0258 1173-20286
Airflow distribution control in gas turbine engines
[N4S4-C4SE-LEB-11593-1] P0411 N73-25816
Combustor research programs to gain advanced
technology for reducing aircraft engine pollution
[NASA-TB-X-68256] p0475 K73-26797
Performance tests of annular coabnstor designed
for use in low cost turbojet engine
[NASA-TB-X-2857J p0544 N73-28918
Swirl can, full-annulus combustion chambers for
high performance gas turbine engines
[N4SA-C4SE-LES-11326-1] p0601 H73-30665
Combustion process for airbreathinq propulsion
.using fixed geometry ramjets
P0652 N73-32626
Emission abatement in aircraft gas turbine
combustor with low mass emissions
[40-7649871 p0654 N73-32638
Forward velocity effects on jet noise with
dominant internal noise source
[NASA-TH-X-71438] p0666 K73-32968
Influence of combustion chamber, compressor, and
afterburner configuration on static performance
of two-cycle turbojet engines with high bypass
ratio
P0676 N73-33756
COBBOSTIOH CONTROL
Photochemical ignition and combustion enhancement
in high speed flows of fuel-air mixtures.
C4I44 PAPER 73-2161 p0098 A73-16946
Burning rate of JP-4 and air propellant in closed
combustion chamber
'[AD-7576341 p0336 N73-23954
Analysis of factors affecting combustion
performance requirements of qas turbine engines
and methods for improving gas turbine operation
P0604 N73-30882
COBBDSTION EFFICIENCY
Combustion effectiveness in hiqh speed swirling
flow tested in chamber with premixed
air-kerosene mixture injected tangentially in
annular channel
fOHERA, TP NO. 1076] . pOO 60 473-15098
Modelling of gas turbine combustors -
'Considerations of combustion efficiency and
stability.
[ASBE PAPER 72-SA/GT-1) p0063 473-15865
Some comments to mathematical interpretation of
performance characteristics of jet engine
combustion chambers.
P0635 473-45381
Comparison of combustion characteristics of ASTfl
A-1, propane, and natural qas fuels in annular
turbojet combustor
[NASA-TN-D-7135] p0166 N73-16771
Combustion efficiency of annular turbojet
combustor using heated natural qas as fuel
rN4S4-TB-X-2742] p0214 N73-18960
Analysis of formation of carbon deposits on jet
enqines and effect on reliability, efficiency,
and service life
[40-754607] p0264 H73-20837
Effect of fuel vapor concentrations on combustion
emissions and performance using experimental
turbojet combustor segment
CNASA-TH-X-2800] p0395 H73-24933
Analysis of factors affecting combustion
performance requirements of qas turbine enqines
and methods for improving qas turbine operation
P0604 N73-30882
Application of gas analysis technignes to
determine combustion efficiency in turbine
engines and rocket engine combustion chambers
[AGARD-AG-168] p0619 N73-31830
COBBOSTIOH IBSTABILITY
0 COBBDSTION STABILITY.
COBBOSTIOB PHYSICS
Emissions from continuous combustion systems;
Proceedings of the Fifteenth Symposium, Warren,
Bich., September 27, 28, 1971.
P0105 473-17726
4-153
COHBOSTIOH PBODDCTS SOBJECT INDEX
Aerodynamic and thermal structures of the laminar .
boundary layer over a flat plate iiith a
diffusion flame.
PC582 A73-42774
Effect of antiicinq additives on flaimability
properties of hydrocarbon fuels used in jet
aircraft
fAD-7«7945] p0076 N73-12852
Effect of prevaporization of let fuels on exhaust
emission levels produced in turbo-jet combustor
seqment
tNASA-TB-X-6819«] p0227 B73-19949
Effects of additives on high speed ignition and
combustion characteristics of slurry fuels using
magnesium and lithium fluoride
CAD-762615]
 P0555 H73-29802
Application of gas analysis techniques to
determine combustion efficiency in turbine
engines and rocket engine combustion chambers
riGARD-AG-1681 p0619 N73-31830
Combustion process for airbreathing propulsion
using fixed geometry ramjets
p0652 N73-32626
COHBOSTION PBODOCTS
Manganese additive effects on emissions from a
model gas turbine combustor.
P0654 A73-106<l«
Gas turbine engine svirl-can combustor pollution
tests of nitrogen oxides, unburned hydrocarbons
and carbon monoxide levels for elevated
temperature performance
fAIAA PAPER 72-12011 p0060 A73-14921
Pollutants from methane fueled gas turbine
_ combustion.
fASBE PAPEE 72-BA/GT-3] p0063 A73-15867
Gas temperature, carbon monoxide and nitric oxide
axial and radial distribution in J-33 combustor,
presenting combustion process nodel based on
measurements
CHSCI PAPEE 72-22] p009« A73-16690
Afterburning turbolet engine exhaust emission
products measurement under simulated flight
conditions, determining Kach number and altitude
effects on pollutants formation
fAIJA PAPEE 73-98] p0104 A73-17643
Effect of fuel composition on particulate
emissions from gas turbine engines.
P01C6 A73-17733
Measurement of nitric oxide formation vithin a
multifueled turbine combustor.
P0106 A73-17734
Effects of fuel inlection method on gas turbine
combustor emissions.
P01C6 A73-17735
Effect of operating variables on pollutant
emissions from aircraft turbine engine combustors.
PC1C6 A73-17736
Control and reduction of aircraft turbine engine
exhaust emissions.
P0106 A73-17737
Emissions from and within an Allison J-33 combustor.
P01U8 A73-20359
Analytical predictions of emissions from and
vithin an Allison J-33 combustor.
P0151I A73-21670
Nitric oxide formation in gas turbine combustors.
p028* A73-28805
lest data obtained vith an experimental gas
turbine operated with kerosene combustion
products artificially contaminated by dust
P0298 A73-30650
Reduction of nitrogen oxide emissions from a gas
turbine by fuel modifications.
fASBE PAPEE 73-GT-5] p0372 A73-33483
Parameters controlling nitric oxide emissions from
qas turbine combustors.
POU21 A73-3««7»
Profitable transport enqines for the environment
of the eiqhties.
fSAE PAPER 730317] pOt30 A73-3U695
Kitric oxide emissions from tube combustor burning
premiied qaseous propane-air mixture,
considering inlet conditions for equivalence
ratios
P04U9 A73-35468
Burn-up of the high temperature products of
incomplete combustion in a supersonic flow by a
second injection of oxidizer
PC632 A73-45076
numerical prediction of exhaust products released
to stratosphere during snpersonic flight along
definite air routes
rHASA-TT-F-11622] p0079 N73-13013
Modification of Jet engine fuels to reduce
emissions of nitrogen oxides froB Jet aircraft
turbine engines
tAD-752581] p0179 1173-17803
Analysis of gaseous emissions from J-85 engine at
various fuel-air ratios, engine speeds, and
simulated altitude conditions
fHASA-TB-1-2726] p0181 H73-17921
Analysis of air pollution caused by exhaust from
military aircraft engines and development of
technology for pollutant measurement to meet EPA
standards
fAD-753095] . p0214 N73-18975
Development of techniques for reducing exhaust
emissions * from turbine engines
fHASA-TH-I-68192] p0226 N73-19824
Analysis of formation of carbon deposits on jet
engines and effect'on reliability, efficiency,
and service life
[AD-754607] . . p0264 N73-20837
Effect of inlet-air humidity on formation of
oxides of nitrogen from a gas turbine combnstor
under various air inlet temperature conditions
tNASA-TB-X-68209] pC279 N73-21691
J-S7 combnstor exhaust odor intensity and chemical
composition considering inlet parameters, fuel
types, and nozzle shapes
[NASA-CR-121159] p0323 N73-23093
Effect of primary-zone water injection on
pollutants from combustor burning liquid ASTH
A-1 and vaporized propane fuels
tBASA-TN-D-7293] p0336 H73-23943
Analysis of air pollution caused by aircraft
engine emissions in vicinity of airport and .
comparison with air pollution in urban areas
: . - P0391 N73-24788
Establishment of criteria for oxides of nitrogen
emissions to control air pollution contribution
from aircraft operating at major air terminals -
Vol. 1
fBEPT-1162-1-VOL-1] p039« N73-24789
Numerical analysis of process for nitrogen oxide
formation in aircraft engine exhaust products
and development of computer program for
application of theory - Vol. 2
[REPT-1162-2-VOL-2] p039H N73-24790
Development of computer program to analyze flow
conditions in qas turbine compressor for
application to reduction of nitrogen oxides from
aircraft engine exhaust - Vol. 3
rBEPT-1162-3-VOL-3] p039« N73-24791
Comparison of nitrogen oxide emissions produced by
hydrogen combustion with emissions produced by
jet engine fuels at simulated cruise conditions
fNASA-TB-X-68258] pOK92 N73-27804
Analysis of aircraft emissions and recommendations
for reducing impact of aircraft emissions on air
pollution
fNBEC-1168-1] • ; . p0548 H73-28986
Exhaust emissions of 11 T56-A-15 'engines
[EDE-7200] " pC6C2 B73-30736
Research projects to determine effects of exhaust
products from aircraft operating in stratosphere
' on global and local climatic conditions
[OCE1-51336] p06<16 H73-32296
Sensory odor tests of exhaust fron turbojet engine
combustor operating at simulated idle conditions
CHASA-TH-X-71429] p0652 H73-32613
COMBOSTIOH STABILITY.
HI FL4BE STABILITY
TF-30-P1 engine nixed flow augmentor test for
combustion instability under operation with
abnormal fuel zone combination, comparing with
predicted pressure oscillations from model
[AIAA PAPER 72-1206] • pOO«7 A73-13489
Modelling of gas turbine combustors -
Considerations of combustion efficiency and
stability.
TASBE PAPER 72-WA/GT-1] p0063 A73-15865
Afterburner instability vortex shedding model for
air breathing turbojet combustion
, tAD-758890] pO«12 H73-2583U
COMBDSTIOH VIBBATIOH
Forced vibrations of a cylindrical shell in the
presence of gas pressure fluctuations
A-154
SUBJECT IHDBI COBBBBCIAL AIBCBAFT
p0585 A73-43057
Boise generation by turbulent combustion,
discnssinq sound power, spectral content,
enclosure effect, and importance in
turbopropulsion systea core engine noise
[AIAA PAPER 73-10231 p0630 A73-44855
COHBOSTIOH HVES
0 FLABE PROPAGATION
COBBOSTOBS
D COBBOSTIOH CHABBEBS
COBET 4 AIBCBAFT
Computerized automated avionics system vith
electronic display for Comet 1 aircraft navigation
p0335 H73-23896
COBHAID AID COHTEOL
Commercial airline operational control, discussing
flight elan approval by pilot and ground
personnel, preflight duties, weather infomation
assessment and fuel monitoring
. ' p0351 A73-32446
Analysis of excessive interrogation signals from
Air Traffic Control Badar Beacon Systea and
effect on operation of Jacksonville, Florida
center
rECAC-P8-72-014] p0136-H73-15675
Analysis of excessive interrogation signals fron
Air Traffic Control Badar Beacon System and
effect on operation of Hashington, D.C. center
fECAC-PB-72-022] . p0136 S73-15676
Analysis of excessive interrogation signals from
Air Traffic Control Badar Beacon System and
effect on operation of Los Angeles, California
center
fECAC-PB-72-044] P0136 H73-15677
Command and control of stability of Do-31 aircraft
by landing and hovering
tBHVG-PBHT-72-25] p0218 H73-19022
Performance analysis and conceptual design of
waveform and modem to provide jamming-resistant
command and control data link for ground station
control of drone aircraft
fAD-756933] - p0308 S73-22125
Bedium speed mass random access memory module to
operate in airborne or tactical field
environment with command and control system
computer
(AD-755937] p0308 873-22144
Conceptual analysis of improved communication,
navigation, and indentification system for
military applications
p0333 B73-23719
Analysis of air space control problems associated
with military operations and development of
doctrine for improved command and control
[AD-761034] p0490 873-27573
iideband communication command and control modem
tAD-762281] P0540 H73-28042
Analysis of voice command systeis for application
to military aircraft operation to show ,
manufacturers, specifications, and research
prelects
fAD-762922] P0550 873-28998
COBBAHD GUIDANCE .
Cross and square command symbol'and video inset-.-'
generator to display flight command data on
aircraft television screen
fAD-755160] p0308 H73-22111
COBBAHD SISTEBS
D COBBAHD GUIDABCE
COBBAHD-COHTBOL
0 COBHABD ASD COHTBOL
COBBEECE
Capital equipment marketing, discussing
indnstry-customer-government interface,
marketing and sales techniques and functions,
products initiation, etc
p0196 A73-24650
Analysis of rigid airship operations for
commercial cargo handling in United Kingdom
rCBAHFIELD-CTS-3] p0548 H73-28985
COBHEBCIAL AIHCHiFT
HT A-300 AIBCBAFT
NT BOEIBG 707 AIBCBAFT
HT BOEIH6 727 AIBCBAFT
HT BOEIHG 737 AIBCBAFT
HT BOEIHG 747 AIBCBAFT
BT COBET 4 AIBCEAFT
HT CV-340 AIBCBAFT
HT CV-990 AIBCBAFT
HT DC-8 AIBCBAF-T
HT DC 9 AIBCBAFT
BT DC 10 AIBCBAFT
HT EOBOPEAH AIBBDS
HT F-28 TBAHSPOBT AIBCHAFT
HT IL-62 AIBCBAFT
HT J.-1C11 'AIBCBAFT
HT LEAB JET AIBCBAFT
HT SDPEESONIC COHBEBCIAL AIB TBAHSPOBT
HT TO-134 AI8CB&FT
HT TU-144 AIBCBAFT
Beview of radio navigation of civil aircraft -
Current and future outlook
P0663 A73-12015
Comparison of propulsion system concepts for
V/STOL commercial transports.
[AIAA PAPEH 72-1176] p0046 A73-13472
Subsonic commercial transport aircraft reduced
noise and increased cruise Bach number effects
on nacelle design in terms of inlet, fan, cowl
and nozzle
fAIAA PAPER 72-1204] p0046 473-13488
Jet noise suppression for commercial CTOL, STOL
and SST aircraft, discussing various devices
effectiveness
p0051 A73-14130
Optimization of commercial transport airplane
stopping systems.
tSAE PAPEB 720872] p0093 A73-16671
Aircraft structural engineers prospects in
commercial aircraft design, discussing markets,
technology escalation and cost effective
structural development
TAIAA PAPEB 73-19] p0103 A73-17612
Flight control techniques for advanced commercial
transports.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-30] p0104 A73-17618
Crew station lighting - Commercial aircraft.
CSAE ABP 1161] P0152 A73-20692
1972 report to the aerospace profession;
Proceedings of the Sixteenth Symposium, Beverly
Hills, Calif., September 28-30. 1972.
p0183 A73-22176
..Charter air fleet maintenance economic management,
discussing budget, manpower, time and materials
i. f control
P0189 A73-23243
Ireland commercial airports at Dublin, Shannon and
Cork, discussing management, terminal facilities
and operations
P0230 A73-25208
Determination of the turn start point coordinates
for modern commercial aircraft
P0242 A73-26723
Bole of commercial aircraft in global monitoring
systems.
P0283 A73-28499
Air transport and commercial aviation
developments, including revenues, passenger
traffic statistics, charter flights and fare
levels
P0292 A73-29383
Commercial air transportation in France - National
administration and aviation enterprises
p0297 A73-30294
Behavioral stress response related to passenger
briefings and emergency warning systems on
commercial airlines.
P0359 A73-32660
Charters, the new mode — Setting a new course for
international air transportation.
p0366 A73-33101
Skyjacking - Its domestic civil and criminal
ramifications.
p0366 A73-33102
HASA research commercial VTOL transport propulsion
. system specifications and components
development, discussing lift fan propulsion
method for aircraft attitude control
[ASBE PAPEH 73-GT-24] p0373 A73-33498
An airline view of the future of auxiliary pover
systems.
[SAE PAPEB 730379] p0433 A73-34718
Civil and military aircraft
P0457 A73-36689
Engineering design considerations in the noise
control of commercial jet aircraft's vent and
drain systems.
P0497 A73-37297
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Oo the cost benefits of air cushion landing qeac
to civil aviation.
P0505 A73-37685
Commercial "jet transport aircraft hydraulic fuel
distribution tubing systems, discussing
maintenance, fabrication problems, fittings,
guality control and materials
fSAE SP-3781 P051I1 473-378611
The development of propulsion systems in the case
of airliners
p0520 A73-38120
Optimum propulsion system design for advanced
technology commercial transport, emphasizing low
. noise and emission, performance, reliability,
maintainability and economics
fAIAA PAPBB 72-7601 p0526 A73-38618
Commercial aircraft system effectiveness survey
guestionnaire response data concerning various
tests in manufacturing and operational
environments
P0572 A73-I11205
The nondestructive tests in the maintenance of
commercial aircraft
P0579 A73-I12186
Management and control of commercial flight test
programs.
P0626 A73-UU057
Development and characteristics of civilian V/STOL
aircraft Kith application to short haul
commercial air traffic
fNASA-TT-F-1116291 p0670 N73-10034
Conservation of fossil fuels in commercial
aviation by using hydrogen
CNASA-CR-11220*1 • P0679 N73-11019
Analysis of loading conditions imposed on
commercial aircraft during turning maneuvers on
ground
fHASA-TN-D-71321 P0081 1173-13027
Aircraft accident prevention analysis of air
taxi/commuter operations to identify safety
factors and enhance safety of operations
rNTSB-AAS-72-91 p0112 N73-1II016
Technical documentation to support V/STOL aircraft
implementation and utilization based on short
haul air transportation reguirements - Vol. 2
r NASA-CE-11145181 p0160 N73-16009
Design principles of gas turbine and piston
engines for commercial aircraft
TAD-7515101 P0167 H73-16783
Detail design features of short takeoff and
landing commercial aircraft and impact on design
caused by STOL requirement - Part 2
fAERO-13-PT-21 pC203 S73-18033
Development of empirical method for determining
optimum reversing coefficient of thrust reversal
of let engines on passenger aircraft
r.AD-75281»l P0205 N73-180«8
Proceedings of symposium on flight operations and
air traffic control to show problems affecting
airports, general aviation, air traffic
controllers, and governmental agencies
rDLB-HITT-72-24] p0223 N73-19623
Analysis of problems in air traffic control caused
by expansion of commercial and civil aviation in
Germany and proposed actions for improved safety
and efficiency
P0223 N73-19627
Analysis of reguirements for turbofan engines for
high speed commercial transport aircraft - Vol. 1
fNASA-CR-1211321 p0226 N73-19820
Preliminary design assessment of turbofan engines
for installation on high speed commercial
transport aircraft - Vol. 2
rNSSA-CR-1211331 p0226 H73-19821
Propulsion system reguirements for aircraft
engines installed in high speed commercial
transport aircraft - Vol. 3
( NASA-CR-121131O P0226 N73-19822
resign of perforated tube uniform distribution of
fire extinguishing agent into commercial air
transport compartments
fFAA-HA-73-31 P0252 N73-20009
Analysis of factors involving commercial
application of short takeoff aircraft for short
haul airline operations
fNASA-TM-x-622391 p0253 N73-20016
House hearings on air passenger fees, related
taxation, and government regulation of
commercial airline operations
P0265 H73-20970
Long range operational factors affecting
commercial aviation industry
P0303 N73-21917
Survey of passengers flying from Dulles Airport,
Virginia during one year period to obtain cross
section of typical passengers and destinations
P0301 H73-21925
Performance tests on commercial transport aircraft
engines to determine factors contributions to
engine malfunctions
[FS-1»0-72-2] p0301 N73-21933
Characteristics of single linear inertia exciter
and multichannel recording eguipment for flight
flutter tests on Heteor aircraft
[ABC-B/H-32lt7] p0399 H73-25026
Definition and evaluation of three basic
alternative national aviation systems based on
forecasted increases in aviation demands
fPB-215533/11 pCIOi N73-25081
Program definition study for improvement of short
haul air transportation facilities - Vol. 1
fFAA-QS-73-l-VOL-l ] pO«66:N73-26025
Statistical analysis of aircraft accidents and
incidents occurring to US civil and commercial
aircraft during calender year 1971 -
Supplemental Issue
[NTSB-BA-73-5] p0466' N73-26028
Design of aircraft for high reliability and low
maintenance costs and maintenance procedures for
maximum efficiency
POK6.7 H73-26032
Program definition study for improvement of short
haul air transportation to show development
reguirements and operational constraints - Vol. 2
fFAA-QS-73-1-VOI-2] pO«92 S73-27869
Marketing survey to determine acceptance and
utilization of ST01 aircraft for short-haul air
transportation system - Vol. 4
fNASA-CR-111609] p0536 N73-27901
Fail-safe and safe-life design of aircraft
components made from Ti-alloys
rNLR-TR-7203i|-0] p0616 N73-31510
Development of DS commercial air transport industry
P0654 N73-32849
Federal Government participation in development of
US air transportation system
PC655 N73-32850
Proceedings of conference on air transport
industry with emphasis on economics, market
demand, airlines regulation, and international
transportation policy - Vol. 2
tNASA-CB-135635] p0657 N73-32875
Analysis of factors affecting future of commercial
aircraft development to show effects on overall
airline operations
P0659 N73-32900
Application of radiation technology and equipment
for nondestructive analysis of commercial
aircraft structures during aircraft maintenance
periods
' p0675 1173-33579
COMMERCIAL AVIATIOB
0 CIVIL AVIATION
0 COMMERCIAL AIHCBAFT
COHBOHICATING
NT AIRCRAFT COMMUNICATION
NT GROOND-AIR-GROOND COMMUNICATIONS
NT VERBAL COMMUNICATION
COHMONICATIOH
NT VERBAL COMMUNICATION
COMBONICATIOH CABLES
NT WAVEGUIDES
Russian book on airport cable communication lines,
discussing design construction, signal
transmission theory and structural and
electrical characteristics
P0572 A73-K1283
COHHUHICATIOS BQOIPHBHT
NT CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION
NT RADIO RECEIVERS
NT SUPERHETERODYNE BECEIVERS
ST TRANSMITTER RECEIVERS
Computer-mediated human communications in an air
traffic control environment - A preliminary
design.
P0057 A73-11658
Acoustic matched filters applications for
multisubscriber band spread communication in ATC
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systems
p0296 473-29936
ATC surveillance/communication analysis and
planning activities from 1 Jane to 31 Aug. 1972
tFAA-BD-72-1071 p0675 N73T106ll5
Doppler compensated communication system for
locating supersonic transport position
rNASA-CASE-GSC-10087-«J P0256 873-20179
Reliable functioning of avionic power supply
equipment through employment of redundant
components
fAD-757152) P0320 H73-22988
Application of artificial satellites for data
acquisition and communication functions in air
traffic control system
P0332 H73-23709
Development of high bandvidtb time division
communications system to provide ground based,
vide area, position location system
P0332 N73-23711
Analysis of communications, navigation, and
identification equipment for aircraft and
proposed system for improvement in capability
P0333 N73-23720
Analysis of integrated communications, navigation,
and identification system for aircraft operation
and proposal for improved capability
p0333 N73-23721
Feasibility analysis for computer-based data
communications and/or processing facilities at
civil airport
rRAE-TR-72133] . p011C B73-25711
Communication antenna isolation
rFAA-RD-73-941 p0595 N73-30119
Applications of spread spectrum communications
techniques to avionics systems
p0611 H73-32058
COHHONICATIOH SATELLITES
HI AERONAUTICAL SATELLITES
NT RELAY SATELLITES
The Aeronautical Satellite Programme - ATC aspects.
p01t3 A73-19111
Satellite systems for mobile communications and
surveillance; Proceedings of the International
Conference, London, England, Barch 13-15, 1973.
P02K7 A73-27652
Factors relating to the choice of antenna
characteristics for the aircraft terminal in an
aeronautical satellite
communications/surveillance system.
PC247 A73-27654
The use of satellites for aircraft communications
and air traffic control.
p02«8 A73-27666
Factors affecting the frequency chosen for
aircraft to satellite communications.
P02M8 A73-27667
Message organisation in the ground segment of an
aeronautical satellite system.
p02«8 A73-27668
Digital transmission technigues for ATC satellite
system, considering technical and economic
aspects of various coding systems
P0350 A73-32427
Aircraft onboard data link and Aerosat eguipment
integration, considering antenna, duplexer,
amplifier and receiver systems
P0350 A73-32U28
Optimal digital modulation techniques for
aeronautical communications via satellite,
considering air navigational systems for
transoceanic flight
P035U A73-32180
Adaptive multibeao concepts for traffic management
satellite systems.
P0526 A73-38716
Bultipath channel characterization for Aerosat.
P0526 A73-38755
ASTRO-DABS communication system with hybrid
satellite and terrestrial discrete address
beacon system for accurate aerial surveillance
and navigation vith reliable data link
P0527 A73-38759
Aeronautical/maritime satellite borne two-May
L-band transponder veight and power limitation
effects on channel capacity
P0532 A73-39771
Analysis of candidate data and surveillance modems
for avionics system used in air traffic control
POU90 N73-2757H
system
(AD-758U071
COBHDHICATION SISTEHS
0 TELECOBBUNICATION
COBBUBICATION THEORY
Applications of spread spectrum communications
techniques to avionics systems
P06<14 N73-32058
COHHDHITIES
Dser manual for computer programs applied to
community/airport economic development model -
Vol. 3
TFAA-EQ-72-3-VOL-3] pOUll N73-15971
COHHDTATORS
Ferrite component for waveguide commutator used as
microwave switching element and modulator,
noting application in navigation instruments and
avionics
P0339 A73-30995
COBPABTBENTS
NT AIRCRAFT COBPARTBENTS
NT ANECHOIC CRABBERS
NT PRESSURIZED CABINS
NT TEST CRABBERS
COMPASSES
NT GYROCOBPASSES
HI BAGNETIC COBPASSES
COBPEHSATOBY TRACKING
Tine domain analysis of human operator manual
control function for second order oscillatory
divergent system with error signals for
compensatory tracking
P0564 A73-40090
COBPETITIOH
Formula-one air racing history, aircraft designs
and characteristics and low cost amateur
constructions
P015H A73-21689
Competition effects on air transportation industry
economics
P0656 N73-32858
COBPLEI SYSTEHS
Application of pole-placement theory to helicopter
stabilization systems.
PC110 A73-18819
COBPLEI VARIABLES
NT CONFORBAL HAPPING
NT HYPERBOLIC FUNCTIONS
NT RATIONAL FUNCTIONS
NT SINGULARITY (BATHEBATICS)
COBPLIANCE (ELASTICITY)
U BODULDS OF ELASTICITY
COBPONENT RELIABILITY
Onboard ILS eguipment reliability in integrated
airborne all-weather landing system
P0662 A73-11855
Avionics systems redundancy and complexity,
suggesting component design with guaranteed
operational life
[AIAA PAPER 73-281 P0103 A73-17617
Aircraft hydraulic system and servocontrol design
and performance, noting system reliability and
fluid loss prevention
P01C7 A73-17995
Calculation of the reliability of electronic
components in an 'aeronautics* environment
shaped by the operational service routines of
onboard equipment devices used by Air France
P01U5 A73-19B03
Ballistic-tolerant helicopter flight control
components from plastic composite materials.
P0193 A73-23961I
Reliability analysis of helicopter mechanical
transmission components and reduction gearboxes
p02«1 £73-26596
Concorde aircraft fuel system and component valves
design for long term service reliability and
ease of maintenance, discussing refueling, fuel
jettisoning and feed controls
P0363 A73-32923
Hydrofluidic component and system reliability.
PC372 A73-33178
DC9-30 refrigeration system diagnosis by computer.
P0378 A73-33654
Failure analysis used to vindicate JA1JTX components.
pCt33 A73-31731
Computerized approach for aerospace electronic
components standardization for procurement cost,
logistics and warehousing problems reduction and
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reliability improvement
P0447 173-35260
Reliability of aircraft turbo-jet bearings
P0«57 A73-36691
Russian book - Hydraulic ducts of control systems
in aviation: The effects of external factors.
Shop testinq, and reliability.
P0510 173-37766
Test facilities for B-1 components prior to
construction and fliqht testinq, discussinq wind
tunnel tests for aerodynamic characteristics,
stall performance, draq factor and spin
P0573 173-41431
Macrofractoqraphic studies of fatique fractures in
aircraft enqine elements
P0574 A73-41593
Failure analysis of components of CH-47A auxiliary
power plants
fAD-7564071 P0307 N73-21975
Methods of testinq rotatinq couponents of
turbomachines compared with tests on complete
turbomachines
fAGARD-1G-1671 P0475 B73-26800
COMPOSITE HATBBIALS
NT CARBON FIBER REINFORCED PLASTICS
NT CARBON-CARBON COMPOSITES
'NT CERMETS
NT GLASS FIBER REINFORCED PLASTICS
NT LAMINATES
NT METAL MATRIX COMPOSITES
NT REINFORCED PLASTICS
NT WHISKER COMPOSITES
Discontinuous or short fiber reinforced composites
properties, manufacturinq procedures and
aircraft structural applications
P0656 173-11240
PRO 19 hiqh modulus orqanic fibre as aluminium
replacement.
P0657 A73-11510
Utilization in aeronautics of composite materials
for workinq structures
P0048 A73-1359U
Fiberqlass reinforced composite material
application to liqht weiqht ballistic damaqe
tolerant military helicopter fliqht control
components previously vulnerable to small arms
fire
P0058 A73-14722
Bright future forecast for composites in aerospace.
P0089 A73-16185
Composite materials technoloqy for aircraft and
spacecraft structures, discussinq various
fiber-matrix combinations mechanical properties
and production volume/price relations
P0094 A73-16759
Fabrication and physical, mechanical and
electrical properties of inorqanic composite
material for aircraft radomes
P0230 173-25288
Fiber composite materials properties,
technoloqical assessment and future development
and application for aerospace fliqht structures,
considerinq manufacturinq cost, tailorabillty
and stiffness requirements
P0291 173-29346
Composite material desiqn criteria, discussinq
fatique, stress concentration, safety factors,
scalinq effects and load characteristics
PC364 173-33028
1
 Aircraft cabin noise reduction through composite
material insulation, discussinq enqine noise
sources, aircraft fuselaqe transmission loss
characteristics, vibration damping and sandwich
structures
fSlE PIPER 7303391 P0430 173-34690
Applications and concepts for the incorporation of
composites in large military transport aircraft.
P043U 173-34816
A parametric weights study of a composite material
prop/rotor blade.
rsiHE PIPER 9501 P0516 173-37878
Boron epoxy, polyimide and aluminum composite
materials for cost effective hiqh performance
aircraft and turbine enqine structures,
assessing development and application status
TSAHE PAPEH 9921 pt-517 A73-37892
Structural composites on future fighter aircraft.
fAIAA PAPS3 73-8061 P0522 173-38371
lircraft windshield stretched acrylic plastic,
chemically strengthened glass, and clad
polycarbonate curved composite materials
P0577 173-41863
F-14 replacement for Phantom aircraft for escort
missions, fleet defence, interdiction and close
support, discussing ^airborne refuelling
capability and composite materials applications
p0628 173-44695
Toward reliable composites - in examination of
desiqn methodology.
P0632 173-45144
Static, ballistic, and impact behavior of
qlass/graphite drive shaft sections to determine
suitability for heavy lift helicopters '
C1D-743938] - p0676 H73-10752
Ipplication of strain compatibility equations to
evaluate thermal stresses in unidirectional
graphite composites bonded to aluminum structures
[N1S1-CR-112162] p0679 N73-11014
Construction of pitch link in CH-47 helicopter
control system using composite materials of
graphite, glass, and carbon-steel
riD-7473371 p0681 H73-11036
Fabrication of helicopter rotary wings from
composite materials of stainless steel liner
overwrapped with fiberglass
rNlSl-CH-112191] • p0068 N73-12031
Ipplication of metal-polyfluoroethylene bearings
in helicopter rotor hinges for operation with
and without lubrication
tAD-747428] . p0073 N73-12512
Technoloqy of aircraft construction to include
manufacturing of parts from plastics, ceramics,
and nonmetallic materials
fAD-7495581 p0083 N73-13044
Development and fabrication of graphite polyimide
wing box beam
tNASA-CR-123959] p0087 N73-13923
Inalysis of heat dissipation and frictional
properties of materials used in aircraft brakes
fNASl-CR-1211161 pP135 H73-15595
Applicability of composite materials in aircraft
structure and engine design
rNASA-TT-F-146481 pC164 N73-16576
Terminal ballistic performance of fiber glass
epoxy composite material for aerodynamic control
surfaces
fAD-7529181 P0212 N73-18584
Development and application of composite materials
for vertical takeoff aircraft airframes and
effect on improved aircraft performance
P0269 N73-21023
Desiqn concepts, manufacturinq process, weight
analysis, and cost estimates for lonq ranqe
transport aircraft using composite structures
[NASA-CR-112255] p0318 N73-22976
Design, fabrication, and evaluation of boron-epoxy
reinforced C-130 center wing boxes -
fNASl-CR-112272] p0318 N73-22979
Development of boron composite materials for
construction of aircraft landing gear for 1-37
aircraft - Vol. 1
fAD-756922] p0321 N73-22996
Design, fabrication, and test of boron composite
material landing gear for use as main landing
gear on A-37 aircraft - Vol. 2
[ADT756923J p0321 N73-22997
Hiqh strength tungsten fiber reinforced oxidation
resistant niobium alloy composites for use in
gas turbine engines at 2000 F
fAD-757380] p0328 N73-23620
Development of fibrous flame arrestor materials to
provide explosion and fire protection for
aircraft fuel tanks
[1D-759193] P0405 H73-25090
Flight evaluation of composite for use in aircraft
structures
rHASl-TH-X-27611 p0473 H73-26579
Proceedings of conference on application of
composite materials in construction of aerospace
vehicles and propulsion systems
riGARD-CP-1121 p0488 N73-27474
Analysis of properties of fiber reinforced
materials with plastic and metallic matrix
composition and application to gas turbine engines
P0488 N73-27476
Design of filamentary composite materials for
application to construction of airframes and
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spacecraft structures
P0488 873-27479
Application of boron/epoxy composite materials for
airframe construction with specific development
of F-111 stabilizer
P0488 873-27480
Application of qlass composites, all carbon
composites, and PBD-49 orqanic fiber material
for airframe and spacecraft construction
P0488 873-27482
Application of qlass reinforced and carbon
reinforced composite materials for helicopter
structures and rotary wings
p0489 N73-27483
Dse of reinforced boron and carbon fiber
composites in aircraft structures
P0489 873-27484
Application of composite materials to reinforce
metallic structures for Ion cost improvement in
structural stability of airfrases
P0489 873-27485
Application of composite materials and sandwich
structures to reduce vulnerability of aircraft
structures to projectile impact
P0489 873-27487
Besponse of qeneral laminated plates to applied
loads with couplinq between bendinq and
extensional modes of deformation
873-27488
Design'and manufacturing of composite materials
with orqanic matrices for use in aerospace
; vehicle structures subjected to hiqh temperatures
P0489 B73-27489
Application of reinforced composite materials for
construction of aeronautical qas turbine engines
P0489 873-27490
Development of fiber reinforced composite
materials for application to air breathing
engines, aeronautical vehicles, and spacecraft
components
P0490 N73-27491
Performance and endurance of compressor disks
bound with boron composite wires
P0490 873-27499
Fliqht tests of CH-47 helicopter to determine
structural performance of boron-reinforced epoxy
aft rotor blades
fAD-762199] pOSUO B73-27927
Application of composite materials in development
of tilting rotor for vertical takeoff aircraft -
Vol. 6
[BASA-CH-1145991 P0589 H73-30010
Optimization method for minimum weiqht design of
structures made from fiber reinforced composites
TAD-763732] P0599 N73-30558
Application of composite materials to construction
of helicopter airframes and landing qear
rBASA-CR-112333] p0608 873-30948
Application of fiber qlass reinforced plastic
materials for qround handling of aviation fuels
and hazards of static electricity caused by
plastic materials
fAD-7-64358] P0618 873-31693
Adhesive bondinq of structures and composite
materials on advanced turbofan.enqines
P0648 873-32470
Investigations of BT-S/PHR-PI composites for
applications to advanced aircraft engines
fBASA-TM-X-71459] P0673 N73-33502
COMPOSITE STEDCIDEES
NT LAMINATES
Stockings, extensible plane structures and three
dimensional textile fiber blocks reinforced
materials, noting application to structures of
revolution under'external pressure
P0048 A73-13585
NASA airfranes structures program, discussing
automated design, composites, supersonic and
hypersonic technologies, control systems, load
and aeroelasticity prediction and integrity
concepts
fAIAA PAPEH 73-17] P0103 A73-17610
Fail-safe aircraft composite structures, achieving
crack arrestment by integral buffer strips in
primary load carrying laminates
P0108 A73-1849U
High modulus organic fibre composites in aircraft
applications.
P0187 A73-22519
Composite airframe structure effects on -jet
aircraft maintenance, discussing fire safety,
fatiqne resistance, environmental durability and
quality assurance
P0364 A73-33027
Liqhtninq protection for boron and graphite fibers
in epoiy resins for aircraft composite structures
P0365 A73-33C32
Lightning protection for boron and graphite
reinforced plastic composite aircraft
structures, discussing zonal design concept and
channel intermittent contact with protrusions on
surface
P0365 A73-33034
Technology developments effect on jet aircraft
design, discussing flight controls, engine noise
suppression, supercritical aerodynamics and
composite structures
P0369 A73-33188
Boron composites - Status in the USA.
P0379 A73-34042
Applications and concepts for the incorporation of
composites in large military transport aircraft.
P0434 A73-34816
An advanced composite tailboom for the AH-1G
helicopter.
fAHS PBEPRI8T 785] p0442 A73-35098
Automated structural design and analysis of
advanced composite wing models.
PC502 A73-37486
Composite fabrication and structural design for
commercial aircraft, discussing graphite post
installation and testing and pultrusion and
autoclave molding processes
fSHE PAPER EM 73-717] p0525 A73-38497
Analysis of natural vibration characteristics of
plate-beam combination structures during
supersonic flight
[8AL-TB-291] p0140 S73-15917
Procedures for reducing residual stresses in
aircraft metal structures reinforced by
filamentary composites
rNASA-CR-112207] p0180 N73-17900
Methods for designing and developing aircraft
structural components by riveting, welding, and
gluing aluminum alloys parts
[AD-753513] p0212 873-18491
Fabrication of L-1011 aircraft panels to compare
costs and service performance characteristics of
PRD-49 and fiberglass
fBASA-CR-112250] p0253 873-20018
Design concepts, manufacturing process, weight
analysis, and cost estimates for long range
transport aircraft using composite structures
fBASA-CR-112255] p0318 N73-22976
Analysis of structural reliability of large scale
bonded joints for advanced composite wing to
determine service life of boron epoxy to
titanium scarf joint
[AD-756893] p0321 [173-22995
Besponse of general laminated plates to applied
loads with coupling between bending and
extensional modes of deformation
N73-27488
Fokker F-28 fellowship structure adhesive bonding
processes and guality control methods
tFOK-K-67] pC593 N73-30037
Application of composite materials to construction
of helicopter airfraoes and landing gear
fSASA-CR-112333] p0608 873-30948
COMPOSITES
0 COMPOSITE MATERIALS
COMPOSITION (PBOPEBTI)
BT ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITIOB
NT ATMOSPHEBIC MOISTURE
NT CHEMICAL COMPOSITIOB
NT GAS COMPOSITION
NT MOISTURE CONTENT
COMPOUND BELICOPTBBS
NT S-67 HELICOPTER
AB-56A rigid rotor compound helicopter
configuration and handling qualities under
autorotation conditions, discussing flight test
program, piloting descent performance
P0183 A73-22179
Development program of medium range winged design
helicopter, describing wing-fuselage structure,
propulsion and power transmission systems and
combustion, electrical and hydraulic plants
A-159
COBPBESSED GiS SOBJECT IHDEX
P0246 A73-27383
Handling qualities comparison of two hinqeless
rotor control system designs.
UHS PREPRINT 7411 p0439 A73-35074
Analysis of the use of an auxiliary winq on a
helicopter
P0461 A73-37C21
COBPEESSBD GiS
Experimental study by resonance method of unsteady
aerodynamic forces acting on cascading blades.
P0287 A73-29028
COMPRESSIBILITY EFFECTS
The' tricuspid hypocycloid as envelope of the force
of lift, calculated in a first compressible
approximation, in the case of a symmetrical
profile in a flow of variable direction and a
given Mach number
P0094 A73-16764
Calculation of the transonic flow around an
airfoil, takinq account of the exact law of
compressibility
P0185 A73-22210
Fluctuating lift and moment coefficients for
cascaded airfoils in a nonuniform compressible
flow.
PP186 A73-22432
Compressibility effects on unsteady forces
generated by -|et engine blade rows aerodynamic
interference, considering potential flow and
viscous wake interactions
P0190 A73-23443
Analytical investigation of compressibility and
three-dimensionality on the unsteady response of
an airfoil in a fluctuating flow field.
FAIAA PAPER 73-6831 p0454 A73-36234
Application of compressibility correction to
calculation of flow in inlets.
P0456 A73-36395
COKPBBSSIBLE BOOHDAET LATER
A comparison of two prediction methods with
experiment for compressible turbulent boundary
layers with air infection.
P0665 473-12505
Calculation of compressible turbulent boundary
layers with rouqhness and heat transfer.
P0053 A73-U179
Theoretical investigation of transition phenomena
in the boundary layer on an infinite swept winq
FDGLR PAPER 72-1241 p0055 A73-14379
Practical calculations of transitional boundary
layers.
P052K &73-38U79
Three-dimensional compressible turbulent boundary
layer for subsonic and transonic flow over yawed
airfoil
fAD-7637301 p0597 N73-30258
COHPEESSIBLE FLOS
NT TRANSONIC PLO»
The tricuspid hypocycloid as envelope of the force
of lift, calculated in a first compressible
approximation, in the case of a symmetrical
profile in a flow of variable direction and a
given Nach number
p0094 A73-16764
Inverse method of designing two-dimensional
transonic airfoil sections.
p0100 A73-17104
Unsteady subsonic compressible flow around finite
thickness winqs.
FAIAA PAPER 73-3131 p0234 A73-25544
Subsonic compressible airfoil cascade flow
calculations by series, iterative, matrix and
streamline curvature methods, discussing
transonic and supersonic cases
FASHE PAPER 73-GT-91 p0372 A73-33487
Inviscid flow through a cascade of thick, cambered
airfoils. II - Compressible flow.
TASKS PAPER 73-GT-85] P0375 A73-33528
Interference theory in slotted wind tunnels
extended to subsonic rectangular wind tunnels
with ventilated tool, longitudinal slots and
perforated screens of arbitrary porosity
rARC-R/H-37061 P0111 N73-14007
Calculation of compressible flow in three
dimensional cascade of turbomachine blades using
stream line curvature technigue
fARC-B/n-37011 p0118 N73-14287
Method for estimating aerodynamic characteristics
of airfoils in compressible inviscid flow based
on thickness and camber line parameters
tESDU-72024] p0157 N73-15981
Force and pressure distribution measurements on
wing-body combination with wing of low aspect
ratio in compressible flow
tDLB-FB-72-08] pl)199 H73-18008
Influence of axial velocity density ratio on
compressor cascade performance in compressible
flow
P0225 N73-19805
Effects of aerodynamic drag on rotary wing'
performance and methods for reducing influence
of stall and compressibility parameters
P0316 1173-22954
Increased propulsive efficiency through improved
secondary flow capacity in double flow turbojets
fHASA-TT-F-14904] p0334 H73-23803
Transonic perturbation eguation for studying :
steady compressible flow past lifting and
nonlifting wings at high subsonic Hach numbers
CHASA-CR-2246] P0390 H73-24312
Calculation of two-dimensional turbulent skin
friction under arbitrary compressible flow
conditions
CAD-757872] p0391 H73-24329
COHPBESSIBLE FLUIDS
Scattering of sound by an aerofoil of finite span
in a compressible stream.
PC665 A73-12609
Nonstationary flow downwash behind a delta wing
during supersonic motion
P0229 A73-25046
Transonic flow through a turbine stator treated as
an axisymmetric problem.
raSME PAPER 73-GT-51] p0374 A73-33510
Acoustic velocity and sound propagation
differences in incompressible and compressible
fluids related to Bach cone formation and sonic
boom effects
P0634 A73-45269
COBPBESSIOB BDCKLIHG
D BUCKLING
COBPBESSIOB LOADS
HT AXIAL COMPRESSION LOADS
ST IBPACT LOADS
Fatigue behavior of hat section stringer stiffened
panels compressed in post-buckling range
fAD-748855] p0087 N73-13938
COHPBESSIVB STRENGTH
Compressive stress-strain properties of aircraft
materials
fESDU-00.01.01-AHEND-A) p0140 N73-15902
COBPRESSOH BLADES
Fatigue strength of constructional materials and
components of GTD-type compressors under
conditions of fretting corrosion.
P066U A73-12217
Some recent work on aspect ratio effects in
compressor cascades.
fASME PAPER 72-KA/FB-411 p0063 A73-15858
Influence of regulated unequal guide-vane spacing
on the alternating stress level in the working
blades of a compressor
P0183 A73-22165
Experimental method for analyzing the unsteady
flow in a transonic aircraft compressor
PC188 A73-22715
Researches on the two-dimensional retarded
cascade. Ill - Cascade.performances at high
inlet angles.
P0239 A73-26338
Researches on the two-dimensional retarded
cascade. 17 - Determination of blade elements at
retarded blade row.
P0239 A73-26339
A method for complex design of axial-flow
compressor stages at the mean streamline
P0348 A73-32203
Sand erosion tests and protective coatings for
aircraft jet and turbojet engines and helicopter
compressor airfoils
P0364 A73-33029
Interface effects between a moving supersonic
blade cascade and a downstream diffuser cascade.
fASBE PAPER 73-GT-23) P0373 A73-33497
Pressure measurements on the rotating blades of an
axial-flow compressor.
fASBE PAPER 73-GT-791 p0375 A73-33524
A-160
SUBJECT IHDEI COHPOTBB GEiPBICS
Conditions of rotating stall suppression ini axial
compressors
p0378 173-33961*
The prevention of separation and flov reversal in
the corners of compressor blade cascades.
P0420 A73r34448
Calculated leading-edge, blnntness effect on
transonic compressor noise*
fill* PAPER 73-6331 p0453 A73-36192
Effect of spanwise circulation on compressor noise
generation.
P0497 A73-37292
A method of complex design of the meridional fora
of the air flow path of a multistage axial-flow
compressor
P0567 A73-40477
Effect of an adjustable nonaniforn pitch in the
distributor on the alternating stresses in
compressor rotor blades.
P0579 A73-42113
Calculation of the maximum attainable efficiency
of a moving compressor blade cascade
P0582 A73-42646
Distribution losses in axial compressor over blade
cross sections and effects of blade heights
fAD-750931] P0135 N73-15334
Analysis of stresses in compressor blades with'
emphasis on conditions in dove tail joints at
base of blades
fAD-7504971 . p0140 N73-15936
Development of supersonic cascade and wheel
structure for axial flow compressor
TAD-752583] P0213 N73-18804
Development of algorithm for testing gas dynamic
design of axial flow compressors with multiple
stages
fAD-7535191 p021<l 1173-18809
Effects of boundary layer flow patterns on upright
cascade blade performance
P0225 N73-19803
Effect of axial velocity ratio on aerodynamic
coefficients of compressor cascade in viscous flow
p0225 N73-1980I1
Performance tests of axial flow transonic
compressor stage with multiple circular arc
blades to determine effects of blade shape on
efficiency and stall margin
[HASA-TM-X-2731] p0251 N73-19995
Computer program for use in design of axial
compressor airfoils suitable for operation at
high subsonic and supersonic Mach numbers
TAD-756879] , P0311 N73-22442
Design and evaluation of multiple circular arc
bladed, axial flow transonic compressor rotor
rHASA-TB-X-2697] p0384 N73-24033
Analysis of supersonic, unstalled torsional
flutter in cascades of compressor blades to
determine position of flutter boundary and
aeroelastic instability
fAD-7587211 P0394 H73-24809
Performance data for single stage axial flow
compressor vith.tandem airfoil blading
fNASA-CE-121145] P0411 N73-25818
Process for welding compressor and turbine blades
t>o rotors and discs of }et engines
f NASA-CASE-I.BS-10533-11 P0541 N73-28515
Investigations of HT-S/PBR-PI composites for
applications to advanced aircraft engines
fNASA-TM-X-71459] p0673 N73-33502
COHPBESSOB EFFICIENCY
Subsonic centrifugal compressor efficient
operating range extension by collector and
diffuser blade cascades separation, presenting
performance test results
P0666 A73-12792
Supersonic compressor performance for gas turbine
engines, discussing cascade, single stage
compressor figs and experimental engine test
results
p0053 A73-14152
Generalized relations for the parameters at the
flow separation boundary in compressor cascades
P0292 A73-29551
Small turbomachinery compressor and fan
aerodynamics.
fASBE PAPER 73-GT-6J . . p0372 A73-33484
Calculation of the maximum attainable efficiency
of a moving compressor blade cascade
P0582 A73-42646
Analysis of data obtained in evaluation tests of
circumferential airflow uniformity entering
combustors froa two advanced engine compressors
rNASA-CR-121009] p0118 873-14276
Data tables and computer generated profile plots
obtained in evaluation tests of circumferential
airflow uniformity entering combustors from two
advanced engine compressors
[NASA-CB-121010) P0118 N73-14277
Flow characteristics of tandem bladed compressor
stators at various inlet incidence angles
fNASA-TH-X-27341 p0170 N73-16986
COHPBESSOB BOTOBS
A method for complex design of axial-flow
compressor stages at the mean streamline
PC348 473-32203
A contribution to the theoretical and experimental
examination of the flow through plane supersonic
deceleration cascades and supersonic compressor
rotors.
[ASBE PAPEB 73-GT-17] p0373 A73-33494
Upstream attenuation and guasi-steady rotor lift
fluctuations in asymmetric flows in axial
compressors.
fASBE PAPEB 73-GT-301 P0374 A73-33501
Experimental evaluation of the effects of a blunt
leading edge on the performance of a transonic
rotor.
fASBE PAPER 73-GT-60] p0374 A73-33515
Blade synchronous rotation about pitch axis in
single stage axial compressor at front of gas
turbine engine during fan rotation
P0532 A73-39663
Development of supersonic cascade and wheel
structure for axial flow compressor
[AD-7525831 p0213 N73-18804
Design and aerodynamic performance of low speed
fan stage for low noise turboengine
rBASA-CH-121148] p0275 N73-21C70
Design, development, and evaluation of centrifugal
compressor with six to one pressure ratio and
two pounds per second air flow
rNASA-CR-120941) p0473 N73-26483
Energy transfer control and compressor bleed
concepts of remote lift fan control
tNASA-TH-X-28631 pC6C3 N73-30749
Effects of blade tip clearance and leading edge
sveepback of compressor rotor blades on inducer
performance and blade pressure loading
fNASA-CR-72712) p0637 N73-31930
COHPBBSSOBS
NT CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSORS
NT SUPERCHARGERS
NT SUPERSONIC COMPRESSORS
NT TRANSONIC COMPRESSORS
NT .TDRBOCOBPRESSOBS
High-pressure axial fan for air-cushion vehicles
P0660 A73-11713
Performance and endurance of compressor disks
bound with boron composite wires
p0490 N73-27499
Steady state analysis of energy transfer control
and compressor concepts of remote lift fan control
CNASA-TB-X-2876 J p06C'3 N73-3C753
COHPOTATIOH
HT ORBIT CALCULATION
Formula for computing operating cost of turbine
powered transport aircraft
P0655 K73-32852
COHPOTEB COMPONENTS
Reliability tests of computer elements used in
automatic airport weather stations
fAD-747558] p0075 N73-12673
COHPUTEB DESIGH
Airborne associative parallel array digital
computer built with HOS LSI technology for size
and weight reduction, discussing design and
applications
P0060 A73-15065
Research activities of electronic laboratory in
development of inertial navigation systems to
include applications for space missions and
commercial aviation
p026" N73-20686
COHPUTER GRAPBICS
A computer-generated display to isolate essential
visual cues in landing.
P0094 A73-16704
A-161
COHPUTBB METHODS SUBJECT IHDEZ
Eigenvalue problem and stiffness optimization
procedure for increnental flatter analysis,
.describing method use in computer graphics node
fAIAA PAPER 73-3921 P0233 A73-25521
Graphic-interactive analysis of the velocity field
' around blade cascades for turbomachines
P02H6 473-27387
Computer graphics applied to production structural
analysis.
P0282 A73-28245
Simulation of airport traffic flows with
interactive graphics.
PC434 A73-34821
Interactive computer graphic display and interface
system effectiveness for programming numerical
control operations for tooling and part
machining in aircraft production
CABS PBEPBI8T 753] p0440 A73-35081
Computer aided design-drafting /CADD/ -
Engineering/manufacturing tool.
fAIAA PAPER 73-793J pOSOO A73-37460
A computer-aided design procedure to approximate
aircraft area curve shapes.
[SAKE PAPER 982] P0516 A73-37888
Touchdown performance with a computer graphics
night visual attachment.
fAIAA PAPER 73-927] p0569 A73-40874
In approach to computer image generator for visual
simulation.
fAIAA PAPER 73-928] P0569 A73-40875
The use of analytic surfaces for the design of
centrifugal impellers by computer graphics.
PC580 A73-42477
Computer graphics for solving three dimensional
lifting body potential flow nonlinear eguations
to determine aerodynamic loads
fDGT-7510] P0305 N73-21939
COSPDTBB HBTHODS
0 COHPDTEE PEOGEAHS
COHPDTEB PBOGBABHIHG
NT HICBOPBOGBf.MKIlIG
Interactive computer graphic display and interface
system effectiveness for programming numerical
control operations for tooling and part
machining in aircraft production
TABS PBEPB1NT 753] p0440 A73-35081
Page replacement algorithm simulations for
advanced avionic digital computer programming
fAD-746110] p0682 N73-11196
Computerized aircraft simulation using aerodynamic
coefficient table storage, checkout, and
interpolation routines
TNASA-TM-X-62229] P0169 873-16983
Computer programs for design of aircraft control
systems based on ?OBTRAN subroutines for
generating aircraft transfer functions in six
degrees of freedom
fAD-758781]
 P0403 N73-25075
Analytical technique and computer program for
evaluation of airbreathing propulsion exhaust
nozzle performance
fAD-760541] p0491 N73-27712
Polar coordinate method applied to program for
calculating aerodynamic loads on oscillating
wing configurations in subsonic flow
rSAAB-L-0-B6(|] p0588 N73-30006
FAA engineering and development program for
terminal air traffic control
fFAA-ED-14-2] pC596 1173-30215
COHPDTEB PROGRAMS
NT COMPOTES SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
NT INPUT/OUTPUT ROUTINES
Problems regarding the use of electronic data
processing for the calculation of diagonal
cascades in turbomachines
P0042 A73-13169
Air traffic control by programmed navigation.
P0145 A73-19349
Recent advances and applications in the prediction
of pilot acceptance of aircraft flying gualities.
P0150 A73-20586
Automatic test eguipment support software
definition and development, describing language,
translator and operating system as elements of
closed loop ATE system
P0151 A73-20687
Test programs design for versatile avionics shop
test system /VAST/, discussing compiler problems
alleviation by on-station program patching
capability
P0152. A73-20688
Gas turbine engine transient performance
presentation for digital computer programs.
[SAB ABP 1257] p0152 A73-20696
Application of computer-aided aircraft design in a
mnltidisciplinary environment.
f A I A A PAPEB 73-353] p0232 A73-2549C
Beliability and quality control of production
engineering computer programs.
CAIAA PAPEB 73-356] p0232 A73-25493
Effect of out-of-planeness of membrane
guadrilateral finite elements.
P0284 A73-28818
ATC radar information processing systems ,
optimization, discussing hard- and software
selection criteria
p0350 A73-32440
Air Force Increase Beliability of Operational
Systems computer program and mathematical models
for economic logistic resource allocations and
cost effective system modification
P0377 373-33627
Computer program for Eguipment Improvement . '
Recommendation /EIB/ evaluation relative to
reliability, availability, inventory cost and
total annual expenditure in,Army engineering
management decision making
P0378 A73-33653
Digital avionics systems software development
trends, considering compatibility and cost
problems in increased use of complex processing
hardware, sensors and displays
P0443 A73-35203
Hot gaseous let noise emission calculation for
dependence on turbulent flow characteristics
based on Lighthill theory, using computer program
P0460 A73-36997
Managerial implications of computerized aircraft
design synthesis.
fAIAA PAPER 73-799] . . pOSOO A73-37462
Computer program for aircraft navigation error
synthesis with evaluation of component error
distribution on traffic control system
effectiveness to provide cost effective guidance
P0515 A73-37875
Betering and spacing with computerized ARTS III
ATC system, discussing display for heading,
speed and altitude commands
PQ523 A73-38462
Intrasystem electromagnetic compatibility analysis
program.
P0527 A73-38771
Finite element program for flight structure
analysis.
P0577 A73-41739
Research Aviation Facility collected aircraft data
processing, merging and enhancement problems,
software development and future resource
reguirements
p0632 A73-45088
Computer programs for analysis of axial compressor
aerodynamic test data
tAD-744502] pC676 1173-10756
Application of integral nonlinear programming and
random search techniques for determining minimum
weight of reinforcing structures commensurate
with strength reguirements
P0677 K73-10929
Airport planning, economics, computer program, and
arena characteristics for short haul, high
density transportation systems in 1980 time period
fNASA-CB-114467] , p0677 1173-10991
Computer program listings for analysis of main
rotor free wake geometry effects on blade air
loads and response for helicopters in steady
maneuvers - Vol. 2
[NASA-CR-2111] p0678 K73-11006
Computer program for subsonic lifting surface
analysis with static aeroelastic effects
rAD-745894] p0684 N73-11273
Operational procedure for computer program to
calculate design point characteristics of gas .
generator or turbojet lift engine for V/STOL
applications
[NASA-TM-X-2656] p0686 N73-11794
FORTRAN computer program for annular airfoil
pressure distribution at subsonic speeds
fABC-CP-1217] . p0065 N73-12004
A-162
SUBJECT IHDEX COBPDTEB SIHDLillOH
ALGOL program for lift distribntion determination
on thin wing in subsonic flow
[NLB-TB-70088-U] P0072 H73-12224
Development of equations and mathematical models
for decision Baking concerning military
logistics, aircraft, spare parts, and support
equipment
fAD-7479721 p0077 N73-12997
FOETHAH program for calculating aerodynamic
coefficients of subsonic aircraft at high speeds
p0079 K73-13010
Development of computer program for generating
aerodynamic forces for plane and interfering
uings at supersonic speeds
fNASA-CB-112184) « p0084 H73-13290
Computer program for determining aerodynamic
influence coefficients on interferring Kings in
unsteady supersonic conditions - programmers
rHASA-CB-112185] pC084 N73-13291
Computer program for design optimization of
subsonic swept wing jet transport aircraft
tBAE-T«-AEBO-1448:i • p0113 H73-14026
Digital computer program for parametric analysis
and optimization performance aircraft
configurations and propulsion concepts
P0128 H73-15035
Development of method for analysis and assessment
of turbofan engine performance
fCEiNFIELD-SME-2] • p0138 H73-15811
Development and application of computer programs
for evaluating performance of powered-lift STOL
aircraft to include static, takeoff, and landing
performance
fHASA-TM-X-622171 p0160 H73-16007
Development of computer program for calculating
flow field resulting from sonic boom focusing
[HASA-CB-2127] p0169 N73-16013
User manual and scarce listings for computer
programs to solve problems in analysis of
in-flight thrust reversers
fiD-7515261 p0167 H73-16785
Computer models for application to automatic
'inspection, diagnostic, and prognostic system
for maintenance of military aircraft - Appendix C
fAD-752886] PC207 N73-18066
Computer output data for automatic inspection,
diagnostic, and prognostic system for
maintenance of military aircraft - Appendix D
fAD-7528871 p0207 N73-18067
Computer program for analyzing flow field
generated near aircraft engine operating in
reverse thrust
[NASA-CB-1211471 p0210 N73-1826H
Theories, numerical methods, and computer programs
for determining inviscid three dimensional flow
around spherically-capped smooth bodies and
wings at supersonic speeds
rAD-753696] p0266 N73-21002
Development of computer program to analyze air
traffic in North Atlantic to show zone traffic
at specified instants
fAD-7559101 P0279 H73-21557
Computer program for developing optimal stability
augmentation system for high performance
aircraft based on pilot parameters for pitch
tracking task
fAD-7578791 PC388 N73-24076
Computer program system for automatic operation
and safety backup in ground based ATC system
fFAA-EH-73-71 P0393 H73-24654
Numerical analysis of process for nitrogen oxide
formation in aircraft engine exhaust products
and development of computer program for
application of theory - Vol. 2
rBEPT-1162-2-VOL-2] p0394 N73-24790
Development of computer program to analyze flow
conditions in gas turbine compressor for
application to reduction of nitrogen oxides from
aircraft engine exhaust - Vol. 3
fREPT-1162-3-VOI-3] p0394 N73-24791
Development of simulation model and computer code
for evaluation of operation of short takeoff
aircraft for commercial airline operations
fNASA-CB-114631) P0402 N73-25062
Computer program for calculating Concorde aircraft
flight profiles for various flight procedures
and atmospheric conditions
fRAE-TB-72102) pO<t03 N73-2507H
Computer programs for ceiling and visibility
forecasting using air terminal weather data
CFAA-BD-73-13J p04C8 M73-25677
Feasibility analysis for computer-based data .
communications and/or processing facilities at
civil airport
CBAE-TB-721331 pC41C N73-25711
Cosputer program for shock and blast loading
characteristics high explosive prolectile
detonation in aircraft
[AD-759002] p0413 N73-25972
Computer program for designing minimum mass wings
under flutter, strength and minimum gage
constraints
[NASA-TN-D-7261)] p0476 N73-26927
Rake model program for computing wake height and
width
[PB-218820/9] pO«81 H73-27030
Formulation and development of computer analysis
for calculating streamlines and pressure
distributions around two-.dimensional isolated
nacelles at transonic speeds
rHASA-CB-2217] p0535 N73-27890
Computer programs for aircraft position and
stationary satellite orbit determination from
radar range and rate measurements
fESBO-CB-811 P0542 N73-28650
Development of analytic models for describing
differential models of attack helicopters
supporting a battalion task force - Vol. 1
fAD-762432] . pOSIS N73-28956
Development of computer programs for designing
engine inlets for VIOL and STOL aircraft based
on axisymmetric potential flow parameter
rntSA-TM-X-682781 p0552 S73-29182
Development of digital computer program for
generating individual component or entire
aircraft mass and aerodynamic models for vehicle
inelastic bending response analysis
fAD-7637011 p0594 H73-30045
Development of computer proqram to predict
aerodynamic noise levels of v/STOL aircraft at
various points in flight tralectory
[PB-221140/7] pC595 K73-30C5U
FOBTBAN matrix abstraction program for structural
analysis of aerospace structures. Vol. 2 -
Digital computer program description
fAD-764360] p0612 N73-31158
FOBTBAN matrix abstraction program for structural
analysis of aerospace structures. Vol. 5 -
Engineering user and technical report
[AD-763812] pC612 H73-31159
FOBTBAN matrix abstraction program for structural
analysis of aerospace structures. Vol. 6 -
Digital computer program Phase 1 description
fAD-7643661 p0612 S73-3116C
Computer program for analyzing characteristics of
parachnte-payload system during deployment and
tralectory
p0638 N73-31936
Computer programs for predicting the noise-time
histories and noise contours for five types of
aircraft
[NASA-CB-114650] pC639 N73-31946
Test data and description of unsymmetrical crash
analysis computer program for improved
helicopter structural crashworthiness analytical
and design techniques - Vol. 2
fiD-7649861 p064« N73-31986
PDF 8/1 data acquisition and averaging program for
synchronous hot-wire measurements in mouth of
flow excited cavity resonator
[AD-764851] p0647 N73-32357
Computerized design of axial compressor
flD-764733] pr653 N73-32633
Computer program for design of axial compressor
C&D-7647341 p0653 S73-3263U
Computer program for evaluating technigues to
improve aircraft engine response systems for
application to long range commercial aircraft
fSASA-CS-134496]
 P0668 S73-32977
Computer proqram and mathematical model for
predicting dynamic response of helicopter in
accident involving vertical and lateral impact
ftD-7649851 p0671 N73-32996
Computer solutions for potential and viscous flow
calculations for engine inlets
fKASA-TH-X-714571 p0672 N73-33184
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COBPDTEB STOBAGE DEVICES SUBJECT IRDBX
COBPDTEB SIHOIATIOH
0 CORPU1EBIZED SIBULATION
COHPOTEB STOBAGB DEVICES
NT BA6NETIC TAPES
NT BANDOH ACCESS BEBOFY
Design of integrated aircraft instrnmention
display system ntilizinq plasma display/memory
unit
TAD-763599] P0598 N73-30446
COBPOTBB SISTESS DESIGH
Self-reconfiqurinq computer complexes for A.I.e.
Systems.
P0350 A73-32H39
Area naviqation computer TCE-71 A system,
discussinq central control display and data
entry units, inputs/outputs and operating modes
P0352 A73-32455
Aircraft onboard computerized avionics and
electrical systems architecture for information
flow and control with maximum efficiency,
flexibility, modularity and minimum maintenance
p04«3 473-35204
United States en route air traffic control systems.
P0512 473-37810
Serial diqital data bus for integrated avionics
system interface
P0335 M73-23902
COHPOTEB SYSTEMS PBOGBAHS
NT INPUT/OUTPUT BOUTINES
Computer-controlled software diagnosis of an
airborne computer.
P0151 A73-20677
Automatic test equipment support software
definition and development, describing language,
translator and operating system as elements of
closed loop ATE system
P0151 A73-20687
Test programs design for versatile avionics shop
test system /VAST/, discussing compiler problems
alleviation by on-station program patching
capability
P0152 A73-20688
ATC system requirements for Concorde transoceanic
flight operations, considering track allocation,
computer system and programming
P0282 A73-28178
COHPOTEB TECHNIQUES
Computerized airborne multilateration radar with
wide-beam antenna and narrow pulsewidth for high
resolution terrain image mapping
P0657 473-11479
Portable self contained computerized in-aircraft
engine analyzer with cassette tape resident
program control and digital display and punched
card indicators
TAIAA PAPER 72-10801 p0044 473-13403
Integrated engine diagnostics and displays for
Navy aircraft of the 1980's.
TAIAA PAPER 72-10841 p0044 473-13406
Optimal horizontal guidance law for aircraft in
the terminal area.
POQ47 A73-13518
An automated -Jet-engine-blade inspection system.
P0047 473-13524
An advanced concept in electrical power
distribution control and management.
P0050 A73-13945
Computer-mediated human communications in an air
traffic control environment - A preliminary
design,
P0057 A73-14658
A universal diqital autopilot and integrated
avionics system.
P0058 473-14735
Computerized ATC automation program, considering
system management, hardware, software and test
facilities problems
P0091 A73-16619
The concept of an SST Oceanic Computer Clearance
System.
P0091 A73-16621
Digital control mounts on -jet engine.
P0101 A73-17249
Two-level computer system with main and display
processors as scale working model for
semiautomatic diqital ATC en route control
P0143 A73-19183
Automated radar terminal systems /ARTS/.
p014« A73-19184
Area navigation systems integration with terminal
ATC approach procedures, considering
computerized data linkage with aircraft
navigation system
. ... P0145 473-19351
A computerized flutter solution procedure.
, .. p0148 A73-20214
AUTOMATE - A self-contained automatic test systen.
P0151 473-20680
Computer calculation of the characteristics of
multistage gas turbines
P0187 473-22567
Airport computerized departure control for
check-in, load control, cargo and catering
operations, discussing load optimization.and
passenger acceptance control /LOPAC/ system
. p0230 473-25210
Parallel-redundant flight control systems,,
discussing sensor bias and combined control
computer input effects on controllability and
steady state modal response
. p0236 A73-25783
Coaputerized adaptive flight control for
helicopter dynamic systems based on
identification and optimization methods
- . - . . . p0284 A73-28829
Computer and digital techniques in ATC automation
. technology, considering functional
organizations, terminal facilities and system
.capabilities to meet future needs
p0294 A73-29886
Functioning in multiprocessing of two 10C20
computers at the Bretiqny Eurocontrol
Experimental Center
PC351 473-32442
Some remarks on operational problems associated
with the introduction of.automatic data
processing into air traffic control.
P0351 A73-32447
Area navigation feasibility, discussinq computer
technoloqy usefulness, time savinq and air
traffic controller acceptance
p0356 473-32491
B04C computer aided flight simulators, detailing
simulator systems history, Boeing 747 training
adaptation, and simulation types
P0370 A73-33212
Operational readiness and maintenance testing of
the B-1 strategic bomber.
p0377 473-33631
Concept and system of the versatile avionic shop
test /VAST/ system.
PC377 A73-33634
DC9-30 refrigeration system diagnosis by computer.
p0378 A73-33654
A performance data acguisition and analysis system
for turbine engine component testing.
P0426 473-34610
Prospects of automation of air traffic control
systems using satellites for radio navigation
p0436 A73-34961
Avionics subsystems operational, functional and
physical considerations, discussing cost,
computer programming, common components,
multiplexing and hardware design
p0447 A73-35249
Computer analysis of the influence of solid state
distribution on aircraft power generation.
P0447 A73-35250
Computerized approach for aerospace electronic
components standardization for procurement cost,
logistics and warehousing problems reduction and
reliability improvement
p0447 473-35260
.Airborne flight-test strain gage instrumentation
from installation, calibration and data
recording and reduction standpoint, discussing
ground and airborne minicomputer use
P0448 A73-35442
Automation of airline passenger processing.
p0511 473-37804
Advanced concepts in terminal area control systems
- .Aircraft tracking and collision alert.
p0511 473-37806
The B.O.4.C. navigation procedures trainer.
P0515 473-37874
Determination of dynamic loads on elastic
structures caused by external excitations
P0520 473-38155
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SUBJECT IIDBI COBPOTBBIZBD DESIGB
Oakland airport oceanic 1TC with input-output
display device, describing minicomputer, CBT
displays and data link system
p0524 473-38471
Some results of fuselage calculations on a digital
coiputer by the finite-element method
p0566 173-40387
Simulator performance validation and improvement
through recorded data.
[AHA PAPER 73-938] p0578 A73-41972
Approximation for maximum centerline heating on
lifting entry vehicles.
P0582 A73-42627
Development of computer assisted troubleshooting
system for maintenance of helicopters and
aircraft using Dnivac 1108 coiputer
flD-748665] ' p0082 873-13037
Application of integrated circuit technology and
digital computer technigues to electric control
of jet engines
tNAL-TB-281] p0213 H73-18799
Computer technigues and'test facilities for
structural engineering at German university
institute
fISD-119] • p0214 H73-18935
Development of automated air traffic control
system using computer technignes to provide
flight safety for increased air traffic
P0330 H73-23693
Analysis of interface betveen controller and
computer in automated air traffic control system
p0333 B73-23716
Eesearch and development program plan for air
traffic control technology involving data
display and data entry
(PAA-ED-16-1) p0542 H73-28647
Test performance of computerized strapdown
inertial attitude reference system
[NASA-TH-X-2848] p0554 H73-29713
COHPUTEBIZED COHTBOL
D SOBEEICA1 COHTBOL
COBPUTEBIZED DESIGB
Hultivariate analysis applied to aircraft
optimisation - Some effects of research advances
on the design of future subsonic transport
aircraft.
fDGLB PAPEB 72-093] p0659 A73-11661
Computer programs for air cooled gas turbine
engine design and performance prediction, noting
aerodynamic effect of turbine coolant
P0666 A73-12848
Computer aided shronded propeller design.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-54] p0104 A73-17630
An automated method for determining the flutter
velocity and the matched point.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-195) pOIOS A73-17656
Honlinear programming in design of control systems
with specified handling qualities.
p0151 173-20588
Optimization and design of the rear fuselage of
the A 300 B aircraft structure.
p0192 A73-23799
Aircraft design philosophies and structural
integrity considerations for reliability without
major DDT and maintenance, proposing research
program for future computerized design
P0229 A73-25128
Design of control and display panels using
computer algorithms.
p0230 A73-25180
Hilitary aircraft radome design technology
developments in Sweden, discussing use of glass
fiber reinforced plastics, manufacturing method,
computerized optimization and measurement
technigues
P0231 173-25300
Taylor series algorithms for computerized
structural design and reanalysis of modified
structures, applying to aircraft fuselage
•idsection
(AIAA PAPEB 73-338] p0232 A73-2S478
Application of computer-aided aircraft design in a
anltidisciplinary environment.
filAA PAPEB 73-353) p0232 A73-25490
An automated procedure for computing flutter
eigenvalues.
tAIAA PAPEB 73-393] p0233 173-25522
The evolution and application of lofting
technignes at Hawker Siddeley Aviation.
. p0281 173-2.80.54
Computer graphics applied to production structural
analysis.
p0282 173-28245
Design and simulation of an aircraft brake using a
digital computer.
P0292 A73-29385
Parachutes computer aided design and performance
analysis system development and operation,
presenting information storage and retrieval
tasks mechanics
fAIAA PAPEB 73-484] p0343 173-31466
Several computerized technigues to aid in the
design and optimization of parachute
deceleration and aerial-delivery systems.
tAIAA PAPEB 73-488] p0343 A73-31470
Bevised calculations of the NACA 6-series of low
drag aerofoils.
p0424 A73-34536
Coiputer aided parametric analysis for general
aviation aircraft.
f S A E PAPEB 730332] p0429 473-34685
A comparison of structural test results with
predictions of finite element analysis.
tSAE PAPEB 730340] p0430 A73-34691
The integration of NASTBAN into helicopter
airframe design/analysis.
t A H S PBEPBIHT 780] p0441 A73-35093
A simulation study for the design of an air
terminal building.
p0450 A73-35826
A finite-element method for calculating
aerodynamic coefficients of a subsonic airplane.
P0456 A73-36394
Computerized design for moving-base three man
aircraft flight simulator servocontrol,
considering disturbance torgues, damping ratios,
natural frequencies, load acceleration and
smoothness
P0458 A73-36833
Symposium on Optimisation in Aircraft Design,
London, England, November 15, 1972, Proceedings.
P0498 A73-37405
Simplex method for linear programming for
computerized design global optimization problems
involving large numbers of equations and variables
p0498 A73-37406
Hilitary aircraft structure computerized design
optimization procedures based on local optimum
and stiffness requirements
P0498 A73-37407
The optimisation of wing design.
P0498 A73-37408
A parameter optimisation technique applied to the
design of flight control systems.
P0499 A73-37409
Design-build-fly, an effective method to teach
undergraduate aerospace vehicle design.
fAIAA PAPER 73-785] p0499 A73-37455
Computer aided design-drafting /CiDD/ -
Engineering/manufacturing tool.
[AIAA PAPER 73-793] pOSOO A73-37460
Banagerial implications of computerized aircraft
design synthesis.
fAin PAPEB 73-799] posoo A73-37462
Bational Symposium on Computerized Structural
Analysis and Design, George Washington
University, Washington, D.C., Harch 27-29, 1972,
Proceedings.
P0502 A73-37476
Automated structural design and analysis of
advanced composite wing models.
P0502 173-37486
A computer-aided design procedure to approximate
aircraft area curve shapes.
fSABE PiPEB 982] P0516 A73-37888
Computerized optimization of interrelated
airframe/eugine design parameters against
variable criteria to satisfy performance
constraints in air superiority fighter design
[AIAA PAPEB 73-800] p0522 173-38370
An organized approach to the digital autopilot
design problem.
tAIAA PAPEB 73-848] p0528 173-38787
Bnssian book - Hatrix methods of calculating the
strength of low-aspect-ratio wings.
P0568 173-40799
The use of analytic surfaces for the design of
centrifugal impellers by computer graphics.
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P0580 A73-42477
Computer-aided desiqn of airport system plans.
fASCE PBEPEIHT 205S] p0583 A73-42867
Performance of high speed overriding clutch
assemblies for helicopters
fAD-747807] P0074-N73-12518
Computer program for desiqn optimization of
subsonic svept wind let transport aircraft
fRAE-TH-AEBO-1448] p0113 H73-14026
Coiputer program for use in desiqn of axial
compressor airfoils suitable for operation at
hiqh subsonic and supersonic Bach numbers
CAD-756879] p0311 N73-22442
Parametric and optimization techniques for
aircraft desiqn synthesis to shov principal
lines of data flov for component development
p0385 N73-24049
Automated desiqn optimization of supersonic
airplane wing structures under dynamic constraints
fNASA-CR-112319] p0402 N73-25063
Criteria for acceptance of early desiqn
information vith application to desiqn studies
and cost estimates for liquid hydrogen fueled
aircraft and remotely piloted vehicles
CNASA-TS-I-62303) p0607 H73-30943
Computerized desiqn of axial compressor
[AD-764733J P0653 H73-32633
Computer proqram for desiqn of axial compressor
fAD-764734] P0653 N73-32634
COBPOTEBISBD SIBOLATION
HI ANALOG SIMULATION
NT DIGITAL SIBOL1TION
Bonitorinq and modelinq of airport air pollution.
P0059 A73-14891
A model of siqnal detection for the instrument
landinq system.
p0061 A73-15441
ATC research - Simulating Arrival/lover
communications.
P0091 A73-16620
Interactive real time simulation for scheduling
and monitorinq of STOL aircraft in the terminal
area.
tAIAA PAPER 73-1631 P0097 A73-16909
Problems related to the measurement and evaluation
of ATC/CAS interaction.
P0101 A73-17600
Arrested landinq studies for STOL aircraft.
fllll PAPEB 73-51 ] p0104 A73-17627
Productivity estimates of the strategic airlift
System by the use of simulation.
P0192 A73-23774
Aircraft wake vortex avoidance systems with
current locus detection and/or prediction
capability, discussing desiqn based on hazard
assessment and computer simulation for performance
p0196 A73-24557
A fliqht control simulator - A computer system for
the training of fliqht control personnel
' P0287 A73-29100
Experimental data processinq system for
EOBOCONTBOL scale model semiautomatic digital
route control system for operational conditions
simulation
P0339 A73-31132
Computerized six deqree of freedom parachute
deployment model for predictinq entry
vehicle-decelerator dynamic response to
aerodynamic forces and physical property chanqes
filAA PAPEB 73-4601 P0341 A73-31446
Fliqht simulation visual imaqe innovations,
includinq closed circuit television, motion
pictures and computer qenerated imaqery vith
vide angle presentation and day/night realizations
P0370 A73-33205
Rinter simulation conference, San Francisco,
Calif., January 17-19, 1973, Proceedings.
P0371 A73-33416
Simulation in the desiqn of automated air traffic
control functions.
P0371 173-33419
Automated terminal area ATC operations under FAA
ten year plan, investiqatinq analytical model of
pilot-aircraft control loop decision making by
computer proqram
P0419 173-34437
Dynamic behavior of light aircraft interaction
vith let transport vortex on basis of accident
records and computer simulation
CSAE PIPES 730296] p0427 A73-34660
Annual Simulation Symposium, 5th, Tampa, Fla.,
Barch 8-10, 1972, Becord of Proceedings.
p0434 173^ 34817
Simulation of a surface traffic control system for
John F. Kennedy International Airport.
P0434 A73-34818
Visual scene simulation vith computer qenerated
imaqes.
P0434 173-34820
PLANET scheduling algorithms and their effect on
availability.
' p0434 173-34822
Solid state null tracking Doppler radar ground
velocity sensor for supersonic veapon delivery
aircraft precision bombing, discussing design
and test vith computer simulation
P0444 173-35209
Techniques for digital-microvave hybrid real-time
radar simulation.
p0447 173-35303
Simulating the introduction of 747 aircraft.into
airport operations.
p0456 173-36423
Bodeling problems in air traffic control systems.
p0456 173-36427
Beal-time, three-dimensional, visual scene:
generation vith computer generated imaqes.
P0458 A73-36831
A diqital computer flight simulation of an, 1CLS
vehicle.
p0507 173-37705
Simulation of the ACLS during landing roll..
P0507 173-37706
The prediction of pilot acceptance for a large
aircraft.
P0519 A73-38073
Aircraft ground station site evaluation based on
disseminating time synchronization
effectiveness, utilizing computer modelinq for
communication links and airspace population
P0562 A73-40033
A numerical analysis of some practical aspects of
airborne urea seedinq for varm foq dispersal at
airports.
p0564, A73-40056
Dse of simulation in airport planning and design.
[ASCE PBEPBIHT 2038] p0583 A73-42865
GASP simulation of terminal air traffic system.
C1SCE PBEPBIST 2059] p0583 173-42868
Dual lane runvay configuration desiqn and
operational characteristics investigation by
real time computer simulation for solution to
airport capacity problem
fASBE PAPEB 73-ICT-61] p0622 173-43496
Evaluation of minimum aircraft flying speed by
digital simulation
tAD-745861] P0671 H73-10038
Sample output for community/aircraft economic
development model - programmers manual
CFA1-EQ-72-3-VOL-4] p0083 H73-13260
Beal time hybrid simulation of tied dovn
helicopter for optimal stability control
P0113 N73-14024
Bybrid computer simulation used for analysis of
integral lift-fan engine being considered for
VTOL applications
[NIS1-TB-X-2691] p0139 H73-15817
Computerized simulation of shrouded propeller lov
field in cross flov using vortex lattice models
C1D-751463] p0164 N73-16274
Computerized aircraft simulation using aerodynamic
coefficient table storage, checkout, and
interpolation routines
[NlSA-TB-Xr62229] p0169 N73-16983
Computerized simulation of longitudinal cable
shapes during deployment from missile avay from
flying aircraft
tlD-753907) p0221 N73-19254
Computerized simulation of aerodynamic
characteristics for trailing vire system toved
by orbiting aircraft
f10-753909] P0221 H73-19255
Computerized simulation of spiral curve of vire
being toved behind orbiting aircraft
[1D-753908] p0221 N73-19256
Application of eguations of motion to develop
analog computer simulation of helicopter rotor
system
A-166
SUBJECT HDBZ COBCOBDB AIBCBiPT
f»D-75«517] P0253 H73-20021
Functional error analysis and simulation of air
traffic control system to support concepts
evaluation program
CPB-2131«81 . P0262 H73-20730
Computerized simulation of aircraft as radar target
fiD-755851] P0276 H73-21189
Coeputer program for calculating aerodynamic
stability and drag of slender aircraft at
subsonic and supersonic speeds
rHlSi-CB-112229] p0301 B73-21897
Structural influence coefficient matrii for
coapnter simulation of aerodynanic aircraft
stability
fHASA-CB-1122301 ' p0301 H73-21898
Development of computer programs for numerical
analysis of spinning aircraft based on Euler
integration and minimization by gradient search
CAD-757257J p0320 H73-22990
Dynamic structural analysis of helicopter
structures using single point excitation
techniques - Vol. 2
rAD-756390] P0336 S73-23922
Dynamic structural analysis of helicopter
structures using free-body response technignes -
Vol. 3'
CAD-756391] • P0336 N73-23923
Analysis of dual lane runway operations at high
density airport terminals using computerized
simulation technignes
CATC-17] pO«07 N73-25254
GEBTS 3Q simulation model and data base for air
cargo terminal
CAD-753925J pO»07 H73-25257
Analysis and digital computer simulation of
operational and performance aspects of vertical
area navigation system
tFAA-BD-72-125] pO«09 H73-25705
Development of electrical circuitry for analysis
of stress deformation state of delta wing model
based on discrete design diagram
[AD-7609481 p0183 N73-270«»
Burnerical analysis of military helicopters and air
defense weapons to define operations in support
of battalion task force combat - Vol. 2
r&D-762«33] P0545 1173-28957
Computer simulation of aircraft motions and
propulsion system dynamics for YF-12 aircraft
under supersonic conditions
rHASA-TH-X-622»51 p05»9 B73-28990
Computer simulated loading of Army Brigade and
equipment into several medium short takeoff
transport aircraft configurations
UD-762916) p0550 H73-29002
Development of computer model to simulate air
traffic conditions in Los Angeles, California
area in 1982
tBTB-63861 p0553 H73-2'9706
Computerized simulation of DC-8 aircraft during
landing approach under wind shear conditions
fAD-76«697] p06»3 N73-31975
Computerized simulation of interactions of VIOL
aircraft taking off from or landing on deck of
ship moving in irregular or random seaway
fAD-76U865] p06»3 N73-31980
Computer model of Los Angeles, California air
traffic control situation to predict conditions
expected by 1982
tAD-765153] p0675 N73-33571
COHP0TBBS
HI AIBBOBHE/SPACEBOBHE COHPOTEES
NT AHALOG COHPDTEBS
HI DIGITAL COHPDTEES
NT HINICOMPUTEBS
ST SEQUENTIAL COHPDTEES
HT DHIVAC 1108 COHPOTEB
COHCBHTBATIOH (COHPOSITIOI)
HT ATHOSPHEBIC HOISTOBE
HT HOISTDBE COHTENT
COHCOBDE AIBCBiPT
Evaluation of the method of characteristics
applied to a pressure transient analysis of the
B.A.C./S.R. I. A.S. Concorde refuelling system.
p0665 A73-126»5
Development of the Olympus turbojet to meet
supersonic civil transport requirements.
p0052 A73-14131
Technology and operation of Olympus engine cycle
on Concorde aircraft, discussing chemical and
noise pollution and economic factors
p0100 A73-17190
Supersonic transportation inauguration by
Concorde, discussing technological, economic and
environmental aspects
[AIAA PAPEB 73-161 P0102 A73-17609
Technology and operation of Olympus engine cycle
on Concorde aircraft, discussing chemical and
noise pollution and economic factors
p015S 473-21687
Varying-temperature test installation for the
interior design of the Concorde
P0229 A73-25103
Seismic measurement data from Cornish cottaqe
during Concorde sonic boom flight, using moving
coil geophones
P0239 A73-26292
Aircraft design and reliability analysis method
based on accidents occurrence investigation by
Franco-British airworthiness authorities, noting
applicability to Concorde aircraft
P0211 A73-26589
Concorde Olympus 593 axial flow turbolet engine
design, detailing variable geometry intake and
exhaust nozzles, noise abatement, combustion
chamber, gearing and fuel system
P0281 A73-28156
ATC system requirements for Concorde, transoceanic
flight operations, considering track allocation,
computer system and programming
P0282 A73-28178
Epoxy adhesive bonding of Concorde light alloy
sandwich structure elevens, discussing surface
treatment, polymerization and ultrasonic testing
P0282 A73-28i»68
Concorde wing and fuselage aerodynamic design
modifications for operational efficiency
optimization from wind tunnel tests and
theoretical computations
P0299 A73-30926
Concorde cockpit windows design modifications for
weight reduction and reliability optimization,
discussing transparencies and crew seat movement
P0299 A73-30927
Electronic safety test replaces radioactive test
source.
P0299 A73-30928
Concorde emergency power supply, oxygen and escape
systems design and operational features
P0299 A73-30929
Concorde engine noise reduction at takeoff,
initial climb and landing, discussing noise
sources research and exhaust system nozzle
modifications
P0299 A73-30930
Concorde engine monitoring instrumentation,
discussing start cycle, temperature sensors and
indicators and nozzle position indicators
P0299 A73-30931
Hardware integration and improved operation of the
•flight control system.
P0299 A73-30932
Concorde air conditioning, discussing system
modifications for production aircraft concerning
interconnection of engine air bleeds of adjacent
port and starboard groups
P0300 A73-30933
Electronic systems as piloting aids in Concorde
SST, discussing flight controls, trim computer,
antostabilizer, autopilot and automatic engine
control
P0351 A73-3217H
System of electric control of surveillance of the
control surfaces of the Concorde
P035U A73-32H75
Dp-rating the fuel system flow capacity with high
rotational speed.
P0363 A73-32922
Concorde aircraft fuel system and component valves
design for long term service reliability and
ease of maintenance, discussing refueling, fuel
-jettisoning and feed controls
P0363 A73-32923
Preventinq the shut-off punkah louvre from jamming.
P0363 A73-32925
Concorde aircraft design, testing and prelected
environmental impact, discussing flight tests,
sonic booms, atmospheric pollution, ATC problems
and fueling
A-167
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P0368 173-33182
The Concorde manufacturing consortium - An
exercise in international engineering
collaboration.
fSiE PiPEK 730350] P0431 173-34698
Concorde aircraft introduction into airline
network, discussing tine gain over various
routes, operating costs, passenger service,
departure and arrival problems, Maintenance, etc
fSAE P1PEB 730351) P0431 173-34699
Cosaic rays airborne dosimetry fron Concorde
aircraft, noting passenger and crew
radiobiological hazards at supersonic flight
altitudes -
P04S9 173-36908
Cockpit nock-UPS and simulator design for pilot
workload assessment for Concorde program and
V/STOt research
P0509 173-37735
Geophysical effects of Concorde sonic boon.
P0532 173-39624
Nitrogen oxides, nuclear weapon testing, Concorde
and stratospheric ozone.
P0571 173-41076
Sonic bang investigations associated with the
Concorde's test flying.
P0571 173-41174
Processing of Concorde digitally recorded data
P0673 K73-10453
Heasnrement of ray paths and ground overpressures
produced by Concorde aircraft during supersonic
flight
tB/D-896] P0126 N73-15021
French aircraft development program including
Concorde, lirbus, and Corvette, as well as
economic study
p0129 N73-15045
Sinulation of flight in Concorde for improving
characteristic of flight control system
P0173 N73-17013
Flow instabilities of supersonic variable ramp
inlets at Hach 2 discussing Concorde aircraft
intake
riBC-B/H-37111 p0215 H73-18999
Computer program for calculating Concorde aircraft
flight profiles for various flight procedures
and atmospheric conditions
rElE-TB-721021 P0403 N73-25074
Directional eguipment for suppressing noise of
. Concorde propellers during high speed flight
p0607 H73-30942
COHCBETES
Ground erosion on grassland and concrete by
vertical takeoff of Do-31 aircraft
rBBVG-FBWT-72-26] p0218 H73-19023
Performance of fibrous concrete pavement materials
under cargo aircraft and roadway vehicle loads
riD-7113571 p0312 N73-22537
Performance of fibrous reinforced concrete overlay
test slabs as runways at Tanpa International
lirport, Florida
rFll-BD-72-119] P0328 N73-23634
Strengthening of keyed longitudinal construction
joints in rigid pavements
flD-7595701 p0491 N73-27789
CONDITIONS
HT FLIGHT COHDITIOHS
NT KOTTA-JODKOWSKI CONDITION
NT BONWAT CONDITIONS
COHDOCTOBS
NT 1IBCBAFT ANTENNAS
NT DIPOLE ANTENNAS
NT DIEECTIONAL ANTENNAS
NT ElECTBIC WIRE
NT FLIT CONDUCTOBS
NT LOOP ANTENNAS
NT HICBOWAVE ANTENNAS
NT HONOPOLE ANTENNAS
NT BADAB ANTENNAS
NT SLOT ANTENNAS
NT SDPEECONDOCTOBS
NT TBEBHAL CONDOCTOBS
COIES
NT CONICAL BODIES
NT SLENDEB CONES
COHFEBENCES
Probabilistic aspects of fatigue: Proceedings of
the Symposium, Atlantic city, N.J., June 27-Jnly
2, 1971.
P0042 173-13228
Testing for prediction of material performance in
structures and components. Proceedings of the
Symposium, Anaheim, Calif., April 21-23, 1971
and Atlantic City, N.J., June 29-Jnly 1, 1971.
p0058 173-14851
International Conference on Transportation and the
Environment, Washington, D.C., Hay 31-Jnne 2,
1972, Proceedings. Part 1.
P0059 173-14889
Emissions from continuous combustion systems;
Proceedings of the Fifteenth Symposium, Barren,
Hich., September 27, 28, 1971.
P0105 A73-17726
Welding and fabrication of non-ferrous metals:
Proceedings of the International Conference,
Eastbourne, Sussex, England, Hay 2, 3, 1972.
Volume 1.
P0153 173-21235
1972 report to the aerospace profession;
Proceedings of the Sixteenth Symposium, Beverly
Hills, Calif., September 28-30, 1972.
P0183 173-22176
Issociation Technique Haritine et leronantigne.
Session, 72nd, Ecole Nationale Superieure de
Technignes Avancees, Paris, France, Hay 15-19,
1972, Proceedings.
P0184 A73-22201
STOL Seminar, St. Louis, Ho., Harch 24, 1972,
Record.
p0187 173-22524
International Federation of Automatic Control,
World Congress, 5th, Paris, France, June 12-17,
1972, Proceedings. Part 2 - Transportation,
aeronautics and space, ship automation, and
control components. Part 3 - Ecology and systems
engineering; Large scale, sensitivity,
optimization and adaptation theory. Part.4 -
Education, feedback, regulators, linear and
nonlinear systems; Identification, differential
games, discrete and stochastic systems.
P0193 173-24001
E1SCON '72; Electronics and lerospace Systems
Convention, Washington, D.C., October 16-18,
1972, Becord.
p0195 173-24551
Human threats to air safety; Proceedings of the
Twenty-fifth Annual International lir Safety
Seminar, Washington, D.C., October 16-18, 1972.
P0197 173-24707
Badio Technical Commission for Aeronautics, Annual
Assembly Heeting, Washington, D.C., Roveober 9,
10, 1972, Proceedings.
P0245 A73-27360
Satellite systems for mobile communications and
surveillance; Proceedings of the International
Conference, London, England, Harch 13-15, 1973.
p0247 173-27652
lirports: Challenges of the future; Proceedings of
the lirports Specialty Conference, Dallas, Tex.,
Harch 7-9, 1973.
p0287 173-29101
Conference on General Aviation-Business Flying,
University of Tennessee, Tullahoma, Tenn.,
lugust 17-19, 1972, Proceedings.
P0291 A73-29344
International Conference on Offshore lirport
Technology, 1st, Bethesda, Hd., Ipril 29-Hay 2,
1973, Proceedings. Volume 1.
P0343 173-31526
Israel innnal Conference on Aviation and
Astronautics, 15th, Tel Aviv and Haifa, Israel,
Harch 14, 15, 1973, Proceedings.
p0346 173-31633
Electronics and civil aviation; International
Conference, Paris, France, June 26-30, 1972,
Beports. Volumes 162
P0349 173-32426
Survival and Flight Egnipment Issociation, Innual
Symposium, 10th, Phoenix, Ariz., October 2-5,
1972, Proceedings.
P0359 173-32653
Bealism in environmental testing and control;
Proceedings of the Nineteenth Innnal Technical
Heeting, Inaheim, Calif., Ipril 2-5, 1973.'
P0366 A73-33126
Anglo-American Aeronautical Conference, 13th,
London, England, June 4-8, 1973, Proceedings.
P0367 173-33176
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SUBJECT IHDBI COHFEBEICBS COHTD
Flight Simulation Symposium, 2nd, London, England,
Hay 16, 17, 1973, Proceedings.
' . ' P0369 A73-33201
Sinter simulation"conference, San Francisco,
Calif., January 17-19, 1973, Proceedings. -
p0371 A73-33416
Annual Reliability and Haintainability Synposiun,
Philadelphia, Pa., January 23-25, 1973,
Proceedings.
P0377 A73-33601
Outlook on safety: Proceedings of the Thirteenth
Annual Technical Symposium, London, England,
November 11-16, 1972.
p0415 473-34076
Future technology and economy of the VIOL
aircraft; International^'Helicopter Forum, 10th,
Bueckeburg, Best Germany, June 5-7, 1973,
Proceedings
p0417 A73-34251
Conference on Heat and Fluid Flow in Steam and Gas
Turbine Plant,. University of Warwick, Coventry,
England, April 3-5, 1973, Proceedings.
. , . P0418 A73-34376
International Aerospace Instrumentation Symposium,
19th, Las Vegas, Nev. , Hay 21-23, 1973,
Proceedings.
p0425 A73-34601
Annual Simulation Symposium, 5th, Tampa, Fla.,
March 8-10, 1972, Record of Proceedings.
p0434 A73-34817
Electronics in the automation of services;
International Congress on Electronics, 20th,
Home, Italy, Harch 28-31, 1973, Proceedings
P0435 473-34960
Computational Fluid Dynamics Conference, Palm
Springs, Calif., July 19, 20, 1973, Proceedings.
p0442 A73-35126
NAECON 73; Proceedings of the National Aerospace
Electronics Conference, Dayton, Ohio, Kay 14-16,
1973.
p0443 A73-35201
Reinforced plastics; Conference, Karlovy Vary,
Czechoslovakia, Hay 15-17, 1973, Lectures
p0456 A73-36464
Seminar.on Accident Analysis and Prevention,
Beirut; Lebanon, June 26-28, 1973, Working
Documents.
P0459 473-36845
Inter-noise 72; International Conference on Noise
Control Engineering, Washington, D.C., October
4-6, 1972, Proceedings and Tutorial Papers.
p0495 A73-37276
Symposium on Optimisation in Aircraft Design,
London, England, November 15, 1972,' Proceedings.
p0498 A73-37405
National Symposium on Computerized Structural
Analysis and Design, George Washington
University, Washington, D.C., Harch 27-29, 1972,
Proceedings.
p0502 A73-37476
Air cushion landing systems; Proceedings of the
First Conference, Miami Beach, Fla., December
12-14, 1972.
P0504 A73-37676
Symposium on Flight beck Environment and Pilot
Workload, London, England, Harch 15, 1973,
Proceedings.
p0508 A73-37726
Symposium on International Aircraft Accidents
Investigation, London, England, January 15,
1973, Proceedings.
P0509 A73-37736
International Conference'on Offshore Airport
Technology, 1st, Bethesda, Hd., April 29-Hay 2,
1973, Proceedings. Volume 2.
P0509 A73-37741
Joint Automatic Control Conference, 14th, Ohio
State University, Columbus, Ohio, June 20-22,
1973, Preprints of Technical Papers.
P0517 A73-38028
Air Traffic Control Association, Annual Meeting
and Technical Program, 17th, Chicago, 111.,
October 9-11, 1972, Proceedings.
pC523 473-38461
Aerosat program for civil aviation needs
established by Seventh Air Navigation Conference
of ICAO, discussing airborne eguipments
specification development
'[AAS PAPER 73-120] P0525 A73-38581
. Annual Corporate Aircraft Safety Seminar, 18th,
Arlington, Va., April 1-3, 1973, Proceedings.
P0530 A73-39210
National Aerospace fleeting, Washington, D.C.,
Harch 13, 14, 1973, Proceedings.
P0562 473-40035
Symposium on Electromagnetic Interference in
Aircraft, London, England, February 15, 1973,
Proceedings.
P0574 473-41691
Sensitivity, adaptivity and optimality;
Proceedings of the Third Symposium, Ischia,
Italy, June"18-23, 1973.
P0621 473-43277
Society of Flight Test Engineers, National
Symposium, 3rd, Arlington, Tei., September
11-14, 1972, Proceedings.
p0625 473-44052
Proceedings of conference on ride gualities of
air, surface, and water vehicles with emphasis
on human factors engineering for comfort in
transportation
[NASA-TH-X-2620] p0668 1173-10012
Papers presented at antenna array conference
concerning phased arrays and array techniques
[AD-744629] p0682 N73-11209
Papers presented at antenna array conference
concerning adaptive arrays, confortnal arrays,
and component technigues for array antennas
[4D-744630] p0682 N73-11210
Conference on reduction and suppression of
aircraft engine noise
rNASA-SP-311] pOC66 N73-12012
Proceedings of symposium on helicopter noise held
at Durham, North Carolina Sept. 1971
[4D-748876] pOC82 N73-13036
Proceedings of conference to analyze static and
dynamic loads exerted on helicopter rotary wings
and application to improved helicopter design
[AGARD-H-595] p0111 N73-14000
Flight mechanics of rotary wing aircraft -
conference
[DLR-HITT-71-15] p0113 N73-14021
Proceedings of conference on fluid dynamics of
aircraft stalling to include stall and
post-stall aerodynamic characteristics of
various military aircraft
[AGARD-CP-102] p0123 N73-14998
Random load fatigue of aircraft structures -
conferences
tAGARD-CP-118) P0168 N73-16896
Summaries of papers presented to conference
concerning aircraft stability and control
[4G4HD-CP-1191 P0170 N73-16989
Summary of conference on flight simulation
PD171 N73-16992
Conference on flight handling gualities and
requirements
p0171 N73-16993
Papers presented at conference on lightning and
static electricity
tAD-7525511 p0178 N73-17552
Evaluation of conference to investigate current
and future development in aircraft electrical
and auxiliary power systems
[AGAHD-AR-50] pC209 N73-18081
Papers presented at conference on halogenated fire
extinguishing agents
[40-753218] p0209 873-18168
Proceedings of conference on flight test
technology to analyze results of flight test and
comparison with data obtained using flight
simulators for short takeoff aircraft
CDLS-HITT-72-18] pC216 S73-19005
Proceedings of conference on application of
superconductivity technigues to auxiliary power
systems for aircraft and missiles
[4G4RD-CP-104] p0219 N73-19030
Proceedings of symposium on flight operations and
air traffic control to show problems affecting
airports, general aviation, air traffic
controllers, and governmental agencies
TDLH-HITT-72-24] p0223 N73-19623
Proceedings of conference on manual control to
show interplay between man and machine and
application of control theory in medicine and '
psychology
fHASA-CE-131244] p0254 N73-20028
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COBFOBBAL BAPPIBG SOBJBCt IIOIZ
Proceedings of conference on rotary wing aircraft
developments to include operational experience, •
flight tests, and evaluation of structural
concepts
fAGABD-CP-121] p0267 N73-21008
Proceedings of conference on fluid dynamics of
rotary vinqs and aerodynamic characteristics of
rotary winq systems
fAGARD-CP-111] P0269 H73-21031
Proceedings of conference on research and
development projects conducted by US Air Force
Research and Development Command
fAD-7530711 p0280 B73-21890
Proceedings of conference on rotary vinqs to
investigate rotor wakes, aerodynamic
characteristics at hover and hiqh advance ratio,
and aerodynamic noise properties
p0304 N73-21931
Proceedings of conference on short haul air
transportation to show development requirements,
economic aspects, and urban and environmental
impacts
fB73-541 P0318 B73-22974
Proceedings of conference on operational problems
of air traffic control beacon system
tFAA-BA-72-801 pOU09 B73-25702
Proceedings of conference to develop area
naviqation system design concept for application
to national airspace system for improved air
traffic control
pOM74 B73-26664
Proceedings of conference on military applications
of T/STOL aircraft to include current and ;
proposed research pcolects to meet military - •
requirements
rAGARp-CP-126-yOL-11 p0478 N73-27000
Proceedings of conference on application of
composite materials in construction of aerospace
vehicles and propulsion systems
f AGARD-CP-112] p0488 B73-27474
Summaries of papers presented to AGARD conference
on random load fatique
rAGARD-AR-541 p0544 H73-28884
Proceedings of conference on acoustic fatiqne to
show effects of aerodynamic loads, response of • •
structures, structural design, and fatique test'- >
methods
fAGARD-CP-1131 p0556 H73-29905
Proceedinqs of symposium to determine requirements
and configurations of emergency election systems
for helicopter crews
rAGAED-AR-62] P06I40 B73-31954
Proceedings of conference on air transport
industry with emphasis on economics, market
demand, airlines regulation, and international
transportation policy - Vol. 2
fNASA-CR-1356351 P0657 B73-32875
Proceedings of conference on short takeoff and
landing aircraft to determine aerodynamic
characteristics and short haul transportation
applications
fNASA-SP-320] p0662 N73-32934
Reguirements of flight control systems vith regard
to aircraft stability and attitude control
rDLR-BITT-72-051 ' p0668 N73-32978
Technical and economic aspects of airship
transportation
fDLK-BITT-72-171 p0670 N73-32989
Electronic display devices in aircraft control,
noting pilot activation and VTOL control
fDLR-BITT-72-04] p0671 N73-32998
Turboiet and turbine engine performance
optimization by configuration variations, and
auxiliary turbine engine converter problem
fDLB-BITT-73-051 P0676 873-33755
COIFOHHiL BAPPIBG
Conformal mapping for potential flow about
airfoils with attached flap.
P0144 A73-19192
Conformal mapping of two airfoil profiles
symmetric with respect to real axis onto
circles, usinq rational function power series
P0148 A73-2020C
Inviscid flow through a cascade of thick, cambered
airfoils. I - Incompressible flow.
fASHE PAPER 73-GT-81H P0375 A73-33527
Discrete vortex method of two-dimensional let flaps.
P0416 A73-34179
Contribution to the theory of biplane wing sections.
P0418 A73-34325
Application of conformal mapping procedures for,
designing airfoil shapes with high design lift •
coefficients ' . .
[AD-757813] . p0384 S73r24040
Calculation of incompressible potential flow of
airfoils by conforaal mapping potential flow of
lifting circles onto airfoils by double
transformations . ,
[ARC-E/B-3717] p0588 B73-30002
COIFOBBAL TBABSFOEHAriOHS
0 COBFORHAL HIPPING
COI6BESS
Congressional hearing on 1973 fiscal budget for
Department of Transportation
p0677 H73-10989
House hearings on air passenger fees, related
taxation, and government regulation of
commercial airline operations
p0265 H73-2097Q .
Planning and budgeting.in lightweight fighter
prototype development:for military aviation
p0315 H73-22934
Congressional hearings on aeronautics and space
technology
P0337 B73-2396.7
Congressional hearings to review NASA program
accomplishments and to predict advantages to
accrue from space programs '.-, .
P0604 H73-30916
Congressional hearings on causes and implications
of impending shortages of gasoline, heating oil,
diesel fuel, jet fuel, and electricity
p0678 B73-33928
COBICAL BODIES
HT SLENDER COBBS i,,
The aerodynamic characteristics of the thin delta
wing fitted with a conical body in supersonic
flow.
p0061 A73-15167
Supersonic gas flow past the leevard side of a
conical wing
p0240 .A73-26439
Bathematical method for calculating the optical
characteristics of cone-shaped cockpit ...
windscreens.
P0452 A73-36069
Study of turbulent wakes behind cones in
hypersonic flight using Schlieren photograph
correlation
P0561 A73-39985
Electric analogy method for subsonic wind tunnel,
contraction cone design providing uniform
velocity distribution in test section, obtaining
pressure distribution in cone boundary
p0585 A73-43000
Heat transfer and surface pressure measurements at
supersonic speeds on conical delta winqs with
sharp leading edges
fARC-CP-1212] p0111. K73-14008
lind tunnel tests to determine pressure sensing
characteristics of trailing cone device for
calibrating aircraft static-pressure systems
[NASA-TH-D-7217] p0302 B73-21906
Rind tunnel tests to determine static and dynamic
stability coefficients for circular cone with
various nose bluntness configurations
fAD-765164] p0637 N73r3193»
Aerodynamic characteristics of flow around
elliptic cones at large angles of attack
[AD-764945] p06i!6 K73-32209
COMICAL CABBEB
Conically cambered triangular winqs with reflex
spanwise curvature.
p0152 A73-20938
Lift and drag at off-design Bach numbers of
conically .cambered wings with subsonic leading
edges and supersonic trailing edge
p0219 A73-27927
Development of slender body theory for analyzing
flow past thin, conically cambered, delta wing
with exact boundary conditions
fARC-R/H-32t9] p0381 S73-21002
COBICAL FLOW
Some effects of normal shock boundary layer
interaction on the performance of straight
walled conical diffnsers.
[AIAA PAPER 72-1140] pOOI»5 A73-134«6
A-170
SUBJECT.IIDEI CONTRACT HABAGBHEBT
A kernel function method for computing steady and
oscillator? supersonic aerodynamics with
interference.
J A I A A PAPER 73-670] • •- . poust A73-36221
Supersonic conical flov past delta and tapered
structures, considering angle of attack, leading
edges, flow separation, negative slope concept
and pressure distribution
•• • p0503 A73-37546
approximation for hypersonic flow past circular
cone with angle of attack, discussing matched
asymptotic expansion, flow velocity and density
distribution
p0566 A73-40428
Methods -for calculating nonlinear -flows with
attached shock waves over conical wings.
' p0581 A73-42562
Pressure recovery performance of conical diffusers
at high subsonic speeds and range of geometries
rBASA-CB-2299] p0605 H73-30927
COSICiL BOZZLES
Experimental tests on 'scale models of conical
variable geometry 'propulsion nozzle with short
petals for fighter aircraft, discussing
aerodynamic and thrust coefficients
P0246 A73-27388
Performance tests of twin jet afterbody
configurations to determine effect of nozzle
spacing," fairing shapes, and angle of attack
[BASA-TH-X-2724] P0587 B73-29994
COHICAL SHELLS
Russian'book on structural mechanics of tapered
thin walled conical bodies and winqs in aviation
and rocket technology
P0572 A73-41281
COHNBCT10BS
U JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
COB8ECTOBS
BT ELECTfilC CONNECTORS
COBBECTOBS (ELECTBIC)
o BLECTEIC CONNECTORS
COSSEBVATIOB
Conservation of fossil fuels in commercial
aviation by using hydrogen
tNASA-CB-112204] P0679 H73-11019
COSSTABT SPEED PBOPELLEBS
0 VARIABLE PITCH PBOPELLEBS
COBSIBAIBTS
NT HBTEOHOLOGICAL PAHAHETEBS - -^
Design, development, and evaluation of aircrew : -
restraint system for.forward-facing, nonejection "^
seat for military aircraft
CAP-746631) P0682 H73-11038
COBSTBOCTIOB
Performance of airfield pavement construction
joints under heavy aircraft loads
fFAA-BD-72-106] p0413 N73-25926
COBSTBOCTXOB HAIEBIALS
welding airframe structures in titanium alloys ,
using tensile loading as a. means of overcoming
distortion.
p0153 A73-21240
Aircraft brake design and materials, considering
thermal, mechanical, friction and wear
characteristics of Be, steel, graphite and
carbon 'composites •
P0154 A73-21688
Aircraft structures aluminum alloys fatigue crack
growth rate relationship to cracking mode,
stress ratio, cyclic frequency and corrosive
environment severity
P0237 A73-25826
A new method for the study of the phenomenon of
dynamic instability of thin-walled bars used in
the construction of aeroplanes, ships and bridges.
P0243 A73-27063
Al alloys, steels and superalloys properties
improvements for aerospace vehicles structural
applications, discussing diffusion bonding and
isothermal forging techniques
P0282 A73-28180
Aeronautical turbine blade and vane materials
selection, considering Hi alloys with powder
metallurgy and oriented solidification,
composite materials and entectics
P0460 A73-36993
Large floating ocean platforms for OS Navy bases,
discussing concrete construction techniques and
costs for different configurations
P0510 A73-37749
Aircraft windshield stretched acrylic plastic,,
chemically strengthened glass, and clad
polycarbonate carved composite materials
P0577 A73-41863
Low-pressure prepregs as structural material for
light-construction designs
P0631 A73-44887
R and D efforts for various aircraft construction
materials, considering steels, alloys and
fiber-containing laminates
P0633 A73-45198
Structural design guidance and construction
standards for upgrading and extending service
life of airport pavements
[FAA-ED-08-2] .p0221 N73-19266
Emplacement and maintenance of dust control
materials for military aircraft and helicopter
landing facilities
[AD-756179] pC326 N73-23359 •
Refractory metal alloys with protective coatings
for use in structural components of turbine
engines
. PC328 N73-23614
Airport construction procedures to include general
requirements, construction materials, and
operational maintenance
(AD-759243J . pC486 N73-27191
Research and development projects concerning fire
hazards in aircraft cabins and design of
aircraft compartments to provide qreater
passenger survivability
tPAl-HD-73-146] p(5667 H73-32972
CONSOHEBS
Consumer marketing for airline industry
PP657 S73-32873
Concepts of expanding airline marketing strategies
p0657 N73-32874
COBSUHPTIOB .
BT FUEL CONSUHPTI08
COSTAIBEES
Land-air-sea intermodal cargo container movement
procedures and equipment design standardization
to meet air transportability reguirements
fASHE PAPEB 73-ICT-3C] p0622 A73-43493
CONTABIBABTS
Pollutants from methane fueled gas turbine
combustion.
tASHE PAPEB 72-BA/GT-3] p0063 A73-15867
A model for studying the effects of injecting
contaminants into the stratosphere 'and mesosphere.
^ ,. [AIAA PA2EB 73-539] P0377 A73-33569
COBTAHIBATIOB
BT FUEL CONTAMINATION
COBTIBEBTS
HI EDROPE.
COBTIHOOOS BATE BADAB
Doppler effect continuous wave radar for bird
hazard detection and aircraft collision
avoidance near airfields
[AD-751985] p0176 N73-17168
COBIIBOOH FLO*
Data acquisition system for S-1 wind tunnel with
continuous subsonic/supersonic flow
tBBE-TB-784(wB/D)] P0210 B73-182U8
COHTOOBS
Numerical solutions for jets impinqinq on curved
surfaces
fNASA-CB-129136] p0683 N73-11252
Contour of wave drag optimized bodies of
revolution as function of Bach number in
hypersonic flow
tDGLB-PAPER-72-108] p0078 N73-13G03
COBXBACT BABAGEBEST
Statistical expectation application to risk
density functions and fee/incentive-element
relationships for contract incentive
structuring, considering C-5A procurement
P0152 A73-20958
DSAF experience in lightweight fiqhter aircraft
acquisition as illustration of reguests for
industrial proposals simplification and source
selection process streamlining
P0183 A73-21947
Hanagement and control of flight test programs at
0. S. Army Aviation Systems Command.
P0625 A73-4405H
Hanagement and control of flight test programs of
the Haval Air Systems Command.
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P0625 A73-44056
Hanagement and control of military fliqht test
programs at McDonnell Douqlas St. Louis, Hissonri.
P0626 A73-44059
Fliqht test proqraas management and control,
considering weapon systems performance tests
relative to contractual requirements, personnel
allocation and snpportinq facilities
P0626 173-44060
Comparison of management, planning and control for
Niarod avionics systei and hospital pro-fects
P0395 N73-24971
COHIB1CTS
HI SUBCONTRACTS
Legal consequences resulting from transportation
in airline traffic in the case of aissinq,
deficient or not coveraqe-equivalent contractual
basis
P0297 A73-30293
Analysis of F-15 contract structure and
contribution to effective program management
fAD-7508491 p0141 H73-15975
COHIBOL BOiEDS
Design of control and display panels usinq
computer algorithms.
p0230 473-25180
Two man crew cockpit design for commercial 737 jet
transport aircraft, discussing pilot vision,
control and display panels and avionics
disposition
p0508 A73-37729
COHTBOL DEVICES
D CONTBOL EQUIPMENT
COHTBOL EQOIPHBNT
NT CONTROL STICKS
Advanced fliqht control systems - Power-by-wire
and fly-by-wire.
P0238 A73-26272
Automatic fliqht control and navigation systems on
the L-1011 Capabilities and experiences.
p0514 A73-37824
Application of active controls to suppression of
flutter for supersonic aircraft
PC172 H73-17005
Performance tests of hydromechanical fuel control
system for J-85 engine
fNASA-TN-D-7198] p0209 N73-18082
Aircraft and spacecraft hand controllers for yaw,
pitch, and roll
fNASA-CASE-HSC-12394-1) p0255 N73-20041
Desiqn, fabrication, and test of electronic engine
control system for small turboshaft engines
fAD-758173] p0394 N73-24805
Directional equipment for suppressing noise of
Concorde propellers during hiqh speed flight
p0607 N73-30942
Fluidic to hyidroDechanical interface for
application to gas turbine engine control system
fAD-7643681 p0615 N73-31429
COHTBOL PANELS
0 CONTROL BOARDS
COSTBOL SIMULATION
Comparative simulator studies regarding a
contact-analog channel display and conventional
instrumentations
fDGLR PAPER 72-1001 p0659 A73-11680
The role of the airborne traffic situation display
in future ATC systems.
P0295 A73-29897
Modeling problems in air traffic control systems.
P0456 A73-36427
Computerized design for moving-base three man
aircraft fliqht simulator servocontrol,
considerinq disturbance torques, daapinq ratios,
natural frequencies, load acceleration and
smoothness
P0158 A73-36833
A digital simulation facility for air traffic
control experimentation.
.P0512 A73-37809
washout circuit design for
multi-degrees-of-freedom moving base simulators.
fAIAA PAPSR 73-929] p0569 A73-40876
COHTBOL STABILITY
Variable stability simulation technigues for
nonlinear rate-dependent systems.
P0017 A73-13521
Control and stability analysis of supersonic
aircraft let engines with afterburner for
improved lov altitude operation .
p0105 A73-1.7722
Design and development of active control system.•
for air cushion vehicle to reduce or eliminate.,
effects of excessive vertical.vibratory .,
acceleration . - -, -
[NASA-CASE-LAB-1053.1-1] pOOSO H73-13023
Computerized desiqn of aircraft control
optimization stabilization systems ..
fNASA-CB-133002] p0408 N73-25653
COHTBOL STICKS
A short description of the-NAE airborne simulator
feel system. . • _
P0568 A73-40854
Bibliography of research on aircraft sidearm control
CAD-7II5863] . ' . p067V H73-10039
COHTBOL SDRFACES - ,
NT AILERONS • • -
NT ELEVONS.
NT FLAPS (COHTEOL SURFACES) . : -
NT GUIDE VANES
NT HORIZONTAL TAIL SURFACES
NT JET FLAPS •.. • .
NT JET VANES - . . ' • •
NT LEADING EDGE SLATS
NT RDDDEBS. . . .
NT SPOILEBS
NT TABS (CONTBOL SDRFACES)
NT TBAILING-BDGE FLAPS . .
NT IING FLAPS . • • . . ^
On the importance of the,wake for the noise of an
obstacle placed in a flow
pOOHO A73-12974
An automated method for determining the flutter
velocity and the matched point.
fAIAA PAPER 73-195] pO.105 A73-17656
Active flutter suppression - B-52 controls .,
configured vehicle.
fAIAA PAPER 73-322] pP235-A73-25552
Desiqn and evaluation of miniature control'surface
actuation systems for aeroelastic models.
fAIAA PAPER 73-323] p0235 A73-25553
The theoretical and experimental methods used in
France for flutter prediction.
fAIAA PAPER 73-329] p0235 A73-25558
System of electric control of surveillance of the
control-surfaces of the Concorde •
p0354 A73-32475
Alteration of- a static vibration result by
riqidizinq some degrees of freedom
.p0451 A73-36066
Integrated hydraulic fliqht control actuator
packages replacing mechanical linkaqes for
aerodynamic surface control during V/STOL
operation •
p0529 A73-39015
Control law synthesis and sensor design.for active
flutter suppression.
fAIAA PAPER 73-832) p0567 A73-40502
Computer program for subsonic lifting- surface
analysis with static aeroelastic effects
fAD-745894) p0684 N73-11273
Flight test measurements of control-surface hinge
moments on X-24 lifting body correlation with
wind tunnel data . .
fHASA-TH-X-2816] p0400 N73-25049
Numerical analysis of lift and lift distribution
on aircraft wing and trailing vortex flow behind
wing • • •
fAD-759262] p0405. N73-25089
COHTBOL THEORY
Programmed control of a two-level hierarchical
system . .
P0654 A73-10665
A complex approach to flight vehicle control
system designs
P0655 A73-10673
Homogeneous linear partial differential equation .
for optimal control with boundary condition
formed by terminal component, noting weighting
functions for linear plant
P0663 A73-12116
Application of geometric decoupling theory to
synthesis of aircraft lateral control systems. •
.p0048 A73-13703
Some structure synthesis problems for systems •
controlling the three-dimensional motion of
orbital-aircraft in the earth's atmosphere
P0090 A73-16K18
i-172
SUBJECT IHDBZ COS7BCTIOH CUBBEBTS
Optimal fliqht control system design for aircraft
vith large flight envelopes, using optical
control theory vith United measurement feedback
(AIAA PAPEB 73-159] p0097 A73-16906
International Federation of Automatic Control,
lorId Congress, 5th, Paris, France, Jane 12-17,
1972, Proceedings. Part 2 - Transportation,
aeronautics and space, ship automation, and
control components. Part 3 - Ecology and systems
engineering; Large scale, sensitivity,
optimization and adaptation theory. Part 4 -
Education, feedback, regulators, linear and
nonlinear systems: Identification, differential
games, discrete and stochastic systems.
P0193 A73-24001
Banned vehicle systems analysis techniques
application to manual approach-to-landing phase
of aircraft flight, developing analytical
control model
p019» A73-24011
Practical guadratic optimal control for systems
vith large parameter variations.
P0245 A73-27166
Synthesis of searchless self-adjusting systems
based on the root locus method. I.
P0247 A73-27460
Hodelling and identification theory - A flight
control application.
P0299 A73-30777
Joint Automatic Control Conference, 14th, Ohio
State University, Columbus, Ohio, June 20-22,
1973, Preprints of Technical Papers.
p0517 A73-38028
On the use of singular perturbation methods in the
solution of variational problems.
p0518 A73-38038
A new approach to the 'inverse problem of optimal
control theory' by use of a generalized
performance index /GPI/.
p0518 A73-38063
A projection operator algorithm for optimal
control problems with unspecified initial state
values.
P0519 A73-38064
Automatic control of adverse yaw in the landing
environment using optimal control theory.
UIAA PAPER 73-861] P0528 A73-38799
Control lav synthesis and sensor design for active
flutter suppression.
f A I A A PAPBE 73-832] p0567 A73-40502
Sensitivity, adaptivity and optimality;
Proceedings of the Third Symposium, Ischia,
Italy, June 18-23, 1973.
p0621 A73-43277
Closed loop linear control system synthesis
possibility under condition of incomplete
information on state vector vith application to •
aircraft longitudinal motion
P0627 A73-44329
Development of adaptive controller for
multivariable systems and application to
helicopter system vith time varying parameters
UD-746492]
 P0667 M73-10007
Optical control theory and energy-state
approximation to determine parameters for
minimum time flight path of supersonic aircraft
[AD-748219] p0075 H73-12689
Analysis of minimum time maneuvers by high
thrust-to-veight aircraft using optimal control
theory to determine open-loop control lavs
fAD-748354] P0082 N73-13039
Besearch reports on control theory in flight systems
fAD-746296] p0118 B73-14251
Development of aircraft control systems based on
operator performance, adaptive displays, and
coupling of manual vith automatic control
tAD-751306] p0162 H73-16026
Application of modern control theory to design of
optimum aircraft controllers
fMASA-TH-X-62208] p0173 H73-17016
Application of optimal control theory to design of
control system for supersonic inlet of turbojet
engine
fNASA-TH-D-7188] P0213 N73-18803
Analysis of aircraft stability and control
derivatives in turbulent conditions subject to
random state disturbance
tAD-763741] p0594 873-30046
COITHOL VALVBS
Concorde aircraft fuel system and component valves
design for long tern service reliability and
ease of maintenance, discussing refueling, fuel
jettisoning and feed controls
P0363 A73-32923
COITBOLLABILITT.
Handling characteristics in roll of tuo light
airplanes for steep approach landings.
P0048 A73-13701
Honlinear programming in design of control systems
vith specified handling qualities.
P0151 A73-20588
VTOL and STOL projects flight simulation trials
for autostabilization, head-up displays and
flight controls effectiveness in handling
gualities improvement and pilot workload reduction
P0370 A73-33209
Royal Aircraft Establishment Aerodynamics Fliqht
Division flight simulators for V/STOL and
helicopters, emphasizing handling, aircraft
mathematical models and cockpit simulation
P0370 A73-33211
Automated prediction of light aircraft performance
and riding and handling gualities.
fSAE PAPEB 730305] p0428 A73-34666
Technical basis for the STOL characteristics of
the HcDonnell Douglas/OSAF YC-15 prototype
airplane.
.'.[SAE PAPEB 730366] p0432 A73-34711
The effect of ice formation on the stability and
maneuverability characteristics of aircraft
P0519 A73-38117
Survey of aerospace industry to determine various
techniques used in considering interactions of
handling gnalities, stability, control, and load
alleviation devices on structural loads
[AGABD-B-593] P0679 H73-11020
Control technology for air cushion passenger vehicle
P0265 N73-20969
Flight tests for determining handling gualities
and operational characteristics of Breguet 941
STOL aircraft '
p0479 N73-27008
COBTBOLLED ATMOSPHERES
Study and realization of special parts for
aerospace construction by brazing in a fluorided
reducing atmosphere
p0185 A73-22202
COHTBOLLEBS
NT SEBVOBECHANISHS
The optimal control of merging aircraft-derivation
of the hybrid air traffic controller.
P0056 A73-W89
Optimal adaptive control of aircraft lateral
dynamics in gust presence using Pontryagin
principle and cost function
[AASD-314] p0070 N73-12046
COHVilB HILITABY AIBCBAFT
0 HILITABY AIBCBAFT
COHVilB 340 AIBCBAFT
D Cy-340 AIBCBAFT
COHVAIB 990 AIBCBAFT
0 CT-990 AIBCBAFT
COHVAIB 880 AIBCBAFT
Aircraft accident involving ground collision of
DC-9 and CV-880 aircraft at 0 Hare International
Airport, Chicago, Illinois on 20 December, 1972
[HTSB-AAB-73-15] p0607 N73-30945
COHVECTIOH
HT FOBCED CONVECTION
HI FBEE COHTECTIOH
Intensive probing of clear air convective fields
by radar and instrumented drone aircraft.
P0056 A73-14542
Progressive vaves analysis, considering nonlinear
convective, dissipative and dispersive effects
pOD9<4 A73-16756
COSVECTIOH CLOUDS
HT CUMULONIMBUS CLOUDS
HT STBATOS CLOUDS
COHVECTIOI COBBB1TS
Synoptic conditions of vave formation above
convection streets.
P0058 A73-14826
Hode of thickening of a low morning convective
layer in clear sky
P0188 A73-23036
A-173
C01VBCTIVE BEIT TBAHSFEB SUBJECT IHDXI
Intensive probing of a clear air connective field
by radar and instrumental drone aircraft.
P0193 A73-23989
Convective fluid motion and heat transfer in
aircraft wing fuel tanks due to aerodynaaic
beating, conparing analytical «ith experimental
results
p0346 £73-31643
COIVECTITE BBAT TRAHSFBR
Convective fluid «otion and heat transfer in
aircraft wing fuel tanks due to aerodynamic
beating, comparing analytical with experimental
results
P0346 A73-31643
. Effectiveness and heat transfer with full-coverage
fill cooling.
fASSE PAPER 73-GT-18] p0373 A73-33495
CONVERGENCE
Rayleigh-Ritz solution of boundary value problem
for plane compressible subsonic flow past
aerofoil noting convergence
p0188 A73-22954
CONVBBSION TABLES
Aircraft performance calculations in SI units,
considering conversion factors for forces,
pressures and specific fuel consanption
P0109 A73-18511
COHTEBTAPLAHES
0 V/STOL AIRCRAFT
COHVEBTEBS
Performance characteristics of solid state
converter system for measuring aircraft noise
and sonic boom
fNASA-CR-112260]
 P0201 H73-18019
COBTEIITI
Experiment o'n convex curvature effects in
turbulent boundary layers.
P0565 A73-40245
COOLANTS ,
NT ENGINE COOLANTS
Cold air experiment in two-dimensional cascade to
determine aerodynamic performance of turbine
stator blade with suction-surface cooling
rNASA-TB-X-2685) p0139 N73-15818
COOLING
NT AIR COOLING
NT FILH COOLING
High temperature gas turbine engines rotor blades
cooling, deriving generalized dimensionless
relations for heat transfer data extension fron
static tests to operational conditions
p0095 A73-16797
Thermal stresses in cooled gas turbine blade foils
and roots with allowance for thermoelastic effects
P0187 A73-22568
Turbine blades cooling effectiveness for engines
gas temperature energy gain compensation
i P0243 A73-27090
Performance evaluation of model energy separators
fAD-764585] p0647 N73-32381
COOLING SISTBHS
Aircraft and land vehicle electric generators and
actors, notinej semiconductors application and
cooling systems
p0147 A73-2012U
Influence of the turbine air cooling system on the
characteristics of a turbojet engine during
regulation of the latter
P0244 A73-27091
Thermodynamics of an air-cooled gas-turbine stage
P0623 A73-43733
The problem of extrapolating test data on the
efficiency of turbine-blade cooling to actual
conditions
p062U A73-43741
Experimental determination of aerodynamic
performance of cooled turbine vanes at gas to
coolant temperature ratios up to 2.75
fNASA-TM-X-27331 p0180 1173^ .1-7815
Development of methods for protecting aircraft
compartments from aerodynamic heating effects
fAD-754606] . p0255 N73-20036
Analysis of coolant flow in transpiration-cooled
vanes
fHASA-TN-D-73411 pO«13 N73-25966
Temperature characteristics of film cooled and
non-film cooled vanes incorporating impingement
cooling
fNASA-TM-H-28191 pOU92 N73-27798
Beasnreient of temperatures of airfoil immersed in
streai of combustion gases to determine '
effectiveness of two-phase cooling systea
CABL/HE-338) p0604 H73-30876
COOBDI8ATE TBAHSFOBHATIONS
Transonic flow analysis using a streamline
coordinate transformation procedure.
[AIAA PAPEH 73-657]
 P0453 A73-36211
Plane coordinate transformations for area
navigation based on existing VOR/DBE network
P0461 A73-37043
COOBDIBATES
BT GEODETIC COOBDINATES
NT POLAB COOBDIHATES
COPILOTS
0 AIBCBAFT PILOTS
COPPEB
Emerging aerospace materials and fabrication
techniques.
p0450 A73-35841
COBDAGE
Performance tests of commercial nylon double
braided rope for extraction lines
tAD-757209] . p0329 B73-23643
COBDITE
0 COLLOIDAL PBOPELLAKTS
COBE FLOS
Wake development on models of elliptic,
rectangular, swept and delta planforns when
plunged in water
[ ABC-CP-1238] p0661 N73-32932
COBES
NT HONEICOHB COBES
COBIOLIS EFFECT
Influence of coriolis effect on energy transfer in
mixed flow rotor cascades
[ARC-R/B-3703] p0072 H73-12306
COBONA DISCHARGES
0 ELECTBIC COBONA
COBOBAS
HT ELECTBIC COBOBA
NT SOLAB COBOBA
COBPOSCOLAB BADIATION
BT ELECTBOB BEAMS
NT PBIBABI COSBIC BATS
CORRECTION
Effects of porous wind tunnel wall corrections on
transport aircraft models
P0326 B73-23366
Transonic wind tunnel corrections for slotted or
perforated walls
P0326 B73-23373
CORRELATION
BT AUTOCORRELATION
HT CORRELATION DETECTIOB
BT CBOSS COBRELATION
HT DATA COBBELATIOB
BT STATISTICAL COBRELATIOB
COBBBLATION DETECTION
DBF airborne antenna diversity combiner for signal
reception using correlation technique for phase
variation removal to improve SBB and gain
P0526 A73-38725
COBBELATORS
BT IBAGE COBBELATOBS
CORROSION
BT FBETTING COBBOSIOH
BT FOEL COBBOSIOH
BT INTEBGBABDLAB COBBOSION
BT STBESS CORROSION
Performance of aircraft gas turbine components in
hot corrosion environments
P0328 N73-23599
COBBOSION PBETBBIIOB
Aircraft components solid film lubrication
problems, discussing surface pretreatment,
contamination susceptibility, corrosion
prevention and aerosol applicability
p01«5 A73-19554
Protecting metals in corrosive high-temperature
environments.
p0190 A73-23296
Filiform corrosion associated with commonly
applied aircraft metal pretreatments and finishes.
CSAE PAPEB 730311] pO«28 A73-34671
Aircraft corrosion prevention by addition of
potassium dichromate to rinse water
tAD-753214] p0205 B73-18050
&-17B
SUBJECT IIDEX COST ANALYSIS
COBHOSIOH BESISTAICE
HTfOIIDiTIOH BESISTANCE
investigation of the possibility foe ultrasonic
dispersion of certain corrosion inhibitors
introduced in easily removable fill coatings
p0658 A73-11643
The corrosion problem in aircraft structures.
\ p0150 A73-20452
Corrosion performance of new fastener coatings on
operational military aircraft.
fNACE PAPEB 115] . P0290 473-29315
Compatible coatings for corrosion resistant
aerospace fasteners.
CNACE PAPEB 116] P0290 A73-29316
Critical properties of exterior aircraft finish
systems to protect fastener areas.
fHACE PAPEB 1171 P0290 A73-29317
New inhibited elastomeric finish system designed
by corrosion engineers to solve acute corrosion
problems on military aircraft.
fNACE PAPER 118] p0290 A73-29318
Significance of intergrannlar corrosion in
high-strength aluminum alloy products.
P0347 A73-31740
Improvement of the corrosion-fatigue strength of
aluminum alloys by exposure of the medium to a
magnetic field
P0622 A73-43466
Aluminum brazed titanium honeycomb sandwich
structure - A new system.
P0625 A73-44000
COBBOSIOB TESTS
NT SALT SPBAT TESTS
Lifetime of Dural structural elements operating in
aggressive media
P0661 A73-11794
Aircraft structures aluminum alloys fatigue crack
.growth rate relationship to cracking mode,
stress ratio, cyclic freguency and corrosive
environment severity
P0237 A73-25826
Exfoliation corrosion of aluminum alloys.
P0347 A73-31737
Significance of intergranular corrosion in
high-strength aluminum alloy products.
V0347 173-31740
Estimation of corrosion damage levels in
thin-walled structural elements by the punching
method
p0458 A73-36825
Corrosiveness of naturally occurring sulfur
compounds and organic peroxides in aviation
turbine fuels toward Cu and Aq, detailing
maximum tolerable ratios
P0532 A73-39637
COBSAIB 1IBCBAFT
0 A-7 AIBCBAFT
COSBIC BADIATIOS
0 COSHIC BAYS
COSHIC BATS
NT PRIMARY COSHIC BAYS
Cosmic rays airborne dosimetry from Concorde
aircraft, noting passenger and crew
radiobiologlcal hazards at supersonic flight
altitudes
P0459 A73-36908
Stratospheric electricity due to operating
supersonic transport fleets
fAD-7634711 p0598 N73-30365
COST ANALYSIS
Short haul twin jet passenger aircraft Iak-40 for
small airfields, noting flight characteristics
and cost analysis
P0042 A73-13070
Private business aircraft economic aspects,
discussing costs vs time savings and indirect
advantages
P0051 A73-13997
Book - The local service airline experiment.
P0090 A73-16360
Technical and economical analysis of various QSTOL
concepts
rpGLB PAPEB 72-055] p0105 A73-17675
Business aircraft operational costs, considering
maintenance, repair and depreciation
P0107 A73-17998
Benefit-cost analysis of delay reduction with STOL.
fASCE PHEPBINT 1507] p0153 A73-21000
Development of maintenance policies in the
operation of aircraft
P0191 A73-23655
Aircraft and ground eguipment damage during ground
handling operations, discussing repair costs and
out-of-service time
P0197 A73-24715
Improvements in the use of FAA resources for
system performance assurance.
P0246 A73-2736U
Air transportation direct and indirect costs
analysis, considering cruising speed, flight
time, aircraft design and manufacture and fuel
expenses
P0286 A73-28950
Land construction and cost studies for Chicago
offshore airport site development in Lake
Hichigan using rock and sandfxll dikes for
protection against waves
P0344 A73-31536
STOL short haul system development, discussing
airport congestion, operational costs and
environmental considerations
P0369 A73-33192
Computer program for Equipment Improvement
Recommendation /SIS/ evaluation relative to
reliability, availability, inventory cost and
total annual expenditure in Army engineering
management decision making
P0378 A73-33653
Future technical developments and efficiency of
helicopters and their derivatives
P0417 A73-34252
VIOL jet transport aircraft commercial
applications, describing lift engine system,
hover flight control, engine failure problems
and operating cost analysis
P0417 A73-34257
How to be healthy, wealthy and vise through
fastening analysis - The 'how to1 of living with
fasteners.
fSAE PAPEB 730309] p0428 A73-34669
Air cushion landing system /ACLS/ design and drone
flight tests for low cost unmanned military
aircraft recovery, comparing with mid air
retrieval system /BARS/
P0507 A73-37699
Air freight handling eguipment, techniques and
costs in cargo terminals, including forklifts,
pallets, containers, conveyor belts and
warehouse configurations
P0513 A73-37821
The weight/performance interface - in argument for
weight control.
fSAHE PAPEB 967] pC516 A73-37884
Future technology and economy of let-supported
VIOL transport aircraft
PC567 A73-40448
Bunway configuration improvement programming model.
fASCE PBEPBINT 2034] p0583 A73-42864
Space shuttle avionics design and cost analysis
CNASA-CB-123962] P0073 N73-12449
Life cycle cost analysis of inertlal navigation
systems for aircraft and air to surface missiles
P0262 N73-20717
FCC transition splices and cost comparison of FCC
vs. BCC
PC324 S73-23304
Design of aircraft for high reliability and low
maintenance costs and maintenance procedures for
maximum efficiency
PC467 N73-26032
Development of method for determining cost
functions involving aircraft rework and engine
repair programs at military installation
[AD-761475] p0540 N73-28135
Cost history of P-111 aircraft airframe system to
show logistics organization, support costs,
reliability and maintainability, and development
problems
fAD-7622131 p0545 N73-28958
Analysis of rigid airship operations for
commercial cargo handling in Dnited Kingdom
CC8ANFIELD-CTS-3] p0548 N73-28985
Development and operation of cost accounting ,
system for airport functions to show application
of data processing eguipment
P0658 N73-32878
A-175
COST BFFECTIYBHBSS SUBJECT IHDBI
Operation of lov cost local air service carriers
to shov methods for iaprovinq transportation
services
P0659 B73-32886
Optimization of control and damping systea for
fiqhter aircraft with quadratic cost function
P0668' H73-32980
COST BFFBCTHEBBSS
Hultisatellite systems for transoceanic aircraft
communications and 1TC, discnssinq day and night
operations, cost-benefit optinization and
. adaptive techniques for capacity augmentation
P0656 473-11201
Lou-cost fluid film bearinqs for qas turbine
enqines.
fSAE PAPER 720740] P0662 A73-12006
Jet enqine condition monitoring without aids.
fSAE PAPEB 720815] P0091 A73-16600
Economic performance and cost problems in civil
air transport maintenance and engineering
quality control related to selling price trends
p0106 A73-17888
Cost effectiveness of planned aviation system
improvements, considerinq 4TC automation vs
terminal aids, noise control, qround facilities,
capacity and enroute situation
P0197 A73-24767
Noise abatement two-segment, precision and
category I, II and III approaches considerations
covering altimetry, cost and safety problems in
A 1C
P0198 A73-24768
Badio Technical Commission for Aeronautics, Annual
Assembly fleeting, Washington, D.C., November 9,
10, 1972, Proceedings.
P0215 A73-27360
National aviation system improvement via cost
effectiveness, considerinq FAA facilities and
equipment proqram, ATC automation and terminal
aids
p02»6 A73-27365
Aircraft-airport system B and D proqram in terms- '
of efficient planning, lighting and marking,
geometric design, safety and pavements
P0288 A73-29103
Central regional airport planning, compatibility
and construction/operational costs for
freight/passenger transport service in response
to future economic growth
P0288 A73-29109
Airport planning trends and engineering,
discussing systems analysis, pavement design,
modular terminal facilities, costs and economic
efficiency
p0289 A73-29111
General aviation aircraft technology developments
based on military and transport aircraft design,
considering cost, complexity and reliability
PC291 A73-29348
Offshore airport planning, discussing selection
economics from cost effective alternatives based
on usage prelection, community benefits and
intrinsic and social costs
p03«« A73-31531
Netherlands international airport planning and
site selection, discussing cost/benefit analysis
experience from large coastal and offshore
prelects
p03»« A73-31535
Los Angeles offshore airport planning case study
covering design, logistics problems and costs
with allowance for airspace and environmental
considerations peculiar to Southern California
P03K5 A73-31540
Offshore airport planning in Osaka-Bay, Japan -
New Kansai International Airport.
P03U5 A73-31512
San Diego offshore airport feasibility to meet
future air traffic demands, evaluating sites for
capacity, environmental impact, access and
construction costs
p03»5 A73-31543
ABINC-573 recording systeo - Application to
maintenance
pC352 A73-32462
All-weather landing technology and economics,
considering qround and airborne equipment and
benefits and costs
P0358 A73-32553
Giabaled electrostatic gyro inertial aircraft
navigation system /GEARS/ designs balancing •' '
performance against cost of ownership.
P0366 A73-33086
Air Force Increase Beliability of Operational
Systems computer program and -mathematical models
for economic logistic resource allocations and
cost effective system modification
p0377 A73-33627
Airborne air to air and air to ground fire control
radar systems for all-weather fighter aircraft,
emphasizing cost effectiveness through
modularity and commonality
pC379 A73-34041
Hypersonic transports - Economics and
environmental effects.
P0419 A73-34U35
Cost/weight tradeoff ratios for fiber reinforced
plastic aircraft structural components
fSAE PAPER 730338] pO«30 A73-34689
STOL aircraft choice for air transportation in low
passenger density areas, discussing market
characteristics in D.S. and tradeoffs between
airline operation and airfield costs
[SAB PAPEB 730357] - pOH31 A73-34705
Helicopter design and production cost target and
tradeoff considerations based on past programs,
supplier quotations, government documents,
estimating practices and functional requirements
fAHS PBEPBINT 712] p0437 A73-35058
Custom LSI technology utilization in low volume
avionic systems, discussing handcrafted chip
design, full wafer, array logic and DOS cell
approaches and costs
P0445 A73-35227
Thin configuration flat digital CRT display with
electron beam control improvement for military
avionics applications, discussing performance
advantages and ownership cost
pO«46 A73-35235
Computerized approach for aerospace electronic
components standardization for procurement cost,
logistics and warehousing problems reduction and
reliability improvement
pO««7 A73-35260
Offshore airport design, construction and
operation on basis of cost/benefit
considerations, emphasizing ATC problems
generated by ILS localizer and glide path signal
reflection
P04S7 A73-36682
Hew constraints of military aviation
p0457 A73-36684
Variable pitch tnrbofan driven at constant speed
through reduction gear to obtain cost-efficiency
compromise for future STOL and business aircraft
applications
pO«61 A73-36998
Financing the new generation of airports.
P0510 A73-37745
Strapped down inertial navigation systems.
P0515 A73-37876
Experience with the NBC 10 ft. x 20 ft. T/STOL
propulsion tunnel - Some practical aspects of
V/STOL engine model testing.
P0568 A73-40855
DSA government and industry efforts on aircraft
midair collision avoidance systems technology
advancement, comparing cost effectiveness
between airborne and ground based options
CASBE PAPEE 73-ICT-49] p0622 A73-13195
Cost effectiveness of infrared inspection and
maintenance of ABICC electrical equipment
fC-208] p0086 S73-13618
Cost effectiveness of high speed ground
transportation system using tracked air cushion
vehicles for access to Los Angeles airport
[PB-212023] PC134 N73-15290
Cost effectiveness of automatic inspection,
diagnostic, and prognostic maintenance system
for military aircraft - Appendix F
TAD-752889] P0207 H73-18069
Fundamentals of helicopter noise generation and
propagation to include noise control procedures
and cost effectiveness of noise reduction
p0316 N73-22953
Cost effectiveness analysis of helicopter
transmission components to determine effect of
A-176
SOBJECT IRDEX COOPLBBS
extended overhaol life up to 6,000 hours
CAD-758U65] p0322 H73-23007
Feasibility and cost effectiveness of expendable
-•ain rotor blades on OB-1 helicopter
[AD-758«6U] p0389 873-24078
Design, reliability analysis, maintainability, and
cost effectiveness of expendable rotor blades
for DH-1 helicopter rotary wing
CAD-762198J • pOSflO H73-27926
Design parameters for optimal cost/cruise
perforoance of subsonic jet transport
p0655 H73-32853
Principles of functional economic analysis
P0655 N73-32854
Differential pricing policy in airline operations
P0655 H73-32857
Financial sources and airline operations
p0656 H73-32859
Application of airships to air transportation,
noting cost effectiveness
p0670 N73-32991
COST ESTIHATBS
Aircraft industry design and development costs
prediction, using Honte Carlo model to determine
effect of poor estimates
P0662 473-11860
Two approaches to aircraft development - The USA
and Europe.
P0282 A73-28177
Power plants, cost estimates, freighter missions,
commercial feasibility and technology for
nuclear air cushion vehicles
p03«8 A73-3219H
Cost estimating techniques for airframe
•eight-cost interface study for military
aircraft design
fSASE PAPER 969] . p0516 A73-37885
Technological change measureaent methodology for
cost and production estimates with application
to aircraft turbine engine development
P0627 A73-41219
Design concepts, manufacturing process, weight
analysis, and cost estimates for long range
transport aircraft using composite structures
fHASA-CR-112255] p0318 H73-22976
Models of air, river and highway transportation
for developing areas
fPB-219292/0] pO»92 N73-27877
Bole of air transportation in sparsely developed
areas including cost estimates
rPB-219293/8] pC«93 N73-27880
Method for estimating airline operating costs
p0655 N73-32851
Formula for computing operating cost of turbine
powered transport aircraft
P0655 N73-32852
Estimated costs for additional aircraft in air
transport industry
p0656 N73-32860
COSt RBDDCTIOH
Applying surface integrity principles in jet
engine production.
POOK3 A73-13272
Transport aircraft wheels and brakes operational
cost minimization, discussing contributory roles
of governmental regulations /FAA/, aircraft
manufacturer, supplier and user
CSAE PAPER 720867] p0092 A73-16650
A description of two low cost turbo-compressors
built for powered lift research.
p01»6 A73-19942
Distributed ATC with traffic information in
cockpit, noting potential for cost and risk
reduction and capacity increase based on system
performance evaluation
P0151 A73-20600
Hot die forging /gatorizing/ technigue for Ti and
heat resistant alloys jet engine parts,
emphasizing material and cost savings
P0190 A73-23295
Light aircraft-borne low cost phased array I band
radar and display design reguirenents for
weather detection and ground napping
p0351 A73-32«51
French civil aviation inexpensive C band landing
system with ILS angular coding and simplified
onboard eguipment for STOL and Alpine airports
P0353 A73-32U67
Some aerodynamic problems applicable to the light
aircraft
P0362 A73-32809
Avionics systems simplification for cost, weight
and space reduction, considering ease of
maintenance, failure points reduction and flight
director/autopilot computers and couplers
elimination
P0369 A73-33187
Aerodynamic study of a turbine designed for a
small low-cost turbofan engine.
fASHE PAPER- 73-GT-29] p0373 A73-33500
Bigid lightweight honeycomb core radome
development from materials and processes
standpoint, discussing cost reduction and
fabrication
[SAE PAPES 730310] p0028 A73-3U670
Development of a low-cost flight director system
for general aviation.
[SAB PAPES 730331] pOU29 A73-34684
Navy development of low-cost supersonic turbojet
engines.
fSAE PAPER 730362] pO«32 i73-3U706
A simplified fuel control approach for low cost
aircraft gas turbines.
P0833 A73-3U725
Unconventional digital avionics black box approach
for cost reduction and reliability improvement
in terms of packaging, component coding and
hardware qualification programs multiplicity
pO««3 A73-35205
LN-33 airborne inertial navigation system with low
cost precision instruments and miniaturized
digital computer, noting built-in calibration
and test capability for minimizing maintenance
pCtHI A73-35212
Low cost data processor and display for ICNI,
DHE/TACAN, LORAN or range/range difference radio
navigation systems in aerospace applications
pOHU1 A73-35213
Avionics subsystems operational, functional and
physical considerations, discussing cost,"
computer programming, common components,
.multiplexing and hardware design
pO«17 A73-35219
A digital simulation facility for air traffic
control experimentation.
P0512 A73-37809
Structural composites on future fighter aircraft.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-806] p0522 473-38371
Civil and military aircraft preventive
maintenance, discussing on-condition and
condition monitoring concepts for eguipment
reliability enhancement and cost reduction
P0531 A73-39275
Low cost airport surveillance and Localized Cable
.Radar with runway or taxiway vehicle guidance
capability for ground traffic control, usinq
solid state equipment
p056<t A73-UOC51
Design, development, and production of Ion cost
remotely piloted vehicles based on innovative
approach for aircraft engineering procedures
fp-11902] p0273 N73-21060
COSTS
BT AIRPLAHE PBODDCTION COSTS
HI FREIGHT COSTS
COONTERMBASURES
HI CHAFF
ST ELECTRONIC COOSTERHEASDRES
BT JAMMING
CODHTEBS
ST GEIGEB COUNTERS
NT NEOTROH COUNTERS
COUPLED BODES
Random qust response statistics for coupled
torsion-flapping rotor blade vibrations.
p0651 A73-100U6
Effect of torsion-flap-lag coupling on hingeless
rotor stability.
PAHS PREPRINT 7311 pOI»38 A73-35067
Longitudinal-torsional vibrations of rotors
p0531 A73-3937I1
COUPLERS
French automatic beam coupler system for y/STOL
and helicopter low speed and low altitude
instrument approach
PC57C A73-U0975
A-177
COOPLIHG SUBJECT IHDEI
COOPIIB6
ST CROSS COOPLIHG
CODPLIHGS
Technological and structural design ensuring
optimum clearance and aerodynamic coupling of
•oving units /wing-aileron or aileron-trim tab/
P0658 173-11618
Design, development, and evaluation of flexible
drive shaft coupling used for propulsion of
BH-2D helicopter
fAD-746502] p0674 S73-10519
COIELL METHOD
0 NOMERICAL INTEGRATION
CBiCK FOBHATI01
D CRICK INITIATION
CBACK ISITIATIOS
Techniques for smooth specimen simulation of the
fatigue behavior of notched members.
P0058 A73-14862
DC 10 airfraae structure full scale fatigue tests
for crack initiation and growth, residual
strength and service life
fAIAA PAPER 73-8031 pOSOO A73-371163
Techniques for controlling tine to fatigue crack
initiation in design of aircraft structures and
application of residual stress analyses
p0558 N73-29930
Application of growth rate data and analytical
retardation nodels for predicting crack grovth
under variable amplitude loading
P0558 H73-29932
CBICK PBOPA6ATIOH
Ni-Cr-Ti steel aircraft structural element fatigue
life calculation based on failure mechanism
involving crack propagation
P0051 A73-14011
Colloquium on Structural Reliability notes on
"Fatigue Lecture. •
P0057 A73-14706
The design and development of fracture resistant
structures.
p0057 A73-14712
Method of analysis,-and prediction for variable
amplitude fatigue crack growth.
" . P0108 A73-18482
Artificial slow crack growth under constant stress
- The B-curve concept in plane stress.
pC189 A73-23255
Aircraft structures aluminum alloys fatigue crack
growth rate relationship to cracking mode,
stress ratio, cyclic freguency and corrosive
environment severity
P0237 A73-25826
On the influence of single and multiple peak
overloads on fatigue crack propagation in
7075-T6511 aluminum.
P0435 A73-34889
Designing equal-life minimum-weight truss structures
P0531 A73-39357
Fatigue crack growth retardation after
single-cycle peak overload in Ti-6Al-4V titanium
alloy.
P062U A73-43809
Analysis of fatigue crack propagation
characteristics of steel structures in F-111
aircraft under specific flight loading spectra
MD-7463431 p0681 H73-11033
References on fatigue and fracture of aircraft
structures and materials to include instruments,
sonic fatigue, and mechanical fasteners
fAD-7181001 p0071 N73-12053
Fatigue crack propagation of aluminum metal sheets
under flight simulation loads corresponding to
gust spectrum
rHLR-BP-72010-01 p0087 N73-13926
Crack growth study and effects of change in
spectrum severity and shape on fatigue behavior
under random loading
PC168 N73-16898
Fatique crack propagation under flight simulation
loading at 10, 1, and 0.1 cycles per second
p0168 H73-16900
Crack growth characteristics of steel and
structural failure of F-111 aircraft frame
fAD-7522231 p017l( N73-17024
Fatique mechanics studies of fatigue crack
propagation in 2024 aluminum alloy panels
containing transverse slits ^
fABl/SB-3791 p03J.2'»73-22491P 2'
Fatigue tests on Comet aircraft pressure cabin to
determine effects of pressure cycles on
structural stability of cabin windows
[ABC-B/B-3248] p0383 H73-24017
Application of fracture prevention principles to
airframes to reduce catastrophic failure and
increase service life
[AD-764513] p0611 H73-30969
Application of reliability analysis to aircraft
structures subject to fatigue crack growth and
periodic structural inspection
rAD-764775] p0648 H73-32383
CHACKIHG (FBACTDBH6) • •
HI STRESS COBBOSION CBACKING
Subsonic jet airframe fatigue cracking as function
of load, geometry, material, joint performance''
and environment
p0100 A73-17200
Spherical debris - Its occurrence, formation and
significance in rolling contact fatigue.
P0379 A73-34029
An overview of fatigue and fracture for design and
certification of advanced high performance ships.
p0435 A73-34881
Fracture analysis of surface- and through-cracked
sheets and plates.
P062D A73-43813
Aircraft accident involving Beechcraft 18 aircraft
on air taxi flight from Cleveland, Ohio airport
on 22 June, 1972
CBTSB-AAR-72-33J p0160'H73-16006
Improved silicide coatings for refractory metals
employed in space shuttles and gas turbine
engine components
[NASA-CASE-LEi-11179-1] p0312 H73-22474
CRACKS
HI SDBPACE CRACKS
CfiABBS
Design development, and evaluation of hoist for
H-3 helicopter rescue system
[AD-750289] p0130 1173-15054
CRASH IHJOBIES
Aircraft evacuation and safety procedures during
emergencies, discussing negative panic, flight
crew training and impact injury minimization
P0459 A73-36849
Design and analysis of an energy absorbing
restraint system for light aircraft crash-impact.
fASBE PAPEB 73-DET-1111 p0579 A73-42080
CEASE LAHDIHG
Aircraft crash fire prevention and fighting in
airports, discussing aircraft fuel system
fail-safe design concepts and airport fire
fighting equipment and procedures
P0349 A73-32366
Airplane accident survival, discussing cabin
safety, fire protection, crashworthiness,
• emergency evacuation and crash landing in water
p0415 A73-34079
Development of airframe design technology for
crashworthiness.
[SAB PAPEB 7303191 P0429 A73-34677
Aircraft accident involving attempted takeoff of
Sabre Bark 5 aircraft at Sacramento, California
airport on 24 Sept. 1972
rnTSB-AAR-73-6] p0319 H73-22985
CRASHES
NT CRASH LANDING
A consistent crashworthiness design approach for
rotary-wing aircraft.
CAHS PBEPRINT 7811 pO««1' A73-35094
Investigation of crash of L-1011 aircraft near
Miami, Florida on 29 Dec. 1972
p0126 H73-15024
Aircraft accident involving crash of Turbo
Commander aircraft following takeoff and
climbout from Greater Pittsburgh Airport,
Pennsylvania on 14 Aug. 1972
fNTSB-AAS-73-5] p0305 S73-21936
Aircraft accident involving crash of TO-144
aircraft at Paris iir Show in 1973
(NASA-TT-F-15062] p0548 N73-28982
Aircraft accident involving L-1011 aircraft crash
near Miami, Florida on 29 Dec. 1972 daring
examination of suspected nose gear malfunction
fNTSB-AAB-73-141 p0548 N73-28984
CRAZING
D SOBFACE CBACKS
A-178
SUBJECT IJDEX CRYSTALS
CBEEP AHALISIS
Creep analysis of a thin-walled wing on the basis
of the plate analogy
p0243 A73-27086
. Finite element elastic-plastic-creep analysis of
two-dimensional continuum with temperature
dependent naterial properties.
p0502 A73-37483
CBEEP PBOPBETIBS
Designing a slender-wing-type cantilever plate
under conditions of unsteady creep
p0623 A73-43728
CBEEP BDPTDBE ST1EB6TH
Aluminum brazed titanium honeycomb sandwich
structure - A new system.
P0625 A73-44000
CBEEP TESTS
Creep in VT-14 titanium alloy under low-cycle load
• conditions
P0458 A73-36758
Hethod of life prediction for nickel-based Ddimet
alloy by high temperature creep/fatiqne testing
rNASA-CR-120958] p0279 N73-21845
CBEiS
HI FLIGHT CHEWS
CBITEBIA
NT STBOCTDEAL DESIGN CBITEBIA
CBITICAL 10ADISG
'Artificial slow crack growth under constant stress
- The B-curve concept in plane stress.
p0189 A73-23255
Technical studies and research on airport
infrastructure
P0359 A73-32561
Fatigue crack growth retardation after
single-cycle peak overload in Ti-6Al-4V titanium
alloy.
P0624 A73-43809
CBITICAL BACH NUBBEB
D CRITICAL VELOCITY
0 MICH NUMBER
CBITICAL POIHT
Prediction of height-velocity boundaries for
rotorcraft by application of optimization
techniques.
P0245 A73-27175
CBITICAL HEIHOLDS BUBBEB
U CBITICAL TELOCITY
0 REYNOLDS NUBBEB
CBITICAL SPEED
D CBITICAL VELOCITY
CBITICAL STBESS
0 CBITICAL LOADING
CBITICAL VELOCITY
Critical velocities of the steady motion of a
pliable thread in plane homogeneous flow
P0585 A73-U3061
Increasing the critical rotational speed of the
tail rotor drive shaft in SB-1 and SB-2
helicopters
p0633 A73-45195
CBOSS COBBELATION
Cross correlations between turbulent jet flow and
noise from hot-filo and acoustic signal
measurement, using Proudman form of Lighthill
integral
. pOOSO A73-13842
Bonograph - Two causality correlation techniques
applied to jet noise.
P0443 A73-35150
CBOSS COUPLING
Boll coupling moment of deflected wing-body
combination.
p0346 A73-31573
Mechanical cross coupling of STOL transport
aircraft engines
fCBAHFIELD-AEBO-14] p0411 N73-25819
CBOSS FLO!
Performance characteristics of a model VTOL lift
fan in crossflow.
p0236 A73-25782
An experimental investigation of a jet issuing
from a wing in crossflow.
p0585 A73-43111
Calculation of acoustic field generated by
circular jet in presence of low speed crossflow
fNASA-CR-2169] P0069 N73-12036
Rind tunnel tests of VTOL lift fan stages to
determine changes in thrust characteristics with
variations in back pressure imposed on stages by
cross flow
[NASA-IB-1-6816S] p0127 H73-15031
Hind tunnel tests to determine effect of cross
flow velocity on jet noise power level using
V/STOL model transport
f NASA-CB-114571 ] p0304 H73-21929
Analysis of aerodynamic interference resulting
from jet issuing normal to chordal plane of two
dimensional wing in crossflow conditions
P0310 N73-22223
Development of procedure for determining
characteristics of aircraft roll coupling moment
caused by flow induced by deflected wings and
cross flow
CISAS-488-VOL-37-NO-14] p0315 N73-22945
Numerical analysis of incompressible laminar
boundary layer on infinite swept wing with
arbitrary velocity and suction distribution
fABC-B/B-3241] P0398 H73-25018
CBOSS SECTIONS
Aerodynamic forces and moments estimation for
slender bodies of circular and noncircular cross
section without and with lifting surfaces at
0-90 degree angles of attack
P0190 A73-23468
CBOCIFOBB WINGS
Bathematical model of unsteady pressure
distribution on harmonically oscillating slender
cruciform wing and cylindrical body configurations
[DLB-FB-71-87] p0123 S73-14990
CBDDE OIL
Aircraft design for transporting arctic crude oil
or liguid natural gas/ examining air terminal
requirements and handling specifications
p0571 A73-41172
Air-cushion tankers for transporting Alaskan North
Slope oil
T NASA-IB-1-2683] P0214 N73-18981
CBDISE BISSILES
Longitudinal and lateral aerodynamic
characteristics of cruise missile with swept
wing and conventional aft tails at various Bach
numbers
fNASA-TN-D-7069] p0667 N73-10002
CRUISING FLIGHT
Optimum position of the center of gravity of a
passenger plane in cruising flight
P0658 A73-11649
Hypersonic flows in large-scale inlet models.
p01it« A73-19189
Icing conditions of modern transport aircraft
according to cruise flight data•
P0125 A73-34545
Air transportation economic efficiency as function
of fuel consumption, cruising flight speed,
altitude range and load factor /payload/
P0519 A73-38118
The evaluation of autonomous navigation systems
for cruise vehicles.
TAIAA PAPEB 73-874] p0528 A73-38811
Analysis of optimum nozzle thrust deflection
angles in cruising flight
[ABC-CP-1222] p0120 S73-14796
CBDSADEB AIBCBAFT
0 F-8 AIBCBAFT
CBIOGEHIC FLUIDS
NT LIQUID HYDROGEN
NT LIQUID NITBOGEN
NT LIQUID OXYGEN
CRYOGENICS
Flight tests of cryogenically cooled hygrometer
[AD-764718] p0647 N73-32354
CBYSTAL LATTICES
Determination of the temperature fields of turbine
disks and blades, using irradiated diamond .,
indicators
P0627 A73-44294
CRYSTALLOGRAPHY
The development and control of crystalloqraphic
texture in 3A1-2.5V titanium alloy tubing.
fSAE SP-378] p0515 A73-37870
The effects of crystalloqraphic texture on the
mechanical and fracture properties of
Ti-3Al-2. 5V hydraulic tubinq.
[SAE SP-378] p0515 A73-37871
CRYSTALS
NT LIQUID CRYSTALS
FT SINGLE CRYSTALS
A-179
COBS SUBJECT IHDEI
COBS
A computer-generated display to isolate essential
visual cues in landing.
P0094 473-16704
Visual cues and six deqcee of freedom motion
flight siiulation foe F-4 aircraft energy
maneuvering performance, discussing pilot
evaluations
tlliA PiPEE 73-9341 P0570 A73-40880
COBOLATIVB DAHAGE
Cumulative fatigue damage tests of 11 alloy,
evaluating Hiner cycle/stress ratio
P001I7 A73-13571
The additivity of cumulative damage in the test or
use environment.
P0058 A73-14716
High temperature fatigue sensor based on
conductive composite device irreversible
resistance increase resulting from cumulative
strain damage
P0187 A73-22504
Phenomenological approach to low-cycle fatigue
fracture of a typical aircraft full scale
component static test.
filAA PAPER 73-324] P0235 A73-25554
COHOLONIBBOS CLOODS
A note on the use of airborne 30-millimetre radar
at long ranges.
P0062 A73-15699
COBB8NT DISTBIBOTIOH
Impedance and far field characteristics of a
linear antenna near a conducting cylinder.
P0495 473-37271
COBTlSS-iBIGHT SILITART AIBCBAFT
0 HILITABY AIRCRAFT
COBVATOBE
Experiment on convex curvature effects in
turbulent boundary layers.
P0565 473-40245
COB?B FITTIHG
Existence and unigueness of solutions obtained
from streamline curvature method of calculating
flow through tnrbomachines for several operating
points of Rolls-Hoyce compressor
fARC-CP-12341 P0211 N73-18293
COBVBD PA1ELS
High freguency vibration of aircraft structures.
P0448 A73-35329
Transfer matrix techniques for vibration analysis
of curved skin-stringer structures with tuned
elastomeric dampers
fAD-758220] P0323 N73-23010
Badiation from apertures in curved panels
fSASA-CB-2263] pO<184 N73-27110
CUB'BD SORFACES
o CONTOOBS
0 SOBF4CES
COSHIOHCRAFT GROUND EFFECT BACHIHE
.Cost effectiveness of high speed ground
transportation system using tracked air cushion
vehicles for access to Los Angeles airport
fPB-212023] P013H N73-15290
CDT-OOTS
0 OPENINGS
CDTTIBG
XT HILLING (MACHINING)
CT-7 AIBCBAFT
D DMC 5 AIRCRAFT
Cy-340 AIBCBAFT
Aircraft accident involving midair collision of
Convair 340 and DHC-6 near Appleton, Wisconsin
on 29 June 1972
fNTSB-AAR-73-91 p0465 N73-26016
Evaluation of approach and landing performance of
inertial navigation system vith Kalman filter
installed in CV-340 aircraft
fNASA-TN-D-73021 p0649 N73-32515
CV-990 AIBCBAFT
Rind tunnel tests to measure axial and tangential
velocity profiles in near wake vortices of
semi-span model of Convair 990 aircraft model
using laser Doppler velocimeter
rNASA-TH-X-622941 p0597 N73-30244
CB RADAB
0 CONTINOOOS WAVE RADAB
CTCLES
NT BRtTTON CYCLE
NT STRESS CYCLES
NT THERMODYNAHIC CYCLES
CYCLIC LOADS
Colloquium on Structural Reliability notes on
"Fatigue Lecture.'
P0057 473-14706
Bethod of analysis and prediction for variable
amplitude fatigue crack growth.
P0108 473-18482
Aircraft structures aluminum alloys fatigue crack
growth rate relationship to cracking mode,
stress ratio, cyclic frequency and corrosive
environment severity
p0237 473-25826
Creep in VT-14 titanium alloy under low-cycle load
conditions
P0458 473-36758
Fatigue crack growth retardation after
single-cycle peak overload in T1-6A1-4V titanium
alloy.
p062l» 473-43809
Cyclic pressure tests of F-4 aircraft forward and
aft canopies to deternine safe service life
after delaaination of acrylic sheet
[AD-759349] p0404 H73-25084
Effect of environment and stress-cycling on
in-service structural failure of alrframes and
procedures for predicting safe operational
conditions
p0558 H73-29929
CYLINDRICAL AFTBBBODIES
0 AFTERBODIES
0 CYLINDBIC4L BODIES
CYLINDRICAL BODIES
Prediction of the lift and moment on a slender
cylinder-segment wing-body combination.
P0517 473-38007
Aerodynamic forces on a triangular cylinder.
p0561 473-40003
Transfer matrix techniques for vibration analysis
of curved skin-stringer structures with tuned
elastomeric dampers
[AD-758220] p0323 N73-23010
Development of formula for determining ideal
weight of shell-type aircraft fuselages with
body of revolution cross section
[BAE-LIB-TH4NS-1688] p0464 N73-26009
CYLINDBICAL SHELLS
Stress analysis of cantilever thin walled
cylindrical shell with concentrated force on
free reinforcement ring, noting members rigidity
relationship'to internal stress concentration
P0660 473-11718
Frame of a cylindrical shell under the action of a
concentrated radial force
p0566 473-40,388
Linearized characteristics method for supersonic
flow past vibrating shells.
p0566 473-40426
Forced vibrations of a cylindrical shell in the
presence of gas pressure fluctuations
p0585 473-43057
Dynamic buckling of an axially compressed
cylindrical shell with discrete rings and
stringers.
P0627 473-44377
Buckling of shells under combined loading and
thermal stresses
[4D-756494] p0314 N73-22883
Besonant vibration structural analysis of
cylindrical sandwich shells
[TOB-IR-1972/2] p0619 N73-31808
CYLIBDROIDS
0 CYLINDRICAL BODIES
DABBO (DATA ANALYSIS)
0 DATA PROCESSING
0 DATA REDUCTION
0 DATA TBANSHISSIOH
DAHAGB
NT CUHOLATIVE DAHAGE
NT IMPACT DAHAGE
NT BAIN IHPACT DAHAGE
Aircraft and ground eguipment damage during ground
handling operations, discussing repair costs and
out-of-service time
p0197 473-24715
Survey of the civil responsibility for damages
caused by aircraft noise in American and French
4-180
SUBJECT IHDEI Dili LI BUS
lav
p0517 113-37998
DAHPING
HI ELASTIC DAHPING
HI VIBBATJON DAMPING
BT VISCODS DAMPING
Seduction of helicopter control system loads with
fixed system damping.
CAHS PBEPBINT 733] p0439 A73-35069
On the aerodynamic damping moment in pitch of a
riqid helicopter rotor in hovering. I -
Experimental phase.
p0521 A73-38281
On the aerodynamic damping moment in pitch of a
rigid helicopter rotor in hovering. II -
Analytical phase.
P0564 A73-40087
Measurements of roll damping derivative of three
wing planforms using free light roll balance
technique for Hach numbers froi 0.7 to 1.4
CARC-B/H-327H) p0382 N73-24005
Measurement of power spectra of waveforms derived
from vibrating blades in axial compressor and
application to determine damping factor of blades
CARC-B/H-3253] p0383 N73-24014
Analysis of pitch damping moment for hovering
helicopter rotary wing and development of
formula for calculating pitch damping derivative
fNASA-TT-F-15010] p0591 H73-30027
01HPIBG 7ACTOB
0 DAMPING
DAMPING IN PITCH
D DAHPING
0 PITCH (INCLINATION)
DAMPING IB BOLL
0 DAHPING
D BOLL
DAMPING IN TAB
D DAHPING
D IAD
DAMPNESS
D MOISTURE CONTENT
DABT TUBBOPBOP ENGINES
D TDHBOPBOP ENGINES
DASSADLT ilBCEAFT
NT MIRAGE 3 AIBCEAFT
DASSADLT MIBAGB 3 AIBCEAFT
0 HIBAGE 3 AIBCBAFT
DATA ACQUISITION
Methodologies for the analysis of transport
requirements with particular regard to the
aeronautic case
P0213 A73-27070
Data acguisition process to plan and engineer air
traffic system, considering design aspects and
piecemeal evolution
P0245 A73-27362
A performance data acguisition and analysis system
for turbine engine component testing.
P0426 A73-34610
Onited States en route air traffic control svstens.
P0512 A73-37810
A comparative evaluation of the application of
several aircraft parameter identification
methods to flight data - vith emphasis on the
development of rational evaluation criteria.
P0518 A73-38044
Simulator performance validation and improvement
through recorded data.
CAIAA PAPEB 73-938] p0578 A73-41972
Development of airborne flight data acguisition
and data processing systems
tAGARD-LS-50] P0673 N73-10450
In-flight data acguisition and processing systems
P0673 N73-10452
Impact of technological development on airborne
data acquisition system and ground data
processing station
P0674 N73-10457
Data acguisition system for S-1 Hind tunnel with
continuous subsonic/supersonic flow
C»BB-TN-784<iE/D) ] p0210 B73-18248
Procedures for testing rotary wing aircraft models
in vind tunnels to include design of test
facilities, cost of models and facilities, and
methods for obtaining data
P0316 B73-22955
Characteristics of single linear inertia exciter
and multichannel recording eguipment for flight
flutter tests on Meteor aircraft
fABC-B/H-3247) p0399 N73-25026
Acgnisition of stress data and aerodynamic loads
on F-5 aircraft using mechanical strain gages
and oscillograph recorders for service life
determination
[AD-760567] p0549 N73-28991
Procedures for predicting fatigue life of aircraft
flying under various load conditions using data
obtained by counting accelerometer
P0558 N73-29927
Flight instrumentation for academic acguisition of
aircraft flight performance and characteristics
fAD-764479] p0615 N73-31.427
Vind tunnel tests of high harmonic circulation
control rotary ling model to show instruments
reguired and data acguisition procedures
[AD-765320] pC644 N73-31984
DATA ADAPTIVE EVALOATOB/HONITOB
D DATA PBOCESSING
0 DATA SEDUCTION
0 DATA TRANSMISSION
DAT! ANALYSIS
D DATA PBOCESSING
D DATA REDUCTION
DATA BASES
GEBTS 30. simulation model and data base for air
cargo terminal
[AD-753925] p0407 N73-25257
DATA COHTBOL SYSTEMS
0 DATA SYSTEMS
DATA COBBELATION
Subsonic jet noise measurements on model let rig
in anechoic chamber, discussing correlation and
prediction
P0519 A73-38106
Independent radar systems using information
processing,, data correlation, and
telecommunication
P0209 H73-18179
DATA HABDLIBG STSTEBS
D DATA SYSTEMS
DATA LINKS
Experimental validation and design refinement
program for air-ground-air data link based on
automatic time division multiplex transmission
of air traffic messages
P0661 A73-11852
ATC concepts and air/ground data link requirements
for U.S. airspace structure in 1980s to support
anticipated Los Angeles basin traffic densities
in 1995
p0293 A73-29879
U.S. civil and military air-ground communications
development history and expectations,
considering information exchange, radar beacon
transponders, digital communication and data links
P0293 A73-2988C
The role of the airborne traffic situation display
in future ATC systems.
P0295 A73-29897
Aircraft onboard data link and Aerosat eguipment
integration, considering antenna, duplexer,
amplifier and receiver systems
P0350 A73-32428
Automated discrete address radar beacon system and
data link for ATC, describing simultaneous
message decoding capacity, system specifications
and implementation prognosis
P0426 A73-34612
Problems related to the operation of an air-ground
data-link system
P0457 A73-36686
Becursive ideal observer detection of known B-ary
signals in multiplicative and additive Gaussian
noise.
P0523 A73-38385
Airborne digital data link terminal for commercial
airlines' use.
P0526 A73-38756
The universal data link system for air/ground
communications.
P0527 A73-38757
The AKINC plan for implementing air/ground DATALINK.
P0527 A73-38758
ASTRO-DABS communication system with hybrid
satellite and terrestrial discrete address
beacon system for accurate aerial surveillance
and navigation with reliable data link
A-181
Dili BAHAGBBBNT SUBJECT IHDEX
P0527 173-38759
The utility of data link to military aircraft
communication - An operational view.
P0527 173-38760
Systems planning for improved airport surveillance
radar equipment usinq dual airborne antenna
snitching for air traffic control
fFAA-BD-72-1361 P0209 H73-18176
Performance analysis and conceptual design of
waveform and modem to provide Damning-resistant
command and control data link for ground station
control of drone aircraft
fAD-7569331 P0308 N73-22125
TAM-TAM system for use during oceanic.
continental, and terminal control area flight
P0332 N73-23710
Discretely addressable radar beacon system vith
airborne transponders and ground-air-ground data
link for air traffic control
fF4i-HD-73-«81 pO»09 873-25701
Dili BAHAGBBENT
Hessage organisation in the ground segment of an
aeronautical satellite system.
P0248 A73-27668
Research Aviation Facility collected aircraft data
processing, merging and enhancement problems,
software development and future resource
reguirements
P0632 A73-45088
Development of methods for presenting aircraft
performance data and comparison of specific
methods to show sources of discrepancies
P0385 N73-24050
DATA PHOCESSIHG
HI BATCH PBOCESSING
HI CENTRAL ELECTRONIC HANAGEBENT STSTEB
NT DATA CORRELATION
NT DATA REDDCTION
NT DATA SMOOTHING
NT DATA STORAGE
NT MULTIPROCESSING (COBPDTERS)
NT OPTICAL DATA PROCESSING
NT PARALLEL PROCESSING (COBPDTERS)
NT SIGNAL PROCESSING
NT VOICE DATA PROCESSING
Hultiband and multiemulsion digitized aerial
photographs automatic processing by digital
computer techniques and statistical pattern
recognition algorithms-
P0651 A73-101UO
Aircraft reference altitude computation from air
data inputs, deriving algorithm for pressure
gradient errors correction
pOOSO A73-13915
The use of model building in a production
environment.
p0109 A73-18514
Collection arid processing of data for the
establishment of route charges.
P0113 A73-19182
Experimental data processing system for
EUROCONTHOL scale model semiautomatic digital
route control, system for operational conditions
simulation
P0339 A73-31132
Dse of associative processors for radar data
processing in air traffic contr.ol systems.
p0350 A73-32U3U
ATC radar information processing systems
optimization, discussing hard- and software
selection criteria
P0350 A73-32U40
Functioning in multiprocessing of two 10020
computers at the Bretigny Eurocontrol
Experimental Center
P0351 A73-32442
ATC systea vita radar data processing, discussing
hardware and software organization, programmed
logic integration possibilities and functional
flexibility
PC351 A73-324U5
HADAP - Implementation of a large size real time
data processing system.
p0351 A73-32448
Real time information processing automated systems
for ATC, considering reliability based on
redundancy
P0355 A73-32483
Application of the visualization of radar .
information in television
„ • . . P0355 A73-32484
The London Air Traffic Control Centre radar data
processing system.
P0355- A73r32485
Expanded built-in-test for advanced electrical
systems for aircraft.
I . POK16" 173-35248
Calculation of the plan for the transportation
performance with the aid of electronic data
processing
P0520 A73-38121
HAS enroute automated flight and radar data
processing, describing communication facilities,
computer complex, software, data entry, display
function and ATC personnel interface
P0521 A73-38<16a
Optimal filtering and smoothing simulation results
for CIBIS inertial and precision ranging data.
[AIAA PAPER 73-872] , p0528 A73-38809
Interpretation of hot-wire anemometer readings in
a flow with velocity, pressure and temperature
fluctuations.
P0573 A73-41317
The BINFAP. system - First phase in the automation
of the EDROCONTROL Baastricht Centre.
P0580 A73-42323
Research Aviation Facility collected aircraft data
processing, merging and enhancement problems,
software development and future resource
requirements
P0632 A73-45088
Processing of Concorde digitally recorded data
P0673 N73-10H53
Analysis of deterministic and random flight data
P0673 N73-10455
Application of computer techniques for
determination of flutter characteristics of
aircraft and comparison with model matching data
analysis
fAGABD-B-596] p0202 N73-18030
Data analysis from A-37 aircraft flights to
evaluate electronic strain-level counter as
fatigue damage monitor
[AD-757210] p0327 1173-2351(0
DATA PROCESSING EQDIPBENT
HI AIRBOBNE/SPACEBOBSE COHPOTERS
NT ANALOG COMPUTERS
NT DATA PBOCESSING TERMINALS
NT DIGITAL COHPOTEBS
NT nTNICOHPOTEBS
BT SEQUENTIAL COBPUTERS
HI DNIVAC 1108 COMPUTES
System of recording based on partial on-board
processing .
P0356 A73-32494
Processing of aircraft data. •,•<
pO'449 A73-35583
Development of airborne flight data acguisition
and data processing systems
[AGABD-LS-50] . p0673 N73-10450
In-flight data acguisition and processing systems
P0673 N73-10452
Selection of dynamic data processing systems
p0673 N73-10454
Impact of technological development on airborne
data acquisition system and ground data
processing station
p0674 N73-10457
Simulator test to evaluate use of air traffic
control cadar beacon code assignment plan to
provide interim radar data processing capability
[FAA-SD-72-103] p0685 N73-11681
Functions of automated system for processing
flight data and surveillance functions with
development plan for improved capability
[FiA-ED-12-2] p0685 H73-11684
Flight loads data recording system for F-102
aircraft maneuver load analysis for data
acquisition and application to development of
structural design criteria
[AD-747016] p0070 N73-12047
Development of automatic inspection diagnostic and
prognostic systems for maintenance of military
helicopters - Vol. 1
tAD-752893] p0206 N73-18060
Development of automatic inspection diagnostic and
prognostic systems for maintenance of military
1-182
SUBJECT INDEX DC 8 AIRCRAFT
helicopters - Vol. 2
[AD-752894] p0206 H73-18061
Foreolation of automatic inspection, diagnostic,
and prognostic system for maintenance of army
aircraft - Vol. 1
:
 fAD-752882] p0206 H73-18062
Design and tradeoff studies applied to automatic
inspection, diagnostic, and prognostic
maintenance system for military aircraft - Vol. 2
tAD-752883]
 P0207 1173-18063
Technical proposal and development plan for
automatic inspection, diagnostic, and prognostic
maintenance system for military aircraft - Vol. 3
tAD-752884] p0207 N73-18064
General specification for automatic inspection,
diagnostic, and prognostic maintenance system
for military aircraft - Vol. 4
tAD-752885] p0207 H73-18065
Computer models for application to automatic
inspection, diagnostic, and prognostic system
for maintenance of military aircraft - Appendix c
fAD-752886] P0207 B73-18066
Computer output data for automatic inspection,
diagnostic, and prognostic system for
maintenance of military aircraft - Appendix D
[AD-752887] pC207 N73-18067
Maintenance data tabulations for automatic
inspection, diagnostic, and prognostic systems
for military aircraft maintenance - Appendix E
rAD-752888] p0207 H73-18068
Development and operation of cost accounting
system for airport functions to show application
of data processing equipment
P0658 S73-32878
DATA PEOCESSIHG TEBBIHALS
TAM-TAH system for use during oceanic,
continental, and terminal control area flight
P0332 N73-23710
DATA PROCESSORS
D DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
DATA BEADODT SYSTEMS
0 DATA SYSTEMS
D DISPLAY DEVICES
DATA RECORDIHG >
Processing of aircraft data. •
. ,p0449 A73-35583
ICAO meeting reports on international aircraft
accident investigation, onboard data recording,
ingniry process and lov-safety interface
P0509 A73-37738
Processing of Concorde digitally recorded data
P0673 N73-10453
Characteristics of single linear inertia exciter
and multichannel recording eguipment for flight
flutter tests on Meteor aircraft
rABC-B/M-3247] p0399 N73-25026
DATA BEDOCTION
NT DATA SMOOTHING
A description of the NAE T-33 turbulence research
aircraft, instrumentation and data analysis.
P0238 A73-26269
Airborne flight-test strain gage instrumentation
from installation, calibration and data
recording and reduction standpoint, discussing
ground and airborne minicomputer use
pO«48 A73-35442
Laboratory for the automatic treatment of analog
signals
P0461 A73-37086
Data compression in recursive estimation with
applications to navigation systems.
T A I A A PAPER 73-901] P0529 A73-38835
Simulator performance validation and improvement
through recorded data.
[AIAA PAPEfi 73-938] . p0578 A73-K1972
Analysis of deterministic and random flight data
P0673 H73-10455
DATA SAMPLING
Exhaust emissions analysis system for aircraft gas
turbine engines.
P0426 A73-34615
Digital flight control systems data sampling rate
selection effects on intersample ripple,
spectral folding and distortion and system
bandwidth
P0445 A73-35224
Dill SHOOTHIHG
Convergent iterative smoothing algorithm for
aircraft stability parameter identification from
measurement, using variational optimization
procedure
P0186 A73-22233
Optimal filtering and smoothing simulation results
for CIRIS inertial and precision ranging data.
CAIAA PAPEB 73-872] " pC528 A73-38809
DATA STORAGE
Parachutes computer aided design and performance
analysis system development and operation,
presenting information storage and retrieval
tasks mechanics
fAIAA PAPER 73-U84] p0343 A73-31466
Development o-f holographic storage and retrieval
system for aerial chart information display in
cockpit environment
CAD-748648] p0076 N73-1269C
Dili SISTEHS
Aircraft integrated data systems /AIDS/
. utilization for airlines operational flight
.control and economic exploitation enhancement,
discussing aircraft accident investigation,
maintenance, navigability, etc
P0356 A73-32H96
Developments in data systems air traffic control,
and solid state physics
[AD-763731] p0602 N73-30727
DATA TBANSHISSIOB
The use of satellites for aircraft communications
and air traffic control.
P9218 A73-27666
Balloon-aircraft ranging, data, and voice
experiment.
P0248 A73-27680
Radar data digital relay from outlying stations to
ATC centers for air traffic image integration,
discussing computerized plotting and
alphanumeric display technigues
P0350 A73-32435
Encoding altimeter for coding, transmitting and
displaying flight altitude information to air
traffic controllers •
[SAE PAPEB 730301] p0428 473-311663
Multiplex data bus technigues for digital
avionics, discussing transmission media,
modulation methods, remote control and reliability
POH15 A73-35231
TDM data bus and interface design for digital
avionics system, considering standard remote
terminal in terms of system parameters,
operation and cost effectiveness
P04I45 A73-35233
Application of multiplexing to the B-1 aircraft.
pO»46 A73-35247
Fault tolerant data transmission and multiplexing
system using digital system
fAD-7564851 p0307 N73-22100
TAM-TAM system for use during oceanic,
continental, and terminal control area flight
P0332 S73-23710
Design and performance of C band airborne data
transmission system for aerial reconnaissance
[AD-759184] p O U 0 6 N73-25194
Development and application of Airborne Traff ic
and Situation Display for improved air t raff ic
control
[PB-215714/7] pO«10 N73-25715
Analysis of candidate data and surveillance modems
for avionics system used in air traffic control
system
[AD-7584071 p0490 N73-27574
DATING
D TIME MEASOREHENT
DC (COBBENT)
0 DIRECT CURRENT
DC 8 AIBCBAFT
Crash of DC-8 aircraft during takeoff from
Anchorage International Airport, Alaska on 27
Bov. 1970
tNTSB-AAR-72-121 P0159 N73-15999
Rind tunnel tests to determine effect on cruise
performance of installing long duct refan-engine
nacelle on DC 8 aircraft
rHASA-CH-121218] pOH65 N73-26023
Design of landing approach automatic flight
control system usinq optimal feedback technigues
[AD-760125]- ' pO«68 N73-26040
Computerized simulation of DC-8 aircraft during
landing approach under wind shear conditions
fAD-764697] ,
 PC6«3 H73-31975
A-183
DC 9 AIBCBAFT SUBJECT IHDEX
DC 9 AIBCBAFT
DC9-30 refriqeration system diagnosis by conputer.
P0378 A73-3365U
Investigation of midair collision between
commercial DC 9 aircraft and Harine Corps F-4B
aircraft at Duarte, California on 6 June 1971
rHTSB-AAR-72-26] p0069 H73-12037
Aircraft accident involvinq DC-9 aircraft landing
at Fort Lauderdale, Florida airport in marginal
weather conditions on 18 Hay, 1972
fNTSB-AAB-72-31] P0159 N73-16005
Feasibility of liquid nitrogen fuel tank inerting
system on commercial aircraft to prevent fuel
tank explosions
rFS-140-72-1) P0305 1173-21934
Aircraft accident involving crash of DC-9 aircraft
daring landing following go-round at Fort Worth,
Texas Airport on 30 Hay 1972
fNTSB-AAB-73-3] p0465 N73-26017
DC 9 refanned engine nacelle effects on cruise
drag considering lateral spacing
TNASA-CB-121219] p0466 N73-26024
Hind tunnel tests to determine effects of modified
engine nacelle on stability and control
characteristics of DC-9 aircraft with emphasis
on deep stall regime
CHASA-CH-121220] p0537 B73-27904
Aircraft accident involving ground collision of
DC-9 and CV-880 aircraft at 0 Hare International
Airport, Chicago, Illinois on 20 December, 1972
rNTSB-AAB-73-151 p0607 N73-30945
DC 10 AIBCBAFT
Automated navigation system design for DC 10 long
range version, emphasizing control display unit
interface functions with pilot
P0089 A73-16050
Flight simulator development in parallel with
aircraft flight test A case study of the
American Airlines DC-10 program.
r S A E PAPER 720858] p0093 A73-16664
' DC-10 aircraft slide/raft system for emergency
personnel evacuation, discussing certification
test program for performance, reliability,
seaworthiness and compliance with regulations
p0359 A73-32659
lime compressed training program for DC-10 flight
crews, emphasizing operational proficiency
through specific behavioral objectives approach
p0360 A73-32663
Integrated reliability and safety analysis of the
DC-10 all-weather landing system.
P0377 A73-33641
Certification program for the DC-10 slide/raft.
P0450 A73-35807
DC 10 airframe structure full scale fatigue tests
for crack initiation and growth, residual
strength and service life
f A I A A PAPER 73-803] pOSOO A73-37463
Guidance, control, and instrumentation progress on
the McDonnell Douglas DC-10.
p0513 A73-37814
The application of Armco 21-6-9 steel tubing to
the DC-10 hydraulic system.
fSAE SP-378] p0514 A73-37865
DC-10 Twin design, discussing balance
characteristics, loading limits and sample forms
rsAWE PAPER 987] p0517 A73-37891
Inflight incident involving number two engine
failure on DC 10 aircraft near Tucson
International Airport, Arizona 'on 2 Bay, 1972
fNTSB-AAH-72-29] p0069 N73-12035
Inflight incident involving separation of cargo
compartment door on DC-10 aircraft near Windsor,
Ontario, Canada on 12 June, 1972
fNTSB-AAR-73-2] P0273 N73-21061
Flight tests to determine characteristics of
vortex and turbulent wake generated by DC-10
aircraft for development of air traffic control
separation criteria
fREPT-73-00470] p0305 N73-21938
DE HAYILLASD AIBCBAFT
NT COMET <t AIRCRAFT
NT DHC 5 AIRCRAFT
DHC-7 four engine turboprop transport aircraft,
emphasizing guietness and STOL capability
p0451 A73-36067
Aircraft accident involving DH-114 aircraft during
attempted landing at Hercedita Airport, Puerto
Rico on 24 June, 1972
tHTSB-AAB-72-34] p0159.H73-16004
Aircraft accident involving midair collision of
Convair 340 and DB.c-6 near Appleton, Wisconsin
on 29 June 1972
tHTSB-AAB-73-9]
 P0465 H73-26016
Development and characteristics of experimental
aircraft for demonstrating augmentor wing jet
short takeoff concept using modified C-8A '
aircraft - Vol. 1
[HASA-CB-114503] p0590 H73-30016
Flight tests of modified C-8A aircraft to
demonstrate augmentor wing, short takeoff
concept - Vol. 2
tHASA-CB-114504] p0590'H73-30017
DE BAVILLAHD DH 106 AIBCBAFT
0 COHET 4 AIBCBAFT
DE HAVILLARD DHC 5 AIBCBAFT
0 DHC 5 AIBCBAFT
DEBBIS
Spherical debris - Its occurrence, formation and
significance in rolling contact fatigue.
P0379 A73-34029
DEBTE TEHPEBATDRE
0 SPECIFIC HEAT
DECAI
HT PABTICLE EBISSION
DECELEBATIOB
Several computerized technigues to aid in the
design and optimization of parachute
deceleration and aerial-delivery systems.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-488] p0343 A73-31470
DECELEBATOBS
0 BRAKES (FOB ABBES1ING NOTION)
DECISION BAKING
Assessment and operational implications for ATC
capital investment decision making by relative
capacity estimating process using analytical
models
pOO»9 A73-13801
The use of model building in a production .
environment.
p0109 A73-18514
Regional airport systems study for San Francisco
bay area, discussing commercial and general
aviation future needs, environmental and
economic aspects and alternative options
P0238 A73-26125
Computer program for Equipment improvement
Recommendation /EIB/ evaluation relative to
reliability, availability, inventory cost and
total annual expenditure in Army engineering
management decision making
P0378 A73-33653
Analysis of instrument system for assisting pilots
in making decisions during aircraft takeoff and
landing rolls
rFAA-Bb-72-112] p0073 N73-12460
Development of equations and mathematical models
for decision making concerning military
logistics, aircraft, spare parts, and support
equipment
tAD-747972] p0077 1173-12997
Simulation of pilot decision making process in
manual landing operation during fog
p0335 N73-23898
Automation of decision making process in air
traffic controllers terminal operations
[FAA-BD-72-63-VOL-3] p0393 N73-24657
Application of program evaluation and review
technique for planninq and management of air
transport operations
fNASA-TT-F-742] p0402 N73-25067
Simultaneous equation production functions for
decisions pertaining to sea-based tactical air
resources
pO«74 N73-26612
Decision methodology on static tests of large
aircraft vehicles
[NASA-CB-124366] p0604 H73-30866
Utilization of decision and value theory concepts
by helicopter pilots to plan attacks
P0674 N73-33565
DECISION THEOBT
A current turbine engine maintenance program and
the experience and logic upon which it is based.
fASHE PAPEB 73-GT-81] p0375 A73-33526
Operational decision model for making conditional
weather forecasts for airlift supply task
CAD-755403] p0313 S73-22601
A-184
SUBJECT IIDBX DELTA BUGS
DECOHPOSITION
Susceptibility of synthetic engine and
transnission lubricants of OH-58 A helicopter to
microbal attack
• fAD-762176] p0542 N73-28604
DBCOBPBESSIOH
0 PBESSDEE REDUCTION ., ;
DECOUPLING •
Decoupling longitudinal notions of.an aircraft.
• p0518 A73-38033
DEFECTS • •
HI INCLUSIONS . .. . .
VI SURFACE DEFECTS
Gas path analysis applied to turbine engine
condition Monitoring* . . . - •
CAIAA PAPEB 72-1082] pooti A73-13405
DEFEHSE PBOGB4H .
Financial problems related to aircraft and ships
development and production for Defense
Department, stressing C-5A, Cheyenne helicopter
and DD-963 class of automated destroyers
pOOSO A73-13897
OS Department of Defense aircraft system
effectiveness tests survey questionnaire
 ;
response data from component, subsystem and
system suppliers
P0572 A73-4.1204
DBF1ATIHG
D INFLATABLE STRUCTURES, ,: . . ...
0 PRESSURE BEDUCTION
DEFLECTORS
NT BLAST DEFLECTORS
Cooling efficiency of air - discharge on nozzle ;
blades with deflectors
fAD-749654] .• , . - • . .P0121 N73-14803
Aerodynamic noise of STOL engine-over-wing
configuration using nozzle deflector
fNASA-IB-X-2871] P0536 N73-27897
DEFOBBATION
NT ELASTIC BENDING • ,
NT ELASTIC DEFORHATION
NT PLASTIC DEFORHATION
NT STATIC DEPOBHATION
NT TENSILE DEFOBBATION • •
Development of electrical circuitry for analysis
of stress deformation state of delta «ing model
• • based on discrete design diagram
[AD-760948] . ... . p0483 N73-27044
DEGRADATION . . .
NT THERMAL DEGRADATION
DEGREES OF FBEEDOH • '.
Stability of a thin-ving model- with one and two
degrees of freedom
• • • , p0090 A73-16297
Sensitivity of rotor blade vibration
characteristics to torsional oscillations.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-404] . P0234 A73-25533
Washout circuit design for
multi-degrees-of-freedom moving base simulators.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-929) . p0569 A73-40876
Visual cues and six degree of freedom motion
flight simulation for F-4 aircraft energy
maneuvering .perfornance, discussing pilot
evaluations
fAIAA PAPEB 73-934] p0570 A73-40880
DBICIHG .... . . .
Installing the heater cable directly in the
redesigned leading edge.
• , •• P0363 A73-32924
DELAY -
Synopsis of factors contributing to airport
congestion and flight delays
[BEPT-73-00315] • p0309 N73-22200
DELTA DAGGER AIRCBAPT
D F-102 AIRCRAFT
DELTA DABT AIRCRAFT
0 F-106 AIRCRAFT
DELTA BINGS
Higher-order delta wings with flow separation at
subsonic leading edges
P0657 A73-11581
Nonlinear characteristics of a slender triangular
wing near an interface
p0657 A73-11630
The pressure on flat and anhedral delta wings with
attached shock waves.
• . p0664 A73-12501
Lee-side vortices on delta wings at hypersonic
speeds.
P0053 A73-14180
Rates of change of flutter Bach number and flutter
freguency.
P0054 A73-14188
The influence of. a strake on the flow field of a
delta wing /lambda + 2/ at near-sonic velocities
fDGLR PAPEB 72-125] p0055 A73-14385
Fighter aircraft maneuverability improvement at
high subsonic speeds by slotted and unslotted
leading-and trailing-edge flaps on delta wing
fDGLR PAPER 72-126] p0055 A73-14386
The aerodynamic characteristics of the thin delta
wing fitted with a conical body in supersonic
flow.
P0061 A73-15167
Study of a series of variable-geometry wings
derived from delta wings of different aspect
ratios. I - Aerodynamic characteristics of delta
wings
P0062 A73-15651
Experimental determination of bound vortex lines
and flow in the environment of the trailing edge
of a slender delta wing
(AD-755630] P0091 A73-16600
Similarity relationship for wing-like bodies at
high flach numbers.
[AIAA PAPER 73-203] p0098 A73-16937
Applications of shock expansion theory to the flow
over non-conical delta wings.
P01C9 A73-18512
Conically cambered triangular wings with reflex
spanwise curvature.
P0152 A73-20938
Slender delta-wings for future subsonic passenger
planes
P0183 A73-21992
Correlation of wing-body combination lift data.
P0186 A73-22435
Nonstationary flow downwash behind a delta wing
during supersonic motion
P0229 A73-25046
Flutter of pairs of aerodynamically interfering
delta wings.
fAIAA PAPER 73-314] p023U A73-25545
. Supersonic gas flow past the leeward side of a
conical wing
P0240 A73-26439
Supersonic flow around a delta wing, taking into
account flow separation at the leading edges
P0241 A73-27098
Separated flow past a slender delta wing at
incidence.
P0339 A73-31121
Linear problem for delta and V-shaped wings
P0340 A73-31301
VTOL jet transport aircraft commercial
applications, describing lift engine system,
hover flight control, engine failure problems
and operating cost analysis
P0417 A73-34257
Successive approximations for calculating
supersonic flow past wings with subsonic leading
edges
POU18 A73-31347
Investigation of the expansion side of a delta
wing at supersonic speed.
P0455 A73-36312
Supersonic conical flow past delta and tapered
structures, considering angle of attack, leading
edges, flow separation, negative slope concept
and pressure distribution
p0503 A73-375U6
Effect of yaw on supersonic and hypersonic flow
over delta wings.
P0517 A73-38008
Pressure fields over hypersonic wing-bodies at
moderate incidence.
P0533 A73-39808
Sound propagation in rotating vortex flow
downstream from delta wing in wind tunnel,
discussing acoustic ray refraction by flow
P0576 A73-U1715
Methods for calculating nonlinear flows with
attached shock waves over conical wings.
P0581 A73-42562
Force measurements on caret and delta winqs at
high incidence in hypersonic reentry conditions
noting comparison with theoretical predictions
fIC-AEEO-72-16) p0667 N73-10001
A-185
DEHABD (ECOIOUICS) SUBJECT IHDEI
Computation of steady conical flow past a yaved
slender delta ving vith leading edge separation
using vortex sheet model and Hevton-Baphson
iteration
tIC-AEBO-72-17;| p0667 H73-10005
Cross flexure sting designed for measuring dynamic
stability of slender bodies of revolution vith
delta vings in supersonic wind tunnel tests
fFPA-AD-637] P0672 H73-10278
Analysis of surface flow, pressures, and heat
transfer on tvo conical delta vings at
hypersonic speed and various angles of attack
f HASA-TH-X-26681 p0684 1173-11268
Surface pressure measurements over nodel delta
wing undergoing oscillatory deformation in lo*
speed wind tunnel
fA8C-B/H-36931 P0065 H73-12005
Beat transfer and surface pressure measurements at
supersonic speeds on conical delta vings vith
sharp leading edges
tAHC-CP-1212] p0111 B73-14008
Prediction of pressure gradient on delta ving
betveen uniform and nonuniforn supersonic
inviscid flov
fASC-CP-12281 pC112 B73-14010
Rave drag reduction on delta vings at zero lift as
function of displacement of maximum thickness in
spanvise direction
fDLB-FB-71-61] p0129 B73-15044
Analysis of natural vibration characteristics of
plate-beam combination structures during
supersonic flight
fNAL-TB-291 ) P0140 H73-15917
Angles of attack for shock vave detachment from
sharp leading edge of five delta ving models
vith flat compression surfaces
fAD-752206]
 PC178 H73-17271
Vortei sheet and increased lift caused by bloving
from leading edges of slender delta wing
rABC-B/H-3692] P0200 B73-18016
Method of characteristics solution of flov field
on lee side of flat plate delta wing vith
supersonic leading edges
fAD-753389] p0211 B73-18319
Hethods for determining inviscid three dimensional
flov about smooth shapes at supersonic speeds
tAD-7536951 p0222 B73-19311
lind tunnel tests to determine oscillatory
longitudinal derivatives of thin delta ving vith
0*8 aspect ratio over range of incidences
fATH-71051 p03C1 B73-21903
Visualization and integral methods for studying
three-dimensional supersonic flov separation on
delta wing
P0317 B73-22970
Analysis of minimum longitudinal stability for
large delta ving transport aircraft during
landing approach and touchdown using inflight
simulator
fTB-508»-F-1-VOl-1] P0319 N73-22984
Development of slender body theory for analyzing
flow past thin, conically cambered, delta ving
vith exact boundary conditions
fABC-B/H-32191 p0381 B73-24002
Analysis of flov development over plane, half-ving
vith cropped-delta planform using surface
pressure distributions and oil flow patterns
vith variations in incidence an'd Hach number
fABC-B/H-3286] p0382 H73-2a008
Effect of let stream bloving downwards from lover
surface of slender delta vinq to obtain lift
augmentation for takeoff and landing
fASC-B/ll-3288] p0382 B73-24009
Flight tests of 15 degree delta cropped wing to
determine dynamic lateral stability
characteristics
rABC-B/li-32»31 P0384 B73-24027
Hind tunnel measurements of direct pitching
damping and stiffness derivatives for delta wing
and swept wing planforms
fABC-B/B-34191 p0397 H73-25009
Development of numerical procedures for
determining velocity potential on triangular
wing oscillating harmonically in supersonic flow
fABC-B/B-3229] p0398 H73-25023
Analysis of effect of localized mass on flutter
characteristics of delta wing for various
spanwise and chordvise positions for the nass
center of gravity
[ABC-B/H-3264J p0399 H73-25030
Besonance tests of delta ving aircraft model to
determine effect of stiffness changes of ving
spars on freguencies and modes of vibration
CABC-B/H-3268J p0399 173-25031
Aerodynamic characteristics of slender delta wings
to show performance under various conditions of
airspeed, angle of attack, and ground effect
fHASA-TT-F-14949] p0466 B73-26031
Analysis of minimum longitudinal stability for
large delta wing transport aircraft 'daring
landing approach and touchdown using in-flight
simulation technignes
fAD-761120] • • p0482 B73-27036
Development of electrical circuitry for analysis
of stress .deformation state of delta wing model
based on discrete design diagram
[AD-760948] p0483 873-27044
Experimental determination of bound vortex lines
and flow in vicinity'of trailing edge of slender
delta ving
tHASA-TT-F-15012) p0487 H73-27217
Pressure fields over hypersonic wing-body
configuration at moderate incidence
[AD-763762] p0597 S73-30256
lind tunnel tests to determine flov
characteristics around sharp-edged slender delta
ving at large angles of attack
CHASA-TT-F-15107] p0605 873-30928
Characteristics 'of lov 'speed air flov over
slender, sharp edged delta wing at various
angles of attack and effects on longitudinal and
lateral stability •
P0660 H73-32922
Slotted transonic vind tunnel tests on pitching
delta ving enable selection of porpons vails for
interference free damping derivatives
[ABC-R/B-3715] ' • p0661 B73-32930
Oh the effects of viscous interaction for a flat
delta wing at incidence
fABC-CP-1237] p0661 H73-32931
Transonic vind tunnel tests to determine effects
on flutter of aerodynamic interference betveen
pairs of closely spaced delta vings
[BASA-CB-2331] p0677 873-33887
DEBABD (ECOHOBICS) "'-
Hethodologies for the analysis of transport
requirements with particular regard to the
aeronautic case
P0243 A73-27070
Demand factors in air transportation marketing
p0656 B73-32863
DEHOD01ATOBS
BT BODEBS
DBISITOBETBBS
Development of transmissometer for measuring
optical transmission through aircraft jet engine
exhausts • ':
fAD-760050] p0472 B73-26467
DESSITT (BASS/yOLDBB)
BT A1BOSPHEBIC DEHSITI
BT GAS DEBSITI
DEHSITI DISTBIBOTIOB
Study of turbulent wakes behind cones in '
hypersonic flight using Schlieren photograph
correlation •
pOS61 A73-39985
DEISITI BEASOBBBBBT :'
Lov value atmospheric density extremes evaluation
covering ground elevations up to 15,000 feet for
engine pover calculation in aircraft design
P0564 A73-40063
DBPEBDBHCB
BT TIH.E DEPEBDEBCE
DEPLOYBEHT
Analysis of deployment and inflation of large
ribbon parachutes.
t»I« PAPER 73-451) p0341 A73-31437
Development of a high-performance ringsail
parachute cluster.
tAIAA PAPEB 73-468] p0342 A73-31452
DEPOSITIOB
HI B1ECTBODEPOSITIOS
HI VACOOH DEPOSITIOB
DEPOSITS
Determination of the proneness of aviation oils to
carbon deposition
. p0525 A73-38491
A-186
SUBJECT IIDEI DIPFUSEBS
Chemistry of deposits and their precursors in jet
turbine fuel systems
tAD-754459] P0263 H73-20816
DEPBECIiTIOH
Business aircraft operational costs, considering
•aintenance, repair and depreciation
p0107 A73-17998
DEPBESSUBIZATION
U PBESSOSE BEDDCTIOH
DBPBI7ATIOB
HT SLEEP DEPBIVATIOH
DEPTH PEBCBPTION
0 SPACE PERCEPTION
DESCENT
HT PABACBOTE DESCEHT
DESCEHT TBAJBCTOBIES
Civil aircraft vertical plane navigation and
guidance during climb and descent, discussing
atmospheric, performance and passenger comfort
constraints on flight path selection
P0281 A73-28075
Longitudinal motion of a transport aircraft during
steep landing approaches
.; p0422 A73-34482
Performance tests of cargo parachutes with pulled
dovn vents for airdrop of supplies from 500 feet
altitude •
[AD-750585] • p0132 H73-15068
Aerodynamic interference between aircraft and
external store mounted on elliptical ving under
inviscid flow conditions •
[AD-759170] p0406 N73-25094
Analysis of descent trajectories to determine
static and dynamic stability of free-fall stores
with freely spinning stabilizer devices
(AD-760677] 'p0478N73-26999
Optimal three dimensional trajectories to maximize
landing footprint of lifting reentry vehicle
using energy approximations based on flight path
[AD-764132] P0609 H73-30960
DESIGN OP BIPEBIBENTS
D EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
DETECTION
NT AIBCBAFT DETECTION
NT COBBELATION DETECTION
HT HIGH ALTITDDE NOCLEAB DETECTION
NT BADAB DETECTION
NT SIGNAL DETECTION
NT TABGET BECOGHITION J
DETONATION
Annex 13, sabotage and malicious acts against .
aircraft - Practical problems.
p0509 A73-37740
Sonic boom nitroglycerin resistance noting shock
simulation and sonic boom effect on detonation
CISL-10/72] p0166 873-16658
Computer program for shock and blast loading
characteristics high explosive projectile
detonation in aircraft
fAD-759002] p0413 B73-25972
DB 106 ilBCBAFT
0 COBET 4 AIRCBAFT
DHC 5 AIBCBAFT
CC-115 /Buffalo/ aircraft air cushion landing
system design, testing and implementation
prognosis, discussing propeller design, power
systems, wings and D.S.-Canadian project
cooperation
P0505 A73-37687
Buffalo aircraft modification for air cushion
landing system, considering weight, performance,
stability and control, configuration
alternatives and ground maneuvering
PC505 A73-37688
The aircraft modification phase of the joint
0.S./Canadian ACLS program.
p0505 A73-37689
Ground and flight testing of air cushion landing
system /ACLS/ equipped CC-115 Buffalo aircraft
for performance and stability/control
characteristics
P0506 A73-37691
DIABATIC PBOCESSES
0 HEAT TBANSFEB
DIAGNOSIS
Computer-controlled software diagnosis of an
airborne computer-.
p0151 A73-20677
DIAGBABS
NT CIRCDIT DIAGRAMS
NT S-N DIAGBABS
NT STBESS-STBAIN DIAGBABS
DIAMOND IINGS
D LOi ASPECT BATIO HINGS
0 SWEPT RINGS
DIAMONDS
Determination of the temperature fields of turbine
disks and blades, using irradiated diamond
indicators
P0627 A73-44294
DIBBOBIDES
Development of method for determining ethylene
dibromide depletion in aviation fuels
CAD-746250] P0685 N73-11791
DICTIONABIES
English, French, and Spanish vocabulary of
aircraft aeronautical terminology
[DOC-8800-VOL-1] pC123 N73-14996
Thesaurus of terms for information on mechanics of
structural failure modes and mechanisms for
aerospace structures
[SASA-CB-121199] p0476 N73-26917
DIBLECTBIC BATEBIALS
0 DIELECTBICS
DIELECTBICS
NT BADOBE BATEBIALS
Badiation characteristics of grounded slotted
dielectric slab
[AD-76C129] p0468 N73-26165
DIBS
Isothermal forging of titanium centrifugal
compressor impeller
CAD-764266] p0615 N73-31455
DIBSEL ENGINES
Book - ASTB manual for rating motor, diesel, and
aviation fuels.
p0108 A73-18402
Book - Engine emissions: Pollutant formation and
measurement.
P0521 A73-38321
DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS
Calculation of supercritical flow past airfoils by
the Burman-Krupp difference method
[DGLE PAPEB 72-128] p0055 A73-14387
DIFFEBENTIAL ALGEBBA
U MATBICES (BATHEMATICS)
DIFFEBENTIAL &NALIZEBS
D ANALOG COMPOTEBS
DIFFEBENTIAL EQUATIONS
NT ELLIPTIC DIFFEBENTIAL EQOATIONS
NT PABABOLIC DIFFEBENTIAL EQUATIONS
NT PABTIAL DIFFEBENTIAL EQUATIONS
Linear differential eguations describing aircraft
lateral motion in presence of atmospheric
turbulence
rAASU-311) p0070 N73-12045
The prediction of instabilities of linear
differential eguations with periodic coefficients
CABC-B/H-3713] p0674 N73-33518
DIFFEBENTIAL IITEBFEBOMETBY
The application of holography to sonic boom
investigations.
P0211 A73-26633
DIFFEBENTIAL OPEBAIOBS
0 DIFFEBENTIAL EQUATIONS
D OPEBATOBS (MATHEMATICS)
DIFFEBENTIAL THEBHAL ANALYSIS
Aircraft engine fuel and oil differential
temperature measurement via platinum probes,
specifying sensor sensitivity, calibration,
circuit operation and data reduction
pO«25 A73-34607
DIFFBACTION
NT FBESNEL DIFFBACTION
DIFFOSEBS
Subsonic centrifugal compressor efficient
operating range extension by collector and
diffuser blade cascades separation, presenting
performance test results
P0666 A73-12792
Some effects of normal shock boundary layer
interaction on the performance of straight
walled conical diffusers.
CAIAA PAPEfi 72-1140] p0045 A73-13446
Effects of transverse ribs on pressure recovery in
two-dimensional subsonic diffusers.
tAIAi PAPEB 72-1141] p0046 A73-13447
A-187
DIFFUSION SUBJECT IHDEX
Application of external aerodynamic diffusion to
reduce shrouded propeller noise.
p0091 A73-16623
Performance of Ion-aspect-ratio diffusers with
fully developed turbulent inlet flows. I - Some
experimental results.
fASHB PAPER 73-PE-12] P0136 A73-35009
Performance of low-aspect-ratio diffasers with
fully developed turbulent inlet flows. II -
Development and application of a performance
prediction method.
flSHE PAPER 73-FE-13J pO»36 A73-35010
Effects of vane-induced flow rotation on diffuser
flow distortion in axisynmetric
mixed-compression inlet
fKASA-TM-i-27521 P0200 H73-18012
Performance tests of low-pressure-ratio
centrifugal compressor with four different
diffuser configurations
tNASA-TN-D-72371 p0251 H73-19997
Time dependent flow field model for subsonic
diffuser section of supersonic inlet
rAD-7588031 pC<H2 N73-25835
Flow characteristics behind diffnsers in wind
tunnels
TiD-7632571 p0597 N73-30251
Pressure recovery performance of conical diffusers
at high subsonic speeds and range of geometries
fNASA-CR-2299] p0605 N73-30927
Effect of inlet conditions on optimal shape of
diffuser based on theory of potential flow of
fluid in channels
TAD--765577J p0673 N73-33230
DIFFUSION
NT ATROSPHEEIC DIFFUSIOH
NT GASEODS DIFFUSION
NT TURBULENT DIFFUSION
Diffusion metallizing and service life of qas
turbine engine blades
fNASA-TT-F-139111 p0686 N73-11801
DIFFUSIOH BONDING
U DIFFUSION WELDING
DIFFUSION EFFECT
U DIFFUSION
DIFFUSION FLAHES
Aerodynamic and thermal structures of the laminar
boundary layer over a flat plate with a
diffusion flame.
P0582 A73-U2774
DIFFUSION VELDING
Resistance diffusion bonding boron/aluminum
composite to titanium.
p0517 A73-3800*
Fabrication techniques for Ti alloys in aerospace
aoplications, discussing hot forming, electron
beam and diffusion welding under vacuum and
stress relaxation annealinq
P0625 A73-K3911
Evaluation of nondestructive testing techniques
for diffusion-bonded titanium alloy aircraft
structures using ultrasonic radiation
TAD-760673T pOU82 N73-27035
DIGITAL COBHAND SISTERS
F-8 digital fly by wire control system development
and flight testing, using Apollo lunar guidance
computer and inertial measurement unit for
angular rates and accelerations
p0184 A73-22180
Redundant system design for advanced digital
flight control.
UIAA PAPER 73-8461 P0528 A73-38785
DIGITAL COMMUNICATION
0 PULSE COMMUNICATION
DIGITAL COMPUTERS
NT MINICOMPUTERS
NT SEQUENTIAL COMPUTERS
NT UNIVAC 1108 COMPUTER
Airborne associative parallel array digital
computer built with HOS LSI technology for size
and weight reduction, discussing design and
applications
p0060 A73-15065
Page replacement algorithm simulations for
advanced avionic digital computer programming
[AD-7U61101 PC682 N73-11196
Fabrication and performance of real-time jet
engine simulator for development of let engine
components and control systems
fHAL-TR-283] p0139 N73-15820
Research and development in advance electronics
including applications to digital computers, air
traffic control, and solid•state physics
[AD-751308] ' p0166 N73-16758
Application of integrated circuit technology and
digital computer techniques to electric control
of jet engines . .
[NAL-TR-281] I- p0213 N73-18799
Tactical integrated electronic systems for Swedish
military aircraft
p0335 N73-23889
Design of aircraft digital system for automatic
flight control
P0335 N73-23900
Research and development progress on electronic
equipment, integrated circuits, semiconductors,
and digital computers
(AD-759180J pOU07 N73-25251
DIGITAL DATA : .
Multiplex data bus techniques for.digital '•
avionics, discussing transmission media, • •
modulation methods, remote control and reliability
pOUKS- A73-35231
Processing of Concorde digitally recorded data
p0673 N73-10453
Methods for implementation of man machine
interface of digital data links for air traffic
control
UD-7IK1721] p0675 N73-10648
Feasibility of modifying Tacan/DME system to ;
broadcast digital data for area navigation
[FAA-BD-73-2] p0393 N73-2«656
DIGITAL FILTERS
Microprogrammed digital filters for strapdown
guidance application.
p02«5 A73-27168
DIGITAL NAVIGATION
VLF/Omega digital airborne area navigation system
evaluation tests, discussing transmitting
stations and system performance
P0285 A73-2890U
Digital fliqht control systems data samplinq rate
selection effects on intersanple ripple,
spectral folding and distortion and system
bandwidth
pouts A73-3522K
DIGITAL BADAB SYSTEMS
Operational principles and testing of a digital
radar target extractor
p0503 A73-37584
Secondary surveillance radar - Current usage and
improvements.
p0512 A73-37808
A method of optimization of algorithms for
secondary processing of radio signals
P0571 A73-U1129
Receiver synthesis for air traffic moving target
indicator with digital signal processing
[AD-751923] ' p0176 N73-17170
DIGITAL SIMULATION
Experimental verification of a digital computer
simulation method for predicting gas turbine
dynamic behaviour.
p0665 A73-12607
Design and simulation of an aircraft brake using a
digital computer.
P0292 173-29385
Generalized mathematical model for gas turbine
dynamic behavior simulation based on one
dimensional flow theory with functional
integration for rotor speed time derivative
p03«6 A73-31629
A simulation study for the design of an air
terminal building.
pO«50 A73-35826
Airport simulation program describing passenger
flow and scheduling considerations, including
automobile parking, baggage handling, rapid
transit, arrival and departure peaks and
passenger decisions
P0458 A73-36841
Computer models for air traffic control system
simulation.
P0458 A73-368H3
ACLS cc-115 model simulation, test analysis and
correlation.
. • p0506 A73-37693
A digital simulation facility:for air traffic
control experimentation.
A-188
SUBJECT INDBI DIGITAL TBCHNIQDBS
p0512 A73-37809
Application of digital computer APU modeling
techniques to control system design.
P0523 A73-38K16
Stndy of control systen effectiveness in
alleviating vortex wake upsets.
CAIAA PAPBB 73-833] p0527 A73-38776
Digital conpoter simulation program for North
Atlantic hybrid navigation systems
configurations, using covariance matrix error
analysis for planned increase of commercial air
traffic capacity
p0561 A73-U0028
Nonlinear trajectory-following and control
techniques in the terminal area using the
Microwave Landing Systen Navigation Sensor.
P0562 A73-40038
Digital simulation language for flight dynamic
tests, exemplified by Fiat 6-91 and Dornier
Do-31 aircraft
[BHVG-FBBT-72-21] p0161 S73-16019
DIGITAL SISTEHS
NT DIGITAL NAVIGATION
NT DIGITAL BADAE SISTEHS
Extension of a portable tactical instrument
approach and landing system.
pOOKS A73-1357H
A universal digital autopilot and integrated
avionics system.
p0058 A73-1U735
Design of digital force function generator for
aircraft tire load testing.
pOOeO 473-15061
Digital Avionics Information System /DAIS/
development for military supersonic all-weather
precision weapon delivery system, emphasizing
modular design for different aircraft types
p0101 A73-17572
Digital readout wind measurement and indicator
system for data acquisition, processing and
display in airports for aircraft wind
information service
p03«0 A73-31318
Digital transmission techniques for ATC satellite
system, considering technical and economic
aspects of various codinq systems
p0350 A73-32U27
Badar data diqital relay from outlying stations to
ATC centers for air traffic image integration,
discussing computerized plotting and
alphanumeric display techniques
p0350 A73-32H35
Solid state Digital slip Sync Strobe/Camera
Control System design for powered wind tunnel
helicopter models testinq
p0427 A73-34622
Bedundant system design and flight test evaluation
for the TAGS diqital control system.
fAHS PBEP8IHT 7211 pO«38 A73-35062
Military aircraft onboard Digital Avionics
Information System for computerized integration
of navigation, guidance, weapon delivery,
cockpit display, communication, flight control
and energy management
pO«ll3 A73-35202
Digital avionics systems software development
trends, considering compatibility and cost
problems in increased use of complex processing
hardware, sensors and displays
P01K3 A73-35203
Unconventional digital avionics black box approach
for cost reduction and reliability improvement
in terns of packaging, component coding and
hardware gualification programs multiplicity
pO««3 A73-352P5
Digital fly by wire flight control system with
airborne digital processor for increased
aircraft survivability, determining redundancy
level to satisfy system performance
p040lt A73-35222
Flight test and demonstration of diqital
multiplexing in a fly-by-wire flight control
system.
pO<445 A73-35225
Information transfer system of diqital avionics
system, examining signal reduction by baseband
time division multiplexing and video
distribution systems
pOUIIS A73-35230
Liguid crystal approach to integrated programmable
digital displays and aircraft control,
considering flat panel digital-matrix display
pO<t«6 473-35234
Thin configuration flat digital CBT display with
electron beam control improvement for military
avionics applications, discussing performance
advantages and ownership cost
P0446 A73-35235
Digitally integrated cockpit simulation facility
for display'systems and avionics to plan
mission/human program and airborne equipment
reguirements
P0446 A73-35236
Technigues for digital-microwave hybrid real-time
radar simulation.
P0447 A73-35303
B-1 aircraft electrical multiplex system.
P0448 473-35309
Becursive ideal observer detection of known H-ary
signals in multiplicative and additive Gaussian
noise.
P0523 A73-38385
Discrete address beacon system /DABS/ data links
and diqital communication between qround based
ATC computer and aircraft for IFB-VFR conflict
detection and safety separation
P0524 473-38466
Airborne diqital data link terminal for commercial
airlines' use.
P0526 473-38756
An organized approach to the diqital autopilot
desiqn problem.
[AIAA PAPER 73-848] p0528 473-38787
Digital information manaqement system of
naviqational and fliqht data for post-1975
fighter aircraft.
TAIAA PAPEB 73-897] p0529 473-38832
Fly-.by-wire diqital F-8C aircraft control system
using Apollo guidance, navigation and control
hardware, emphasizing interface design and fault
detection
P0561 473-140027
Digital fliqht director for precise aircraft control
[AD-754028] p0262 N73-20726
Development and characteristics of flat, thin,
cathode ray tube with digital switching for beam
deflection and positioning
fAD-755938] p0276 N73-21227
Research projects to develop all-weather, low
level navigation systems based on one way
ranging, range-range navigation technigues
fAD-755205] p0278 1173-21556 •
Feasibility of advanced digital fliqht control
system using digital processor as main
computational element
CAD-757271] p0322 N73-23002
Development of digital flight control system for
performing pilot assist augmentation and pilot
relief automatic pilot functions
[AD-762521] p05<(9 N73-28992
Desiqn, development, airworthiness test, and
fliqht test of multiplexing components for fly
by wire flight control
CAD-763111] p0550 N73-28996
DIGITAL TECHNIQUES
Bultiband and multiemulsion digitized aerial
photographs automatic processing by diqital
computer techniques and statistical pattern
recognition algorithms
P0651 473-10140
Satellite communication channels assignment to
ships and aircraft, considering automated
digital calling method for ship-to-shore
communication
P0218 473-27670
Computer and digital techniques in 4TC automation
technology, considering functional
organizations, terminal facilities and system
capabilities to meet future needs
p029« 473-29886
Hultipath propagation in aircraft diqital
communication with qround terminal, modeling
received signal for detection and estimation
theories applications
p0296 473-29902
Optimal diqital nodulation technigues for
aeronautical communications via satellite,
considering air navigational systems for
A-189
DIGITAL TRANSDUCERS SDBJBCT IHDBX
transoceanic flight
P0351 A73-32180
Digital synchronization of synchronous collision
prevention systems in aviation
P0121 473-31(480
Turbo and let powered general aviation
aircraft-borne weathervision memory radar system
with digital processing technique to eliminate
direct view storage tube
fSAE PAPEB 730316] p0128 A73-3167P
Diqital time division multiplexing for integrating
avionics equipment, discussing electrical power
control siqnal multiplexing
poane 473-35216
Diqital flight control design using implicit nodel
following.
fAIAA PAPER 73-81*4] P0528 473-38783
Geometric aspects in digital analysis of
multispectral scanner data
rNASA-CB-133611] p0595 H73-30137
DIGITAL TBAHSDOCBES
Digital pressure transducer based on vibrating
cylinder freguency response to pressure changes,
discussing operational principles and applications
P0187 473-22502
DIBEDBAI A HOLE
Pressure distribution and shock wave intensity
variations in supersonic flow past two plane
wings forming dihedral angle
P0048 473-13623
DIBEDEAL EFFECT
0 LATEEAL STABILITY
DILUTION
Dispersion and dilution of jet aircraft exhaust at
high altitudes
r»ASA-TH-X-71»51! p0676 N73-33713
DIHENSIONAL STABILITY
NT SHELL STABILITY
NT STBOCTUSAL STABILITY
DIHENSIONLESS NOHBEBS
NT HACK NUMBER
NT NOSSELT NOMBEB
NT BEYNOLDS NDMBEB
NT SIHILABITY NDHBEES
NT STEOUHAL NUMBEE
DIHENSIONS
FT FILM THICKNESS
NT HEIGHT
HI THICKNESS
DIOXIDES
NT CAEBON DIOXIDE
DIPOLE ANTENNAS
4 radiating element giving circularly polarised
radiation over a large solid angle.
P0218 473-27656
Impedance and far field characteristics of a
linear anteqna near a conducting cylinder.
P0195 473-37271
DIRECT COBBBNT
Development, characteristics, and advantages of
high voltage direct current electrical systems
for aircraft power supplies
fAD-7576161 ' P0321 N73-23001
DIBECT LIFT CONTROLS
Flight mechanics problems associated with landing
approaches using direct lift control, as
examplified by the HFB 320 Hansa aircraft
fDGLB PAPEB 73-021] p0121 473-31196
Problems concerning the implenentation of an
integrated flight control system, giving
particular attention to curved flight path
profiles
fDGLE PAPER 73-030] p0121 473-31198
Flight control problems of steep approach landing
with direct lift control, exemplified by HFB-320
aircraft
fDGLB-PAPER-73-021] p0611 N73-31965
DIRECT POBEE GENERATORS
NT HYDEOGEN OXYGEN FDEL CELLS
NT MAGNETOBYDBODYNANIC GENERATORS
DIRECTION FINDERS (RADIO)
U B4DIO DIRECTION FINDEES
DIBICTIONAL ANTENNAS
NT DIPOLE ANTENNAS
NT LOOP ANTENNAS
NT E4DAE ANTENNAS
NT SLOT ANTENNAS
The disc antenna - A possible L-band aircraft
antenna.
P0217 473-27655
DIEECTIONAL CONTROL
NT THSnST VECTOB CONTROL . .
DIBECTIONAL STABILITY
NT GYROSCOPIC STABILITY
Rind tunnel tests to determine directional and
longitudinal stability of Javelin aircraft model
at transonic speeds
tABC-B/H-3H03] p0397 S73-25012
DIRECTIVITY
Sound directivity pattern radiated from small
airfoils.
P0229 473-21980
DIRECTORIES
0 INDEXES (DOCOHENTATION)
DIRIGIBLES
0 AIRSHIPS
DISCONNECT DEVICES . .
Single point emergency equipment divestment system
for instantaneous parachute harness, lap belt
and leg restraint release, describing .
pyrotechnic actuation system
P0360 A73-32666
DISCONHECTOBS
0 DISCONNECT DEVICES
DISCOHTIBDITY
NT SHOCK DISCONTINUITY
Computation of loading on sweptback wings noting
extra collocation points
fAEC-CP-1213] . p0065 H73-12002
DISINTEGRATION
Analysis of gas turbine engine rotor failures as
basis for conducting program to provide
equipment for protection of passengers and
aircraft structures from damage
[NAS4-CB-131525] p0279 N73-21692
DISKS (SHAPES)
The disc antenna - A possible L-band aircraft
antenna.
P0217 A73-27655
DISOEIENTATION
Investigation of OS Army DH-1 helicopter accidents
where orientation errors were contributing
factor during fiscal year 1969
[4D-719695] p0130 N73-15059
Investigation of correlation between pilot
disorientation and DH-1 helicopter accidents
C4D-753208] p0205 N73-18019
DISPERSING
Helicopter downwash for dispersing fogs of 500 to
600 feet in depth
[4D-753357] p0212 N73-18661
4ir Force heating system for fog dispersal
[AD-751900] p0260 H73-20675
Dispersion and dilution of jet aircraft exhaust at
high altitudes
[NASA-TM-X-71151] p0676 N73-33713
DISPERSION PBZCIPIT4TION H4BDENIHG
0 PBECIPIT4TION H4BDENING
DISPERSIOBS
NT 4EBOSOLS
NT COLLOID4L PBOPELLANTS
NT FOG
Investigation of the possibility for ultrasonic
dispersion of certain corrosion inhibitors
introduced in easily removable film coatings
P0658 473-11613
DISPLACBBENT HEASDREHEHT
Fatigue strength of constructional materials and
components of GTD-type compressors under
conditions of fretting corrosion.
p066« A73-12217
DISPLAI DEVICES
NT APPROACH INDICATORS
NT HEAD-UP DISPLAYS
NT HOT-RIBE ANEHOMETEBS
NT PLAN POSITION INDICATORS
HI POSITION INDICATORS
NT RAD4BSCOPES
NT RADIO DIRECTION FINDEES
NT SPEED INDICATORS
NT TACHOBETERS
Computerized multichannel alphanumeric TV system
for ATC operational information display,
describing data acquisition, processor and
software peripherals and -video display subsystem
P0657 A73-1159H
Comparative simulator studies regarding a
contact-analog channel display and conventional
A-190
SUBJECT IIDEI DISFUI DEVICES CONTD
instrumentations
CDGLH PAPER 72-100] p0659 473-11680
Integrated engine diagnostics and displays for
Navy aircraft of the 1980's.
fAIAA PAPER 72-1084] p0044 473-13406
Computer-mediated hanan communications in an air
traffic control environment - A preliminary
design.
P0057 673-11658
Automated navigation system design for DC 10 long
range version, emphasizing control display unit
interface functions vith pilot
p0089 A73-16050
A computer-generated display to isolate essential
visual cues in landing.
P0094 A73-16704
Two-level computer system vith main and display
processors as scale working model for
semiautomatic digital ATC en route control
p0143 A73-19183
Automated radar terminal systems /ARTS/.
P0144 473-19184
Moving radiography for photographic recording and
display of transient or cyclic motion,
emphasizing application to aircraft gas turbines
under dynamic conditions
pOISO 473-20451
Test technigues for advanced avionics displays.
p0151 473-20683
Design of control and display panels using
computer algorithms.
P0230 473-25180
Display system for monitoring automatically
controlled STOL landing glide paths, discussing
computer controlled simulation
P0232 473-25440
Cockpit instrument display systems visibility and
reliability requirements, discussing various
illumination methods in terms of power
consumption, cost and human factors engineering
p0242 473-26825
European airbus A300B aircraft flight tests and
onboard instrumentation in certification
program, illustrating desk layout, control and
display panels
P0281 A73-28159
Computer graphics applied to production structural
analysis.
P0282 A73-28245
Curved landing approaches under visual and
instrument flight conditions, investigating
steep glide slope display configurations and
flight control modes
P0285 473-28901
Hannal vs fully automatic landing concepts,
discussing pilots abilities and limitations and
primary requirements for displays
p0285 473-28905
vertical aircraft flight control and navigation
instrumentation avionics developments,
emphasizing Inertial-lead Vertical Speed
Indicator design and command and advisory
information displays
P0291 473-29345
The role of the airborne traffic situation display
in future 4TC systems.
p0295 473-29897
Application of the visualization of radar
information in television
p0355 473-32484
The London 4ir Traffic Control Centre radar data
processing system.
p0355 473-32485
Graphical distribution in colors adapted to
traffic control
p0355 473-32486
Electronic integrated flight data displays for
pilot workload redaction at takeoff, approach
and landing, considering head-up and head-down
and colored systems
P0357 473-32506
Instrument-panel electronic display system
p0358 473-32510
Monitor display to indicate aircraft position
relation to desired flight profile daring
automatically controlled steep landing
approaches vith curved segments
pO»21 473-34477
Considerations concerning the design of an
electronic landing display for STOL aircraft
P0421 473-34478
Aircraft wake vortex avoidance systee for safety
management and capacity optimization in airport
operations related to ATC, considering various
sensors and display subsystem requirements
P0426 473-34613
Application of advanced control system and display
technology to general aviation.
[SAB PAPER 7303211 p0429 473-34679
Development of a low-cost flight director system
for general aviation.
[SAB PAPEH 730331] p0429 A73-34684
Visual scene simulation with computer generated
images.
P0434 A73-34820
V/STOL aircraft pilot-in-loop flight
control/display system to overcome pilot
limitations with performance and decision making
flexibility enhancement
TABS PREPRINT 722] p0438 473-35063
The application of system analysis techniques for
the solution of complex helicopter crew station
design problems.
C4HS PREPRINT 723] p0438 A73-35064
Integrated image and symbolic display hierarchy
with increasing horizontal and vertical .
information content for superposition as
helicopter aid in approach and precision hovering
[AHS PREPRINT 724] p0438 A73-35065
Low cost data processor and display for ICNI,
DME/TACAN, LORAN or range/range difference radio
navigation systems in aerospace applications
P0444 A73-35213
Liguid crystal approach to integrated programmable
digital displays and aircraft control,
considering flat panel digital—matrix display
P0446 A73-35234
Thin configuration flat digital CRT display with
electron beak control improvement for military
avionics applications, discussing performance
advantages and ownership cost
P0416 A73-35235
Digitally integrated cockpit simulation facility
for display systems and avionics to plan
mission/human program and airborne equipment
requirements
p0446 A73-35236
Real-time, three-dimensional, visual scene
generation with computer generated images.
P0458 A73-36831
Two man crew cockpit design for commercial 737 }et
transport aircraft, discussing pilot vision,
control and display panels and avionics
disposition
P0508 A73-37729
United States en route air traffic control systems.
P0512 A73-3781C
The B.O.A.C. navigation procedures trainer.
P0515 473-37874
ATC enroute automation program using radar
tracking and computer readout system, describing
terminal traffic control, wake vortices and
aircraft spacing
P0523 A73-3843.9
Oakland airport oceanic ATC with input-output
display device, describing minicomputer, CRT
displays and data link system
P0524 473-38471
The oculooeter - A new approach to flight
management research.
f .AIAA PAPER 73-914] p0568 A73-40862
The Large Amplitude Hulti-Rode Aerospace Research
/LAHAR/ Simulator.( A i A A PAPER 73-922]
 P0569 A73-40870
An approach to computer image generator for visual
simulation.
fAIAA PAPER 73-928] p0569 473-40875
The HINFAP system - First phase in the automation
of the EtJROCOHTROL Maastricht Centre.
P0580 473-42323
Integrated information presentation and control '
system analysis to determine control and display
requirements for contingency operation of let
aircraft - Vol. 3
[4D-740435] p0671 N73-10041
Power supply for aircraft data acguisition system
time display unit using dc to dc converter
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DISPLAY SYSTEHS SOBJBCT IHDBI
tAEL/BE-NOTE-332] pC672 N73-10049
Proposed control tover and cockpit visibility
readouts based on airport-aircraft information
flow system
fAD-744718] P0675 B73-10647
Display systems for all-weather terminal
operational capability of V/STOL aircraft
rAGABD-B-594] p0684 N73-11407
Operational test and evaluation of angle of attack
system for displaying percentage of lift
produced by winq for all flap configurations
fAD-748844] P0073 H73-12H85
Development of holographic storage and retrieval
system for aerial chart information display in
cockpit environment
fAD-7«8648] P0076 N73-12690
Operational test and evaluation of four
configurations of flight director display for
instrument landings based on command heading and
command flight path angle
fAD-748244] P0082 N73-13041
Comparison of contact analog channel display with
conventional indicators in cockpit simulator
fDGLE-PAPER-72-100] p0085 H73-13445
Legibility and recognition by test groups of
displayed signals differing by brightness or color
fDLK-FB-71-57] p0135 B73-15484
Development of aircraft control systems based on
operator performance, adaptive displays, and
coupling of manual with automatic control
[AD-751306] P0162 B73-16026
Feasibility determination of using nematic liguid
crystals for aircraft displays
fAD-751667] p0166 N73-167U8
Development and characteristics of cathode ray
tube vertical display system for use in
all-weather air navigation aircraft
fAD-752510] p0174 N73-17026
Analysis of fixed base simulator tests to
determine effects of two horizontal display
panel locations and three map orientations on
manual piloting performance
rNASA-TM-X-62198] p0177 N73-17223
Analysis of aircraft instruments and display
devices for approach control and landing of
V/STOL aircraft
rAGAED-AP.-511 P0212 N73-18»39
Comparative evaluation of cockpit displays
considering human factors and aircraft control
data
fNASA-TT-F-14846] P0253 B73-20019
Proceedings of conference on manual control to
show interplay between man and machine and
application of control theory in medicine and
psychology
f NASA-C8-131244] p0254 U73-20028
Situational display system of cathode ray tubes to
assist pilot in aircraft control
rNASA-CASE-EEC-103501 P0259 N73-20U74
Development and characteristics of flat, thin,
cathode ray tube with digital switching for beam
deflection and positioning
[AD-7559381 p0276 H73-21227
Cockpit display -evaluation methods
rDLR-FB-73-03] p0277 N73-21400
Vertical display techniques for naval all-weather
day/night attack aircraft
[AD-755739] P0313 N73-2262C
Desiqn of circular symbol and video inset
generator for television display devices
TAD-757621] . p032U N73-23246
Design of attitude line generator for use with
aircraft-type television displays
TAD-7576201 p0324 N73-23247
Analysis of manual control theory of vertical
situation displays for short takeoff aircraft
rNASA-CE-114620 1 p0386 H73-2H061
Development and evaluation of display and control
equipment for remotely piloted vehicles
fAD-7577611 p0388 N73-24077
Development of inertial smoothing system for
control and display applications for VTOL
aircraft automatic instrument approach and
landinq operations
fNiSA-TN-D-7271 1 p0392 N73-24653
Hiqh resolution pulse width modulated parallel
channel for forward looking infrared display
system
rAD-759224] pC407 N73-25231
Cockpit and control display design criteria for
tactical STOL and v/SIOL aircraft
CAD-758787] - p0408 H73-25K89
Analysis of control and display device testing for
Microwave landing system - Vol. 1
tAD-758791] p0410 H73-25713
Development of control and display testing
requirements for evaluation of microwave landinq
system - Vol. 2
IAD-758792] '-p0410 N73-25714
Development and application of Airborne Traffic
and situation Display for improved air traffic
control
[PB-215714/7] p0410 H73-25715
Performance tests of four flight-director/attitude
indicator displays under three conditions of
simulator motion and comparison with-flight test
results
tAD-760049] , p0470- N73-26264
Evaluation of pilot assurance value of airborne
display device for monitoring air traffic in
high density terminal airspace ' '•
[AD-749280] p0470 H73-26267
Control and display testing for air traffic
instrument landing system
[AD-759539] p0474 S73-26667
Tachistoscopic investigation on electronic and
electromechanical cockpit display for
performance comparison
[DLB-FB-73-27] p0592 N73-30034
Desiqn of integrated aircraft instrumention
display system utilizing plasma display/memory
unit
[AD-763599] p0598 N73-30446
Display device for integrated jet engine
instrument systen program
(AD-763440] p0599 N73-30450
Techniques for creating moving image
reconnaissance display
[AD-763789] p0599 1173-30452
Display devices for short takeoff aircraft landing
[DGLE-PAPEE-73-038] p0641 N73-31961
Pilot display for monitoring of automatic steep
approach
[DGLB-PAPEfi-73-031] p0641 S73-31964
Cockpit layouts in view of new landinq approach
methods
tHBB-DH-07-73-0] p0642 S73-31966
Flight control display device for producing curved
approach profiles in microwave instrument
landing systems
tDGLE-PAPEE-73-016] p0650 N73-32526
Electronic display devices in aircraft control,
noting pilot activation and VTOL control
[DLB-KITT-72-04] p0671 H73-32998
Pilot activation in antomatic landing by display
devices
P0671 K73-32999
Extrapolation predictive displays for manual path
and position control of VTOL aircraft
P0671 N73-33000
Evaluation of large screen display for automated
oceanic air traffic control applications
CFAA-SD-73-75] . p0675 N73-33568
Operational evaluation of AETS 2 radar
alphanumeric display subsystem
fFAA-NA-73-77] p0675 N73-33569
DISPLAY STSTEHS
0 DISPLAY DEVICES
DISPOSAL
NT WASTE DISPOSAL
DISSIPATIOH
NT EHEBGY DISSIPATION
DISTANCE
NT HISS DISTANCE
NT BADIO RANGE
NT BANGE AND EANGE BATE TRACKING
DISTANCE HEASDBING EQOIPHENT
NT ALTIHETEBS
NT BADIO ALTIMETERS
NT BANGE FINDEBS
Future of exclusive measurements of distances
p0663 A73-12012
Extension of a portable tactical instrument
approach and landing system.
P0048 A73-13574
Hinimum performance standards - Airborne distance
measuring equipment /DUE/ operating within the
radio-freguency range of 960-1215 megahertz.
A-192
SOBJBCT IHDBI OOPPLBB EFFECT
P0146 173-19575
Russian book on onboard distance measnrinq systems
for flight vehicles covering design of c» and
pulsed devices, modulators, error analysis, .
noise, logic elements, etc
p01<!9 173-20378
Hicrovave Landing system under U.S. national
development plan for replacing ILS, discussing
systen requirements and design, precision DDE
and flare-oat guidance
p0294 173-29881
Frequency hopping principle for precision L band
DHE as conplenentary aid to microwave landing
systen ,
P0355 A73-32490
T1C1N based SETAC and L band DBE based DLS
approach and landing systems for military
aircraft, discussing time division multiplexinq
and antenna array
fDGLB PAPER 73-0193 pOU23 173-34193
Plane coordinate transformations for area
navigation based on existing VOB/DHE network
pO«61 A73-370U3
Doppler landing system based on standard DUE for
ILS replacement, describing development history
and operational principles
.p0498.A73-37385
Analysis of position determination accuracy
obtainable with microwave landing guidance .system
fNASA-TN-D-7116] p0137 N73-15681
Performance tests of various Tacan ground station
modifications designed to minimize false
distance measuring equipment indications
rFAA-Nl-72-65] p0213 H73-18664
Integrated SAVVAN, VOE, and DDE system for
locating and controlling high altitude aircraft
p0330 H73-23695
Description of sector-Tacan and DME—supported
instrument landing systems
rDGLB-73-019] " P0650 N73-32523
Capacitive method for measuring blade tip
clearance in running turbocbmpressors
fDLB-FB-72-40] P0653 H73-32628
DISTANCE PERCEPTION
0 SPICE PESCEPTION
DISTOBTIOH
ST FLOW DISTORTION
NT SIGNAL DISTORTION
NT SOBFACE DISTOBTION
Aerial photograph distortion due to sealed
compartment temperature and pressure effects in
terms of internal refraction
P0108 A73-18156
Focusing effects of distortion of near sonic
shocks by weakly turbulent layers with random
temperature and pressure variations
fAD-752472] p0178 N73-17279
DISTRIBUTION (PBOPEBTI)
NT ANTENNA RADIATION PATTERNS
BT CDRBENT DISTBIBOTIOH
NT FLOW DISTRIBUTION
HI FORCE DISTBIBDTION
NT FBEQDENCY DISTBIBOTION
NT INTEBPEBENCE LIFT
BT LOAD DISTBIBDTION (FOBCES)
NT HASS DISTBIBDTION
NT BOHENT DISTBIBOTION
NT PBBSSDBE DISTBIBOTION
NT BADI1L DISTBIBOTION
NT B1DI1TIOH DISTBIBOTION
NT SIDELOBES
NT SPATIAL DISTBIBOTIOH
NT STBESS CONCENTBATION
NT TEHPEB1TOBE DISTEIBOTIOS
NT VELOCITY DISTRIBOTION
NT VEBTICAL DISTBIBOTION
DISTBIBOTIOH FOHCTIOHS
Noise source distribution in subsonic jets. .
p0497 A73-37290
DISTRICT OF COLOHBIA
Feasibility of rapid transit service between
downtown Washington, D.C. and Dulles Airport in
Virginia
[PB-220074/9] pO«92 H73-27879
DISTURBANCE TBBOBY . .,.
0 PEBTOBBATION THEORY
DIVEBGEHT HOZZLES ,,, .
Shrouded divergent body attached to exhaust nozzle
for jet noise suppression
•rNlSA-ClSE-LEW-11286-1] p0274 N73-21066
Aerodynamic tests and noise levels of slot nozzle
with V gutter reverser for STOL
[NASA-TH-I-2758] P0275 N73-21072
Cold flow tests of factors affecting-noise
suppression and thrust loss of divergent lobe
supersonic jet noise suppressor
[NASA-TH-X-2820] P0477 N73-26992
DO-31 AIRCRAFT
The significance of the aerodynamic jet
interference for the development and the testing
of the V/STOL transport DO 31
[DGLR PAPEB 72-1061 p0658 A73-11651
Results of aerodynamic jet interference tests for
Do-31 aircraft and "application to future VSTOL
development for lift-loss calculation
[BBVG-FBWT-72-22] p0204 N73-18044
Far and near sound fields of Do-31 aircraft, and
noise reduction for future VSTOL aircraft
fBHVG-FBWT-72-23] p02C4 H73-18045
Landing loads of Do-31 aircraft in vertical
landing, noting undercarriage reactions and
sinking speed
CBKVG-FBBT-72-2U] p0204 S73-18046
Command and control of stability of Do-31 aircraft
by landing and hovering
rBHVG-FBWT-72-25] p0218 N73-19022
Ground erosion on grassland and concrete by
vertical takeoff of Do-31 aircraft
[BBVG-FBBT-72-26] p0218 N73-19023
Bot gas recirculation in Do-31 aircraft from scale
model to aircraft and trends for future
developments of V/STOL aircraft
[BHVG-FBWT-72-29] p0218 N73-19024
Bathematical model of transition flight and
application to Do-31 aircraft
[BHVG-FBWT-72-30] p0218 N73-19025
Design, development, and characteristics of Do-31
V/STOL aircraft to include solution of
operational problems caused by ground effect and
transition flight
P0478 N73-27004
DO-31 aircraft integrated flight control system
for vertical velocity regulation in gliding,
noting signal processing requirements
p0669 N73-32983
, DOCUMENTS
NT ABSTBACTS
NT BIBLIOGRAPHIES
NT MANUALS
DOBES (STBDCTDB1L FOBHS)
NT RADOMES
DOPIHG (ADDITIVES)
0 ADDITIVES
DOPPLEB EFFECT
Gas velocity measurements within a compressor
rotor passage using the laser Doppler velocimeter.
C A S H E PAPEB 72-WA/GT-2]
 P0063 A73-15866
Influence of the nonidentity of the antennas of a
Doppler speed meter on the accuracy of its
operation
P0194 A73-24386
Doppler VOB equipment, economics, blendinq
function and antenna system, discussing ground
measurement and monitoring, sideband generation
and reference modulation
P0351 173-32452
Doppler scanning landing guidance system based on
linear array of equally spaced radiators with RF
source commutation
P0357 173-32502
The application of a scanninq laser Doppler
velocimeter to trailing vortex definition and
alleviation.
[AIAA PAPER 73-680] p0454 173-36231
Doppler compensated communication system for
locating supersonic transport position
[N1SA-CASE-GSC-10087-4] p0256 N73-20174
Application of laser Doppler velocineter for
measurement of central vortex filament in wind
tunnel test section
fNASA-IB-X-62243] p0311 N73-22448
Influence of rain on airborne Doppler velocity
sensor performance
tAD-757509] P0327 H73-23541
Wind tunnel tests to measure axial and tangential
velocity profiles in near wake vortices of
semi-span model of Convair 990 aircraft model
using laser Doppler velocimeter
,i-193
DOPPLEB IAVIGATIOB SUBJECT IHDEI
rNASA-TB-X-62294] p0597 N73-30244
King tip vortex measurements Kith laser Doppler
velocineter
fNASA-CB-124444) p0660 H73-32924
DOPPLBB H1TIG1TIOH
Doppler TACAN navigation system for helicopters
obtaining data through compnter display method
p0195 A73-24475
A new approach to Doppler-inertial navigation
/Doppler Beam Sampling/.
P0244 A73-27162
Doppler VOH area navigation operational
principles, emphasizing bearing accuracy
improvement compared to conventional VOR systems
P0352 A73-32456
Doppler landing systen based on standard DDE for
ILS replacement, describing development history
and operational principles
P0498 A73-37385
The evaluation of autonomous navigation systems
for cruise vehicles.
fAIAA PAPER 73-874] p0528 A73-38811
Development of Doppler microwave landing system
and technigues for eliminating effects of
multipath transmissions
P0332 N73-23706
DOPPLEB BADAB
Otilization of the Doppler effect to measure the
drift angle and the ground speed of an aircraft
P0237 A73-25797
The Corail radar - Automatic egnipment for runway
surveillance
P0350 A73-32431
Badiogoniometric vectors superposition on ATC
Doppler radar image, noting direction finding
display availability and echoes identification
PC350 A73-32438
OSAF Airborne Warning and Control System with
overland downlook Doppler radar for Ion-fly
aircraft detection in severe clutter
environment, discussing design and performance
P0418 A73-34371
Solid state null tracking Doppler radar ground
velocity sensor for supersonic weapon delivery
aircraft precision bombing, discussing design
and test with computer simulation
p0444 A73-35209
DOBHAHT VEGETATION
D VEGETATION
DOBHIER AIBCBAFT
NT DO-31 AIBCBAFT
DOBNIEB DO-31 AIBCBAFT
0 DO-31 AIRCRAFT
DOSAGE
NT BADIATION DOSAGE
DOSIBBTEBS
Cosmic rays airborne dosimetry from Concorde
aircraft, noting passenger and crew
radiobiological hazards at supersonic flight
altitudes
P0459 A73-36908
DOSIBETBT
0 DOSIMETERS
DOOGLAS AIBCBAFT
NT A-4 AIBCRAFT
NT DC 8 AIHCEAFT
NT DC 9 AIBCBAFT
NT DC 10 AIBCBAFT
DODGLAS DC-8 AIBCBAFT
0 DC 8 AIBCBAFT
DOOGLAS DC-9 AIBCBAFT
0 DC 9 AIRCBAFT
DOOGLAS HILITABI AIBCBAFT
0 HILITABY AIBCBAFT
DOVAP
0 DOPPLER EFFECT
DORNTIBE
Aircraft and ground eguipment damage during ground
handling operations, discussing repair costs and
out-of-service time
P0197 A73-24715
DORBRASH
Induced drag of finite ving with antisymmetric
incidence distribution due to rolling, deriving
relations between wing lift distribution and
induced downwash
P0056 A73-14472
Nonstationary flow downwash behind a delta wing
during supersonic motion
P0229 A73-25046
Downwash-velocity potential lethod for oscillating
surfaces.
P0284 A73-28803
An improved nonlinear lifting-line theory.
P0284 A73-28817
Dissipation of fog using helicopter dowawash
fAD-744471] p0675 N73-10629
Helicopter downwash for dispersing fogs of 500 to
600 feet in depth
[AD-753357] p0212 B73-18661
Development of actuator disc theory for predicting
time-averaged downwash distribution and response
characteristics of helicopter rotors in forward
flight
. p0270 N73-21033
Analysis of unsteady aerodynamic loading on
reference section of helicopter rotor blade in
axial or hovering flight under compressible flow
conditions
p02?1 H73-21044
Development of method for calculating downwash
interference and longitudinal stability of
tandem rotor helicopter
[ABC-B/B-3223] . p0384 N73-24022
Tabular data from helicopter downdraft fog
dispersal experiments
fAD-762189] p0542 N73-28613
Exhaust blast velocities and temperatures at
ground level for various aircraft and wing tip
vortex velocity for C-5 aircraft
[AD-761228] . p0609 N73-30961
Rind tunnel testing of V/STOL aircraft models to
show wind tunnel wall corrections for models
with large values of downwash
[AD-764255J p0610 N73-30962
DBAG
NT AERODYHABIC DBAG
HT FRICTION DBAG
NT INTEBFEBENCE DBAG
HT HINIBBIJ DBAG
NT VISCOUS DBAG
HT RAVE DBAG
Surface wind-geostrophic wind relationship at
Salisbury plain, England, deducing geostrophic
drag coefficients for open sea
P0574 A73-41571
Low speed wind tunnel tests on slender variable
sweep wing of lift, drag, and pitching moments
fARC-CP-1227J p0111 H73-14009
Drag coefficients for Echo 1 and Explorer 24
spherical surfaces in atomic oxygen over energy
range from 4 to 200 eV
[NASA-CB-2233] p0224 N73-19697
DBAG BALANCE
0 AERODTNABIC BALANCE
0 LIFT DB»G BiTIO
DBAG CHOTES
Parawinq-drag chute system operation on wind shear
energy to maintain payload flight altitude
P0237 A73-25787
Analysis of shock forces generated by opening 35
foot diameter extended-skirt parachute for
retardation at 100,000 feet altitude.
[AD-749690] p0131 N73-15060
DBAG COEFFICIENT
D AEHODTNABIC COEFFICIENTS
D AERODYNAMIC DBAG .
DBAG DEVICES
HT AEBODTNABIC BBAKES
NT BALLDTES
NT DBAG CHDTES
HT LEADING EDGE SLATS
HT SPOILEHS
HT TBBILING-EDGE FLAPS
NT RING FLAPS
DBAG EFFECT
0 DBAG
DBAG BEASOREBENT
Experimental developments in v/STOL wind tunnel
testing at the National Aeronautical
Establishment.
p0458 A73-36774
Jet engine exhaust plume effects on solid bodies,
examining nozzle drag effects, nozzle geometry,
plume entrainment and shape, wind tunnel tests
and pressure effects .-i
ji p0526 A73-38651
A-194
SOBJECT IBDBX DDCTED F1HS.
"• Beasurement of lift, drag, and pitching moments in
' • ving section for range of flap .deflections under
two-dimensional Clov conditions
'
 !J
 fABC-CP-1233] p0200 H73-18018
inalysis of drag and pressure measurements Bade in
-subsonic vind tunnel tests on two annular
airfoils noting relation between pressure
distribution in compressible flow and at high
speed
tABC-B/B-2718] p0588 H73-30003
Beasnrement of drag, lift and pitching moments on
slender winged low aspect ratio gothic planfoms
at subsonic speed
tAHC-B/B-3720] p0588 H73-30005
Drag measurement of parallel flat plates and
perpendicular disks in supersonic free molecular
flow •
CDLB-FB-73-17] p0597 N73-302«8
Derivation of charts for predicting drag-rise Bach
number for airfoils with specified upper surface
pressure distribution
fESDO-71019] '
 P0613 B73-31229
Bethod for estimating drag-rise Bach number of
smooth, nonducted, axisymmetric bodies at zero
incidence without discontinuities in surface slope
CESDU-71008] P0614 H73-31230
DB46 BEDUCTIOB
1
 Aircraft aftbody/ptopulsion system integration for
low drag.
fAIAA PAPEB 72-1101-] p0045 A73-13420
An investigation of the flow field and drag of
helicopter fuselage configurations.
[AHS PBEPBIHT 700] pO«37 A73-35051
Quasi area rule foe heat addition in transonic and
supersonic flight including determination of
optimum shapes with propulsion to minimize wave
drag
[AD-7H7772]
 P0076 H73-12867
Application of power method for reducing base drag
of long range supersonic aircraft at supersonic
speeds
[AD-750950] p0130 H73-15056
Seduction of transonic drag for high performance
aircraft by injecting air in rear of aircraft to
alter transonic flow distribution on aft section
tAD-751269] p0158 H73-15991
Effect of fineness ratio on boattail drag of
circular arc afterbodies having closure ratios
of 0.50 with jet exhaust at Bach numbers up to
1.30
tHASA-TN-D-7192] p033« N73-23802
Aerodynamic drag and lift of airships, noting
boundary layer control by suction
pC670 N73-3299II
DRAGOLATOBS
U SHAKES (FOB ABBESTING BOTION)
DBIFT (INSTBOBEHTATIOI)
Condition of drift invariance of two-stage
gyroscope with arbitrary gas-lubricated main
bearings in active accelerations
p0223 H73-19635
DBIFT BATE
Strapdown electrostatic gyroscope spin axis
precession drift rate calibration, using virtual
work technigue for modeling bearing torgues on
rotor
POUU4 A73-35210
DBOGOE PARACHUTES
U DBAG CHUTES
DBOGDES
0 TOIED BODIES
DBOHE AIECBAFT
HT JIHDIVIK TABGET AIBCBAFT
Intensive probing of clear air convective fields
by radar and instrumented drone aircraft.
P0056 A73-115I12
Aerial targets for weapon systems performance
testing, discussing converted aircraft,
pilotless drones and towed targets
p0188 A73-23120
Tarana drone system design and development for
Australian naval guns and guided weapons
exercises, describing construction and
operational details
P0189 A73-23122
Drone recovery surface-impact and midair
technignes involving parachutes and/or hot-air
balloons, considering TALOS/Low Altitude
Supersonic Target recovery capability
•fAIAA PAPEB 73-U65]
 P03«2 A73-31H51
Development of an improved midair-retrieval
parachute system for drone/BPV aircraft.
CAIAA PAPEB 73-H69] p0342 473-31153
Drone launch and recovery reliability reguirements
for target, reconnaissance, air-to-air combat,
high altitude endurance and defense suppression
missions
pOSOl A73-37681
Computerized simulation of aircraft as radar target
rAD-75585«] p0276 H73-21189
Performance analysis and conceptual design of
waveform and modem to provide lamming-resistant
command and control data link for ground station
control of drone aircraft
[AD-756933] p0308 N73-22125
Feasibility of modifying supersonic drone
configuration into remotely controlled research
vehicle
[HASA-CB-112323] p0386 H73-24057
DBOHE HELICOPTERS
D DBOHE .AIBCBAFT
0 HELICOPTEBS
DBOIE VEHICLES
NT DBONE AIECBAFT
NT JIHDIVIK TABGET AIBCBAFT
DBOP SIZE
Heteorological parameters conducive to ice
formation on aircraft, analyzing data statistics
on atmospheric moisture content, temperature and
drop size
CDGLB PAPEB 72-109] p0658 A73-11660
DBOP TESTS
Development of an improved midair-retrieval
parachute system for drone/BPV aircraft.
CAIAA PAPEB 73-H69] p03i2 A73-31153
Development and testing of ballnte
stabilizer/decelerators for aircraft delivery of
a 500-lb munition.
[&IAA PAPEB 73-185] p03«3 A73-31467
An omnidirectional gliding ribbon parachute and
control system.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-H86] p03«3 A73-31U68
DBOP BEIGHT TESTS .
0 DBOP TESTS
DBOPS (LIQUIDS)
Effects of thermal and mass diffusivities on the
burning of fuel droplets.
[AICHE PBEPBINT 22] p0531 A73-39219
DTA (AHAIISIS)
0 DIFFEBENTIAL THEBBAL AKAIISIS
DTBB-111 GBOOHD EFFECT HACHIBE
0 GROUND EFFECT BACHINES
DTHB-430 GBODID EFFECT HACHIHE
D GROUND EFFECT HACHIHES
DDCTED FAN EHGIHES
Bench testing ducted fan engines under conditions
close to those of flight
[AD-7U2376] p0309 N73-22198
DDCTBD FABS
Investigation of an axial-flow blower during
variation of axial clearance and of blade
mounting angles in the stator and rotor sections
P0661 A73-11791
Badiation properties of propeller and helicopter
/free field/ rotors and fans and qas turbine
compressors /ducted rotors/
P0665 A73-12611
Variable-pitch fans - Progress in Britain.
P0293 A73-29770
Variable-pitch fans - Hamilton Standard and the
Q-fan.
P0293 A73-29771
Hnltibladed shrouded fan /Q-fan/ with rotary or
piston engines as propulsion system for
light/medium business aircraft, noting noise and
drag reduction
p0296 A73-29996
Acoustic generation and propagation in annular
ducts of axial flow fans, discussing techniques
for in-duct fan noise modal distribution
measurement
P0362 A73-328H6
High bypass ratio quiet tnrbofan engine for STOL
aircraft, emphasizing noise reducing design
based on low-speed variable pitch fan concept
P0379 A73-340HO
Aerodynamic design parameters effects on static
performance of short ducted fans for helicopter
A-195
DOCTED FLO! SOBJECT IHDEX
tail rotor applications, comparing theoretical
analysis and experimental results
fAHS PBEPBIHT 701] p0437 A73-35052
Aircraft engine fan noise radiation from inlet and
discharge ducts, describing wind tunnel tests
and noise spectra at various blade tip speeds
P0196 173-37288
Beduction of fan noise-by annulus boundary layer
removal*
P0576 173-11713
DC 9 refanned enqine nacelle effects on cruise
drag considerinq lateral spacing
fNASA-CR-121219] p0466 N73-26024
Heasurement of noise and vake structure of ducted
fan vith subsonic tip speed to show sound
pressure levels and blade vake characteristics
rNASA-CR-132259] p0487 H73-27207
Aerodynamic characteristics of Ion speed fliqbt
usinq heavily loaded ducted fans, sinqle bladed
hoverinq -rotor, and tensioned sheets vith cutouts
flD-764264] p0610 N73-30964
DOCTED PLOB
Sound propagation in sheared flow in a duct vith
transverse tenperature qradients.
pOOUT 173-12988
Prediction of inlet duct overpressures resultinq
froa enqine surqe.
fAIAA PAPER 72-111121 p0046 A73-13448
Flovfield calculations for some supersonic
sections vith ducted heat addition.
P0188 173-23089
Sing-fuselage -(unctions fairinqs compromise
design, describinq rotational eddies formation
mechanism for unsteady ducted flow and vinq root
phenomena
CONERA, TP NO. 1217] p0285 173-28836
Gas flov properties in curvilinear turbine ducts,
considerinq pressure gradient, outer flov shear
and Coriolis force on boundary layer
P0298 A73-306U9
Identification and codinq of fluid and electrical
piping system functions.
fSAE 11R 1273] . p036« A73-33019
Dynamic gas temperature measurements in a qas
turbine transition duct exit.
fASHE PAPER 73-GT-7] P0372 A73-33485
The propagation and attenuation of sound in lined
ducts containing uniform or 'plug1 flov.
P0378 A73-33944
Noise of lets discharqinq from a duct containinq
bluff bodies.
PC497 A73-37291
Attenuation of spiral modes in a circular and
annular lined duct.
P0576 A73-41714
A difference theory for noise propagation in an
acoustically lined duct vith mean flov.
TAIli PAPEE 73-1007] . pC629 A73-44840
Theoretical studies of sound emission from
aircraft ducts.
fllll PAPER 73-1012] p0629 173-44844
Finite difference theory of noise propagation in
turbofan engine ducts
fHASA-TN-D-7339] p0676 N73-33744
DOCTED PBOPELLEBS
0 SHROUDED PROPELLERS
DOCTS
Russian book - Hydraulic ducts of control systems
in aviation: The effects of external factors.
Shop testing, and reliability.
P0510 173-37766
DOBGEYS flHD SHEAE HECH1HISN
U HIND SHEAF
DOST
Test data obtained vith an experimental gas
turbine operated vith kerosene combustion
products artificially contaminated by dust
P0298 173-30650
Establishment of takeoff and landing environment
criteria for V/STOL aircraft vith emphasis on
airborne particle concentration
r AD-749U63] p011t N73-14034
DOST COLLECTORS
Emplacement and maintenance of dust control
materials for military aircraft and helicopter
landing facilities
fAD-756179] P0326 N73-23359
DYHABIC CHARACTERISTICS
NT AERODYNAMIC DBAG
HT AEBODYHABTC ST1BILITY.
HI 1IBCB1FT ST1BIIITY
HT 1TTITODE ST1BILITY
HT COHBOSTIOH STABILITY
HT COSTEOL STABILITY
HT DIBECTIOH1L ST1BILITY
HT DB1G
HT DYH1HIC STABILITY , ,
HT FL1ME ST1BILITY .
HT FLOI CHABACTEBISTICS
HT FLOi DISTRIBOTIOH . -
HT FLOB STABILITY
HT FLOW VELOCITY
HT FBEQOESCY STABILITY
HT FBICTIOH DBAG
HT GYROSCOPIC STABILITY
HT HOVEBING STABILITY
HT INTERFERENCE DBAG
HT IHTERFEBEHCE LIFT :,
HT JET LIFT •• -
ST L1TEBAL STABILITY . , .
 f-
HT LIFT . ••-.
HT LOHGITODIHAL STABILITY
BT LOU SPEED STABILITY . , .
HT nTNIHOB DBAG
HT MOTION STABILITY
HT BOTABY STABILITY
HT BOTOB LIFT . - .
HT TBAHSIENT RESPONSE
NT VISCOOS DBAG
NT. RIVE DRAG.
HT ZERO LIFT
Stress analysis and dynamic investigation of
turbine blades from constrained torsion theory,
- calculating free torsional vibration frequencies
p0657 173-11621
Application of electrical modeling in the analysis
of the dynamic properties of temperature sensors
p0658 A73-11637
Three dimensional dynamic characteristics of solid
particles suspended by polluted air flov in a
' turbine stage.
[AIAA PAPER 73-1*0] p0097 A73-16889
Prediction models for surface and air
transportation dynamic environments, considering
broadband and single freguency continuous and
recurrent and intermittent discrete excitation
modes
P0188 173-22718
Parachute opening dynamic analysis, taking into
account risers, shrouds and canopy cloth elastic
properties on opening history and loads
P0196 A73-2»6«7
1 dynamic and aerodynamic analysis of an
articulated autorotor decelerator system.
[1111 PAPER 73-163] p0311 173-31449
Dynamic analysis procedure to locate vibration
sources vithout simulated service tests, mapping
structural surfaces at all freguencies via
transfer function or mechanical impedance analysis
P0366 173-33098
Specific problems of the dynamics of composite
systems
P0574 173-11603
German monograph - Characteristics of motion of an
elastically supported rotor vith interior damping.
P0583 A73-42849
Dynamic testing and structural modeling of
aircraft tire properties
[H1SA-CB-2219] p0204 H73-18012
Computerized analysis of aircraft hydraulic system
dynamic performance
C1D-757537] p0406 N73-25093
Analytical and experimental dynamic behavior of
tethered balloons
[1D-762210] p0539 H73-27925
DII1HIC COHTBOL
Computerized adaptive flight control for
helicopter dynaaic systems based on
identification and optimization methods
P0284 A73-28829
Application of digital computer APO modeling
techniques to control system design.
P0523 A73-38416
Drive logic computation for variable stability
aircraft in-flight simulators vith six
independent controllers providing dynamic motion
and ground, crossvind and special effects
fAIAA PAPER 73-933] p0578 A73-41971
A-196
SDBJBCT IIDEI DYNAMIC ST1BILITT
DTB1BIC LOADS
HI AERODYNAMIC LOADS
NT CYCLIC LOADS
ST GDST LOADS
HT IHPACT LOADS
HI LANDING LOADS
ST ROLLING CONTACT LOADS
NT THROST LOADS
NT TRANSIENT LOADS
NT RING LOADING
Reduction of helicopter control system loads vith
fixed system damping*
[AHS PREPRINT 733] p0439 A73-35069
An investigation of the vibratory and acoustic
benefits obtainable by the elimination of the
blade tip vortex.
TABS PREPRINT 735] p0439 A73-35071
DIBABIC MODELS
Nonlinear modeling and dynamic simulation of
vehicle air cushion suspensions.
[ASHE PAPER 72-HA/AOT-5] p0063 A73-15883
Prediction models for surface and air
transportation dynamic environments, considering
broadband and single frequency continuous and
recurrent and intermittent discrete excitation
modes
p0188 A73-22718
Theoretical and practical aspects of an automatic
hover control system for an unmanned tethered
rotorplatform.
p0194 A73-24009
Solid body on elastic supports as model for
helicopter stability and nonlinear oscillations
analysis
p02»9 A73-27791
Dynamic parachute inflation model for
dimensionless time and maximum force predictions
at high altitudes
fAIAA PAPER 73-450] . p0340 A73-31436
Preliminary results from dynamic model tests of an
air cushion landing system.
p0506 A73-37694
Vibration tests vith rotors as a rotor
identification problem
p0566 A73-40395
On the radiation from an aerodynamic acoustic
dipole source
P0570 A73-40943
An aeroelastic whirl phenomenon in turbonachinery
rotors.
fASBE PAPER 73-DET-97) p0579 A73-42076
Ship model basin for simulating aircraft vortex wake
[AD-758893] p0408 N73-25291
DIN1HIC PROGHAHHING
Runway configuration improvement programming model.
f A S C E PEEPBINT 2034] p0583 A73-42864
DIBABIC PROPERTIES
0 DYNABIC CHARACTERISTICS
DTNAHIC RBSPOBSE
NT TRANSIENT RESPONSE
Response of helicopter rotor blades to random
loads near hover.
p066« A73-12503
Hoving radiography for photographic recording and
display of transient or cyclic, motion,
emphasizing application to aircraft gas turbines
under dynamic conditions
P0150 A73-20451
Sensitivity of rotor,blade vibration
characteristics to torsional oscillations.
fAIAA PAPER 73-404] p0239 A73-25533
The spatial correlation method and a time-varying
flexible structure.
TAIAi PAPER 73-406] p0234 A73-25535
Aeroelastic dynamic response to shock induced flov
separation, analyzing ving buffet components at
high Rach number subsonic flow
fAIAA PAPER 73-308] p0234 A73-25539
An exploratory investigation of the unsteady
aerodynamic response of a two-dimensional
airfoil at high reduced freguency.
t A i A A PAPER 73-309] p023« A73-25540
Vibrations of an Enler beam with a system of
discrete masses, springs, and dashpots.
P0237 A73-25788
Response-optimum control of the angular and
torsional oscillations of an elastic flying wing.
p0247 A73-27459
Computerized six degree of freedom parachute
deployment model for predicting entry
vehicle-decelerator dynamic response to
aerodynamic forces and physical property changes
fAIAA PAPER 73-460] P0341 A73-31446
Generalized mathematical model for gas turbine
dynamic behavior simulation based on one
dimensional flov theory vith functional
integration for rotor speed time derivative
P0346 A73-31629
Critical study of the effects of gusts on an
aircraft
p0362 A73-32808
Behavior of a ving panel under transient
conditions in a gas flov
P0416 A73-34139
Dynamic behavior of light aircraft interaction
vith let transport vortex on basis of accident
records and computer simulation
CSAE PAPER 730296] P0427 A73-3466C
Analytical investigation of compressibility and
three-dimensionality on the unsteady response of
an airfoil in a fluctuating flov field.
tAIAA PAPER 73-683] p0454 A73-36234
Response of a rigid aircraft to nonstationary
atmospheric turbulence.
P0455 A73-36305
Determination of dynamic loads on elastic
structures caused by external excitations
P0520 A73-38155
Selection of dynamic data processing systems
p0673 N73-10454
Digital analysis of dynamic response data,
aerodynamic forces and stability derivatives, of
free flight models
tARC-B/B-3699] pOP65 N73-12006
Estimates of rms stress response in aircraft skin
panels to random acoustic loads
fESDD-67028-AMEND-A] p0140 H73-15904
Mathematical model for tracked air cushion vehicle
and guidevay to determine vertical dynamic
response of vehicle and guidevay system to high
speed vehicle passage
P0158 N73-15995
Lov freguency structural response and damping
characteristics of XB-70 aircraft during
subsonic and supersonic flight
TNASA-TN-D-7227] p0394 H73-24892
Dynamic response of Bach 2.5 supersonic mixed
compression axisymmetric inlet operating vith
tnrbofan engine
fNASA-TB-X-2833] p0491 N73-27709
Dynamic response of light partitions to sonic boom
noting theoretical computation and scale model
tests
[ISL-23/72] p0538 N73-27910
Bethods for determining aircraft structural
response to acoustic fatigue
P0556 N73-29913
Dynamic and aeroelastic problems of V/STOL
aircraft stop-rotors occurring during retracting
and stoving of rotor blades
{DLR-FB-73-19] p0592 N73-30C35
Loading criteria for tracked air cushion vehicle
guiderails and methods for calculating dynamic
responses of double-span, beam-type guide rails
CPB-221688/5] p0611 N73-30971
Dynamic response of short haul aircraft to gust
loads
TFOK-K-66] p0641 N73-31960
DTBABIC STABILITY
NT AERODYHABIC STABILITY
NT AIRCRAFT STABILITY
NT ATTITUDE STABILITY
NT COMBUSTION STABILITY
NT CONTROL STABILITY
NT DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
NT FLABE STABILITY
NT FLOH STABILITY
NT FREQUENCY STABILITY
NT GYROSCOPIC STABILITY
NT HOVERING STABILITY
NT LATERAL STABILITY
NT LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
NT LOi SPEED STABILITY
NT BOTION STABILITY
NT BOTARY STABILITY
From theory to practical use of air cushions for
transport of heavy loads in the factory
A-197
DYNAMIC STBOCIDE1L ANALYSIS SUBJECT IHDEI
P0094 473-16753
A new method for the study of the phenomenon of
dynanic instability of thin-vailed bars used in
the construction of aeroplanes, ships and bridges.
p02«3 473-27063
Nevkirk effect - Theraally induced dynamic
instability of high-speed rotors.
fASHE P4PEB 73-GI-26] P0373 A73-33499
Helicopter turboshaft enqine vibration reduction
thronqh enqine-airfrane interface compatibility
desiqn and torsional stability of drive trains
vith automatic fuel control
fAHS PBEPBINT 774] pO«41 473-35092
Vibration and stability of nondiverqent elastic
systems.
P0581 473-42551
Dynamic stability information for space shuttles,
hiqh performance military aircraft, and short
takeoff aircraft at hiqh anqles of attack
rNASA-CB-114583] p0309 H73-22201
Superconductinq electromaqnetic suspension and
balance and supersonic wind tunnel facility for
dynamic stability studies
rHASA-CR-132255] P0390 N73-24271
Analysis of descent trajectories to determine
static and dynamic stability of free-fall stores
vith freely spinninq stabilizer devices
fAD-760677] P0178 1173-26999
Aerothermodynamic study of air cushion vehicles
buffetinq notinq dynamical stability, nonlinear
behavior, and similitude lav
fNT-33-1973] P0661 N73-32933
DYH4MIC STBOCTDE4L 4H4LISIS
Fliqht-mechanical analysis of various flight
states of conventional aircraft. VII -
Mechanical principles: Eiqid-body dynamics
P0042 473-13074
Association Technique Maritime et Aeronautique,
Session, 72nd, Ecole Rationale Superieure de
Techniques Avancees, Paris, France, Hay 15-19,
1972, Proceedinqs.
P0184 473-22201
Dynamic analysis of helicopter structures
P0185 473-22206
The state of the art in aeroelasticity of
aerospace vehicles in Japan.
UIAA PAPER 73-3311 P0235 473-25560
Aspects of the finite element method as applied to
aero-space structures.
riSD-138] P0457 A73-36725
Forecast of mode variation subsequent to structure
modifications
P0461 473-37083
• Determination of dynamic loads on elastic
structures caused by external excitations
P0520 473-38155
Fuel tank .wall response to hydraulic ram during
the shock phase.
P0586 473-43114
Dynamic bucklinq of an axially compressed
cylindrical shell vith discrete rinqs and
strinqers.
P0627 473-44377
Procedure for predictinq structural and acoustic
response of full scale structures to sonic booms
usinq scale models and laboratory techniques
fFAA-RD-72-116] P0068 N73-12029
Desiqn and development of instrument for measuring
aerodynamic loads and fatique characteristics of
aircraft structures
f4GAED-E-5971 PC080 N73-13019
Application of reliability theory to determine
risk function, probability of failure, under
ultimate load, and vear-out process of aircraft
structures
r4RL/SM-BEPT-337] P0087 N73-13925
Crack qrovth characteristics of steel and
structural failure of F-111 aircraft frame
fAD-7522231 p0174 N73-17024
Dynamic structural desiqn of aeroelastic vind
tunnel models usinq combinatorial flutter analyses
p0222 N73-19291
Analysis of structural response of light aircraft
to crash loadinqs based on dynamic bucklinq of
discretely stiffened shells
P0227 1173-19910
Structural influence coefficient matrix for
computer simulation of aerodynamic aircraft
stability
fBASA-CB-112230] p0301 H73-21898
Aerodynamic influence coefficient matrix for
nonplanar vinq'-body-tail configurations
(NASA-CB-112231) p0301 H73-21899
Mass distribution analyses for design of lov
aspect ratio aerodynamic stable fighter vinqs
[NASA-CB-112232] p0301 N73-21900
Determination of mass distributions along elastic •'•
axes of 2-spar vings in fighter aircraft design
CNASA-CB-112233] p0301 H73-21901
ipplication of pover spectral density method to
analyze vibrations induced in aircraft daring'; • '
taxiing
[AD-757283] p0320 H73-22991
ipplication of multipoint excitation for
helicopter structural dynamic testing using
impedance techniques - Vol; 1 •' '
UD-756389] p0335 1173-23921
Dynamic structural analysis of helicopter
structures using single point excitation
techniques - Vol. 2
[4D-756390] p0336 H73-23922
Dynanic structural analysis of helicopter
structures usinq free-body response techniques -
Vol. 3
[AD-756391] • p0336 N73-23923
Dynamic structural analysis of helicopter
subsystems based on equations for-combination of
mobility matrices - Vol. 4
CAD-756392] p0336 N73-23924
Numerical analysis of effect of boundary layer
profile on dynamic response and acoustic
radiation of thin, elastic, flat plates
CNASA-TH-X-69568) p0596 N73-30232
Dynamic structural analysis of fully articulated
rotor blade on helicopter rotary ving for-three
degrees of freedom
fAD-763934] p0609 N73-30957
DTH4BIC TESTS
A dynamics approach to helicopter transmission
noise reduction and improved reliability.
f»HS PREPRINT 772] p0441 A73-35090
Preliminary results from dynamic model tests of an
air cushion landing system.
P0506 A73-37694
DYHAHOBETEBS
Aircraft tire dynamometer tests to determine
effects of tire deflection on rolling resistance
and tire life
[AD-746304] p0681 N73-11031
E-2 4IBCBAFT
• Nondestructive inspection techniques for examining
catapult and arresting gear structures on E-2
aircraft
fAD-752492] p0174 N73-17027
Test plan for extending service life of E-24
arresting gear
[40-754752] p0257 N73-20284
EiB PBOTECTOBS
4 single number rating for effective noise
reduction.
P0229 473-25000
EABLI 1ARHIHG SYSTEMS
Vibration and shock qualification testing of an
airborne early warning radar.
P0366 473-33137
EARTH ATHOSPHEEE
NT FBEE ATBOSPHEBE
NT LOHER 4TMOSPHEBE
NT HESOSPHEBE
NT TBOPOP4DSE
NT TBOPOSPHEBE
Some structure synthesis problems for systems
controlling the three-dimensional motion of
orbital-aircraft in the earth's atmosphere
P0090 473-16418
High altitude measurement of atmospheric pollution
from aircraft engine exhaust gases
fNASA-TB-X-68221] p0312 N73-22584
EABTB FIGDBE
0 GEODESY
EABTB BESODBCES
NT CBDDE OIL
NT FOEESTS ' '
NT BOCKS '
NT SANDS
A-198
SUBJECT IIDBI ECOHOHIC FACTORS
HI VEGBTATIOH
Bealism in environmental testing and control;
Proceedings of the Nineteenth Annual Technical
. Meeting, Anaheim, Calif., April 2-5, 1973.
P0366 473-33126
EABTH HESODECES OBSEBV1IIOI SATELLITES
. D EBOS (SATELLITES)
EABTH BESODBCES PBOGBAH
EBAF - Proposal for .a!European Earth Resources
Aircraft..
p0283 A73-28786
BABTH BESOOBCBS SOBVEY AIBCBAFT
The utility of a low flying aircraft or helicopter
vhen collecting ground data for regional
resource surveys.
PC155 A73-21710
EBAF - Proposal for a European Earth Besources
Aircraft.
P0283 A73-28786
Hission planning for European earth resources
survey aircraft
tESBO-CB(P)-117l p0327 N73-2308H
Fokker F-27 as European earth resources survey
aircraft noting design, remote sensors, and
program
rBSBO-CB(P)-128]
 P0»67 1173-26035
Description of Breguet 1150 to be used as European
earth resources survey aircraft noting sensor
payload
P0598 U73-30353
Remote sensing methods for earth observation
missions by aircraft and satellites
p0619 N73-31900
EABTH SATELLITES
NT APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITES
NT ATS 3
NT ATS 5
NT COMMUNICATION SATELLITES
NT ECHO 1 SATELLITE
NT EBOS. (SATELLITES)
NT EXPLOBBB 2H SATELLITE
NT HETEOBOLOGICAL SATELLITES
NT NAVIGATION SATELLITES
NT RELAY SATELLITES
NT TBANSIT SATELLITES
EABTH SHAPE
D GEODEST
EBF
0 EXTERNALLY BLOWN FLAPS
ECHO SATELLITES
NT ECHO 1 SATELLITE
ECHO 1 SATELLITE
Drag coefficients for Echo 1 and Explorer 21
spherical surfaces in atomic oxygen over energy
range from H to 200 eV
fNASA-CB-2233]
 P022U N73-19697
ECHOES
NT CLDTTEB
NT BADAB ECHOES
NT SIGNAL BEFLECTION
ECLIPSES
NT SOLAB ECLIPSES
ECOLOGICAL SISTEHS
D ECOLOGY
ECOLOGY
Miami offshore airport project rejection reasons,
citing commercial and marine ecological
considerations
p03<15 A73-31541
Botary wing aircraft ecological advantages in
logging, off shore oil exploration and short
haul passenger transport for airport size
reduction
P0368 A73-33185
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
Monopoly, concentration, and competition in the
air transportation industry of the United States
p0654 A73-10568
Technical and economic analysis of nuclear power
reactors application for international cargo
ship and air transportation, noting feasibility
study of airborne power plants
[AIAA PAPEB 72-1061] pOO«3 A73-13390
Air traffic volume prediction by 1985, determining
passenger growth factors for terminal pairs
p01«5 A73-19348
Aircraft integrated data systems /AIDS/
utilization for airlines operational flight
Control and economic exploitation enhancement.
discussing aircraft accident investigation,
maintenance, navigability, etc
p0356 A73-32496
New York offshore airport feasibility study.
tFAA-BD-73-«5] p0510 A73-37750
Freighter airships economical and technological
feasibility study, discussing performance
requirements and design concepts
CSAiE PAPEB 951] p0516 A73r37879
Bnssian book - Economic efficiency and planning of
air freight transportation.
P0573 A73-11294
Air carrier and general aviation airports system
planning with emphasis on economic analysis of
operation, ownership and finance
[ASBE PAPEB 73-ICT-33] pC622 A73-4319H
Computer model for determining economic impact of
aircraft retrofit on airlines
fFAA-EQ-72-ll-VOL-H p0687 N73-11988
Market research, economic analysis, and technology
of conventional STOL aircraft in Europe
fDGLB-PAPER-72-54] p0129 N73-15046
Economic analysis of integrated time-freguency
system for aircraft
p0333 H73-23717
Forecast model for predicting economic factors
involved in short haul air transportation in
California Corridor - Vol. 2
fNASA-CR-im63<l-VOL-2] p065« N73-32843
Economic factors, financial management , production
and marketing for air transport industry
CNASA-CR-13563«] pC651 N73-32818
Principles of functional economic analysis
P0655 N73-3285U
Marketing and cost effectiveness in air
transportation economics
pO'655 N73-32855
Economic efficiency in pricing of air transport
services
P0655 N73-32856
Competition effects on air transportation industry
economics
pP656 N73-32858
Economic risk analysis for propeller STOL
transport market
P0656 N73-32866
Characteristics of Federal regulation of airline
operations and predictions for type and extent
of future regulation
PC659 N73-32894
Analysis of factors affecting future of commercial
aircraft development to show effects on overall
airline operations
P0659 N73-32900
ECOHOHIC DEVELOPHENT
Community/airport economic development model for
assisting land use planning near metropolitan
airports
fFAA-EQ-72-3-VOL-n p0083 N73-13259
Sample output for community/aircraft economic
development model - programmers manual
fFAA-EO-72-3-VOL-4] p0083 N73-1326C
Data concerning airport development including land
use, noise level compatibility, and zoning
rFAA-EO-72-3-VOL-2] p0084 N73-13267
User manual for computer programs applied to
community/airport economic development model -
Vol. 3
tFJA-EQ-72-3-VOL-3] pC141 N73-15971
ECONOMIC FACIOBS
STOL aircraft technology, operation and markets in
view of future European air traffic development,
discussing various lift devices, noise aspects
and economic factors
f D G L R PAPER 72-054] p0659 A73-11662
Airlines passenger transportation profitability,
discussing relationships between service
guality, load factor and operating costs
pCOUS A73-13575
An acceptable exposure level for aircraft noise in
residential communities.
PP049 A73-13838
Financial problems related to aircraft and ships
development and production for Defense
Department, stressing C-5A, Cheyenne helicopter
and DD-963 class of automated destroyers
POP50 A73-13897
Private business aircraft economic aspects,
discussing costs vs time savings and indirect
A-199
ECOIOalCS SUBJECT IHDBI
advantages
P0051 A73-13997
Airlines responsibility and measures for aircraft
noise abatement, considering economic and safety
aspects
P0059 A73-14893
Composite materials technology for aircraft and
spacecraft structures, discussing various
fiber-matrix combinations mechanical properties
and production volume/price relations
p009lt A73-16759
Technology and operation of Olympus engine cycle
on Concorde aircraft, discussing chemical and
noise pollution and economic factors
pOlOO A73-17190
Long range air transportation technical and
economic future prospects, discussing passenger
and cargo developments, noise reduction and SST
technology
fAIAA PAPER 73-11) p0102 A73-17607
Economically viable and socially acceptable
second-generation SST, discussing technological
developments for range/payload, airport noise
and sonic boom improvements
fAIAA PAPER 73-15) P0102 A73-17608
Book - Aviation law: Cases and materials.
p0106 A73-17870
Economic performance and cost problems in civil
air transport maintenance and engineering
guality control related to selling price trends
p0106 A73-17888
Technology advancement effects on military and
commercial transport aircraft development and
production costs, considering airframes, engines
and avionics
pOU9 A73-20394
Mass air transportation development in Sweden,
discussing flight scheduling, fare structure and
guiet STOL aircraft introduction in 1980s
P0151 A73-20618
Technology and operation of Olympus engine cycle
on Concorde aircraft, discussing chemical and
noise pollution and economic factors
p015« A73-21687
Charter air fleet maintenance economic managenent,
discussing budget, manpower, time and materials
control
p0189 A73-23243
Cargo air transport means selection procedure,
suggesting methods for economic evaluation of
time savings
p02U3 A73-27066
Rind tunnel tests as part of rotary wing aircraft
development, discussing technical and economic
aspects
P0298 A73-30469
Helicopter use for urban transportation to meet
economic growth needs and alleviate traffic
congestion, qonsidering IFR eguipment and noise
reduction
p0298 A73-30U70
Design considerations for offshore airports.
p03«3 A73-31527
Haiti-purpose use potential of offshore airports.
p03U« A73-31528
Offshore airport planning, discussing selection
economics from cost effective alternatives based
on usage prelection, community benefits and
intrinsic and social costs
p034« A73-31531
HGC 30 inertial navigation systen for civil
aviation, emphasizing economics and ease of
maintenance
P0352 A73-32457
Canadian air transportation survey, outlining
history of other nodes, transportation
investment trends, modal traffic distribution,
STOL applications, airline social services and
marketing
p0367 A73-33177
Large payload aircraft for Alaskan and Canadian
gas-oil transportation, examining alternative
pipeline economic factors and possible new North
Canadian island fuel fields
P0368 A73-33183
Short haul V/STOL air transportation social and
economic aspects in comparison with ground
transportation modes, emphasizing convenience
and frequency of service
P0369 A73-33193
Specific Behavior Objective approach to airline
flight simulation, featuring duplicate training
elimination and education time reduction
P0369 A73-33202
Avionics and human factors in flight simulator
economics, interrelating aircraft design to
simulation system
P0370 A73-33206
A current turbine engine maintenance program and
the experience and logic upon which it is based.
CASHE PAPER 73-ST-81 ) p0375 A73-33526
Some economic aspects of aviation safety.
p0378 A73-33648
Design to detect and avoid failure - One airline's
viewpoint.
pO«15 A73-34081
Hypersonic transports - Economics and
environmental effects.
p0419 A73-3«lf35
Transport cargo aircraft design requirements and
supporting ground system concepts in view of
future market demands with emphasis on economic
constraints
[SAB PAPER 730352] pO«31 A73-34700
flarket economic environment change effects on air
transport design and use, examining 747
operational requirements in terms of cargo load
factor, passenger fares and labor costs
[SAB PAPER 730355] pO«31 A73-34703
Hew constraints of military aviation
pO»57 A73-36684
Civil aviation environmental and economic aspects,
discussing noise and air pollution, fuel
consumption and airspace and ground space
utilization
pO«57 A73-36685
Aircraft noise in airport areas, discussing
effects on environment and economics
POK60 A73-36949
Subsonic aircraft turbojet engines, discussing
thermodynamic cycles, entry temperature
increase, propulsion efficiency and economy
improvements and ecological requirements
p0460 A73-36994
On the cost benefits of air cushion landing gear
to civil aviation.
p0505 A73-37685
'The hub of the wheel' - A project designer's view
of weight.
rsABE PAPER 996] p0517 A73-37895
Air transportation economic efficiency as function
of fuel consumption, cruising flight speed,
altitude range and load factor /payload/
P0519 A73-38118
Aircraft economics and its effect on propulsion
system design.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-808] p0522 A73-38372
World Bank support for airports.
P0580 A73-H2317
Economic feasibility analysis on San Francisco
rapid transit system extension to serve airport
[PB-212456] p0169 N73-16978
Long range operational factors affecting
commercial aviation industry
P0303 N73-21917
Role of air transportation in sparsely developed
areas including cost estimates
[PB-219293/8] p0493 N73-27880
Analysis of economic factors affecting operation
of STOL aircraft for short-haul air
transportation system - Vol. 5
CHASA-CR-114610) p0536 H73-27902
Procedure for evaluating relative economic value
of technology factors affecting design,
configuration, and operation of hypersonic
cruise transport
CNASA-CR-2286] pC6»0 H73-31953
Economic market structure of airline industry
P0657 N73-32869
Analysis of short-haul air transportation
requirements to include aircraft development
programs, economic factors, and environmental
considerations
p0662 S73-32935
Technical and economic aspects of airship
transportation
tDLR-HITT-72-17] - p0670 H73-32989
A-200
SUBJECT IHDBI BJECTIOB SEATS
BCOBOHICS
NT DBBAND (ECONOBICS)
Relative economic advantages of 3 STOL aircraft
concepts for short haul, high density
transportation systems in 1980 time period
[NASA-CR-114466] p0677 N73-10990
&irport planning, economics, computer program, and
arena characteristics for short haul, high
density transportation systems in 1980 time period
[NASA-CB-114467] p0677 N73-10991
French aircraft development program including
Concorde, Airbus, and Corvette, as veil as
economic study
P0129 N73-15045
Economic analysis of high density short haul air
market to show aircraft requirements, engine
development, and funding sources
fNASA-CB-2227] P0217 1173-19017
Problems of air transport economics and efficiency
of air transport utilization in DSSH
rNASA-TT-F-741) p0403 N73-25069
Analysis of economics and finances of airport
operations to determine procedures for improved
management and operation
fBEPT-73-01210] p0407 H73-25253
Airport establishment and operation with emphasis
on regional planning, social factors, and
economic forces
p0658 H73-32877
Analysis of economic factors involved in air cargo
operations and air cargo market development
P0658 N73-32881
Analysis of'factors involved in developing market
for air cargo services
P0658 N73-32882
Economic evaluation of aircraft and spacecraft
fJPRS-60104) P0660 N73-32907
EDDIES
D VOBTICES
EDDT COBBEHTS
Nondestructive eddy current tests of Al braze
alloy fillet size and flatwise distribution in
li honeycomb sandwich panels
p0089 A73-16131
A mechanized eddy current scanning system for
aircraft struts.
p0196 A73-24631
EDDT. DIFFUSION
0 TURBULENT DIFFUSION
EDGES
NT LEADING EDGES
Nl SHABP LEADING EDGES
NT TBAILING EDGES
EDUCATION
NT FLIGHT IBAINING
NT PILOT TBAINING
Engineering personnel, technical and flight
instructors training for introduction to and
effective utilization of new civil and military
aircraft and weapon systems
P0283 A73-28789
Design for teaching aerospace engineering at Texas
A S H University.
TAIAA PAPER 73-786] p0499 A73-37456
A new approach to aircraft design education.
[AIAA PAPER 73-7871 pOI(99 A73-37457
Analysis of criteria for establishing air
transportation curricula in community college
based on oanponer requirements and industrial
needs
i- p0088 N73-13969
Flight instrumentation for academic acguisition of
aircraft flight performance and characteristics
[AD-764479] P0615 N73-31427
EFFECTIVE PERCEIVED NOISE LEVELS
Osaka airport effective continuous perceived noise
level measurements, area contour map and noise
duration allowance vs aircraft distance diagram
pOOflO A73-12977
A note on the quantity /effective/ perceived
noisiness and units of perceived noise level.
' p0062 A73-15587
Perceived level calculation methods for aircraft
flyover noise scaling, rating lets, turboprops,
piston aircraft and helicopters with freguency
weighting functions, duration and tone corrections
!• p0194 A73-24391
Definitions and procedures for computing the
effective perceived noise level for flyover
aircraft noise.
CSAE ABP 1071] p0364 A73-33015
Noise certification of a transport airplane.
P0496 A73-37279
Perceived noise level ratings for helicopter
noise, discussing blade slap, tail rotor whine,
broadband noise and PHL rating shortcomings
p0576 A73-41708
Analysis of effective perceived noise level method
for determining airport noise and comparison
with actual noise measurements taken during
aircraft landings
tUCLA-PAPER-ENG-0872) p0066 N73-12010
Noise level surveys of seventeen general aviation
aircraft including jet and propeller driven types
[FAA-EQ-73-1] p0274 N73-21063
Aerodynamic tests and noise levels of slot nozzle
with V gutter reverser for STOL
[NASA-TB-X-2758] p0275 N73-21072
Analysis of common aircraft noise measures in
terms of selected human response for let
transport aircraft
[FAA-RD-71-112] p0275 N73-21074
Development of noise index based on slow and fast
noise level variation perception, and applied to
aircraft noise data
[BEPT-3/1973] p0538 N73-27911
EFFECTIVENESS
NT COST EFFECTIVENESS
NT SYSTEB EFFECTIVENESS
EFFECTORS
U CONTROL EQUIPMENT
EFFICIENCY
NT COBBUSTION EFFICIENCY
NT COBPBESSOB EFFICIENCY
NT ENEBGI CONVERSION EFFICIENCY
NT NOZZLE EFFICIENCY
NT PO»EB EFFICIENCY
NT PROPELLER EFFICIENCY
NT PROPULSIVE EFFICIENCY
NT THEBBODYNABIC EFFICIENCY
EIGENVALUES
Eigenvalue problem and stiffness optimization
procedure for incremental flutter analysis,
describing method use in computer graphics mode
[AIAA PAPER 73-392) p0233 A73-25521
An automated procedure for computing flutter
eigenvalues.
[AIAA PAPER 73-393] p0233 A73-25522
Helicopter engineering applications of
antiresonance theory, showing eigenvalue nature
and matrix iteration determination of
antiresonances
TABS PBEPRINT 736] pOi»39 A73-35072
A new approach to the 'inverse problem of optimal
control theory1 by use of a generalized
performance index /GPIA
PC518 A73-38063
Stability of a potential vortex with a
non-rotating and rigid-body rotating top-hat jet
core.
P0634 A73-45309
EJECTION INJURIES
Injuries induced by high speed ejection - An
analysis of USAF noncombat operational experience.
p0360 A73-32664
A method of determining spinal alignment and level
of vertebral fracture during static evaluation
of ejection seats.
P0361 A73-32676
EJECTION SEATS
The 600 knot Yankee escape system.
P0089 A73-16200
F/RF-101 ejection seat upgrade kit for performance
improvement, discussing propulsion, trajectory
control, snubber system and rapid recovery
parachute opening
PC360 A73-32667
UPSTABS - A single escape subsystem providing
stabilization, retardation, and separation.
P0361 A73-32668
ESCAPAC IE stabilized ejection seat for Navy S-3A
and Air Force A-9A aircraft, describing
propulsion, stabilization, separation and
lateral divergence subsystems
P0361 A73-32669
Stowable deployable autogyro aircrew vehicle
escape rotoseat /SAVER/ conversion to flight
vehicle for advanced escape rescue capability
A-201
EJECTOES SUBJECT IBDBX
/AERCAB/ froi hostile areas
P0361 A73-32674
A method of determining spinal alignment and level
of vertebral fracture during static evaluation
of election seats.
p0361 473-32676
Developnent of fluidic control system for
stabilizing aircraft ejection seat in pitch
plane during rocket motor burn portion of
election sequence
[AD-747630] P0071 H73-12056
Aircrew escape autogyro elector seat/flight vehicle
P021H H73-18890
Pilot knee ejection clearances for Canadian
military aircraft
(DCIEB-936) p0638 N73-31938
Proceedinqs of symposium to determine requirements
and confiqurations of emergency ejection systems
for helicopter crews
CAGARD-AR-62] pOSIO .N73-31954
BJECTOBS
Recent developments in large area ratio thrust
auqmentors.
tAIAA PAPER 72-1170] pOO»6 A73-13470
Hortar desiqn for parachute ejection and
deploydent into airstream to decelerate
spacecraft and aircraft pilot escape modules,
estimating hardware, weight and reaction load
FAIAA PAPER 73-U59] p0341 A73-31445
Aerodynamic riq and wind tunnel developments of
compound ejector thrust.auqmenter for V/STOL
aircraft with combined Coanda and center
injection flows
fASBE PAPER 73-GT-67) p0375 A73-33519
An evaluation of hypermizing for VSTOL aircraft
auqmentors.
fAIAA PAPER 73-651) , p0453 A73-36208
Rumanian contributions regarding the application
of the Coanda effect
P0521 A73-38303
Semiempiricial methods for designing ejectors for
various applications
p0177 N73-17252
Static tests of cylindrical ejectors using
afterburning turbojet qas qenerators
rNASA-TH-X-52565] p0652 N73-32622
EKHAH LAIEB
0 BOUNDARY LAYER TRANSITION
ELASTIC BARS
A new method for the study of the phenomenon of
dynamic instability of thin-walled bars used in
the construction of aeroplanes, ships and bridges.
P0243 A73-27063
Vibrations of turbojet-engine components
containinq structural dampers of the type of
sandwich rods
P0624 A73-43735
ELASTIC BBBDINQ
Stability of elastic bending and torsion of
uniform cantilevered rotor blades in hover*
fAIAA PAPER 73-105] . p0231 A73-25534
ELASTIC BODIES
Mathematical model of elastic flight body behavior
in continuon's medium based on combination
solutions to aerodynamics, automatic control and
elasticity theory problems
p0318 A73-32063
ELASTIC COHSTAHTS
0 ELASTIC PROPERTIES
ELASTIC DABPIHG
. Damping confiqurations that have a stabilizinq
influence on nonconservative systems.
p0143 A73-19088
Improving reliability and elininatinq maintenance
with elastomeric dampers for rotor systems.
PC193 A73-23950
ELASTIC DBFOBHATIOH
NT ELASTIC BENDING
Circular cylindrical tube lap joints elastic
strain relations based on plane contact problem
reduction to Prandtl type equation in
finite-span wing theory
P0194 A73-21363
Deformation equations of a propeller blade and the.
orthoqonality characteristics of its normal mode
shapes of vibration
PP213 A73-27085
Calculation of the deformations of a propeller
blade in fliqht
P0623 A73-43724
ELASTIC "HODDLOS
D HODDLOS OF ELASTICITY
ELASTIC ELITES
Measurement of sound generated by impingement of
turbulent jet' on elastic plates
CDGLB-PAPEB-72-851 ' p0081 H73-13032
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
HI AEBOELASTICITY
NT ELASTOPLASTICITY
NT BODOLDS OF ELASTICITY
HT THEBBOELASTICITY
Parachute opening dynamic analysis, taking into
account risers, shrouds and canopy cloth elastic
properties on opening history and loads
P0196 A73-24647
Fiberglass-reinforced plastics for glider laminate
wing spars, describing elastic properties and
strength characteristics
P0296 A73-30211
German monograph - Characteristics of motion of an
elastically supported rotor with interior damping.
P0583 A73-42849
Performance tests to determine fore and aft
elastic response characteristics of aircraft
tires with bias ply, bias-belted, and
radial-belted design
fNASA-TB-X-69570) p0548 N73-28987
ELASTIC STABILITY
0 DAMPING
ELASTIC SYSTEMS
Solid body on elastic supports as model for
helicopter stability and nonlinear oscillations
analysis
p0249 A73-27791
Russian book on elastic structures vibration in
.. aircraft' covering integral egnations for beams,
damping principles and transcendental egnations
for fleznral and torsional vibrations natural
frequencies
p0297 A73-30354
Determination of dynamic loads on elastic
structures caused .by external excitations
p0520 A73-38155
Vibration and stability of nondivergent elastic
systems.
P0581 A73-42551
ELASTIC RATES
NT AERODYNAMIC NOISE
NT AIRCRAFT NOISE
NT ENGINE NOISE
NT GRAVITY iAVES
NT JET AIBCBAFT 'NOISE
NT MACH CONES
NT NOISE (SODND)
NT NOBBAL SBOCK IATES
NT OBLIQOE SBOCK RATES
NT SEISMIC RATES
NT SHOCK RATES
NT SONIC BOOBS
NT SOUND RATES .
NT ULTRASONIC RADIATION
ELASTICITY
0 ELASTIC PROPERTIES
ELASTODYNAHICS '.
NT ELASTIC DAMPING
NT ELASTOHYDBODYNAHICS
Determination of dynamic loads on elastic
structures caused by external excitations
p0520 A73-38155
ELASTOHYDBODYBAHICS
Elastohydrodynamic principles applied to the
design of helicopter components.
tABS PREPRINT 770) pO«11 A73-35088
Analysis of parameters and elastohydrodynamic
principles affecting lubrication of transmission
. components with application to helicopter
mechanical drive systems
tNASA-TB-X-68215] p0271 N73-21069
ELASTOBEBS
Age control evaluation of Buna N elastomers by ANA
Bulletin 438, using shelf aging and crashed
aircraft case studies
p0041 A73-13026
Improving reliability and eliminating maintenance
with elastomeric dampers for rotor systems.
P0193 A73-23950
.Bydrolytic reversion of elastomeric potting
compounds.
A-202
SUBJECT IHDBX ELECTRIC HOTOBS
, _
 ; P0290 473-29274
Bew inhibited elastomeric finish system designed ,
by corrosion engineers to solve, acute corrosion
problems on military aircraft.
CHICK PAPER 118] p0290 A73-29318
Elastomeric and ceramic coatings for aircraft and
-.fmissile radomes protection in subsonic and
supersonic rain erosion environments
'p0365 A73-33031
Sikorsky CH-53D helicopter main rotor head design,
considering spherical elastomeric bearing,
microstructnral analysis, flight and ground
fatigue tests and forging techniques
. (AHS PBEPBIRT'713 ] p0438 A73-35059
Feasibility study of skirt configurations and
materials for an ACLS aircraft.
. p0506 A73-37696
Environmental endurance testing of elastomeric
pitch change bearing for use on H-1 Aircraft
(AD-7.58463J p0328 B73-23561
Low temperature tests of elastomeric bearing
rotors'" on OH-58 helicopter
CAD-759957] ' p0473 H73-26490
BLASTOPLASTICITY
Finite element elastic-plastic-creep analysis of
two-dimensional continuum with temperature
dependent material properties.
p0502 A73-37483
ELECTBIC APPLIABCES
D ELECTBIC EQOIPHENT
BIECTEIC B41TEEIES
HI HICKEL CAOHIOH BATTERIES
ELECTBIC BRIDGES
Prefabricated strain gage bridge instrumentation
for flight testing under time and environment
installation restrictions, including tail
vibration, wing load and tail boom tests
" . • ; . ' . P0187 A73-22506
ELECTBIC CHARGE
HI ELECTBOSTATIC "CHARGE
ELECTBIC CIBCDITS
0 CIBCOITS
ELECTBIC CORRECTORS
Technigues and hardware for facilitating use of
flexible flat conductor cable in commercial air
transports
p0324 H73-23310
Evaluation of single wire termination system
capable of interconnection to various
multicontact connectors
[AD-764248] p0612 H73-31190
ELECTBIC CORTBOL
An advanced concept in electrical power '• *
distribution control and management.
pOOSO.A73-13945
Electric power processing, distribution,and
control for advanced aerospace vehicles.
p0051 A73-13947
System of electric control of surveillance of the
control surfaces of the Concorde
p0354 A73-32475
Application of integrated circuit technology and
digital computer techniques to electric control
of jet engines
tNAL-TB-281] p0213 H73-18799
BLECTBIC COBORA
fleasnrement of low airspeeds with ion beam
produced in positive corona discharge based on
beam deflection properties
P0222 R73-19423
ELECTBIC COBBERT
RT DIBECT CDBBEHT
RT EDDY CDBBEHTS
RT ELECTHIC COBONA
HI LIGHTHIHG
Selection, application, and inspection of electric
overcnrrent protective devices.
(SAE ABP 1199] p0364 A73-33016
ELECTBIC DISCHARGES
HI ELECTBIC COBOHA
HI LIGHTHIHG
ELECTBIC BQUIPHEHT
Hydrolytic reversion of elastomeric potting
compounds.
p0290 A73-29274
Performance measurements of aircraft electrical
systems having highly distorted voltage and
current waveforms.
pO»25 A73-34604
Expanded built-in-test for advanced electrical
systems for aircraft.
P0446 A73-35248
Cost effectiveness of infrared inspection and
maintenance of ABTCC electrical equipment
[C-208] p0086 N73-13648
Characteristics of superconducting electric
generators to show effect of electromechanical,
electromagnetic, and cryogenic parameters on
design
P0219 H73-19039
Comparative evaluation of conventional and solid
state simulators for A-7 aircraft electrical
system
[AD-762295] p0540 H73-28142
Design and evaluation of mini-Brayton
compressor-alternator-turbine system for
spacecraft power supplies
[HASA-CB-133810] p0599 H73-30463
ELECTBIC BQUIPHBHT TESTS
Long-life, high energy Ri-Cd aerospace cells.
P0292 A73-29585
Electric trim systems - Design and certification
considerations under FAR 23.677 /CAM 3.337-2A
(SAE PAPEB 730299] pC427 A73-3U662
ELECTBIC FIELD STBEHGTB
Breakdown criteria for streamer formation,
electrostatic field analysis and laboratory high
voltage experiments on aircraft initiation of
lightning strikes
P0196 A73-24558
ELECTBIC FIELDS
Electrostatic autopilot using atmosphere electric
field lines for stabilization and guidance,
applying to remotely piloted vehicles
P0665 A73-12595
Analysis of electrical charge generated by
helicopter rotor operating near particulate
matter with seeded vortex
(AD-755282] p0276 N73-21080
Controlled magnetic and electric excitation of
airframe of LOB-6A helicopter and measurement of
impedance, radiation patterns, and bandwidths
[AD-757143] p0320 H73-22992
Electrified kerosene and gasoline aviation fuel
during passage through pipes and filters of fuel
tank reservoir
[AD-764941] p0675 N73-33740
ELECTBIC FILTEBS
RT DIGITAL FILTBBS
HT HICBOHAVE FILTEBS
HI BADAB FILTEBS
HT TBACKIHG FILTEBS
ELECTBIC FUSES
Selection, application, and inspection of electric
overcnrrent protective devices.
[SAE ABP 1199] p0364 A73-33016
ELECTBIC GEHEBATOBS
HT AC GEHEBATOBS
HT DIHAHOHETEBS
RT HTDBOGEH OXYGEN FDEL CELLS
HT HAGRETOHTDBODTRAHIC GENERATORS
HT TURBOGENERATORS
Electric generator inside turbojet or turbofan
aircraft engine .to reduce need for external
gearbox, simplifying nacelle assembly and
increasing aircraft design flexibility
(AIAA PAPER 72-1056] p0043 A73-13387
Electric power processing, distribution and
control for advanced aerospace vehicles.
P0051 A73-13947
Aircraft and land vehicle electric generators and
motors, noting semiconductors application and
cooling systems
p0147 A73-20124
150 KVA integrated drive generator for aircraft
electrical systems.
pO<!47 A73-35253 '
Features and characteristics of superconducting
' electrical machines and design of synchronous
electric generator for airborne use
P0219 N73-19C40
BLECTBIC LEADS
D ELECTRIC RIBE
ELECTRIC HOTOBS
HT TOBQUE HOTOBS
Aircraft and land vehicle electric generators and
motors, noting semiconductors application and
cooling systems
A-203
ELECTRIC POIEB SUBJECT IBDEI
P0147 A73-20124
Investigation of new elements and equipment
confiqurations in stable-frequency,
alternating-current, electrical power supply
systems enployinq primary pover plants
consisting of engines vith varying rotational
speed
P0242 473-26785
Design, development, fabrication, and test of
propulsion system for free balloon using
electric motor and 35.1 foot propeller
fAD-7607541 p0483 H73-270Q2
ELECTRIC PCSBE
Hicrowave transmitter tubes for surface-based and
airborne radar applications, considering ATC,
output power, stability, spectrum, size, weight,
reliability, maintainability and cost requirements
P0283 A73-28532
Digital time division multiplexing for integrating
avionics equipment, discussing electrical power
control signal multiplexing
P0446 &73-3S246
ELECTBIC POiEB CONVEBSIOH
0 ELECTRIC GENERATOBS '
ELECTBIC POIEB PLAITS
NT NUCLEAR POKES PLANTS
Aircraft gas turbine engines in electric and
transport power plants
fAD-7458321 P0672 N73-10055
ELECTBIC POIEB SUPPLIES
NT SPACECRAFT PQWEB SUPPLIES
Dnited States SST electrical power system
evaluation.
UIAA PAPER 72-10551 P0043 A73-13386
Investigation of new elements and equipment
configurations in stable-freguency,
alternating-current, electrical power supply
systess employing primary power plants
consisting of engines with varying rotational
speed
P0242 A73-26785
Bussian book on civil aviation aircraft and
helicopter equipment covering navigation,
automatic control, electrical and oxygen systems
and aircraft instruments
P0346 A73-31548
The role of the auxiliary power unit in future
airplane secondary power systems.
fSAE PAPER 7303811 p0433 A73-34720
Computer analysis of the influence of solid state
distribution on aircraft power generation.
P0447 A73-35250
Flight-critical fail-operative and endurance tests
for SST electrical power system
P0447 A73-35252
Fixed installation ground electrical power supply
system for aircraft service, discussing
motor-alternators, plant control cubicles,
selector and busbar switchboxes and fault
protection devices
P0633 A73-45156
Power supply for aircraft data acquisition system
time display-unit using dc to dc converter
rASL/HE-NOTE-3321 pC672 N73-10049
Evaluation of conference to investigate current
and future development in aircraft electrical
and auxiliary power systems
f AGJRD-AB-5G1 P0209 N73-18081
Proceedings of conference on application of
superconductivity tochnigues to auxiliary power
systems for aircraft and missiles
r AGABB-C?-1C<< 1 - P0219 N73-19030
Characteristics of conventional alternators and1
aircraft electrical power systems and comparison
with electric systems using superconductors
P0219 N73-19036
Characteristics of superconducting electric
generators to show effect of electromechanical,
electromaqnetic, and cryogenic parameters on
design
P0219 N73-19039
Features and characteristics of superconducting
electrical machines and design of synchronous
electric generator for airborne use
P0219 N73-19040
Characteristics of auxiliary power unit combined
with accessory drive to form auxiliary power
system for aircraft electric power supply
P0220 N73-190U5
Design principles of auxiliary power units of..... •
secondary power systen for operation of aircraft
equipment .. .
P0220 N73-19046
Analysis of interface between aircraft mechanical
power requirements and performance reguireaents
of auxiliary power systems ..;.,'.
p0220 B73:-19049
Analysis of gas turbine engine requirements and
performance when Bain propulsion system . -_
furnishes auxiliary power source
. p0220 N73-19050
Air Force research and development programs in
aircraft electrical power systems to show -.,,.
planning process for developing specific classes
of technology '
 t
. p0220 N73-19052
Application of solid state switching,
multiplexing, and electrically programmable
logic to aircraft electrical systems
P022X.N73-19053
Development of electrical generation and
distribution systems for supersonic aircraft
using solid state switching and remote control
of protective devices • •
P0221 N73-19054
Development, characteristics," and advantages of
high voltage direct current electrical systems
for aircraft power supplies
[10^ 7576461 . p0321 N73T23001
Logistic performance data book for KC-135 aircraft
electrical power system to., show reliability/, •
maintainability, logistics support, and
operating problems -
[AD-762225] , p0547 S73-28972
ELECTBIC POIEH TB1HSHISSIOH
An advanced:concept in electrical power
distribution control and management. . <
P0050 173-13945
Electric power processing, distribution and
control for advanced aerospace vehicles.
P0051 A73-13947
Identification and codinq of fluid and electrical
pipinq system functions. •,
rSAE AIB 1273] .. p0364 A73-33019
BLECTBIC PBOPOLSIOH
German book - Flight propulsion systems:
Principles, systematics, and technology of
 :
aeronautical and astronautical propulsion systems.
P0090 173-16355
ELECTBIC STB1IH GAGES
0 STRAIN. GAGES
ELECTBIC SWITCHES
Fixed installation ground electrical power supply,
system for aircraft service, discussing
motor-alternators, plant control cubicles,
selector and busbar switchboxes and fault
protection devices
P0633 173-45156
ELECTBIC TEEBIHALS
TDfl data bus and interface design for digital
avionics systen, considering standard remote
terminal in terms of system parameters,
operation and cost effectiveness . t
.pO.445. A73-35233
Evaluation of single wire termination system
capable of interconnection to various
mnlticontact connectors
fAD-764248] . • . • p0612 N73-31.190
ELECTEIC MELDING
ST ELECTRON BEAU IELDING
Process for weldinq compressor.and turbine blades
: to rotors and discs of jet enqines
[NASA-CASE-LEW-10533-1] • p0541-N73-28515
ELECTBIC ilSE
Thermal aqinq of plastic insulated silver-plated
copper aircraft electrical wire .
flD-764731] . • p0644 N73-32135
ELECTBIC IIBII6 .
0 ELECTBIC HIKE • .
ELECTRICAL BBE1KDOIH • .
0 ELECTBICAL FAULTS • • . .
ELBCTSICiL COHDOCTITITr
0 ELECTBICAL RESISTIVITY
ELECTBICAL BHEBGT .
0 ELECTBIC POBEB
ELECTBICAL BHGINBBBING
Tandem electronic voice switchinq system
[FAA-RD-73-1331 p0595 N73-30206
1-204
SUBJECT IIDBI BLBCTBOB4GHBTIC IHTBBFBBBHCB
BLICTBICAL FAULTS
Eedncinq the smoke hazard in small transformer
failures.
P0018 A73-13572
Breakdown criteria for streamer formation,
electrostatic field analysis and laboratory high
voltage experiments on aircraft initiation of
lightning strikes
P0196 A73-24558
ELECTRICAL IBPEDABCB
Impedance and far field characteristics of a
linear antenna near a conducting cylinder.
P0495 A73-37271
Electronaqnetic interference in Military transport
aircraft, discussing RF terminal voltage and
current, radiated field, fuselage attenuation
and power supply inpedance measurements
P0575 A73-U1693
ELECTBICAL BBASOBBBBBT
Electroaaqnetic interference and compatibility
control in aircraft communication, discussing RF
current, voltage, inpedance and SUB neasureaent
techniques
P0575 473-41692
ELECTBICiL PBOPEBUBS
BT ELECTBICiL IHPEDAFCB
HT ELECTBICiL BESISTIVITI
HT SOPEBCOSDOCTHriTY
Aircraft radome design nechanical, electrical and
aerodynamic reguirements, taking into account
lightning hazards, electrostatic surface charges
and plastic components deformations
P0107 A73-17997
Fabrication and physical, mechanical and
electrical properties of inorganic composite
material for aircraft radomes
P0230 473-25288
Stratiform cloud electrical characteristic changes
under solid carbon dioxide seeding in aircraft
experiments
P0285 A73-28884
Bussian book on aeronautical electric and
electronic materials covering physicochemical
properties of magnetic, dielectric, conductor,
semiconductor, polymer, ferritic, thin film and
composite materials
P0297 473-30357
BLECTBIC4L BBSISTIVITY
HT SUPEBCOHDOCTIVITY
De Gaston decharger with ionizing radiation for
temporary let fuel conductivity increase and
charge density reduction, discussing theory,
design and tests
fSAE PAPER 720864] P0093 A73-16673
Bigh temperature fatigue sensor based on
conductive composite device irreversible
resistance increase resulting from cumulative
strain damage
P0187 A73-22504
ELECTRICALLY SBSPESDED SIBOSCOPBS
0 ELECTBOST4TIC 6YBOSCOPES
ELECTRICITY
HT 4THOSPBEBIC ELECTRICITY
HT ST4TIC ELECTBICITY
Congressional hearings on causes and implications
of impending shortages of gasoline, heating oil,
diesel fuel, jet fuel, and electricity
P0678 H73-33928
ELBCTROACOOSTIC IBAISOOCBBS
ST HICROPBONES
Potential applications of acoustic matched filters
to ait-traffic control systems.
p0247 A73-27572
BLBCTBOCHESIC4L CELLS
HT BYDBOGEH OIYGEH FUEL CELLS
NT HICKBL CADHIOH BATTERIES
ELBCTROCBBHICAL BACHIHIHG
Electrochemical machining application to aircraft
gas turbine engine components manufacture,
discussing removal rate, accuracy and surface
finish capability
fSHE P4PBB BE 72-536] P0107 473-18093
BLBCTBODEPOSITIOI
Corrosion performance of nev fastener coatings on
operational military aircraft.
[H4CE PAPER 115] p0290 A73-29315
BLBCTBODYHiSOHBTEBS
0 DYHAHOHETERS
BiBCTBOGBHBBATOBS
0 ELECTRIC GEHBRATOBS
BLECTBOBYDBAOLIC COBTBOL
0 ELECTBIC COHTEOL
0 BYDBAOLIC COHTBOL
BLECTBOLYTIC GBIHDIHG
0 ELECTROCBEHICAL H4CHIHIHG
ELECTBOBAGIETIC ABSORPTION
HT POLAR CAP 4BSOBPTIOH
BLBCTBOBAGHETIC COBPATIBILITT
A rational basis for determining the EKC
capability "of a system.
P0527 473-38770
Intrasystem electromagnetic compatibility analysis
program.
P0527 A73-38771
Symposium on Electromagnetic Interference in
Aircraft, London, England, February 15, 1973,
Proceedings.
P0574 473-11691
Electromagnetic interference and compatibility
control in aircraft communication, discussing BF
current, voltage, impedance and SDR measurement
techniques
p0575 473-41692
Aircraft communication and electronic eguipment :
design for interference control to meet
electromagnetic compatibility specification
requirements
P0575 473-41695
Electromagnetic compatibility specifications for
aircraft communication and electronic eguipment,
discussing control and test plans, test
facilities, cost effectiveness and British
standard
p0575 A73-41696
Electromagnetic compatibility program for modern
aircraft communication and electronic eguipment
design, discussing control plan, interference
specification, cable separation and final testing
P0575 A73-41697
A rational basis for determining the EHC
capability of a system.
P0577 A73-41802
Electromagnetic compatibility of avionic weapon
system
[AD-754412] p0256 H73-20262
Bannal on electromagnetic compatibility and
interference between aircraft weapon systems
(AD-754411] p0256 H73-20263
Analysis of electromagnetic compatibility of
microwave landing guidance system and candidate
interim systems
[ECAC-PB-72-069] p0278 H73-21554
Compatible ILS, using microwave freguencies, and
precision ILS, using antenna arrays, as improved
standard instrument landing systems
[DGLB-PAPEB-73-018] p0650 H73-32524
ELECTBOBAGSETIC COHTBOL
D BEHOTE COHTBOL
BLBCTBOBAGHBTIC FIELDS
HT FAB FIELDS
ELECTBOIAGHETIC IBTEBFBBEHCE
RT JAHBIHG
HT B4DIO FREQUENCY IHTEBFEBEHCE
Effect of multipath on ranging error for an
airplane-satellite link.
P0295 473-29892
Symposium on Electromagnetic Interference in
Aircraft, London, England, February 15, 1973,
Proceedings.
p057» A73-H1691
Electromagnetic interference in military transport
aircraft, discussing BF terminal voltage and
current, radiated field, fuselage attenuation
and power supply impedance measurements
P0575 473-81693
Aircraft communication and electronic eguipment
design for interference control to meet
electromagnetic compatibility specification
regnirements
P0575 473-41695
Electromagnetic compatibility program for modern
aircraft communication and electronic equipment
design, discussing control plan, interference
specification, cable separation and final testing
p0575 473-41697
Banual on electromagnetic compatibility and
interference between aircraft weapon systems
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BLBCTBOHAGNBTIC HBASUBEHBHT SUBJECT IHDEX
fAD-754411) p0256 N73-20263
ELECTROMAGNETIC HEASDBBHBIT
NT ECTROHAGNETIC NOISE MEASOBEHENT
Electromagnetic interference in military transport
aircraft, discussing BF terminal voltage and
current, radiated field, fuselage attenuation • •
and power supply impedance measurements
p0575 A73-41693
Antenna radiation-pattern measurement using model
aircraft.
p0577 i73-«18ll1
BLBCTBOHAGNBTIC BOISE MEASUREMENT
Badio noise from towns - Measured from an airplane.
P050U A73-37675
ELECTBOH1GHBTIC PBOPAGiTIOH
0 ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE TRANSMISSION
ELECTBOHAGHETIC PBOPEBTIES
NT BRIGHTNESS
NT COLOR
NT ELECTBICAL PBOPEBTIES
NT OPTICAL PBOPEHTIES
NT BEFLECTANCE
ELECTROMAGNETIC BADIATION
NT BLACK BODY BADIATION
NT INFHARED BADIATION
NT LIGHT (VISIBLE BADIATION)
NT THERMAL BADIATION
NT OLTBAVIOLET BADIATION
Analysis of antenna radiation patterns of radio
antennas installed on aircraft usinq hiqh
.frequency solutions
p0484 N73-27098
Badiation from apertures in curved panels
fNASA-CR-2263] pC484 N73-27110
ELBCTBOHAGBEIIC SCATTEBIHG
NT LIGHT SCATTERING
NT MICROWAVE SCATTEBING
ELECTROMAGNETIC SHIELDING
Grounding, bonding, and shielding practices for
operational reliability enhancement in air
traffic control electronic facilities
fFAA-RD-73-511 p032U N73-233111
ELECTROMAGNETIC SPECTBA
NT INFRARED SPECTBA
NT LINE SPECTBA
NT SOLAR SPECTBA
NT ULTRAVIOLET SPECTRA
NT VIBBATIONAL SPECTRA
ELECTBOHAGNETIC HAVE FILTEBS
NT MICROWAVE FILTERS
NT RADAR FILTERS
Acoustic matched filters applications for
multisubscriber band spread communication in ATC
systems
P0296 A73-29936
ELECTBOHAGNETIC IAVE TBANSHISSION
NT LIGHT SCATTERING
NT LIGHT TRANSMISSION
NT MICROWAVE ATTENUATION
NT MICROWAVE TRANSMISSION
NT MULTIPATH TRANSMISSION
NT HADIO ATTENUATION
NT RADIO TRANSMISSION
NT TELEVISION TRANSMISSION
Electromagnetic technology for radar, air traffic
control, and communication systems
rAD-7564821 P0308 N73-22107
ELECTBOHAGNETIC HAVES
U ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION
ELECTROMAGNETS
NT SUPERCONDDCTING MAGNETS
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
Application of electron beam welding to aircraft
turbine engine parts.
P0579 A73-42196
Fabrication techniques for Ti alloys in aerospace
applications, discussing hot forming, electron
beam and diffusion welding under vacuum and
stress relaxation annealing
p0625 A73-43911
BLECTBON BEAMS
Development and characteristics of flat, thin,
cathode ray tube with digital switching for beam
deflection and positioning
fAD-755938] P0276 N73-21227
BLECTBON MICROSCOPES
Electron fractoqraphy of stress corrosion fracture
surfaces of aircraft materials as high strength
steels, Al-Zn-Mg, Al-Cu and Ti alloys
fNLB-TB-71038-0] p0077 N73-12915
BLECTBON HICBOSCOPI • • . '
0 ELECTBON MICROSCOPES
ILECTROH BADIATIOI
NT ELECTRON BEARS
ELBCTBOI TOBBS
HT CATHODE RAT TOBBS ' •
NT IBAGE DISSECTOB TUBES -
NT MICBOBAVE OSCI1LATOBS
NT HICBOHAVE TUBES
BLECTBONIC CONTBOL •'
Trends in helicopter guidance and control systems
with bad weather capability.
pOOSO A73-13921
Digital control mounts on jet engine.
P0101 473-17249
Automatic electronic feedback control systems"for
active wing/external store flutter suppression
p0446 A73-35244
A single-plane electronically scanned antenna for
airborne radar applications. '•
P0568 'A73-40684
Physical design considerations for airborne
electronic-scanning antennas.
p0568 173-40685
ELECTRONIC COONTEBMEASURES
NT CHAFF
Experimental autostabilized tethered rotor
platform for reconnaissance, communications and
ECtt, discussing control system effectiveness
from flight test results
. p0378 A73-33736
Remotely piloted vehicle /BPV/ for reconnaissance,
electronic warfare systems, target acguisition,
weapon delivery, air-air combat and different
combinations
P0635 A73-45399
Installation of electronic warfare training
equipment in rear cockpit of CF-100 aircraft
with emphasis on human engineering considerations
[DCIEH-904] p0403 N73-25071
Logistic perforaance data book for electronic
countermeasures system of B-52G aircraft to show
reliability, maintenance, costs, and problems
(AD-762216] p0545 N73-28961
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
NT ELECTBONIC MODULES
NT ELECTBONIC PACKAGING
NT ELECTBONIC RECORDING SYSTEMS
NT ELECTRONIC TBANSDUCEBS
NT HETAL OXIDE SEHICONDUCTOBS
NT SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES
NT SOLID STATE DEVICES
NT SPACECBAFT ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
Calculation of the reliability of electronic
components in an 'aeronautics1 environment
. shaped by the operational service routines of
onboard equipment devices used by Air France
p0145 A73-19403
Electronic systems for time constant and altitude
error compensation of rate of climb indicator
used in high performance glider flight
P0198 A73-2K916
Bussian book on aeronautical electric and
electronic materials covering physicochenical
properties of magnetic, dielectric, conductor,
semiconductor, polymer, ferritic, thin film and
composite materials
P0297 A73-30357
Electronic systems as piloting aids in Concorde
SST, discussing flight controls, trim computer,
autostabilizer, autopilot and automatic engine
control
P0354 A73-3247U
Technologies applicable to the development of an
onboard L-band transmitter
p0355 A73-32481
Limitations in the use of all-electric systems for
vital application in civil aircraft.
P0356 A73-32492
Electronic integrated flight data displays for
pilot workload reduction at takeoff, approach
and landing, considering head-up and head-down
and colored systems
P0357 A73-32506
Electronic, developments for performance gliding. Ill
P0364 S73-33023
Considerations concerning the 'design of an
electronic landing display for STOL aircraft
A-206
SUBJECT IIDBI BLBHEHT1BI P1HTICLES
... ; p0421 173-34478
Second generation supersonic transport, discussing
fuel costs, changing markets, travel patterns,
electronic displays and sound suppressor
development
fSAE tiffs 7303091 p0431 173-34697
Development of specifications for design of
avionics subsystems to improve reliability
tAD-746029] p0671 H73-10043
Closed loop fuel control techniques using
electronic circuitry to sense pressure
relationships at turbine engine compressor
discharge
• TAP-747805] p0076 H73-12865
Research activities of electronic laboratory in
development of inertial navigation systems to
include applications for space missions and
commercial aviation
P0260 1173-20686
Research and development progress in
telecommunications and electronics engineering
rBEPT-73-00567] P0323 H73-23111
Grounding, bonding, and shielding practices for
operational reliability enhancement in air
traffic control electronic facilities
fFAA-BD-73-51] • p0324 H73-23341
Tactical integrated electronic systems for Swedish
military aircraft
p0335 .1173-23889
Design, fabrication, and test of electronic engine
control system for small tnrboshaft engines
fAD-758173] P0394 H73-24805
Research and development progress on electronic
equipment, integrated circuits, semiconductors,
and digital computers
[AD-759180] p0407 N73-25251
Development of discrete address beacon system for
application to air traffic control operations
rFAA-BD-73-101] ' p0600 H73-30651
Research progress in aerodynamics, propulsion,
electronics, instrumentation, and mathematical
sciences
P0601 H73-30917
E1ECTSOHIC EQDIPHEHT TESTS
Reducing the smoke hazard in small transformer
failures.
pOOIS A73-13572
Test programs design for versatile avionics shop
test system /VAST/, discussing compiler problems
alleviation by on-station program patching
capability
P0152 873-20688
Automatic checkout and monitoring in the AN TPQ-27
radar system.
P0289 A73-29210
Doppler scanning landing guidance system based on
linear array of equally spaced radiators Kith BF
source commutation
P0357 A73-32502
Concept and system of the versatile avionic shop
test /VAST/ system.
P0377 173-33631
Operational, principles and testing of a digital
radar target extractor
P0503 A73-37581
Electromagnetic compatibility specifications for
aircraft communication and electronic equipment,
discussing control and test plans, test
facilities, cost effectiveness and British
standard
P0575 A73-41696
Electromagnetic compatibility program for modern
aircraft communication and electronic equipment
design, discussing control plan, interference
specification, cable separation and final testing
P0575 A73-41697
Development and evaluation of cross-band
radar/beacon system for operation with airport
surveillance radar/air traffic control beacon
interrogator system
CFAA-HD-73-38] p0276 1173-21182
Cockpit display evaluation methods
fDLB-FB-73-03] P0277 H73-21400
BLBCTBOBIC MODULES
Aircraft onboard computerized avionics and
electrical systems architecture for information
flow and control with maximum efficiency,
flexibility, modularity and minimum maintenance
P0143 A73-35204
Custom LSI technology utilization in low volume
avionic systess, discussing handcrafted chip
design, fall wafer, array logic and DOS cell
approaches and costs
P0415 A73-35227
ELECTRONIC PACKIGIS6
Unconventional digital avionics black box approach
for cost reduction and reliability improvement
in terms of packaging, component coding and
hardware qualification programs multiplicity
p0413 A73-35205
ELECTRONIC BECOBDI»G SISTBBS
Data analysis from A-37 aircraft flights to
evaluate electronic strain-level counter as
fatigue damage monitor
[1D-757210] P0327 N73-23540
ELECTHOHIC SIITCHES
0 SWITCHIHG CIRCUITS
ELECTBOHIC TBABSDDCEBS
Performance of seismic angular vibration
transducer using gas rotor
[BAE-TB-IR-128] P0311 1173-22400
BLBCTBOHICS
Electronics in the automation of services;
International Congress on Electronics, 20th,
Rome, Italy, March 28-31, 1973, Proceedings
P0135 A73-34960
NAECON 73; Proceedings of the Rational Aerospace
Electronics Conference, Dayton, Ohio, Hay 14-16,
1973. *
P0443 A73-35201
ELECTBOSBISBIC EFFECT
0 ELECTRIC CDBREHT
0 SEISMIC RAVES
ELECTROSTATIC CHARGE
Electrostatic autopilot using atmosphere electric
field lines for stabilization and guidance,
applying to remotely piloted vehicles
P0665 A73-12595
The electrostatic charging tendencies of ^et fuel
filtration eguipment.
CSAE PAPER 720866] p0093 A73-16672
De Gaston decharger with ionizing radiation for
temporary let fuel conductivity increase and
charge density reduction, discussing theory,
design and tests
[SAE PAPER 720861] p0093 A73-16673
Electrostatic charge induction on aircraft due to
charged atmosphere and friction effects, noting
lightning protection, fuel container shielding
and charge removal methods
P0242 A73-26722
Effectiveness of relaxation chamber and static
charge reducer in dissipating electrostatic
charge during JP-5 refueler loading
[AD-748995] P0086 1173-13772
Analysis of electrical charge generated by
helicopter rotor operating near particulate
matter with seeded vortex
[AD-755282] p0276 N73-21080
ELECTROSTATIC FIELDS
0 ELECTRIC FIELDS
ELECTROSTATIC GIBOSCOPES
Gimbaled electrostatic gyro inertial aircraft
navigation system /GEANS/ designs balancing
performance against cost of ownership
P0366 A73-33086
Strapdown electrostatic gyroscope spin axis
precession drift rate calibration, using virtual
work technigue for modeling bearing torques on
rotor
p0444 A73-35210
Development of electrostatic gyro systems
PC261 H73-20698
ELECTROSTATIC PLASMA
D PLASHAS (PHTSICS)
ELECTBOSTATIC PBOIES
Theoretical and experimental analysis of charged
metal particle detection in let engine exhaust
by cylindrical electrostatic probe
tlD-745540] P0676 N73-10753
ELECTROSTATIC SHIELDING
Electrostatic charge induction on aircraft due to
charged atmosphere and friction effects, noting
lightning protection, fuel container shielding
and charge removal methods
P0212 A73-26722
ELEHEITABI PARTICLES
BT ALPHA PARTICLES
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ELEVATION SOBJBCT INDEX
ELEVATION
Low value atmospheric density extremes evaluation
covering ground elevations up to 15,000 feet for
enqine power calculation in aircraft design
P0564 173-40063
Preliminary results of Martian altitude
determinations with C02 bands /2 micron
wavelength/ from the automatic interplanetary
space station Mars 3*
p0577 173-41807
BLBVONS
Epoxy adhesive bonding of Concorde light alloy
sandwich structure elevens, discussing surface
treatment, polymerization and ultrasonic testing
P0282 173-28468
ELLIPTIC DIPFEBBHTIiL EQOAIIOIS
Analog-analytic construction of supercritical
flovs past profiles
fDGLE PAPER 72-129] . p0055 A73-14384
ELLIPTICAL POLARIZATION
Flush mountable elliptically polarized low
silhouette blade antenna for aircraft,
describing polarization and radiation
characteristics
P0242 A73-27043
ELLIPTICITI
Aerodynamic characteristics of flov around
elliptic cones at large angles of attack
flD-764945] p0646 H73-32209
BHBBITTLBHBBT
Cadmium embrittlement of high strength, low alloy
steels at elevated temperatures.
p0578 A73-41968
Solid cadmium embrittlement in A-7 aircraft
failure of six shaft and one horn fracture
surfaces
tAD-756906] p0312 N73-22525
EMERGENCIES
Aircraft evacuation and safety procedures during
emergencies, discussing negative panic, flight
crew training and impact in-jury minimization
P0459 A73-36849
Flight deck management and pilot operation
priorities in high pressure and emergency
situations, using integrated
aircraft-environment model
P0508 A73-37731
Aircraft accident involving Boeing 707 aircraft at
San Francisco, California airport following
relected takeoff on 13 Sept. 1972
rNTSB-lAR-73-4) p0274 H73-21062
EMERGENCY LIFE SUSTAINING SISTERS
Single point emergency eguipment divestment system
for instantaneous parachute harness, lap belt
and leg restraint release, describing
pyrotechnic actuation system
P0360 A73-32666
EHISSIOR \
NT HYDROXYL EMISSION
NT PARTICLE EMISSION
EMISSION SPECTBA
Measurements of some hydrogen-oxyqen-nitrogen
compounds in' the stratosphere from Concorde 002.
P0188 A73-22947
, EMISSOGBAPHS
0 RECOBDING INSTRUMENTS
ENCODING
0 CODING
EHOOTBEBBIC REACTIONS
Endothermic decomposition in let engine exhaust
reaction
fAD-7582001 P0323 N73-23105
ENEBGT ABSORPTION
NT POLAB CAP ABSORPTION
Design and analysis of an energy absorbing
restraint system for light aircraft crash-impact.
fASBE PAPER 73-DET-111] p0579 A73-42080
Performance tests of crash protective seat belts
using energy absorbers to allow system to yield
at constant force
tAHL/SM-340] pC126 N73-15023
EREBGT BUDGETS
Aircraft performance augmentation by energy
management instruments or systems, considering
energy/energy rate meter and algorithm for real
time onboard flight path optimization
fill! PAPER 73-228] p0098 A73-16953
Long-range energy-state maneuvers for minimum time
to specified terminal conditions.
CAIAA PAPEB 73-229]
 P0099 A73-16954
Energy management in aerial combat weapon systems
•anenvering and delivery tactics, computing
optimal feedback control laws for supersonic
aircraft minimum time turning trajectories
[AIAA PAPER 73-231] p0099 173-16956
Glider soaring flight energy budget analysis,
discussing rate of climb indicator error
compensation
P0154 173-21656
EBEBGT CONVERSION
Electric power processing, distribution and
control for advanced aerospace vehicles.
p0051 173-13947
Parawing-drag chute system operation on wind shear
energy to maintain payload flight altitude
p0237 173-25787
EBEBGI CONVEBSIOB EFFICIENCY
The pressure-jet helicopter propulsion system.
P0662 173-11858
The problem of .extrapolating test data on the
efficiency of turbine-blade cooling to actual
conditions
P0624 173-43741
BIEBGT DISSIPATION
High pressure stage efficiency of the turbines of
modern turbojets
P0052 A73-14137
Progressive waves analysis, considering nonlinear
convective, dissipative and dispersive effects
p0094 173-16756
Structure of ionizing shock waves with radiative
energy loss.
p0580 A73-42200
Vibrations of turbojet-engine components
containing structural dampers of the type of
sandwich rods
p0624 A73-43735
EIEBGI EXCHANGE
D ENERGY TRANSFER
EBEBGT LOSSES
0 ENERGY DISSIPATION
EIEBGI METHODS
Determination of the deflections and stresses in a
small-aspect-ratio wing by the displacement method
p0623 A73-43723
Application of energy concepts for prediction of
pavement system performance
p0645 N73-32153
ENEBGI POLICY
Congressional hearings on causes and implications
of impending shortages of gasoline, heating oil,
diesel fuel, jet fuel, and electricity
P0678 N73-33928
EHEBGY REQUIREMENTS
Use of energy in transportation and implications
for future
[P-5025] p0678 N73-33921
ENEBGI SOURCES
Synthesis of the optimal characteristics of the
engines of multiengine systems
p0495 A73-37187
BIEBGT TB1NSFEB
Kinetic energy transfer in multiple jet mixing
flow of duct inlet
flD-758836] p0408 N73-25305
Energy transfer control and compressor bleed
concepts of remote lift fan control
[NASA-TM-X-2863] p0603 N73-30749
Steady state analysis of energy transfer control
and compressor concepts of remote lift fan control
[NASA-TM-X-2876] p0603 N73-30753
ENGINE 1NALTZEBS
Portable self contained computerized in-aircraft
engine analyzer with cassette tape resident
program control and digital display and punched
card indicators
. [AIAA PAPEB 72-1080] p0044 A73-13403
BNGI1B COBTBOL
NT SOCKET ENGINE CONTBOL
NT TURBOJET ENGINE CONTROL
Digital control mounts on jet engine.
P0101 A73-17249
Minicomputer application to in-flight control of
A300-B airbus engines, describing computational
procedure for low pressure compressor stage BPH
limit /N 1 limit/
P0354 173-32477
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SUBJECT IIDEI BIGIBE DESIGN
Control of turbofan lift engines for VTOL aircraft.
' [ASHE PAPER 73-GT-20] p0373 A73-33496
Potential payoffs of variable geometry engines in
fiqhter aircraft.
P0419 A73-34436
Integrated Propulsion Control System program.
[SAE PAPEH 730359] pO«32 A73-34707
T7QO fuel and control system - A modern system
today for tomorrow's helicopters.
[AHS PBEPBINT 771] p0441 A73-35089
Turbine engine control systen design based on
linearized and nonlinear mathematical models
accounting for thermodynamic performance
P0460 A73-36995
Application of digital computer APO modeling
techniques to control system design.
p0523 A73-38416
Airframe/propulsion system interactions - An
important factor in supersonic aircraft flight
control.
CAIAA PAPER 73-831] p0567 A73-40501
Dynamics and control analysis of tarbofan lift
engines
fNASA-TB-X-68175] p0138 N73-15815
Eelation between invariance conditions and
characteristics of turbo-jet engine with
afterburner multidimensional control system
under variable flight conditions
[AD-749656] p0139 N73-15828
Application of integrated circuit technology and
digital computer technigues to electric control
of jet engines
tHAL-TB-281] p0213 H73-18799
Development and characteristics of system for
integrated control of engine power and
aerodynamic configuration of aircraft during
landing approach
[NASA-CASE-ARC-10456-1] P0606 N73-30938
EEGIIE COOLANTS
Air/water mist spray coolant for high gas
temperature and pressure environment at gas
turbine inlet
p0419 A73-34388 ,
EHGIHE DESIGH
Pegasus vectored thrust tnrbofan engine for
Barrier class V/STOL aircraft, describing design
and operational details
P0651 A73-10200
A.rapid matching procedure for twin-spool turbofans.
p0657 A73-11593
Design study for long-lived compact 750 kB
industrial gas turbine, discussing optimal
aerodynamic proportioning and size determination
C O N E B A , TP no. H7«] posee A73-12791
Computer programs for air cooled gas turbine
engine design and performance prediction, noting
aerodynamic effect of turbine coolant
P0666 A73-12848
Electric generator inside turbojet or tnrbofan .
aircraft engine to reduce need for external
gearbox, simplifying nacelle assembly and
increasing aircraft design flexibility
[AIAA PAPEB 72-1056] p0043 A73-13387
Engine technology for large subsonic nuclear
powered aircraft.
fAIAA PAPEB 72-1062] p0044 A73-13391
Becent developments in large area ratio thrust
augmentors.
[AIAA PAPEB 72-1174] p0046 A73-13470
Integrated engine-airframe design with fuselage
boundary layer ingestion for subsonic-transonic
cruise, discussing STOL thrust control via
variable pitch fan for landing
P0051 A73-14128
Development of the Olympus turbojet to meet
supersonic civil transport reguirements.
P0052 A73-14131
Stoichiometric gas turbines - Development problems.
P0052 A73-14146
Aircraft engine development in terms of money, . '
manpower, facilities and knowledge, discussing
project organization and scheduling
P0056 A73-14469
Russian book - VT01 aircraft power plants.
P0062 A73-15706
Russian book on aerodynamic design of axial flow
tnrbonachine blades covering direct and inverse
problems for axisynnetric flow in axial
turbomachines
p0062 A73-15709
Thermodynamic considerations for the design of a
sonic-boom reducing powerplant.
[ASBE PAPEB 72-IA/AEBO-3) p0063 A73-15907
Army 1500 shp advanced technology engine
development program, discussing in components
design and fabrication, air leakage losses,
environmental testing and maintainability
oriented design
CSAE PAPEB 720828] p0091 A73-16627
The evolution and development status of the ALF
502 turbofan engine.
fSAE PAPER 720840] p0092 A73-16654
TF34 and F101 turbofan engines for Navy S-3A ASB
aircraft and OSAF B-1 strategic bomber,
respectively, discussing design features,
manufacturing technigues and testing procedures
fSAE PAPEB 720841] p0092 A73-16655
F100/F401 augmented turbofan engines - High
thrust-to-weight propulsion systems.
fSAE PAPER 720842] p0092 A73-16657
Development trends in design methods for aircraft
engine compressors. II - Centrifugal-flow
compressors
P0107 A73-17996
lubricants thermophysical properties effects on
gas turbine engine design, considering thermal
stability, vapor pressure, autoignition, load
capacity and bearing life
P0146 A73-19563
Development trends in aircraft-engine compressor
design methods. Ill
P0116 A73-19605
A description of two low cost turbo-compressors
built for powered lift research.
P0146 A73-19942
TF-34 tarbofan engines for S-3A and AX aircraft
respectively, discussing technological
development, and components and characteristic
features
P0118 A7 3- 20 350
Designing turbomachine blades for forced
vibrations under various excitation conditions
P0150 A73-20503
Influence of a change in the throughput of the
power turbine on the parameters of a dual-shaft
gas turbine engine
p0191 A73-23599
Combustor design effect on jet aircraft engine
exhanst pollutants reduction during hydrocarbon
fuel burning
p0195 A73-24556
A reappraisal of design methods for inward flow
radial gas turbines.
p02«0 A73-26370
Analysis of the operational parameters of a bypass
turbojet
pC2«3 A73-27069
A modern mechanical laboratory for the support of
aircraft engine design
p02«6 A73-27385
Concorde Olympus 593 axial flow turbojet engine
design, detailing variable geometry intake and
exhanst nozzles, noise abatement, combustion
chamber, gearing and fuel system
p0281 A73-28156'
Design and evaluation of combustors for reducing
aircraft engine pollution.
P0285 A73-28932
Protective coating systems for Navy aircraft
turbine engines.
[NACE PAPER 113] P029C A73-29313
GTD-350 gas turbine engine for Soviet Hl-2 twin
engine helicopter, describing compressor,
combustion chamber, turbine, reduction gear,
exhaust, starting, lubrication, deicing and fuel
systems
P0298 A73-30450
Inlet duct sonic fatigue induced by the multiple
pure tones of a high bypass ratio turbofan.
PP367 A73-33141
Aircraft produced environmental noise and air
pollution, discussing related aircraft power
plant technology evolution
P0369 A73-33191
Low emissions combustion for the regenerative gas
turbine. I - Theoretical and design
considerations.
[ASBE PAPEB 73-GT-11] p0373 A73-33489
A-20 9
BIGIIB DESIGB COHTD SUBJECT IHDEX
Aerodynamic study of a turbine designed for a
small low-cost turbofan enqine.
fASHE P1PEB 73-GT-29] p0373 i73-33500
High bypass ratio quiet turbofan engine for STOL
aircraft, enphasizing noise reducing design
based on Ion-speed variable pitch fan concept
P0379 £73-31040
Effect of 'bulk' heat transfers in aircraft gas
turbines on compressor surge margins.
P0419 A73-34382
Potential payoffs of variable geometry engines in
fighter aircraft.
P0419 A73-34436
Market trends and technical progress in small gas
turbine engines for general aviation and
executive aircraft and helicopters
pO«20 A73-34447
'Quiet' aspects of the Pratt 8 Whitney Aircraft
JT15D turbofan.
fSAE PAPES 730289) p0427 A73-34654
Enqine cycle considerations for future transport
aircraft.
fSAE PAPER 730345) . p0430 A73-34693
Noise reduction modifications in JT3D and JT8D gas
turbine engine by single staqe fan replacements
[SAE PAPER 730346) p0430 A73-34694
Profitable transport engines for the environment
of the eighties.
[SAE PAPER 730347) p0430 A73-34695
Civil STOL aircraft enqine thrust reverser and
fast selection control system designs for high
performance, low specific weight and acoustic
compatibility requirements
fSAE PAPER 730358) p0431 A73-34706
Navy development of low-cost supersonic turbojet
engines.
rsAE PAPER 730362) p0432 A73-34708
Beview of enqine maintenance concepts applied to
wide body lets.
[SAE PAPER 730375) p0432 A73-34714
Status of current development activity related to
STOL propulsion noise reduction.
rSAE PAPER 730377) p0432 A73-34716
Desiqn studies of low-noise propulsive-lift
airplanes.
FSAE PAPER 730378) . p0432 A73-34717
Application of compressibility correction to
calculation of flow in inlets.
P0456 A73-36395
Subsonic aircraft turbojet engines, discussing
thermodynamic cycles, entry temperature
increase, propulsion efficiency and economy
improvements and ecological requirements
P0460 A73-36994
Turbine engine control system design based on
linearized and nonlinear mathematical models
accountinq for thermodynamic performance
P0460 A73-36995
Variable pitch turbofan driven at constant speed
throuqh reduction qear to obtain cost-efficiency
compromise for future STOL and business aircraft
applications
P0461 A73-36998
Aircraft installation requirements and
considerations for variable pitch fan enqines.
fAIAA PAPER 73-807) pOSOO A73-37465
Turbofan suction noise level measurements,
discussinq octave noise analysis, anqular
velocity distributions, discharqe coefficient,
takeoff and landinq operations
P0513 A73-37816
Book - Enqine emissions: Pollutant formation and
measurement.
P0521 A73-38321
Aircraft economics and its effect on propulsion
system design.
[AIAA PAPER 73-808) P0522 A73-38372
Optimum propulsion system design for advanced
technology commercial transport, emphasizing low
noise and emission, performance, reliability,
maintainability and economics
fAIAA PAPER 72-760) p0526 A73-38648
RB-211 turbofan engine development, in-service
problems and modifications for performance
improvement
P0532 A73-39660
Small-scale suppressor of the aerodynamic noise of
a subsonic gas jet
P0566 A73-40404
A method of complex design of the meridional fora
of the air flow path of a multistage axial-flow
compressor
p0567 A73-40477
Acoustic investigation of the engine-over-the-wing
concept using a D-shaped nozzle.
fAIAA PIPER 73-1030] p0630 A73-44860
Aircraft gas turbine engines with single crystal
blades to avoid conventional casting grain ,
boundary weakness and premature damage
P0633 A73-45155
Operational procedure for computer program to
calculate design point characteristics of gas
generator or turbojet lift engine for V/STOL
applications , ^
CHASA-TB-X-2656] p0686 H73-11794 :
Design, development, and evaluation of turbine for
small, low-cost turbofan engine
fHASA-TH-X-68157) p0686 H73-11803 .
Design studies for integral lift, high bypass
ratio fan engine using Lycoming 502 core and HQT
power turbine, for advanced commercial V/STOL
aircraft
[NASA-CB-120992] p0085 N73-13471
Fabrication and performance of real-time jet
engine simulator for development of jet engine
components and control systems
[SAL-TB-283] p0139 N73-15820
Applicability of composite materials in aircraft
structure and engine desiqn
[SASA-TT-F-14648] p0164 N73-16576
Design principles of gas turbine and piston
engines for commercial aircraft
[AD-751510] p0167 H73-16783
Engine cycle, configuration, and design requirements
[NASA-CB-120970-VOL-2) p0217 N73-19019
Analysis of requirements for turbofan engines for
high speed commercial transport aircraft - Vol. 1
[BASA-CB-121132] P0226 N73-19820
 (
Preliminary desiqn assessment of turbofan engines
for installation on high speed commercial
transport aircraft - Vol. 2
tNASA-CR-121133] p0226 N73-19821
Propulsion system requirements for aircraft
engines installed in high speed commercial
transport aircraft - Vol. 3
[HASA-CR-121134] p0226 N73-19822
Development of technigues for reducing exhaust
emissions from turbine engines
[HASA-TH-X-68192] p0226 N73-19824
Hodifications of fuel control units in aircraft
gas turbine engines for reducing production costs
[NASA-TH-X-68229] p0314 H73-22729
Information and guidance for type certification of
aircraft engines as required by Federal Aviation
Administration
.[FAA-AC-33-2A] p0314 H73-22730
Preliminary design analysis of quiet integral fan
lift engines for VTOL transport applications in
next decade
[NASA-CR-120969] p0475 S73-26796
Desiqn, materials, fabrication, and testing in
DART thruster technology development
fLA-5017-HS] p0475 N73-26802
Proceedings of conference on application of
composite materials in construction of aerospace
vehicles and propulsion systems
[AGARD-CP-112] p0488 H73-27474
Application of reinforced composite materials for
construction of aeronautical gas turbine engines
p0489 H73-27490
Directional solidification of eutectic alloys and
application to turbine blades and gas turbine
engine components
p0490 H73-27494
Performance data for three tnrbofan enqine
confiqurations with noise reduction features
tested over ranqe of flight conditions
[SASA-CR-121258] p0491 N73-27707
Development of turbine engine accessory drive
techniques to establish potential systems for
liqhtweiqht low profile packaqe
[AD-761527] p0543 H73-28741
Performance tests of annular combustor desiqned
for use in low cost turbojet enqine
CHASA-TH-X-2857] p0544 H73-28918
Influence of noise requirements on STOL propulsion
systems desiqn
CHASA-TS-X-68280] p0555 S73-29807
A-210
SOBJECT IBDEI EHGIHB HOJITOBIHG ISSTHOHBHTS
Analysis of various mixed cycle engines and impact
of component choices on application of
propulsion system
p0602 N73-30747
Hodification of Olympus turbojet engine to meet
'supersonic civil transport requirements
P0603 H73-30752
Transonic let engine for ingesting air without
compressor
[AD-763173] P0603 H73-30756
Analysis of factors affecting combustion
performance requirements of gas turbine engines
and methods for improving gas turbine operation
p0604 H73-30882
Similitude theory for design optimization of
automatic control systems for aircraft gas
turbine engines
fAD-764683] p0653 B73-32631
Design and development of quiet, clean propuslion
systems for short takeoff aircraft with emphasis
on engine noise reduction
p0665 N73-32961
EHGIHB FAILURE
A method of early failure detection for gas
turbines.
P0089 A73-16186
Investigation of iron content of lubricating oil
using a ferrograph and an emission spectrometer.
P0194 A73-21H65
Prediction of height-velocity boundaries for
rotorcraft by application of optimization
techniques.
p0245 473-27175
Flnidic control modules with temperature sensor
and thrust reverser pneumatic actuator for
aerospace system applications, investigating
reliability test data
p0372 473-33477
Hacrofractographic studies of fatigue fractures in
aircraft engine elements
p057<l 473-41593
Principal failures of turbines during turbine
engine operation
P0633 A73-45196
Influence of inlet distortions on turbojet and
ingestion engine stability
rAD-745852] p0676 H73-10755
Inflight incident involving number two engine
failure on DC 10 aircraft near Tucson
International Airport, Arizona on 2 Hay, 1972
rNTSB-AAR-72-29] p0069 H73-12035
Investigation of aircraft accident involving Beech
aircraft performing air taxi service to Boise,
Idaho on 20 Feb. 1972
CHTSB-AAR-72-25] p0071 N73-12050
Effect of engine failure on aerodynamic
characteristics of supersonic aircraft
PC172 B73-17003
Statistical analysis of engine failure/malfunction
accidents for US fixedwing aircraft of general
aviation category during 1965 to 1969
[HTSB-AAS-72-10] P0217 H73-19015
Performance tests on J-52 turbojet engines to
determine acceptable compressor stall margin
fAD-755152] P026U N73-20832
Analysis of steady-state and dynamic pressure
conditions in F-111 aircraft engine to determine
causes of engine compressor stalls
fNASA-TN-D-7328] P0555 N73-29806
BH6IBB ISLETS
Contribution to the problem of suction of foreign
bodies into engine intakes
[DGLB P4PER 72-1071 p0659 A73-11687
Hethod for increasing wind tunnel Hach number for
large-scale inlet testing.
thill PAPER 72-1096] p0044 473-13416
A method of testing full-scale inlet/engine
systems at high angles of attack and yaw at
transonic velocities.
fAIAA PAPER 72-10971 p0044 473-13417
Aircraft engine inlets total pressure fluctuations
and distortion factors, presenting extreme-value
statistical method for maximum distortion level
probability estimate
TAIAA PAPER 72-11005 P0044 473-13419
Inlet produced flow distortion effect on
compressor stability and engine stall,
presenting unified theoretical analysis
technique for compatible inlet/engine design
CAIAA PAPER 72-1115] p0045 473-13430
Boundary layer bleed system design for.supersonic
inlets, discussing bleed hole geometry effects
on boundary layer velocity profile and inlet
efficiency
tAIAA PAPER 72-1138] p0045 473-131115
Prediction of inlet duct overpressures resulting
from engine surge.
[AIAA PAPER 72-1142] p0046 A73-13448
A procedure for estimating maximum time-variant
distortion levels with limited instrumentation.
TAIAA PAPER 72-1099] p0060 A73-14908
Results of an experimental program for the
development of 'sonic inlets for turbofan engines.
CAIAA PAPER 73-222] pOi05 473-17664
Inlet duct sonic fatigue induced by the multiple
pure tones of a high bypass ratio tnrbofan.
P0367 A73-33141
Pressure measurements for establishing
inlet/engine compatibility.
P0426 A73-34609
Noise reducing choked /sonic/ inlet design for
V/STOL jet aircraft, discussing aerodynamic
theoretical and experimental studies
p0497 473-37295
Evaluation of F-15 inlet dynamic distortion.
[4IAA PAPER 73-784] p0499 473-37454
F-12 series aircraft propulsion system performance
and development.
[AIAA PAPER 73-821] p05C2 A73-37473
lolet geometry and axial Mach number effects on
fan noise propagation.
[AIA4 PAPER 73-1022] p0630 473-44854
Analysis of internal flow conditions of inlet with
centerbody retracted for short takeoff and
landing aircraft takeoff and approach operations
[HAS4-TN-D-7185] p0200 N73-18010
Suppression of turbine engine inlet noise
[4D-753000] P0213 N73-18806
Effect of inlet-air humidity on formation of
oxides of nitrogen from a gas turbine combustor
under various air inlet temperature conditions
tNASA-IB-X-68209J p0279 N73-21691
Rind tunnel tests to determine effect of tip
vortex of forward counted wing on engine inlet
ingestion
fNASA-TH-X-68225] p0304 N73-21932
Performance tests of terminal shock and restart
control system of two dimensional twin-duct
compression inlet
tNASA-Ttl-X-2818] p0412 N73-25824
Program summary of research project for sonic
inlet technology involving design concepts for
aerodynamic performance and noise suppression -
yol. 1
CHASA-CR-121126] p05«3 H73-28731
Research project for noise suppression of sonic
inlets used with turbofan engines and
improvement in engine inlet flow characteristics
- Vol. 2
fHASA-CB-121127] p0543 H73-28732
Analysis of internal noise field of two
axisymmetric sonic inlet models for noise
suppression of turbofan engine inlets - Vol. 3
[HASA-CR-121128] pC543 N73-28733
Hethod to increase full-scale inlet/engine system
testing capability of AEDC 16-ft transonic wind
tunnel
[AD-762912] p0551 H73-29146
Development of computer programs for designing
engine inlets for VTOL and STOL aircraft based
on axisymmetric potential flow parameter
fHASA-TH-X-68278] p0552 H73-29182
Analysis of intake duct noise of turbofan engine
and effect on duct structure due to acoustic
fatigue
p0557 N73-29916
Computer solutions for potential and viscous flow
calculations for engine inlets
[NASA-IB-1-71457] p0672 N73-33184
Characteristics of variable geometry hiqh Mach
inlet concepts to reduce jet engine noise on
subsonic, long range commercial aircraft
fHASA-CR-134495] p0676 N73-33748
EHGIHE BOHITOBIHG IHSTBOHBHTS
Portable self contained computerized in-aircraft
engine analyzer with cassette tape resident
program control and digital display and punched
card indicators
A-211
EISIBE BOISE SOBJBCT IHDEI
fAIAA PAPEB 72-1080] p0044 A73-13403
Diagnostic instrumentation on J-85 engines foe qas
path and vibration analysis, notinq flight test
program and installation of remote pressure
transducers and signal conditioners
[AIAA PAPEE 72-1081] p0044 A73-13404
Gas path analysis applied to turbine engine
condition monitorinq.
fAIAA PAPEB 72-1082] p0044 A73-13405
Integrated engine diagnostics and displays for
Havy aircraft of the 1980's.
fAIAA PAPEB 72-1084] p0044 A73-13406
A net hod of early failure detection for gas
turbines.
P0089 A73-16186
Jet engine condition nonitoring without aids.
[SAE PAPER 720815] P0091 473-16610
Book - Aircraft Instruments: Principles and
applications.
P0107 A73-18075
Condition monitoring - A new technology for
aircraft engine maintenance
P0247 A73-27389
Concorde engine monitoring instrumentation,
discussing start cycle, temperature sensors and
indicators and nozzle position indicators
p0299 A73-30931
Jet engine malfunction diagnosis - The sensing
problem, candidate solutions and experimental
results.
P0446 A73-35243
Some designs using sheathed thermocouple wire for
let engine applications.
p0578 A73-42042
Trends of design in gas turbine temperature
sensing equipment.
P0578 A73-42043
Dtilization of semiartificial thermocouples in
gas-turbine engine tests
p0624 A73-43743
BHGIHE NOISE
NASA Quiet Engine Program reviev and test results,
discussing noise reduction technology
application to transport aircraft
P0666 A73-12845
An experimental study on noise reduction of axial
flow fans.
P0039 A73-12961
Subsonic aircraft noise - A solution by the wider
application of today's new engines.
PC041 A73-13062
Jet noise suppression for commercial CTOL, STOL
and SST aircraft, discussing various devices
effectiveness
P0051 A73-14130
Noise sources analysis for high and low bypass
ratio turbofan engines, considering jet,
compressor, fan and turbine sound generation
mechanisms
P0052 A73-14138
The aeroplane as a threat to the environment.
P0056 A73-14468
Engine noise reduction by fan blade tip speed
reduction and high lift coefficient operation,
presenting full scale test results
P0101 A73-17571
Current Pratt 6 Shitney engine noise reduction
programs.
fAIAA PAPEE 73-8] p0102 A73-17603
Ducts, nacelles, power source components and cabin
noise sources identified for aircraft noise
control research, considering prerequisites for
quiet operations
fSAE AIB 1079] P0152 A73-20698
Aircraft turboengine noise, discussing noise
level/power output relations
P0193 A73-23861
Jet aircraft engine noise reduction.
P0195 A73-24555
A single number rating for effective noise
reduction.
P0229 A73-25000
Eecent advances in aircraft noise reduction.
P0288 A73-29104
Seduction of aircraft noise during stationary runs
P0293 A73-29651
Concorde engine noise reduction at takeoff,
initial climb and landing, discussing noise
sources research and exhaust system nozzle
modifications
P0299 A73-30930
Aircraft eng^fie noise reduction state of art,
discussing FAA requirements, Concorde, DC-9 and
Bertin iladin II aircraft
P0363 A73-32970
Standard indoor method of collection and
presentation of the bare turboshaft engine noise
data for use in helicopter installations.
tSAE ABP 1279] p0364 A73-33020
Technology developments effect on jet aircraft
desiqn, discussinq fliqht controls, engine noise
suppression, supercritical aerodynamics and
composite structures
p0369 A73-33188
High bypass fan engines for quiet propulsion and
optimal aircraft performance in military and
commercial applications
p0369 A73-33190
Ground and air transportation noise propagation
and effects, including aircraft engines,
airfoils, sonic booms, auto traffic, railroads,
subways, seisnic noise and vibration
p0421 A73-34460
Proqress in the development of optimally quiet
turboprop enqines and installations.
[SAE PAPEB 730287] p0427 A73-34652
New low-pressure-ratio fans for quiet business
aircraft propulsion.
[SAE PAPEB 730288] p0127 A73-34653
"Quiet1 aspects of the Pratt 6 Whitney Aircraft
JT15D tnrbofan.
[SAE PAPEB 730289] p0427 A73-31654
Shrouded Q-PAH propulsor for liqht aircraft,
discussing propulsion system performance,
weight, noise and cost trends
[SAE PAPEE 730323] p0429 A73-34680
A dynamics approach to helicopter transmission
noise reduction and improved reliability.
[ABS PBEPBINT 772] p0441 A73-35090
Jet aircraft noise research, emphasizing pure jet
nixing noise, shock wave associated noise, and
tailpipe noise produced in engine or nozzle exit
plane
P0448 A73-35332
Jet engine noise reduction technology and design,
discussinq sonic pressure probes, high bypass
turbofan engines, noise source fluctuations and
far field measurements
P0496 A73-37287
Aircraft engine fan noise radiation from inlet and
discharge ducts, describing wind tnnnel tests
and noise spectra at various blade tip speeds
p0496 A73-37288
Eecent studies of fan noise generation and
reduction.
p0497 A73-37293
Combustion noise prediction technignes for small
gas turbine enqines.
p0497 A73-37296
Noise from turbomachinery.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-815] p0501 A73-37469
Optimum propulsion system design for advanced
technology commercial transport, emphasizing low
noise and emission, performance, reliability,
maintainability and economics
[AIAA PAPEH 72-760] p0526 A73-38648
Bolls-Eoyce BB-211 jet engine noise reduction
program, considering fan, compressor, turbine
and tailpipe noise and acoustic linings and
powerplant configurations
P0576 A73-41717
Swirling flow effect on jet noise suppression
based on acoustic field and engine thrust
measurements with and without stationary swirl
vanes in exhaust nozzle
[AIAA PAPEB 73-1003] P0629 A73-44836
Noise generation by turbulent combustion,
discussing sound power, spectral content,
enclosure effect, and importance in
turbopropulsion system core engine noise
[AIAA PAPEB 73-1023] p0630 A73-44855
Turbofan engine core noise prediction and
measurement, considering sources from flow
passage obstructions, combustion chamber and
turbine noise due to interaction with upstream
turbulence
[ A I A A PAPEB 73-1026] p0630 A73-44857
A-212
SUBJECT IHDBI BHGIBB PABTS
Low frequency noise generation within aircraft gas
turbine engine core portion, discussing sources
prediction, nodel and full scale engine tests,
and future technology
CAIAA PAPEE 73-1027] p0630 A73-44858
Aircraft noise redaction alternatives for
operational aircraft, noting noise generation
upstream of final nozzle, reengining, refanning
and suppressor techniques
P0634 A73-45374
Conference on reduction and suppression of
aircraft engine noise
fBASA-SP-311] p0066 B73-12012
Structural changes in high bypass ratio engines
for fan noise reduction to jet noise level
p0067 N73-12017
Boise output of tutbofan engine with acoustically
treated nacelle
P0067 073-12020
Noise output from quiet engine during simulated
takeoff and approach tests
P0067 B73-12021
Research project to analyze and evaluate
supersonic jet noise generation and radiation -
Vol. 1
^AD-749428) p0115 S73-14035
Definition of supersonic aircraft jet noise
generation and methods for reducing noise
intensity - Vol. 2
fAD-749137] p0115 B73-14036
Development of unified theory of jet engine noise
based on fluctuating notions in fluids - Vol. 3
fAD-749138] p0115 N73-14037
Development of theory for jet noise generated by
turbulence, noise radiation from upstream
sources, and combustion noise - Vol. 4
fiD-7491391 p0115 H73-14038
Analysis of noise sources associated with
supersonic jet noise and establishment of
effects of refraction on radiated field of
sources - Vol. 5 App. 1
fAD-749141] P0115 B73-14039
Development of remote sensing devices to measure
jet exhaust fluctuating density gradients, mean
and turbulent velocity, and mean temperature
Vol. 6
[AD-749143] P0116 873-14041
Analysis of jet noise produced by supersonic
transport aircraft with angmentor wing and four
duct burning turbofan engines
CHASA-TM-X-681771 p0127 H73-15028
Effect of sound absorbing exhaust duct on rear
guadrant noise of J-65 engine and contributions
of internal and jet components
fNASA-TB-X-2718] p0160 N73-16011
Suppression of turbine engine inlet noise
FAD-753000] P0213 H73-18806
Analysis of aircraft noise environment for land
areas in vicinity of military air bases
fAD-754111] P0219 B73-19028
Performance data for three turbofan engine
configurations with noise reduction features
tested over range of flight conditions
rNASA-CB-1212581 p0491 B73-27707
Bonifications of turbojet engine with ejector to
reduce jet engine exhaust noise
CKASA-TB-X-2841] p0535 B73-27887
Analysis of acoustic properties and aerodynamic
characteristics of engine over wing
configuration with flow attached and unattached
on upper surface of flaps
CBASA-TH-X-714191 p0589 B73-30015
Development of computer programs to analyze sound
power and peak noise levels for turbojet exhaust
noise at various velocities
D0591 H73-30029
Diagnostic technigues for measurement of
aerodynamic noise in free field and reverberant
environment of wind tunnels
rBASA-CB-114636] P0602 H73-30669
Analysis of aircraft engine noise sources and
characteristics of engine noise produced by
turbofan engines
P0602 N73-30735
Design and characteristics of expansion chamber
mufflers for reducing exhaust noise generated by
helicopters
tBASA-TN-D-7309] p0617 B73-31623
Scaling laws to predict supersonic jet noise
generated by rectangular and axisymmetric nozzles
fPB-221855/0] p0617 B73-31629
Acoustic tests of supersonic tip speed fan with
acoustic treatment and rotor casing slots and
its performance in reducing engine noise
fBASA-C8-13*5011 p0651 N73-32608
Noise comparison of two STOL pressure ratio fans
with 15 and 42 rotor blades
rBASA-TH-X-2891] p0651 N73-32609
Effect of noise constraints on engine cycle
optimization for long-haul transports
rHASA-TH-x-714U7] p0652 B73-32620
Analysis of jet engine noise to show sources of
noise, noise spectra, and use of laminates and
composite materials for noise reduction
P0666 N73-32962
Characteristics of variable geometry high Hach
inlet concepts to reduce jet engine noise on
subsonic, long range commercial aircraft
rNASA-CB-134495] PC676 N73-33748
E1GIHB PABTS
Automated test stands for full scale aircraft
structure and engine parts fatigue tests, noting
eguipment for programmed static and dynamic
loading
p0657 A73-11629
Low-cost fluid fi lm bearings for qas turbine
engines.
rSAE PAPEB 720740] p0662 A73-12006
Applying surface integrity principles in jet
engine production.
P0043 A73-13272
Improved H50 aircraft bearing steel through
advanced vacuum melting processes.
P0062 A73-15746
Electrochenical machining application to aircraft
gas turbine engine components manufacture,
discussing removal rate, accuracy and surface
finish capability
fSHE PAPEB BB 72-536] p0107 A73-18093
TF-34 turbofan engines for S-3A and AX aircraft
respectively, discnssinq technological
development, and components and characteristic
features
P0148 A73-20350
Probability theory for vibrational strength of
turbomachine parts, calculating statistical
maximum stress for given stress distribution
conditions
pOISO A73-20502
Hot die forging /gatorizing/ technique for Ti and
heat resistant alloys jet engine parts,
emphasizing material and cost savings
P019P A73-23295
Superalloys processing technology for aircraft qas
turbine applications, discussing developments in
eutectics and powder metallurgy for increased
operating temperatures
P0285 A73-28931
GTD-350 gas turbine engine for soviet Bi-2 twin
engine helicopter, describing compressor,
combustion chamber, turbine, redaction gear,
exhaust, starting, lubrication, deicinq and fuel
systems
P0298 A73-30450
German monograph on bypass turbojet propulsion
systems with jet mixinq covering enqine parts,
thrust characteristics and fuel consumption
p0298 A73-30671
Balancing eguipnent for jet engine components,
compressors, and turbine - Botating type for
measuring unbalance in one or more than one
transverse planes.
fSAE ABP 587A] p0364 A73-33013
Bemanufacture of jet engine compressor components.
fASBE PAPEB 73-GT-43] p0374 A73-33504
Rot isostatic pressing of titaniun alloys for
turbine enqine components.
[ASHE PAPEB 73-GT-63] p0374 A73-33516
A performance data acquisition and analysis system
for turbine enqine component testing.
P0426 A73-34610
Probability theory for vibrational strength of
turbomachine parts, calculating statistical
maximum stress for given stress distribution
conditions
P0511 A73-37777
A-213
EBGIH1 STABTEBS SOBJECT IHDBI
Hacrofractoqraphic studies of fatique fractures in
aircraft engine elements
p0571 A73-11593
Application of electron bean welding to aircraft
turbine engine parts.
P0579 473-112196
Performance of aircraft gas turbine components in
hot corrosion environaents
P0328 H73-23599
Chemical and mechanical properties of aircraft qas
turbine engine components
p0328 H73-23600
Manufacturing processes for aircraft engine parts
fAD-759577] p0412 H73-25837
Methods of testing rotating components of
turbooachines COD pared vitb tests on cooplete
turbomachines
rAGABD-AG-167] pC475 H73-26800
Adhesive bonding of structures and composite
materials on advanced turbofan engines
P0648 H73-32470
EHGIIB STABTEBS
Ose of cycloconvertefs and variable speed
alternators as engine starters.
P0657 A73-11511
AC starter generator featuring
variable-to-constant frequency conversion by
cycloconverters as switching device for use vita
aircraft engines
P0632 473-45154
EHGIHE TESTIHG LABOBATOBIES
Bussian book on let engines testing covering tests
in research and development, design, production
and maintenance, test laboratories and stands
and automation
• pC062 A73-15708
Bench testing ducted fan engines under conditions
close to those of flight
rAD-742376] P0309 H73-22198
Design of test facility for turbofan engines at
subsonic operation
fAD-757197) P0325 N73-23352
EHGIHE TESTS
NT COLD FLOW TESTS
Investigation of the influence of technological
factors on the endurance of gas-turbine engine
rotor blades
P0654 A73-101477
Gas turbine engine hot part equivalent accelerated
tests duration determination by analytical
method based on Larson-Miller parametric
description of long term strength
pC663 A73-12216
Experimental verification of a digital computer
simulation method for predicting gas turbine
dynamic behaviour.
P0665 473-12647
An altitude test facility for large turbofan
engines.
fAIAA PAPER 72-10691 pOOII A73-13396
Diagnostic instrumentation on J-85 engines for gas
path and vibration analysis, noting flight test
program and installation of remote pressure
transducers and signal conditioners
f A I A A PAPER 72-1081] pOOU<! 473-13401
Integrated engine diagnostics and displays for
Davy aircraft of the 1980's.
fAIAA P4PEB 72-10841 pOOII 473-13406
Method for increasing vind tunnel Mach number for
large-scale inlet testing.
fAIAA PAPEB 72-1096] p0044 A73-13416
A method of testing full-scale inlet/engine
systems at high angles of attack and yav at
transonic velocities.
fAIAl PAPEB 72-1097] pOOII A73-13417
TF-30-P1 engine mixed flow augmentor test for
combustion instability under operation with
abnormal fuel zone combination, comparing with
predicted pressure oscillations from model
T A I A A PAPER 72-1206] p0047 A73-13489
An automated jet-engine-blade inspection system.
POOU7 473-13524
Development of the Olympus turbo-jet to Beet
supersonic civil transport requirements.
PC052 A73-14131
The SU-Hodane hypersonic vind-tunnel - Its use for
air breathing engine tests
fONERA, IP NO. 1103] P0052 473-11110
Estimation of engine emissions at altitude through
ground testing.
P0059 173-11892
Instrumentation and measurement for determination
of emissions from jet engines in altitude test
cells.
C1IAA PAPEB 72-1068) pOO60 473-14902
Gas turbine engine swirl-can combnstor pollution
tests of nitrogen oxides, unbnrned hydrocarbons
and carbon monoxide levels for elevated
temperature performance
tAIAA PAPEB 72-1201) p0060 A73-11921
TP31 and F101 turbofan engines for Savy S-34 AS»
aircraft and DSAF B-1 strategic bomber,
respectively, discussing design features,
manufacturing techniques and testing procedures
CSAE PAPEB 720841] p0092 A73-16655
Operation modes simulation of single stage gas
turbine at subcritical and supercritical gas
flow, noting scale model tests
p0099 A73-17024
Engine noise reduction by fan blade tip speed
reduction and high lift coefficient operation,
presenting full scale test results
P0101 A73-17571
Afterburning turbojet engine exhaust emission
products measurement under simulated flight
conditions, determining Hach number and altitude
effects on pollutants formation
tAIAA PAPER 73-98] p0104 A73-17613
Sound pressure level spectra measurements for
four- and three-engine jet transport during
concrete and grassy surface runup and flyover
[SAE AIB 1216] p0152 A73-20693
An-2B aircraft conversion to flying test bed for
feasibility studies of jet engine use in
agricultural aircraft, describing structural
design modifications
P0242 473-26823
Study of the effect of technical factors on the
fatigue limit of the working blades of gas
turbine motors.
P0297 473-30302
Balancing equipment for jet engine components,
compressors, and turbine - Botatinq type for
measuring unbalance in one or more than one
transverse planes.
fSAE ARP 587A] p0364 473-33013
Low emissions combustion for the regenerative gas
turbine. II - Experimental techniques, results,
and assessment.
CASHE PAPEB 73-GT-12) p0373 A73-33190
Flight testing of the JT15D in the CF-100.
p0458 A73-36775
Trimming and checking aircraft gas-turbine engines
with the aid of the ratio of total pressure
behind the turbine to total pressure in front of
the compressor
P0566 473-40403
Experimental investigation of a gas-liquid
thruster model with a ballasting-reinforced thrust
P0579 473-12127
Utilization of semiartificial thermocouples in
gas-turbine engine tests
P0624'473-43743
Low frequency noise generation within aircraft gas
turbine engine core portion, discussing sources
prediction, model and full scale engine tests,
and future technology
[AIA4 PAPEB 73-1027] p0630 A73-44858
Aerodynamic component test results of Fan C,
high-bypass-ratio, low-aerodynamic loading,
single stage fan
[HASA-CR-120981] p0686 S73-11799
Optimization of engines for commercial Hach 0.85
transport using advanced turbine cooling methods
tMASA-TH-X-68173] P0127 H73-15029
Test parameters and methods used in Soviet Union
for jet engines
tAD-760963] D0491 1173-27714
HBC 10 ft x 20 ft V/STOL propulsion tunnel for
V/STOL engine model testing
P0619 H73-31857
BBGXniBXBe DE7ELOPMBHT
0 PBODOCT DEVELOPBEHT
BBGXHBEBIHG HAHAGEHEHT
Engineering management for the Dallas/Fort Vorth
Airport.
P0289 473-29110
i-214
SUBJECT IHDBI EIVIBOHBEHT BODELS
Coiputer program for Equipment Improvement
Becommendation /EIB/ evaluation relative to
reliability, availability, inventory cost and
total annual expenditure in Army engineering
management decision making
p0378 A73-33653
NAECON 73; Proceedings of the Rational Aerospace
Electronics Conference, Dayton, Ohio, Hay 11-16,
1973.
pO«43 A73-35201
Ranagement approach to integration of B-1
avionics, discussing engineering problems,
flight tests, electronic eguipment and interface
requirements
POK44 A73-35218
Hanageaent and control of flight test programs of
the Western Region FAA.
P0625 A73-44053
Hanagenent of Air Force test and evaluation
activities.
P0625 A73-44055
The role.of a military flight test engineer in
test management.
p0626 A73-44062
EHGIHES
NT AIB BREATHING ENGINES
NT BBISTOL-SIDDELEY BS 53 ENGINE
NT BBISTOL-SIDDELET VIPEB ENGINE
NT CF-700 ENGINE
NT DIESEL ENGINES
NT DDCTED FAN ENGINES
NT GAS TOBBINE ENGINES
NT HELICOPTER ENGINES
NT HIDBOGEN OXYGEN ENGINES
NT INTEBNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
ST J-33 ENGINE
NT J-52 ENGINE
NT J-57 ENGINE
NT J-58 ENGINE
NT J-65 ENGINE
NT J-75 ENGINE
NT J-85 ENGINE
NT JET ENGINES
NT PISTON ENGINES
NT PDLSEJET ENGINES
NT BAHJET ENGINES
NT SOCKET ENGINES
NT SDPEBSONIC COMBUSTION BABJET ENGINES
NT TF-30 ENGINE
NT TF-34 ENGINE
NT TOBBINE ENGINES
NT TDBBOFAN ENGINES
NT TUBBOJET ENGINES
NT TDBBOPBOP ENGINES
ENGLISH ELECTBIC AIBCBAFT
NT CANBEBBA AIBCBAFT
ENGLISH ELBCTBIC CANBEBBA AIBCBAFT
U CANBEBBA AIBCBAFT
ENGLISH LANGDAGE
English, French, and Spanish vocabulary of
aircraft aeronautical terminology
[DOC-8800-VOL-1] p0123 N73-14996
ENHAHCEBENT
0 AUGMENTATION
BNVIBONHEHT EFFECTS
Bussian book on aircraft natural-climatic
environmental factors covering geographic region
adverse effects on design, performance and
maintenance
p0186 A73-22349
Construction of fuel and oil quantity sensors for
high-performance aircraft.
p0289 473-29201
London third airport planning, discussing site
selection, large scale urbanization, land use
and reclamation, operational aspects and
environmental factors
P0345 473-31539
Los Angeles offshore airport planning case study
covering design, logistics problems and costs
with allowance for airspace and environmental
considerations peculiar to Southern California
area
P0345 A73-315UO
Book - Aircraft noise: Should the Noise and Number
Index be revised.
P0349 A73-32414
Book - Aircraft noise: Selection of runway sites
for Baplin Airport.
P0319 A73-32115
Concorde aircraft design, testing and projected
environmental impact, discussing flight tests,
sonic booms, atmospheric pollution, ATC problems
and fueling
p0368 A73-33182
Botary wing aircraft ecological advantages in
logging, off shore oil exploration and short
haul passenger transport for airport size
reduction
P0368 A73-33185
Aircraft produced environmental noise and air
pollution, discussing related aircraft power
plant technology evolution
PP369 A73-33191
STOL short haul system development, discussing
airport congestion, operational costs and
environmental considerations
P0369 A73-33192
An initial estimate of aircraft emissions in the
stratosphere in 1990.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-508) P0379 A73-31016
Hypersonic transports - Economics and
environmental effects.
POU19 A73-31135
Filiform corrosion associated with commonly
applied aircraft metal pretreatments and finishes.
[SAE PAPEB 730311] P0128 A73-31671
Bain erosion of reinforced plastics for aerospace
applications in terms of drop size, impact angle
and velocity effects and protective coatings
PC133 A73-31806
Laser measurement of high-altitude aircraft
emissions.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-7011 pC454 A73-36253
Civil aviation environmental and economic aspects,
discussing noise and air pollution, fuel
consumption and airspace and ground space
utilization
pO«57 A73-36685
Aircraft noise in airport areas, discussing
effects on environment and economics
P0460 A73-36919
Consequences of aircraft noise reduction
alternatives on communities around airports.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-8181 p0501 A73-37471
Internal operational environment effects on pilot
errors in commercial aircraft flights in terms
of man machine interface and flight deck design
P0508 A73-37728
Environmental considerations for offshore airports.
P0509 A73-377142
New York offshore airport feasibility study.
[FAA-RD-73-15] pC510 A73-37750
Environment effects on tape recorder design for
in-flight data collection in military aircraft
P052C A73-38197
Bechanism of hydrocarbon formation in conbustion
processes.
PC521 A73-38322
Geophysical effects of Concorde sonic boom.
p1532 A73-3962U
ILS capability improvements on localizer and
glide-slope antenna arrays and monitors,
considering effects of reflecting ob-jects on or
near aerodrome and terrain
P0563 A73-U0049
Skylab 1 medical experiments concerning astronaut
physiological responses and work capability as
affected by exposure to space flight environment
P0573 A73-11519
The effect of variable environment temperature on
heat transfer in extended surfaces.
P0621 A73-U3296
Environmental effects on fracture resistant and
biaxial fatigue design of aircraft structures.
P0624 A73-U3811
Environmental effects and plans for controlling
urban TACV noise levels
P0310 N73-22209
Environmental effects on headform cavitation
inception
fAD-7633671 p0598 N73-j>261
EN7IBONBENT HANAGEBENT
Airport environment compatibility plan for
Jackson, Tennessee
[PB-2211291 p0613 N73-31217
ENVIBONBENT HODBLS
Prediction models for surface and air
A-215
BHTIBONBBBT POLLUTION SUBJECT IHDEI
transportation dynamic environments, considering
broadband and single frequency continuous and
recurrent and interoittent discrete excitation
•odes
P0188 A73-22718
BNVIBOBBBIT POLLOTIOB
HI AIB POLLUTION
HT SATEB POLLUTIOH
The aeroplane as a threat to the environnent.
pOOSe A73-14468
International Conference on Transportation and the
Environment, iashington, D.C., Hay 31-Jnne 2,
1972, Proceedings. Part 1.
P0059 173-14889
German book - Deutsche Gesellschaft fur Lnft- und
Baumfahrt, 1971 Yearbook.
P0094 473-16755
Realist in environoental testing and control;
Proceedings of the nineteenth Annual Technical
Heetinq, Anahein, Calif.. April 2-5, 1973.
P0366 A73-33126
Hypersonic transports - Economics and
environnental effects.
P0419 473-34435
Contributions of the DFVLB to environmental
research and environment protection. II - Noise
control, water environment protection, nature
and landscape, environmental protection technignes
P0521 A73-38266
Energy supply and its effect on aircraft of the
future. II - lignid-hydrogen-fueled aircraft:
Prospects and design issues.
fAIAA PAPER 73-809] p0522 A73-3B373
Effects of ground effect vehicle tests on ecology
of arctic tundra in northern Alaska
fAD-751741) p0218 N73-19026
Guide for airport planning and development to
identify and resolve environmental problems
caused by air pollution, water pollution, and
aircraft noise
fPB-219957/81 p0486 N73-27187
ENVIBONBZNT PBOTECTIOH
Climatic impact assessment for high-flying
aircraft fleets.
P0057 A73-14672
Assessment of emission control technology for
turbine-engine aircraft.
TASBE PAPEB 72-WA/GT-8] p0063 A73-15872.
Protective coating systems for Navy aircraft
turbine engines.
fNACE PAPEB 1131 PC290 A73-29313
Honolulu International Airport reef runway.
P0345 A73-31538
Lightning protection for boron and graphite fibers
in epozy resins for aircraft composite structures
P0365 473-33032
Lightning protection for boron and graphite
reinforced plastic composite aircraft
structures, discussing zonal design concept and
channel intermittent contact with protrusions on
surface
P0365 473-33034
F-1U aircraft bbron-epoxy and graphite-epoxy
composite structure production protection
against degradation by lightning discharges,
discussing design, processing and tests
P0365 A73-33035
Inverse condemnation of airspace, discussing real
property concept relation to aircraft noise,
pollution and environment protection
P0366 A73-33103
Lightning simulation testing in aerospace.
P0367 A73-33145
Reduction of nitrogen oxide emissions from a gas
turbine by fuel modifications.
fASHE PAPER 73-GT-5] p0372 473-33483
Contributions of the DFVLB to environmental
research and environment protection. II - Noise
control, ater environment protection, nature
and landscape, environmental protection techniques
p0521 A73-38266
Aircraft noise consideration for environmental
compatibility, airport development, short haul
and supersonic air transport and legislation and
regulation problems
fAIAA PAPEB 73-7951 p0522 A73-38368
BBVIBONHENT SIHOLATIOH
HT ACCDSTIC SIHOLATION
NT ALTITUDE SIMULATION
HT TBERHAL SIROLATION
Image transformation in visual condition
simulators of aircraft training equipment
p0655 473-10666
Powered model wind tunnel investigation to
determine performance trends with nacelle
location.
CAI1A PAPER 72-1114] p0045 473-13429
Laboratory simulation of development of snperbooms
by atmospheric turbulence.
p0283 473-28495
Influence of transient conditions on the overall
service life of turbine blades
p0299 A73-30676
Bealism in environmental testing and control;
Proceedings of the Nineteenth Annual Technical
Beeting, Anaheim, Calif., April 2-5. 1973.
p0366 A73-33126
Lightning simulation testing in aerospace.'
p0367 A73-33145
Climate simulation via environmental test chambers
examining mechanical, thermal and pressure
effects to determine functional component
suitability
P0371 A73-33382
Simulation of airport traffic flows with
interactive graphics.
P0434 A73-34821
Beal-time, three-dimensional,' visual scene
generation with computer generated images.
p0458 473-36831
EBVIBONBBNT SIBDL4TOBS
NT SPACE SIMULATORS
Airlines flight safety management, discussing
visual systems simulator /vss/ for Tristar
systems environmental and cycling endurance
ground tests
P0197 473-24710
GDC/EOSS - Beal-time visual and motion simulators
for evaluation of fire control and
electro-optical guidance systems.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-919] p0569 A73-40867
An approach to computer image generator for visual
simulation.
CAIAA PAPEB 73-928] p0569 A73-40875
BNYIBOBBBHTAL CHABBEES
0 TEST CHABBEBS
EByiBOHBENTAl COHTBOL
Airport noise control and minimization for
community and airline industry interests by
technology application and legal-political
approaches
p0239 473-26350
Advanced aircraft power systems utilizing coupled
APD/ECS.
[SAE PAPER 730380] p0433 473-34719
A numerical analysis of some practical aspects of
airborne urea seeding for warm fog dispersal at
airports.
P0564 473-H0056
Guidelines for urban control of aircraft noise
pollution
[PB-213020] P0263 N73-20759
Effective land use of airport-incompatible areas
through conversion planning from residential to
compatible zones
' [F4A-EQ-72-1] p0315 N73-22926
Analysis of energy separator for application to
air conditioning system of E-8 aircraft
[4D-762590J p0551 N73-29014
BIVIBONBBNT4L ENGINEERING
Heavy marine structure engineering in offshore
airport planning, discussing construction types
and conditions, environmental factors,
materials, methods and eguipment
P0344 473-31533
Canadian government planning for second land based
or offshore jet airport in Toronto area,
considering environmental and community factors
P0346 473-31545
BITIBOIBENT4L LABORATORIES
NAFEC test facilities.
P0626 A73-44063
ENYIBONBEHTAL SOBYBIS
Environmental impact of noise produced by
transonic wind tunnel at Arnold Engineering
Development Center
fAD-757552] p0325 N73-23351
4-216
SUBJECT IBDEX EQUATIONS OF HOTIOB
Eemote sensing nethods foe earth observation
missions by aircraft and satellites
. . P0619 H73-31900
ENVIRONMENTAL TESTS
, HI COLD iEATHEB TESTS
HI COBROSION TESTS
HI HIGH TEBPEBATUBE TESTS
HI 109 TEHPBRATURE TESTS
NT SALT SPBAI TESTS .. .
HT UNDERRATES TESTS .. . .
a study of environmental degradation of adhesive
bonded titanlun structures in Army helicopters.
pOO»1 A73-13039
Thermal conductivity of nixed-composition
plasma-sprayed coatings.
, , ... p0190 A73-23U64
HIL-STD-810 uniforB test.methods for determining
military equipment environmental resistance,
discussing inadequacies, misapplications and
planned revision for improvement
P0367 A73-331U4
Lightning simulation testing in aerospace.
'.. ' . .. .',.,, , p0367 A73-33145
Technical progress on new vibration and acoustic
tests for proposed HIL-STD-810C, 'environmental
test methods.•
• p0572 A73-41200
OS Department of Defense aircraft,system
effectiveness tests survey guestionnaire
response data from component, subsystem and
system suppliers
P0572 A73~»120<>
Commercial aircraft system effectiveness survey i
guestionnaire response data concerning various
tests in manufacturing and operational
environments
P0572 A73-41205
Analysis of research activities conducted to
: .determine criteria for passenger comfort in
various methods of transportation
P0669 H73-10024
Development and characteristics of test facility
for measuring three dimensional boundary layers
on helicopter rotor blade under various conditions
[NASA-CB-112194] p0069 N73-12042
Evaluation of polyimide second stage rod seals at
high temperatures to determine .suitability for
application to aircraft systems
rNASA-CB-121124] P0178 N73-17592
Evaluation of ground effect machines under various
environmental conditions to determine
feasibility as rescue vehicles by Coast Guard
[AD-755409] PC306 N73-21947
Environmental effects on headform cavitation
inception ,
fiD-763367] p0598 H73-30261
Performance and environmental tests of National
Air Space Enroute Stage air traffic control system
fFAA-HA-73-55) .. p0649 H73-32518
EHVIEOHHEHTS
NT HIGH ALTITODE ENVIBOHHEHTS
NT HIGH GRAVITY ENVIBOHHEHTS
NT HIGH TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENTS
NT BABIDE ENVIRONMENTS
NT BESOSPHEBE
EPHL
0 EFFECTIVE PERCEIVED NOISE LEVELS
EPOCHS
0 TIME MEASUREMENT
EPOXI RESINS
Feasibility evaluation of graphite/epoxy composite
materials to helicopter transmission housing.
P0193 A73-23969
Lightning protection for boron and graphite fibers
in epozy resins for aircraft composite structures
p0365 A73-33032
F-14 aircraft boron-epoxy and graphite-epoxy
composite structure production protection
against degradation by lightning discharges,
discussing design, processing and tests
p0365 R73-33035
Development and problems of testing prepregs for
the purposes of the Czechoslovakia!! aircraft
industry
P0456 A73-36469
Boron epoxy, polyiaide and aluminum composite
materials for cost effective high performance
aircraft and turbine engine structures,
assessing development and application status
[SAKE PAPER 992] p0517 A73-37892
Response of glass-fiber-reinforced epoxy specimens
to high rates of tensile loading.
P0622 A73-43385
Design, fabrication, and evaluation of boron-epoxy
reinforced C-130 center ving boxes
fHASA-CR-112272] p0318 N73-22979
Design, fabrication, and test of boron composite
material landing gear for use as main landing
gear on A-37 aircraft - Vol. 2
fAD-756923} p0321 N73-22997
Application of boron/epoxy composite materials for
airframe construction vith specific development
of F-111 stabilizer
pO<!88 N73-27480
Flight tests of CH-47 helicopter to determine
structural performance of boron-reinforced epoxy
aft rotor blades
fAD-762199] p0540 N73-27927
EQUATIONS OF HOTION
HT EDLEB EQUATIONS OF, MOTION
SI KI8EBATIC EQDATIOSS
HT NAVIEB-STOKES EQUATION
Flight-mechanical analysis of various flight
states of conventional aircraft. VII -
Mechanical principles: Rigid-body dynamics
p0042 A73-13074
Air-space analogies - The velocity limits in
aeronautics and astronautics
P0049 A73-13765
Theoretical Ion-speed particles collision »ith
symmetrical and cambered aerofoils.
C A S M E PAPEB 72-»A/FE-35 ] p0063 A73-15852
Flight vehicle eguations of motion vith variable
information, noting flight control algorithm for
random variable with given probability
P0117 A73-20077
Flight-mechanics analysis of various flight
conditions of conventional aircraft. VII -
Mechanical foundations: Dynamic eguations of
motion of the translational motion of a rigid body
pt>242 A73-26725
The use of averaged flow egnations of motion in
turbomachinery aerodynamics.
P0287 A73-29047
Normal mode solution to the egnations of motion of
a flexible airplane.
P0317 A73-317147
Flight-mechanics analysis of various flight
conditions of conventional aircraft. VIII/1 -
Mechanical foundations: Kinematic eguations of
motion of a rigid body
p0520 A73-38123
German monograph - Characteristics of notion of an
elastically supported rotor vith interior damping.
p0583 A73-42849
Numerical analysis of aircraft equilibrium spin
characteristics based on nonlinear equations of
motion and constrained minimization techniques
[ NASA-TN-D-6926] p0670 N73-10028
Digital computer program for solution of aircraft
longitudinal stability characteristics at or
near stall point
fAD-7455571 p0671 H73-10C37
Analysis of minimum time maneuvers by high
thrust-to-veight aircraft using optimal control
theory to determine open-loop control laws
CAD-748354J p0082 N73-13039
Effect of internal spinning fly wheel on air
launched missile stability and resulting launch
disturbance
fAD-749027] p0083 N73-13047
Application of eguations of motion to investigate
effects of mode shape and coning angle on
stability boundaries of hingeless helicopter
rotor blades
fNASA-CH-114525) p0161 N73-16015
Analysis of control and power requirements for
Z-14 aircraft based on eguations of motion vith
respect to set of axes fixed to aircraft
fHASA-CB-130760) P0170 S73-16988
Development of empirical method for determining
optimum reversing coefficient of thrust reversal
of jet engines on passenger aircraft
[AD-7528141 p0205 H73-180«8
Application of parafoil eguations of motion to
predict flight performance of povered parafoil
flight vehicle
CAD-754907] p0255 N73-20034
A-217
EQUATIONS Op STITE SUBJECT IBDBX
Analysis of equations of aircraft dynamics and
development of analog-digital sianlation
capability
fAD-755868] p0275 N73-21077
Dynamic structural analysis of helicopter
structures usinq sinqle point excitation
techniques - Vol. 2
rAD-7563901 P0336 H73-23922
Dynamic structural analysis of helicopter
subsystems based on equations for coibination of
nobility matrices - Vol. 4
fAD-7563921 P0336 N73-23924
Development of equations of lotion for
lonqitudinal suspension line wave notion durinq
parachute deployment process
fNASA-TH-I-69498] p0549 B73-28988
Hatheaatical model for predictinq pilot ratinq of
aircraft in pitch tracking under qust conditions
rAD-7646981 p0643 S73-31976
Equations of notion formulated to compute
transient response of multi-mass flexible rotors
fNASA-CB-23001 P0647 N73-32374
EQOATIOBS QF STATE
Seal qas turboconpressor calculations based on
equations of state for fundanental thernodynamic
processes in ideal qas
P0582 A73-42645
EQOATOBIAL CEBITS
NT STATIONARY OHBITS
EQDIFHEMT SPECIFICATIOHS
The OSAF aircraft structural inteqrity proqram
/ASIP/.
TAIAA PAPER 73-181 p0103 A73-17611
Basic specification research for the main
instruments of liqht aircraft
P0148 A73-20248
Crew station lighting - Coamercial aircraft.
fSAE JRP 1161) P0152 A73-20692
General requirements for aerospace powered mobile
ground support equipment.
fSAE ABP 1247] P0152 A73-20694
Aircraft maintenance for safety and reliability,
considering desiqn requirements, human errors,
fault diagnosis, redundancy, failure node
analysis, service data statistics and equipment
specifications
P0192 A73-23759
How to be healthy, wealthy and wise through
fastening analysis - The 'how to1 of living with
fasteners.
fSAE PAPER 7303091 pC428 A73-34669
Aerosat program for civil aviation needs
established by Seventh Air Navigation Conference
of ICAO, discussinq airborne equipments
specification development
TAAS PAPER 73-1201 P0525 A73-38581
Aircraft communication and electronic equipment
design for interference control to meet
electromagnetic compatibility specification
requirements
P0575 A73-41695
Electromagnetic'compatibility specifications for
aircraft communication and electronic equipment,
discussinq control and test plans, test
facilities, cost effectiveness and British
standard
P0575 A73-41696
Selection criteria and characteristics of quiet,
clean propulsion systems for use with short
takeoff aircraft
P0666 K73-32967
EQDIPOTENTIALS
Graphoanalytic method of calculating plane
potential flows
P018B A73-23106
EQUIVALENCE
Equivalence rule and transonic flows involvinq lift.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-881 p0104 A73-17642
EBECTIOB
U CONSTRDCTION
EBGONOHICS
U HOHAN FACTORS ENGINEEBING
EBOS (SATELLITES)
Remote sensing methods for earth observation
missions by aircraft and satellites
P0619 N73-31900
EBOSIOH
NT HATER EROSION
Theoretical low-speed particles .collision with
symmetrical and cambered aerofoils.
tASHE PAPEB 72-iA/FE-351
 v p0063 A73-15852
Sand erosion tests and protective coatings for'-.:
aircraft jet and turbojet engines and helicopter
compressor airfoils . , -.
P0364 A73-33029
Ground erosion on grassland and concrete-by '
vertical takeoff of Do-31 aircraft
[BHVG-FBHT-72-26] p0218 H73-19023
Experimental determination of erosion rebound
characteristics of hiqh speed particles
impacting stationary target for application to
qas turbine engines operating in dusty environment
[AD-7605781 -• p0491 873-27711
BBBOB ANALYSIS •: .
Simulated flight tests of a digitally antopiloted
STOL-craft on a curved approach with scanninq
nicrowave quidance.
[ASBE PAPEB 73-AOT-L]-, , ..- p0292' A73-29413
• Effect of nultipath on ranqing error for an
airplane-satellite link.
P0295 A73-29892
Tilt-table alignment for inertial-platform
•aintenance without -a surveyed site.
. P0347 A73-31728
Safety in operation and human error.
P0415 A73-34077
Inforaation systems enabling pilots to report
incidents involving safety, including human
fallibility and system errors in construction,
operation and regulation
p0416 A73-34087
The human side of quality assurance /as viewed
from helicopter manufacturing experiences/.
[AHS PREPRINT 751] p0440 A73-35079
Computer models for air traffic control system
simulation.
P0458 A73-36843
Computer program for aircraft navigation error
synthesis with evaluation of component error
distribution on traffic control system
effectiveness to provide cost effective guidance
P0515 A73-37875
Ground based aircraft collision avoidance systems,
discussing three dimensional trackinq, aircraft
velocity vector determination, radar systems and
tracking errors
p0524 A73-38470
Digital computer simulation program for North
Atlantic hybrid navigation systems
configurations, using covariance matrix error
analysis for planned increase of commercial air
traffic capacity >
P0561 A73-40028
Horizontal aircraft maneuver strateqy for maximum
miss distance and minimum course deviation,
examininq filtering techniques, collision
avoidance system and signal error analysis
P0562 A73-40032
Development of adaptive filter technique to
minimize effect of noise produced errors in
gyrocompasses and production of true azimuth data
[AD-7474781 p0075 N73-12685
Development of computer assisted troubleshooting
system for maintenance of helicopters and
aircraft using Dnivac 1108 computer
fAD-7486651 p0082 N73-13037
Positional accuracy of aircraft radar targets as
displayed in air traffic control airport
surveillance radar system
[FAA-NA-72-87-PT-21 p0600 N73-30650
Statistical error analysis of amplitude modulated
radio altimeters with phase readout
P0611 N73-31064
EBROB CORRECTING DEVICES
Aircraft reference altitude computation from air
data inputs, deriving algorithm for pressure
gradient errors correction
pOOSO A73-13915
Airborne atmospheric temperature measurements
correction for sensor response lag, deriving
numerical scheme based on sensing systems wind
tunnel calibration
P0193 A73-23991
Seduction of ILS errors caused by bnildinq
reflections.
P0236 A73-25784
A-218
SUBJECT IIDEX EOBOPBAB SPACE PBOGBABS
Error redaction in tvo-giibal, airborne search
radar1 systen
tAD-760551] p0484 N73-27131
BBBOB SIGNALS
Tine domain analysis of human operator, manual
control function for second order oscillatory
divergent systen vith error signals for
compensatory tracking
P0564 173-10090
BBBOBS
NT INSTRUMENT EBBOBS
HI PHASE EBHOB
HI .PILOT EBHOH
NT POSITION EBBOBS
NT BANGS ERBOBS
NT TBDNCATION EEBOBS
ESCAPE CAPSULES
B-1 boaber crev integrated escape Module for safe
recovery throughout aircraft operational
.envelope, discussing capsule configuration and
flight tests
fAIAA PAPES 73-440] p0340 A73-31426
Hortar design for parachute ejection and
deployment into airstrean to decelerate
spacecraft and aircraft pilot escape modules,
estimating hardware weight and reaction load
fAIAA P4PEH 73-459) p0341 A73-31445
Development of a high-perfornance ringsail
parachute cluster. '
r'AIi* PIPES 73-468] p0342 A73-31452
Experimental investigation and correlation of the
ground impact acceleration characteristics of a
full scale capsule and a 1/4 scale nodel
aircraft emergency crev escape capsule system.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-480] P0343 A73-31463
ESCAPE SOCKETS
The 600 knot Yankee escape system.
p0089 A73-16200
ESCAPE SYSTEMS
The 600 knot Yankee escape systen.
P0089 A73-16200
Concorde emergency power supply, oxygen and escape
systems design and operational features
P0299 A73-30929
A 14.2-ft-Do variable-porosity conical ribbon
chute for supersonic application.
[AIA4 PAPEB 73-472} p0342 A73-31456
Belative merit of the disc-gap-band parachute
applied to individual aircrew member escape.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-483J p0343 A73-31465
Survival and Flight Equipment Association, Annual
Symposium, 10th, Phoenix, Ariz., October 2-5,
1972, Proceedings.
P0359 A73-32653
OPSTARS - A single escape subsystem providing
stabilization, retardation, and separation.
P0361 A73-32668
Stowable deployable autogyro aircrew vehicle
escape rotoseat /SAVES/ conversion to flight
vehicle for advanced escape rescue capability
/AERCAB/ from hostile areas
P0361 A73-32674
Certification program for the DC-10 slide/raft.
P0450 A73-35807
Hodification to existing rocket catapult for
reducing probability of injury to users of
aircraft emergency escape systems
CAD-750318] P0130 N73-15057
Aircrew escape autogyro ejector seat/flight vehicle
p021» N73-18890
Analysis of escape systems for helicopter flight
crews and passengers
fB-177166] p0387 N73-24067
Proceedings of 'symposium to determine reguirements
and configurations of emergency ejection systems
for helicopter crews
rAGABD-AB-62] p0640 N73-31954
ESS (GTBOSCOPES)
0 ELECTBOSTATIC GYROSCOPES
ESTEBS
NT NITBOGLYCEBIN
ESTIMATES
NT COST ESTIHATES
ESTIMATING
Assessment and operational implications for 4TC
capital investment decision making by relative
capacity estimating process using analytical
models
P0049 A73-13801
Air Force weapon system procurement needs,
considering industry technological capabilities,
nonlinear estimation in cruise navigation and
nonlinear systems design, test and implementation
P0061 A73-15252
Prediction of fluctuating pressures acting on
externally blown flap surfaces
[NASA-CB-112216] p0126 S73-15026
BTBILBNB COMPOUNDS
Development of method for determining ethylene
dibromide depletion in aviation fuels
[AD-7462501 • p0685 H73-11791
. EDCLIDBAN GEOHETBY
NT CHORDS (GEOHETBY)
HI CIBCLES (GEOHETBY)
NT TRIANGLES
EOLEB EQUATIONS OF HOTION
High subsonic flow past airfoils at 2 deq angle of
attack, describing relaxation method for
hyperbolic Euler equations conversion to
parabolic form
P0106 A73-17738
EDLEB-L1GEANGB EQUATION
Numerical analysis of characteristics of rotary
wing aircraft when considered as two coupled
rigid bodies representing rotor and fuselage
P0158 N73-15994
EOBOPE
European' research and development programs
rAD-750267] p0141 N73-15972
Existing position and future prospects of wind
tunnels in European research
[AGABD-AR-60] P0257 B73-20269
Worldwide airfield climatic data for Eastern
Europe and DSSB - Part 1
CAD-759794] p0474 N73-26640
Worldwide airfield climatic data for Eastern
Europe, and USSR - Part 2
[AD-759795] p0474 N73-26641
EOBOPEAN AIBBUS
The technical evolution of air transport in the
seventies - European contribution to this
evolution
P0660 A73-11702
Bussian book on passenger aircraft and air
transport design covering technical and economic
efficiency, airbus concept, weight and size
problems and aft-mounted engine design
P0149 A73-20377
Optimization and design of the rear fuselage of
the A 300 B aircraft structure.
P0192 A73-23799
European airbus A300B aircraft flight tests and
. onboard instrumentation in certification
program, illustrating desk layout, control and
display panels
P0281 A73-28159
A-300 B airbus active and passive operational
monitoring systems, considering visual and aural
routine functional indicators, emergency warning
devices and flight data recorders
P0352 A73-32458
The safety, the reliability, and redundancy in the
automatic flight control system of the A300-B
Airbus
P0352 A73-32459
ABINC-573 recording system - Application to
maintenance
P0352 A73-32462
Minicomputer application to in-flight control of
A300-B airbus engines, describing computational
procedure for low pressure compressor stage BPH
limit /N 1 limit/
P0354 A73-32477
.French aircraft development program including
Concorde, Airbus, and Corvette, as well as
economic study
PP129 N73-15045
EUBOPEAN SPACE PEOGBAMS
ERAF - Proposal for a European Earth Besources
Aircraft.
P0283 A73-28786
Mission planning for European earth resources
survey aircraft
tESRO-CB(P)-117] p0327 N73-23484
Fokker F-27 as European earth resources survey
.aircraft noting design, remote sensors, and
program
tESRO-CR(P)-128] p0467 N73-26035
A-219
BOTBCTIC ALLOTS SUBJECT IHDEI
ESBO AEBOSAT experiment using stratospheric
balloon-borne.transponder to relay signals from
ground station to aircraft flyinq over sea
P0481 H73-27029
EOTECTIC ALLOTS
Superalloys processing technology for aircraft gas
turbine applications, discussing developments in
eutectics and powder metallurgy for increased
operating temperatures
P0285 A73-28931
Precipitation and dispersion hardened alloys,
fiber reinforced aetal matrix coaposites,
carbon-carbon coaposites, and dispersed system,
eutectics application in aerospace industry
PC296 A73-30067
Directional solidification of eutectic alloys and
application to turbine blades and gas turbine
engine components
pO»90 N73-27494
BOTBCTICS
JIT EOTECTIC ALLOTS
BVACOATIRG (TBABSFOBTATIOB)
DC-10 aircraft slide/raft system for emergency
personnel evacuation, discussing certification
test program for perfofnance, reliability,
seaworthiness and compliance vith regulations
P0359 A73-32659
Airplane accident survival, discussing cabin
safety, fire protection, crashvorthiness,
emergency evacuation and crash landing in water
p0415 A73-34079
Certification program for the DC-10 slide/raft,
pOUSO A73-35807
Aircraft evacuation and safety procedures during
emergencies, discussing negative panic, flight
crew training and impact in-jury minimization
P0459 A73-36849
ETAPOBATIVB COOLIHG
NT FILM COOLIHG
EXCITATION
NT ACOUSTIC EXCITATIOK
EIECDTIVB AIBCBAFT
0 GENERAL AVIATION AIBCBAFT
U PASSENGER AIBCBAFT
EXHAUST DIFFOSERS
Flameout and ignition characteristics of -jet
engine fuel flame in gas turbine with exhaust
diffuser
fAD-71496351 P0121 N73-14802
EXHAUST FLOS SIMULATION
NT FLIGHT SIMULATION
Bind tunnel simulation of jet exhaust in low speed
testing of Franco-German Alpha-Jet trainer and
fire support aircraft
P0362 A73-32802
Aircraft turbine engine exhaust emissions under
simulated high altitude, supersonic free-stream
flight conditions.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-5071 pC449 A73-35625
Jet noise suppression in turbofan engines at
various exhaust flow velocities
P0066 N73-12016
Jet exhaust simulation in low speed wind tunnel
fDGr-8352] • P0310 N73-22211
EXHAUST GASES
Manganese additive effects on emissions from a
model gas turbine combustor.
P0654 A73-10644
Gas turbine engine exhaust emissions measurement
data scatter, investigating temperature and
humidity effects and emission variations in
tailpipe plane
TAIAA PAPER 72-11991 p0046 A73-13487 .
Climatic impact assessment for high-flying
aircraft fleets.
P0057 A73-14672
The impact of aircraft emissions upon air guality.
P0059 A73-14890
Monitoring and modeling of airport air pollution.
P0059 A73-14891
Estimation of engine emissions at altitude through
ground testing.
P0059 A73-1t892
Aircraft turbine engine emissions and the
possibilities for control.
fASME PAPER 72-HA/GT-4] p0063 A73-15868
Assessment of emission control technology for
turbine-engine aircraft.
fASHE PAPER 72-SA/GT-8] p0063 A73-15872
Turbojet exhaust reactions in stratospheric flight.
fAIAA PAPER 73-99] p0096 A73-16859
Atmospheric dispersion of aircraft exhaust."
CAIAA PAPER 73-100] p0096 A73-16860
Afterburning turbojet engine exhaust emission
products measurement under simulated flight
conditions, determining Bach nnaber and altitude
effects on pollutants formation
CAIAA PAPER 73-98] p0104 A73-17643
Emissions from continuous combustion systems;
Proceedings of the Fifteenth Symposium, Warren,
Hich. , September 27, 28, 1971.' - '
p0105"'A73-17726
Effects of fuel injection method 'on gas turbine
combustor emissions. • ' :'
p0106 A73-17735
Effect of operating variables on pollutant
emissions from aircraft turbine engine combustors.
P0106 -A73-17736
Control and reduction of aircraft turbine engine
exhaust emissions.
. ' "' p0106 A73-17737
Emissions from and within-an Allison J-33 combnstor.
P0148 A73-20359
Aviation and atmospheric pollution - The real
dimension of the problem and its solutions
P0185 A73-22216
Combnstor design effect on jet aircraft engine
exhaust pollutants reduction during hydrocarbon
fuel burning
P0195 A73-24556
Effects of prevaporized fuel on exhaust emissions
of an experimental gas turbine conbustor.
p0240'A73-2642<l
Gas turbine engine exhaust pollutants consisting
of unburned hydrocarbons, nitric oxide, carbon
dioxide, nitrogen dioxide and carbon monoxide
P021I9 A73-27934
Design and evaluation of combustors for reducing
aircraft engine pollution.
pC285 A73-28932
Low emissions combustion for the regenerative gas
turbine. I - Theoretical and design
considerations.
fASME PAPER 73-GT-11] p0373 A73-33489
Low emissions combustion for the regenerative gas
turbine. II - Experimental technigues, results,
and assessment.
IASME PAPEB 73-01-12] p0373 A73-33490
Concentration of OH and NO in TJ93-GE-3 engine
exhausts measured in situ by narrow-line 0V
absorption.
tAIAA PAPEB 73-506] p0376 A73-335U6
Aircraft exhaust plume dispersion and flight
corridor concentration profiles in stratosphere
as function of flight frequency and scale
dependent diffusion
[AIAA PAPEB 73-532] p0376 A73-33565
An initial estimate of aircraft emissions in the
stratosphere in 1990.
f A I A A PAPER 73-508] p0379 A73-34046
Parameters controlling nitric oxide emissions from
gas turbine combustors.
P0421 A73-31171
Exhaust emissions analysis system for aircraft gas
turbine engines.
P0426 A73-34615
Nitric oxide emissions from tube combustor burning
prenixed gaseous propane-air mixture,
considering inlet conditions for eguivalence
ratios
p0449 A73-35468
Laser measurement of high-altitude aircraft
emissions. ~'
[AIAA PAPEB 73-704) ' p'0454 A73-36253
Nitrogen oxide turbojet emissions minimization
with hydrogen compared to kerosene /JP/ fuels
due to flanmability limits, burning velocity and
introduction in combustor as gas
p0503 A73-37498
Book - Engine emissions: Pollutant formation and
measurement.
p0521 A73-38321
Mechanism of hydrocarbon formation in combustion
processes.
P0521 A73-38322
Jet engine exhaust plume effects on solid bodies,
examining nozzle drag effects, nozzle geometry,
plume entrainment and shape, wind tunnel tests
A-220
SUBJECT IHDEI EXBAOST HOZZLES
and pressure effects
p0526 473-38651
S»all-scale suppressor of the aerodynamic noise of
a subsonic gas jet
p0566 A73-40404
Emissions from and within an Allison J-33
conbostor. II - The effect of inlet air
temperature.
p0622 473-43327
Theoretical and experimental analysis of charged
metal particle detection in jet engine exhaust
by cylindrical electrostatic probe
fAD-745540] p0676 H73-10753
Portable sampling and measurement system for
determining gaseous emission species in
afterbnrn of turbojet engine at ground level
fAD-747773] p0076 H73-12866
Numerical prediction of exhaust products released
to stratosphere during supersonic flight along
definite air routes
[NASA-IT-?-14622] p0079 H73-13013
Exhaust nozzle for reducing noise in gas turbines
by mixing Ion velocity air with high velocity
engine exhaust
rNASA-CSSE-LEH-11569-1] p0120 H73-14792
Tests of high pressure combustor exhaust emissions
with improved air-atomizing and conventional
pressure-atomizing fuel nozzle
[HASA-TH-D-7154] p0169 H73-16929
Modification of jet engine fuels to reduce
enissions of nitrogen oxides from jet aircraft
turbine engines
IAD-752581] p0179 1173-17803
Effect of fuel zoning and fuel nozzle design on
exhaust pollution emissions at ground idle
conditions for double-annular ram-induction
combustor for tnrbofan engines
fNASA-CB-121094] ' p0180 H73-17916
Analysis of gaseous emissions from J-85 engine at
various fuel-air ratios, engine speeds, and
simulated altitude conditions
fHASA-TB-X-2726] p0181 H73-17921
Analysis of air pollution caused by exhaust from
military aircraft engines and development of
technology for pollutant measurement to neet EPA
standards
fAD-753095] p0214 N73-18975
Development of techniques for reducing exhaust
eaissions from turbine engines
C»iSA-TH-X-68192] p0226 H73-19824
Development of sanpling and analytical procedures
for gas turbine engine exhaust using aircraft
auxiliary power unit as emission source
fBH-BI-7735] . p0227 1173-19947
Effect of prevaporization of jet fuels on exhaust
emission levels produced in turbojet combnstor
segment
[NASA-TB-X-68194] p0227 H73-19949
Chemically reacting wave of aircraft flying at
' subsonic and supersonic velocity in upper
troposphere and stratosphere
fAD-754918] p0258 H73-20447
Stratospheric chemical reactions and perturbations
caused by snpersonic aircraft exhaust
rPB-213111] p0259 N73-20464
Survey on aeronomic dynamics of photochemical
reactions caused by snpersonic aircraft exhaust
tPB-213126) p0259 H73-20466
Alternate fuels to reduce aircraft exhaust
pollutants
fAD-755151] p0263 H73-20815
Seduction of jet engine noise due to turbulent
mixing of exhaust gases with ambient atmosphere
fHASA-CASE-ABC-10712-1] p0263 H73-20826
Bigh altitude measurement of atmospheric pollution
from aircraft engine exhaust gases
fHASA-TB-X-68221] p0312 H73-22584
Present and predicted nature, entent, and control
of air pollution related to aircraft operations
in OS
tBEPT-72-02452] p0312 H73-22586
J-57 combnstor exhaust odor intensity and chemical
composition considering inlet parameters, fuel
types, and nozzle shapes
fHASA-CE-121159) p0323 H73-23093
Endothermic decomposition in jet engine exhaust
reaction
[AD-758200] p0323 N73-23105
Threat of stratospheric ozone noneguilibrium by
SST nitric oxide exhaust gases
IAD-757059] p0336 H73-23949
Analysis of temperature and pressure parameters
associated with recircnlated enqine exhaust from
V/STOL aircraft engines exhausting normal to
ground
[HASA-TT-F-14912] p0391 1173-24323
Analysis of air pollution caused by aircraft
engine emissions in vicinity of airport and
comparison with air pollution in urban areas
p039« H73-24788
Establishment of criteria for oxides of nitrogen
emissions to control air pollution contribution
from aircraft operating at major air terminals -
Vol. 1
rBEPT-1162-1-VOL-1] p039U 1173-24789
Development of computer program to analyze flow
conditions in gas turbine compressor for
application to reduction of nitrogen oxides from
aircraft engine exhaust - Vol. 3
[BEPT-1162-3-VOL-3] p0394 1173-24791
Effect of fuel vapor concentrations on combustion
emissions and performance using experimental
turbojet combustor segment
rHASA-TB-X-2800) p0395 H73-24933
Chemical kinetics and atmospheric dynamics data
base for digital modeling of climatoloqical
aircraft exhaust effects
fPB-214100/0] p0408 N73-25441
Combnstor research programs to gain advanced
technology for reducing aircraft engine pollution
fHASA-TB-X-68256] p0475 N73-26797
Wake model program for computing wake height and
width
[PB-218820/9] p0481 1173-27030
Comparison of nitrogen oxide emissions produced by
hydrogen combustion with enissions produced by
jet engine fuels at simulated cruise conditions
r.NASA-TB-X-68258J pC492 N73-27804
Handbook on radiant emission and absorption of
combustion gases for application to design of
rocket combustion chambers and exhausts,
turbojet engines, and industrial furnaces
fNASA-SP-3080] p0492 N73-27807
Analysis of aircraft emissions and recommendations
for reducing impact of aircraft emissions on air
pollution
tNBEC-1168-1] p0548 1173-28986
Analysis of jet engine test cell pollution
abatement methods
CAD-763119] p0553 N73-29690
Exhaust emissions of 11 T56-A-15 engines
[EDB-7200] p0602 1173-30736
Research projects to determine effects of exhaust
products from aircraft operating in stratosphere
on global and local climatic conditions
[DCBL-51336] p0646 N73-32296
Sensory odor tests of exhaust from turbojet enqine
combustor operating at simulated idle conditions
rNASA-TS-X-71429] p0652 N73-32613
Exhaust emission measurements on turbojet engine
plume at simulated supersonic flight
[AD-764717] p0653 1173-32632
Emission abatement in aircraft gas turbine
combnstor with low mass emissions
[AD-764987] p0654 1173-32638
Hind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic loads
on flap systems behind engines and vibration
modes of flap system
P0663 1173-32945
EXHAUST JETS
0 EXHAUST GASES
EXHAOST HOZZLES
NT PLUG NOZZLES
Criteria concerning the adaptation of the rear
components of a propulsion system to the
subsonic and transonic altitude flight
fDGLB PAPER 72-065] p0659 A73-11690
Implementing the design of airplane enqine exhaust
systems.
fAIAA PAPEB 72-1112] p0045 A73-13427
Directional devices for noise reduction of high
speed jets
P0052 A73-14142
Flyover and static tests to investigate external
flow effect on jet noise for nonsuppressor and
suppressor exhaust nozzles.
[AIAA PAPER 73-190] p0098 A73-16927
A-221
EXHAUST SISTERS SUBJECT IHDEX
Performance of jet V/STOL tactical aircraft nozzles.
fASHE PAPER 73-6T-77) p0375 A73-33523
Velocity decay and acoustic characteristics of
various nozzle geometries vith forward Telocity.
fAIAA PAPER 73-629] p0454 A73-36256
Jet aircraft exhaust nozzle for noise reduction
fNASA-CASE-LAR-10951-1] p0226 N73-19819
Shrouded diverqent body attached to exhaust nozzle
for let noise suppression
(NASA-CASE-LEil-11286-1] p0274 N73-21066
Analytical technique and computer program for
evaluation of airbreathing propulsion exhaust
nozzle performance
CAD-7605U1] p0491 N73-27712
Flyover and static tests for determining effects
of fliqht Telocity on F-106B exhaust nozzle noise
f NASA-IB-X-2854] p0543 N73-28734
Assessment of jets as acoustic shields by
comparison of sinqle and multitube suppressor
nozzle data
fNASA-IB-X-714501 P0672 H73-33179
EIHADST STSTBBS
Theoretical studies of sound emission from
aircraft ducts.
fAIAA PAPER 73-1012) p0629 A73-44844
Application of finite difference techniques to
noise propagation in let enqine ducts
f NASA-Til-X-68261] p0464 N73-26015
Desiqn and tests of lift fan exhaust suppression
system for future VTOL aircraft noise qoals
fNASA-CR-121108] P0556 N73-29812
Desiqn and characteristics of expansion chamber
mufflers for reducinq exhaust noise generated by
helicopters
rNASA-TN-D-7309] p0617 N73-31623
EXHAUST VELOCITY
Combustion noise prediction techniques for small
qas turbine enqines.
P0497 A73-37296
Exhaust blast velocities and temperatures at
qround level for various aircraft and wing tip
vortex Telocity for C-5 aircraft
fAD-764228) P0609 N73-30961
EXISTENCE THEOREHS
Optimal feedback control solution existence and
uniqueness conditions for asymptotic stability,
discussinq relationships vith Pontcyaqin •
equations and linear regulator problem with
quadratic cost functionals
P0585 A73-M3070
EXPANDABLE STRUCTURES
NT BALLOONS
NT BALLOTES
NT GAS BAGS
ST HIGH ALTITUDE BALLOONS
NT INFLATABLE STRUCTURES
NT SKYHOOK BALLOONS
NT TETHERED BALLOONS
EXPANSION
NT PRANDTL-MEYER EXPANSION
EXPECTATION
Statistical expectation application to risk
density functions and fee/incentive-element
relationships for contract incentive
structuring, considerinq C-5A procurement
PC152 A73-20958
EXPERIHENTAL DESIGN
NT FACTORIAL DESIGN
Productivity estimates of the strateqic airlift
system by the use of simulation.
P0192 A73-23774
Determination of variability of oblique and
horizontal visibility for aircraft landinq by
analysis of experimental data
rNLL-M-230"»6-(5828.4F) ] p06CO N73-30576
EXPLODING CONDOCTOH CI8COITS
0 CIRCUITS
EXPLORATION
NT OIL EXPLORATION
EXPLORER SATELLITES
HI EXPLORER 2U SATELLITE
EXPLORER 24 SATELLITE
Draq coefficients for Echo 1 and Explorer 21
spherical surfaces in atomic oxygen over energy
ranqe from 4 to 20C eV
fNASA-CR-22331 P0224 N73-19697
EXPLOSIONS
NT NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS
EXPLOSIVE DEVICES
NT BOHBS (ORDNANCE)
An international review of civil aircraft damaged
or destroyed by deliberate detonation of
explosives /sabotage/ 1964-1972.
p0197 A73-24708
Annex 13, sabotage and malicious acts against
aircraft - Practical problems.
P0509 A73-37740
EXPORTS
U INTERNATIONAL TRADE
EXTERNAL SIOBES
NT PODS (EXTERNAL STORES)
Active flutter control - An. adaptable application
to wing/store flatter.
[AIAA PAPER 73-194] p0098 A73-16930
Calculation of forces on stores in the vicinity of
aircraft.
P0186 A73-22433
Automatic electronic feedback control systems foe
active wing/external store flutter suppression
P0446 A73-35244
Aircraft-store separation design for angular
momentum increase of external weapon with
internally mounted spinning flywheel
P0526 A73-38652
Aerodynaaic characteristics of four configurations
of rounded shoulder boattail nozzles mounted on
F-106B aircraft at subsonic speeds
fNASA-TH-X-2626) p0678 N73-11013
Analysis of aerodynamic interference effects
between aircraft and external store carried
under wing based on inviscid flow characteristics
fAD-748348] p0078 S73-13005
Effect of internal spinning fly wheel on air
launched missile stability and resulting launch
disturbance
fAD-749027] p0083 N73-13047
Effects of various external stores
characteristics, spanwise positions, and Bach
number on static longitudinal stability of
several military aircraft
[AD-750120] p0131 N73-15063
Aerodynamic characteristics of helicopters with
sling loads in hovering and near-hovering
conditions
[AD-750618] p0132 N73-15073
Development of eguipment for securing external
stores SH-3G helicopter and analysis of failure
modes
[AD-757001] p0305 N73-21943
Design, fabrication, and evaluation of mechanical
devices for supporting external stores on
military helicopters
fAD-755532] p0311 N73-22436
Hind tunnel tests to determine effect of
longitudinally oriented wing-mounted pods on
aerodynamic characteristics of V/STOL transport
model in cruise flight mode
fNASA-TN-D-7199) p0384 N73-24035
Aerodynamic forces and trajectories of external
stores separated from F-4 aircraft
[AD-757932] p0395 H73-24993
find tunnel tests to determine pressure
distribution on two dimensional airfoil with
pylon mounted stores at subsonic speeds using
F-4 aircraft model
[AD-759582] P0401 N73-25053
Aerodynamic interference between aircraft and
external store mounted on elliptical wing under
inviscid flow conditions
fAD-759170) p0406 N73-25094
Analysis of descent trajectories to determine
static and dynamic stability of free-fall stores
with freely spinning stabilizer devices
CAD-760677] p0478 H73-26999
EXTERNALLY BLOSH FLAPS
Externally blown flap trailing edge noise
reduction by slot blowing - A preliminary study.
CAIAA PAPER 73-245] p0099 A73-16969
V/STOL hydraulic controls including internal and
external blown jet flap and augmentor wing,
describing integrated flight control actuator
packages and aircraft configuration
p0450 A73-35851
Mechanisms of externally blown flap noise.
tAIAA PAPER 73-1029] p0630 A73-44859
Noise sources and noise scaling laws of externally
blown STOL flaps
A-222
SUBJECT IBDBI BITBODHG
P0067 B73-12024
Design of auqmentor ving jet flap configuration
with minimum noise generation for jet STOL
transport aircraft
P0067 H73-12025
Pressures and temperatures on the lover surfaces
of an externally blown flap system during
fall-scale ground tests
[HASA-TH-D-71381 ' P0122 873-1498*
Design aspects of stall of powered-lift aircraft
with externally blown flaps and methods for
predicting increment in maximum lift coefficient
dae to power
P0125 B73-15011
Prediction of fluctuating pressures acting on
externally blown flap surfaces
[NASA-CB-.112216] p0126 B73-15026
Seduction of noise generated by externally blown
flaps using slot near trailing edge of flap with
low velocity secondary air blown through slot
rNASA-TH-X-68172] p0126 B73-15027
Screening tests of upper surface blowing on
externally blown flaps configurations to obtain
noise and turning effectiveness data
CNASA-IB-X-68167] p0127 B73-15030
Comparison of mechanical high lift flaps with
externally blown flaps for STOL aircraft
. CHBB-UH-12-72-0] p0161 H73-16017
Hind tunnel tests to determine acoustic properties
of seaispan wing with externally blown jet flap
to include effects of flap size, vertical
location and forward speed
tBASA-TH-X-2749] p0204 B73-18041
Analysis of basic acoustic characteristics and
noise reduction potential of upper surface of
blown flap
tNASA-CB-1122«6] p0253 N73-20017
Acoustic measurements of aerodynamic noise
generated by externally blown flap lift '
augmentation system for various aerodynamic
configurations
fHASA-TH-X-2776] p0273 K73-21059
Rind tunnel tests to determine static longitudinal
aerodynamic characteristics of jet transport
wing-body with upper surface blown jet flap for
lift augmentation
fHASA-TB-D-7183] p0302 N73-21907
Rind tunnel tests to determine acoustic properties
of externally blown jet flap and augnentor wing
short takeoff aircraft concepts .
fBASA-TH-X-62251] p0303 B73-21924
Comparison of aerodynamic lift developed by
mechanical high lift systems and lift developed
by externally blown flaps on short takeoff
aircraft
[HASA-TT-F-14895] p0319 N73-22981
Effect of jet stream blowing downwards from lower
surface of slender delta wing to obtain lift
augmentation for takeoff and landing
fABC-B/H-3288] p0382 B73-24009
Simulator analysis of effect of engine response
characteristics on approach and landing
operations of powered lift aircraft with
externally blown flaps
[BASA-TH-X-62265(in p0465 B73-26021
Analysis of influence of engine response
characteristics on approach and landing
performance of aircraft equipped with externally
blown flap
CBASA-TH-X-62265(2)1 p0465 H73-26022
Hind tunnel tests to determine acoustic properties
of jet augmented lifting flap configuration
tBASA-TT-F-14951) : p0466 H73-26030
Analysis of acoustic properties and aerodynamic
characteristics of engine over wing
configuration with flow attached and unattached
on upper surface of flaps
[NASA-TH-X-71419] P0589 B73-30015
Effect of wing aspect ratio and flap span on
aerodynamic characteristics of short takeoff
Dodel with externally blown jet flap
[BASA-TH-D-7205] p0590 B73-30020
Hind tunnel tests to determine effects of
variations in Reynolds number and leading edge
configurations on aerodynamic characteristics of
STOL transport with externally blown flaps
[NASi-TH-D-7194] p0590 N73-30021
Development of data for numerical analysis of
aerodynamic performance of jet, blown, and
ejector flaps
fAD-763793] p0594 B73-30049
System for reducing noise generated by jet
impinging on external flap using injection of
secondary air from slot near trailing edge of flap
[NASA-CB-132270] p06C5 H73-30930
Takeoff and landing performance characteristics
and field length requirements for jet short
takeoff transport aircraft with full span,
externally blown flaps
tBASA-TH-D-7441] ' p0638 H73-31939
Evaluation of low speed flying qualities of short
takeoff aircraft with externally blown flap wing
or angmentor winq using flight simulator
tBASA-TH-D-7454] p0640 S73-31951
Aerodynamic and performance characteristics of
short takeoff aircraft eguipped with externally
blown flaps
P0662 B73-32939
Rind tunnel tests to determine stability and
control characteristics of externally blown
jet-flap configurations
P0662 B73-32940
Rind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic loads
on flap systems behind engines and vibration
modes of flap system
P0663 B73-32945
Measurement of fluctuating surface pressures
induced on externally blown flaps by jet
impingement and relationship to sonic fatigue of
airframes
p0663 B73-32946
Full-scale ground tests of externally blown flap
system on F-111 aircraft wing to determine
pressure and temperature distributions on
nndersurface of winq, vane, and flap
PP663 H73-32947
Simulations of powered-lift STOL transport
aircraft with either externally blown flap
configuration or auqmentor winq configuration
P0663 B73-32948
Acoustic measurements of aerodynamic noise
produced by impingement of jet exhaust on winq
and flap of externally blown flap system
installed on F-111 aircraft
P0666 B73-32964
Hind tunnel tests to determine acoustic properties
of externally blown flap and anqmentor winq for
short takeoff aircraft confiqurations
P0666 B73-32965
Aerodynamic noise characteristics of short takeoff
aircraft with externally blown flaps and enqines
mounted over and under vinq
P0666 N73-32966
Method for predicting noise qenerated by
deflecting engine exhaust for under-the-ving and
over-the-wing versions of externally blown flap
configuration
[BASA-TH-X-71449] p0667 N73-32969
Rind tunnel tests of large scale subsonic jet
transport with upper surface blowing flap system
for lift augmentation
[NASA-IB-X-622961 pP667 N73-32973
EXTIHGOISHEBS
D FIEE EXTINGOISHERS
EITBAGALACTIC LIGHT
0 LIGHT (VISIBLE BADIATIOM)
EXTRAPOLATION
Hind tunnel experimental verification of flight
vehicles aerodynamic characteristics during
preliminary design staqe, discussinq correction
procedures for model data extrapolation to full
scale parameters
[SAE PAPEB 720861] p0093 A73-16665
1ITBATEBBESTBIAL BADIATION
NT PBIBAHY COSHIC BAIS
BT SOLAB RADIATION
EITBEBOH TILDES
Aircraft engine inlets total pressure fluctuations
and distortion factors, presenting extreme-value
statistical method for maximum distortion level
probability estimate
[AIAA PAPEB 72-1100] pOOUU A73-13419
Low value atmospheric density extremes evaluation
covering ground elevations up to 15,000 feet for
engine power calculation in aircraft design
p0564 A73-U0063
EXTBDDIBG
Stepped aluminum extrusions - Designing for
1-223
EYE HOVBHBHTS SUBJECT IHDEI
business aircraft.
f S A E PAPEB 730308] p0428 A73-34668
Production of extruded tube hollows for titanium
3A1-2.5V hydraulic tubing.
f S A E SP-3781 P0515.&73-37869
Application of the hydrostatic extrusion process
toward production of 3A1-2.5V titanium alloy
hydraulic tubing.
fSAE SP-3781 P0515 A73-37873
BIS HOVBHBHTS
Cockpit layout effects on pilot and flight crew
activities, using in-flight observation,
photography and pilot eye movement evaluation
P0508 A73-37733
The oculoneter - A new approach to flight
management research.
T A I A A PAPEB 73-911] p0568 A73-40862
P-80 AIBCBAFT
0 T-33 AIBCBAFT
F-4 AIBCBAFT
Visual cues and six degree of freedom notion
flight simulation for F-4 aircraft energy
maneuvering perfornance, discussing pilot
evaluations
f A I A A PAPER 73-931] p0570 A73-40880
Weapon delivery accuracy of F-4 aircraft with
experimental stick to rudder interconnect to
minimize lateral tracking error
fAD-716000] P0680 N73-11027
Weapon delivery accuracy of 7-1 aircraft with high
gain control augmentation systea
fAD-746001] p0680 N73-11028
Development of performance criteria to estimate
relative proficiency of aircraft pilots during
aircraft carrier gualification training with F-4
aircraft
fAD-746095] P0681 873-11030
Investigation of midair collision between
commercial DC 9 aircraft and Harine Corps F-4B
aircraft at Duarte, California on 6 June 1971
fHTSB-AAH-72-26] P0069 S73-12037
Evaluation of energy maneuverability procedures in
aircraft flight path optimization and
performance estimation
fAD-754909] P0255 H73-20035
Development of computer programs for numerical
analysis of spinning aircraft based on Euler
integration and minimization by gradient search
fAD-757257] p0320 H73-22990
Aerodynamic forces and trajectories of external
stores separated from F-4 aircraft
fAD-757932] P0395 N73-24993
Kind tunnel tests to determine pressure
distribution on two dimensional airfoil with
pylon mounted stores at subsonic speeds using
F-il aircraft model
(AD-759582] pC401 K73-25053
Cyclic pressure tests of F-4 aircraft forward and
aft canopies to determine safe service life
after delamination of acrylic sheet
fAD-7593491 p0404 H73-25084
Analysis of performance benefits for fighter
aircraft by application of maneuver load control
and relaxed static stability parameters
fAD-7622991
 P0539 H73-27922
Logistic performance data book for F-4D aircraft
fire control system to show reliability,
maintanability, logistics support, and operating
problems
fAD-762229] p0546 H73-28969
Logistics performance data book for BF-4C aircraft
landing gear system to show reliability,
maintainability, logistics support, and
operating problems
fAD-762231]
 P05<16 H73-28970Logistic performance data book for F-4E flight
control system to show reliability,
maintainability, logistic support, and operating
problems
fAD-762230) p0547 N73-28973
logistic performance data book for BF-4C
photographic reconnaissance system to show
reliability, maintainability, logistic support,
and operating problems
fAD-762232] p0547 H73-28974
Field maintenance and operational experience with
various selected models of F-4 aircraft
[AD-762747] p0550 1173-28995
Analysis of flight crew errors contributing to
aircraft accidents on P-3 and F-4 aircraft for
improved air safety
[AD-764868] p0643 S73-31979
F-5 AIBCBAFT
Hethod for predicting flight characteristics of
F-5 and A-7 aircraft daring atmospheric
turbulence using large amplitude flight simulator
fAD-749480] p0114 H73-14030
Development of rolling maneuver fatigue load data
for F-5 and F-105 aircraft based on statistical
flight loads data
CAD-761491] p0538 K73-27915
Acguisition of stress data and aerodynamic loads
on F-5 aircraft using mechanical strain gages
and oscillograph recorders for service life
determination
fAD-760567] p0549 H73-28991
F-8 ilBCBAFT
F-8 digital fly by wire control system development
and flight testing, using Apollo lunar guidance
computer and inertial measurement unit for
angular rates and accelerations
p0184 A73-22180
Surface effect take-off and landing system for
high performance aircraft.
P0506 A73-37695
Fly-by-wire digital F-8C aircraft control system
using Apollo guidance, navigation and control
hardware, emphasizing interface design and fault
detection
P0561 A73-40027
Flight control improvement of F-8 aircraft
relative to carrier takeoff and landing
CAD-753010) p0205 H73-18052
Flight tests of F-8C aircraft to determine effects
of flaps on buffet characteristics and wing-rock
onset at subsonic and supersonic speeds
tNASA-TH-X-2873] p0537 H73-27905
Design and development of cryptosteady energy
separator for use with turbojet engines on
supersonic aircraft
[AD-762032] p0544 H73-28752
Analysis of energy separator for application to
air conditioning system of E-8 aircraft
[AD-762590] p0551 N73-29014
Design and development of cryptosteady energy
separator for application to F-8 aircraft air
conditioning system
IAD-762579] p0551 N73-29015
Transonic wind tunnel tests to determine lift,
drag, and stability characteristics of F-8
aircraft model with obligue wing
[HASA-TH-X-62273] p0667 N73-32974
F-110 AIBCBAFT
D F-4 AIBCBAFT
F-14 AIBCBAFT
F-14 aircraft boron-epoxy and graphite-epoxy
composite structure production protection
against degradation by lightning discharges,
discussing design, processing and tests
P0365 A73-33035
F-14 replacement for Phantom aircraft for escort
missions, fleet defence, interdiction and close
support, discussing airborne refuelling
capability and composite materials applications
p0628 A73-44695
Bole of flight simulation in development of S-3
and F-14 aircraft
p0171 H73-17001
Performance tests of F-14 aircraft with jet blast
deflector to determine effects of backflow of
jet exhaust on aircraft launch operation
[AD-752018] P0174 H73-17023
Analysis of infrared spectra generated by OV-1D,
F-14, and DH-1 aircraft using Fourier spectroscopy
fBH-572] p0311 H73-22390
Hind tunnel tests to determine low speed
characteristics of large scale model of F-14A
aircraft with emphasis on high lift
configuration stability
CHASA-TH-1-62244] • p0638 H73-31940
F-15 AIBCBAFT
C-5 program developments and alterations in terms
of defense reguireaents and cost problems,
discussing objectives and management policies in
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F-15 and B-1 projects
p0656 A73-11069
F-15 air superiority fiqhter aircraft flight
testing, describing air inlet, flight control,
landing gear, flaps, speed brake and cockpit
layout
• p0183 A73-22178
F-15 fiqhter aircraft developnent, discussing
design and functional features of power plant,
flight control system, landing gear, flaps,
'speed brakes and cockpit
P0184 A73-22198
Pressure measurements for establishing
inlet/engine coapatibility.
p0426 A73-34609
Evaluation of F-15 inlet dynamic distortion.
[AIAA PAPEE 73-784] . p0499 A73-37454
Analysis of F-15 contract structure and
contribution to effective progran management
[AD-750849] p0141 H73-15975
Modifications in development of high pressure
version of vibrating cylinder pressure transducer
tAD-755533] p0308 N73-22173
F-27 AIBCBAFT .
Fokker F-27 as European earth resources survey
aircraft noting design, remote sensors, and
program
[ESBO-CB(P)-128] p0467 H73-26035
F-28 TBAHSPOBT AIBCBAPT
Development of F-28 transport aircraft winq and
analysis characteristics to show effects of
boundary layer fences
p0125 N73-15015
Fokker F-28 fellowship structure adhesive bonding
processes and quality control methods
fFOK-K-67] ' p0593 H73-30037
F-86 AIBCBAFT
Aircraft accident involving attempted takeoff of
Sabre Bark 5 aircraft at Sacramento, California
airport on 24 Sept. 1972
fNTSB-AAR-73-6] p0319 H73-22985
F-100 AIBCBAFT
Flight tests of modified F-100 aircraft to
determine effectiveness of fast-acting flaps as
direct-lift-control devices to improve station
keeping
rNASA-TH-X-2936] p0667 M73-32970
F-101 AIBCBAFT
F/RF-101 ejection seat upgrade kit for performance
improvement, discussing propulsion, trajectory
control, snubber system and rapid recovery
parachute opening
p0360 A73-32667
F-102 AIBCBAFT
Flight loads data recording system for F-102
aircraft laneuver load analysis for data
acquisition and application to development of
structural design criteria
[AD-747016] p0070 1173-12047
F-104 AIBCBAFT
Performance tests of hemispherical flow-direction
sensor mounted on F-104 aircraft to develop Mach
number position error calibration curve
tHASA-TN-D-74611 ' p0640 N73-31956
F-105 AIBCBAFT
Measurement of noise levels produced by F-105
aircraft and analysis of effects on environment
and land use
[AD-753113] P0206 H73-18056
Development of rolling maneuver fatigue load data
for F-5 and F-105 aircraft based on statistical
flight loads data
fAD-761491] p0538 H73-27915
F-106 AIBCBAFT
Aerodynamic characteristics of four configurations
of rounded shoulder boattail nozzles mounted on
F-106B aircraft at subsonic speeds
fNASA-TB-X-2626) p0678 1173-11013
Flight test F-106 aircraft to determine
comparative time advantages of enerqy
optimization clinb and acceleration methodology
fAD-760571] pO«83 1173-27041
Flyover and static tests for determining effects
of flight velocity on F-106B exhaust nozzle noise
fHASA-TM-X-2854] p0543 1173-28734
Flight tests of modified F-106 aircraft to
determine installation effects of two aft
underwing nacelles housing afterburning J-85
engines
CHASA-TH-X-71439] p0641 H73-31959
P-111 AIBCBAFT
Concept and conduct of proof test of F-111
production aircraft.
P0056 A73-14467
Analysis of fatigue crack propagation
characteristics of steel structures in F-111
aircraft under specific flight loading spectra
CAD-746343] P0681 N73-11033
Pressures and temperatures on the lower surfaces
of an externally blown flap system during
full-scale ground tests
r»ASA-TB-D-7138] p0122 1173-14984
Analysis of stall and post-stall characteristics
of F-111 aircraft and development of regression
technigues to obtain aerodynamic derivatives
P0125 N73-15013
Crack growth characteristics of steel and
structural failure of F-111 aircraft frame
[AD-752223] pC174 H73-17024
Development of computer programs for numerical
analysis of spinning aircraft based on Euler
integration and minimization by gradient search
[AD-757257] p0320 1173-22990
Application of boron/epoxy composite materials for
airframe construction with specific development
of F-111 stabilizer
p0488 H73-27480
Cost history of F-111 aircraft airframe system to
show logistics organization, support costs,
reliability and maintainability, and development
problems
CAD-762213] p0545 N73-28958
Logistic performance data book for bomb navigation
avionics system of F-111 aircraft to show
support cost, reliability, maintenance, and
problems
[AD-762214] p0545 1173-28959
Heasnrement of sound power levels, power spectra,
and directivity patterns for jet exit velocities
of F-111A aircraft
(HASA-TN-D-7376] p0549 N73-28989
Analysis of steady-state and dynamic pressure
conditions in F-111 aircraft engine to determine
causes of engine compressor stalls
[NASA-m-D-7328] P0555 N73-29806
Full-scale ground tests of externally blown flap
system on F-111 aircraft wing to determine
pressure and temperature distributions on
nndersnrface of wing, vane, and flap
P0663 N73-32947
Acoustic measurements of aerodynamic noise
produced by impingement of jet exhaust on wing
and flap of externally blown flap system
installed on F-111 aircraft
P0666 N73-32964
FAB (PROGBABoTIG LANGUAGE)
0 F08TRAH
FABRICATION
Welding and fabrication of non-ferrous metals;
Proceedings of the International Conference,
Eastbourne, Sussex, England, May 2, 3, 1972.
Volume 1.
P0153 A73-21235
Aircraft structural components in-house or
subcontracted fabrication, discussing technical
performance, economic and manpower aspects
P0191 A73-23521
Rigid lightweight honeycomb core radone
development from materials and processes
standpoint, discussing cost reduction and
fabrication
fSAE PAPEB 730310] p0428 A73-34670
FABRICS
Attempts at using fiberglass cloth as skin for
aircraft
P0664 A73-12450
Recent developments in commercial fire resistant
fibrous materials.
p0240 A73-26419
Feasibility study of skirt configurations and
materials for an ACLS aircraft.
P0506 A73-37696
Correlation of wear behavior and properties of
coated fabric hovercraft fingers
fRAE-TR-71210] p0178 N73-17654
FABBI-FEBOT LASERS
0 LASERS
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FACETS
0 FLAT SOEFACES
FACTOR ANALYSIS
On evaluation of aircraft noise around air-bases
by factor analysis.
p0039 473-12957
F1CTOBIAL DESIGI
Productivity estimates of the strategic airlift
system by the use of simulation.
P0192 A73-23774
FADIIG
NT SIGNAL FADING
FAIL-SAFE SISTEHS
United states SST electrical power system
evaluation..
fAIAA PAPER 72-10551 p0043 A73-13386
Failrsafe aircraft composite structures, achieving
crack arrestment by integral buffer strips in
primary load carrying laminates
. p0108 A73-18494
Artificial slow crack growth under constant stress
- The E-curve concept in plane stress.
PC189 A73-23255
Earn air turbines for aircraft emergency power
supply, discussing design, performance and control
P0191 A73-23525
Concorde emergency power supply, oxygen and escape
systems design and operational features
P0299 A73-30929
An ILS sensor for fail operative automand systems
- The Bendix SIA-32A.
•• , ' P0352 A73-32461
Independent Landing Monitor for economic Category
3 operation with fail-operational autoland, fog
dissipation or fail-passive autoland plus
visibility augmentation
P0357 A73-32499
Quad redundant fly by wire servocontrol system
design and tests in F-8C high speed jet
aircraft, using fail/safe hydraulic actuators
P0365 A73-33080
Heavy lift helicopter rotor blade design including
airfoils, fiberglass skin, titanium spar,
fail-safety and aerodynamic and structural
features
TABS PREPRINT 710] p0437 A73-35056
Heavy lift helicopter rotor hub design and fatigue
test technology, using fail-safe criteria,
finite element analysis and fracture mechanics
fAHS PREPRINT 784] p04«2 A73-35097
Flight-critical fail-operative and endurance tests
for SST electrical power system
P0447 A73-35252
Redundant system design for advanced digital
flight control.
fAIAA PAPEE 73-846] p0528 A73-38785
Ram air turbine with hydraulic pitch change servo
regulated speed as emergency power source for
aircraft control in event of main engine failure
p0635 A73-45475
Fail-safe and safe-life design of aircraft
components made from Ti-alloys
fNLB-TR-72034-U] p0616 F73-31510
FAILDBE
NT BDENTHBODGH (FAILURE)
NT ENGINE FAILORE
NT FAILURE ANALYSIS '
NT STRUCTURAL FAILURE
NT SYSTEM FAILURES
FAILURE ANALYSIS
Ni-Cr-Ti steel aircraft structural element fatigue
life calculation based on failure mechanism
involving crack propagation
P0051 A73-14011
Aircraft gas turbine mainshaft ball bearings
fatigue life estimation via failure distribution
fASME PAPEE 72-LUB-10] p0054 A73-14328
Aircraft maintenance for safety and reliability,
considering design requirements, human errors,
fault diagnosis, redundancy, failure mode
analysis, service data statistics and equipment
specifications
p0192 A73-23759
Analytical elasticity methods for airfield
pavement structural stress-strain, failure and
reliability performance evaluation
P0288 A73-29106
Analysis of early failures in unegual size samples.
P0377 A73-33622
Operational readiness and maintenance testing of
the B-1 strategic bomber. ->E
p0377 A73-33631
Concept and system of the versatile avionic shop
test /VAST/ system. • 'I
' P0377 A73-33634
Failure analysis used to vindicate JAHTX components..
P0433 A73-34731
Reliability estimation for repairable and -
nonrepayable flight vehicles, considering
nomographs for failure rate and probability of
defined requirements satisfaction
p0633 A73-45197
Failure analysis of Geiger counters used in
nucleonic oil gauging system of USAF aircraft
CAD-746267] . p0674 N73-10485
Electron fractography of stress corrosion fracture
surfaces of aircraft materials as high strength
steels, Al-Zn-Hg, Al-Cu and Ti alloys
fNLB-TB-71038-U] p0077 N73-12945
Fatigue tests of aluminum alloy specimens used for
aircraft structures under simulated acoustic'
loading conditions
CESDU-72015] p0140 N73-15899
Correlation between full scale fatigue test
failures and actual service failures for several
military aircraft
P0168 N73-16901
Analysis of acoustic properties of jet engine
malfunction as means for detecting jet engine
bnrnthrough - Vol. 1
[FAA-RD-72-149-VOL-1] p0263 N73-20825
Inflight incident involving separation of cargo
compartment door on DC-10 aircraft near Windsor,
Ontario, Canada on 12 June, 1972
f.NTSB-AAB-73-2] • p0273 N73-21061
Development of equipment for securing external
stores SR-3G helicopter and analysis of failure
modes
CAD-757001] p0305 N73-21943
Failure analysis of components of CH-47A auxiliary
power plants
fAD-756407] p0307 N73-21975
Analysis of fatigue behavior of airframe
components and development of methods for
predicting service life of aircraft structures
[RAE-LIB-TRANS-1678] p046U N73-26012
Identification of sources for specialized
information on failure modes and mechanisms of
aerospace structures
[NASA-CB-121201] p0476 N73-26919
Bibliography of citations related to problem areas
in mechanics of failure in aerospace structures
fHASA-CR-121202] p0476 N73-26920
Techniques for controlling time to fatigue crack
initiation in design of aircraft structures and •-
application of residual stress analyses
P0558 N73-29930
Development of rational analytic theory for
analyzing fatigue of airframes based on maximum
stress-field parameter and maximum load
excursion ratio
p0558 N73-29931
Application of growth rate data and analytical
retardation models for predicting crack growth
under variable amplitude loading
P0558 N73-29932
Analysis of errors in fatigue life prediction
procedures and methods for improving accuracy of
prediction analysis techniques
p0558 N73-29934
Failure analysis of synchronizing drive shaft
adapter on CH-47A helicopter for improved
reliability and cost reduction
fAD-763186] :'p0593 N73-30041
Analysis of failure modes of blades on CH-17
helicopter rotary wings for improved helicopter
reliability and cost reduction
fAD-763187] p0593 N73-30042
Analysis of failure modes of tail rotor on OR-58
helicopter for improved reliability and cost
reduction
[AD-763188] p0593-N73-30043
FAILURE BODES
Hydrofluidic component and system reliability.
p0372 A73-33478
Aircraft design for operational safety, discussing
risk elimination, failure modes, maintenance
analysis and fault diagnosis
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pO«15 A73-34083
Response of glass-fiber-reinforced epoiY specimens
•• F. to high rates of tensile loading.
p0622 A73-43385
Principal failures of turbines during turbine
' ; engine operation
_.c p0633 A73-45196
. •_'Design criteria and analysis procedures to
minimize occurrence of major structural failures
in airframes due to undetected damage
fiD-757870] .. P0388 N73-24074
Thesaurus of terms for information on mechanics of
structural failure modes and mechanisms for
aerospace structures
CHASA-CB-121199] pO«76 H73-26917
FAIBCHILD HILIT1BI AIBCBAFT
D FAIBCHILD-HILLEB AIBCBAFT
0 HIL1TABY AIRCBAFT
FAIBCHILD-BILLEB AIBCBAFT
NT XC-142 AIBCBAFT
Aircraft accident involving crash of Fairchild
Killer FH-227b aircraft near Albany County
Airport. Hew York on 3 (larch 1972
[STSB-AAB-73-8] p0465 H73-26018
FilBET AIBCBAFT
NT FD 2 AIBCBAFT
FAIBEI DELTA 2 AIBCBAFT
0 FD 2 AIBCBAFT
FAIBIHSS
Binq-faselaqe junctions fairings compromise
design, describing rotational eddies formation
mechanism for unsteady ducted flow and wing root
phenomena ,
fONEBA, TP NO. 1217] p0285 A73-28836
FALLOUT
Diffusion and fallout of pollutants emitted by
aircraft engines.
p0521 A73-38323
FAB ID IIHG AIBCBAFT
NT XV-5 AIBCBAFT
Acoustic measurements of sound pressure levels due
to cross flow over face of lift fans on
fan-in-wing and V/STOL model transport aircraft
rNASA-CB-114566] p0304 873-21928
PAILIFT DEVICES
0 LIFT FANS
FANS
An experimental study on noise reduction of axial
flow fans.
P0039 A73-12961
Fan acoustic measurements by hot-wire anemometers
in anechoic chamber, discussing turbulent flow
characteristics, noise spectra, wire velocity
spectra and blade tip shape
p0496 A73-37289
FAB FIELDS
Acoustic results obtained with
upper-surface-blowing lift-augmentation systems.
P0150 A73-20458
Spectral moving frame representation of jet noise
by far field acoustic pressure autocorrelation
and density function
P0378 A73-33681
Impedance and far field characteristics of a
linear antenna near a conducting cylinder.
p0495 A73-37271
The ultimate noise barrier - Far field radiated
aerodynamic noise.
P0495 A73-37278
Belationship between distribution of outflow of
acoustic energy over Jet boundary and far-field
intensity
[NASA-TN-D-7269] p0672 N73-33181
FASTBBBBS
Corrosion performance of new fastener coatings on
operational military aircraft.
[NACE PAPBB 115] P0290 A73-29315
Compatible coatings for corrosion resistant .
aerospace fasteners.
tNACE PAPEB 116] P0290 A73-29316
Critical properties of exterior aircraft finish
systems to protect fastener areas.
tNACE PAPEB 117] p0290 A73-29317
How to be healthy, wealthy and wise through
fastening analysis - The 'how to* of living with
fasteners.
[SAE PAPER 730309] p0428 A73-34669
Design criteria for load suspension points,
slings, and lifting equipment used on military
P0073 N73-12508
helicopters
rAD-747814]
FATIGDB (HATBBIALS)
8T BEHDING FATIGUE
NT METAL FATIGDE
Subsonic jet airframe fatigue cracking as function
of load, geometry, material, joint performance
and environment
P0100 A73-17200
High temperature fatigue sensor based on
conductive composite device irreversible
resistance'increase resulting from cumulative
strain damage
P0187 A73-22504
Composite material design criteria, discussing
fatigue, stress concentration, safety factors,
scaling effects and load characteristics
p036« A73-33028
Spherical debris - Its occurrence, formation and
significance in rolling contact fatigue. •
P0379 A73-34029
An overview of fatigue and fracture for design and
certification of advanced high performance ships.
P0435 A73-34881
Development of airframe integrity investigation
procedures to determine structural deficiencies
and modifications required to airframes for
increased service life
[AD-7U6881] p0070 N73-12049
References on fatigue and fracture of aircraft
structures and materials to include instruments,
sonic fatigue, and mechanical fasteners
[AD-748100] p0071 H73-12053
Fatigue behavior of hat section stringer stiffened
panels compressed in post-buckling range
[AD-7U8855] p0087 N73-13938
Influence of thermal stresses and loads on
endurance properties of heat resistant alloys
used to manufacture turbine blades
[AD-749752] . p0121 N73-14805
Active control in landing gear of aircraft for
reducing fatigue damage from ground induced
vibration during taxiing
[AD-750137] p0135 N73-15515
Physical aspects of fatigne damage accunulation,
including interaction and sequence effects
P0168 N73-16899
Fatigue crack propagation under flight simulation
loading at 10, 1, and 0.1 cycles per second
pM68 N73-16900
Bandom fatigue tests on normalized carbon steel
with 0.7 percent carbon
P0168 N73-16902
Effects of wing structural elasticity on
accnnulation of fatigue damage during aircraft
flight in turbulence
[AD-759634] p0404 N73-25082
Analysis of fatigue behavior of airframe
components and development of methods for
predicting service life of aircraft structures
CBAE-LIB-TBANS-1678] p0464 N73-26012
Identification of sources for specialized
information on failure modes and mechanisms of
aerospace structures
TNASA-CB-121201] pO<176 N73-26919
Summaries of papers presented to AGABD conference
on random load fatigue
[AGABD-AB-54] p0544 N73-28834
Analysis of response and fatigue characteristics
of light alloy integrally machined planks with
emphasis on acoustic fatigue properties
p0556 N73-29912
Structural response and endurance tests of
aircraft structural components to determine
effect of critical environment on acoustic fatigue
P0557 N73-29920
Development of procedures for predicting fatigne
life of aircraft structures based on fracture
mechanics, crack propagation, and residual
static strength anlaysis
fAGABD-LS-62] p0557 N73-29924
Development of fatigue life prediction procedures
based on measured stress-time histories and
mathematical model for description of random
vibrations
P0557 N73-29926
Techniques for controlling tine to fatigue crack
initiation in design of aircraft structures and
application of residual stress analyses
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P0558 H73-29930
••_ .Development of procedure for estimating fatique
life of airframes to eliminate errors caused by
neqlectinq effect of stress redistribution after
localized yielding
P0558 H73-29933
FATIGDE DliGBiBS
0 S-H DIAGRAMS
FATIGDE LIFE
iDvestiqation of the influence of technoloqical
factors on the endurance of qas-turbine enqine
rotor blades
P0654 A73-10477
Hybrid fluid filn and rollinq element bearinqs for
lonq fatiqne life and qas bearinqs for hiqh
temperature operation in qas turbine applications
fSAE PAPEE 7207391 P0662 A73-12005
Fatique strenqth of constructional materials and
components of GTD-type compressors under
conditions of frettinq corrosion.
P0664 A73-12217
Investiqation of fatique life and residual
strenqth of winq panel for reliability purposes.
POOU3 A73-13233
Hi-Cr-Ti steel aircraft structural element fatique
life calculation based on failure mechanism
involvinq crack propaqation
P0051 A73-1*011
Aircraft qas turbine mainshaft ball bearinqs
fatique life estimation via failure distribution
P A S B E PAPEE 72-LOB-10] poosu A73-14328
Evaluation of a reliability analysis method for
fatique life of aircraft structures.
V0058 A73-14715
Fatique life of aircraft structures
P01U8 A73-20246
Frettinq fatique in titanium helicopter components.
P0237 A73-25837
Ti alloy coatinq and surface treatment to prolonq
fatique life by eliminatinq frettinq damaqe,
discussinq desiqn parameters selection,
screeninq and strenqth tests and performance
evaluation
P0237 A73-25838
Certain fatique phenomena in aeronautical
structures with stiffened shells
P0247 A73-27394
Study of the effect of technical factors on the
fatique limit of the workihq blades of qas
turbine motors.
P0297 A73-30302
Exfoliation corrosion of aluminum alloys.
P0347 A73-31737
On the influence of sinqle and multiple peak
overloads on fatique crack propagation in
7075-T6511 aluminum.
P0435 A73-34889
Recoqnition and control of abusive machining
effects on helicopter components.
fAHS PBEPRINT 7501 p0440 A73-35078
Performance, structural reliability and fatique
life of glass fiber-epoxy twin beam helicopter
rotor blades,
TABS PR2PRIST 782] p0442 A73-35095
Desiqninq equal-life minimum-Height truss structures
P0531 A73-39357
German monograph - Lifetime detection in the case
of acoustically loaded structures on the basis
of the appropriate form of vibration.
P0582 A73-42741
Improvement of the corrosion-fatique strenqth of
aluminum alloys by exposure of the medium to a
magnetic field
PP622 A73-43466
Acoustic fatique resistance of aircraft structures
at elevated temperatures.
fAIAA PAPEE 73-99U1 p0628 A73-44829
Toward reliable composites - An examination of
desiqn methodoloqy.
P0632 A73-45144
Random load fatique of aircraft structures -
conferences
fAGAED-CP-1181 p0168 N73-16896
Fatique life assessment of aircraft structures
based on random or proqrammed fatique tests and
loadinqs
P0168 N73-16897
Crack qronth study and effects of change in
spectrum severity and shape on fatique behavior
under random loadinq
p0168 B73-16898
Fatiqne life prediction of military aircraft under
three different load spectra
P0168 H73-16903
Evaluation of airframe fatiqne life gage under
constant and variable amplitude loadinq
[AD-753800] p0212 H73-18464
Analysis of effects of flying time on service life
of wing fastening knee plates on transport
aircraft
rAD-761468] . p0539 N73-27919
Fatigue life tests of ball motion and sliding
friction in arched outer race ball bearing under
thrust load
[SASA-TB-X-71442] p0647 H73-32375
FATIGDE TESTIHG HACHIHBS
An inexpensive, full-scale aircraft fatiqne test
system.
(SAE PAPEE 73031(1] p0430 A73-34692
FATIGDE TESZS
Test results of fatique at elevated temperatures
on aeronautical materials.
COHEBA, TP NO. 1098] p0652 A73-10229
Automated test stands for full scale aircraft
structure and engine parts 'fatigue tests, noting
equipment for proqrammed static and dynamic
loading ' ' •
';'. p0657 A73-11629
Lifetime of Dnral structural elements operating in
aggressive media
P0661 A73-11794
Probabilistic aspects of fatique; Proceedings of
the Symposium, Atlantic City, N. J., June 27-July
2, 1971.
P0042 A73-13228
Cumulative fatiqne damage tests of Al alloy,
evaluating Hiner cycle/stress ratio
P0047 A73-13571
Techniques for smooth specimen simulation of the
fatigue behavior of notched members.
P0058 A73-14862
Airframe structural testing and safety design for
military aircraft, discussing static, dynamic
and fatique tests and environmental effects
p0059 A73-14865
Varying-temperature test installation for the
interior design of the Concorde
p0229 A73-25103
Phenomenological approach to low-cycle fatigue
fracture of a typical aircraft full scale
component static test.
fAIAA PAPEE 73-324] p0235 173-25554
Fatigue and impact tests on composite propeller
blades made of glass- and carbon fiber
reinforced plastics, noting comparison with
measured vibratory strains
p0242 A73-26881
Hing spar static and fatigue tests and S-N curve
for lifetime measurement of root sections of
small trainer and passenger aircraft
P0348 A73-32190
Some findings from a preliminary fatique
experiment with model light-alloy specimens
P0348 A73-32191
. Heavy lift helicopter rotor hub desiqn and fatigue
test technology, using fail-safe criteria,
finite element analysis and fracture mechanics
CAHS PBEPBINT 784] p0442 A73-35097
DC 10 airframe structure full scale fatique tests
for crack initiation and growth, residual
strength and service life
fAIAA PAPEB 73-803] pOSOO A73-37463
Reldbonding/rivetbonding - Application testing of
thin gauge aircraft components. ; ,,
fAIAA PAPSB 73-805] ,. pOSOO A73-37464
A fatigue test program for the wing of the Jantar
SZD-37 sailplane
P0531 A73-39245
Fatiqne crack qrowth retardation after
sinqle-cycle peak overload in T1-6A1-4V titanium
alloy.
P0624 A73-43809
Environmental effects on fracture resistant and
biaxial fatique design of aircraft structures.
p0624 A73-43811
Four-phase airframe fatique program for bending
tests of aluminum alloy box beams
fAD-744673] p0677 N73-10943
A-228
SUBJECT IBDBI FEEDBACK COHTBOL
Fatigue tests to determine service life of
catapult structure on C-2 aircraft
(AD-752493] p0174 H73-17028
Fatique damage of helicopter rotary wing
structures - bibliographies
rAD-754062] p0254 H73-20027
. .Hethod of life prediction for nickel-based odimet
alloy by high temperature creep/fatigue testing
[NASA-CB-120958] . p0279 1173-21845
Static and fatigue properties of hardened and
tempered electron beam velded joints in 2.5
percent Hi-Cr-Ho steel and 18 percent Ni-Co-Ho
•araging steel
rs/T-BEBO-9-71] p0488 H73-27Q56
Development of method for determining response of
box type structures subjected to high intensity
acoustic loading
p0557 H73-29915
Acoustic fatigue tests of aluminum alloy
structural elements under narrow-band, random
loading with zero mean stress in skin
p0557 H73-29921
Development of experimental program for
deternining response and sonic fatigue
resistance of lightweight aircraft structures
p0557 N73-29923
Development of procedures for predicting fatigue
life of aircraft structures based on fracture
mechanics, crack propagation, and residual
static strength anlaysis
fASABD-LS-62] p0557 N73-29924
Procedures for evaluating fatigue quality of
aircraft structures based on fatigue life, crack
propagation, and residual strength
p0557 1173-29925
Procedures for predicting fatigue life of aircraft
flying under various load conditions using data
obtained by counting accelerometer
P0558 N73-29927
Analysis of equipment and p'rocednres for
conducting sonic fatigue tests of airframes at
elevated temperatures
CAD-763798] p0594 N73-30052
FADLT HBCHiNICS
0 PB4CIOBB MECHANICS
FD 2 AIBCEAFT
Measurement of aerodynamic heating on nose of
Fairey Delta aircraft at 40,000 feet and Bach
numbers to 1.65 during climb and level flight
fABC-B/B-3280) p0381 N73-23996
FEASIBILITY ABiLISIS
Design considerations for offshore airports.
P0343 A73-31527
San Diego offshore airport feasibility to meet
future air traffic demands, evaluating sites for
capacity, environmental impact, access and
construction costs
p03»5 A73-31543
Reduction of nitrogen oxide emissions from a gas
turbine by fuel modifications.
fASHB PAPEB 73-GT-5] P037? 473-33483
Whole aircraft and component design optimization,
discussing criteria, constraints and performance
prediction accuracy during feasibility analysis
and project design
P0499 A73-37410
An offshore airport in Sydney region - Beview of a
1972 feasibility study.
P0509 A73-37744
Freighter airships economical and technological
feasibility study, discussing performance
requirements and design concepts
fSA«E PAPEB 951] P0516 A73-37879
Economic feasibility analysis on San Francisco
rapid transit system extension to serve airport
fPB-212456] P0169 1173-16978
Feasibility of modifying Tacan/DHE system to
broadcast digital data for area navigation
rFAA-BD-73-2] P0393 N73-24656
Feasibility analysis for computer-based data
communications and/or processing facilities at
civil airport
CBAE-TB-72133J p0410 H73-25711
Feasibility of ATC radar beacon system based on
vehicle surveillance on airport surface in
relation to vehicle time of arrival
tAD-763328] ' p0601 1173-30655
FBATHEBIHG
Iterative method for analyzing feathering
• characteristics in airfoil whirlwinds
fDEP/PBA/HT/88/72] p0317 H73-22968
FBDEBAL BUDGETS
Airport and Airway Development Act trust fund
surplus, discussing expenditure policy
determination and incentive plan provisions to
expedite improvements
p02«6 A73-27367
Congressional hearing on 1973 fiscal budget for
Department of Transportation
p0677 N73-10989
Planning and budgeting in lightweight fighter
prototype development for military aviation
P0315 H73-22934
FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GEBBAHT
0 GEBHARI
FEEDBACK
NT NONLINEAB FEEDBACK
HI SENSORY FEEDBACK
Acoustic feedback of subsonic and supersonic free
jet impinging on obstacle, e.g. blown flap or
ground, and noise reduction methods
tDGLB-PAPEB-72-84] p0081 1173-13031
FEEDBACK COHTBOL
HI CASCADE CONTBOL
Optimal flight control system design for aircraft
with large flight envelopes, using optimal
control theory with limited measurement feedback
[AIAA PAPEB 73-159] p0097 A73-16906
Active flutter control - An adaptable application
to ving/store flutter.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-194] p0098 473-16930
Energy management in aerial combat weapon systems
maneuvering and delivery tactics, computing
optimal feedback control laws for supersonic
aircraft minimum time turning trajectories
[AIAA PAPER 73-231] POC99 473-16956
Application of pole-placement theory to helicopter
stabilization systems.
P0110 473-18819
A computerized flutter solution procedure.
p0148'473-20214
Application of four methods for approximating
optimal feedback gains.
P0186 473-22234
All-weather aircraft landing automation,
discussing efficient optimal feedback control
law selection based on trajectory termination or
terminal control reguirements
PC194 473-24010
Advanced flight control systems - Power-by-wire
and fly-by-wire.
P0238 473-26272
Evaluation of glide paths for landing a VTOL
airplane using linear regulator theory.
p0244 473-27154
Practical guadratic optimal control for systems
with large parameter variations.
p0245 473-27166
Synthesis of searchless self-adjusting systems
based on the root locus method. I.
P0247 473-27460
High gain hydromechanical servomechanism with
multispring, mass damping and feedback control,
deriving transfer function response, with
application to aircraft control surface actuator
design
P0289 473-29150
Pilot-electronics-control surfaces as feedback
loop for aircraft flight control, discussing
instruments, pilot training and aircraft flying
gualities
P0353 A73-32472
Control of turbofan lift engines for VTOL aircraft.
J4SBE PAPEB 73-GT-203 p0373 473-33496
Automated terminal area ATC operations under F44
ten year plan, investigating analytical model of
pilot-aircraft control loop decision making by
computer program
PP419 473-34437
Problems concerning the implementation of an
integrated flight control system, giving
particular attention to curved flight path
profiles
fDGLR PAPEB 73-030) p0424 473-34498
Separate surfaces for automatic flight controls.
[SAE PAPEB 730304] p0428 473-34665
V/STOL aircraft pilot-in-loop flight
control/display system to overcome pilot
1-229
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limitations with performance and decision Baking
flexibility enhancement
TABS PREPRINT 7221 p0436 A73-35063
Aatonatic electronic feedback control systems for
active wing/external store flatter suppression
P0446 A73-35244
Feedback control configured vehicles ride control
system design for B-52 aircraft load alleviation
and node stabilization during flight through
atnospheric turbulence
P0446 A73-35245
Decoupling longitudinal lotions of an aircraft.
P0518 A73-38033
On the use of singular perturbation methods in the
solution of variational problems.
P0518 173-38038
An approach to the synthesis of separate surface
automatic flight control systems.
fAIAA PAPER 73-8311) p0527 A73-38777
Digital flight control design using implicit model
following.
fAIAA PAPER 73-844] p0528 A73-38783
A 'type one* servo explicit model following
adaptive scheme.
fAIAA PAPER 73-8621 P0528 A73-38800
Optimal feedback control solution existence and
nnigueness conditions for asymptotic stability,
discussing relationships with Pontryagin
eguations and linear regulator problem with
guadratic cost functionals
P0585 A73-43070
Design of multivariable adaptive model following
control systems.
P0621 A73-43288
A study of a fluidic open loop damping flight
stability augmentation system.
p'0622 A73-43396
Closed loop linear control system synthesis
possibility under condition of incomplete
information on state vector with application to
aircraft longitudinal motion
P0627 A73-44329
Improvement in v/STOL aircraft performance with
yaw control augmentation to reduce cross
coupling effects
fAD-749489] p0083 H73-13046
Relation between invariance conditions and
characteristics of turbojet engine with
afterburner multidimensional control system
under variable flight conditions
fAD-749656] P0139 H73-15828
Following theory for feedback controls, Markov
processes, and flow of automobiles and aircraft
P0221 F73-19259
Application of loran/inertial hybrid system and
Kalian filter algorithm to fixed feedback gain
P0261 H73-20701
Development of aerodynamic control system to
control flutter over large range of oscillatory
freguencies using stability augmentation
technigues
fNASA-CASB-LAB-10682-1] pOH63 N73-26004
Computerized design of variable feedback system
for attitude control of hypersonic vehicle
UD-7614931 P0538 H73-27916
Development of feedback control in tilt rotor
aircraft using swashplate cyclic and collective
controls in addition to direct lift control -
Vol. 7 . .
fNASA-CR-114600) p0589 N73-30011
Analytical synthesis method fot feedback control
of nonlinear multivariable systems
UD-762797] p0599 N73-30571
Feedback control for rotary wing aircraft steep
approach profiles
rnBB-UFE-1021-0) p0642 H73-31967
nonlinear feedback control concepts for variable
stability aircraft
P0668 U73-32979
FEEL
U SENSORY FEEDBACK
PELLOBSBXP AIRCRAFT
D F-28 TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
FEBBITES
Ferrite component for waveguide commutator used as
microwave switching element and modulator,
noting application in navigation instruments and
avionics
P0339 A73-30995
FIBEB OPTICS
Development of optical data communication systems
with fiber optics for military avionics
CAD-747946] p0076 N73-12748
FIBER OBIBNTATIOI
Directional solidification of eutectic alloys and
application to turbine blades and gas turbine
engine components
p0490 H73-27494
FIBER STRENGTH
High modulus organic fibre composites in aircraft
applications.
p0187 A73-22519
Design of filamentary composite materials for
application to construction of airframes and
spacecraft structures
p0488 N73-27479
FIBERGLASS
D GLASS FIBEBS
FIBEBS
NT C1EBOS FIBEBS
NT GLASS FIBERS
NT NYLON (TRADEHABK)
NT REINFORCING FIBEBS
NT SYNTHETIC FIBEBS
Becent developments in commercial fire resistant
fibrous materials.
P0240 A73-26419
Performance of fibrous concrete pavement materials
under cargo aircraft and roadway vehicle loads
CAD-741357] p0312 1173-22537
Development of fibrous flame arrestor materials to
provide explosion and fire protection for
aircraft fuel tanks
[AD-759193] p0405 N73-25090
FIBROUS HATBBI1LS
0 FIBEBS
FIELD COILS
Feasibility model of airborne ac synchronous
generator with rotating superconducting field
winding, comparing predicted performance, size
and weight with conventional technology
,p0661 A73-11827
Aircraft power supply alternators with
superconductive field windings, calculating
specific weights and performance characteristics
pOISO A73-20408
FIELD STRENGTH
NT ELECTRIC FIELD STRENGTH
FIELD THEORY (PHYSICS)
Turbulent wake flow behind two dimensional flat
plate trailing edge investigated by
Nee-Kovasznay turbulent shear flow differential
field theory
p0656 A73-11137
FI6HTEB AIBCBAFT
NT F-4 AIRCRAFT
NT F-8 AIRCRAFT
NT F-14 AIBCBAFT
HI F-15 AIRCBAFT
NT F-86 AIBCBAFT
NT F-100 AIRCRAFT
NT F-101 AIRCRAFT
NT F-102 AIRCRAFT
NT F-104 AIBCBAFT
NT F-105 AIRCRAFT
NT F-106 AIRCRAFT
HI F-111 AIRCRAFT
NT 6A-5 AIRCRAFT
NT HARRIES AIBCBAFT
NT JAGUAR AIRCRAFT
NT JET PROVOST AIRCRAFT
NT HIRAGE 3 AIRCRAFT
NT P-1127 AIRCRAFT
Aft-end design criteria and performance prediction
methods applicable to air superiority fiqhters
having twin buried engines and dual nozzles.
[AIA1 PAPEB 72-1111] pOO«5 A73-13026
Optimum design for air superiority fighter, noting
conventional, delta and coupled canard wing
configurations and SAAB Viggen aircraft
pOOSO A73-13922
Fighter aircraft maneuverability improvement at
high subsonic speeds by slotted and nnslotted
leading-and trailing-edge flaps on delta wing
[DGLR PAPER 72-126] pOOSS A73-14386
Control configured vehicle /CCV/ concept
application to fighter aircraft design for
combat maneuver capabilities and versatility
A-230
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enhancement, using fly by vire technology
[S1E PAPEB 720854] p0092 A73-16662
Control configured vehicle /CCV/ technology
application for fighter aircraft combat control
versatility enhanceient, presenting F-4
analytical, simulation and wind tunnel test
performance results
fllll P1PEB 73-160] p0097 173-16907
Decomposition strategies for one on one aerial
dogfight game models with reinforcement learning
[AIAA PAPEB 73-233] P0099 A73-16958
Volvo BH8 turbofan engine for Viggen fighter and
ground attack aircraft, emphasizing low fuel
consumption for long range cruise and high
thrust/weight ratio
P0100 A73-17099
nonlinear programming in design of control systems
vith specified handling gualities.
p0151 173-20588
OSAF experience in lightweight fighter aircraft
acquisition as illustration of requests for
industrial proposals simplification and source
selection process streamlining
p0183 173-21947
Fighter aircraft survivable flight control system
design and flight test philosophy, present
status and trends, considering fly-by-wire and
power-by-wire systems
P0183 173-22177
Air battle fighter aircraft design, discussing
reguired performance characteristics in terms of
lethality, maneuverability, range, visibility,
handling qualities, sortie rate, repairability
and fire control
P0184 173-22197
Preliminary design of aircraft structures to meet
structural integrity requirements.
fAIll PIPES 73-374] p0232 173-25506
Experimental tests on scale models of conical
variable geometry propulsion nozzle with short
petals for fighter aircraft, discussing
aerodynamic and thrust coefficients
p0246 A73-27388
SOKO Caleb 3 cantilever low wing trainer-fighter
monoplane with Bristol-Siddeley Viper 20
turbolet engine, describing flight control,
loading gear, fuel system and avionics
P0296 173-30240
Conceptual study of high performance V/STOL
fighters.
[1SHE PAPEE 73-GT-66] p0375 A73-33518
Lift engine bleed flow management for a V/STOL
fighter reaction control system.
fASHE PAPEE 73-GT-70] p0375 173-33521
Performance of jet V/STOL tactical aircraft nozzles.
[ASHE PAPEE 73-6T-77] p0375 A73-33523
Potential payoffs of variable geometry engines in
fighter aircraft.
P0419 173-34436
TF-12 aircraft flight loads measurement program
with strain gage bridges in fuselage, fuel
tanks, control surfaces and left wing
P0449 173-35444
Hew constraints of military aviation
P0457 A73-36684
1 parameter optimisation technique applied to the
design of flight control systems.
P0499 173-37409
Compatibility of maneuver load control and relaxed
static stability.
[1IAA PIPES 73-791] pOSOO 173-37458
The- ?-12 series aircraft aerodynamic and
theraodynaiic design in retrospect.
fllll PiPEE 73-820] p0501 173-37472
F-12 series aircraft propulsion system performance
and development.
fllAA PAPEB 73-821] p0502 173-37473
Flight testing the F-12 series aircraft.
[1X11 PiPEB 73-823} P0502 173-37475
VFR-FOKKEB V1K-191B VIOL fighter aircraft
structural and aerodynamic design, describing
airframe construction, power plant arrangement,
flight controls, hydraulic and electrical systems
P0520 173-38167
Computerized optimization of interrelated
airfraie/engine design parameters against
variable criteria to satisfy performance
constraints in air superiority fighter design
Till! PAPEB 73-800] p0522 173-38370
Structural composites on future fighter aircraft.
[1111 PAPEB 73-806] p0522 A73-38371
Digital information management system of
navigational and flight data for post-1975
fighter aircraft.
[AI11 PIPEB 73-897] p0529 173-38832
Cobra P-530 air. superiority fighter adaption to
ground attack for international reguirements for
multipurpose aircraft, discussing avionics for
multimission version
P0565 A73-40301
Estimating strafing performance of unspecified
foreign tactical fighter without aerodynamic
stability derivatives
flD-745997] p0671 S73-10044
Effects of location of wing pivot and geometry of
wing on static longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics of variable-sweep supersonic
fighter aircraft model
[HASA-TB-1-2674] p0065 N73-12000
Analysis of minimum time maneuvers by high
thrust-to-weight aircraft using optimal control
theory to determine open-loop control laws
[AD-748354] p0082 N73-13039
Analysis of high subsonic and transonic
characteristics of fighter aircraft and factors
affecting aerodynamic boundaries for various
wing design parameters
P0125 H73-15019
Effects of various leading edge slat devices on
static aerodynamic characteristics of twin-jet,
swept wing fighter model
[N1SA-TN-D-6921] p0157 N73-15988
iind tunnel tests to predict full scale aircraft
buffet loads during buffet boundary penetration
using scale flutter model of fighter aircraft
with variable sweep wings
CNAS1-TN-D-7066] p0169 N73-16905
Correlation between lateral-directional static
stability characteristics and spin susceptibility[1D-753905] p0219 H73-19029
Combat use and combat effectiveness of
fighter-interceptors
[1D-751512] p0280 H73-21894
Planforn shape effects on aerodynamic center
location and aeroelasticity of fighter aircraft
fNASA-CS-2117] p0301 N73-21896
Computer program for calculating aerodynamic
stability and drag of slender aircraft at
subsonic and supersonic speeds
tNASl-CB-112229] p0301 N73-21897
Determination of mass distributions along elastic
axes of 2-spar wings in fighter aircraft design
CHASl-CB-112233] p03C1 H73-21901
Planning and budgeting in lightweight fighter
prototype development for military aviation
P0315 K73-22934
numerical methods for determining range and radius
of action performance of transport and combat
aircraft and effects of various parameters on
performance
P0384 H73-24043
Analysis of parameters affecting choice of engines
• for transport and combat aircraft during design
process
P0385 K73-24048
iind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic
characteristics of vectored thrust V/STOL
fighter aircraft in transition speed range
rHASl-TN-D-7191) pC400 N73-25047
Research projects for improving maneuverability
and buffet characteristics of fighter aircraft
in high subsonic and transonic speed ranges
fHASl-TH-D-7131] p0463 N73-25999
Determination of bomb range of low drag bombs
delivered by fighter aircraft
[AD-762500] p0559 H73-29992
Pilot rating of fighter aircraft in precision
heading task using mathematical nodel for
predicting aircraft performance
tlD-764695] p06U3 H73-31973
Optimization of control and damping system for
fighter aircraft with guadratic cost function
P0668 N73-32980
V1K 191 B V/STOL fighter aircraft nonlinear
feedback flight control system for gliding
flight phase
P0669 H73-32984
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FILAHENT WINDING
Design requirements and characteristics of
toroidal, continuous wound aircraft tire
fAD-764888] p0643 S73-31977
FILABBNT fOOHD COHSTBOCTIOB
0 FILABENT HIHDIHG
FIIB COOLIHG
A proposed net bod for calculating fill-cooled wall
temperatures in qas turbine combustion chambers.
fASBE PAPEB 72-BA/HT-24J p0062 A73-15830
Effectiveness and heat transfer vith full-coverage
fill coolinq.
fASBE PAPER 73-GT-18] p0373 A73-33495
Film effectiveness and heat transfer coefficient
downstream of a metered injection slot.
fASBE PAPER 73-HT-311 p0525 A73-38570
Optimization of enqines for commercial Rach 0.85
transport usinq advanced turbine coolinq nethods
fNASA-TB-X-68173] P0127 S73-15029
Adverse effect of film coolinq on suction surface
of turbine blade
fNASA-TB-I-68210) p0279 H73-21695
FILH TBICKRESS
Aircraft components solid filn lubrication
problems, discussinq surface pretreatment,
contamination susceptibility, corrosion
prevention and aerosol applicability
p01<(5 A73-19554
FIB STABILIZERS
0 FINS
D STABILIZERS (FLUID DYNAMICS)
FINANCIAL HABAGEHEHT
Financial problems related to aircraft and ships
development and production for Defense
Department, stressing C-5A, Cheyenne helicopter
and DD-963 class of automated destroyers
P0050 A73-13897
Financinq of route installations and services to
aircraft in fliqht, suggesting international
rules for rental collection
P0106 A73-17862
Collection and processing of data for the
establishment of route charqes.
P0143 A73-19182
Status of funded improvements to the National
Aviation System and planned improvements not yet
funded.
P0245 A73-27363
An appraisal of the fundinq provisions of the
Airport and Airways Development Act of 1970 to
implement system improvements.
P0246 A73-27366
The financinq of essential comiunication,
naviqation and terminal aids*
P0424 A73-34535
Financinq the new qeneration of airports.
P0510 A73-377U5
Air carrier and qeneral aviation airports system
planning with emphasis on economic analysis of
operation, ownership and finance
TASHE PAPEB 73-ICT-331 P0622 A73-43494
Analysis of economics and finances of airport
operations to determine procedures for improved
manaqement and operation
fREPT-73-01210] P0407 R73-25253
Economic factors, financial manaqement, production
and marketing for air transport industry
fNASA-CR-135631] p0654 N73-32848
Financial sources and airline operations
P0656 N73-32859
Financial requirements of air transportation
industry
P0656 N73-32861
Bank financing in commercial jet aircraft export
p0656 H73-32862
Excess capacity in airline industry and
operational and financial problems
P0657 N73-32871
Analysis of air freight rate problems to define
roles of Civil Aviation Board and domestic air
carriers
P0658 N73-32883
FISEHESS RATIO
Effect of fineness ratio on boattail draq of
circular arc afterbodies havinq closure ratios
of 0.50 with let exhaust at Bach numbers up to
1.30
fNASA-TN-D-7192] p033« N73-23802
FINISHES
Critical properties of exterior aircraft finish
systems to protect fastener areas.
fHACE PAPEB 117] p0290 A73-29317
New inhibited elastoneric finish system designed
by corrosion engineers to solve acute corrosion
problems on military aircraft.
[HACE PAPBB 118] p0290 A73-29318
FIIIIE DIFFERENCE THEORY
Calculation nethods of three-dimensional boundary
layers with and without rotation of the vails.
[OREBA, TP HO. 1135] p0060 A73-15093
An evaluation of finite difference and finite
element techniques for analysis of general shells.
p0282 A73-28256
The use of a finite difference technique to
predict cascade, stator, and rotor deviation
angles and optimum angles of attack.
C A S H E PAPEB 73-01-10] p0373 A73-33488
A new shock capturing numerical method with
applications to some siiple supersonic flow
fields.
P0443 A73-35144
Computation of three dimensional flows about
aircraft configurations.
pO»52 A73-36158
On viscous and wind tunnel wall effects in
transonic flows over airfoils.
TAIAA PAPEB 73-660] p0455 A73-36261
Practical calculations of transitional boundary
layers.
P0524 A73-38479
A difference theory for noise propagation in an
acoustically lined duct with mean flow.
[AIAA PAPBB 73-1007] p0629 A73-44840
Development of iterative procedure for analysis of
arbitrary multi-element airfoils in viscous flow
CAD-749484] p0116 N73-14042
Development of finite difference procedure to
calculate steady flows over several classes of
airfoils under inviscid transonic flow conditions
fNASA-CB-2186] p0122 R73-14989
Application of finite difference techniques to
noise propagation in jet engine ducts
f NASA-TH-X-68261] p0464 N73-26015
Finite difference theory of noise propagation in
turbofan engine ducts
CNASA-TH-D-7339] p0676 N73-33744
FINITE BLEBEHT HETBOD
Some problems in the substantiation and
application of discrete large-element design
schemes for complex zero-moment shells
p0660 A73-11716
Variational principle application to nonself
adjoint lifting surface integral equation from
finite element viewpoint, considerinq two
dimensional flat plate
fAIAA PAPEB 73-87] p0095 A73-16852
Finite element analysis of unsteady incompressible
flow around an oscillating obstacle of arbitrary
shape.
C A I A A PAPBB 73-91] p0095 A73-16855
Leading-edge force features of the aerodynamic
finite element method.
p0100 A73-17213
Aeroelastic structural weight optimization under
strength and flatter constraints, using finite
element and displacement methods to describe
equations of motion in matrix form
CAIAA PAPEB 73-389] p0232 A73-25518
Contribution to the theory of the finite element
method applied to the overall stress analysis of
a fuselage
P0243 A73-27084
An evaluation of finite difference and finite
element techniques for analysis of general shells.
P0282 A73-28256
Effect of ont-of-planeness of membrane
quadrilateral finite elements.
P0284 A73-28818
Finite element analysis of sweptback wing
structures based on beai theory, presenting low
aspect ratio models
P0296 A73-30201
Effect of openings on stresses in rigid pavements.
P0340 A73-31387
A comparison of structural test results with
predictions of finite element analysis.
PAPEB 730340] p0430 A73-34691
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The integration of SiSTBAS into helicopter
airframe design/analysis.
CAHS PEEPBIHT 780] pOQ41 A73-35093
Computational considerations in application of the
• finite eleient method for analysis of unsteady
flov around airfoils.
POQ12 A73-35138
A jet~wing lifting-surface theory asinq elementary
vortex distributions.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-652] pO<»53 A73-36207
A finite-eleaent method for calculating
aerodynamic coefficients of a subsonic airplane.
pOQ56 A73-36391
Aspects of the-finite eleuent aethod as applied to
aero-space structures.
riSD-138) • . pO»57 A73-36725
Calculation of the natural frequencies and the
principal nodes of helicopter blades.
P0462 A73-37090
Finite element elastic-plastic-creep analysis of
two-dimensional continuum with temperature
dependent material properties.
P0502 A73-37H83
Some results of fuselage calculations on a digital
computer by the finite-element method
P0566 A73-U0387
Finite element program for fliqht structure
analysis.
p0577 A73-U1739
Theoretical studies of sound emission from
aircraft ducts.
UI4A PAPBB 73-1012] P0629 A73-4U8IH1
Development of computer program for generating
aerodynamic forces for plane and interfering
•ings at supersonic speeds
fHASA-CB-112184] p008<l H73-13290
Finite element analysis and computer graphics
visualization of unsteady flow around pitching
and plunging airfoils
rHASA-CB-22H9] P0605 N73-30926
FIBLAND
Vertical vind shear measurements at Helsinki
Airport - Apr. 1967 through Bar. 1968
fTE-3] P0179 S73-17676
FIBS
Shock impingement caused by boundary layer
separation ahead of blunt fins.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-236] p0099 A73-16961
Turbulent heat transfer to a fin leading edge -
Flight test results.
p02UO A73-26t05
The effect of variable environment temperature on
heat transfer in extended surfaces.
P0621 A73-U3296
Deployable flexible ventral fins providing
triangular planform of flexible material for
spin recovery of aircraft
rSASA-CASE-LAH-10753-1] p0670 H73-10031
Turbulent heat transfer and pressure on leading
edge of fin, swept ving, or antenna
fSCL-BB-72-0308] p0280 N73-21863
Pressure drop in air flov isothermally across bank
of helically wound, L-type fin tubes
fPB-220315/6] . P0673 H73-33229
FIBE COHTBOL
Airborne air to air and air to ground fire control
radar systems for all-weather fighter aircraft,
emphasizing cost effectiveness through
modularity and commonality
P0379 A73-3U011
GDC/EOSS - Heal-time visual and motion simulators
for evaluation of fire control and
electro-optical guidance systems.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-919] p0569 A73-10867
Estimating,strafing performance of unspecified
foreign tactical fighter without aerodynamic
stability derivatives
fAD-7«5997] p0671 B73r100»»
Weapon delivery accuracy of F-1 aircraft with
experimental stick to rudder interconnect to
minimize lateral tracking error
fAD-716000] p0680 N73-11027
Weapon delivery accuracy of F-4 aircraft with high
gain control augmentation system
CAD-746001] P0680 N73-11028
Operational test and evaluation of angle of attack
systen for displaying percentage of lift
produced by wing for all flap configurations
fAD-7188U4] p0073 S73-12H85
Logistic perforaaace data book for F-OD aircraft
fire control system to show reliability,
maintanability, logistics support, and operating
problems
fAD-762229] p05»6 1173-28969
FIBE BXTIBGOISHEBS
Full-scale fire tests on a simulated aircraft
carrier flight deck.
fWSCI PAPEB 72-31] p0093 A73-16684
German bopk - Fire protection technology in
aviation. Volume 1 - Foundations of aviation and
fire-protection technology.
POU16 A73-3U12U
Development and optimization of fire extinguishers
for use in passenger and crew compartments of
aircraft
[AD-7U7096] p0071 H73-12051
Papers presented at conference on balogenated fire
extinguishing agents
TAD-753218] p0209 H73-18168
Seduction in auxiliary extinguishing agents and
systems for aircraft ground fire suppression at
military airports
rAD-753069] P0210 H73-18256
Design of perforated tube uniform distribution of
fire extinguishing agent into commercial air
transport compartments
CF&A-HA-73-3] p0252 1173-20009
Beliability of OSAF fire protection systems
including portable eguipment
fAD-762948] p060t H73-30925
FIBE FIGHTIHG
Full-scale fire tests on a simulated aircraft
carrier fliqht deck.
t»SCI PAPEB 72-31] P0093 A73-1668H
Characterization and suppression of aircraft and
fuel fires.
[BSCI PAPEB 72-26] p0093 173-16688
Some results of studies of the boundary
atmospheric layer and AH-2 aircraft flight
conditions in a forest fire area
P0289 A73-29192
Aircraft crash fire prevention and fighting in
airports, discussing aircraft fuel system
fail-safe design concepts and airport fire
fighting eguipment and procedures
p03<)9 A73-32366
All-wheel drive fire fighting eguipment evolution
under impact of wide bodied aircraft introduction
P0532 A73-39661
Seduction in auxiliary extinguishing agents and
systems for aircraft ground fire suppression at
military airports
rAD-753069] p0210 N73-18256
Beliability of DSAF fire protection systeos
including portable eguipment
rAD-7629U8] p060U N73-30925
FIBE PBEVEBTIOB
Airborne fire protection equipment.
P0282 A73-28171
Aircraft crash fire prevention and fighting in
airports, discussing aircraft fuel system
fail-safe design concepts and airport fire
fighting eguipment and procedures
p03»9 A73-32366
Airplane accident survival, discussing cabin
safety, fire protection, crashworthiness,
emergency evacuation and crash landing in water
P0115 A73-30079
German book - Fire protection technology in
aviation. Volume 1 - Foundations of aviation and
fire-protection technology.
plii16 A73-3t12U
Fire protection and insurance in airport hangars,
discussing governmental safety codes, fire
prevention systems, aircraft vs building values
and legislative proposals
P0530 A73-3921U
Development of in-flight fire detection and
automatic suppression system for use on military
helicopters
[AD-7U6630] p0681 N73-11037
Silicone rubber cover for protecting flush-deck
nozzles on aircraft carriers
CAD-7U68II1] p0683 H73-11211
Development, design, fabrication, and testing of a
self-generating overheat detection system for
USAF aircraft
rAD-7U9»7<t ] p011« H73-1K031
A-23 3
FIBEPBOOFIHG SUBJECT IBDBX
Analysis of aircraft fire warning system
performance and procedures for eliminating false
fire varninq indications
rAD-751346] p0162 N73-16025
Development of haloqenated hydrocarbon naterials
for use as fire and iqnition suppressants for
aircraft fuel tanks subjected to incendiary
annunition
[AD-755362] PC276 H73-21079
Test rig sinulation of qas turbine enqine to
determine means for minimizing incidence of
lubricant sump fires in high speed aircraft
enqines
fNASA-CE-121158} P0314 N73-22891
Development of fibrous flame arrester materials to
provide explosion and fire protection for
aircraft fuel tanks
fAD-7591931 p0405 N73-25090
Effectiveness of crushed and qraded stone
aqqreqate in preventing or retardinq rate of <
flame propagation from fixed ignition source for
aircraft fuels
fFAA-NA-73-13] POK76 N73-26962
FIBEPBOOFIBG
• Becent developments in commercial fire resistant
fibrous materials.
P02UO A73-26419
FIBBS
NT FOREST FIRES
Investigation of aircraft accident involving Beech
aircraft performing air taxi service to Boise,
Idaho on 20 Feb. 1972
[NTSB-AAR-72-251 p0071 N73-12050
Analysis of aircraft fire naming system
performance and procedures for eliminating false
fire warning indications
fAD-7513*61 P0162 N73-16025
Design and development of integrated fire and
overheat detection and warning system for
installation in aircraft nacelle
fAD-762919] P0550 N73-28999
Decomposition products of polyurethane foam
related to aircraft cabin flash fires
fAD-7633271 P0619 N73-318H6
FIBEIOBKS .: . :
0 PYROTECHNICS
FITTING
Classification of fitting operations in airframe
assembly - •
p0658 A73-11647
FIXED ilHGS
Pressure distribution and shock wave intensity
variations in supersonic flow past two plane'
wings forming dihedral angle
POOU8 A73-13623
Rotary and fixed wing aircraft growth factors from
implicit differentiation of gross weight
relative to fixed weight,
fSAHE PAPER 9521 P0516 A73-37880
Numerical methods for determining effect of
aerodynamic lag on bending response of aircraft
wings at supersonic speeds . i
fNAL-TN-36] p0386 N73-2U056
FIIED-IING AIBCBAFT
0 AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
0 FIXED RINGS
FLAME FRONTS
H FLAHE PROPAGATION
FLAME INTERACTION
0 CHEMICAL REACTIONS
0 FLAKE PROPAGATION
FLAHE PBOBES
Spectrum sensitive high amplification solar blind
07 sensor for flame surveillance in jet engine
environaents at 1000 F, using miniature .
Geiqer-Bueller tube • .
P0582-A73-4269U
FLAME PBOPAGATIOB
Effectiveness of crushed and graded stone
aqqreqate in preventing or retarding rate of
/ flame propagation from fixed iqnition source for
aircraft fuels '
rFAA-NA-73-13] P0476 N73-26962
FLAHE STABILITY
Aerodynamic characteristics of torus shaped
cascades involved in flame stabilization process
of reheat devices for jet engines
p02«1 A73-26595
Effects of thermal and mass diffnsiyities on the
burning of fuel droplets. • • :
tAICHE PBEPRINT 22] . p0531 173-39249
Performance of ignition and flame stabilization
using qas generator in different ramjet
combustion chamber configurations
[DLH-FB-72-47] p0676 B73-107U8
Interior ballistic properties of solid fuel ramjet
: engines to determine regression rate if fuel as
function of chamber pressure, inlet air :
temperature, and air flux rate
TAD-76HH91] p0617 H73-31691
FLAHE TEMPERATURE
The influence of fuel preparation and operating!
conditions on flame radiation in a gas turbine
combnstor.
[ASME PAPER 72-IA/HT-26] p0062 A73-15828
Experimental measurement of heat transfer to a
cylinder immersed in a large aviation-fuel fire.
fASHE PAPEB 73-HT-2] p0525 A73-38565
FLAHEOOT
Flameont and ignition characteristics of jet
engine fuel flame in gas turbine with exhaust
diffuser
. [AD-749635] : pC121 N73-14802
FLAMES . • i
NT DIFFUSION FLAMES .
NT PREMISED FLAMES n
FLAMHABILITI
' Recent developments in commercial fire resistant
fibrous materials.
P0240 A73-26H19
• ' Flash point measurements for determining
flammability hazards of hydrocarbon fuels
[AD-758643] p0111 N73-25814
.Effectiveness of crushed and graded stone
aggregate in preventing or retarding rate of
flame propagation from fixed ignition source for
aircraft fuels
' CFAA-HA-73-13) ' . P0476 H73-26962
Analysis of physiological and toxicoloqical
aspects of smoke produced by combustion of
aircraft interior materials - Part 1
[FAA-RD-73-50-PT-1] > . pO»79 H73-27014
Physio-chemical analysis of flammability
characteristics and thermal degradation of rigid
and flexible nrethane foams used in aircraft
structures - Part 2
[FAA-RD-73-50-PT-2] pO»81 N73-27025
Research and development projects concerning fire
hazards in aircraft cabins and design of
aircraft compartments to provide greater
passenger survivability
[FAA-RD-73-146] p0667 N73-32972
FLAP CONTBOL
0 AIECRAFT CONTBOL
0 FLAPS (CONTROL SURFACES)
FLAPPING
Random gust response statistics for coupled
torsion-flapping rotor blade vibrations. .
P0651 A73-10046
Model tests on unsteady rotor wake effects.
P0144 A73-19191
FLAPPING BINGES
Analysis of helicopter blade flutter for both
hinged and hingeless rotor blades
fAGARD-H-607] p0303 N73-21920
FLAPS (CONTBOL SURFACES)
HI JET FLAPS
NT LEADING EDGE SLATS
NT TBAILING-EDGE FLAPS
NT RING FLAPS
Hydraulic system on de Havilland Twin Otter STOL
• aircraft for flaps, wheel brakes and nose wheel
steering, noting power supply mounting
pOO»3 A73-13350
Flap noise measurements for STOL configurations
using external upper surface blowing.
C A I A A PAPBB 72-1203] pooeo A73-14922
Conformal mapping for potential flow about
airfoils with attached flap.
pOIHU A73-19192
Symmetrical airfoils optimized for small flap
deflection.
P0198 A73-24915
A study of stall-induced flap-lag instability of
hingeless rotors.
[AHS PBEPHINT 730] pO«38 A73-35066
A-23H
SOBJECT IHDEI FLEXIBLE BIHGS
Analysis of the aerodynamic characteristics of
devices for increasing wing lift. Ill -
? '• Influence of qround proximity on the aerodynamic
characteristics of the flaps
> . . p0461 173-37022
Soise tests on simulated mixer nozzles and scale
•'i- r • models of externally blown flap, lift
-•'. • augmentation system
ri [8ASA-TH-X-2638]. • p0678 H73-11012
Conparison of surface-scarce solution with an
exact solution for two-dimensional inviscid flow
-• 'I -abbot slotted-flap airfoil
tARC-CP-1214] P0065 H73-12003
flight tests.of.rotating cylinder flap on IOV-10
- aircraft modified to STOL configuration
CHASA-CH-2135] . pOOSO H73-13020
Development of procedures for quieting
externally-blown-flap noise sources prodnced by
interaction of jet exhaust flow with deployed
• flaps
rHASA-CR-112166] pOOBO H73-13022
Hind tunnel tests of longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics of aspect ratio airfoil with
0.098 chord blowing flap
CHSSA-TH-X-2675] p0085 H73-13431
Design aspects of stall of powered-lift aircraft
with externally blown flaps and methods for
predicting increment in maximum lift coefficient
due to power
p0125 H73-15011
Hethod for computing lifting pressure distribution
' on wing with partial span, swept control surfaces
CHASA-TH-D-7251] . p0251 H73-19999
Characteristics of system for providing yaw
control of vehicles at high supersonic and
hypersonic speeds by deflecting flaps mounted on
upper wing surface
(HASA-CASE-LAB-11,140-11 p0252 H73-20008
Hind tunnel tests to determine effects of slot
spoilers on longitudinal and lateral aerodynamic
characteristics of twin engine light aircraft
CNASA-T1HD-7315] . p0592 H73-30033
Adjustable airfoil for reversable cowl flap inlet
thrust augnentation
fHASA-CASE-ABC-10754-1] . p0652 N73-32624
Flight tests of modified F-100 aircraft to
determine effectiveness of fast-acting flaps as
direct-lift-control devices to improve station
keeping
• CHASA-TH-X-2936] p0667 H73-32970
FLABES
Illuminance measnrenent of two types of airborne
flares
fDBEy-B-673/72] P0227 H73-199U2
Air-to-ground target acguisition with flare
illumination
• p0227 H73-19968
Design and performance of launcher illumination'
XH-183 flare package for parachutes
[AD-757731] P0395 H73-24940
FLASH LAHPS
Airport lighting systems as visual landing aids,
discussing runway disposition, brightness
levels, beam orientation, visibility factors and
flashing lights
P0364 A73-32974
FLASH POIHT
Flash point measurements for.determining
flammability hazards of hydrocarbon fuels
IAD-758643] • p0411 H73-25814
FLASH TUBES
0 FLASH LAHPS
FLIT COHDDCTOBS
FCC transition splices and cost comparison of FCC
vs. BCC :i.
P0324 H73-23304
Techniques-and hardware for facilitating use of
flexible flat, conductor cable in commercial air
transports
p0324 N73-23310
Advanced wiring systea for aircraft and space
vehicle application
p0324 H73-23311
FLAT PLATES
Turbulent wake flow behind two dimensional flat
plate trailing edge investigated by
Hee-Kovasznay turbulent shear flow differential
field theory
P0656 A73-11137
numerical solution for a flat plate experiencing a
ground effect
P0049 A73-13721
yariational principle application to nonself
adjoint lifting surface integral eguation fron
finite element viewpoint, considering two
dimensional flat plate
[AIAA PAPEB 73-871 p0095 A73-16852
Hoise reduction for subsonic fluid flow over flat
plate via interposition of secondary fluid layer
at trailing edge
pC231 A73-25386
Stroiihal number and flat plate oscillation in an
air stream.
P0564 A73-40125
Aerodynamic and thermal structures of the laminar
boundary layer over a flat plate with a
diffusion flame.
P0582 A73-42774
Hethod of characteristics solution of flow field
on lee side of flat plate delta wing with
supersonic leading edges
[SD-753389] p0211 N73-18319
Vortex-lattice method used in model to representjet exhausting from flat plate into crossflowing
stream
[AD-762502] p0552 N73-29191
Analysis of surface pressure fluctuations from jet
impingement on inclined flat plate with
application to design of aircraft with
externally blown flaps
P0556 B73-29909
Numerical analysis of effect of boundary layer
profile on dynamic response and acoustic
radiation of thin, elastic, flat plates
[BASA-TH-X-69568] p0596 N73-30232
Analysis of surface pressure and cold vail heating
rate distributions for large, flat panel at Bach
7 in high temperature wind tunnel
[HASA-TH-D-7275] P0597 N73-30213
FLAT SURFACES
On the effects of viscous interaction for a flat
delta wing at incidence
riBC-CP-1237] pC661 N73-32931
FLU DETECTION
0 HOHDESTBOCTITE TESTS
FLAHS
0 DEFECTS
FLEXIBLE BODIES
Flexible rotor balancing of a high-speed gas
turbine engine.
CSAE PAPER 720741] p0663 A73-12007
Normal mode solution to the eguations of motion of
a flexible airplane.
P0347 A73-31747
A new approach to gust alleviation of a flexible
aircraft using an open loop device
[OHEBA, IP HO. 1236] p0580 A73-42219
Analysis of response of flexible helicopter rotor
blade to random loads with vertical velocity
component
CAD-746627] p0082 N73-13038
Analysis of performance potential of buoyant
systems and flexible structures for use with
short haul passenger transport aircraft
[NASA-TH-1-62168] p0173 H73-17014
Equations of notion formulated to compute
transient response of multi-Bass flexible rotors
rHASA-CR-2300] P06U7 N73-32374
Flexible airship manufacturing
P0670 N73-32992
FLEXIBLE HIHGS
NT PABAHIHGS
Analysis of flight vehicle response to
nonstationary atmospheric turbulence including
wing bending flexibility.
f A I A A PAPEB 73-181] pOC97 A73-16921
The spatial 'correlation method and a tine-varying
flexible.structure.
f A I A A PAPER 73-4C6] p0234 A73-25535
Rogallo variable geometry, flexible cambered wing
structure and aerodynamic performance for low
speed agricultural flight applications
P0281 A73-28027
Improved aircraft capability through variable
camber.
P0495 A73-37275
Influence of wing flexibility on sailplane loading
by individual gusts
1-235
FLIGHT AITITODE SUBJECT IHDEX
P0574 A73-41577
Influence of aeroelasticity on fliqht mechanics of
flexible aircraft
P0170 N73-16991
Calculation of induced load effects on
controllability of riqid and flexible aircraft
P0172 H73-17004
Elastic vibrations of aircraft ving caused by
distributed load, center of gravity
displacement, and rotation using electrooodeling
techniques
fAD-760965] p0483 B73-27043
FLIGHT ItriTODB
Aircraft reference altitude computation from air
data inputs, deriving algorithm for pressure
gradient errors correction
pOOSO A73-13915
Aircraft fliqht plan data processing in FOBTBAH
program to predict altitude and tine conflicts,
noting short CPD time
P0091 A73-16618
Parawing-drag chute system operation on wind shear
energy to maintain payload flight altitude
P0237 A73-25787
M-15 agricultural turbojet aircraft design for
slov lov level flight, tabulating dimensions,
weights and performance data
P0281 A73-28026
Pilot operation practices for helicopter noise
level reduction, with emphasis on flight
altitude increase and routing over noise
insensitive areas
P0420 A73-34442
Icing conditions of modern transport aircraft
according to cruise fliqht data
P0425 A73-34545
Encoding altimeter for coding, transmitting and
displaying flight altitude information to air
traffic controllers
rsAE PAPER 7303011 P0428 A73-34663
Laser measurement of high-altitude aircraft
emissions.
fAIAA PAPER 73-704] p0454 A73-36253
Cosmic rays airborne dosimetry from Concorde
aircraft, noting passenger and crev
radiobiological hazards at supersonic flight
altitudes
P0459 A73-36908
Air transportation economic efficiency as function
of fuel consumption, cruising fliqht speed,
altitude ranjfe and load factor /payload/
p0519'A73-38118
Tabulation of minimum enroute instrument flight
rules altitudes over particular routes and
intersections - November 1972
P0137 N73-15679
Altitude-aided algorithm for determining aircraft
position from radar tracking
TAD-7566551 P0307 N73-22097
FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS
Short haul twin let passenger aircraft Iak-40 for
small airfields, noting flight characteristics
and cost analysis
P0042 A73-13070
Recent advances and applications in the prediction
of pilot acceptance of aircraft flyinq qualities.
P015C A73-20586
Test pilots role in aircraft flyinq qualities
evaluation, discussing spin and longitudinal
stability testing
P0184 A73-22181
Fliqht research to develop airworthiness standards
for civil aircraft.
P0184 A73-22184
Sir battle fighter aircraft design, discussing
required performance characteristics in terms of
lethality, maneuverability, ranqe, visibility,
handling gualities, sortie rate, repairability
and fire control
P0184 473-22197
Aerodyne flight vehicle testing for hover flight
characteristics during remote control by radio
with pilot commands, noting' reliability and
attitude control
P0283 A73-28785
•Aerodyne unmanned wingless reconnaissance
aircraft, covering hovering capacity, internal
flow duct for conventional fliqht, fliqht test
results and stability characteristics
p0417 473-34255
Russian book - Aerodynamics and flight dynamics of
turbojet aircraft /2nd revised and-enlarqed
edition/. -
• p0435 -A73-34900
A frequency response approach to flyinq qualities
criteria and fliqht control system design.
CABS PBEPBIHT 740] p0439 473-35073
The C-401, a STOL transport for many applications
p0450-473-35666
Pulsejet engines operational characteristics
compared to turbojet engines; noting flight
speed limit due to interaction between unsteady
gas flow and combustion -process
• •p0451'-A73-36063
An in-flight investigation of the influence'of'
flyinq qualities on precision weapons delivery.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-783] p0499 473-37453
HAS enroute automated fliqht and radar data
processing, describing communication facilities,
computer complex, software, data entry, display
function and ATC personnel interface
p0524 "A73-38464
Effects of certain fliqht parameters and of
certain structural parameters on helicopter
main-rotor blade flutter
P0574 A73-41581
Program plan to develop airworthiness standards
for STOL aircraft.
p0632 A73-44994
Evaluation of minimum aircraft flying speed by
digital simulation ' • ' •
[AD-745861] p0671 H73-10038
Bethod for predicting flight characteristics of
F-5 and A-7 aircraft during atmospheric
turbulence usinq large amplitude flight simulator
CAD-749480] ' p0114 S73-14030
Analysis of aerodynamic buffeting and related
phenomena to include development of models for
oscillatory rigid-body motion
P0125 N73-15018
Analysis of high subsonic and transonic
characteristics of fighter aircraft' and factors
affecting aerodynamic boundaries for various
wing design parameters '
p0125 H73-15019
Simulation of flight in Concorde for improving
characteristic of flight control system
P0173 H73-17013
Application of computer techniques for
determination of flutter' characteristics of
aircraft and comparison with model matching data
analysis
f 4GABD-B-596] p0202 N73-18030
Helicopter flight performance in tactical
environment
p0267 1173-21009
Flight characteristics and performance of
Fenestron type helicopter tail rotor
P0269 H73-21028
Analysis of eguations of aircraft dynamics and
development of analog-digital simulation
capability
fAD-755868] •'•'" p0275 N73-21077
Engine and control problems of light aircraft
p0318 H73-22972
Development' and application of aircraft
performance prediction methods for subsonic and
supersonic transport and fighter aircraft
f AGABD-LS-56] '• • p0384 1173-24042
numerical methods for determining range and radius
of action performance of transport and combat
aircraft and effects of various parameters on
performance
•p0384 N73-24043
Development of methods for predicting aircraft
flight maneuver and climb performance to show
effects of excess power and load factor
p0385 H73-24045
Development of computer program for determining
minimum time trajectory and comparison with
gradient method of computation
P0385 N73-24053
Systems desiqn of facilities for studying fliqht
problems of VTOL aircraft
tNAL-TR-306] ' p0389 1173-24263
Development of method for calculating spanwise
loading on helicopter rotor blades in forward
flight at various azimuth angles
£-236
SUBJECT IHDBX FLIGHT COHTBOL
(iBC-E/H-3318] p0399 H73-25032
:. Aerodynamic characteristics of slender delta wings
to shov performance under various conditions of
airspeed, angle of attack, and ground effect
rBASA-TT-F-14949] p0466 H73-26031
Flight control and flight transition problems of
Dassault Hirage 3 (5) aircraft
p0478 H73-27002
Design, development, and flight characteristics of
'•• VAK 191 B V/STOL strike/reconnaissance aircraft
P0178 H73-27006
Computer simulation of aircraft motions and
, propulsion system dynamics for IF-12 aircraft
under supersonic conditions
[BASA-TH-X-62245] p0549 K73-28990
Aerodynamic characteristics of low speed flight
using heavily loaded ducted fans, single bladed
. hovering rotor, and tensioned sheets with cutouts
tAD-764264] p0610 B73-30964
.Flight instrunentation for academic acquisition of
aircraft flight performance and characteristics
fAD-7644791 p0615 S73-31427
FLIGHT COBDITIOBS
Heteorological effects on SST operations during
various flight phases, considering ATC and
communications aspects
p065I) A73-10348
Nonlinear programing in design of control systems
with specified handling gualities.
p0151 A73-20588
Statistical turbulence model of meteorological and
topographical aircraft flight conditions for low
altitude critical air turbulence /LO-LOCAT/
environment
p028« A73-28831
Some results of studies of the boundary
atmospheric layer and AB-2 aircraft flight
conditions in a forest fire area
P0289 A73-29192
PB-75 flight guidance system for subsonic
commercial transport aircraft operation under
Category IIIA conditions, describing cruise and
ILS operation
P0357 A73-32500
Transport aircraft external operational
environment factors, discussing navigation, ATC,
airspace, flight and pilot workload conditions
p0508 A73-37727
Flight-mechanics analysis of various flight
conditions of conventional aircraft. yill/1 -
Mechanical foundations: Kinematic eguations of
motion of a rigid body
P0520 A73-38123
Computer program for calculating Concorde aircraft
flight profiles for various flight procedures
and atmospheric conditions
tBAE-TB-72102] p0403 N73-25074
Review
 of V/STOL development programs to compare
basic characteristics of XC-142A, X-19 and X-22A
aircraft under various flight conditions
P0478 B73-27003
FLIGHT COHTBOL
NT AUTOMATIC FLIGHT COHTBOL
HI AUTOMATIC LANDING CONTBOL
BT FLY BY, HIBE CONT8OL
BT THBOST VECTOB CONTBOL
A complex approach to flight vehicle control
system designs
p0655 A73-10673
Trends in helicopter guidance and control systens
with bad weather capability.
pOOSO A73-13921
Fiberglass reinforced composite material
application to light weight ballistic damage
tolerant military helicopter flight control
components previously vulnerable to small arms
fire
P0058 A73-14722
Optimal flight control system design for aircraft
with large flight envelopes, using optimal
control theory with limited measurement feedback
IAIAA PAPEB 73-1591 p0097 A73-16906
A statistical analysis of pilot control during a.
simulation of STOL landing approaches,
T A I A A PAPEB 73-182] p0098 A73-16922
Flight control technigues for advanced commercial
transports.
f A I A A PAPEB 73-30] P0104 A73-17618
Optimal 3-dimensional minimum time turns for an
aircraft.
P0108 A73-18377
Airships design, constructional and operational
characteristics, discussing aerodynamics, flight
control, performance and trim
P0109 A73-18510
Flight vehicle eguations of motion with variable
information, noting flight control algorithm for
random variable with given probability
P0147 A73-20077
A flight control system for STOL aircraft.
P0148 A73-20171
F-15 air superiority fighter aircraft flight
testing, describing air inlet, flight control,
landing gear, flaps, speed brake and cockpit
layout
P0183 A73-22178
F-15 fighter aircraft development, discussing
design and functional features of power plant,
flight control system, landing gear, flaps,
speed brakes and cockpit
p0184 A73-22198
Comparison of conventional flight control systems
with a modern integrated flight control system
p0192 473-23762
Ballistic-tolerant helicopter flight control
components from plastic composite materials.
p0193 A73-23964
International Federation of Automatic Control,
World Congress, 5th, Paris, France, June 12-17,
1972, Proceedings. Part 2 - Transportation,
aeronautics and space, ship automation, and
control components. Part 3 - Ecology and systems
engineering; Large scale, sensitivity,
optimization and adaptation theory. Part 4 -
Education, feedback, regulators, linear and
nonlinear systems; Identification, differential
games, discrete and stochastic systems.
p0193 A73-24001
Dynamics of variable sweep wing aircraft in the
course of changing geometry.
P0194 A73-24012
Parallel-redundant flight control systems,
discussing sensor bias and combined control
computer input effects on controllability and
steady state modal response
P0236 A73-25783
Hydraulic powered integrated actuator package
/IAP/ for y/STOL aircraft flight control, noting
advantages in system weight, mechanical
complexity and power loss reduction
P0238 A73-26271
Advanced flight control systems - Poner-by-wire
and fly-by-wire.
p0238 A73-26272
Practical quadratic optimal control for systems
with large parameter variations.
P0245 A73-27166
Electronic differentiator for aircraft flight data
onboard calculation in performance gliding,
discussing compensation method and vertical air
velocity measuring instrument advantage
P0283 A73-28556
Computerized adaptive flight control for
helicopter dynamic systems based on
identification and optimization methods
P0284 A73-28829
Curved landing approaches under visual and
instrument flight conditions, investigating
steep glide slope display configurations and
flight control modes
p0285 A73-28901
Modelling and identification theory - A flight
control application.
p0299 A73-30777
Pilot-electronics-control surfaces as feedback
loop for aircraft flight control, discussing
instruments, pilot training and aircraft flying
gualities
p0353 A73-32472
Commercial aircraft flight control instrumentation
for safe and efficient flight path management,
emphasizing aircrew work load relief under
stressful air traffic conditions
P0354 473-32473
.Aircraft integrated data systems /AIDS/
utilization for airlines operational flight
control and economic exploitation enhancement.
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discussing aircraft accident investigation,
maintenance, navigability, etc
P0356 A73-32496
Head-up displays for flight control intonation on
velocity vector, angle of attack, glide path
slope and ground reference data, considering VFB
and IFE conditions
P0357 A73-32507
Aircraft flight control head-up display systea
design, eguipnent installation particulars,
performance tests and merits evaluation
P0357 A73-32508
Technology developments effect on jet aircraft
design, discussing flight controls, engine noise
suppression, supercritical aerodynamics and
composite structures
P0369 A73-33188
Book - Flight dynamics of rigid and elastic
airplanes. Parts 162.
p0420 A73-34451
Flight control problems during STOL landing
approaches, considering navigation aids, pilot
work load and flight safety
p0422 473-34483
Terminal and flight control navigation guidance
systems for restricted and short takeoff and
landing aircraft air traffic and approach
technigues
rRAE-TM-4VIOmcS-135/BLEOY) p0423 473-34490
Flight-path control device for generating
curvilinear flight path profiles using microwave
landing systems
fDGLR PAPEB 73-016] p0423 473-34492
Problems concerning the implementation of an
integrated flight control system, giving
particular attention to curved flight path
profiles
fDGLH PAPER 73-030] pO«24 A73-34498
High reliability solid state force sensors for
flight control systems.
p0425 473-34603
Development of a low-cost flight director system
for general aviation.
rsAE PAPER 730331] p0429 A73-34684
v/STOL aircraft pilot-in-loop flight
control/display system to overcome pilot
limitations with performance and decision making
flexibility enhancement
fAHS PREPRINT 722] p0438 A73-35063
Low cost manufacturing methods for highly reliable
ballistic-tolerant composite helicopter flight
control components.
fAHS PBEPRINT 754] p0440 A73-35082
Aerospace multiprocessor for A-7D aircraft digital
fly by wire flight control, discussing design
requirements, software development and reliability
P0444 A73-35223
Digital flight control systems data sampling rate
selection effects on intersample ripple,
spectral folding and distortion and system
bandwidth .
P0445 A73-35224
Analytical design of aircraft manual control
systems.
p0456 A73-36601
A parameter optimisation technique applied to the
design of flight control systems,
P0499 A73-37K09
Compatibility of maneuver load control and relaxed
static stability.
fAIAA PAPER 73-791] pOSOO A73-37458
Flight deck management and pilot operation
priorities in high pressure and emergency
situations, using Integrated
aircraft-environment model
P0508 A73-37731
Simplification of navigation and flight control
systems without conpromising integrity.
P0514 A73-37826
On the use of singular perturbation nethods in the
solution of variational problems.
P0518 A73-38038
Digital flight control design using implicit model
following.
TAIAA PAPER 73-844] p0528 A73-38783
Redundant system design for advanced digital
flight control.
fAIAA PAPER 73-846] p0528 A73-38785
A practical load relief control systea designed '
with modern control techniques.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-863]
 P0528 A73-38801
STOL passenger aircraft ride smoothing control •
system based on vertical and lateral '
acceleration limits for design flight condition
of 7 fps rms gust velocity
tAIAA PAPER 73-885] p0529 473-38821
Integrated hydraulic flight control actuator
packages replacing nechanical linkages for
aerodynamic surface control during V/STOL
operation
p0529 473-39015
Airframe/propulsion system interactions - An
important factor in supersonic aircraft flight
control.
[4IAA P4PEB 73-831) p0567 473-40501
Flight simulation requirement in artificial
stabilizer design for VIOL aircraft flight
control system, noting agreement with flight tests
p0577 473-41751
4 study of a flnidic open loop damping flight
stability augmentation system.
P0622 473-43396
On problems of flight over an extended
angle-of-attack range.
P0628 A73-44692
Development of adaptive controller for
multivariable systems and application to
helicopter system with tine varying parameters
[AD-746492] p0667 H73-10007
Fixed base flight simulator evaluation of wing
spoilers for longitudinal flight path control of
Cessna aircraft during instrument landing system
approach
[NASA-CR-2121] p0679 N73-11015
Weapon delivery accuracy of F-4 aircraft with
experimental stick to rudder interconnect to
minimize lateral tracking error
tAD-746000) p0680 N73-11027
Construction of pitch link in CH-47 helicopter
control system using composite materials of
graphite, glass, and carbon-steel[AD-747337] p0681 N73-11036
Addition of feel augmentation system to improve
flight control of S-67 helicopter
[AD-749284] p0114 N73-14029
Analysis of compatibility between maneuver load
control, relaxed static stability, and flying
qualities requirements for various aircraft
configurations
fAD-749479] P0114 H73-14032
Development and characteristics of automatic
control system for aeroelastic aircraft using
optimal gain in stabilization loops
CAD-750501] P0131 H73-15061
Application of optimal control theory to takeoff
of heavily loaded helicopters and
instrumentation requirements to improve pilot
flight control
fAD-750615] p0132 H73-15072
Analysis of controllability and steady-state
response of parallel-redundant flight control
systems
[BASA-CH-130354] p0158 H73-15998
Time vector technique for determining stability
and control derivatives by simultaneous analysis
of tvo maneuvers which differ by dependent
control input
[NASA-Id-1-2722) p0160 H73-16010
Simulation of flight in Concorde for improving
characteristic of flight control system
P0173 H73-17013
Design and development of stability augmentation
system to eliminate coupling effects during
landing of short takeoff aircraft
tNiSA-CR-130543] p0174 H73-17021
Flight control improvement of F-8 aircraft
relative to carrier takeoff and landing
C1D-753010] P0205 1173-18052
Development of integrated control system for
supersonic aircraft based on pneumatic power
generation
p0221 N73-19056
Characteristics of system for providing yaw
control of vehicles at high supersonic and
hypersonic speeds by deflecting flaps mounted on
upper winq surface[NASA-CASE-L4R-11140-1] p0252 073-20008
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Proceedings of conference on manual control to
show interplay between man and Machine and
application of control theory in medicine and
psychology
[NASA-CR-131244] p0254 H73-20028
Design of hydrofluidic flight control system for
helicopter stabilization
[AD-754602] p0255 H73-20032
Contributions of quality inertial system to
vehicle flight control
p0261 H73-20700
Digital flight director for precise aircraft control
[AD-754028)
 P0262 H73-20726
Bibliography of supersonic transport aircraft data
to include program management, systens
engineering, aircraft structures, and
operational considerations
CAD-755600] P0275 H73-21076
application of adaptive control algorithms to self
adjusting control systems for aeroelastic
aircraft, flight vehicle roll, and control
during reentry
fAD-7565983 p0305 H73-21941
Feasibility of advanced digital flight control
system using digital processor as main
coaputational element
tlD-757271] p0322 H73-23002
Integrated SAVVAN, VOR, and DHB system for
locating and controlling high altitude aircraft
p0330 H73-23695
Development of stability augmentation systems for
decoupling response of short takeoff and landing
aircraft in longitudinal and lateral-directional
flight modes
p0384 N73-24041
Characteristics of flight control system for
approach flight path control of augmentor wing
on powered-lift short takeoff aircraft
configuration
fNASA-CR-114574] p0386 H73-24062
Development and evaluation of display and control
equipment for remotely piloted vehicles
fAD-757761] p0388 N73-24077
Computer programs for design of aircraft control
systems based on FORTRAN subroutines for
generating aircraft transfer functions in six
degrees of freedom
[AD-758781] p0403 H73-25075
Optimal design of helicopter precision hover
control systens
fAD-759919] p0468 H73-26039
Design of landing approach automatic flight
control system using optimal feedback techniques
CAD-760125] P0468 N73-260UO
Fliqht control and flight transition problems of
Dassault Hiraqe 3 (5) aircraft
P0478 B73-27002
Development and characteristics of control systea
for short takeoff transport aircraft for
ride-smoothing effect
[NASA-CB-2276] p0481 873-27026
Development of analog hardware for flight control
system design to control aircraft with uncertain
parameters
CHASA-CR-133416] p0537 H73-27909
Analysis of performance benefits for fighter
aircraft by application of maneuver load control
and relaxed static stability parameters
[AD-762299J p0539 H73-27922
Logistic performance data book for P-4B flight
control system to show reliability,
maintainability, logistic support, and operating
problems
tAD-762230] p0547 H73-28973
Development of digital flight control systei for
performing pilot assist augmentation and pilot
relief automatic pilot functions
[1D-762521]
 P0549 H73-28992
Design, development, airworthiness test, and
flight test of multiplexing components foe fly
by vire flight control
riD-763111] p0550 H73-28996
Analysis of aircraft stability and control
derivatives in turbulent conditions sub-feet to
random state disturbance
[AD-763741] pOS9« H73-30046
Development of theory for adaptive control of
aircraft in atmospheric turbulence nsinq
stochastic identification method
[AD-763739] P0594 H73-30051
Application of active control technology for
suppression of flutter with analysis of effect
on B-52 aircraft configuration
[ H1SA-TH-1-29091 p0603 N73-30864
Development and characteristics of system for
integrated control of engine power and
aerodynamic configuration of aircraft during
landing approach
[RASA-CASE-ABC-10456-1] p0606 N73-30938
Desiqn of aircraft lateral flight director
tDLR-FB-72-44 ] p0608 N73-30953
Flight test of structural mode control system
installed in XB-70 aircraft to determine
effectiveness of system under turbulent conditions
tHASA-TN-D-7420] p0639 N73-31950
Stability and control characteristics of XB-70
aircraft at airspeeds up to Bach 3.0 and
addition of lateral bobweight as auxiliary
stabilization device
rNASA-TH-X-2933] p0640 S73-31958
Flight control for steep approach landing
[D6LR-PAPEB-73-027] p06U1 H73-31962
Feedback control for rotary winq aircraft steep
approach profiles
CHBB-UFE-1021-0] p0642 N73-31967
Desiqn, development, and evaluation of automatic
departure prevention system and stall inhibitor
for A-7 aircraft
[AD-764767] p0642 N73-31972
Fliqht control display device for producing curved
approach profiles in microwave instrument
landing systems
[DGLR-PAPER-73-016] p0650 N73-32526
Flight simulation to determine manual control of
flight path and airspeed for approach and
landing of powered lift jet short takeoff aircraft
p0664 B73-32949
Requirements of flight control systems with regard
to aircraft stability and attitude control
tDLE-HITT-72-05] p0668 N73-32978
Nonlinear feedback control concepts for variable
stability aircraft
P0668 1173-32979.
Optimization of control and damping system for
fighter aircraft with quadratic cost function
P0668 N73-32980
Airborne computer role in digital flight control
systems, noting systems model, man machine
interface, and integration
P0669 N73-32982
DO-31 aircraft integrated flight control system
for vertical velocity regulation in qlidinq,-
noting signal processing requirements
P0669 N73-32983
V1K 191 B V/STOL fighter aircraft nonlinear
feedback flight control system for gliding
flight phase
p0669 N73-32984
Design optimization and testing of flight control
systems for light helicopters, applied to BO-105
helicopter
p0669 N73-32985
Effect of artificial longitudinal stability on
aircraft performance, based on control
configured vehicle concept
p0669 N73-32986
Effects of artificial aircraft stability control
on damping, and static stability recovery by
controllers
. P0669 N73-32987
Desiqn of pitching axis control system for
aircraft with artificial stability
p0670 S73-32988
FLIOBT CHEiS
Civil aircraft commander and crew duties and
rights in air piracy cases, discussing
International agreements and national legal
provisions
P0192 A73-23683
Relative merit of the disc-gap-band parachute
applied to individual aircrew meober escape.
[AIAA PAPER 73-483] p03«3 A73-31465
Time compressed training program for DC-10 flight
crews, emphasizing operational proficiency
through specific behavioral objectives approach
P0360 A73-32663
Crew discipline factors in aircraft accident
statistics, linking pilot-related accidents to
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crew carelessness, flight regulation infractions
and unfamiliarity with flight conditions
P0530 173-39216
Airline flight crev management and coordination
procedures, outlining self-discipline
philosophies and criteria, flight training and
simulation, and performance records
p0530 473-39217
aircrew escape autogyro elector seat/flight vehicle
P0214 H73-18890
Analysis of nonfatal injuries to passengers and
flight attendants in airline operations during
period 1966 through 1971
fNTSB-AAS-73-11 P0319 H73-22983
Analysis of escape systems for helicopter flight
crews and passengers
[B-177166] p0387 N73-24067
Analysis of flight crev errors contributing to
aircraft accidents on P-3 and F-4 aircraft for
improved air safety
fAD-7648681 p0643 N73-31979
FLIGHT HAZABDS
The aircraft wake turbulence problem.
p0108 A73-18149
Contribution to the protection of flight vehicles
against lightning effects
p0108 A73-18436
Lightning protection for aircraft canopy,
discussing simulation tests, safety margins,
side puncture, corona streamering and pilot
physiological reactions
P0365 473-33036
In-flight incident involving Boeing 7U7 aircraft
encounter vith unforecast clear air turbulence
during flight from Japan to Hawaii on 12 April
1972
fNTSB-AAR-72-27] P0069 N73-12038
In-flight incident involving near niss of Boeing
720 aircraft and Convair 210 aircraft near Front
Royal, Virginia on 26 Apr. 1972
rNTSB-AAR-72-30] P0069 H73-12040
Aircraft accident and incident reports for general
aviation during 1970
rNTSB-BA-72-5] P0079 1173-13015
Compilation and analysis of selected US civil
aviation accidents for calendar year 1971
fNTSB-BA-72-4] pCOSO B73-13017
Aircraft accident involving Lear jet nodel 25 at
Victoria, Texas on 18 Jan. 1972
rPB-2124841 pC133 N73-15076
Crash of DC-8 aircraft during takeoff from
Anchorage International Airport, Alaska on 27
Nov. 1970
rNTSB-AAS-72^12] p0159 B73-15999
Bibliography of aircraft accident reports for US
civil aviation operations during calendar year
1971
fNTSB-BA-72-7] p0159 N73-16002
Aircraft accident involving DH-114 aircraft during
attempted landing at Nercedita Airport, Puerto
Sico on 24 June, 1972
fNTSB-AAR-72-34] p0159 N73-16004
Aircraft accident involving DC-9 aircraft landing
at Fort Lauderdale, Florida airport in marginal
weather conditions on 18 Hay, 1972
CNTSB-AAR-72-31] p0159 N73-16005
Analysis of factors affecting crashworthiness of
light aircraft to show nature of damage to
aircraft and hazards to flight crews
fFAA-TR-FS-70-592-120A] p0203 S73-18032
Analysis of aircraft accidents occurring in DS
Civil Aviation operations during calendar year
1972
THTSB-APA-73-1] p0319 N73-22980
Aircraft accident reports of OS civil aviation
accidents occurring during calendar year 1972
r NTSB-BA-73-21 p0387 N73-24064
Aircraft accidents involving US civil aviation
operations during calendar year 1972 - Vol. 2
rHTSB-BA-73-31 p0402 N73-25064
Aircraft accidents involving US civil aviation
operations in calendar year 1971
fPB-214412/91 p0403 N73-25078
Reports of aircraft accidents occurring in OS •
civil aviation operations during calendar year
1972 - Issue 3
fNTSB-BA-73-4] p0465 N73-26020
Statistical analysis of aircraft accidents and
incidents occurring to OS civil and commercial
aircraft during calender year 1971 -
Supplemental Issue
(NTSB-BA-73-5] p0466 N73-26028
Statistical analysis of aircraft accidents
occurring in OS civil aviation operations during
calendar year 1972 - Issue 4
[NTSB-BA-73-6] p0480 B73-27024
Analysis of flight hazards caused by bird strikes
on aircraft flying in Panama Canal Zone
[1D-763112J p0550 H73-28997
Analysis of meteorological parameters affecting
safety of civil aviation and instructions for
increased flight safety
tHASA-TT-F-15069] p0591 H73-30028
Analysis of random motions of vortez elements
behind aircraft win? and design of vortez arrays
to reduce wake-vortex to small aircraft :
CHASA-TH-1-62304] p0668 H73-32976
FLIGBT IBSTBOBEBTS
NT APPBOACH IHDICATOBS
HI ATTITODE INDICATORS
HT AOTOHATIC PILOTS
HI FLIGHT TEST INSTROHBNTS
NT HORIZON SCANNERS
NT RADIO ALTIMETERS
Book - Aircraft Instruments: Principles and
applications. •
P0107 A73-18075
Basic specification research for the main
instruments of light aircraft
p0148 A73-20248
Electronic integrated flight data displays for
pilot workload reduction at takeoff, approach
and landing, considering head-up and head-down
and colored systems
p0357 A73-32506
Internal operational environment effects on pilot
errors in commercial aircraft flights in terms
of man machine interface and flight deck design
P0508 A73-37728
Research reports on control theory in flight systems
[AD-746296] p0118 N73-14251
Design and performance tests of solid state A-6
aircraft engine instruments
tAD-760351] p0472 N73-26469
Flight tests of cockpit meter instrumentation
system displaying aircraft specific energy and
energy rate
[AD-763U50] p0599 N73-30448
Flight instrumentation for academic acguisition of
aircraft flight performance and characteristics
CAD-764479] p0615 N73-31427
FLIGHT LOAD RECORDERS
YF-12 aircraft flight loads measurement program .
with strain gage bridges in fuselage, fuel
tanks, control surfaces and left wing
p0449 A73-35444
FLIGBT HECBABICS
Flight-mechanical analysis of various flight
states of conventional aircraft. VII -
Hechanical principles: Rigid-body dynamics
P0042 A73-13074
Remarks on the ISO international standards
relating to 'Terns and Symbols for Flight
Dynamics1
P0191 A73-23657
Flight-mechanics analysis of various flight
conditions of conventional aircraft. VII -
Hechanical foundations: Dynamic eguations of
motion of the translational motion of a rigid body
p0242 173-26725
Book - Flight dynamics of rigid and elastic
airplanes. Parts 1 8 2.
P0420 A73-34451
Flight mechanics problems associated with landing
approaches using direct lift control, as
exemplified by the HFB 320 Hansa aircraft
[DGLB PAPER 73-024] p0424 A73-34496
Analysis of the use of an auxiliary wing on a
helicopter
P0461 A73-37021
Flight-mechanics analysis of various flight
conditions of conventional aircraft. VIII/1 -
Hechanical foundations: Kinematic eguations of
motion of a rigid body
P0520 A73-38123
Stability and control systems for advanced
aircraft flight mechanics and safety
[AGABD-AR-48] pOOSO H73-13018
A-2UO
SUBJECT I1DEI FLIGHT PiTHS
Aerospace sciences and flight nechanics research
projects
. e: - P0088 M73-13975
Flight nechanics of rotary wing aircraft -
, conference
rDLB-SITT-71-15] p0113 N73-14021
i-Digital simulation language for flight dynamic
tests, expemplified by Fiat G-91 and Dornier
Do-31 aircraft
; [BHVG-FBWT-72-21] p0161 N73-16019
Influence of aeroelasticity on flight nechanics of
flexible aircraft
p0170 1173-16991
Flight control and flight transition problems of
Dassault Hirage 3 (5) aircraft
{ pO»78 H73-27002 \
FLIGHT OPTIBIZiTIOI .
Flight vehicle /FV/ control optinization taking
into account control-function and
phase-coordinate constraints
P0090 A73-16415
Airport computerized departure control for
check-in, load control, cargo and catering
operations, discussing load optinization and
passenger acceptance control /LOPAC/ system
P0230 A73-25210
The sensitivity of optimal flight paths to
variations in aircraft and atmospheric parameters.
P0518 A73-38051
Horizontal aircraft maneuver strategy for maximum
miss distance and minimum course deviation,
examining filtering technigues, collision
avoidance system and signal error analysis
P0562 A73-l»0032
A nev approach to gust alleviation of a flexible
aircraft using an open loop device
CONEBA, TP no. 1236] posso A73-42219
Optimal landing flare control of aircraft with
sensitivity consideration.
P0621 A73-43284
Computer program for calculating Concorde aircraft
flight profiles for various flight procedures
and atmospheric conditions
[RAE-TB-72102] P0003 N73-25074
Development of technigues for real time, on-line,
optimum flight path conditions and minimum time
maneuvers for supersonic aircraft
CAD-758799] p0404 N73-25083
FLIGHT PATHS
NT GLIDE PATHS
Sonic boom avoidance by flight path maneuvers,
investigating shock front development in curved
flight
p0662 A73-11856
Hind shear near the ground and aircraft operations.
pOOUB A73-13702
Aircraft performance augmentation by energy
manaqenent instruments or systems, considering
energy/energy rate meter and algorithm for real
time onboard flight path optimization
fAIAA PAPER 73-228] p0098 A73-16953
Long-range energy-state maneuvers for minimum time
to specified terminal conditions.
fAIAA PAPER 73-229] p0099 A73-16954
Haximum range flight path during climb with
specified fuel supply and variable lift
coefficient, solving differential equations
system by conjugate gradient procedure
P0195 A73-24542
An optimal control approach to terminal area air
traffic control.
P0236 A73-25786
Determination of the turn start point coordinates
for modern commercial aircraft
P0242 A73-26723
Civil aircraft vertical plane navigation and
guidance during climb and descent, discussing
atmospheric, performance and passenger comfort
constraints on flight path selection
P0281 A73-28075
Pilot operation practices for helicopter noise
level reduction, with emphasis on flight
altitude increase and routing over noise
insensitive areas
PC420 A73-34442
Helicopter operations in London area, describing
controlled airspace, helicopter routes and
heliport approach and takeoff procedures
P0420 A73-34446
Honitor display to indicate aircraft position
relation to desired flight profile during
automatically controlled steep landing
approaches with curved segments
P0421 A73-34«77
Flight-path control device for generating
curvilinear flight path profiles using microwave
landing systems
fDGLH PAPER 73-016] . pO»23 A73-34492
Problems concerning the implementation of an
integrated flight control system, giving
particular attention to curved flight path
profiles
[DGLB PAPEB 73-030] pC424 A73-34498
The permissible scale of spatial averaging of
geopotential values in the stratosphere when the
impact of wind on the flight of a supersonic
aircraft is taken into account
pO<!25 A73-34546
Concorde aircraft introduction into airline
^network, discussing time gain over various
routes, operating costs, passenger service,
departure and arrival problems, maintenance, etc
[SAE PAPER 730351] pO«31 A73-34699
Accurate aircraft trajectory predictions applied
to future en-route air traffic control.
P0161 A73-37041
On the generation of accurate trajectory
predictions for air traffic control purposes.
pO«61 A73-370U2
The sensitivity of optimal flight paths to
variations in aircraft and atmospheric parameters.
PP518 A73-38051
Time, space, and energy management in the airways
traffic control medium.
P0580 A73-«2324
Fixed base flight simulator evaluation of wing
spoilers for longitudinal flight path control of
Cessna aircraft during instrument landing system
approach
fNASA-CB-2121] p0679 N73-11015
Statistical analysis of normal acceleration,
airspeed, altitude, and flight loads on military
aircraft
CAD-747285] \ p0681 N73-11035
Optical control theory and,energy-state
approximation to determine parameters for
minimum time flight path of supersonic aircraft
rAD-748219] p0075 N73-12689
Thunderstorm probability and supersonic transport
safety on flight paths over southern United
States during July
r&D-748798] p0085 N73-13628
Carrier based air traffic control system with
enroute trajectory optimization capability and
computer-aided marshal reassignment procedure
[AD-748302] p0086 N73-13651
Development of flight path optimization procedure
to minimize flight time of aircraft returning to
aircraft carrier
UD-749326] p0086 N73-13653
Compilation of Instrument Flight Rules Off-Airway
Non-95 Routes for OS and Alaska, November 1972
P0119 N73-14696
Tabulation of minimum enroute instrument flight
rules altitudes over particular routes and
intersections - November 1972
P0137 N73-15679
Flight simulator evaluations of flight control,
flight path, and airspeed for approach and
landing of powered lift jet short takeoff aircraft
rNASA-TH-X-62203) p0161 N73-16014
Analysis of military helicopter formation flight
technigues with emphasis on station keeping
based on nominal point coordinate system
tAD-751459] P0162 N73-16021
Evaluation of head-up display instrument for
providing aircraft vertical guidance during
landing approach to comply with noise abatement
procedures
fNASA-TH-X-62187] p0201 N73-18021
Evaluation of energy maneuverability procedures in
aircraft flight path optimization and
performance estimation /.
TAD-754909] p0255 N73-20035
Aircraft accident involving crash of Cessna 182
aircraft near Duluth, Hinnesota airport on 8
Nov. 1972
rNTSB-A4H-73-10] \ p0322 N73-23006
A-241
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Characteristics of flight control system for
approach flight path control of augmentor wing
on povered-lift short takeoff aircraft
configuration
rNASA-CR-1145741 P0386 H73-24062
Development of techniques for real tine, on-line,
optimum flight path conditions and minimum tiae
maneuvers for supersonic 'aircraft
fAD-7587991 p0404 H73-25083
Operational procedures and modes of experimental
guidance system for short takeoff aircraft to
provide arrival tine control and automatic
tracking
rHASA-TM-X-622331 p0409 H73-25710
Flight evaluation of glide slope determination
during landing approach by reference to diamond
shaped figure painted on runway
fNiSA-TM-X-28491 p0481 N73-27027
Analysis of factors affecting approach and landing
of aircraft under visual conditions to show
causes of ais-tudgenent resulting in aircraft
landing accidents
fNASA-TT-F-15051(1 P05t8 H73-2898C
Development of computer program to predict
aerodynamic noise levels of V/STOL aircraft at
various points in flight trajectory
fPB-221140/71 p0595 N73-30054
User manual for Los Angeles Basin Standard Traffic
Model
fFAA-RD-73-891 p0600 N73-30647
Oser manual for Los Angeles Standard Traffic Model
computer tapes
fFAA-BD-73-881 p0600 H73-30649
Statistical analysis of aircraft carrier wave-off
situation based on deck notion and aircraft
approach geometry
fAD-7645161 P0610 N73-30967
Flight paths for short takeoff aircraft landing
approach consistent with pilot preference,
passenger comfort, and microwave landing system
limitations
flIASA-Tll-D-72981 p0639 N73-31949
Short haul aircraft operations in terminal area
with concurrent conventional aircraft operations
to show methods for improved utilization of
facilities
p0664 N73-32953
Meteorological and weather effects on aircraft
landings and flights along air lanes and
stratospheric wind effects on supersonic
transports
fJPRS-601141 p0674 N73-33522
Effect of spatial variability of wind in
stratosphere on flight of supersonic transports
pC674 N73-33529
FLIGHT PEFFOBBAHCE
U FLIGHT CHABACTEBISTICS
FLIGHT PLAHS
Collection and processing of data for the
establishment of route charges.
P0143 A73-19182
Air traffic control by programmed navigation.
• . p0145 A73-19349
Automation of the print-out of strips of flight
plans for air traffic control
P0351 A73-32441
Air traffic control, discussing man machine
systems, multipath with ILS, target indicator
radars and flight progress strip preparation
p0416 A73-34086
Optical control theory and energy-state
approximation to determine parameters for
minimum time flight path of supersonic aircraft
rAD-7<l8219] P0075 H73-12689
Analysis of flight plans submitted at flight
service stations for IFK and VFB flight
clearances during calendar year 1971
rAD-748901] P0086 N73-13652
Development of flight path optimization procedure
to minimize flight time of aircraft returning to
aircraft carrier
CAD-7493261 p0086 B73-13653
Flight plan position extrapolation in automated
oceanic air traffic control system
rPAA-ED-73-721 p0600 H73-30648
FLIGHT BECOBDEBS
system for in-flight recording of the rotational
speed of the turbine of a let engine
P0150 A73-20546
Engraved foil, photographic and EM flight
recorders in aircraft accident investigations,.
discussing readout, processing and analysis
P0459 A73-36848
FLIGHT BOLES • ' [ ' < •
HT IHSTBOHEHT FLIGHT RULES ..,.'
HI VISUAL FLIGHT BOLES -\
Effects of noise curfews on airline operations.'
[AIAA PAPEB 73-798] pOSOO A73-37461
FLIGHT SAFETY
Russian book on 11-18 aircraft practical
aerodynamics covering aerodynamic
characteristics, performance, controllability,
stability and flight.safety
P0064 A73-15968
The role of the test pilot in evaluating auto "(
landing systems. II.
p0184.A73-22183
Human threats to air safety: Proceedings of the
Twenty-fifth Annual International Air Safety,
Seminar, Washington, D.C., October 16-18, 1972.
P0197 A73-24707
Airlines flight safety management, discussing
visual systems simulator /VSS/ for Tristar
systems environmental and cycling endurance
ground tests
p0197 A73-24710
Airfield requirements for flight safety
enhancement, considering approach and takeoff
path obstructions, runway conditioning, glide
slope information and radio aids
p0197 A73-24713
A flight control simulator - A computer system for
the training of flight control personnel
. p0287 A73-29100
The safety, the reliability, and redundancy in the
automatic flight control system of the A300-B
Airbus
p0352 A73-32459
Commercial aircraft flight control instrumentation
for safe and efficient flight path management,
emphasizing aircrew work load relief under
stressful air traffic conditions
P0354 A73-32473
Study of the integrity of an equipment -
Application to radio altimeters for category III
landing
p0356 A73-32493
Analysis of the reliability of airborne material
in an airline company - Objectives and methods
P0356 A73-32495
Meteorological satellites in the service of
aeronautics
p0359 A73-32562
Air piracy suppression measures adopted 23
September 1971 at Montreal international
convention, discussing prevention and punishment
provisions
P0363 A73-32972
Outlook on safety; Proceedings of the Thirteenth
Annual Technical Symposium, London, England,
November 14-16, 1972.
p0415 A73-34076
Aircraft performance relationship to safety
margins improvement, discussing accelerate stop,
approach control, airworthiness, landing and
coordination
P0415 A73-34082
Aircraft design for operational safety, discussing
risk elimination, failure modes, maintenance
analysis and fault diagnosis
p0415 A73-31083
Low level wind shear and clear air turbulence
effects on flight safety and aircraft accidents
P0416 A73-34084
Safety in the accident prone flight phases of
take-off, approach and landing.
p0416 A73-34085
Information systems enabling pilots to report
incidents involving safety, including human
fallibility and system errors in construction,
operation and regulation
p0416 A73-34087
Flight control problems during STOI landing
approaches, considerinq navigation aids, pilot
work load and flight safety
p0422 A73-34483
• Bunway condition effects on landing safety,
discussing surface friction, approach control.
A-242
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skidding, directional control, water and ice
conditions, tires and brakes
P0530 A73-39220
'Aviation law development regarding ATC influence
on leqal liability for aircraft accidents,
analyzing controller error influence on
liability determination
_.. . PC635 A73-450i»»
'System safety proqram plan for aviation accident
prevention
fAD-7U6995] P0070 H73-12048
Aircraft accident and incident reports for general
aviation during 1970
. fMTSB-EA-72-51 P0079 N73-13015
1
 Compilation and analysis of selected DS civil
aviation accidents for calendar year 1971
rSTSB-BA-72-11 P0080 N73-13017
Carrier based air traffic control system with
enroute trajectory optimization capability and
computer-aided marshal reassignment procedure
rAD-748302) pC-086 N73-13651
Identification of human factors research projects
in support of civil aviation for accomplishment
by NASA' research centers
'
:
 P0112 S73-11015
Characteristics of air traffic control system to
include components of system and application of
automation to obtain system safety
rBTB-6152-KEV-1] p0119 N73-1t698
Development and characteristics of terminal area
. simulation for analysis of air traffic control
reguirements and improvement in flight safety
conditions
[SASA-CB-112195] P0119 N73-14699
Analysis of Canadian air traffic control system to
include human factors aspects, automation, and
environmental engineering
fDCIEH-8251 p0136 H73-15670
Analysis of Air Traffic Control Eadar Beacon
System performance and effects on several Air
Boute Traffic Control Centers
[ECAC-PB-72-023} P0137 B73-15678
Tabulation of minimum enroute instrument flight
rules altitudes over particular routes and
intersections - Sovember 1972
P0137 N73-15679
Demand and trade study related to development of
air traffic control system based on geographical
regions - Vol. 3
fPB-2121801 P0137 1173-15690
Electrostatic charging and discharging of
helicopters in flight and personnel safety
fAD-7506171 P0138 H73-15718
Bibliography of aircraft accident reports for OS
civil aviation operations during calendar year
1971
fNTSB-BA-72-61 PC159 S73-16001
Survey of Air Traffic Control Beacon System to
determine occurrence of excessive interrogation
signals within New York air control sector -
Final Report
i;ECAC-PB-72-031] p0165 N73-16630
Problems of flight safety in air traffic control
with increased volume of traffic
fDGLB-PAPEB-72-038] p0165 1173-16632
Development of digital fast-time air traffic
control conflict prediction models and
application to specific air route traffic
control situations
[UTIAS-TN-183] P0179 H73-17708
, Proceedings of symposium on flight operations and
air traffic control to show problems affecting
airports, general aviation, air traffic
controllers, and governmental agencies
fDlB-HITT-72-21J pC223 K73-19623
Analysis of general aviation activities in Germany
and recommendations for flight control
procedures to reduce aircraft accident hazards
P0223 N73-19626
Analysis of problems in air traffic control caused
by expansion of commercial and civil aviation in
Germany and proposed actions for improved safety
and efficiency
pC223 H73-19627
Beguirements for air traffic control in German air
operations and recommendations for improved air
traffic control procedures
P0223 B73-19628
Development of computer programs for design of air
route networks for improved flight safety - Part 1
rFA4-BD-72-118-1-PT-1] p0223 S73-19643
Development of systematic methodology and computer
programs for optimal design of national grid of
high altitude VHF omnirange navigation systems -
Part 2
[FAA-BD-72-118-2-PT-2] p0224 N73-196UH
Development of gradient clearance monitor concept
to ascertain glide slope clearance signal
rFAA-RD-72-1«7] p022i» H73-196»5
Analysis of effects of automation on productivity
and efficiency of air traffic control and flight
services
CHTR-6110] p022U H73-19646
Hesearch and development projects of Federal
Aviation Administration to provide improved
weather data acguisition and distribution
tFAl-ED-15-1] P0260 H73-20662
Analysis of interaction of major elements of
Oceanic Air Traffic Control System to determine
minimum longitudinal and lateral separation
distances
fFAl-BD-73-8] p0262 S73-20719
Hesearch and development projects conducted by
Federal Aviation Administration to improve air
traffic control and flight safety
fFAA-En-73-2V. P0262 1173-20720
Functional error' analysis and simulation of air
traffic control system to support concepts
evaluation program
(PB-213148] P0262 S73-20730
Development of collision avoidance warning system
criterion for use with aircraft operating in
high density areas
P0302 H73-21915
Development of wake vortex avoidance system for
airports to reduce hazards caused by aircraft
wakes and permit increased utilization of
terminal facilities
fFAA-ED-21-1 ] p0325 N73-23342
Proceedings of conference on air traffic control
developments and procedures
rAGABD-CP-105] p0329 N73-23689
Air traffic control facilities operated by D«S,
military forces and developments in improved air
traffic control systems
p03304 N73-2369CCharacteristics of air traffic control system to
include description of electronic components and
projects for developing improved eguipment
p0330 H73-23692
Organization, functions, and capabilities of
automated air traffic control systea for Borne,
Italy
P0330 S73-2369K
Analysis of Berth Atlantic air route structure to ''
determine impact of inertial navigation and
satellite surveillance on separation reduction
P0331 H73-23699
Analysis of terminal air traffic control
procedures to determine impact of automation on
air traffic controller personnel
p0331 N73-2370Q
Development and characteristics of air traffic
management system for operation of military
aircraft under instrument meteorological
conditions
p0331 S73-237C4
Development and characteristics of microwave
landing system with emphasis on functional
design reguirements for airborne eguipment
P0331 H73-23705
Development and characteristics of system for
separation and control of aircraft to avoid
midair collisions
P0332 H73-23712
Analysis of man-machine interfaces and systea
reliability for air traffic control automation
systems
P0333 R73-23715
Conceptual analysis of improved communication,
navigation, and indentification system for
military applications
P0333 H73-23719
Analysis of factors affecting flight of
multi-engine aircraft with one engine inoperative
[HASA-TT-F-734] p0386 H73-21060
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Proceedings of conference on operational problems
of air traffic control beacon system
fFAA-KA-72-80] pO«09 H73-25702
Evaluation of pilot assurance value of airborne
display device for monitoring air traffic in
high density terminal airspace
UD-7H9280] pO«70 H73-26267
Flight evaluation of glide slope determination
during landing approach by reference to diamond
shaped fiqnre painted on runway
fHASA-TH-1-2849] pO«81 873-27027
Development of mathematical model for determining
replacement criteria for aircraft structural
components
fAD-7622261 p0539 H73-27921
Analysis of pilot perforaaoce and short takeoff
aircraft characteristics during landing approach
fAD-762566] P0550 H73-29000
Development, characteristics, and operation of
test facility for determining effectiveness of
runway lighting systems under various
atmospheric conditions
fFAA-RD-71-94] p0551 H73-29141
Development and characteristics of radar systen
for improved air traffic control
fFAA-RD-73-100] P0553 N73-29703
Development of compnter model to simulate air
traffic conditions in Los Angeles ^California
area in 1982 •
fHTR-63861 p0553 H73-29706
Analysis of factors affecting feasibility of
minimizing runway spacings for increased air
terminal operational capacity - Vol. 2
fFAA-RD-72-58-VOL-21 p055f| H73-29709
Status of civil airline implementation of
all-weather landings in Europe and United Kingdom
fMTB-6211] p0554 N73-29711
Objectives, scope of work, and funding
requirements of research project for improvement
of aircraft safety
fFAA-ED-18-1] P0588 H73-30008
Simulation tests of short takeoff transport
aircraft to determine airport and air space
reguirements under normal operating conditions
CHASA-TN-D-7300] P0591 N73-30026
Analysis of meteorological parameters affecting
safety of civil aviation and instructions for
increased flight safety
rHASA-TT-F-150691 p0591 R73-30028
Development and characteristics of electronic
signalling system and data processing eguipment
for warning systems to avoid midair collisions
between aircraft
fHASA-CASE-LAR-10717-1 ] p06CO N73-30641
Development of discrete address beacon system for
application to air traffic control operations
fFAA-RD-73-1011 p0600 N73-30651
Statistical analysis of air traffic conditions
predicted for Los Angeles, California area in
1982 - Vol. 1
fWTB-6387-VOL-1] pC6C1 H73-30653
Statistical analysis of air traffic conditions
predicted for Los Angeles, California area in
1982 - Vol. 2
fHTB-6387-VOL-2) P0601 B73-30654
National Transportation Safety Board studies in
aircraft and surface transportation safety
P0604 R73-30909
Terrain proximity warning system using downward
looking radar for improved flight safety
fFAA-BD-73-134] p0616 K73-31603
Algorithms to determine potential conflicts over
oceanic airspace based on vertical, lateral, and
longitudinal separation criteria
fFAA-HD-73-73] p0617 N73-31606
Flight paths for short takeoff aircraft landing
approach consistent with pilot preference,
passenger comfort, and microwave landing system
limitations
fHASA-TN-D-7298] p0639 H73-31949
Test data and description of unsymmetrical crash
analysis computer program for improved
helicopter structural crashworthiness analytical
and design technigues - Vol. 2
fAD-764986] p0644 H73-31986
Analysis and simulation of intermittent positive
control of air traffic by fully automated ground
facility
P0648 H73-32511
Restructuring of oceanic air traffic control
airspace jurisdictions! boundaries in presence
of satellite system
TFAA-HD-73-59] p0675 H73-33570
Compnter model of Los Angeles, California air
traffic control situation to predict conditions
expected by 1982
CAD-765153] p0675 H73-33571
FLIGHT SIHOLATIOH
Comparative simulator studies regarding a
contact-analog channel display and conventional
instrumentations
[DGLR PAPER 72-100] p0659 A73-11680
An altitude test facility for large tnrbofan
engines.
fAIAA PAPBB 72-1069] pOOfll 473-13396
Variable stability simulation techniques for
nonlinear rate-dependent systems.
P0047 A73-13521
Interactive real time simulation for scheduling
and monitoring of STOL aircraft in the terminal
area.
f A I A A PAPER 73-163] p0097 A73-16909
A statistical analysis of pilot control dnring a
simulation of STOL landing approaches.
f A I A A PAPER 73-182] p0098 A73-16922
Flight Simulation Symposium, 2nd, London, England,
Bay 16, 17, 1973, Proceedings.
P0369 A73-33201
Specific Behavior Objective approach to airline
!
 flight simulation, featuring duplicate training
elimination and education time reduction
p0369 A73-33202
Airline flight simulation program, examining
visual system capacity for replacement of
in-flight training with pilot learning transfer
estimation and simulation effectiveness appraisal
p0370 A73-33201
Flight simulation visual image innovations,
including closed circuit television, motion
pictures and computer generated imagery with
wide angle presentation and day/night realizations
p0370 A73-33205
VTOL and STOL projects flight simulation trials
for antostabilization, head-up displays and
flight controls effectiveness in handling
qualities improvement and pilot workload reduction
p0370 A73-33209
Digital V/STOL flight simulation test procedures
for aircraft navigation, guidance and control,
detailing display device panels, flight path
simulation and software configuration
pO«51 A73-35853
A digital computer flight simulation of an ACLS .
vehicle.
p0507 A73-37705
Fixed base-simulation of variable stability T-33
handling qualities, considering pilot
performance in pitch tracking during atmospheric
turbulence
P0519 A73-38072
The oculoneter - A new approach to flight
nanagement research.
f A I A A PAPER 73-914] p0568 A73-40862
The Large Amplitude Bulti-Hode Aerospace Research
/LAHAR/ Simulator.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-922] p0569 A73-40870
Visual cues and six degree of freedom motion
flight simulation for F-4 aircraft energy
maneuvering performance, discussing pilot
evaluations
fAIiA PAPER 73-93*] p0570 A73-40880
Flight simulation requirement in artificial
stabilizer design for VTOL aircraft flight
control system, noting agreement with flight tests
P0577 A73-41751
Development of computer program for complete
simulation of factors involved in aircraft
takeoff and landing
fAD-7«19U2] p0671 N73-10042
Fatigue crack propagation under flight simulation
loading at 10, 1, and 0.1 cycles per second
p0168 H73-16900
Summary of conference on flight simulation
P0171 H73-16992
Bole of flight simulation in development of S-3
and F-14 aircraft
P0171 H73-17001
A-24U
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Simulation of flight in Concorde for improving
characteristic of flight control system
P0173 H73-17013
Heasnrement of pilot performance during aircraft
landing siaulation to determine significance of
vertical acceleration cues daring approach and
landing maneuver
CH&SA-TH-X-622361 p0173 N73-17020
Comparison of validity of results obtained by
flight simulation with results obtained from
actual flight test of short takeoff aircraft
P0216 H73-19007
Bench testing ducted fan engines under conditions
close to those of flight
rAD-742376) P0309 H73-22198
Analysis of minimuv longitudinal stability for
large delta wing transport aircraft daring
landing approach and touchdoiin using inflight
simulator|;TH-5084-F-1-VOL-1 ] p0319 B73-22984
Standardized load sequence for flight simulation
tests on transport aircraft wing structures
fLBF-BERICHT-FB-106] p0319 N73-22986
Performance of pilots under simulated conditions
to determine response to anti-collision warnings
rFAA-AH-73-6] p0479 H73-27015
Analysis of minimum longitudinal stability for
large delta wing transport aircraft during
landing approach and touchdown using in-flight
simulation techniques
riD-761120] p0482 H73-27036
Simulator tests to determine short takeoff
transport aircraft terminal area characteristics
and longitudinal handling qualities
CHDC-J5575L] p0548 H73-28983
Real time piloted simulation to investigate
handling qualities and performance of tiltinq
rotor aircraft - Vol. 9
fNASA-CB-114602] p0589 N73-30012
Aircraft flutter analog simulation noting
structural nonlinearity effects
rDLH-FB-73-30] p0608 N73-30954
Simulations of powered-lift STOL transport
aircraft with either externally blown flap
configuration or auqmentor wing configuration
P0663 H73-32948
Flight simulation to determine manual control of
flight path and airspeed for approach and
landing of powered lift jet short takeoff aircraft
P0664 H73-32949
Flight simulation to determine effectiveness of
, head-up display for improving glide-slope
tracking performance during steep visual
approach of short takeoff aircraft
P0664 H73-32952
FLIGHT SIHDLATORS
NT COCKPIT SIMULATORS
Image transformation in visual condition
simulators of aircraft training equipment
p0655 A73-10666
Fliqht simulator development in parallel with
aircraft flight test A case study of the
American Airlines DC-10 program.
rsiE PAPER 720858] p0093 A73-16664
A proposed design for the construction of a VTOL
simulator
p0153 A73-212H9
Experimental approach for utilization of cathode
ray tube piloting instruments
P0357 A73-32509
Airline flight simulator programs for aircraft
type conversion training, outlining flight
instructor training, certification and
instructional aids
P0369 673-33203
Avionics and human factors in flight simulator
economics, interrelating aircraft design to
simulation system
P0370 A73-33206
The simulator industry and its contribution to
military training requirements.
P0370 A73-33208
A flight research program to define VTOL visual
simulator requirements.
P0370 A73-33210
Royal Aircraft Establishment Aerodynamics Flight
Division flight simulators for V/STOL and
helicopters, emphasizing handling, aircraft
mathematical models and cockpit simulation
P0370 A73-33211
BOAC computer aided flight simulators, detailing
simulator systems history, Boeing 747 training
adaptation, and simulation types
P0370 A73-33212
Flight simulator evaluation of control moment
usage and requirements for V/STOL aircraft.
TABS PREPRINT 743] pC439 A73-35076
Experimental developments in V/STOL wind tunnel
testing at the National Aeronautical
Establishment.
P0458 A73-3G771!
Computerized design for moving-base three man
aircraft flight simulator servocontrol,
considering disturbance torques, damping ratios,
natural frequencies, load acceleration and
smoothness
P0458 A73-36833
Corporate aircraft design and operational
problems, including supercritical wing and
wasp-waist body design, airport private/airlino
interfaces, noise criteria, flight simulation
and ATC
P0530 A73-3C-219
A short description of the MAE airborne simulate!
feel system.
PC568 A73-irS5<.
An approach to computer image generator for visual
simulation.
fAIAA PAPER 73-928] P0569 A73-OC 81C.
Rashout circuit design for
' oulti-degrees-of-freedom moving base simulators.
[AIAA PAPER 73-929) p0569 A73-KOe7f
Human motion perception in motion drive logic
design for flight simulation discussing feedback
control, angular velocity and degrees of freedom
fAIAA PAPER 73-931] p057C A73-i4087t
Drive logic computation for variable stability
aircraft in-flight simulators with six
independent controllers providing dynamic motion
and ground, crosswind and special effects
TAIAA PAPER 73-933] p0578 A73-41971
Simulator performance validation and improvement
through recorded data.
fAIAA PAPER 73-9381 p0578 A73-41972
Program plan to develop airworthiness standards
for STOL aircraft.
P0632 A73-4499H
Total In-Flight Simulator for X-22A aircraft based
on variable stability-and-control system concept
for reliability design
P0632 A73-45153
Simulated STOL aircraft flight to determine
effects of cruise and terminal area maneuvers on
ride guality and passenger comfort
P0668 N73-10016
Bodelinq data developed during manned simulation
of large transport aircraft and comparison with
training simulator results - Vol. 2
[NASA-CE-111494] p0669 N73-1C027
Performance characteristics of model VTOL lift-fan
simulator installed in two dimensional wing
[NASA-TH-X-68788] p0672 N73-10282
Fixed base flight simulator evaluation of wing
spoilers for longitudinal flight path control of
Cessna aircraft during instrument landing system
approach
tHASA-CE-2121] p0679 N73-11015
Test and evaluation of aural signal device to
prompt students to scan for aircraft during
flight simulator training
[FAA-ED-72-95] . p0081 N73-13030
Analysis of model helicopter rotor blade response
to random excitation during simulated forward
flight using electromechanical apparatus
CAD-748457] p0082 N73-13C40
Bethod for predicting flight characteristics of
F-5 and 4-7 aircraft during atmospheric
turbulence using large amplitude flight simulator
CAD-7494801 pO114.H73-1403C
Flight simulator tests to define minimum
acceptable levels of static longitudinal
stability for aircraft landing approach
following failure of stability augmentation
systems
fNASA-TH-X-62200) pO-128 N73-15034
In-flight simulator (TIFS) of C-131 aircraft with
capability of varying six degrees of freedom
[AD-750745] p0134 S73-15286
A-24 5
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Flight simulator evaluations of flight control,
fliqht path, and airspeed for approach and
landing of powered lift let short takeoff aircraft
rHASJ-TH-X-62203] p0161 H73-16011
Design and implementation of fixed-based spin
simulator, and spin test results
rAD-7516111 P0163 R73-16229
Analysis of simulated aircraft landing approach to
aircraft carrier to deternine display system
requirements and to evalute dangerous conditions
fAD-7510761 P0165 B73-16635
Analysis of capabilities, characteristics, and
effectiveness of fliqbt simulators for
developing primary aeronautical skills in
single-engine, land aircraft - Vol. 1
rFAA-NA-72-102-VOL-1] P0177 H73-17221
Analysis of capabilities, characteristics, and
effectiveness of fliqht simulators for
developing primary aeronautical skills in pilots
of single-engine, land aircraft Vol. 2
rFJU-NA-72-102-VOL-2-ADDJ p0177 H73-17222
Analysis of fixed base simulator tests to
determine effects of two horizontal display
panel locations and three map orientations on
manual piloting performance
rnASA-TH-X-62198] P0177 H73-17223
Developments in aerodynamic test facilities to
show past experience, present status, free
flight techniques, and future plans
fAGABD-H-6031 p0210 N73-18250
Proceedings of conference on flight test
technology to analyze results of flight test and
comparison with data obtained using flight
simulators for short takeoff aircraft
fDLR-HITT-72-18] p0216 S73-19005
Procedure for developing aerodynamic paraneters
for use in flight simulator research projects
with emphasis on vind tunnel measurements
p0216 N73-19008
Analysis of selected problems in formation of
simulation models of V/STOL aircraft
P0216 N73-19009
Perforaance of typical V/STOL aircraft and
comparison of data obtained with flight
simulator against data obtained by actual flight
tests
P0216 H73-19011
Evaluation of helicopter handling qualities based
on ground-based piloted flight simulator tests
PC269 H73-21030
Analysis of equations of aircraft dynamics and
development of analog-digital simulation
capability
TAD-7558681 p0275 H73-21077
Development and use of synthetic fliqht trainers
basea on degree and fidelity of simulation as
key design considerations
fiD-751957] P0277 H73-21260
Development of simulation model and computer code
for evaluation of operation of short takeoff
aircraft for commercial airline operations
rt!ASA-CR-11163n pOI|02 N73-25062
Design and performance of aircraft or spacecraft
differential maneuvering simulator
rKAS4-TN-D-730«T P0107 K73-25259
Determination of aerodynamic parameters for use in
flight simulator research
rtIASA-TT-F-11991] PC185 N73-27178
Guidelines for assessing acceptability of pilot
ground trainer devices based on simulated
aircraft maneuvers
fFAA-RA-73-15] P0551 H73-29139
Digital computer-generated contact analog landing
display
fAD-7617611 P0615 S73-32162
Characteristics and performance of piloted
simulator for application as research tool in
design and development of experimental aircraft
P0665 N73-32955
Ground-based devices for spatial orientation
training in T-38 aircraft
CAD-7617UO] P0671 H73-33157
FLIGHT STABILITY TESTS
Helicopter automatic fliqht control system design,
testing and development, noting stability and
control 'augmentation and attitude retention units
P0285 A73-28903
Separate surfaces for automatic fliqht controls.
fSAE PAPER 7303011 P0128 A73-31665
Jet aircraft flight tests for stability derivative
determination comparing various measuring
techniques
[BHVG-FB»T-73-12] p0612 H73-31971
FLIGHT STRESS (BIOLOGY)
HT SPACE FLIGHT STRESS
Commercial aircraft flight control instrnnentation
for safe and efficient flight path management,
emphasizing aircrew work load relief under
stressful air traffic conditions
P0351 A73-32473
FLIGHT TEST ISSTROHBHTS
Prefabricated strain gage bridge instrumentation
for flight testing under time and environment
installation restrictions, including tail
vibration, wing load and tail boom tests
P0187 A73-22506
Airborne flight-test strain gage instrumentation
from installation, calibration and data
recording and reduction standpoint, discussing
ground and airborne minicomputer use
P0118 A73-35112
FLIGHT TEST VEHICLES
A fliqht research program to define VIOL visual
simulator requirements.
P0370 A73-33210
Flight tests to determine, buffet characteristics
of four high performance aircraft during
transonic maneuvers
P0125 H73-15017
FLIGHT TBSTS
HI FLIGHT STABILITY TESTS
A French collision-avoidance system of
time-frequency type - Critical analysis of test
results
CONERA, IP NO. 1086] p0651 A73-10227
Diagnostic instrumentation on J-85 engines for qas
path and vibration analysis, noting fliqht test
program and installation of remote pressure
transducers and siqnal conditioners
C A I A A PIPEB 72-1081] pooii A73-13104
Flight and wind tunnel investigation of the
effects of Reynolds number on installed boattail
drag at subsonic speeds.
[AIAA PAPER 73-139] p0096 A73-16888
Russian book - Hethods and equipment for in-flight
aircraft strength tests.
P0119 A73-20376
1972 report to the aerospace profession;
Proceedings of the Sixteenth Symposium, Beverly
Hills, Calif., September 28-30, 1972.
P0183 A73-22176
F-15 air superiority fighter aircraft fliqht
testing, describing air inlet, flight control, .
landing gear, flaps, speed brake and cockpit
layout
p0183 A73-22178
F-8 digital fly by wire control system development
and flight testing, using Apollo lunar guidance
computer and inertial measurement unit for
angular rates and accelerations
p0184 A73-22180
Test pilots role in aircraft flying gualities
evaluation, discussing spin and longitudinal
stability testing
P0181 A73-22181
The role of the test pilot in evaluating auto
landing systems. I.
P0181 A73-22182
The role of the test pilot in evaluating auto
landing systems. II.
P0181 A73-22183
Fliqht research to develop airworthiness standards
for civil aircraft.
P0181 A73-22181
Arava STOL turboprop passenger aircraft flutter
flight test program, describing measurement
instrumentation and data recordinq system
P0181 A73-22185
A method of measuring the thrust, the polar, and
the performance of an aircraft on the basis of
flight tests
P0195 A73-21491
Turbulent heat transfer to a fin leading edge -
Fliqht test results.
p0210 £73-26105
European airbus A300B aircraft flight tests and
onboard instrumentation in certification
program, illustrating desk layout, control and
A-216
SUBJECT IHDBX FLIGHT TESTS COHTD
display panels
P0281 173-28159
lerodyne flight vehicle testing for hover flight
characteristics daring remote control by radio
with pilot commands, noting reliability and
attitude control
P0283 473-28785
Flight tests of approach path angles and airspeed
effects on landing of spoiler equipped light
aircraft
P0284 A73-28830
Sinnlated flight tests of a digitally antopiloted
STOL-craft on a curved approach with scanning
microwave guidance.
[ASHE P4PER 73-40T-L] p0292 473-29413
Sealed aircraft battery with integral pover
conditioner.
P0292 473-29589
B-1 bomber crew integrated escape nodule for safe
recovery throughout aircraft operational
envelope, discussing capsule configuration and
flight tests
[AIAA PAPER 73-440] p0340 473-31426
Development of a high-performance ringsail
parachute cluster.
[4144 P4PEE 73-468] p0342 473-31452
Development of an improved midair-retrieval
parachute system for drone/HPT aircraft.
[4144 P4PEE 73-469] p0342 473-31453
The MADGE system - Operational results and stretch
potential.
P0357 473-32505
Experimental approach for utilization of cathode
ray tube piloting instruments
p0357 473-32509
Concorde aircraft design, testing and projected
environmental impact, discussing flight tests,
sonic booms, atmospheric pollution, ATC problems
and fueling
P0368 473-33182
Aerodyne unmanned wingless reconnaissance
aircraft, covering hovering capacity, internal
flow duct for conventional flight, flight test
results and stability characteristics
P0417 473-34255
Flight test studies of the formation and
dissipation of trailing vortices.
[S4E P4PEH 730295] p0427 473-34659
Electric trim systems - Design and certification
considerations under FAR 23.677 /CAH 3.337-2A
[S4E P4PER 730299] p0427 473-34662
Redundant system design and flight test evaluation
for the TAGS digital control system.
TABS PREPRINT 721] p0438 473-35062
Hanagement approach to integration of B-1
avionics, discussing engineering problems,
flight tests, electronic equipment and interface
requirements
P0444 473-35218
Flight test and demonstration of digital
multiplexing in a fly-by-wire flight control
system.
p0445 473-35225
Ground and flight test results for standard VOR
and double parasitic loop counterpoise antennas.
P0450 473-35700
Flight testing of the JT15D in the CF-100.
P0458 473-36775
B-52 control configured vehicles ride control
analysis and flight test.
fAIAA PAPER 73-782] p0499 A73-37452
An in-flight investigation of the influence of
flying gualities on precision weapons delivery.
fAIAA P4PEH 73-783] P0499 473-37453
Development of an Air Cushion Landing System.
[AI44 P4PER 73-812] p0501 473-37468
Flight testing the F-12 series aircraft.
[4144 P4PEE 73-823) p0502 473-37475
Ground and flight testing of air cushion landing
system /ACLS/ equipped CC-115 Buffalo aircraft
for performance and stability/control
characteristics
P0506 473-37691
L4-4 aircraft air cushion landing system AC1S
development tests covering static and mobile
ground tests, flight tests and performance from
and to various surfaces
" p0506 473-37692
A comparative evaluation of the application of
several aircraft parameter identification
•ethods to flight data - with emphasis on the
development of rational evaluation criteria.
P0518 A73-38044
Simulated flight tests of a digitally autopiloted
STOL-craft on a curved approach with scanning
microwave guidance.
P0518 A73-38049
Navy Transit navigation satellite system,
discussing flight test for feasibility of
military application to YP-3C Antisubmarine
Warfare Weapons System aircraft
P0562 A73-40040
Sonic bang investigations associated with the
Concorde's test flying.
P0571 A73-41174
TAK 191B.
P0577 S73-41752
Flight tests of load factors for
multirecorder-eguipped gliders of various
designs during pullout and looping maneuvers
p0578 A73-41866
Society of Flight Test Engineers, National
Symposium, 3rd, Arlington, Tex., September
11-14, 1972, Proceedings.
P0625 A73-44052
Hanagement and.control of flight test programs of
the Western Region F44.
P0625 473-44053
Hanagement and control of flight test programs at
O.S. 4rmy Aviation Systems Command.
P0625 A73-44054
Hanagement and control of flight test programs of
the Naval Air Systems Command.
P0625 A73-44056
Management and control of commercial flight test
programs.
PC626 A73-44057
Hanagement and control of military and commercial
flight test programs at Bell Helicopter Company.
P0626 A73-14058
Hanagement and control of military flight test
programs at HcDonnell Douglas St. Louis, Missouri.
P0626 A73-44059
Flight test programs management and control,
considering weapon systems performance tests
relative to contractual reguirements, personnel
allocation and supporting facilities
P0626 A73-44C60
Air Force Prototype Program management.
P0626 A73-4U061
The role of a military flight test engineer in
test management.
P0626 A73-44062
The capabilities of army test facilities.
P0626 A73-44064
Naval test and evaluation capabilities for
aircraft, emphasizing organizational relationships
P0627 473-41066
Comparison of aircraft nor'.se aeasur3d in flight
test and in the NASA Ames 40- by 80-foot wind
tunnel.
[AIAA PAPER 73-1047] p0631 A73-44871
Flight test program to determine effects of low
freguency vibration on passenger comfort in
short haul aircraft
P0669 N73-10025
Jet aircraft noise of XV-5B V/SIOL aircraft as
determined by full scale flight test and wind
tunnel model tests
fNASA-TH-X-62182] p0670 N73-10029
Development of airborne flight data acquisition
and data processing systems
[AGAKD-LS-50] p0673 N73-1045C
Design of aircraft flight test instrumentation
systems
P0673 N73-10451
Selection of dynamic data processing systems
p0673 N73-1P454
Analysis of deterministic and random flight data
P0673 N73-10455
Procedure for determining noise levels in flight
test measuring systems
PC673 N73-10456
Flight and wind tunnel tests to determine effects
of Reynolds number of installed boattail drag of
underwing nacelle
[NASA-TH-X-68162] p0678 N73-11007
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FLIGHT TESTS COHTD SDBJBCT IHDEI
Flight tests of transponder correlation ranging
equipment for use in airborne collision
avoidance system
fAD-7464481 p0684 N73-11416
Flight performance evaluation for undenting
nacelle installation of auxiliary-inlet ejector
nozzle with clamshell flow diverter from Bach
0.6 to 1.3
rHAS&-TB-X-2655J p0686 S73-11793
Effect of external air flowing across exhaust
nozzles on -|et noise produced by supersonic
transport aircraft at high takeoff speeds
fHASA-TM-X-681611 p0068 N73-12027
Flight loads data recording system for F-102
aircraft maneuver load analysis for data
acguisition and application to development of
structural design criteria
fiD-7470161 p0070 N73-12047
Operational tests and evaluation of optical
infrared pilot warning system to determine
probability of detection versus range
rtlASA-CR-1295251 p0073 N73-12463
Flight tests to determine lateral-directional
handling qualities and roll-sideslip coupling of
let aircraft at high speeds
fAD-748435] p0082 N73-13042
Evaluation of approach lighting system for visual
guidance of helicopters during instrument flight
rules approach and landing operations
fFAA-BD-72-133] p0084 H73-13261
Addition of feel augmentation system to improve
flight control of S-67 helicopter
CiD-749284] p0114 N73-14029
Role of theoretical studies of flight dynamics in
relation to flight testing
P0172 1173-17011
Automatic method for determining stability and
control derivatives from flight data
p0172 N73-17012
Proceedings of conference on flight test
technology to analyze results of flight test and
comparison with data obtained using flight
simulators for short takeoff aircraft
tDLR-BITT-72-181 p0216 N73-19005
Comparison of validity of results obtained by
flight simulation vith results obtained frog
actual flight test of short takeoff aircraft
P0216 H73-19007
Performance of typical y/STOL aircraft and
comparison of data obtained with flight
simulator against data obtained by actual flight
tests
PC216 N73-19011
Ground and flight test program of Stokes flow
parachute
fNASA-CS-1122511 p0217 N73-19016
Application of parafoil eguations of motion to
predict flight performance of powered parafoil
flight vehicle
fAD-7549071 p0255 H73-20034
Scale effect on swept wings at subsonic speed on
basis of pressure distribution measured in
flight and on wind tunnel super VC 10 model
fARC-R/B-37071 p0266 N73-20999
Analysis of procedures and problems involved in
operating helicopters from decks of ships
,p0267 N73-21010
Improvements in military helicopter flight test
techniques to provide data for safety,
maintainability, and reliability
P0267 1173-21013
Flight tests of XH-51 helicopter to determine
effects of gyroscope and control spring
modifications on stability and control
P0268 N73-21015
Discussion of speed record establishment by Si-341
helicopter to include aircraft preparation
procedures and requirements for successful
completion
P0268 K73-21018
Application of maximum likelihood criterion and
optimal input desiqn for analyzing flight test
data to obtain aircraft stability and control
derivatives
rKASA-CR-2200] • p0275 H73-21071
Development of pilot model parameters to provide
data base for mnltiloop, single controller,
multi-input analysis of aircraft performance
fAD-7553671 P0275 H73-21078
Plight test procedures for rotary wing aircraft
with emphasis on performance and flying qualities
p0317 H73-22959
Influence of rain on airborne Doppler velocity
sensor performance
[AD-757509] p0327 B73-23541
Flight tests of 15 degree delta cropped wing to
determine dynamic lateral stability
characteristics
[AHC-R/B-3213] p0384 H73-24027
Flight tests to determine longitudinal aerodynamic
parameters of P-1127 aircraft with vectored
thrust control
[HASA-TH-D-7296] p0387 H73-24066
Flight-measured base pressure coefficients for
thick boundary layer flow over aft-facing step
for Bach numbers from 0.4 to 2.5 using XB-70
aircraft
[NASA-TH-D-7202] p0391 N73-24317
Low frequency structural response and damping
characteristics of XB-70 aircraft during
subsonic and supersonic flight
CHASA-TH-D-7227] p0394 H73-24892
Flight test measurements of control surface hinge
moments on X-24 lifting body correlation with
wind tunnel data
[HASA-TB-X-2816] p0400 H73-25049
Flight evaluation of composite for use in aircraft
structures
CBASA-TB-X-2761] p0473 H73-26579
Flight test and evaluation of Cl-84 tilt-wing
V/STOt aircraft with application to specific
military roles
p0478 H73-27007
Flight tests for determining handling qualities
and operational characteristics of Breqnet 941
STOL aircraft
p0479 S73-27008
Flight test F-106 aircraft to determine
comparative time advantaqes of energy
optimization climb and acceleration methodology
fAD-760571] pO«83 S73-27041
Design, fabrication, and flight test of Boeing 727
aircraft nacelle modification to reduce
aerodynamic noise levels
[AD-756040] p0484 S73-27048
Flight test of multispectral image dissector
camera onboard high altitude aircraft
p0492 H73-27835
Flight tests of F-8C aircraft to determine effects
of flaps on buffet characteristics and winq-rock
onset at subsonic and supersonic speeds
fNASA-IB-X-2873] p0537 N73-27905
Flight tests of CH-47 helicopter to determine
structural performance of boron-reinforced epoxy
aft rotor blades
[AD-762199] p0540 H73-27927
Flyover and static tests for determining effects
of flight velocity on F-106B exhaust nozzle noise
fNAS4-TH-X-2854 ] p0543 H73-28734
Measurements on high and low gain L band aircraft
aerials using transmissions from high altitude
balloon
rEAE-TH-73008] p0551 H73-29102
Bendix AAU 19A/A 4IBS altimeters - Standard three
inch, counter-drum-point altimeter
[AD-762523] p0552 1173-29446
Flight tests of YHF Omnirange navigation and Tacan
systems to determine bearing error curves
[FAA-RD-72-73] p0554 H73-29710
Analysis of flight test procedures for evaluating
strength of airframes for aircraft and helicopters
[NASA-IT-F-769] p0590 N73-30019
Flight tests of various steep gradient approaches
to ground level short takeoff and landing runway
to determine aircraft performance and navigation
aids required
[FAA-NA-72-77] p0591 N73-30025
Performance tests of hemispherical flow-direction
sensor mounted on F-104 aircraft to develop Bach
number position error calibration curve
[SAS4-TN-D-7461] p0640 1173-31956
Flight tests of cryogenically cooled hygrometer
[AD-764718] p0647 H73-32354
Evaluation of approach and landing performance of
inertial navigation system with Kalman filter
installed in CV-340 aircraft
CKASA-TH-D-7302] p0649 N73-32515
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Pliqht, tests of Boeing 727 aircraft to detenine
effects of nodifications on redaction of
aerodynamic noise
[FAA-BD-72-1IO-VOL-3] p0667 H73-32971
FLIGHT TIHE
Aircraft flight plan data processing in.FORTRAN
program to predict altitude and tine conflicts,
noting short CPD tine
p0091 A73-16618
Optinal 3-dimensional minimum time tarns for an
aircraft. . . -
• . • p0108 A73-18377
FLIGHT TBAIHIHG
. Image transformation in visual condition •
simulators of aircraft training eguipment
i .. ' . ~ p0655 A73-10666
Tine compressed training, program for DC-10 flight
crews, emphasizing operational proficiency
through specific behavioral objectives approach
: . • pC360 A73-32663
FAA General Aviation Crashworthiness Program.
fSAE PAPER 730293.] .- _ j pO«27 A73-34657
Aircraft evacuation and safety procedures during
emergencies, discussing negative panic, flight
crew,'training and impact injury minimization
pO<»59 A73-36849
Design and application of a part-task trainer to
teach formation flying in DSAF Undergraduate
Pilot Training.
fAIAA PAPER 73-935J p0570 A73-H0881
Analysis of capabilities, characteristics, and
effectiveness of flight simulators for
developing primary aeronautical skills in . .
single-engine, land aircraft - Vol. 1
rFAA-NA-72-102-VOL-1] P0177 H73-17221
Analysis of capabilities, characteristics, and
effectiveness of flight simulators for
developing primary aeronautical skills in pilots
of single-engine, land aircraft Vol. 2
fFAA-HA-72-102-VOL-2-ADD] . p0177 H73-17222
FLIGHT VEHICLES
A complex approach to flight vehicle control
system designs •
P0655 A73-10673
Flight vehicle /FV/ control optimization taking
into account control-function and
phase-coordinate constraints .
P0090 173-16415
Wind tunnel experimental verification of flight
vehicles aerodynamic characteristics during
preliminary design stage, discussing correction
procedures for .model data extrapolation to full
scale parameters
[SAE.PAPER 720861]-, P0093 473-16665
Analysis of flight vehicle response to
nonstationary atmospheric turbulence including
ving bending flexibility.
TAIAA PAPER 73-181] . . P0097 A73-16921
Flight vehicle egnations of motion with variable
information, noting flight control algorithm for
random variable with given probability
P0147 A73-20077
Accelerations of points on a flight vehicle .during
short-period motion
. . p01«7 A73-20095
Aerodyne flight vehicle testing for hover flight
characteristics daring remote control by radio
with pilot commands, noting reliability and
attitude control
p0283 A73-28785
Stowable employable autogyro aircrew vehicle
escape rotoseat /SAVER/ conversion to flight
vehicle for advanced escape rescue capability
/AERCAB/ from hostile areas
p0361 A73-3267*
Reliability estimation for repairable and
nonrepairable flight vehicles, considering
nomographs for failure rate and probability of
defined reguirements satisfaction
P0633 A73-15197
Design and development of active control system
for air cushion vehicle to reduce or eliminate
effects of excessive vertical vibratory
acceleration
CHASA-CASE-LAR-10531-1] pOOSO 1173-13023
Aircrew escape autogyro ejector seat/flight, vehicle
p02T» H73-18890
FLOATS
Large floating ocean platforms for toS Navy bases.
discussing concrete construction technigues and
costs for different configurations
P0510 A73-377H9
FLORIDA
Performance of fibrous reinforced concrete overlay
test slabs as runways at Tampa International
Airport, Florida
fFAA-RD-72-119] p0328 H73-2363*
FLOTATIOB STSTEHS
D FLOATS
FLOW CHARACTERISTICS
NT FLAHE STABILITY
NT FLOS DISTRIBUTION
NT FLOH STABILITY
HT FLOW VELOCITY
Pressure distribution and shock wave intensity
variations in supersonic flow past tvo plane
wings forming dihedral angle
pOOae A73-13623
Survey of some current aerodynamic problems
pertaining to supersonic air intakes
rONEHA, IP NO. 1102] P0053 A73-11I15P
Computer calculation of the characteristics of
multistage gas turbines
p0187 A73-22567
Theory on blades of axial, mixed, and radial
turbomachines by inverse method.
P0239 A73-263UO
Application of certain generalized data from
wind-tunnel tests with plane subsonic compressor
cascades to the calculation of the
characteristic flow regimes in supersonic cascades
p02B7 A73-27480
Features of flow-parameter measurement by a
cylindrical probe in the vaneless diffuser of a
•small centrifugal compressor
P0292 A73-29552
Gas flow properties in curvilinear turbine ducts,
considering pressure gradient, outer flow shear
and Coriolis force on boundary layer
P0298 A73-30619
VTOL and helicopter design considerations,
including nonsymmetrical rotor flow
characteristics, rotor types, airspeed
capacities, compound helicopters, tilt wing and
tilt rotor aircraft
P0418 A73-3H259
Study of flow around an airfoil with a spoiler at
nach numbers ranging from 0.5 to 2.3
p057» A73-I1158*
Reattachment of a separated boundary layer to a
convex surface.
p0581 A73-12551I
Classification of methods for solving the direct
problem of axisymmetric flow calculation in
turboengines
P0624 A73-D3736
Performance tests of single stage fan-compressor
to evaluate shock-in-rotor blading for let
engine applications reguiring high aerodynamic
performance and stability
fNASA-CR-120991] p012C N73-1U795
Numerical analysis of development of
incompressible, symmetrical turbulent wake flows
downstream of airfoils using integral method of
momentum and energy
fSAL-TR-292] P0122 N73-1U986
Development of finite difference procedure to
calculate steady flows over several classes of
airfoils under inviscid transonic flow conditions
fNASA-CH-2186] p0122 N73-11989
Aerodynamic characteristics of wing moving close
to interface with annular jet flowing from wing
surface and impinging on screen
[AD-750933] pP123 N73-1»995
Application of blockage correction factors to wind
tunnel test measurements on aircraft models
p0121 N73-15006
Analysis of aerodynamic stall characteristics of
wing sections with high lift devices in two
dimensional flow
pM20 N73-15008
Effects of thickness and viscosity considerations
on accuracy of aerodynamic coefficients
determined for thin wings in inviscid flow
conditions
[ESDO-70011-ABEND-A] p0157 N73-15982
Flow characteristics of tandem bladed compressor
stators at various inlet incidence angles
A-249
FLOS COEFFICIEHTS SOBJECT IHDEI
rBASA-TH-X-273»] p0170 H73-16986
Analysis of uniform jet flov around airfoil with
separated shock Have at Ion supersonic
velocities of incident flov
r»iSA-TT-P-10813J p0177 H73-17259
Rind tunnel tests to determine flov
characteristics of stalled tvo dimensional airfoil
tSASA-CR-130919] P0201 N73-18020
Aerodynamic characteristics of flov around King
profiles
fAD-7526861 p0206 H73-18054
Jet deflection characteristics of -jet-flapped
airfoil vith Coanda deflection surfaces based on
velocity distribution and flov angle
measurements for static operation
fAD-7536181 P0208 H73-18070
Calculation of flov through airfoils in cascade to
• show pressure distribution under conditions of
tvo dimensional incompressible flov vith
boundary layer separation at trailing edge
fDLR-FB-72-621 P0211 H73-18276
Numerical analysis of inviscid, fully developed
structure of lift-generated vortices behind
aircraft vings and extension to arbitrary
span-loaded distributions
f BASA-TH-X-6222H1 pC'211 H73-18289
Development of method for analyzing performance of
nagnetohydrodynamic generator based on
thermodynamic properties and flov characteristics
P0220 1173-19051
Methods for determining inviscid three dimensional
flov about smooth shapes at supersonic speeds
fAD-753695] p0222 1173-19311
Procedures for calculating velocity potential and
pressure distribution of planforns oscillating
harmonically in supersonic flov
fFOK-I-UHOl p0251 B73-19990
Design of airfoil sections for lov Reynolds
nunbers based on requirement to achieve
transition upstream of major adverse pressure
gradient
P0265 H73-20995
Hind tunnel tests of rotary ving to determine
retreating blade stall at several preset
parameters and effect of reverse flov area
P0270 H73-21037
Aerodynamic characteristics of rotary vings under
axial flov conditions and development of
numerical analysis techniques
P0271 B73-21039
Effect of steady state circumferential total
pressure distortion on loss in compressor stall
pressure ratio
rBASA-CR-110577] p0279 H73-21693
Hind tunnel tests to determine effect of tip
vortex of forvard mounted ving on engine inlet
inqestion
riiASA-TH-X-68225] p030» H73-21932
Fliqht tests to determine characteristics of
vortex and turbulent vake generated by DC-10
aircraft for development of air traffic control
separation criteria
rEEPT-73-OOU70.1 P0305 H73-21938
Design, characteristics, and performance tests of
hiqh-tip-speed, lov-loadinq, transonic fan stage
fNSSA-CH-1210951 P0311 B73-22727
Analysis of pressure distribution and surface flov
on half models of vings vith curved tips and 60
degree sveepback
rARC-R/B-324Ul p0381 B73-21001
Development of formulas for calculating gradients
and ordinates of camber surfaces of sveptback
vings of arbitrary planform vith subsonic
leading edges and specified load distribution
fARC-R/H-3217] p0396 B73-2500U
Analysis of nonhomogeneous flov associated vith
tvo dimensional propulsive lifting system based
on flov vith energy addition
CHASA-CR-2250] p0463 N73-25997
Analysis of miniBUB run times reguired for
instationary measurements at transonic speeds
during vind tunnel tests
p0469 B73-26243
Numerical analysis of tvo dimensional
incompressible potential flov around systen of
arbitrary airfoils using relaxation method
fNAL-TR-3091 p0487 B73-27212
Analysis of transonic aerodynamics developments to
include methods for computing steady and
unsteady transonic flovs
[AD-761551] P0535 B73-27892
Structure of aiisymmetric jet in near field for
jet noise and iipingenent schemes . \
CHASi-CE-121257) pOSOt S73-28177
analysis of internal noise field of tvo
axisymmetric sonic inlet -models for noise
suppression of tnrbofan engine inlets - Vol. 3
[HASi-CS-121128] p0513 H73-28733
Development of computer program for determining. • •-
airfoil pressure distribution for subcritical •
attached viscous flov
[HAL-TB-2H8] p0596 H73-30236
Flov characteristics behind diffusers in vind
tunnels .
CAD-763257] p0597 B73-30251
Finite element analysis and computer graphics • ';
visualization of unsteady flov around pitching
and plunging airfoils
[HASi-CB-2249] p0605 H73-30926
Pressure recovery performance of conical diffnsers
at high subsonic speeds and range of geometries
rHASA-CR-2299) p0605 H73-30927
Bind tunnel tests to determine flov
characteristics around sharp-edged slender delta
ving at large angles of attack
tBASA-TT-F-15107] p0605 B73-30928
Botating stall in axial flov compressor stages
vith different types of profiling along blade
height and different flov regimes past profile
in cascade
[BASA-TT-F-15115] p0618 H73-31698
Measurement of flov parameters in midspan
double-circular-arc section of stator in
subsonic flov and comparison vith computed
performance
[BASA-TB-D-7425] . p0637 B73-31932
Aerodynamic design of inlet stage for tvo-stage
compressor and performance comparison for axial,
mixed flov, and centrifugal stage configurations
[BASA-CE-120943] p0651 H73-32610
Characteristics of lov speed air.flow over
slender, sharp edged delta ving .at various
angles of attack and effects on .longitudinal and
lateral stability
p0660 B73-32922
Effect of inlet conditions on optimal shape of
diffnser based on theory of potential flov of
fluid in channels
[AD-765577] . p0673 B73-33230
Characteristics of variable geome.try high Hach
inlet concepts to reduce jet engine noise on
subsonic, long range commercial' aircraft
[BASA-CE-134095] p0676 B73-33748
FLOW COEFFICIEHTS
Kind tunnel testing of V/STOL aircraft models to
• .shov vind tunnel vail corrections for models
vith large values of dovnvash
[AD-760255] p0610 B73-30962
FLO! DEFLECTIOH
Supersonic gas flov past the leevard side of a
conical ving
p02«0 A73-26«39
Criteria regarding the predetermination of the
laminar-turbulent boundary layer transition in
the case of flovs about body contours
p0378 A73-33750
FLOS DISTOBIIOB
Aircraft engine inlets total pressure fluctuations
and distortion factors, presenting, extreme-value
statistical method for maximum distortion level
probability estimate
[Alia PAPEH 72-1100] pOOiffl A73-13419
Inlet produced flov distortion effect on
compressor stability and engine stall,
presenting unified theoretical analysis
technigue for compatible inlet/engine design
CA1AA PAPER 72-1115] p0045 A73-13430
Inlet flov distortion induced axial flov
compressor stall, converting stagnation pressure
and temperature maps into vorticity maps via
Crocco theorem
[AIAA PAPEB 72-1116] p0045 A73-13431
A procedure for estimating maximum time-variant-
distortion levels vith limited instrumentation.
f A I & A PAPER 72-1099] p0060 A73-1»908
Performance characteristics of a model VTOL lift
fan in crossflov.
P0236 A73-25782
A-250
SOBJECT ISDBI FLOS DISIEIBDIIOS
Opstreai attenuation and quasi-steady rotor lift
fluctuations in asynnetric flovs in axial
compressors.
. fiSBE PAPER 73-61-30] p0374 473-33501
Evaluation of F-15 inlet dynamic distortion.
[4I4A PAPEB 73-784] p0499 473-37454
Inflaence of inlet distortions on turbojet and
ingestion engine stability
fAD-745852] p0676 N73-10755
Effects of vane-induced flow rotation on diffuser
flow distortion in axisynmetric
mixed-compression inlet
[HASA-TH-X-2752] p0200 H73-18012
Analysis of scaling parameters for flow in core
region of vortex generated by rectangular wing
tip and vortex generated by ogee wing tip
tNASA-CB-2180] p0215 N73-18995
FLOS DISTBIBOTIOS
An empirical flovfield analysis technique for
preliminary evaluation of inlet systems
operating in a vehicle generated flowfield.
p0656 S73-11132
The influence of a strake on the flov field of a
delta wing /lambda + 2/ at near-sonic velocities
[DG1H PAPEB 72-125] p0055 A73-14385
Finite element analysis of unsteady incompressible
flov around an oscillating obstacle of arbitrary
shape.
fAIAA PAPER 73-91] p0095 A73-16855
Gudnnov-method computation of the flow field
associated vith a sonic-boon focus.
[AIAA PAPER 73-240] p0099 473-16965
Calculation of forces on stores in the vicinity of
aircraft.
p0186 473-22433
Flovfield calculations for some supersonic
sections vith ducted heat addition.
p0188 473-23089
Hydrodvnamic visualization technique application
to unsteady flow patterns around models and
analysis of boundary layers, separation and wakes
P0198 A73-24842
Nonstationary flow dovnvash behind a delta wing
during supersonic notion
P0229 A73-25046
On the unsteady supersonic cascade with a subsonic
leading edge - An exact first order theory.
fASHE PAPEB 73-GT-15] P0373 A73-33492
Interface effects between a moving supersonic
blade cascade and a dpvnstream diffuser cascade*
tASHE PAPEB 73-GT-23] P0373 A73-33497
Calculation of flows past winqs without thickness
in the presence of developing vortex sheets
P0378 473-33963
An investigation of the flow field and drag of
helicopter fuselage configurations.
[AHS PBEPBIHT 700] P0437 A73-35051
A new shock capturing numerical nethod vith
applications to some sinple supersonic flov
fields.
P0443 A73-35144
Computation of three dimensional flows about
aircraft configurations.
P0452 A73-36158
Investigation of the expansion side of a delta
wing at supersonic speed.
P0455 473-36312
Flow field over pointed wedges in isoenergetic
flov of thermally and calorically perfect gases
vith nonnniform incident supersonic flov, noting
attached shock formation
P0635 473-45547
Development of wake vortex oonitoring system using
laser Ooppler sensors for analyzing vortex flov
field
CNASA-CB-123921] P0682 H73-11229
Analysis of aerodynamic interference effects
between aircraft and external store carried
under wing based on inviscid flov characteristics
fAD-748348] P0078 H73-13005
Vortex nodel for calculating blade circulation
flov of helicopter rotor
tNASA-TT-F-14637] P0079 H73-13014
Numerical analysis of induced velocities of ving
vith curved axis not perpendicular to velocity
of inconing flov
(AD-749843] p0117 H73-14048
Subsonic numerical panel method for flov
calculation applied to delta ving, lifting
reentry body, body-wing configurations
(HBB-OFE-889-72-0] p0123 H73-14992
Analysis of air cushion vehicle landing system
operation and computation of air flow reguireoents
(AD-750936] p0132 N73-15069
Hodification of OH-1 helicopter rotor to determine
effects of injecting tip vortex of rotor blade
with cass of linearly directed air
CAD-750634] P0132 N73-15074
Application of unsteady airfoil theory to
determine pressure and lift fluctuations on
rotor blades of turbonachinery
p0157 N73-15983
Beduction of transonic drag for high performance
aircraft by injecting air in rear of aircraft to
alter transonic flow distribution on aft section
tAD-751269] p0158 H73-15991
Development of conputer program for calculating
flow field resulting from sonic boom focusing
[HASA-CR-2127] p0160 S73-16013
Analysis of supersonic, three-dimensional flow
characteristics to determine effects of material
porosity and angle of attack on jet stretcher
performance
p0163 N73-16215
Computerized simulation of shrouded propeller low
field in cross flov using vortex lattice models
fAD-751463] p016U S73-16274
Hathematical models for predicting flov fields
vithin and external to thrust reverser deployed
in flight including forces and moments induced
on aircraft by flov fields
tAD-751525] p0167 H73-16784
Analysis of uniform jet flov around airfoil vith
separated shock wave at low supersonic
velocities of incident flow
rHASA-TT-F-14813] P0177 H73-17259
Computer program for analyzing flow field
generated near aircraft engine operating in
reverse thrust
tSASA-CB-121147) p0210 H73-18264
Calculation of outer inviscid flov about
rectangular ving moving at supersonic speeds
CSASA-CB-130985] p0210 S73-18269
Existence and nnigueness of solutions obtained
from streamline curvature method of calculating
flow through tnrbomachines for several operating
points of Rolls-Boyce compressor
f&HC-CP-123H] P0211 1173-18293
Method of characteristics solution of flow field
on lee side of flat plate delta ving vith
supersonic leading edges
[AD-753389] p0211 N73-18319
Analysis of flov field around tvo dimensional
airfoil of arbitrary shape
[AD-753387] . p0211 N73-18320
Effects of boundary layer flow patterns on upright
cascade blade performance
P0225 H73-19803
Analysis of basic acoustic characteristics and
noise reduction potential of upper surface of
blown flap
rN4S4-CE-112246] p0253 1173-20017
Development of procedure for determining geometry
and strength distribution of vortex wake
generated by single-bladed hovering helicopter
rotor
P0270 1173-21035
Application of laser Doppler velocimeter for
measurement of central vortex fi lament in wind
tunnel test section
CN4S4-TM-X-62243] P0311 N73-22448
Development of mathematical matrix technique for
calculating inviscid, rotational, compressible
axisymmetric flov field through axial flov
compressor
[HE/4-73-1] p0314 B73-22723
Analysis of dynamic inlet distortion data for
turbojets
[4D-756481]
 P0314 H73-22731
Development of computer programs to predict
performance of thrust reversal and thrust vector
control systems on short takeoff transport
aircraft - ?ol. 1
(AD-7568601 p0320 N73-22993
Fluid mechanics facility in aerodynamics laboratory
fAD-756512]
 P0325 H73-23350
Development of slender body theory for analyzing
flov past thin, conically cambered, delta ving
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with exact boundary conditions
fARC-B/H-3249] P0381 F73-24002
Mind tunnel tests to determine effects of leading
edge modifications on flow and forces on
untapered wing with 50 degree leading edge sweep
and Hach numbers from 0.60 to 1.20
fABC-B/H-3270] P0381 H73-24003
Analysis of flow pattern on tapered, sveptback
ving at Hach numbers between 0.6 and 1.6 and 12
degree angle of incidence
fABC-H/H-3271] p0382 H73-24004
Analysis of flow development over plane, half-wing
with cropped-delta planforn using surface
pressure distributions and oil flow patterns
with variations in incidence and Hach nuaber
fAEC-B/H-32861 P0382 H73-24008
Analysis of supersonic, nnstalled torsional
flutter in cascades of compressor blades to
determine position of flutter boundary and
aeroelastic instability
tAD-758721] p0394 H73-24809
numerical analysis of incompressible laminar
boundary layer on infinite swept wing with
arbitrary velocity and suction distribution
fABC-B/H-3241] P0398 H73-25018
Analysis of effects of shock induced boundary
layer separation in transonic flight and methods
for eliminating or reducing effects
fABC-B/H-3510] P0398 N73-25019
Research projects in theoretical and practical
aerodynamics - Vol. 2
p0398 N73-25020
Development of numerical procedures for
determining velocity potential on triangular
wing oscillating harmonically in supersonic flow
rABC-B/H-3229] P0398 N73-25023
Internal performance of lized compression
aiisymmetric inlet model at Hach 0.8 to 2.65
CHASA-TN-D-73201 P0411 N73-25817
Development of numerical methods for correcting
wall constraints in transonic wind tunnels with
ventilated walls
P0469 H73-26241
Analysis of interference occurring in subsonic and
transonic wind tunnels caused by model support
system
P0469 H73-26242
Application of holographic interferometry
techniques for determining asymmetric flow
distribution encountered near wing-fuselage
-(unction at transonic speed
fAD-7599671 pO«72 B73-26296
Numerical analysis .of two dimensional
incompressible potential flow around system of
arbitrary airfoils using relaxation method
fNAL-TB-309] . pOU87 H73-27212
Experimental determination of bound vortex lines
and flow in vicinity of trailing edge of slender
delta wing
rNASA-TT-F.-15012] p0487 H73-27217
Rind tunnel tests of short takeoff and landing fan
stage model to determine airflow conditions
around rotor and stator and stage pressure ratio
rNASA-TM-X-2837] p0490 H73-27701
Development of performance equations for
cryptosteady-flow energy separator over widest
range of operating conditions for turbo-jet engines
fAD-762030) p05<!4 N73-28747
Analysis of cryptosteady-flow energy separation in
turbo-let engines and application to nozzle design
fAD-762031] p0544 H73-28751
Analysis of energy separator for application to
air conditioning system of E-8 aircraft.
fAD-762590] P0551 H73-29014
Two and three dimensional flow field
characteristics of lower surfaces of caret wings
fAASU-327] P0587 H73-29997
Calculation of pressure field induced by free jet
exhausted from flat plate into stagnant medium
based on solution of Neumann problem in terms of
singularity distributions
rHLR-TR-72040-01 p0587 K73-30000
System for reducing noise generated by jet
impinging on external flap using injection of
secondary air from slot near trailing edge of flap
rNASA-CB-132270) P0605 H73-30930
Analysis of sonic boom characteristics based on
second order solutions for flow distribution
around slender bodies in supersonic flow - Fart 1
tHASA-CB-2339] p0637 H73-31927
Effect of inlet conditions on optimal shape of
diffuser based on theory of potential flow of
fluid in channels
CAD-765577] p0673 N73-33230
FLOB EQDATIOBS ' .
Ring-tip vortex breakdown and dissipation,•
deriving closed form transcendental solutions
for viscous core flow guasi-cylindrical momentum
integral equations
p0663 A73-12036
Calculation of the transonic flow around an
airfoil, taking account of the exact law of
compressibility
P0185 A73-22210
The use of averaged flow eguations of motion in
turbomachinery aerodynamics.
P0287 A73-29047
Development of computer programs for analyzing and
predicting properties of'transonic flows around
certain types of wing-body combinations
[NASA-CB-2157] ' p0065 H73-11999
Development of finite difference procedure to •
calculate steady flows .over several classes of
airfoils under inviscid transonic flow conditions
CNASA-CB-2186] p0122 N73-14989
Development of procedure for determining i
characteristics of high lift systems where'
viscous effects dominate >
P0124 H73-15009
Development of method for solving three
• dimensional, incompressible laminar and
turbulent boundary layer problems for swept
infinite cylinders and small cross flow • '
fAD-754440] p0251 H73-2000I)
On the effects of viscous interaction for a flat
delta wing at incidence
[ABC-CP-1237] p0661 H73-32931
FLOW FIELDS
0 FLOW DISTBIBDTION
FLOW GEOHETBY
A reappraisal of design methods for inward 'flow
radial gas turbines.
PC240 A73-26370
Experiment on convex curvature effects in
turbulent boundary layers.
P0565 A73-40245
Development of jet noise test facility for flow
and acoustic measurements of mean and turbulent
velocities in jet flow
fBE-450] p0309 N73-22196
Development of computer'programs for designing
engine inlets for VTOL and SIOL aircraft based
on axisymmetric potential flow parameter
[HASA-TH-X-68278] p055? "73-29182
Wind tunnel tests to determine flow distribution
at inlet locations on aircraft model for various
aerodynamic configurations and airspeeds
[NASA-TH-D-7364] p0637 H73-31929
FLOW HEASOBEHEHT
Botor unsteady wakes three dimensional flow
analysis by wave front averaging technique,
using constant temperature hot-wire anemometer
P0664 A73-12504
Experimental method for analyzing the unsteady
flow in a transonic'aircraft compressor
P0188 A73-22715
Problems in constructing aerodynamically active
elements - Converters of input and output
signals in automatic control systems
p0242 A73-26769
Features of flow-parameter measurement by a
cylindrical probe in the vaneless diffuser of a
small centrifugal compressor
p0292 A73-29552
Three dimensional turbulent boundary layers
prediction methods and flow measurements,
considering swept and slender wings
p0296 A73-30173
Comparison of results obtained with various
sensors used to measure .fluctuating guantities
in jets. ..'..:.'
[AIAA PAPEB 73-1043] p0631 A73-44867
Introduction of the viscous force sensing
fluctuating probe technigue, with measurement in
the mixing zone of a circular jet.
tAIAA PAPEB 73-1044] p0631 A73-44868
Development and characteristics of test facility
for measuring three dimensional boundary layers
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on helicopter rotor blade under various conditions
fNASA-CR-112194] p0069 N73-12042
Development of flow visualization and flow
measurement techniques and application to flov
problems of turbines, aircraft engines, and
missile propulsion
[AD-747613] P0072 H73-12328
Procedure for developing aerodynamic paraneters
for use in flight simulator research projects
with emphasis on vind tunnel measurements
P0216 H73-19008
Three component wake velocity measurements of full
scale OH-13 helicopter rotary wing during
hovering flight
FAD-754644] p0254 1173-20030
Local flow measurements at inlet spike tip of Bach
3 supersonic cruise aircraft
CNASA-TN-D-6987] p0384 B73-24037
Feasibility analysis of nonradiating flow in wind
tunnels using light scattering experiments
tBHBR-FBR-72-20] P0602 S73-30677
Measurement of flow parameters in midspan
double-circolar-arc section of stator in
subsonic flow and comparison with computed
performance
rNASA-TN-D-7425] p0637 B73-31932
Performance tests of hemispherical flow-direction
sensor mounted on F-104 aircraft to develop Bach
number position error calibration curve
rNASA-TN-D-7461] p0640 N73-31956
Development of wind tunnel with self correcting
apparatus based on sensors to determine flow
conditions on tunnel surfaces and method for
varying wall geonetry
CAD-764957] p06«5 H73-32161
FLOS PATTBBHS
D FLOR DISTRIBUTION
FLOi BATE
0 FLOR VELOCITY
FLOW BBSISTANCE
NT AERODYNAMIC DRAG
NT FBICTIOS DBAS
NT TISCOOS DRAG
FLOS SEPABATIOH
D BOUNDABY LATER SEPARATION
0 SEPARATED FLOW
F10R STABILITY
NT FLARE STABILITY
Unstable operation and rotating stall in axial
flow compressors.
fONEBA, IP HO. 1090J p0652 A73-10228
Inlet produced flow distortion effect on
compressor stability and engine stall,
presenting unified theoretical analysis
technique for compatible inlet/engine design
T A I A A PAPER 72-11151 poous A73-13430
Study of the waves configuration in an axial-flow
supersonic compressor
C O N E R A . TP NO. not] P0052 A73-14135
A procedure for estimating maximum time-variant
distortion levels with limited instrumentation.
C A I A A PAPER 72-1099] pooeo 473-14908
Aircraft wake dissipation by sinusoidal
instability and vortex breakdown.
fAIAA PAPER 73-107] p0096 A73-16867
Prediction of aeroelastic instabilities in turbines
p0185 A73-22204
Have dispersion egnation for large eccentric
elliptic jet stability calculations for noise
suppression, using approximate Bathieu functions
P0533 A73-39807
Stability of a potential vortex with a
non-rotating and riqid-body rotating top-hat jet
core.
P0634 A73-45309
Flow instabilities of supersonic variable ramp
inlets at Bach 2 discussing Concorde aircraft
intake
fABC-R/H-3711] P0215 N73-18999
FLOI THEOBY
N'T BIXIN6 LENGTH FLOR THEOBY
Hethod of calculating vortex-free flow around
hydrodynamic cascades composed of arbitrary
profiles
p0661 A73-11788
Practical application of boundary layer theory to
flow and heat transfer problems in tnrbonachines.
P0052 A73-141U5
Transonic profile theory - Critical comparison of
various procedures
P0054 A73-14377
Theoretical investigation of transition phenomena
in the boundary layer on an infinite swept wing
tDGLH PAPER 72-124] p0055 A73-14379
Applications of shock expansion theory to the flow
over non-conical delta wings.
p0109 A73-18512
Analysis of internally generated sound in
continuous materials. Ill - The momentum
potential.field description of fluctuating fluid
motion as a basis for a unified theory of
internally generated sound.
P0143 A73-19097
A correction to "lifting-line theory as a singular
perturbation problem.'
P0147 A73-19964
Transonic airfoils - Recent developments in
theory, experiment, and design.
P0193 A73-23856
A linearized potential flow theory for airfoils
with spoilers.
p0238 A73-25853
Subsonic compressible airfoil cascade flow
calculations by series, iterative, matrix and
streamline curvature methods, discussing
transonic and supersonic cases
TASBE PAPER 73-01-9] p0372 A73-33487
A kernel function method for computing steady and
oscillatory supersonic aerodynamics with
interference.
[ A I A A PAPER 73-670] p0454 A73-36221
Recent progress in boundary layer research.
t A I A A PAPER 73-780] p0499 A73-37451
Two dimensional flow theory of Heis-Fogh lift
generation in inviscid motions of insect wings
involving viscous effects
P0565 A73-40244
Closed-form lift and moment for Osborne's unsteady
thin-airfoil theory.
p0566 A73-40442
Honograph - Quasi homogeneous approximations for
the calculation of wings with curved subsonic
leading edges flying at supersonic speeds.
P0582 A73-42675
Navier-stokes equation formulation in parabolic
coordinates for flow in trailing vortex,
obtaining asymptotic expansions for stream
function and angular momentum
P0621 A73-43205
Effects of thickness and viscosity considerations
on accuracy of aerodynamic coefficients
determined for thin wings in inviscid flow
conditions
fESD0-70011-AHEBD-A] p0157 N73-15982
Development of two dimensional theory for unsteady
flow disturbances caused by aeroelastic
deformation of thick wing at high subsonic speeds
[NASA-CB-112114] p0177 1173-17258
Application of Kelvin impulse theory for computing
lift on airfoils and analysis of circulation
around airfoil to produce lift
P0395 H73-24997
Nonlinear unsteady small-disturbance theory of
inviscid transonic flows for oscillating
aerodynamic configurations
[NASA-CH-2258] pC400 N73-25048
Inviscid, isentropic, three-dimensional flov
theory for rotating thin blade row in
cylindrical duct
p0646 N73-32193
FLOR VELOCITY
Hathematical prediction for pressure distribution
over arbitrary thin airfoil in inviscid
potential and real fluid flows, determining
velocity increment at leading edge
P0090 A73-16593
Airfoil profile determination in inverse
hydromechanics problem for given flow velocity
distribution, discussing univalent solvability
conditions
P0107 A73-18067
Second derivatives of the flutter velocity and the
optimization of aircraft structures.
P0146 A73-19952
Discrete vortex scheme of a wing of finite span
P0154 A73-21611
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Graphoanalvtic method of calculating plane
potential flows
P0188 173-23106
Boundary layer efficiency as working fluid in
nan-jets for hiqh aircraft speeds, obtaining
external efficiency as function of boundary
layer parameters and flow rate
P0190 A73-23360
&n approxinate method for the calculation of the
velocities induced by a wing oscillating in
subsonic flow
P0318 A73-31905
On the unsteady supersonic cascade with a subsonic
leading edge - An exact first order theory. II.
fASKE PAPEB 73-GT-16] P0373 A73-33493
Flight test studies of the formation and
dissipation of trailing vortices.
f S A E PAPEB 730295] p0427 A73-34659
On the radiation from an aerodynamic acoustic
dipole source
P0570 A73-40943
Interpretation of hot-wire anemometer readings in
a flow with velocity, pressure and temperature
fluctuations.
p0573 A73-41317
Calculation of the maximum attainable efficiency
of a moving compressor blade cascade
P0582 A73-42646
Becirculation flow velocities and temperatures of
VTOL lift engines
fDLS-FB-72-50] p0686 N73-11806
Jet noise suppression in turbofan engines at
various exhaust flow velocities
pC066 N73-12016
Procedure for generating uniform flow at varying
velocities in wind tunnel test section
[NASA-CASE-ARC-10710-1] p0485 H73-27175
FLO! VISUALIZATION
The use of aerosols for the visualization of flow
phenomena.
.p0110 A73-18837
Book - Annual review of fluid mechanics. Volume 5.
P0192 A73-23851
Bydrodynamic visualization technique application
to unsteady flow patterns around models and
analysis of boundary layers, separation and vakes
p0198 A73-24842
An investigation of unsteady aerodynamics on an
oscillating airfoil.
fAIAA PAPER 73-318] p0235 A73-25549
Visualization of unsteady flow over oscillating
airfoils.
P0290 A73-29270
Parachute gore shape and flow visualization during
transient and steady-state conditions.
fAIAA PAPER 73-174] pC342 A73-31458
Flight test studies of the formation and
dissipation of trailing vortices.
fSAE PAPER 730295] p0427 A73-34659
A detailed experimental analysis of dynamic stall
on an unsteady two-dimensional airfoil.
TABS PREPRINT 702] p0437 A73-35053
Holographic interferometry applied to aerodynamics
P0561 A73-39984
Study of turbulent wakes behind cones in
hypersonic flight using Schlieren photograph
correlation
P0561 A73-39985
French monograph - Contribution to the
experimental study of a boundary layer trap in a
supersonic air inlet.
p0582 A73-42740
Development of flow visualization and flow
measurement techniques and application to flow
problems of turbines, aircraft engines, and
missile propulsion
[AD-747613] p0072 N73-12328
Smoke and helium bubble visualization studies of
incompressible flow past let flap airfoil
[AD-752012] P0178 H73-17270
Visualization and integral methods for studying
three-dimensional supersonic flow separation on
delta ving
p0317 N73-22970
Application of hydraulic test tunnel flow
visualization techniques to determine ground
effect on flow around models of aircraft
[NASA-TT-F-1495B] pOU71 H73-26291
Analysis of wakes generated by hovering nodel
propellers and rotors using schlieren
photography and hot-wire anemometry
[NASA-CBr2305] p0587 1173-29996
Hydrogen bubble flow visualization technique for
study of aerodynamic problems in water flow
facilities
[ARL/A-NOTE-338] p0596 N73-30229
Finite element analysis and computer graphics
visualization of unsteady flow around pitching
and plunging airfoils
[NASA-CB-2249] p0605 H73-30926
FLOfMETEBS
The application of a scanning laser Doppler
velocimeter to trailing vortex definition and
alleviation.
CAIAA PAPER 73-680] p0454 A73-36231
Ultrasonic mass flowmeter for fuel flow in gas
turbine engines
[AD-758462] p0327 N73-23547
FLOTD ABPLIFICATIOH
D FLDID AMPLIFIERS
FLDID AMPLIFIERS
Development of fluidic control system for
stabilizing aircraft ejection seat in pitch
plane during rocket motor burn portion of
ejection sequence
tAD-747630] p0071 N73-12056
Closed loop fuel control technigues using
electronic circuitry to sense pressure
relationships at turbine engine compressor
discharge
[AD-747805] p0076 H73-12865
Design of hydroflnidic flight control system for
helicopter stabilization
[AD-754602] p0255 N73-20032
FLDID BOOHDARIES
»T LIQUID-VAPOR INTERFACES
Effects of particle seeding on jet exhaust noise
p05«0 N73-28150
FLDID DYNiHICS
HT AERODYNAMICS
HT AEROTHERHODYNAMICS
NT ELASTOHYDBODYNAHICS
HT GAS DYNAMICS
NT BYDRODYNAMICS
NT RAREFIED GAS DYNAMICS
NT ROTOR AERODYNAMICS
Computational Fluid Dynamics Conference, Palm
Springs, Calif., July 19, 20,-1973, Proceedings.
p0142 A73-35126
Eguations for fully cavitating flow of fluid past
flat plate hydrofoil running below free surface
with consideration of transverse gravity effects
[AD-746484] p068i| N73-11272
Evaluation of fluid dynamics of aircraft stalling
to determine effects of three dimensional flow,
wing sweep back, and high lift devices
[AGARD-AR-49] p0201 N73-18023
Atmospheric models for fluid dynamic and chemical
impacts of supersonic aircraft on climatology
[PB-212819] ' p0259 N73-20473
Experimental determination of turning angle and
losses of axial compressor inlet guide vanes
[AD-757250] p0334 S73-23805
Fluid motion problems in design and operation of
low speed and transonic wind tunnels
[AGARD-H-602] p0470 H73-26279
Structural and gas dynamic parameters at flow
separation boundary in compressor cascades
[AD-762238] . p05H1 S73-28197
FLDID FILHS
Hybrid fluid film and rolling element bearings for
long fatigue life and gas bearings for high
temperature operation in gas turbine applications
[SAE PAPER 720739] p0662 A73-12005
Low-cost fluid film bearings for gas turbine
engines. '
[SAE PAPER 720740] p0662 A73-12006
F10ID FILTEBS '
The electrostatic charging tendencies of jet fuel
filtration equipment.
- [SAE PAPEB 720666] p0093 A73-16672
FLUID FLOI
NT AIR CDERENTS
NT AIB FLOW
NT AIR JETS
NT ANNOLAB FLOW
NT AXIAL FLOi
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NT AXISYMHETRIC FLOW
NT BLASIDS FLOW
NT BOUNDARY LATER FLOW
NT BOUNDARY LATER SEPARATION
NT CASCADE FLOW
HT CAVIT1TION FLOW
NT CHANNEL FLOW
NT COAXIAL FLOW
NT COMBUSTIBLE FLOW
NT COMPRESSIBLE FLOW
NT CONICAL FLOW
NT CONTIHUOH FLOS
NT CORE FLOW
NT CROSS FLOW
NT DUCTED FLOW
NT FBEE FLOW
NT FREE HOLECDLAR FLOW
NT FDBL FLOS
NT GAS FLOW
NT HTPERSONIC FLOW
NT HTPERVELOCITT FLOW
NT INCOHPRESSIBLE FLOW
HT INLET FLOW
NT INVISCID FLOW
NT JET FLOW
NT JET MIXING FLOW
NT LAMINAR FLOW
NT BASS FLOW
NT MERIDIONAL FLOW
NT MOLECULAR FLOW
NT MULTIPHASE FLOW
NT NONEQUILIBRIUM FLOW
NT NONONIFOBH FLOW
NT NOZZLE FLOW
NT ONE DIMENSIONAL FLOW
NT OSCILLATING FLOW
NT PARALLEL FLOW
NT PERIPHERAL JET FLOH
NT PIPE FLOW
NT POTENTIAL FLOW
NT RADIAL FLOW
NT REATTACHED FLOW
NT HECIRCULATIVE FLUID FLOW
NT REVERSED FLOW
NT SECONDART FLOW
NT SEPARATED FLOW
NT SHEAR FLOW
NT SLIP FLOW
HT SHALL PERTURBATION FLOW
NT SOLIDS FLOW
HT STEADY FLOW
NT STOKES FLOW
NT SUBCRITICAL FLOW
NT SUBSONIC FLOW
HT SUPERCAVITATING FLOW
NT SUPERCRITICAL FLOW
NT SUPERSONIC FLOW
NT SUPERSONIC JET FLOW
NT THREE DIHENSIONAL FLOW
NT TRANSONIC FLOW
HT TURBULENT FLOW
HT TWO DIMENSIONAL FLOW
NT TWO PHASE FLOW
NT UNIFORM FLOW
NT UNSTEADT FLOW
NT VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS
NT VISCOUS FLOW
NT WALL FLOW
NT WATER FLOW
NT WEDGE FLOW
Noise reduction for subsonic fluid flow over flat
plate via interposition of secondary fluid layer
at trailing edge
p0231 A73-25386
Conference on Beat and Fluid Flow in Steam and Gas
Turbine Plant, University of Warwick, Coventry,
England, April 3-5, 1973, Proceedings.
P0418 473-34376
Static charge generation in hydrocarbon fuels
during flow through pipes
TiD-753386] , P0213 1173-18706
Analysis of coolant flo* in transpiration-cooled
vanes
CNASA-TN-D-7341] p0413 1)73-25966
Application of hydraulic test tunnel flow
visualization techniques to deteriine ground
effect on flow around lOdels of aircraft
rNASA-TT-F-14958] P0471 H73-26291
Flow characteristics behind diffusers in wind
tunnels
fAD-763257] p0597 N73-30251
Electrified kerosene and gasoline aviation fuel
during passage through pipes and filters of fuel
tank reservoir
[AD-7649U1] p0675 N73-33740
FLDID INJECTION
NT GAS INJECTION
NT WATER INJECTION
Effectiveness and heat transfer with full-coverage
film cooling.
[ASHE PAPER 73-GT-18] p0373 A73-33495
Film effectiveness and heat transfer coefficient
downstream of a metered injection slot.
C A S M E PAPER 73-HT-31] p0525 A73-3857C
- An experimental study of strong infection at
axisymnetrical bodies of revolution.
P057p A73-41057
Heat transfer from an enclosed rotating disk with
uniform suction and injection.
P0585 A73-42998
Vaporization rates of liquid injected into high
temperature, supersonic gas flow using aviation
gasoline injected by Laval nozzle into air stream
[AD-747456] P0072 N73-12317
FLDID JET AMPLIFIERS
D FLUID AMPLIFIERS
FLUID JETS
NT AIR JETS
NT FREE JETS
NT GAS JETS
FLUID MECHANICS
NT AERODYNAMICS
NT AEHOTHERMODYNAMICS
NT ELASTOHTDHODTNAMICS
NT FLUID DYNAMICS
NT GAS DYNAMICS
NT HTDRODYHAKICS
NT HYDROMECHANICS
NT PNEUMATICS
NT RAREFIED GAS DYNAMICS
NT ROTOR AERODYNAMICS
Association Technique Maritime et Aeronautiqne,
Session, 72nd, Ecole Nationale Superieure de
Techniques Avancees, Paris, France, May 15-19,
1972, Proceedings.
p0184 A73-22201
Book - Annual review of fluid mechanics. Volume 5.
P0192 A73-23851
Development and evaluation of three axis fluidic
airspeed sensor system for use with standard
aircraft power supplies
[HASA-CR-112167] p0674 N73-10472'
Fluid mechanics facility in aerodynamics laboratory
fAD-7565121 p0325 N73-23350
Steady state analysis of energy transfer control
and compressor concepts of remote lift fan control
fNASA-TM-X-2876] p0603 N73-30753
Fluid mechanics of hole tone whistle designed as'
efficient producer of discrete frequency sound
p0671 N73-33170
FLUIDIC CIRCUITS
Fluidic control modules with temperature sensor
and thrust reverser pneumatic actuator for
aerospace system applications, investigating
reliability test data
P0372 A73-33477
Hydrofluidic component and system reliability.
P0372 A73-33478
A study of a flnidic open loop damping flight
stability augmentation system.
P0622 A73-43396
Development and evaluation of three axis fluidic
airspeed sensor system for use with standard
aircraft power supplies
fNASA-CR-112167] p067<l N73-10U72
Design, development, and evaluation of fluidic
emergency thrusters for aircraft stabilization
[NASA-CR-114490) p0069 N73-12041
FLUIDICS
Problems in constructing aerodynamically active
elements - Converters of input and output
signals in automatic control systems
f p0242 A73-26769
Russian book - Aerohydrodynamic methods for
measuring input parameters of automatic systems:
Fluidic measuring elements.
P0572 A73-41288
A-255
FLUIDS SUBJECT IHDEX
Development of fluidic control system for
stabilizinq aircraft ejection seat in pitch
plane during rocket «otor burn portion of
election sequence
fAD-717630] P0071 N73-12056
Fluidic to hydromechanical interface for
application to qas tnrbine enqine control system
rAD-764368] P0615 N73-31429
FLUIDS
Prediction of aerodynaaic characteristics of
airfoils at transonic speeds including effects
of fluid viscosity
fAD-763295] p0614 N73-31260
FLOOEINE COBPOOHDS
NT FLDOROHYDEOCAEBONS
FLUOBINE OBGABIC COHPOOBDS
NT FLUOBOHYDBOCABBONS
FLOOEO COBPOOHDS ,
NT FLOOEOHYDEOCABBONS
PLDOBOHTDBOC&RBOHS
High-temperature low pressure hose assembly,
convoluted-, tetrafluoroethylene-, for aerospace,
fSAE AEP 12271 p0361 A73-33017
FLOTTEE
NT PANEL FLUTTEB
Ml SUBSONIC FLUTTEB
NT SUPEESONIC FLOTTEB
NT TEANSONIC FLUTTER
Strouhal number and flat plate oscillation in an
air stream.
P0561 A73-40125
Application of active controls to suppression of
flutter for supersonic aircraft
p0172 N73-17005
Development of aerodynamic control system to
control flutter over larqe ranqe of oscillatory
frequencies usinq stability augmentation
techniques
TNASA-CASE-LAR-10682-1:| pC463 N73-26004
Computer proqram for desiqninq minimum mass winqs
under flutter, strenqth and minimum qage
constraints
r»ASA-TN-D-7264) p0176 N73-26927
FLOTTEB ANALYSIS
Flutter analysis method for unsteady aerodynamic
forces on wings and rotating blades under
harmonic vibrations and uniform flow
fONEEA, TP NO. 1099] p0652 A73-10230
Selective reinforcement of winq structure for
flutter prevention.
PC019 A73-13705
Rates of chanqe of flutter Bach number and flutter
frequency.
P0051 A73-14188
Stability of a thin-wing model with one and two
degrees of freedom
P0090 A73-16297
Aeroelastic instabilities of hingeless helicopter
blades.
TAIAA PAPER 73-193] P0098 A73-16929
Active flutter control - An adaptable application
to wing/store flutter.
fAIAA PAPEE 73-191] p0098 A73-16930
The effects of various parameters on an
aeroelastic optimization problem.
P0101 A73-17565
An automated method for determining the flutter
velocity and the matched point.
TAIAA PAPEE 73-195] pOIOS A73-17656
Damping configurations that have a stabilizing
influence on nonconservative systems.
p0143 A73-19088
Second derivatives of the flutter velocity and the
optimization of aircraft structures.
P0116 A73-19952
A computerized flutter solution procedure.
p01U8 A73-20211
Arava STOL turboprop passenger aircraft flutter
flight test proqram, describing measurement
instrumentation and data recording system
P018U A73-22185
Helicopter main-rotor blade flutter in steady
inclined flight
P0191 A73-23662
The effect of servomechanical control .and
stability systems on the flutter behavior of
aircraft
fDFVLB-SONDDB-272] P0231 A73-25349
Gradient optimization of structural weight for
specified flutter speed.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-390] p0233 A73-25519
Numerical procedure for determining optinal member
sizes of aircraft structural components with
weiqht minimization and flutter speed lower bound
[AIAA PAPEB 73-391] p0233 A73-25520
Eigenvalue problem and stiffness optimization
procedure for incremental flutter analysis,
describinq method use in computer graphics node
tAIAA PAPEB 73-392] P0233 A73-25521
An automated procedure for computing flutter
eigenvalues.
tAIAA PAPEB 73-393] p0233 A73-25522
Parametric studies of the wing flutter behavior of
a STOL transport.
tAIAA PAPEB 73-394] p0233 A73-25523
Analysis of stall flutter of a helicopter rotor
blade.
tAIAA PAPEB 73-103] p0233 A73-25532
Flutter of pairs of aerodynamically interfering
delta winqs.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-311] p0234 A73-25545
Active flutter suppression - B-52 controls
configured vehicle.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-322] p0235 A73-25552
The theoretical and experimental methods used in
France for flutter prediction.
tAIAA PiPEB 73-329] p0235 A73-25558
Flutter technology in the United Kingdom - A survey.
f A I A A PAPEB 73-330] p0235 A73-25559
The state of the art in aeroelasticity of
aerospace vehicles in Japan.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-331] p0235 A73-25560
In-flight flatter testing methods for determining
aircraft structure natural frequencies and
vibration dampinq ratios with air flow
tONEBA, TP NO. 1221) p0211 A73-26593
Linear aerodynamic model incorporatinq torsional
oscillations about two dimensional airfoil
midchord for stall flatter description
P0284 A73-28814
Theoretical investigation on stall flutter of an
aerofoil /the case of trailing edge stall/.
P0287 A73-29027
Semiempirical method for flatter prediction of
unsteady lift and aerodynamic forces acting on
oscillating airfoil in stall regime, using
separation function
p0287 A73-29029
A numerical integration method for the
determination of flutter speeds.
P0348 A73-32163
Automatic electronic feedback control systems for
active wing/external store flutter suppression
P0146 A73-35244
Alteration of a static vibration result by
riqidizing some degrees of freedom
p0451 A73-36066
Effects of certain flight parameters and of
certain structural parameters on helicopter
main-rotor blade flutter
P0574 A73-11581
Dynamic structural design of aeroelastic wind
tunnel models usinq combinatorial flutter analyses
P0222 N73-19291
Analysis of helicopter blade flutter for both
hinged and hinqeless rotor blades
fAGABD-E-607] p0303 N73-21920
Development of methods for approximating aircraft
with asymmetric elevator control to calculate
flutter characteristics
tABC-E/H-3256] p0383 N73-21018
Analysis of.supersonic, unstalled torsional
flutter in cascades of compressor blades to
determine position of flutter boundary and
aeroelastic instability
tAD-758721] p0391 N73-21809
Numerical analysis of wing bending, wing torsion,
and aileron rotation at transonic speeds to
determine effects on wing-aileron flutter
fABC-B/H-3258] p0399 N73-25028
Analysis of effect of localized mass on flatter
characteristics of delta winq for various
spanwise and chordwise positions for the mass
center of qravity
tARC-B/B-3264] p0399 N73-25030
Nonlinear unsteady small-disturbance theory of
inviscid transonic flows for oscillating
A-256
SUBJECT IHDEX P06
aerodynamic configurations
[NASA-CB-2258] pOQOO N73-25048
Application of active control technology for
suppression of flatter with analysis of effect
on B-52 aircraft configuration
t NASA-TIB-X-2909] p0603 N73-30864
Aircraft flatter analog simulation noting
structural nonlinearity effects
[DLR-FB-73-30] . p0608 N73-30954
Occurrence and magnitude of surface effect takeoff
and landing aircraft skirt-flutter
tAD-764137) P0610 1173-30966
Transonic wind tunnel tests to deternine effects
on flutter of aerodynamic interference between
pairs of closely spaced delta wings
[NASA-CE-2331] P0677 N73-33887
FLDX (BITE)
NT HEAT FLDX -
FLOX DENSITY
NT ILLUMINANCE
HI RADIANT FLDX DENSITY
NT SODND INTENSITY
FLOX HAPPING
D HAPPING
PLDXHETEBS
0 MAGNETIC MEASUREMENT
D MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
FLI BI 1IBE COHTBOL
Control configured vehicle /CCV/ concept
application to fighter aircraft design .for
combat maneuver capabilities and versatility
enhancement, using fly by wire technology
tSAE PAPER 720854] p0092 A73-16662
Fighter aircraft survivable flight control system
design and flight test philosophy, present
status and trends, considering fly-by-wire and
power-by-wire systems
P0183 A73-22177
F-8 digital fly by wire control system development
and flight testing, using Apollo lunar guidance
computer and inertial measurement unit for
angular rates and accelerations
p0184 A73-22180
Advanced flight control systems - Power-by-wire
and fly-by-wire.
pC238 A73-26272
System of electric control of surveillance of the
control surfaces of the Concorde
p035« A73-32475
Quad redundant fly by wire servocontrol system
design and tests in F-8C high speed jet
aircraft, using fail/safe hydraulic actuators
p0365 A73-33080
Redundant system design and flight test evaluation
for the TAGS digital control system.
TABS PREPRINT 721] p0438 A73-35062
Tactical aircraft guidance systen for CB-47B
helicopter utilizing fly by wire control system,
describing design, display devices, flight
instruments, computer configuration and crew
duties
TABS PREPRINT 761] p0440 A73-35084
Digital fly by wire flight control system with
airborne digital processor for increased
aircraft survivability, determining redundancy
level to satisfy system performance
p0444 A73-35222
Aerospace multiprocessor for A-7D aircraft digital
fly by wire flight control, discussing design
requirements, software development and reliability
p0444 A73-35223
Flight test and demonstration of digital
multiplexing in a fly-by-wire flight control
system.
P0445 A73-35225
Redundant system design for advanced digital
flight control.
tAIAA PAPER 73-81(6] p0528 A73-38785
Fly-by-wire digital Fr8C aircraft control system
using Apollo guidance, navigation and control
hardware, emphasizing interface design and fault
detection
p0561 i73-40027
Artificial stabilization to correct control
deficiencies for high performance aircraft
P0172 N73-17009
Design and development of fixed gain control
system for longitudinal axis of C-141 aircraft
fly-by-wire control
[AD-760763] p0482 N73-27038
Design, development, airworthiness test, and
flight test of multiplexing components for fly
by wire flight control
[AD-763111] p0550 N73-28996
FLIIHG BEDSTEAD AIRCRAFT
0 FLYING PLATFORMS
FLIIHG PERSONNEL
HT AIRCRAFT PILOTS
HT FLIGHT CREWS
HT PILOTS (PERSONNEL)
HT TEST PILOTS
FLIIHG PLATFOBH STABILITY
D AERODYNAMIC STABILITY
0 FLYING PLATFORMS
FLYING PLATFORMS
An-2H aircraft conversion to flying test bed for
feasibility studies of jet engine use in
agricultural aircraft, describing structural
design modifications
P02U2 A73-26823
Experimental autostabilized tethered rotor
platform for reconnaissance, communications and
ECM, discussing control system effectiveness
from flight test results
P0378 A73-33736
Feasibility study for use of Y.F-12 aircraft as
scientific instrument platform for observing
1970 solar eclipse
[HASA-CR-1354821 p0654 N73-32735
FLYING QUALITIES
D FLIGBT CBARACTERISTICS
FLYING WING AIRCRAFT
.0 TAILLESS AIRCRAFT
FLYWHEELS
Aircraft-store separation design for angular
momentum increase of external weapon with
internally mounted spinning flywheel
P0526 A73-38652
Design, development, and evaluation of flywheel
powered hoist for personnel rescue missions
conducted by helicopters
[AD-751217] p0163 N73-16029
FOCUSING
Converging lens effect of air let for upstream
moving waves, describing experimental procedure
P0040 A73-12968
Gudunov-method computation of the flow field
associated with a sonic-boom focus.
T A I A A PAPER 73-240] p0099 A73-16965
Distortion of near-sonic shocks by layers with
weak thermal fluctuations.
P0101 A73-17374
FOG
Fog freguency and characteristics at the site of
the proposed New York offshore airport, as
compared with those at J. F. Kennedy
International Airport - A preliminary report.
p03«6 A73-31546
Analysis of visibility conditions during aircraft
landing in radiation fog
P0425 A73-34540
Operative visibility limits over the airports of
Milan Linate and Malpensa in the 1960-1969 decade
P0520 A73-38125
A numerical analysis of some practical aspects of
airborne urea seeding for warm fog dispersal at
airports.
P0564 A73-40056
Dissipation of fog using helicopter downwash
[AD-744471] p0675 N73-10629
Two dimensional, time dependent warm foq model by
airborne wide area hygroscopic particle seeding
[AD-746807] p0685 N73-1167U
Nonflammable antifogginq aqent Kith low level,
nonoblectionable odor and capable of being
dispensed from aerosol container for in-flight
visibility
fAD-746844] p0074 N73-12617
Effectiveness of airborne chemical seeding
techniques for airport fog dispersal
CHETL-72-005-1 ] p0085 N73-13622
Cost effectiveness analysis of propane operated
fog dispersal system and evaluation of runway
visual range improvement
fFAA-HD-72-123] p0133 N73-15267
Laser extension measurements of visibility during
ice fog for aiding in SEV pilot system design
rAD-75011«] p0135 N73-15537
i-257
FOKKEB AIECE1FT SBBJECT IHDEI
Requirements, basic principles of operation,
•. design, construction, and maintenance of thermal
fog dispersal system for airport applications
fFAA-BD-72-1381 P0163 N73-16222
Field test of warm foq dispersal usinq helicopter
downwash and hygroscopic seedinq
rAD-752046] P0179 N73-17694
Helicopter downwash for dispersinq foqs of 500 to
600 feet in depth
fAD-7533571 P0212 N73-18661
Air Force heatinq system for foq dispersal
fAD-7549001 P0260 1173-20675
Air Heather Service foq dispersal and weather
modification proqram
fAD-7556591 p0278 N73-21533
Simulation of pilot decision making process in
manual landinq operation durinq foq
p0335 N73-23898
Foq clearing at airports by qround based heatinq .
fAD-757897] p0392 N73-24639
Optical radar evaluation of techniques for foq
dissipation at airports
fAD-7587671 p0409 N73-25682
Laser observations of dense natural foq to
determine backscatter and slant ranqe visibility
for aircraft landinq operations
fAD-760128) POU73 N73-26511
Technology assessment of foq modification
fAD-762207] p0542 N73-28631
Propane aerosol dispenser for cold foq dissipation
at airfields
fAD-762292] p0542 N73-28635
Tabular data from helicopter downdraft foq
dispersal experiments
fAp-762189] p0542 N73-28643
Statistical analysis of meteorological parameters
durinq foq at OS airports
fFAl-ED-72-39] P0553 N73-29673
Foq chamber low visibility landinq simulation film
for pilot traininq
fFAA-ED-73-611 p0553 N73-29707
Determination of visibility slant ranqe when
landinq aircraft in radiation foq
P0674 N73-33523
FOK1CEB AIECE4FT
NT F-27 AIECEAFT
NT F-28 TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
VFH-FOKKER VAK-191B VIOL fiqhter aircraft
structural and aerodynamic design, describing
airframe construction, power plant arranqement,
fliqbt controls, hydraulic and electrical systems
P0520 A73-38167
VAK 191B.
P0577 A73-41752
FOKKEB BOND TESTERS
0 ADHESION TESTS
FOKKEB F 27 AIBCBAFT
0 F-27 AISCBAFT
FOKKEB F 28 AIECEAFT
0 F-28 TEANSPOET AIRCRAFT
FOKKEB FRIENDSHIP AIECEAFT
D F-27 AIRCRAFT
FOLDING STRUCTURES
Dynamic and aeroelastic problems of stop-rotors of
V/STOL aircraft occurring durinq retractinq and
< stowing of rotary wings
CDLR-FB-72-65-PT-n p0202 N73-18027
Dynamic and aeroelastic problems of V/STOL
aircraft stop-rotors occurring durinq retractinq
and stowing of rotor blades
f.DLR-FB-73-191 p0592 N73-30035
FORCE DISTRIBUTION
Design of digital force function generator for
aircraft tire load testing*
P0060 A73-15064
Leading-edqe force features of the aerodynamic
finite element method.
p0100 A73-17213
A parachute snatch force theory incorporating line
disengagement impulses.
fAIAA PAPER 73-4641 p0341 473-31450
Equivalence rule and transonic flow theory
involvinq lift.
P0455 A73-36328
Modifications to helicopter active transmission
isolation system to provide method for measurinq
forces on rotary winq of CB-53 helicopter
rNASA-CR-112245] p0201 N73-1802II
Development of method for calculating spanvise
loadinq on helicopter rotor blades in forward
fliqht at various aziluth anqles
tABC-R/n-3318) : P0399 H73-25032
Boot aean square center of gravity 'accelerations
and undercarriage forces for taxiing KC-135
tanker aircraft
[CBANFIELD-AEBO-15) p0401 N73-25060
Numerical analysis of lift and lift distribution
on aircraft winq and trailing vortex flow behind
winq :
[AD-759262] p0405 H73-25089
Numerical methods for determining unsteady :. .;
aerodynamic forces on helicopter rotor blades to
show lift distribution as function of velocity
component normal to blades
fNASA-TT-F-15039] p0548 N73-28981
Analysis of loads imposed on nose gear retraction
system of T-34 aircraft to determine critical
mechanical adjustments
tAD-762729] p0550 N73-28994
FOBCE FIELDS
0 FIELD THEORY (PHYSICS)
FORCED CONVECTION
Mode of thickening of a low morning convective
layer in clear sky
P0188 A73-23036
FORCED OSCILLATION
0 FORCED VIBRATION
FORCED VIBRATION
Designing turbomachine blades for forced
vibrations under various excitation conditions
p0150 A73-20503
Prediction of aeroelastic instabilities in turbines
p0185 A73-22204
Calculating the fundamental oscillations in
turboengine blades with different types of
excitation.
p0511 A73-37778
Forced vibrations of a cylindrical shell in the
presence of gas pressure fluctuations
P0585 A73-43057
Study and calculation of the vibrations of a
rotating rotor with allowance for clearances in
the bearings
P0623 A73-43725
FORCED VIBRATOET MOTION EQUATIONS
U FOBCED VIBRATION '
FOHEBODIES
NT NOSES (FOBEBODIES)
FOBECASTI1G
NT HUHERICAL WEATHER FORECASTING
NT PEBFOHHANCE PBEDICTION
NT PBEDICTION ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
NT STATISTICAL HEATHER FOBECASTIN6
NT TECHNOLOGICAL FORECASTING
NT SBATHEB FORECASTING
Forecasts of military air traffic activity and
effect on air traffic control facilities for
1972 through 1983
p0112 N73-14014
Scenario forecasting of likely air passenger
trends to 1976 over North Atlantic routes
rBEPT-72-02326] p0303 N73-21918
Procedures for conducting air traffic forecasts
with emphasis on socio-economic and demographic
characteristics of population
P0658 N73-32879
FORECASTS
0 FORECASTING
FOREIGN BODIES
Contribution to the problem of suction of foreign
bodies into engine intakes
CDGLB PAPEB 72-107] p0659 173-11687
FOBEIGN POLICY
NT INTERNATIONAL COOPEBATION
NT INTEBNATIONAL RELATIONS
FORENSIC SCIENCES
U LAB (JURISPRUDENCE)
FOBEST FIRES
Some results of studies of the boundary
atmospheric layer and AN-2 aircraft flight
conditions in a forest fire area
P0289 A73-29192
FOBESTS
Skylab imagery of terrain surface moisture,
vegetation, and forestation in Colorado and Oregon
[E73-110011 p0615 H73-31306
A-258
SUBJECT INDEX PBEE JETS
POB6IB6
Potential titanium airfrane applications.
p0653 A73-10285
Hot-die focqinq /qatorizinq/ technique for Ti and
heat resistant allots let engine parts,
emphasizing material and cost savinqs
P0190 A73-23295
Incremental forqinq of parts with cross-ribs.
fSBE PAPER BF 73-1641 p0525 A73-38503
- Foreiqn process for developing spiral bevel qear
for CH-47 helicopter
[AD-747857] p0074 N73-12522
Effect of Al-Zn-Hq-Co alloy composition variations
on fracture strength and tensile properties
[RAE-TR-72173] . p0473 H73-26549
Rot forqinq of aluminum alloy structural parts
CAD-764618) p0648 N73-32384
FOBB PEBCEPTIOH
0 SPACE PEBCEPTIOB
FOBBING TBCHHIQDES
NT CASTING
NT COLD HOEKING
NT EXTRUDING
NT FOBGING
NT HOT DORKING
HI INVESTMENT CASTING
FOBTBAB
FOBTBAN computer program for annular airfoil
pressure distribution at subsonic speeds
fARC-CP-1217] P0065 N73-12004
FOBBABD SCATTEBING
Forward scatter chaff system for air-qround lonq
haul communications.
p0061 A73-15393
FOSSIL FUELS
NT CRDDE OIL
NT NATURAL GAS
FBACTOGRAPHY
Hacrofractoqraphic studies of fatiqae fractures in
aircraft enqine elements
p0574 A73-41593
FRACTDRE HECBANICS
Method of analysis and prediction for variable
amplitude fatigue crack growth.
p0108 A73-18482
Preliminary desiqn of aircraft structures to meet
structural inteqrity requirements.
fAIAA PAPER 73-3741 p0232 A73-25506
References on fatigue and fracture of aircraft
structures and materials to include instruments,
sonic fatique, and mechanical fasteners
[AD-748100] P0071 N73-12053
Fatique crack propagation of aluminum metal sheets
under fliqht simulation loads correspondinq to
qust spectrum
CNlE-HP-72010-01 p0087 N73-13926
Fatigue mechanics studies of fatique crack
propaqation in 2024 aluminum alloy panels
containinq transverse slits
fARL/SM-379] P0312 N73-22491
Desiqn criteria and analysis procedures to
minimize occurrence of malor structural failures
in airframes due to undetected damage
[AD-757870] p0388 N73-24074
Application of fracture prevention principles to
airframes to reduce catastrophic failure and
increase service life
fAD-764513] p0611 N73-30969
Application of reliability analysis to aircraft
structures subject to fatique crack qrowth and
periodic structural inspection
[AD-764775] p06«8 N73-32383
FBACTDHE RBSISTAHCB
D FBACTDRE STRENGTH
FBACTDHE STRENGTH
The desiqn and development of fracture resistant
structures.
P0057 A73-1U712
X2048, a hiqh strength, hiqh toughness alloy for
aircraft applications.
tAIAA PAPER 73-385] p0232 A73-25514
Rotors and turbine disks fracture resistance
optimization at high temperatures from plane
strain toughness criteria
P0299 A73-30679
The residual strength characteristics of stiffened
panels containinq fatique cracks.
P0435 A73-34888
Environmental effects on fracture resistant and
biaxial fatique desiqn of aircraft structures.
P0624 A73-43811
Fracture analysis of surface- and through-cracked
sheets and plates.
P0624 A73-43813
The effect of composition changes on the fracture
touqhness of an Al-Zn-Mq-Cu-fln forqinq alloy.
P0625 A73-44025
Effect of Al-Zn-Bq-Cn alloy cosposition variations
on fracture strenqth and tensile properties
[BAE-TR-72173] p0473 N73-26549
FHACTDBE TOOGBIESS
0 FHACTDRE STRENGTH
FBACTOBES (BATBBIALS)
Development of statistical prediction model for
determining probability of glass breakage caused
by sonic boom overpressures
tFAA-HD-73-79) P0480 S73-27018
FBAGBEHTATIOH
Approximate analysis of containment/deflection
ring responses to engine rotor fragment impact.
P0144 A73-19188
FBABES
NT AIRFRAMES
FBABCE
English, French, and Spanish vocabulary of
aircraft aeronautical terninoloqy
TDOC-88CO-VOL-1] p0123 N73-14996
FBADHHOFBR BE6IOB
0 FAR FIELDS
FBEDBOLB OPBBATOBS
0 OPERATORS (MATHEMATICS)
FREE ATMOSPHERE
Russian monograph on turbulence in free atmosphere
covering measurement and statistical techniques,
tropospheric and stratospheric disturbances,
wind pulsations, effects on aircraft fliqhts, etc
P0244 A73-27134
FBEE CONVECTION
Synoptic conditions of »ave formation above
convection streets.
P0058 A73-14826
FBEE FALL
Air-space analogies - The velocity limits in
aeronautics and astronautics
pOO<*9 A73-13765
Analysis of descent trajectories to determine
static and dynamic stability of free-fall stores
with freely spinning stabilizer devices
fAD-760677] p0478 N73-26999
FBEE FLIGHT
Diqital analysis of dynamic response data,
aerodynamic forces and stability derivatives, of
free fliqht models
TABC-R/H-3699] pC065 H73-12006
Heat transfer and surface pressure measurements at
supersonic speeds on conical delta wings with
sharp leadinq edges
rARC-CP-1212] p0111 N73-14008
Role of free-flight models in aircraft research
and development
p0171 H73-17002
Desiqn, development, and manufacture of natural
shape free fliqht balloon to include
requirements, documentation, testinq, and
inspection
fAD-753086] p02C6 N73-18055
Diagnostic techniques for measurement of
aerodynamic noise in free field and reverberant
environment of wind tunnels
rNASA-CR-114636] p06C2 H73-30669
FBEE FLIGHT TEST APPARATUS
Seromechanical measurements in free flight on
piloted aircraft
p0187 A73-22447
FBEE FLOW
Aircraft turbine engine exhaust emissions under
simulated high altitude, supersonic free-stream
flight conditions.
FAIAA PAPER 73-507] pC449 A73-35625
A theoretical and experimental study of sound
attenuation in an annular duct.
F.AIAA PAPER 73-1005] p0629 A73-44838
FBEE JETS
The ordered structure of free-jet turbulence and
its significance for the free-jet noise
fDGLR PAPER 72-075] p0660 A73-11701
i-259
FBEE BOLECULAB FLOi .SUBJECT IHDBX
Noise from free lets and airfoils in jets.
pOOUO 473-12969
Unsteady separated free let flow of an ideal fluid
past a winq
P0339 A73-31155
Comparison of results obtained with various
sensors used to measure fluctuating quantities
in lets.
tAIAA PAPER 73-101*31 P0631 A73-HII867
Acoustic feedback of subsonic and supersonic free
let iopinqinq on obstacle, e.q. blown flap or
ground, and noise reduction methods
f DGLR-PAPEB-72-8U] p0081 H73-13031
Oraq measurement of parallel flat plates and
perpendicular disks in supersonic free molecular
flow
fDLB-FB-73-17] P0597 H73-30248
FBEE BOLECOLAB FLOi
Oraq measurement of parallel flat plates and
perpendicular disks in supersonic free molecular
flow
fDLB-FB-73-17] p0597 N73-302H8
FBEE OSCILLATIONS
0 FBEE VIBBATION
FBEE STBEiB EFFECTS
D FBEE FLOH
FBEE STBEABS
0 FfiEE FLOW
FBEE VIBBATION
Stress analysis and dynamic investigation of
turbine blades from constrained torsion theory,
calculating free torsional vibration frequencies
P0657 A73-11621
Free three-dimensional vibration processinq of
qas-turbine enqine blades
P0661 A73-11723
Vibration and stability of nondiverqent elastic
systems.
p0581 A73-H2551
Natural, flexural and torsional vibration
frequencies and modes for helicopter tail rotor
blades
P0631 A73-45245
FBBEDOH FIGBTEE AIBCBAFT
D F-5 AIBCBAFT
FBBIGHT
D CABGO
FBEIGBT COSTS
Air freiqht handling equipment, techniques and
costs in carqo terminals, including forklifts,
pallets, containers, conveyor belts and
warehouse configurations
P0513 A73-37821
Analysis of economic factors involved in air cargo
operations and air carqo market development
P0658 N73-32881
Analysis of factors involved in developinq market
for air carqo services
P0658 N73-32882
Analysis of air freiqht rate problems to define
roles of Civil Aviation Board and domestic air
carriers
p0658 N73-32883
Besearch project to determine factors involved in
expansion of air freiqht traffic and prospects
for future expansion
PC658 N73-32884
FREIGHTERS
Freighter airships economical and technoloqical
feasibility study, discussinq performance
requirements and design concepts
fSAWE PAPER 9511 P0516 473-37879
FBEOH
Development of experimental turbine facilities for
testing scaled models in air or freon.
P0418 A73-34381
Shock wave attenuation in foam water mixtures
containing Freon and exposed to hydraulic impact
rAD-7HB3501 pQOSU N73-133T8
FBEQOEBCIES
NT BBOADBAND
NT C BAND
NT HIGH FREQUENCIES
NT INFBASOBIC FBEQOENCIES
NT LOB FREQDENCIES
NT BICEOHAV2 FREQDENCIES
NT BADIO FREQUENCIES
NT BESONANT FBEQDENCIES
NT DLTBAHIGH FREQDENCIES
NT VEBY HIGH FBEQOENCIES
HI VEBT LOU FBEQDENCIES
FBEQDENCI ASSIGHBEHT
Factors affecting the frequency chosen for
aircraft to satellite communications.
P0248 A73-27667
Satellite communication channels assignment to
ships and aircraft, considerinq automated
diqital callinq method for ship-to-shore
communication
P0248 A73-27670
Computer program for selection of radio
frequencies used in VOB, ILS, and Tacan/DHE air'
naviqation systems
tFAA-NA-73-4] • pO«09 N73-25700
Simulated environment interference tests on
adjacent channel signal receivers for frequency
assignments of instrument landing systems
rFAA-BD-73-1-VOL-1] pO«7« H73-26665
FBEQOENCI COHTBOL
Economic analysis of integrated time-freguency
system for aircraft
p0333 N73-23717
FREQUENCY CONVERSION
0 FBEQDENCI CONVEBTEES
FBEQDENCI CONVEBTEBS
NT FBEQDENCI SINTHESIZEBS
Use of cycloconverters and variable speed
alternators as engine starters.
P0657 A73-11511
AC starter generator featuring
variable-to-constant frequency conversion by
cycloconverters as switching device for use with
aircraft engines
P0632 A73-U515*
FBEQUENCT DISTRIBUTION
Effect of Reynolds number and freguency on
control-surface buzz at high subsonic speeds
noting control of flap oscillation by air jets
rARC-B/B-3702] P0066 N73-12007
Relative freguency of occurrence of different
normal accelerations at the center of gravity of
aircraft in turbulence
fABC-B/B-3714] : p0661 N73-32929
FREQUENCY BODUL4TION
Frequency modulated radar systems for range
finding, velocity measurement, and altimeters
P0«06 N73-25162
Statistical error analysis of freguency modulated
radio altimeter with phase readout
p0611 N73-31066
FREQOENCI RANGES
NT RADIO RANGE
FREQOENCY REGULATION .
0 FREQDENCI CONTROL
FBEQOENCI RESPONSE
Experimental investigation of the frequency
response of a planar rigid airfoil
pOC39 473-12915
Aircraft antiskid system technical history and
evolution, presenting freguency response of
three-way configuration
[SAE PAPEB 720868] . p0092 A73-16651
Digital pressure transducer based on vibrating
cylinder freguency response to pressure changes,
discussinq operational principles and applications
P0187 A73-22502
A frequency response approach to flying qualities
criteria and flight control system design.
CAHS PREPBINT 740] p0439 A73-35073
Specific problems of the dynamics of composite
systems
p0574 A73-IH603
Botor frequency response to shaft pitching and
rolling oscillations, and steady response and
freguency response data at high advance ratios
for hinqeless rotors
rNASA-CR-114519] p0068 N73-12032
Resonance tests of delta «ing aircraft model to
determine effect of stiffness changes of wing
spars on freguencies and modes of vibration
[ABC-B/M-3268] p0399 N73-25031
FBEQDENCI SCABBING
Freguency hopping principle for precision I band
DHE as complementary aid to microwave landing
system
p0355 A73-32190
FBEQDBHCT STABILITY
Investigation of new elements and equipment
A-260
SUBJECT IBDEI FDEL COBSDBPTION
configurations in stable-frequency,
alternating-current, electrical power supply
systems employing primary power plants
consisting of engines with varying rotational
speed
p02«2 A73-26785
FBEQOEHCY STiHDIBDS
Eussian book on design and operational principles
of monopulse and moving target radar, atomic
tine and fregnency measuring devices, radio
navigation and optical processing
p0567 A73-40510
FREQUENCY. SYBTHESIZEBS
Design of avionics digital frequency synthesizer
with four phase locked loops for aircraft
communication and navigational aids
fAD-759699) pO»07 N73-25238
FHEQOEBCI TEiHSliTIOH
0 FREQOEKCI COH7EBTEES
FBESHEL DIFFBACTIOH
An analysis of helicopter rotor modulation
interference.
P0347 A73-31731
FBETTIHG
Fretting fatigue in titanium helicopter components..
p0237 A73-25837
FBETTIHG COBBOSIOH
Fatigue strength of constructional materials and
components of GTD-type compressors under
conditions of fretting corrosion.
p0664 A73-12217
Ti alloy coating and surface treatment to prolong
fatigue life by eliminating fretting damage,
discussing design parameters selection,
screening and strength tests and performance
evaluation
p0237 A73-25838
PBICTION
NT AEBODYNAHIC DBAG
NT FBICTION DBAG
NT SKIN FBICTION
NT SLIDING FBICTION
NT VISCOUS DBAG
Effect of friction forces on fatigue breakdown of
bolted and riveted -(oints in airfranes
rAD-7614U6] p0541 N73-28539
FBICTION DBA6
NT AERODYNAMIC DBAG
BT VISCODS DBAG
Friction effect on lift of airfoil section with
slotted flap
tDlH-FB-73-0*] P0266 N73-21001
FBICTION MBASUBEBEBT
Mil-meter and diagonal braked vehicle measurements
of runway friction at ten airports
tPSC-107] p0672 N73-10281
FBICTION PBESSDBE DBOP
U SKIN FBICTION
FBICTION SEDUCTION
Performance tests of gas turbine engine mainshaft
roller bearings to determine stress and
lubrication parameters
fAD-760563] pO»87 N73-27426
FBOBTA1 ABEAS (HETBOBOLOGY)
U FBONTS (HETEOBOLOGY)
FBOBTS (MBTBOBOLOGY)
Mode of thickening of a low morning convective
layer in clear sky
p0188- A73-23036
FBOSI
Hind tunnel tests to determine effect of simulated
hoar frost on lift coefficient of three aircraft
wing configurations
fFFA-AU-902] p0667 N73-10001
FBOZEN SOILS
U PEHHAFBOST
FDEL CELLS
NT HYDBOGEN OXYGEN FUEL CELLS
FUEL COMBUSTION
TF-30-P1 engine mixed flow augnentor test for
combustion instability under operation with
abnormal fuel zone combination, comparing with
predicted pressure oscillations from model
fAIAA PAPEB 72-1206] p0047 A73-13489
The influence of fuel preparation and operating
conditions on flame radiation in a gas turbine
combustor.
PAPEB 72-»A/HT-26] p0062 A73-15828
Pollutants from methane fueled gas turbine
combustion.
[ASHE PAPEB 72-BA/GT-3] p0063 A73-15867
Characterization and suppression of aircraft aod
fuel fires.
f»SCI PAPEB 72-26] p0093 A73-16688
Gas temperature, carbon monoxide and nitric oxide
axial and radial distribution in J-33 combustor,
presenting combustion process model based on
measurements
fWSCI PAPEB 72-22] p0091 A73-16690
. Photochemical ignition and combustion enhancement
in high speed flows of fuel-air mixtures.
CAIAA PAPEB 73-2161 P0098 A73-16916
Effect of fuel composition on particulate
emissions from gas turbine engines.
pOIOS A73-17733
Measurement of nitric oxide formation within a
oultifueled turbine coibustor.
P0106 A73-1773U
Gas turbine engine exhaust pollutants consisting
of unburned hydrocarbons, nitric oxide, carbon
dioxide, nitrogen dioxide and carbon monoxide
P0219 A73-27934
Test data obtained with an experimental gas
turbine operated with kerosene combustion
products artificially contaminated by dust
P0298 A73-30650
Low emissions combustion for the regenerative gas
turbine. I - Theoretical and design
considerations.
TASBE PAPEB 73-GT-11] p0373 A73-33489
Supersonic combustion aid for liguid and gaseous
fuels.
pCH17 A73-3<H91
Mechanism of hydrocarbon formation in combustion
processes.
P0521 A73-38322
Effects of thermal and mass diffusivities on the
burning of fuel droplets.
CAICHE PBEPBINT 22] p0531 A73-39219
Experiments on the propagation of mixing and
combustion injecting hydrogen transversely into
hot supersonic streams.
P0583 A73-K2785
Burning rate studies of fuel air mixtures at high
pressures.
P0633 A73-U5162
Fuel combustion rate and turbulent diffusion
induced self ignition in pulsejet engine
combustion chamber from schlieren photography
and pressure distribution measurements
P0631 A73-45377
Flameout and ignition characteristics of jet
engine fuel flame in gas turbine with exhaust
diffuser
fAD-7119635] pt>121 N73-1U802
Effect on nitric oxide emissions of using premixed
prevaporized fuel/air in turbo-jet combustors
fBASA-TB-X-68220] PC280 N73-21862
Effect of fuel vapor concentrations on combustion
emissions and performance using experimental
turbojet combustor segment
[NiSA-TH-X-2800] P0395 N73-2U933
Comparison of military and civil jet engine fuel
specifications and test procedures for fuel
performance and guality control
P0476 N73-26972
Hydrogen content as measure of combustion
performance for hydrocarbon fuels
fAD-763097] p0555 N73-2980U
Incendiary vulnerability of dry bays adjacent to
jet fuel tanks under gunfire
CAD-764732] PC660 B73-32920
Electrified kerosene and gasoline aviation fuel
during passage through pipes and filters of fuel
tank reservoir
tAD-76«9«1] p0675 N73-337IK)
FUEL CONSUMPTION
Small turbine advanced gas generator for future
propulsion reguirements.
[SAB PAPEB 720831] P0091 173-16634
Volvo BBS turbofan engine for Vigqen fighter and
ground attack aircraft, emphasizing low fuel
consumption for long range cruise and high
thrust/weight ratio
P0100 A73-17099
Air transportation direct and indirect costs
analysis, considering cruising speed, flight
A-261
FDEL CONTAMINATION SUBJECT IIDBX
time, aircraft design and manufacture and fuel
expenses
P0286 A73-28950
German monograph on bypass turbolet propulsion
systems vith -|et mixing covering engine parts,
thrust characteristics and fuel consumption
P0298 i73-30671
Second generation supersonic transport, discussing
fuel costs, changing markets, travel patterns,
electronic displays and sound suppressor
development
fSAE PAPER 7303«9] P0431 A73-34697
Civil aviation environmental and economic aspects,
discussing noise and air pollution, fuel
consumption and airspace and ground space
utilization
P0157 A73-36685
Air transportation economic efficiency as function
of fuel consumption, cruising flight speed,
altitude range and load factor /payload/
P0519 A73-38118
Improvement of turbojet engine performance
analysis by plotting parameters of tvo shaft
turbolet engine operation
riD-7490581 P0087 N73-13789
Fuel consumption profiles of passenger and freight
transportation modes
fP-49351 P0337 N73-23962
Numerical analysis of minimum time climbing
procedure and minimum fuel climbing procedure
for typical subsonic aircraft
P0385 N73-24052
Use of energy in transportation and implications
for future
fP-5025] P0678 N73-33921
FUEL CONTAMINATION
Test data obtained vith an experimental gas
turbine operated vith kerosene combustion
products artificially contaminated by dust
P0298 A73-30650
FUEL CONTROL
A simplified fuel control approach for low cost
aircraft gas turbines.
pO<433 A73-3U725
T700 fuel and control system - A modern system
today for tomorrov's helicopters.
T A B S P R E P R I N T 7711 p01<H A73-35089
Computerized control system for fuel flov into and
out of fuel cells and aircraft gravity center
optimization during supersonic cruise and takeoff
P057C A73-K0939
VAK 191B.
PC577 A73-H1752
Closed loop fuel control techniques using
electronic circuitry to sense pressure
relationships at turbine engine compressor
discharge
rAD-7«7805] P0076 N73-12865
Performance tests of hydromechanical fuel control
system for J-85 engine
f N A S A - T N - D - 7 1 9 8 ] p0209 1173-18082
Variable-orifice hydraulic mechanism for aircraft
gas turbine engine fuel control
rNASA-CASE-L£H-11187-1] p022« H73-19793
Modifications of fuel control units in aircraft
gas turbine engines for reducing production costs
rHASA-TN-Z-68229] p031« N73-22729
FUEL COEBOSION
Gas-releasing additives to let fuels
P0570 A73-H1070
FUEL ECONOMY
0 FUEL CONSUMPTION
FUEL FLOS
Up-rating the fuel system flov capacity vith high
rotational speed.
P0363 A73-32922
FUEL INJECTION
Effects of fuel inflection method on gas turbine
conbustor emissions.
P0106 A73-17735
Burn-up of the high temperature products of
incomplete combustion in a supersonic flov by a
second infection of oxidizer
P0632 A73-B5076
Tests of high pressure combustor exhaust emissions
vith improved air-atomizing and conventional
pressure-atomizing fuel nozzle
fNASA-TN-D-71541 P0169 N73-16929
Gas turbine nozzle geometry of tvb phase flov fuel
injectors
fAD-75«051] P0264 N73-20831
FUEL OIIS
Large payload aircraft for Alaskan and Canadian
gas-oil transportation, examining alternative
pipeline economic factors and possible nev North
Canadian island fuel fields
P0368 A73-33183
Congressional hearings on causes and implications
of impending shortages of gasoline, heating oil,
diesel fuel, jet fuel, and electricity
P0678 N73-33928
FUEL PUHPS
Some causes for the appearance of the 'extraneous
noise' defect in transfer pumps of aircraft fuel
systems
p02*« A73-2709II
FDEL STSTEBS
NT AIRCBAFT FUEL SYSTEMS
The use of hydrogen for aircraft propulsion in
viev of the fuel crisis.
P04U9 A73-35B69
Development of forvard area refueling equipment
for servicing military helicopters
[AD-7<;62<19] p0683 N73-112U5
Chemistry of deposits and their precursors in let
turbine fuel systems
[AD-75IW59] p0263 N73-20816
Analysis of factors influencing technical
feasibility of operating aircraft on liquid
hydrogen fuel
[NASA-IB-X-68242] p0393 S73-2K777
Design and performance tests of solid state A-6
aircraft engine instruments
CAD-760351] pO«72 N73-26469
Interior ballistic properties of solid fuel ramjet
engines to determine regression rate if fuel as
function of chamber pressure, inlet air
temperature, and air flux rate
[AD-76I|<491] p0617 N73-31691
Application of fiber glass reinforced plastic
materials for ground handling of aviation fuels
and hazards of static electricity caused by
plastic materials
[AD-76U358] p0618 1173-31693
FDEL TASK PBBSSOBIZATION
VAK 191B.
P0577 A73-41752
Fuel tank vail response to hydraulic ram during
the shock phase.
P0586 A73-»311«
FDEL TANKS
NT RING TANKS
VAK 191B.
p0577 A73-11752
Nev developments in aircraft refuelling vehicles.
p0577 A73-»1861
Impact tests of jet transport wing leading edge
fuel tanks to evaluate effects of aborted
takeoff, abnormal landing, and bird strikes
[FAA-8A-72-211 p0679 N73-11017
Shock vave attenuation in foam vater mixtures
containing Freon and exposed to hydraulic impact
[AD-7U8350] p0084 N73-13318
Development of halogenated hydrocarbon materials
for use as fire and ignition suppressants for
aircraft fuel tanks subjected to incendiary
ammunition
IAD-755362] p0276 N73-21079
Feasibility of liquid nitrogen fuel tank inertinq
system on commercial aircraft to prevent fuel
tank explosions
CFS-lttO-72-1] p0305 N73-2193K
Development of fibrous flame arrestor materials to
provide explosion and fire protection for
aircraft fuel tanks
fAD-759193] pO»C5 N73-25090
FDEL TESTS
Book - ASTM manual for rating motor, diesel, and
aviation fuels.
P0108 A73-18K02
Vapor pressure of supersonic aircraft fuels
p01«7 A73-20011
Test data obtained vith an experimental gas
turbine operated vith kerosene combustion
products artificially contaminated by dust
P0298 A73-30650
1-262
SUBJECT IIDEX FUSELAGES
JFTOT - 1 new fuel ther»al stability test /A
summary of a Coordinating Research Conncil
activity/.
[SAB PAPER 730385] pO«33 A73-34722
Military and civil jet aircraft fuel
specifications, discussing additives types, test
procedures and quality control complexity
p043S A73-3<|8«8
Burning rate studies of fuel air miztures at high
pressures.
P0633 A73-45162
Comparison of combustion characteristics of ASTH
A-1, propane, and natural gas fuels in annular
turbo-jet combustor
tNASA-TN-D-7135] P0166 N73-16771
Comparison of military and civil jet engine fuel
specifications and test procedures for fuel
performance and quality control
P0476 N73-26972
FOEL-4IR BATIO
Photochemical ignition and combustion enhancement
in high speed flows of fuel-air mixtures.
[AISA PAPER 73-2161 p0098 A73-16946
Burning rate studies of fuel air mixtures at high
pressures.
p0633 A73-45162
Effect on nitric oxide emissions of using premized
prevaporized fuel/air in turbojet coobustors
[NASA-IB-X-68220] P0280 N73-21862
FUELING
0 EEPDELING
FUELS
HI AIRCRAFT FOELS
HI FOEL OI1S
NT GASOLINE
HI HYDBOCARBON FOELS
NT HYDROGEN FDELS
NT JET ENGINE FOELS
NT JP-» JET FOEL
NT JP-5 JET FOEL
NT SLORBY PROPELLANTS
FULL SCALE FATIGUE TESTS
0 FATIGOE TESTS
D FOLL SCALE TESTS
FDLL SCALE TESTS
Automated test stands for full scale aircraft
structure and engine parts fatigue tests, noting
equipment for programmed static and dynamic
loading
P0657 A73-11629
Full-scale fire tests on a simulated aircraft
carrier flight deck.
[fISCI PAPEB 72-31] • P0093 A73-16684
Engine noise reduction by fan blade tip speed
reduction and high lift coefficient operation,
presenting full scale test results
P0101 A73-17571
Aircraft noise reduction problems, noting trained
personnel and research laboratories shortage and
full scale tests requirements
EAIAA PAPER 73-51 P0102 &73-17601
Icing testing in the large Hodane wind-tunnel on
full-scale and reduced scale models of Concorde
aircraft
P0148 A73-20244
Buffeting pressures on a swept wing in transonic
flight - Comparison of model and full scale
measurements.
filAA PAPER 73-3111 P0234 A73-25542
Phenomenological approach to low-cycle fatigue
fracture of a typical aircraft full scale
component static test.
CAI1A PAPER 73-324] P0235 JL73-25S54
Experimental investigation and correlation of the
ground impact acceleration characteristics of a
full scale capsule and a 1/4 scale model
aircraft emergency crev escape capsule system.
[IIU PIPER 73-480) p03U3 A73-31W63
DC 10 airframe structure full scale fatigue tests
for crack initiation and growth, residual
strength and service life
tAI»» PAPER 73-8031 pOSOO A73-37U63
Noise comparisons from full-scale fan tests at
NASA Levis Research Center.
tAIAJ PAPER 73-1017] p0629 A73-44849
Low freguency noise generation within aircraft gas
turbine engine core portion, discussing sources
prediction, model and full scale engine tests,
and future technology
fAIAA PAPEB 73-1027] p0630 A73-4U858
A comparison of the overall and broadband noise
characteristics of full-scale and model
helicopter rotors.
P0634 A73-45264
Correlation between full scale fatigue test
failures and actual service failures for several
military aircraft
P0168 S73-16901
Wind tunnel stability tests to deteraine static
longitudinal and lateral characteristics of
full-scale model of light, single engine, high
wing aircraft
fNASA-TN-D-71B9] . p0402 N73-25068
Full scale hover test of 25-foot tilt rotor
fNASA-CR-1111626] p0403 N73-25070
FONCTION GENERATORS
Design of digital force function generator for
aircraft tire load testing.
P0060 A73-15064
FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS
NT BILBERT TRANSFORMATION
NT INTEGRAL EQOATIONS
NT INTEGRAL TRANSFORMATIONS
NT SINGOLAR INTEGRAL EQOATIONS
FONCTIONS (MATHEMATICS)
NT ASYMPTOTES
HT COSFOBBAL HAPPING
NT COORDINATE TRANSFORMATIONS
NT DISTRIBOTION FONCTIONS
NT HYPERBOLIC FONCTIONS
NT KERNEL FONCTIONS
NT PERIODIC FUNCTIONS
NT PROBABILITY DISTRIBOTION FONCTIONS
ST RATIONAL FUNCTIONS
NT-SPLINE FONCTIONS
NT TRANSFER FONCTIONS
NT UEIBOLL DENSITY FOMCTIONS
NT HEIGHTING FONCTIONS
FONGI
Susceptibility of synthetic engine and
transmission lubricants of OH-58 ft' helicopter to
microbal attack
[AD-762176] P05U2 N73-28604
FORLABLE ANTENNAS
Critical velocities of the steady notion of a
pliable thread in plane homogeneous flow
P0585 A73-43061
FUSELAGE BOONTING
0 AIRCRAFT PRODOCTION
FUSELAGES
Optimization and design of the rear fuselage of
the A 300 B aircraft structure.
P0192 A73-23799
Taylor series algorithms for computerized
structural design and reanalysis of modified
structures, applying to aircraft fuselage
midsection
CAIAA PAPER 73-338] p0232 A73-25478
Contribution to the theory of the finite element
method applied to the overall stress analysis of
a fuselage
P0243 A73-27084
Pressurized fuselage design studies for short haul
transport aircraft, discussing sandwich
structures and bonding technigues for Al and Ti
alloy construction materials
P0365 473-33069
Applications and concepts for the incorporation of
composites in large military transport aircraft.
P043K A73-34816
An investigation of the flow field and drag of
helicopter fuselage configurations.
[AHS PREPRINT 7001 P0437 A73-35051
Aircraft fuselage structure weight estiaatlon
method assuming bending, shear, torgue and
internal pressurization loading for
skin-stringer-Bhallow frane types
[SADE PAPER 981] p0516 A73-37887
A computer-aided design procedure to approximate
aircraft area curve shapes.
[SAVE PAPER 9821 P0516 A73-37888
Some results of fuselage calculations on.a digital
computer by the finite-element method
P0566 A73-40387
Computer program for shock and blast loading
characteristics high ezplosive projectile
detonation in aircraft
fAD-759002] P0413 N73-25972
A-263
FOSIOH iBLDING SOBJBCT IHDEX
Developnent of formula for determining ideal
weight of shell-type aircraft fuselages vith
bod? of revolution cross section
fBAE-LIB-TRANS-1688] P0464 H.73-26009
Buried engines in rear fuselage
P0603 H73-30750
aerodynamic fuselage rear part configurations for
aircraft stability optinization noting pressure
distribution and aerodynamic forces
fDLB-FB-72-25] p0605 N73-30931
FOSIOH iBLDIBG
NT BRAZING
HT ELECTRON BEAD iELDIHG
F»B ilBCBiPT
D F-4 AIRCRAFT
F8D AIRCBAFT
0 F-8 AIBC8AFT
G FOBCE
0 ACCELERATION (PHYSICS)
GA-5 AIRCRAFT
Wind tunnel tests to determine directional and
longitudinal stability of Javelin aircraft nodel
at transonic speeds
rARC-R/H-3403] P0397 N73-25012
GAGES
0 MEASUBING INSTBOBENTS
GALAIY AIRCBAFT
U C-5 AIRCRAFT
GAHE THEORY
Decomposition strategies for one on one aerial
dogfight game models vith reinforcement learning
fAIAA PAPER 73-233J p0099 A73-16958
Game theory mathematical model for optimal control
of glide modes in conflict situation
PC621 A73-43263
Differential game theory for optimal collision
avoidance between tvo aircraft moving in
horizontal plane
fNASA-CR-129988] P0119 N73-14701
GAS ANALYSIS
Instrumentation and measurement for determination
of emissions from jet engines in altitude test
cells.
fAIAA PAPER 72-1068] p0060 A73-14902
Pollutants from methane fueled gas turbine
combustion.
f A S H E PAPER 72-HA/GT-3] p0063 A73-15867
Analysis of gaseous emissions from J-85 engine at
various fael-air ratios, engine speeds, and
simulated altitude conditions
fNASA-TM-1-2726] p0181 N73-17921
Development of techniques for reducing exhaust
emissions from turbine engines
{ NASA-Tfl-x-68192] p0226 N73-19824
Development of sampling and analytical procedures
for gas turbine engine exhaust using aircraft
auxiliary power unit as emission source
fBM-BI-7735] P0227 N73-19947
Feasibility analysis of nonradiating flow in wind
tunnels using light scattering experiments
rBMBi-FBW-72-20) p0602 N73-30677
Application of gas analysis technigues to
determine combustion efficiency in turbine
engines and rocket engine combustion chambers
f AGAHD-AG-168] P0619 N73-31830
GAS BAGS
Design, development, and manufacture of natural
shape free flight balloon to include
reguirenents, documentation, testing, and
inspection
TAD-7530861 P0206 N73-18055
GAS BEABINGS
Hybrid fluid film and rolling element bearings for
long fatigue life and gas bearings for high
temperature operation in gas turbine applications
f S A E PAPER 720739] p0662 A73-12005
Experimental investigation of air bearings for gas
turbine engines.
TASLE PREPRINT 73AM-2B-1] pO«36 A73-34981
Condition of drift invariance of two-stage
gyroscope with arbitrary gas-lubricated main
bearings in active accelerations
PC223 N73-19635
Feasibility study of applying air lubricated
bearings to gas turbine engines for military
aircraft
tAD-757869] p0392 H73-24537
6AS COBPOSITION
Instrumentation and measurement for determination
of emissions from let engines in altitude test
cells.
[AIAA PAPEB 72-1068) p0060 A73-14902
GAS DEBSITI
A device for the on-line measurement of nitrogen
rotational temperature in low density flows.
P0578 A73-41995
Feasibility analysis of nonradiating flow in wind
tunnels using light scattering experiments
[BHBi-FBi-72-20] p0602 H73-30677
GAS DIBASICS
NT AEBODYNAHICS
NT AEBOTHEBHODYNAHICS
NT BABEFIED GAS DYNAHICS
NT BOTOB AEBODYNAHICS
Dpper atmosphere pollution and near surface
climate due to aerospace operations, discussing
dynamics and trace gas distribution
[AIAA PAPEH 73-492] p0376 A73-33536
Rumanian contributions regarding the application
of the Coanda effect
p0521 A73-38303
Development of algorithm for testing gas dynamic
design of axial flow compressors with multiple
stages
fAD-753519] p0214 N73-18809
Application of gas dynamics equations to determine
magnitude of pressure rise due to sonic boom in
stratified atmosphere
[NASA-TN-D-7105] p0252 N73-20010
Application of gas flow dynamics to theory of jet
engines and other gas devices
tAD-762307] p0541 N73-28196
GAS FLOi
NT AIB COBRENTS
NT AIB FLOi
NT CONTINDDH FLOi
NT FBEE HOLECDLAB FLOR
NT HERIDIONAL FLOi
NT HOLECOLAR FLOR
NT NONEQUILIBBIUH FLOi
NT SLIP FLOi
NT VERTICAL AIB CUBBENTS
Gas path analysis applied to turbine engine
condition monitoring.
fAIAA PAPEB 72-1082] p0044 A73-13105
Operation modes simulation of single stage gas
turbine at subcritical and supercritical gas
flow, noting scale model tests
p0099 A73-17C24
Discrete vortex scheme of a wing of finite span .
P0154 A73-21611
Supersonic gas flow past the leeward side of a
conical wing
p02«0 A73-26439
Interpretation of hot-wire anemometer readings in
a flow with velocity, pressure and temperature
fluctuations.
P0573 A73-41317
Universal equations for the laminar boundary layer
on a body of revolution in oblique flow
P0635 A73-45529
Flow field over pointed wedges in isoenergetic
flow of thermally and calorically perfect qases
with nonnniform incident supersonic flow, noting
attached shock formation
P0635 A73-45547
Mathematical models for gas surface interactions
and calculating aerodynamic coefficients for
simple geometric shapes and high flach number
flow past thin airfoils
[AD-752245] p0178 N73-17278
Calculation of gas flow in bypass compressor
[AD-756092] p0311 N73-22441
Kinetics of afterburning process following
injection of oxidizer into high temperature gas
flow
[AD-756098] p0336 H73-23951
Analysis of temperature and pressure parameters
associated with recirculated engine exhaust from
7/STOL aircraft engines exhausting normal to
ground
[NASA-TT-F-14912] p0391 N73-24323
Application of gas flow dynamics to theory of jet
engines and other gas devices
[AD-762307] p0541 N73-28196
A-264
SUBJECT IHDBX GAS TORBIBE ENGINES
Development of performance equations for
cryptosteady-flow energy separator over widest
ranqe of.operating conditions for turbojet engines
[AD-762030] - pOSIW H73-28747
Design and development of cryptosteady energy
separator for use with turbojet engines on
supersonic aircraft
[AD-762032] . p054« N73-28752
SIS GBNEBATOE EHGIHES
D GAS GEHBHATORS .
GAS GENERATORS
.Saall turbine advanced gas generator for future
propulsion regnirements.
[SAE PAPER 720831] p0091 A73-16634
Closed loop fuel control technigues using
electronic circuitry to sense pressure
relationships at turbine engine compressor
discharge
[AD-747805J ' . p0076 N73-12865
Preliminary aerodynamictand mechanical design of
selected gas generators and lift unit for V/STOL
aircraft - -
[NASA-CR-120972] p0217 N73-19020
Static tests of cylindrical ejectors using
afterburning turbojet gas generators
[NiSi-TM-X-52565] p0652 H73-32622
GIS INJECTION
A comparison of two prediction methods with
experiment for compressible turbulent boundary
layers with air injection.
P0665 A73-12505
Experimental data analysis for sonic injection of
hydrogen from backward facing step in parallel
direction to main supersonic stream
[NASA-TM-X-2828] p0619 S73-31828
GAS IOHIZATION
Structure of ionizing shock waves with radiative
energy loss.
P0580 A73-H2200
GAS JETS
Hot gaseous jet noise emission calculation for
dependence on turbulent flow characteristics
based on Lighthill theoryp using computer program
pOU60 A73-36997
Small-scale suppressor of the aerodynamic noise of
a subsonic gas jet
P0566 A73-tO«04
GAS LASERS
Laser extension measurements of visibility during
ice fog for aiding in SEV pilot system design
[AD-7501H] P0135 N73-15537
Hixinq process and performance effects of
continuous H2-F2 laser
CAD-763828] ' p0616 N73-31480
GIS LUBRICATED BEAEIHGS
U GAS BEARINGS
GAS BIITUBBS
Nitric oxide emissions from tube combustor burning
premixed gaseous propane-air mixture,
considering inlet conditions for equivalence
ratios
p04«9 A73-35468
Effect on nitric oxide emissions of using premixed
prevaporized fuel/air in turbojet combustors
fNASA-Id-X-68220] p0280 N73-21862
GAS TEMPERATURE
Gas temperature, carbon monoxide and nitric oxide
axial and radial distribution in J-33 combustor,
presenting combustion process model based on
measurements
f»SCI PAPER 72-22} ' p009» A73-16690
Emissions from and within an Allison J-33 combustor.
p0118 A73-20359
Dynamic gas temperature measurements in a gas
turbine transition duct exit.
[ASHE PAPES 73-GT-7] p0372 A73-33485
Use of edge-tone resonators as gas temperature
sensing devices.
p0578 A73-41991
A device for the on-line measurement of nitrogen
rotational temperature in low density flows.
P0578 A73-41995
Trends of design in gas turbine temperature
sensing equipment.
P0578 A73-<I20«3
Effect of the circumferential nonuniformity of a
temperature field in front of a turbine on the
vibrational stresses in the turbine blades
p062ft A73-43740
Turbine inlet qas temperature measurement by
ultrasonic impedance
[AD-7526021 P0180 N73-17822
GAS TURBINE EHGIHES
NT BBISTOL-SIDDELEI BS 53 ENGINE
HI BRISTOL-SIDDELEY VIPER ENGINE
NT CF-700 ENGINE
NT DUCTED FAN EHGINES
HT J-33 ENGINE
HI J-52 ENGINE
HT 0-57 ENGINE
NT J-65 ENGINE
NT J-75 ENGINE
HT J-85 ENGINE
NT JET ENGINES
NT PdLSEJET ENGINES
HT RAMJET ENGIHES
HT SUPERSONIC COMBUSTIOH RAHJET EHGINES
HT TF-30 ENGINE
NT TURBOFAN ENGIHES
HT TUEBOJET EHGIHES
NT TURBOPROP ENGINES
Investigation of the influence of technological
factors on the endurance of gas-turbine engine
rotor blades
p065I| A73-10477
Manganese additive effects on emissions from a
model gas turbine combustor.
P0651 A73-106KU
Free three-dimensional vibration processing of
gas-turbine engine blades
P0661 A73-11723
Low-cost fluid film bearings for gas turbine
engines.
[SAE PAPER 7207UO] P0662 A73-12006
Flexible rotor balancing of a high-speed gas
turbine engine.
[SiE PAPER 720741] P0663 A73-12007
Gas turbine engine hot part equivalent accelerated
tests duration determination by analytical
method based on Larson-Killer parametric
description of long term strength
P0663 A73-12216
Experimental verification of a digital computer
simulation method for predicting gas turbine
dynamic behaviour.
P0665 A73-126«7
Computer programs for air cooled qas turbine
engine design and performance prediction, noting
aerodynamic effect of turbine coolant
P0666 A73-128I18
Gas path analysis applied to turbine engine
condition monitoring.
[AISA PAPEB 72-1082] pOOII A73-13U05
Gas turbine engine exhaust emissions measurement
data scatter, investigating temperature and
humidity effects and emission variations in
tailpipe plane
CAIAA PAPER 72-1199] poote A73-13<187
Stoichiometric gas turbines - Development problems.
P0052 A73-14146
Supersonic compressor performance for gas turbine
engines, discussing cascade, single stage
compressor rigs and experimental engine test
results
P0053 A73-11152
Aircraft qas turbine mainshaft ball bearings
fatigue life estimation via failure distribution
tASME PAPER 72-LUB-10] p0054 A73-11328
Investigation of air stream from air-entry holes
of the high-intensity combustor-liner.
P0056 A73-1<t<Hl7
Metallic materials developments in aircraft
construction and gas turbine engine
applications, discussing superalloys, refractory
metals, composites and directionally solidified
alloys
P0058 A73-1II711
Gas turbine engine swirl-can combustor pollution
tests of nitrogen oxides, unburned hydrocarbons
and carbon monoxide levels for elevated
temperature performance
f A I A A PAPER 72-1201] p0060 A73-1I)921
The influence of fuel preparation and operating
conditions on flaae radiation in a gas turbine
combustor.
[ASME PAPER 72-HA/HT-26) p0062 A73-15828
A proposed method for calculating film-cooled wall
temperatures in qas turbine combustion chambers.
A-265
GAS TDBBIIE EHGIHES COHTD SUBJECT IHDBZ
[ASHE PAPER 72-SA/HT-24] p0062 A73-15830
Modelling of qas turbine combustors - ..
Considerations of combustion efficiency and ,
stability.
[ASHE PAPER 72-HA/GT-1] p0063 A73-15865
Pollutants from methane fueled qas turbine
combustion.
fASBE PAPEH 72-iA/GT-3]- p0063 A73-15867
Aircraft turbine enqine emissions and the • •
possibilities for control.
[ASHE PAPEH 72-BA/GT-41 ' p0063 A73-15868
Assessment of emission control technoloqy for .
turbine-enqine aircraft.
[ASHE PAPER 72-HA/GT-81 p0063 A73-15872
A method of early failure detection for qas
turbines. • . . '
P0089 A73-16186
Small turboshaft aircraft enqine historical
evolution and current state of art> discussinq
performance, cost, weiqht, reliability and
maintainability interrelationships
fSAE PAPEB 720830] P0091 A73-16626
Snail turbine advanced qas qenerator for future
propulsion requirements.
fSAE PAPER 7208311 p0091 A73-16634
Hiqh temperature qas turbine enqines rotor blades
coolinq, derivinq qeneralized dimensionless
relations for heat transfer data extension from
static tests to operational conditions
P0095 A73-16797
Effect of fuel composition on particulate •' •. • .
emissions from qas turbine enqines.
P0106 A73-17733
Measurement of nitric oxide formation within a
multifueled turbine combustor.
p0106 A73-1773.4
Effects of fuel injection method on qas turbine
combustor emissions.
P0106 A73-17735
Effect of operatinq variables on pollutant
emissions from aircraft turbine enqine combustors.
P0106 A73-17736
Control and reduction of aircraft turbine enqine
exhaust emissions.
P0106 673-17737
Development trends in desiqn methods for aircraft
enqine compressors. II - Centrifugal-flow
compressors
P0107 A73-17996
Electrochemical machining application to aircraft
qas turbine enqine components manufacture,.
discussinq removal rate, accuracy and surface
finish capability
fSflE PAPEB HE 72-5361 p0107 A73-18093
Lubricants thermophysical properties effects on
qas turbine enqine desiqn, considerinq thermal
stability, vapor pressure, autoiqnition, load
capacity and bearinq life ;
P0116 A73-19563
Turbulent intensity induced by wakes near
secondary air let inlet to qas turbine enqine
flame tube
P0146 A73-19625
Moving radioqraphy for photoqraphic recordinq and
display of transient or cyclic motion,
emphasizinq application to aircraft qas turbines
under dynamic conditions
P0150 A73-20451
Gas turbine enqine transient performance
presentation for diqital computer proqrams.
fSAE ARP 12571 p0152 A73-20696
Stress concentration and qroove desiqn as factors
in crack failure of low power single staqe qas
turbine rotor disk, usinq optical polarization
technique
P0183 A73-22166
Influence of a chanqe in the throughput of the
power turbine on the parameters of a dual-shaft
qas turbine enqine
P0191 A73-23599
Gas turbine enqine turbine blades service life
increase by cr and Al vacuum diffusion
metallization, presentinq full scale endurance
test results
P0198 A73-24965
A reappraisal of desiqn methods for inward flow
radial qas turbines.
P0240 A73-26370
Gas-torbine processes with interrupted expansion ,
and interrupted compression
P0240 173-26371
Turbine blades coolinq effectiveness for engines
gas temperature energy gain compensation
p0243 A73-27090
Influence of the turbine air coolinq system on the
characteristics of a turbojet enqine during
requlation of the latter
P024U A73-27091
Gas turbine enqine exhaust pollutants consisting
of unturned hydrocarbons, nitric oxide, carbon
dioxide, nitroqen dioxide and carbon monoxide
p0249 A73-27934
Nitric oxide formation in gas turbine combustors.
P0284 673-28805
Snperalloys processing technoloqy for aircraft qas
turbine applications,.discussing developments in
entectics and powder,metallurgy for increased
operatinq temperatures
p0285 473-28931
Protective coatinq systems for Navy aircraft
turbine enqines. .
[N4CE PAPER 113] p0290 A73-29313
Study of the effect of technical factors on the
fatique limit of the working blades of qas
turbine motors.
p0297 A73-30302
GTD-350 qas turbine enq'ine for Soviet Bi-2 twin
enqine helicopter, describing compressor,
combustion chamber, turbine, reduction gear,
exhaust, starting, lubrication, deicing and fuel
systems
P0298 A73-30450
Generalized mathematical model for qas turbine
dynamic behavior simulation based on one
dimensional flow theory with functional
integration for rotor speed time derivative
P0346 A73-31629
Standard indoor method of collection and
presentation of the bare turboshaft enqine noise
data for use in helicopter installations.
[SAE AHP 1279] p0364 A73-33020
Dynamic gas temperature measurements in a gas
turbine transition duct exit.
[ASHE PAPEH 73-GT-7] p0372 673-33485
Low emissions combustion for the regenerative gas
turbine. I - Theoretical and. design
considerations.
, fASHE PAPER 73-GT-11J p0373 673-33489
Low emissions combustion for the regenerative gas
turbine. II - Experimental techniques, results,
and assessment.
[ASHE PAPER 73-GT-12] p0373 673-33490
Effectiveness and heat transfer with full-coveraqe
film coolinq.
[ASHE PAPER 73-GT-18] p0373 673-33495
Remanufactnre of jet enqine compressor components.
[ASME PAPEB 73-GT-43] p0374 673-33504
lelding techniques for high strength superalloy
turbine blades and vanes repair, discussing
controlled preheating and cooling methods for
crack prevention
[ASHE PAPEB 73-GT-44] p037<t A73-33505
Effect of 'bulk1 heat transfers in aircraft gas
turbines on compressor surge marqins.
p0419 673-34382
Barket trends and technical progress in small gas
turbine engines for general aviation and
executive aircraft and helicopters
P0420 A73-34447
Parameters controlling nitric oxide emissions from
gas turbine combustors.
p0421 673-34474
Exhaust emissions analysis system for aircraft gas
turbine engines.
P0426 673-3*615
Boise reduction modifications in JT3D and JI8D gas
turbine engine by single stage fan replacements
[SAE PAPEB 730346] p0430 A73-34694
A simplified fuel control approach for low cost
aircraft gas turbines.
P0433 A73-34725
Experimental investigation of air bearings for gas
turbine enqines.
[ASLE PBEPHINT 73AH-2B-1] p0436 673-34981
Combustion noise prediction techniques for small
gas turbine engines.
1
 . . p0497 A73-37296
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High temperature cyclic oxidation resistance tests -
on Hi-,.Co- and Fe-base alloys for aircraft qas -
turbine engines
p0503 A73-37496
Blade synchronous rotation about pitch axis in
•single stage axial compressor at front of gas
turbine engine during fan rotation
p0532 A73-39663
Trimminq and checking aircraft gas-turbine engines
With the aid of the ratio of total pressure
behind the turbine to'total pressure in front of
the compressor'
- p0566 A73-40U03
Trends of design in gas turbine temperature
sensing equipment.
P0578 473-420*3
Stress concentration and groove design as factors
in crack failure of lov 'power' single stage gas
turbine rotor disk, using optical polarization
technique
P0579 A73-42114
Experimental investigation of a gas-liquid
thruster model with a ballasting-reinforced thrust
P0579 A73-42127
Utilization of semiartificial thermocouples in
gas-turbine enqine tests
P0621 A73-437U3
Determination of the temperature fields of turbine
disks and blades, using irradiated diamond
indicators
P0627 A73-1429II
Low freguency noise generation within aircraft gas
. turbine engine core portion, discussing sources
prediction, model and full scale enqine tests,
and future technology '
fAIAA PAPEE 73-1027] " • p0630 A73-U4858
Aircraft qas turbine enqines vith single crystal
blades to avoid conventional casting grain
boundary weakness and premature damage
P0633 A73-45155
Principal failures of'turbines during turbine
enqine operation
P0633 A73-U5196
Analysis of combustion liner vail temperatures
under steady-state and convective heat balance
conditions and comparison with experimental values
CUASA-TH-X-'2711 1 ' p01UO N73-15959
Design principles of gas turbine and piston
enqines for commercial aircraft
fAD-751510] p0167 H73-16783
Analysis of gas turbine engine requirements and
performance when main propulsion system
furnishes auxiliary power source
P0220 N73-19050
Variable-orifice hydraulic mechanism for aircraft
gas turbine engine fuel control
tNASA-CASE-LES-11187-1] p0224 1173-19793
Effect of ovality of radial thrust bearing balls
on axial vibration of rapidly rotating rotor of
engine
[AD-754615] - • P0260 H73-205H6
Effect of inlet-air humidity on formation \of
oxides of nitrogen from a gas turbine combustor
under various air inlet temperature conditions
fNASA-TH-X-68209] P0279 H73-21691
Vibration effects on self-acting and hydrodynamic
shaft seals in gas turbine enqines
rHASA-TH-X-682U] p0311 N73-22U30
Modifications of fuel control units in aircraft
qas turbine engines for reducinq production costs
f»ASa-TH-X-68229] p031» N73-22729
Information and guidance for type certification of
aircraft enqines as required by Federal Aviation
Administration
TFAA-AC-33-2A1 p031» H73-22730
Performance of aircraft qas turbine components in
hot corrosion environments
P0328 H73-23599
Chemical and mechanical properties of aircraft qas
turbine enqine components
P0328 N73-23600
High strength tungsten fiber reinforced oxidation
resistant niobium alloy composites for use in
gas turbine engines at 2000 f
iAD-757380] P0328 N73-23620
Development of method for estimating power output
of helicopter qas turbine engines operating at
full power
fAD-758«61] p033« H73-23811
Feasibility study of applying air lubricated
bearings to gas turbine engines for military
aircraft v
tAD-757869] \ P0392 N73-2K537
Design, fabrication, and test of electronic engine
control system for small turboshaft engines
CAD-758173] p039» N73-2H805
Airflow distribution control in gas turbine enqines
CHASA-CASE-LEI-11593-1) pO«11 N73-25816
Performance tests of gas turbine engine mainshaft
roller bearings to determine stress and
lubrication parameters
fAD-760563] pOU87 N73-27U26
Analysis of properties of fiber reinforced
materials with plastic and metallic matrix
composition and application to qas turbine enqines
P0488 N73-27U76
Application of reinforced composite materials for
construction of aeronautical qas turbine enqines
POU89 1173-271(90
Directional solidification of eutectic alloys and
application to turbine blades and gas turbine
engine components
pO«90 H73-2719<l
Design and evaluation of mini-Brayton
compressor-alternator-turbine system for
spacecraft power supplies
(NASA-CH-133810) p0599 N73-30H63
Swirl can, full-annulus combustion chambers for
high performance gas turbine engines
fHASA-CASE-LEW-11326-1) P0601 N73-30665
Analysis of factors affecting combustion
performance requirements of qas turbine enqines
and methods for improving gas turbine operation
p060« ,1173-30882
Fluidic to hydromechanical interface for
application to gas turbine engine control system .
[AD-764368] p0615 H73-31«29
Effect of inlet air humidity on exhaust; qas
emissions of nitrogen oxides in qas turbine
combustor
tHASA-TH-D-7396] p0651 N73-32822
6AS TOEB1HES
Method of calculation of the three-dimensional
turbulent boundary layer up to separation -
Application to a simple gas turbine case
fONESA, IP SO. 1111] . p0652 A73-10233
Device signaling unsteady modes of compressor
operation
p0658 A73-11635
Hybrid fluid film and rolling element bearings for
long fatigue life and gas bearings for high
temperature operation in gas turbine applications
fSAE PAPER 720739] p0662 A73-12005
Design study for long-lived compact 750 kH
industrial gas turbine, discussing optimal
aerodynamic proportioning and size determination
fOHERA, TP NO. 117U] p0666 A73-12791
Inlet sound power of axial compressors.
P0039 A73-12956
High pressure stage efficiency of the turbines of
modern turbojets
P0052 A73-1U137
Operation modes simulation of single stage gas
turbine at subcriticai and supercritical qas
flow, notinq scale model tests
P0099 A73-1702U
Investigation of the heat transfer between the qas
and casing in the area of the apertures between
the nozzle diaphraqm blades and quide vanes of
turbines
P0117 A73-20086
Aerodynamic experimental investiqation of annular
cascade of qas turbine nozzle blade in subsonic
and supersonic flow.
PC152 AT3-20939
Gas turbine combustor optimization dependence on
combustion lenqth and efficiency, cutoff
pressure fall, wall coolinq and pollution
P0185 A73-22213
Computer calculation of the characteristics of
multistage qas turbines
P0187 A73-22567
Thermal stresses in cooled qas turbine blade foils
and roots with allowance for thermoelastic effects
P0187 A73-22568
Advances in directional solidification spur usaqe
in turbine airfoil shapes.
P0190 A73-23293
A-267
61S-LIQDID INTERACTIONS SOBJECT IHDEI
Effects of prevaporized fuel on exhaust emissions
of an experimental qas turbine conbustor.
P0240 A73-26424
i modern mechanical laboratory for the support of
aircraft engine design
P0246 A73-27385
Gas flow properties in curvilinear turbine ducts,
considering pressure gradient, outer flow shear
and Coriolis force on boundary layer
P0298 A73-30649
Test data obtained with an experimental gas
turbine operated vith kerosene coibustion
products artificially contaminated by dust
P0298 A73-30650
A method for complex design of axial-flow
conpressor stages at the Bean streamline
P0348 A73-32203
Reduction of nitrogen oxide emissions from a gas
turbine by fuel modifications.
fASME PAPER 73-GT-51 p0372 A73-33483
The use of a finite difference technique to
predict cascade, stator, and rotor deviation
angles and optimum angles of attack.
fASBE PAPER 73-GT-10J P0373 A73-33488
Transient analysis of ceramic vanes for heavy duty
gas turbines.
fASHE PAPER 73-61-461 p0374 A73-33507
Gas turbine vibration limits - A fundamental viev.
fASME PAPER 73-GT-48] p0374 A73-33509
Conference on Heat and Fluid Flow in Steam and Gas
Turbine Plant, University of Harwich, Coventry,
England, April 3-5, 1973,' Proceedings.
P0418 A73-34376
Air/water mist spray coolant for high gas
temperature and pressure environment at gas
turbine inlet
P0419 A73-34388
Book - Gas turbine theory /2nd edition/.
P0421 A73-34471
Design for teaching aerospace engineering at Texas
' A S M University.
fAIAA PAPER 73-786] p0499 A73-37456
Thermodynamics of an air-cooled gas-turbine stage
P0623 A73-43733
Aircraft gas turbine engines in electric and
transport power plants
riD-745832] P0672 H73-10055
Design, development, and evaluation of turbine for
small, low-cost turbofan engine
rNASA-TH-Jt-681571 p0686 N73-11803
Closed loop fuel control technigues using
electronic circuitry to sense pressure
relationships at turbine engine compressor
discharge
rAD-747805] P0076 N73-12865
Secondary flow phenomena and associated losses in
high-deflection turbine rotor cascade
fAD-7501831 P0118 N73-14300
Exhaust nozzle for reducing noise in gas turbines
by mixing low velocity air with high ;velocity
engine exhaust
rNAS&-CASE-LE»-11569-1l p0120 N73-14792
Performance tests of single stage fan-compressor
to evaluate shock-in-rotor blading for let
engine applications reguiring high aerodynamic
performance and stability
' fNASA-CR-120991] P0120 H73-14795
Flameout and ignition characteristics of let
engine fuel flame in gas turbine with exhaust
diffuser
f A D - 7 4 9 6 3 5 1 P0121 N73-14802
Coolina efficiency of air discharge on nozzle
blades with deflectors
fAD-7496541 ?°121 "73-14803
Development and operation of test facility for
high temperature gas turbine experiments
fHAL-TR-2321 P0133 N73-15269
Cold air experiment in two-dimensional cascade to
determine aerodynamic performance of turbine
stator blade with suction-surface cooling
r t iASA-TM-X-26851 P0139 N73-15818
Development and application of procedures for
determining service life of gas turbine engines
and components
rHiSA-T»-X-266U1 p0140 N73-15925
Performance tests to determine effects of
increased rotor blade loading on gas turbine
operation by reduction of rotor blade inlet
diameter
fNASA-TH-X-2730] p0176 H73-17039
Development of sampling and analytical procedures
for gas turbine engine exhaust using aircraft
auxiliary power unit as emission source
[BM-RI-7735] p0227'N73-19947
Design and performance of advanced auxiliary power
system for fighter aircraft " '
fAD-7549031 ' p0255 N73-20049
Chemistry of deposits and their precursors in jet
turbine fuel systems .
fAD-754459] p0263 H73-20816
Gas turbine nozzle geometry of two phase 'flow fuel
injectors
tAD-754051] p0264 H73-20831
Ultrasonic mass flowmeter for 'fuel flow in gas
turbine engines
[AD-758462] " p0327 N73-23547
Calculation of aerodynamic forces of bending and
torsional vibration on installed vibrating
cascade blades
fAHC-S/M-3254] p0383 N73-24015
Research projects in theoretical and practical
aerodynamics — yol. 2
p0398 H73-25020
Experimental determination of erosion rebound
characteristics of high speed particles
impacting stationary target for application to
gas turbine engines operating in dusty environment
[AD-760578] p0491 H73-27711
Adiabatic film effectiveness and heat transfer
measurements with injection of coolant air
through holes in flat plate into moving mainstream
[AD-762527) p0556 H73-29814
Designing axial compressor airfoils with camber
lines of arbitrary shape"
[AD-765165J p0653 N73-32636
Emission abatement in aircraft gas turbine
combustor with low mass emissions
[AD-764987J p0654 N73-32638
Turbojet and turbine engine performance
'optimization by configuration variations, and
auxiliary turbine engine converter problem •
fDLB-BITT-73-05] p0676 N73-33755
GAS-LIQUID IHTEEACTIOBS
HI AIR WATEB INTERACTIONS
GASEOUS CATITATIOH
U CAVITATION FLOW .
U GAS FLOK ' :
GASEOUS DIFFUSION
Atmospheric dispersion of aircraft exhaust.
[AIAA PAPER 73-1001 p0096 A73-16860
Development of invariant models of diffusion and
chemical reactions in turbulent flow systems
(NASA-CR-2295] • p0595 N73-30106
GASES
NT AIR
NT CARBON DIOXIDE
NT CARBON MONOXIDE
NT COMPRESSED GAS
NT EXHAUST GASES
NT GAS MIXTURES
NT HIGH TEMPERATURE GASES
NT HYDROGEN '- -
HT IDEAL GAS
NT LIQUID HYDROGEN ' •
NT LIQUID NITBOGEB
NT LIQUID OXYGEN
NT NATURAL GAS
HT NITROGEN ; ' '
NT OXYGEN
NT BABEFIED GASES •' •' '
NT REAL GASES
Abradable buffered labyrinth seal for control of
gas path leakage in tip-turbine driven lift fan
fNASA-CR-121131J • p0164 N73-16524
GASOLINE
Vaporization rates of liquid injected into high
temperature, supersonic gas flow using aviation
gasoline injected by Laval nozzle into air stream
fAD-747456] ' ' p0072 N73-12317
Alternate fuels to reduce aircraft exhaust
pollutants
[AD-755151] p0263 N73-20815
Electrified kerosene and gasoline aviation fuel
during passage through pipes and filters of fuel
tank reservoir
[AD-764941] P0675 N73-33740
Congressional hearings on causes and implications
of impending shortages of gasoline, heating oil.
A-268
SUBJECT INDEX GBIEBAl AVIATION AIBCBAFT
diesel fuel, jet fuel, and electricity
p0678 H73-33928
GAUSSIAN BOISE
D BANDOB NOISE
SC-130 ilHCBiFT
D C-130 AIBCB4FT
6BAH TEETH
Helicopter transmission research.
p0577 473-11750
GB4BS
Geared fan engine systems - Their advantages and
potential reliability.
(Alii PAPEB 72-11731 p0046 473-13169
Beliability analysis of helicopter mechanical
transmission components and reduction gearboxes
P0241 473-26596
Ground based OH-1 helicopter sonic analyzer for
evaluation of effectiveness of using sonic data
to diagnose mechanical condition of aray
helicopter power train components
[AD-745089] P0669 S73-10026
GBIGBR COUNTESS
Failure analysis of Geiger counters used in
nucleonic oil gauging system of USAF aircraft
[AD-746267] p0674 H73-10485
GEIGBB-HDELLEB TDBES
0 GEIGEB COUNTERS
GENEBAL AVIATIOB AIBCBAFT
NT BEECHCBAFT 18 AIRCRAFT
NT CESSNA 172 AIHCBAFT
NT YAK 40 AIBCRAFT
In-flight structural failures involving general
aviation aircraft.
p0665 A73-12566
Private business aircraft economic aspects,
discussing costs vs time savings and indirect
advantages
pOOSI 473-13997
Business aircraft operational costs, considering
maintenance, repair and depreciation
P0107 473-17998
General aviation requirements within National
Aviation System, discussing basic services,
facilities, federal spending and B and D
p0245 A73-27361
Conference on General Aviation-Business Flying,
University of Tennessee, Tullahoma, Tenn.,
August 17-19, 1972, Proceedings.
p0291 A73-29344
General aviation aircraft technology developments
based on military and transport aircraft design,
considering cost, complexity and reliability
P0291 A73-29348
Hnltibladed shrouded fan /Q-fan/ vith rotary or
piston engines as propulsion system for
light/medium business aircraft, noting noise and
drag reduction
P0296 473-29996
The lowering of minima of third-level and business
aircraft
P0354 473-32176
Status of international noise certification
standards for business aircraft.
[SAE PAPER 730286] p0427 473-34651
New low-pressure-ratio fans for quiet business
aircraft propulsion.
[SAE PAPEB 730288] p0427 A73-34653
FAA General Aviation Crashworthiness Program.
fSAE PAPEB 730293] p0427 473-34657
Electric trim systems - Design and certification
considerations under F4B 23.677 /C4B 3.337-2A
[SAE P4PEB 730299] p0427 473-34662
Control-configured general aviation aircraft.
TSAE PAPEB 730303] pO«28 473-34664
Stepped aluminum extrusions - Designing for
business aircraft.
[SAB PAPER 730308] p0428 473-34668
Turbo and jet powered general aviation
aircraft-borne weathervision memory radar system
with digital processing technique to eliminate
direct view storage tube
fSJB PAPEfi 730316] p0428 473-34674
N4S4 in general aviation research: Past - present
- future.
[SAE PAPEB 730317] p0429 473-34675
Stall/spin studies relating to light
general-aviation aircraft.
[SAB PAPEB 730320] p0429 473-34.678
Application of advanced control system and display
technology to general aviation.
(S4E P4PEB 730321] p0429 A73-34679
The development of reciprocating engine
installation data for general aviation aircraft.
[SAE PAPER 730325] p0429 A73-34681
Feasibility and optimization of variable-geometry
wing for jet amphibian business aircraft.
[SAE P4PEB 730330] p0429 A73-34683
Development of a low-cost flight director system
for general aviation.
[SAE PAPER 730331] P0429 A73-34684
Computer aided parametric analysis for general
aviation aircraft.
[SAE PAPER 730332] p0429 A73-34685
General aviation aircraft stall/spin prevention
device for limiting tail power near wing stall
angle of attack
[SAE PAPER 730333] P0430 473-34686
Civil and military aircraft
P0457 A73-36689
Trends in avionics simplification for light
utility aircraft.
P0511 A73-37801
An approach to the synthesis of separate surface
automatic flight control systems.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-834] P0527 473-38777
Annual Corporate Aircraft Safety Seminar, 18th,
Arlington. Va,, April 1-3, 1973, Proceedings.
P053P 473-39210
Electric powered commercial jet aircraft emergency
power supplies, discussing attitude gyros, Ni-Cd
batteries, voltmeters, eguipment running times,
'static inverters and transmitters
P0530 A73-39213
Corporate aircraft design and operational
problems, including supercritical wing and
wasp-waist body design, airport private/airline
interfaces, noise criteria, flight simulation
and ATC
P0530 473-39218
Corporate aircraft accident analysis to reduce
accident rate, examining seasonal and diurnal
statistics, aircraft types, runway conditions,
crew factors and maintenance defects
P0530 A73-39219
Estimation of general aviation air traffic.
[ASCE PREPRINT 2041] p0583 A73-42866
Compilation of accident'reports involving
corporate executive aircraft during 1970
[PB-210247] p0671 N73-10040
Aircraft accident and incident reports for general
aviation during 1970
[NTSB-BA-72-5] , p0079 N73-13C15
Analysis of US general aviation accidents caused
by stalls and spins for period 1967 to 1969
[NTSB-AAS-72-8] P0112 1173-14018
Investigation of aircraft accidents involving US
general aviation turbine powered aircraft for 1970
[NTSB-ABB-72-6] P0112 N73-14019
Compilation of selected aircraft accident reports
for US Civil Aviation operations during calendar
year 1970 - Issue 5
[PB-211158] p0117 1173-14047
Bibliography of aircraft accident reports for US
civil aviation operations during calendar year
1971
rNTSB-B4-72-6] p0159 H73-16001
Bibliography of aircraft accident reports for US
civil aviation operations during calendar year
1971
[NTSB-B4-72-7] p0159 N73-16002
Aircraft accident involving Beechcraft Queen Air
aircraft on takeoff from Albuquerque, New Hexico
airport on 19 Bay, 1972
[NTSB-AAB-72-32] p0159 N73-16003
Aircraft accident involving Beechcraft 18 aircraft
on air taxi flight from Cleveland, Ohio airport
on 22 June, 1972
[NTSB-44B-72-33] p0160 N73-16006
Desiqn of simple to fly, constant attitude light
general purpose aircraft
[N4S4-CB-2208] p02C3 S73-18037
Analysis of special problems and issues involved
in the long range of aviation with emphasis on
noise pollution created by aircraft operations -
Vol. 2[PB-215804] p0215 N73-18984
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GENERAL DTiAHICS AIRCRAFT SUBJECT IHDBI
Statistical analysis of engine failuce/ialfonction
accidents for OS fixedving aircraft of general
aviation category during 1965 to 1969
fHTSB-AAS-72-101 - p0217 N73-19015
Analysis of general aviation activities in Germany
and recommendations for flight control
procedures to reduce aircraft accident hazards
P0223 S73-19626
Requirements for air traffic control in German air
operations and recommendations for improved air
traffic control procedures
P0223 N73-19628
Statistical analysis of aircraft accidents
occurring in US civil aviation during calendar
year 1971
fNTSB-BA-73-11 P0253 S73-20015
Noise level surveys of seventeen general aviation
aircraft including let and propeller driven types
fFAA-EQ-73-11 pC274 N73-21063
Measurement and analysis of aircraft noise
generated by general aviation aircraft during
level flyovers
CTR-S-212] p0276 1173-21081
Aircraft accident involving crash of Turbo
Commander aircraft following takeoff and
climbout from Greater Pittsburgh Airport,
Pennsylvania on 14 Aug. 1972
fNTSB-AAR-73-51 p0305 N73-21936
Aircraft accident reports of OS civil aviation
accidents occurring during calendar year 1972
fNTSB-BA-73-21 p0387 N73-24061
GENERAL DIBASICS AIBCHAFT
NT C-131 AIRCRAFT
NT CL-84 AIRCRAFT
NT CONVAIR 880 AIRCRAFT
NT CV-310 AIRCRAFT
NT CV-990 AIRCRAFT
NT F-102 AIRCRAFT
NT F-106 AIRCRAFT
NT F-111 AIRCRAFT
GENERAL DYNAMICS HILITAEY AIHCBAFT
0 MILITARY AIRCRAFT
GENERATORS
Design of circular symbol and video inset
generator for television display devices
fiD-7576211 p0324 N73-23246
GEODESY
Application of ultrastable oscillators to aerospace
rONERA, TP NO. 11111 p0652 A73-10235
Calibration and evaluation of Skylab altimetry for
geodetic determination of geoid
TE73-110131 p0615 N73-31318
GEODETIC COOBDIBATES
Computation of geodetic coordinates of aircraft
from tvo measured distances and height above
earth surface
fAD-7575411 p0393 H73-21658
GEOGRAPHY
Russian book on aircraft natural-climatic
environmental factors covering geographic region
adverse effects on design, performance and
maintenance
P0186 A73-22319
GEOIDS
Calibration and evaluation of Skylab altimetry for
geodetic determination of qeoid
rE73-110131 P0615 H73-31318
GBOHAGHBTIC I7PXCTS
U MAGNETIC EFFECTS
GEOMETRY
NT CHORDS (GEOMETRY)
NT CIRCLES (GEOMETRY)
NT CURVATURE
NT FLOW GEOMETRY
NT NOZZLE GEOMETRY
NT TRIANGLES
NT VECTOR ANALYSIS
NT VORTICITY
Prediction analysis method to determine influence
of geometry parameters on aerodynamic :
characteristics of body-wing configuration
fDLR-FB-72-631 p0129 N73-15C50
GEOPOTEHTIAL
The permissible scale of spatial averaging of
geopotential values in the stratosphere when the
impact of Hind on the flight of a supersonic
aircraft is taken into account
POK25 A73-3«5«6
GEOSTATIOHABY SATELLITES
U SYNCHRONOUS SATELLITES
6EOSTBOPHIC BIND
Surface vind-geostrophic wind relationship at
Salisbury Plain, England, deducing geostrophic
drag coefficients for open sea
P0574 A73-U1571
6ERDIEB ARC HEATERS
U HEATING EQUIPMENT
GEHHABT
Regional airport planning in Germany, noting
infrastructural, economic, safety, and noise
problems
[DGLS-PAPER-72-033] p013« N73-15280
Infrastructural role of airports in Germany and
planning for future traffic increase "•
[DGLR-PAPER-72-03»l p013a N73-15281
Organization and research projects for 1971
P0228 N73-19988
History of German aeronautical development during
the first-half of the century
p026» N73-20956
Technical and scientific contributions of German
aeronautical societies to aerospace sciences
p026tt N73-20957
Gernan cooperation with AGARD research in
aerospace sciences
p026» N73-20958
German cooperation in international aeronautical
research
p026» N73-20959
History and organization of German Society for
Aerospace Research
p026» N73-20961
Annual report of German aerospace research
institute, 1972
p0277 N73-21259
GETOI AIHCBAFT
Air cushion landing systems; Proceedings of the
First Conference, Miami Beach, Fla., December
12-11, 1972.
p0504 A73-37676
Air cushion landing systems application to > ,
tactical airlift aircraft for personnel, and
equipment delivery to dispersed sites under
diverse climatic, terrain and combat conditions
pOSOl A73-37678
Air cushion landing systems for STOL transport
aircraft, investigating structural and power
requirements, ground and in-flight handling,
mission capability, operational life, weight and
cost
pOSOt A73-37682
Air cushion landing system applications and
operational considerations.
P0505 A73-37681
On the cost benefits of air cushion landing gear
to civil aviation.
P0505 A73-37685
Ground and flight testing of air cushion landing
system /ACLS/ equipped CC-115 Buffalo aircraft
for performance and stability/control
characteristics
P0506 A73-37691
Surface effect take-off and landing system for
high performance aircraft.
P0506 A73-37695
A uulticell air cushion system for landing gear
application.
P0507 A73-37700
The potential influence of the ACLS on the.
development of logistical cargo aircraft.
P0507 A73-37701
Theory and experiments for air cushion landing
system - A ground jet concept.
P0507 A73-3770K
A digital computer flight simulation of an ACLS
vehicle.
P0507 A73-37705
Sinulation of the ACLS during landing roll.
P0507 A73-37706
Ground loads analysis for air cushion landing
system /ACLS/ eguipped aircraft during landing
and taxiing, predicting peak trunk pressures via
energy considerations
P0507 A73-37707
GIBBALLESS IHBBTIAL NAVIGATION
Computerized inertialess guidance system for
aircraft flight control
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SDBJ8CT IHDEI GLIDE PATHS
P0335 873-23895
GIBBALS
Gimbaled electrostatic gyro inertial aircraft
navigation system /GEANS/ designs balancing /
performance against cost of ownership
p0366 A73-33086
Error reduction in two-global, airborne search
radar system
fAD-760551] p0484 H73-27131
Elastic deformation of global suspension on
gyroscope nutation, moments acting on spherical
rotor in magnetic suspension, and
differentiating linear accelerometer
CJPBS-59740] p0598 N73-30420
GL4HDS (SEALS)
Evaluation of polyimide second stage rod seals at
high temperatures to determine suitability for
application to aircraft systems
CHASA-CB-1211241 . p0178 N73-17592
GLASS
NT GLASS FIBEBS
Adhesive metal/glass laminate bonding, discussing
materials, tests and interlaminar strength effects
P0194 A73-24092
Analysis of sonic boom data recorded on strain
gages mounted on windows to record overpressures
and relation to window size
rFAA-RD-72-114] P0068 N73-12030
Development of statistical prediction model for
determining probability of glass breakage caused
by sonic boom overpressures
CFAA-BD-73-79] pC480 H73-27C18
Development of organic glass and plastic materials
with improved mechanical and physical properties
for use with aircraft canopies and protective
coatings
FAD-763263] p0593 H73-30039
Equipment for removing silver crazing on aircraft
glass
rAD-764972] p0673 H73-33510
GLASS FIBEB BEISPOECED PLASTICS
Response of glass-fiber-reinforced epozy specimens
to high rates of tensile loading.
P0622 A73-43385
Low-pressure prepregs as structural material for
light-construction designs
P0631 A73-44887
GLASS FIBERS
Physicomechanical properties of a structural
cold-hardened fiberglass-reinforced plastic
p0660 A73-11719
Attempts at using fiberglass cloth as skin for
aircraft
P0664 A73-12450
The application of adhesive bonded structures and
composite materials on advanced turbofan engines.
POOS2 A73-14134
Fiberglass reinforced composite material
application to light weight ballistic damage
tolerant military helicopter flight control
components previously vulnerable to Email arms
fire
pOOSS A73-14722
Bright future forecast for composites in aerospace.
P0089 A73-16185
Fiberglass-reinforced plastics for glider laminate
winq spars, describing elastic properties and
strength characteristics
P0296 A73-30241
Glass fabric structures, properties and designs of
reinforced polyester and epozy laminates for
aerospace applications
P036S 173-33064
Aircraft structural applications of filamentary
composites, discussing fiberglass, boron-epoxy
and graphite-expoxy composites
p0434 A73-34814
Low cost manufacturing methods for highly reliable
ballistic-tolerant composite helicopter flight
control components*
[AHS PREPRINT 754] pOU40 A73-35082
Performance, structural reliability and fatigue
life of glass fiber-epoxy twin beam helicopter
rotor blades
fAHS PHEPBINT 782] P0442 A73-35095
Fabrication of helicopter rotary wings from
composite materials of stainless steel liner
overwrapped with fiberglass
tHASA-Cfi-112191] p0068 N73-12031
Fabrication of L-1011 aircraft panels to compare
costs and service performance characteristics of
PED-49 and fiberglass
fNASA-CB-112250] P0253 N73-20C18
.Application of glass composites, all carbon
composites, and PBD-09 organic fiber material
for airfraae and spacecraft construction
p0188 H73-27U82
Application of glass reinforced and carbon
reinforced composite materials for helicopter
structures-and rotary wings
pO«89 073-27483
Construction of glider aircraft using glass fiber
and carbon fiber reinforced plastic composite
materials for weight reduction and increased
strength
POU8S N73-27486
Application of reinforced fiberglass thermoplastic
materials for construction of military aircraft
structures
[AD-763470] p0593 N73-30044
Application of fiber glass reinforced plastic
materials for ground handling of aviation fuels
and hazards of static electricity caused by
plastic materials
[AD-764358] p0618 N73-31693
GLAOEBT COEFFICIENT
D AERODYNAMIC FOBCES
0 BACH NUHBEB
GLIDE ANGLES
0 GLIDE PATHS
GLIDE LANDINGS
ILS technology assessment, considering landing
glide path determination, interference due to
multipath propagation and ground effects, and
operating freguency range problem
P0571 A73-11075
GLIDE PATHS
Comparison of conventional flight control systems
with a modern integrated flight control system
P0192 A73-23762
Display system for monitoring automatically
controlled STOL landing glide paths, discussing
computer controlled simulation
p0232 A73-25440
Evaluation of glide paths for landing a VTOL
airplane using linear regulator theory.
P024U m-27154
Curved landing approaches under visual and
instrument flight conditions, investigating
steep glide slope display configurations and
flight control modes
P0285 A73-28901
Nonimage glidepath antenna design for ILS system
within international civil aviation convention
specifications
p0352 A73-32463
Possibilities for improving conventional ILS systems
p0421 A73-34479
Game theory mathematical model for optimal control
of glide modes in conflict situation
P0621 A73-43263
Aircraft glide path stability under speed constraint
CABC-B/H-3705] p0066 N73-12008
Design and development of microwave landing system
for operation of civil and military aircraft in
conventional and V/STOL configurations
[AD-749505] p0120 N73-14702
Bibliography of data on aircraft landings,
instrument landings, approach control, glide
path systems, display devices, and terminal
facilities
[AD-751800] pd62 N73-16024
Analysis of control ana display device testing for
microwave landing system - Vol. 1
CAD-758791] p0410 H73-25713
Analysis of data rate requirements for low
visibility approach with scanning beam landing
guidance system
[AD-7587861 p0410 N73-25719
Analysis of factors affecting approach and landing
of aircraft under visual conditions to show I
causes of misjudgement resulting in aircraft \
landing accidents I
[NASA-TT-F-150541 p0548 H73-28980
Radio freguency interference tests of VST
omnirange, instrument landing systems;—knd
glideslope indicators to determine required
geographical separation for ground stations
\
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GLIDE SLOPES SDBJECT IHDEZ
tEEPT-523-076U695-00111B-YOL-2] p055U H73-29712
Development and characteristics of system foe
integrated control of engine power and
aerodynamic configuration of aircraft during
landinq approach
fNASA-CASE-ARC-10456-1] p0606 N73-30938
Aircraft accident involving crash of Boeing 737
aircraft during instrument approach to
Chicaqo-Hidway Airport, Illinois on 8 December
1972
fNTSB-AAR-73-161 p0608 N73-30947
Effects of snow cover and snow surface conditions-
on iiaqe glide path systems for aircraft
approach control
fFAA-HD-72-851 P0616 H73-31602
Cockpit layouts in viev of new landing approach
methods
rsBB-OH-07-73-01 p06U2 H73-31966
GLIDE SLOPES
0 GLIDE PATHS
GLIDEBS
NT HYPERSONIC GLIDEBS
NT PABAIflNGS
Synoptic conditions of wave formation above
convection streets.
P0058 A73-1U826
Glider soaring flight energy budget analysis,
discussing rate of climb indicator error
conpensation
p015« A73-21656
Electronic systems for time constant and altitude
£rror compensation of rate of climb indicator
used in high performance glider flight
p0198 A73-24916
Aircraft compass design with magnetic needle free
turning capability around two orthogonal axes,
noting advantage over conventional devices and
suitability for glider navigation
P0283 A73-28555
Fiberglass-reinforced plastics for glider laminate
wing spars, describing elastic properties and
Strength characteristics
p0296 A73-30241
Computational program for calculating the
Re-nua)ber-dependent polar of a glider with
arbitrary double trapezoidal wing
P0364 A73-3302H
A fatigue test program for the wing of the Jantar
SZD-37 sailplane
P0531 A73-392K5
Influence of wing flexibility on sailplane loading
by individual gusts
P0574 A73-41577
Flight tests of load factors for
uultirecorder-eguipped gliders of various
designs during pullout and looping maneuvers
P0578 A73-IM866
Numerical analysis of minimum flight time for sail
Diane performance while performing cross country
flight
ri!E-68] PC386 H73-21055
Statistical performance test evaluation in
aerodynamic development of Dart sailplane
tCRANFIELD-AEBO-161 pO«C1 N73-25059
Construction of glider aircraft using glass fiber
and carbon fiber reinforced plastic composite
materials for weight reduction and increased
strength
pOf(89 N73-27486
Analysis of three dimensional weakly controlled
soaring procedures for increased sailplane
performance
P0535 H73-27891
GLIDING
Electronic differentiator for aircraft flight data
onboard calculation in performance gliding,
discussing compensation method and vertical air
velocity measuring instrument advantage
P0283 A73-28556
Performance/stability of midair recovery system
with tandem parachute configuration, discussing
gliding and nongliding systems
TAIiA PAPER 73-1611 p03i)1 A73-31117
Electronic developments for performance gliding. Ill
P036H A73-33023
taw maneuverability of helicopters in gliding flight
'•• _1~ P0113 N73-1U022
Analysis of three dimensional weakly controlled
soaring procedures for increased sailplane
performance
P0535 N73-27894
VAK 191 B V/STOL fighter aircraft nonlinear
feedback flight control system for gliding
flight phase
P0669 N73-32984
GLOSSARIES
D DICTIONABIES
GLOSTEB GA-5 AIRCRAFT
D GA-5 AIRCRAFT
GLOBS
Bethods for designing and developing aircraft
structural components by riveting, welding, and
gluing aluminum alloys parts
C4Dr753513] p0212 S73-18491
Gluing technology for airframe construction
[AD-761H96] p0538 N73-27912
GOHIOHETEBS
HT BADIOGONIOHETEBS
GOSS (SDPPORT SISTER)
D GROUND OPERATIONAL SDPPORT SYSTEM
GOTEBHHENI PROCDBEHENT
C-5 program developments and alterations in terns
of defense requirements and cost problems,
discussing objectives and management policies in
F-15 and B-1 projects
p0656 A73-11C69
Development of eguations and mathematical models
for decision making concerning military
logistics, aircraft, spare parts, and support
equipment
UD-7U7972] p0077 F73-12997
Planning and budgeting in lightweight fighter
prototype development for military aviation
P0315 N73-2293U
GOYEBNHENT/INDUSTBY RELATIONS
Aircraft noise as a continuing national problem.
P0059 A73-14894
Book - Civil aviation development - A policy and
operations analysis.
P0155 A73-21837
OSAF experience in lightweight fighter aircraft
acguisition as illustration of requests for
industrial proposals simplification and source
selection process streamlining
P0183 A73-219U7
Co-existence of scheduled and charter services in
public air transport.
p0189 A73-23123
Capital eguipment marketing, discussing
industry-customer-government interface,
marketing and sales techniques and functions,
products initiation, etc
P0196 A73-2I»650
Airport design and management for safe aircraft
ground handling, discussing FAA rules on
pavement and safety areas, marking and lighting,
fire fighting, etc
P0197 A73-2fl71H
An appraisal of the funding provisions of the
Airport and Airways Development Act of 1970 to
implement system improvements.
p02»6 673-27366
Airport and Airway Development Act trust fund
surplus, discussing expenditure policy
determination and incentive plan provisions to
expedite improvements
p0246 A73-27367
Bulti-Bole Combat Aircraft Program management,
discussing international cooperation, industrial
arrangements and governmental objectives
P0292 A73-2938U
Commercial air transportation in France - National
administration and aviation enterprises
P0297 A73-30294
History, evolution, and role of the Civil Aviation
Secretariat General
p0358 A73-32554
Toronto airport relocation project, summarizing
provincial government planning and decision
making process, site choice and community
resistance to airport
P0368 J73-33181
The financing of aircraft procurement.
pOU2l» A73-3U531
The financing of essential communication,
navigation and terminal aids.
p042» A73-34535
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SUBJECT IHDEI GBOOHD EFFECT
Management and control of military flight test
programs at McDonnell Douglas St. Louis, Missouri.
p0626 A73-44059
lir Force Prototype Program management.
p0626 473-44061
The translantic charter policy of the United States.
P0628 173-44575
Maplin airport planning history, noise reduction
features and governnent surveys, noting future
air traffic trends and planning alternatives
P0634 A73-45373
Development of OS commercial air transport industry
P0654 H73-32849
Federal Government participation in development of
OS air transportation system
p0655 N73-32850
Characteristics of Federal regulation of airline
operations and predictions for type and extent
of future regulation . ' • "
p0659 N73-32894
Actions of Civil Aviation Board with respect to
monopolies and mergers of domestic airline
operations ' •• "-
P0659.N73-32895
Advice and assistance provided by Civil Aviation
Board to State Department on matters of
international air transportation policy
P0659 N73-32899
Federal policy establishing guidelines for OS
participation in international air
transportation services
P0659 N73-32902
International air transportation policy and-
application of policy to scheduled and chartered
airline services
p0659 H73-32903
GRADIENTS
NT PRESSURE GRADIENTS
NT TEHPER1TOBE GRADIENTS
GRAPHITE '
Bright future forecast for composites in aerospace.
p0089 173-16185
Polyimide composites development for aircraft
structures.
p0109 173-18720
Feasibility evaluation of graphite/epoxy composite
materials to helicopter transmission housing.
P0193 A73-23969
Composite fabrication and structural design for
commercial aircraft, discussing graphite post
installation and testing and pultrusion and
autoclave molding processes
[SHE PAPER EH 73-717] -, p0525 A73-38497
Application of strain compatibility eguations to
evaluate thermal stresses in unidirectional
graphite composites bonded to aluminum structures
rNASA-CR-112162] P0679 H73-11014
Development and fabrication of graphite polyimide
King box beam
fNASA-CR-123959) p0087 N73-13923
Static tests of redesigned graphite horizontal
stabilizers
fAD-758718] P0392 H73-24611
GBAPHS (CHABTS)
Graphoanalytic method of calculating plane
potential flows
p0188 A73-23106
Graphical distribution in colors adapted to
traffic control
P0355 A73-32486
Book - Methods for estimating drag polars of
subsonic airplanes.
P0371 173-33422
Curves for determining climb performance of aircraft
tESDO-BJ1/2-AMEND-A] p0678 H73-11011
GRAVITY GBADIENT SATELLITES
NT APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITES
NT ATS 3
NT ATS 5
GBAVITT HAVES
On the estimation of the directional spectrum of
surface gravity waves fron a programmed aircraft
altimeter.
p0239 A73-26347
GBEASES
Grease lubrication of helicopter transmissions.
riSLB PBEPEINT 73AM-21-1] p0436 A73-34980
GBOOYES
stress concentration and groove design as factors
. in crack failure of low power single stage gas
turbine rotor disk, using optical polarization
technique
P0183 A73-22166
Stress concentration and groove design as factors
in crack failure of low power single stage gas
turbine rotor disk, using optical polarization
technigue x
P0579 A73-42114
GBOOHD BASED CONTBOL
HI AIE TRAFFIC COHTROL
HI BAD1R APPROACH CONTBOL
Ground based and airborne collision avoidance
• systems comparison, discussing
interrogator/transponder concept, pilot warning
indicator, and air traffic handling capacity and
economics
P0143 173-18900
Electronic landing system satisfying IFR
requirements for air traffic, noting simulated
ILS and ground controlled approach operations
[DGLR PAPER 73-020] P0424 173-34H94
Air based collision avoidance system feasibility
appraisal, discussing TG1054 proximity warning
indicator, cost analysis and implementation
prognosis
P0524 A73-38468
Ground based aircraft collision avoidance systems,
discussing three-dimensional tracking, aircraft
velocity vector determination, radar systems and
tracking errors
P0524 173-38470
Midair .collision avoidance strategies for ATC
improvement, discussing relative effectiveness
of structural airspace, airborne and
ground-based systems based on OS statistics
P0562 A73-40030
Analysis of effects of automation on productivity
and efficiency of air traffic control and flight
services
tMTR-6110] p0224 N73-19646
Statistical analysis of Civil Aviation midair
collisions occurring during period January 1964
to December 1971
tMTB-6334] P0607 N73-30946
Numerical analysis of curved approach paths and '
landing seguence for (multiple aircraft using
same terminal facilities to provide maximum
system performance
P0638 N73-31935*
Analysis and simulation of intermittent positive '
control of air traffic by fully automated ground
facility
P0648 N73-3251.1
\lir traffic control evaluation to determine
""•feasibility of combining smaller aircraft into
.gaps on flow of normal traffic to increase
effectiveness of terminal facxlites
rFll-lFS-500-1] X, P0649 N73-32517
Short haul aircraft operations in terminal area
with concurrent conventional aircraft operations
to show methods for improved utilization of
facilities
P0664 N73-32953
Development and characteristics of 4-D guidance
system for traffic control of STOL aircraft
operating in congested areas
P0665 N73-32957
Evaluation of large screen display for automated
oceanic air traffic control applications
fFAA-ND-73-75] p0675 N73-33568
Computer model of Los Angeles, California air
traffic control situation to predict conditions
expected by 1982
fAD-765153] p0675 N73-33571
GROOND CRERS
Commercial airline operational control, discussing
flight plan approval by pilot and ground
personnel, preflight duties, weather information
assessment and fuel monitoring
P0351 A73-32446
GBOOND EFFECT
Numerical solution for a flat plate experiencing a
ground effect
v
 P0049 A73-13721
Nonplanar wings in nonplanar ground effect.
P0347 173-31744
Further developments in surface effect takeoff and
landing system concepts - Application to high
A-273
GBOOHD EFFECT HACHIHES SDBJECT IBOEX
performance aircraft.
P0418 A73-34293
Farther developments ID surface effect takeoff and
landing systems concepts - 4 nulticell system.
fCASI PAPEB 76/11B] P0418 A73-34294
Development of an Air Cushion Landing Systen.
CAIAA PAPER 73-812J P0501 A73-37468
A theoretical note on the lift distribution of a
non-planar ground effect wing.
P0502 A73-37493
Air cushion landing systems; Proceedings of the
First Conference, Miami Beach, Fla., December
12-14. 1972.
P0504 A73-37676
Air cushion landing systems for aircraft nobility
on unprepared surfaces, considering refraction,
vertical energy absorption, braking, steering
and weight and power reduction
P0504 A73-37677
Air cushion landing systems application to
tactical airlift aircraft for personnel, and
equipment delivery to dispersed sites under
. diverse climatic, terrain and combat conditions
PG504 A73-37678
Aircraft with air cushion landing system for off
airport transport of goods and passengers
P0504 A73-37679
The Navy SEIOLS program anfl its potential
applications to Savy aircraft.
P0504 A73-37680
Air cushion landing systems for STOL transport
aircraft, investigating structural and power
reguirements, ground and in-flight handling,
mission capability, operational life, weight and
cost
P0504 A73-37682
ACLS trade study for application to STOL tactical
aircraft.
P0505 A73-37683
Air cushion landing system applications and
operational considerations.
P0505 A73-37684
On the cost benefits of air cushion landing gear
to civil aviation.
P0505 A73-37685
ACLS eguipped vehicles in inter-city transportation.
P0505 A73-37686
CC-115 /Buffalo/ aircraft air cushion landing
system design1, testing and implementation
prognosis, discussing propeller design, power
systems, wings and D.S.-Canadian project
cooperation
P0505 A73-37687
Buffalo aircraft modification for air cushion.
landing system, considering weight, performance,
stability and control, configuration
alternatives and ground maneuvering
p0505 A73-37688
The aircraft modification phase of the 1oint
U. S./Canadian ACLS program.
p0505 A73-37689
Li-14 aircraft air cushion landing system ACLS
development tests covering static and mobile
ground tests, flight tests and performance from
and to various surfaces
pC506 A73-37692
Air cushion landing system /ACLS/ application to
Jindivik target drone aircraft for recovery
improvement, considering flight performance
degradation
P0507 A73-37698
A multicell air cushion system for landing gear
application.
P0507 A73-37700
The potential influence of the ACLS on the
development of logistical cargo aircraft.
p0507 A73-37701
Theory and experiments for air cushion landing
system - A ground let concept.
P0507 A73-37704
Simulation of the ACLS during landing roll.
PC507 A73-37706
Ground loads analysis for air cushion landing
system /ACLS/ eguipped aircraft during landing
and taxiing, predicting peak trunk pressures via
energy considerations
POS07 A73-377C7
ILS technology assessment, considering landing
glide path determination, interference due to
aultipath propagation and ground effects, and
operating fregaency range problem
p0571 A73-41075
Contribution to the rotorcraft ground resonance
theory
P0585 A73-43056
Influence of split ground belt on aerodynamic
characteristics of high lift STOL aircraft with
blown flap
[OTIAS-TH-173] p0683 N73-11230
Rind tunnel simulation of ground effect conditions,
to determine effect of three dimensional
turbulent boundary layer on V/STOL aircraft
configurations - Pt. 1
rNASA-CB-114495] p0072 B73-12283
Wind tunnel tests to determine effects of ground
proximity on lift, drag, and pitching moment of
rectangular wing eguipped with let flaps
tNAL-TB-294] p0128 H73-15038
Development of mathematical model for optimal
takeoff performance of single rotor helicopter
in ground effect with various payloads
tAD-750388]
 P0131 N73-15066
Analysis of air cushion vehicle landing system
operation and computation of air flow reguirenents
fAD-7509361 p0132 N73-15069
Application of optimal control theory to takeoff
of heavily loaded helicopters and
instrumentation reguirements to improve pilot
flight control
[AD-750615] p0132 H73-15072
Method for estimating changes in lift curve, drag,
tail lift, and downwash from wing of aircraft
due to ground effect in incompressible flow
fESDD-72023] p0158 H73-15993
Numerical analysis of pressure distribution in
incompressible flow on two dimensional airfoils
near ground
[ABC-B/H-3238] p0381 H73-24000
Application of hydraulic test tunnel flow
visualization technigues to determine ground
effect on flow around models of aircraft
CNASi-TT-F-14958 1 p0471 H73-26291
Analysis of pressure distribution on plane ground
surface under aircraft flying at low altitude
with subsonic velocity
[FFA-AD-634-PT-2] pp487 H73-27206
Air cushion landing system effect on aerodynamic
characteristics of A-4 aircraft
[AD-761621] p0538 1173-27917
Development of method for calculating near field
noise level of free jet and influence of ground
effect on noise produced by V/STOL aircraft
operation
P0556 N73-29907
Effect of inflated air cushion landing gear on
subsonic static stability of high performance
aircraft operating out of ground effect
CAD-763365:) p0594 N73-30018
Aerodynamic characteristics of round jet located
on center line of bottom of aircraft fuselage
and elongated slots for lift augmentation
[NASA-TN-D-7299] p0607 N73-30939
Occurrence and magnitude of surface effect takeoff
and landing aircraft skirt flutter
fAD-764137] p0610 .N73-30966
Development and characteristics of air cushion
landing system for remotely piloted vehicles
[AD-764774] p0644 H73-31985
Wind tunnel tests to determine magnitude of
adverse ground effects on longitudinal
aerodynamic coefficients of powered-lift short
takeoff aircraft
P0664 H73-32950
SEOOBD EFFECT HACHIHES
NT COSHIONCBAFT GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
NT GETOL AIRCRAFT
NT SESTLAND GBOOND EFFECT HACHINES
Heaving and pitching response of a hovercraft
moving over regular waves.
P0655 A73-10700
High-pressure axial fan for air-cushion vehicles
p0660 A73-11713
An axial-flow compressor for an air-cushion vehicle
p0049 A73-13724
Nonlinear modeling and dynamic simulation of
vehicle air cushion suspensions.
T A S M E PAPER 72-BA/AOT-5J p0063 A73-15883
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From theory to practical use of air cushions for
transport of heavy loads in the factory
P0094 A73-16753
Air cushion landing qears for transport aircraft,
discussing peripheral jet stream perfornance
prediction and systen installation on Buffalo STOL
P0191 473-23659
Power plants, cost estinates, freighter missions,
commercial feasibility and technology for
nuclear air cushion vehicles
p03tt8 A73-32194
Interaction of an air-cushioned vehicle with an
elastic qnidevay.
pO«17 A73-34181
Hovercraft propeller and turbine engine fan blades
with glass and carbon fiber reinforced plastics
respectively, discussing design and constructions
pO«34 A73-3U813
Beport on an S16 powered air supply package for
air cushion landing systems*
p0506 A73-37690
AC1S CC-115 model simulation, test analysis and
correlation.
P0506 A73-37693
Preliminary results from dynamic model tests of an
air cushion landing system.
p0506 A73-37694
Feasibility study of skirt configurations and
materials for an ACLS aircraft.
p0506 A73-37696
The Jindivik Drone Program to demonstrate air
cushion launch and recovery.
P0506 A73-37697
Air cushion landing system /ACLS/ design and drone
flight tests for low cost unmanned military
aircraft recovery, comparing with mid air
retrieval system /SABS/
P0507 A73-37699
Air cushion landing system twin pod /AC1S/
configuration design and test installation on
A-U Navy fighter
P0507 473-37702
Static performance of plenum and peripheral jet
air cushions.
P0507 A73-37703
Design and development of active control system
for air cushion vehicle to reduce or eliminate
effects of excessive vertical vibratory
acceleration
[HASA-CASE-LAB-10531-1) pOOSO H73-13023
Development of high speed ground rapid transit
facility using tracked air-cushion vehicles
[PB-211833J P0118 N73-1U266
Development and characteristics of tracked air
cushion research vehicle for commercial high
speed ground transportation
[PB-211216] p0118 N73-11267
Analysis of air cushion vehicle landing system
operation and computation of air flow requirements
fAD-750936] p0132 N73-15069
Laser extension measurements of visibility during
ice tog for aiding in SEV pilot system design
fAD-750111) p0135 H73-15537
Mathematical model for tracked air cushion vehicle
and guideway to determine vertical dynamic
response of vehicle and guideway system to high
speed vehicle passage
P0158 S73-15995
Nonlinear and small perturbation linear models for
one dimensional heave motion of flexible
skirted, air cushion suspension
fPB-212705) p0163 N73-16226
Concept of nuclear powered ground effect machine
for commercial operations in Arctic regions
[NASi-Tn-X-2684] p0181 N73-17991
Snow accumulations on air cushion vehicle track
sections
[NBC-12939] p0210 N73-18217
Air-cushion tankers for transporting Alaskan North
Slope oil
fNASA-TH-X-2683] p0214 N73-18981
Effects of ground effect vehicle tests on ecology
of acetic tundra in northern Alaska
[AD-7517U1] p0218 N73-19026
Cold weather tests to determine application of
ground effect machines for military logistic
purposes in Arctic regions
rAD-753527] p0219 N73-19027
Control technology for air cushion passenger vehicle
P0265 H73-20969
Evaluation of ground effect machines under various
environmental conditions to determine
feasibility as rescue vehicles by Coast Guard
fAD-755109] p03D6 N73-21947
Environmental effects and plans for controlling
urban TACV noise levels
p0310 N73-22209
Development of collision protection equipment for
ground effect machines operating in arctic regions
CAD-758359] p0322 N73-2300Q
Nuclear power for air cushion vehicle
fHASA-TH-I-682311 p0387 N73-21069
Application of ground effect machine landing
systems for recovery of remotely piloted vehicles
[AD-758789] p0389 N73-2U079
Numerical analysis of lift and roll stability of
ram air cushion vehicle to determine equations
for rolling moment coefficient
[PB-219820/8] P0182 N73-27032
Development of simulation program for determining
characteristics of tracked air cushion research
vehicle
[PB-218368/9] p0182 N73-27033
Evaluation of air cushion vehicle operations over
railroad beds and secondary roads and analysis
of dynamic response to geometric obstacles
[AD-762169] p0539 N73-27920
Besearch projects involving aeroelastic stability
and response, stability of thin shell
structures, and suspension system concept for
control of vehicle responses
fAD-762568] p0547 N73-28979
Analysis of landing performance of scale model of
C-8 aircraft egnipped with air cushion landing
system on variety of surfaces including calm and
rough water
rNASA-TH-D-7295] p0592 N73-30032
Computer program to evaluate dynamic
characteristics of tracked air cushion vehicle
rPB-21998<t/2] p0611 N73-30970
Loading criteria for tracked air cushion vehicle
gniderails and methods for calculating dynamic
responses of double-span, beam-type guide rails
[PB-221688/5] p0611 N73-30971
Thrust augmentation, lift forces, and mixing
properties of two-phase flow propulsion and lift
system for ground effect machines
fAD-765332] p06*6 N73-32208
Aerothermodynamic study of air cushion vehicles
buffeting noting dynamical stability, nonlinear
behavior, and similitude law
fNT-33-1973] p0661 N73-32933
SBODHD SADDLING
Airport internal transportation systems for
passengers and baggage, considering time
scheduled, continuously moving and individually
controlled systems
P0654 A73-10306
Airport design and management for safe aircraft
ground handling, discussing FAA rules on
pavement and safety areas, marking and lighting,
fire fighting, etc
p0197 A73-21714
Aircraft and ground eguipment damage during ground
handling operations, discussing repair costs and
out-of-service time
p0197 A73-2U715
Concorde aircraft introduction into airline
network, discussing time gain over various
routes, operating costs, passenger service,
departure and arrival problems, maintenance, etc
[SAE PAPEB 730351] pOK31 A73-34699
Technical aspects of airship manufacture and
ground and loading operations
PC670 N73-32993
GBOOID OPEBATIOSAL SDPPOBT STSTEB
International regional rental system for air
transportation ground installations and route
services, discussing ICAO recommendations
P0363 A73-32971
GBODND BESONANCE
D GBOOND EFFECT
D BESONANCE
GBODND BON-OP
0 ENGINE TESTS
0 GRODND TESTS
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6BOUHD SPEED SDBJECT IHDEX
SHODID SPEED
Utilization of the Doppler effect to measure the
drift angle and the ground speed of an aircraft
P0237 A73-25797
Book - The aerodynamics of high 'speed ground
transportation*
P0451 A73-35854
Equipment route winds and great circle distances
for helicopter air routes at 5,000, 10,000, and
18,000 feet - Vol. 1
fAD-7602521 p0468 N73-260U3
Equipment route Hinds and great circle distances
for helicopter air routes at 5,000, 10,000 and
18.000 feet - Vol. 2
rAD-760253] pG468 S73-2604U
GBODHD STiTIOBS
The provision of ground station facilities for an
aeronautical satellite system*
PC248 A73-27658
Balloon-aircraft ranging, data, and voice
experiment.
p0248 173-27680
Ground communications networks for aeronautical
operations.
P0294 A73-29885
Processing of aircraft data.
pOHl.9 A73-35583
Ground based microwave landing system for aircraft
navigation, guidance and control in terminal
area, discussing system requirements for flight
safety
P0563 A73-40047
Phased array antennas in ground based remote
sensor system, assessing technologies of
AN/FPS-85, HAPDAR and AP/TPN-19 radar systems
P0567 A73-40645
Analysis of excessive interrogation signals from
Air Traffic Control Radar Beacon System and
effect on operation of Jacksonville, Florida
center
rECAC-PB-72-014] p0136 N73-15675
Analysis of excessive interrogation signals from
Air Traffic Control Radar Beacon System and
•.effect on operation of Washington, D.C. center
fECAC-PR-72-022] P0136 N73-15676
Analysis of excessive interrogation signals from
Air Traffic Control Radar Beacon System and
effect on operation of Los Angeles, California
center
rECAC-PH-72-044] p0136 N73-15677
GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPBEHT
NT GROUND OPERATIONAL SUPPORT SYSTEM
Airlines aircraft, engines and instruments
maintenance, overhaul and repair procedures and
equipment
00108 A73-18254
General roguirements for aerospace powered mobile
ground support equipment.
fSiE ARP 12471 P0152 A73-20694
Radio navigation and landing aid eguipment for
ma-jor airports and airlines, noting simplified
equipment for minor airports
P0358 A73-32559
Ground visual aids for civil STOL aircraft steep
gradient approach and blind landing, discussing
flight trials and simulator experiments
fRiE-TH-AVIONICS-136/BLEU/l p0423 A73-34489
Fixed installation ground electrical power supply
system for aircraft service, discussing
motor-alternators, plant control cubicles,
selector and busbar switchboxes and fault
protection devices
P0633 A73-45156
Development of forward area refueling eguipment
for servicing military helicopters
r*.D-7<i6249] P0683 N73-11245
Cost effectiveness analysis of propane operated
fog dispersal system and evaluation of runway
visual range improvement
fFAA-ED-72-1231 p0133 N73-15267
Performance tests of aircraft arresting gear to
determine allowable operating restraints on
angular displacement and off-center engagements
TNATF-R1251 P0133 N73-15268
Reguirements, basic principles of operation,
design, construction, and maintenance of thermal
fog dispersal system for airport applications
fFAA-ED-72-1381 • p0163 N73-16222
Simple aatbematical models of mechanical systems
for ground support eguipment, airborne launcher,
vibration isolation design
[AD-754537] p0257 N73-20283
Computer program system for automatic operation
and safety backup in ground based ATC system
[FAA-EH-73-7] p0393 N73-24654
Analysis of military aircraft refueling and
rearming operations in forward areas to show
organization, doctrine, and eguipment - Vol. 1
fAD-760524] p0483 N73-270H6
Analysis of military aircraft refueling and
rearming operations in forward areas to show
organization and eguipment reguired - Vol* 2
CAD-760525] p0484 N73-27047
Application of fiber glass reinforced plastic
materials for ground handling of aviation fuels
and hazards of static electricity caused by
plastic materials '
• [AD-764358] p0618 873-31693
GBOOHD SDPPOET SYSTBHS
Transport cargo aircraft design requirements and
supporting ground system concepts in view of
future market demands with emphasis on economic
constraints
rsAE PAPER 730352] p0431 A73-34700
The BINFAP system - First phase in the automation
of the EOROCONTROL Baastricht Centre.
p0580 A73-42323
GBOOHD TESTS
NT COLD FLOi TESTS
Estimation of engine emissions at altitude through
ground testing.
P0059 A73-14892
Airlines flight safety management, discussing
visual systems simulator /VSS/ for Tristar
systems environmental and cycling endurance
ground tests
P0197 A73-24710
Ground and flight test results for standard VOB
and double parasitic loop counterpoise antennas.
p0450 A73-35700
Ground and flight testing of air cushion landing
system /ACLS/ equipped CC-115 Buffalo aircraft
for performance and stability/control
characteristics
P0506 A73-37691
LA-4 aircraft air cushion landing system ACLS
development tests covering static and mobile
ground tests, flight tests and performance from
and to various surfaces
p0506 A73-37692
Bussian book - Hydraulic ducts of control systems
in aviation: The effects of external factors.
Shop testing, and reliability.
pOSIO A73-37766
Navigation and landing aid systems in-flight and
ground performance monitoring, discussing
safety, legal, operational and economic aspects
p0511 A73-37802
Ground vibration tests of IF-12 aircraft to
determine freguency response data, measured node
lines, and elastic node shapes for aircraft
components
[NASA-IB-X-2880} p0559 N73-29944
GBOUBD TROTH
The utility of a low flying aircraft or helicopter
when collecting ground data for regional
resource surveys.
P0155 A73-21710
GROOHD RIND
Rind shear near the ground and aircraft operations.
pOO«8 A73-13702
Determining optimal runway orientation for
minimizing freguency of crosswinds and headwind
reversals at Cape Kennedy
[NASA-CR-128995] p067U N73-10617
Simulation of wind gust effects on aircraft
p032U H73-23338
GRODND-AIB-GBODHD COBBONICATIONS
Forward scatter chaff system for air-ground long
haul communications.
P0061 A73-15393
ATC research - Simulating Arrival/Tower
communications.
P0091 A73-16620
Airborne visible laser optical communication
experiment between high altitude aircraft and
ground station, discussing tracker-transmitter
i-276
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eguipment and atnospheric effects on performance
p0190 173-23395
Satellite communication channels assignment to
ships and aircraft, considering automated
digital calling method for ship-to-shore
communication
P0248 473-27670
Satellite communication systeas for long haul air
transport operations, discussing political,
operational/technical and economic probleas
p0248 173-27671
ATC concepts and air/ground data link requirements
for D.S. airspace structure in 1980s to support
anticipated Los ingeles basin traffic densities
in 1995
P0293 A73-29879
D.S. civil and military air-ground communications
development history and expectations,
considering information exchange, radar beacon
transponders, digital communication and data links
p0293 173-29880
VOLHEI transmission automation with the aid of the
•DECL1H' system using a speech synthetizer
P0350 173-32429
Automation of the Yugoslav 1FTN network and its
future expansion
P0355 173-32482
Procedures and ground methods associated-with the
exploitation of a system of aeronautical
satellites
p0355 173-32488
Probleas related to the operation of an air-ground
data-link system
p0457 173-36686
Discrete address beacon system /DIBS/ data links
and digital communication between ground based
1TC computer and aircraft for IFB-VFE conflict
detection and safety separation
p0524 173-38466
The universal data link system for air/ground
communications.
p0527 173-38757
The 1BIBC plan for implementing air/ground D1T1LIHK.
P0527 173-38758
The utility of data link to military aircraft
communication - in operational view.
P0527 173-38760
Characteristics of air traffic control system to
include description of electronic components and
projects for developing improved eguipment
p0330 B73-23692
Status and trends of civil air traffic control
systems and development of automated network for
increased flight safety
P0330 B73-23696
Discretely addressable radar beacon system with
airborne transponders and ground-air-ground data
link for air traffic control
fPAA-BD-73-»81 pO«09 H73-25701
ESBO 1EBOS1T experiment using stratospheric
balloon-borne transponder to relay signals from
ground station to aircraft flying over sea
P0481 B73-27029
GBOOP 71 COBPOOHDS
0 HALOGEN COMPOUNDS
GBUBB1H 1IBCB1PT
HT 1-6 1IBCBAFT
NT C-2 1IBCB1FT
HI B-2 1IECB1PT
NT F-14 1IBCB1FT
NT F-111 AIBCB1FT
BT OV-1 1IBCB1FT
GEOHH1H BILIT1BI AIBCE1FT
0 BILIT1RY 1IBCB1FT
GBUHS1H OV-1C ilBCEAFT
0 OV-1 1IBCB1FT
GDID1HCB (BOTION)
BT AIBCB1FT GOID1BCE
HT COHH1BD GOIDAKCE
NT SP1CECB1PT GOID1BCE
NT STBAPDOWB INEETI4L GUIDANCE
NT TEBHIM1L GUIDANCE
Interaction of an air-cushioned vehicle with an
elastic guideway.
P0417 173-34181
Mathematical model for tracked air cushion vehicle
and guideway to determine vertical dynamic
response of vehicle and gnideway system to high
speed vehicle passage
p0158 B73-15995
GUIDANCE ST1BILITI
D COBTBOL ST1BILITY
D GOID1NCF, (HOTIOB)
GUIDE T1BES
BT JET 71BES
An axial-flow compressor for an air-cushion vehicle
P0019 173-13724
Influence of regulated nnegual guide-vane spacing
on the alternating stress'level in the working
blades of a compressor
P0183 173-22165
Improvement of the calculation of the guide vanes
of centrifugal pumps
P0187 173-22569
Supersonic annular blade cascades starting
conditions, presenting static pressure and Bach
number distributions
fONEBA, IP NO. 1219] p0285 173-28837
Transient analysis of ceramic vanes for heavy duty
gas turbines.
flSBE PIPES 73-GT-46] p037« 173-33507
Effect of an adjustable nonuniform pitch in the
distributor on the alternating stresses in
compressor rotor blades.
P0579 A73-K2113
Transverse deflection of guided projectile tail
fins during deployment.
P0582 A73-H2629
Experimental determination of turning angle and
losses of axial compressor inlet guide vanes
[1D-757250] p0334 N73-23805
Beat transfer between gas and turbine casing in
intervane channels of stators and guide vanes
[N1S1-TT-F-15051] P0602 B73-30737
GUIDED MISSILES
U MISSILES
GOBPIBE
OPS and JP4 aircraft fuel fire and explosion
susceptibility from gunfire hits, discussing
combat survivability relative to fuel volatility
p0361 A73-3267C
Incendiary vulnerability of dry bays adjacent to
jet fuel tanks under gunfire
[1D-7647321 p0660 B73-32920
GOBS (OEDB1HCE)
Weapon delivery accuracy of F-1 aircraft with high
gain control augmentation system
[1D-746001] p0680 N73-11028
GUSI ILLEVI1TOHS
Botorcraft stability augmentation and gust
alleviation by collective and cyclical rotor
blade pitch angle changes, discussing nonlinear
dynamic effects
P0456 A73-36397
STOL passenger aircraft ride smoothing control
system based on vertical and lateral
acceleration limits for design flight condition
of 7 fps rms gust velocity
[1111 PIPES 73-885] P0529 173-38821
A new approach to gust alleviation of a flexible
aircraft using an open loop device
fONEBl, IP MO. 12361 pOSSC A73-K2219
Analysis of response of constant-attitude aircraft
to atmospheric turbulence
rNlSA-CB-2204] P0202 N73-18025
Analysis of gust alleviation system for short
takeoff aircraft for improved performance under
random turbulence conditions
[B1SA-TN-D-72011 p0252 N73-2C013
GUST LOADS
Bandom gust response statistics for coupled
torsion-flapping rotor blade vibrations.
P0651 S73-10046
light aircraft vertical gust induced structural
failures, analyzing 1960-71 accident reports for
injuries biomechanics and environmental conditions
P0361 A73-32678
Critical study of the effects of gusts on an
aircraft
pC'362 A73-32808
lind tunnel gust simulation for STOL aircraft
behavior during low velocity flight in turbulent
atmosphere near ground
P0362 173-32813
Besponse of a rigid aircraft to nonstationary
atmospheric turbulence.
P0455 173-36305
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COSTS SUBJECT IHDBX
Determination of statistics of turbulence in clear
air
pO«57 A73-36687
Dynamic gust, landing, and taxi loads
determination in the design of the 'L-1011.
P0525 A73-386H7
Analysis of airplane response to nonstationary
turbulence including wing bending flexibility. II.
P0566 A73-40437
Influence of winq flexibility on sailplane loading
by individual qusts
p057» A73-II1577
Newton-Raphson least squares percentage error
method for determining atmospheric turbulence
field parameters
fAD-745916] p0675 N73-10611
Rind tunnel tests to predict full scale aircraft
buffet loads during buffet boundary penetration
using scale flutter model of fighter aircraft
with variable sweep winqs
fHASA-TN-D-7066] p0169 N73-16905
Analysis of qust alleviation system for short
takeoff aircraft for improved performance under
random turbulence conditions
rNASA-TN-D-7201) p0252 H73-20013
Collection and processing of gust load data
obtained from counting acceleroaeters mounted at
center of gravity of various aircraft
fAGARD-H-605] p0253 N73-20023
Comparisons between analog and numerical methods
for studying response of an aircraft
[POBL-97] p0267 N73-21007
Effect of qust loads on wing and T-tail
airworthiness requirements for short haul aircraft
rFOK-K-66] pOltOI N73-25058
Numerical analysis of response of aircraft in
three dimensional gust field to obtain
aerodynamic load data on fuselage and tail
structures
rAD-7625111 P0547 N73-28978
Comparison of gust velocities derived from
accelerations of Canberra and Vulcan aircraft
noting acceleration and wing loading power spectra
rARC-CP-1244] p0609 N73-30955
Helicopter gust response to include unsteady
aerodynamic stall effects under short-term,
control-fixed conditions
fAD-763957] p0609 H73-30958
Dynamic response of short haul aircraft to gust
loads
CFOK-K-66] p06«1 N73-31960
Relative frequency of occurrence of different
normal accelerations at the center of gravity of
aircraft in turbulence
rARC-R/H-371«J P0661 N73-32929
easts
Three bladed model rotor gust induced impulsive
discrete noise characteristics prediction by
point dipole and rotational noise theories for
comparison with measurement
P0363 A73-32917
Lift and measurements in an aerofoil in unsteady
flow.
fASME PAPER 73-61-11] p037U A73-33503
The calculated growth of lift and pitching moment
on a swept wing entering a discrete vertical
qust at subsonic speeds
riRC-CP-12U1] p0605 N73-30932
GTH1TIOB
NT AOIOROTATION
NT MOLECULAR ROTATION
NT PRECESSION
GTBA70BS
NT MICROWAVE FILTERS
GIROCOHPiSSES
Development of adaptive filter technique to
minimize effect of noise produced errors in
gyrocompasses and production of true azimuth data
rAD-7»7»781 P0075 H73-12685
GYROPLANES
0 HELICOPTERS
6IBOS
0 GYROSCOPES
GIBOSCOPZS
NT ELECTROSTATIC GYROSCOPES
NT GYROCOMPASSES
NT ROTARY GYROSCOPES
Short term gyro drift measurements.
p0519 A73-38081
Russian book on gyroscope theory covering
naritime, aircraft, rocket and spacecraft
applications, instrument error, differential '
equations of motion, rotor precession and
degrees of freedom
p0573 A73-11437
Condition of drift invariance of two-stage
gyroscope with arbitrary gas-lubricated main
bearings in active accelerations
p0223 N73-19635
Parameters of sinqle-axis floated gyroscopes when
used in inertial systems requiring rapid .
gyrocompassinq for alignment
p0261 N73-20709
Analytical solutions for problems of gyroscopes in
inertial navigation systems
CJPRS-58722] p0313 N73-22609
Elastic deformation of qinbal suspension on
gyroscope nutation, moments acting on spherical
rotor in magnetic suspension, and
differentiating linear accelerometer
[JPRS-59740] p0598 N73-30120
Dependences between braking and precession moments
acting on spherical rotor in magnetic suspension
p0598 N73-30I422
GYROSCOPIC DRIFT
0 GYROSCOPES
0 GYROSCOPIC STABILITY
GYROSCOPIC STABILITY
Nonlinear effects of axial load and rigidity
changes on ball bearings of gyroscopes with
symmetrical gyromotor design
P0289 A73-29145
Strapdown electrostatic gyroscope spin axis
precession drift rate calibration, using virtual
work technique for modeling bearing torques on
rotor
pOUait A73-35210
Short term gyro drift measurements.
P0519 A73-38081
Effect of internal spinning fly wheel on air
launched missile stability and resulting launch
disturbance
[AD-7K9027] P0083 N73-13017
GYROSTATS
0 GYROSCOPES
H
H-13 HELICOPTER
0 OH-13 HELICOPTER
H-51 HELICOPTER
D XH-51 HELICOPTER
H-53 HELICOPTER
Sikorsky CB-53D helicopter main rotor head design,
considering spherical elastomeric bearing,
microstructural analysis, fliqht and ground
fatigue tests and forging technigues
[AHS PREPRINT 713] pO<!38 A73-35059
CH-53D titanium main rotor blade, describing spar,
fiberglass cover and honeycomb core, fabrication
methods, ground and flight tests and vibrational
characteristics
tAHS PREPRINT 783] p04*2 A73-35096
. Codifications to helicopter active transmission
isolation system to provide method for measuring
forces on rotary wing of CH-53 helicopter
[NASA-CR-112215] p0201 N73-18024
Avionics requirements for HH-53C helicopter
engaged in search and rescue operations
[AD-752625] p0205 N73-180I17
Analysis of aerodynamic stall characteristics of
airfoils at various angles of attack with
application to control forces of H-53 helicopter
[AD-752917] p0205 B73-18053
H-56 HELICOPTER
AR-S6A rigid rotor compound helicopter
configuration and handling qualities under
autorotation conditions, discussing flight test
program, piloting descent performance
p0183 A73-22179
H-126 1IBCBAFT
Rind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic
characteristics of fall scale H-126 aircraft
using jet flap principle
[NASA-TH-D-7252] p0265 N73-20997
BALIDES
NT DIBROBIDES
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SUBJECT IHDEI HEAD-DP DISPLAYS
BALL CDBBEHTS
0 ELECTRIC CUBBENT
HALO PABACBOTIHG
0 P&EACHOTE DESCEHT
BALOGBH COBPOUHDS
HT DIBROHIDES
HT FLUOROBYDBOCABBONS
Development and optimization of fire extinguishers
for use in passenger and crew compartments of
aircraft
[AD-747«96] P0071 N73-12051
BALO6BHATIOH
Papers presented at conference on halogenated fire
extinguishing agents
fAD-753218] P0209 H73-18168
BALOGBNS
Development of halogenated hydrocarbon materials
for use as fire and ignition suppressants for
aircraft fuel tanks subjected to incendiary
amnnnition
[AD-755362] . p0276 H73-21079
BABBORGBB AIRCBAFT
HT C-160 AIBCRAFT
NT BFB-320 AIBCHAFT
BABBORGBB BFB-320 AIRCBAFT
0 HFB-320 AIBCBAFT
BAHDBOOKS
NT DSE8 BAHDALS (COBPDTEE PBOGRAHS)
HABDLIHG
D BATEBIALS HANDLING
HANDLING BQDIPBEBT
NT CRANES
SADDLING QDALITIES
D COHTBOLLABILITI
HAHGARS
Fire protection and insurance in airport hangars,
discussing governmental safety codes, fire
prevention systems, aircraft vs building values
and legislative proposals
p0530 A73-3921K
BARDEHIHG (BATEBIALS)
NT HOT PRESSING
NT PRECIPITATION HARDENING
BABDROOD FOBESTS
D FORESTS
HABHONIC HOTION
Influence of various aerodynamic forces on
rectangular wing perfornance with harmonic
movement parallel to sieve flow movement
p0271 N73-21043
BABBONIC OSCILLATION
Flutter analysis method for unsteady aerodynamic
forces on wings and rotating blades under
harmonic vibrations and uniform flov
roNEHA, TP NO. 10991 p0652 A73-10230
Calculation of unsteady transonic aerodynamics for
oscillating wings with thickness.
fAIAA PAPER 73-316] p0235 A73-25547
An approximate method for the calculation of the
velocities induced by a wing oscillating in
subsonic flow
p0348 A73-31905
Pressure measurements on harmonically oscillating
wing-tailplane configurations in incompressible
speed range noting wind tunnel tests on aircraft
fDLR-FB-71-52] p0081 N73-13033
Hathematical model of unsteady pressure
distribution on harmonically oscillating slender
cruciform wing and cylindrical body configurations
rDLR-FB-71-87] P0123 N73-14990
Heasurement of unsteady pressures developed on
harmonically oscillating wing planform in three
dimensional compressible flow
fDLB-FB-72-55] p0199 N73-18007
Procedures foe calculating velocity potential and
pressure distribution of planforms oscillating
harnonically in supersonic flow
[POK-X-1140] p0251 N73-19994
Analysis of aerodynamic loading for symmetrically
tapered vings describing simple harmonic
pitching oscillations of low frequency in
supersonic flow
fABC-B/B-3298) p0383 N73-2K019
HABBOHIC OSCILLATORS
Development of numerical procedures for •
determining velocity potential on triangular
wing oscillating harmonically in supersonic flov
[ARC-B/B-3229] p0398 N73-25023
BABBOHICS
HT HARBONIC OSCILLATION
HARNESSES
Single point emergency eguipment divestment system
for instantaneous parachute harness, lap belt
and leg restraint release, describing
pyrotechnic actuation system
P0360 A73-32666
Design, development, and evaluation of aircrew
restraint system for forward-facing, nonejection
seat for military aircraft
[AD-746631] " p0682 N73-11038
Performance tests of crash protective seat belts
using energy absorbers to allow system to yield
at constant force
[ARL/SB-340] P0126 N73-15023
BABBIEB AIBCBAFT
Harrier trial operations onboard Sea Control Ship
/SCS/ O.S.S. Guam as model for future V/STOL
aircraft-aircraft carrier systems
[SAE PAPEB 7208531 pOP92 A73-16661
V/STOL aircraft testing for the sea control ship
environment.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-810] p0501 A73-37466
Post-stall aerodynamic characteristics of Harrier
GR-1 aircraft and development of lift augmenting
devices
P0125 N73-15011
Design concept, operational performance, and
military employment of AV-8A Harrier aircraft
P0478 N73-27005
BiHIEEB P-1127 AIBCBAFT
D P-1127 AIBCBAFT
HABKBB SIDDELEI AIRCRAFT
NT COBET 4 AIBCRAFT
NT GA-5 AIRCRAFT
NT HARRIER AIRCBAFT
NT P-1127 AIBCRAFT
HT VDLCAN AIBCRAFT
HS 1182 multipurpose ground attack trainer
aircraft, describing weapon system, hydraulic
flight control, power plant and avionics
P0300 A73-30934
Operational and air transport characteristics of
civil y/STOL aircraft
[NASA-TT-F-111619] p0079 N73-13012
BASKETS AIBCBAFT
0 E-2 AIRCRAFT
HAZARDS
NT AIRCRAFT HAZARDS
NT FLIGHT HAZARDS
NT OPERATIONAL HAZARDS
NT RADIATION HAZARDS
HC-1 HELICOPTBB
0 CH-47 HELICOPTER
HEAD BOVEBBNT
Inflated air bag head restraints for prevention of
brain injuries due to whiplash acceleration
during crash landings or ejection
P0359 473-32654
BEAD-OP DISPLAYS
Cockpit device with optical head-up display for
visual slope guidance to any runway at any airport
P0656 A73-11011
Head-up displays for flight control information on
velocity vector, angle of attack, glide path
slope and ground reference data, considering VFR
and IFR conditions
P0357 A73-32507
Aircraft flight control head-up display system
design, eguipment installation particulars,
performance tests and merits evaluation
P0357 A73-32508
VIOL and STOL projects flight simulation trials
for autostabilization, head-up displays and
flight controls effectiveness in handling
qualities improvement and pilot workload reduction
P0370 A73-33209
Survey of electronic cockpit displays, noting
human factors, head-up, head-down and eyeglass
display, and related technology
rDLF-FB-72-«3] p067« N73-10474
Evaluation of head-up display instrument for
providing aircraft vertical guidance during
landing approach to comply with noise abatement
procedures
[HASA-TB-X-62187] p02C1 N73-18021
Development of heads-up flight data display for
aircraft approach and landing during all
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BEABIBG SUBJECT IBDBX
conditions of visibility
P0331 N73-23702
Flight simulation to determine effectiveness of
head-up display for improving glide-slope
tracking performance during steep visual
approach of short takeoff aircraft
P066* N73-32952
BEARING
NT ACOOSTIC FATIGOE
HEAT BALAHCE
Analysis of combustion liner vail temperatures
under steady-state and convective heat balance
conditions and comparison with experimental values
rNASA-TB-X-27111 p01<IO N73-15959
BEAT CAFACITT
U SPECIFIC BEAT
BEAT DISSIPATIOH
D COOLING
HEAT DISSIPATION CHILLING
D COOLING
BEAT EFFECTS
D TEliPERATOBE EFFECTS
BEAT EQUATIONS
D THEBBODYNABICS
BEAT EXCHANGEES
B-52 aircraft-borne short ranqe attack missile
weapon system air conditioner thermal
performance fulfillment Kith Freon refrigerant
and air distribution in heat exchangers
fAIAA PAPER 73-7231 pO<!55 A73-363UO
Performance evaluation of model energy separators
fAD-76115851 P0617 N73-32381
BEAT FL'OX
Characterization and suppression of aircraft and
fuel fires.
CHSCI PAPEE 72-261 p0093 A73-16688
Experimental measurement of heat transfer to a
cylinder immersed in a large aviation-fuel fire.
fASHE PAPEE 73-HT-21 p0525 A73-38565
BEAT 6AIH
U HEATING
BEAT GENERATION
Handbook on radiant emission and absorption of
combustion gases for application to design of
rocket combustion chambers and exhausts,
turbolet engines, and industrial furnaces
rNASA-SP-30801 pO«92 N73-27807
BEAT BEGDLATIOH
D TEBPEBATnRE CONTEOL
HEAT BESISTANCE
U THEEMAL BESISTANCE
BEAT EESISTABT ALLOTS
NT NIOBIOB ALLOYS
NT BEFBACTORY HETAL ALLOYS
NT ODIBET ALLOYS
Test results of fatigue at elevated temperatures
on aeronautical materials.
fONEHA, IP NO. 10981 p0652 A73-10229
Development of IN-100 powder-metallurgy disks for
advanced let engine application.
P0653 A73-10283
Metallic materials developments in aircraft
construction and gas turbine engine
applications, discussing superalloys, refractory
metals, composites and directionally solidified
alloys
P0058 A73-14741
Composite Al- and Ni-base alloys strengthened by B
and W/Bo fibers respectively for reduced weight
wing spars and high temperature applications
PC109 A73-18638
Advances in directional solidification spur usage
in turbine airfoil shapes.
p0190 A73-23293
Hot die forging /gatorizing/ technique for Ti and
heat resistant alloys "let engine parts,
emphasizing material and cost savings
P0190 A73-23295
Protecting metals in corrosive high-temperature
environments.
P0190 A73-23296
Superalloys processing technology for aircraft gas
turbine applications, discussing developments in
eutectics and powder metallurgy for increased
operating temperatures
p0285 A73-28931
Protective coating systems for Navy aircraft
turbine engines.
fNACE PAPEE 1131 pC290 A73-29313
Relding techniques for high strength superalloy
turbine blades and vanes repair, discussing
controlled preheating and cooling methods for
crack prevention
[ASHE PAPEB 73-GT-44] p0374 A73-33505
Influence of thermal stresses and loads on
endurance properties of heat resistant alloys
used to manufacture turbine blades
[AD-749752] p0121 N73-1«805
HEAT TESTS
0 HIGB TEHPEBATOBE TESTS
HEAT TEANSFEB
NT AEBODYRABIC HEAT TEANSFER
HI CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER
BT LAHINAR HEAT TRANSFER
HT RADIATIVE HEAT TBANSFER
NT TDRBDLENT HEAT TRANSFER
Optimum heat transfer characteristics of '
semi-circular surfaces cooled by air impingement
from airjet arrays and row of air jet nozzles.
C D G L R PAPER 72-061 ] poeeo "A73-11692
Calculation of compressible turbulent boundary
layers with ronqhness and heat transfer.
P0053 A73-1IH79
High temperature gas turbine engines rotor blades
cooling, deriving generalized dimensionless
relations for heat transfer data extension from
static tests to operational conditions
p0095 A73-16797
Conference on Heat and Fluid Flow in Stean and Gas
Turbine Plant, University of Harwick, Coventry,
England, April 3-5, 1973, Proceedings.
P0118 A73-34376
Effect of 'bulk1 heat transfers in aircraft gas
turbines on compressor surge margins.
P0419 A73-34382
An experimental study of strong injection at
axisymmetrical bodies of revolution.
p0570 A73-41057
The problem of extrapolating test data on1 the
efficiency of turbine-blade cooling to actual
conditions
P0624 A73-43741
Analysis of surface flow, pressures, and heat
transfer on two conical delta wings at
hypersonic speed and various angles of attack
[NASA-TH-X-2668] p068« N73-11268
Beat transfer and surface pressure measurements at
supersonic speeds on conical delta wings with
sharp leading edges
fAEC-CP-12121 ' p0111 N73-14008
Research projects involving boundary layer flow,
heat transfer during aerodynamic heating,
atmospheric turbulence effects, and airframe
structural analysis - Vol. 2
p0383 N73-24011
Adiabatic film effectiveness and heat transfer
measurements with injection of coolant air
through holes in flat plate into moving mainstream
[AD-762527] p0556 N73-29811
.BEAT TBAHSFEB COEFFICIENTS
Practical application of boundary layer theory to
flow and heat transfer problems in turbomachines.
p0052 A73-14145
Investigation of the heat transfer between the gas
and casing in the area of the apertures between
the nozzle diaphragm blades and guide vanes of
turbines
p0147 A73-20086
Film effectiveness and heat transfer coefficient
downstream of a metered injection slot.
fASHE PAPEB 73-HT-31] p0525 A73-38570
The effect of variable environment temperature on
heat transfer in extended surfaces.
p0621 A73-II3296
HEAT TBAHSBISSION
NT AEBODYNABIC BEAT TEANSFER
HT CONVECTIVE HEAT TBASSFEB
NT HEAT TRANSFER
NT LABINAR HEAT TRANSFER
BT RADIATIVE HEAT TBANSFER
HT TDBBULENT HEAT TRANSFER
BEAT TBEATBE8T
NT STRESS RELIEVING
Static and fatigue properties of hardened and
tempered eLectron beam welded joints in 2.5
percent Ni-Cr-Bo steel and 18 percent Ni-Co-Ho
maraging steel
[S/T-BBHO-9-711 p0488 N73-27456
A-280
SUBJECT INDEX BELICOPTEB DESI6H
BEATING
NT AEBODTNABTC BEATING
NT SBOCK.HEATING
Foq clearing at airports by ground based beating
[AD.-757897] . p0392 N73-24639
BEATING EQUIPMENT •
Ventori exhausts for air pumping augmentation in
ran air operated aircraft heater or combustor,
discussing experimental data on suction variation
p0456 A73-36396
Requirements, basic principles of operation,
design, construction, and maintenance of thermal
fog dispersal system for airport applications
[FAA-BD-72-138] p0163 H73-16222
Air Force heating system for fog dispersal
[AD-754900] p0260 N73-20675
HEAVING
Heaving and pitching response of a hovercraft
moving over regular waves.
. - ." p0655 A73-10700
BEAT! COSHIC BAT FBIHABIES
0 PBIHABY. COSHIC BAYS
HEIGHT
Distribution losses in axial compressor over blade
cross sections and effects of blade heights
[AD-750931] p0135 N73-15331
BELICOPTEB ATTITUDE INDICATOBS
0 ATTITUDE INDICATORS
0 HELICOPTEBS
BELICOPTEB CONTBOL
A procedure for the barometric altitude control in
the case of hovering devices and helicopters
P0039 A73-12916
Trends in helicopter guidance and control systems
with bad weather capability.
P0050 A73-13921
Fiberglass reinforced composite material
application to light weight ballistic damage
tolerant military helicopter flight control
components previously vulnerable to small arms
fire
p0058 A73-14722
Application of pole-placement theory to helicopter
stabilization systems.
P0110 A73-18819
Russian book - Control of aircraft and helicopter
flight. .
P0149 A73-20381
Precision hover sensor for heavyrlift helicopter.
p0192 A73-23784
.Ballistic-tolerant helicopter flight control
components from plastic composite materials.
. . P0193 A73-23964
Theoretical and practical aspects of an automatic
hover control system for an unmanned tethered
rotorplatform.
p019l» A73-24009
Computerized adaptive flight control for
helicopter, dynamic systems based on
identification and optimization methods
P0284 A73-28829
Helicopter automatic flight control system design,
testing and development, noting stability and
control .augmentation and attitude retention units
P0285 A73-28903
Bussian book on civil aviation .aircraft and
helicopter eguipment covering navigation, .
automatic control, electrical and oxygen systems
and aircraft instruments
. , • p0346 A73-31548
Automatic helicopter approach in poor visibility
p0353 A73-32465
Helicopter night and bad weather navigation aids,
examining ground-independent navigation, low
flight, obstacle warning, terrain detectors,
blind landing and optoelectric sensing •
pO 1.1.8 A73-34258
Digital control of rotary wing aircraft landing
approach based on spatially variable preassigned-
flight path . •
fBBB-DFE-1021] p0422 A73-34486
Helicopter steep angle approach limits during
instrument-guided landing comparison with
classical ILS method, describing flight
performance results
[DGLB PAPBB 73-026] . p0424 A73-34497
Solid state Digital Slip Sync Strobe/Camera
Control System design for powered wind tunnel
helicopter models testing
P0427 S73-34622
Bedundant system design and flight test evaluation
for the TAGS digital control system.
CABS PBEPHIHT 7213 pO»38 A73-35062
Integrated image and symbolic display hierarchy
with increasing horizontal and vertical
information content for superposition as
helicopter aid in approach and precision hovering
CAHS PBEPBINT 724] p0438 A73-35065
Seduction of helicopter control system loads with
fixed system damping.
CAHS PBEP8INT 7331 p0439 A73-35069
- Handling gnalities comparison of two hingeless
rotor control system designs.
[AHS PBEPBINT 741] p0439 A73-35074
ABC helicopter stability, control, and vibration
evaluation on the Princeton Dynamic Rodel Track.
[AHS PBEPBINT 7411] p0440 A73-35077
Control requirements for sling-load stabilization
in heavy lift helicopters.
p0531 A73-39406
French automatic beam coupler system for T/STOL
and helicopter low speed and low altitude
instrument approach
p0570 A73-40975
Development of adaptive controller for
multivariable systems and application to
helicopter system with time varying parameters
[AD-746492] P0667 N73-100C7
Construction of pitch link in CH-47 helicopter
control system using composite materials of
graphite, glass, and carbon-steel
CAD-747337] pP681 H73-11036
Evaluation of helicopter rotary wing configuration
consisting of conventional pitch horn linkages
inboard and aerodynamic control flap outboard
for controllable twist
[AD-747808] p0071 N73-12054
Design, development, and evaluation of helicopter
control system using fan in fin configuration
for antitorgue and directional control
[AD-747806] P0071 N73-12055
Yaw maneuverability of helicopters in gliding flight
P0113 K73-14022
Belicopter autorotation capability, noting BO-105
helicopter behavior
P0113 N73-14C23
Addition of feel augmentation system to improve
flight control of S-67 helicopter
fAD-749284] pP114 N73-14029
Numerical analysis of characteristics of rotary
wing aircraft when considered as two coupled
rigid bodies representing rotor and fuselage
P0158 N73-1599M
Analysis of aerodynamic stall characteristics of
airfoils at various angles of attack with
application to control forces of H-53 helicopter
[AD-752917] p0205 N73-18053
Flight tests of XH-51 helicopter to determine
effects of gyroscope and control spring
' modifications on stability and control
P0268 N73-21015
Effect of elastic flapping of rotor blades on
• stability and control of helicopter eguipped
with hingeless rotor system
P0268 N73-21016
Flight characteristics and performance of
Fenestron type helicopter tail rotor
P0269 N73-21028
Evaluation of helicopter handling gualities based
i on ground-based piloted flight simulator tests
P0269 N73-21030
Effect of rotary wing airfoil modifications on
performance, stability, and control of helicopters
P0271 N73-21045
Analysis of military helicopter control and
stability characteristics to determine
suitability as rocket launching platform
[AD-756436] p0306 N73-21944
Development of method for calculating downwash
interference and longitudinal stability of
tandem rotor helicopter
[ABC-B/M-3223] p0384 N73-24022
Failure analysis of synchronizing drive shaft
adapter on CH-47A helicopter for improved
reliability and cost reduction
[AD-763186] p0593 S73-30P41
BELICOPTEB DESIGN
The pressure-let helicopter propulsion system.
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P0662 473-11858
£ study of environmental degradation of adhesive
bonded titanium structures in irny helicopters.
P0041 A73-13039
Advantage of reinforced plastics for helicopter
blades and hubs
P0048 173-13586
Russian book on aviation fundaaentals covering
aerodynamics and fliqht theory, designs,
components, engines and instrumentation of
aircraft, including helicopters, VIOL and STOL
P0189 A73-23224
Noise control modification to BB-43B helicopter
for 50 percent reduction in forward flight
octave band sound pressure level signature
P0231 A73-25383
Sensitivity of rotor blade vibration
characteristics to torsional oscillations.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-404] p0234 A73-25533
Twin-engined Anglo-French Lynx helicopter lain
rotor,head, blade and drive train with conformal
gearing, discussing design and material features
P0237 A73-25790
Fretting fatigue in titanium helicopter components.
pC237 A73-25837
Russian book on airplane and helicopter design and
stability covering selection of wing /rotor/
configuration and power plant, subsystem design,
strength, reliability, lifetime, etc
p0238 A73-26256
Development program of medium range winged design
helicopter, describing wing-fuselage structure,
propulsion and power transmission systems and
combustion, electrical and hydraulic plants
P0246 A73-27383
Helicopter rotor blade passing close to tip
vortex, calculating fluctuating lift induced
harmonic blade loads and generated cyclic
banging noise
P0291 A73-29382
Three dimensional flow analysis for helicopter
rotor aerodynamic design, considering Hach
number, inclination, angle of attack,
trajectory, Reynolds number and vortex shedding
P0363 A73-32973
Future technology and economy of the VTOL
aircraft; International Helicopter Forum, 10th,
Bueckeburg, Vest Germany, June 5-7, 1973,
Proceedings
P0417 A73-34251
Future technical developments and efficiency of
helicopters and their derivatives
P0417 A73-34252
An investigation of the flow field and drag of
helicopter fuselage configurations.
TABS PREPRINT 7001 p0437 A73-35051
Aerodynamic design parameters effects on static
performance of short ducted fans for helicopter
tail rotor applications, comparing theoretical
analysis and experimental results
fAHS PREPRINT 701] pO«37 A73-35052
Heavy lift helicopter rotor blade design including
airfoils, fiberglass skin, titanium spar,
fail-safety and aerodynamic and structural
features
TABS PREPRINT 7101 p0437 A73-35056
Hestland Sea Lynx naval variant aircraft design
and development for multiservice nultirole
application, emphasizing high reliability and
maintenance ease requirements
fAHS PREPRINT 711 ) pO«37 A73-35057
Helicopter design and production cost target and
tradeoff considerations based on past programs,
supplier guotations, government documents,
estimating practices and functional reguirements
TABS PREPRINT 7121 p0437 A73-35058
Sikorsky CB-53D helicopter main rotor head design,
considering spherical elastomeric bearing,
microstructural analysis, flight and ground
fatigue tests and forging techniques
TABS PREPRINT 7131 p0438 A73-35059
Tradeoff studies for feasibility of multiblade
ring rotor configuration for helicopter design,
discussing ring drag
TABS PREPRINT 71U1 . p0438 A73-35060
The application of system analysis technigues for
the solution of complex helicopter crew station
design problems.
TABS PREPRINT 723] p0438 A73-35064
An investigation of the vibratory and acoustic
benefits obtainable by the elimination of the
blade tip vortex.
fAHS PREPRINT 735] p0439 A73-35071
Bandling qualities comparison of two hingeless
rotor control system designs.
[AHS PBBPBIHT 7U1 ] p0439 A73-35074
Recognition and control of abusive machining
effects on helicopter components.
CABS PREPRINT 750] p0440 A73-35P78
Low cost manufacturing methods for highly reliable
ballistic-tolerant composite helicopter flight
control components.
[ABS PREPRINT 754] p0440 A73-35082
Tactical aircraft guidance system for CB-47B
helicopter utilizing fly by wire control systen,
describing design, display devices, flight
instruments, computer configuration and crew
duties
[AHS PREPRINT 761] p0440 A73-35084
Belicopter tail rotor teeter hinge with Teflon
conical journal bearing allowing axial and
radial preload inservice adjustment, discussing
oscillatory loads and temperature effects
[AHS PEEPRINT 762] p0440 A73-35085
U.S. Army helicopter vibration data for OH-64,
OB-58A, DB-1B and CH-54B models obtained from
triaxial accelerometer locations, presenting
spectral and statistical analyses
[AHS PBEPBINT 763] p0440 A73-35086
Elastohydrodynamic principles applied to the
design of helicopter components.
[AHS PREPRINT 770] p0441 A73-35088
T700 fuel and control system - A modern system
today for tomorrow's helicopters.
[AHS PREPRINT 771] p0441 A73-35089
Helicopter power transfer systems analysis in
terms of weight reduction and reliability
improvement
[AHS PREPRINT 773) p0441 A73-35091
Helicopter turboshaft engine vibration reduction
through engine-airframe interface compatibility
design and torsional stability of drive trains
with automatic fuel control
TABS PBEPBIHT 774] ' p0441 A73-35092
The integration of NASTBAN into helicopter
airframe design/analysis.
[AHS PREPRINT 780] , p0441 A73-35093
A consistent crashvorthiness design approach for
rotary-wing aircraft.
[AHS PREPRINT 781] p0441 A73-35094
Performance, 'structural reliability and fatigue
life of glass fiber-epoxy twin beam helicopter
rotor blades
[AHS PBEPBINT 782] p0442 A73-35095
CH-53D titaniam main rotor blade, describing spar,
fiberglass cover and honeycomb core, fabrication
methods, ground and flight tests and vibrational
characteristics
[AHS PREPRINT 783] p0442 A73-35096
Heavy lift helicopter rotor hub design and fatigue
test technology, using fail-safe 'criteria,
finite element analysis and fracture mechanics
[AHS PREPRINT 784] " p0442 A73-35097
An advanced composite tailboom for the AH-1G
helicopter.
[AHS PBEPBINT 785] p0442 A73-35098
Helicopter and fixed wing aircraft design
consideration comparison, examining maintenance
and reliability reguirenents, rigid, hinged and
tilted rotors and load characteristics
P0565 A73-40225
Effects of certain flight parameters and of
certain structural parameters on helicopter
main-rotor blade flutter
P0574 A73-41581
Helicopter transmission research.
P0577 A73-41750
Application of ride-guality criteria to design of
conmercial helicopters with emphasis on noise
and vibration considerations
p0668 N73-10015
Belicopter design data to include kinematic and
power diagrams of basic components of helicopter
structures
[AD-748751] p0082 N73-13035
Proceedings of conference to analyze static and
dynamic loads exerted on helicopter rotary wings
and application to improved helicopter design
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[AGABD-B-595] p0111 H73-14000
Real tine hybrid simulation of tied down
helicopter for optimal stability control
P0113 H73-10024
Analysis of parameters affecting dynamic
compatibility in helicopter propalsion systems
tAD-750387] P0131 H73-15065
Proceedinqs of conference on rotary wing aircraft
' developments to include operational experience,
fliqht tests, and evaluation of structural
concepts
fAGAHD-CP-121] p0267 K73-21008
Fliqht tests of iestland Scout helicopter fitted
with reduced scale version of rigid rotor to
deternine airvorthiness and handling
characteristic s
p0268 N73-21017
Survey of problems encountered in prediction of
structural design loads and aeroelastic
stability margins during development of rotary
•ing aircraft
•p0268 H73-21020
Aerodynamic characteristics .of circulation
controlled rotor and fundamental problems of
stopped rotor aircraft
p0269 H73-21024
Hind tunnel tests to determine effects of
nonrotating components on helicopter performance
and application for helicopter design optimization
p0272 H73-21052
Analysis of aerodynamic and dynanic properties of
rotary wing aircraft for application to design,
development, and evaluation of helicopters
fAGABD-LS-63] p0315 N73-22918
Aerodynamic characteristics of helicopters with
emphasis on airloads, aeroelasticity, and
mechanical instabilities
P0316 N73-229H9
Fundamentals of rotary wing aerodynamics and
application to performance considerations of
helicopters
P0316 N73-22950
Basic dynamics of rotary wings, mechanics of
helicopter flight, and aerodynamic
characteristics of advanced rotary wing concepts
and configurations
P0316 N73-22951
Test data and description of nnsymmetrical crash
analysis computer program for improved
helicopter structural crashworthiness analytical'
and design technigues - Vol. 2
fAD-76U986;i ' p06IW N73-31986
Design optimization and testing of flight control
systems for light helicopters, applied to BO-105
helicopter
p0669 H73-32985
HELICOPTER EHGIHES
GTD-350 gas turbine engine for Soviet fli-2 twin
engine helicopter, describing compressor,
combustion chamber, turbine, reduction gear,
exhaust, starting, lubrication, deicing and fuel
systems
P0298 A73-30K50
Standard indoor method of collection and
presentation of the bare tnrboshaft engine noise
data for use in helicopter installations.
ISAE AHP 1279] p036« A73-33020
Sand erosion tests and protective coatings for
aircraft jet and turbojet engines and helicopter
compressor airfoils
P036H A73-:33029
Turboshaft engine for 5-8 passenger single and,,.,
twin engine commercial helicopter, discussing.
cost reduction design emphasis, gearbox module
and particle separator
pO«17 A73-34253
Static, ballistic, and impact behavior of
glass/graphite drive shaft sections to determine
suitability for heavy lift helicopters
[AD-713938] p0676 N73-10752
Analysis of parameters affecting dynamic
compatibility in helicopter propulsion systems
tAD-750387] p0131 H73-15065
Analysis of H-58 helicopter maintenance to
determine removal rate of aircraft equipment and
develop failure analysis statistics
[AD-756II06] p0306 N73-219H5
Information and guidance for type certification of
aircraft engines as required by Federal Aviation
Administration
[FAA-AC-33-2A] p031<l 1173-22730
Development of method for estimating power output
of helicopter gas turbine engines operating at
full power
[AD-758P61] P033t H73-23811
Effect of enqine vibration, shaft whirling, and
dynamic instabilities on helicopter performance
and standardization of vibration limit
specifications
[AD-761100] P0182 S73-27039
Susceptibility of synthetic enqine and
transmission lubricants of OH-58 A helicopter to
microbal attack
fAD-762176] P0512 H73-286QI4
Desiqn and characteristics of expansion chamber
mufflers for reducing exhaust noise generated by
helicopters
tNASA-TN-D-7309] p0617 H73-31623
Bibliography of technical reports of helicopter
engines and rotary wings
[1D-764900] pC6«4 N73-31981
HELICOPTER PEBFOBHSHCE
A probabilistic evaluation of helicopter lift
capability.
P0192 A73-23775
Reliability analysis of helicopter mechanical
transmission components and reduction gearboxes
P0211 A73-26596
Solid body on elastic supports as model for
helicopter stability and nonlinear oscillations
analysis
P0249 A73-27791
Pilot operation practices for helicopter noise
level reduction, with emphasis on fliqht
altitude increase and routinq over noise
insensitive areas
POU20 A73-3UUH2
Helicopter steep anqle approach limits durinq
instrument-guided landinq comparison with
classical ILS method, describing fliqht
performance results
tDGLR PAPER 73-026] pO<»2U A73-3U497
Tail rotor performance in presence of main rotor,
ground, and winds.
t A H S P R E P R I N T 7 6 U ] pf l l lUI A73-35087
Analysis of the use of an auxiliary wing on a
helicopter
P0161 A73-37C21
Management and control of military and commercial
flight test programs at Bell Helicopter Company.
P0626 A73-4U058
Computer program listings for analysis of main
rotor free wake geometry effects on blade air
loads and response for helicopters in steady
maneuvers - Vol. 2
[NASA-CR-2111] p0678 N73-11C16
Design, development, and evaluation of helicopter
control system using fan in fin configuration
for antitorgne and directional control
CAD-7U7806] p0071 N73-12C55
Developments in unsteady aerodynamics of
helicopter rotary wings to analyze stall
flutter, transient effects of interactions, and
wake 'induced instabilities
P0111 S73-14001
Analysis of stability characteristics of hingeless
rotary wing on flap and lead-lag degrees of
freedom of single blade
fAD-750359] pC130 N73-15053
Analysis of parameters affecting dynamic
compatibility in helicopter propulsion systems
[AD-750387] p0131 N73-15065
Development- of mathematical model for optimal
takeoff performance of single rotor helicopter
in ground effect with various payloads
[AD-750388] PP131 N73-15066
Application of optimal control theory to takeoff
of heavily loaded helicopters and
instrumentation reguirements to improve pilot
flight control
CAD-750615] p0132 R73-15072
Aerodynamic characteristics of helicopters with
sling loads in hovering and near-hoverinq
conditions
fAD-750618) PC132 H73-15073
Application of equations of motion to investiqate
effects of mode shape and coning anqle on
stability boundaries of hinqeless helicopter
A-283
HELICOPTBB PBOPELLBB DBIVE .SUBJECT IHDBZ
rotor blades
rHASA-CR-1115251 P0161 N73-16015
Development of dynastic helicopter performance and
control aodel based on force and rotor
aerodynamic equations
rAD-7514601 p0162 N73-16022
Analysis of airload and blade response of rotary
winqs to deternine sources of rotor vibratory
loads in level and maneuvering flight of NH-3A
and CH-53A helicopters
fNASA-C8-22251 P0215 H73-18996
Predicting loads and stresses on helicopter rotor
blades
fNASA-TT-F-1481151 p0217 N73-19014
Helicopter flight performance in tactical
environment
p0267 N73-21009
Analysis of procedures and problems involved in
operating helicopters from decks of ships
p0267 1173-21010
Operational performance of helicopters in French
Arny
P0267 N73-21011
Presentation of helicopter level flight
performance as pover coefficient compared Kith
tip speed or advance ratio for range of thrust
coefficients
p0268 H73-21014
Flight tests of XH-51 helicopter to determine
effects of gyroscope and control spring
modifications on stability and control
P0268 H73-21015
Effect of elastic flapping of rotor blades on
stability and control of helicopter equipped
with hingeless rotor system
P0268 N73-21016
Discussion of speed record establishment by SA-341
helicopter to include aircraft preparation
procedures and requirements for successful
completion
P0268 N73-21018
Analysis of factors inhibiting performance of
rotary King aircraft and mathematical models of
rotary wing flow characteristics
P0268 B73-21019
Flight characteristics and performance of
Fenestron type helicopter tail rotor
P0269 N73-21028
Evaluation of helicopter handling qualities based
on ground-based piloted flight simulator tests
p0269 N73-21C30
Development of actuator disc theory for predicting
time-averaged dovnwash distribution and response
characteristics of helicopter rotors in forward
flight
P0270 N73-21C33
Parameters for enhancing performance of helicopter
rotors during stationary flight
p0270 H73-21036
Improvements in basic rotary wing design and tests
to determine effects on helicopter performance
P0270 N73-21038
Analysis of unsteady aerodynamic environment of
rotary wings and research projects to improve
understanding of rotor unsteady airfoils
pC271 N73-21041
Effect of rotary ning airfoil modifications on
performance, stability, and control of helicopters
p0271 N73-21045
Development of concept of circulation control
applied to rotary wings to show effects on
hover, transition, and high speed cruise
performance
P0272 N73-21050
Analysis of helicopter performance with
functioning engines, disengaged transmission,
and steady autorotation of coaxial rotary wings
fAD-7565921 p0305 N73-219U2
Evaluation of performance of H-1 helicopter, CH-5U
helicopter, and OU-6 helicopter under combat
conditions
fAD-7555511 P0306 N73-21949
Analysis of aerodynamic and dynamic properties of
rotary wing aircraft for application to design,
development, and evaluation of helicopters
fAGARD-LS-63] p0315 N73-22948
Fundamentals of rotary wing aerodynamics and
application to performance considerations of
helicopters
P0316 H73-22950
Basic dynamics of rotary wings, mechanics of
helicopter flight, and aerodynaoic -'
characteristics of advanced rotary wing concepts
and configurations
P0316 N73-22951
Flight test procedures for rotary wing aircraft
with emphasis on performance and flying qualities
P0317 N73-22959
Effect of engine vibration, shaft whirling, and '
dynamic instabilities on helicopter performance
and standardization of vibration limit
specifications
fAD-761100] p0482 H73-27039
Measurement of vibration levels in CB-47 I..
helicopter at pilot seat, control stick, rudder
pedals, instrument panel, and human interface
points
fAD-761199] pOt83 N73-270UO
Numerical methods for determining unsteady .:
aerodynamic forces on helicopter rotor blades to
show lift distribution as function of velocity
component normal to blades ''.'
[BSSA-TT-F-15039] pOSflS S73-28981
Operational parameters for OH-1H helicopters
during combat flights in Southeast Asia to .
determine helicopter performance and reliability
[AD-7611260] p0610 .N73-30965
Bibliography of technical reports of helicopter
engines and rotary wings • .
fAD-76<t900J p064t .R73-31981
HELICOPTER PROPELLER DBIVB ' .
The pressure-^et helicopter propulsion system.
P0662 A73-11858
Feasibility evaluation of graphite/epoxy composite
materials to helicopter transmission housing.
p0193 A73-23969
Grease lubrication of helicopter transmissions.
fASLE PREPRINT 73AM-2A-1] p0436 A73-34980
Elastohydrodynamic principles applied to the
design of helicopter components.
[AHS PREPRINT 770) pOIII A73-35088
Increasing the critical rotational speed of the
tail rotor drive shaft in SB-1 and SM-2
helicopters
P0633 A73-15195
Design, development, and evaluation-'of flexible
drive shaft coupling used for propulsion of
HH-2D helicopter
rAD-7465021 p0674-N73-10519
Effect of dynamic absorbers and damping on noise
generated by CH-U7 helicopter rotor transmission
tAD-7525791 p0175 N73-17031
Analytic methods for calculating blade loads and
shaft-transmitted vibratory forces in stiff
bladed hingeless rotors operating at various
advance ratios - Vol. 1
[NASA-CR-111562] P0203 H73-18034
Descriptions, geometry, and technical data for
three rotary wing systems used in determining
vibration and loads in hingeless rotary wings -
Vol. 2
rNASA-CR-114568] p0203 H73-18035
Analysis of parameters and elastohydrodynamic
principles affecting lubrication of transmission
components with application to helicopter
mechanical drive systems
rHASA-TB-X-68215] p0274 N73-21069
Cost effectiveness analysis of helicopter
transmission components to determine effect of
extended overhaul life up to 6,000 hours
TAD-758IJ65] P0322 N73-23007
Design, fabrication, and evaluation of helicopter
transmission seals using dual element split ring
and circumferential seal configurations
fNASA-CR-120983] pO»72 N73-26481
HELICOPTER BOTOBS
0 BOTABY WINGS
BELICOPTEH BIKES
Theoretical determination of the characteristics
of helicopter rotors
P0185 A73-22205
. Dissipation of fog using helicopter downwash
CAD-7<I«<(71 1 • .p0675 H73-10629
Exact theory for helicopter rotor wake calculation
p0113 N73-11025
Field test of warm fog dispersal using helicopter
downwash and hygroscopic seeding
rAD-7520U6] p0179 N73-17694
A-284
SOBJECT IBDEX HELICOPTERS
Three component wake velocity measurements of full
scale OH-13 helicopter rotary «inq dnring
hovering flight
[1D-754644J p025« H73-20030
Analytical and experimental techniques to define
geometry of vortex field of hovering rotary iiing
and effect on rotor performance
p0270 N73-21032
Development of actuator disc theory for predicting
tine*averaged downwash distribution and response
characteristics of helicopter rotors in forward
flight
p0270 S73-21033
Development of procedure for determining geometry
and strength distribution of vortex wake
generated by single-bladed hovering helicopter
rotor
P0270 N73-21035
Analysis of unsteady aerodynamic loading on
reference section of helicopter rotor blade in
axial or hovering flight under compressible flow
conditions
P0271 H73-2KW
Development of technigue for rotor blade design
and measurement of pressure distributions along
the blade chord and across blade wake near rotor
tip in flight
P0272 N73-21047
Analysis of aerodynamic noise produced by rotary
•ings and methods for noise reduction based on
shed vortex wakes and blade tip modification
P0272 N73-21053
Proceedings of conference on rotary wings to
investigate rotor wakes, aerodynamic
characteristics at hover and high advance ratio,
and aerodynamic noise properties
P030U H73-21931
HELICOPTERS
NT BO-105 HELICOPTER
HT CH-3 HELICOPTER
NT CH-46 HELICOPTER
HT CH-47 HELICOPTER
NT COMPOUND HELICOPTEBS
HT H-53 HELICOPTER
HT H-56 HELICOPTER
HT HH-43 HELICOPTER
HT HILITART HELICOPTERS
NT OH-6 HELICOPTER
HT OH-13 HELICOPTER
NT P-531 HELICOPTER
NT RIGID BOTOR HELICOPTERS
NT S-61 HELICOPTER
NT SH-3 HELICOPTER
NT TANDBH ROTOR HELICOPTERS
NT DH-1 HELICOPTER
NT DH-2 HELICOPTER
NT XH-51 HELICOPTEE
Helicopter internal and external noise level
measurements under various flight conditions,
obtaining noise radiation directivity patterns
via time measuring trajectography equipment
CONEHA. TP HO. 1136] P0652 A73-102H1
Bevies of New York Airways helicopter operations.
[AIAA PAPER 73-251 P0103 A73-17611
Russian book - Hethods and equipment for in-flight
aircraft strength tests.
P0149 A73-20376
The utility of a low flying aircraft or helicopter
when collecting ground data for regional
resource surveys.
PC155 A73-21710
Dynamic analysis of helicopter structures
p0185 A73-22206
Helicopter main-rotor blade flutter in steady
inclined flight
P0191 A73-23662
Doppler TACAN navigation system for helicopters
obtaining data through computer display method
p0195 A73-24475
Prediction for a park of helicopters of the same
type
p0243 A73-27077
Helicopter use for urban transportation to meet
economic growth needs and alleviate traffic
congestion, considering IFR equipment and noise
reduction
p0298 A73-30470
VTOL and helicopter design considerations,
including nonsymmetrical rotor flow
• characteristics, rotor types, airspeed
capacities, conpound helicopters, tilt wing and
tilt rotor aircraft
pO«18 A73-34259
Helicopters for business executive transport
between cities or to isolated locations, police
use, ambulance service, etc
pOi(20 473-34111(5
Helicopter operations in London area, describing
controlled airspace, helicopter routes and
heliport approach and takeoff procedures
P0420 A73-34UII6
The application of circulation control
aerodynamics to a helicopter rotor model.
TABS PBEP8IHT 70U] pO*37 A73-35055
Helicopter engineering applications of
antiresonance theory, shoving eigenvalue nature
and matrix iteration determination of
antiresonances
CABS P8EPRIHT 7361 P0439 A73-35072
The human side of quality assurance /as viewed
from helicopter manufacturing experiences/.
{IBS PBEPBINT 7511 pOUUO A73-35079
VTOL applications in civil aviation, discussing
safety, noise reduction, fatigue life,
industrial applications, economic factors, short
haul utilization and wind tunnel tests
P0512 A73-37813
On the aerodynamic damping moment in pitch of a
rigid helicopter rotor in hovering. I -
Experimental phase.
P0521 A73-38281
Perceived noise level ratings for helicopter
noise, discussing blade slap, tail rotor whine,
broadband noise and PNL rating shortcomings
p0576 A73-H1708
Helicopter noise experiments in an urban
environment.
P0581 A73-H291IU
Analysis of helicopter pilot and passenger
reaction to vibration environment to determine
effects of discrete frequencies and combinations
of harmonic freguencies
P0669 N73-10019
Development and characteristics of test facility
for measuring three dimensional boundary layers
on helicopter rotor blade under various conditions
rHASA-CR-112194] P0069 N73-12042
Evaluation of helicopter rotary wing configuration
consisting of conventional pitch horn linkages
inboard and aerodynamic control flap outboard
for controllable tvist
CAD-7478081 p0071 N73-1205M
Application of metal-polyfluoroethylene bearings
in helicopter rotor hinges for operation with
and without lubrication
TAD-7U71I28] p0073 N73-12512
Performance of high speed overriding clutch
assemblies for helicopters
[AD-7U78071 pOP74 N73-12518
Analysis of limitations on helicopter approach and
landing during conditions of low visibility
[AD-7H77321 pOC75 N73-12686
Effects of aerodynamic stall on helicopter rotor
blade element in three dimensional rotating
environment
[NASA-CR-11<I<!891 p0081 N73-13028
Proceedings of symposium on helicopter noise held
at Durham, North Carolina Sept. 1971
CAD-748876] p0082 (173-13036
Development of computer assisted troubleshooting
system for maintenance of helicopters and
aircraft using Dnivac 1108 computer
[AD-7U86651 pOC82 873-13037
Analysis of response of flexible helicopter rotor
blade to random loads with vertical velocity
component
[&D-7U66271 P0082 873-13038
Analysis of model helicopter rotor blade response
to random excitation dnring simulated forward
flight using electromechanical apparatus
[AD-7484571 p0082 H73-130UO
Technology of aircraft construction
fAD-7l|8712] p0083 873-13043
Advanced technology hoist-drive system applicable
to helicopter cargo hoists with capacities
ranging from 12.5 to 50 tons
[AD-7466291 p0083 N73-13067
1-285
HB1ICOPTEBS CORTD SUBJECT IHDBX
Evaluation of approach lightinq system for visual
quidance of helicopters durinq instrument flight
rules approach and landinq operations
fFAA-BD-72-133] p0084 N73-13261
Application of model helicopter rotor experiments
to determining dynamic stall of rotary wings and
predictinq aerodynamic loads developed
P0111 N73-14002
Numerical analysis of unsteady aerodynamic forces
on helicopter rotor blades to determine lift
distribution as function of velocity component
normal to blades
PC111 1173-14003
Application of perturbation techniques to sinqle
blade helicopter rotor dynamics
fNASA-TM-X-62165] p0111 N73-14006
Development of statistical technique for
determininq injury reduction capability of
enerqy absorber equipment
fAD-7493331 p0116 N73-14044
Electrostatic charging and discharging of
helicopters in fliqht and personnel safety
fAD-7506171 p0138 B73-15718
Design, development, and evaluation of flywheel
powered hoist for Personnel rescue missions
conducted by helicopters
TAD-7512171 p0163 N73-16029
Nonlinear instability in flap-lag of rotor blades
in forward fliqht
rNASA-CR-1145241 p0173 N73-17017
Development of computer programs to calculate
helicopter rotor tip vortex geometry in hover
and forward fliqht to include calculation of
rotor harmonic air loads
UD-7526281 p0175 N73-17032
Flight test of instrument for determining low
airspeeds to evaluate suitability for helicopter
airspeed indicator
rAD-7533431 p0208 N73-18071
Analysis of aerodynamic noise generated by tips of
helicopter rotary wings durinq acceleration to
near sonic speed
fAD-752301] P0208 H73-18072
Analysis of V/STOL aircraft design and operation
to determine effects of noise problems and
constraints with emphasis on helicopter
performance
FAD-7524471 P0208 N73-18073
Helicopter downwash for dispersing foqs of 500 to
600 feet in depth
fAD-753357) P0212 N73-18661
Application of niqht vision technoloqy helicopter
night scouts
P0228 N73-19970
Improved visual capability for police helicopters
P0228 N73-19984
Application of equations of motion to develop
analog computer simulation of helicopter rotor
system
fAD-7545471 P0253 N73-20024
Numerical analysis of ideal and real gas eguations
for application to lift generated by helicopter
rotors
fAD-7544201 p0254 K73-20026
Fatigue damage of helicopter rotary wing
structures - bibliographies
fAD-754062] pC254 N73-20027
Design of hydrofluidic fliqht control system for
helicopter stabilization
fAD-754602] p0255 N73-20032
Analysis of procedures and problems involved in
operating helicopters from decks of ships
P0267 N73-21010
Reliability and operational safety of mechanical
helicopter transmission boxes
P0267 N73-21012
Aerodynamic, dynamic, and aeroelastic problems in
rotary winq design for helicopters and V/STOL
aircraft with application to hinqeless rotor
systems
P0272 N73-21051
Analysis of helicopter internal and external noise
levels for various flight conditions and timing
of acoustical spectra
P0273 N73-21055
Analysis of electrical charge generated by
helicopter rotor operating near particulate
matter with seeded vortex
[AD-7552821 p0276 S73-21080
Fundasentals of helicopter noise generation and
propagation to include noise control procedures
and cost effectiveness of noise reduction .
p03,16.N7 3-22953
Analysis of vortex shedding from airfoils vith
application to vortex noise generated by
helicopter rotary wings
rAD-757167] p0320 N73-22989
Environmental endurance testing of elastomeric
pitch change bearing for use on H-1 Aircraft
rAD-758463] p0328 N73-23561
Application of multipoint excitation for
helicopter structural dynamic testing using
impedance techniques - Vol. 1
fAD-756389] p0335 N73-23921
Dynamic structural analysis of helicopter
structures using single point excitation
techniques - Vol. 2
fAD-756390] p0336 N73-23922
Dynamic structural analysis of helicopter
structures using free-body response techniques -
Vol. 3
fAD-756391] p0336 N73-23923
Dynamic structural analysis of helicopter
subsystems based on eguations for combination of
mobility matrices - Vol. B
[AD-756392] p0336 H73-23924
Analysis of escape systems for helicopter fliqht
crews and passengers
[B-177166] p0387 N73-24067
Design, development, and testing of inflexible
blade, hinqeless rotor system with hydraulic
rotor control system
tAD-758514] p0389 N73-24081
Numerical analysis of bending of rotating beams
with application to linear flap-lag stability of
hingeless .rotary wings using nonlinear eguations
[NASA-IB-X-2770] p0395 N73-24897
Development of method for calculating spanwise
loading on helicopter rotor blades in forward
fliqht at various azimuth angles
fAEC-S/H-3318] p0399 N73-25032
Development of procedures for determining service
life of helicopter airframes and rotor blades
rEiE-IIB-TEASS-15201 p0464 H73-26013
Optimal design of helicopter precision hover
control systems
[AD-759919] p0468 N73-26039
Equipment route winds and great circle distances
for helicopter air routes at 5,000, 10,000, and
18,000 feet - Vol. 1
CAD-760252] p0468 H73-26043
Equipment route winds and great circle distances
for helicopter air routes at 5,000, 10,000 and
18,000 feet - Vol. 2
tAD-760253] pC468 N73-26044
Analysis of operational problems associated with
wind tunnel testing of 7/STOL aircraft and
helicopters
p0469 N73-26240
Scaling lavs, constructional problems, and optimum
model size associated with wind tunnel tests of
helicopters and rotary wing aircraft
P0469 N73-26246
Analysis of products and techniques for reducing
reflections of light from helicopter
windshields, rotor blades and rotor hub assembly
rAD-761127] p0482 N73-27037
Application of glass reinforced and carbon
reinforced composite .materials for helicopter
structures and rotary wings
p0489 N73-27483
Tabular data from helicopter downdraft fog
dispersal experiments
[AD-7621891 p05«2 N73-28643
Development of procedures for stabilizing snow to
permit helicopter landings
[AD-763231] p0593 N73-30040
Application of composite materials to construction
of helicopter airframes and landing gear
fSASA-CR-112333] p06C8 H73-30948
Dynamic structural analysis of fully articulated
rotor blade on helicopter rotary wing for three
degrees of freedoi
fAD-763934] p0609 N73-30957
Helicopter gust response to include unsteady
aerodynamic stall effects under short-term,
control-fixed conditions
[AD-763957] p0609 H73-30958
A-286
SUBJECT IHDEI HIGH SPEED
Aerodynamic characteristics of lov speed flight
using heavily loaded ducted fans, single biaded
hovering rotor, and tensioned sheets vith cutouts
[AD-764264] p0610 N73-30964
Design and flight tests of helicopter airspeed
indicator
fAD-764240] p0615 N73-31430
Proceedings of symposium to determine reguirements
and configurations of emergency ejection systems
for helicopter crews
fAGABD-AR-62] p0640 N73-31954
Computer program and mathematical model for
predicting dynamic response of helicopter in
accident involving vertical and lateral impact
[AD-764985] P0671 N73-32996
Utilization of decision and value theory concepts
by helicopter pilots to plan attacks
P0674 N73-33565
BBLIOBEIEHS
NT PYEOHELIOHETEES
HELIOHETBI
0 PIHOHELIOMETEBS
HELIPOETS
AIL-CO-SCAN landing system for STOL and heliports,
combining localizer and glide control functions
in 20 by 20 deg approach window
P0353 A73-32470
Social acceptability of heliports particularly
from the standpoint of noise.
P0419 A73-34441
Feasibility of downtown heliport facilities in
terms of public concerns including fear, noise
and economics
p0420 A73-344U3
City center heliport design and location for
scheduled intercity helicopter services,
discussing terminal facilities, economic
factors, elevated sites, etc
p0120 A73-34444
Helicopter operations in London area, describing
controlled airspace, helicoptor routes and
heliport approach and takeoff procedures
P0420 A73-34446
Mind tunnel tests to determine time-averaged
aerodynamic forces on model of helicopter
landing pad to be installed on top of lighthouse
[HAR-SCI-H-106] p0390 N73-24269
HERCULES AIBCBAFT
U C-130 AIRCRAFT
HEURISTIC HETBODS
Heuristic method for scheduling aircraft maintenance
fAD-761494] p05t5 N73-289I17
BFB-320 AIBCBAFT
Flight mechanics problems associated with landing
approaches using direct lift control, as
examplified by the HPB 320 Hansa aircraft
[DGLR PAPER 73-024] p042U &73-3UU96
Flight control problems of steep approach landing
with direct lift control, exemplified by HFB-320
aircraft
CDGLB-PAPEB-73-024] p06i(1 H73-31965
HB-43B HELICOPTER
0 HH-43 HELICOPTER
HH-43 HELICOPTER
Noise control modification to HH-U3B helicopter
for 50 percent reduction in forward flight
octave band sound pressure level signature
P0231 A73-25383
HHI HELICOPTEB
U H-53 HELICOPTEB
HIESARCHIES
Programmed control of a two-level hierarchical
system
P0654 A73-10665
HIGH ALTITUDE
Dynamic parachute inflation model for
dimensionless time and maximum force predictions
at high altitudes
fAIAA PAPER 73-450] P0340 A73-31436
Integrated SAVVAH, TOR, and DDE system for
locating and controlling high altitude aircraft
p0330 F73-23695
HIGH ALTITUDE BALLOOBS
NT SKYHOOK BALLOONS
ESBO AEROSAT experiment using stratospheric
balloon-borne transponder to relay signals from
ground station to aircraft flying over sea
p0481 N73-27029
Design, development, fabrication, and test of
propulsion system for free balloon using
electric motor and 35.4 foot propeller
CAD-760754] p0483 N73-27042
Heasurements on high and low gain L band aircraft
aerials using transmissions from high altitude
balloon
rRAE-TR-73008] p0551 N73-29102
HIGH ALTITUDE BRVIBOHHENTS
Russian book on passenger aircraft high altitude
equipment covering cabin pressurization, air
conditioning.and temperature and pressure
control, human tolerances, reliability factors,
etc
P0297 A73-30355
HIGH ALTITUDE FLIGHT
0 HIGH ALTITUDE
HIGH ALTITUDE NUCLEAR DETECTION
WB-57F aircraft with instrument package for
nuclear test detection and upper atmosphere
research, discussing range, altitude, speed,
payload capacity and onboard equipment
CAIAA PAPEE 73-510] p0376 A73-33548
HIGH ALTITUDE TESTS
Aircraft turbine engine exhaust emissions under
simulated high altitude, supersonic free-stream
flight conditions.
[1IAA PAPER 73-507] p0449 A73-35625
HIGH ASPECT BATIO
Analysis of high aspect ratio let flap wings of
arbitrary geometry.
[AIAA PAPER 73-125] p0096 A73-1688C
Finite chord effects on vortex induced large
aspect ratio wing loads, noting rolling moment
magnitude overestimate from lifting line solution
PC347 A73-31670
Analytical representation of auxiliary functions
of theory for oscillating lifting surface with
high aspect ratio at subsonic speeds
[DLH-FB-73-161 p0587 N73-29999
HIGH ASPECT BATIO SIH6S
U SLENDER RINGS
HIGH FBEQUENCIES
High freguency vibration of aircraft structures.
P0448 A73-35329
The susceptibility of modern aircraft instrument
systems to interference in the HF band.
P0575 A73-1169U
High freguency spectrum domain of turbulent jet
noise
P0393 N73-24697
Improvements in design of HF communication systems
for naval aircraft
[AD-759709] p01(P6 N73-25200
HIGH GAIN
Measurements on high and low gain L band aircraft
aerials using transmissions from high altitude
balloon
fHAE-TR-73008] p0551 H73-29102
HIGH GBATITI (ACCELERATION)
U HIGH GRAVITY ENVIRONMENTS
HIGH GRAVITY BNVIRONHENTS
Design and tests of counting strain gages for
high-g naval aircraft
[AD-750692] p0135 N73-15II98
HIGH LIFT DEVICES
U LIFT DEVICES
HIGH PRESSURE
Fabrication and mechanical testing of high
pressure ratio compressor
fNASA-CR-121193] pC553 N73-29463
HIGH EESOLUTION
High resolution pulse width modulated parallel
channel for forward looking infrared display
system
[AD-759224] p0407 N73-25231
HIGH SENSITIVITY
0 SENSITIVITY
HIGH SPEED
Book - The aerodynamics of high speed ground
transportation.
P0451 A73-35854
Discussion of speed record establishment by Sl-341
helicopter to include aircraft preparation
procedures and requirements for successful
completion
P0268 N73-21018
Experimental evaluation of 150-im bore ball
bearings to 3-million DN using solid and drilled
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BIGB SPEED FLIGHT SUBJECT IBDEI
pO»72 N73-26480
balls
rN4SA-TB-X-68265]
BIGB SPEED FLIGHT
D HIGH SPEED
HIGH SPEED TBAHSPOBTiTIOH
D HAPID TRANSIT SYSTEHS
BIGB STBEHGTH ALLOTS
NT HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
Ponder metallurgy for high-performance
applications: Proceedings of the Eighteenth
Sagamore Any Materials Research Conference,
Raquette Lake, N.T., August 31-September 3, 1971.
P0653 A73-10276
Fabrication of high-strength aluminum products
from powder.
P0653 473-10281
X2048, a hiqh strength, high toughness alloy for
aircraft applications.
fAIAA PAPER 73-3851 p0232 A73-25514
Significance of interqranular corrosion in
hiqh-strenqth aluminum alloy products.
pC347 A73-317IIO
The effect of composition chanqes on the fracture
toughness of an Al-Zn-Hq-Cu-Bn forging alloy.
p0625 473-44025
BIGB STRENGTH STEELS
Recoqnition and control of abusive machining
effects on helicopter components.
TABS PREPRINT 750] p0440 A73-35078
Cadmium embrittlement of hiqh strenqth, lov alloy
steels at elevated temperatures.
P0578 A73-41968
Static and fatigue properties of hardened and
tempered electron beam welded joints in 2.5
percent Ni-Cr-Bo steel and 18 percent Ni-Co-Bo
maraqinq steel
rs/T-BEHO-9-71] p0488 N73-27456
HIGH TBHPEBATDBE
Kinetics of afterburning process following
injection of ozidizer into high temperature gas
flow
fAD-756098] P0336 N73-23951
HIGH TEBPBRATOBE ALLOYS
D HEAT RESISTANT ALLOTS
HIGH TEHPERATDRE EIVIBONHEITS
High temperature fatigue sensor based on
conductive composite device irreversible
resistance increase resulting from cumulative
strain damaqe
P0187 473-22504
Acoustic fatique resistance of aircraft structures
at elevated temperatures.
FAIAA P4PER 73-994] p0628 A73-44829
Desiqn and manufacturing of composite materials
with orqanic matrices for use in aerospace
vehicle structures subjected to hiqh temperatures
P0489 N73-27489
Analysis of equipment and procedures for
conducting sonic fatique tests of airframes at
elevated temperatures
fAD-763798] p0594 U73-30052
HIGH TEHPEBATOBE FLUIDS
NT HIGH TEBPEBATU8E GASES
High-temperature low pressure hose assembly,
convoluted-, tetrafluoroethylene-, for aerospace.
TSAE AEP 1227] p036fl 473-33017
BIGB TEHPEBATORE GASES
Hiqh temperature jet noise dependence on velocity
and temperature, discussing Lighthill source
term, Reynolds stresses, entropy fluctuations
and velocity critical threshold
P0575 A73-41703
Burn-up of -the high temperature products of
incomplete combustion in a supersonic flow by a
second injection of oxidizer
p0632 473-45076
HIGH TEBPEBtTORE TESTS
Test results of fatique at elevated temperatures
on aeronautical materials.
fONEBA. IP DO. 1098] p0652 473-10229
Rotors and turbine disks fracture resistance
optimization at hiqh temperatures from plane
strain toughness criteria
P0299 473-30679
Bethod of life prediction for nickel-based Odimet
alloy by high temperature creep/fatigue testing
fNASA-CB-120958] p0279 N73-21845
BIGB VOLTAGES
Breakdown criteria for streamer formation.
electrostatic field analysis and laboratory high
voltage experiments on aircraft initiation of
lightning strikes
P0196 473-21558
Features of a high voltage airborne
superconducting generator.
p0447 473-35254
HIGHWAYS
The cole ground transportation can play in the
airport site selection process.
[ASHE P4PER 73-ICT-70] p0622 473-43497
BILBEBI TBAHSFORHATIOH
Vortex lattice discretization for finite Hilbert
transform of two dimensional incompressible thin
wing flow integral eguation with singularities,
noting numerical solution accuracy
p0060 A73-15004
BILLEB BILITAHI AIRCRAFT
0 BILITABI AIBCBAFT
HINDRANCE
0 CONSTRAINTS
HINGED BOTOB BLADES
0 ROTARY BTNGS
BTIGELESS BOTOBS
D RIGID BOTOBS
HINGES
NT FLAPPING BINGES
HISTOGBABS
Operative visibility limits over the airports of
Hilan Linate and Balpensa in the 1960-1969 decade
P0520 A73-38125
HISTORIES
History of German aeronautical development during
the first half of the century
P0264 N73-20956
History of Zeppelin airships to show uses for
civil and military purposes
P0670 N73-32990
HO-6 HELICOPTEB
0 OH-6 HELICOPTER
HOLLAND
D NETHERLANDS
HOLOGBAPBIC INTERFEBOHETRY
Turbulent boundary layer flow separation
measurements using holographic interferometry.
fAIAA PAPER 73-664] p0454 A73-36215
Holographic interferometry applied to aerodynamics
p0561 473-39984
Application of holographic interferometry for
inspection of large aircraft structures during
manufacturing and maintenance
[AD-757510] p0321 N73-23000
Holographic interferograms of supersonic jet
aircraft acoustic field
[PB-214112/5] p0333 N73-23743
Application of holographic interferometry
techniques for determining asymmetric flow
distribution encountered near wing-fuselage
junction at transonic speed
[AD-759967] p0472 N73-26296
BOLOGBAPBT
NT BOLOGRAPHIC INTEBFEBOBETBY
Airborne synthetic aperture /hologram/ radar
maximum ambiguity range extension by using
additional receive-only antenna ahead of
transmit-receive unit
p0095 473-16817
The application of holography to sonic boom
investigations.
P0241 473-26633
Temperature sensitivity of cfrp honey-comb
structures under holographic ndt.
P0242 473-27036
Bicrowave holography application to landing
without visibility
P0356 473-32497
Observation of the surface of hypersonic
projectiles by holography
P0561 473-39956
Development of holographic storage and retrieval
system for aerial chart information display in
cockpit environment
rAD-748648] p0076 N73-12690
Optical holographic measurement of jet noise in
supersonic air/nitrogen and helium jets at Bach
numbers from 1.5 to 3.4
[PB-220641/5] p0602 N73-30686
HOHING DEVICES
Russian book on aircraft control systems covering
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radio communication and navigation, automatic
guidance and landing and honing and radar tracking
P0064 473-15961
Book - Recommended basic characteristics for
airborne radio honing and alerting egnipnent for
use with emergency locator transmitters /ELT/.
pflim A73-34475
GDC/EOSS - Seal-time visual and notion sinulators
for evaluation of fire control and
electro-optical guidance .systems.
(AIAA PAPE8 73-919] P0569 473-40867
HOHBYCOHB CORES
Rigid lightweight honeycomb core radome
development from materials and processes
standpoint, discussing cost reduction and
fabrication
tSAE PAPEB 730310) p0428 A73-34670
HOHEYCOHB STEOCTOBES
NT HONEYCOHB COBES
Organization and management for adhesive bonding
aircraft structures.
P0041 A73-13048
The application of adhesive bonded structures and
composite materials on advanced tnrbofan engines.
P0052 A73-14134
Airship design for short-medium distance heavy
payload transport, describing honeycomb skin
construction., power plant installation and
hovering loading/unloading operations
, P0058 173-10825
Nondestructive eddy current tests of Al braze
alloy fillet size and flatwise distribution in
Ti honeycomb sandwich panels
P0089 473-16131
Temperature sensitivity of cfrp honey-comb
structures under holographic ndt.
P0242 473-27036
Brazed honeycomb structure design, fabrication and
aerospace applications covering brazing methods,
filler metal selection, nondestructive testing,
sandwich designs, aircraft and spacecraft
structures, etc
p0416 A73-34100
Ose of honeycomb and bonded structures in light
aircraft. :
CSAE BUSES 7,30307 1 . pO<!28 A73-34667
The successful use of composites in the 1-1011
TriStar commercial transport.
p0434 473-34815
An advanced composite tailboom for the AH-16
helicopter.
CABS PBBPBIHT 785] p0442 473-35098
Aluminum brazed titanium honeycomb sandwich
structure - A new system.
P0625 A73-44000
Nuclear thermal vulnerability of honey comb
sandwich radome panels
tAD-753666] p0212 N73-18605
Evaluation of aluminum honeycomb core landing mat
with modified hinges
fAD-758840) p0486 H73-27186
BOOKS
Laboratory hook bounce test for E-2A arresting
gear A-frame
fAD-754753] p0257 N73-20285
Hook bounce test of c-24 aircraft arresting gear
A-frame
fAD-754077] p0258 N73-20288
Development and characteristics of dual cargo hook
system for use on military transport helicopters
P0268 N73-21022
HOBIZOB SCAHBEBS
Image formation radiometers for-blind landing,
aerial reconnaissance over land and sea, horizon
detection and detection of obstacles at sea
p0153 473-21087
BOBIZOH SEHSING
0 HORIZON SCANNERS
BOBIZOHTA1 PISS
0 FINS
HOBIZONTAL STABILIZEBS
•Q STABILIZBBS (FLUID DYflABICS)
HOBIZOHTA1 TAIL SURFACES
Static tests of i/edesiqned graphite horizontal
stabilizers
C4D-758718] P0392 N73-24611
Effects of addition and position of outboard
stabilizers and tail configurations on
aerodynamic characteristics of low-»ave-draq
elliptical body at hypersonic speed
[NASA-TH-X-2747] p0477 N73-26993
HORIZONTAL TAILS
0 HOBIZONTAL TAIL SURFACES
D TAIL 4SSEHBLIES
HOSES
High-temperature low pressure hose assembly,
convoluted-, tetrafluoroethylene-, for aerospace.
[S4E ABP 1227] p0364 A73-33017
HOI CICLE PBOPDLSIOB SYSTBB
D TIP DBIVEN BOTOBS
HOT EXTRUDING
0 EITBDDING
HOT FOBBING
D HOT WORKING
HOT GAS SISTERS
D HIGH TEHPEB4TDRE GASES
HOT G4SES
0 HIGH TEMPERATURE GASES
HOT JET EIHAOST
D HIGH TEHPEBSTURE GASES
D JET EXHAUST
HOT JETS .
D JET FLOH
HOT PRESSING
Hot isostatic pressing of titanium alloys for
turbine engine components.
CASttE PAPEB 73-GT-631 p037U \73-33516
Potential of hot-isostatic pressing, hydrostatic
extrusion and deformable die tube tapering
processes to production of titanium tubes
rAD-759504] p0408 H73-25532
Hot forging of aluminum alloy structural parts
fAD-764618] p0648 N73-32384
HOT WORKING
Fabrication technigues for Ti alloys in aerospace
applications, discussing hot forming, electron
beam and diffusion welding under vacuum and
stress relaxation annealing
P0625 A73^43911
HOT-HIRE ANEHOBETERS
Botor unsteady wakes three dimensional flow
analysis by wave front averaging technigue,
using constant temperature hot-wire anemometer'
P0664 A73-12504
Rapid scanaiuq, tkree-dimensiotva.1, hot-wire
anemometer surveys for wing tip vortices in the
Ames 40- by SO^foot wind tunnel.
fAIAA PAPER 73-681] p0454 A73-36232
Subsonic wind tunnel tests for laminar boundary
layer investigation in low level turbulence
flow, noting turbulence measurement with
hot-wire anemometers
P0573 A73-41316
Interpretation of hot-wire anemometer readings in
a flow with velocity, pressure and temperature
fluctuations.
P0573 A73-41317
Analysis of wakes generated by hovering model
propellers and rotors using schlieren
photography and hot-wire anemometry
TNAS4-CB-2305] p0587 N73-29996
PDP 8/1 data acguisition and averaging program for
synchronous hot-wire measurements in mouth of
flow excited cavity resonator
[4D-764851] p0647 N73-32357
HOUSINGS
NT BAOOHES
Russian book on aircraft onboard instruments and
equipment arrangement and housing for weight
reduction covering electric, radar, navigation/
control, display and auxiliary devices
P0573 473-41425
HOVERCRAFT
D GBODND EFFECT HACHINES
HOVERING
Optimum performance of static propellers and rotors.
P0043 473-13308
A summary of wind tunnel research on tilt-rotors
from hover to cruise flight.
tONEBA, IP NO. 1133] p0154 473-21683
Aerodyne flight vehicle testing foi hover flight
characteristics during remote control by radio
with pilot commands, noting reliability and
attitude control
P0283 A73-28785
Integrated image and symbolic display hierarchy
with increasing horizontal and vertical
information content for superposition as
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helicopter aid in approach and precision hovering
TABS PBBPBINT 724 1 p0438 473-35065
Don-linear flap-lag dynamics of hinqeless
helicopter blades in hover and in forward fliqht.
p0586 A73-43134
Aerodynamic characteristics of helicopters with
slinq loads in boverinq and near-hoverinq
conditions
fAD-750618] P0132 H73-15073
Effect of control force gradient on VTOL visual
hovering task
• riASA-TH-X-62230] p0173 1173-17015
Development of coaputer programs to calculate
helicopter rotor tip vortei qeometry in hover
and forvard flight to include calculation of
rotor harmonic air loads
fAD-752628] p0175 N73-17032
Analytical and experimental techniques to define
geometry of vortex field of hovering rotary King
and effect on rotor performance
p0270 U73-21032
Development of procedure for determining geometry
and strength distribution of vortex vake
generated by single-bladed hovering helicopter
rotor
p0270 N73-21035
Development of pilot model parameters to provide
data base for multiloop, single controller,
multi-input analysis of aircraft performance
[AD-755367] p0275 N73-21078
Full scale hover test of.25-foot tilt rotor
CH1SA-CR-114626] . p0403 1173-25070
HOVBBING STABILITY
Precision hover sensor for heavy-lift helicopter,
•p0192 A73-23784
Theoretical and practical aspects of an automatic
hover control system for an unmanned tethered
rotorplatfora.
p0194 A73-24009
Stability of elastic bending and torsion of
uniform cantilevered rotor blades in hover.
fAtAA PAPER 73-405] p0234 A73-25534
Experimental investigation of model
variable-geometry and ogee tip rotors.
TABS PEEPBIBT 7033 p0437 A73-35054
A study of stall-induced flap-lag instability of
hingeless rotors.
fAHS PREPBINT 730] pO«38 A73-35066
On the aerodynamic damping moment in pitch of a
riqid helicopter rotor in hovering. II -
Analytical phase.
P0564 A73-40087
Command and control of stability of Do-31 aircraft
by landing and hovering
fBHVG-FBHT-72-25] p0218 H73-19022
Parameters for enhancing performance of helicopter
rotors during stationary flight
P0270 N73-21036
Improvements in basic rotary wing design and tests
to determine effects on helicopter performance
P0270 H73-21038
Development of method for predictiong performance
of heavily loaded propellers and rotors in
steady hovering flight
P0271 1173-21040
V/STOL lift fan commercial short haul transport
aircraft for 1980 to 1985 period to include
aircraft design, hover control, and cruise
performance
[NASA-CB-2185] p030» H73-21930
Optimal design of helicopter precision hover
control systems
fAD-759919] P0468 N73-26039
Analysis of pitch damping moment for hovering
helicopter rotary vinq and development of
formula for calculating pitch damping derivative
fNASA-TT-F-15010] P0591 1173-30027
HBB-1 HELICOPTER
0 CH-H6 HELICOPTER
HSS-2 HELICOPTER
0 SH-3 HELICOPTER
HO-1 HELICOPTER
0 DH-1 HELICOPTER
HOBS
Heavy lift helicopter rotor hub design and fatigue
test technology, using fail-safe criteria,
finite element analysis and fracture mechanics
TABS PREPRIHT 78*1 p0442 A73-35097
Analysis of products and techniques for reducing
reflections of light from helicopter
windshields, rotor blades and rotor hub assembly
tAD-761127] p0482 B73-27037
HUGHES AIRCRAFT
HI OH-6 HELICOPTER - •., i
BOGHBS MILITARY AIRCRAFT
D HILITARt AIRCRAFT
BOLLS (STBDCTORES)
Aircraft accident statistics for passenger
fatalities, worldwide jet hull losses and
estimated costs to suggest proposals for
approach, landing and takeoff accident reduction
p0459 A73-36846
HOHAI BEHAVIOR
Behavioral stress response related to passenger
briefings and emergency warning systems on
commercial airlines.
,p0359 A73-32660
HDBAB EBGIHEERIHG . ,
D HDMAfi FACTORS ENGINEERING
HOHAH F1CTORS EHGIHEEBIHG
Badio Technical Commission for Aeronautics, .Annual
Assembly fleeting, Washington, B.C., November 9,
10, 1972, Proceedings.
p02«5 A73-27360
Aircraft accident prevention problems, considering
pilot judgement errors, factory skill
degradation, training, lightning and structure
factors and air bag use
. p0291 A73-29349
Avionics and human factors in flight simulator
economics, interrelating aircraft design to
simulation system
P0370 A73-33206
Symposium on Flight Deck Environment and Pilot
Workload, London, England, Oarch 15, 1973,
Proceedings.
P0508 673-37726
Cockpit layout effects on pilot and flight crew
activities, using in-flight observation,
photography and pilot eye movement evaluation
p0508 A73-37733
Cockpit evolution, considering pilot visual.,
problems in approach final stage during poor
visibility, instrument number and placement,
supersonic aircraft, digital computer-CRT
interfaces, etc
p0532 A73-39662
Human motion perception in motion drive logic
design for flight simulation discussing feedback
control, angular velocity and degrees of freedom
[AIAA PAPER 73-931] p0570 A73-40878
Proceedings of conference on ride qualities of
air, surface, and water-vehicles with emphasis
on human factors engineering for comfort in
transportation
[HASA-TH-I-2620] p0668 N73-10012
Analysis of current knowledge regarding ride
gnality factors in passenger transportation and
development of criteria based on human factors
engineering
p0668 N73-10013
Guidelines and criteria for developing ride
gnality in air transportation based on external
and internal environment conditions
P0668 N73-10014
Application of ride-guality criteria to design of
commercial helicopters with emphasis on noise,
and vibration considerations
p0668 H73-10015
Simulated STOL aircraft flight to determine
effects of cruise and terminal area maneuvers on
ride quality and passenger comfort
p0668 N73-10016
Analysis of airline passenger reactions to
vibration environments encountered in supersonic
transport and commercial jet aircraft
p0668 B73-10017
Evaluation of effectiveness of indices relating to
effect of vehicle vibrations on passenger
comfort with application to railroad travel
P0669 H73-10018
Analysis of helicopter pilot and passenger
reaction to vibration environment to determine
effects of discrete frequencies and combinations
of harmonic frequencies
p0669 H73-10019
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Analysis of vibration environment in aerospace and
' ' surface vehicles with definitions of effect on
"• human'comfort and performance
p0669 N73-10021
Developaent of mathematical nodel to analyze
traveler acceptance factors in short haul air
carrier operations
p0669 H73-10023
Analysis of research activities conducted to
determine criteria for passenger comfort in
varions methods of transportation
p0669 N73-10024
Flight test program to determine effects of low
freguency vibration on passenger comfort in
short haul aircraft
p0669 N73-10025
Integrated information presentation and control
• system analysis to determine control and display
requirements for contingency operation of let
aircraft - vol. 3
CAD-740435J p0671 N73-10041
Survey of electronic cockpit displays, noting
human factors, head-up, head-down and eyeglass
display, and related technology
[DLR-FB-72-43] p067» N73-10474
Design, development, and evaluation of aircrew
restraint system for forward-facing, nonejection
seat for military aircraft
tAD-746631]
 P0682 B73-11038
Operational tests and evaluation of optical
infrared pilot warning system to determine
probability of detection versus range
rNASA-CB-129525] p0073 B73-12463
Identification of human factors research projects
in support of civil aviation for accomplishment
by NASA research centers
p0112 B73-14015
Development of statistical technique for
determining injury reduction capability of
energy absorber equipment
CAD-749333] • p0116 N73-14044
Bonification to existing rocket catapult for
reducing probability of injury to users of
aircraft emergency escape systems
tAD-750318] P0130 B73-15057
Conceptual model for pilot workload
p0172 N73-17010
Analysis of fixed base simulator tests to
determine effects of two horizontal display
panel locations and three map orientations on
manual piloting performance
fNASA-IB-X-62198] p0177 N73-17223
Approach light properties for visual
discrimination in pilot landing environment
CHASA-TT-F-1U667] p0179 H73-17710
Comparative evaluation of cockpit displays
considering human factors and aircraft control
data
fNASA-TT-F-14846] p0253 B73-20019
Application of normal bivariate distributions and
anthropometric correlations for design of
workspaces in aircraft
tAD-754780] p0259 B73-20468
Proceedings of conference on research and
development projects conducted by OS Air Force
Research and Development Command
fAD-753071] p0280 N73-21890
Development of aircraft seat for high acceleration
tolerance of flight crew personnel by elevating
pelvis and legs forward
[AD-756630] P0323 873-23009
Installation of electronic warfare training
equipment in rear cockpit of CI-100 aircraft
with emphasis on human engineering considerations
fDCIEB-904] P0403 H73-25071
Development of noise standard for permissible
noise levels in air traffic control and
navigational facilities
CFAA-BD-72-47] p055U B73-29708
Pilot knee ejection clearances for Canadian
military aircraft
fDCIEH-936] P0638 B73-31938
Analysis of flight crew errors contributing to
aircraft accidents on P-3 and F-4 aircraft for
improved air safety
fAD-764868] P0643 N73-31979
BDBAB PEBFOBBABCB
HI ASTRONAUT PERFORMANCE
NT OPEBATOB PERFORMANCE
NT PILOT PEBFOBHAHCE
Aircraft maintenance manuals optimization for
human errors minimization, discussing DC-10
in-flight and ground maintenance fault isolation
philosophy and techniques
P0197 A73-24716
Safety in operation and human error.
P0415 A73-34077
The human side of guality assurance /as viewed
from helicopter manufacturing experiences/.
CABS PREPRINT 751] p0440 A73-35079
Crew discipline factors in aircraft accident
statistics, linking pilot-related accidents to
crew carelessness, flight regulation-infractions
and unfamiliarity with flight conditions
P0530 A73-39216
A flight evaluation of pilotage error in area
navigation with vertical guidance.
P0562 A73-40029
Analysis of air traffic controller responses under
stress conditions to show effects of accuracy,
guality, and comprehensiveness of available data
P0332 N73-23714
Automation of decision making process in air
traffic controllers terminal operations
rFAA-RD-72-63-VOL-3] p0393 H73-24657
BDBAB BEACTIOBS
Annoyance reactions from aircraft noise exposure.
P0655 A73-10781
Perceived level calculation methods for aircraft
. flyover noise scaling, rating jets, turboprops,
piston aircraft and helicopters with freguency
weighting functions, duration and tone corrections
p0194 A73-24391
Community response to aircraft noise.
P0196 A73-24562
Definitions and procedures for computing the
effective perceived noise level for flyover
aircraft noise.
[SAE ARP 1071] p0364 A73-33015
Aircraft evacuation and safety procedures during
emergencies, discussing negative panic, flight
crew training and impact injury minimization
PC459 A73-36849
The effect of aircraft noise on the countryside.
P0576 A73-41709
Analysis of airline passenger reactions to
vibration environments encountered in supersonic
transport and commercial jet aircraft
P0668 N73-10017
Evaluation of effectiveness of indices relating to
effect of vehicle vibrations on passenger
comfort with application to railroad travel
PC669 B73-10018
Analysis of helicopter pilot and passenger
reaction to vibration environment to determine
effects of discrete frequencies and combinations
of harmonic freguencies
P0669 N73-10019
Soise abatement and measurement, and human
response to noise
IPB-210591] p0675 N73-10671
Evaluation of subjective annoyance caused by noise
generated by turbofan short takeoff aircraft and
comparison with noise of conventional takeoff
aircraft
r»ASA-TN-D-7102] p0128 B73-15040
Analysis of air traffic controller responses under
stress conditions to show effects of accuracy,
guality, and comprehensiveness of available data
P0332 N73-23714
Performance of pilots under simulated conditions
to determine response to anti-collision warnings
[FAA-AH-73-6J p0479 B73-27015
Analysis of self-destructive tendencies created by
psychological stress and relationship to
aircraft accidents
fFAA-AW-73-5) p0479 B73-27016
BOBAN TOLBBAHCES
Russian book on passenger aircraft high altitude
equipment covering cabin pressurization, air
conditioning and temperature and pressure
control, human tolerances, reliability factors,
etc
P0297 A73-30355
Aircraft noise disruption in public schools - A
definition of an impasse.
P0496 A73-37282
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HUMIDITY
Gas turbine engine exhaust emissions measurement
data scatter, investigating tenperatnre and
humidity effects and emission variations in
tailpipe plane
fAIAA PAPER 72-1199] p0046 A73-13487
Effect of inlet air humidity on exhaust gas
emissions of nitroqen oxides in gas turbine
combustor
fNASA-TN-D-7396] p0654 N73-32822
HUNTING B-126 AIBCBAFT
0 H-126 AIRCRAFT
BOBTIBG P-84 AIECfiAFT
D JET PROVOST AIRCRAFT
HUSKIE BELICOPTEB
D HH-43 BELICOPTER
HD2K-1 HELICOPTER
0 OH-2 .BELICOPTER
BIBRID NAVIGATION SISTEHS
Digital computer simulation program for North
Atlantic hybrid naviqation systems
configurations, usinq covariance matrix error
analysis for planned increase of commercial air
traffic capacity
P0561 A73-40028
Development of inteqrated system for air
navigation using radio range measurements and
data from onboard inertial sensors for aircraft
approach and landing
fNASA-TM-X-62199] p0313 N73-22614
Air or inertial data addition to onboard
navigation system for improved air traffic control
pO<K>9 N73-25699
HYDRAULIC ACTDATORS
0 ACTUATORS
0 HYDRAULIC EQUIPMENT
HYDEADLIC CONTROL
Maximum safety hydraulic systems for A300B airbus
povered flight controls for normal flying and
auto land operations
P0064 A73-16031
Hydraulic drive and control systems used for
landing gear retraction and extension on Piper
Cherokee Arrow and for main wheel braking on F-111
P0146 A73-19604
Hydraulic powered integrated actuator package
/IAP/ for V/STOL aircraft flight control, noting
advantages in system weight, mechanical
complexity and power loss reduction
P0238 A73-26271
Problems in constructing aerodynanically active
elements - Converters of input and output
signals in automatic control systems
p0242 A73-26769
Hydrofluidic component and system reliability.
p0372 A73-33478
V/STOL hydraulic controls including internal and
external blown let flap and angnentor wing,
describing integrated flight control actuator
packages and aircraft configuration
P0450 A73-35851
Integrated hydraulic flight control actuator
packages replacing mechanical linkages for
aerodynamic surface control during V/STOL
operation
P0529 A73-39015
Ram air turbine with hydraulic pitch change servo
regulated speed as emergency power source for
aircraft control in event of main engine failure
P0635 A73-45475
Effects of trapped air on operation of aircraft
hydraulic systems and methods for removing air
contamination
r NLL-NEL-TT-2420-(6075. 461) ] p0252 N73-20005
Design of hydrofluidic flight control system for
helicopter stabilization
fAD-754602] p0255 N73-20032
HYDRAULIC EQUIPMENT
NT AIRCRAFT HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS
Design of digital force function generator for
aircraft tire load testing.
p0060 A73-15064
Stress corrosion cracking and corrosion fatigue
for hydraulic aluminum pressure cylinders used
for landing gear, stabilizers and aircraft systems
P0237 A73-25827
Quality requirements for T1-341-2.5V annealed and
cold worked hydraulic tubing.
CSAE SP-378] P0515 A73-37868
Production of extruded tube hollows for titanium
3A1-2.5V hydraulic tubing.
[SAE SP-378] p0515'A73-37869
The development and control of crystallographic
texture in 3A1-2.5V titanium alloy tubing.
[SAB SP-378] p0515 A73-37870
The effects of crystallographic texture on the
mechanical and fracture properties of
Ti-3Al-2.5V hydraulic tubinq.
[SAE.SP-378] p0515 A73-37871
Surface conditioning of titanium alloy tubing.
[SAB SP-378] p0515 A73-37872
Application of the hydrostatic extrusion process
toward production of 3A1-2.5V titanium alloy
hydraulic tubing.
[SAB SP.-378] p0515 673-37873
Fuel tank wall response to hydraulic ran during
the shock phase.
p0586 ,A73-4311«
Numerical analysis of aircraft shock absorber
operation to show initial charging, motion, and
force parameters during static and dynamic
compression of landing gear
rAD-754609] . , p0254 H73-20031
Design, development, and testing of inflexible
blade, hingeless rotor system with hydraulic
rotor control system
CAD-758514] p0389 N73-24081
Nonlinear vibrations of pipelines containing
pressurized fluids with application to aircraft
hydraulic systems
[AD-764154] p0610 H73-30968
Hydraulic pump-looped circuit evaluation of
candidate silicone base nonflammable hydraulic
fluid
TAD-764064] ' p0615 N73-31456
HYDRAULIC FLUIDS
Effects of trapped air on operation of aircraft
hydraulic systems and methods for removing air
contamination ^
[ NLL-NEL-TT-2420-(6075. 461) ] p0252 N73-20005
Silicone base nonflammable hydraulic fluid to aid
wear resistance in military aircraft
fAD-758361] p0328 N73-23562
Hydraulic pump-looped circuit evaluation of
candidate silicone base nonflammable hydraulic
fluid
UD-764064] . p0615 N73-31456
HYDRAULIC HEATING SOURCES
D HYDRAULIC EQUIPMENT
HYDRAULIC POMPS ,
U HYDRAULIC EQUIPMENT
HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS
U HYDRAULIC EQUIPMENT
HYDRAULIC TEST TUNNELS
Application of hydraulic test tunnel flow
visualization techniques to determine ground
effect on flow around models of aircraft
[SASA-TT-F-14958] p0471 N73-26291
Hydrogen bubble flow visualization technique for
study of aerodynamic problems in water flow
facilities
CARL/A-NOTE-338] p0596 N73-30229
HYDRAULIC VALVES
D HYDRAULIC EQUIPMENT
D VALVES
HYDHOAEBOHECHAHICS
U AERODYNAMICS
HYDROCARBON COHBDSTION
Measurement of nitric oxide formation within a
multifueled turbine conbustor.
,: p0106 A73-17734
Effects of fuel inlection method on gas turbine
combustor emissions.
P0106 A73-17735
Influence of aerodynamic field on shock-induced
combustion of hydrogen and ethylene in
supersonic flow.
P0583 A73-42786
HYDROCARBON FUELS
NT GASOLINE
NT JET ENGINE FUELS
HT JP-4 JET FUEL
NT JP-5 JET FUEL
Pyrolysis of kerosene and mechanism of formation
of carbon deposits
[ONERA, IP NO. 1157] p0064 A73-15989
Effect of fuel composition on particulate
emissions from gas turbine engines.
A-292
SUBJECT IHDEI BIPEBSOHIC ilBCBAFT
p0106 A73-17733
Supersonic combustion aid for liquid and gaseous
fuels. .
P0417 473-34191
Conservation of fossil fuels in commercial
aviation by using hydroqen
fNASA-CB-112204] P0679 H73-11019
Effect of antiicinq additives on flammability
properties of hydrocarbon fuels used in jet
aircraft
[AD-747945] p0076 H73-12852
Static charge generation in hydrocarbon fuels
during flow through pipes
fAD-753386) p0213 N73-18706
Flash point neasurenents for determining
flammability hazards of hydrocarbon fuels
rAD-758643] P0411 H73-25814
BYDROCABBOBS
HI ALKENBS
NT METHANE
NT NATURAL GAS
NT PARAFFINS
NT PHOPASE
Gas turbine engine swirl-can combustor pollution
tests of nitrogen oxides, unburned hydrocarbons
and carbon monoxide levels for elevated
temperature perforaance
[AIAA PAPEB 72-1201] p0060 473-10921
Kechanism of hydrocarbon formation in combustion
processes.
P0521 A73-38322
Analysis of gaseous emissions from 0-85 engine at
various fuel-air ratios, engine speeds, and
simulated altitude conditions
[NASA-TH-1-2726) P0181 N73-17921
Development of halogenated hydrocarbon materials
for use as fire and ignition suppressants for
aircraft fuel tanks subjected to incendiary
ammunition
[AD-755362] p0276 N73-21079
HTDBODIHAHIC STABILITY
0 FLOW STABILITY
BIDBODIHAHICS
NT ELASTOHYDRODYN4HICS
Hydrodynanic and chemical properties of
stratospheric aircraft wake
fPB-213114]'' P0259 N73-20465
Vibration effects on self-acting and hydrodynamic
shaft seals in gas turbine engines
tNASA-TH-I-68214] p0311 N73-22430
HYDBOFOILS
Equations for fully cavitating flow of fluid past
flat plate hydrofoil running below free surface
with consideration of transverse gravity effects
UD-746U84) P0684 N73-11272
HYDROGEN
NT LIQUID HYDROGEN
Hydrogen content as measure of combustion
performance for hydrocarbon fuels
CAD-763097] P0555 N73-29804
Experimental data analysis for sonic injection of
hydrogen from backward facing step in parallel
direction to main supersonic stream
CNASA-TH-X-2828] p0619 N73-31828
BYDBOGEN COHPOOHDS
Measurements of some hydrogen-oxygen-nitrogen
compounds in the stratosphere from Concorde 002.
P0188 A73-22947
HYDBOGEB FUELS
Air breathing hypersonic aircraft technology
developments in propulsion systems and
structures with emphasis on use of hydrogen fuel
fAIAA PAPER 73-58] p0104 A73-17631
Potentials and problems of hydrogen fueled
supersonic and hypersonic aircraft.
P0188 A73-22830
The use of hydrogen for aircraft propulsion in
view of the fuel crisis.
P0449 A73-35469
Nitrogen oxide turbojet emissions minimization
with hydrogen compared to kerosene /JP/ fuels
due to flammability limits, burning velocity and
introduction in conbnstor as gas
P0503 A73-37498
Experiments on the propagation of mixing and
combustion injecting hydrogen transversely into
hot supersonic streams.
p0583 A73-U2785
Influence of aerodynamic field on shock-induced
combustion of hydrogen and ethylene in
supersonic flow.
P0583 A73-42786
Potential of hydroqen fuel for future air
transportation systems.
fASHE PAPER 73-ICT-104] p0623 A73-43499
Preliminary appraisal of hydroqen and methane fuel
and fuel tank configuration in Nach 2.7
supersonic transport
[NASA-IB-1-68222] P0314 N73-22711
BTDHOSEB OIYGBB BBGIHES
Application of digital computer APD modeling
techniques to control system design.
P0523 A73-38U16
BYDHOGEN OIIGEI FDEL CELLS
Stratospheric airship propulsion system using
electric engine, hydrogen-air fuel cells and
liquid hydroqen
P0061 A73-15119
BIDBOKINETICS
0 HYDROHECHANICS
HYDROLYSIS
Hydrolytic reversion of elastomeric potting
compounds.
P0290 A73-29274
Hydrolytic stability of polyurethane potting
compounds in Navy aircraft
[AD-759972] P0474 H73-266C4
HYDROMECHANICS
NT ELASTOHYDBODYNABICS
NT HYDRODYNAHICS
Airfoil profile determination in inverse
hydromechanics problem for given flow velocity
distribution, discussinq univalent solvability
conditions
P0107 A73-18C67
Flnidic to hydromechanical interface for
application to gas turbine enqine control system
[AD-764368] p0615 N73-31U29
HYDBOPLANIHG
Performance tests to determine cornering
characteristics of cantilever aircraft tire on
dry, damp, and flooded runway surfaces over
range of yaw angles
[NASA-TH-D-72031 pC273 N73-21058
BTOBOSTA1IC PHESSDBE
Application of the hydrostatic extrusion process
toward production of 3A1-2.57 titanium alloy
hydraulic tubing.
r.SAE SP-378] P0515 A73-37873
HYDBOI ENGINES
D HYDROGEN OXYGEN ENGINES
HYDfiOIIL EMISSION
Concentration of OH and NO in YJ93-GE-3 enqine
exhausts measured in situ by narrow-line 0V
absorption.
CAIAA PAPER 73-506] P0376 473-33546
HYGBOHETBBS
Flight tests of cryogenically cooled hygrometer
fAD-764718] p06U7 N73-32354
HYPERBOLIC FONCTIOHS
Analog-analytic construction of supercritical
flows past profiles
fDGLB PAPEB 72-129) P0055 A73-1«38I|
HYPERBOLIC NAVIGATION
NT LOBAN
NT LORAN C
Application of ultrastable oscillators to aerospace
CONERA, TJ> NO. 1114) P0652 A73-10235
Optimization of integrated navigation systems
combining several independent navigation sensors
to provide self-contained aircraft navigation
capability
P0260 N73-20694
Effects of polar cap absorption events on
performance of Omega navigation system operating
in high latitudes
fAD-759009] P0410 N73-25718
BYPEBSOHIC AIRCB4FT
ST HYPERSONIC GLIDERS
Performance and stability of hypervelocity
aircraft flying on a minor circle.
P0089 473-16179
Some structure synthesis problems for systems
controlling the three-dimensional motion of
orbital-aircraft in the earth's atmosphere
P0090 473-16
A-293
BTPEBSORIC BOOBDAHI LilEB SUBJECT IHDEZ
Choices for the future - An industry viewpoint on
prototyping.
fSAE PAPER 720848] pC092 A73-16659
Air breathinq hypersonic aircraft technoloqy
developments in propulsion systeis and
structures with emphasis on use of hydrogen fuel
fAIAA PAPER 73-58] p0104 A73-17631
Potentials and problems of hydrogen fueled
supersonic and hypersonic aircraft.
P0188 A73-22830
nixing controlled supersonic conbnstion for air
breathing engine eguipped hypersonic aircraft,
discussing chemical and fluid dynamic
interaction effects
P0193 A73-23862
Hypersonic transports - Economics and
environmental effects.
P0419 A73-34435
Design analysis and fabrication of hypersonic King,
test structure
rHASA-CR-127490] p0677 N73-33883
BIPEESOHIC BODHDABI LATER
Recent progress in boundary layer research.
fAIAA PAPER 73-780] pOU99 A73-37451
HIPERSONIC FLIGHT
Study of turbulent wakes behind cones in
hypersonic flight usinq Schlieren photograph
correlation
p0561 A73-39985
Correlation of hypersonic zero-lift drag data.
p0582 A73-42635
HIPBRSOHIC FLOS
Hypersonic and supersonic flov over caret wings at
off-design conditions with attached bow shock at
leading edges
p0664 A73-12502
Lee-side vortices on delta, wings at hypersonic
speeds.
P0053 A73-14180
Measured axial and normal force coefficients for
9-deq cones in rarefied, hypersonic flow.
fAIAA PAPER 73-154] p0097 A73-16902
Hypersonic flovs in large-scale inlet models.
P0144 A73-19189
Linear problem for delta and V-shaped vinqs
P0340 A73-31301
Effect of yav on supersonic and hypersonic flow
over delta wings.
p0517 A73-38008
Approximation for hypersonic flow past circular
cone with anqle of attack, discussing matched
asymptotic expansion, flow velocity and density
distribution
p0566 A73-40428
Methods for calculating nonlinear flows with
attached shock waves over conical wings.
P0581 473-42562
A theoretical and experimental study of sound
attenuation in an annular duct.
[AIAA PAPER 73-1005] p0629 A73-44838
Hypersonic flow about a spatial body with an
attached shock wave
P0633 A73-45172
Contour of wave drag optimized bodies of
revolution as function of Mach number in
hypersonic flow
fDGLB-PAPER-72-108] p0078 N73-13003
Analysis of surface pressure and cold vail heating
rate distributions for large, flat panel at Hach
7 in high temperature wind tunnel
fNASA-TN-D-7275] p0597 N73-30243
Experimental data analysis for sonic injection of
hydrogen from backward facing step in parallel
direction to main supersonic stream
fNASi-TH-X-2828] . p0619 H73-31828
HYPERSONIC GLIDERS
Similarity relationship for wing-like bodies at
high Bach numbers.
TAIAA PAPER 73-203) p0098 A73-16937
HYPEESOHIC ISLETS
Systems for controlling boundary layer in
hypersonic air intakes
fAD-750513] P0140 N73-15834
HIPBRSOHIC BBBHTBI
Force measurements on caret and delta winqs at
high incidence in hypersonic reentry conditions
noting comparison with theoretical predictions
fIC-AERO-72-16] p0667 N73-10004
HIPEBSOHIC SHOCK -
Pressure fields over hypersonic wing-bodies at
moderate incidence.
P0533 A73-39808
Analysis of sonic boom pressure signatures
recorded during reentry of Apollo 15 command
•odale and correlation with wind tunnel signatures
tNASA-TH-1-62111) p0079 H73-13016
HIPEBSOHIC SPEED
Observation of the surface of hypersonic
projectiles by holography
P0561 A73-39956
Analysis of surface flow, pressures, and heat
transfer on two conical delta wings at
hypersonic speed and various angles of attack
[HASA-TB-X-2668] p0684 S73-11268
Effects of addition and position of outboard
stabilizers and tail configurations on
aerodynamic characteristics of low-wave-drag
elliptical body at hypersonic speed
rNASA-TH-1-2747) p0477 H73-26993
Procedure for evaluating relative economic value
of technology factors affecting design,
configuration, and operation of hypersonic
cruise transport
[NAS4-CB-2286] p0640 H73-31953
HIPEBSOHIC VEHICLES
HT HIPEBSONIC AIRCRAFT
NT HIPEBSOHIC GLIDERS
NT LIFTIHG BEENTRI VEHICLES
Computerized design of variable feedback system
for attitude control of hypersonic vehicle
[AD-761493] p0538 B73-27916
HIPEBSONIC HIND TDNNELS
NT CASCADE BIND TUNNELS
Hypersonic wind tunnel tests of air breathing
engines
P06U5 N73-32158
HIPEB7ELOCITI CBATEBIHG
0 HIPEBVELOCITI PROJECTILES
HIPER7ELOCITY FLOW
Photochemical iqnition and combustion enhancement
in high speed flows of fuel-air mixtures.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-216] p0098 A73-16946
HIPEBVE10CITI IHPACT
Experimental determination of erosion rebound
characteristics of high speed particles
impacting stationary target for application to
gas turbine engines operating in dusty environment
[AD-760578] p0491 N73-27711
HIPEBVE10CITI PROJECTILES
Observation of the surface of hypersonic
projectiles by holography
P0561 A73-39956
BIPEBYELOCITI BIHD TONHELS
NT CASCADE WIND TUNNELS
The s4-Hodane hypersonic wind-tunnel - Its use for
air breathinq engine tests
fONBRA, IP NO. 1103] p0052 A73-14140
Hypersonic flows in large-scale inlet models.
P0144 A73-19189
Analysis of surface pressure and cold vail heating
rate distributions for large, flat panel at Hach
7 in high temperature wind tunnel
CHASA-TN-D-7275] p0597 N73-30243
ICE FOBHATIOH
Meteorological parameters conducive to ice
formation on aircraft, analyzing data statistics
on atmospheric moisture content, temperature and
drop size
CDGLB PAPER 72-109] poess A73-11660
Icing testing in the large Bodane wind-tunnel on
full-scale and reduced scale models of Concorde
aircraft
p0148 A73-20244
Airliner radones erosion by atmospheric
precipitation, water penetration, icing, bird
and stone impact and lightning
p0231 A73-25297
Icing conditions of modern transport aircraft
according to cruise flight data
P0425 A73-34545
The effect of ice formation on the stability and
maneuverability characteristics of aircraft
P0519 A73-38117
A-294
SUBJECT IHDEX IHPACT DAMAGE
Methodology for determining cliaatological
probability of aircraft icing throughoat
Northern Hemisphere
tAD-745098] p0675 B73-10623
Laser extension measurements of visibility daring
ice fog for aiding in SEV pilot system design
UD-750110) P0135 H73-15537
Statistical evaluation of neteorological ice
formation parameters: free moisture content,
drop diameters, and temperature, obtained from
Transall C-160 flights
[HBB-OH-11-72-0] p0161 N73-16016
Instrumentation and data handling process of SiE
T-33 turbulence research aircraft, stationary
gas turbine icing problems, and role of plastic
deformation in metal powder compaction
rDME/NAE-1972(»)) p0280 N73-21882
Acquisition of conditions of icing on modern civil
transport aircraft from flight data
p067« H73-33528
ICE PBEVBBTIOB
Installing the heater cable directly in the
redesigned leading edge.
P0363 A73-32924
ICIHG
D ICE FORMATION
IDEAL FLUIDS
High-frequency vibrations of a circular ving in
the flow of an ideal fluid
P0099 A73-17089
Solid profile King motion in ideal incompressible
fluid at variable distance from screen in terms
of small perturbation theory
P0249 A73-27815
Unsteady separated free jet flov of an ideal fluid
past a wing
P0339 A73-31155
Plane unsteady irrotational flov of ideal
incompressible fluid through turbomachine stage
due to interaction between stationary and moving
grids
p0379 A73-34015
IDEAL GAS
Beal gas turbocompressor calculations based on
eguations of state for fundamental thermodynamic
processes in ideal gas
P0582 A73-42645
IDENTIFYING
Convergent iterative smoothing algorithm for
aircraft stability parameter identification from
measurement, using variational optimization
procedure
p0186 A73-22233
Identification and coding of fluid and electrical
piping system functions.
fSAE AIH 1273] p036<t A73-33019
Secondary Surveillance Badar application to
aircraft identification in upper airspace of
Eurocontrol member states, emphasizing code
assignment
p0580 A73-42322
IFB (BOLES)
0 INSTBUMENT FLIGHT BOLES
IGBITIOH
NT SPABK IGNITION
Photochemical ignition and combustion enhancement
in high speed flows of fuel-air mixtures.
TAIAA PAPEB 73-216] p0098 A73-169«6
Supersonic combustion aid for lignid and gaseous
fuels.
pO«17 A73-3H191
Fuel combustion rate and turbulent diffusion
induced self ignition in pulsejet engine
combustion chamber from schlieren photography
and pressure distribution measurements
P0634 A73-»5377
Ignition and combustion characteristics of high
density storable fuels injected into supersonic
and subsonic air streams
fAD-746063] p0687 N73-11980
Flameout and ignition characteristics of jet
engine fuel flame in gas turbine with exhaust
diffuser
tAD-7«9635] p0121 H73-14802
Effects of additives on high speed ignition and
combustion characteristics of slurry fuels using
magnesium and lithium fluoride
[AD-762615] p0555 N73-29802
IGBITIOH LIMITS
Performance of ignition and flame stabilization
using gas generator in different ramjet
combustion chamber configurations
fDLB-FB-72-47] p0676 N73-10748
IGHITIOB TEHPBBATORE
NT FLASH POINT
IL-62 AIBCBAFT
Ilynshin 62 aircraft horizontal stabilizer
structural design and control, discussing
mounting hardware and electrically driven
servomechanism
P0237 A73-25795
ILLOMIHAHCB
Illuminance measurement of two types of airborne
flares
[DBEV-B-673/72] p0227 N73-19942
ILLDMIHATIOH
Cockpit instrument display systems visibility and
reliability requirements, discussing various
illumination methods in terms of power
consumption, cost and human factors engineering
P0242 A73-26825
ILS (LARDING SYSTEMS)
D INSTBDMENT LANDIBG SYSTEMS
ILYDSHIN AIBCBAFT
NT IL-62 AIBCBAFT
Bussian book on 11-18 aircraft practical
aerodynamics covering aerodynamic
characteristics, performance, controllability,
stability and flight safety
POC64 A73-15968
ILYDSHIN IL-62 AIBCBAFT
D IL-62 AIBCBAFT
IHAGE COBBELATOBS
Development of holographic storage and retrieval
system for aerial chart information display in
cockpit environment
[AD-748648] p0076 N73-12690
IHAGE DISSECTOR TUBES
Flight test of multispectral image dissector
camera onboard high altitude aircraft
POU92 S73-27835
IMAGERY
NT AEBIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
NT ASTBONOMICAL PHOTOGBAPHY
NT HOLOGBAPHY
NT MICROWAVE IMAGERY
NT PHOTOBECONNAISSAHCE
NT BADAB IMAGEBY
NT BADIOGBAPHY
NT SCHLIEREN PHOTOGRAPHY
NT ULTRAVIOLET PHOTOHETBY
Detection and identification of major airports in
northeastern Kansas and northwestern Missouri
[E73-10471] p0277 S73-21308
IMAGES
NT BETIBAL IMAGES
IMAGING TECHNIQDES
NT BADAB IMAGERY
Image transformation in visual condition
simulators of aircraft training eguipment
P0655 A73-10666
Badar data digital relay from outlying stations to
ATC centers for air traffic image integration,
discussing computerized plotting and
alphanumeric display techniques
PP350 A73-32435
Noise source distribution in subsonic jets.
P0497 A73-37290
Observation of the surface of hypersonic
projectiles by holography
P0561 A73-39956
An approach to computer image generator for visual
simulation.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-928] p0569 A73-10875
IHMITTABCE
U ELECTBICAL IMPEDANCE
IMPACT
NT HYPERVELOCITY IMPACT
IMPACT ACCELEBATIOB
Experimental investigation and correlation of the
ground impact acceleration characteristics of a
full scale capsule and a 1/4 scale model
aircraft emergency crew escape capsule system.
[AIAA PAPER 73-180] p03«3 A73-31463
IMPACT DAMAGE
NT BAIN IMPACT DAMAGE
A-295
IHPACT DECELERATIOH SOBJECT IHDEI
Fiberglass reinforced conposite Material
application to liqht weight ballistic daaaqe
tolerant military helicopter fliqbt control
components previously vulnerable to snail arms
fire
P0058 A73-14722
Theoretical low-speed particles collision iiith
symmetrical and caabered aerofoils.
fASHE PAPER 72-BA/FE-35] p0063 A73-15852
Approximate analysis of containaent/deflection
rinq responses to enqine rotor fraqment impact.
P0144 A73-19188
Ballistic-tolerant helicopter flight control
components fro> plastic coaposite materials.
P0193 A73-23964
Impact body or medium damaqe prediction and
modification technoloqy, discussing test
facilities and applications
P0290 A73-29310
A consistent crashvorthiness desiqn approach for
rotary-wing aircraft.
fAHS PREPRINT 7811 p0441 A73-35094
IHPACT DECELEEATIOH
0 DECELERATION
0 IMPACT ACCELERATION
IHPACT LOADS
Vibrations of an Euler bean with a system of
discrete masses, springs, and dashpots.
P0237 A73-25788
Further developments in surface effect takeoff and
landing systems concepts - A multicell system.
tCASI PAPER 76/11B] p0418 A73-34294
Development of statistical technique for
determining injury reduction capability of
enerqy absorber equipment
fAD-749333] . p0116 N73-14044
Development of criteria for predictinq landinq
impact loads for V/STOL aircraft based on data
obtained by fliqht tests of X-22 aircraft
flD-753852] P0208 N73-18075
IHPACT PEEDICTION
Impact body or medium damaqe prediction and
modification technoloqy, discussing test
facilities and applications
P0290 A73-29310
Weapon delivery accuracy of F-4 aircraft with high
gain control augmentation system
fAD-746001] P0680 H73-11028
Analysis of military helicopter control and
stability characteristics to determine
suitability as rocket launching platform
FAD-756436] P0306 N73-21944
IHPACT PRESSURES
0 IHPACT LOADS
IHPACT RESISTANCE
Low cost manufacturing methods for highly reliable
ballistic-tolerant composite helicopter fliqht
control components.
CAHS PREPRINT 754] p0440 A73-35082
IHPACT SENSITIVITY
U IMPACT RESISTANCE
IHPiCT TESTS
Fatigue and impact tests on composite propeller
blades made of glass- and carbon fiber
reinforced plastics, notinq comparison with
measured vibratory strains
P0242 A73-26881
Experimental investiqation and correlation of the
ground impact acceleration characteristics of a
full scale capsule and a 1/4 scale model
aircraft emergency crew escape capsule system.
fAlAA PAPER 73-U80) p0343 A73-31463
Development of airframe desiqn technoloqy for
crashworthiness.
fSAE PAPER 7303191 pC«29 A73-34677
Impact tests of ^et transport winq leading edge
fuel tanks to evaluate effects of aborted
takeoff, abnormal landinq, and bird strikes
f?AA-NA-72-21] pC679 N73-11017
IMPEDANCE
NT ACOUSTIC IMPEDANCE
NT ELECTRICAL IMPEDANCE
NT MECHANICAL IMPEDANCE
IHPEDANCB HATCHING
Aperture matching of wideband phased array radar
antennas, using digital ferrite phase shifters
and dielectric transformer with magnetic
resonance limiting
P0651 A73-10178
IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENTS
The acoustic impedance of perforates at medium and
high sound pressure levels.
P0461 A73-37030
Electromagnetic interference and compatibility
control in aircraft communication, discussing EF
current, voltage, impedance and SNR measurement
techniques
P0575 A73-41692
IHPELLER BLADES
0 BOTOR BLADES (TORBOHACHINERT)
IHPELLERS
NT POHP IMPELLERS
Design method of the axial-flow blade row on
modified isolated aerofoil theory with
interference coefficient. II - The influence of
the aerodynamic paraneter on the fan performance
at low flow rate.
P0504 A73-37671
The use of analytic surfaces for the desiqn of
centrifuqal impellers by computer graphics.
P0580 A73-42477
Evaluation of slip factor of centrifugal impellers.
P0581 A73-42625
Influence of transverse force on impeller bearinq
rupture of centrifugal pumps
P0685 H73-11446
Design and fabrication of backswept impeller vane
island diffuser, and advanced-concepts
compressor 'rig
[NASA-CR-1209421 P0259 N73-20531
IMPERFECTIONS
0 DEFECTS
IHPINGEBENT
NT JET IMPINGEMENT
IMPLEMENTATION
D PERFORMANCE
IN-FLIGHT HONITOEING
•Integrated enqine diagnostics and displays for
Navy aircraft of the 1980's.
f A I A A PAPEB 72-1084] , p004» A73-13406
System monitoring techniques: Practical
applications and experience at Eastern - Jet
enqines.
[SAE PAPER 720818] p0091 A73-16639
Russian book - Hethods and equipment'for in-fliqht
aircraft strength tests.
P0149 A73-20376
System for in-flight recording of the rotational
speed of the turbine of a let engine
P0150 A73-20546
Display system for monitoring automatically
controlled STOL landing glide paths, discussing
computer controlled simulation
P0232 A73-25440
In-flight flutter testing methods for determining
aircraft structure natural'frequencies and
vibration damping ratios with air flow
rONEBA, IP HO. 1224] pC241 A73-26593
A-300 B airbus active and passive operational
monitoring systems, considering visual and aural
routine functional indicators, emergency warning
devices and flight data recorders
P0352 A73-32458
Minicomputer application to in-flight control of
A300-B airbus engines, describing computational
procedure for low pressure compressor stage BPM
limit /N 1 limit/
P0354 A73-32477
Jet engine malfunction diagnosis - The sensing
problem, candidate solutions and experimental
results.
P0446 A73-35243
YF-12 aircraft flight loads measurement program
with strain gaqe bridges in fuselage, fuel
tanks, control surfaces and left winq
P0449 A73-35444
Determination of statistics of turbulence in clear
P0457 A73-36687
Cockpit layout effects on pilot and flight crew
activities, using in-£liqht observation,
photography and pilot eye aoveaent evaluation
p0508 A73-37733
Navigation and landing aid systems in-flight and
ground performance monitoring, discussing
safety, legal, operational and economic aspects
P0511 A73-37802
A-296
SUBJECT IHDEI INDICATING IHSTBDSEHTS
Environment effects on tape recorder design for
in-flight data collection in military aircraft
i, .; p0520 &73-38197
Drive logic computation for variable stability
aircraft in-'flight simulators with six
independent controllers providing dynamic notion
and ground, crosswind and special effects
[AHA PAPER 73-933] p0578 A73-41971
Total In-Flight Simulator for X-22A aircraft based
on variable stability-arid-control system concept
for reliability design
, p0632 A73-45153
In-flight data acquisition and processing systems
P0673 N73-10452
In-flight tests and operational reliability of let
aircraft nullable compressor face rake
[NASA-TN-D-7162] p0163 N73-16247
User .manual and source listings for computer
programs to solve problems in analysis of
in—flight thrust reversers
[AD-751526] P0167 1173-16785
IB-FLIGHT TBBDST HEASDEEBEHT
0 IN-FLIGHT MON1TOBING
D THBOST 'MEASUREMENT
INCENTIVES
Statistical expectation application to risk
density functions and fee/incentive-element
relationships for contract incentive
structuring, considering C-5A procurement
p0152 A73-20958
INCIDENCE
Separated flow past a.slender delta wing at
incidence.
P0339 A73-31121
Linear and nonlinear parts of slender body of
revolution aerodynamic coefficients in
supersonic flow, noting influence of incidence
on pressure distribution
[DLB-FB-72-U2] P0667 N73-10006
Pressure fields over hypersonic wing-body
configuration at 'moderate incidence '
[AD-763762] p0597 N73-30256
INCLUSIONS
Nitride inclusions in titanium ingots - A study of
possible sources in the production of
magnesium-reduced sponge.
P0529 A73-39026
INCOHPEESSIBLE FLOW
NT STOKES FLOW
A class of airfoils designed for high lift in
incompressible flow.
[AIAA PAPES 73-86] , p0095 A73-16851
Linearized theory for infinite span wing small
unsteady motions in curved flight in inviscid
incompressible fluid, obtaining time dependent
forces, pressure and velocity fields
[AIAA PAPEE 73-90] p0095 A73-16854
Finite element analysis of unsteady incompressible
flow around an oscillating obstacle of arbitrary
shape.
[AIAA PAPES 73-911 P0095 A73-16855
A correction to 'lifting-line theory as a singular
perturbation problem.'
P0147 A73-19964
Flow through moving cascades of lifting lines with
fluctuating lift.
p0192 A73-23697
Lifting-surface theory for a wing oscillating in
yaw and sideslip with an angle of attack.
p0283 A73-28802
Pressure distribution on multicomponent airfoils
in two dimensional incompressible potential,
flow, using Hartensen-Jacob vorticity
distribution method to derive Fredholm type
circulation eguation
P0346 473-31637
Inviscid flow through a cascade of thick, cambered
airfoils. I - Incompressible flow.
[ASHE PAPEE 73-GT-81] p0375 A73-33527
Calculation of flows past wings without thickness
in the presence of developing vortex sheets
p0378 A73-33963
Analysis of velocity profiles in boundary layer
produced by incoapressible flow during takeoff
P0123 N73-15001
Hethod for estimating changes in lift curve, drag,
tail lift, and downwash from wing of aircraft
due to ground effect in incompressible flow
[ESDD-72023] P0158 N73-15993
Development of method for solving three
dimensional, incompressible laminar and
turbulent boundary layer problems for swept
infinite cylinders and saall cross flow
[AD-75<K»i|0] P0251 N73-20004
Numerical analysis of pressure distribution in
incompressible flow on two dimensional airfoils
near ground
[ARC-R/M-3238] p0381 N73-2UOOO
Numerical analysis of incompressible laminar
boundary layer on infinite swept wing with
arbitrary .velocity and suction distribution
[ARC-R/M-32IH ] p0398 N73-25018
Numerical analysis of two dimensional
incompressible potential flow around system of
arbitrary airfoils using relaxation method
[NAL-TR-309] p0487 N73-27212
Analysis of drag and pressure measurements Bade in
subsonic wind tunnel tests on two annular
airfoils noting relation between pressure
distribution in compressible flow and at hiqh
speed
[ABC-B/M-2718] p0588 N73-30003
IHCOHPEESSIBLE FLUIDS
Numerical solution for a flat plate experiencing a
ground effect
pOOU9 A73-13721
Three dimensional steady flow of incompressible
viscid fluid near thin wing trailing edge, using
Stewartson-Williams triple layer method
P0153 A73-21495
Discrete vortex scheme of a wing of finite span
P0154 173-21611
Solid profile wing motion in ideal incompressible
fluid at variable distance from screen in terms
of small perturbation theory
P0249 A73-27815
Plane unsteady irrotational flow of ideal
incompressible fluid through turbomachine stage
due to interaction between stationary and moving
grids
P0379 A73-34015
Acoustic velocity and sound propagation
differences in incompressible and compressible
fluids related to Mach cone formation and sonic
boom effects
p063lt A73-45269
Stalling characteristics of airfoil in laminar
viscous incompressible fluid with consideration
of starting vortex and separation bubble
[AD-758831] p0391 N73-24334
Numerical analysis of laminar unsteady flow around
airfoil in viscous, incompressible fluid
P0613 N73-31226
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
Simplex method for linear programming for
computerized design global optimization problems
involving large numbers of eguations and variables
P0498 A73-37406
INDEXES (DOCUMENTATION)
Titles of all Data Items issued by ESDO to end of
1971
P0668 N73-10009
Catalogue indexes to local weather forecasts
[AD-760091] p0474 N73-26648
INDEXES (BATIOS)
Development of noise index based on slow and fast
noise level variation perception, and applied to
aircraft noise data
[BEPT-3/1973] p0538 N73-27911
INDICATING IBSTBOHENTS
NT APPBOACH INDICATORS
NT ATTITDDE INDICATORS
NT GYROCOMPASSES
NT HOT-HIRE ANEMOMETERS
BT PLAS POSITION INDICATORS
NT POSITION INDICATORS
NT RADIO DIBECTION FINDEES
NT SPEED INDICATORS
BT TACHOMETERS
Indicating instrument for angle of attack and
sideslip on subsonic flight vehicles via static
pressure sensing, noting wind tunnel tests
P0661 A73-11724
Experimental approach for utilization of cathode
ray tube piloting instruments
P0357 A73-32509
Comparison of contact analog channel display with
conventional indicators in cockpit simulator
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IHDDCED FLDID FLOI SUBJECT IHDEI
fDGLB-PAPEB-72-100] p0085 N73-13445
Modifications to helicopter active transmission
isolation system to provide nethod for neasurinq
forces on rotary wing, of CH-53 helicopter'
rNASA-CB-1122U5) P0201 N73-18024
Digital flight director for precise aircraft control
fAD-75»028] P0262 H73-20726
IHDOCED FLOID PLOW
0 FLOID PLOW
INDOCF.BS
0 INTAKE SYSTEMS
IHDOCTIOH SISTERS
0 INTAKE SYSTEMS •
IHDDCTOBS
Influence of combined rotary flow inductors and
dry turbolets on side line noise levels of
supersonic transports
rNiSA-TM-X-68233] p0555 H73-29809
IHDOSTBIiL MANAGEMENT
NT ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT • . '
NT INVENTOET MANAGEMENT
NT PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT
Managerial implications of computerized aircraft
design synthesis.
fAIAA PAPER 73-799) p0500 A73-37462
INDDSTBIES
NT AEROSPACE INDUSTRY
NT AIRCBAFT INDUSTRY
INELASTIC BODIES
0 RIGID STRUCTURES
INELASTICITY
0 ELASTIC PROPERTIES
INBBTIA MOMEHTS
D MOMENTS OF INERTIA
INEBTIAL ACCELEEOBETEBS
0 ACCSLEBOMETEHS
INEHTIAL GUIDANCE
NT STBAPDOWN INEBTIAL GUIDANCE ' • .
INEBTIAL MEASURING OBITS
U INEBTIAL PLATFORMS
INEBTIAL NAVIGATION
NT GIMBALLESS INEBTIAL NAVIGATION
German book - Deutsche Gesellschaft fur Luft- und
Baumfahrt, 1971 Yearbook.
P009U A73-16755
The pre-flight handling of inertial navigation
systems.
p01U5 A73-19347
fiadio navigation review, discussing Decca,-Loran,
Omega, VOR/DME, satellite, inertial, integrated,
area, approach and landing, collision avoidance
and space navigation systems
P0191 A73-23636
A new approach to Doppler-inertial navigation
/Doppler Beam Sampling/.
p02<m A73-27162
MGC 30 inertial navigation system for civil
aviation, emphasizing economics and ease of
maintenance
p0352 A73-32457
Gimbaled electrostatic gyro inertial aircraft '
navigation system /GEANS/ designs balancing
performance against cost of ownership
P0366 A73-33086
Prospects of automation of air traffic control
systems using satellites for radio navigation
P0136 A73-34961
LN-33 airborne inertial navigation system vith low
cost precision instruments and miniaturized
digital computer, noting built-in calibration
and test capability for minimizing maintenance
pOKUH A73-35212
Strapped down inertial navigation systems.
p0515 A73-37876
Optimal filtering and smoothing simulation results
for CIRIS inertial and precision ranging data.''
TAIAA PAPEB 73-872] p0528 A73-38809
The evaluation of autonomous navigation systems
for cruise vehicles.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-8711] p0528 A73-38811
Data compression in recursive estimation with
applications to navigation systems.
TAIAA PAPEB 73-901] PC529 A73-38835
Research activities'trf^electronic laboratory in
development of inertial. navigation systems to
include applications for space missions and
commercial aviation
P0260 N73-20686
Optimization of integrated navigation systems
combining several independent navigation sensors
to provide self-contained aircraft navigation
capability ',
p6260.-H73-2.0694
Contributions of quality inertial system to
vehicle flight control
p0261 N73-20700
Application of cluster rotation to improvement of
existing platforms in strike aircraft
P0261 N73-20704
Parameters of single-axis floated gyroscopes when
used in inertial systems requiring rapid . .• ."
gyrocompassing for alignment
.pO,261 H73-20709
A-7 aircraft airborne, ground, and shipboard
inertial navigator alignment methodology
,p0261 N73-20710
Fault isolation and maintenance concepts of
advanced inertial navigation system
P0261 N73-20713
Life cycle cost analysis of inertial .navigation
systems for aircraft and air to surface missiles
P0262 N73-20717
Development of navigation system design factors
through computerized simulation for application
to loran/inertial hybrid system
' CAD-75II548] 'p0262 N73-20731
Analysis of equations of aircraft dynamics and
development of analog-digital simulation
• capability . _ .
rAD-755868] 'p0275 N73-21077
Analytical solutions for problems of gyroscopes in
inertial navigation systems ,
[JPBS-58722] p0313 N73-22609
Characteristics of airborne area navigation
eguipment and application to air traffic control
functions , .
P0330 N73-23698
Analysis of North Atlantic air route structure to
determine impact of inertial.navigation and
satellite surveillance on separation reduction
P0331 N73-23699
Evaluation of approach and landing performance of
inertial navigation system with Kalman filter
installed in CY-3UO aircraft
fNASA-TN-D-7302] p0649 N73-32515
INERTIAL PLATFOBBS
Tilt-table alignment for inertial-platform
maintenance without a surveyed site.
p0347 A73-31728
INEBTIAL BEFEBENCE SISTEHS
Airborne IRP alignment using acceleration and
angular rate'matching.
p0518 A73-38048
Optimal filtering and smoothing simulation results
for CIBIS inertial and precision ranging data.
fAIAA PAPEE 73-872] p0528 A73-38809
IHFIBITE SPAH HUGS •
Numerical analysis of incompressible laminar
boundary layer on infinite swept wing with
arbitrary velocity and suction distribution
[ARC-B/H-321H ] p0398 N73-25018
Application of methods for.prediction of boundary
layer transition on sheared wings
P0471 N73-26281
INFLATABLE DEVICES
0 INFLATABLE STBOCTOBES
INFLATABLE STBOCTOBES
NT BALLOONS
NT BALLDTES
•NT GAS BAGS
NT HIGH ALTITUDE BALLOONS
NT SKYHOOK BALLOONS
NT TETHERED BALLOONS
A linearised theory of parachute opening dynamics.
PC155 A73-21692
Dynamic parachute inflation model for
dimensionless time and maximum force predictions
at high altitudes
FAIAA PAPEB 73-150] p03«0 A73-31136
Analysis of deployment and inflation of large
- ribbon parachutes.
[AIAA PAPBB 73-451] p0341 A73-31437
A model and calculation procedure for predicting
parachute inflation.
rAIAA PAPEB 73-1(53] p0311 A73-31139
' . Aircraft recovery by inflatable wing canopy with
steel cable or fiber suspension lines.
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SUBJECT IBDBI INPHABBD SPECIBOS.COPI
discussinq aerodynamic characteristics,
suspension system and centrifugal compressor
performance " •
CAIAA PIPES 73-470] p0342 A73-31454
' Inflated air baq head restraints for prevention of
brain injuries doe to whiplash acceleration
daring crash landings or ejection
' P0359 A73-32654
Analysis of ;performance potential of buoyant
systems and flexible structures for use with
short haul:( passenger transport aircraft
CBASA-TM-I-62168] P0173 B73-17014
Analysis of rigid airship operations for
commercial cargo handling in United Kingdom
:
 ' [CBABFIELD-CTS-3] p0548 N73-28985
Flight tests-of folding sidewall, expandable tires
on c-131 aircraft to determine operation of
• inflation and deflation system
UD-762730] - p0549 B73-28993
Analysis of landing performance of scale model of
C-8 aircraft eguipped with air cushion landing
system on variety of surfaces including calm and
rough water :
rHASA-TN-D-7295] P0592 B73-30032
Effect of inflated air' cushion landing gear on
subsonic static stability of high performance
aircraft operating out of ground effect
fAD-763365] p0594 B73-30048
Design requirements and characteristics of
toroidal, continuous wound aircraft tire
f 40-761(888] p0643 H73-31977
IBFLOE8CE COEFFICIENT
NT ST8UCTDBAL INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS
Flexible rotor balancing of a high-speed gas
turbine engine.
fSAE PAPER 720741] p0663 473-12007
Slowly oscillating lifting surfaces at subsonic
and supersonic speeds.
P0049 473-13704
Aerodynamic influence coefficient method using
singularity spline's. '
fAIAA PAPEB 73-123] p0104 473-17645
Development and applications of supersonic
unsteady consistent aerodynamics for interfering
parallel wings.
UIAA PAPEB 73-317] ' p0235 473-25548
An approximate method for the calculation of the
velocities induced by a wing oscillating in
subsonic flow •
P0348 A73-31905
IHFOBH&TIOB FLOH
Information transfer system of digital avionics
system, examining signal reduction by baseband
time division multiplexing and video
distribution systems
p0445 473-35230
INFORMATION BETBIEVJL
Parachutes computer aided design and performance
analysis system development and operation,
presenting information storage and retrieval
tasks mechanics
CAIAA PAPEB 73-484] p0343 473-31*66
Development of holographic storage and retrieval
system for aerial chart information display in
cockpit environment
[ 60-748648] p0076 N73-12690
IBFOHHATION SISTEHS -
NT MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS
ATC radar information processing systems . ' . ' . . • • •
optimization, discussing hard- and software
selection criteria :
p0350 A73t-32440
Information systems enabling pilots to report' ;•
incidents involving safety, including human
fallibility and system errors in construction,
operation and regulation
p0416 473-34087
Military aircraft onboard Digital Avionics
Information System for coepoterized integration
of navigation, guidance, weapon delivery,
cockpit display, communication, flight control
and energy management
p0443 473-35202
Aircraft onboard computerized avionics and
electrical systems architecture for information
flow and control with maximum efficiency,
flexibility, modularity and minimum maintenance
P0443 473-35204
Digital information management system of
navigational and flight data for post-1975
fighter aircraft.
CAIAA PAPEB 73-897] p0529 A73-38832
Proposed control tower and cockpit visibility
readouts based on airport-aircraft information
flow system
fAD-744718] p0675 N73-10647
Independent radar systems using information
processing, data correlation, and
telecommunication
P0209 N73-18179
IBFOBBATION THEORY
Maximum likelihood testing algorithm for
estimating monopulse radar signal amplitude in
air traffic control
fAD-756844] p0308 N73-22105
IBFOBBATION TBAMSHISSIOH
D DATA TRANSMISSION
IBFBABED ASTBOHOHI
Airborne IB 32 cm observatory, discussing
atmospheric transmission and quiding methods to
overcome aircraft instability effects
p0240 A73-26503
IBFBARED DETECIOBS
Survey of clear air turbulence detection methods.
P0513 A73-37822
IBFBABED HOBIZOB SCASSBBS
0 HOBIZOB SCANNERS
0 IHFRABED SCANNERS
IBFBABED INSPECTION
Cost effectiveness of infrared inspection and
maintenance of ARTCC electrical equipment
[C-208] p0086 H73-13648
IBFBABED INSTRUMENTS
NT INFBABED DETECTOBS
NT INFBABED SCANNEBS
Effectiveness of infrared radiometer and digital
recording eguipment as clear air turbulence
warning system
[AD-757501] p0329 S73-23677
IHFBABED LASEBS
Feasibility of infrared laser/sonar beam
communication system between submarine and
aircraft and effects of air water interaction
[AD-746106] p0682 N73-11156
IBFBABED MASEBS
0 INFBABED LASEBS
IHFBABED RADIATION
Application of infrared technology for measuring
infrared radiation emitted by military aircraft
tAD-749798] P0130 N73-15058
Analysis of noise sources in let aircraft based on
measurement of infrared emission
tNASA-TT-F-14851] p0253 N73-20020
Analysis of infrared spectra generated by OT-1D,
F-14, and OH-1 aircraft using Fourier spectroscopy
tBB-572) P0311 B73-22390
Handbook on radiant emission and absorption of
combustion gases for application to design of
rocket combustion chambers and exhausts,
turbojet engines, and industrial furnaces
fNASA-SP-3080] P0492 N73-278C7
Development of techniques for simulating infrared
emission from turbojet aircraft exhaust plumes
TAD-763123] p0559 N73-29967
IBFBABED SCAHNEHS
Operational tests and evaluation of optical
infrared pilot warning system to determine
probability of detection versus range
[SASA-CR-129525] P0073 N73-12463
High resolution pulse width modulated parallel
channel for forward looking infrared display
system
[AD-759224] pOit07 N73-25231
IIFBABBD SPECTBA
Measurements of some hydrogen-oxyqen-nitroqen
compounds in the stratosphere from Concorde 002.
P0188 A73-22947
Application of infrared technology for measuring
infrared radiation emitted by military aircraft
fAD-749798] p0130 N73-15058
Infrared signatures of high performance jet
aircraft and evaluation of air to air missile
effectiveness
[SLA-73-5271] p0678 N73-33929
IHFBABED SPECTBOSCOPT
Analysis of infrared spectra generated by OV-1D,
F-14, and DH-1 aircraft using Fourier spectroscopy
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IHFBASONIC FREQUENCIES SDBJECT IHDEI
fSH-5721 P0311 K73-22390
IHFBASONIC FREQUENCIES
Infrasonic detection of propagating atmospheric
shock waves caused by supersonic aircraft
P0117 H73-14161
INGBSTIOH (ENGINES)
Contribution to the problem of saction of foreign
bodies into engine intakes
fDGLR PAPEH 72-107] p0659 473-11687
Influence of inlet distortions on turbo-jet and
ingestion engine stability
fAD-7115852] P0676 N73-10755
Establishment of takeoff and landing environment
criteria for V/STOL aircraft with emphasis on
airborne particle concentration
r4D-749463] p0114 N73-14034
Engine ingestion prevention on lov wing aircraft,
particularly Hercury aircraft; by let blast
rFO-11491 P0129 1173-1501(9
INGOTS
Nitride inclusions in titanium ingots - 4 study of
possible sources in the production of
magnesium-reduced sponge.
P0529 473-39026
INBIBITOBS
HI WEiE INHIBITORS
Investigation of the possibility for ultrasonic
dispersion of certain corrosion inhibitors
introduced in easily removable film coatings
P0658 473-11643
IIITIAL TILDE PBOBLEHS
0 BOUNDARY VALDE PBOBLEHS
INJECTION
NT FLUID INJECTION
NT FDEL INJECTION
NT GAS INJECTION
NT SECONDABY INJECTION
NT HATES INJECTION
INJECTION CABBDBETOBS
0 FUEL INJECTION ! ~ 1
INJECTOES
Aerodynamic rig and vind tunnel developments of
compound elector thrust augmenter for V/STOL
aircraft with combined Coanda and center
inflection flovs
fASHE P4PEB 73-GT-671 p0375 473-33519
IBJDBTES
NT CB4SK INJURIES
NT EJECTION INJUBIES
NT NOISE INJURIES
Analysis of nonfatal injuries to passengers and
flight attendants in airline operations during
period 1968 through 1971
fNTSB-AAS-73-1] p0319 N73-22983
IHLET FLOR
An empirical flovfield analysis technigue for
preliminary evaluation of inlet systems
operating in a vehicle generated flovfield.
P0656 473-11132
Hethod for increasing vind tunnel Bach number for
large-scale inlet testing.
tAIAA PAPEB 72-10961 p004« 473-13416
A method of testing full-scale inlet/engine
systems at high angles of attack and yav at
transonic velocities.
fAIAA PAPEB 72-1097] p0044 A73-13417
Inlet produced flov distortion effect on
compressor stability and engine stall,
presenting unified theoretical analysis
technigue for compatible inlet/engine design
fAIAA PAPEB 72-11151 pOOUS A73-13II30
Inlet flov distortion induced•axial flow
compressor stall, converting stagnation pressure
and temperature maps into vorticity maps via
Crocco theorem
fAIAA PAPEB 72-11161 p0045 473-13431
4 procedure for estimating maximum time-variant
distortion levels with limited instrumentation.
fAIAA PAPEB 72-10991 p0060 473-14908
Hypersonic flovs in large-scale inlet models.
P0144 473-19189
Turbulent intensity induced by vakes near
secondary air let inlet to gas turbine engine
flame tube
P0146 473-19625
Performance characteristics of a model VTOL lift
fan in crossflov.
P0236 473-25782
Researches on' the two-dimensional retarded;
cascade. Ill - Cascade performances at: high. ;
inlet angles. •• - , .- -j
• • • p0239s.473^ 26338
Upstream attenuation and quasi-steady rotor lift
fluctuations in asymmetric flovs in axial
compressors. -
[4SHE P4PEB 73-GT-30] p037<l. 473-33501
Performance of low-aspect-ratio diffusers with
fully developed turbulent inlet flovs. I - Some
experimental results. , >
t4SHE P4PEB 73-FE-12] ;p0436 173-35009
Performance of low-aspect-ratio diffusers. with
fully developed turbulent inlet flows. II -
Development and application of a performance .
prediction method. . •„- . • :
T4SBE PAPEB 73-FE-13] ..-. p0436 473-35010
4pplication of compressibility correction to
calculation of flow in inlets.
pO»56..A73-36395
Evaluation of F-15 inlet dynamic distortion..
[4I4A P4PEB 73-784] ,,p0499. A73-37454
4 new method of solving one-dimensional' unsteady
flow eguations and its application to shock wave
stability in sonic inlets.
. p0532 473-39522
Emissions from and within an 411ison J-33
combustor.,11 - The effect of inlet air
temperature. .> : • •
p0622 473-43327
Effect of the circumferential nonuniformity of a
temperature field in front of a turbine on the
vibrational stresses in the turbine blades
P0624 473-43740
Influence of inlet distortions on turbojet and
ingestion engine stability
T4D-745852] • p0676 N73-10755
Analysis of radial distributions of flow
conditions at inlet and outlet of high speed
rotors to determine effects of blade partTSpan
dampers on rotor performance
[NASA-IK-X-2696] P0122 N73-14985
Procedure.-for designing axisymmetric, translating,
centerbody inlet bleed.system fon operation at
Hach 3; 5 .
[NASA-CB-2187] ' .p0139 N73-15821
Flow characteristics of tandem bladed compressor
stators at various inlet incidence angles
fNASA-TH-X-2734] p0170 N73-16986
Turbine inlet gas temperature measurement by
ultrasonic impedance
UD-752602] p0180 N73-17822
Analysis of internal flow conditions of inlet with
centerbody retracted for short.takeoff and
landing aircraft takeoff and approach operations
[NASA-TN-D-7185] . p0200 N73-18010
Effects of vane-induced flow rotation on diffuser
flow distortion in axisymmetric
mixed-compression inlet . ..•
fNASA-TH-1-2752] • p0200 N73-18012
Vortice distribution field for calculating inlet
flow of ducted propeller
CAD-754114] , p0222 N73-19318
Effect of inlet-air humidity on formation of
oxides of nitrogen from a gas turbine combustor
under' various air inlet temperature conditions
fllASA-TH-X-68209] J: \ p0279 N73-21691
Effect of steady state circumferential total
• pressure distortion on loss in compressor stall
pressure ratio ..< .:
f NASA-CR-114577.] . . P0279 N73-21693
Rind tunnel tests to determine effect of tip
vortex of forward mounted wing on engine inlet
ingestion
CNASA-IB-X-68225] p0304 N73-21932
Local flov measurements at inlet spike tip of Hach
3 supersonic cruise aircraft , • -
[NAS4-TS-D-6987] p0384 N73-24037
Kinetic energy transfer in multiple jet mixing
flow of duct inlet
[4D-758836] p0408 N73-25305
Internal performance of mixed compression
axisymmetric inlet model at Hach 0.8 to 2.65
CN4S4-TN-D-7320] : p0411 N73-25817
Performance tests of terminal shock and restart
control system of two dimensional twin-duct
compression inlet
fNASA-TH-X-2818] p0412 H73-25824
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SUBJECT IBDEX IHSTROBBHT DRIFT
Effects of free strean velocity and incidence
angle on aerodynamic and acoustic performance of
translating centerbody choked flow inlet
[NASA-TB-X-2773] p0412 N73-25829
line dependent flow field nodel for subsonic
diffaser section of supersonic inlet
[4D-758803] pC412 H73-25835
Proaran sniaary of research project for sonic
inlet technology involving design concepts for
aerodynamic performance and noise suppression -
Vol. 1
fNASA-CR-121126] p0543 H73-28731
Research project for noise suppression of sonic
inlets used with turbofan engines and
improvement in'engine inlet flow characteristics
- Vol. 2
[NASA-CR-121127] p0543 H73-28732
Analysis of internal noise field of two
axisymmetric sonic inlet models for noise
suppression of turbofan engine inlets - Vol. 3
rNASA-CR-121128) ' p0543 1173-28733
Development of computer programs for designing
engine inlets for VTOL and SIOL aircraft based
on axisymmetric potential flow parameter
fN4S4-TB-X-68278] p0552 N73-29182
Analysis of steady-state and dynamic pressure
conditions in F-111 aircraft engine to detemine
causes of engine compressor stalls
CN4SA-TN-D-7328] P0555 H73-29806
Analysis of intake duct noise of turbofan engine
and effect on duct structure due to acoustic
fatigue
P0557 H73-29916
Pressure recovery performance of conical diffusers
at high subsonic speeds and range of geometries
[N4S4-CR-2299] p0605 N73-30927
wind tunnel tests to determine flow distribution
at inlet locations on aircraft model for various
aerodynamic configurations and airspeeds
CHASA-TH-D-73641 p0637 N73-31929
Flov interference between supersonic intake and
airframe to show three dimensional separation of
boundary layer
P0646 N73-32194
Aerodynamic design of inlet stage for tvo-staqe
compressor and performance comparison for axial,
mixed flow, and centrifugal stage configurations
rNASA-CR-120943] p0651 H73-32610
Stability effects of steady state circumferential
distortions of inlet total temperature and
pressure
f NASA-TM-X-71431] P0652 N73-32614
Computer solutions for potential and viscous flow
calculations for engine inlets
fNASA-TB-X-71457] P0672 N73-33184
Effect of inlet conditions on optimal shape of
diffuser based on theory of potential flow of
fluid in channels
fAD-7655771 P0673 H73-33230
Characteristics of variable geometry high Bach
inlet concepts to reduce let engine noise on
subsonic, long range commercial aircraft
[NASA-CR-134495] P0676 H73-33748
IILBT HOZZLES
Calculation of the potential flow about
axisymmetrical fuselages, annular profiles, and
propulsion system inlets
fDFVLB-SONDDB-265] p0144 473-19205
Improvement of the calculation of the guide vanes
of centrifugal pumps
P0187 A73-22569
Flight performance evaluation for nnderwing
nacelle installation of auxiliary-inlet ejector
nozzle with clamshell flow diverter from Hach
0.6 to 1.3
tNASA-IB-X-2655] p0686 N73-11793
Analysis of dynamic inlet distortion data for
turbolets
fAD-756481] p0314 N73-22731
Analysis of temperature and pressure parameters
associated with recirculated engine exhaust from
V/S10L aircraft engines exhausting normal to
ground
fNASl-TT-F-14912] P0391 H73-24323
ISLET PRESSURE
Prediction of inlet duct overpressures resulting
from engine surge.
fAIAA PAPEB 72-1142] P0046 A73-13448
Analysis of radial distributions of flow
conditions at inlet and outlet of high speed
rotors to determine effects of blade part-span
dampers on rotor performance
eHASA-TS-X-26961 P0122 "73-14985
Bind tunnel tests to determine flow distribution
at inlet locations on aircraft model for various
aerodynamic configurations and airspeeds
fN4SA-TN-D-7364] p0637 N73-31929
Stability effects of steady state circumferential
distortions of inlet total teaperature and
pressure
[NASA-IB-X-714311 p0652 N73-32614
IBLBTS (DEVICES)
D INTAKE STSTBBS
IHOBS4HIC COATIHGS
NT CEBABIC COATINGS
IIOBGABIC BATERIALS
Fabrication and physical, mechanical and
electrical properties of inorganic composite
material for aircraft.radomes
P0230 A73-25288
IIPDT/ODTPOT ROUTINES
Oakland airport oceanic ATC with input-output
display device, describing minicomputer, CRT
displays and data link system
P0524 A73-38471
IHSENSITIVITT
D SENSITIVITY
IISEBTS
NT HOZZLE INSERTS
INSPECTION
NT INFRARED INSPECTION
Baintenance of public transportation aircraft -
Evolution of methods
P0358 473-32556
Selection, application, and inspection of electric
overcurrent protective devices.
[SAE 4BP 1199] P0364 A73-33016
DH-1 helicopter test bed program for evaluation of
automatic inspection, diagnosis, and prognostic
maintenance functions on selected subsystems -
Vol. 1
[AD-752890] p0206 B73-18058
Application of holographic interferometry for
inspection of large aircraft structures during
manufacturing and maintenance
fAD-757510) PC321 N73-23000
Procedures for ultrasonic inspection of wing
attachment fittings on Viscount aircraft
CTR-7211.621] P0553 N73-29455
INSTRUCTIONS
D EDUCATION
INSTRUCTORS
Airline flight simulator programs for aircraft
type conversion training, outlining flight
instructor training, certification and
instructional aids
P0369 A73-33203
INSTBOBENT APPROACH
Extension of a portable tactical instrument
approach and landing system.
P0048 473-13574
An instrument approach system for Hong-Kong
International Airport.
P0353 A73-32464
French automatic beam coupler system for V/STOL
and helicopter low speed and low altitude
instrument approach
P0570 A73-4C975
Rotary wing aircraft steep instrument approach
limits
fBBB-OD-101-73-0] p06U2 N73-31969
INSTROBENT COBPEHSATION
Electronic systems for time constant and altitude
error compensation of rate of climb indicator
used in high performance glider flight
P0198 473-24916
Electronic differentiator for aircraft flight data
onboard calculation in performance gliding,
discussing compensation method and vertical air
velocity measuring instrument advantage
P0283 A73-28556
Compensation of the longitudinal-trim and altitude
control systems of an aircraft
P0585 A73-429H9
IISTBOBENT DBIFT
0 DRIFT (INSTRUMENTATION)
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IHSTBOMEHT EBBOBS SOBJECT IBDEZ
HSTBUMEUT EBBOBS
Turbine blade radiation pyrometer systen.
p0106 A73-17844
Russian book on onboard distance measuring systems
for flight vehicles covering design of cw and
pulsed devices, modulators, error analysis,
noise, logic elements, etc
P0149 A73-20378
Airborne atmospheric temperature measurements
correction for sensor response lag, deriving
numerical scheme based on sensing systems wind
tunnel calibration
P0193 173-23991
Seduction of ILS errors caused by building
reflections.
P0236 A73-2578U
Possibilities for improving conventional ILS systems
P0421 A73-34479
Computer program for aircraft navigation error
synthesis with evaluation of component error
distribution on traffic control system
effectiveness to provide cost effective guidance
P0515 A73-37875
Satellite based ATC system with radar range and
rate measurements, analyzing errors due to
ground station position, transponder delay time
and atmospheric refraction uncertainties
p0563 A73-40042
Errors produced by the influence of unsteady
heating in strain measurement by wire-type
resistance strain gages
P0627 A73-44292
Astronomical techniques for spacecraft orientation
and aircraft instrument errors
i; JPRS-57704] P0119 N73-14693
Aircraft instrument errors
P0119 N73-14695
Comparative assessment of three methods of
measurement of pressure error corrections for
aircraft pitot-static systems
fCRANPIELD-AEBO-11] ^ p0178 N73-17570
Error sources in pressure measurements on
turbulent supersonic flows by nonstationary
microphone
1173-19629
IRSTBUBEHT FLIGHT BOLES
S-61N helicopter all-weather IF8 operation for
North Sea oil rigs supply and harbor pilots
transportation, describing onboard
instrumentation, navigation and communication
systems
P0095 A73-16847
Electronic landing system satisfying IFE
reguirements for air traffic, noting simulated
ILS and ground controlled approach operations
fDGLB PAPEB 73-0201 pO«24 173-34*94
Air traffic control and the prevention of collisions
P0498 A73-37386
Analysis of aircraft pilot experiences during
landing approaches in minimum visibility
situations
f AD-7I»7654] p0075 N73-12687
Analysis of flight plans submitted at flight
service stations for IFH and VFR flight
clearances during calendar year 1971
fAD-7489011 P0086 N73-13652
Tabulation of minimum enroute instrument flight
rules altitudes over particular routes and
intersections - November 1972
p0137 N73-15679
Aircraft accident involving crash of Cessna 182"
aircraft near Duluth, Minnesota airport on 8
Nov. 1972
fNTSB-AAB-73-10] p0322 N73-23006
Development of mathematical and simulation models
to calculate capacity of single runway under
instrument flight rules conditions
rMTB-4102-HEV-2l P0325 N73-23345
Air traffic control procedures for simultaneous
instrument flight rule approaches to set of
three parallel runways
fFAA-NA-73-231 p0329 N73-23687
Development and characteristics of air traffic
management system for operation of military
aircraft under instrument meteorological
conditions
p0331 N73-23704
Analysis and recommendations concerning relaxation
of spacing reguirements for independent IFB
parallel approaches into closely spaced runways
raiH-6282] p0540 N73-28129
Analysis of glide path parameters, approach
control system precision, and separation
standards for extension of runway capacity under
instrument flight rule conditions <
CAD-763142] p0601 H73-30657
IISTBOHEIT LAHDING STSTEHS
HI AOTOHATIC LAHDING CONTSOL ,
Onboard ILS equipment reliability in integrated
airborne all-weather landing system '
P0662 A73-11855
Extension of a portable tactical instrument
approach and landing system.
p0048 A73-13574
A system for the precise calibration of air
navigational receivers.
p0056 A73-14501
A model of signal detection for the instrument
landing system.
P0061 A73-15441
Reduction of ILS errors caused by building
reflections.
P0236 A73-25784
Meteorological radar and the HILN landing aid
P0293 A73-29731
Microwave Landing System under U.S. national
development plan for replacing ILS, discussing
system reguirements and design, precision DNE
and flare-out guidance
p0294 A73-29884
Automatic runway and aircraft approach path
surveillance system /COBAIL/ consisting of
Doppler radar, signal extractor and data
processing, alarm, display and control equipment
p0298 A73-30444
PHS-system for determination of position of flight
inspection aircraft for control of ILS-and 70R
facilities.
P0351 A73-32449
A ,VOR sensor of advanced design - The Bendix
BVA-33A.
P0352 A73-32454
An ILS sensor for fail operative autonand systems
- The Bendix RIA-32A.
P0352 A73-32461
Nonimaqe glidepath antenna design for ILS system
within international civil aviation convention
specifications
P0352 A73-32463
An instrument approach system for Bong-Kong
International Airport.
P0353 A73-3246U
Automatic helicopter approach in poor visibility
P0353 A73-32465
French civil aviation inexpensive C band landing
system with ILS angular coding and simplified
onboard equipment for STOL and Alpine airports
p0353 A73-32467
Microwave guidance system for aircraft landing,
discussing civil and military requirements,
position measurement capability, shadowing in
propagation, and ground reflection induced
signal fading•
p0353 A73-32468
Pulse coded scanning beam microwave landing system
technology assessment for civil aviation
application, describing ground equipment and
procedures
p0353 A73-32469
AIL-CO-SCAN.landing system for STOL and heliports,
combining localizer and glide control functions
in 20 by 20 deg approach window
p0353 A73-32470
Multiple path induced position errors in microwave
landing systems, considering beating beam and
Doppler systems based on time and frequency
division multiplexing respectively
p0353 A73-32471
Frequency hopping principle for precision L band
DDE as complementary aid to microwave landing
system
P0355 A73-32490
Bunway VHP localizer antenna array for Norwegian
airports ILS, taking into account difficulties
due to course bends and snow
P0356 A73-32498
Doppler scanning landing guidance system based on
linear array of equally spaced radiators with RF
A-30 2
SUBJECT IHDEI IKSTBOMEHT LAHDIRG SISTEHS COHTD
source commutation
P0357 A73-32502
The nultipath challenge for the microwave landing
system.
' P0357 473-32503
H.A.D.G.E. - Bicrowave Aircraft Diqital Guidance
Equipment: Description of the system
P0357 A73-32504
FAi air traffic control systems projected
improvements^ including microwave landing
system, aeronautical satellites, electronic
voice switching and discrete address radar beacon
:
 P0367 A73-33179
Air traffic control, discussing nan machine
systems, nultipath with ILS, target indicator
radars and flight progress strip preparation
P0416 A73-34086
Possibilities for improving conventional ILS systems
POU21 A73-3H479
Compatible IIS involving pilot signal from
licrowave oscillator and precision IIS involving
linear antenna array of emitter elements
P0422 A73-3»i!8»
Biied CTOL-QTOL traffic effects on air traffic
controller tasks, microwave landing and radio
navigation systems, airport operation and ground
• equipment
[HBB-DH-05-73] p0422 A73-31487
Flight-path control device for generating
curvilinear flight path profiles using microwave
landing systems
fDGLB PAPER 73-016] pO«23 A73-34492
Electronic landing system satisfying IFE
reguirements for air traffic, noting simulated
ILS and ground controlled approach operations
fDGlE PAPER 73-020] p0424 A73-34494
Helicopter steep angle approach limits during
instrument-guided landing comparison with
classical ILS method, describing flight
performance results
CDGLB PAPER 73-026] p0424 A73-34497
Aircraft microwave landing system development,
including conventional system history and
shortcomings, program objectives and
implementation schedule for ATC
P0126 A73-34611
Doppler landing system based on standard DUE for
ILS replacement, describing development history
and operational principles
p0498 A73-37385
0.S. instrument landing system performance
improvements, considering terrain and weather
effects, installation reguirements, airport
limitations, accuracy, reliability and
maint ainability
p0511 A73-37805
United states Microwave Landing system development
program.
P0513 A73-37815
Simulated flight tests of a digitally autopiloted
SIOL-craft on a curved approach with scanning
microwave guidance.
p0518 A73-38049
nonlinear trajectory following in the terminal
area - Guidance, control and flight mechanics
concepts using the microwave landing system.
[AIAA PAPER 73-903] p0529 A73-38837
Annual Corporate Aircraft Safety Seminar, 18th,
Arlington, va., April 1-3, 1973, Proceedings.
p0530 A73-39210
Instrument landing monitor /ILK/ evaluation
program for 'potential and actual capability to
restore poor and/or missing visibility
P0530 A73-39211
Nonlinear trajectory-following and control
techniques in the terminal area using the
Microwave Landing System Navigation Sensor.
P0562 A73-40038
Microwave Landing System with air-derived sample
data and-scanning narrow beam antennas for
signal-in-space generation, discussing design
reguirements and performance test
P0563 A73-40046
Ground based microwave landing system for aircraft
navigation, guidance and control in terminal
area, discussing system reguirements for flight
safety
P0563 A73-K0047
ILS capability improvements on localizer and
glide-slope antenna arrays and monitors,
considering effects of reflecting objects on or
near aerodrome and terrain
P0563 A73-40049
Microwave landing system elevation data or
altimeter information for flare-out guidance,
considering airport, aircraft autopilot and
ground equipment and cost factors
P0563 A73-4005P
ILS technology assessment, considering landing
glide path determination, interference due to
multipath propagation and ground effects, and
operating freguency range problem
P0571 A73-11075
Evolution of blind landing systems
P0585 A73-43032
Fixed base flight simulator evaluation of wing
spoilers for longitudinal flight path control of
Cessna aircraft during instrument landing system
approach
fKASA-CR-2121] p0679 N73-11015
Mathematical model for radio freguency
interference time history at ILS localizer radio
receivers
[AASD-3171 p0075 N73-12682
Development and evaluation of instrument landing
system with VHF and DHF capability for localizer
and glide slope
[AD-747656] p0075 N73-12688
Operational test and evaluation of four
configurations of flight director display for
instrument landings based on command heading and
command flight path angle
CAD-748244] P0082 N73-13041
Analysis of position determination accuracy
obtainable with microwave landing guidance system
[SASA-TB-D-7116] p0137 S73-15681
Bibliography of data on aircraft landings,
instrument landings, approach control, glide
path systems, display devices, and terminal
facilities
fAD-751800] p0162 N73-16024
Analysis of Microwave Landing System performance
to determine signal formats and to reduce
effects of multipath transmission
[AG-5011-B-1] p0165 M73-16628
Airborne C band pulsed transmitter for instrument
landing system
P0307 N73-22086
Development and characteristics of microwave
landing system with emphasis on functional
design reguirements for airborne eguipment
P0331 N73-23705
Development of Doppler microwave landing system
and technigues for eliminating effects of
multipath transmissions
P0332 1J73-23706
Development and characteristics of instrument
landing system using radioactive materials along
runways for glide slope and alignment information
P0332 N73-23707
Development of inertial smoothing system for
control and display applications for VIOL
aircraft automatic instrument approach and
landing operations
rNASA-TN-D-7271 ] P0392 N73-24653
Computer program for selection of radio
freguencies used in VOR, ILS, and Tacan/DME air
navigation systems
tFAA-NA-73-4] P0109 N73-25700
Aircraft accident involving crash of Fairchild
Hiller FH-227b aircraft near Albany County
Airport, New York on 3 March 1972
[NTSB-AAH-73-8] pOU65 N73-26018
Simulated environment interference tests on
adjacent channel signal receivers for freguency
assignments of instrument landing systems
[FAA-RD-73-1-VOL-1] p0474 N73-26665
Control and display testing for air traffic
instrument landing system
TAp-759539] p047<t N73-26667
Application of microwave landing systen to provide
operational flexibility and improved capacity in
terminal area
fFAA-BD-73-143] p048P N73-27019
Performance tests of visual approach slope
indicator (7ASI) eguipment and systems for
improved terminal area effectiveness
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rF44-N4-73-6<H pO«90 N73-27568
Radio frequency interference tests of VHP
omnirange, instrument landing systems, and
glideslope indicators to determine required
geographical separation for ground stations
rEEPT-523-076»695-001im-VOL-2l p0554 H73-29712
Design of aircraft lateral flight director
fDLE-FB-72-illJ pC608 N73-30953
Radio frequency interference tests of VHF
omnirange system, localizer, and glideslope
receiving equipment to determine geographical
separation requirements - Vol. 2 Book 2
rF4A-BD-73-1-yOL-2-BK-2] p0649 H73-32513
Improvement of instrument landing systems with
respect to multipath propagation effects and
surface reflections
fDGlB-PAPEH-73-017] p0650 N73-32521
New type of instrument landing systems, according
to iciO requirements
fDGLB-PAPEB-73-011] p0650 N73-32522
Description of sector-Tacan and DME-supported
instrument landing systems
rDGLR-73-0191 p0650 N73-32523
Compatible ILS, using microwave frequencies, and
precision ILS, using antenna arrays, as improved
standard instrument landing systems
rDGIH-PAPES-73-018] p0650 H73-32521
Effects of transition from" conventional to quiet
takeoff and landing air traffic, noting
introduction of microwave IIS and area navigation
fMBB-UH-05-73-01 p0650 H73-32525
Flight control display device for producing curved
approach profiles in microwave instrument
landing systems
fDGLB-PAPER-73-0161 p0650 N73-32526
INSTRUMENT ORIENTATION
The pre-flight handling of inertial navigation
systems.
p01«5 473-19347
Airborne IBP alignment using acceleration and
angular rate matching. * >
p0518 A73-38048
INSTRUMENT PACKAGES
WB-57F aircraft with instrument package for
nuclear test detection and upper atmosphere
research, discussing range, altitude, speed,
payload capacity and onboard equipment
fAIAA PAPEB 73-5101' P0376 473-33518
IHSTBDBEBTA1 ANALYSIS
0 AUTOMATION
INSTRUMENTATION
0 INSTRUBSNTS
INSTRUMENTS
Development of instrument to measure steady and
oscillatory aerodynamic forces on sting-mounted
model using forced oscillation technique
fATN-7101) PC673 N73-33366
INSULATED STRUCTURES
Insulating houses against aircraft noise.
p0299 A73-30913
INSOLATION
NT MULTILAYER INSULATION
NT THEBNAL INSULATION
INTAKE SISTEHS
NT AIB INTAKES
NT' ENGINE INLETS
NT HYPERSONIC INLETS
NT INTERNAL COMPRESSION INLETS
NT SIDE INLETS
NT SUPERSONIC INLETS ;
An empirical flowfield analysis technique for
preliminary evaluation of inlet systems
operating in a vehicle qenerated flowfield.
P0656 473-11132
Boundary layer bleed system design for supersonic
inlets, discussing bleed hole geometry effects
on boundary layer velocity profile and inlet
efficiency
TAIAA P4PEB 72-11381 pOOUS 473-13445
Inlet system design procedures and wind tunnel
facility modifications allowing for verification
on large scale nodels at Jiacb 1.5
p0347 473-317*3
Theoretical studies of sound emission from
aircraft ducts.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-10121 , P0629 473-44844
Effect of two dimensional suction flows into
double intakes on upper surface of Joukowski
airfoil for application to vertical takeoff and
landing aircraft
CAD-75H208] p0215 H73-19003
Compressor face distortion dependence on test cell
inlet design configurations
fAD-756540]
 P0310 N73-22215
Blockage ring used for inlet stall problem with
supersonic axial flow compressor stage,having
tip Bach number of 2.0
[4D-757217] p0334 N73-23809
Wind tunnel tests to determine effect of inlet
turbulence length scale on fan discrete tone noise
[NASA-TB-X-623001 p0617 N73-31625
Experimental investigation of large scale, two
dimensional, nixed compression inlet system
[NASA-TN-D-74451 p0637 N73-31928
Effects of blade tip clearance and leading edge
sweepback of compressor rotor blades on inducer
performance and blade pressure loading
fNASA-CR-72712] p0637 N73-31930
Stability effects of steady state circumferential
distortions of inlet total temperature and
pressure
rNASA-TH-X-71431] p0652 N73-32614
Effect of inlet air humidity on exhaust gas
emissions of nitrogen oxides in gas turbine
combustor
CNASA-TN-D-7396] p0654 S73-32822
INTEGRAL CALCULUS
The three-dimensional turbulent boundary layer -
Theoretical and experimental analysis
P0362 473-32810
INTEGRAL EQUATIONS
HI SINGULAR INTEGRAL EQUATIONS
Vortex sheath formalism based on coupled integral
equations for .rectangular wing-slipstream
aerodynamic interference
P0047 A73-13562
Vortex lattice discretization for finite Hilbert
transform of two dimensional incompressible thin
wing flow integral equation with singularities,
noting numerical solution accuracy
P0060 A73-15004
Variational principle application to nonself
adjoint lifting surface integral eguation from
finite element viewpoint, considering two
dimensional flat plate
[AIAA PAPER 73-873 p0095 473-16852
Higher order numerical solution of the integral
eguation for the .two-dimensional Neumann problem.
P0232 473-254311
The transonic aerofoil problem with embedded shocks.
P0339 473-31122
Visualization and integral methods for studying
three-dimensional supersonic flow separation on
delta wing
P0317 N73-22970
Integral equations for calculating incompressible
potential flows around profiles with suction and
blowing
[ NASA-IT-F-U9621 P0487 N73-27209
INTEGRAL TRANSFOEBATIONS
NT HILBEBT TB4NSFOBB4TION
The calculated growth of lift and pitching moment
on a swept wing entering a discrete vertical
gust at subsonic speeds
r4BC-CP-1241] P0605 N73-30932
INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
NT L4BGE SC4LE INTEGBATION
A universal digital autopilot and integrated
avionics system.
P0058 473-14735
150 KVA integrated drive generator for aircraft
electrical systems.
P0447 473-35253
Research and development in advance electronics
including applications to digital computers, air
traffic control, and solid state physics
[40-7513081 P0166 N73-16758
Application of integrated circuit technology and
digital computer techniques to electric control
of jet engines
[BAL-TH-281J P0213 N73-18799
Research and development progress on electronic
equipment, integrated circuits, semiconductors,
and digital computers
[AD-7591801 p0407.N73-25251
IHTEGBODIFFFRENTIAL EQUATIONS
U DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
U INTEGBAL EQU4TIONS
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INTELLIGIBILITY
Speech intelligibili.tr ID naval aircraft radio
coBBunications
C&D-7U8202] p0071 H73-12173
IBTBBACTIOHS
HT AIR BATES IHTEBACTIOHS
INTEBCBPTOB AIBCBAFT
U FI6HTEB AIBCRAFT
IHTEBFACES
SI FLUID BODHDABIES
HT LIQUID-VAPOB INTERFACES
NT SOLID-SOLID IHTEBFACES
IHTEBFEBEHCE
 %
Interference theory in slotted wind tunnels
extended 'to subsonic rectangular vind tunnels
with ventilated tool, longitudinal slots and
perforated screens of arbitrary porosity
rABC-R/B-3706] p0111 N73-1»007
Calculation of vind tunnel vail interference
velocities affecting pitching noaents of high
lift wings
fNASA-CB-2191] p0222 N73-19269
IHTBBFEBBHCE DBAG
Development of computer program for generating
aerodynamic forces for plane and interfering
vings at supersonic speeds
tNASA-CB-11218it] p008« N73-13290
Results of aerodynamic jet interference tests for
Do-31 aircraft and application to future VSTOL
development for lift-loss calculation
rBBVG-FBWT-72-22] p020« H73-18011
Development of theory for wind tunnel boundary
upwash interference on symmetrical finite wing
with arbitrary lift distribution
[AD-757196] p0327 N73-23397
Effect of interference of engine jet on
aerodynanic characteristics of lifting surface
induced by horizontal or vertical jet
rNASA-TT-F-14956] p0472 N73-26292
IHTEBFEBEHCE LIFT
Simplification of the wing-body interference
problem.
p0651 A73-100H8
The significance of the aerodyna*ic jet
interference for the development and the testing
of the V/STOL transport DO 31
[DGLB PAPEB 72-106]. p0658 A73-11651
Aerodynamic interference between jet propulsion
system and airframe for supersonic transport
with wing-mounted nacelles, noting ving
performance role in lift effectiveness
fAIAA PAPEB 72-1113] pOO«5 A73-13428
A general solution for lift interference in
rectangular ventilated wind tunnels.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-209] p0098 A73-16940
Pressure measurements on hamonically oscillating
wing-tailplane configurations in incompressible
speed range noting wind tnnnel tests on aircraft
models
rDLB-FB-71-52] P0081 N73-13033
Development of computer program for generating
aerodynamic forces for plane and interfering
wings at supersonic speeds
fHASA-CB-11218HJ p008« N73-13290
Development of computer program and algorithm for
determining interference between lifting surface
elements at various Bach nulibers
[NASA-CB-11226H] p0277 N73-21272
Effect of interference of engine jet on
aerodynamic characteristics of lifting surface
induced by horizontal or vertical jet
CHASA-TT-F-111956] pO«72 H73-26292
IHTEEFEBOBETEBS
HT BICHELSOH IHTEBFEBOUETBBS
INTBBPBBOBBTBY
HT DIFFEBEHTIAL IHTEBFEBOBETBT
IHTEBGBAHDLAB COBBOSIOH
Significance of intergranular corrosion in
high-strength aluminum alloy products.
p03U7 A73-31740
IHTEBIOB BALLISTICS
Interior ballistic properties of solid fuel ramjet
engines to determine regression rate if fuel as
function of chamber pressure, inlet air
tenperatare, and air flnx rate
(AD-764491] p0617 H73-31691
IHfEBLAIEBS
HT BDLTILAYEB IHSOLATIOS
INTERNAL COHBDSTIOH EHGIHBS
HT BBISTOL-SIDDELEI BS 53 EHGIHE
HT BBISTOL-SIDDELEY VIPEB ENGINE
HT CF-700 ENGIHE
HT DIESEL ENGINES
HT DOCTED FAN ENGINES
NT GAS TOBBIHE ENGINES
NT HELICOPTER ENGINES
HI J-33 ENGIHE.
NT J-52 ENGINE
BT J-57 ENGINE
HT J-65 EHGIHE
HT J-75 ENGINE
HT J-85 ENGINE
NT JET ENGINES
NT POLSEJET EHGINES
NT BABJET ENGINES
NT SOPEBSOHIC COBBUSTION BABJET ENGINES
HT TF-30 EHGIHE
NT TOBBOFAN ENGINES
HT TUBBOJET ENGINES
NT TURBOPROP EHGINES
Comparison of modern aircraft engines with other
power plants used in transportation
pOC«2 A73-13072
Piston engine turbocharging system based on split
low and high pressure exhaust gas discharge
porting, discussing different turbine staging
arrangements
P0198 A73-24925
Analysis of factors influencing technical
feasibility of operating aircraft on liguid
hydrogen fuel
[NASA-TH-X-682«2] p0393 N73-24777
IHTEBNAL COMPRESSION INLETS
Supersonic wind tunnel tests of internal
performance of rectangular variable geometry air
inlets noting effect of incidence
fARC-CP-1242] P06C6 H73-30933
Supersonic wind tunnel tests of internal
performance of rectangular variable geometry air
inlets at zero incidence
[ABC-CP-1243-PT-11 P06C6 N73-30934
INTEBNAL STBESS
0 SESIDDAL STBESS
IHTEBH&TIORAL COOPEBATION
Aeritalia-Boeing passenger aircraft design
features in short, medium and long haul versions
P0195 A73-24474
German book - International air traffic
conventions: Air piracy - Concept, facts,
protective measures.
PC236 A73-25570
Multi-Role Combat Aircraft Program management,
discussing international cooperation, industrial
arrangements and governmental objectives
p0292 A73-29384
International Conference on Offshore Airport
Technology, 1st, Bethesda, Bd., April 29-Bay 2,
1973, Proceedings. Volume 1.
P03K3 A73-31526
Bole of the Juridical Committee of the
International Civil Aviation Organization in the
elaboration of air law
P0358 A73-32551
The Concorde manufacturing consortium - An
exercise in international engineering
collaboration.
fSAE PAPEB 730350] p0431 A73-31698
Air traffic control in the EDBOCONTBOL area.
P0580 A73-H2321
Secondary Surveillance Badar application to
aircraft identification in upper airspace of
Eurocontrol member states, emphasizing code
assignment
P0580 A73-K2322
The BIHFAP system - First phase in the automation
of the EDBOCONTBOL Maastricht Centre.
P0580 A73-42323
Program plan to develop airworthiness standards
for STOL aircraft.
P0632 A73-U1994
'Air piracy' and the latest work of ICAO on this
subject
P0631 A73-B5315
The development of civil air navigation in the
People's Republic of China - Agreements with
other states as well as the tasks and the
position of the China Civil Aviation Corporation
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pC63« A73-U5306
Liability and insurance in international air traffic
P0635 A73-45«l(3
Enqlish, Spanish, and French definitions for
international civil aviation terminology
rDOC-8800-VOL-2] P0123 N73-1H997
German cooperation vitb AGARD research in
aerospace sciences
P026H N73-20958
German cooperation in international aeronautical
research
p026« N73-20959
International civil aviation orqanization for air
traffic forecasting and airport development
p0656 N73-32865
Advice and assistance provided by civil Aviation
Board to State Department on natters of
international air transportation policy
p0659 H73-32899
UTEEHATIOHAL LAB
International convention on damage caused by
aircraft concluded 1952 in Borne, proposing
revision to include damages before takeoff,
after landing and during flight
P0654 A73-10566
Illegal seizure of aircraft
P065U A73-10650
Financing of route installations and services to
aircraft in flight, suggesting international
rules for rental collection
P0106 A73-17862
Book - Aviation lav: Cases and materials.
P0106 A73-17870
German book - International air traffic
conventions: Air piracy - Concept, facts,
protective measures.
P0236 A73-25570
German book on national airspace protection
against foreign aircraft1 intrusion in peacetime
covering sovereign rights according to
international lav, conventions and treaties
P0238 A73-26257
Reqularization of the legal status of
international air charter services.
p0239 A73-263K9
Book - International bibliography of air Ian
1900-1971.
P0297 A73-30362
Sole of the Juridical Committee of the
International Civil Aviation Organization in the
elaboration of air law
P0358 A73-32551
Ait piracy suppression measures adopted 23
September 1971 at Montreal international
convention, discussing prevention and punishment
provisions
P0363 A73-32972
Symposium on International Aircraft Accidents
Investigation, London, England, January 15,
1973, Proceedings.
P0509 A73-37736
International Civil Aviation standards concerning
rights and duties of appointed observers at
inguiry by state of aircraft accident occurrence
p0509 A73-37737
IC60 meeting reports on international aircraft
accident investigation, onboard data recording,
inguiry process and low-safety interface
P0509 A73-37738
IBTEBHiTIOHiL RELATIONS
NT INTERNATIONAL COOPEBATION
Charters, the new mode - Setting a nev course for
international air transportation.
P0366 A73-33101
INTEBNATIOSAL SISTEH OF DHITS
Aircraft performance calculations in SI units,
considering conversion factors for forces,
pressures and specific fuel consumption
p0109 473-18511
INTEBNATIONAL TRADE
World Bank support for airports.
P0580 A73-U2317
Bank financing in commercial net aircraft export
p0656 N73-32862
IBTEBPLANBTABT PROPULSION
0 ROCKET ENGINES
INTERPLANETARY SPACECRAFT
NT MAPS 3 SPACECRAFT
NT PIONEER SPACE PBOBES , ,
INTERPOLATION
Interpolation methods in aeroelastic analysis,
comparing wing structural influence coefficients
derived by surface splines and :>
interpolation-in-the-small techniques with
static test data «
p0101 A73-17215
IBTEBPOLATOBS
D REPEATERS
INTERROGATION
Bit synchronized discrete address radar beacon
systen with ground based D.S. civil interrogator
complex for compatibility with ATC and aircraft
operator services
p029» A73-29882
IITBODEB AIBCBAFT
D A-6 AIBCHAFT
IBVABIABCE
Condition of drift invariance of two-stage
gyroscope with arbitrary gas-lubricated main
bearings in active accelerations
P0223 N73-19635
INVENTOBY MANAGEMENT
The use of model building in a production
environment.
P0109 A73-18514
Effectiveness of DOD guidelines in determining
time of aircraft engine replacements
[AD-7U5396] p0676 N73-107U9
INVESTIGATION
NT ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
NT AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
INVESTMENT CASTING
Advances in directional solidification spur usage •
in turbine airfoil shapes.
p0190 A73-23293
INVESTMENTS
World Bank support for airports.
P0580 A73-42317
INVISCID FLOW
The prediction of airfoil pressure distributions
for subcritical viscous flow and for
supercritical inviscid flow.
pOOSK A73-14378
Mathematical prediction for pressure distribution
over arbitrary thin airfoil in inviscid
potential and real fluid flows, determining
velocity increment at leading edge
P0090 A73-16593
Linearized theory for infinite span wing small
unsteady motions in curved flight in inviscid
incompressible fluid, obtaining time dependent
forces, pressure and velocity fields
fAIAA PAPER 73-90] p0095 A73-16850
A correction to 'lifting-line theory as a singular
perturbation problem.•
P01U7 A73-1996H
Discrete vortex scheme of a wing of finite span
p015« A73-21611
Calculation of unsteady transonic aerodynamics for
oscillating wings with thickness.
(AIAA PAPER 73-316] p0235 A73-255H7
Inviscid flow through a cascade of thick, cambered
airfoils. I - Incompressible flow.
[ASME PAPER 73-GT-8U] p0375 A73-33527
Inviscid flow through a cascade of thick, canbered
airfoils. II - Compressible flow.
CASHE PAPER 73-GT-85] p0375 A73-33528
Computation of three dimensional flows about
aircraft configurations.
pO«52 A73-36158
Transonic inviscid flows over lifting airfoils
with embedded shock wave using method of
integral relations.
fAIAA PAPER 73-658] pOU53 A73-36212
Two dimensional flow theory of Beis-Fogh lift
generation in inviscid motions of insect wings
involving viscous effects
p0565 A73-4024"
Comparison of surface-source solution with an
exact solution for two-dimensional inviscid flow
about slotted-flap airfoil
[ARC-CP-12U] p0065 N73-12003
Analysis of aerodynamic interference effects
between aircraft and external store carried
under wing based on inviscid flow characteristics
( AD-7H83481 p0078 N73-13005
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SUBJECT IHDEI J-57 EHGIBE
Prediction of pressure gradient on delta King
between uniform and nonaniform supersonic
inviscid flov
tARC-CP-1228] p0112 N73-14010
Method foe estimating aerodynamic characteristics
;, of airfoils in compressible inviscid flov based
on thickness and canher line parameters
rESDU-72024] P0157 N73-15981
Effects of thickness and viscosity considerations
on accuracy of aerodynamic coefficients
determined for thin vings in inviscid flov
conditions
fESDU-70011-AHEND-A] P0157 H73-15982
Calculation of outer inviscid flov about
• rectangular ving moving at supersonic speeds
CNASA-CR-130985] p0210 N73-18269
Development of algorithm for calculating inviscid
flow about arbitrary planform rotors and
application to analyzing various rotary ving
configurations
P0272 N73-21048
Application of integral relations to analyzing
inviscid supercritical flov about lifting
airfoils vith embedded shock vave
fAD-755762] P0326 N73-23390
Nonlinear unsteady snail-disturbance theory of
inviscid transonic flovs for oscillating
aerodynamic configurations
fNASA-CR-2258] p0400 N73-25048
IBVISIBIIITI
0 VISIBILITY
IOH BEAMS
Measurement of lov airspeeds vith ion beam
produced in positive corona discharge based on
beam deflection properties
P0222 N73-19423
IOH COBREBTS
NT ION BEARS
IOBIZATIOB
NT GAS IONIZATION
NI NONEQOILIBBIOB IONIZATION
IONIZATIOH CHAHBEBS
NT GEIGEB COUNTESS
IONIZED GASES .
NT CHARGED PARTICLES
IONIZED PLASHAS
D PLASHAS (PHYSICS)
IONIZING RADIATION
NT ALPHA PARTICLES
NT COSHIC HAYS
NT PRIMARY COSMIC RAIS
NT ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION
De Gaston decharger vith ionizing radiation for
temporary jet fuel conductivity increase and
charge density reduction, discussing theory,
design and tests
fSAE PAPER 720864] P0093 A73-16673
IONOSPHERIC DISTURBANCES
Infrasonic detection of propagating atmospheric
shock waves caused by supersonic aircraft
P0117 N73-14161
IP (IMPACT PREDICTION)
U COMPUTERIZED SIMULATION
IRASERS
U INFRARED LASERS
IRON
Investigation of iron content of lubricating oil
using a ferrograph and an emission spectrometer.
P0194 A73-24165
IRON ALLOTS
NT AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
NT CARBON STEELS
NT HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
NI STAINLESS STEELS
NT STEELS
High temperature cyclic oxidation resistance tests
on Ni-, Co- and Fe-base alloys for aircraft gas
turbine engines
P0503 A73-37496
IRON COMPOUNDS
NT FERRITES
IBOQDOIS HELICOPTER
U UH-1 HELICOPTER
IBB1DIANCB
NT ILLUMINANCE
IBB1DIAIION
NT NEUTRON IRRADIATION
IRREVERSIBLE PROCESSES
High temperature fatigue sensor based on
conductive composite device irreversible
resistance increase resulting from cumulative
strain damage
p0187 A73-22504
IBROTATIONAL FLOW
U POTENTIAL FLOW
ISING MODEL
U MATHEMATICAL MODELS
ISLANDS
NT LONG ISLAND (NY)
Machinery to be developed for an offshore airport
constructed by reclamation*
P0510 A73-37.746
ISOLATORS
NT VIBRATION ISOLATORS
ISOPEHIMETRIC PROBLEM
Optimum configurations for bangless sonic booms.
P0653 A73-10302
ISOPLETHS
U NOMOGRAPHS
ISOSTATIC PRESSDRE
Hot isostatic pressing of titanium alloys for
turbine engine components.
C A S M E PAPER 73-GT-63] p0374 A73-33516
ISOTHERMAL PROCESSES
Potential titanium airframe applications.
P0653 A73-10285
ISOTOPES
NT COBALT 60
ISOTROPIC TURBULENCE
Experimental analysis of nearly isotropic
turbulence behind jet grid
P0672 N73-33174
ITERATION
NT ITERATIVE SOLUTION
ITERATIVE SOLUTION
Convergent iterative smoothing algorithm for
aircraft stability parameter identification from
measurement, using variational optimization
procedure
P0186 A73-22233
Three dimensional.jet flap.potential flov theory
based on vortex lattice method, comparing
iterative solution vith slatted unsvept blown
flapped ving experimental results
[AIAA PAPER 73-653] p0455 A73-36260
Nev contributions to the iterative method for
aerodynamic calculations of wings in subsonic
flovs
P0503 A73-37545
Application of simultaneous iteration method to
torsional vibration problems.
PP565 A73-H0289
Calculation of the maximum attainable efficiency
of a moving compressor blade cascade
p0582 A73-U26H6
Iterative method for analyzing feathering
characteristics in airfoil vhirlvinds
[DEP/PRA/NT/88/72] p0317 N73-22968
IZSAK ELLIPSOID
U GEODESY
J-33 ENGINE
Gas temperature, carbon monoxide and nitric oxide
axial and radial distribution in J-33 combustor,
presenting combustion process model based on
measurements
r»SCI PAPER 72-22] P0094 A73-16690
Emissions from and vithin an Allison J-33 combustor.
P0148 A73-20359
Analytical predictions of emissions from and
vithin an Allison J-33 combustor.
P0154 A73-21670
Emissions from and within an Allison J-33
combustor. II - The effect of inlet air
temperature.
P0622 A73-43327
J-52 ENGINE
Performance tests on J-52 turbojet engines to
determine acceptable compressor stall margin
[AD-755152] p0264 N73-20832
J-57 ENGINE
Analysis of thermal failures in combustion
chambers of J-57 jet engine and system for
detecting burn-through prior to engine case
rupture
fFAA-NA-72-92] p0167 N73-16772
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J-58 EHGIHE SUBJECT I1DEI
J-57 coabustor exhaust odor intensity and chemical
composition considerinq inlet parameters, fuel
types, and nozzle shapes
tNASA-CB-121159J P0323 N73-23093
J-58 EHGIHB
Analysis of data obtained in evaluation tests of
circuuferential airflow uniformity entering
combustors from two advanced enqine conpressors
fHASA-CR-1210091 P0118 N73-14276
J-65 EHGIHE ' -
Effect of sound absorbinq exhaust duct on rear
quadrant noise of J-65 enqine and contributions
of internal and jet components
rNASA-TB-X-2718] p0160 N73-16011
J-75 BHGIHE
Adverse effect of film coolinq on suction surface
of turbine blade
rNASA-TB-X-68210] p0279 N73-21695
J-85 EHGIBE
Diagnostic instrumentation on J-85 enqines for qas
path and vibration analysis, notinq fliqht test
program and installation of remote pressure
transducers and siqnal conditioners
fAIAA PAPER 72-10811 p0044 A73-13404
Analysis of qaseous emissions from J-85 enqine at
various fuel-air ratios, enqine speeds, and
simulated altitude conditions
rNASA-TB-X-2726] P0181 N73-17921
Performance tests of hydromechanical fuel control
system for J-85 enqine
rNASA-TN-D-71981 p0209 N73-18082
Fliqht tests of modified F-106 aircraft to
determine installation effects of two aft
undervinq nacelles housinq afterburninq J-85
enqines
rNASA-TB-X-71lt39] p06<11 N73-31959
JACKS (ELECTRICAL)
0 ELECTRIC CONNECTORS
JAGDAE AIBCEAFT
Optimisation in construction of the Jaquar and
other military aircraft.
PC152 A73-20947
JABBIBG
Telecommunication jamming of robot aircraft
control system by pulse amplitude modulation or
pulse time modulation
rFOA-3-C-36U9-661 p0133 N73-15188
JiVELIH AIBCHAFT
0 GA-5 AIBCRAFT
JC-130 AIBCBAFT
U C-130 AISCRA?T
JET AIECBAFT
NT A-4 AIRCRAFT
NT A-6 AIRCRAFT
NT A-7 AIRCRAFT
NT A-3CO AIRCRAFT
NT AN-24 AIRCRAFT
KT B-52 AIRCRAFT
SI B-57 AIRCRAFT
NT B-70 AIRCRAFT
NT BOEING 707 ilECRAFT
NT BOEING 727 AIRCRAFT
NT BOEING 737 AIRCRAFT
NT BOEING 747 AIRCRAFT
NT BREGOET 941 AIRCRAFT
NT BEEGOET 1150 AIRCRAFT
NT C-2 AIRCRAFT
NT C-5 AIRCRAFT
NT C-135 AIRCRAFT
NT C-1<f1 AIRCRAFT
NT C-160 AIRCRAFT
NT CANBERRA AIRCRAFT
NT CL-84 AIRCRAFT
NT COBET 4 AIRCRAFT
NT CONCORDE AIRCRAFT
NT CONVAIR 880 AIRCRAFT
NT CV-990 AIECEAFT
NT DC 8 AIRCRAFT
NT DC 9 AIRCRAFT
NT DC 10 AIRCRAFT
NT DHC 5 AIRCRAFT
NT DO-31 AIRCRAFT
NT F-ll AIRCRAFT
NT F-5 AIRCRAFT
NT F-8 AIRCRAFT
NT F-14 AIRCRAFT
NT F-15 AIRCRAFT
NT F-27 AIRCRAFT
NT F-28 TKANSPORT AIRCRAFT
NT F-86 AIHCHAFT
NT F-100 AIECBAFT
HI P-101 AIBCBAFT
NT F-102 AIBCBAFT
NT F-104 AIBCBAFT
HT F-105 AIBCBAFT
NT F-106 AIBCBAFT
NT F-111 AIBCBAFT
HI FD 2 AIRCBAFT
NT 6A-5 AIBCBAFT
HT H-126 AIBCBAFT
NT HFB-320 AIRCRAFT
HT IL-62 AIRCBAFT
NT JET PROVOST AIBCBAFT
NT JINDIVIK TARGET AIBCHAFT
NT L-1011 AIBCRAFT
NT LEAB JET AIBCBAFT
NT HIBAGE 3 AIBCBAFT
NT OV-1 AIBCBAFT
NT 07-10 AIBCBAFT
NT P-3 AIRCBAFT
NT P-1127 AIBCBAFT
NT T-33 ilBCRAFT
NT T-38 AIBCRAFT
NT TO-134 AIBCRAFT
NT TO-141 AIBCRAFT
NT TDBBOFAN AIRCBAFT
NT TOBBOPHOP AIBCBAFT
NT VISCOONT AIRCRAFT
NT VDLCAS AIRCRAFT
NT X-14 AIRCRAFT
NT K>142 AIRCRAFT
NT XV-5 AIBCHAFT
NT YAK 10 AIBCRAFT
Short haul twin let passenger aircraft Iak-40 for
small airfields, notinq fliqht characteristics
and cost analysis
P0042 A73-13070
Assessment of emission control technology for
turbine-enqine aircraft.
fASBB PAPER 72-»A/GT-8] P0063 A73-15872
Subsonic jet airframe fatigue cracking as function
of load, geometry, material, 1oint performance
and environment
P0100 A73-17200
fI-15 agricultural turbojet aircraft design for
slow low level flight, tabulating dimensions,
weights and performance data
P0281 A73-28026
VFB 614 twin-jet short haul aircraft, discussing
layout, auxiliary power supply system for ground
handling independence, surface movements
maneuverability and low noise characteristics
P0349 A73-32365
Composite airframe structure effects on jet
aircraft maintenance, discussing fire safety,
fatigue resistance, environmental durability and
quality assurance
P0364 673-33027
Technology developments effect on jet aircraft
design, discussing fliqht controls, engine noise
suppression, supercritical aerodynamics and
composite structures
P0369 A73-33188
STOL jet aircraft with variable pitch fan,
discussing enqine handling, noise reduction and
efficiency
P0369 873-33189
Book - Bethods for estimating stability and
control derivatives of conventional subsonic
airplanes.
P0371 A73-33423
V/STOL airfrane/propulsion integration problem
areas.
fASJIE PAPEB 73-GT-76] p0375 A73-33522
Performance of jet V/STOL tactical aircraft nozzles.
fASBE PAPER 73-GT-771 p0375 A73-33523
Subsonic jet aircraft contribution to NOx in the
stratospheric ozone layer - 1968 to 1990.
TAIAA PAPER 73-534J p0376 A73-33566
Safety in the accident prone flight phases of
take-off, approach and landing.
P0416 A73-31085
VIOL jet transport aircraft commercial
applications, describing lift enqine system,
hover fliqht control, enqine failure problems
and operatinq cost analysis
p0417 A73-34257
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Status of international noise certification
standards for business aircraft.
fSAE PAPER 730286] p0427 A73-34651
Dynamic behavior of light aircraft interaction
with let transport vortex on basis of accident
records and computer simulation
TSiE PAPER 7302961 p0427 A73-34660
Feasibility and optimization of variable-geometry
vinq for let amphibian bnsiness aircraft.
[SAE PAPER 730330] p0429 A73-34683
Key factors in developinq a future wide-bodied
tvin-jet transport.
fSAE PAPER 730354] p0431 A73-34702
Russian book - Aerodynamics and flight dynamics of
turbojet aircraft /2nd revised and enlarged
edition/.
p0435 A73-34900
Future technology and economy of jet-supported
VIOL transport aircraft
P0567 A73-40448
A look at Soviet ATC and nav facilities and
avionics.
p0573 A73-41522
Integrated information presentation and control
system analysis to determine control and display
reguirements for contingency operation of jet
aircraft - Vol. 3
fAD-740435]
 P0671 H73-10041
Impact tests of jet transport wing leading edge
fuel tanks to evaluate effects of aborted
takeoff, abnormal landing, and bird strikes
[FAA-NA-72-21] p0679 N73-11017
lind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic
characteristics of V/STOL aircraft
configurations using bloving flapped ving and
direct jet lift systems
fHASA-CR-114496] P0072 S73-12284
Operational test and evaluation of angle of attack
system for displaying percentage of lift
produced by ving for all flap configurations
CAD-74884U] p0073 B73-12485
Flight tests to determine lateral-directional
handling qualities and roll-sideslip coupling of
jet aircraft at high speeds
fAD-748435] p0082 B73-13042
In-flight tests and operational reliability of jet
aircraft nnliable compressor face rake
fHASA-TB-D-7162] p0163 B73-16247
Bathema'tical models for predicting flov fields
vithin and external to thrust reverser deployed
in flight including forces and moments induced
on aircraft by flov fields
fAD-751525] p0167 H73-16784
User manual and source listings for computer
programs to solve problems in analysis of
in-flight thrust reversers
rAD-751526] P0167 N73-16785
Combustion efficiency of annular turbojet
combustor using heated natural gas as fuel
tBASA-TH-X-2742] p0214 B73-18960
Criteria on jet blast velocities and effects
during operation of commercial aircraft and
recommended procedures to reduce adverse impact
CAC-150/5325-6A] p0257 H73-20271
Flight investigation to determine velocity and
persistence characteristics of trailing vortices
generated by jumbo jet transport
rNASA-TH-D-7172] p0274 H73-21068
Dynamic stability information for space shuttles,
high performance military aircraft, and short
takeoff aircraft at high angles of attack
fBASA-CR-114583] P0309 H73-22201
Fatigue tests on Comet aircraft pressure cabin to
determine effects of pressure cycles on
structural stability of cabin vindovs
[ARC-R/H-3248] p0383 N73-2U017
Methods for evaluating and predicting airfield
performance of turbojet and tnrbofan aircraft
operating in conventional and short takeoff modes
P0384 F73-24044
Development of tvo methods for optimizing design
of subsonic, svept ving jet transport aircraft
P0385 H73-24054
Flight tests of cockpit meter instrumentation
system displaying aircraft specific energy and
energy rate
fAD-763450] P0599 N73-30448
Aerodynamic characteristics and aircraft
performance of jet aircraft during takeoff run
'[AD-764314] p0609 K73-30959
Jet aircraft flight tests for stability derivative
determination comparing various measuring
techniques
CBHVG-FBiT-73-12] p0642 H73-31971
Mathematical model for predicting pilot rating of
aircraft in pitch tracking under gust conditions
fAD-764698] - p0643 B73-31976
Performance evaluation of model energy separators
tAD-764585) p0647 B73-32381
Feasibility study for use of yr-12 aircraft as
scientific instrument platform for observing
1970 solar eclipse
CBASA-CR-135482] p0654 S73-32735
Bank financing in commercial jet aircraft export
P0656 B73-32862
Dispersion and dilution of jet aircraft exhaust at
high altitudes
CHASA-TH-I-71451] p0676 B73-33743
Infrared signatures of high performance jet
aircraft and evaluation of air to air missile
effectiveness
[SLA-73-5271] p0678 N73-33929
JET AIRCRAFT BOISE
Analysis of internally generated sound in
continuous materials. II - A critical reviev of
the conceptual adeguacy and physical scope of
existing theories of aerodynamic noise, vith
special reference to supersonic jet noise.
pOOSO A73-13840
Jet noise suppression for commercial CTOL, STOL
and SST aircraft, discussing various devices
effectiveness
P0051 A73-14130
Directional devices for noise reduction of high
speed jets
P0052 A73-14142
Study of the influence of the volumetric mass of a
jet on acoustic sound emission
P0052 A73-14143
Attenuation of spiral modes in a circular and
annular lined duct.
P0062 A73-15591
Disturbance of the environment by jet aircraft noise
P0094 A73-16760
Flyover and static tests to investigate external
flov effect on jet noise for nonsuppressor and
suppressor exhaust nozzles.
[AIAA PAPER 73-190] PC098 A73-16927
Long range air transportation technical and
economic future prospects, discussing passenger
and cargo developments, noise reduction and SST
technology
[AIAA PAPER 73-14] p0102 A73-17607
Phillips aerodynamic noise theory application to
directional patterns of high speed hot jets,
discussing convection lavs and sound
field-turbulence correspondence
[AIAA PAPER 73-185] p0105 A73-17654
Sound field generated by spatial instabilities
interaction on shear layer shed from duct vith
nozzle lip, discussing excess noise of subsonic
jets
p0109 A73-18529
Analysis of internally generated sound in
continuous materials. Ill - The momentum
potential field description of fluctuating fluid
motion as a basis for a unified theory of
internally generated sound.
P0143 A73-19097
Acoustic results obtained vith
upper-surface-bloving lift-augmentation systems.
p0150 A73-20458
Sound pressure level spectra measurements for
four- and three-engine jet transport during
concrete and grassy surface runup and flyover
rSAE AIR 1216] p0152 A73-20693
Aircraft turboengine noise, discussing noise
level/power output relations
p0193 A73-23861
Jet aircraft engine noise reduction.
P0195 A73-24555
Acoustic and fluid dynamic tests of mnltilobed
discharge silencers scale models, noting optimum
jet noise attenuation configuration •
p0247 A73-27390
Reduction of aircraft noise during stationary runs
P0293 A73-29651
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Concorde enqine noise reduction at takeoff,
initial climb and landing, discussinq noise
sources research and exhaust system nozzle
modifications
P0299 173-30930
Jet noise_ suppression technology progress review,
discussing Lighthill theory of aerodynauic
noise, machinery noise and guiet aircraft future
p0348 173-32186
Spectral loving frame representation of jet noise
by far field acoustic pressure autocorrelation
and density function
P0378 173-33681
•Quiet* aspects of the Pratt 6 Whitney lircraft
JT15D turbofan.
fSlE PAPER 730289] p0127 173-31651
Engine cycle considerations for future transport
aircraft.
fSAE PAPER 730345) pO«30 A73-34693
Noise reduction modifications in JT3D and JT8D gas
turbine engine by single stage fan replacements
fSAE PAPER 7303161 p0130 173-31694
Monograph - Two causality correlation technigues
applied to jet noise.
P0113 173-35150
Jet aircraft noise research, emphasizing pure jet
mixing noise, shock wave associated noise, and
tailpipe noise produced in engine or nozzle exit
plane
P0148 173-35332
Enqine-over-the-winq noise research.
fllAA PIPER 73-6311 P0153 173-36190
Telocity decay and acoustic characteristics of
various nozzle geometries with forward velocity.
fAIAA PAPER 73-629] p0451 A73-36256
SSI environment inpact aspects in areas of fuel
and oxygen consumption, noise, sonic boom,
stratospheric pollution and climate modification
p0159 173-36906
Hot gaseous jet noise emission calculation for
dependence on turbulent flow characteristics
based on Liqhthill theory, using computer program
P0160 A73-36997
Jet engine noise reduction technology and design,
discussing sonic pressure probes, high bypass
turbofan engines, noise source fluctuations and
far field measurements
P0496 A73-37287
Noise source distribution in subsonic jets.
.P0497 173-37290
Noise of jets discharging from a duct containing
bluff bodies.
P0197 173-37291
Recent studies of fan noise generation and
reduction.
P0497 173-37293
Noise reducing choked /sonic/ inlet design for
V/STOL jet aircraft, discussing aerodynamic
theoretical and experimental studies
P0197 173-37295
Noise from turbomachinery.
fllll PAPER 73-815] P0501 173-37169
Consequences of aircraft noise reduction
alternatives on communities around airports.
fllAA PAPEP 73-818] p0501 173-37471
Jet aircraft noise abatement near airports during
takeoff, approach and landing, discussinq noise
measurement standards and regulatory and noise
reduction design efforts
P0514 173-37825
Subsonic jet noise measurements on model jet rig
in anechoic chamber, discussing correlation and
prediction
P0519 173-38106
Testing noise-reducing approach technigues with
the-H?B 320 research aircraft of the DPTLB
P0520 A73-38265
Maximum air transportation service with minimum
community noise.
mil PAPER 73-796] P0522 173-38369
A status report on jet noise suppression as seen
by an aircraft manufacturer.
fill! PIPES 73-816] P0523 A73-38374
Overall sound pressure levels of STOL thrust
reverse noise 'as function of jet velocity at
touchdown
p0526 173-36650
Geophysical effects of Concorde sonic boom.
P0532 173-39624
On the effect of swirling motion of sources of
subsonic jet noise.
P0565 173-110286
Small-scale suppressor of the aerodynamic noise of
a subsonic gas jet
P0566 173-40401
Peak subsonic noise level reduction by jet
refraction, showing directivity patterns as
function of jet velocities and temperature ratios
p0568 173-40753
Technical progress on new vibration and acoustic
tests for proposed HIL-STD-810C, 'environmental
test methods.'
P0572 173-41200
Eolls-Boyce RB-211 jet engine noise reduction
program, considering fan, compressor, turbine
and tailpipe noise and acoustic linings and
powerplant configurations
p0576 173-41717
lircraft flyover noise - Spectral analysis of
sounds and sound intensity fluctuations.
p0584 173-42946
Subsonic and supersonic jets and supersonic
suppressor characteristics.
[1111 PIPES 73-999] p0628 173-44834
The influence of aerodynamic flow noise in
tnrbofan engines.
rilll PIPER 73-1016] p0629 173-44848
Acoustic investigation of the engine-over-the-wing
concept using a D-shaped nozzle.
Tim PAPER 73-1030] p0630 173-44860
Jet aircraft noise of XV-5B T/STOL aircraft as
determined by full scale flight test and wind
tunnel model tests
r»lSl-TB-X-62182] p0670 H73-10029
Noise caused by jet exhaust and wing for STOL
engine-over-wing configuration
rHASA-TB-X-68159] p0679 N73-11018
Effect of external air flowing across exhaust
nozzles on jet noise produced by supersonic
transport aircraft at high takeoff speeds
CHASA-TH-X-68161] p0068 N73-12027
Calculation of acoustic field generated by
circular jet in presence of low speed crossflow
[SAS1-CR-2169] p0069 N73-12036
Aerodynamic analytical model for reducing
supersonic jet exhaust noise
tlD-747774) p0076 N73-12752
Acoustic feedback of subsonic and supersonic free
jet impinging on obstacle, e.g. blown flap or
ground, and noise reduction methods
fDGLR-PAPER-72-84] p0081 N73-13031
Proceedings of symposium on helicopter noise held
at Durham, North Carolina Sept. 1971
[AD-748876] p0082 N73-13036
Research project to analyze and evaluate
supersonic jet noise generation and radiation -
Vol. 1
[ID-749428] p0115 N73-14035
Definition of supersonic aircraft jet noise
generation and methods for reducing noise
intensity - Vol. 2
[AD-749137] p0115 N73-14036
Development of unified theory of jet engine noise
based on fluctuating notions in fluids - Vol. 3
[1D-749138] p0115 N73-14037
Developient of theory for jet noise generated by
turbulence, noise radiation from upstream
sources, and combustion noise - Vol. 4
[AD-749139] p0115 N73-14038
Analysis of noise sources associated with
supersonic jet noise and establishment of
effects of refraction on radiated field of
sources - Vol. 5 App. 1
[AD-719141] P0115 H73-14039
Development of remote sensing devices to measurejet exhaust fluctuating density gradients, mean
and turbulent velocity, and mean temperature
Vol. 6
[AD-7491431 p0116 H73-14041
acoustic properties of supersonic jet noise and
refraction effects on noise field
[1D-749140] p0120 N73-14728
Analysis of jet noise produced by supersonic
transport aircraft with augnentor wing and four
duct burning turbofan engines
[H1S1-TH-1-68177] p0127 H73-15028
Hission performance analysis of three supersonic
transport configurations and effects of
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limitations OD allowable engine noise
[NASA-TH-I-68178] p0127 H73-15032
Analysis of jet aircraft noise propagation near
airports and methods for reducing noise intensity
[NASA-TT-F-14655] p0138 H73-15707
Computerized prediction of noise levels for jet
aircraft with or without noise suppression devices
fNASA-CR-114517] p0138 N73-15708
Measurement of noise levels produced by Boeing 737
aircraft and correlation with local
meteorological parameters including wind force
and direction, tenperature, and atmospheric
pressure
f.FAA-RD-72-145] P0166 N73-16651
Development of theory of aerodynaaic noise to
analyze jet noise directivity and shear-noise
contribution to overall jet noise
tNASA-TN-D-7158] p016S N73-16654
Evaluation of head-up display instrument for
providing aircraft vertical guidance during
landing approach to comply with noise abatement
procedures
fNASA-TM-X-62187] p0201 H73-18021
Far and near sound fields of Do-31 aircraft, and
noise reduction for future 7ST01 aircraft
fBHVG-FBHT-72-23] p0204 N73-18045
Heasnrement of noise levels produced by F-105
aircraft and analysis of effects on environment
and land use
rAD-753113] p0206 N73-18056
Development of techniques for reduction of
aircraft noise generated by short takeoff aircraft
fNASA-TS-X-68195] p0218 N73-19021
Model of jet aircraft shock cell noise generation
and reduction
fNRC-12923] p0224 N73-19666
Jet aircraft exhaust nozzle for noise reduction
fNASA-CASE-LAH-10951-1] P0226 N73-19819
Analysis of noise sources in jet aircraft based on
measurement of infrared emission
fNASA-TT-F-14851] p0253 N73-20020
Research facility for studying noise generated by
bluff body flow interaction inside ducted fuel
combustion system
fAD-754094] p0258 N73-20286
Hednction of jet engine noise due to turbulent
mixing of exhaust gases with ambient atmosphere
[NASA-CASE-ABC-10712-1] p0263 H73-20826
Analysis of common aircraft noise measures in
terms of selected human response for jet
transport aircraft
fFAA-HD-71-112] P0275 H73-21074
Development of jet noise test facility for flow
and acoustic measurements of mean and turbulent
velocities in jet flow
fRE-450] ' P0309 H73-22196
Jet aircraft noise and sonic boom measuring device
which converts sound pressure into electric
current
tNASA-CASE-LAB-11173-1 ] p0310 K73-22387
Development of annular acoustically porous
elements for installation in exhaust and inlet
ducts of tnrbofan engine to reduce aircraft
engine noise intensity
fNASA-CASE-LAR-11141-1] p0318 N73-22975
Acoustic feedback of subsonic and supersonic jet
impinging on obstacle
rDLH-FB-72-72] P0319 N73-22987
High fregnency spectrum domain of turbulent jet
noise
P0393 H73-24697
Evaluation of courses of action and costs to
reduce aircraft noise levels in vicinity of
airports
tPB-215611/5) pO»04 H73-25080
Acoustic shielding baffle for determining jet
noise source location
fHASA-TH-D-7229] pO»10 873-25734
Afterburner instability vortex shedding model for
air breathing turbojet combustion
[AD-758890] P0412 N73-25834
Development of aircraft configuration for
reduction of jet aircraft noise by exhausting
engine gases over upper surface of wing
fHASA-CASE-LAB-11087-11 pO»64 H73-26008
Cold flow tests of factors affecting noise
suppression and thrust loss of divergent lobe
supersonic jet noise suppressor
fNASA-TH-Z-2820] pO«77 H73-26992
Performance data for three tnrbofan engine
configurations with noise reduction features
tested over range of flight conditions
tNASA-CH-121258] p0491 H73-27707
Modifications of turbojet engine with ejector to
reduce jet engine exhaust noise
(NASA-TH-1-2841] p0535 N73-27887
Analysis of supersonic jet aircraft noise using
fluctuating jet pressures to characterize the
sources
tAD-762296] p0539 M73-27923
Effects of particle seeding on jet exhaust noise
P0540 N73-28150
Structure of axisymnetric jet in near field for
jet noise and impingement schemes
[HASA-CB-121257] p0541 K73-28177
Flyover and static tests for determining effects
of flight velocity on F-106B exhaust nozzle noise
CNASA-TH-I-2854] P0543 N73-28734
Flyover and static tests of noise and thrust
performance of two spoke, suppressor plug
nozzles and basic plug nozzle
tHASA-TH-X-2856] p0543 N73-28735
Velocity decay and acoustic characteristics of
various nozzle geometries with forward velocity
CNASA-TH-X-68259] p0552 N73-29183
Analysis of noise problems created by supersonic
transport aircraft, conventional aircraft, and
short takeoff aircraft to show methods for jet
exhanst noise reduction
• P0591 N73-30024
Development of computer programs to analyze sound
power and peak noise levels for turbojet exhaust
noise at various velocities
P0591 N73-30029
Analysis of aircraft engine noise sources and
characteristics of engine noise produced by
turbofan engines
P0602 N73-30735
Reduction of aircraft noise by installing
acoustically absorbent material
[NASA-CH-2261] p0607 H73-30941
Method and apparatus for improving operating
efficiency and reducing low speed noise for
turbine aircraft engines
f.DASA-CASE-LAH-11310-1] p0618 H73-31699
Automatic control system for in-duct cancellation
of spinning modes of sound
[HASA-CH-132317] P0651 N73-32540
Jet noise emission and reduction by secondary cold
annular flow for SST and military aircraft
P0651 N73-32543
Characteristics of aerodynamic noise generated by
interaction of airstream with flap surface to
show location and control of noise sources
P0666 N73-32963
Forward velocity effects on jet noise with
dominant internal noise source
[HASA-TH-1-71438] p0666 N73-32968
Relationship between distribution of outflow of
acoustic energy over jet boundary and far-field
intensity
[BASA-TN-D-7269] p0672 N73-33181
Nozzle geometry and forward velocity effects on
noise for CT01 engine-over-wing concept
rNASA-TH-X-71453] pC676 N73-33742
Characteristics of variable geometry high Bach
inlet concepts to reduce jet engine noise on
subsonic, long range commercial aircraft
rHASA-CR-134495] p0676 N73-33748
JET AOGHEHTED IIH6 FLAPS
D JET FLAPS
0 KING FLAPS
JET BUST EFFECTS
Engine ingestion prevention on low wing aircraft,
particularly Hercury aircraft, by jet blast
[FO-1149] p0129 1173-15049
Criteria on jet blast velocities and effects
during operation of commercial aircraft and
recommended procedures to reduce adverse impact
TAC-150/5325-6A] p0257 S73-20271
JET DAHPIBG
0 DABPIHG
JET DRIVE
0 JET PROPULSION
JET ENGINE FDELS
NT JP-t JET FUEL
NT JP-5 JET FUEL
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Vibrational and chemical nonequilibrium in a
stoichiometric turbojet engine nsinq
kerosene-type fuel.
fAIAi PAPER 72-1208] p0047 A73-13491
The electrostatic charqinq tendencies of let fuel
filtration equipment.
fSAE PAPER 720866] p0093 A73-16672
De Gaston decharqer with ionizing radiation for
temporary -jet fuel conductivity increase and
charqe density reduction, discussinq theory,
desiqn and tests
fSAE PAPEE 72086*] PC093 A73-16673
Vapor pressure of supersonic aircraft fuels
P0147 A73-2001«
Influence of air oxygen concentration on the
thermochemical stability of jet fuels
P03U8 A73-31833
JPS and JP4 aircraft fuel fire and explosion
susceptibility from qunfire hits, discussinq
combat survivability relative to fuel volatility
P0361 A73-32670
JFTOT - A new fuel thermal stability test /A
summary of a Coordinating Research Council
activity/.
[SAB PAPEB 730385] p0433 473-3*722
Hilitary and civil let aircraft fuel
specifications, discussinq additives types, test
procedures and quality control complexity
P0435 A73-34848
Gas-releasing additives to let fuels
P0570 A73-41070
Iqnition and combustion characteristics of high
density storable fuels injected into supersonic
and subsonic air streams
[AD-746063] P0687 S73-11980
Effect of antiicing additives on flammability
properties of hydrocarbon fuels used in jet
aircraft
fAD-747945] POC76 H73-12852
Modification of jet enqine fuels to reduce
emissions of nitroqen oxides from jet aircraft
turbine enqines
fAD-752581] P0179 N73-17803
Effect of prevaporization of jet fuels on exhaust
emission levels produced in turbojet combustor
seqoent
rNASA-TB-i-6819l!l P0227 H73-19949
Chemistry of deposits and their precursors in jet
turbine fuel systems
fAD-754459:i p0263 R73-20816
Preliminary appraisal of hydrogen and methane fuel
and fuel tank configuration in Bach 2.7
supersonic transport
fNASA-TB-X-68222] p0314 H73-22711
Anomalous rheoloqical characteristics of
hiqh-internal-phase-ratio emulsions containing
97 to 98 percent liquid fuel as dispersed phase
fAD-758908] P0393 H73-24779
Research projects conducted by orqanizations of
National Research Council of Canada on
structural analysis, jet fuels, air pollution,
and very low frequency navigation
fDBE/NAE-1973(1) ) p0476 N73-26970
Comparison of military and civil jet engine fuel
specifications and test procedures for fuel
performance and quality control
P0476 H73-26972
Comparison of nitroqen oxide emissions produced by
hydroqen combustion with emissions produced by
jet enqine fuels at simulated cruise conditions
rNASA-TM^X-682581 p0492 H73-27804
Effects of additives on high speed ignition and
combustion characteristics of slurry fuels using
magnesium and lithium fluoride
fAD-762615] p0555 N73-29802
Hydroqen content as measure of combustion
performance for hydrocarbon fuels
fAD-763097] P0555 H73-29804
Interior ballistic properties of solid fuel ramjet
enqines to determine reqression rate if fuel as
function of chamber pressure, inlet air
temperature, and air flux rate
rAD-764491] P0617 K73-31691
Application of fiber glass reinforced plastic
materials for qround handling of aviation fuels
and hazards of static electricity caused by
plastic materials
fAD-764358] P0618 N73-31693
Incendiary vulnerability of dry bays adjacent to
jet fuel tanks under gunfire
tAD-764732) pOeep R73-32920
Congressional hearings on causes and implications
of impending shortages of gasoline, heating oil,
diesel fuel, jet fuel, and electricity
PC678 H73-33928
JET EH6IHES
HI BRISTOL-SIDDELEY BS 53 EHGIHE
HT BRISTOL-SIDDELEY VIPEB ENGIHF
HT CF-700 EKGIHE
HT DDCTED FAH EHGIHEE
HT J-33 EHGIHE
HT J-52 EHGIHE
HT J-57 EHGIHE
HT J-58 EHGIHE
HT J-65 EHGIHE
HT J-75 EHGIHE
HT J-85 EHGIHE
HT POLSEJET BHGIHES
HT RAHJET EHGIHES
HT SDPERSOHIC COHBOSTIOH RAMJET EHGINBS
HT TF-30 EHGIHE
HT TDRBOFAH EHGIHES
HT TDRBOJET EHGIHES
HT TDRBOPROP EHGIHES
Development of IN-100 powder-metallurgy disks for
advanced jet engine application.
p0653 A73-10283
Applying surface integrity principles in jet
engine production.
p0043 A73-13272
An automated jet-engine-blade inspection system.
P0047 A73-13524
• Russian book on jet enqines testing covering tests
in research and development, design, production
and maintenance, test laboratories and stands
and automation
p0062 A73-15708
System monitoring techniques: Practical
applications and experience at Eastern - Jet
engines.
[SAE PAPER 720818] p0091 A73-16639
Jet engine condition monitoring without aids.
tSAE PAPER 720815] p0091 A73-16640
Digital control aounts on jet engine.
P0101 A73-17249
System for in-flight recording of the rotational
speed of the turbine of a jet engine
P0150 A73-20546
Aviation and atmospheric pollution - The real
dimension of the problem and its solutions
P0185 A73-22216
Hot die forging /gatorizing/ technique for Ti and
heat resistant alloys jet engine parts,
emphasizing material and cost savings
p0190 A73-23295
Compressibility effects on unsteady forces
generated by jet engine blade rows aerodynamic
interference, considering potential flow and
viscous wake interactions
P0190 A73-23443
Aerodynamic characteristics of torus shaped
cascades involved in flame stabilization process
of reheat devices for jet engines
p02»1 A73-26595
An-2E aircraft conversion to flying test bed for
feasibility studies of jet engine use in
agricultural aircraft, describing structural
design modifications
P0242 A73-26823
Balancing equipment for jet enqine components,
compressors, and turbine - Rotating type for
measuring unbalance in one or aore than one
transverse planes.
fSAE ARP 587A] p0364 A73-33013
Turbulence downstream of stationary and rotating
cascades.
tASHE PAPER 73-GT-80] P0375 A73-33525
nondestructive inspection method for jet engine
turbine blades.
[ASBE PAPER 73-GT-92J p0376 A73-33530
Concentration of OH and HO in Y.J93-GE-3 engine
exhausts measured in situ by narrow-line DV
absorption.
CAIAA PAPER 73-506] p0376 A73-33546
Review of engine maintenance concepts applied to
wide body jets.
tSAE PAPEB 730375] p0432 A73-34714
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Jet enqine malfunction diagnosis - The sensing
problem, candidate solutions and experimental
results'.
pO»»6 A73-352a3
Film effectiveness and heat transfer coefficient
downstream of a letered injection slot.
CASHE PAPER 73-HT-31] ' p0525 473-38570
; Soae designs using sheathed thermocouple wire for
jet enqine applications.
. :• ' -• p0578 A73-42042
Some comments to matheoatical interpretation of
performance characteristics of jet engine
combustion chambers*
P0635 A73-45381
Theoretical and experimental analysis of charged
metal particle detection in jet engine exhanst
by cylindrical electrostatic probe
CAD-7U5540] P0676 H73-10753
Inflight incident involving number tvo engine
failure on DC 10 aircraft near Tucson
International Airport, Arizona on 2 Hay, 1972
CHTSB-AAS-72-29] p0069 H73-12035
Theory and operation of various jet aircraft engines
[AD-7U7U06] P0077 H73-12868
Fabrication and performance of real-time jet
engine simulator for development of jet engine
components and control systems
C.HAL-TB-283] p0139 K73-15820
Application of integrated circuit technology and
digital computer techniques to electric control
of jet engines . .
tNSL-TB-281 ] P0213 B73-18799
Aerodynamic performance of core-engine turbine
stator vane tested in two-dimensional cascade of
10 vanes-and in single-vane tunnel
fNASA-TH-Xr2766] p0263 H73-20823
Analysis of acoustic properties of jet engine
malfunction as means for detecting jet engine
burnthrouqh - Vol. 1
rFAA-BD-72-1«9-VOL-1] p0263 H73-20825
Analysis of formation of carbon deposits on jet
engines and effect on reliability, efficiency,
and service life
CAD-754607] p026it B73-20837
Information and guidance for type certification of
aircraft engines as reguired by Federal Aviation
Administration,
[FAA-AC-33-2A] p031« H73-22730
Endothermic decomposition in jet engine exhaust
reaction
CAD-758200] p0323 H73-23105
Analysis of technigues and equipment required to
conduct test of jet aircraft enqine models in
wind tunnels
P0469 H73-26245
Test parameters and methods used in Soviet Onion
for jet enqines
. fAD-760963) P0191 H73-2771I1
Modifications of turbojet enqine with ejector to
reduce jet enqine exhaust noise
CHASA-TH-X-28111] P0535 N73-27887
Application of gas flow dynamics to theory of jet
enqines and other gas devices
[AD-762307] . p0541 K73-28196
Process for welding compressor and turbine blades
to rotors and discs of jet engines
CNASA-CASB-LEW-10533-1] p05<!1 H73-28515
Hethod to increase full-scale inlet/engine system
testing capability of. AEDC 16-ft transonic wind
tunnel
CAD-762912] p0551 H73-29146
Analysis of jet engine test cell pollution
abatement methods
CAD-763119] p0553 H73-:29690
Hodel.scale air Jets for sound study of coaxial
circular jets
CFAA-BD-71-101-VOL-1] P055» H73-29721
Display device for integrated jet engine
instrument system program
CAD-763<|I»0] . p0599 H73-30450
Scaling'laws to predict supersonic jet noise
generated by rectangular and axisymmetric nozzles
[PB-221855/0] P0617 H73-31629
JET EXHAUST
The significance of the aerodynamic jet
interference for the development and the testing
of the V/STOL transport DO 31
CDGLR PAPEE 72-106] P0658 A73-11651
Instrumentation and measurement for determination
of emissions from jet engines in altitude test
cells.
C A I A A PAPEB 72-1068] pooeo A73-11902
Turbojet exhanst reactions in stratospheric flight.
C A I A A PAPEB 73-99] p0096 A73-16859
B-1 airplane model support and jet plume effects
on aerodynamic characteristics.
C A I A A PAPER 73-153] p0097 A73-16901
Phillips aerodynamic noise theory application to
directional patterns of high speed hot jets,
discussinq convection lavs and sound
field-turbulence correspondenceC A I A A PAPER 73-185] pOios A73-1765*
Hind tunnel simulation of jet exhaust in low speed
testing of Franco-German Alpha-Jet trainer and
fire support aircraft
P0362 A73-32802
Preliminary estimates of the fate of S5T exhaust
materials using a coupled diffusion/chemistry
model.
CAIAA PAPER 73-535] p0376 A73-33567
Velocity decay and acoustic characteristics of
various nozzle geometries with forward velocity.
[AIAA PAPER 73-629] pO<154 A73-36256
Noise of jets discharging from a duct containing
bluff bodies.
p0497 A73-37291
A status report on jet noise suppression as seen
by an aircraft manufacturer.
CAIAA PAPER 73-816] p0523 A73-3837*
Numerical prediction of exhaust products released
to stratosphere during supersonic flight along
definite air routes
CHASA-TT-F-14622] p0079 H73-13013
Performance tests of F-1H aircraft with jet blast
deflector to determine effects of backflow of
jet exhaust on aircraft launch operation
CAD-752C18] P017U N73-17023
Effect of prevaporization of jet fuels on exhaust
emission levels produced in turbojet combustor
segment
CNASA-IB-X-6819U] p0227 N73-199U9
Criteria on jet blast velocities and effects
during operation of commercial aircraft and
recommended procedures to reduce adverse impact
CAC-150/5325-6A] P0257 S73-20271
Jet exhaust simulation in low speed wind tunnel
CDGT-8352) p0310 N73-22211
Effect of fineness ratio on boattail drag of
circular arc afterbodies having closure ratios
of 0.50 with jet exhaust at Nach numbers up to
1.30
CNASA-TH-D-7192] p033t N73-23802
Analysis of temperature and pressure parameters
associated with recirculated enqine exhaust from
V/STOL aircraft engines exhausting normal to
ground
CNASA-TT-F-149121 P0391 N73-2H323
Development of aircraft configuration for
reduction of jet aircraft noise by exhausting
engine gases over upper surface of winq
CNASA-CASE-LAE-11087-1] pOU64 N73-26008
Development of transmissometer for measuring
optical transmission through aircraft jet engine
exhausts
CAD-760050] p0472 N73-26H67
Hodifications of turbojet engine with ejector to
reduce jet engine exhaust noise
CNASA-TJ1-X-28il1] p0535 N73-27887
Hodel for estimation of turbojet engine exhaust
dispersion into atmosphere
CHASA-TH-D-7382] p05U1 N73-2817U
Heasurement of sound power levels, power spectra,
and directivity patterns for jet exit velocities
of F-111A aircraft
CNASA-TH-D-7376] p05t9 N73-28989
Development of techniques for simulating inf rared
emission from turbojet aircraft exhaust plumes
CAD-763123] P0559 1173-29967
Development of computer programs to analyze sound
power and peak noise levels for turbojet exhaust
noise at various velocities
P0591 N73-30029
Exhaust blast velocities and temperatures at
ground level for various aircraft and wing tip
vortex velocity for C-5 aircraft
CAD-764228] P0609 N73-30961
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Acoustic measurements of aerodynamic noise
produced by impingement of jet exhaast on wing
and flap of externally blown flap system
installed on F-111 aircraft
P0666 N73-32964
Assessment of jets as acoustic shields by
comparison of sinqle and nnltitube suppressor
nozzle data
' rNASA-TH-X-71B50] P0672 B73-33179
Dispersion and dilution of jet aircraft exhaust at
hiqh altitudes
rNASA-T(l-X-71«51] p0676 H73-337«3
JET FLAHES
0 JET FLOW
JET FLAPS
NT EXTERNALLY BLOWN FLAPS
Thrust coefficient of artificially excited vortex
trail behind a let flap aerofoil.
P0053 A73-14186
Lifting characteristics and spanvise aerodynamic
load distribution of an external flow jet flap.
P0061 A73-15513
Analysis of hiqh aspect ratio jet flap wings of
arbitrary geometry.
fAIAA PAPER 73-125] p0096 A73-16880
Externally blown flap trailing edge noise
reduction by slot blowing - A preliminary study.
fAIAA PAPER 73-2i»5] p0099 A73-16969
A comparative study of augmentor wing, ejector
nozzle and power jet flap low noise STOL concepts.
P0231 A73-25385
A note on the lift coefficient of a thin
jet-flapped airfoil.
P0245 A73-27171
Discrete vortex method of two-dimensional jet flaps.
P0116 A73-3K179
V/STOL hydraulic controls including internal and
external blown jet flap and augmentor wing,
describing integrated flight control actuator
packages and aircraft configuration
pO»50 A73-35851
A jet-wing lifting-surface theory using elementary
vortex distributions.
fAIAA PAPER 73-652] POU53 A73-36207
Three dimensional jet flap potential flow theory
based on vortex lattice method, comparing
iterative solution with slatted unswept blown
flapped wing experimental results
fAIAA PAPER 73-653] pOU55 A73-36260
Investigation of multi-element airfoils with
external flow jet flap.
P0571 A73-H1087
Influence of split ground belt on aerodynamic
characteristics of high lift STOL aircraft with
blown flap
roTIAS-TN-173] p0683 N73-11230
Wind tunnel tests to determine effects of ground
proximity on lift, drag, and pitching moment of
rectangular winq eguipped with jet flaps
fNAL-TR-294) p0128 H73-15038
Development of nonlinearized solution for
aerodynamic characteristics of jet flap lifting
surface with span-wise slot near trailing edge
fNASA-CR-2190] P0157 N73-15986
Air foils based on utilization of jet flap principle
fAD-751075] pC16« N73-16283
Development of analytical technigue for computing
performance of arbitrary jet-flapped wing with
compensations for variations in wing geometry
fNiSA-CB-2179) P0169 N73-16982
Smoke and helium bubble visualization studies of
incompressible flow past jet flap airfoil
TAD-752012] P0178 N73-17270
Numerical analysis of aerodynamic characteristics
of unsteady, two-dimensional, jet-flapped wing
UD-752928] P0205 N73-18051
Jet deflection characteristics of jet-flapped
airfoil with Coanda deflection surfaces based on
velocity distribution and flow angle
measurements for static operation
fAD-7536181 P0208 N73-18074
Hind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic
characteristics of full scale H-126 aircraft
using jet flap principle
fNASA-TN-D-72521 p0265 »73-20997
Development of jet-flap rotor and application to
heavy helicopter and stoppable rotor designs
P0269 N73-21025
lind tunnel tests to determine static' longitudinal
aerodynamic characteristics of jet transport '
wing-body with upper surface blown jet flap for
lift augmentation
INASA-TN-D-7183] pQ302 H73^21907
Development of high performance, low volume thrust
augmentation using combined Coanda inlet and jet
flap diffusion techniques
[AD-756895] p0307 H73-21951
Theoretical investigation of longitudinal
stability, control, and response characteristics
of jet flap aircraft :.
CAHC-H/H-3272] p038» H73-2H028
Performance tests of negative hub reaction turbine
with jet flap stator and jet flap rotor
[NASA-CB-224U] . p038<l N73-24036
Application of cold thrust augmentation techniques
for improved performance of short takeoff
aircraft performance
tAD-758202] " p0388 H73-24073
Wind tunnel tests to determine effect of
interference on performance of full span jet
flap mounted on trailing edge of hiqh. aspect
ratio unswept wing
[ABC-H/H-3219] p0396 N73-25005
Development of data for numerical analysis of
aerodynamic performance of jet, blown, and
ejector flaps
[AD-763793] p059» H737300H9
Aerodynamic noise and flow field characteristics
of internal flow, jet augmented flap
configurations
p0606 N73-30937
Hind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic '
characteristics of upper surface blown jet-flap
concept incorporating high-bypass-ratio tnrbofan
engines
P0663 N73-32913
Wind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic loads '
on flap systems behind engines and vibration
•odes of flap system
p0663 N73-329U5
Characteristics of aerodynamic noise generated by
interaction of airstream with flap surface to
show location and control of noise sources
p0666 N73-32963
JET FLIGHT • '• '•>
0 JET 4IHCBAFT , - .
JET FLOB •
NT AIB JETS
NT PERIPHERAL JET FLOW
HT SUPERSONIC JET FLOW
Power spectrum due to point source convection at
uniform subsonic speed along round jet flow axis
pOOSO A73-13841
Cross correlations between turbulent jet flow and
noise from hot-film and acoustic signal
measurement, using Prondman form of Lighthill
integral
pOCSO A73-13842
Acoustic power'spectrum of a subsonic jet.
p0051 A73-11040
Some experiments on the noise emission of coaxial
jets.
P0053 A73-HHH8
Unsteady separated free jet flow of an ideal fluid
past a wing
P0339 A73-31155
A three-dimensional wing/jet interaction analysis
including jet distortion influences.
f.AIAA PiPER 73-655] ' pO»53 A73-36209
Jet engine exhaust plume effects on solid bodies,
examining nozzle drag effects, nozzle geometry,
plane entrainment and shape, wind tunnel tests
and pressure effects
P0526 A73-38651
Wave dispersion equation for large eccentric
elliptic jet stability calculations for noise
suppression, using approximate Hathien functions
P0533 A73-39807
High temperature jet noise dependence on velocity
and temperature, discussing Lighthill source
term, Reynolds stresses, entropy fluctuations
and velocity critical threshold
p0575 A73-41703
An experimental investigation of a jet issuing
from a wing in crossflow.
p0585 A73-43111
SOBJECT INDEX JET PBOTOST AIBCBAFT
Swirling flow effect on jet noise suppression '
based on acoustic field and engine thrust
measurements with and without stationary swirl
vanes in exhaust nozzle
; [AIAA PAPEB 73-1003] p0629 £73-44836
A new device for measuring local acoustic power
output of subsonic lets.
filii PIPES 73-1012] P0631 473-44866
Stability of a potential vortex with a
' non-rotating and rigid-body rotating top-hat jet
core.
P0634 A73-45309
Acoustic measurements of .aerodynanic noise
generated by air jet inpinging on large flat
board for variable impingement angles, jet
velocities, and distances from board
[NASA^TN-D-7075] pOOSO N73-13026
Flow and acoustic characteristics determined for
subsonic and supersonic jets and supersonic
suppressors
[NASA-CB-131297] p0252 N73-20006
Analysis of transition region of subsonic
turbulent jets to determine noise producing
potential based on far field acoustic density
fNASA-TN-D-7242] p0279 N73-21573
Development of jet noise test facility for flow
and acoustic measurements of mean and turbulent
velocities in jet flow
[BE-450] ' P0309 N73-22196
Analysis of aerodynamic interference resulting
fron jet issuing normal to chordal plane of two
dimensional wing in crossflow conditions
P0310 N73-22223
Effect of interference of engine jet on
aerodynamic characteristics of lifting surface
induced by horizontal or vertical jet
[NASA-TT-F-14956] p0472 H73-26292
Literature survey on jet propagation and
interference in lifting surface aerodynamics
[NASA-TT-F-14957] p0535 N73-27886
Calculation of pressure field induced by free jet
exhausted from flat plate into stagnant medium
based on solution of Neumann problen in tens of
singularity distributions
[NLB-TR-72040-0] P0587 N73-30000
Experimental/analysis of nearly isotropic
turbulence behind jet grid
P0672 N73-33174
Relationship between distribution of outflow of
acoustic energy over jet boundary and far-field
intensity
[NASA-TN-D-7269] P0672 H73-33181
JBT FUELS
D JET ENGINE FUELS
JBT IHPINGEBEHT
Optimum heat transfer characteristics of
semi-circular surfaces cooled by air impingement
from airjet arrays and row of air jet nozzles.
[DGLB PAPEB 72-061] p0660 A73-11692
Numerical solutions for jets impinging on curved
surfaces
fNASA-CB-129136] P0683 H73-11252
Acoustic measurements of aerodynamic noise
generated by air jet inpinging on large flat
board for variable impingement angles, jet
velocities, and distances fron board
[NASA-TN-D-7075] pOOBO N73-13026
Acoustic feedback of subsonic and supersonic free
jet impinging on obstacle, e.g. blown flap or
ground, and noise reduction methods
[DGLB-PAPER-72-84] P0081 B73-13031
Measurement of sound generated by impingement of
turbulent jet on elastic plates
rDGLB-PAPEB-72-85) pOOSI N73-13032
Aerodynamic characteristics of wing moving close
to interface with annular jet flowing from wing
surface and impinging on screen
[AD.T750933] P0123 H73-14995
Acoustic feedback of subsonic and supersonic jet
'inpinging on obstacle
[DLB-FB-72-72] p0319 N73-22987
Effect of interference of engine jet on
aerodynamic characteristics of lifting surface
induced by horizontal or vertical jet
[NASA-TT-F-14956] P0472 N73-26292
Analysis of surface pressure fluctuations from jet
impingement on inclined flat plate with
application to design of aircraft with
externally blown flaps
P0556 N73-29909
Measurement of fluctuating surface pressures
induced on externally blown flaps by jet
impingement and relationship to sonic fatigue of
airframes
P0663 N73-32946
JET LIFT
Besnlts of aerodynamic jet interference tests for
Do-31 aircraft and application to future VSTOL
development for lift-loss calculation
[BHVG-FBBT-72-22] p0204 N73-18044
JET HIXIHG FLOf
Further studies of the aeroacoustics of jets
perturbed by screens.
P0663 A73-12200
Investigation of air stream fron air-entry holes
of the high-intensity combustor-liner.
P0056 A73-14447
German monograph on bypass turbojet propulsion
systems with jet nixing covering engine parts,
thrust characteristics and fuel consumption
P0298 A73-30671
Jet aircraft noise research, emphasizing pure jet
nixing noise, shock wave associated noise, and
tailpipe noise produced in engine or nozzle exit
plane
P04U8 A73-35332
An evaluation of hypermixing for VSTOL aircraft
augmentors.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-654] P0453 A73-36208
Introduction of the viscous force sensing
fluctuating probe technique, with measurement in
the mixing zone of a circular jet.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-1044] P0631 A73-44868
Noise tests on simulated mixer nozzles and scale
models of externally blown flap, lift
augmentation system
[HASA-TB-X-2638] p0678 N73-11012
Vaporization rates of liguid injected into high
temperature, supersonic gas flow using aviation
gasoline injected by Laval nozzle into air stream
[AD-747456] P0072 N73-12317
Aerodynamic characteristics of wing moving close
to interface with annular jet flowing from wing
surface and impinging on screen
[AD-750933] PC123 N73-14995
Kinetic energy transfer in multiple jet mixing
flow of duct inlet
[AD-758836] P0408 N73-25305
Vortex-lattice method used in model to represent
jet exhausting from flat plate into crossflowing
stream
[AD-762502] P0552 N73-29191
System for reducing noise generated by jet
impinging on external flap using injection of
secondary air from slot near trailing edge of flap
[HASA-CR-132270] P0605 N73-30930
Mixing process and performance effects of
continuous B2-F2 laser
tAD-763828] P0616 N73-31480
JET NOISE
U JET AIHCBAFT NOISE
JET NOZZLES
Acoustic results obtained with
upper-surface-blowing lift-augmentation systems.
pOISO A73-20458
JET PILOTS
0 AIBCBAFT PILOTS
JET PLUSES
U PLUHES
JET PBOPOLSION
The pressure-jet helicopter propulsion system.
P0662 A73-11858
Aircraft aftbody/propnlsion systea integration for
[AIAA PAPEB 72-1101] P0045 A73-13420
Aerodynanic interference between jet propulsion
system and airframe for supersonic transport
with wing-mounted nacelles, noting wing
performance role in lift effectiveness
[AIAA PAPEB 72-1113] P0045 A73-13428
Development and characteristics of tracked air
cushion research vehicle for commercial high
speed ground transportation
[PB-211216] P0118 N73-14267
JET PBOVOST AIBCBAFT
Modifications of Jet Provost and Strikenaster
trainer aircraft to provide adeguate stall
warning without excessive penalty on maximum
i-315
JET POHPS SOBJECT IHDBI
lift at low speed
p0125 N73-15012
JET POBPS
Venturi exhausts for air puapinq auqmentation in
ran air operated aircraft heater or combustor,
discussing experimental data on suction variation
P0456 473-36396
Synchronized operation of a positive-displacement
qear pump and a vane poop within the lubricant
oil delivery system of a jet enqine
pO«24 A73-43742
JET THBDSI
Thrust coefficient of artificially excited vortex
trail behind a jet flap aerofoil.
P0053 473-11186
Potential operating advantaqes of a variable area
turbine turbojet.
fASBE PAPEE 72-BA/AERO-4] p0063 A73-15906
Analysis of optimum nozzle thrust deflection
anqles in cruisinq fliqht
fARC-CP-1222] P0120 N73-14796
JET TABES
Influence of the effectiveness of jet vanes on the
characteristics of VT01 aircraft
P0566 A73-40401
JETAVATOBS
0 GUIDE TANES
JF 101 AIBCBAFT
0 F-101 AIRCRAFT
JIHDITIK TARGET AIRCRAFT
The Jindivik Drone Program to demonstrate air
cushion launch and recovery.
p0506 A73-37697
Air cushion landinq system /ACLS/ application to
Jindivik tarqet drone aircraft for recovery
improvement, considering fliqht performance
deqradation
p0507 A73-37698
JITTER
D VIBRATION
JOIiTS (JUNCTIONS)
HI LAP JOINTS
NT METAL JOINTS
NT RIVETED JOINTS
NT WELDED JOINTS
Airfield pavement full scale performance tests
under simulated C-5A load conditions, evaluatinq
construction joint systems
P0655 A73-10823
The status of enqineerinq knowledge concerninq the
dampinq of built-up structures.
P0143 A73-19099
Analysis of aircraft construction methods to
compare riveting, welded joints, and bonded
joints for structural stability
FAD-7557541 p0306 N73-21948
Analysis of structural reliability of larqe scale
bonded joints for advanced composite vinq to
determine service life of boron epoxy to
titanium scarf joint
fAD-7568931 P0321 N73-22995
Performance of airfield pavement construction
joints under heavy aircraft loads
rFAA-BD-72-106] • p0413 N73-25926
J008NAL BEARINGS
Low-cost fluid film bearinqs for qas turbine
enqines.
fSAE PAPER 720740] p0662 A73-12006
Experimental investigation of air bearinqs for qas
turbine enqines.
fASLE PREPRINT 73AM-2B-1] p0436 A73-34981
Helicopter tail rotor teeter hinqe with Teflon
conical journal bearing allowing axial and
radial preload inservice adjustment, discnssinq
oscillatory loads and temperature effects
TABS PREPRINT 762] . p0440 A73-35085
Helicopter transmission research.
P0577 473-41750
Performance characteristics of self .lubricating
sintered sulfur-iron material used for bushings
in naval aircraft
fAD-7481751 P0074 N73-12603
JODSNALS (SHAFTS)
U SHAFTS (MACHINE ELEMENTS)
.JP-H JET FOEL
Burning rate of JP-4 and air propellent in closed
combustion chamber
fAD-757634] P0336 N73-23954
Physical and chemical properties of JP-4 jet.fuel
for 1972 ;( .
CAD-764690] P0651 N73-32605
JP-5 JET FOEL
Characterization and suppression of.aircraft and
fuel fires. , . .
[iSCI PAPER 72-26] p0093 A73-16688
Experimental measurement of heat transfer to a
cylinder inmersed in a larqe aviation-fuel fire.
[ASHE PAPER 73-HT-2] .
 v p0525 A73-38565
Effectiveness of relaxation chamber and static
charge reducer in dissipating electrostatic '
charge during JP-5 refaeler loading .,
[4D-748995] p0086 N73-13772
K
KALBAN FILTERS . . • •
Kalman filter adaptive tracker for 4TC
applications, modeling aircraft maneuvers by
linear system with randon noise accelerations
based on statistical decision theory ,. .
p0289 473-29212
A proposal on automatic tracking of an aircraft
for the radar.
P0298 473-30471
Nonlinear filter evaluation for estimating vehicle
position and velocity using satellites.
P0371 A73-33410
A comparative evaluation of the application of
several aircraft parameter identification
methods to fliqht data - with emphasis on the
development of rational evaluation criteria.
P0518 A73-38044
Recursive ideal observer detection of known B-ary
signals in multiplicative and additive Gaussian
noise.
P0523 A73-38385
Data compression in recursive estimation with
applications to naviqation systems.
fAIAA P4PEB 73-901] . P0529 A73-38835
Aircraft and spacecraft radio naviqation systems,
discussinq Doppler, inertial and VHF omnirange
techniques, Apollo spacecraft guidance systems,
TACAN, Harrier and Swedish SAAB37 aircraft
navigation
p0567 473-40514
Theory of Kalman filtering and applications to
real time tracking systems for air traffic
control, satellite observation, and aircraft
navigation
fAD-751485] p0165 N73-16634
Design of extended Kalman filter for detection and
ranging of ground radar from aircraft
fAD-760764] p0485 N73-27158
Evaluation of approach and landing performance of
inertial navigation system with Kalman filter
installed in CV-340 aircraft
fNASA-TN-D-7302] p0649 N73-32515
KALHAN-SCHBIDT FILTERING
Application of loran/inertial hybrid system and
Kalman filter algorithm to fixed feedback gain
p0261 N73-20701
KABAH AIRCRAFT
NT HH-43 HELICOPTER
NT OH-2 HELICOPTER
KABAH OH-2A HELICOPTER
0 BH-2 HELICOPTER
KANSAS
Detection and identification of major airports in
northeastern Kansas and northwestern Missouri
[E73-10471] p0277 N73-21308
KC-130 AIRCRAFT
0 C-130 AIRCRAFT
KC-135 AIBCBAFT
D C-135 AIRCRAFT
KERNEL FUNCTIONS
Optimal grid arrangement in vortex lattice method
of lifting surface aerodynamic analysis,
comparing numerical with kernel function results
for simple wing planforms
P0347 A73-31746
A kernel function method-for computing steady and
oscillatory supersonic aerodynamics with
interference.
[AIAA PAPER 73-670] p0454 473-36221
KEROSENE
Vibrational and chemical noneqailibrium in a
stoichiometric turbojet engine using
A-316
SUBJECT IHDEX LiHIHiB BEAT TBiHSFEB
kerosene-type fuel.
fAIAA PAPEB 72-1208) pOOaV 173-13491
Pyrolysis of kerosene and mechanism of formation
of carbon deposits
[ONEBA, TP HO. 1157) p0064 173-15989
Test data obtained with an experimental gas
turbine operated with kerosene combustion
products artificially contaminated by dust
p0298 173-30650
Electrified kerosene and gasoline aviation fuel
daring passage through pipes and filters of fuel
tank reservoir
tAD-764941] p0675 N73-33740
KESTBEL 1IHCB1FT
0 P-1127 1IBCBAFT
KEYING
HI PHASE SHIFT KEYING
KIHEHATIC EQOiTIOHS
Theory of the motion of a rigid model of an
aircraft with a vertical landing-gear strut on a
runway
p0656 A73-10917
KIREHATICS
NT BODY KINEMATICS
KIHETIC EQOATIOBS
NT KINEMATIC EQDATIOHS
KIHETIC FEICTIOH
HI SLIDING FBICTION
KIHETIC HEiTIBG
NT AERODYNAMIC HEATING
NT SHOCK HEATING
KIHETIC THEOBY
NT BIXING LENGTH FLOS THEOBY
NT TBAHSPOHT THEOBY
KINETICS
NT BE1CTIOH KINETICS
KIBCHBOFF-HELHHOLTZ FLOW
0 PIPE FLOI
KIBCHHOFF-HDIGEHS PBIHCIPLE
0 RAVE PSOPAGATIOH
KITE BALLOONS
0 TETHEBED BALLOONS
KOTT1-JODKOISKI CONDITION
The Joukowski condition in three-dimensional flow
p0064 A73-15988
' Analysis of Kutta-Joukowsky condition in three
dimensional flow with application to vortex
sheet attachment to wing surface
rNASA-TT-F-14918] p0391 N73-24319
Kntta-Joukowski condition for describing three
dimensional flow over arbitrary wing
[BAE-LIB-TBINS-1709] p0672 N73-33185
L BAHD
0 DLTEAHIGB FBEQOENCIES
1-1011 AIBCBAFT
Selection process for a structural adhesive system
for application of the L-1011 aircraft.
p0041 A73-13050
L-1011 Tristar - Design development.
P0154 A73-21574
L-1011 aircraft hydraulic system layout and
installation techniques with modular design and
plug-in cartridges for Murphy law error
reduction during servicing
P0424 173-34523
The successful use of composites in the L-1011
Tristar commercial transport.
P0434 A73-34815
Noise certification of a transport airplane.
p0496 A73-37279
Automatic flight control and navigation systems on
the L-1011 Capabilities and experiences.
p0514 A73-37824
Early operational experience with the L-1011
On-Board Reight and Balance System.[SIRE PAPER 986] P0517 A73-37890
Dynamic gust, landing, and taxi loads
determination in the design of the L-1011.
P0525 A73-38647
L-1011 Tristar production, sales and airline
service experience, discussing BB-211 turbofan
engine and fleet performance
P0532 173-39659
Investigation of crash of L-1011 aircraft near
Hiami, Florida on 29 Dec. 1972
P0126 H73-15024
Fabrication of L-1011 aircraft panels to compare
costs and service performance characteristics of
PBD-49 and fiberglass
[N1S1-CB-112250] p0253 N73-20018
Aircraft accident involving L-1011 aircraft crash
near Hiami, Florida on 29 Dec. 1972 during
examination of suspected nose gear malfunction
[NTSB-AAB-73-14] p0548 H73-28984
L1BOBATOBIES
NT ENGINE TESTING LABORATORIES
NT ENYIBOHHENT1L LABORATORIES
L1BOBATOBY EQOIPHEHT
A modern mechanical laboratory for the support of
aircraft engine design
P0246 173-27385
LAGB1HGE EQOITIOHS OF HOTIOH
0 EOLEB-LAGBIHGE EQUATION
LAHIBAB BOUNDABT LATBB
Boundary-layer separation on rotating blades in
forward flight.
P0147 173-19955
Subsonic wind tunnel tests for laminar boundary
layer investigation in low level turbulence
flow, noting turbulence measurement with
hot-wire anemometers
P0573 A73-41316
Aerodynamic and thermal structures of the laminar
boundary layer over a flat plate with a
diffusion flame.
P0582 A73-42774
Universal equations for the laminar boundary layer
on a body of revolution in obligue flow
p0635 A73-45529
Numerical analysis of incompressible laminar
boundary layer on infinite swept wing with
arbitrary velocity and suction distribution
fABC-R/M-3241] p0398 N73-25018
Force measurements and pressure distributions on
three Gottinger airfoil profiles during
transition from laminar to turbulent boundary
layer flow
rNASA-TT-F-14959] p0463 N73-26000
Numerical analysis of laminar boundary layer on
slipping wing
[AD-763285] p0597 1173-30255
LAHIHAB BOUNDABT LATEB SEPABAIIOH
U BOUND1BY HYEB SEPAB1TION
U LAHINAB BODNDABY LAYEB
LAHIHAB FLAHES
D L1HINAB FLOW
LAHIHAB FLOW
NT BLASIDS FLOW
Criteria regarding the predetermination of the
laminar-turbulent boundary layer transition in
the case of flows about body contours
P0378 173-33750
Practical calculations of transitional boundary
layers.
PC524 A73-38479
Introduction of the viscous force sensing
fluctuating probe technique, with measurement in
the mixing zone of a circular let.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-1044] p0631 «73-44868
Development of iterative procedure for analysis of
arbitrary multi-element airfoils in viscous flow
[AD-749484] . p0116 N73-14042
Calculation of compressible flow in three
dimensional cascade of turbomachine blades using
stream line curvature technique
tABC-B/H-3704] p0118 N73-14287
Design characteristics and performance of airfoils
with high lift at low and medium subsonic speeds
and various angles of attack
p0124 N73-15004
Stalling characteristics of airfoil in laminar
viscous incompressible fluid with consideration
of starting vortex and separation bubble
CAD-758831] P0391 H73-24334
Numerical analysis of laminar unsteady flow around
airfoil in viscous, incompressible fluid
p0613 H73-31226
LAHIH1B FLOR COHTBOL
U BODNDABY L1YEB CONTROL
U LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYEB
LAHIHAB HEAT TBAHSFEB
Heat transfer from an enclosed rotating disk with
uniform suction and injection.
P0585 A73-42998
A-317
LAHIHAH JETS SUBJECT IHDEZ
LABIBAB JETS
0 JET FLOW
0 LAMINAR FLOi
IABIHATBD HITEBIALS
D LABINATES
LABIHATBS
Adhesively bonded multilayer Al and Ti alloy sheet
•etals for coiplex airframe components,
discussinq design, fabrication, tests and
performance comparison Kith monolithic structures
fSBE PAPER BF 72-5131 p0107 A73-18094
Adhesive metal/qlass laainate bonding, discussing
materials, tests and interlaminar strength effects
p0194 A73-24092
Glass fabric structures, properties and designs of
reinforced polyester and epoxy laminates for
aerospace applications
p0365 A73-33061
The successful use of composites in the L-1011
Tristar commercial transport.
P0434 A73-34815
Reinforced plastics; Conference, Karlovy Vary,
Czechoslovakia, Hay 15-17, 1973, Lectures
P0456 A73-36464
A fatigue test program for the wing of the Jantar
SZD-37 sailplane
P0531 A73-39245
Optimization of transparent ethylene terpolymer
and compilation of engineering data for use as
adhesive in polycarbonate composite aircraft
transparencies
fAD-750814] P0136 N73-15611
Response of general laminated plates to applied
loads with coupling between bending and
extensional modes of deformation
N73-27488
Application of reinforced fiberglass thermoplastic
materials for construction of military aircraft
structures
fAD-7634701 P0593 N73-30044
Outdoor veathering influence on polyester and
epoxy glasscloth reinforced laminate flexural
strength and surface appearance
TFOK-B-16271 P0599 N73-30546
LABISATIOHS
D LAMINATES
LAHD DSE
Dallas/Fort Worth regional airport land use
planning for airport-community compatibility
assurance via airspace distribution
P0288 A73-29107
Airport layout and planning standards, considering
dimensions, height restrictions, noise exposure,
land use compatibility, and long term community
and aeronautical reguirements
p0291 A73-29347
Aircraft noise, exposure factor, land use
priorities, public environmental concern and
lurisdictional considerations impact on offshore
airport planning
P0344 A73-31530
Land construction and cost studies for Chicago
offshore airport site development in Lake
Michigan using rock and sandfill dikes for
protection against waves
P0344 A73-31536
London third airport planning, discussing site
selection, large scale urbanization, land use
and reclamation, operational aspects and
environmental factors
P0345 A73-31539
The effect of aircraft noise on the countryside.
P0576 A73-41709
Community/airport economic development model for
assisting land use planning near metropolitan
airports
rFAA-EQ-72-3-VOL-n p0083 N73-13259
Data concerning airport development including land
use, noise level compatibility, and zoning
fFAA-EQ-72-3-VOL-2] pCOBt N73-13267
Effective land use of airport-incompatible areas
through conversion planning from residential to
compatible zones
f?AA-EQ-72-1l p0315 N73-22926
Guide for airport planning and development to
identify and resolve environmental problems
caused by air pollution, water pollution, and
aircraft noise
fPB-219957/81 p0486 N73-27187
LABDFOEBS
HT BEDS (GEOLOGI)
HI ISLANDS
NT MOUNTAINS
LAHDING
NT AIRCRAFT LAUDING
NT BLIND LANDING
NT CBASH LANDING
NT GLIDE LANDINGS
NT SKID LANDINGS
NT SPACECRAFT LANDING
NT TOUCHDOWN
NT VERTICAL LANDING
NT IATEB LANDING
LABDING AIDS
HT AIRPORT BEACONS
NT AIRPORT LIGHTS
NT APPROACH INDICATORS
NT ARRESTING GEAR
NT ADTOBATIC LANDING CONTROL
NT INSTRUMENT LANDING SY.STBBS
NT LANDING INSTRUMENTS
NT RUNWAY LIGHTS
Airborne radar set for weather surveillance,
independent landing monitoring, ground
visualization and collision avoidance
p0662 A73-11854
Airfield reguirements for flight safety
enhancement, considering approach and takeoff
path obstructions, runway conditioning, glide
slope information and radio aids
p0197 A73-24713
Air navigation evolution and current state of art,
discussing BF four axis and nondirectional
beacons, VOR, DECCA, DHE, TACAN, VOR-Doppler,
terminal and landing systems
P0298 A73-30445
Bicrowave holography application to landing
without visibility
P0356 A73-32497
Runway VHF localizer antenna array for Norwegian
airports ILS, taking into account difficulties
due to course bends and snow
p0356 A73-32498
The aultipath challenge for the microwave landing
system.
P0357 A73-32503
The BADGE system - Operational results and stretch
potential.
P0357 A73-32505
Radio navigation and landing aid equipment for
major airports and airlines, noting simplified
eguipment for minor airports
p0358 A73-32559
Airport lighting systems as visual landing aids,
discussing runway disposition, brightness
levels, beam orientation, visibility factors and
flashing lights
p0364 A73-32974
Considerations concerning the design of an
electronic landing display for STOL aircraft
P0421 A73-34478
TACAN based SETAC and L band DBE based DLS
approach and landing systems for military
aircraft, discussing time division multiplexing
and antenna array
CDGLB PAPER 73-019] p0423 A73-34493
Aircraft microwave landing system development,
including conventional system history and
shortcomings, program objectives and
implementation schedule for ATC
p0426 A73-34611
C band microwave landing system for increased
guidance signal accuracy and reliability in
azimuth, elevation and range relative to
touchdown point
P0503 A73-37H90
Modular building block microwave landing system
for automatic flight in CAT, discussing ICAO and
NIA6 missions
P0503 A73-37495
• Navigation and landing aid systems in-flight and
ground performance monitoring, discussing
safety, legal, operational and economic aspects
p0511 A73-37802
On-board navigation and landing systems for local
airlines in the USSE
P0513 A73-37819
A-318
SUBJECT IHDBI liHDIHG GEiE
Studies on the time-to-go indexing control scheme
for an automatic aircraft landing system.
p0521 473-38280
Eeducinq approach and landing accidents.
p0581 473-12523
Evolution of blind landing systems
p0585 473-13032
Incident involving collision of Boeing 727
aircraft with landing light system at Atlanta
International Airport, Georgia on 21 Dec. 1971
flITSB-4AE-72-22) p0159 N73-16000
Bibliography of data on aircraft landings,
instrument landings, approach control, glide
path systems, display devices, and terminal
facilities
[AD-7518001 p0162 N73-16024
Analysis of Microwave Landing System performance
to determine signal formats and to reduce
effects of multipath transmission
fAG-5011-B-1] p0165 N73-16628
Characteristics and functions of various types of
aircraft landing fields in Germany and
development of airfields for improved air safety
p0223 H73-19624
Analysis of electromagnetic compatibility of
microvave landing guidance system and candidate
interim systems
CECAC-PB-72-069] p0278 N73-21554
Development of heads-up flight data display for
aircraft approach and landing during all
conditions of visibility
P0331 H73-23702
Development of control and display testing
requirements for evaluation of microvave landing
system - Vol. 2
[4D-758792] p0410 H73-25714
Performance tests of visual approach slope
indicator (VASI) equipment and systems for
improved terminal area effectiveness
rF44-H4-73-64] P0190 N73-27568
Development, characteristics, and operation of
test facility for determining effectiveness of
runway lighting systems under various
atmospheric conditions
rF44-BD-71-9«l p0551 H73-29141
Statistical analysis of aircraft carrier wave-off
situation based on deck motion and aircraft
approach geometry
[AD-764516] P0610 1173-30967
Effects of snow cover and snow surface conditions
on image glide path systems for aircraft
approach control
rFAA-BD-72-85] p0616 H73-31602
Air traffic control evaluation to determine
feasibility of combining smaller aircraft into
gaps on flow of normal traffic to increase
effectiveness of terminal facilites
rF44-4FS-500-1] P0649 N73-32517
LIHDIHG GB4B
Theory of the motion of a rigid model of an
aircraft with a vertical 'landing-gear strut on a
runway
p0656 473-10917
Test facility for determination of S-34 aircraft
landing gear behavior during critical pulse
loads while rolling over carrier deck,
discussing moving platform components
P0662 473-11999
Hydraulic drive and control systems used for
landing gear retraction and extension on Piper
Cherokee Arrow and for main wheel braking on F-111
P0146 473-19604
Air cushion landing gears for transport aircraft,
discussing peripheral jet stream performance
prediction and system installation on Buffalo STOL
P0191 473-23659
4 mechanized eddy current scanning system for
aircraft struts.
p0196 473-24631
Kneeling landing gear - The C5 variable geometry
development.
P0281 473-28158
Hathematical model for shimmy auto-oscillations of
aircraft landing gear nose wheel with pneumatic
tire under velocity changes
P0339 473-31044
4 technological development scenario for offshorejetports.
P0344 473-31534
Further developments in surface effect takeoff and
landing system concepts - Application to high
performance aircraft.
p0418 473-34293
Further developments in surface effect takeoff and
landing systems concepts - A mnlticell system.
fCASI PAPER 76/11BJ pO«18 473-34294
Development of an Air Cushion Landing System.
C A I A A PAPER 73-812] posoi 473-37*68
Air cushion landing systems; Proceedings of the
First Conference, Hiami Beach, Fla., December
12-14, 1972.•
pOSOU 473-37676
Air cushion landing systems for aircraft mobility
on unprepared surfaces, considering refraction,
vertical energy absorption, braking, steering
and weight and power reduction
p05C4 A73-37677
Air cushion landing systems application to
tactical airlift aircraft for personnel, and
equipment delivery to dispersed sites under
diverse climatic, terrain and combat conditions
P0504 A73-37678
Aircraft with air cushion landing system for off
airport transport of goods and passengers
p0504 A73-37679
Air cushion landing systems for STOL transport
aircraft, investigating structural and power
requirements, ground and in-flight handling,
mission capability, operational life, weight and
cost
P0501 473-37682
4CLS trade study for application to STOL tactical
aircraft.
P0505 A73-37683
Air cushion landing system applications and
operational considerations.
P0505 473-37684
On the cost benefits of air cushion landing gear
to civil aviation.
P0505 A73-37685
ACLS eguipped vehicles in inter-city transportation.
P0505 A73-37686
CC-115 /Buffalo/ aircraft air cushion landing
system design, testing and implementation
prognosis, discussing propeller design, power
systems, wings and 0.S.-Canadian project
cooperation
P0505 A73-37687
Buffalo aircraft modification for air cushion
landing system, considering weight, performance,
stability and control, configuration
alternatives and ground maneuvering
p0505 A73-37688
The aircraft modification phase of the joint
0.S./Canadian ACLS program.
P0505 A73-37689
Report on an ST6 powered air supply package for
air cushion landing systems.
P0506 A73-37690
Ground and flight testing of air cushion landing
system /ACLS/ eguipped CC-115 Buffalo aircraft
for performance and stability/control
characteristics
P0506 473-37691
L4-4 aircraft air cushion landing system 4CLS
development tests covering static and mobile
ground tests, flight tests and performance from
and to various surfaces
P0506 473-37692
4CLS CC-115 model simulation, test analysis and
correlation.
P0506 473-37693
Air cushion landing system'/ACLS/ application to
Jindivik target drone aircraft for recovery
improvement, considering flight performance
degradation
P0507 473-37698
Air cushion landing system /ACLS/ design and drone
flight tests for low cost unmanned military
aircraft recovery, comparing with mid air
retrieval system /H4BS/
P0507 473-37699
A multicell air cushion system for landing gear
application.
P0507 473-37700
The potential influence of the 4CLS on the
development of logistical cargo aircraft.
p0507 473-37701
4-319
LAHDIHG IHSTBOBBHTS SUBJECT IHDEI
Air cushion landinq system twin pod /iCIS/
confiquration design and test installation on
A-1 Savy fighter
P0507 A73-37702
Theory and experiments for air cushion landinq
systen - A qround let concept.
P0507 A73-37704
Simulation of the ACLS darinq landinq roll.
p0507 A73-37706
Russian book - Aircraft wheel and braking system
designs.
P0510 A73-37768
Analysis of dynamic aircraft landinq loads, and a
proposal for rational design landinq load
requirements
P0668 N73-10010
Development of statistical technique for
determining in-fury reduction capability of
enerqy absorber equipment
fAD-71193331 p0116 H73-140<t4
Active control in landinq qear of aircraft for
reducinq fatique damage froa qround induced
vibration durinq taxiinq
fAD-7501371 P0135 H73-15515
Development of criteria for predictinq landinq
impact loads for V/STOL aircraft based on data
obtained by fliqht tests of 1-22 aircraft
fAD-753852] P0208 H73-18075
Numerical analysis of aircraft shock absorber
operation to show initial charging, motion, and
force parameters durinq static and dynamic
compression of landinq qear
fAD-7546091 p025U N73-20031
Performance tests to determine cornerinq
characteristics of cantilever aircraft tire on
dry, damp, and flooded runway surfaces over
ranqe of yaw anqles
rNASA-TN-D-72031 p0273 H73-21058
Development of boron composite materials for
construction of aircraft landing qear for A-37
aircraft - Vol. 1
fAD-756922] P0321 K73-22996
Design, fabrication, and test of boron composite
material landinq qear for use as main landinq
qear on A-37 aircraft - Vol. 2
TAD-7569231 P0321 N73-22997
Hoot mean square center of qravity accelerations
and undercarriage forces for taxiinq KC-135
tanker aircraft
fCSANPIELD-AERO-151 pO<401 1173-25060
Air cushion landinq system effect on aerodynamic
characteristics of A-1 aircraft
fAD-761621] p0538 N73-27917
Loadinq force diagrams and structural properties
of landinq qear
rAD-7616U«] P0539 1173-27918
Logistic performance data book for C-5A aircraft
landinq qear to show system reliability,
maintainability, loqistic support cost, and
performance data
rAD-7622U8] P0546 N73-28963
Logistics performance data book for EF-UC aircraft
landinq qear system to show reliability,
maintainability, loqistics support, and
operating problems
fAD-762231] P0516 H73-28970
Fliqht tests of folding sidewall, expandable tires
on C-131 aircraft to determine operation of
inflation and deflation system
fAD-762730] p05»9 N73-28993
Analysis of loads imposed on nose gear retraction
systen of T-31 aircraft to determine critical
mechanical adjustments
TAD-7627291 p0550 N73-28994
Effect of inflated air cushion landing qear on
subsonic static stability of hiqh performance
aircraft operatinq out of qroand effect
rJD-763365) p059l» S73-30018
Application of composite materials to construction
of helicopter airframes and landinq qear
fNASA-CR-1123331 P0608 H73-309K8
Design requirements and characteristics of
toroidal, continuous wound aircraft tire
fAD-7614888] p06<13 1173-31977
Development and characteristics of air cushion
landinq system for remotely piloted vehicles
fAD-76177i»] p06<|i| 1173-31985
LAHDI8G INSTROHENTS
NT APPROACH INDICATORS
Independent Landinq Monitor for economic Category
3 operation with fail-operational antoland, fog
dissipation or fail-passive autoland plus
visibility augmentation
p0357 A73-32199
Effects of new landing approach procedures on
cockpit design and possibilities of taking then
into account
CHBB-UB-07-73] p0422 A73-3U185
Doppler landinq systea based on standard DUE for
ILS replacement, describing development history
and operational principles
pO«98 A73-37385
Fliqht control improvement of F-8 aircraft
relative to carrier takeoff and landing
fAD-753010] p0205 N73-18052
LAHDIHG LOADS
A multicell air cushion system for landinq qear
application.
p0507 A73-37700
Ground loads analysis for air cushion landinq
system /ACLS/ equipped aircraft during landing
and taxiinq, predictinq peak trunk pressures via
enerqy considerations
P0507 A73-37707
Dynamic gust, landing, and taxi loads
determination in the design of the L-1011.
p0525 A73-386«7
Airport runway and taxiing surfaces modifications
for heavy and supersonic aircraft demonstrated
by aircraft static and dynamic landinq loads and
physical dimensions
p0633 A73-»5199
Analysis of dynamic aircraft landinq loads, and a
proposal for rational design landinq load
requirements
P0668 N73-10010
Landing loads of Do-31 aircraft in vertical
landinq, noting undercarriage reactions and
sinking speed
(BHV6-FBIT-72-2»] p0204 H73-18046
Development of criteria for predictinq landinq
impact loads for V/STOL aircraft based on data
obtained by fliqht tests of x-22 aircraft
[AD-753852] p0208 H73-18075
LABDIHG SIHDL1TIOH
A computer-generated display to isolate essential
visual cues in landinq.
P0094 A73-1670U
Simulated flight tests of a digitally autopiloted
STOL-craft on a curved approach with scanning
microwave guidance.
p0518 A73-380U9
Carrier landinq simulation for pilot visual
perception, describing Fresnel lens optical
landing system, periscopes, cockpit equipment
and glide paths
C A I A A PAPEB 73-9173 poseg A73-40865
in optimized video output from a wide angle
optical probe.
fAIAA PAPER 73-918] p0569 A73-H0866
Touchdown performance with a computer graphics
night visual attachment.
fAIAi PAPEB 73-927] p0569 A73-U087U
Simulation of pilot decision making process in
manual landinq operation durinq fog
P0335 N73-23898
Simulator analysis of effect of engine response
characteristics on approach and landing
operations of powered lift aircraft with
externally blown flaps
CNASA-TH-X-62265(1)3 p0465 1173-26021
Foq chamber low visibility landinq simulation film
for pilot traininq
[FAA-BD-73-61] p0553 N73-29707
LAHDING SITES
Performance tests of Andover c short takeoff
transport aircraft on grass, concrete and soil
landing sites
[ARC-CP-12201 p0081 N73-13034
Design, construction, and maintenance of landing
fields and runways
CAD-751HOO] p0210 N73-18263
Ground erosion on grassland and concrete by
vertical takeoff of Do-3"1 aircraft
fBllVG-PBWT-72-26] p0218 H73-19023
Performance of aircraft taxiinq on dirt surfaces
tAD-7565881 pO»03 N73-25077
A-320
SUBJECT IHDEI LATTICES (HATHEHATICS)
Analysis of dual lane runway operations at high
density airport terninals usinq computerized
simulation techniques
(ATC-17] p0407 N73-25254
Evaluation of aluminum honeycomb core landing mat
with modified h'inges
tAD-758840] pO«86 H73-27186
Development of procedures for stabilizing snov to
permit helicopter landings
'fAD-763231] P0593 N73-30040
L4BDH6 SPEED
Flight tests of approach path angles and airspeed
effects on landing of spoiler equipped light
aircraft ' - - -
P028II 473-28830
LARDING SISTEHS
0 LANDING AIDS -
LANDSCAPE
0 TOPOGRAPHY
LABGHDIB PBOBES
0 ELECTROSTATIC. PROBES
LAHGDAGES
NT ENGLISH LANGUAGE
NT FORTRAN
NT PROGRAMING LANGUAGES
LAP JOINTS '
Circular cylindrical tube lap joints elastic
strain relations based on plane contact problem
reduction to Prandtl type 'equation in
finite-span wing theory
p0194 473-24363
Joint strength, adhesive ductility of adhesively
bonded -joints of epoxy resins bonded to aluminum
and titanium alloys
[DLR-FB-73-22] p0328 N73-23636
LABGE SCALE IHTEGBATION
New structure of on-board microcomputers using
large-scale integrated logic circuits
p0354 473-32478
Custom LSI technology utilization in low volume
avionic systems, discussing handcrafted chip
design, full wafer, array logic and 80S cell
approaches and costs '
P0445 A73-35227
Modular DOS LSI digital data bus system design for
integrated avionics and remote sensors
interconnection in aerospace vehicles
pO»45 A73-35232
LASER ALTIMETERS
On the estimation of the directional spectrum of
surface gravity waves from a programmed aircraft
altimeter.
P0239 A73-26347
LASER COHHOHICATION
U OPTICAL COMMUNICATION
LASER DOPPLEB VELOCIHBTERS
Hind tunnel tests to measure axial and tangential
velocity profiles in near wake vortices of
semi-span model of Convair 990 aircraft model
using laser Doppler velocimeter
f NASA-IB-X-62294] p0597 N73-30244
LASER OUTPUTS
Reflection coefficients for vires, cables, ropes
and chains from scanning laser radar, discussing
•ire avoidance system for airplanes and
helicopters
p0448 A73-35421
Laser measurement of high-altitude aircraft
emissions.
fAIAA PAPER 73-704] p0454 A73-36253
LASER RADAR
0 OPTICAL RADAR
LASER RAHGER/TRACKER
Airborne visible laser optical communication
experiment between high altitude aircraft and
ground station, discussing tracker-transmitter
eguipment and atmospheric effects on performance
p0190 A73-23395
LASERS
NT ARGON LASERS
NT GAS LASERS
NT INFRARED LASERS
The application of a scanning laser Doppler
velocimeter to trailing vortex definition and
alleviation.
fAIAA PAPER 73-680] p0454 A73-36231
Development of-wake vortex monitoring system using
laser Doppler sensors for analyzing vortex flow
field
[NASA-CR-123921] p0682 N73-11229
Laser scattering from curved aluninum and titanium
aircraft surfaces in clear atmosphere
p0176 N73-17159
Proceedings of conference on research and
development projects conducted by OS Air Force
Research and Development Command
fAD-753071] p0280 N73-21890
ling tip vortex measurements with laser Doppler
velocineter
fNASA-CR-124<t4!t] p0660 N73-32924
LAST
D F-111 AIRCRAFT
LITERAL CONTROL
Handling characteristics in roll' of two light
airplanes for steep approach landings.
p0048 473-13701
Application of geometric decoupling theory to
synthesis of aircraft lateral control systems.
pOO«8 473-13703
An omnidirectional gliding ribbon parachute and
control system.
[AIAA PAPER 73-4861 p0343 473-31468
Direct side force control for STOL crosswind
landings.
[ A I A A PAPER 73-811] p0501 473-37467
4utomatic control of adverse yaw in the landing
environment using optimal control theory.
f 4 I A A PAPER 73-861] p0528 A73-38799
Application of direct side force control to
commercial transport.
f A I A A PAPER 73-886] p0529 473-38822
Direct side-force control for STOL transport
aircraft.
T4I44 P4PER 73-887] p0529 473-38823
Linear differential equations describing aircraft
lateral motion in presence of atmospheric
turbulence
[AASO-311] p0070 N73-12045
Optimal adaptive control of aircraft lateral
dynamics in gust presence using Pontryagin
principle and cost function
tAASD-314) p0070 N73-12046
Influence of load and wing load distribution on
lateral and longitudinal maneuverability of
aircraft
PG171 N73-16998
Design of aircraft lateral flight director
fDLR-FB-72-44] p06C8 N73-30953
LATERAL OSCILLATION
Longitudinal and lateral data, lateral oscillatory
derivatives, and aileron and rudder powers for
BAC 221 aircraft
fARC-CP-1230] p0113 N73-14027
LATERAL STABILITY
Prediction of lateral directional aerodynamic
characteristics for twin engine propeller driven
airplane
fNASA-TN-D-6946] p0679 N73-11016
Development of procedure for determining
characteristics of aircraft roll coupling moment
caused by flow induced by deflected wings and
cross flow
fISAS-488-VOL-37-NO-14] p0315 N73-22945
Flight tests of 45 degree delta cropped wing to
determine dynamicl lateral stability
characteristics
[ ARC-R/li-3243] P0384 N73-24027
Characteristics of low speed air flow over
slender, sharp edged delta wing at various
angles of attack and effects on longitudinal and
lateral stability
P0660 N73-32922
LATEBALITY
D LATERAL STABILITY
LATERALIZATIOH
U LATERAL CONTROL
LATTICES (BATBBHATICS)
Vortex lattice discretization for finite Hilbert
transform of two dimensional incompressible thin
wing flow integral eguation with singularities,
noting numerical solution accuracy
P0060 A73-15004
Optimal grid arrangement in vortex lattice method
of lifting surface aerodynamic analysis,
comparing numerical with kernel function results
for simple wing planforms
P0347 A73-31746
A-321
LAUNCH VEHICLES SUBJECT IHDEI
HUNCH VEHICLES
Linear programming for design of larqe flexible
launch vehicle autopilots
fllASA-CR-12iH2itl P0222 N73-19621
Osers nanual for COBBBA proqran for desiqn of
launch vehicle autopilots
rHASA-CR-12<l1251 P0223 N73-19622
L1DHCHBBS -
HI AIRCRAFT LAUNCHING DEVICES
NT CATAPULTS
HT MISSILE LAUNCHERS
HT SOCKET CATAPDLTS
Desiqn and performance of launcher illumination
XB-183 flare package for parachutes
fAD-757731] p0395 N73-2U9UO
LAUHCHIHG
HT AIR LAUNCHING
NT ROCKET LAUNCHING
LAUNCHING BASES
NT CAPE KENNEDY LAUNCH COBPLEI
LADHCHIHG DEVICES
U LAUNCHERS
LAB (JURISPRUDENCE)
NT INTERNATIONAL LAW
NT LEGAL LIABILITY
Monopoly, concentration, and competition in the
air transportation industry of the United States
P0651 A73-10568
An acceptable exposure level for aircraft noise in
residential communities.
POOH9 A73-13838
Civil aircraft commander and crew duties and
riqhts in air piracy cases, discussinq
international agreements and national legal
Provisions
p0192 A73-23683
Book - International bibliography of air law
1900-1971.
PC297 A73-30362
Aircraft noise, exposure factor, land use
priorities, public environmental concern and
lurisdictional considerations impact on offshore
airport planning
pC3»» A73-31530
Aircraft noise consideration for environmental
compatibility, airport development, short haul
and supersonic air transport and leqislation and
regulation problems
TAIAA PAPER 73-7951 p0522 A73-38368
Aviation law development regarding ATC influence
on legal liability for aircraft accidents,
, analyzing controller error influence on
liability determination
P0635 A73-«5<t4«
Actions of Civil Aviation Board with respect to
monopolies and mergers of domestic airline
operations
P0659 N73-32895
LIBS
NT SCALING LAWS
NT SIMILITUDE LAW
LEADING EDGE SLATS
Fiqhter aircraft maneuverability improvement at
hiqh subsonic speeds by slotted and unslotted
leading-and trailinq-edqe fla*ps on delta wing
fDGLE PAPER 72-126] pC055 A73-1U386
Mechanisms of externally blown flap noise.
UlAA PAPER 73-10291 P0630 A73-»»859
Comouter program for designing leading edqe slats
for producing specified pressure distribution on
main airfoil
r&D-7«9U851 P0116 N73-1UOU3
Design aspects of stall of powered-lift aircraft
with externally blown flaps and methods for
predicting increment in maximum lift coefficient
due to power
P0125 N73-15011
Effects of various leading edqe slat devices on
static aerodynamic characteristics of twin-let,
swept winq fiqhter model
fNASA-TN-D-69211 P0157 N73-15988
Wind tunnel tests of two dimensional winq model
with leadinq edqe slat and trailing edge flap
fPAA-AU-862] . P0170 N73-1698»
Rotor noise reduction by serrated brass strip
attachment to blade leading edges
fNiSA-TN-D-7371 ] p0536 N73-27898
Aerodynamic forces, pressure distribution, and
wakes of wing profile with trailing edge flaps
and leading edqe slats -
P0672 H73-33187
LEADING EDGE SWEEP
The prediction of turbulent-heat transfer and
pressure on a swept leadinq edge near its
intersection with a vehicle.
TAIAA PAPER 73-677J pO»5« 473-36228
LEADING EDGES
Bt SHABP LEADING EDGES
On the mechanism of dynamic stall.
p0656 A73-11015
Higher-order delta winqs with flow separation at
subsonic leading edqes . ' / . -
p0657 A73r11581
Hypersonic and supersonic flow over caret wings at
off-design conditions with attached bow shock at
leading edges
P0661 A73^12502
The effects of leading-edge serrations on reducing
flow unsteadiness about airfoils.
CAIAA PAPER 73-89] poo95 A73-16853
Leading-edge force features of the aerodynamic
finite element method.
P0100 A73-17213
Nonstationary flow downwash behind a delta winq
during supersonic motion • • •
P0229 A73-250H6
Vibration and local edge buckling of thermally
stressed, wedge airfoil cantilever wings.
I A I A A PAPER 73-3273 p0235 A73-25557
Turbulent heat transfer to a fin leading edge - .
Flight test results.
P0210 A73-26405
Supersonic flow around a delta winq, taking into
account flow separation at the leading edges
P0211 A73-27098
Installing the heater cable directly in the
redesigned leading edge.
'p0363 A73-32924
On the unsteady supersonic cascade with a subsonic
leading edge - An exact first order theory.
[ASHE PAPER 73-GT-15] p0373 A73-33492
On the unsteady supersonic cascade with a subsonic
leading edge - An exact first order theory. II.
[ASHE PAPER 73-GT-16] p0373 A73-33493
Experimental evaluation of the effects of a blunt
leading edge on the performance of a transonic
[ASKE'PAPER 73-GT-60] p037« A73-33515
Successive approximations for calculating
supersonic flow past winqs with subsonic leadinq
edges
pO«18 A73-31317
Calculated leading-edge blnntness effect on
transonic compressor noise.
[AIAA PAPER 73-633] . pO«53 A73-36192
A conceptual study of leading-edge-vortex
enhancement by blowing.[ A I A A PAPER 73-656]
 P0453 A73-36210
Equivalence rule and transonic flow theory
involving lift.
P0455 A73-36328
Solution of the problem of the flow past a
V-shaped wing with a strong shock wave at the
leading edge
pO«61 A73-37011
Influence of the shape of the leading edge on the
transition process in the boundary layer on a
plate in longitudinal flow
p0566 A73-H0399
Honograph - Quasi homogeneous approximations for
the calculation of wings with curved subsonic
leading edges flying at supersonic speeds.
P0582 A73-P2675
Impact tests of jet transport wing leading edge
fuel tanks to evaluate effects of aborted
takeoff, abnormal landing, and bird strikes
CFAA-NA-72-21] p0679 N73-11017
Angles of attack for shock wave detachment fron
sharp leading edge of five delta wing models
with flat compression surfaces
fAD-752206] p0178 N73-17271
Vortex sheet and increased lift caused by blowing
from leading edges of slender delta wing
[ARC-H/H-3692] p0200 N73-18016
Turbulent heat transfer and pressure on leading
edge of fin, swept wing, or antenna
[SCL-RR-72-0308J p0280 N73-21863
A-322
SUBJECT INDEX LIFT
Application of modified slender King theory to
analyze aerodynamic characteristics of slender,
lifting, wings with curved leading edges at
sup'ersonic speeds
fABC-B/li-32781 p0382 N73-2II006
Analysis of wing leading edge buckling due to
aerodynamic heating to show effect of shear
oodulus of material and geometry of leading edge
11
 on - buckling onset
rARC-R/M-31971 PC396 N73-25000
Aerodynamic characteristics and noise attenuation
effects of leading.edge serrations on rotary wings
fAD-759028) pOIOS N73-25088
LEAKAGE •
Abradable buffered labyrinth seal for control of
• gas path leakage in tip-turbine driven lift fan
fNASA-C8-12113n p016« H73-1«52f
LEAR JET AIRCRAFT
Aircraft accident involving Lear let model 25 at
Victoria, Texas on 18 Jan. 1972
rPB-212d8in P0133 S73-15076
Aircraft accident involving Lear let aircraft
•following takeoff from Atlanta, Georgia Airport
on 26 Feb. 1973
fHTSB-AAF-73-121 • p0467 N73-26036
LEABNIHG
NT TRANSFER OF TRAINING ••
LEAST SQOABES METHOD
Newtori-Raphson least sguares percentage error
method for determining atmospheric turbulence
field parameters
fAD-7159161 PC675 873-10641
LEE SAVES
Mountain waves and CAT encountered by the XB-70 in
the stratosphere.
PC236 673-25785
LEGAL LIABILITY
International convention on damage caused by
aircraft concluded 1952 in Rome, proposing
revision to include damages before takeoff,
after landing and during flight
P0651* 473-19566
Legal conseguences resulting from transportation
in airline traffic in the case of missing,
deficient or not coverage-eguivalent contractual
basis
P0297 473-30293
Sky-jacking -" Its domestic civil and criminal
ramifications.
P0366 A73-33102
Survey of the civil responsibility for damages
caused by aircraft noise in American and French
law
P0517 A73-37998
Liability and insurance in international air traffic
PC635 A73-45H43
Aviation law development regarding ATC influence
on legal liability for aircraft accidents,
analyzing controller error influence on
liability determination
P0635 A73-U5«U<1
LEGENDBE CODE
U COMPUTES PROGRAMMING
LEGIBILITY
Legibility and recognition by test groups of
displayed signals differing by brightness or color
fDLB-FB-71-571 p0135 N73-15181I
LENSES
NT WIDE ANGLF LENSES
Converging lens effect of air let for upstream
moving waves, describing experimental procedure
pOOUO 473-12968
LETTERS (SYMBOLS)
0 SYMBOLS
LEVEL (QUANTITY)
NT EFFECTIVE PEECEIVSD MOISE LEVELS
LIABILITIES
NT LEGAL LIABILITY
LIDAH
U OPTICAL RADAE
LIFE (DURABILITY)
NT PtTIGUZ LIFF.
1JT SERVICE LIFE
Method of life prediction for nickel-based Udimet
alloy by high temperature creep/fatigue testing
rt,'ASJ-CS-12095ei PC279 N73-218M5
LIFE E4FTS
DC-1C a i rcraf t slide/raft system for emergency
personnel evacuat ion, discussing certification
test program for perfornance, reliability,
seaworthiness and compliance with regulations
P0359 A73-32659
Certification program for the DC-10 slide/raft'.
P0050 A73-35807
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
NT EMERGENCY LIFE SUSTAINING SYSTEMS
Survival and Flight Egnipment Association, Annual
Symposium, 10th, Phoenix, Ariz., October 2-5,
1972, Proceedings.
P0359 A73-32653
Proceedings of conference on research and
development projects conducted by OS Air Force
Research and Developnent Command
TAD-753071] p0280 N73-21890
LIFETIME (DUBABILITY)
0 LIFE (DURABILITY)
LIFT
NT INTERFERENCE LIFT
NT JET LIFT
NT EOTOH LIFT
NT ZERO LIFT
Nonlinear characteristics of a slender triangular
wing near an interface
.P0657 A73-/I1630
Slowly oscillating lifting surfaces at subsonic
and supersonic speeds.
P0049 A73-1370U
Lift of wing-body combination.
P005H A73-1119I1
Induced drag of finite wing with antisymmetric
incidence distribution due to rolling, deriving
relations between wing lift distribution and
induced downwash
P0056 A73-1UH72
Lifting characteristics and spanwise aerodynamic
load distribution of an external flow let flap.
PU061 473-15513
Thermodynamic considerations for the design of a
sonic-boom reducing powerplant.
fASME PAPER 72-HA/AERO-31 P0063 A73-15907
The tricuspid hypocycloid as envelope of the force
of lift, calculated in a first compressible
approximation, in the case of a symmetrical
profile in a flow of variable direction and a
given Hach number
P009U A73-167611
A class of airfoils designed for high lift in
incompressible flow.
f A I A A PAPER 73-86] P0095 473-16851
Eguivalence rule and transonic flows involving lift.
f A I A A PAPER 73-881 P01C» A73-17642
Multiple element airfoils optimized for maximum
lift coefficient.
PG147 A73-19956
A correction to "lifting-line theory as a singular
perturbation problem.'
p01<!7 A73-1996U
Fluctuating lift and moment coefficients for
cascaded airfoils in a nonuniform compressible
flow.
P0186 473-22H32
Correlation of wing-body combination lift data.
P0186 473-22135
Flow through moving cascades of lifting lines with
fluctuating lift.
P0192 473-23697
A probabilistic evaluation of helicopter lift
capability.
P0192 A73-23775
A linearized potential flow theory for airfoils
with spoilers.
P0238 473-25853
Correction for change in fluid flow curvature
about a lift-generating airfoil in a
two-dimensional test section with perforated walls
PP238 A73-2586U
A note on the lift coefficient of a thin
let-flapped airfoil.
P0215 A73-27171
Lift and drag at off-design Hach numbers of
conically cambered wings with subsonic leading
edges and supersonic trailing edge •
P02U9 A73-27927
Semiempirical method for flatter prediction of
unsteady lift and aerodynamic forces acting on
oscillating airfoil in stall regime, using
separation function
PP287 A73-29029
A-323
LIFT A0GH8NTATIOH SOBJECT IHDBZ
A theory for rectangular winqs vith small tip
clearance in a channel.
P0339 173-31120
Thin rectangular liftinq winq investiqation at
small anqle of attack in parallel flow based on
Prandtl acceleration potential theory
P0348 A73-32126
German monograph - The flov around vinqs of
arbitrary planform in the case of supersonic
flow - A computational method.
P0359 A73-32581
Critical study of the effects of qusts on an
aircraft
P0362 A73-32808
Lift and measurements in an aerofoil in unsteady
flow.
fASMB PAPER 73-GT-U1] P0374 A73-33503
Test techniques for high lift, two-dimensional
airfoils with boundary layer and circulation
control for application to rotary winq aircraft.
P0t18 A73-34292
Vortex-lift prediction for complex wing planforms.
P0419 A73-34438
Some effects of camber on swept-back winqs.
fSAE PAPER 7302981 pO«27 A73-3U661
A kernel function method for computing steady and
oscillatory supersonic aerodynamics with
interference.
fAIAA PAPER 73-670] p045« A73-36221
Equivalence rule and transonic flow theory
involving lift.
pO<*55 A73-36328
The lift on a winq in a turbulent flov.
p0502 A73-37487
A theoretical note on the lift distribution of a
non-planar ground effect winq.
P0502 A73-37493'
Prediction of the lift and moment on a slender
cylinder-segment winq-body combination.
P0517 A73-38007
Two dimensional flow theory of Heis-Foqh lift
qeneration in inviscid motions of insect winqs
involving viscous effects
P0565 173-H02UI*
Closed-form lift and moment for Osborne's unsteady
thin-airfoil theory.
P0566 A73-40K42
On the application of a new version of lifting
surface theory to nonslender and kinked wings.
P0621 A73-43210
Airfoil theory calculation of bent thin foil lift
coefficient and longitudinal moment
characteristics at arbitrary flow separation
point location
P0623 A73-43720
The effect of walls on the liftinq force of a
solid-foil wing
P0623 A73-43722
wind tunnel tests to determine effect of simulated
hoar frost on lift coefficient of three aircraft
winq configurations
fFFA-AO-902] P0667 N73-10001
ALGOL program for lift distribution determination
on thin wing in subsonic flow
fNLR-TR-70088-Dl P0072 N73-12224
Hind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic
characteristics of V/STOL aircraft
configurations using blowing flapped wing and
direct let lift systems
rNASA-CS-1iat96] P0072 H73-1228U
Operational test and evaluation of angle of attack
system for displaying percentage of lift
produced by wing for all flap configurations
rAD-7«884<n p0073 N73-12485
Development of numerical analysis techniques for
determining lifting surface characteristics of
circular wings and parabolic winq tips
rAD-7«8U331 P0078 N73-13006
Numerical analysis of pressure distribution at
parabolic wing tips on circular wing model based
on occurrence of logarithmic sets
rAD-7U8132] p0078 H73-13007
Low speed wind tunnel tests on slender variable
sweep winq of lift, drag, and pitching moments
f AP.C-CP-1227] ' P0111 K73-14009
Numerical analysis of ideal and real gas equations
for application to lift generated by helicopter
rotors ' '•
rAD-75KU20] p0254 N73-20026
Analysis of optimum pressure distribution on
multi-element airfoils to obtain conditions for •
maximum lift coefficient '• i
•: •'• p0265 H73-20996
Friction effect on lift of airfoil section'with "
slotted flap ••'•'
fDLR-FB-73-04] ' p0266 N73-21001
Application of modified slender winq theory toj
analyze aerodynamic characteristics of slender,
lifting, wings with curved leading edges at •'"••
supersonic speeds •'•"•• •
rARC-R/H-3278] • • p0382 N73-24006
Application of Kelvin impulse theory for computing
lift on airfoils and analysis of circulation <
'around airfoil to produce lift
P0395 N73-24997
Evaluation of double integral equation for
calculation of wave drag due to volume and
aerodynamic lift of slender wings '
CARC-R/H-3221T ' p0396 S73-25006
Design criteria for slender warped winqs with
unswept trailing edge with zero load along
leading edge' and near planar vortex sheet at
trailing edge for design lift coefficient
tARC-R/M-3<l06] p0397 N73-25008
Numerical analysis of lift and lift distribution
on aircraft wing and trailing vortex flow behind
wing
UD-759262] pO«05 N73-25089
Analysis of nonhomogeneous flow associated with
two dimensional propulsive lifting system based
on flow with energy addition
fNASA-CH-2250] pO«63 N73-25997
Equivalence rule and transonic flows involving
lift around thin smooth configuration with swept
leadinq edge
[40-760349] pO!|68 N73-26042
Numerical methods for determining unsteady
aerodynamic forces on helicopter rotor blades to
show lift distribution as function of velocity
component normal to blades
fNASA-TT-F-15039] p0548 N73-28981
Measurement of drag, lift and pitching moments on
slender winged low aspect ratio gothic planforns
at subsonic speed
fARC-B/H-3720] ' P0588 N73-30005
Hind tunnel tests to determine two dimensional
characteristics of airfoil optimized for maximum
lift coefficient at various angles of attack
CNASA-TN-D-7071] p0605 N73-30929
The calculated growth of lift and pitching moment
on a swept wing entering a discrete vertical
gust at subsonic speeds
[ABC-CP-1241] p0605 N73-30.932
The lift and stalling characteristics of a 35 deg
sweptback wing designed to have identical
chordwise pressure distributions at all spanwise
stations when near maximum lift
TAHC-R/H-3721] p0606 N73-30935
LIFT AOGHBNXATIOH
Externally blown flap trailing edge noise
reduction by slot blowing - A preliminary study.
fAIAA PAPER 73-2«5] p0099 A73-16969
Acoustic results obtained with
upper-surface-blowing lift-augmentation systems.
P0150. A73-20458
A comparative study of augmentor wing, elector
nozzle and power jet flap low noise STOL concepts.
P0231 473-25385
Analysis of the aerodynamic characteristics of
wing-lift augmentation devices. II
P0237 A73-25796
Analysis of the aerodynamic characteristics of
winq lift augmentation devices
P0242 A73-26824
Anqmentor winq design and performance tests for
multimlssion XFV-12 V/STOL prototype aircraft
' P0249 A73-27731
A jet-winq liftinq-surface theory using elementary
vortex distributions.
CAIAA PAPER 73-652] pO«53 A73-36207
A three-dimensional wlnq/jet interaction analysis
including jet distortion influences.
filAA PAPER 73-655] pO«53 A73-36209
On problems of flight over an extended
angle-of-attack range.
P0628 A73-44692
Numerical determination of augmented lift due to
winq-slipstream interaction for application to
A-32«
SUBJECT IIDEX LIFT DEVICES
v/STOL aircraft
[10-743257] p0670 H73-10035
Boise tests on simulated mixer nozzles and scale
models of externally blown flap, lift
augmentation system
[NASA-TB-I-2638] p0678 H73-11012
Development of nonlinearized solution for
aerodynamic characteristics of jet flap lifting
surface with span-vise slot near trailinq edge
[NASA-CR-2190] p0157 B73-15986
Short takeoff aircraft lift augmentation and
prevention of airflow separation on cambered
elliptical airfoil section using circulation
control
fAD-7510<;5] p0158 H73-15992
Development of analytical technique for computing
performance of arbitrary jet-flapped wing with
compensations for variations in wing geometry
[NASA-CR-2179] . p0169 H73-16982
Rind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic
characteristics of full scale H-126 aircraft
using jet flap principle
tNASA-TH-D-7252) p0265 H73-20997
iind tunnel tests to determine static longitudinal
aerodynanic characteristics of jet transport
wing-body with upper surface blown jet flap for
lift augmentation
fNASA-TN-D-7183] p0302 N73-21907
Comparison of aerodynamic lift developed by
mechanical high lift systems and lift developed
by externally blown flaps on short takeoff
aircraft
fNASA-TT-F-14895] p0319 S73-22981
Effect of jet stream blowing downwards from lover
surface of slender delta wing to obtain lift
augmentation for takeoff and landing
fARC-B/B-3288] * p0382 N73-24009
Theoretical investigation of longitudinal
stability, control, and response characteristics
of jet flap aircraft
i; ARC-B/B-3272 ] p0384 873-24028
Moise tests on large scale model of externally
blown flap lift augmentation system using mixer
nozzle
rNASA-TN-D-72361 p0386 S73-24059
Characteristics of flight control system for
approach flight path control of augmentor wing
on powered-lift short takeoff aircraft
configuration
fNASA-CR-114574] p0386 H73-24062
Simulator analysis of effect of engine response
characteristics on approach and landing
operations of powered lift aircraft vith /
externally blown flaps
r»ASA-TH-x-62265(1) ] p0465 N73-26021
Rind tunnel tests to determine acoustic properties
of jet augmented lifting flap configuration
fNASA-TT-F-14951] p0466 H73-26030
Propulsive-lift technology program for development
of short takeoff aircraft propulsion systems and
lift augmentation devices
P0479 H73-27009
Design, development, and evaluation of
Buffalo/Spey Angmentor-Ring research aircraft
using internally blown flap for lift augmentation
p0479 B73-27010
Design and characteristics of angmentor wing
cruise blowing valveless system for STOL
passenger aircraft to define requirements for
test facilities - Vol. 2
[NASA-CR-114570] p0537 S73-27907
Development and characteristics of experimental
aircraft for demonstrating angmentor wing jet
short takeoff concept using modified C-8A
aircraft - Vol. 1
fNASA-CR-114503] p0590 S73-30016
Plight tests of modified C-8A aircraft to
demonstrate augmentor wing, short takeoff
concept - Vol. 2
CHASA-CB-114504] p0590 N73-30017
Aerodynamic characteristics of round jet located
on center line of bottom of aircraft fuselage
and elongated slots for lift augmentation
[NASA-TN-D-7299] p0607 H73-30939
Evaluation of low speed flying gualities of short
takeoff aircraft with externally blown flap wing
or augmentor ving using flight simulator
fNASA-TN-D-7454] P0640 H73-31951
Thrust augmentation, lift forces, and mixing
properties of two-phase flow propulsion and lift
system for ground effect machines
[AD-765332] p0646 H73-32208
Aerodynamic and performance characteristics of
short takeoff aircraft eguipped vith externally
blown flaps
p0662 N73-32939
Rind tunnel tests to determine basic performance
of swept angientor wing configuration and effect
on longitudinal characteristics of aircraft
P0662 N73-32941
Aerodynamic characteristics of augnentor wings and
analysis of augmentation and entrainment in
defining a net thrust coefficient
P0663 N73-32942
Rind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic
characteristics of upper surface blown jet-flap
concept incorporating high-bypass-ratio tnrbofan
engines
p0663 N73-32943
Simulations of powered-lift STOL transport
aircraft with either externally blown flap
configuration or augmentor wing configuration
PC663 N73-32948
Flight tests of augmentor-wing jet STOL research
aircraft to compare wind tunnel data vith flight
data for dynamic characteristics and limitations
P0664 N73-32954
Hind tunnel tests of large scale subsonic jet
transport with upper surface blowing flap system
for lift augmentation
[NASA-TB-X-62296] p0667 N73-32973
LIFT COEFFICIBHIS
0 AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS
D LIFT
LIP! DEVICES
STOL aircraft technology, operation and markets in
view of future European air traffic development,
discussing various lift devices, noise aspects
and economic factors
[DGLR PAPER 72-054] p0659 A73-11662
STOL aircraft with mechanical high-lift systems in
comparison to STOL aircraft with wings having
blown flaps
fDGLS PAPER 72-057] p0659 A73-11665
The theoretical and experimental methods used in
France for flutter prediction.
[AIAA PAPER 73-329] P02?5 A73-25558
Analysis of the aerodynamic characteristics of
wing lift augmentation devices
P0242 A73-26824
An improved nonlinear lifting-line theory.
P0284 A73-28817
Lift engine bleed flow management for a V/STOL
fighter reaction control systeu.
[ASBE PAPER 73-GT-70] p0375 A73-33521
Fundamental aspects of noise reduction from
povered-lift devices.
[SAE PAPER 730376] p0432 A73-34715
Investigation of multi-element airfoils vith
external flow jet flap.
p0571 A73-41087
Short takeoff and landing /STOL/ aircraft
technology developments for high density air
transport, discussing lift system, handling,
airfoil design, acoustics and operating economics
P0623 A73-43520
Development of auxiliary lifting system to provide
ferry capability for entry vehicles
[HASA-CASE-LAR-10574-1] p0083 N73-13257
Development of two experimental approaches for
analyzing two dimensional flow on high lift
devices
PC12U N73-15005
Comparison of mechanical high lift flaps vith
externally blown flaps for STOL aircraft
[BBB-OH-12-72-0] p0161 N73-16017
Literature survey on jet propagation and
interference in lifting surface aerodynamics
fNASA-TT-F-14957] ?053? H73-27886
Load near apex of lifting swept vinq in linearized
subsonic flov
[ARC-H/B-3716] pr588 N73-30001
Flight tests of modified F-100 aircraft to
determine effectiveness of fast-acting flaps as
direct-lift-control devices to improve station
keeping
[NASA-IB-1-2936] pP667 N73-3297P
1-325
LIFT DISTRIBUTION SUBJECT IHDBI
LIFT DISTBIBOTIOH
0 FORCE DISTRIBUTION
U LIFT
LIFT DE4G RATIO
Birds and aircraft aerodynamics, considering
thermal and vind induced updrafts, lift-draq
ratio, fuel consumption and maneuverability
P0107 473-18148
Improved aircraft capability through variable
camber.
p0495 A73-37275
Correlation of hypersonic zero-lift drag data.
p0582 A73-42635
LIFT FAHS
Installation effects on performance of multiple
model V/STOL lift fans.
fAIAA PAPER 72-1175] p0046 A73-13471
Liqht conbat aircraft with hover capability.
pOOSO 473-13923
NASA lift fan V/STOL transport technology status.
fSAE PAPER 720856] p0093 A73-16663
Performance characteristics of a model VTOL lift
fan in crossflov.
p0236 473-25782
Effect of rotor design tip speed on aerodynamic
performance of a model VTOL lift fan under
static and crossflow conditions.
fASME PAPER 73-GT-2] p0372 473-33480
Control of turbofan lift engines for VTOL aircraft.
fASBE PAPER 73-GT-20] p0373 473-33496
NASA research commercial VTOL transport propulsion
system specifications and components
development, discussing lift fan propulsion
method for aircraft attitude control
f A S M E PAPER 73-GT-24] p0373 473-33498
Performance characteristics of model VTOL lift-fan
simulator installed in two dimensional wing
rN4S4-TB-X-68788] p0672 N73-10282
Bind tunnel tests of VTOL lift fan stages to
determine changes in thrust characteristics with
variations in back pressure imposed on stages by
cross flow
rN4S4-Tfi-X-68169] p0127 N73-15031
Dynamics and control analysis of turbofan lift
engines
tN4S4-TB-X-68175] p0138 N73-15815
Hybrid computer simulation used for analysis of
integral lift-fan engine being considered for
VTOL applications
fNASA-IB-X-2691] P0139 N73-15817
Abradable buffered labyrinth seal for control of
gas path leakage in tip-turbine driven lift fan
[N4S4-CR-121131 ] P0164 N73-16524
Preliminary aerodynamic and mechanical design of
selected gas generators and lift unit for V/STOL
aircraft
rNASA-CR-120972] p0217 N73-19020
Hind tunnel tests to determine low speed
aerodynamic characteristics of large scale
V/STOL transport models with lift fan
lift-cruise fan propulsion system
fNASA-TB-X-62231] p0252 N73-20014
Design of V/STOL research transport aircraft to
achieve low fan noise with high thrust/weight
capability of high pressure ratio lift fan system
fNASA-CR-121146] p0274 N73-21065
Acoustic measurements of sound pressure levels due
to cross flow over face of lift fans on
fan-in-wing and V/STOL model transport aircraft
fNASA-CR-114566] p030<l N73-21928
Hind tunnel tests to determine effect of cross
flow velocity on jet noise power level using
V/STOL model transport
fNASA-CR-114571 ] p0304 N73-21929
Analysis of reverberant-field noise produced by
"three lift fan models operating at various rotor
tip speeds
rNASA-TB-X-68243] p0464 N73-26014
Preliminary design analysis of guiet integral fan
lift engines for VTOL transport applications in
next decade
fNASA-CR-120969] p0475 N73-26796
Four VTOL propulsion concepts compared
parametrically for subsonic applications with
three types of aircrafts
fNASA-TM-X-68279] p0555 N73-29810
Design and tests of lift fan exhaust suppression
system for future VTOL aircraft noise goals
fNASA-CR-121108] P0556 N73-29812
Energy transfer control and compressor bleed
concepts of remote lift fan control
fNASA-IB-X-2863] p0603 N73-30749
Steady state analysis of energy transfer control
and compressor concepts of remote lift fan control
[NASA-IB-1-2876] p0603 H73-30753
Bind tunnel tests to determine effect of inlet '
turbulence length scale on fan discrete tone noise
tHASA-T»-X-62300] 'p0617 H73-31625
Bind tunnel tests to determine.acoustic properties
of large scale lift fan transport aircraft model
[NASA-TB-I-62284] p0668 H73-32975
LIFT FORCES
D LIFT
LIFTING BODIES
HI LIFTING REENTRY VEHICLES
HI X-24 AIRCRAFT
Plane flow past vortex of inviscid incompressible
fluid jets bound by free surface and horizontal
wall, considering complex potential function and
submerged lifting airfoils
p0653 473-10304
Calculation of supercritical flow past airfoils by
the Hurman-Krupp difference method
CDGLR PAPER 72-128] p0055 A73-14387
Variational principle application to nonself
adjoint lifting surface integral eguation from' '
finite element viewpoint, considering two
dimensional flat plate
fAIAA PAPER 73-87] p0095 A73-16852
Similarity relationship for wing-like bodies at
high Bach numbers.
fAIAA PAPER 73-203) p0098 473-16937
High-freguency vibrations of a circular wing in
the flow of an ideal fluid
P0099 473-17089
Aerodynamic forces and moments estimation for
slender bodies of circular and noncircular cross
section without and with lifting surfaces at
0-90 degree angles of attack
p0190 473-23468
The theoretical and experimental methods used in
France for flutter prediction.
(AIAA PAPER 73-329] p0235 A73-25558
Transonic flow past lifting wings.
P0284 A73-28824
Transonic flow about lifting configurations.
P0284 A73-28828
Optimal grid arrangement in vortex lattice method
of lifting surface aerodynamic analysis,
comparing numerical with kernel function results
for simple wing planforms
P0347 473-31746
Aerodyne unmanned wingless reconnaissance
aircraft, covering hovering capacity, internal
flow duct for conventional flight, flight test
results and stability characteristics
P0417 473-34255
Analysis of the aerodynamic characteristics of
devices for increasing wing lift. Ill -
Influence of ground proximity on the aerodynamic
characteristics of the flaps
P0461 A73-37022
Simplified aerodynamic theory of oscillating thin
surfaces in subsonic flow.
p0566 473-40427
Computer program for subsonic lifting'surface
analysis with static aeroelastic effects
[40-745894] p0684 N73-11273
Gust field generation in wind tunnel for
determining transfer function of lifting surface
P0277 N73-21248
Computer graphics for solving three dimensional
lifting body potential flow nonlinear equations
to determine aerodynamic loads
tDGT-7510) p0305 N73-21939
Analytical representation of auxiliary functions
of theory for oscillating lifting surface with
high aspect ratio at subsonic speeds
CDLR-FB-73-16] p0587 N73-29999
LIFTING REENTRI VEHICLES
NT X-24 AIRCRAFT
Approximation for maximum centerline heating on
lifting entry vehicles..
P0582 A73-42627
LIFTING ROTORS
Improving reliability and eliminating maintenance
with elastomeric dampers for rotor systems.
P0193 A73-23950
A-326
SUBJECT IHDEI LIGHT TRANSMISSION
Botorcraft design concepts, considering economics,
propulsion, control, tria devices, advancing
blade concept, materials and rotor aerodynamics
P0571 473-41189
find tunnel tests of VIOL lift fan stages to
determine changes in thrust characteristics «ith
variations in back pressure imposed on stages by
cross flow
[NASA-TH-X-68169] pC127 N73-15031
Application of momentum theory to deteraine
performance limits of.propellers, and lifting
rotors with axes parallel to undisturbed flow
fAD-754072] p025« N73-20025
Transonic perturbation equation for studying
steady compressible flow past lifting and
nonlifting wings at high subsonic Nach numbers
[NASA-CB-2246] P0390 N73-24312
Actuator disk approximation for calculating
lifting rotor velocity distribution in forward
flight
tFFA-123] p0401 N73-25051
Aerodynamic characteristics and noise attenuation
effects of leading edge serrations on rotary wings
(6D-759028] p0405 N73-25088
LIFTING SURFACES
0 LIFT DEVICES
0 LIFTING BODIES
0 SURFACES
LIGHT (VISIBLE BADIATIOI)
Analysis of products and technigues for reducing
reflections of light froa helicopter
windshields, rotor blades and rotor hub assembly
fAD-761127) p0482 N73-27037
LIGHT AIBCBAFT
NT BEECHCRAFT 18 AIRCRAFT
HI CESSNA 172 AIRCRAFT
NT OH-6 HELICOPTER
NT YAK 110 AIRCRAFT
Handling characteristics in roll of two light
airplanes for steep approach landings.
P0048 A73-13701
Basic specification research for the main
instruments of light aircraft
p0148 473-20248
Light motorized glider-type aircraft design,
development and flight testing, discussing
aerodynamic configuration, structural design and
' performance characteristics
P02U9 A73-27732
The state of the art in light aircraft design*
P0282 A73-28179
Flight tests of approach path angles and airspeed
effects on landing of spoiler eguipped light
aircraft
P0284 A73-28830
The lowering of minima of third-level and business
aircraft
p0354 A73-32476
Light aircraft vertical gust induced structural
failures, analyzing 1960-71 accident reports for
injuries biomechanics and environmental conditions
p0361 A73-32678
Some aerodynamic problems applicable to the light
aircraft
P0362 A73-32809
Automated prediction of light aircraft performance
and riding and handling gualities.
fSAE PAPER 730305] p0428 473-34666
Use of honeycomb and bonded structures in light
aircraft.
CSiB PAPER 730307] p0428 A73-34667
Applications of advanced aerodynamic technology to
light aircraft.
CSAE PAPEB 730318] p0429 473-34676
Stall/spin studies relating to light
general-aviation aircraft.
(SAE PAPER 730320] pOt29 A73-34678
Shrouded Q-FAN propulsor for light aircraft,
discussing propulsion system performance,
weight, noise and cost trends
[SAE PAPER 730323] P0429 A73-34680
STOL light aircraft wing with circulation control
through blowing around trailing edge, boundary
layer control through suction, leading edge
modification and increase in chord length
(SAE PAPER 730328] p0429 A73-34682
An inexpensive, full-scale aircraft fatigue test
system.
fSAE PAPER 730341] P0430 A73-34692
Trends in avionics simplification for light
utility aircraft.
P0511 A73-37801
Design and analysis of an energy absorbing
restraint system for light aircraft crash-impact.
CASHE PAPEB 73-DET-111] p0579 A73-42080
Prediction of lateral directional aerodynamic
characteristics for twin engine propeller driven
airplane
[NASA-TN-D-6946] p0679 N73-11016
Design modifications to improve static performance
and lateral-directional dynamic stability of
light aircraft
P0158 N73-15996
Wind tunnel tests of full scale model of light
aircraft to determine effects of configuration
changes on aerodynamic characteristics
[NASA-TN-D-6896] p0160 N73-16012
Analysis of response of constant-attitude aircraft
to atmospheric turbulence
fNASA-CB-2204] p0202 N73-18025
Analysis of factors affecting crashworthiness of
light aircraft to show nature of damage to
aircraft and hazards to flight crews
[FAA-TH-FS-70-592-120A] p02C3 N73-18032
Design of simple to fly, constant attitude light
general purpose aircraft
[NASA-CR-2208] p0203 K73-18037
Analysis of structural response of light aircraft
to crash loadings based on dynamic buckling of
discretely stiffened shells
p0227 N73-19910
Engine and control problems of light aircraft
P0318 N73-22972
Hind tunnel stability tests to determine static
longitudinal and lateral characteristics of
full-scale model of light, single engine, high
ving aircraft
[HASA-TN-D-7149] p0402 N73-25068
Development of technigues for predicting point and
path performance of light aircraft
[NASA-CR-2272] p0480 N73-27022
Flight tests of light aircraft to determine
detection by terminal radar observer for various
conditions of flight
[FAA-HA-73-50] P0553 N73-29705
Rind tunnel tests to determine effects of slot
spoilers on longitudinal and lateral aerodynamic
characteristics of twin engine light aircraft
rNASA-TN-D-7315] p0592 N73-30033
Bind tunnel tests to determine static
longitudinal, lateral, and directional
characteristics of twin-engine light aircraft
scale model
rNASA-TN-D-7109] p0608 N73-30951
Air traffic control evaluation to determine
feasibility of combining smaller aircraft into
gaps on flow of normal traffic to increase
effectiveness of terminal facilites
fFAA-AFS-500-1 ] p06»9 N73-32517
LIGHT ALLOTS
NT ALUMINUM ALLOTS
NT BERYLLIUM ALLOYS
Some findings from a preliminary fatigue
experiment with model light-alloy specimens
P0348 A73-32191
Development of experimental program for
determining response and sonic fatigue
resistance of lightweight aircraft structures
P0557 N73-29923
LIGHT COHMOBICATIOH
U OPTICAL COBHONICATION
LIGHT PRESSURE
U ILLUMINANCE
LIGHT SCATTERING
Laser scattering from curved aluminum and titanium
aircraft surfaces in clear atmosphere
P0176 N73-17159
Feasibility analysis of nonradiatinq flow in wind
tunnels using light scattering experiments
CBMBH-FBU-72-20] p0602 N73-30677
LIGHT TRANSMISSION
NT LIGHT SCATTERING
Airborne visible laser optical communication
experiment between high altitude aircraft and
ground station, discussing tracker-transmitter
eguipment and atmospheric effects on performance
P0190 A73-23395
»-327
LIGHTHILL GiS HODEL SDBJECI INDEX
LIGHTHILL GIS HODEL
Hot gaseous -jet noise emission calculation for
dependence on turbulent flow characteristics
based on Lighthill theory, usinq computer program
P0160 173-36997
LIGHTHILL BETBOD
aerodynamic sound generation, discussing Liqhthill
theory, multipole sonic sources, nave equation,
power and turbulence models and sound radiating
flows
P0042 A73-13167
LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
NT AIECSAFT LIGHTS
NT AIRPORT LIGHTS
NT FLASH LAMPS
NT RUNWAY LIGHTS
Crew station lighting - Commercial aircraft.
rSAE ARP 11611 P0152 A73-20692
Illuminance measurement of two types of airborne
flares
fDREV-R-673/721 pC227 N73-19942
LIGHTNING
Contribution to the protection of flight vehicles
against lightning effects
p0108 A73-18436
Breakdown criteria for streamer formation,
electrostatic field analysis and laboratory high
voltage experiments on aircraft initiation of
lightning strikes
P0196 A73-24558
Study on the limit efficiency of lightning
conductors on aircraft radomes.
p0231 A73-25303
Electrostatic charge induction on aircraft due to
charged atmosphere and friction effects, noting
lightning protection, fuel container shielding
and charge removal methods
P0242 A73-26722
Lightning protection for boron and graphite fibers
it epoxy resins for aircraft composite structures
P0365 A73-33032
Lightning protection for boron and graphite
reinforced plastic composite aircraft
structures, discussinq zonal design concept and
channel intermittent contact with protrusions on
surface
P0365 A73-3303U
F-14 aircraft boron-epoxy and graphite-epoxy
composite structure production protection
against degradation by lightning discharges,
discussing design, processing and tests
P0365 A73-33035
Lightning protection for aircraft canopy,
discussing simulation tests, safety margins,
side puncture, corona streamering and pilot
physiological reactions
P0365 A73-33036
Lightning simulation testing in aerospace.
P0367 A73-33145
Papers presented at conference on lightning and
static electricity
fAD-752551] p0178 N73-17552
Probability of aircraft being struck by lightning
rNLL-B-22800- (5828.«D 1 p026P N73-20656
LIHITATIONS
D CONSTRAINTS
LINE SPECTRA
Concentration of OH and NO in YJ93-GE-3 engine
exhausts measured in situ by narrow-line DV
absorption.
CAIAA PAPE8 73-506] p0376 A73-335U6
LINEAR ARRAIS
Compatible ILS involving pilot signal from
microwave oscillator and precision ILS involving
linear antenna array of emitter elements
P0422 A73-34181
Dependence of sidelobe level on random phase error
in a linear array antenna.
pOUSO A73-35697
LINEAR EQUATIONS
Linear aerodynamic model incorporating torsional
oscillations about two dimensional airfoil
midchord for stall flutter description
p028<! A73-28814
The prediction of instabilities of linear
differential eguations with periodic coefficients
rARC-R/«-3713l p067U N73-33518
LINEAR FILTEBS
NT KALMAN FILTERS
LINEAR PBOGRAHBIHG
Simplex method for linear programming for
computerized design global optimization problems
involving large numbers of equations and variables
P0498 A73-37406
Linear programming for design of large flexible
launch vehicle autopilots
[NASA-CR-1241241 P0222 N73-19621
Users manual for COEBRA program for design of
launch vehicle autopilots
rNASA-CR-124125] p0223 N73-19622
LINEAR SYSTEMS
The optimal control of merging aircraft-derivation
of the hybrid air traffic controller.
P0056 A73-1H489
Bodelling and identification theory - A flight
control application.
p0299 A73-30777
Decoupling longitudinal motions of an aircraft.
P0518 A73-38033
A new approach to the 'inverse problem of optimal
control theory1 by use of a generalized
performance index /GPI/.
p0518 A73-38063
Closed loop linear control system synthesis
possibility under condition of incomplete
information on state vector with application to
aircraft longitudinal motion
P0627 A73-44329
Application of multipoint excitation for
helicopter structural dynamic testing using
impedance techniques - Vol. 1
CAD-7563891 p0335 N73-23921
LIBERS
0 LININGS
LINES (GEOMETRY)
NT CHORDS (GEOMETRY)
LINES OF FORCE
Electrostatic autopilot using atmosphere electric
field lines for stabilization and guidance,
applying to remotely piloted vehicles
P0665 A73-12595
LING-TEBCO-VOU6HT ilBCRAFT
NT A-7 AIRCRAFT
NT F-8 AIRCRAFT
NT XC-142 AIRCRAFT
LING-TEHCO-VODGHT BILITARY AIRCEAFT
0 MILITARY AIRCRAFT
LININGS
Performance prediction for acoustically lined
engine nacelle design
P0067 N73-12019
Shock wave attenuation in foam water mixtures
containing Freon and exposed to hydraulic impact
CAD-748350] p0084 N73-13318
Analysis of combustion liner wall temperatures
under steady-state and convective heat balance
conditions and comparison vith experimental values
fNASA-IB-X-27111 p01«0 N73-15959
LIQUEFIED GASES
NT LIQUID HYDROGEN .
NT LIQUID NITROGEN
NT LIQDID OXYGEN
LIQUID ATOBIZATION
Air/water mist spray coolant for high gas
temperature and pressure environment at gas
turbine inlet
pO«19 A73-34388
LIQUID COOLING
NT FILM COOLING
LIQUID CRYSTALS
Cholesteric liguid crystals thermophysical
properties application in aerospace sciences and
engineering, noting temperature measurement and
nondestructive tests
P0106 A73-17767
Liquid crystal approach to integrated programmable
digital displays and aircraft control,
considering flat panel digital-matrix display
pO«46 A73-35234
Procedures for using liquid crystal tape for
thermoqraphic testing of bonded structures for
aircraft
fNASA-CB-123932] p0073 N73-12451
Feasibility determination of using nematic liquid
crystals for aircraft displays
(AD-751667] p0166 N73-16748
LIQUID DBOPS
D DROPS (LIQUIDS)
A-328
SUBJECT IHDEI LOCKHEED HILITABY 4IBCB1FT
LIQUID DYHAHICS
D FLOID DYNAMICS
LIQUID FLOB
NT BATES PLOW
LIQUID HYDBOGEH
Potentials and problems of hydrogen fueled
supersonic and hypersonic aircraft.
p0188 473-22830
The use of hydrogen for aircraft propulsion in
view of the fuel crisis.
p0449 A73-35469
Energy supply and its effect on aircraft of the
' future. II - Liguid-hydrogen-fueled aircraft:
. Prospects and design issues.
CAIAA PAPEB 73-809] p0522 473-38373
Potential of hydrogen fuel for future air
transportation systems.
tASHE P4PEB 73-ICT-104] p0623 473-13499
.Analysis of factors influencing technical
feasibility of operating aircraft on liquid
hydrogen fuel
[NASA-TM-X-68242] p0393 N73-24777
LIQUID INJECTION
NT BATES INJECTION
LIQUID NITBOGEH
Feasibility of liquid nitrogen fuel tank inerting
system on commercial aircraft to prevent fuel
tank explosions
fFS-140-72-11 p0305 N73-21934
LIQUID OXYGEN
Influence of liquid oxygen on chromate coated
aluminum tubing of breathing apparatus
fAD-752030] p0179 N73-17661
LIQUID PBOPELLART EOCKET ENGINES
NT BYDBOGEN OXYGEN ENGINES
LIQUID SOCKET PBOPELLAHTS
NT SLURRY PHOPELLANTS
LIQUID-GAS HIXTUBBS
NT AEROSOLS '
NI FOG
LIQOID-V4POB IHTEBF4CES
Effect of fuel vapor concentrations on combustion
emissions and performance using experimental
turbojet combustor segnent
rNASA-TM-X-2800] p0395 N73-21*933
LIQUIDS
NT BYDBAOLIC FLUIDS
ST LIQUID HYDROGEN
NT LIQUID NITBOGEN
NT LIQUID OXYGEN
ST SLUBBY PBOPELL4NTS
LITERATURE
Literature survey on let propagation and
interference in lifting surface aerodynamics
fNASA-IT-F-14957] P0535 N73-27886
LOAD DISTRIBUTION (FOBCES)
Lifting characteristics and spanuise aerodynamic
load distribution of an external flow net flap.
p0061 473-15513
Nonstationary load distribution on an
arbitrarv-planform wing in supersonic motion
P0155 473-21725
Compatibility of maneuver load control and relaxed
static stability.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-791] pOSOC 473-37*58
Frame of a cylindrical shell under the action of a
concentrated radial force
P0566 A73-II0388
LOAD FACTOBS
U LOADS (FOBCES)
LOAD TESTS
Airfield pavement full scale performance tests
under simulated C-5A load conditions, evaluating
construction joint systems
P0655 &73-10823
Design of digital force function generator for
aircraft tire load testing.
P0060 473-15064
Structural design'and load tests on carbon fiber
reinforced plastic VC-10 aileron control strut
fABC-CP-1229] P0121 N73-149C3
LOADING FOBCES
0 LOADS (FOBCES)
LOADING OPEBATIOHS
Fcom theory to practical use of air cushions for
transport of heavy loads in the factory
P0094 A73-16753
Airport computerized departure control for
check-in, load control, cargo and catering
operations, discussing load optimization and
passenger acceptance control /LOPAC/ system
P0230 473-2521C
Floating superport.
P0510 A73-37748
DC-10 Twin design, discussing balance
characteristics, loading Units and sanple for us
[SAKE PAPEB 987] p0517 473-37891
Technical aspects of airship manufacture and
ground and loading operations
P0670 N73-32993
LOADING BATE
Besponse of glass-fiber-reinforced epoxy specimens
to high rates of tensile loading.
p0622 473-43385
LOADING I1VBS
0 LOADS (FOBCES)
LOADS (FOBCES)
NT AERODYNAMIC L04DS
NT 4II4L COMPRESSION L04DS
NT AXIAL LOADS
NT COMPRESSION LOADS
NT CRITICAL LOADING
NT CYCLIC LOADS
NT DYNAHIC LOADS
NT COST LOADS
NT IMPACT LOADS
NT LANDING LOADS
NT R4NDOM LOADS
NT ROLLING CONTACT L04DS
NT THRUST LOADS
NT TRANSIENT LOADS
NT RING LOADING
A practical load relief control system designed
with modern control technigues.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-863] p0528 473-38801
Helicopter and fixed wing aircraft design
consideration comparison, examining maintenance
and reliability requirements, rigid, hinged and
tilted rotors and load characteristics
P0565 473-40225
Analysis of forces imposed on aircraft wing from
landing gear impact in relation to weight of
wing, damping, and frequency of periodic load
[40-747381] p0071 N73-12052
Standardized load seguence for flight simulation
tests on transport aircraft wing structures
CLBF-BERICHT-FB-106J P0319 N73-22986
Structural stability testing of aerospace
components under pyrotechnic loading conditions
using subs'cale plastic models
rNASA-CB-128911] p0335 N73-23914
Besponse of general laminated plates to applied
loads with coupling between bending and
extensional modes of deformation
N73-27488
Loading force diagrams and structural properties
of landing gear
[AD-761644] p0539 N73-27918
Summaries of papers presented to AGABD conference
on random load fatigue
[AGABD-AB-54] p054<l N73-28884
Analysis of loads imposed on nose gear retraction
system of T-3U aircraft to determine critical
mechanical adjustments
[AD-762729] p0550 N73-28994
Three-axis, adjustable loading structure, for
testing soundness of aircraft skin by applying
pressure
[NAS4-CASE-FBC-10051-1] P0598 N73-30416
LOCALIZATION
0 POSITION (LOCATION)
LOCATION
0 POSITION (LOCATION)
LOCKHEED AIBCBAFT
NT C-5 AIBCBAFT
NT C-130 AIBCBAFT
NT C-141 AIRCBAFT
NT F-104 4IBCRAFT
NT L-1011 AIBCBAFT
NT P-3 AIBCBAFT
NT T-33 AIBCRAFT
NT XH-51 HELICOPTER
LOCKHEED C-5 AIBCBAFT
D C-5 AIBCBAFT
LOCKHEED CI-595 HBLICOPTEB
U XH-51 HELICOPTER
LOCKHEED HILITABY AIBCBAFT
U MILITARY-AIRCRAFT
4-329
LOCKHEED 186 BELICOPTEB SUBJECT IHDEX
LOCKHEED 186 BELICOPTEE
0 XH-51 HELICOPTER
LOFTIHG
The evolution and application of lofting
techniques at Hanker Siddeley Aviation.
P0281 473-28054
LOGIC CIBCDITS
Hicroprogrammed digital filters for strapdown
guidance application.
P0245 A73-27168
New structure of on-board microcomputers using •
large-scale integrated logic circuits
P0354 A73-32478
Expanded built-in-test for advanced electrical
systems for aircraft.
P0446 A73-35248
Washout circuit design for
multi-degrees-of-freedom moving base simulators.
fAIAA PAPER 73-9291 P0569 A73-40876
Development of hermetically sealed nickel cadmium
battery and associated control logic and charger
circuit for aircraft applications
fAD-757535] p0323 S73-23017
LOGIC DESIGH
Human motion perception in motion drive logic
design for flight simulation discussing feedback
control, angular velocity and degrees of freedom
fAIAA PAPER 73-9311 P0570 A73-40878
Drive logic computation for variable stability
aircraft in-flight simulators with six
independent controllers providing dynamic motion
and ground, crosswind and special effects
TAIAA PAPEB 73-9331 ' p<J578 A73-41971
LOGIC NETWORKS - :
D LOGIC CIRCUITS
LOGISTICS
Prototype development for Army personnel and
eguipment airborne mobility, considering various
aircraft conceptual designs feasibility relative
to logistics requirements
fSAE PAPER 7208461 p0092 A73-16658
Naval air weaponry logistics support, discussing
criteria for management effectiveness evaluation
P0292 A73-29573
The potential influence of the ACLS on the
development of logistical cargo' aircraft. . •
p0507 A73-37701
Development of usage rate system to determine
logistics reguirements for military aircraft
support • - > •
fAD-746482] p0681 N73-11034
Development of equations and mathematical'models •
for decision making concerning military
logistics, aircraft, spare parts, and support
eguipment " • - -•-
fAD-7479721 . P0077 N73-12997
Development and characteristics of dual cargo hook
system for use on military transport helicopters
P0268 N73-21022
Computerized simulation of containership loading
and unloading of heavy lift helicopters for
military logistic applications
riD-7568651 P0306 N73-21946
Analysis of military aircraft refueling and
rearming operations in forward areas to show
organization, doctrine, and eguipment - Vol. 1
TAD-76C5241 ' p0483 N73-27C46
Analysis of military aircraft refueling and
rearming operations in forward areas to show
organization and eguipment reguired - Vol. 2
fAD-7605251 p0484 M73-27047
LOGISTICS HABAGEBEHT
NT INVENTOR! MANAGEMENT
Los Angeles offshore airport planning case study
covering design, logistics problems and costs
with allowance for airspace and environmental
considerations peculiar to Southern California
area
p0345 A73-31540
Air Force Increase Reliability of Operational
Systems computer program and mathematical models
for economic logistic resource allocations and
cost effective system modification
p0377 A73-33627
Computerized approach for aerospace electronic
components standardization for procurement cost,
logistics and warehousing problems reduction and
reliability improvement • ''
P0447 A73-35260
Discourse .on comparisons between commercial and
military aircraft logistics. • -'
P0531 A73-39274
The capabilities of army test facilities; '-
P0626 'A73-44064
Cost history of F-111 aircraft airframe system to
show logistics organization, support costs, '
reliability and maintainability, and development
problems
[AD-762213J p0545 N73-28958
Logistic performance data book for bomb navigation
avionics system of F-111 aircraft to show "
support cost, reliability, maintenance, and "i''•'•'
problems ' • • '- J
[AD-762214] ' p0545 B73-28959
' ' Logistics performance data book on bombing and
navigation system for A-7D aircraft to show •
reliability, maintainability, cost, and problems
[AD-762215] p0545 N73-28960
Logistic performance data book for electronic
countermeasures system of B-52G aircraft to show
reliability, maintenance, costs, and problems
fAD-7622161 p0545 N73-28961
Logistic performance data book on propulsion
system for KC-135 aircraft to show reliability,
maintenance, costs, and problems
' ' • CAD-762217] p0546 N73-28962
Logistic performance data book for C-5A aircraft
landing gear to show system reliability,
maintainability, logistic support cost, and
performance data
CAD-762248] p0546 N73-28963
Logistic performance data book for C-130E aircraft
propulsion system to show reliability,
maintainability, logistic support costs, and
operational problems
[AD-762249] p0546 N73-28964
Logistic performance data book for DH-1F
" helicopter airframe to show reliability,
maintainability, logistic costs, and operational
problems
[AD-7622511 p0546 N73-28965
Logistic performance data book for C-5A airframe
to show reliability, maintainability, logistics
support, and operating problems -
[AD-762233] : ' p0546 N73-28968
Logistic performance data book for F^-io aircraft
fire control system'to show reliability,
• maintanability, logistics support, and operating
problems
[AD-762229] p0546 N73-2896S
Logistics performance data book for BF-4C aircraft
landing gear system to show reliability,
maintainability, logistics support, and
operating problems
[AD-762231] p0546 N73-28970
Logistic performance data book for C-141A aircraft
radio navigation system to show reliability,
maintainability, logistics support, and
operating problems
fAD-762250] p0546 N73-28971
Logistic performance data book for KC-135 aircraft
electrical power system to show reliability,
maintainability, logistics support, and
operating problems
rAD-762225] p0547 N73-28972
Logistic performance data book for F-4E flight
control system to show reliability,
maintainability, logistic support, and operating
problems
fAD-7622301 p0547 N73-28973
Logistic performance data book for RF-4C
photographic reconnaissance system to show
reliability, maintainability, logistic support,
and operating problems
tAD-762232] p0547 N73-28974
Field maintenance and operational experience with
various selected models of F-4 aircraft
[AD-762747] p0550 N73-28995
Computer simulated loading of Army Brigade and
equipment into several medium short takeoff
transport aircraft configurations
TAD-7629161 p0550 N73-29002
LOB BELICOPTEB
0 OH-6 HELICOPTER
LOBG ISLAHD (HI)
Analysis of technical and economic feasibility of
constructing offshore airport in New York
Hetropolitan area
A-330
SUBJECT IHDEX LOTS CARGO SHIPS
tFAA-BD-73-45] . p0257 H73-20280
LOHG BANGS BAVIGATIOH
0. LOBAN.
LOBG 1KBB EFFECTS _ .
 :
, . ,Gas turbine engine hot part equivalent accelerated
, tests duration .determination by analytical
method based on Larson-Miller parametric
.description of long tern strength
p0663 A73-12216
LONGBBOSS
• Boron-stiffened longerons on the B-1.
CSME PAPEB EM 73-719 \ p0525 A73-38499
LOHGITODIHAI COHTBOL
Heaving and pitching response of a hovercraft
; moving over regular vaves.
• • • • • . , P0655 A73-10700
Analytical design of aircraft manual control
systens.
• . - • . p0456 A73-36601
Decoupling longitudinal lotions of an aircraft.
,, , p0518 A73-38033
Digital flight control design using inplicit model
following.
tAIAA PAPEB 73-814) p0528 A73-38783
Compensation of the longitudinal-trim and altitude
control systems of an aircraft
p0585 A73-42949
Longitudinal and lateral data, lateral oscillatory
derivatives, and aileron and rudder powers for
BAC 221 aircraft
CABC-CP-1230] p0113 N73-14027
Influence of load and ving load distribution on
lateral-and longitudinal maneuverability of
aircraft
P0171 H73-16998
Equations of motion and response curve fitting
method for determining transfer function
coefficients of longitudinal aircraft notion
rDLB-FB-73-39] .. . p0467 N73-26034
Design and development of fixed gain control
system for longitudinal axis of C-141 aircraft
fly-by-wire control
fAD-760763] , pO«82 H73-27038
LOHGITODIHAL STABILITY
Experimental and theoretical investigations
regarding the unsteady aerodynamical derivatives
of the longitudinal notion in the case of
slender flight bodies at moderate velocity
rDFVLB-SONDDB-206] p0094 A73-16757
Longitudinal motion of a transport aircraft during
steep landing approaches
pOU22 A73-34U82
Airfoil theory calculation of bent thin foil lift
coefficient and longitudinal moment
characteristics at arbitrary flow separation
point location
P0623 A73-43720
Digital computer program for solution of aircraft
longitudinal stability characteristics at or
near stall point
tAD-745557] p0671 K73-10037
Definitions of aircraft longitudinal stability to
account for effects of aircraft structure
distortion and compressibility effects
rESDD-00.00.031 P0678 N73-11010
Low speed wind tunnel tests on slender variable
sweep wing of lift, drag, and pitching moments
[ABC-CP-12271 P0111 N73-14009
Flight simulator tests to define minimum
acceptable levels of static longitudinal
stability for aircraft landing approach
following failure of stability augmentation
systems
[HASA-TH-XT622001 P0128 N73-15034
Effects of va'rio'us external stores
characteristics, spanwise positions, and Mach
number on static longitudinal stability of
several military aircraft
fAD-750120] P0131 H73-15063
Effects of thrust characteristics on longitudinal
stability in supersonic flight
P0171 H73-16997
Flight test of X-22 aircraft to determine
longitudinal stability requirements of short
takeoff aircraft during terminal area operations
[AD-754840] p0254 N73-20029
Rind tunnel tests to determine oscillatory
longitudinal derivatives of thin delta wing with
0.8 aspect ratio over range of incidences
[ATN-71051 p0301 N73-21903
wind tunnel tests to deteraine static longitudinal
aerodynamic characteristics of jet transport
wing-body with upper surface blown let flap for
lift augmentation
tNASA-TN-D-7183] p0302 N73-21907
Development of method for calculating downwash
interference and longitudinal stability of
tandem rotor helicopter
[ABC-B/H-32231 P038U N73-24022
Theoretical investigation of longitudinal
stability, control, and response characteristics
of let flap aircraft
tABC-B/H-3272] p038U N73-24028
Flight tests to determine longitudinal aerodynamic
parameters of P-1127 aircraft with vectored
thrust control
[SASA-TH-D-7296] p0387 N73-2U066
lind tunnel tests to determine directional and
longitudinal stability of Javelin aircraft model
at transonic speeds
[ ABC-B/M-3403] P0397 N73-25012
Longitudinal stability derivatives from flight
data by model with automatic parameter adjustment
CDLB-FB-73-131 pOU67 N73-26033
Analysis of minimum longitudinal stability for
large delta wing transport aircraft during
landing approach and touchdown using in-flight
simulation techniques
fAD-761120] p0482 N73-27036
Longitudinal stability of Boeing 707 aircraft
during steep approach, for noise reduction
fDGLB-PAPBB-73-0231 pC6l*1 1173-31963
Characteristics of low speed air flow over
slender, sharp edged delta ving at various
angles of attack and effects on longitudinal and
lateral stability
p0660 N73-32922
.Bind tunnel tests to determine basic performance
of swept auqmentor wing configuration and effect
on longitudinal characteristics of aircraft
P0662 N73-32941
Hind tunnel tests to determine magnitude of
adverse ground effects on longitudinal
aerodynamic coefficients of powered-lift short
takeoff aircraft
P0664 N73-32950
Effect of artificial longitudinal stability on
aircraft performance, based on control
configured vehicle concept
P0669 N73-32986
LOBGITDDIHIL 1AVES
Longitudinal-torsional vibrations of rotors
P0531 A73-3937U
LOOP ASTENHAS
Ground and flight test results for standard VOB
and double parasitic loop counterpoise antennas.
P0450 A73-35700
LOBAH
Low cost data processor and display for ICNI,
DHE/TACAN, LOBAN or range/range difference radio
navigation systems in aerospace applications
P04U4 A73-35213
Accuracy/resolution relationship of NAVSID systems
Loran/Omega for measuring vertical wind profile
rAD-718275] p0075 N73-12675
Application of loran/inertial hybrid system and
Kalman filter algorithm to fixed feedback gain
P0261 N73-20701
Development of navigation system design factors
through computerized simulation for application
to loran/inertial hybrid system
fAD-7545l(8]
 ( p0262 N73-20731
Characteristics of airborne area navigation
equipment and application to air traffic control
functions
P0330 N73-23698
LOBAB C
Clock comparisons by short wave, ULF and VLF
signals, Loran C and Omega methods, onboard
aircraft atomic clocks and TV synchronizing pulses
POOU3 A73-132U6
A precision position and time service for the air
traffic of the future.
P0145 A73-19350
LOST WAX PROCESS
0 INVESTMENT CASTING
LOTS CARGO SHIPS *, **
0 CARGO SHIPS '
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LOUISIANA SDBJECT INDEX
LOUISIANA
Visual inspection of runway conditions at Fort
Polk Army Airfield, Louisiana
fAD-743858] p0672 1173-10292
LOUVSBS
Preventing the shut-off punkah louvre from jamming.
p0363 473-32925
LOI ALLOT STEELS
D HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
LOI ALTITUDE
Analysis of pressure distribution on plane ground
surface under aircraft flying at low altitude
with subsonic velocity
fFFA-AU-634-PT-2] p0487 H73-27206
LOR ALTITUDE SOPEBSOSIC VEHICLES
U F-111 AIRCRAFT
LOR ASPECT EATIO
Performance of low-aspect-ratio diffusers with
fully developed turbulent inlet flows. I - Some
experimental results.
fASHE PAPER 73-FE-12] pO<436 A73-35009
Performance of low-aspect-ratio diffusers with
fully developed turbulent inlet flows. II -
Development and application of a performance
prediction method.
fASBE PAPER 73-FE-13] p0436 A73-35010
Performance tests on low hub-tip ratio supersonic
axial flow compressor
fAD-752585] P0213 H73-18805
LOR ASPECT RATIO RINGS
NT DBLTA WINGS
NT TRAPEZOIDAL WINGS
Influence of the boundaries of wind-tunnel flow on '
the flow past a small-aspect-ratio wing
P0660 A73-11707
Unsteady transonic flow analysis for low aspect
ratio, pointed wings.
UIAA PAPER 73-122] p0096 473-16878
A theory for rectangular wings with small tip
clearance in a channel.
P0339 A73-31120
Russian book - Matrix methods of calculating the
strength of low-aspect-ratio wings.
P0568 473-40799
Determination of the deflections and stresses in a
small-aspect-ratio wing by the displacement method
P0623 473-43723
Approximate calculation of the cavitation flow
past low-aspect-ratio wings
P0635 473-45540
Force and pressure distribution measurements on
wing-body combination with wing of low aspect
ratio in compressible flow
rDLR-FB-72-08] " p0199 N73-18008
Ha5s distribution analyses for design of low
aspect ratio aerodynamic stable fighter wings
rNASA-CR-112232] p0301 N73-21900
Determination of mass distributions along elastic
.axes of 2-spar wings in fighter aircraft design
fNASA-CB-112233) P0301 N73-21901
LOS DENSITY FLOR
A device for the on-line measurement of nitrogen
rotational temperature in low density flows.
P0578 A73-41995
Drag measurement of parallel flat plates and
perpendicular disks in supersonic free molecular
flow
fDLR-FB-73-17] p0597 N73-30248
LOR DENSITY GASES
0 RAREFIED GASES
LOR FINENESS BATIO
0 FINENESS RATIO
LOI FBEQOBNCIES
NT VERY LOB FREQUENCIES
Analysis of improved signal processing technigues
for low freguency, one-way ranging for aircraft
radio navigation
fAD-754031) ' p0262 N73-20727
LOR FREQUENCY BANDS
NT VERY LOI FREQUENCIES
LOR LEVEL TURBULENCE
Statistical turbulence model of meteorological and
topographical aircraft flight conditions for low
altitude critical air turbulence /LO-LOCAT/
environment
P0284 A73-2883.1
Subsonic wind tunnel tests for laminar boundary
layer investigation in low level turbulence
flow, noting turbulence measurement with
hot-wire anemoaeters -
1
 ' . . " . . . p0573 473-41316
Comparison'of gust velocities derived from";;
accelerations of Canberra and Vulcan aircraft
noting acceleration and wing loading power spectra
[ARC-CP-1244] ' ' p6609'N73-30955
LOW SPEED . '- °:'..
Theoretical and experimental study of a swept-back
wing at low velocity over a wide range of angles
of attack ; "
'.. ' "p0362 A73-32814
Low speed pull-up maneuvers for slender wing ':
transport aircraft with stability and control
augmentation ,
[ARC-CP-1231] ' ' p0078 N73ii3004
LOR SPEED HANDLING
U CONTROLLABILITY , .. . ,
D LOR SPEED
LOR SPEED STABILITY ;
Analysis of parameters affecting aircraft stall
and post stall gyrations to include aerodynamic
configurations and pilot performance ,
P0123/N73-14999
Aerodynamic characteristics of low speed 'flight
using heavily loaded ducted fans, single bladed
hovering rotor, and tensioned sheet's, with' cutout^
[40-764261*] p0610 N73-30964
Characteristics of low speed air flow over
slender, sharp edged delta wing at various
angles of attack and effects on longitudinal and
lateral stability .
'. '. ' ' p0660 N73-32922
LOR SPEED BIND TUNNELS
NT SUBSONIC BIND TUNNELS
Hind tunnel tests of blowing on circular cylinders
applied to aircraft control and* braking at low
speeds
[ARC-CP-123:2] . . p0215 N73-19000
Rind tunnel tests to determine low speed
aerodynamic characteristics of large scale
V/STOL transport models with lift fan
lift-cruise fan propulsion system
[NASA-Ill-1-62231] P0252 N73-20014
Gust field generation in wind tunnel for
determining transfer function of lifting surface
"•;.. pQ'277 N73-21248
Jet exhaust simulation in low speed 'wind tunnel
[DGT-8352] p0310 N73-22211
Objectives of dynamic tests in low speed wind
tunnels and techniques for measuring oscillatory
derivatives and transient motion effects
pO»69, N73-26244
Fluid motion problems in design and operation of
low speed and transonic wind tunnels
[AGAED-R-602] p0470 N73-26279
LOR TESPEBATUHE TESTS
Low temperature tests of elastomeric bearing
rotors on OH-58 helicopter
[AD-759957] " p0473 N73-26490
LOB THBOST PROPULSION . .
HT (IAS OPEE4TED PROPULSION .StSTEHS
LOR VELOCITY
0 LOB SPEED
LOR VISIBILITY
Low visibility/bad weather aircraft landing
systems design, discussing developmental stages
for all weather landing implementation,
automatic landing control and pilot visual
discrimination problems
. . p0422 A73-34481
' A'nalysis of visibility conditions during aircraft
landing in radiation fog
P0425 473-34540
Operative visibility limits'over the.airports of
Hilan Linate and Malpensa in the 1960-1969 decade
p0520 A73-38125
Analysis of limitations on helicopter approach and
landing during conditions of low visibility
CAD-747732] p0075 N73-12686
. Cost effectiveness analysis of propane operated
' fog dispersal system and evaluation of runway
visual range improvement
CF44-RD-72-123] p0133 N73r15267
Laser observations of dense natural fog to
determine backscatter and slant range visibility
for aircraft landing operations
[40-760128] p0473 S73-26511
Fog chamber low visibility landing simulation film
for pilot training
A-33 2
SUBJECT IHDEI MAGNET COILS
fFAA-BD-73-61] p0553 B73-29707
Determination of variability of oblique and
horizontal visibility for aircraft landing by
analysis of experimental data'
CHLL-H-23046-(5828.4F) ] p0600 H73-30576
Aircraft.landing problems under lov visibility
weather conditions
CDGLB-PAPEB-73-015] p0650 H73-32520
10R RIB6 AIBCBiFT
SOKO Galeb 3 cantilever lov »inq trainer-fighter
.monoplane vith Bristol-Siddeley Viper 20
turbojet engine, describing flight control,
loading gear, fuel system and avionics
P0296 A73-30240
Engine ingestion prevention on lov ving 'aircraft,
particularly Hercury aircraft, by jet blast
rFO-1149] p0129 N73-15049
LOBBB AIBOSPBBBE
Hode of thickening of a low norning.convective
layer in clear sky
p0188 A73-23036
LORES BOOT HEGATIVE PBESSDBE (LBHP)
0 ACCELEBATION STRESSES (PHYSIOLOGY)
LOZ (OXTGSB)
0 LIQUID OXYGEN
LOI-HYDBOGBN ENGINES
0 HYDBQGBH OXYGEN ENGINES
LSI
0 LARGE SCALE ISTEGBATIOH
LOBBICABT TESTS
Development of solid lubricant compact bearings
for the supersonic transport.
fASLE PREPRINT 72LC-7C-1] p0054 A73-14370
LOBEICABfS
NT LUB8ICATING OILS
NT SOLID LUBBICANTS
Lubricants thermophysical properties effects on
gas turbine engine design, considering thermal
stability, vapor pressure, autoignition, load
capacity and bearing life
p0146 A73-19563
Russian book - Fuels and lubricants for flight
vehicles.
p0511 473-37769
Test rig simulation of gas turbine engine to
determine means for minimizing incidence of
lubricant sump fires in high speed aircraft
engines
CN4SA-CB-121158] p0314 N73-22891
Susceptibility of synthetic engine and
transmission lubricants of OH-58 A helicopter to
microbal attack
fAD-762176] p0542 N73-28604
LUBRICATING OILS
Emission spectrographic analysis of used aero
engine oil - A tool of maintenance.
p0189 A73-23242
Investigation of iron content of lubricating oil
using a ferrograph and an emission spectrometer.
P0194 A73-24165
Aircraft engine fuel and oil differential
temperature measurement via platinum probes,
specifying sensor sensitivity, calibration,
circuit operation and data reduction
P0425 473-31607
Differential temperature measurements in engine
fluids.
P0452 A73-36071
Determination of the proneness of aviation oils to
carbon deposition
p0525 473-38491
Experimental investigation of a simple sgueeze
film damper.
tASBE PAPER 73-DET-101] P0579 A73-42078
Tank design for forced circulation oil lubricating
systems
[ESDO-68039] P0685 N73-11429
Test eguipment and procedures for determining
foaming and aeration characteristics of aircraft
engine lubricants
fAb-747804] P0074 H73-12618
Spectroscopic, photometric, and electron
microscope analyses of metal wear particles in
JT3D turbojet engine oil
fDLR-FB-73-06] P0278 N73-21417
LUBBICATIOB
Grease lubrication of helicopter transmissions.
[ASLE PHEPBIHT 73AB-2A-1 ] p0436 A73-34980
Blastohydrodynamic principles applied to the
design of helicopter components.
TABS PREPRINT 770] p0441 473-35088
Analysis of parameters and elastohydrodynamic
principles affecting lubrication of transmission
components vith application to helicopter
mechanical drive systems
rNASA-TB-T.-68215] p0274 H73-21069
Performance tests of gas turbine engine jaainshaft
roller bearings to determine stress and
lubrication parameters
[AD-760563] p0487 N73-27426
LUBRICATION SYSTEMS
Synchronized operation of a positive-displacement
gear pump and a vane pump vithin the lubricant
oil delivery system of a jet engine
P0624 A73-43712
Tank design for forced circulation oil lubricating
systems
[ESDU-68039] p0685 H73-11429
LDDEB BAUDS
D PLASTIC DEFOBHATIOK
LDHBEBING ABEAS
U FORESTS
LUBIIAIBES
»T AIBCBAFT LIGHTS
NT 4IBPOBT LIGHTS
NT FLASH LAMPS
NT BDNBAI LIGHTS
LOHIBODS INTENSITY
HI ILLUMINANCE
LDNAB OCCULTiTION
NT SOLAR ECLIPSES
LONAB PEOGBAdS
NT APOLLO PBOJECT
M
B RINGS
U VARIABLE SHEEP KINGS
BACH CONES
Acoustic velocity and sound propagation
differences in incompressible and compressible
fluids related to Bach cone formation and sonic
boom effects
P0634 A73-45269
BACH NDHBEB
Method for increasing wind tunnel Hach number for
large-scale inlet testing.
T A I A A PAPER 72-1096J p0044 473-13416
Lift and drag at off-design Bach numbers of
conically cambered wings vith subsonic leading
edges and supersonic trailing edge
P0249 A73-27927
Inlet geometry and axial Bach number effects on
fan noise propagation.
[4I4A PAPER 73-1022] p0630 473-44854
BACHINE LIFE
U SEBVICE LIFE
BACHINE STOBAGE
U COBPUTEB STOBAGE DEVICES
B1CHIHE TOOLS
Interactive computer graphic display and interface
system effectiveness for programming numerical
control operations for tooling and part
machining in aircraft production
TABS PREPRINT 753) p0440 473-35081
BACHIHIHG
NT ELECTROCHEMICAL MACHINING
NT HILLING (MACHINING)
Applying surface integrity principles in -jet
engine production.
POQ43 A73-13272
Stepped aluminum extrusions - Designing for
business aircraft*
[SAE PAPER 730308] p0428 473-34668
Recognition and control of abusive machining
effects on helicopter components.
TABS PREPBINT 750] pC440 S73-35C78
BACBOCLIBATE
U CLIBATE
BAGHESIOB COBPOOBDS
Nitride inclusions in titanium ingots - 4 study of
possible sources in the production of
magnesium-reduced sponge.
p"529 A73-39C26
BAGNET COILS
NT FIELD COILS
A-333
BAGHETIC COILS SUBJECT IHDEI
BiGBETIC COILS
NT FIELD COILS
BiGHETIC COBPASSES
Aircraft compass design with magnetic needle free
turning capability around two orthogonal axes,
noting advantage over conventional devices and
suitability for glider navigation
P0283 A73-28555
BA6HBTIC EFFECTS
Inprovement of the corrosion-fatigue strength of
aluminum alloys by exposure of the medium to a
magnetic field
P0622 473-43466
BAGHETIC FIELD COILS
0 FIELD COILS
BiGHETIC FIELDS
Controlled magnetic and electric excitation of
airframe of LOH-6A helicopter and measurenent of
impedance, radiation patterns, and bandHidths
fAD-7571431 P0320 N73-22992
BAGHETIC SEASUBBHEBT
Development and gualification of a magnetic
technique for the nondestructive measurement of
residual stress in CH-47 A rotor blade spars.
TABS PREPRINT 7521 P0440 A73-35080
BAGJBTIC PBOPEBTIES
NT MAGNETIC EFFECTS
NT MAGNETIC SUSPENSION
BAGHETIC SOSPEHSIOH
Superconducting electromagnetic suspension and
balance and supersonic vind tunnel facility for
dynamic stability studies
FN1SA-C8-132255] p0390 N73-24271
Elastic deformation of gimbal suspension on
gyroscope nutation, moments acting on spherical
rotor in magnetic suspension, and
differentiating linear accelerometer
rJPRS-59740] p0598 N73-30420
Dependences between braking and precession moments
acting on spherical rotor in magnetic suspension
P0598 N73-30U22
BAGHETIC TAPE RECORDERS
D TAPE RECORDERS
BAGHETIC TAPES
Russian book on multichannel magnetic tape
recorders in civil aviation ATC for speech
communication monitoring and preservation
covering design and operation principles
P0189 473-23245
User manual for Los Angeles Standard Traffic Bodel
computer tapes
fFAA-RD-73-881 p0600 N73-30649
BASNET06RAPES
D RBCOSDING INSTRUMENTS
B1GNETOHYDBODTN4HIC GENERATORS
Characteristics of large, lightweight,
saddle-coil, superconducting dipole magnet for
airborne maqnetohydrodynamic generators
P0219 N73-19038
Development of method for analyzing performance of
magnetohydrodynauic generator based on
thermodynamic properties and flow characteristics
P0220 N73-19051
MAGNETOIONIC PLASBA
D PLASMAS (PHYSICS)
BAGNETOBETERS
NT VAEIOMETERS
BAGHETOMETRY
U MAGNETIC MEASUREMENT
BAGNETOPLASMAS
U PLASMAS (PHYSICS)
MAGNBTOVARIOGRAPHS
U VARIOMETERS
BAGHETS
NT SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNETS
BAIHB
Tabular and graphical data for moderate and heavy
snow for Loring AFB, Maine
UD-7568811 P0313 N73-22605
MAINTAINABILITY
Russian book - Transport aircraft maintainability.
P0186 A73-22375
BGC 30 inertial navigation system for civil
aviation, emphasizing economics and ease of
maintenance
P0352 473-32457
Annual Reliability and Maintainability Symposium,
Philadelphia, Pa., January 23-25, 1973,
Proceedings.
P0377 A73-33601
Review of engine naintenance concepts applied to
wide body jets.
[SAB PiPBB 730375] p0432 173-34714
U.S. instrument landing system performance
improvements, considering terrain and weather
effects, installation requirements, airport
limitations, accuracy, reliability and
•attainability
P0511 673-37805
Book - The role of testing in achieving aerospace
systems effectiveness.
p0572 473-41201
BAIBTEHAHCE
HT AISCBAFT MAINTENANCE
Welding techniques for high strength snperalloy
turbine blades and vanes repair, discussing
controlled preheating and cooling methods for
crack prevention
[ASHE PAPER 73-GT-44] p0374 A73-33505
A current turbine engine maintenance progran and
the experience and logic upon which it is based.
[ASMS PAPER 73-GT-81J p0375 473-33526
Nondestructive inspection method for jet engine
turbine blades.
[ASBE PAPER 73-GT-92] p0376 A73-33530
Deformation and repair of artificial runway
surfaces using new structural materials
[AD-746718) p0683 N73-11242
Development of equations and mathematical models
for decision making concerning military
logistics, aircraft, spare parts, and support
equipment
[AD-747972J P0077 N73-12997
Cost effectiveness of infrared inspection and
maintenance of ARTCC electrical equipment
fC-208] p0086 N73-136U8
Fault isolation and maintenance concepts of
advanced inertial navigation system
P0261 N73-20713
Development of procedures for repairing damaged
runway pavements
[AD-756806J p0390 N73-24286
Development of method for determining cost
functions involving aircraft rework and engine
repair programs at military installation
rAD-761475J p0540 N73-28135
Field maintenance and operational experience with
various selected models of F-4 aircraft
rAD-762747] pOSSO N73-28995
MALFUNCTIONS
Computer-controlled software diagnosis of an
airborne computer.
p0151 A73-20677
On the improvement in survivability for avionics
equipment.
P0244 473-27158
Analysis of acoustic properties of jet enqine
malfunction as means for detectinq jet enqine
burnthrougb - Vol. 1
CFAA-RD-72-149-VOL-1J p0263 N73-20825
BAN BACHIHE SYSTEMS
Computer-mediated human communications in an air
traffic control environment - A preliminary
design.
P0057 473-14658
Automated navigation system design for DC 10 long
range version, emphasizing control display unit
interface functions with pilot
P0089 A73-16050
Preliminary design of the man-powered aircraft,
learns.
fAIAA PAPER 73-531 p0104 A73-17629
Test pilots role in aircraft flying qualities
evaluation, discussinq spin and lonqitudinal
stability testing
P0184 A73-22181
The role of the test pilot in evaluating auto
landinq systems. I.
' p0184 473-22182
Computer qraphics applied to production structural
analysis.
P0282 473-28245
Air traffic control, discussing man machine
systems, multipath with ILS, target indicator
radars and flight progress strip preparation
p0416 473-34086
Interactive computer graphic display and interface
system effectiveness for programming numerical
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SUBJECT INDBI MANAGEMENT PLANNING
control operations for tooling and part
nachininq in aircraft production
C1HS PEEPHIHT 753] p0440 i73-35081
Application of self-orqanizing control to remote
piloting of vehicles.
P0498 A73-37332
Internal operational environment effects on pilot
errors in commercial aircraft flights in terms
of man machine interface and flight deck design
p0508 173-37728
The prediction of pilot acceptance for a large
aircraft.
P0519 A73-38073
Methods for implementation of nan aachine
interface of digital data links for air traffic
control
[AD-744721] p0675 N73-10648
Avionics requirements for mnltimission, fixed
wing, twin engine aircraft designed for search
and rescue operations
fAD-750463] p0131 N73-15064
Problems of cockpit environment
p0170 N73-16990
Proceedings of conference on manual control to
show interplay between man and machine and
application of control theory in medicine and
psychology
fNASA-CR-131244] p0251 N73-20028
Analysis of man-machine interfaces and system
reliability for air traffic control automation
systems
P0333 N73-23715
Analysis of interface between controller and
computer in automated air traffic control system
p0333 N73-23716
Computerized multistage decision process for radar
operator aid in collision avoidance trajectory
control
p0334 H73-23886
Airborne computer role in digital flight control
systems, noting systems model, man machine
interface, and integration
p0669 K73-32982
HAH OPEEATED PEOPDLSIOH SISTEHS
Preliminary design of the man-powered aircraft,
Icarus.
UIAA PAPEE 73-53] p0104 A73-17629
HAHAGEHEHT
NT CONTRACT MANAGEMENT
NT DATA MANAGEHENT
NT ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT
NT ENVIRONMENT MANAGEMENT
NT FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
NT INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT
NT INVENTORY MANAGEMENT
NT LOGISTICS MANAGEHENT
NT PERSONNEL HANAGEMENT
NT PROCUREMENT MANAGEMENT
NT PRODUCTION MANAGEHENT
NT PROJECT HANAGEMENT
NT RESEARCH MANAGEMENT
NT SAFETT HANAGEMENT
NT SYSTEMS HANAGEMENT
NT WEAPON SYSTEM MANAGEHENT
MANAGEMENT ANALYSIS
Multi-Bole Combat Aircraft Program management,
discussing international cooperation, industrial
arrangements and governmental objectives
p0292 A73-29384
Time, space, and energy management in the airways
traffic control medium.
p0580 A73-42324
Estimation of general aviation air traffic.
fASCE PREPRINT 2041] p0583 A73-42866
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Aircraft integrated data systeas /AIDS/
utilization for airlines operational flight
control and economic exploitation enhancement,
discussing aircraft accident investigation,
maintenance, navigability, etc
P0356 A73-32496
Planning process, objectives of program areas, and
index of plans for air traffic control system
improvements
tAD-750224] p0120 N73-14705
Objectives and performance indicators for aircraft
maintenance organizations
[AD-762270] p0545 N73-28951
MANAGEMENT HETHODS
USAF experience in lightweight fighter aircraft
acquisition as illustration of requests for
industrial proposals simplification and source
selection process streamlining
p0183 A73-21947
Charter air fleet maintenance economic management,
discussing budget, manpower, time and materials
control
pC189 A73-23243
Stuttgart airport noise abatement supervisor tasks
and experience, describing routing
specifications, landing and takeoff procedures
and traffic flow
[DGLR PAPER 73-022] p042« A73-34495
Management approach to integration of B-1
avionics, discussing engineering problems,
flight tests, electronic eguipment and interface
requirements
P0444 A73-35218
Management and control of military and commercial
flight test programs at Bell Helicopter Company.
P0626 A73-44058
Accomplishments during evaluation of automatic
inspection, diagnostic, and prognostic
maintenance system using OH-1 helicopter as test
bed - Vol. 2
[AD-752891] P0206 N73-18059
Development of automatic inspection diagnostic and
prognostic systems for maintenance of military
helicopters - Vol. 1
[AD-752893] p02C6 N73-18060
Development of automatic inspection diagnostic and
prognostic systems for maintenance of military
helicopters - Vol. 2
fAD-752894] p0206 N73-18061
Formulation of automatic inspection, diagnostic,
and prognostic system for maintenance of army
aircraft - Vol. 1
fAD-752882] p0206 N73-18062
Design and tradeoff studies applied to automatic
inspection, diagnostic, and prognostic
maintenance system for military aircraft - Vol. 2
fAD-752883] p0207 N73-18063
Technical proposal and development plan for
automatic inspection, diagnostic, and prognostic
maintenance system for military aircraft - Vol. 3
rAD-752884] pC207 N73-18064
General specification for automatic inspection,
diagnostic, and prognostic maintenance system
for military aircraft - Vol. 4
[AD-752885] p02C7 N73-18065
Computer output data for automatic inspection,
diagnostic, and prognostic system for
maintenance of military aircraft - Appendix D
[AD-752887]. pC207 N73-18067
Maintenance data tabulations for automatic
inspection, diagnostic, and prognostic systems
for military aircraft maintenance - Appendix E
[AD-752888] p0207 N73-18068
Cost effectiveness of automatic inspection,
diagnostic, and prognostic maintenance system
for military aircraft - Appendix F
[AD-752889] -=• pP207 N73-18069
Air Force research and development programs in
aircraft electrical power systems to show
planning process for developing specific classes
of technology
P0220 N73-19052
Comparison of management, planning and control for
Nimrod avionics system and hospital projects
P0395 N73-24971
Application of program evaluation and review
technique for planning and management of air
transport operations
tNASA-IT-F-742] p04P2 N73-25067
MANAGEMENT PLANNING
NT PRODUCTION PLANNING
NT PROJECT PLANNING
C-5 program developments and alterations in terms
of defense requirements and cost problems,
discussing objectives and management policies in
F-15 and B-1 projects
P0656 A73-11069
Organization and management for adhesive bonding
aircraft structures.
P0041 A73-13048
Aircraft engine development in terms of money,
manpower, facilities and knowledge, discussing
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proiect organization and scheduling
P0056 A73-1HH69
Air transportation system planning - Progress in
noise reduction.
P0059 A73-14895
Enqineerinq management for the Dallas/Fort North
Airport.
p0289 A73-29110
Overview - The role of communication systems in
air traffic management.
p0293 A73-29876
Formulation of the air traffic system as a
management problem.
p0293 A73-29878
Helicopter design and production cost target and
tradeoff considerations based on past programs,
supplier guotations, government documents,
estimating practices and functional requirements
TABS PBEPBINT 712] p0437 A73-35058
. Calculation of the plan for the transportation
performance with the aid of electronic data
processing
P0520 A73-38121
Society of Flight Test Engineers, National
Symposium, 3rd, Arlington, Tex., September
11-1U, 1972, Proceedings.
PC625 A73-44052
Management of Air Force test and evaluation
activities.
P0625 A73-44055
Management and control of flight test programs of
the Naval Air Systems Command.
P0625 A73-44056
Development of usage rate system to determine
logistics requirements for military aircraft
support
fAD-7U6<l82] P0681 N73-11034
Planninq process, objectives of proqram areas, and
index of plans for air traffic control system
improvements
tAD-750224] p0120 N73-14705
Technical and economic feasibility of V/STOL '
lift-fan commercial aircraft for short haul
transport applications
fNASA-CK-2184] p0129 N73-150U1
Development and characteristics of air traffic
control system to show system performance
tradeoffs and technological alternatives - Vol. 1
fPB-212178] P0137 N73-15688
Analysis of technological alternatives involved in
development of air traffic control systems -
Vol. 2
fPB-2121791 P0137 N73-15689
Demand and trade study related to development of
air traffic control system based on geographical
regions - Vol. 3
fPB-2121801 P0137 N73-15690
Air traffic control system development to show
factors involved in system selection - Vol. 4
fPB-212181] P0137 N73-15691
Besearch and development involved in design and
implementation of air traffic control system -
Vol. 5 .... •
fPB-212182 ]-•'-"" p0138 N73-15692
User manual for computer programs applied to
community/airport economic development model -
Vol. 3
TFAA-EQ-72-3-VOL-3] p0141 N73-15971
Besearch and development projects conducted by
Federal Aviation Administration to improve air
traffic control and fliqht safety
fFAA-EM-73-2] p0262 N73-20720
Management models for large research institute
considering aerospace sciences
P0265 N73-20968
Application of program evaluation and review
technique' for planninq and management of air
transport operations
fNASA-TT-F-7U2] pO«02 N73-25067
Problems of air transport economics and efficiency
of air transport utilization in DSSE
fNASA-TT-F-741] p0403 S73-25069
Analysis of economics and finances of airport
operations to determine procedures for improved
management and operation
fBEPT-73-01210] pO«C7 N73-25253
Planninq of short haul air transportation system
based on computer simulation of various concepts
fFAA-QS-73-2] P0466 N73-26026
Review and analysis of air carrier/reliever
airport grant allocations and technological
forecast of airport demands
CFAA-AV-72-K] pO»70 N73-26253
Tables of data for airline economic impact "
computer model - Vol. 2
[AD-7U9H91] pO«77 N73-26989
Analysis of regional aviation system for Southern
California with extension to system of global
airports to cope with future requirements
P0617 N73-31607
Economics, traffic demand, and community
acceptance of short haul air transportation
system in California Corridor - Vol. 1
tNASA-CB-11»63ft-VOL-11 p065<l N73-32842
Procedures for conducting air traffic forecasts
with emphasis on socio-economic and demographic
characteristics of population
p0658 N73-32879
BANAGEBENT SYSTEMS
NT MANAGEMENT INFOBMATION SYSTEHS
Management system for aviation safety.
p0655 A73-10825
HAHEOVEBABILITY
Fiqhter aircraft maneuverability improvement at
hiqh subsonic speeds by slotted and unslotted
leading-and trailing-edge flaps on delta wing
[DGLB PAPEB 72-126] p0055 A73-14386
Control configured vehicle /CCV/ concept
application to fighter aircraft design for
combat maneuver capabilities and versatility
enhancement, usinq fly by wire technology
fSAE PAPEB 720851] p0092 A73-16662
Reorganization of airplane manual flight control
dynamics.
pC09<l A73-16707
Control configured vehicle /CCV/ technoloqy
application for fighter aircraft combat control
versatility enhancement, presentinq F-4
analytical, simulation and wind tunnel test
performance results
[AIAA PAPEB 73-160] p0097 A73-16907
Birds and aircraft aerodynamics, considerinq
thermal and wind induced updrafts, lift-drag
ratio, fuel consumption and maneuverability
P0107 A73-18118
Compensation of the longitudinal-trim and altitude
control systems of an aircraft
P0585 A73-12919
Low speed pull-up maneuvers for slender wing
transport aircraft with stability and control
augmentation
(ARC-CP-1231] p0078 N73-1300«
Yaw maneuverability of helicopters in gliding flight
P0113 N73-11022
Belationship between mission reguirements of
piloted aircraft stability and maneuverability
P0171 N73-16995
Influence of load and wing load distribution on
lateral and longitudinal maneuverability of
aircraft
P0171 N73-16998
Influence of powered controls on stability and
maneuverability
p0172 N73-17008
Technical conditions for airship development,
noting weight reduction, propulsion system
performance, and maneuverability improvement
p0671 N73-32995
BANEOVEBABLE SPACECBAFT
NT LIFTING HEEBTBY VEHICLES
MANBDVEBS
NT AIRCBAFT MANEDVEBS
NT SIDESLIP
Manoeuvre in response to collision warning from
airborne devices.
P065U A73-10319
Long-range energy-state maneuvers for minimum time
to specified terminal conditions.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-229] p0099 A73-16951
MABGANESE COMPOUNDS
Manganese additive effects on emissions from a
model gas turbine combnstor.
P065U A73-1060U
BANNED SPACE FLIGHT
NT APOLLO 15 FLIGHT
BANNED SPACECBAFT
NT SPACE SHUTTLES
NT SPACE STATIONS
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1972 report to the aerospace profession;
Proceedings of the Sixteenth symposium. Beverly
Hills, Calif., September 28-30, 1972.
p0183 A73-22176
BAHOAL COHTBOL
NT CONTROL STICKS
HT -VISUAL. CONTE01
Beorganization of airplane manaal flight control
: dynamics.
p0094 A73-16707
Banned vehicle systems analysis techniques
application to manaal approach-to-landing phase
of aircraft flight, developing analytical
control nodel
p0194 A73-24011
flanual vs fully automatic landing concepts,
discussing pilots abilities and limitations and
primary reguirements for displays
P0285 A73-28905
i manual-control approach to development of VTOL
automatic landing technology.
TABS PBEPBINT 742] p0139 A73-35075
Analytical design of aircraft manual control
systems* :
P0456 A73-36601
The development, of the F-12 series aircraft nannal
and automatic flight control system.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-822] p0502 A73-37474
Automatic flight control and navigation systems on
the L-1011 Capabilities and experiences.
p0514 A73-37824
Flight director design for a ST01 aircraft. .
P0526 A73-38609
Time domain analysis of human operator manual
control function for second order oscillatory
divergent system with error signals for
compensatory tracking
P0564 A73-40090
Criteria for designing manual control system for
military transport aircraft
p0172 N73-17007
Proceedings of conference on manual control to
show interplay between man and machine and
application of control theory in medicine and
psychology
[NASA-CB-131244] p0254 N73-20028
Analysis of manual control theory of vertical
situation displays for short takeoff aircraft
[NASA-CB-114620] p0386 N73-24061
MANUALS
HT DSEB BABUALS (COBPDTER PBOGBABS)
Sample output for community/aircraft economic
development model - programmers manual
fFAA-EQ-72-3-VOL-4] p0083 N73-13260
Computer program for determining aerodynamic
influence coefficients on interferring wings in
unsteady supersonic conditions - programmers
manual
[JJASA-CB-112185]
 P0084 1173-13291
Users manual for COEBR& program for design of
launch vehicle autopilots
rNASA-CB-124125] P0223 N73-19622
Electromagnetic compatibility of avionic weapon
system
rAD-754412] P0256 N73-20262
Banaal on electromagnetic compatibility and
interference between aircraft weapon systems
fAD-754411] P0256 N73-20263
BABUFACTDBING
Bemanufactare of let engine compressor components. •
fASBE PiPEB 73-61-113] p0374 A73-33504
Aircraft radio egnipment manufacture, assenbling,
mounting, installing and testing, discussing
hangar installation, bundle elements, castings,
printed circuits and welding techniques
p0510 A73-37767
Bannfactnring processes for aircraft engine parts
[AD-759577] p0412 873-25637
Flexible airship manufacturing
. P0670 N73-32992
Technical aspects of airship manufacture and
ground and loading operations
P0670 N73-32993
KAPPIH6
HT SOIL HAPPING
Dser manual for Los Angeles Basin Standard Traffic
Model
tFAA-BD-73-89]
 P0600 N73-30647
Oser manual for Los Angeles Standard Traffic Model
computer tapes
rFAA-BD-73-88] P0600 N73-30649
BAPS
NT BETEOBOLOGICAL CHABTS
HT HADAB CLUTTER HAPS
RT BADAB BAPS
Development of holographic storage and retrieval
system for aerial chart infornation display in
cockpit environment'
[AD-748648] pC076 H73-12690
BABIHE ENVIBONBENTS .
Biami offshore airport project relection reasons,
citing commercial and marine ecological
considerations
P0345 A73-31541
Design technology of aeronautical satellite
communication system for air traffic control
over Atlantic Ocean
fFAA-ED-17-1] P0484 N73-27104
BABIHE NAVIGATION
U SOBFACE NAVIGATION
BABIHE PBOPOLSIOH
NT UNDERRATES PROPULSION
Vortice distribution field for calculating inlet
flow of ducted propeller
tAD-754114] p0222 N73-19318
BABIHE TECHNOLOGY
Heavy marine structure engineering in offshore
airport planning, discussing construction types
and conditions, environmental factors,
materials, methods and egnipment
P0344 A73-31533
A technological development scenario for offshore
let ports.
P0344 A73-31534
BASKET BESEABCB
STOL aircraft technology, operation and markets in
view of future European air traffic development,
discussing various lift devices, noise aspects
and economic factors
fDGLR PAPER 72-054] p0659 A73-11662
Boeing 727 design and development in response to
airline market requirements, emphasizing
profitability
P0198 A73-24875
Canadian air transportation survey, outlining
history of other modes, transportation
investment trends, modal traffic distribution,
STOL applications, airline social services and
marketing
P0367 A73-33177
Short haul aircraft design and marketing,
examining competing modes, noise factors,
airport traffic density patterns and aircraft
types dependence on utilization
PP368 A73-33184
Market trends and technical progress in small gas
turbine engines for general aviation and
executive aircraft and helicopters
P0420 A73-34447
Second generation supersonic transport, discussing
fuel costs, changing markets, travel patterns,
electronic displays and sound suppressor
development
fSAE PAPEB 730349] p0431 A73-34697
Transport cargo aircraft design requirements and
supporting ground system concepts in view of
future market demands with emphasis on economic
constraints
fSAE PAPEB 730352] p0431 A73-34700
Harket economic environment change effects on air-
transport design and use, examining 747
operational reguirements in terms of cargo load
factor, passenger fares and labor costs
[SAE PAPEB 730355] pC431 A73-34703
Passenger response to airline service and
resultant competition dynamics amonq air
carriers in metropolitan area, indicating
satellite airports importance
P0565 A73-40210
Market research, economic analysis, and technplogy--
of conventional STOL aircraft in Europe
CDGLB-PAPEB-72-54] pO129 N73-15046
Concepts of expanding airline marketing strategies
P0657 N73-32874
BABKETIHG
Capital equipment marketing, discussing
industry-cnstomer-government interface.
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MARKOV CHilHS SUBJECT IHDEX
marketing and sales techniques and functions,
products initiation, etc
PC196 A73-24650
Economic factors, financial management, production
and marketing for air transport industry
fNASA-CH-135634] p065« S73-32808
Marketing and cost effectiveness in air
transportation economics
P0655 N73-32855
Economic efficiency in pricing of air transport
services
P0655 N73-32856
Differential pricing policy in airline operations
P0655 N73-32857
Demand factors in air transportation marketing
P0656 K73-32863
Economic risk analysis for propeller STOL
transport market : .,
P0656 H73-32866
Economic market structure of airline industry
P0657 1173-32869
Consumer marketing for airline industry
p0657 H73-32873
BABKOV CHAINS
Following theory for feedback controls, Harkov
processes, and flow of automobiles and aircraft
P0221 N73-19259
BABKOV PROCESSES
ST HARKOV CHAINS
BIBS PROBES
NT BARS 3 SPACECRAFT
MARS SURFACE
Preliminary results of Martian altitude
determinations with CO2 bands /2 micron
wavelength/ from the automatic interplanetary
space station Mars 3.
P0577 A73-41807
HABS 3 SPACECBAFT
Preliminary results of Martian altitude
determinations with C02 bands /2 micron
wavelength/ from the automatic interplanetary
space station Mars 3.
P0577 A73-U1807
HABTIN AIHCBAFT
NT B-57 AIRCRAFT
MARTIN MILITARY AIHCBAFT
0 MILITARY AIBCRAPT
BASS BALANCE
The STAN /R/ 'S' Integral Weight and Balance
System for the C-130 aircraft.
rSAHE PAPER 9851 p0517 A73-37889
Early operational experience with the L-1011
On-Board Height and Balance System.
fSAWE PAPER 9861 p0517 A73-37890
BASS DISTBIBOTIOH
Calculation of the natural frequencies and the
principal modes of helicopter blades.
P0162 A73-37090
Mass distribution analyses for design of low
. aspect ratio aerodynamic stable fighter wings
rNASA-CB-1122321 p03C1 N73-21900
Determination of mass distributions along elastic
axes of 2-spar wings in fighter aircraft design
fNASA-CR-112233] PC301 N73-21901
Analysis of effect of localized mass on flutter
characteristics of delta wing for various
spanwise and chordwise positions for the mass
center of gravity
rARC-R/H-326<n pC399 N73-25030
Optimization of mass distribution of solid beans
and panels for structural design of airframes
and panels
fAD-759169] pO<K>1 1173-25054
Effects of particle seeding on jet exhaust noise
pOSKC N73-28150
BASS FILTERS
0 FLUID FILTERS
MASS FLOB
Unstable operation and rotating stall in axial
flow compressors.
P0286 A73-29024
Ultrasonic mass flowneter for fuel flow in gas
turbine engines
UD-7584621 p0327 N73-235U7
BASS FLOH BATE
Peripheral turbocompressors for high pressure rise
with small mass flow rate, discussing
operational principles, design and performance
P0666 A73-12793
Dp-rating the fuel system flow capacity with high
rotational speed. •"'
P0363 A73-32922
Interface effects between a moving supersonic
blade cascade and a downstream diffuser cascade.
CASHE PAPER 73-GT-23] p0373- A73-33497
MASS RATIOS -' •;•
Mathematical models of aircraft Bass and performance
p0385 N73-24047
MASS TRANSFER
Effects of thermal and mass diffusivities-on the
burning of fuel droplets.
fAICHE PBEPHINT 22] p0531 A73-39249
HATCHING
A rapid matching procedure for twin-spool turbofans.
P0657 A73-11593
MATERIAL BALAHCE
DC-10 Twin design, discussing balance
characteristics, loading limits and sample forms
[SAWE PAPER 987] p0517 A73-37891
MATERIAL BEHOVAL (HACBIBIBG)
0 MACHINING
MATERIALS EBOSION
D EROSION
BATBBIALS HANDLING
ST GROUND HANDLING
From theory to practical use of air cushions for
transport of heavy loads in the factory
P009U A73-16753
Aircraft design for transporting arctic crude oil
or lignid natural gas, examining air terminal
requirements and handling specifications
P0571 A73-41172
Design criteria for load suspension points,
slinqs, and lifting equipment used on military
helicopters
fAD-747814] p0073 N73-12508
Advanced technology hoist-drive system applicable
to helicopter cargo hoists with capacities
ranging from 12.5 to 50 tons
tAD-746629] pC083 1173-13067
Development and characteristics of dual cargo hook
system for use on military transport helicopters
PC268 N73-21022
Computerized simulation of containership loading
and unloading of heavy lift helicopters for
military logistic applications
tAD-756865] P0306 N73-21946
Stochastic network to model materials handling
operations at air cargo terminals
[AD-7576291 p0326 N73-23356
Flexible airship manufacturing
p0670 N73-32992
MATERIALS SCIENCE
Russian book on aeronautical electric and
electronic materials covering physicochemical
properties of magnetic, dielectric, conductor,
semiconductor, polymer, ferritic, thin film and
composite materials
P0297 A73-30357
Composite material design criteria, discussing
fatigue, stress concentration, safety factors,
scaling effects and load characteristics
PC364 A73-33028
Emerging aerospace materials and fabrication
technigues.
P0450 A73-35841
Low-pressure prepregs as structural material for
light-construction designs
P0631 A73-44887
MATERIALS TESTS
Testing for prediction of material performance in
structures and components. Proceedings of the
Symposium,'Anaheim, Calif., April 21-23, 1971
and Atlantic City, N.J., June 29-July 1, 1971.
P0058 A73-14851
Development and problems of testing prepregs for
the purposes of the Czechoslovakian aircraft
industry
P0456 A73-36469
Analysis of heat dissipation and frictional
properties of materials used in aircraft brakes
fNASA-CR-121116] P0135 N73-15595
Compressive stress-strain properties of aircraft
materials
[ESDO-00.01.01-AMEND-A] P0140 N73-15902
Performance of fibrous concrete pavement naterials
under cargo aircraft and roadway vehicle loads
fAD-741357] p0312 N73-22537
A-338
SUBJECT IHDEI HATHESATICAL HODELS
H1IHBHATICAL LOGIC
VST ALGORITHMS
ST BQOIVALEHCE
ST.LATTICES (HATHEMATICS)
ST -SET .THEOBI
BATHBBVTICAL BODELS
BT A8AIOG-SIHULATION
HI DIGITAL SIHOLATIOH
Some problems in the substantiation and
application of discrete large-element design
schemes for complex zero-moment shells
P0660 A73-11716
Book on functional pavements design covering
support condition, quality control and
construction tolerance, environmental and
landing qear effects, mathematical models, etc
P0662 A73-11879
Experimental verification of a digital coapnter
simulation method for predicting gas turbine
dynamic behaviour.
p0665 A73-126U7
Assessment and operational implications for ATC
capital investment decision making by relative
capacity estimating process using analytical
models
POOU9 A73-13801
Ground reflection multipath effects on airborne
communications.
p0061 A73-15U39
A model of signal detection for the instrument
landing system.
p0061 A73-15U41
Bathematical model for multipath transmission in
aircraft and spacecraft communications,
presenting Bayes detector for binary PSK
pOOSI A73-15U62
Hodeling of aircraft position errors with
independent surveillance.
CAIAA PAPEB 73-162] p0097 A73-16908
Analytical and experimental supersonic jet noise
research.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-188] P0098 A73-16926
A general solution for lift interference in
rectangular ventilated vind tunnels.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-209] p0098 A73-169UO
Decomposition strategies for one on one aerial
dogfight game models with reinforcement learning
fAIAA PAPEB 73-233]. p0099 A73-16958
The use of model building in a production
environment.
P0109 A73-1851H
Hathematical model of nonstationary linear
aer oa utoela sticit y
P01H5 A73-19H68
Benefit-cost analysis of delay reduction vith STOL.
f.ASCE PBEPBIST 1507] p0153 A73-21000
Analytical predictions of emissions from and
within an Allison J-33 combustor.
p015lt A73-21670
Prediction models for surface and air
transportation dynamic environments, considering
broadband and sinqle frequency continuous and
recurrent and intermittent discrete excitation
modes j
P0188 A73-22718
Banned vehicle systems analysis techniques
application to manual approach-to-landing phase
of aircraft flight, developing analytical
control model
P019I1 A73-2K011
Dynamics of variable sveep wing aircraft in the
course of changing geometry.
p019ii A73-21012
Hethodoloqies for the analysis of transport
requirements with particular reqard to the
aeronautic case
p0213 A73-27070
An evaluation of finite difference and finite
element techniques for analysis of general shells.
p0282 A73-28256
Linear aerodynamic model incorporating torsional
oscillations about two dimensional airfoil
midchord for stall flutter description
p0284 A73-28814
Statistical turbulence model of meteorological and
topographical aircraft flight conditions for low
altitude critical air turbulence /LO-LOCAT/
environment
p028« A73-28831
A nev approach to the problem of predicting the
performance of centrifugal compressors.
P0286 673-29012
Hnltipath propagation in aircraft digital
communication vith ground terminal, modeling
received signal for detection and estimation
theories applications
P0296 A73-29902
Bodellinq and identification theory - A flight
control application.
P0299 A73-30777
Bathematical model for shimmy auto-oscillations of
aircraft landing gear nose vheel with pneumatic
tire under velocity changes
P0339 A73-310*U
A model and calculation procedure for predicting
parachute inflation.
[AIAA PAPER 73-U53] p03U1 A73-31U39
Generalized mathematical model for gas turbine
dynamic behavior simulation based on one
dimensional flow theory with functional
integration for rotor speed time derivative
P0316 A73-31629
Bathematical model of elastic flight body behavior
in continuous medium based on combination
solutions to aerodynamics, automatic control and
elasticity theory problems
p03«8 A73-32063
Dynamic analysis procedure to locate vibration
sources vithout simulated.service tests, mapping
structural surfaces at all freguencies via
transfer function or mechanical impedance analysis
P0366 A73-33C98
Boyal Aircraft Establishment Aerodynamics Flight
Division flight simulators for V/STOL and
helicopters, emphasizing handling, aircraft
mathematical models and cockpit simulation
P0370 A73-33211
Nevkirk effect - Thermally induced dynamic
instability of high-speed rotors.
fASHE PAPER 73-GT-26] p0373 A73-33»99
Air Force Increase Reliability of Operational
Systems computer program and mathematical models
for economic logistic resource allocations and
cost effective system modification
P0377 A73-33627
Investigation of reactionless mode stability
characteristics of a stiff inplane hingeless
rotor system.
[AHS PREPBINT 734] P0139 A73-35070
A dynamics approach to helicopter transmission
noise reduction and improved reliability.
TABS PREPRINT 772] p04U1 A73-35090
Computer analysis of the influence of solid state
distribution on aircraft power generation.
POM7 A73-35250
Fundamentals of aerodynamic sound theory and flov
duct acoustics.
P01U8 A73-35331
Aircraft wake vortex transport model.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-679] p045« A73-36230
Hodeling problems in air traffic control systems.
pO")56 A73-36127
Airport simulation program describing passenger
flow and scheduling considerations, including
automobile parking, baggage handling, rapid
transit, arrival and departure peaks and
passenger decisions
PC158 A73-368U1
Computer models for air traffic control system
simulation.
pCWSS A73-368U3
Turbine engine control system design based on
linearized and nonlinear mathematical models
accounting for thermodynamic performance
pOt60 A73-36995
ACLS CC-115 model simulation, test analysis and
correlation.
P0506 A73-37693
An approach to the synthesis of separate surface
automatic flight control systems.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-8311] p0527 A73-38777
A 'type one1 servo explicit model following
adaptive scheme.
tAIAA PAPER 73-862) P0528 A73-38800
Vibration tests with rotors as a rotor
identification problem
P0566 A73-10395
A-339
MATHEMATICAL STATISTICS SDEJECT IHDEX
Transient response simulation model for stability
analysis of flexible hiqh speed rotor-bearinq
system dynamics, examining nonlinear effects
rASHE PAPER 73-DET-102] p0579 A73-U2079
Runway configuration improvement proqraominq model.
[ASCE PREPRINT 2031] ' p0583 A73-42864.
Ose of simulation in airport planning and desiqn.
fASCE PREPRINT 20381 p0583 A73-42865
GASP simulation of terminal air traffic system.
fASCE PREPRINT 2059] p0583 A73-42868
Gane theory mathematical model for optimal control
of qlide modes in conflict situation
P0621 A73-43263
Desiqn of multivariable adaptive model follovinq
control systems.
P0621 473-13288
Classification of methods for solving the direct
problem of axisymmetric flow calculation in
turboenqines
P0624 473-13736
Piecewise-one-dimensional models of supersonic
combustion and pseudoshock in a channel
P0628 A73-44702
Supersonic let noise generated by larqe scale
disturbances.
fAIAA PAPER 73-992] p0628 A73-44827
Computer model for determininq economic impact of
aircraft retrofit on airlines
fFAA-EQ-72-l»-VOL-1 ] p0687 N73-11988
Aerodynamic analytical model for reducing
supersonic let exhaust noise
rAD-747774] . P0076 N73-12752
Mathematical model of unsteady pressure
distribution on harmonically oscillating slender
cruciform wing and cylindrical body confiqurations
fDLR-FB-71-87] p0123 N73-14990
Mathematical models for predicting flow fields
within and external to thrust reverser deployed
in flight including forces and moments induced
on aircraft by flow fields
fAD-751525] pC167 N73-16784
Mathematical models for gas surface interactions
and calculating aerodynamic coefficients for
simple geometric shapes and hiqh Mach number
flow past thin airfoils
rAD-752245] p0178 N73-17278
Computer models for application to automatic
inspection, diagnostic, and prognostic system
for maintenance of military aircraft - Appendix C
fAD-7528861 p0207 N73-18066
Development of mathematical models for C-130
aircraft to predict general trends and probable
values for stability derivatives and mode
parameters over flight envelope
rAD-753388] p0208 N73-18076
Mathematical model of transition flight and
application to Do-31 aircraft
fB8VG-FB»T-72-301 p0218 N73-19025
Method for prediction of turbulent boundary layer
flow in vaneless radial diffuser and
experimental validation
p0225 N73-19809
Mathematical model for prediction of axial
compressor performance including effect of
annulus wall boundary layers
PC225 N73-19812
Simple mathematical models of mechanical systems
for ground support equipment, airborne launcher,
vibration isolation desiqn
riD-7515371 p0257 N73-20283
Comparisons between analog and numerical methods
for studying response of an aircraft
fPOBL-97] p0267 N73-21007
Stochastic network to model materials handlinq
operations at air carqo terminals
fAD-7576291 pC326 S73-23356
Activity network to model carqo flow through air
carqo terminal
fAD-757628J PC326 N73-23357
Real forecast verification data for testing Hatter
terminal weather forecast models
fAD-757489] pC329 N73-23679
Mathematical models of aircraft Bass and performance
p0385 N73-24047
Vortex-lattice method used in model to represent
•Jet exhausting from flat plate into crossflowinq
stream
fAD-7625021 P0552 N73-29191
Analytical synthesis method for feedback control
of nonlinear mnltivariable systems - ' '
tAD-762797] p0599 N73-30571'
Extended automatic avionics interference
prediction model
tECAC-PH-73-002] p0611 N73-31086
Finite element model of jointed concrete pavement
on nonlinear viscous snbqrade dynamic
interaction of aircraft-pavement systems
tAD-764243] p0613 N73-31213
Mathematical model for real time simulation of
tilt rotor aircraft to evaluate aircraft
performance and handling qualities
fNASA-CR-11U601] p0639 N73-31947
airborne computer role in digital flight control
systems, noting systems model. Ban machine
interface, and integration
P0669 N73-32982
MATHEMATICAL STATISTICS
D STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
MATRICES (MATHEMATICS)
NT EIGENVALUES
NT STIFFNESS MATRIX
Helicopter enqineerinq applications of
antiresonance theory,, showing eigenvalue nature
and matrix iteration determination of
antiresonances
[AHS PREPRINT 736] p0439 A73-35072
Digital computer simulation program for North
Atlantic hybrid naviqation systems
confiqurations, using covariance matrix error
analysis for planned increase of commercial air
traffic capacity
P0561 A73-40028
Hatrix method for computing radar scattering cross
sections of airplanes
fAD-750486] P0133 N73-15217
Development of mathematical matrix technique for
calculatinq inviscid, rotational, compressible
axisymmetric flow field throuqh axial flow
compressor
[ME/A-73-1] p0314 N73-22723
MATRIX ALGEBRA
D MATRICES (MATHEMATICS)
MATBII ANALYSIS
D MATRICES (MATHEMATICS)
MATRIX METHODS
Some problems in the substantiation and
application of discrete large-element desiqn
schemes for complex zero-moment shells
P0660 A73-11716
Aeroelastic structural weiqht optimization under
strenqth and flutter constraints, usinq finite
element and displacement methods to describe
equations of motion in matrix form
fAIAA PAPER 73-389] p0232 A73-25518
A comparison of structural test results with
predictions of finite element analysis.
fSAE PAPER 730340] p0430 A73-34691
Some results of fuselage calculations on a digital
computer by the finite-element method
P0566 A73-40387
Russian book - Matrix methods of calculating the
strenqth of low-aspect-ratio wings.
P0568 A73-40799
Specific problems of the dynamics of composite
systems
P0574 A73-41603
Structural influence coefficient matrix for
computer simulation of aerodynamic aircraft
stability
[NASA-CR-112230] P0301 N73-21898
Aerodynamic influence coefficient matrix for
nonplanar wing-body-tail configurations
fNASA-CH-112231] P0301 N73-21899
FORTRAN matrix abstraction program for structural
analysis of aerospace structures. Vol. 2 -
Digital computer prpgram description
CAD-764360] P0612 N73-3115S
FOETBAN matrix abstraction program for structural
analysis of aerospace structures. Vol. 5 -
Engineering user and technical report
fAD-763812] P0612 N73-31159
FORTRAN matrix abstraction program for structural
analysis of aerospace structures. Vol. 6 -
Digital computer program Phase 1 description
[AD-764366J P0612 N73-31160
MATBII STRESS CALCULATION
0 MATRIX METHODS
A-310-
SUBJECT IHDEX BECHABICAL DRIVES
BiTOBE VEGETATION
0 VE6EIAIION
B4IIBDB LIKELIHOOD BSTIBATES
Identification of YT-2B stability and control
• derivatives via the maximum likelihood method.
p0518 473-38043
A comparative evaluation of the application of
several aircraft parameter identification
methods to fliqht data - vith enphasis on the
development of rational evaluation criteria.
P0518 473-380411
application of maximum likelihood criterion and
optimal input desiqn for analyzing fliqht test
data to obtain aircraft stability and control
derivatives
fSASA-CR-2200] P0275 H73-21071
altitude-aided algorithm for determining aircraft
position from radar tracking
fAD-756655] p0307 N73-22097
Maximum likelihood testing algorithm for
estimating monopulse radar signal amplitude in
air traffic control
rAD-756844] P0308 H73-22105
B4IIBDB PRINCIPLE
Optimal horizontal guidance law for aircraft in
the terminal area.
pQ047 A73-13518
HCDOHBELL AIECEAFT
NT DC 10 4IFCE4FT
NT F-4 AIECBAFT
NT F-101 AIBCB4FT
BCDOHHEH DOOGL4S AIRCRAFT
Technical basis for the STOL characteristics of
the BcDonnell Douglas/OSAF 1C-15 prototype
airplane.
[SAB PAFEB 730366] p0132 A73-34711
Management and control of military flight test
programs at McDonnell Douglas St. Louis, Missouri.
P0626 A73-44059
BCDONNELL BIIIT4RI 4IBCB4FT
D BILIT4BY AIBCR4FT
BE4SDBE AHD IHTEGBATION
FT INTEGR4L C4LCDLDS
NT BOSEBIC4L INTEGB4TIOB
NT BEIGHTIBG FUNCTIONS
BBASOBING APPABiTDS
0 BE4SORING INSTROBEBTS
BE4SOBIHG INSTROBEBTS
NT 4CCELEBOBETEBS
NT 4LTIMETEBS
MT APPROACH INDICATORS
NT 4TOBIC CLOCKS
NT 4TTITODE INDIC4TOBS
NT CLOCKS
NT DENSITOBETEHS
NT DISTANCE BEASDBING EQDIPBENT
NT DOSIMETERS
NT DIBABOBETERS
BT ELECTHOSTATIC PROBES
BT ENGINE ANALYZERS
BT EBGIBE BONITOBING INSTROBENTS
NT FLABE PBOBES
NT FLIGHT LOAD BECOBDEBS
BT FLIGHT BECOBDEBS
NT FLOBBETERS
NT GEIGEB COONTEBS
NT GIBOCOBPASSES
ST HOT-WISE ANEBOBETEBS
NT HYGHOBETEBS
BT INDIC4TING INSTBOBEBTS
NT INFBABED DETECTOBS
BT INFBARED INSTRDBEBTS
BT IBFHABED SCABNEBS
NT LASEB 4LTIBETEBS
NT LASER DOPPLEH VELOCIBETEBS
BT HETEOBOLOGICAL INSTBOBEBTS
BT BICHELSON IBTEBFEHOBETERS
NT BICROWAVE RADIOHETERS
NT BEOTHON COONTEBS
»T NOISE BBJEHS
NT OCOLOBETERS
NT OBEGA NAVIGATION SYSTEB
NT OPTICAL BEASOBIBG INSTRUMENTS
NT OPTICAL SCANBEBS
NT PLAN POSITIOB INDICATORS
NT POSITION IBDIC4TOBS
NT PYBANOBETEBS
BT PYROHELIOHETEBS
BT BADI4TIOB DETECTORS
HI RADIATION PYROBETERS
NT RADIO ALTIHETERS
HI R4DIO DIRECTION FINDEBS
NT RADIOGOBIOHBTERS
HI RADIOBETERS
BT BABGE FINDERS
BT SiTELLITE-BORNE IBSTBDBENTS
NT SEISBOGRAPHS
HI SPECTBOBETEBS
BT SPEED INDICATORS
NT STBAIN GAGES
BT TACHOBETERS
HT TEBPEBATORB BEASOHING INSTEOBEKTS
BT TEBPEBATORE PROBES
BT THEBBOCOOPLE PYBOHETEBS
HI THERBOBETERS
BT TIBISG DEVICES
BT TRANSBISSOBETERS
BT VARIOBETEBS
BT yiBBATION BETEBS
Construction of fuel and oil quantity sensors for
high-performance aircraft.
P0289 A73-29204
International Aerospace Instrumentation Symposium,
19th, Las Vegas, Nev., Hay 21-23, 1973,
Proceedings.
P0425 473-31601
Early operational experience with the L-1011
On-Board Height and Balance System.
[SABS PAPEB 986] p0517 A73-37890
Russian book - Aerohydrodynamic methods for
measuring input parameters of automatic systems:
Fluidic measuring elements.
P0572 A73-11288
Comparison of results obtained with various
sensors used to measure fluctuating guantities
in -(ets.
fAIAi PAPEB 73-1043) p0631 A73-44867
Introduction of the viscous force sensing
fluctuating probe technique, jiith measurement in
the nixing zone of a circular" let.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-10U4] p0631 473-44868
Cross flexure sting designed for measuring dynamic
stability of slender bodies of revolution with
delta tfings in supersonic wind tunnel tests
[FFA-AO-637] P0672 N73-10278
Procedure for determining noise levels in fliqht
test measuring systems
P0673 N73-10456
Failure analysis of Geiger counters used in
nucleonic oil gauging system of USAF aircraft
[AD-746267] P0674 N73-10485
Portable sampling and measurement system for
determining gaseous emission species in
afterburn of turbojet engine at ground level
fAD-747773] P0076 N73-12866
Three-axis, adjustable loading structure for
testing soundness of aircraft skin by applying
pressure
CNAS4-CASE-FRC-10051-1] p0598 N73-30416
BBCHANICAL DEVICES
Design, development, and evaluation of flexible
drive shaft coupling used for propulsion of
HH-2D helicopter
fAD-746502] p0674 N73-10519
Desiqn, development, and evaluation of flywheel
powered hoist for personnel rescue missions
conducted by helicopters
CAD-751217] . p0163 N73-16029
Design, fabrication, and evaluation of mechanical
devices for supporting external stores on
military helicopters
rAD-755532] P0311 N73-22U36
Development of mechanical eguipnent reliability
prediction techniques
fAD-765367] p06«8 N73-32390
HBCHAHICAL DBIVES
NT HELICOPTEB PROPELLER DBIVE
NT PBOPELLER DHIVE
Geared fan engine systems - Their advantages and
potential reliability.
T A I A A PAPER 72-1173] p0046 A73-13469
Twin-engined Anglo-French Lynx helicopter main
rotor head, blade and drive train with conformal
qearing, discussing desiqn and material features
P0237 A73-25790
Reliability analysis of helicopter mechanical
transmission components and reduction gearboxes
p02<»1 473-26596
4-341
BBCHANICAL IBFEDAHCE SUBJECT IHDEX
Helicopter power transfer systems analysis in
terns of weight reduction and reliability
improvement
f&HS PBEPBIBT 773] p04«1 A73-35091
Helicopter turboshaft engine vibration reduction
through enqine-airfraiie interface compatibility
design and torsional stability of drive trains
with automatic fuel control
fAHS PBEPBINT 774) p0441 473-35092
Helicopter transmission research.
P0577 A73-41750
Synchronized operation of a positive-displacement
gear pump and a vane pump within the lubricant
oil delivery system of a ^let engine
P0624 A73-43742
Foreign process for developing spiral bevel gear
for CH-47 helicopter
rAD-747857J p0074 N73-12522
Advanced technology hoist-drive system applicable
to helicopter cargo hoists with capacities
ranging from 12.5 to 50 tons
rAD-7066291 P0083 N73-13067
Effect of dynamic absorbers and damping on noise
generated by CH-47 helicopter rotor transmission
UD-752579] P0175 H73-17031
Reliability and operational safety of mechanical
helicopter transnission boxes
P0267 N73-21012
Analysis of parameters and elastohydrodynanic
principles affecting lubrication of transmission
components with application to helicopter
mechanical drive systems
fNASA-TM-X-6821S1 p0274 H73-21069
Cost effectiveness analysis of helicopter
transmission components to determine effect of
extended overhaul life up to 6,000 hours
fAD-7581651 P0322 N73-23007
Development of turbine engine accessory drive
technigues to establish potential systems for
lightweight low profile package
fAD-761527] p0543 N73-28741
Failure analysis of synchronizing drive shaft
adapter on CH-47A helicopter for improved
reliability and cost reduction
fAD-7631861 P0593 N73-30041
BECHAHICAL IMPEDAJCE
Dynamic analysis procedure to locate vibration
sources without simulated service tests, mapping
structural surfaces at all frequencies via
transfer function or mechanical impedance analysis
P0366 A73-33098
Application of multipoint excitation for
helicopter structural dynamic testing using
impedance technigues - Vol. 1
fAD-7563891 p0335 N73-23921
Dynamic structural analysis of helicopter
structures using single point excitation
technigues - Vol. 2
fAD-756390] p0336 S73-23922
BECBANICAL BBASUBEBEHT
NT DISPLACEMEHT BEASDBEHEHT
NT DRAG HBASOREHEHT
NT FLOS MEASUREMENT
NT FRICTION BEASUBEHENT
BT PRESSURE HEASOREHENTS
NT STRESS HEASUREMENT
NT THROST MEASUREMENT
ST VELOCITY MEASUREMENT
NT VIBRATION BEASUBEBENT
NT HIND MEASUREMENT
Balancing equipment for let engine components,
compressors, and turbine - Botatinq type for
measuring unbalance in one or more than one
transverse planes.
rSAE ARF 587A1 p0364 A73-33013
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
NT AEROELASTICITY
NT COMPBESSIVE STRENGTH
NT CREEP PROPERTIES
NT CREEP ROPTURE STRENGTH
NT ELASTIC PROPERTIES
NT ELASTOPLASTICITY
NT FATIGUE LIFE
NT FIBER STRENGTH
NT FRACTURE STRENGTH
NT BODULUS OF ELASTICITY
NT SHELL STABILITY
NT STIFFNESS
NT STRESS CYCLES
NT STRESS RELAXATION
NT STBUCTDBAL STABILITY
NT TENSILE PBOPEBTIES
NT THEBBAL BESISTANCE
NT THEBBOELASTICITY
Discontinuous or short fiber reinforced composites
properties, manufacturing procedures and
aircraft structural applications
p0656 A73-11240
PBD 49 high modulus organic fibre as aluminium
replacement.
P0657 A73-11510
Physicomechanical properties of a structural
cold-hardened fiberglass-reinforced plastic
P0660 A73-11719
Composite materials technology for aircraft and
spacecraft structures, discussing various
fiber-matrix combinations mechanical properties
and production volume/price relations
P0091 A73-16759
Aircraft radons design mechanical, electrical and
aerodynamic requirements, taking into account
lightning hazards, electrostatic surface charges
and plastic components deformations
p0107 A73-17997
Adhesive metal/glass laminate bonding, discussing
materials, tests and interlaminar strength effects
P0194 A73-24092
Fabrication and physical, mechanical and
electrical properties of inorganic composite
material for aircraft radomes
P0230 A73-25288
Fiber composite materials properties,
technological assessment and future development
and application for aerospace flight structures,
considering uannfactnrinq cost, tailorability
and stiffness requirements
P0291 A73-29316
High strength low density Hyfil carbon fiber
prepreg sheet properties and production for
aircraft applications
p0379 A73-33986
The residual strength characteristics of stiffened
panels containing fatigue cracks.
P0435 A73-34888
Emerging aerospace materials and fabrication
techniques.
pOl|50 A73-35841
The effects of crystallographic texture on the
mechanical and fracture properties of
Ti-3Al-2.5V hydraulic tubing.
CSiE SP-378] p0515 A73-37871
Besponse of glass-fiber-reinforced epoxy specimens
to high rates of tensile loading.
P0622 A73-43385
Dynamic testing and structural modeling of
aircraft tire properties
CNASA-CB-2219] p020« N73-18042
Technique for determining mechanical properties of
full-size aircraft tires from tests conducted
with small-scale model tires
[NASA-CE-2220] p0267 N73-21006
Analysis of fatigue performance of titanium alloys
and steels to identify variations based on shape
parameter for reliability engineering of airfraies
tAD-758219] p0322 N73-23008
Chemical and mechanical properties of aircraft gas
turbine engine components
P0328 N73-23600
Performance of fibrous reinforced concrete overlay
test slabs as runways at Tampa International
Airport, Florida
CFAA-BD-772-119] p0328 N73-23634
Outdoor weathering influence on polyester and
epoxy glasscloth reinforced laminate flexural
strength and surface appearance
CFOK-H-1627] P0599 N73-305K6
HECHANICAL RESONANCE
U BESONANT VIBRATION
BEBTIHGS
0 CONFEBENCES
BEISSHEB EHECT
0 SUPEBCONDDCTIVITY
BELTIBG
NT VACODH BELTING
BBBBRAHE ANALOGY
U BEBBBABE STBOCTUBES
0 STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
1-342
SUBJECT ISDEI BET1L SATBIX COMPOSITES
HEHBEAHE STBOCTOBES
NT SKIN (STBOCTOBAL HEHBEB)
Effect of oat-of-planeness of membrane
quadrilateral finite elements.
P0284 173-28818
HBHBB1HB TBEOEI
D HEHBBANE STEOCTDBES
0 STBOCTOBAL ANALYSIS
BEHBEAHES
NT HEBBRANE-STBDCTOBES
NT SKIS (STBOCTDBAL HEBBEB)
Saitabilitv deteraination of redesigned X»18
membrane as expedient surfacing for
waterproofing and dastproofinq hastily prepared
airfields for operations of C-130 aircraft
C1D-761089] p0486 H73-27190
HEBOBI STOBAGE OBITS
0 COKPOTEB STOBAGE DEVICES
BENTAL PEBFOBH1NCB
Analysis of self-destructive tendencies created by
psvcholoqical stress and relationship to
aircraft accidents
CFAA-AH-73-5] P0479 N73-27016
HEBTA1 STRESS
D STSESS {PSYCHOLOGY)
HEECDEE AIBCBAFT
Test on fuselaqe models at reduced sizes.
P0449 173-35443
Engine inqestion prevention on low vinq aircraft,
particularly Hercury aircraft, by ^et blast
fFO-1149] P0129 K73-15049
BEBIDIOIAL FLOg
High-pressure axial fan for air-cushion vehicles
P0660 A73-11713
A method of complex desiqn of the meridional form
of the air flow path of a onltistaqe axial-flow
compressor
P0567 173-40477
BEEOBOBPHIC FDNCTIOHS
HT BATIONAL FUNCTIONS
BESOBETEOEOLOGY
Desiqn for development of network in Moscow and
vicinity for mesometeoroloqical observations
P0616 N73-31573
BESOHS
NT HOOKS
BESOSPHEEE
A model for studying the effects of injecting
contaminants into the stratosphere and tnesosphere.
Filll PAPEE 73-539] P0377 173-33569
HETAL ALLOYS
0 ALLOYS
BETAL BONDING
NT HETAL-BETAL BONDING
A study of environmental deqradation of adhesive
bonded titanium structures in Army helicopters.
P0041 &73-13039
Selection process for a structural adhesive system
for application of the L-1011 aircraft.
P0041 A73-13050
Assembling by welding and bonding - Introductory
report on assemblies
P0109 173-18692
Adhesive metal/glass laminate bonding, discussing
materials, tests and interlaminar strength effects
p0194 A73-24092
Reldbonding/rivetbonding - Application testing of
thin gauge aircraft components.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-805] pOSOO 173-37464
Besistance diffusion bonding boron/aluminum
composite to titanium.
P0517 173-38004
BBTAL COATINGS
NT 4LOMINOP! COATINGS
Protecting metals in corrosive high-temperature
environments.
pC190 A73-23296
Thermal conductivity of Hired-composition
plasma-sprayed coatings.
p0190 173-23464
Cadmium eobrittlenent of high strength, low alloy
steels at elevated temperatures.
P0578 173-41968
BIT1L COHBOSTION
Spectroscopic studies of supersonic heterogeneous
flows with a combustible condensed phase
P0568 173-40702
BBT1L COBEOSION
0 COBBOSION
BETAL FATIGOE
Investigation of fatigue life and residual
strength of wing panel for reliability purposes.
p0043 A73-13233
Cumulative fatigue damage tests of Al alloy,
evaluating Biner cycle/stress ratio
P0047 A73-13571
Reliability analysis methods for metallic
structures.
P0057 173-14710
The additivity of cumulative damage in the test or
use environment.
P0058 A73-14716
Techniques for smooth specimen simulation of the
fatigue behavior of notched members.
P0058 A73-14862
Hethod of analysis and prediction for variable
amplitude fatigue crack growth.
P0108 A73-18482
Varying-temperature test installation for the
interior desiqn of the Concorde
P0229 A73-25103
Phenomenoloqical approach to low-cycle fatigue
fracture of a typical aircraft full scale
component static test.
tAIAA PAPEB 73-321] PC235 A73-2555<!
Aerospace component failure due to corrosion
fatigue in aluminum winq attachment spar,
helicopter rotor blade, landing gear cylinder
and engine bearings
P0237 473-25803
Aircraft structures aluminum alloys fatigue crack
growth rate relationship to cracking mode,
stress ratio, cyclic frequency and corrosive
environment severity
P0237 A73-25826
Stress corrosion cracking and "corrosion fatigue
for hydraulic aluminum pressure cylinders used
for landing gear, stabilizers and aircraft systems
P0237 A73-25827
Fretting fatigue in titanium helicopter components.
P0237 A73-25837
Certain fatigue phenomena in aeronautical
structures with stiffened shells
p0247 A73-27394
Exfoliation corrosion of aluminum alloys.
PC347 A73-31737
Significance of intergranular corrosion in
high-strength aluminum alloy products.
P0347 &73-31740
The residual strength characteristics of stiffened
panels containing fatigue cracks.
P0435 A73-34888
On the influence of sinqle and multiple peak
overloads on fatigue crack propaqation in
7075-T6511 aluminum.
P0435 173-31889
Improvement of the corrosion-fatigue strength of
aluminum alloys by exposure of the medium to a
magnetic field
P0622 173-43466
Fracture analysis of surface- and through-cracked
sheets and plates.
P0624 A73-43813
Analysis of fatigue performance of titanium alloys
and steels to identify variations based on shape
parameter for reliability engineering of airframes
fAB-758219] p0322 N73-23008
HETAL FOBGING
0 FOBGING
HET1L FOBBIHG
0 HETAL WORKING
BETAL JOINTS
NT WELDED JOINTS
Joint strength, adhesive ductility of adhesively
bonded joints of epoxy resins bonded to aluminum
and titanium alloys
fDLB-FB-73-22] p0328 N73-23636
H2TAL HAIBIX COBPOSITES
Betallic materials developments in aircraft
construction and gas turbine engine
applications, discussing superalloys, refractory
metals, composites and directionally solidified
alloys
P0058 173-14741
Composite 11- and Ni-base alloys strengthened by B
and S/Bo fibers respectively for reduced weight
wing spars and high temperature applications
P0109 173-18638
1-343
BETAL OXIDE SEHICOHDOCTOBS SUBJECT IRDEZ
Design and maoafactare of structure components
Bade of fiber-reinforced materials
P0231 A73-25417
Precipitation and dispersion hardened alloys,
fiber reinforced metal matrix coiposites,
carbon-carbon composites, and dispersed system,
eutectics application in aerospace industry
P0296 A73-30067
Resistance diffusion bondinq boron/aluminum
composite to titanium.
P0517 A73-38004
Fabrication and nondestructive tests of beryllium
reinforced metal matrix composites
UD-75076H1 p0135 H73-15583
Analysis of properties of fiber reinforced
materials with plastic and metallic matrix
composition and application to qas turbine engines
P0488 N73-27476
Application of composite materials to reinforce
metallic structures for Ion cost improvement in
structural stability of airframes
PCU89 N73-27485
Development of fiber reinforced composite
naterials for application to air breathinq
engines, aeronautical vehicles, and spacecraft
components
P0490 1173-27491
BETAL OIIDE SEHICOHDOCTOBS
Custom LSI technology utilization in lov volume
avionic systems, discussing handcrafted chip
design, full wafer, array logic and BOS cell
approaches and costs
P0445 A73-35227
Hodular DOS LSI digital data bus system design for
integrated avionics and remote sensors
interconnection in aerospace vehicles
PC445 A73-35232
BETAL PABTICLBS
Emission spectroqraphic analysis of used aero
engine oil - A tool of maintenance.
p0189 A73-23242
Investigation of iron content of lubricating oil
using a ferrograph and an emission spectrometer.
p019« A73-24165
Spectroscopic, photometric, and electron
microscope analyses of metal wear particles in
JT3D turbolet engine oil
f DLB-FB-73-06] p0278 N73-21417
BETAL PLATES
The residual strength characteristics of stiffened
panels containing fatigue cracks.
P0t35 A73-34888
Application of strain compatibility equations to
evaluate thermal stresses in unidirectional
graphite composites bonded to aluminum structures
fNASA-CB-112162] P0679 N73-11014
Fatigue crack propagation of aluminum metal sheets
under flight simulation loads corresponding to
gust spectrum
rNLR-MP-72010-U] p0087 N73-13926
Analysis of response and fatigue characteristics'
of light alloy integrally machined planks with
emphasis on acoustic fatigue properties
P0556 N73-29912
BETAL SOBFACES
Compatibility of protective coatings for niobium
alloy gas turbine blades
UD-7U8837) P0085 N73-13575
Laser scattering from curved aluminum and titanium
aircraft surfaces in clear atmosphere
P0176 N73-17159
Experimental determination of erosion rebound
characteristics of high speed particles
impacting stationary target for application to
gas turbine engines operating in dusty environment
fAD-760578J pO«91 N73-27711
BETAL BHISKBR BEIHFOBCEBEHT
U WHISKER COMPOSITES
BETAL WORKING
NT FORGING
Powder metallurgy for high-performance
applications; Proceedings of the Eighteenth
Sagamore Army Materials Research Conference,
Baguette Lake, N.I., August 31-September 3, 1971.
P0653 A73-10276
Fabrication of high-strength aluminum products
from povder.
p0653 A73-10281
BECAL-BEIAL BOSDIBG
Epoxy adhesive bondinq of Concorde light alloy
sandwich structure elevens, discussing surface
treatment, polymerization and ultrasonic testing
P0282 A73-28468
Dse of honeycomb and bonded structures in light
aircraft.
fSAE PAPEB 730307] p0428 A73-34667
HETALLIZIHG
Gas turbine engine turbine blades service life
increase by Cr and 41 vacuum diffusion
metallization, presenting full scale endurance
test results
p0198;'A73-24965
Diffusion metallizing and service life of ,gas
turbine engine blades
fNASA-TT-F-13911) p0686 N73-11801
HETALLOIDS
NT BORON
BETALS
NT ALDMINUH
NT ALUBINDB COATINGS
NT BERYLLIDH
NT CADBIOB
NT COBALT 6C
NT IRON
NT HETAL COATINGS
NT HETAL BATBIX COMPOSITES
ST HONFE8ROUS HETALS
NT PLATINUB
NT HEFBACTOBI HETALS
NT TITANIUM
NT TUNGSTEN
METEORITE COBPBESSION TESTS
U MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
BETEOBOLOGICAL CHARTS
Tabular and graphical data for moderate and heavy
snow for Lorinq AFB, Maine
fAD-756881) p0313 N73-22605
Technical evaluation of weather clutter
feasibility model to provide air traffic
controllers with weather display of air traffic
and contour depiction of weather detected by radar
tFAA-HA-73-<l81 p0551 N73-2909U
BETEOBOLOGICAL FLIGHT
An airborne instrument system for atmospheric
boundary-layer research.
p065<l A73-10198
Intensive probing of a clear air convective field
by radar and instrumental drone aircraft.
p0193 A73-23989
Skyhook balloon flight operations
[AD-7616571 p0538 N73-27913
BETEOBOLOGICAL INSTRUMENTS
An airborne instrument system for atmospheric
boundary-layer research.
P0654 &73-1019B
Digital readout wind measurement and indicator
system for data acquisition, processing and
display in airports for ircraft wind
information service
P0340 A73-31318
Airports automated meteorological instrumentation,
describing cloud base height telemeter and
transmissometer for runway visibility measurement
P0359 A73-32563
Observation, measurement, and automatic
calculation of runway visibilities
fNLL-H-20785-(5828.4F)] p0164 H73-16597
Observation and measurement of visibility at ground
P0164 N73-16598
Automatic calculation of runway visual range on
airdromes
P0165 N73-16599
Effectiveness of infrared radiometer and diqital
recording equipment as clear air turbulence
warning system
fAD-757501] p0329 B73-23677
BETEOBOLOGICAL PARAMETERS
Meteorological effects on SST operations during
various flight phases, considering ATC and
communications aspects
P0654 A73-10348
Beteorological parameters conducive to ice
formation on aircraft, analyzing data statistics
on atmospheric moisture content, temperature and
drop size
fDGLR PAPEB 72-109] p0658 A73-11660
A-344
SUBJECT IHDEX BICBOELBCTBORICS
Atmospheric attenuation of noise measured in a '•
range of climatic conditions.
rilif'Pi.PEB 73-2H2]- ' p0099 A73-16966
Acoustic;'sounding of meteoroloqical phenonena in
the planetary boundary layer.
1
 p0109 473-18710
feather condition caused aircraft accident
avoidance, considering meteoroloqical factors of
air temperature, humidity, cloud formation, fog, '
haze, precipitation and visibility deterioration
'„ '
v
 ' ,
 :
 P0283 A73-2855t
Statistical turbulence model of meteorological and
topographical aircraft flight conditions for lov
altitude critical air turbulence /LO-LOCAT/
environment ' • • ' , •
' ' . p028« 173-28831
Development of methods of forecasting
meteorological conditions for aviation
P0451 A73-35912
The sensitivity of optimal flight paths to
variations in aircraft and atmospheric parameters.'
P0518 A73-38G51
Method for computing effects of meteorological
conditions on sound in vicinity of subsonic
aircraft
rsC-DC-72-1007] P0070 N73-1204»
Analysis of limitations on helicopter'approach and
landing daring conditions of low visibility
rAD-747732] • p0075 N73-12686
Statistical evaluation of meteorological ice
formation parameters: free moisture content,
drop diameters, and temperature, obtained from
Transall C-160 flights
fHBB-OH-11-72-0] " ' P0161 H73-16016
Measurement of noise levels produced by Boeing 737
aircraft and correlation with local
meteoroloqical parameters' including wind force
and direction, temperature, and atmospheric
pressure '
fFAA-RD-72-115] p0166 N73-16651
Computer'programs for ceiling and visibility
forecasting using air terminal weather data
fF4A-RD-73-13] pO«08 1173-25677
Development, characteristics, and operation of
test facility for determining effectiveness of
runway lighting*systems under various
atnospheric conditions '•
rFAA-BD-71-91] P0551 N73-291U1
Statistical analysis of meteorological parameters
during fog at OS airports
rFAA-RD-72-39] pC553 N73-29673
Analysis of meteorological parameters affecting
safety of civil aviation and instructions for
increased flight safety • • ~ •
( tIASA-TT-F-15069] P0591 N73-30028
Meteorological and weather effects on aircraft
landings and flights along air lanes and
stratospheric wind effects o'n supersonic
transports
rJPRS-60114] ' p067<t N73-33522
METEOROLOGICAL BADAB
Airborne radar set for weather surveillance,
independent landing monitoring, ground
visualization and collision avoidance
P0662 A73-1185H
A note on the use of airborne 30-millimetre radar
at long ranges.
P0062 673-15699
Intensive probing of a clear air convective field
by radar and instrumental drone aircraft.
P0193 473-23989
Heteorological radar and the IILH landing aid
P0293 A73-29731
Light aircraft-borne low cost phased array X band
radar and display design reguirements for
weather detection and ground mapping
P0351 A73-32II51
Turbo and jet powered general aviation
aircraft-borne veathervision «enorf radar systea
with digital processing technigue -to1 eliminate
direct view storage tube ' • '
tSAE PAPER 730316] pO«28 A73-3467U
HBTEOBOLOGICAL SATELLITES
Meteorological satellites in the service of
aeronautics
p0359 'A73-32562
Very short range local area weather forecasting
using measurements from geosynchronous
meteorological satellites.
P0503 A73-37500
HETEOBOLOGICAL SEBVICBS
Bole of commercial aircraft in global monitoring
systems.
P0283 A73-28199
Ground communications networks for aeronautical
operations.
p029l| A73-29885
Digital readout wind measurement and indicator
system for data acguisition, processing and
display in airports for aircraft wind
information service
P03I40 A73-31318
VOLHET transmission automation with the aid of the
'CECLAH1 system using a speech synthetizer
£ : p0350 A73-32U29
Meteorological satellites in the service of
aeronautics
P0359 A73-32562
An automatic system for broadcasting weather data
to international civil aviation
P0136 A73-3U962
Survey of clear air turbulence detection methods.
P0513 A73-37822
Research and development projects of Federal
Aviation Administration to provide improved
weather data acguisition and distribution
fFAA-ED-15-1] p0260 H73-20662
HETEOBOLOGICAL STATIOHS
H SEATHEB STATIOHS
BETEOBOLOGT
NT MESOHETEOBOLOGY
NT HICROMETEOROLOGt
NT NOBEBICAL iEATHEB FOBECASTIKG
NT STATISTICAL »EATBEB FOBECASTING
NT SYNOPTIC METEOROLOGY
NT TROPICAL HETEOEOLOGY
NT HEATHER FOBECASTING
Bussian book - Analysis of meteorological
conditions for aviation.
P0125 A73-31I539
HETEBS
D HEASDBING INSTBOHEBTS
HETHACEYLATE BESINS
U ACBYLIC BESINS
HETBAHE
Pollutants from methane fueled gas turbine
combustion.
fASHE P4PEB 72-WA/GT-3] P0063 A73-15867
Preliminary appraisal of hydrogen and methane fuel
and fuel tank configuration in Hach 2.7
supersonic transport
[NASA-TH-X-68222] p031« N73-22711
BETHOD OF CHAEACTEBISTICS
Evaluation of the method of characteristics
applied to a pressure transient analysis of the
B.A.C./S.N.I.A*S. Concorde refuelling system.
P0665 A73-1261I5
A contribution to the theoretical and experimental
examination of the flow through plane supersonic
deceleration cascades and supersonic compressor
rotors.
tASHE PAPEF 73-GT-17] p0373 A73-33I49H
Linearized characteristics method for supersonic
flow past vibrating shells.
P0566 A73-KOK26
Hethod of characteristics solution of flow field
on lee side of flat plate delta wing with
supersonic leading edges
CAD-753389] p0211 N73-18319
HETBIC SISTER
0 INTERNATIONAL SISTEH OF ONITS
HETBOPOLITAB ABBAS
0 CITIES
HICHELSON INTBBFBBOHETEBS
Hichelson shearing interferometer with
piezoelectric scanner for atmospheric optical
mean transfer function measurements from
airborne platform, using laser or white light
sources
P0290 A73-29332
HICBOCIBCDITS
D HICBOELECTBONICS
HICBOELECTBORICS
NT LARGE SCALE INTEGRATION
Air traffic control technology progress review and
future forecast, noting microelectronics and
automation need in civil avionics
p035« A73-32U79
A-3U5
HICBOHBTEOBOLOGT SUBJECT IBDEX
BICBOHETEOBOLOGT
Vertical wind shear measurements at Helsinki
Airport - Apr. 1967 throuqh Bar. 1968
fTR-31 P0179 B73-17676
BICHOBINIATUBIZATION
KT LARGE SCALE INTEGBATION
BICBOOEGANISBS
BT BACTEBIA
BICBOPHONBS
A new device for measuring local acoustic pover
output of subsonic lets.
fAIAA PAPER 73-10U2] P0631 A73-44866
Error sources in pressure measurements on
turbulent supersonic flovs by nonstationary
microphone
H73-19629
BICBOPBOGRAHBING
Bicroproqrammed digital filters for strapdown
guidance application.
P0245 A73-27168
BICBOSCOPES
NT ELECTBON HICBOSCOPES
BICBOSTBOCTOBE
\ Resistance diffusion bonding boron/aluminum
composite to titanium.
P0517 A73-38001
BICBOBA7E AHTEHHAS
1IT SLOT ANTENNAS
The disc antenna - A possible L-band aircraft
antenna.
pP2»7 A73-27655
Bicrowave Landing System with air-derived sample
data and scanning narrow beam antennas for
signal-in-space generation, discussing design
reguirements and performance test
P0563 A73-40016
Radar microwave link antenna pattern measurements
fFAA-RD-73-118] pC611 H73-31087
HICBOBAVE ATTENUATION
A note on the use of airborne 30-millimetre radar
at locg ranges.
P0062 A73-15699
HICBOBAVE EQDIPBEHT
NT CATHODE BAT TUBES
NT BICROHAVE ANTENNAS
NT BICROHAVE FILTERS
NT HICBOWAVE OSCILLATOBS
NT BICROWAVE BADIOBETEBS
NT MICROWAVE TUBES
NT SLOT ANTENNAS
Microwave landing system /BLS/ with Doppler
scanning technigue for aircraft guidance
precision improvement over standard VHF/OHF ILS,
detailing five-year development plan
P0191 A73-23652.
Microwave Landing System under U.S. national
development plan for replacing ILS, discussing
system requirements and design, precision DBE
and flare-out guidance
P029K A73-29884
Ferrite component for waveguide commutator used as
microwave switching element and modulator,
noting application in navigation instruments and
avionics
P0339 A73-30995
French civil aviation inexpensive C band landing
system with ILS angular coding and simplified
onboard equipment for STOL and Alpine airports
PC353 A73-32467
Bicrovave guidance system for aircraft landing,
discussing civil and military requirements,
position measurement capability, shadowing in
propagation, and ground reflection induced
signal fading
P0353 A73-32468
Pulse coded scanning beam microwave landing system
technology assessment for civil aviation
application, describing ground equipment and
procedures
PC353 A73-32469
Bultiple path induced position errors in microwave
landing systems, considering beating beam and
Doppler systems based on time and freguency
division multiplexing respectively
P0353 A73-32471
Freguency hopping principle for precision L band
DBE as complementary aid to microwave landing
system
PC355 A73-32490
The Eultipath challenge for the microwave landing
system.
P0357 A73-32503
H. A.D. G. E. - Bicrovave Aircraft Digital Guidance
Equipment: Description of the systea
P0357 A73-32504
Hixed CTOL-QTOL traffic effects on air traffic
controller tasks, microwave landing and radio
navigation systems, airport operation and ground
equipment
[HBB-OH-05-73] pO«22 A73-34487
Flight-path control device for generating
curvilinear flight path profiles using microwave
landing systems
fDGLB PAPEB 73-016] pOi(23 A73-34U92
Aircraft microwave landing system development,
including conventional system history and
shortcomings, program objectives and
implementation schedule for ATC
pO»26 A73-34611
Techniques for digital-microwave hybrid real-time
radar simulation.
P0417 A73-35305
C band microwave landing system for increased
guidance signal accuracy and reliability in
azimuth, elevation and range relative to
touchdown point
.". p0503 A73-37494
Hodular building block microwave landing system
for automatic flight in CAT, discussing ICAO and
NIAG missions
P0503 A73-37495
United States Bicrowave Landing System development
program.
PCS13 A73-37815
Nonlinear trajectory following in'the terminal
area - Guidance, control and flight mechanics
concepts using the nicrowave landing system.
fAIAA PAPER 73-903] . p0529 A73-38837
Bicrowave Landing System with air-derived sample
data and scanning narrow bean antennas for
signal-in-space generation, discussing design
reguirements and performance test
P0563 A73-40016
Ground based microwave landing system for aircraft
navigation, guidance and control in terminal
area, discussing system requirements for flight
safety
P0563 A73-40047
Bicrowave landing system elevation data or
altimeter information for flare-out guidance,
considering airport, aircraft autopilot and
ground equipment and cost factors
P0563 A73-40050
Evolution of blind landing systems
P0585 A73-43032
Design and development of microwave landing system
for operation of civil and military aircraft in
conventional and v/STOL configurations
[AD-7l(9505] . P0120 N73-14702
Analysis of position determination accuracy
obtainable with microwave landing guidance system
[NASA-TN-D-7116] p0137 N73-15681
Analysis of Hicrowave Landing System performance
to determine signal formats and to reduce
effects of ••mnltipath transmission
[AG-5011-B-1 ] p0165 N73-16628
Analysis of electromagnetic compatibility of
microwave landing guidance system and candidate
interim systems
[ECAC-PR-72-069] . p0278 S73-21551
Development and characteristics of- microwave
landing system with emphasis on functional
design reguirements for airborne equipment
P0331 N73-23705
Development of Doppler microwave landing system
and techniques for eliminating effects of
multipath transmissions
P0332 N73-23706
Analysis of control and display device testing for
microwave landing system - Vol. 1
IAD-758791] pOIIO H73-25713
Developaent of control and display testing
requirements for evaluation of microwave landing
system - vol. 2
[AD-7S8792] P0410 N73-2571K
Application of microwave landing system to provide
operational flexibility and improved capacity in
terminal area
i-346
SUBJECT IHDEI HIlITiBT AIBCBAFT
fFAA-BD-73-1431 p0480 H73-27019
BICBOVA7B FILTEES
Potential applications of acoustic Batched filters
to air-traffic control systems.
p0247 A73-27572
HICROiAVE FEEQOEHCIES
HT C BAND
Diversity techniques for airborne coBnanications
in presence of ground reflection multipath
[AD-752249] p0176 1173-17178
HICBOiAVB IBAGBmi
Microwave holography application to landinq
vithoot visibility
p0356 A73-32497
BTCBORAVB OSCI1LATOBS
Compatible ILS involving.pilot signal from
microwave oscillator and precision ILS involving
linear antenna array of emitter elements
P0422 A73-34484
BICBOIATE iBADIOHEIBBS
Description of Breguet 1150 to be ased as European
earth resources survey aircraft noting sensor
payload
p0598 N73-30353
HICEOIAVE SCATTEBIH6 • •
Seduction of ILS errors caused by building
reflections.
p0236 A73-25784
Tall buildings induced microwave scattering •
coefficient measurement with helicopter-borne
bistatic pulse radar, explaining coefficient
dependence on azimuth, elevation and range
P0529 A73-39127
BICBORAVB TBANSHISSIOH
Hicrowave guidance system for aircraft landing,
discussing civil and military requirements,
position measurement capability, shadowing in
propagation, and ground reflection induced '
signal fading
pC353 A73-32468
Diversity and selection effects for improving
microwave relay link performance
[AD-7566051 p0484 B73-27141
BICBOIAVE IDBES
HT CATHODE EAT TUBES
HT BICROHAVE OSCILLATORS
Microwave transmitter tabes for surface-based and
airborne radar applications, considering ATC,
output power, stability, spectrum, size, weight,
reliability, maintainability and cost reguirements
P0283 A73-28532
BIDAIB COLLISIOHS
Manoeuvre in response to collision warning from
airborne devices.
p0654 A73-10349
Aircraft in-flight visibility /conspicuity/ during
daytime, discussing exterior-paints, tapes and
high intensity lighting effectiveness for midair
collision avoidance
p0360 A73-32661
Digital synchronization of synchronous collision
prevention systems in aviation
pO«21 A73-34480
Optimal aircraft collision avoidance.
P0518 A73-38050
Systems for collision avoidance - An overview.
PC524 A73-38467
SECABT - A solution to the problem of midair
collisions.
P0524 A73-38469
Hidair collision avoidance strategies for ATC
improvement, discussing relative effectiveness
of structural airspace, airborne and
ground-based systems based on OS statistics
P0562 A73-40030
OSA government and industry efforts on aircraft
midair collision avoidance systems technology
advancement, comparing cost effectiveness
between airborne and ground based options
CASME PAPER 73-ICT-49] P0622 A73-43495
Development of statistical-probabilistic method.of
collision probability calculation and
application to arbitrary flight paths and
vehicle shapes
[AD-744722;) P0672 1173-10046
Investigation of midair collision between
commercial DC 9 aircraft and Marine Corps F-4B
aircraft at Dnarte, California on 6 June 1971
[NTSB-AAE-72-26] ,. p0069 N73-12037
Differential game theory for optimal collision
avoidance between two aircraft moving in
horizontal plane
fHASA-CH-129988] p0119 1173-14701
Analysis of aeromedical factors leading to midair
collisions and recommended actions to avoid
collisions
[AD-758189] p0322 H73-23005
Performance tests of air traffic control system to
determine effectiveness in prevention of midair
collisions
P0332 1173-23713
Aircraft accident involving midair collision of
Convair 3*0 and DHC-6 near Appleton, Wisconsin
on 29 June 1972
fKTSB-AAR-73-9] p0465 1173-26016
Performance of pilots under simulated conditions
to determine response to anti-collision warnings
fFAA-AB-73-6] . p0479 N73-27015
Development and characteristics of electronic
signalling system and data processing equipment
for warning systems to avoid midair collisions
between aircraft
rKASA-CASE-LAE-10717-1] . p0600 N73-3C641
Statistical analysis of Civil Aviation midair
collisions occurring during period January 1964
to December 1971
fHTB-6334] P06C7 1173-30946
HILITABT AIB FACILITIES
Visual investigation of runway and taxivay
pavements at Campbell Army Airfield, Fort
Campbell, Kentucky
fAD-743462] pC672 N73-1C291
Visual inspection of runway conditions at Fort
Polk Army Airfield, Louisiana
[AD-743858] pC672 H73-10292
Visual inspection of runway conditions at Butts
Army Airfield, Fort Carson, Colorado
t.AD-743859} p0673 N73-10293
Visual inspection of runway pavement conditions at
Forney Army Airfield, Fort Leonard Wood, Missouri
fAD-743856] p0673 N73-10294
Visual inspection of runway conditions at Bedstone
Army Airfield, Runtsville, Ala.
C4D-743857] p0673 N73-10295
Visual survey of runway and taxiway conditions at
Davison Army Airfield, Fort Belvoir, Virginia
fAD-7434631 P0673 H73-10296
Structural evaluation of:cellular plastic as base
course material for military expedient pavement
to withstand limited number of aircraft coverages
fAD-7470481 pC683 N73-11244
Automatic controlled pressure system for onshore
fueling of navy aircraft
[AD-7482111 P0088 N73-13997
Evaluation of a luminum 1 by 12 ft extruded
light-duty landing mat with symmetrical
butt-type end connectors
. [AD-752079] P0177 K73-17233
Seduction in auxiliary extinguishing agents and
systems for aircraft ground fire suppression at
military airports
fAD-753069] P0210 1173-18256
Emplacement and maintenance of dust control
materials for military aircraft and helicopter
landinq facilities
rAD-7561791 p0326 N73-23359
Air traffic control facilities operated by 0.S.
military forces and developments in improved air
traffic control systems
PC330 N73-2369C
Catalogue indexes to local weather forecasts
fAD-760091] p0474 N73-26648
Guidelines for evaluation and maintenance of
expedient-surfaced airfield facilities
fAD-762126] p054C 1173-28137
Installation of XM19 airfield landinq mat and
ancillary items
[AD-762137 1 PC552 N73-29148
Preliminary analysis of possible factors
associated with asphaltic concrete airfield
pavement defects
[AD-762404] p0552 N73-2915C
Short-range terminal weather forecasting
techniques in AtfS
fAD-762938] p0553 1173-29699
BILIT1EI AIBCBiFT
Airframe structural testing and safety design for
military aircraft, discussing static, dynamic
A-347
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and fatigue tests and environmental effects
P0059 473-14865
Forward scatter chaff system for air-ground long
haul communications.
P0061 A73-15393
TF34 and F101 turbofan engines for Navy S-3A ASH
aircraft and OSAF B-1 strategic boaber,
respectively, discussing design features,
manufacturing technigues and testing procedures
rsAE PAPER 720811] P0092 473-16655
Prototype development for Army personnel and
equipment airborne mobility, considering various
aircraft conceptual designs feasibility relative
to logistics requirements
fS4E PAPER 720816] p0092 A73-16658
Digital Avionics Information System /DAIS/
development for military supersonic all-weather
precision weapon delivery system, emphasizing
modular design for different aircraft types
P0101 A73-17572
The DSAF aircraft structural integrity program
/ASIP/.
fAlAA PAPER 73-18] P0103 A73-17611
1972 report to the aerospace profession;
Proceedings of the Sixteenth Symposium, Beverly
Hills, Calif., September 28-30, 1972.
P0183 A73-22176
Aerial targets for weapon systems performance
testing, discussing converted aircraft,
pilotless drones and towed targets
P0188 173-23120
Auqmentor wing design and performance tests for
multimission XFV-12 V/STOL prototype aircraft
P0249 473-27731
Two approaches to aircraft development - The OS4
and Europe.
P0282 473-28177
Hydrolytic reversion of elastomeric potting
compounds.
P0290 473-29274
Mew inhibited elastomeric finish system designed
by corrosion engineers to solve acute corrosion
problems on military aircraft.
ftlACE PAPER 118] P0290 A73-29318
Multi-Bole Combat Aircraft Program management,
discussing international cooperation, industrial
arrangements and governmental objectives
P0292 473-29384
Naval air weaponry logistics support, discussing
criteria for management effectiveness evaluation
P0292 473-29573
ESCAPAC IE stabilized election seat for Savy S-3A
and Air Force 4-94 aircraft, describing
propulsion, stabilization, separation and
lateral divergence subsystems
P0361 A73-32669
The simulator industry and its contribution to
military training reguirements.
p0370 A73-33208
TACAN based SETAC and L band DUE based DLS
approach and landing systems for military
aircraft, discussing time division multiplexing
and antenna array
fDGLR PAPER 73-019] pOU23 A73-34493
The Air Force/Boeing advanced medium STOL
transport prototype.
fSAE PAPER 730365] p0432 A73-34710
Technical basis for the ST01 characteristics of
the McDonnell Douglas/USAF YC-15 prototype
airplane.
rsAE PAPER 730366] p0432 A73-3471T
Applications and concepts for the incorporation of
composites in large military transport aircraft.
P043U A73-34816
Military aircraft onboard Digital Avionics
Information System for computerized integration
of navigation, guidance, weapon delivery,
cockpit display, communication, flight control
and energy management
P0443 A73-35202
The C-401, a STOL transport for many applications
P0450 473-35666
USJF aircraft structural integrity requirements,
discussing safety and durability concepts for
desiqning, evaluating and substantiating future
systems
P0453 A73-36169
Civil and military aircraft
PC457 A73-36689
Military aircraft structure computerized design
optimization procedures based on local optimum
and stiffness reguireoents . • •
P0498.A73-37407
Air cushion landing systems application to
tactical airlift aircraft for personnel;'and
eguipment delivery to dispersed sites under
diverse climatic, terrain and combat conditions
P0504 473-37678
The Navy SETOLS program and its potential
applications to Navy aircraft.
P0504 473-37680
Drone launch and recovery reliability requirements
for target, reconnaissance, air-to-air combat,
high altitude endurance and defense suppression
missions
p0504 473-37681
4CLS trade study for application to STOL tactical
aircraft.
P0505 473-37683
Air cushion landing system applications and
operational considerations.
p0505 473-37684
The aircraft modification phase of the joint
0.S./Canadian ACLS program. . •
P0505 A73-37689
Air cushion landing system /ACLS/ design and drone
flight tests for low cost unmanned military
aircraft recovery, comparing with mid air
retrieval system /BABS/
P0507 A73-37699
The potential influence of the ACLS on the
development of logistical cargo aircraft.
P0507 A73-37701
The utility of data link to military aircraft
communication - An operational view.
P0527 A73-38760
OS Department of Defense aircraft system
effectiveness tests survey questionnaire
response data from component, subsystem and
system suppliers
P0572 A73-41204
Electromagnetic interference in military transport
aircraft, discussing BF terminal voltage and
current, radiated field, fuselage attenuation
and power supply impedance measurements
P0575 A73-41693
The capabilities of army test facilities.
P0626 A73-44064
Effectiveness of DOD guidelines in determining
time of aircraft engine replaceoents
[AD-745396] p0676 N73-10749
Development of usage rate system to determine
logistics reguirements for military aircraft
support :
fAD-746482] p0681 N73-11034
Statistical analysis of normal acceleration,
airspeed, altitude, and flight loads on military
aircraft
•fAD-747285] p0681 N73-11035
Design, development, and evaluation of aircrew
restraint system for forward-facing, nonelection
seat for military aircraft
fAD-746631] p0682 N73-11038
Development of airframe integrity investigation
procedures to determine structural deficiencies
and modifications reguired to airframes for
increased service life
TAD-746881] P0070 N73-12049
Performance characteristics of self lubricating
sintered sulfur-iron material used for bushings
in naval aircraft
CAD-748175] p0074 N73-12603
Development of optical data communication systems
with fiber optics for military avionics
fAD-747946] P0076 N73-12748
Development of equations and mathematical models
for decision making concerning military
logistics, aircraft, spare parts, and support
equipment
tAD-747972] p0077 N73-12997
Development of flight path optimization procedure
to minimize flight time of aircraft returning to
aircraft carrier
[AD-749326] p0086 N73-13653
Forecasts of military air traffic activity and
effect on air traffic control facilities for
1972 through 1983
, . p0112 N73-14014
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Proceedings of conference on fluid dynamics of
aircraft stalling to include stall and
post-stall aerodynamic characteristics of
various military aircraft
rAGAHD-CP-1021 P0123 H73-H998
Aerodynamic design, engineering development, and
flight testing of naval aircraft for operation
at high angles of attack
p0126 H73-15020
Application of infrared technology for measuring
infrared radiation emitted by military aircraft
CAD-709798] p0130 H73-15058
Effects of various external stores
characteristics, spanvise positions, and Bach
number on static longitudinal stability of
several military aircraft
TAD-750120] p0131 H73-15063
Portable instrumentation kit feasibility study
fAD-751188] . P0164 N73-16514
Correlation between full scale fatigue test
failures and actual service failures for several
military aircraft
P0168 H73-16901
Fatigue life prediction of military aircraft under
three different load spectra
P0168 H73-16903
Relation between measured C.G. vertical
accelerations and loads at T-tail of military
aircraft
P0169 H73-1690*
pesiqn criteria for satisfactory stability and
control of military aircraft
p0171 1173-16996
performance of auxiliary power systems for
advanced Army rotary wing aircraft
fAD-75185<M p0176 H73-17046
formulation of automatic inspection, diagnostic,
and prognostic system for maintenance of army
aircraft - Vol. 1
FAD-752882) p0206 H73-18062
Design and tradeoff studies applied to automatic
inspection, diagnostic, and prognostic
maintenance system for military aircraft - yol. 2
fAD-7528831 p0207 H73-18063
Technical proposal and development plan for
automatic inspection, diagnostic, and prognostic
maintenance system for military aircraft - Vol. 3
rAD-7528841 p0207 N73-18064
general specification for automatic inspection,
diagnostic, and prognostic maintenance system
for military aircraft - Vol. *
rAD-752885] p0207 H73-18065
Computer models for application to automatic
inspection, diagnostic, and prognostic system
for maintenance of military aircraft - Appendix C
fAD-752886] p0207 H73-18066
Computer output data for automatic inspection,
diagnostic, and prognostic system for
maintenance of military aircraft - Appendix D
fAD-7528871 P0207 873-18067
Maintenance data tabulations for automatic
inspection, diagnostic, and prognostic systems
for military aircraft maintenance - Appendix E
fAD-752888] p0207 B73-18068
Cost effectiveness of automatic inspection,
diagnostic, and prognostic maintenance system
for military aircraft - Appendix F
fAD-752889] P0207 H73-18069
Analysis of air pollution caused by exhaust from
military aircraft engines and development of
technology for pollutant measurement to meet EPA
standards
UD-7530951 p0214 H73-18975
Application of loran/inertial hybrid system and
Kalman filter algorithm to fixed feedback gain
P0261 H73-20701
Development of navigation system design factors
through computerized simulation for application
to loran/inertial hybrid system
fAD-7545U81 p0262 N73-20731
Atmospheric density extremes up to 15,000 feet for
design of military aircraft
[AD-755791] ' p0277 H73-21382
Silicone base nonflammable hydraulic fluid to aid
wear resistance in military aircraft
[AD-758361] P0328 H73-23562
Development and characteristics of air traffic
aanageoent system for operation of military
aircraft under instrument meteorological
conditions
P0331 N73-23704
Development and characteristics of forward area
homing and landing guidance for military
aircraft operations
P0332 N73-23708
Tactical integrated electronic systems for Swedish
military aircraft
P0335 H73-23889
Feasibility study of applying air lubricated
bearings to gas turbine engines for military
aircraft
tAD-757869] p0392 N73-21537
Statistical analysis of counting accelerometer
data obtained on Navy and Marine fleet aircraft
from 1 Jan. 1962 to 1 Jan. 1972
fAD-760321] PC468 N73-26041
Hydrolytic stability of polyurethane potting
compounds in Davy aircraft
fAD-759972] P0474 H73-26604
Simultaneous eguation production functions for
decisions pertaining to sea-based tactical air
resources
P0474 N73-26612
Proceedings of conference on military applications
of V/STOL aircraft to include current and
proposed research projects to meet military
reguirements
rAGABD-CP-126-VOL-1l p0478 N73-27000
Eeview of V/STOL aircraft research and development
programs to increase effectiveness of aircraft
and develop mission improvements
POU78 1173-27001
Design concept, operational performance, and
military employment of AV-8A Harrier aircraft
P0478 1173-27005
Design, development, and flight characteristics of
VAK 191 B V/STOl strike/reconnaissance aircraft
P0478 N73-27006
Design, development, and reguirements for short
takeoff transport aircraft for nilitary ,
applications using civil aircraft production
procedures
P0179 N73-27011
Development of digital computing system for
synthesis and optimization of military flight
vehicle preliminary designs
[AD-760568] p0183 N73-27045
Analysis of military aircraft refueling and
rearming operations in forward areas to show
organization, doctrine, and eguipment - Vol. 1
CAD-760524] P3483 H73-27046
Analysis of military aircraft refueling and
rearming operations in forward areas to show
organization and eguipment reguired - Vol. 2
[AD-7605251 p0484 N73-27047
Development of method for determining cost
functions involving aircraft rework and engine
repair programs at military installation
[AD-761475] pOSIO N73-28135
Computer simulation of aircraft motions and
propulsion system dynamics for YP-12 aircraft
under supersonic conditions
fKASA-TB-1-62245] p0549 N73-28990
Analysis of voice command systems for application
to military aircraft operation to show
manufacturers, specifications, and research
projects
tAD-762922] p0550 N73-28998
Ground vibration tests of IF-12 aircraft to
determine freguency response data, measured node
lines, and elastic mode shapes for aircraft
components
f SASA-TH-1-2880 J p0559 »73-299<l<l
Application of reinforced fiberglass thermoplastic
materials for construction of military aircraft
structures
[AD-763470] P0593 N73-3004H
Effect of inflated air cushion landing gear on
subsonic static stability of high performance
aircraft operating out of ground 'effect
tAD-763365] p0590 1173-30048
Pilot knee election clearances for Canadian
military aircraft
fDCIEH-936] p0638 N73-31938
HILITAEI AVIATIOB
Productivity estimates of the strategic airlift
system by the use of simulation.
P0192 A73-23774
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Military ATC systems and equipaent in 0. S.
National Aviation System, discussing operations,
orqanizational and facility interfaces,
communications, navigation, and surveillance
radar requirements
PC294 A73-29889
Automated system of mixed /civil and military/
control
P0351 A73-32444
New constraints of military aviation
P0457 A73-36684
Discourse on comparisons between commercial and
oilitary aircraft logistics.
P0531 A73-39274
MILITARY HELICOPTERS
NT CH-3 HELICOPTER
NT CH-46 HELICOPTER
NT CH-47 HELICOPTER
NT H-53 HELICOPTER
NT H-56 HELICOPTER
NT HH-II3 HELICOPTER
NT OH-6 HELICOPTER
NT OH-13 HELICOPTER
NT S-61 HELICOPTER
NT S-67 HELICOPTER
NT OH-1 HELICOPTER
NT DH-2 HELICOPTER
Fiberglass reinforced composite material
application to light weight ballistic damage
tolerant military helicopter flight control
components previously vulnerable to small arms
fire
p0058 A73-14722
Military helicopter avionics for communication,
surveillance, navigation, landing approach,
flight control, power management, ASS and
weapons aiming
P0109 S73-18509
A flight research program to define VTOL visual
simulator requirements.
P0370 A73-33210
Experimental autostabilized tethered rotor
platform for reconnaissance, communications and
ECU, discussing control system effectiveness
from flight test results
P0378 A73-33736
Future technology and economy of the VTOL
aircraft; International Helicopter Forum, 10th,
Bueckeburg, West Germany, June 5-7, 1973,
Proceedings
P0417 A73-34251
Progress in the development of a practically
applicable VTOL aircraft with low disk loading
P0417 A73-30254
Military VTOL combat and commercial efficiency
considerations, including convertaplane
substitution, Bach number effects and reverse
flow on blades, rotor design and speed limitations
P0417 A73-34256
The application of system analysis techniques for
the solution of complex helicopter crew station
design problems.
TABS PREPRINT 7231 p0438 A73-35064
D.s. Army helicopter vibration data for OH-6A,
OH-58A, DH-1H and CH-54B models obtained from
triaxial accelerometer locations, presenting
spectral and statistical analyses
TAHS PREPRINT 763] p0440 A73-35086
Community noise impact study from military
helicopter operations.
P0584 A73-42947
Development of in-flight fire detection and
automatic suppression system for use on military
helicopters
rAD-746630] P0681 N73-11037
Development of forward area refueling equipment
for servicing military helicopters
fAD-746249] P0683 N73-11245
Design criteria for load suspension points,
slings, and lifting equipment used on military
helicopters
fAD-747814] P0073 N73-12508
Analysis of military helicopter formation flight
technigues with emphasis on station keeping
based on nominal point coordinate system
fAD-751459] p0162 N73-16021
Development of automatic inspection diagnostic and
prognostic systems for maintenance of military
helicopters - Vol. 1
[AD-752893] p0206 N73-18060•
Development of automatic inspection diagnostic and
prognostic systems for maintenance of military
helicopters - Vol. 2
CAD-752894] p0206 H73-18061
Improvements in military helicopter flight test
technigues to provide data for safety,
maintainability, and reliability
P0267 N73-21013
Development and characteristics of dual cargo hook
system for use on military transport helicopters
p0268 B73-21022
Analysis of military helicopter control and
stability characteristics to determine
suitability as rocket launching platform
rAD-756436] p0306 N73-21944
Analysis of H-58 helicopter maintenance to
determine removal rate of aircraft equipment and
develop failure analysis statistics
[AD-7564061 p0306 N73-21945
Computerized simulation of containership loading
and unloading of heavy lift helicopters for
military logistic applications
[AD-756865] p03C6 N73-21946
Evaluation of performance of H-1 helicopter, CB-5U
helicopter, and OH-6 helicopter under combat
conditions
fAD-755554] p0306 N73-21949
Design, fabrication, and evaluation of mechanical
devices for supporting external stores on
military helicopters
UD-755532] P0311 N73-22436
Controlled magnetic and electric excitation of
airframe of LOH-6A helicopter and measurement of
impedance, radiation patterns, and bandwidths
[AD-757143] p0320 N73-22992
Low temperature tests of elastomeric bearing
rotors on OH-58 helicopter
[AD-759957] p0473 N73-26490
Development of analytic models for describing
differential models of attack helicopters
supporting a battalion task force - Vol. 1
CAD-762432] p0545*N73-28956
Numerical analysis of military helicopters and air
defense weapons to define operations in support
of battalion task force combat - Vol. 2
[AD-762433] p0545 N73-28957
Analysis of failure modes of tail rotor on OH-58
helicopter for improved reliability and cost
reduction
[AD-763188] p0593 N73-30043
Test data and description of nnsymmetrical crash
analysis computer program for improved
helicopter structural crashworthiness analytical
and design technigues - Vol. 2
fAD-764986] p0644 N73-31986
Systems analysis of avionics and aircraft
equipment for search and rescue helicopters to
determine cost effective improvements - Vol. 7
[AD-764914] p0673 N73-33381
HILIT1EI TECHHOLOGT
Financial problems related to aircraft and ships
development and production for Defense
Department, stressing C-5A, Cheyenne helicopter
and DD-963 class of automated destroyers
pOOSO A73-13897
Air Force weapon system procurement needs,
considering industry technological capabilities,
nonlinear estimation in cruise navigation and
nonlinear systems design, test and implementation
P0061 A73-15252
Army 1500 shp advanced technology engine
development program, discussing in components
design and fabrication, air leakage losses,
environmental testing and maintainability
oriented design
[SAB PAPER 720828] p0091 A73-16627
F100/PM01 augmented turbofan engines - High
thrust-to-weight propulsion systems.
fSAE PAPER 720842] p0092 A73-16657
Suitability of the CL-84 tiltving aircraft for the
sea control ship system.
TSAE PAPEB 720852] p0092 A73-16660
Harrier trial operations onboard Sea Control Ship
/SCS/ D.S.S. Guam as model for future V/STOL
aircraft-aircraft carrier systems
[SAE PAPER 720853] p0092 A73-16661
Military contributions to civil aviation^(AIAA PAPEB 73-67] P0104 473-17635
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Hilitary helicopter avionics for communication,
surveillance, navigation, landing approach,
fliqht control, power management, 1SB and
weapons aining
P0109 A73-18509
Optimisation in construction of the Jaguar and
other military aircraft.
P0152 A73-20947
The BADGE system - Operational results and stretch
potential.
P0357 A73-32505
HIL-STD-810 uniform test methods for detemininq
military equipment environmental resistance,
discussing inadequacies, misapplications and
planned revision for improvement
P0367 A73-33144
Air Force propulsion maintenance concepts.
fSAE PJPEB 730373] p0432 473-34712
BAECON 73; Proceedings of the National Aerospace
Electronics Conference, Dayton, Ohio, Hay 14-16.
1973.
P0443 A73-35201
Environment effects on tape recorder design for
in-flight data collection in military aircraft
P0520 A73-38197
Navy Transit naviqation satellite system,
discussing flight test for feasibility of
military application to TP-3C Antisubmarine
Barfare weapons System aircraft
p0562 473-40040
The role of a military fliqht test enqineer in
test management.
P0626 473-44062
Naval test and evaluation capabilities for
aircraft, emphasizing organizational relationships
p0627 473-44066
Development of equations and mathematical models
for decision making concerning military
logistics, aircraft, spare parts, and support
equipment
(40-747972] p0077 N73-12997
Contributions of military technology, research,
and development to civil aviation programs -
Vol. 1
fSASl-CB-1295721 P0088 S73-13982
Hilitary technology, research, and development
contributions to civil aviation programs - Vol. 2
CNASA-CB-129573] P0088 N73-13983
Hilitary technology, research, and development
contributions to US aviation advances since 1925
- Exec. Summary
rNASA-CB-1295741 p0088 B73-13984
Performance of auxiliary power systems for
advanced Army rotary wing aircraft
fAD-751851] P0176 N73-170K6
Aircrew escape autogyro ejector seat/flight vehicle
P0214 H73-18890
Air Force heating system for fog dispersal
rAD-754900] P0260 N73-20675
Air Heather Service fog dispersal and weather
modification program
[AD-755659J p0278 H73-21533
Computerized simulation of containership loading
and unloading of heavy lift helicopters for
military logistic applications
[40-756865] p0306 N73-21946
Evaluation of performance of H-1 helicopter, CH-54
helicopter, and OH-6 helicopter under combat
conditions
[AD-755554] P0306 H73-21949
Analysis of air space control problems associated
with military operations and developuent of
doctrine for improved command and control
[AD-761034] p0490 N73-27573
Development of analytic models for describing
differential models of attack helicopters
supporting a battalion task force - Vol. 1
rAD-762432] P0545 073-28956
Numerical analysis of military helicopters and air
defense weapons to define operations in support
of battalion task force combat - Vol. 2
UD-762433] pOSUS H73-28957
Field maintenance and operational experience with
various selected models of ?-4 aircraft
fAD-762747] . P0550 H73-28995
Computer simulated loading of Army Brigade and
equipment into several medium short takeoff
transport aircraft configurations
{AD-762916J P0550 N73-29002
' Reliability of OSAF fire protection systems
inclndinq portable equipment
[40-762948] p0604 N73-30925
Advances in technoloqy and armament in USSR
[AD-763323] p0660 N73-32917
Utilization of decision and value theory concepts
by helicopter pilots to plan attacks
p0674 N73-33565
HILITABT VEHICLES
Cold weather tests on military equipment
[AD-761105] N73-27881
HILLIH6 (HACHIHIBG)
Tangent milling and spline approximation
technignes for wings
[NAL-TN-33] p0392 N73-24524
HIHEBALS
NT GRAPHITE
HISICOHPOTEBS
New structure of on-board microcomputers using
large-scale integrated logic circuits
P0354 473-32478
Airborne flight-test strain gaqe instrumentation
from installation, calibration and data
recording and reduction standpoint, discussing
qround and airborne minicomputer use
P0448 A73-35442
HIHIRIZATIOH
0 OPTIHIZATION
HIBIHDH DRAG
Construction of a minimum-wave-draq profile in
inhomogeneous supersonic flow
P0565 473-40184
Contour of wave drag optimized bodies of
revolution as function of Bach number in
hypersonic flow
CDGLB-P4PE8-72-108] p0078 H73-13003
HISOE CIBCLE TURNING FLIGHT
Performance and stability of hypervelocity
aircraft flying on a minor circle,
p0089 A73-16179
HIRAGE 3 AIBCBAFT
Prediction of sonic boom effect on avalanches to
prepare Mirage 3 flight over lavey yalley
riSL-13/72] p0305 N73-219UO
' Performance of Hiraqe 3 siqma 4 after body
P0315 N73-22946
Fliqht control and flight transition problems of
Dassault Hirage 3 (5) aircraft
pOU78 N73-27002
HISHATCB
D IHPEDANCE HATCHING
HISS DISTANCE
Optimal aircraft collision avoidance.
p0518 A73-38050
Horizontal aircraft maneuver strateqy for maximum
miss distance and minimum course deviation,
examining filterinq techniques, collision
avoidance system and signal error analysis
P0562 473-40032
HISSILE COHPONEBTS
Development of specifications for design of
avionics subsystems to improve reliability
fAD-746029] p0671 N73-10043
Proceedings of conference on application of
superconductivity techniques to auxiliary power
systems for aircraft and missiles
tAGARD-CP-104] p0219 N73-19030
HISSILB COHFIGOBATIOHS
An empirical flowfield analysis technique for
preliminary evaluation of inlet systems
operatinq in a vehicle qenerated flowfield.
P0656 A73-11132
Aircraft-store separation design for angular
momentum increase of external weapon with
internally mounted spinning flywheel
P0526 A73-38652
Application of oscillation theory and mathematical
statistics to problems of aircraft structures
and aerodynamic loads on aircraft and missiles
CNASA-TT-F-753] p0537 N73-27908
HISSILE CONSTHOCTIOI
0 HISSILE STBOCTOBES
HISSILB CONTBOL
Russian book - Radio devices for flight vehicle
control systems.
P0349 A73-32421
Airborne IRP alignment using acceleration and
anqnlar rate matching.
P0518 A73-38048
1-351
BISSILE DEFENSE SISTEBS SUBJECT IBDBX
Effect of internal spinning fly wheel on air
launched nissile stability and resulting launch
disturbance
fAD-749027] P0083 N73-13047
HISSILB DEFEBSE SYSTEHS
0 BISSILE SYSTEMS
HISSILE DETECTION
HI BADAE DETECTION
HISSILB EHGIHE CASES
0 BOCKET ENGINE CASES
HISSILE GUIDANCE
D HISSILE CONTBOL
HISSILE LAONCHEBS
Simple mathematical models of Mechanical systems
for ground support equipment, airborne launcher,
vibration isolation design
tAD-7545371 p0257 873-20283
HISSILB BOLL COBTBOL
0 LATEBAL CONTBOL
0 HISSILE CONTBOL
HISSILE SIBOLiTION (HATH HODELS)
0 RATBEHATICAL HODELS
0 MISSILES
HISSILE SIBDL1TOBS (TRAINING)
0 MISSILES
D TRAINING SIHDLATOBS
BISSILE STABILIZATION
D HISSILE CONTBOL
0 STABILIZATION
HISSILE STAGING
0 HISSILES
HISSILB STBOCTOEES
Test rails possibilities for rain erosion
phenomena study on aircraft or nissile structures
p0230 A73-25296
HISSILE SISTERS
B-52 aircraft-borne short range attack missile
weapon system air conditioner thermal
performance fulfillment Kith Freon refrigerant
and air distribution in heat exchangers '
TAIAA PAPER 73-7231 p0455 A73-36340
HISSILE IINGS
D LOW ASPECT BATIO KINGS
HISSILES
NT AIH TO AIB MISSILES
NT AIB TO SOBFACE MISSILES
NT CBDISE MISSILES
NT TALOS HISSILE
Adaptation of lidar to aircraft and missile
ranqefinding
rSASA-TT-F-14716] pC685 N73-11466
MISSILE! .
0 MISSILES
MISSION PLANNING
Digitally integrated cockpit simulation facility
for display systems and avionics to plan
mission/human program and airborne eguipment
requirements
pO««6 A73-35236
Relationship between mission requirements of
piloted aircraft stability and maneuverability
P0171 N73-16995
Mission analysis of 7TOL passenger transport
aircraft to determine optimum engine cycle for
minimum direct operating cost
rNASA-IB-X-68186] P0227 N73-19826
Mission planning for European earth resources
survey aircraft
rESRO-CS(P)-117) P0327 N73-23484
Mission planning for Pioneer Saturn/Uranus
atmospheric probe missions
rSASA-TH-X-2824) p0603 B73-30800
Airborne research management and shuttle sortie
planning
rNASA-TM-X-62287) p0618 S73-31729
HISSODBI
Visual inspection of runway pavement conditions at
Forney Army Airfield, Fort Leonard Rood, Hissouri
TAD-7U38561 P0673 N73-10294
Detection and identification of major airports in
northeastern Kansas and northwestern Hissouri
rE73-10471l p0277 N73-21308
HIZBD FLOB
D MULTIPHASE FLOW
HIIING
NT SIGNAL MIXING
NT TURBULENT MIXING
HIXING LENGTH FLOB TBBOBY
Calculation methods of three-dimensional boundary
layers with and without rotation of the vails'.
fOHEBA, IP BO. 1135) p0060 A73-r15093
Experiments on the propagation of mixing and
combustion injecting hydrogen transversely into
hot supersonic streams. •
P0583 A73-42785
BIITDBES
NT AEBOSOLS
HT COLLOIDAL PBOPELLABTS
HI DISPEBSIOBS
HT EDTECTIC ALLOYS
NT FOG
HT GAS BIITDBES
HT HETAL MATBII COHPOSITES
HT SOLID SUSPENSIONS
BOBILE LODH6ES
Short haul air travel with Intermodal Automated
Transfer system for integrating ground
transportation to allow passenger to stay in
seat from origin to destination
P0191 A73-23653
MODAL BESFOBSE
Analysis of flight vehicle response to
nonstationary atmospheric turbulence including
wing bending flexibility.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-181] p0097 A73-16921
Parallel-redundant flight control systems,
discussing sensor bias and combined control
computer input effects on controllability and
steady state modal response
P0236 A73-25783
On the guestion of adequate hingeless rotor
modeling in flight dynamics.
[AHS PREPRINT 732] p0439 A73-35068
Forecast of mode variation subsequent to structure
modifications
P0461 A73-37083
BODE OF VIBBATIOB
D VIBBATIOH MODE
BODE SHAPES
0 MODAL BESPONSE
RODELS
NT AIBC8AFT HODELS
NT ANALOG SIMULATION
NT ATHOSPHEBIC RODELS
NT DIGITAL SIMULATION
HT DYNAHIC HODELS
NT EHVIBONHENT RODELS
NT LIGHTHILL GAS HODEL
NT MATHEMATICAL HODELS
NT REFERENCE ATHOSPHEBES
NT SCALE HODELS
NT SEHISPAN HODELS
NT BIND TUNNEL HODELS
MODEMS
Performance analysis and conceptual design of
waveform and modem to provide jamming-resistant
command and control data link for gronnd station
control of drone aircraft
[AD-756933] p0308 N73-22125
Wideband communication command and control modem
[AD-762281] P0540 H73-28042
BODES
HT COUPLED MODES
NT BODES (STANDING RAVES)
NT PROPAGATION BODES
NT VIBBATION RODE
BODES (STANDING HAVES)
Helicopter engineering applications of
antiresonance theory, showing eigenvalue nature
and matrix iteration determination of
antiresonances
TABS PREPRINT 736] p0439 A73-35072
MODIFIERS
0 ADDITIVES
MODULATION
NT FREQUENCY MODULATION
NT PHASE SHIFT KEYING
NT PULSE CODE MODULATION
MODULATORS
Russian book on onboard distance measuring systems
for flight vehicles covering design of cw and
pulsed devices, modulators, error analysis,
noise, logic elements, etc
P0149 A73-20378
Ferrite component for waveguide commutator used as
microwave switching element and modulator,
noting application in navigation instruments and
avionics
A-352
SUBJECT IHDEI HOHOPOLE ANTENNAS
P0339 473-30995
BODOLiTOSS-DESODOLATOBS
HOODIES
NT ELECTRONIC BODULBS
BODD1DS Of EL4STICITI
Extended natural mode method foe calculating
flapvise bending, edgevise bending, and
torsional vibration nodes and frequencies of
helicopter rotor blades
[DLR-FB-71-108] . p0202 N73-18026
HOBAIK AIBCBAFT
D OV-1 AIRCRAFT
BOBB CIBCLES
D FRACTURE BECHANICS
BOISTOBE COHTEHT
HI ATHOSPHEBIC HOISTUBE ' '
Skylab imagery of terrain surface moisture,
vegetation, and forestation in Colorado and Oregon
fE73-11001l - • p0615 N73-31306
BOISTDBE BETEBS
NT HY6BOMETEES
HOLBCOLAB ELECTRONICS
HI LARGE SCALE INTEGRATION
HOLECDLAB PLOW ' •
NT SLIP FLOII • ' '
Analysis of aerodynanic drag on object aoving in
rarefied gas under nearly free molecular flow
conditions
p0660 N73-32923
HOLECOLAB RELAXATION
Vibrational relaxation effects in weak shock waves
in air and the structure of sonic bangs.
P0296 A73-3017«
HOLECOLAB ROTATION
A device for the on-line measurement of nitrogen
rotational temperature in low density flows.
P0578 A73-41995
HOLBCDLAB SPECTRA
NT VIBRATIONAL SPECTRA
HOLIEBE FOBHOLA
D SPATIAL DISTBIBDTION
BOBEST DISTBIBDTION
Closed-form lift and moment for Osborne's unsteady
thin-airfoil theory.
P0566 A73-U04U2
BOBENTS
NT BENDING BOBENTS
NT BOBENTS OF INERTIA
NT PITCHING HOBENTS
NT ROLLING HOBENTS
NT STABILITY DERIVATIVES
NT YAWING HOBEHTS
Fluctuating lift and moment coefficients for
cascaded airfoils in a nonuniform compressible
flow.
P0186 A73-22<132
Dependences between braking and precession moments
acting on spherical rotor in magnetic suspension
i p0598 N73-30422
BOBBNTS OF IHEBTIA
Boments and products measurement of inertia of
aircraft weighing up to 300,000 Ibs
fAD-758398] p0327 N73-235I16
HOMENTDB
NT ANGULAR HOHENTUH
BOHEHTOB PRECESSION
0 PRECESSION
BOBEHTUB TBEOBI
Axial flow tnrbonachines annnlus wall boundary
layer growth calculation methods, deriving
momentaa integral eguations from passage
averaged equations of motion through cascaded
blades
P0057 A73-116115
BOBBNTUB TBASSFEB
Analysis of internally generated sound in
continuous materials. Ill - The momentum
potential field description of fluctuating fluid
action as a basis for a unified theory of
internally generated sound.
p0113 A73-19097
Determination of the impulses and moments imparted
by shock waves to bodies of revolution
P0635 A73-<455<»2
BONITOBS
Honitoring and modeling of airport air pollution.
P0059 A73-11891
Automatic checkout and monitoring in the AN TPQ-27
radar system. '•
PC289 A73-29210
Independent Landing Bonitor for economic Category
3 operation with fail-operational autoland, fog
dissipation or fail-passive autoland plus
visibility aoqaentation
P0357 A73-32H99
ILS capability improvements on localizer and
glide-slope antenna arrays and monitors,
considering effects of reflecting objects on or
near aerodrome and terrain
P0563 A73-KOOK9
Pilot display for monitoring of automatic steep
approach
fDGLB-PAPEB-73-0311 p06U1 N73-3196<l
HONOCOQDE CYLINDERS
U CYLINDRICAL SHELLS
BOROCBYSTALS
0 SINGLE CRYSTALS
HOHOLITBIC CIRCUITS
D INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
HOBOPLANES
NT A-l» AIRCRAFT
NT A-6 AIRCRAFT
NT A-7 AIRCRAFT
NT A-37 AIBCBAFT
NT AN-21 AIPCBAFT
NT B-52 AIBCBAFT
NT B-57 AIBCRAFT
NT B-70 AIRCRAFT
NT BEECHCRAFT 18 AIBCBAFT
NT BOEING 707 AIBCRAFT
NT BOEING 737 AIBCBAFT
NT BBEGUET 911 AIBCBAFT
NT BBEGUET 1150 AIBCBAFT
NT C-2 AIBCRAFT
NT C-130 AIRCRAFT
NT C-131 AIRCRAFT
NT C-135 AIBCBAFT
NT C-111 &IBCBAFT
NT C-160 AIRCRAFT
NT CANBERRA AIBCRAFT
• NT CESSNA 172 AIBCBAFT
NT COMET « AIRCRAFT
NT CONVAIR 88C AIBCBAFT
NT CV-3UO AIRCRAFT
NT CV-990 AIRCRAFT
NT DC 8 AIRCRAFT
NT DHC 5 AIBCBAFT
NT DO-31 AIBCBAFT
NT F-5 AIECBAFT
NT F-8 AIBCRAFT
NT F-27 AIRCRAFT
NT F-28 TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
NT F-86 AIRCRAFT
NT F-100 AIBCRAFT
NT F-102 AIRCRAFT
NT F-104 AIRCRAFT
NT F-105 AIBCBAFT
NT F-106 AIRCRAFT
NT FD 2 AIBCBAFT
NT GA-5 AIBCRAFT
NT H-126 AIBCBAFT
NT BFB-32C AIBCRAFT
NT IL-62 AIBCBAFT
NT JET PBOVOST AIBCRAFT
NT JINDIVIK TARGET AIRCRAFT
NT HIPAGE 3 AIRCRAFT
NT OV-1 AIRCRAFT
NT OV-10 AIRCRAFT
NT P-3 AIRCRAFT
NT P-1127 AIBCRAFT
NT S-2 AIRCRAFT
NT T-33 AIBCRAFT
NT T-38 AIRCRAFT
NT TO-134 AIBCBAFT
NT VISCOONT AIRCRAFT
NT X-1U AIRCRAFT
NT XC-1U2 AIRCRAFT
NT XV-5 AIRCRAFT
SOKO Galeb 3 cantilever low wing trainer-fighter
monoplane with Bristol-Siddeley Viper 23
turbojet engine, describing flight control,
loading gear, fuel system and avionics
P0296 A73-302MO
HONOPOLE ANTENNAS
First order effects of terrain on the radiation
pattern of a non-directional LF beacon.
P0238 A73-2620H
A-353
HOBOPDLSE RADAR SDBJECI IHDEX
Flush mountable elliptically polarized low
silhouette blade antenna for aircraft,
describing polarization and radiation
characteristics
p02»2 A73-27043
Badiation pattern of a Ion-frequency beacon
antenna located on a seal-elliptic terrain
irregularity.
P0508 173-37716
HOSOPOISB BADAE
Siqnal processing in the Air Traffic Control Radar
Beacon System.
p021t 473-27165
The Corail radar - Automatic equipment for runway
surveillance
P0350 A73-32031
Bussian book on design and operational principles
of nonopulse and moving target radar, atomic
tine and frequency measuring devices, radio
navigation and optical processinq
P0567 A73-00510
Development of algorithm for multiple hypothesis
testing with application to amplitude comparison
[nonopulse radar system in air traffic control
operations
[TN-1973-7] p0209 N73-18173
HOPS (PBOPOLSIOB SYSTEMS)
0 HAN OPERATED PROPULSION SYSTEMS
80S (SEHICOSDUCTOBS)
0 METAL OXIDE SEMICONDUCTORS
HOTIOH EQUATIONS
U EQUATIONS OF BOTION
HOTIOH PERCEPTION
U SPACE PERCEPTION
HOTIOH PICTURES
Hoving radiography for photographic recording and
display of transient or cyclic motion,
emphasizing application to aircraft gas turbines
under dynamic conditions
p0150 A73-20»51
Flight simulation visual image innovations,
including closed circuit television, motion
pictures and computer generated imagery with
wide angle presentation and day/night realizations
p0370 A73-33205
HOTIOH STABILITY
NT AERODYNAMIC STABILITY
NT AIRCRAFT STABILITY
NT ATTITUDE STABILITY
NT DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
NT FLAME STABILITY
NT FLOS STABILITY
SI GYROSCOPIC STABILITY
NT HOVERING STABILITY
NT LATERAL STABILITY
NT LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
NT LOW SPEED STABILITY
NT EOTARY STABILITY
Theory of the motion of a rigid model of an
aircraft with a vertical landing-gear strut on a
runway
PC656 A73-10917
Nelson Tyler helicopter camera mount for aerial
reconnaissance photography providing camera
balance and motion stability under combat flight
conditions
p0198 A73-21949
Analytical design of aircraft manual control
systems.
P0156 A73-36601
MOTORS
NT ELECTRIC MOTORS
NT TORQUE MOTORS
MOUNTAINS
Mountain waves and CAT encountered by the XB-70 in
the stratosphere.
P0236 A73-25785
Atmospheric turbulence near tropopause over
mountainous terrain
p067« N73-33525
MOUNTS
0 SUPPORTS
HOYIHG T1BGBT INDICATORS
Operational principles and testing of a digital
radar target extractor
P0503 A73-3758«
Russian book on design and operational principles
of nonopulse and moving target radar, atomic
time and freguency measuring devices, radio
navigation and optical processing
P0567 A73-K0510
Optiial moving target indicator for long range air
traffic control surveillance radars
[AD-750717] p0133 H73-15209
Receiver synthesis for air traffic noving target
indicator with digital signal processing
fAD-751923] p0176 H73-17170
HTI BAD1E
U HOVISG TARGET INDICATORS
HDFPLERS
Design and characteristics :of expansion chamber
mufflers for reducing exhaust noise generated by
helicopters . ".
[NASA-TN-D-7309] p0617 N73-31623
BULTICHABNEL COMMUNICATION '
Multiple access technigue for future
communication, surveillance and navigation
subsystems to meet ATC demands, considering
satellite surveillance radar system
P0295 A73-29893
Hultibeam satellite Effective Isotropic Radiative
Power /EIEP/ for aeronautical communications, '
discussing carrier-to-noise density increase and
communication load per channel decrease
P0296 A73-29900
High altitude remotely piloted vehicle /BPV/ -
platforms for tactical pseudo-satellite
multichannel relay transponder systems
P0580 A73-Q2423
MULTICHANNEL RECEIVERS
U MULTICHANNEL COMMUNICATION
U RECEIVERS
HDLTICH1HHEL TRANSMITTERS
U MULTICHANNEL COMMUNICATION
U TRANSMITTERS
HOLTIENGIHE VEHICLES
Analysis of factors affecting flight of
multi-engine aircraft with one engine inoperative
[NASA-TT-F-731] p0386 K73-2U060
MULTILAYER INSULATION
The design and construction of an anechoic chamber
lined with panels and intended for investigation
of aerodynamic noise
p0570 A73-U0912
MULTILAYER STBDCTDRES
0 LAMINATES
HULTILOOP SYSTEMS
U CASCADE CONTROL
HULTIPATH TRANSMISSION
Ground reflection multipath effects on airborne
communications.
PU061 A73-15U39
Mathematical model for multipath transmission in
aircraft and spacecraft communications,
presenting Bayes detector for binary PSK
p0061 A73-15462
First order effects of terrain on the radiation
pattern of a non-directional LF beacon.
p0238 A73-26204
Aircraft-satellite mnltipath communication
characteristics, considering surface scatter,
ionospheric scintillation and refraction and
trophospheric refraction and scatter
p0295 A73-29891
Effect of multipath on ranging error for an
airplane-satellite link.
p0295 A73-29892
Satellite-aircraft mnltipath and ranging
experiment results at L band.
P0295 A73-29898
Hultipath propagation in aircraft digital
communication with ground terminal, modeling
received signal for detection and estimation
theories applications
P0296 A73-29902
Multiple path induced position errors in microwave
landing systems, considering beating bean and
Doppler systems based on tine and freguency
division multiplexing respectively
P0353 A73-32171
The uultipath challenge for the microwave landing
system.
p0357 A73-32503
The MADGE system - Operational results and stretch
potential.
p0357 A73-32505
Possibilities for improving conventional ILS systems
POI121 A73-34&79
A-354
SOBJECT IIDEZ HiSi PEOGHiBS
Recursive ideal observer detection of known H-ary
signals in multiplicative and additive Gaussian
.noise.
p0523 A73-38385
Hultipath channel characterization for lerosat.
p0526 473-38755
IIS technology assessment, considering landing
.r glide path determination, interference due to
aultipath propagation and ground effects, and
operating frequency range problem
p0571 173-41075
Analysis of Microwave Landing System performance
to determine signal formats and to reduce
effects of nnltipath transmission
fAG-5011-B-1] p0165 N73-16628
Diversity technigaes for airborne communications
in presence of ground reflection aultipath
[AD-752249] ' , p0176 N73-17178
Development of Doppler microwave landing system
and techniques for eliminating effects of
multipath transmissions
P0332 H73-23706
Improvement of instrument landing systems with
respect to multipath propagation effects and
surface reflections
[DGLH-PAPER-73-017]' p0650 N73-32521
MULTIPHASE FIOB
NT TWO PHASE FLOH
Shock nave pattern visualization and static
pressure distribution in supersonic diffnsers
for mixed flo» supersonic compressors, using
closed freon loop test rig
fASBE PiPES 73-FE-35] p0436 A73-35026
Influence of coriolis effect on energy transfer in
mixed flow rotor cascades
[ABC-B/M-3703] P0072 N73-12306
HDLTIPLE DE6EEES OF FEEEDOH
H DEGREES OF FEEEDOH
BOLTIPLBI IBAHSHISSIOH
D BOLTIPLEXING
BOLTIPLEXEES
D MULTIPLEXING
MULTIPLEXING
HI TINE DIVISION MULTIPLEXING
An efficient multiplexing approach for adaptive
aircraft communications via a relay satellite.
p0295 473-29899
Flight test and demonstration of digital
multiplexing in a fly-by-wire flight control
system.
p0445 A73-35225
Multiplex data bus technignes for digital
avionics, discussing transmission media,
modulation methods, remote control and reliability
pC445 A73-35231
Application of multiplexing to the B-1 aircraft.
p0446 A73-35247
B-1 aircraft electrical multiplex system.
p0448 A73-35309
Fault tolerant data transmission and multiplexing
system using digital system
fAD-756485] ' p0307 N73-22100
BOLTIPEOCESSIHG (COMPOTEES)
Aerospace multiprocessor for A-7D aircraft digital
fly by wire flight control, discussing design
requirements, software development and reliability
pOU44 A73-35223
ROLIIPBOPBLLAHTS
U SOCKET PROPELLANTS
HOLTISPECTEAL BAUD CABEEAS
Flight test of multispectral image dissector
camera onboard high altitude aircraft
P0492 N73-27835
BOLflSPECTHAL BAND SCANNEBS
Geometric aspects in digital analysis of
multispectral scanner data
fSASA-CE-1336411 f p0595 N73-30137
Description of Breguet 1150 to be used as European
earth resources survey aircraft noting sensor
payload
p0598 K73-30353
BDLTISPECTBAL PHOTOGBAPHI
Hultiband and multiemnlsion digitized aerial
photographs automatic processing by digital
computer technignes and statistical pattern
recognition algorithms
p0651 A73-10140
BOLTISTAGB COMPEESSOES
0 TOBBOCOBPHESSOBS
BDLTIVABIATB STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
NT BI7ABIATE ANALYSIS
Multivariate analysis applied to aircraft
optimisation - Some effects of research advances
on the design of future subsonic transport
aircraft.
tDGLB PAPER 72-093] p0659 A73-11661
BOOBS
Predicting light flashes due to alpha-particle
flux on SSI planes.
P0147 A73-20157
MDSCDLOSKELBTAL STSTEB
NT VERTEBRAE
N
N-156 AIBCBAPT
D F-5 AIBCBAFT
IA-300 AIBCBAFT
D OV-1C AIRCRAFT
NACELLES
Powered model wind tunnel investigation to
determine performance trends with nacelle
location.
fAIAA PiPEB 72-1114] p0045 A73-13429
Snbsonic commercial transport aircraft reduced
noise and increased cruise Hach number effects
on nacelle design in terms of inlet, fan, cowl
and nozzle
TAIAA PAPEB 72-1204] p0046 A73-13<S88
Flight and wind tunnel investigation of the
effects of Reynolds number on installed boattail
drag at subsonic speeds.
TAIAA PAPEB 73-139] p0096 A73-16888
Flight and wind tunnel tests to determine effects
of Reynolds number of installed boattail drag of
underwing nacelle
(NASA-TM-X-68162] p0678 N73-11007
Flight performance evaluation for nnderwing
nacelle installation of auxiliary-inlet elector
nozzle with clamshell flow diverter from Mach
0.6 to 1.3
CNASA-TH-X-2655] p0686 N73-11793
Performance prediction for acoustically lined
engine nacelle design
P0067 N73-12019
Noise output of turbofan engine with acoustically
treated nacelle
pD067 N73-12020
Noise output from guiet engine during simulated
takeoff and approach tests
POC67 N73-12021
Kind tunnel tests to determine effect on cruise
performance of installing long duct refan-engine
nacelle on DC 8 aircraft
[HASA-CR-121218] pP465 N73-26023
DC 9 refanned engine nacelle effects on cruise
drag considering lateral spacing
fNlSA-CB-121219] p0466 N73-26024
Formulation and development of computer analysis
for calculating streamlines and pressure
distributions around two-dimensional isolated
nacelles at transonic speeds
[NiSA-CB-2217] p0535 1173-27890
Design and development of integrated fire and
overheat detection and warning system for
installation in aircraft nacelle
fAD-762919] p0550 H73-28999
Flight tests of modified F-1C6 aircraft to
determine installation effects of two aft
underwing nacelles housing afterburning J-85
engines
[NASA-IB-X-71439] p0601 N73-31959
NASA PKOGBABS
NT APOLLO PROJECT
NT EARTH RESODBCES PBOGBAB
NT QOIET ENGINE PROGRAM
NT SKILAB PROGRAM
NT TILT BOTOE RESEARCH AIRCRAFT PROGRAM
NASA lift fan V/STOL transport technology status.
fSAE PAPER 720856] p0093 A73-16663
NASA airframes structures program, discussing
automated design, composites, supersonic and
hypersonic technologies, control systems, load
and aeroelasticity prediction and integrity
concepts
fAIAA PAPEB 73-17] p0103 A73-17610
Research on future short-haul aircraft at the NASA
Langley Research Center.
A-355
NATIONAL AIRSPACE UTILIZATION SISTEB SUBJECT IHDBX
fAIAA PAPER 73-27] pC103 A73-17616
The DOT/NASA Civil Aviation Research and
Development Policy Study*
P0195 A73-2U552
NASA in general aviation research: Past - present
- future.
fSAE PAPER 730317) pO«29 A73-34675
NASA airfrane structures program, discussing
automated analysis and design, advanced
composites, supersonic and'hypersonic vehicles
technology, active controls, aircraft loads and
aeroelasticity prediction nethods
P0152 173-36168
Congressional hearings to review HASA proqrao
accomplishments and to predict advantages to
accrue from space programs
p060« N73-30916
RATIONAL AIRSPACE OTILIZiTIOB STSTEH
ATC concepts and air/ground data link requirements
for U.S. airspace structure in 1980s to support
anticipated Los Angeles basin traffic densities
in 1995
. p0293 A73-29879
Ground communications networks for aeronautical
operations.
pC29« A73-29885
Objectives, goals, and program structure of
project to improve performance of air traffic
and control and navigation facilities within
National Airspace System
fF?.A-ED-21-2] pOI»09 B73-25703
Proceedings of conference to develop area
navigation system design concept for application
to national airspace system for improved air
traffic control
P0474 N73-2666U
Performance and environmental tests of National
Air Space Enroute Stage air traffic control system
TFAA-NA-73-55] - p06<19 N73-32518
NATIONAL AVIATION SISTEB
Status of funded improvements to the National.
Aviation System and planned improvements not yet
funded.
p02«5 A73-27363
Improvements in the use of FAA resources for
system performance assurance.
P0216 A73-27364
National aviation system improvement via cost
effectiveness, considering FAA facilities and
equipment program, ATC automation and terminal
aids
P0246 A73-27365
Military ATC systems and equipment in U.S.
National Aviation System, discussing operations,
organizational and facility interfaces,
communications, navigation, and surveillance
radar requirements
P029& A73-29889
Forecasts of military air traffic activity and
effect on air traffic control facilities for
1972 through 1983
P0112 N73-14014
Development of computer programs for design of air
route networks for improved flight safety - Part 1
fFAA-RD-72-118-1-PT-1l p0223 N73-19643
Development of systematic methodology and computer
programs for optimal design of national grid of
high altitude VHP omnirange naviqation systems -
Part 2
fFAA-RD-72-118-2-PT-21 p022t N73-19644
Definition and evaluation of three basic
alternative national aviation systems based on
forecasted increases in aviation demands
rPB-215533/11 P0404 N73-25081
Organization, responsibilities, and functions of
Civil Aeronautics Board in determining award of
air routes to air lines
p0658 N73-32880
NATOBAL FBEQOEBCIES
D BESON&UT FREQUENCIES
NATURAL GAS
Aircraft design for transporting arctic crude oil
or liguid natural gas, examining air terminal
reguirements and handling specifications
P0571 A73-«1172
Combustion efficiency of annular turbojet
combustor using heated natural gas as fuel
fNASA-TM-I-27H21 p021« N73-18960
HATIEE-STOKES EQDATIOB
Computational considerations in application of the
finite element method for analysis of unsteady
flow around airfoils.
pO<U2 A73-35138
Havier-Stokes equation formulation in parabolic
coordinates for flow in trailing vortex,
obtaining asymptotic expansions for stream
function and angular momentum
p0621 A.73-43205
NAVIGATION . .
HI AIR NAVIGATION ' • .
HI ALL-HEATHER AIR HAVIGATIOH
NT DIGITAL NAVIGATION
NT DOPPLER NAVIGATION
NT GIHBALLBSS IRERTIAL NAVIGATION
NT HYBRID NAVIGATION SYSTEMS
NT HYPERBOLIC NAVIGATION
NT INEHTIAL NAVIGATION
NT LORAN . ' '
NT LORAN C
BT OHEGA NAVIGATION SYSTEM
NT RADAR NAVIGATION
NT RADIO NAVIGATION
NT SURFACE NAVIGATION
NT TACAN . ' ' . .
NT VHF OHNIEANGE NAVIGATION
NAVIGATION AIDS
NT AIRPORT BEACONS
NT GYROCOMPASSES
BT LASER ALTIMETERS
NT MAGNETIC COMPASSES
NT NAVIGATION INSTRUMENTS
NT RADAR BEACONS
NT RADIO BEACONS
NT; RADIO DIRECTION FINDERS
Summary of navigation aids to civil aviation -
Current state and prospects
P0661 A73-11851
S-61N helicopter all-weather IPS operation for
North Sea oil rigs supply and harbor pilots
transportation, describing onboard
instrumentation; naviqation and communication
systems
P0095 A73-16847
Financing of route installations and services to
aircraft in flight, suggesting international
rules for rental collection
P0106 A73-17862
Image formation radiometers for blind landing,
aerial reconnaissance over land and sea, horizon
detection and detection of obstacles at sea
P0153 A73-21087
Doppler TACAN naviqation system for helicopters .
obtaining data through computer display method
p0195 A73-24475
Operation of current naviqation aids and future
prospects.
p029<4 A73-29883
Military ATC systems and equipment in D.S.
National Aviation System, discussinq operations,
orqanizational and facility interfaces,
communications, navigation, and surveillance
radar reguirements
P0294 A73-29889
Russian book - Air naviqation: Application of
radio naviqational aids and automated naviqation
complexes.
P0343 A73-31471
Roskilde airport for Copenhagen metropolitan area
qeneral aviation and domestic air traffic,
describing runways, taxiways, drainaqe, terminal
facilities, liqhting and navigation aids
p03«9 A73-3236U
Area naviqation computer TCE-71 A system,
discussing central control display and data
entry units, inputs/outputs and operating modes
P0352 A73-32455
Doppler VOR area navigation operational
principles, emphasizing bearing accuracy
improvement compared to conventional VOR systems
p0352 A73-32K56
The lowering of minima of third-level and business
aircraft
p035I» A73-32II76
Helicopter niqht and bad weather navigation aids,
examining ground-independent naviqation, low
fliqht, obstacle warning, terrain detectors,
blind landing and optoelectric sensing
»-356
SUBJECT IIDBI NAVIGATION SATELLITES
473-34258
Flight control problems during STOL landing
.approaches, considering navigation aids, pilot
'work load and flight safety
P0422 473-34483
iirtransit - The Canadian demonstration interurban
STOL service.
tSAE PAPER 730356] p0431 473-34704
4 manual-control approach to development of VIOL
automatic landing technology*
fAHS PBEPEIHT 742] p0439 A73-35075
Navigation and landing aid systems in-flight and
ground performance monitoring, discussing
safety, legal, operational and economic aspects
P0511 473-37802
Area navigation as means for airspace optimal
utilization, considering navigation egnipment
and methods and ATC procedures reorganization
p0513 A73-37817
Simplification of navigation and flight control
systems without compromising integrity.
P0514 A73-37826
Digital information management system of
navigational and flight data for post-1975
fighter aircraft.
UIAA PAPER 73-8971 P0529 A73-38832
Bussian book on design and operational principles
of monopulse and moving target radar, atomic
tine and frequency measuring devices, radio
navigation and optical processing
p0567 A73-40510
Aircraft and spacecraft radio navigation systems,
discussing Doppler, inertial and VHP omnirange
technigues, Apollo spacecraft guidance systems,
TACAN, Harrier and Swedish SAAB37 aircraft
navigation
P0567 A73-40514
Research projects involving all weather landing
systems to include electronic and visual
guidance, airborne systems, and data collection
tPAA-ED-07-3] p0137 B73-15680
Digital flight director for precise aircraft control
fAD-754028] P0262 K73-20726
Development of integrated system for air
navigation using radio range measurements and
data from onboard inertial sensors for aircraft
approach and landing
fSASA-TH-X-62199] p0313 N73-22614
Integrated SAVTAN, VOB, and DUE system for
locating and controlling high altitude aircraft
P0330 H73-23695
Comparison of cost, complexity, and cockpit
workload for seven area navigation system
configurations
P0330 N73-23697
Computerized automated avionics system with
electronic display for Comet 4 aircraft navigation
P0335 K73-23896
Design of avionics digital frequency synthesizer
with four phase locked loops for aircraft
communication and navigational aids
FAD-759699] P0407 H73-25238
Air or inertial data addition to onboard
navigation system for improved air traffic control
P0409 H73-25699
Objectives,- goals, and program structure of
project to improve performance of air traffic
and control and navigation facilities within
National Airspace System
tFAA-ED-21-2) P0409 H73-25703
Radio freguency interference tests of VHP
omnirange, instrument landing systems, and
qlideslope indicators to determine required
geographical separation for ground stations
rBEPT-523-0764695-00111l!-VOL-2] p0554 873-29712
HAVIGATIOH INSTRUMENTS
HI ATTITUDE IHDICATOBS
NT GYROCOMPASSES
NT HAGNETIC COMPASSES
NT RADIO ALTIMETERS
HI RADIO DIRECTION FIHDERS
Book - Aircraft Instruments: Principles and
applications.
P0107 A73-18075
Aircraft compass design with magnetic needle free
turning capability around two orthogonal axes,
noting advantage over conventional devices and
suitability for glider navigation
P0283 473-28555
Vertical aircraft flight control and navigation
instrumentation avionics developments,
emphasizing Inertial-lead Vertical Speed
Indicator design and command and advisory
information displays
P0291 A73-29345
Russian book on civil aviation aircraft and
helicopter eguipaent covering navigation,
automatic control, electrical and oxygen systems
and aircraft instruments
•P0346 A73-31548
Aircraft VLF radio navigation, discussing
propagation characteristics. Omega and Global
Navigation systems and historical development
fSAE PAPER 7303133 p0428 A73-34673
Strapdown air navigation with dry inertial
instruments and high speed general purpose
digital computer predicting system performance
by position error analysis
P0444 A73-35211
LN-33 airborne inertial navigation system with low
cost precision instruments and miniaturized
digital computer, noting built-in calibration
and test capability for minimizing maintenance
PC44K A73-35212
On-board navigation and landing systems for local
airlines in the USSR
P0513 A73-37819
Aircraft accident investigation of Boeing 727
crash near Juneau, Alaska, 4 Sept. 71
[NTSB-AAR-72-28] P0112 N73-14017
Analysis of methods for obtaining improved
accuracy of aircraft position determination in
Discrete Address Beacon system of air navigation
[TN-1972-381 • p0119 N73-1U697
Development and evaluation of discrete address
beacon system for air traffic control applications
fPAA-RD-73-12] P0256 N73-20184
Optimization of integrated navigation systems
combining several independent navigation sensors
to provide self-contained aircraft navigation
capability
P0260 N73-20694
Development of integrated system for air
navigation using radio range measurements and
data from onboard inertial sensors for aircraft
approach and landing
[NASa-TH-X-62199] P0313 N73-22614
Characteristics of airborne area navigation
equipment and application to air traffic control
functions
P0330 N73-23698
Logistics performance data book on bombing and
navigation system for A-7D aircraft to show
reliability, maintainability, cost, and problems
[AD-762215] pt>545 N73-28960
IAVIGATIOS SATELLITES
.NT TRANSIT SATELLITES
Oceanic ATC by application of aeronautical
satellite technology, discussing system design
requirements, performance evaluation and
international program
P0294 A73-29888
Multiple access technique for future
communication, surveillance and navigation
subsystems to meet ATC demands, considering
satellite surveillance radar system
P0295 473-29893
Optimal digital modulation technigues for
aeronautical communications via satellite,
considering air navigational systems for
transoceanic flight
PP35U A73-32480
Prospects of automation of air traffic control
systems using satellites for radio navigation
P0436 473-34961
Aeronautical and maritime traffic control by
stationary orbit navigation satellites,
discussing frequency ranges, aircraft distance
control, antenna arrays and multiple data access
P0449 473-35477
Synchronous satellite systems for civilian air,
ship and land vehicle traffic control,
communication, navigation and surveillance,
discussing technology requirements for
continental and oceanic systems
[AI44 PAPER 73-583] p0452 A73-36075
National Aerospace Meeting, Washington, D.C.,
March 13, 14, 1973, Proceedings.
1-357
SiVI SUBJECT IBDBI
P0562.473-H0035
Analysis of North Atlantic air route structure to
determine impact of inertial navigation and
satellite surveillance on separation redaction
P0331 N73-23699
Restructuring of oceanic air traffic control
airspace jnrisdictional boundaries in presence
of satellite system
fFAA-RD-73-59] p0675 N73-33570
•AVI
Larqe floating ocean platforms for OS Navy bases,
discussing concrete construction techniques and
costs for different configurations
P0510 A73-377H9
Naval test and evaluation capabilities for
aircraft, emphasizing organizational relationships
P0627 A73-fl»066
BC-130 AIECEiPT
0 C-130 AIBCBAFT
NBAS WAKES
An investigation of the near ¥ake properties which
lead to the generation of vortex shedding sound
from airfoils.
pOOlO A73-12976
NEGATIVE FEEDBACK
NT SENSOBY FEEDBACK
BEBTOOS SISTEg
NT SPINE
NETHERLANDS
Organization, management, and research activities
at National Institute for Aerospace Besearch of
the Netherlands
P026U N73-20960
NEI10BK ANALYSIS
utilizing Out-of-Kilter Algorithm to evaluate
efficiency of passenger capacity of selected air
carriers between twenty cities in DS
P0315 N73-22910
NBOHANN PBOBLBH
Higher order numerical solution of the integral
eguation for the two-dimensional Neumann problem.
P0232 A73-25U3U
Calculation of pressure field induced by free jet
exhausted from flat plate into stagnant medium
based on solution of Neumann problem in terms of
singularity distributions
rNLR-IB-720UO-01 p0587 N73-30000
NEDTEOS COIJNTEBS
Electronic safety test replaces radioactive test
source.
P0299 A73-30928
IEOTBON DETECTORS
D NEUTEON CODNTEBS
NEDTEON IRRADIATION
Determination of the temperature fields of turbine
disks and blades, using irradiated diamond
indicators
p0627 A73-11291
BE! IOBK
NT LONG ISLAND (NY)
NEiTON-BAPBSON METHOD
Computation of steady conical flow past a yawed
slender delta wing with leading edge separation
using vortex sheet model and Newton-Baphson
iteration
fIC-ASRO-72-17] P0667 N73-10005
Newton-Baphson least squares percentage error
method for determining atmospheric turbulence
field parameters
fAD-7<)59»6] P0675 N73-106TI
NICKEL ALLOTS
NT ODIHET ALLOYS
Development of IN-100 powder-metallurgy disks for
advanced -jet engine application.
p0653 A73-10283
Composite Al- and Ni-base alloys strengthened by B
and H/MO fibers respectively for reduced weight
wing spars and high temperature applications
P0109 A73-18638
Advances in directional solidification spur usage
in turbine airfoil shapes.
pC190 A73-23293
Protecting aetals in corrosive high-temperature
environments.
P0190 A73-23296
High temperature cyclic oxidation resistance tests
on Mi-, Co- and Fe-base alloys for aircraft gas
turbine engines
P0503 A73-37H96
Hethod of life prediction for nickel-based odimet
alloy by high temperature creep/fatigue testing
TNASA-CB-120958] p0279 N73-21845
HICKEL CADHIOH BATIEHIBS
Long-life, high energy Ni-Cd aerospace cells.
p0292 A73-29585
Sealed aircraft battery with integral power I •
conditioner.
p0292 A73-29589
Development of hermetically sealed nickel cadiius
battery and associated control logic and charger
circuit for aircraft applications
tAD-757535] P0323 N73-23017
NIGHT
Helicopter night and bad weather navigation aids,
examining ground-independent navigation, low
flight, obstacle warning, terrain detectors,
blind landing and optoelectric sensing
p0418 A73-34258
Air-to-ground target acquisition with flare
illumination
P0227 N73-19968
BI6HT VISION
Touchdown performance with a computer graphics
night visual attachment.
fAIAA PAPER 73-927] p0569 A73-1087U
Application of night vision technology helicopter
night scouts
p0228 N73-19970
Systems analysis of avionics and aircraft
equipment for search and rescue helicopters to
determine cost effective improvements - .Vol. 7
fAD-76l|91«] p0673 N73-33381
NIOBIOH ALLOYS
Compatibility of protective coatings for niobium
alloy gas turbine blades
[AD-7U8837] p0085 N73-13575
High strength tungsten fiber reinforced oxidation
resistant niobium alloy composites for use in
gas turbine engines at 2000 F
fiD-757380] p0328 N73-23620
SITBATES
NT NITBOGLYCEHIN
BITBIC OXIDE
Nuclear explosions released nitric oxide effect on
atmospheric ozone concentration compared with
potential effect from SST flights
p0656 A73-11068
Measurement of nitric oxide formation within a
multifueled turbine combustor.
P01C6 A73-17734
Nitric oxide formation in gas turbine combustors.
p028« A73-28805
Concentration of OH and NO in YJ93-GE-3 engine
exhausts measured in situ by narrow-line 0V
absorption.
fAIAA'PAPER 73-506] p0376 A73-33516
Subsonic jet aircraft contribution to NOx in the
stratospheric ozone layer - 1968 to 1990.
[AIAA PAPER 73-531] p0376 A73-33566
Parameters controlling nitric oxide emissions from
gas turbine combustors.
P0421 A73-3HK7K
Nitric oxide emissions from tube combustor burning
premized gaseous propane-air mixture,
considering inlet conditions for equivalence
ratios
pC119 A73-35H68
Ozone composition and,nitric oxide injection upper
and lower limits for stratosphere by nuclear
bomb tests, comparing to estimated SST
contribution
PP581 A73-4253H
Stratospheric nitric oxide production from past
nuclear explosions and its relevance to
projected SST pollution
[AD-751295] p0164 N73-16466
Effect on nitric oxide emissions of using premixefl
prevaporized fuel/air in turbojet combustors
r NASA-IS-J-68220] p0280 N73-21862
Threat of stratospheric ozone nonequilibrium by
SST nitric oxide exhaust gases
UD-757059] P0336 N73-239D9
IITBIDIS
NT TITiNIOH NITRIDES
BUBO COHPOUHDS
NT NITEOGLTCEEIN
IITBOGIN
NT LIQUID NITROGEN
A-358
SUBJECT IBDEI BOISE IHTEHSITT
& device for the on-line ieasnre«ent of nitrogen
rotational temperature in low density flows.
p0578 473-41995
BITEOGEH COHPOOHDS
HI AZIDES (OBGANIC)
BT HITEIC OXIDE
HI HITE06EH OXIDES
BT BITBOGLTCEHIB
BT POLYIBIDES
BT TITABIOH BITBIDES
BI DEEAS
Measurements of some hydrogen-oxygen—nitrogen
compounds in the stratosphere from Concorde 002.
p0188 473-22947
BITB06EH OXIDES
BT NITHIC OXIDE
Beduction of nitrogen oxide emissions from a gas
tarbine by fuel modifications.
C&SHE P4PEB 73-GT-51 p0372 473-33183
Bitrogen oxide turbojet.emissions minimization
with hydrogen compared to kerosene /JP/ fuels
due to flammability limits, burning velocity and
introduction in combustor as gas
P0503 473-37498
Bitrogen oxides, nuclear weapon testing, Concorde
and stratospheric ozone.
P0571 473-41076
Hodification of jet engine fuels to reduce
emissions of nitrogen oxides from jet aircraft
turbine engines
[4D-752581] p0179 B73-17803
Effect of inlet-air humidity on formation of
oxides of nitrogen from a gas turbine combustor
under various air inlet temperature conditions
[B4SA-TH-X-68209] p0279 B73-21691
Establishment of criteria for oxides of nitrogen
emissions to control air pollution contribution
from aircraft operating at major air terminals -
Vol. 1
rBEPT-1162-1-VOL-1] p0394 N73-24789
Bumerical analysis of process for nitrogen oxide
formation in aircraft engine exhaust products
and development of computer program for
application of theory - Vol. 2
rBEPT-1162-2-VOL-2] p0394 N73-24790
Development of computer program to analyze flow
conditions in gas turbine compressor for
application to reduction ot nitrogen oxides from
aircraft engine exhaust - Vol. 3
[BEPT-1162-3-VOL-3] p0394 B73-2<I791
Bitrogen oxides from supersonic transports
affecting stratospheric ozone depletion on solar
ultraviolet radiation
[4D-761179] p0491 B73-27722
Effect of inlet air humidity on exhaust gas
emissions of nitrogen oxides in gas turbine
combustor
[N4SA-TN-D-7396] p065<l K73-32822
HITBOGLTCEBIN
Sonic boom nitroglycerin resistance noting shock
simulation and sonic boom effect on detonation
[ISL-14/72] p0166 N73-16658
BOISE (SOOBD)
BT AEBODYNAHIC BOISE
BT 4IBCB4FT NOISE
BT ENGINE BOISE
NT JET 4IBCB4FT BOISE
BT SONIC BOOHS
Estimates of rms stress response in aircraft skin
panels to random acoustic loads
[ESDO-67028-AHEBD-4] p0140 N73-15904
Model scale air jets for sound study of coaxial
circular jets
fP»&-HD-71-101-VOL-1l p0554 H73-29721
BOISE 4TTEBD4TIOH
D NOISE REDUCTION
HOIS! BLIHXHATIOB
U SOISB REDUCTION
HOISE GBHBBATOBS
Attenuation of airplane /747/ air-conditioninq
noise in lined and unlined ducts.
 f
p'0039 A73-12959
An investigation of the near vake properties which
lead to the generation of vortex shedding sound
from airfoils.
pOOOO 173-12976
Analysis of internally generated sound in
continuous materials, II - A critical review of
the conceptual adequacy and physical scope of
existing theories of aerodynamic noise, with
special reference to supersonic jet noise.
pOOSO 473-138110
Boise sources analysis for high and low bypass
ratio turbofan engines, considering jet,
compressor, fan and turbine sound generation
mechanisms
p0052 473-11138
Disturbance of the environment by -jet aircraft noise
POC91 473-16760
Current Pratt 5 Whitney engine noise reduction
programs.
[4144 P4PEE 73-8] p0102 473-17603
low vs high speed propeller fan noise, discussing
pseudosound generation by rotating aerodynamic
pressure fields
P0287 473-29030
Helicopter rotor blade passing close to tip
vortex, calculating fluctuating lift induced
harmonic blade loads and generated cyclic
banging noise
P0291 473-29382
Honograph - Two causality correlation techniques
applied to jet noise.
P0113 473-35150
Fundamentals of aerodynamic sound theory and flow
duct acoustics.
P0448 473-35331
Botating blades and aerodynamic sound.
P0448 473-35333
Effect of spanwise circulation on compressor noise
generation.
P0497 473-37292
Sound generation by open supersonic rotors.
P0576 473-11712
Supersonic jet noise generated by large scale
disturbances.
[&I4A P4PER 73-992] p0628 473-14827
Broadband noise generation by aerofoils and axial
flow fans.
[4144 P4PEB 73-1018] p0629 473-44850
Hultiple pure tone noise generation and control.
[4144 P4PEB 73-1021] p0630 473-44853
Noise generation by turbulent combustion,
discussing sound power, spectral content,
enclosure effect, and importance in
turbopropulsion system core engine noise
[4144 PAPEB 73-1C23] p0630 473-41855
Spectral trends in rotor noise generation.
T4I44 P4PEB 73-1033] p0631 473-44862
Boise sources and noise scaling laws of externally
blown STOL flaps
pC067 N73-12024
Heasurenent of sound generated by impingement of
turbulent jet on elastic plates
[DGLR-P4PEB-72-85] p0081 H73-13032
Design of noise source for simulating supersonic
spinning modes in duct acoustics
[N4S4-CB-2260] p0274 N73-21067
Diagnostic technigues for measurement of
aerodynamic noise in free field and reverberant
environment of wind tunnels
rN4SA-CB-114636] p0602 N73-30669
BOISE HAZARDS
a NOISE (SOUND)
•OISE IBJURIES
Survey of the civil responsibility for damages
caused by aircraft noise in American and French
law
P0517 473-37998
BOISE INTENSITY
Statistical analysis of the sound-level
distribution of aircraft noise as a function of
time. II
p066» 473-12449
Inlet sound power of axial conpressors.
P0039 A73-12956
On evaluation of aircraft noise around air-bases
by factor analysis.
P0039 473-12957
Osaka airport effective continuous perceived noise
level measurements, area contour map and noise
duration allowance vs aircraft distance diagram
P0040 473-12977
Techniques for determining the noise zones in the
vicinity of the central Berlin-Schoenfeld
airport, and related problems
P0040 A73-12978
A-359
BOISE BBASOBBBBHT SUBJECT IBDEI
ha acceptable exposure level for aircraft noise in
residential connunities.
P0049 A73-13838
Study of the influence of the volumetric Bass of a
let on acoustic sound emission
P0052 473-14143
Sound pressure level spectra measurements for
four- and three-engine jet transport during
concrete and grassy surface runup and flyover
rsiE 4IH 12161 P0152 173-20693
Aircraft turboengine noise, discussing noise
level/power output relations
P0193 473-23861
Noise intensity in the field of subsonic turbulent
lets
P0236 A73-25738
Variations in the sound field of a STOL aircraft
as a function of wing-flap deflection
p02«1 473-26592
Prediction and measurement of aircraft noise.
p0366 473-33133
Social acceptability of heliports particularly
from the standpoint of noise.
P0419 473-34441
Maximum air transportation service with minimum
community noise.
T A I 4 A P4PEB 73-796] P0522 473-38369
A status report on jet noise suppression as seen
by an aircraft manufacturer.
F4I44 PAPEB 73-816] P0523 473-38374
Overall sound pressure levels of STOL thrust
reverse noise as function of jet velocity at
touchdown
PC526 473-38650
Perceived noise level ratings for helicopter
noise, discussing blade slap, tail rotor vhine,
broadband noise and PNL rating shortcomings
P0576 473-41708
4ircraft flyover noise - Spectral analysis of
sounds and sound intensity fluctuations.
P0584 473-42946
Procedure for determining noise levels in flight
test measuring systems
p0673 H73-10456
Analysis of effective perceived noise level method
for determining airport noise and comparison
with actual noise measurements taken during
aircraft landings
fUCLA-P4PEB-ENG-0872] p0066 N73-12010
Noise output of turbofan engine with acoustically
treated nacelle
P0067 N73-12020
Noise output from guiet engine during simulated
takeoff and approach tests
P0067 N73-12021
Definition of supersonic aircraft jet noise
generation and methods for reducing noise
intensity - Vol. 2
fAD-7491371 P0115 N73-14036
Evaluation of subjective annoyance caused by noise
generated by turbofan short takeoff aircraft and
comparison with noise of conventional takeoff
aircraft
rN4SA-TN-D-7102] P0128 N73-15040
Computerized prediction of noise levels for jet
aircraft with or without noise suppression devices
rNASA-CB-114517] pC138 N73-15708
Noise intensities of rectangular and circular
supersonic nozzle geometries
rNASA-CB-130964] P0213 N73-18704
Analysis of aircraft noise environment for land
areas in vicinity of military air bases
UD-754111] PC219 N73-19028
Analysis of helicopter internal and external noise
levels for various flight conditions and timing
of acoustical spectra
P0273 N73-21055
Analysis of common aircraft noise measures in
terms of selected human response for jet
transport aircraft
fFAA-BD-71-112] P0275 N73-21074
Measurement and analysis of aircraft noise
generated by general aviation aircraft during
level flyovers
fTS-S-212] PC276 N73-21081
Analysis of effects of aircraft noise in
residential communities near London, England
airport
fTT-7302] P0317 N73-22966
Evaluation of courses of action and costs to
reduce aircraft noise levels in vicinity of
airports[PB-215611/5] p0404 N73-25080
Measured noise level data for proposed airport
sites in Florida i
CPB-214459/0J pO»11 H73-25737
Analysis of reverberant-field noise produced by
three lift fan models operating at various rotor
tip speeds
[BASA-TB-X-68243] p0464 H73-26014
Development of noise index based on slow and fast
noise level variation perception, and applied to
aircraft noise data
[BEPT-3/1973] p0538 S73-27911
Heasnrement of sound power levels, power spectra,
and directivity patterns for jet exit velocities
of 'F-111A aircraft
fNASA-TN-D-7376] p0549 B73-28989
Development of noise standard for permissible
noise levels in air traffic control and
navigational facilities
tFAA-ED-72-47] p0554 N73-29708
Influence of combined rotary flow inductors and
dry tnrbojets on side line noise levels of
supersonic transports
[NASA-IB-X-68233] p0555 N73-29809
Development of computer program to predict
aerodynamic noise levels of V/STOL aircraft at
various points in flight trajectory
[PB-221140/7} p0595 B73-30054
Calculation procedures for predicting noise-time
histories and noise contours for various types
of aircraft
CNAS4-CB-114649) p0639 N73-31945
Analysis of jet engine noise to show sources of
noise, noise spectra, and use of laminates and
composite materials for noise redaction
p0666 N73-32962
•OISE BE4SOBEBEST
0 ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENTS
BOISE HETEBS
A new device for measuring local acoustic power
output of subsonic jets.
(AIAA PAPEE 73-1042] p0631 473-44866
Jet aircraft noise and sonic boom measuring device
which converts sound pressure into electric
current
tNASA-CASE-LAB-11173-1] p0310 H73-22387
BOISE POLLU1IOB
The influence of background noise on disturbance
due aircraft.
p0041 A73-12979
The aeroplane as a threat to the environment.
p0056 473-14468
Disturbance of the environment by jet aircraft noise
p0094 A73-16760
Technology and operation of Olympus engine cycle
on Concorde aircraft, discussing chemical and
noise pollution and economic factors
pOlOO 473-17190
Technology and operation of Olympus engine cycle
on Concorde aircraft, discussing chemical and
noise pollution and economic factors
P9154 473-21687
Determinants for aircraft noise annoyance - 4
comparison between French and Scandinavian data.
p0363 473-32915
Realism in environmental testing and control;
Proceedings of the Nineteenth Annual Technical
Beeting, Anaheim, Calif., 4pril 2-5, 1973.
p0366 473-33126
Aircraft produced environmental noise and air
pollution, discussing related aircraft power
plant technology evolution
p0369 473-33191
Turbine engine research activity evolution,
considering entry temperature increase,
pollution sources nonstationary aerodynamics and
aeroelasticity in compressors, and noise problem
p0460 A73-36991
Possibilities and problems of achieving community
noise acceptance of VIOL.
P0517 A73-38010
Contributions of the DFVLB to environmental
research and environment protection. II - Noise
control, water environment protection, nature
and landscape, 'environmental protection technigues
p0521 A73-38266
4-360
SUBJECT IHDEI BOISE BEDUCTIOH
Runway sideline aircraft noise measurements on
takeoff and approach for enforcing community
noise levels based on FAA aircraft type
• •• certification, noting associated problems
-. . p0584 473-12915
Community noise impact study .from military
helicopter operations.
p0581 A73-12947
Noise abatement and measurement, and human
response to noise
fPB-210591] P0675 N73-10671
Procedures-for determining present and predicted
noise exposure at residential construction sites
CPB-210590] . p0676 N73-10672
Propagation model for V/STOL aircraft noise in
urban area . . • . •
fPB-211953] p0120 H73-14729
Evaluation of aircraft noise pollution level as a
predictor of annoyance
tNASATCR-130920] • P0214 N73-18978
Acoustic measurement methods for evaluating
aircraft noise pollution in urban areas
[PB-212875] P0263 N73-20757
Control of transportation noise pollution
rPB-213007] • P0263 H73-20758
Guidelines for urban control of aircraft noise
pollution
fPB-213020) P0263 N73-20759
Environmental effects and plans for controlling
urban TACT noise levels
P0310 N73-22209
Environmental impact of noise produced by
transonic wind tunnel at Arnold Engineering
Development Center
fAD-757552] P0325 N73-23351
Optical holographic measurement of jet noise in
supersonic air/nitrogen and helium jets at Hach
numbers from 1.5 to 3.4
fPB-220641/5] P0602 N73-30686
HOISE PBOPAGATIOH
Helicopter internal and external noise level
measurements under various flight conditions,
obtaining noise radiation directivity patterns
via time measuring trajectography equipment
fONERA. IP NO. 1136] ' p0652 A73-10241
Model study of aircraft noise reverberation in a
city street.
p0663 A73-12199
Effect of wake-wake interactions on the generation
of noise in axial-flov turbomachinery.
P0051 A73-14129
Aircraft engine fan noise radiation from inlet and
discharge ducts, describing wind tunnel tests
and noise spectra at various blade tip speeds
P0496 A73-37288
Atmospheric absorption considerations in airplane
flyover noise at altitudes above sea level.
P0584 A73-II2943
A difference theory for noise propagation in an
acoustically lined duct with mean flow.
fAIAA PAPER 73-1007) P0629 A73-44840
Inlet geometry and axial Hach number effects on
fan noise propagation.
fAIAA PAPER 73-10221 p0630 A73-44854
Development of unified theory of jet engine noise
based on fluctuating notions in fluids - Vol. 3
fAD-749138] p0115 N73-14037
Analysis of noise sources associated with
supersonic jet noise and establishment of
effects of refraction on radiated field of
sources - Vol. 5 App. 1
fAD-749141] P0115 N73-14039
Development of remote sensing devices to measure
let exhaust fluctuating density gradients, mean
and turbulent velocity, and mean temperature
Vol. 6
fAD-749143] p0116 N73-14041
Analysis of jet aircraft noise propagation near
airports and methods for reducing noise intensity
fHASA-TT-F-14655) P0138 H73-15707
Application of finite difference technigues to
noise propagation in jet engine ducts
rNASA-TH-X-68261) P0464 N73-26015
Design of ventilated walls for transonic wind
tunnels with analysis of parameters affecting
noise generation
P0471 N73-26285
Finite difference theory:of noise propagation in
turbofan engine ducts
fKASA-TH-D-73391 p0676 N73-33744
BOISE BEDDCflOR
Optimum configurations for bangless sonic booms.
p0653 A73-10302
Sonic boom avoidance by flight path maneuvers,
investigating shock front development in curved
flight
P0662 A73-11856
Further studies of the aeroacoustics of jets
perturbed by screens.
P0663 A73-12200
NASA Quiet Engine Program review and test results,•
discussing noise reduction technology
application to transport aircraft
p0666 A73-12845
Aerodynamic noise characteristics, discussing
turbulent fluid acoustic propagation equation
modification and antinoise legislation
p0039 A73-12952
Attenuation of airplane /747/ air-conditioning
noise in lined and unlined ducts.
p0039 A73-12959
An experimental study on noise reduction of axial
flow fans.
p0039 A73-12961
Supersonic jet noise suppression using coaxial
• flow interaction.
P0039 A73-12964
Subsonic aircraft noise - A solution by the wider
application of today's new engines.
p0041 A73-13062
Geared fan engine systems - Their advantages and
potential reliability.
CJIAA PAPER 72-11731 p0046 A73-13469
Subsonic commercial transport aircraft reduced
noise and increased cruise Hach number effects
on nacelle design in terms of inlet, fan, cowl
and nozzle
fAIAA PAPER 72-1201] p0046 A73-13488
Jet noise suppression for commercial CTOL, STOL
and SST aircraft, discussing various devices
effectiveness
POC51 A73-14130
Directional devices for noise reduction of high
speed jets
P0052 A73-14142
Variable pitch fan experimental design for guiet-
STOL propulsion, testing blade designs for
aerodynamic and acoustic performance
P0053 A73-14147
Some experiments on the noise emission of coaxial
jets.
P0053 A73-14148
SST aircraft wing design for sonic boom avoidance
and noise reduction in airport vicinity,
describing aerodynamic characteristics 'from wind
tunnel and flying model tests
P0057 A73-14673
Airlines responsibility and measures for aircraft
noise abatement, considering economic and safety
aspects
P0059 A73-14893
Aircraft noise as a continuing national problem.
p0059 A73-14894
Air transportation system planning - Progress in
noise reduction.
P0059 A73-14895
Attenuation of spiral modes in a circular and
annular lined duct.
P0062 A73-15591
Thernodvnamic considerations for the design of a
sonic-boom reducing powerplant.
fASHE PAPER 72-ii/AERO-3) p0063 A73-15907
Application of external aerodynamic diffusion to
reduce shrouded propeller noise.
P0091 A73-16623
Disturbance of the environment by jet aircraft noise
P0094 A73-16760
The effects of leading-edge serrations on reducing
flow unsteadiness about airfoils.
fAIAA PAPER 73-89] pOC95 A73-16853
Atmospheric attenuation of noise measured in a
range of climatic conditions.
[AIAA PAPER 73-242) p0099 A73-16966
Externally blown flap trailing edge noise
reduction by slot blowing - A preliminary study.
tAIAi PAPER 73-245) p0099 A73-16969
Recent progress in the field of aircraft noise
technology
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P0101 473-17272
Enqine noise reduction by fan blade tip speed
reduction and high lift coefficient operation,
presentinq full scale test results
P0101 473-17571
Aircraft noise reduction problems, notinq trained
personnel and research laboratories shortage and
full scale tests requirements
[AIAA PAPER 73-5] P0102 A73-17601
Current Pratt 6 Whitney enqine noise reduction
proqrams.
[AIAA PAPER 73-81 p0102 A73-176C3
Sonic boom reduction throuqh aircraft desiqn and
operation.
[AIAA PAPER 73-2111 p0105 A73-17666
Ducts, nacelles, pover source components and cabin
noise sources identified for. aircraft noise
control research, considerinq prerequisites for
quiet operations
fSAE AIR 10791 P0152 A73-20698
EASCON '72; Electronics and Aerospace Systems
Convention, Uashinqton, D.C., October 16-18, -
1972, Record.
P0195 A73-24551
Aircraft noise reduction technoloqy and
certification standards, reviewinq federal laws
and requlations
P0195 A73-24553
Jet aircraft enqine noise reduction.
P0195 A73-24555
Noise abatement two-sequent, precision and
cateqory I, II and III approaches considerations
coverinq altimetry, cost and safety problems'in
ATC
P0198 A73-24768
Synthesis of helicopter rotor tips for less noise.
P0229 A73-24981
A sinqle number ratinq for effective noise
reduction.
PC229 A73-25000
Noise control modification to HH-43B helicopter"
for 50 percent reduction in forward fliqht
octave band sound pressure level siqnature
PC231 A73-25383
Noise reduction for subsonic fluid flow over flat
plate via interposition of secondary fluid layer
at trailinq edqe •
P0231 A73-25386
Airport noise control and minimization for
conmunitv and airline industry interests by
technoloqy application and leqal-political
approaches * .
PC239 A73-26350
Theory of sound scatterinq by turbulence applied
to scatterinq cross section calculation for
turbulent -jet flow and wind, discussinq jet
noise reduction
P0240 A73-26U96
Acoustic and fluid dynamic tests of multilobed
discharqe silencers scale models, notinq optinum
let noise attenuation confiquration
p0247 A73-27390
Airports: Challenqes of the future; Proceedinqs of
the Airports Specialty Conference, Dallas, Tex.,
March 7-9, 1973.
P0287 A73-29101
Recent advances in aircraft noise reduction.
P0288 A73-29104
Reduction of aircraft noise durinq stationary rnns
P0293 A73-29651
Variable-pitch fans - Progress in Britain.
pC293 A73-29770
Variable-pitch fans - Hamilton Standard and the
Q-fan.
P0293 A73-29771
Insulatinq houses aqainst aircraft noise.
P0299 A73-30913
Eeduction of noise qenerated by flow of fluid over
plate.
P0299 A73-30915
Concorde enqine noise reduction at takeoff,
initial climb and landing, discussing noise
sources research and exhaust system nozzle
modifications
P0299 A73-30930
Jet noise suppression technology progress review,
discussing Lighthill'-theory of aerodynamic
noise, machinery noise and quiet aircraft future
P0308 A73-32186
VFt 614 twin-jet short haul aircraft, discussing- . •
layout, auxiliary power supply system for ground
handling independence, surface movements
maneuverability and low noise characteristics
p03«9 A73-32365
Aircraft noise abatement technological and social
aspects, considerinq aircraft design, airport
noise pattern minimization and population re'moval
p0359 A73-32560
Determinants for aircraft noise annoyance - A
comparison between French and Scandinavian data.
P0363 A73-32915
Aircraft enqine noise reduction state of art,
discussinq FAA requirements, Concorde, DC-9 and
Bertin Aladin II aircraft
P0363 A73-32970
STOL jet aircraft with variable pitch fan,
discussing engine handling, noise reduction and
efficiency
P0369 473-33189
High bypass fan engines for quiet propulsion and
optimal aircraft performance in military and
commercial applications
P0369 A73-33190
High bypass ratio quiet turbofan engine for STOL
aircraft, emphasizing noise reducing desiqn
based on low-speed variable pitch fan concept
: p0379 A73-34040
Pilot operation, practices for helicopter noise
level redaction, with emphasis on fliqht
altitude increase and routing over noise
insensitive areas
p0420 473-34442
Hixed CTOL-QTOL traffic effects on air traffic
controller tasks, microwave landing and radio
navigation systems, airport operation and ground
equipment
[BBB-DH-05-73] p0422 A73-34487
Noise redaction of STOL aircraft durinq landing
approach and takeoff via thrust reduction and
steepest descent fliqht paths
[HBB-UH-06-73] p0423 A73-34488
Stuttgart airport noise abatement supervisor tasks
and experience, describing routing
specifications, landing and takeoff procedures
and traffic flow
fDGLR PAPER 73-022] p0424 A73-34495
Status of international noise certification
standards for business aircraft.
[SAE PAPER 730286] p0427 473-34651
Progress in the development of optimally guiet
turboprop engines and installations.
[SAE PAPER 730287] p0427 A73-34652
'Quiet' aspects of the Pratt 6 Rhitney Aircraft
JT15D turbofan.
[SAE PAPER 730289] p0427 473-34654
Aircraft cabin noise reduction throuqh composite
material insulation, discussinq enqine noise
sources, aircraft fuselaqe transmission loss
characteristics, vibration danping and sandwich
structures
[SAE PAPER 730339] p0430 473-34690
Engine cycle considerations for future transport
aircraft.
[SAB PAPER 730345] p0430 A73-34693
Noise reduction modifications in JT3D and JT8D gas
turbine engine by single stage fan replacements
tSAE PAPEE 730346] p0430 A73-34694
Profitable transport engines for the environment
of the eighties.
CSAE PAPER 730347] PG430 A73-34695
Second generation supersonic transport, discussinq
fuel costs, changing markets, travel patterns,
electronic displays and sound suppressor
development
[SAE PAPER 730349] p0431 473-34697
Fundamental aspects of noise redaction from
powered-lift devices.
[SAE PAPER 730376] p0432 A73-34715
Status of current development activity related to
STOL propulsion noise reduction.
[SAE PAPER 730377] p0432 473-34716
Design studies of low-noise propulsive-lift
airplanes.
[SAE PAPER 730378] •• p0432 473-34717
An investigation of the vibratory and acoustic
benefits obtainable by the elimination of the
blade tip vortex.
[AHS PREPRINT 735] pC439 A73-35071
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1 dynamics approach to helicopter transmission
noise reduction and improved reliability.
[AHS PBEPBIHT 772] . p0441 473-35090
Engine-over-the-wing noise research.
[4144-PAPBB 73-631] p0453 473-36190
Inter-noise 72; International Conference on Hoise
Control Engineering, Washington, B.C., October•
4-6, 1972, Proceedings and Tutorial Papers.
- . . - ' : . p0495 473-37276
On the role of the radiation directivity in noise
reduction for STOL aircraft.
; pO»95 473-37277
The ultimate noise-barrier - Far field radiated
aerodynamic noise.
P0495 473-37278
Boise certification of a transport airplane.
. p0496 473-37279
4 proposed littoral airport.
P0496 473-37280
Predicting the reduction in noise exposure around
airports.
, p0496 473-37281
Inqlewood /California/ airport noise abatement
monitoring proqram, discussing landing approach
slopes, monitoring, equipment and techniques and
noise effects on property value
P0496 473-37283
Jet engine noise reduction technoloqy and design,
discussing sonic, pressure probes, high bypass
turbofaii engines, noise source fluctuations and
far field measurements
pO«96 S73-37287
Recent studies of fan noise generation and
reduction.
P0497 473-37293
Extraneous modes in sound absorbent ducts.
P0497 473-37294
Hoise reducing choked /sonic/ inlet design for
v/STOL -let aircraft, discussing aerodynamic
theoretical and experimental studies
P0497 473-37295
Engineering design considerations in the noise
control of commercial jet aircraft's vent and
drain systems.
p0497 473-37297
Effects of noise curfews on airline operations.
[4I4A PSPEB 73-798] . pOSOO 473-37461
Noise from turbonachinery.
[4IAA PSPEE 73-815], p0501 473-37469
The design or operation of aircraft to minimize
their sonic boom..
[4IAA P4PES 73-817] ' . . p0501 473-37470
Consequences of aircraft noise reduction
alternatives on communities around airports.
[4IAA P&PEB 73-818] p0501 473-37471
Noise and pollution - The Federal Aviation
Administration's views.
,; p0512 173-37812
Transport aircraft noise reduction in airport
areas through low noise engine.design, traffic
control, flight maneuvers and architectural
planning
PC513 473-37818
Jet aircraft noise abatement near airports during
takeoff, approach and landing, discussing noise
measurement standards and regulatory and noise
reduction design efforts
P0514 473-37825
Possibilities and problems of achieving community
noise acceptance of VIOL.
P0517 473-38010
Testing noise-reducing approach techniques with
the HFB 320 research aircraft of -the DFVLE
P0520 473-38265
Contributions of the DFVLB to environmental
research and environment protection. II - Noise
control, water environment protection, nature
and landscape, environmental protection techniques
. p0521 473-38266
4 status report on jet noise suppression as seen
by an aircraft manufacturer.
[4144 P4PEH 73-816] P0523 473-38374
Optimum propulsion system design for advanced
technoloqy commercial transport, emphasizing low
noise and emission, performance, reliability,
maintainability and economics
[4144 P4PEB 72-760] . P0526 473-38648
Rave dispersion eguation for large eccentric
elliptic let stability calculations for noise
suppression, using approximate Hathieu functions
P0533 473-39807
Small—scale suppressor of the aerodynamic noise of
a subsonic gas jet
P0565 473-40404
Peak subsonic noise level reduction by let
refraction, shoving directivity patterns as
function of jet velocities and temperature ratios
p0568 473-40753
Boundary layer induced cockpit noise.
P0576 473-41706
Seduction of fan noise by annulns boundary layer
removal.
P0576 473-41713
Bolls-Boyce BB-211 jet engine noise reduction
program, considering fan, compressor, turbine
and tailpipe noise and acoustic linings and
powerplant configurations
p<)576 473-41717
Bnroplane QSTOL economical solution to noise and
congestion problem in short and medium haul
transport
P0577 473-41862
Subsonic and supersonic jets and supersonic
suppressor characteristics.
[4144 P4PEB 73-999] p0628 473-44834
Swirling flow effect on jet noise suppression
based on acoustic field and engine thrust
measurements with and without stationary swirl
vanes in exhaust nozzle
[4144 P4PEE 73-1003] p0629 473-44836
The influence of aerodynamic flow noise in
turbofan engines.
[4144 P4PEB 73-1016] p0629 473-44848
Multiple pure tone noise generation and control.
[4144 P4PEB 73-1021] p0630 473-44853
Progress in source noise suppression of subsonic
•tip speed fans.
[4144 P4PEB 73-1032] p3631 473-44861
4 study to determine the feasibility of a low
sonic boom supersonic transport.
[4144 P4PER 73-1035] p0631 A73-44863
Haplin airport planning history, noise reduction
features and government surveys, noting future
air traffic trends and planning alternatives
P0634 A73-45373
Aircraft noise reduction alternatives for
operational aircraft, noting noise generation
upstream of final nozzle, reengining, refanning
and suppressor techniques
P0634 473-45374
Noise abatement and measurement, and human
response to noise
[PB-210591] p0675 H73-10671
Aerodynamic component test results of Fan C,
high-bypass-ratio, low-aerodynamic loading,
single stage fan
[N4S4-CE-120981] p0686 N73-11799
Conference on reduction and suppression of
aircraft engine noise
[H4S4-SP-311] p0066 H73-12012
Quiet Engine Program technology application to low
noise aircraft development
P0066 N73-12013
Turbofan design parameters for optimal acoustic
and aerodynamic performance
P0066 N73-12014
Design and performance of suppressors for acoustic
noise reduction in tnrbofan engines
P0066 N73-12015
Jet noise suppression in turbofan engines at
various exhaust flow velocities
PC066 B73-12016
Structural changes in high bypass ratio engines
for fan noise reduction to jet noise level
POC67 B73-12017
Performance of shrouded and unshrouded fans in low
noise turbofan engines
p0067 N73-12018
Performance prediction for acoustically lined
engine nacelle design
P0067 N73-12C19
Estimates of reduced noise levels for tnrbofan
enqines with sound suppressors
P0067 H73-12022
Suppression of fan noise and effects on short
takeoff .aircraft systems design
P0067 N73-12023
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Hoise sources and noise scaling lavs of externally
blown STOL flaps
p0067 N73-12024
Design of angmentor wing jet flap configuration
vith mininum noise generation for jet STOL
transport aircraft
P0067 N73-12025
Suppression of turbofan engine sonic inlet noise
in STOL propulsion by use of acoustic nozzle
insect
PC068 H73-12026
Aerodynamic analytical model for reducing
supersonic jet exhaust noise
UD-7H7774]
 P0076 H73-12752
Development of procedures for gnieting
externally-bloiin-flap noise sources produced by
interaction of jet exhaust flow »ith deployed
flaps
'fNASA-CB-112166] pOOSO N73-13022
Acoustic feedback of subsonic and supersonic free
let impinging on obstacle, e.g. blown flap or
ground, and noise reduction methods
rDGLB-PAPEB-72-8«] p0081 N73-13031
Noise reduction and control in FAA air traffic
control, navigational, and service facilities
fJ-6250] p008<l H73-13264
Definition of supersonic aircraft jet noise •
generation and methods for reducing noise
intensity - Vol. 2
fAD-7491371 p0115 N73-1U036
Noise exposure model BOD-5 - Yol 1
fPB-211979] p0117 N73-14049
Noise exposure model BOD-5 - Vol 2
fPB-2119761 p0117 N73-1U050
Exhaust nozzle for reducing noise in gas turbines
by mixing Ion velocity air with high velocity
engine exhaust
'[NASA-CASE-LEw-11 569-11 p0120 N73-1U792
Acoustic properties of supersonic fan
[NASA-TH-D-7096] p0126 N73-15025
Reduction of noise generated by externally blown
flaps using slot near trailing edge of flap with
low velocity secondary air blown through slot
fNASA-TB-X-68172] p0126 N73-15027
Computerized prediction of noise levels for jet
aircraft with or without noise suppression devices
rNASA-CH-114517] pC138 N73-15708
Effect of sound absorbing exhaust duct on rear
guadrant noise of J-65 engine and contributions
of internal and jet components
fNASA-Tll-X-27181 pC16C N73-16011
Effect of nozzle inlet shape, lip thickness, and
exit shape and size on subsonic jet noise
fNASA-TB-X-681821 p0166 N73-16655
Effect of dynamic absorbers and damping on noise
generated by CH-47 helicopter rotor transmission
fAD-7525791 P0175 N73-17031
Evaluation of head-up display instrument for
providing aircraft vertical guidance during
landing approach to comply with noise abatement
procedures
f NASA-TH-X-62187] p0201 N73-18021
Far and near sound fields of Do-31 aircraft, and
noise reduction for future VSTOL aircraft
fBBVG-FBIIT-72-23] p020» N73-18045
Application of sound suppression technigues to
OH-6 helicopter and measurement of resultant
noise reduction
CAD-7536»61 p0208 N73-18077
Suppression of turbine engine inlet noise
rAD-7530001 P0213 N73-18806
Analysis of special problems and issues involved
in the long range of aviation with emphasis on
noise pollution created by aircraft operations -
Vol. 2
fPB-21580U] PC215 N73-18984
Concepts for achieving low noise levels for V/STOL
aircraft
[NASA-CB-120970-V01-1] p0217 N73-19018
Development of techniques for reduction of
aircraft noise generated by short takeoff aircraft
fNASA-IB-X-68195] p0218 N73-19021
Bodel of jet aircraft shock cell noise generation
and reduction
[NBC-12923] p0224 N73-19666
•Jet aircraft exhaust nozzle for noise reduction
fNASA-CASE-LAB-10951-1] p0226 873-19819
Analysis of basic acoustic characteristics and
noise reduction potential of upper surface of
blown flap . '
rNASA-CB-112246] P0253 H73-20017
Control of transportation noise pollution ' . '
CPB-2130071 .' p0263 N73-20758
Seduction of jet engine noise due to turbulent^
mixing of exhaust gases with ambient atmosphere
f NASi-CASE-ABC-107.12-1 1 '00263 H73-20826
Analysis of aerodynamic noise produced by ro.tary
wings and methods for noise reduction based,on
shed vortex wakes and blade tip modification
P0272 N73-21053
Shrouded divergent body attached to .exhaust nozzle
for jet noise suppression
f HASA-CASE-LEW-11286-1 1 ' P027(* 'H73-21066
Design and aerodynamic performance of lou speed
fan stage for low noise turboengine . '
[NAS4-CR-"1211«8] P0275 H73-21070
Performance and noise reducing properties of.
thrust augrcentors " ' - . . '
rHASA-TB-X-62250] . ' p0303 N73-21921
Environmental effects and plans for controlling
•urban TACV noise levels
, . p0310.N73-22209
Fundamentals of helicopter noise .generation and
propagation to include noise control procedures
and cost effectiveness of noise reduction
P0316 N73-22953
Development of annular acoustically porous ' ~ .
elements for installation in exhaust and inlet
ducts of turbofan :engine to reduce aircraft,
'engine noise intensity . . .
tNASA-CASE-LAB-11141-1] P0318 N73-22975
Sonic boom 'minimization design for supersonic
transport aircraft
[SASi-TN-D-7218] pC387 N73-24065
Evaluation of courses of action- and costs to.
reduce aircraft noise levels in vicinity of
airports
CPB-215611/5] p04C<» N73-25080
Development of aircraft configuration for
reduction of jet aircraft noise by exhausting .
engine gases over upper surface of wing
fNASA-CASS-LAB-11087-1] PC464 N.73-26008
Subsonic intrinsic noise -reduction of sound ,
pressure transducers in air flow
1
 fBAE-LIB-TBANS-1660] P0475 N73-26687
Annular duct liner curvature for aircraft noise
reduction • -
rsaSi-?S-D-72771 pM75 N73-26688
Cold flow tests of factors affecting noise
suppression and thrust loss of divergent lobe
supersonic jet noise suppressor . ,
CNASA-TB-X-2820] • p0477 N73-26992
Design, development, and evaluation.of Boeing 727
aircraft nacelle to conform to upper noise
reduction goals ...
rFAA-BD-72-aO-VOL-2) - .. p0480 N73-27C17
Design, fabrication, and flight test of Boeing 727
aircraft nacelle modification to reduce ;
aerodynamic noise levels • - :
rAD-7560401 P048.4 N73-270U8
Performance data for three turbofan engine •
configurations with noise'reduction features
tested over range of flight conditions
rBASA-CB-121258] - pOU91 N73-27707
Bodifications of turbojet engine with ejector to
reduce jet engine exhaust noise • '
r»ASA-TB-1-28*1] p0535 K73-27887
Botor noise reduction by serrated brass strip
attachment to blade leading edges
[NASA-TN-D-7371] p0536 N73-27898
Program summary of research project for sonic
inlet technology involving design concepts for
aerodynamic performance and noise suppression -
vol. 1 ' - . . . .
[NASA-CB-121126] p0543 N73-28731
Besearch project for noise suppression of sonic
inlets used with turbofan engines and
improvement in engine inlet flow characteristics
- Vol. 2
tNASA-CB-1211271 p0543 N73-28732
Analysis of internal noise field of two
axisymmetric sonic inlet models for noise
suppression of turbofan engine inlets - Vol. 3
[tlASA-CR-1211281 P0543 S73-28733
Velocity decay and acoustic characteristics of
various nozzle geometries with forward velocity
[NASA-IB-X-68259] p0552 N73-29183
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Design and tests of lift fan exhaust suppression
system for future VTOL aircraft noise goals
(SASA-CR-121108) P0556 H73-29812
Data base for abatement and control of aircraft
noise and sonic boon for rale Baking criteria
f?AA-ED-20-2) P0590 H73-30022
Analysis of noise problems created by supersonic
transport aircraft, conventional aircraft, and
short takeoff aircraft to show methods for jet
exhaust noise reduction
P0591 H73-30024
Heasurenents of aerodynamic noise produced by
codified and standard OB-6i helicopter
configurations to deternine noise reduction
effectiveness
fNASA-TS-D-7216J P0592 H73-30031
System for reducing noise generated by jet
iBpinqinq on external flap using injection of
secondary air from slot near trailing edge of flap
rHASA-CH-132270] p0605 H73-30930
Seduction of aircraft noise by installing
acoustically absorbent material
tBASA-CR-2261] P0607 B73-30941
Directional eguipment for suppressing noise of
Concorde propellers during high speed flight
p0607 B73-30942
Design and characteristics of expansion chamber
mufflers for reducing exhaust noise generated by
helicopters
rNASA-TB-D-7309) p0617 S73-31623
Rind tunnel tests to determine effect of inlet
turbulence length scale on fan discrete tone noise
TNASA-IB-X-623001 p0617 H73-31625
Hethod and apparatus for improving operating
efficiency and reducing low speed noise for
turbine aircraft engines
rBASA-CASE-LAR-11310-1) p0618 B73-31699
Far field noise reduction of tilting rotor
aircraft based on perforaance and weight
tradeoffs to improve acoustic signatures
tBASA-CH-114648] P0638 H73-31937
Theory for predicting sonic boom intensity and
technigues for sonic boom suppression
fFAA-BD-73-4] p0639 H73-31944
Longitudinal stability of Boeing 707 aircraft
during steep approach, for noise reduction
CDGLB-PAPEB-73-023] p06«1 H73-31963
Noise reducing approach and takeoff profiles for
short takeoff aircraft
fHBB-OH-06-73-0] p0642 N73-31968
Automatic control system for in-duct cancellation
of spinning modes of sound
fBASA-CB-132317] p0651 B73-32540
Jet noise emission and reduction by secondary cold
annular flow for SST and military aircraft
p0651 B73-32543
Acoustic tests of supersonic tip speed fan with
acoustic treatment and rotor casing slots and
its performance in reducing engine noise
fBASA-CH-134501] P0651 H73-32608
Effect of noise constraints on engine cycle
optimization for long-haul transports
fNASA-TH-X-71447] p0652 H73-32620
Analysis of jet engine noise to show sources of
noise, noise spectra, and use of laminates and
composite materials for noise reduction
p0666 H73-32962
Flight tests of Boeing 727 aircraft to determine
effects of modifications on reduction of
aerodynamic noise
[FAA-BD-72-40-VOL-31 p0667 B73-32971
Assessment of jets as acoustic shields by
comparison of single and anltitube suppressor
nozzle data
rNASA-TH-X-71l»50] p0672 H73-33179
Fan and core engine noise suppression for STO1
aircraft
tBASA-TH-X-714481 p0675 B73-33741
Characteristics of variable geometry high Hach
inlet concepts to reduce jet engine noise on
subsonic, long range commercial aircraft
tBASA-CB-134495] . p0676 B73-33748
BOISE SPECTRA
Aerodynamic noise and alternating loads in an
idealised turbine stage.
p0041 A73-12981
Acoustic power spectrum of a subsonic jet.
p0051 A73-14040
'Sound pressure level spectra measurements for
four- and three-engine jet transport during
concrete and grassy surface runup and flyover
ISAE AIR 1216) p0152 A73-20693
Tvo-bladed large rotor mounted on tower in
inverted mode to overcome recirculation effects,
analyzing broadband noise spectra and
directivity pattern
P0291 A73-29380
Spectral moving frame representation of jet noise
by far field acoustic pressure autocorrelation
and density function
P0378 A73-33681
Laboratory for the automatic treatment of analog
signals
POU61 A73-37086
Aircraft engine fan noise radiation from inlet and
discharge ducts, describing wind tunnel tests
and noise spectra at various blade tip speeds
p0496 A73-37288
Fan acoustic measurements by hot-wire anemometers
in anechoic chamber, discussing turbulent flow
characteristics, noise spectra, wire velocity
spectra and blade tip shape
p0496 A73-37289
Turbofan suction noise level measurements,
discussing octave noise analysis, angular
velocity distributions, discharge coefficient,
takeoff and landing operations
PC513 A73-37816
Short term gyro drift measurements.
P0519 A73-38C81
• Boise caused by supersonic jet shock waves as
function of jet pressure ratio, determining
spectral characteristics
P0575 A73-41702
Aircraft flyover noise - Spectral analysis of
sounds and sound intensity fluctuations.
p0584 A73-42946
Boise comparisons from full-scale fan tests at
BASA Lewis Research Center.
[AIAA PAPER 73-1017] p0629 A73-44849
Low freguency noise generation within aircraft gas
turbine engine core portion, discussing sources
prediction, model and full scale engine tests,
and future technology
fAIAA PAPER 73-1027] p063C A73-44858
Bechanisms of externally blown flap noise.
CAIAA PAPER 73-1C29] p0630 A73-U4859
Progress in source noise suppression of subsonic
tip speed fans.
CAIAA PAPER 73-1032] p0631 A73-44861
Spectral trends in rotor noise generation.
[AIAA PAPER 73-1033] p0631 A73-44862
Comparison of aircraft noise measured in flight
test and in the BASA Ames 40- by 80-foot wind
tunnel.
[AIAA PAPER 73-1047] p0631 A73-4H871
A comparison of the overall and broadband noise
characteristics of full-scale and model
helicopter rotors.
p0634 A73-45264
Analysis of helicopter internal and external noise
levels for various flight conditions and timing
of acoustical spectra
pC273 H73-21055
Boise spectrum characteristics and directivity
patterns for rotary wings as function of blade
tip speed, total rotor thrust, and angle of
rotor disc plane
P0273 B73-21056
Analysis of acoustic factors involved in wind
tunnel tests to show contributions from various
sources
PC469 N73-26247
Measurement of sound power levels, power spectra,
and directivity patterns for jet exit velocities
of F-111A aircraft
tHASA-TN-D-7376] p0549 N73-28989
Development of method for calculating near field
noise level of free jet and influence of ground
effect on noise produced by V/STOL aircraft
operation
P0556 N73-29907
BOISE SDPPBESSOBS
0 HOISE REDDCTION
BOISE TOLEBABCE
Annoyance reactions from aircraft noise exposure.
pC655 A73-10781
A-36 5
BOHIBAL VALUES SOBJECT IHDBI
Model study of aircraft noise reverberation in a
city street.
P0663 A73-12199
Definitions and procedures for conputinq the
effective perceived noise level for flyover
aircraft noise.
rsAE AHP 1071] p036« A73-33015
Aircraft noise disruption in public schools - A
definition of an impasse.
POU96 A73-37282
HOBIHAL VALUES
0 APPROXINATION
BOBOGBABS
0 NOMOGRAPHS
HOHOGEiPBS
Reliability estimation for repairable and
nonrepairable flight vehicles, considering
nonoqraphs for failure rate and probability of
defined requirements satisfaction
P0633 A73-45197
BOBCOHSEBVATIVE FOECES
Damping configurations that have a stabilizing
influence on nonconservative systems.
P0113 A73-19088
Vibration and stability of nondivergent elastic
systems.
P0581 A73-42551
BOBDBSTRUCTIVE TESTS
Dual sensitivity liquid penetrants for improving
NDT inspection of minute defects in military
aircraft structures during rework and repair,
noting comparative advantages
P0662 A73-11984
A mechanized eddy current scanning system for
aircraft struts.
. p0196 A73-21631
Mon-destructive testing of adhesive bonding.
P0239 473-26299
Temperature sensitivity of cfrp honey-comb
structures under holographic ndt.
P0242 A73-27036
Nondestructive inspection method for jet engine
turbine blades.
fASBE PAPER 73-GT-921 p0376 A73-33530
Development and qualification of a magnetic
technique for the nondestructive measurement of
residual stress in CH-H7 A rotor blade spars.
TABS PREPRINT 752] pOKIO A73-35080
Commercial aircraft system effectiveness survey
questionnaire response data concerning various
tests in manufacturing and operational
environments
P0572 A73-I11205
The nondestructive tests in the maintenance of
commercial aircraft
P0579 A73-12186
Nondestructive ultrasonic testing of aircraft tires
fAD-7<!7633] p007« H73-12521
Fabrication and nondestructive tests of beryllium
reinforced metal matrix composites
rAD-750764] P0135 N73-15583
Nondestructive inspection techniques for examining
catapult and arresting gear structures on S-2
aircraft
rAD-752U92] P0171 N73-17027
Evaluation of nondestructive testing techniques
for diffusion-bonded titanium alloy aircraft
structures using ultrasonic radiation
fAD-7606731 pO«82 N73-27035
Application of fracture prevention principles to
airframes to reduce catastrophic failure and
increase service life
fAD-764513] P0611 N73-30969
Test results and evaluation procedure for
nondestructive tests of airfield pavements
TAD-76U787] p06H8 N73-32382
Application of radiation technology and equipment
for nondestructive analysis of commercial
aircraft structures during aircraft maintenance
periods
P0675 N73-33579
HOHEQUILIBBIOH DRAG
0 FRICTION DRAG
SONEQOIIIBHIOB FLO*
Vibrational and chemical nonequilibriuni in a
stoi'chiometric turbo 1st engine using
kerosene-type fuel.
fAIAA PJPEB 72-1208] P0047 &73-13491
IOHBQOIIIBSIOH IOIIZATIOB
Structure of ionizing shock waves with radiative
energy loss.
P0580 A73-42200
HOHFEEROOS HETALS
Relding and fabrication of non-ferrous Betals;
Proceedings of the International Conference,
Eastbourne, Sussex, England, Hay 2, 3, 1972.
Volume 1.
P0153 A73-21235
BOHFLAHHABLE HATBBIALS
Recent developments in commercial fire resistant
fibrous naterials.
p0240 A73-26419
Silicone base nonflammable hydraulic fluid to aid
wear resistance in military aircraft
TAD-758361] pC328 N73-23562
BOBISOTBEBHA1 PROCESSES
0 ISOTHERBAL PROCESSES
NOHLINBAB FEEDBACK
Nonlinear feedback control concepts for variable
stability aircraft
P0668 N73-32979
NOHLIHEAR FILTERS .
Nonlinear filter evaluation for estimating vehicle
position and velocity using satellites.
P0371 A73-33410
IOBLINEAB PBOGBAHHING
Nonlinear programming in design of control systems
with specified handling qualities.
P0151 A73-20588
Some nethod of nonlinear programming suitable for
solving the task of optimization of a small
transport aircraft
P0567 A73-40H78
BOBLISBJE STSTEHS
Variable stability simulation techniques for
nonlinear rate-dependent systems.
p0047 A73-13521
Bodeling of nonlinear systems for the example of a
single-shaft jet turbine engine
P0057 A73-1U615
Air Force weapon system procurement needs,
considering industry technological capabilities,
nonlinear estimation in cruise navigation and
nonlinear systems design, test and implementation
P0061 A73-15252
Nonlinear modeling and dynamic simulation of
vehicle air cushion suspensions.
(ASHE PAPER 72-IA/AOT-5) p0063 A73-15883
Solid body on elastic supports as model for
helicopter stability and nonlinear oscillations
analysis
P0249 A73-27791
Analytical synthesis method for feedback control
of nonlinear multivariable systems
(AD-762797] p0599 N73-30571
Aerothermodynamic study of air cushion vehicles
buffeting noting dynanical stability, nonlinear
behavior, and similitude law
TNT-33-1973] p0661 N73-32933
HOHBEF1ECTIOH
D ENERGY ABSOBPTION
HOBHESOB4HCB
Helicopter engineering applications of
antiresonance theory, showing eigenvalue nature
and matrix iteration determination of
antiresonances
(AHS PREPRINT 736] pOU39 A73-35072
HOHSTABILIZED OSCILLATION
Tine domain analysis of human operator aanual
control function for second order oscillatory
divergent system with error signals for
compensatory tracking
p056l» A73-40090
HONDNIFORB FLOi
Construction of a minimum-wave-drag profile in
inhooogeneons supersonic flow
P0565 A73-H018U
Flow field over pointed wedges in Isoenergetic
flov of thernally and calorically perfect gases
with nonuniforn incident supersonic flow, noting
attached shock formation
P0635 173-»55«7
Prediction of pressure gradient on delta ving
between uniform and nonuniform supersonic
inviscid flow
CiRC-CP-1228] P0112 H73-14010
k-366
SOBJECT IHDEI NOZZLE GEOHETBI
•OBVISCOOS FLOS
D TUBBOLENT FLOS
HOED AIECBiFI
HI C-160 AIBCBAFT
BOBBAL FORCE DISTBIBOTION
D FOBCE DISTBIBOTION
HOBHiL SHOCK SAVES
Performance comparison of three normal-shock
position sensors for supersonic mixed
compression inlets
[NASA-TM-X-2739] '• p0180 N73-17817
HOBTH ABBBICAH AIBCBAPT
NT B-1 AIBCRiFT
NT B-70 AI8CEAFT
NT F-86 AIECEiFT
NT F-100 AIECBAFT
NT 07-10 AIECBAFT
BOETH AMERICAN MILITARY AIBCBAFT
0 BILITABY AIRCBA7T
HOBTHBBB HBBISPHEBE
NT ARCTIC REGIONS
Methodology for determining climatoloqical
probability of aircraft icing throughout
Northern Hemisphere
[AD-745098] p0675 H73-10623
HOBTBEOP AIBCBAFT
NT F-5 AIECBAFT
NT T-38 AIECRAFT
Cobra P-530 air superiority fighter adaption to
ground attack for international requirements for
multipurpose aircraft, discussing avionics for
multimission version
P0565 A73-U0301
NOBTBROP BILITABI AIBCBAFT
D HILITABT AIRCRAFT
0 NOBTHBOP AIBCEAFT
HOSE WHEELS
Hydraulic system on de Havilland Twin Otter STOL
aircraft for flaps, wheel brakes and nose wheel
steering, noting power supply mounting
P0043 A73-13350
Mathematical model for shimmy auto-oscillations of
aircraft landing gear nose wheel with pneumatic
tire under velocity changes
P0339 A73-31044
Bi-noroal coordinates in discrete systems with
application to aircraft shimmy problem
[AD-752548] P0175 N73-17030
Analysis of loads imposed on nose gear retraction
system of T-34 aircraft to determine critical
mechanical adjustments
[AD-762729] P0550 N73-28994
•OSES (FOBEBODIES)
Measurement of aerodynamic heating on nose of
Fairey Delta aircraft at 40,000 feet and Hach
numbers to 1.65 during climb and level flight
[ARC-B/H-3280] p0381 N73-23996
NOTATION
U CODING
NOTCH TESTS
Technigues for smooth specimen simulation of the
fatigue behavior of notched members.
P0058 A73-14862
BOTCHED METALS
0 NOTCH TESTS
NOTCHED STEEL
D NOTCH TESTS
0 STEELS
BOXIODS HATEBIALS
D CONTAMINANTS
NOZZLE COEFFICIENT
0 NOZZLE FLOH
BOZZIE DESI6B
Criteria concerning the adaptation of the rear
components of a propulsion system to the
subsonic and transonic altitude flight
[DOLE PAPEB 72-065] P06S9 173-11690
Implementing the design of airplane engine exhaust
systems.
[AIAA PAPEB 72-1112] pOOKS A73-13427
Investigation of the heat transfer between the gas
and casing in the area of the apertures between
the nozzle diaphragm blades and guide vanes of
turbines
P0147 A73-20086
Concorde engine noise reduction at takeoff,
initial climb and landing, discussing noise
sources research and exhaust system nozzle
modifications
P0299 A73-30930
Noise reducing choked /sonic/ inlet design for
V/STOL let aircraft, discussing aerodynamic
theoretical and experimental studies
P0497 A73-37295
Acoustic investigation of the engine-over-the-wing
concept using a D-shaped nozzle.
[AIAA PAPEE 73-1030] p0630 A73-44860
Performance tests of wedge nozzle with cold
primary and secondary flows for supersonic
cruise and takeoff configurations to analyze
noise suppression effects
[NASA-TB-X-2689] p0139 N73-158?2
Effect of fuel zoning and fuel nozzle design on
exhaust pollution emissions at ground idle
conditions for double-annular ram-induction
combustor for turbofan engines
[NASA-CB-121094] P0180 N73-17916
Development of performance eguations for
cryptosteady-flow energy separator over widest
range of operating conditions for turbojet engines
rAD-762030] p0544 N73-28747
Analysis of cryptosteady-flow energy separation in
turbojet engines and application to nozzle design
[AD-762031] pC54l» N73-28751
Design and development of cryptosteady energy
separator for use with turbojet engines on
supersonic aircraft
[AD-762032] p0544 N73-28752
Velocity decay and acoustic characteristics of
various nozzle geometries with forward velocity
[NASA-TM-X-68259] pC552 N73-29183
Wind tunnel tests to determine performance of
lobed-display mixer nozzle with convergent
nozzle at subsonic speeds
[NASA-TH-X-2806] p0587 N73-29995
NOZZLE EFFICIENCY
Lift engine bleed flow management for a V/STOL
fighter reaction control system.
[ASBE PAPEB 73-GT-7C] pC375 A73-33521
Performance of jet V/STOL tactical aircraft nozzles.
[ASBE PAPEB 73-GT-77] p0375 A73-33523
Tests of high pressure combustor exhaust emissions
with improved air-atomizing and conventional
pressure-atomizing fuel nozzle
[NASA-TN-D-7154] p0169 N73-16929
Analytical technigue and computer program for
evaluation of airbreathing propulsion exhaust
nozzle performance
[AD-760541] p0491 N73-27712
BOZZLE FLOS
Hypersonic flows in large-scale inlet models.
p01«t A73-19189
An evaluation of hypermixinq for VSTOL aircraft
angmentors.
[AIAA PAPEE 73-651] , pOt53 A73-36208
Improvement of turbojet engine performance
analysis by plotting parameters of two shaft
turbojet engine operation
[AD-749058] pC087 N73-13789
Performance tests of wedge nozzle with cold
primary and secondary flows for supersonic
cruise and takeoff configurations to analyze
noise suppression effects
[NASA-TM-X-2689] p0139 N73-15822
Aerodynamic noise of STOL engine-over-wing
configuration using nozzle deflector
[NASA-IB-X-2871] p0536 N73-27897
Development of performance eguations for
cryptosteady-flow energy separator over widest
range of operating conditions for turbojet engines
[AD-762030] p0544 N73-28747
Analysis of cryptosteady-flow energy separation in
turbojet engines and application to nozzle design
[AD-762031] p054!l N73-28751
Design and development of cryptosteady energy
separator for use with turbojet engines on
supersonic aircraft
[AD-762032] p0544 N73-28752
Bind tunnel tests to determine performance of
lobed-display mixer nozzle with convergent
nozzle at subsonic speeds
[NASA-IB-X-2806] p0587 N73-29995
Aerodynamic characteristics of round jet located
on center line of bottom of aircraft fuselage
and elongated slots for lift augmentation
[NASA-TN-D-7299] p0607 K73-30939
IOZZLE GEOBETHT
Velocity decay and acoustic characteristics of
1-367
NOZZLE IHSEETS SOBJECT IBDEX
various nozzle qeoietcies with forward velocity.
fAIAA PAPEE 73-629] p0454 A73-36256
Effect of nozzle inlet shape, lip thickness, and
exit shape and size on snbsonic jet noise
tBASA-TB-X-68182] p0166 1173-16655
Bind tunnel tests to determine effects of nozzle
qeoietry and upper surface blowing on
aerodynamic characteristics of 14 percent thick
airfoil
fHASA-CB-114560] P0251 B73-19998
Gas turbine nozzle geometry of two phase flow fuel
injectors
rAD-7540511 p026« H73-20831
Analysis of dynamic inlet distortion data for
turbojets
fAD-756481] p0314 B73-22731
Nozzle qeometry and forward velocity effects on
noise for CTOL engine-over-wing concept
f NASA-TH-X-714531 p0676 N73-33742
BOZZLB IHSBBTS
Design of augmentor wing jet flap configuration
with minimum noise generation for jet STOL
transport aircraft
P0067 N73-12025
Suppression of tnrbofan engine sonic inlet noise
in STOL propulsion by use of acoustic nozzle
insert
PP068 N73-12026
Cooling efficiency of air discharge on nozzle
blades with deflectors
fAD-749654] P0121 N73-14803
HOZZLE TBROST COEFFICIENTS
Experimental tests on scale models of conical
variable geometry propulsion nozzle with short
petals for fighter aircraft, discussing
aerodynamic and thrust coefficients
P0246 A73-27388
Analysis of optimum nozzle thrust deflection
angles in cruising flight
[ARC-CP-1222] P012C N73-14796
HOZZLBS
Silicone rubber cover for protecting flush-deck
nozzles on aircraft carriers
fAD-746841] p0683 K73-11241
BUCLEAR ELECTRIC POWEB 6EBEBATIOB
HI NUCLEAR POWEB PLANTS
NT NUCLEAR POWER REACTOBS
BOCLEAB EXPLOSIOB EFFECT
Ozone composition and nitric oxide injection upper
and lover limits for stratosphere by nuclear
bomb tests, comparing to estimated SST
contribution
P0581 A73-42534
BOCLEAB EXPLOSIONS
Nuclear explosions released nitric oxide effect on
atmospheric ozone concentration compared with
potential effect from SST flights
P0656 A73-11068
Nitrogen oxides, nuclear weapon testing, Concorde
and stratospheric ozone.
P0571 A73-41076
Stratospheric nitric oxide production from past
nuclear explosions and its relevance to
projected SST pollution
fAD-751295] p0164 N73-16466
Nuclear thermal vulnerability of honey comb
sandwich radome panels
fAD-753666] p0212 H73-18605
HDCLEAR PABTICLES
NT ALPHA PABTICLES
NDCLEAR PHYSICS
NT FIELD THEORY (PHYSICS)
NT PLASMA PHYSICS
HOCLEAB POTENTIAL
Nuclear power for air cushion vehicle
fSASA-TH-X-68231] P0387 N73-21069
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
Power plants, cost estimates, freighter missions,
conaercial feasibility and technology for
nuclear air cushion vehicles
p03«8 A73r3219U
Probability of aircraft crashing into Boardman
nuclear power plant
fPB-220715/7] p0601 N73-30662
BDCLEAR POBEB REACTORS
Technical and economic analysis of nuclear power
reactors application for international cargo
ship and air transportation, noting feasibility
study of airborne power plants
f A I A A PAPER 72-1061] p0043 A73-13390
BOCLBAB POIERED SHIPS
Technical and economic analysis of nuclear power
reactors application for international cargo
ship and air transportation, noting feasibility
study of airborne 'power plants
fAIAA PAPER 72-1061] pOO«3 A73-13390
BOCLEAB PROPELLED AIBCBiFT
Engine technology for large snbsonic nuclear
powered aircraft.
[AIAA PAPEB 72-1062] p0044 A73-13391
HDCLEAB PROPULSION
Engine technology for large snbsonic nuclear
powered aircraft.
fAIAA PAPEB 72-1062] p0044 A73-13391
German book - Flight propulsion systems:
Principles, systematics, and technology of
aeronautical and astronautical propulsion systems.
p0090 A73-16355
Concept of nuclear powered ground effect machine
for commercial operations in Arctic regions
[HASA-TH-X-268U] p0181 N73-17991
BOCLEAB BEACTOBS
NT NUCLEAR POWER REACTORS
BUCLEAB SUBHABINES
0 NUCLEAB POWERED SHIPS
BUCLEATION
BT CLOUD SEEDING
BOCLEI (BOCLEAB PHYSICS)
BT ALPHA PABTICLES
BOLL BEFEBENCB GLIDE PATH
0 GLIDE PATHS
BOHEBICAL ABALYSIS
NT APPROXIMATION
NT DIFFEBENCE EQUATIONS
NT ERROB ANALYSIS
NT FINITE DIFFERENCE THEORY
NT INTEBPOLATION
BT ITERATIVE SOLUTION
NT LEAST SQUARES METHOD
BT BEWTON-BAPHSON METHOD
BT NOMOGRAPHS
BT BOHEBICAL INTEGBATION
NT BAYLEIGH-RITZ HETHOD
NT BELAXATIOH HETHOD (HATHEMATICS)
NT TRUNCATION ERRORS
Three dimensional potential flow past arbitrarily
shaped aerodynamic configurations, using
Hess-Smith numerical method
TDGLR PAPER 72-105] p0658 A73-11657
Nonplanar wings in nonplanar ground effect.
P0347 A73-31744
German monograph - The flow around wings of
arbitrary planform in the case of supersonic
flow - A computational method.
P0359 A73-32581
Computational Fluid Dynamics Conference, Palm
Springs, Calif., July 19, 20, 1973, Proceedings.
P0442 A73-35126
A numerical analysis of some practical aspects of
airborne urea seeding for warm fog dispersal at
airports.
P0564 A73-40056
Numerical solutions for jets impinging on curved
surfaces
[NASA-CB-129136] p0683 N73-11252
Digital analysis of dynamic response data,
aerodynamic forces and stability derivatives, of
free flight models
[ABC-R/H-3699] p0065 H73-12006
Numerical solution to transonic airfoil problems
[AD-753390] p0211 N73-18304
Numerical analysis of aerodynamic load
distribution on swept back wing mounted on
infinite circular cylinder fuselage at zero
angle of attack
[AD-756075] p0307 N73-21952
Calculation of gas flow in bypass compressor
[AD-756092] p0311 N73-22441
Numerical analysis of laminar boundary layer on
slipping wing
tAD-763285] p0597 N73-30255
Algorithms to determine potential conflicts over
oceanic airspace based on vertical, lateral, and
longitudinal separation criteria
fFAA-RD-73-73] P0617 N73-31606
NUMERICAL COBTBOL
Portable self contained computerized in-aircraft
engine analyzer with cassette tape resident
A-368
SUBJECT IHDEX OIL EXPLOBATION
program control and digital display and punched
card indicators
f4144'PiPBB 72-1080] r pOOHU 473-131*03
in automated jet-engine-blade inspection systei. .
p0047 473-13524
in advanced concept in electrical poser
distribution control and management.
pOOSO 473-13945
Digital control mounts on jet engine.
P0101 473-17249
AUTOMATE - 4 self-contained automatic test system.
P0151 473-20680
4irport computerized departure control for
check-in, load control, cargo and catering
operations, discussing load optimization and
passenger acceptance control /LOP4C/ system
P0230 473-25210
Interactive computer graphic display and interface
system effectiveness for programming' nunerical
control operations for tooling and part
machining in aircraft production
f.4HS PREPRINT 753] p0440 473-35081.
Aerospace multiprocessor for 4-7D aircraft digital
fly by Hire flight control, discussing 'design
requirements, software development and reliability
P0444 473-35223
Hetering and spacing with computerized 4RTS III
4TC system, discussing display for heading,
speed and altitude commands
P0523 473-38462
Computerized control system for fuel flow into and
out of fuel cells and aircraft gravity center
optimization during supersonic cruise and takeoff
P0570 473-40939
NOBEBIC4L IBTEGB4TIOH
Inverse method of designing two-dimensional
transonic airfoil sections*
P0100 473-.17104
4 numerical integration method for the
determination of flutter speeds.
PC348 473-32163
Integration of unsteady aerodynamic forces and
pressure distributions in aeroelastic analysis
rm.E-HP-71013-0] ' p0112 N73-14011
numerical integration technique used to re-compute
influence coefficients used for development of
design curves for rigid airfield runway pavements
fAD-7555261 pC325 B73-23353
BDHEBIC41 WE4THEB FORECASTING
Real forecast verification data for testing Hatter
terminal weather forecast models
UD-7574891 P0329 B73-23679
Computer programs for ceiling and visibility
forecasting using air terminal weather data
rP44-ED-73-13l P0408 1173-25677
BOSSBLT BOBBER
Heat transfer from an enclosed rotating disk with
uniform suction and injection.
P0585 473-42998
BILOB (TRADEMARK)
Performance tests of commercial nylon double
braided rope for extraction lines
fAD-7572091 P0329 N73-23643
OBLIQUE SHOCK SAVES
Obligne shock wave generation and quenching in
curved supersonic diffusers at Bach 1.6, noting
dependence on boundary layer properties
P0286 473-29021
Influence of aerodynamic field on shock-induced
combustion of hydrogen and ethylene in
supersonic flow.
P0583 473-42786
OBSEBVATIOH
HI S4TELIITE OBSEHV4TION
HI VISUAL OBSEHV4TIOH
OBSER74TIOB 4IBCRAFT
NT BREGOET 1150 4IRCR4FT
BT CL-84 4IRCR4PT
NT E-2 4IECB4FT
NT F-5 4IBCR4FT
BT BIR4GE 3 4IBCB4FT
NT OH-6 HELICOPTER
BT OV-1 4IRCB4FT
HT 07-10 4IBCR4FT
NT P-1127 4IHCR4FT
OBSBBVATOBIES
NT SOLAS OBSEBV4TORIES
OCCLUDED PBOBTS
0 FRONTS (HETEOROLOGT)
OCCULT4TIOB
ST SOL4B ECLIPSES
OCEAN SOBF4CB
On the estimation of the directional spectrum of
surface gravity waves from a programmed aircraft
altimeter.
p0239 473-26347
Fog freguency and characteristics at the site of
the proposed Bew Tork offshore airport, as
compared with those at J. F. Kennedy
International Airport - 4 preliminary report.
P0346 473-315116
Hnltipatb channel characterization for Aerosat.
P0526 473-38755
OCE4BS
BT 4TLANTIC OCE4B
OCOLOBETEBS
The oculometer - 4 new approach to flight
management research.
C4144 PAPER 73-914] p0568 473-40862
ODOBS
J-57 combnstor exhaust odor intensity and chemical
composition considering inlet parameters, fuel
types, and nozzle shapes
rB4S4-CR-121159] p0323 N73-23093
Sensory odor tests of exhaust from turbojet engine
combustor operating at simulated idle conditions
[HlSi-TH-X-714293 p0652 N73-32613
OFFSBOBE PLATFOBHS
Offshore airport design, construction and
operation on basis of cost/benefit
considerations, emphasizing 4TC problems
generated by ILS localizer and glide path signal
reflection
P0457 473-36682
4 proposed littoral airport.
P0496 473-37280
International Conference on Offshore Airport
Technology, 1st, Bethesda, (id. , 4pril 29-Bay 2,
1973, Proceedings. Volume 2.
P0509 473-37741
Environmental considerations for offshore airports.
P05C9 473-37742
Drban and regional planning aspects of offshore
airport technology.
P0509 473-37743
4n offshore airport in Sydney region - Review of a
1972 feasibility study.
p0509 473-37744
Machinery to be developed for an offshore airport
constructed by reclamation.
P0510 473-37746
Floating offshore airport in Osaka Bay, Japan -
Digest of preliminary engineering study.
P0510 473-37747
Floating superport.
P0510 473-37748
Large floating ocean platforms for OS Navy bases,
discussing concrete construction techniques and
costs for different configurations
P0510 473-37749
New Tork offshore airport feasibility study.
rFA4-RD-73-45] p0510 473-37750
OGEE RINGS
0 VARIABLE SHEEP RINGS
OH-6 HELICOPTEB
Application of sound suppression techniques to
OH-6 helicopter and measurement of resultant
noise reduction
{AD-7536461 p0208 N73-18C77
Measurements of aerodynamic noise produced by
modified and standard OH-6A helicopter
configurations to determine noise reduction
effectiveness
rN4S4-TN-D-7216] p0592 N73-30031
OB-13 HELICOPTEB
Three component wake velocity measurements of full
scale OH-13 helicopter rotary wing daring
hovering flight
t4D-7546»4} p0254 N73-20030
OIL EXPLOR4TIOB
Rotary wing aircraft ecological advantages in
logging, off shore oil exploration and short
haul passenger transport for airport size
reduction
4-369
OILS SUBJECT IHOBZ
P0368 A73-33185
OILS
HI CRUDE OIL
ST FDEL OILS
NT LUBRICATING OILS
Failure analysis of Geiqer counters used in
nucleonic oil qauqinq systea of DSAF aircraft
fAD-7162671 pC67l( N73-10185
OHEGA HAVIGATIOH SYSTEM
Clock conparisons by short nave, OLF and VLF
signals, Loran C and Omeqa methods, onboard
aircraft atomic clocks and TV synchronizing pulses
P0043 A73-13246
VLF/Omeqa digital airborne area navigation system
evaluation tests, discussing transnittinq
stations and system performance
P0285 A73-2890«
VLF and Omega signal air naviqation at 3 to 30 kHz
supplementing VOR-DME and Loran-A navigation
frequencies, considering transmission techniques
pO»26 A73-3U614
VLF navigation development at NAE.
P0435 A73-31849
Accuracy/resolution relationship of NAVAID systems
Loran/Omega for measuring vertical Kind profile
fAD-7U8275] p0075 N73-12675
Development of on-board navigation system based on
Applications Technology Satellites, Onega
navigation systems, and aircraft terminal
facilities
rNASA-CR-130213] P0313 H73-22615
Characteristics of airborne area naviqation
equipment and application to air traffic control
functions
P0330 N73-23698
Effects of polar cap absorption events on
performance of Omeqa navigation system operating
in high latitudes
fAD-759009] pOU10 N73-25718
OHHIDIEECTIOHAL AHTEHHAS
IIT BONOPOLE ANTENNAS
OBNIEANGE NAVIGATION
D VHF OMNIRANGE NAVIGATION
ONBOARD COMPUTERS
0 AIRBOBNE/SPACEBORNE COBPDTERS
ONBOARD EQOIPBENT
NT AISBOSNE EQUIPBENT
NT AIRBOBNE/SPACEBORNE COMPUTERS
NT AIRCEAFT EQUIPMENT
NT SPf.CECSAFT ELECTBONIC EQUIPMENT
Russian book on onboard distance measuring systems
for flight vehicles covering design of cw and
pulsed devices, modulators, error analysis,
noise, logic elements, etc
P0119 A73-20378
Creti station lighting - Commercial aircraft.
FSAE AEP 1161) P0152 A73-20692
Aircraft onboard data link and Aerosat equipment
integration, considering antenna, duplexer,
amplifier and receiver systems
PC350 A73-32K28
Onboard electronic equipment optimization and
redundancy
P0352 A73-32«60
New structure of on-board microcomputers usinq
larqe-scale inteqrated loqic circuits
p035» A73-32U78
System of recordinq based on partial on-board
processing
pC'356 A73-32K9K
Early operational experience with the L-1011
On-Board Height and Balance System.
fSAKE PAPER 9861 p0517 A73-37890
Aircraft and spacecraft radio naviqation systems,
• discussing Doppler, inertial and VHF omnirange
techniques, Apollo spacecraft guidance systems,
TACAN, Harrier and Swedish SAAB37 aircraft
naviqation
PC567 A73-40511
Russian book on aircraft onboard instruments and
equipment arranqement and housing for weight
reduction coverinq electric, radar, naviqation,
control, display and auxiliary devices
pC>573 A73-<H<t25
ONE DIHENSIONAL FLOP
One dimensional supersonic shock front location by
sonic circle involute point by point plotting,
using geometric considerations
PC190 A73-23K67
Generalized mathematical model for gas tnrbine
dynaiic behavior simulation based on one
dimensional flov theory with functional
integration for rotor speed time derivative?•
P03K6 A 7,3-31629
A new method of solving one-dimensional unsteady
flow equations and its application to shock wave
stability in sonic inlets.
p0532 A73-39522
Piecewise-one-dimensional models of supersonic
combustion and psendoshock in a channel
p0628 A73-««702
OPENINGS - - - i
NT PORTS (OPENINGS)
Effect of openings on stresses in rigid pavements.
p0340 A73-31387
OPERATING TEBPEBATDBE
Non-steady-state thermal analysis of a rolling
aircraft tire.
[SAE PAPER 720871] p0093 A73-16667
OPEEATIOSAL HAZARDS
Hazards related to use of jet thrust power
tPB-211593] p0116 N73-1U046
OPERATIONAL PBOBLEMS
Some remarks on operational problems associated
with the introduction of automatic data
processing into air traffic control.
P0351 A73-32KH7
Corporate aircraft design and operational
problems, including supercritical winq and . ' .
wasp-waist body design, airport private/airline
interfaces, noise criteria, flight simulation
and ATC
p0530 A73-39218
Operational and air transport characteristics of
civil V/STOL aircraft
[NASA-TT-F-14619] p0079 N73-13012
OPEEATIONS RESEARCH
Book - Civil aviation development - A policy and
operations analysis.
P0155 A73-21837
Analysis of criteria for establishing air
transportation curricula in community college
based on manpower reguirements and industrial
needs
p0088 N73-13969
Development of statistical methods for estimating
annual operations at non-tower airports and
establishment of standardized estimation procedure
fSCI-20140-1] p0257 N73-20278
Development of procedures for accurately
estimating annual air traffic levels at airports
without tower control
rsci-20«0-21 p0262 N73-20722
Evaluation of performance of H-1 helicopter, CH-54
helicopter, and OH-6 helicopter under combat
conditions
[AD-75555ICI pC306 N73-219H9
Utilizing Out-of-Kilter Algorithm to- evaluate
efficiency of passenger capacity of selected air
carriers between twenty cities in us
pC315 N73-22910
Proceedings of conference on operational problems
of air traffic control beacon system
fFAA-NA-72-80] pO«09 N73-25702
Tables of data for airline economic impact
computer model - Vol. 2
rAD-7491191] pO»77 N73-26989
Design concept, operational performance, and
military employment of AV-8A Harrier aircraft
pO»78 N73-27005
Development of procedures for determining capacity
of airports and causes of airport delays - Vol. 1
fFA4-RD-73-11-VOL-1] pO«85 N73-27180
Analysis of air space control problems associated
with military operations and development of
doctrine for improved command and control
rAD-761C3H] pOU90 N73-27573
Analysis of rigid airship operations for
commercial cargo handling in United Kingdom
fCRANFIELD-CTS-3] p05U8 N73-28985
Operational parameters for UH-1H helicopters
during combat flights in Southeast Asia to
determine helicopter performance and reliability
[AD-76U260] P0610 N73-30965
Functional models for airline operations
P0657 N73-32870
Research project to determine factors involved in
expansion of air freight traffic and prospects
1-370
SUBJECT IHDEZ OPTIBAL COHTEOL
for future expansion
p0658 N73-32884
Analysis of connnter air transportation services
to define problems and identify methods for
improvements in cost effective operations
p0658 1173-32885
Evaluation of new forns of air transport service
for improving short haul air travel market
p0659 N73-32887
Actions by Civil Aviation Board to regulate and
improve coaauter air transportation services
p0659 N73-32888
OPEBATOB PEBFOBHANCE
The air traffic controller and control capacity.
P0512 473-37811
Tine domain analysis of hnnan operator manual
control function for second order oscillatory
divergent system with error signals for
compensatory tracking
p0564 473-40090
Development of aircraft control systems based on
operator performance, adaptive displays, and
coupling of nanual with automatic control
C4D-751306] p0162 N73-16026
OPEBATOES (HATHEHATICS)
A projection operator algorithm for optimal
control problems with unspecified initial state
values.
p0519 473-38064
OPERATORS (PEBSONHEL)
NT AIRCBAFT PILOTS
NT PHOTS (PERSONNEL)
HI TEST PILOTS
OPTICAL 1BSOBPTIOB
D LIGHT TRANSMISSION
OPTICAL COHHOHICATIOH
Airborne visible laser optical commonication
experiment between high altitude aircraft and
ground station, discussing tracker-transmitter
equipment and atmospheric effects on performance
P0190 473-23395
Development of optical data communication systems
with fiber optics for military avionics
UD-747946] p0076 S73-12748
OPTICAL DATA PROCESSING
Bussian book on design and operational principles
of nonopulse and moving target radar, atonic
time and frequency measuring devices, radio
navigation and optical processing
P0567 A73-40510
OPTICAL BQOIPBENT
HI ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPES
HI CAMERAS
HI L4SEB DOPPLEB VELOCIBETERS
HI MOLTISPECTHAL BAND C4HEB4S
BT BULTISPECTRAL BAND SCANNERS
NT OPTICAL HEASUBING INSTRUBENTS
NT OPTICAL BAD4B
NT OPTICAL SCANNERS
NT PTBOHELIOBETERS
NT STROBOSCOPES
HT TELEVISION CAMERAS
ST TBANSBISSOBETERS
NT ilOE ANGLE LENSES
OPTICAL GENERATORS
0 LASERS
OPTICAL BASEBS
D LASEBS
OPTICAL HEASDBEBEBT
NT ASTBONOHICAL PHOTOBETRY.
HT OLTBAVIOLET PHOTOBETBY
Bichelson shearing interferometer with
piezoelectric scanner for atmospheric optical
mean transfer function measurements from
airborne platform, using laser or white light
sources
pC290 A73-29332
Laser measurement of high-altitude aircraft
emissions.
fAIAA PAPER 73-704] p0454 A73-36253
OPTICAL BEiSOBIBG IHSTBOHEHTS
NT OCDLOBETEHS
HT OPTICAL SCANNERS
NT TRANSBISSOMETEBS
The application of a scanning laser Doppler
velocimeter to trailing vortex definition and
alleviation.
[AIAA PAPER 73-680] . p0454 A73-36231
OPTICAL PBOPERTIES
NT BRIGHTNESS
NT COLOR
NT BEFLECTANCE
Bathematical method for calculating the optical
characteristics of cone-shaped cockpit
windscreens.
PC452 &73-36069
Development of transmissometer for measuring
optical transmission through aircraft let engine
exhausts
fAD-760050] p0472 N73-26467
Development of organic glass and plastic materials
with improved mechanical and physical properties
for use with aircraft canopies and protective
coatings
[AD-763263] p0593 N73-30C39
OPTICAL BADAB
Reflection coefficients for wires, cables, ropes
and chains from scanning laser radar, discussing
wire avoidance system for airplanes and
helicopters
P0448 473-35421
Adaptation of lidar to aircraft and missile
rangefinding
CNASA-TT-F-14716] p0685 N73-11466
Optical radar evaluation of techniques for fog
dissipation at airports
(AD-758767] p0409 N73-25682
Laser observations of dense natural fog to
determine backscatter and slant range visibility
for aircraft landing operations
fAD-760128] p0473 N73-26511
OPTICAL SCANHERS
NT BOLTISPECTB4L B4ND SCANNERS
Bichelson shearing interferometer with
piezoelectric scanner for atmospheric optical
mean transfer function measurements from
airborne platform, using laser or white light
sources
P0290 473-29332
OPTICAL SENSOBS
D OPTICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
OPTICAL SIGNALS
D OPTICAL COBBONICATION
OPTICAL SPECTBDH
D LIGHT (VISIBLE RADIATION)
OPTIHAL CONTROL
NT TIBE OPTIBAL COHTROL
Homogeneous linear partial differential eguation
for optimal control with boundary condition
formed by terminal component, noting weighting
functions for linear plant
P0663 473-12116
The optimal control of nerging aircraft-derivation
of the hybrid air traffic controller.
POC56 473-141189
Flight vehicle /FV/ control optimization taking
into account control-function and
phase-coordinate constraints
P0093 473-16415
Synthesis of optimal control problems with
allowance for a prescribed reliability
P009P 473-16*16
Optimal flight control system design for aircraft
with large flight envelopes, usinq optimal
control theory with limited measurement feedback
[4IAA PAPEB 73-159] p0097 A73-16906
Energy management in aerial combat weapon systems
maneuvering and delivery tactics, computing
optimal feedback control laws for supersonic
aircraft minimum time turning trajectories
CAIAA PAPEB 73-231] p0099 473-16956
Becent advances and applications in the prediction
of pilot acceptance of aircraft flying gualities.
P0150 473-20586
4pplication of four methods for approximating
optimal feedback gains.
P0186 473-22234
All-weather aircraft landing automation,
discussing efficient optimal feedback control
law selection based on trajectory termination or
terminal control requirements
P0194 A73-24010
An optimal control approach to terminal area air
traffic control.
P0236 A73-25786
Practical quadratic optimal control for systems
with large parameter variations.
A-371
OPTIMIZATION SOBJECT IHDBX
p0245 A73-27166
Response-optimum control of the angular and
torsional oscillations of an elastic flying wing.
P0247 173-27*59
Computerized adaptive flight control for
helicopter dynamic systems based on
identification and optimization methods
P028U A73-28829
Optimal aircraft go-around and flare maneuvers*
P0289 673-29217
Analytical design of aircraft manual control
systems.
p0456 A73-36601
Synthesis of the optimal characteristics of the
engines of multiengine systems
P0495 673-37187
A parameter optimisation technigue applied to the
design of flight control systeis.
p0499 A73-37409
Joint Automatic Control Conference, 14th, Ohio
State University, Columbus, Ohio, June 20-22,
1973, Preprints of Technical Papers.
P0517 173-38028
On the use of singular perturbation methods in the
solution of variational probleis.
P0518 A73-38038
Identification of yi-2B stability and control
derivatives via the maximum likelihood method.
P0518 173-38043
Optimal aircraft collision avoidance,
P0518 A73-38050
A new approach to the 'inverse problem of optimal
control theory1 by use of a generalized
performance index /GPIA
P0518 173-38063
A projection operator algorithm for optimal
control problems with unspecified initial state
values.
P0519 173-38064
Digital flight control design using implicit model
following.
fill! PIPER 73-844] p0528 173-38783
Automatic control of adverse yav in the landing
environment using optimal control theory.
CIIIA PAPER 73-8611 p0528 173-38799
1 practical load relief control system designed
vith modern control techniques.
fAIAA PAPER 73-8631
 P0528 A73-38801
1 method of optimization of algorithms for
secondary processing of radio signals
P0571. A73-41129
Optimal feedback control solution existence and
unigueness conditions for asymptotic stability,
discussing relationships with Pontryagin
eguations and linear regulator problem with
guadratic cost functionals
P0585 A73-43070
Game theory mathematical model for optimal control
of glide modes in conflict situation
p0621 A73-43263
Sensitivity, adaptivity and optinality;
Proceedings of the Third Symposium, Ischia,
Italy, June 18-23, 1973.
P0621 A73-43277
Optimal landing flare control of aircraft with
sensitivity consideration.
P0621 173-43284
Optimal adaptive control of aircraft lateral
dynamics in gust presence using Pontryagin
principle and cost function
riASD-3141 P0070 N73-12046
Real time hybrid simulation of tied down
helicopter for optimal stability control
P0113 N73-14024
Application of optimal control theory to takeoff
of heavily loaded helicopters and
instrumentation regnirements to improve pilot
flight control
rip-7506151 P0132 S73-15072
Application of modern control theory to design of
OPtinurn aircraft controllers
rniSA-TM-X-622081 P0173 N73-17016
Application of optimal control theory to design of
control system for supersonic inlet of turbojet
engine
rHASA-TN-D-7188) p0213 1173-18803
OPTIMIZATION
NT FLIGHT OPTI3IZATION
NT OPTIMAL CONTROL
HT TIDE OPTIHAL COHTEOL
HI TBAJECTOBY OPTIMIZATION
Optimum configurations for bangless sonic booms.
P0653 A73-10302
A rapid matching procedure for twin-spool tur'bofans.
P0657 173-11593
Hultivariate analysis applied to aircraft
optimisation - Sone effects of research advances
on the design of future subsonic transport
aircraft.
[DGLR P1PEB 72-093] p0659 173-11661
Design study for long-lived compact 750 kH
industrial gas turbine, discussing optimal
aerodynamic proportioning and size determination
[ONERA. TP NO. 1174] p0666 A73-12791
The effects of various parameters on an
aeroelastic optimization problem.
P0101 173-17565
Multiple element airfoils optimized for maximum
lift coefficient.
P0147 173-19956
Optimisation in construction of the Jaguar and
other military aircraft.
P0152 A73-20947
Gas turbine combustor optimization dependence on
combustion length and efficiency, cutoff
pressure fall, wall cooling and pollution
P0185 A73-22213
Application of computer-aided aircraft design in a
multidisciplinary environment.
(AHA PAPER 73-353] p0232 A73-25490
Aeroelastic structural weight optimization under
strength and flutter constraints, using finite
element and displacement methods to describe
egnations of motion in matrix form
[AIAA PAPER 73-389) pC232 A73-25518
Optimisation of aircraft structures with multiple
stiffness reguirements.
P0239 A73-26298
Problems of minimum-weight tnrbomachine rotor
designs
p0462 173-37140
Symposium on Optimisation in Aircraft Design,
London, England, November 15, 1972, Proceedings.
p0498 173-37405
Simplex method for linear programming for
computerized design global optimization problems
involving large numbers of eguations and variables
p0498 173-37406
Hilitary aircraft structure computerized design
optimization procedures based on local optimum
and stiffness reguirements
P0498 173-37407
The optimisation of wing design.
p0498 173-37408
Computer program for design optimization of
subsonic swept wing -jet transport aircraft
fRAE-TB-AERO-1448] p0113 N73-14026
Aircraft performance optimization by including
flight control system in design
[HBB-OFE-895-72-0] p0129 N73-15048
Optimization method for minimum weight design of
structures made from fiber reinforced composites
[AD-763732] p0599 N73-30558
Similitude theory for design optimization of
automatic control systems for aircraft gas
turbine engines
[AD-764683] p0653 B73-32631
Optimization of control and damping system for
fighter aircraft with guadratic cost function
P0668 N73-32980
OPTIBDH COSTROL
0 OPTIHAL CONTROL
ORBIT C1LCDLATIOH
Computer programs for aircraft position and
stationary satellite orbit determination from
radar range and rate measurements
fESBO-CB-81] p0542 N73-28650
ORBITAL SIMULATORS
0 SPICE SIHOL1TORS
ORBITIHG SATELLITES
0 IBTIFICI1L S1TELLITBS
DEBITS
NT ST1TIONARY ORBITS
OBEGOH
Skylab imagery of terrain surface moisture,
vegetation, and forestation in Colorado and Oregon
[E73-11001] p0615 N73-31306
1-372
SUBJECT INDEX OZONE
OBGANIC COMPOUNDS
NT FLOOBOHYDBOCABBOBS
OBGANIC HATEBIALS
PSD. 49 high modulus orqanic fibre as aluminium
replacement.
P0657 173-11510
High modulus organic fibre composites in aircraft
applications.
P0187 473-22519
Application of glass composites, all carbon
composites, and PBD-49 organic fiber material
for airframe and spacecraft construction
P0488 H73-27482
OBGABIC HITBATBS
NT HITBOGLYCEBIH
ORGANIZATIONS
History, evolution, and role of the Civil Aviation
Secretariat General
P0358 A73-32554
OBIOH AIBCBAFT
0 P-3 AIBCBAFT
OBHITHOPTBB AIBCBAFI
0 BESEABCH AIBCBAFI
OSCILLATING CILIHDEES
Finite element analysis of unsteady incompressible
flow around an oscillating obstacle of arbitrary
shape.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-91] p0095 A73-16855
On the radiation from an aerodynamic acoustic
dipole source
P0570 A73-40943
OSCILLATING FLOW
The oscillatory boundary layer growth over the top
and bottom plates of a rotating channel.
fASHE PAPEB 72-BA/FE-5] p0063 A73-15842
The use of aerosols for the visualization of flow
phenomena.
p0110 173-18837
Unsteady thin—airfoil theory for subsonic flow.
p0152 A73-20718
OSCILLATION DA8PEBS
Experimental investigation of a simple sgneeze
film damper.
[ASUS PAPEB 73-DBT-101] p0579 A73-II2078
Analysis of radial distributions of flow
conditions at inlet and outlet of high speed
rotors to determine effects of blade part-span
dampers on rotor performance
rNASA-TH-X-2696] P0122 N73-14985
OSCILLATIONS
NT HABHONIC OSCILLATION
NT NONSTABILIZED OSCILLATION
HI PBESSUBE OSCILLATIONS
HI SELF OSCILLATION
NT TBANSVEBSE OSCILLATION
NT BING OSCILLATIONS
Flow in the wake of a cascade of oscillating
airfoils.
P0146 A73-19954
Influence of small periodic oscillations on
viscous shock wave structure and sonic boom rise
time caused by supersonic transport vibrations
p0310 N73-22217
Objectives of dynamic tests in low speed wind
tunnels and techniques for measuring oscillatory
derivatives and transient motion effects
p0469 N73-26244
OSCILLATOBS
NT HABHONIC OSCILLATOBS
HI HICBOBAVE OSCILLATOBS
NT HICBOBAVE TUBES'
On the radiation from an aerodynamic acoustic
dipole source
p0570 A73-40943
OSCULATOBY INTEEPOL1TION
U OBBIT CALCULATION
OUTPUT
NT LASEB OUTPUTS
07-1 AIBCBAFT
Analysis of infrared spectra generated by OV-1D,
F-14, and UH-1 aircraft using Fourier spectroscopy
[BH-572] p0311 N73-22390
OV-10 AIBCBAFT
Flight tests of rotating cylinder flap on YOV-10
aircraft modified to STOL configuration
fNASA-CB-2135] pOOSO N73-13020
OTEBCiST
D CLOUD COVEB
OTEBESTIHATIOI
0 ESTIHATING
OVEBEIPOSUBE
U BADIATION DOSAGE
OYEBPBESSDBE
Prediction of inlet duct overpressures resulting
from engine surge.
CAIAA PAPEB 72-1142] p0046 A73-13448
Characteristic overpressure of a supersonic
transport of given length in a homogeneous
atmosphere.
p0517 A73-38006
A study to determine the feasibility of a low
sonic boom supersonic transport.
[AIAA PAPBB 73-1035] p0631 A73-44863
OXIDATION BESISTANCB
High temperature cyclic oxidation resistance tests
on Ni-, Co- and Fe-base alloys for aircraft gas
turbine engines
p0503 A73-37496
High strength tungsten fiber reinforced oxidation
resistant niobium alloy composites for use in
gas turbine engines at 2000 F
CAD-757380] p0328 N73-23620
OXIDES
NT CABBON DIOXIDE
NT CABBON HONOXIDE
NT NITBIC OXIDE
NT NITBOGEN OXIDES
OXIDIZEBS
NT LIQUID OXYGEN
Burn-up of the high temperature products of
incomplete combustion in a supersonic flow by a
second in-lection of oxidizer
P0632 A73-45076
Kinetics of afterburning process following
injection of oxidizer into high temperature gas
flow
[AD-756098] p0336 N73-23951
OXYGEN
NT LIQUID OXYGEN
JIT OZONE
Influence of air oxygen concentration on the
thermochemical stability of jet fuels
p03«8 A73-31833
Drag coefficients for Echo 1 and Explorer 24
spherical surfaces in atomic oxygen over energy
range from 4 to 200 eV
[NASA-CB-2233] p0224 N73-19697
OXYGEN COMPOUNDS
Heasnrements of some hydrogen-oxygen-nitrogen
compounds in the stratosphere from Concorde 002.
p0188 A73-22947
OXYGEN SUPPLY EQUIPMENT
Bnssian book on passenger aircraft high altitude
egnipment covering cabin pressnrization, air
conditioning and temperature and pressure
control, human tolerances, reliability factors,
etc
P0297 A73-30355
Concorde emergency power supply, oxygen and escape
systems design and operational features
P0299 A73-30929
Bnssian book on civil aviation aircraft and
helicopter egnipment covering navigation,
automatic control, electrical and oxygen systems
and aircraft instruments
p0346 A73-31548
OXYGBH SYSTEHS
U OXYGEN SUPPLY EQOIPHEHT
OZONE
Nuclear explosions released nitric oxide effect on
atmospheric ozone concentration compared with
potential effect from SSI flights
p0656 A73-11068
Numerical atmospheric circulation model of SST
effects on stratospheric ozone distribution
[AIAA PAPEB 73-529] p0376 A73-33563
Subsonic jet aircraft contribution to NOx in the
stratospheric ozone layer - 1968 to 1990.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-534] p0376 A73-33566
Nitrogen oxides, nuclear weapon testing, Concorde
and stratospheric ozone.
P0571 A73-41076
Ozone composition and nitric oxide injection upper
and lower limits for stratosphere by nnclear
bomb tests, comparing to estimated SST
contribution
P0581 A73-42534
A-373
P-80 AIRCRAFT SOBJECT IBDEI
Stratospheric photochemical reactions of ozone in
relation to climatology and supersonic transport
pollution
fROAA-TB-NESS-47] p0278 N73-21526
Threat of stratospheric ozone nonequilibrinm by
SST nitric oxide exhaust gases
fAD-757059] - p0336 B73-23949
Nitroqen oxides f rom supersonic transports
affecting stratospheric ozone depletion on solar
ultraviolet radiation
fAD-761179] p0491 H73-27722
P-84 AIECBiFT
D JET PROVOST AIRCRAFT
P-3 4IECEAFT
Kavy Transit navigation satellite system,
discussing flight test for feasibility of
military application to YP-3C Antisubmarine
Warfare (eapons System aircraft
P0562 A73-40040
Analysis of flight crew errors contributing to
aircraft accidents on P-3 and F-1 aircraft for
improved air safety
fAD-764868) p0643 H73-31979
P-531 HELICOPTER
The application of system analysis technigues for
the solution of complex helicopter crew station
design problems.
TABS PKEPRIHT 723] p0438 A73-35064
P-1127 AIRCRAFT
Flight tests to determine longitudinal aerodynamic
parameters of P-1127 aircraft with vectored
thrust control
fNASA-TN-D-7296] P0387 N73-24066
PACKAGES
NT INSTBUHENT PACKAGES
PACKAGING
NT ELECTRONIC PACKAGING
PACKINGS (SEALS)
Evaluation of polyimide second stage rod seals at
high temperatures to determine suitability for
application to aircraft systems
tNASA-CB-121124] P0178 N73-17592
Design, fabrication, and evaluation of helicopter
transmission seals using dual element split ring
and circumferential seal configurations
fNASA-CR-120983] p0472 N73-26481
PAISTS
A new approach to aircraft exterior lighting.
P0450 A73-35808
The testing of varnishing products used in
aeronautics
P0573 A73-41557
Airfield runway narking paint superior to paint
presently used
[FAA-RD-73-23] p0595 H73-30213
PABAB4
Analysis of flight hazards caused by bird strikes
on aircraft flying in Panama Canal Zone
fAD-7631121 p0550 N73-28997
PANEL FLUTTER
The effects of various parameters on an
aeroelastic optimization problem.
P0101 A73-17565
Linearized characteristics method for supersonic
flow past vibrating shells.
PC566 A73-40426
Vibration and stability of nondivergent elastic
systems.
P0581 A73r42551
Application of computer technigues for
determination of flutter characteristics of
aircraft and comparison with model matching data
analysis
fAGARD-R-5961 P0202 N73-18030
Numerical analysis of panel flutter based on
isoperimetric inequality and effect of viscous
damping forces
CllASA-CR-131828] p0306 N73-21950
Development of methods for approximating aircraft
with asymmetric elevator control to calculate
flutter characteristics
TARC-R/(l-3256] P0383 N73-24018
PANELS
NT CURVED PANELS
HI WING PANELS
Fabrication of light weight panel structure using
pairs of elongate hollow ribs of semicircular
configuration
tNASA-CASE-LAH-11052-1] p0087 B73-13929
Fatigue behavior of hat section stringer stiffened
panels compressed in post-buckling range
[AD-748-855] p0087 N73-13938
Subsonic numerical panel method for flow
calculation applied to delta wing, lifting
reentry body, body-wing configurations
[BBB-UFE-889-72-0] p0123 N73-14992
Estimates of rms stress response in aircraft skin
panels to random acoustic loads
[ESDO-67028-ABBND-AJ p0140 B73-15904
Fabrication of L-1011 aircraft panels to compare
costs and service performance characteristics of
PBD-49 and fiberglass
tHASA-CH-112250] p0253 B73-20018
PARABOLIC DIFFERENTIAL EQD&TIOHS
Shear layer effect on acoustic duct vail impedance
for sound propagation in uniform flow in terms
of parabolic cylinder functions
P0586 A73-43138
PiSACHOTB DESCENT
A linearised theory of parachute opening dynamics.
P0155 A73-21692
Parachute opening dynamic analysis, taking into
account risers, shrouds and canopy cloth elastic
properties on opening history and loads
P0196 A73-24647
Dynamic parachute inflation model for
dimensionless time and maximum force predictions
at high altitudes
fAIAA PAPER 73-450] p0340 A73-31436
Hortar design for parachute ejection and
deployment into airstream to decelerate
spacecraft and aircraft pilot escape modules,
estimating hardware weight and reaction load
CAIAA PAPER 73-459] P0341 A73-31445
Computerized six degree of freedom parachute
deployment model for predicting entry
vehicle-decelerator dynamic response to
aerodynamic forces and physical property changes
fAIAA PAPER 73-460] p0341 A73-31446
Performance/stability of midair recovery system
with tandem parachute configuration, discussing
gliding and nongliding systems
TAIAA PAPER 73-461] P0341 A73-31447
A parachute snatch force theory incorporating line
disengagement impulses.
fAIAA PAPER 73-464] p0341 A73-31450
Development of a high-performance ringsail
parachute cluster.
fAIAA PAPER 73-468] p0342 A73-31452
Development of an improved midair-retrieval
parachute system for drone/RPV aircraft.
CAIAA PAPER 73-469] p0342 A73-31453
Several computerized technigues to aid in the
design and optimization of parachute
deceleration and aerial-delivery systems.
fAIAA PAPER 73-488] p0343 473-31470
Design, stress analysis, and high altitude
performance of recovery parachute system
[NASA-CR-130304] P0128 N73-15037
Analysis of shock forces generated by opening 35
foot diameter extended-skirt parachute for
retardation at 100,000 feet altitude
[AD-749690] P0131 N73-15060
Performance tests of cargo parachutes with pulled
down vents for airdrop of supplies from 500 feet
altitude
fAD-750585] pC132 B73-15068
Development of equations of motion for
longitudinal suspension line wave motion during
parachute deployment process
CBASA-TH-X-69498J p0549 B73-28988
Computer program for analyzing characteristics of
parachute-payload system during deployment and
trajectory
P0638 N73-31936
PARACHUTES
BT DRAG CHUTES
HT RECOVERY PARACHUTES
HT RIBBON P&RACHUTES
& model and calculation procedure for predicting
parachute inflation.
FAIAA PAPER 73-453] P0341 A73-31439
Parachute gore shape and flow visualization during
transient and steady-state conditions.
A-374
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[AIAA PAPEB 73-4741 p0342 A73-31458
Relative merit of the disc-gap-band parachute
applied to individual aircrew member escape.
[AIAA PAPE8 73-483]
 P0343 A73-31465
Parachutes computer aided, design, and performance
analysis system development and operation,
presenting information storage and retrieval
tasks mechanics
[AIAA PAPEB 73-484] p03<»3 A73-31066
Single point emergency equipment divestment system
for instantaneous parachute harness, lap belt
and leg restraint release, describing
pyrotechnic actuation system
p0360 A73-32666
Operational suitability of various airdrop systems
[AD-744811] p0670 N73-10036
Performance tests of cargo parachutes with pulled
down vents for airdrop of supplies from 500 feet
altitude
[AD-750585] p0132 N73-1S068
Ground and flight test program of Stokes flow
parachute
[NASA-CR-112251] p0217 N73-19016
Illuminance measurement of two types of airborne
flares
[DREV-R-673/72] p0227 N73-19942
Design and performance of launcher illumination
XM-183 flare package for parachutes
[AD-757731J p0395 N73-24940
Hind tunnel tests to determine inflation
characteristics of solid, flat, circular model
parachutes at subsonic speed and various
geometric configurations
[AD-759209] p0405 N73-25087
Bind tunnel tests to determine drag and stability
characteristics of solid flat circular and'
ringslot parachute models
[AD-764364] p0610 N73-30963
PARACHUTING
0 PAEACHDTE DESCENT
PABAFFIHS '
Optimization of supersonic aircraft C3/C4 polymer
fuel by normal paraffins containing 10 to'16
carbon atoms
[DLR-FB-73-321 p0617 H73-31689
PABAGLIDEBS
HI FLEXIBLE RINGS
NT PABAWINGS
PABALLEL FLOR
NT GAS FLOW
NT LAMINAE PLOD
HT PIPE FLOW
HI STEADY FLOW
NT THBEE DIMENSIONAL FLOW
Thin rectangular lifting wing investigation at
small angle of attack in parallel flow based on
prandtl acceleration potential theory
p0348 A73-32126
PABALLEL PROCESSING (COMPUTERS)
Airborne associative parallel array digital
computer built with DOS LSI technology for size
and weight reduction, discussing design and
applications
p0060 473-15065
PABAHETEBS
0 INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
PABAWINGS
Parawinq-drag chute system operation on wind shear
energy to maintain payload flight altitude
p0237 A73-25787
Application of parafoil equations of notion to
predict flight performance of powered parafoil
flight vehicle
[AD-754907] p0255 N73-20034
PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
ST ELLIPTIC DIFFSBESTIAl EQOAT10DS
NT PARABOLIC DIFFERENTIAL EQOATIONS
Homogeneous linear partial differential equation
for optimal control with boundary condition
formed by terminal component, noting weighting
functions for linear plant
P0663 A73-12116
PARTICLE BBAHS
NT ELECTRON BEANS
NT ION BEAHS
PiBTIClB EHISSION
Book - Engine emissions: Pollutant formation and
measurement.
p0521 A73-38321
FASCICLE INTERACTIONS
Effects of particle seeding on jet exhaust noise
pOSaO N73-281!
PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION
Establishment of takeoff and landing environment
criteria for V/STOL aircraft with emphasis on
airborne particle concentration
' [AD-749463] p0114 N73-1403
PARTICLES
NT AEROSOLS
NT ALPHA PARTICLES
HT CHARGED PARTICLES
NT DROPS (LIQOIDS)
NT ELECTRON BEAHS
NT FOG
NT HETAL PARTICLES
NT PLASHAS (PHYSICS)
NT PORDER (PARTICLES)
NT PRIMARY. COSMIC HATS
NT SOOT
PABTICOLATE FILTERS
0 FLOID FILTERS
PARTITIONS (STRUCTURES)
Dynamic response of light partitions to sonic boom
noting theoretical computation and scale model
tests
[ISL-23/72] p0538 N73-27910
PASSBANDS
D BANDWIDTH
PASSENGER AIRCRAFT
NT A-300 AIRCRAFT
NT BO-105 HELICOPTER
NT BOEING 707 AIRCRAFT
NT BOEING 727 AIRCRAFT
NT BOEING 737 AIRCRAFT
NT BOEING 747 AIRCRAFT
NT BREGUET 941 AIRCRAFT
NT CESSNA 172 AIRCRAFT
NT CH-3 HELICOPTER
NT CH-46 HELICOPTER
NT CH-47 HELICOPTER
NT COBET 4 AIRCRAFT
NT CONVAIR 880 AIRCRAFT
NT CV-340 AIRCRAFT
NT CV-99C AIRCRAFT
NT DC 8 AIRCRAFT
NT DC 10 AIRCRAFT
NT EUROPEAN AIRBUS
NT F-27 AIRCRAFT
NT F-28 TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
NT H-53 HELICOPTER
NT H-56 HELICOPTER
NT HFB-320 AIRCRAFT
NT IL-62 AIRCRAFT
NT L-1011 AIRCRAFT
NT TO-134 AIRCRAFT
NT TO-144 AIRCRAFT
NT VISCOUNT AIRCRAFT
NT IAK 40 AIRCRAFT
Management system for aviation safety.
P0655 A73-10825
•Optimum position of the center of gravity of a
passenger plane in cruising flight
P0658 A73-11649
Short haul twin jet passenger aircraft Iak-40 for
small airfields, noting flight characteristics
and cost analysis.
POOH2 A73-13P70
Russian book on passenger aircraft and air
transport design covering technical and economic
efficiency, airbus concept, weight and size
problems and aft-mounted engine design
P0149 A73-2C377
Arava STOL turboprop passenger aircraft flutter
flight test program, describing measurement
instrumentation and data recording system
P0184 A73-22185
Aeritalia-Boeing passenger aircraft design
features in short, medium and long haul versions
P0195 A73-2M7U
Airliner radomes erosion by atmospheric
precipitation, water penetration, icing, bird
and stone impact and lightning
P0231 A73-25297
Aircraft design parameters optimization based on
criterial function representing overall
deviation for specifications with application to
subsonic passenger aircraft
P02U4 A73-27095
»-375
PASSEBGEBS SOBJECT 1BDEI
Air transport and cooaercial aviation
developments, including revenues, passenger
traffic statistics, charter flights and fare
levels
P0292 A73-29383
Eussian book on passenger aircraft high altitude
equipment covering cabin pressurization, air
conditioning and tenperatnre and pressure
control, human tolerances, reliability factors,
etc
p0297 473-30355
Skyjacking - Its domestic civil and criminal
ramifications.
P0366 A73-33102
Independently targeted short haul individual
rotorcraft for air taxi service, considering
traffic control system, market possibilities,
environmental impact and projected utilization
P0368 A73-33186
Helicopters for business executive transport
between cities or to isolated locations, police
use, ambulance service, etc
pO«20 A73-3«lt«5
Aircraft accident statistics for passenger
fatalities, worldwide let hull losses and
estimated costs to suggest proposals for
approach, landing and takeoff accident reduction
P0159 A73-36846
STOL passenger aircraft ride smoothing control
system based on vertical and lateral
acceleration limits for design flight condition
of 7 fps rms gust velocity
FAIAA PAPER 73-885] p0529 A73-38821
Analysis of current knowledge regarding ride
guality factors in passenger transportation and
development of criteria based on human factors
engineering
p0668 N73-10013
Guidelines and criteria for developing ride
quality in air transportation based on external
and internal environment conditions
P0668 N73-1001*
Analysis of airline passenger reactions to
vibration environments encountered in supersonic
transport and commercial let aircraft
p0668 K73-10017
Development of mathematical model to analyze
traveler acceptance factors in short haul air
carrier operations
p0669 N73-10023
Compilation of accident reports involving
corporate executive aircraft during 1970
fPB-2102«7) p0671 N73-10040
Eelative economic advantages of 3 STOL aircraft
concepts for short haul, high density
transportation systems in 1980 time period
rHASA-CH-114«66] P0677 S73-10990
Mission analysis of VTOL passenger transport
aircraft to determine optimum engine cycle for
minimum direct operating cost
rNASA-TM-X-68186] p0227 B73-19826
Design of perforated tube uniform distribution of
fire extinguishing agent into commercial air
transport compartments
fFAA-NA-73-3] . p0252 H73-20009
Design and development of vertical takeoff
aircraft configuration for use with air
transportation services between major population
centers
P0302 N73-21916
Analysis of trans-Atlantic aircraft movements for
1970 - 1971 period to establish base line for
passenger forecasts
P0305 B73-21935
Aircraft accident involving crash of Turbo
Commander aircraft following takeoff and
climbout from Greater Pittsburgh Airport,
Pennsylvania on 11) Aug. 1972
rnTSB-AAB-73-51 p0305 H73-21936
Analysis of air passenger traffic on North
Atlantic air routes to show development of
scheduled and chartered operations
P0305 N73-21937
Proceedings of conference on short haul air
transportation to show development reguirements,
economic aspects, and urban and environmental
impacts
f«73-5U] , p0318 H73-22971
Fatigue tests on Comet aircraft pressure cabin to
determine effects of pressure cycles on
structural stability of cabin windows
fJBC-B/B-3248)
 P0383 B73-2H017
Program definition study for improvement of short
haul air transportation to show development
requirements and operational constraints - Vol. 2
tFAA-QS-73-1-VOL-2] pO«92 N73-27869
Design and characteristics of angmentor wing
cruise blowing valveless system for STOL
passenger aircraft to define reguirements for
test facilities - Vol. 2
1
 [HASA-CE-11U570] .. p0537 N73-27907
Analysis of commuter air transportation services
to define problems and identify methods for
improvements in cost effective operations
p0658 H73-32885
Operation of low cost local air service carriers
to show methods for improving transportation
services
p0659 N73-32886
Actions by Civil Aviation Board to regulate and
inprove commuter air transportation services
p0659 N73-32888
PASSEHGEBS
Airport internal transportation systems -for
passengers and baggage, considering time
scheduled, continuously moving and individually
controlled systems
p065« A73-10306
Advanced transport systems for airports.
p0090 A73-16566
Dusseldorf airport passenger terminal facilities
project, considering handling capacity, building
and wide bodied jet traffic reguirements
P0230 A73-25206
Air-ground transportation interface at airports,
examining baggage handling, ticketing, security
procedures, rapid transit access, in-airport
time and walking distances
P0367 A73-33178
Concorde aircraft introduction into airline
network, discussing time gain over various
routes, operating costs, 'passenger service,
departure and arrival problems, maintenance, etc
[SAE PAPEB 730351] pOU31 A73-3H699
Airport simulation program describing passenger
flow and scheduling considerations, including
automobile parking, baggage handling, rapid
transit, arrival and departure peaks and
passenger decisions
p0158 A73-36841
Automation of airline passenger processing.
P0511 A73-37801
Seattle-Tacooa's unconventional concept.
p0580 A73-U2315
Proceedings of conference on ride qualities of
air, surface, and water vehicles with emphasis
on human factors engineering for comfort in
transportation
f NASA-IB-X-2620] p0668 N73-10012
Survey of passengers flying fron Dulles Airport,
Virginia during one year period to obtain cross
section of typical passengers and destinations
p030H N73-21925
Analysis of nonfatal injuries to passengers and
flight attendants in airline operations during
period 1968 through 1971
fBTSB-AAS-73-1] p0319 N73-22983
Analytical forecasting methods for air passenger
traffic
P0656 N73-32864
PASSIVE SATELLITES
HI ECHO 1 SATELLITE
PATCHING
0 HAINTENANCE
PA7TEBN BECOGIITIOV
Hultinand and aultielulsion digitized aerial
photographs automatic processing by digital
computer techniques and statistical pattern
recognition algorithms
P0651 A73-10110
PAVEBEBTS
Airfield pavement full scale performance tests
under simulated C-5A load conditions, evaluating
construction joint systems
P0655 A73-10823
Book on functional pavements design covering
support condition, quality control and
A-37 6
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construction tolerance, environmental and
landing gear effects, mathematical models, etc
p0662 A73-11879
••aircraft-airport systea R and D program in terns
of efficient planning, lighting and marking,
geometric design, safety and pavements
- . • • • . . • p0288 A73-29103
Analytical elasticity methods for airfield
pavement structural stress-strain, failure and
reliability performance evaluation
• • • - . : • • . p0288 A73-29106
Airport planning trends and engineering,
1
 discussing systems analysis, pavement design,
modular terminal facilities, costs and economic
efficiency ' . . . - :
• - . • • • -,., • p0289 A73-29111
. Parameters of rational airfield pavement design
system. ' • . - - . - - •
[ASCB PREPRINT 17001 p0340 A73-31386
Effect of openings on stresses in rigid pavements.
p0340 473-31387
Subqrade strengthening of existing airfield runways.
. : . •-. p0340 A73-31388
Technical studies and research on airport
infrastructure • - - " • .
•5: . c.v-.. •' p0359 A73-32561
Book - Prestressed pavements of airports and roads.
• • • • • • \ • • . . p0572 A73-41287
Deformation and repair of artificial runway
surfaces using new structural materials
rAD-746718] •• .. P0683 N73-11242
Structural evaluation of cellular plastic as base
course', material for military expedient pavement
to withstand limited number of aircraft-coverages
fAD-747048] "i. p0683 N73-11244
Structural design guidance and construction
standards for upgrading and extending service
life of airport pavements
fFAA-ED-08-2] . p0221 N73-19266
FAA research and development in airport paving
criteria
.•' ' p0309 S73-22205
Performance of fibrous concrete pavement materials
under cargo aircraft and roadway vehicle loads
fAD-741357] : p0312 N73-22537
'Numerical integration technigue used to re-compute
influence coefficients used for development of
design curves for rigid airfield runway pavements
rAD-755526] ri , p0325 S73-23353
Inspection of pavement grooving at four commercial
and one military airfield
[AD-757208] P0326 N73-23355
Inspection of Hunter--Army Airfield, Savannah,
Georgia to determine condition of runways
[AD-757387] • . - , - , p0390 N73-24285
Development of procedures for repairing damaged
runway pavements
fAD-756806] P0390 N73-24286
Performance of airfield pavement construction1
-|oints under heavy aircraft loads •
fFAA-RD-72-106] p0413 N73-25926
Strengthening of keyed longitudinal construction
•joints in rigid pavements
UD-759570] . p0491 N73-27789
Evaluation of structural layers in flexible
pavement during simulated aircraft traffic
[AD-762131] p0552 N73-29149
Preliminary analysis of possible factors
associated with asphaltic concrete airfield
pavement defects
[AD-762404] P0552 H73-29150
Finite element model of jointed concrete pavement
on nonlinear viscous snbgrade dynamic
interaction of aircraft-pavement systems
(AD-764243] p0613 N73^31213
Prediction of performance of runway pavements
[AD-763118] ' p0613 N73^31214
Design methodology for airfield pavements
fAD-763212] P0613 N73-31215
Application of energy concepts for prediction of
pavement system performance
P0645 N73-32153
Test results and evaluation procedure for
nondestructive tests of airfield pavements
fAD-764787) , . p0648 N73-32382
PAIIOADS
A probabilistic evaluation of helicopter lift
capability. • .: . •
P0192 473-23775
.Parawing-drag chute system operation on wind shear
energy to maintain payload flight altitude
p0237 A73-25787
Large payload aircraft for Alaskan and Canadian
gas-oil transportation, examining alternative
pipeline economic factors and possible new North
Canadian island fuel fields
P0368 A73-33183
.WB-57F aircraft with instrument package for
nuclear test detection and upper atmosphere
research, discussing range, altitude, speed,
payload capacity and onboard eguipoent
fAIAA PAPER 73-510] pC376 473-33548
Design and fabrication of balloon to carry 3500
pound payload at 60,000 feet altitude for
feasibility test of powering free balloon near
minimum wind field
[40-750542] p0117 N73-14052
Design, fabrication, and evaluation of mechanical
devices for supporting external stores on
military helicopters
fAD-755532] p0311 N73-22436
T-38 structural flight load data from Williams,
Reese, and Moody Air Force Bases, Jun. 1970 to
Dec. 1971
fAD-758891] pC403 N73-25076
Safety concerns with shuttle payloads, space
stations and space shuttle orbiters
rNASA-CR-134022] p0618 N73-31726
PCB (HODOLATIOB)
D POLSE CODE HODOLATIOH
PEGASUS ENGINE
D BRISTOL-SIDDELEI BS 53 ENGINE
PBNETRIHTS
Dual sensitivity liguid penetrants for improving
NOT inspection of minute defects in military
aircraft structures during rework and repair,
noting comparative advantages
P0662 A73-11984
PENETRATION BALLISTICS
U TERMINAL BALLISTICS
PBBCEPTIOH
NT AUDITORY PERCEPTION
NT SENSORY PERCEPTION
NT SOOND LOCALIZATION
NT SPACE PERCEPTION
NT VIBRATION PERCEPTION
NT VISUAL PERCEPTION
PEBCBPTRONS
D SELF ORGANIZING SYSTEMS
PERFORATED PLATES
Effectiveness and heat transfer with full-coverage
film cooling.
TASME PAPER 73-GT-18] P0373 A73-33495
The acoustic impedance of perforates at medium and
high sound pressure levels.
P0461 A73-37030
PERFORMANCE
Performance characteristics of self lubricating
sintered sulfur-iron material used for bushings
in naval aircraft
fAD-748175] P0074 N73-12603
Operational and air transport characteristics of
civil V/STOL aircraft
CNASi-TT-F-14619] p0079 N73-13012
Performance characteristics of solid state
converter system for measuring aircraft noise
and sonic boom
TNASli-CH-112260] pC201 B73-18019
Influence of various aerodynamic forces on
rectangular wing performance with harmonic
movement parallel to sieve flow movement
PC271 N73-21043
Influence of rain on airborne Doppler velocity
sensor performance
[AD-757509] p0327 N73-23541
Performance of aircraft gas turbine components in
hot corrosion environments
p0328 N73-23599
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
0 PERFORMANCE
PERFORMANCE DECREMENT
0 PERFORMANCE
PERFORMANCE PBEDICTIOH
NT PREDICTION ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
Computer programs for air cooled gas turbine
engine design and performance prediction, noting
aerodynamic effect of turbine coolant
P0666 A73-12848
A-377
PBBFOBHAHCB PBEDICTIOH COITD SOBJECT IHDBX
Optional performance of static propellers and rotors.
P0043 £73-13308
Aft-end desiqn criteria and performance prediction
nethods applicable to air superiority fiqhters
having twin baried engines and dual nozzles.
fAIAA PIPER 72-1111) P0045 A73-13426
Testing for prediction of naterial performance in
structures and components. Proceedings of the
Symposium, Anaheim, Calif., April 21-23, 1971
and Atlantic City, H.J., June 29-Jaly 1, 1971.
P0058 A73-14851
A combined theoretical and empirical method of
axial compressor cascade prediction.
fASBE P4PER 72-»A/GT-5] p0063 A73-15869
Analysis of high aspect ratio let flap winqs of
arbitrary geometry.
C A 1 A A PAPER 73-1251 p0096 A73-16880
Air combat roles identification by reachable sets
technique, evaluating aircraft/weapon systems
potential performance vs given threat
fAIAA PAPER 73-2321 P0099 A73-16957
Recent advances and applications in the prediction .
of pilot acceptance of aircraft flying gualities.
p0150 A73-20586
Air cushion landing gears for transport aircraft,
discussing peripheral "let stream performance
prediction and system installation on Buffalo STOI
P0191 A73-23659
Flow twisting in front of rotor for centrifugal
blover operation control, predicting efficiency
criteria
p0196 A73-24671
Two dimensional steady subsonic flow through
airfoil cascades, predicting turbomachine
performance from boundary layer calculation for
comparison with experiments
. p0286 A73-29005
A new approach to the problem of predicting the
performance of centrifugal' compressors.
p0286 A73-29012
High gain hydromechanical servomechanism with
multispcing, mass damping and feedback control,
deriving transfer function response, with
application to aircraft control surface actuator
design
P0289 A73-29150
Three bladed model rotor gust induced impulsive
discrete noise characteristics prediction by
point dipole and rotational noise theories for
comparison with measurement
p0363 A73-32917
Comparative analysis of turbine loss parameters.
fASHE PAPER 73-GT-91) p0375 A73-33529
Book - Gas turbine theory /2nd edition/.
P0421 J73-34471
Performance of low-aspect-ratio diffusers with
fully developed turbulent inlet flows. II -
Development and application of a performance
prediction method.
fASHE PAPER 73-FE-13J p0436 A73-35010
Aerodynamic design parameters effects on static
performance of short ducted fans for helicopter
tail rotor applications, comparing theoretical
analysis and experimental results '
fAHS PREPRINT 701] p0437 A73-35052
Strapdown air navigation with dry inertial
instruments and high speed general purpose
digital computer predicting system performance
by position error analysis
pO««« A73-35211
Computer nodels for air traffic control system
simulation.
P0458 A73-36843
whole aircraft and component design optimization,
discussing criteria, constraints and performance
prediction accuracy during feasibility analysis
and pro-|ect design
pO«99 A73-37410
Design method of the axial-flow blade row on
modified isolated aerofoil theory with
interference coefficient. II - The influence of
the aerodynamic parameter on the fan performance
at low flow rate.
p0504 A73-37671
The prediction of pilot acceptance for a large
aircraft.
P0519 A73-38073
Some comments to mathematical interpretation of
performance characteristics of ^et engine
combustion chambers.
p0635 A73-45381
Prediction of lateral directional aerodynamic
characteristics for twin engine propeller driven
airplane
[HASA-TB-D-6946] .p0679 N73-11016
Development of method for estimating power
required to drive ball bearings in turbine
engine based on performance of high speed
antifriction bearings
CAD-747600] p007« H73-12514
Aerodynamic configurations of.swept .wings to
improve lift performance at stall in higher
range of subsonic speeds
P0124 H73-15010
Development of mathematical model for optimal
takeoff performance of single rotor helicopter
in ground effect with various payloads
tAD-750388] p0131 H73-15066
Computerized prediction of noise levels for jet
aircraft with or without noise suppression devices
CHASA-CB-114517] p0138 H73-15708
Development and application of procedures for
determining service life of gas turbine engines
and components.
[HASA-TH-X-2664] p0140 N73-15925
Technique for defining aircraft performance model
from limited flight test data and predicted
aerodynamic and propulsion system characteristics
[HASA-TN-D-7137] p0160 N73-16008
Predicting flying qualities by wind tunnel tests
p0171 H73-17000
Prediction of aeroelastic hinge moment effects on
stability and control
P0172 H73-17006
Computer program manual for analytical techniques
to predict performance of V/STOL aircraft - Tol. 3
[AD-752559J p0175 H73-17035
Literature survey of techniques for predicting
performance of V/STOL aircraft- Vol. 4
[AD-752563] p0175 N73-17036
Performance prediction for deployable aerodynamic
decelerators operating in supersonic wakes using
gas dynamics analogy
[AD-751982] p0178 H73-17266
Optimum service life determination technique for
Naval aircraft
[AD-752747] p0206 N73-18057
Predicting loads and stresses on helicopter rotor
blades
tNASA-TT-F-14845] t- •. p0217 H73-19014
Development of method for analyzing performance of
magnetohydrodynamic generator based on
thermodynamic properties and flow characteristics
P0220 U73-19051
Application of parafoil eguations of motion to
predict flight performance of powered parafoil
flight vehicle
[AD-754907] • . i. p0255 N73-20034
Technique for determininq mechanical properties of
full-size aircraft tires from tests conducted
with small-scale model tires
CHASA-CB-22201 ' p0267 N73-21006
Analysis of factors inhibitinq performance of
rotary wing aircraft and mathematical models of
rotary wing flow characteristics
p0268 H73-21019
Development of method for predictiong performance
of heavily loaded propellers and rotors in
steady hovering flight
P0271 K73-21040
Development of algorithm for calculating inviscid
flow about arbitrary planform rotors and
application to analyzing various rotary wing
configurations
p0272 H73-21048
Effect of steady state circumferential total
pressure distortion on loss in compressor stall
pressure ratio
CNASA-CR-114577] p0279 H73-21693
Desiqn and evaluation of two airfoils for
helicopter rotors for reduction of rotor power
requirements
fNASA-CB-112297] p0318 H73-22977
Development and application of aircraft
performance prediction methods for subsonic and
supersonic transport and fiqhter aircraft
CAGABD-LS-56] p0384 N73-24042
A-378
SUBJECT IBDEI PEBFORB1HCB TESTS.
Numerical methods for determining range and radius
of action performance of transport and combat
aircraft and effects of various parameters on
performance
p0384 B73-24043
Hethods for evaluating and predicting airfield
• * performance of turbojet and tnrbofan aircraft
. operating in conventional and short takeoff modes
p0384 H73-2404U
.- •• Development of methods for predicting aircraft
flight maneuver and climb performance to show
effects of excess power and load factor
-•> . p0385 B73-24045
Analysis of parameters affecting choice of engines
for transport and combat aircraft during design
process - . .
P0385 N73-24048
Development of computer program for determining
^•minimum time trajectory and comparison with
gradient method of computation
p0385 N73-24053
Calculated performance map of high pressure ratio
turbine designed for tnrbofan simulator
fHASA-TB-X-2822) p0411 K73-25822
Development of techniques for predicting point and
path performance of light aircraft
rNASA-CB-2272] , . p0480 H73-27022
Prediction of performance of runway pavements
tAD-763118] p0613 N73-3121K
Characteristics of axial.flow compressors to show
compressor parameters during pre-stall .
conditions and techniques for predicting
compressor stall conditons
tAD-763816] pC618 H73-31704
.- Pilot rating of fighter aircraft in precision
heading task using mathematical model for
predicting aircraft performance
tAD-764695) p0643 N73-31973
Computer program for predicting pilot rating of
pitch stability of T-33 aircraft under vertical
turbulence conditions
[AD-764696] p0643 H73-31974
Application of energy concepts for prediction of
pavement system performance
p0645 N73-32153
Development of mechanical equipment reliability
prediction techniques
tAD-765367] p0648 N73-32390
Design parameters for optimal cost/cruise
performance of subsonic jet transport
P0655 N73-32853
International civil aviation organization for air
traffic forecasting and airport development
p0656 H73-32865
Functional models for airline operations
p0657 H73-32870
PBBFOBBAHCB TESTS
Design and test of a small, high-pressure ratio,
axial compressor with tandem and swept stators.
[SAG PAPER 7207131 p0663 A73-12010
United States SST electrical power system
evaluation.
CAIAA PAPEB 72-1055] pp.043 A73-13386
Effects of transverse ribs on pressure recovery in
two-dimensional subsonic diffusers. '
fllAA PAPER 72-1141] pOb'46 A73-13447
Installation effects on performance of multiple
model V/STOl lift fans.
CAIAA PAPER 72-1175] •'p0046 A73-13471
Supersonic compressor performance for, gas turbine
engines, discussing cascade, single'stage
compressor rigs and experimental 'engine test
results
P0053 A73-14152
Results of an experimental program for the
development of sonic inlets for tnrbofan engines.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-222) P0105 A73-17664
Minimum performance standards - Airborne distance
measuring equipment /DUE/ operating within the
radio-fregnency range of 960-1215 megahertz.
p0146 A73-19575
A summary of wind tunnel research on tilt-rotors
from hover to cruise flight.
[OHEBA, TP HO. 1133) -'pO'154 A73-21683
Ti alloy coating and surface treatment to prolong
fatigue life by eliminating fretting damage,
discussing design parameters selection,
screening and strength tests and performance
evaluation
p0237 A73-25838
Design and evaluation of combnstors for reducing
aircraft engine pollution.
P0285 173-28932
Low speed of sound modeling of a high pressure
ratio centrifugal compressor.
P0286 A73-29020
Obligue shock wave generation and guenching in
curved supersonic diffusers at Bach 1.6, noting
dependence on boundary layer properties
P0286 A73-29021
Influence of transient conditions on the overall
service life of turbine blades
P0299 173-30676
Aircraft flight control head-up display system
design, equipment installation particulars,
performance tests and merits evaluation
P0357 A73-32508
Investigation of the aerodynamic performance of
small axial turbines.
CASHE PAPER 73-ST-3] p0372 173-33481
Experimental evaluation of the effects of a blunt,
leading edge on the performance of a transonic
rotor.
[ASHE PAPER 73-6T-60] pC374 A73-33515
The role of testing in achieving aerospace systems •
effectiveness.
P0377 173-33605'
DC9-30 refrigeration system diagnosis by computer.
P0378 173-33654
Performance of low-aspect-ratio ,diffusers with
fully developed turbulent inlet flows. I - Some
experimental results.
flSHE PAPER 73-FB-12] p0436 A73-35009
Flight-critical fail-operative and endurance tests ,
for SSI electrical power system
P0447 173-35252
Certification program for the DC-10 slide/rafti >.'
P0450 173-35807
. ACLS CC-115 model simulation, test analysis and'
< correlation.
P0506 173-37693
Navigation and landing aid systems in-flight and
ground performance monitoring, discussing
safety, legal, operational and economic aspects
P0511 173-37802
Questionnaire survey covering development,
gualification, acceptance and flight test roles
in achieving aerospace vehicles systems
effectiveness /reliability, maintainability and
safety/
.I P0531 173-39248
Hicrowave Landing System with air-derived sample
data and scanning narrow beam antennas for
.signal-in-space'generation, discussing design
requirements and performance test
P0563 A73-40046
Book - The role of testing in achieving 'aerospace
systems effectiveness.
P0572 173-41201
OS Department of Defense aircraft system
effectiveness tests snrvey guestionnaire
response data from component, subsystem and
system suppliers
P0572 173-41204
Commercial aircraft system effectiveness survey
guestionnaire response data concerning various
tests in manufacturing and operational
environments
P0572 173-41205
Simulator performance validation and improvement
through recorded data. '
[AHA PAPER 73-938] p0578 173-41972
The effects of modulated blade spacing on static
rotor acoustics and performance.
[AIAA PAPER 73-1020] p0630 A73-44852
A new device for measuring local acoustic'power
output of subsonic jets.
[AIAA PAPER 73-1042) p0631 A73-44866
Performance of air-to-satellite-to-ground systems
for air traffic control
[PB-210378] p0675 N73-10646
Survey of techniques used for turbine engine
performance analysis
[1D-744587] p0676 N73-10750
Evaluation of automated air traffic control system
and comparison with operator performance using
manual system
P0685 H73-11683
S-379
PBBFDSIOH SUBJECT IHDEI
Design, development, and evaluation of turbine for
small, low-cost turbofan engine
rNASA-Tfl-X-68157l p0686 N73-11803
Performance of shrooded and nnshrouded fans in low
noise turbofan engines
P0067 H73-12018
Performance of high speed overriding clutch
assemblies for helicopters
fAD-7478071 p0074 H73-12518
Performance tests of Indover C short takeoff
transport aircraft on grass, concrete and soil
landing sites
fABC-CP-1220] P0081 N73-13034
Perfornance tests of crash protective seat belts
using energy absorbers to allow system to yield
at constant force
rSBL/SH-SIJO] p0126 N73-15023
Development and operation of test facility for
high temperature gas turbine experiments
rNAL-TB-282J p0133 H73-15269
Development of method for analysis and assessment
of turbofan engine performance
CCBANFIELD-SHE-2J p0138 N73-15811
Design and implementation of fixed-based spin
simulator, and spin test results
f AD-7516KI11 p0163 N73-16229
Performance tests to determine effects of reducing
turbine blade thickness on turbine engine
performance
rNASA-TN-D-7128] p0167 N73-16776
Performance tests to determine effects of
increased rotor blade loading on gas turbine
operation by reduction of rotor blade inlet
diameter
rNASA-T.l-X-27301 p0176 N73-17039
Dynamic testing and structural modeling of
aircraft tire properties
CNASA-CB-22191 p020U N73-18042
Accomplishments during evaluation of automatic
inspection, diagnostic, and prognostic
maintenance system using OH-1 helicopter as test
bed - vol. 2
fAD-752891] P0206 N73-18059
Performance tests of hydromechanical fuel control
system for J-85 engine
rNASA-TN-D-7198] p0209 N73-18082
Terminal ballistic performance of fiber glass
epoxy composite material for aerodynamic control
surfaces
fAD-7529181 P0212 N73-18584
Performance tests on low hub-tip ratio supersonic
axial flow compressor
fiD-752585] p0213 N73-18805
Determination of aircraft aerodynamic
characteristics under captive flight conditions
and description of test equipment
P0216 1173-19010
Performance of typical V/STOL aircraft and
comparison of data obtained with flight
simulator against data obtained by actual flight
tests
P0216 N73-19011
• Performance tests of low-pressure-ratio
centrifugal compressor with four different
diffuser configurations
fNASA-TN-D-7237] _ p0251 N73-19997
Comparison tests of strobe and incandescent
beacons to determine suitability as replacement
for standard rotating airport beacon
rFAA-N4-73-1) p0256 K73-20182
Performance tests on J-52 turbojet engines to
determine acceptable compressor stall margin
fiD-7551521 p0264 S73-20832
Evaluation of helicopter handling gualities based
on ground-based piloted flight simulator tests
p0269 N73-21030
Analysis of effect of grooved runway
configurations on aircraft tire braking traction
on flooded runway surfaces
fHASA-TN-D-72151 P0273 K73-21057
Performance and noise reducing properties of
thrust augmentors
fNASA-TH-r-622501 ' p0303 N73-21921
Performance tests on commercial transport aircraft
engines to determine factors contributions to
engine malfunctions
rrs-1UC-72-21 p0304 S73-21933
Evaluation of ground effect machines under various
environmental conditions to determine
feasibility as rescue vehicles by Coast Guard
[AD-755409] p0306 H73-21947
Performance of Hirage 3 sigma 4 after body
p0315 N73-22946
Comparison of aerodynamic lift developed by
mechanical high lift systems and lift developed
by externally blown flaps on short takeoff,.
aircraft
[NASA-TT-F-14895] p0319 N73-22981
Development of boron composite materials for
construction of aircraft landing gear for A-37
aircraft - Vol. 1 !
' [AD-756922] p0321 H73-22996
Design, fabrication, and test of boron composite
material landing gear for use as main landing
gear on A-37 aircraft - Vol. 2
[AD-756923] p0321 H73-22997
Performance tests of air traffic control system to
determine effectiveness in prevention of midair
collisions
; p0332 H73-23713
Static and cruise tests on series of 13 ft '.
diameter lov disc loading rotors with various
blade twists
tMASA-CE-11lt625] ' p0387 N73-2U063
Statistical performance test evaluation in
aerodynamic development of Dart sailplane
CCBANFIELD-AEBO-16] p0401 N73-25059
Design and performance of aircraft or spacecraft
differential maneuvering simulator
CNASA-TN-D-7304] p0407 S73-25259
Performance data for single stage axial flow
compressor with tandem airfoil blading'
CNASA-CB-121145] p0411 H73-25818
Design and performance tests of solid state 1-6
aircraft engine instruments
(AD-760351] p0472 H73-26469
Evaluation of air cushion vehicle operations over
railroad beds and secondary roads and analysis
of dynamic response to geometric obstacles
fAD-7621691 p0539 N73-27920
Performance tests to determine fore and aft
elastic response characteristics of aircraft
tires with bias ply, bias-belted, and
radial-belted design
[NASA-TH-X-69570] p05»8 N73-28987
Fabrication and mechanical testing of high
pressure ratio compressor
fKASA-CE-1211931 p0553 H73-29463
Flight tests of VHP Omnirange navigation and Tacan
systems to determine bearing error curves
rFAA-ED-72-73] p0554 H73-29710
Status of civil airline implementation of
all-weather landings in Europe and United Kingdom
CHTB-6211] p0554 N73-29711
Tachistoscopic investigation on electronic and
electromechanical cockpit display for
performance comparison
fDLB-FB-73-27] p0592 N73-30034
Aero and acoustic design features of single stage
fans tested in outdoor acoustic facility
CSASA-TH-X-68289] p0601 N73-30668
Supersonic wind tunnel tests of internal
performance of rectangular variable geometry air
inlets noting effect of incidence
rABC-CP-1242] p0606 H73-30933
Supersonic wind tunnel tests of internal
performance of rectangular variable geometry air
inlets at zero incidence
TAEC-CP-1243-PT-11 p0606 N73-30934
Hydraulic pump-looped circuit evaluation.of
candidate silicone base nonflammable hydraulic
fluid
rAD-764064] p0615 B73-31456
Effects of blade tip clearance and leading edge
sweepback of compressor rotor blades on inducer
performance and blade pressure loading
[NAS6-CE-72712] p0637 H73-31930
Performance and environmental tests of National
Air Space Enroute Stage air traffic control system
[FAA-NA-73-55] p06«9 N73-32518
PBBFOSIOH
D DIFFUSION
PEBIOD EQUATIONS
0 PEEIODIC FUNCTIONS
PEEIODIC FUNCTIONS
The prediction of instabilities of linear
differential equations with periodic coefficients
rAEC-E/B-3713] p0674 N73-33518
A-380
SUBJECT ISDBX PHOTOGRAPH IHTEEPBETATIOI
PBBIODIC OSCILLATIONS
0 OSCILLATIONS
PBBIODIC «ABIA*IO«S
HI ANNUAL VARIATIONS
Dynaiic gas temperature measurements in a gas
turbine transition dact exit.
[ASBE,PAPER 73-GT-7] p0372 A73-33U85
PBBIODICITI
0 PBBIODIC VARIATIONS
PBBIPHEBAL JET FLO!
Air cushion landing qears for transport aircraft,
discussing peripheral jet stream perfomance
prediction and system installation on Buffalo STOL
p0191 A73-23659
Static perfomance of plenum and peripheral jet
air cushions*
P0507 A73-37703
Theory and experiments for air cushion landing
system - A ground let concept.
P0507 A73-37701
Analysis of air cushion vehicle landing system
operation and coipntation of air flow requirements
fAD-750936] p0132 N73-15069
Results of aerodynamic jet interference tests for
Do-31 aircraft and application to future VSTOL
development for lift-loss calculation
[BHVG-FBST-72-22] p0204 N73-1804«
PBEHAFROST
Effects of ground effect vehicle tests on ecology
of arctic tundra in northern Alaska
TAD-7517H11 P0218 K73-19026
PBRSOHBBL
HI AIRCRAFT PILOTS
NT FLIGHT CHEWS
NT GROUND CREHS
NT INSTRDCTORS
NT PILOTS (PERSONNEL)
NT POLICE
NT TEST PILOTS
PBBSOHNEL DBVELOPHBBT
Engineering personnel, technical and flight
instructors training for introduction to and
effective utilization of new civil and military
aircraft and veapon systems
P0283 A73-28789
PERSONNEL HAHAGBHENT
Airline pilots problems in terns of job security,
working conditions, management relations, public
relations, flight safety due to noise abatement
rules, etc
P02U7 A73-27599
Crew discipline factors in aircraft accident
statistics, linking pilot-related accidents to
crew carelessness, flight regulation infractions
and unfamiliarity with flight conditions
P0530 A73-39216
Airline flight crew management and coordination
procedures, outlining self-discipline
philosophies and criteria, flight training and
simulation, and performance records
P0530 A73-39217
Flight test programs management and control,
considering weapon systems performance tests
relative to contractual requirements, personnel
allocation and supporting facilities
P0626 A73-tt«060
The capabilities of army test facilities.
P0626 A73-44064
PERT
Application of program evaluation and review
technique for planning and management of air
transport operations
rNASA-TT-F-742J pO«02 N73-25067
PBBTOBBATIOH
Nonlinear and small perturbation linear models for
one dimensional heave motion of flexible
skirted, air cushion suspension
fPB-212705} P0163 N73-16226
PEBTDHBATION THEORY
Study of the asymptotic behavior of axial
perturbation velocities in-the vicinity of
singularities
P0049 A73-13770
Solid profile wing motion in ideal incompressible
fluid at variable distance from screen in terns
of small perturbation theory
P0249 A73-27815
On the use of singular perturbation methods in the
solution of variational problems.
p0518 A73-38038
Application of perturbation techniques to single
blade helicopter rotor dynamics
[NASA-TB-I-62165] ' p0111 N73-14006
Transonic perturbation equation for studying
steady compressible flow past lifting and
nonlifting wings at high subsonic Bach numbers
rBASA-CR-2246', p0390 H73-20312
PETROLED!!
D CRUDE OIL
PHAITOH AIRCRAFT
NT F-« AIRCRAFT
PHASE ANGLE
D PHASE SHIFT
PHASE EBBOB
Dependence of sidelobe level on random phase error
in a linear array antenna.
pOKSO A73-35697
PHASE LOCKED SISTBHS
Design of avionics digital frequency synthesizer
with four phase locked loops for aircraft
communication and navigational aids
tAD-759699] pOU07 N73-25238
PHASE HODOLATION
NT PHASE SHIFT KEYING
PHASE SHIFT
Turbine vane vibration simulation tests with phase
shift generation, using tube type phase inverters
P0292 A73-29638
PHASE SHIFT KEYING
Hatheaatical model for multipath transmission in
aircraft and spacecraft communications,
presenting Bayes detector for binary PSK
POQ61 A73-15462
PHASE THAHSFOBHAIIOHS
NT VACDDM MELTING
NT VAPORIZING
PHASE VELOCITY
Stability of a potential vortex with a
non-rotating and riqid-body rotating top-hat jet
core.
p063<l *73-«5309
PHASED ABBAIS
Aperture matching of wideband phased array radar
antennas, using digital ferrite phase shifters
and dielectric transformer with magnetic
resonance limiting
P0651 A73-1C178
Light aircraft-borne low cost phased array X band
radar and display design requirements for
weather detection and ground mapping
P0351 A73-32151
Phased array antennas in ground based remote
sensor system, assessing technologies of
AN/FPS-85, HAPDAB and AP/TPH-1S radar systems
p0567 A73-40645
Development-programs status report on airborne
planar, confornal and distributed aperture
phased array antennas for use in radar and
communication systems
pC568 A73-40646
A single-plane electronically scanned antenna for
airborne radar applications.
pC568 A73-<t068<l
Physical design considerations for airborne
electronic-scanning antennas.
p0568 A73-40685
PHOTOCHEHICAL REACTIONS
Photochemical ignition and combustion enhancement
in high speed flows of fuel-air mixtures.
fAIAA PAPER 73-216] pOC98 A73-16946
Stratospheric photochemical reactions of ozone in
relation to climatology and supersonic transport
pollution
CNOAA-Tn-NESS-a7] pC278 N73-21526
PHOTOCHEHISTBY
0 PHOTOCHEHICAL REACTIONS
PHOTOCUBBENTS
0 ELECTRIC CURRENT
PHOTOELASTIC ANALYSIS
Test on fuselage models at reduced sizes.
p9«49 A73-35K43
PHOTOELASTIC STBESS BEASOBEBEHT
0 PHOTOELASTIC ANALYSIS
PHOTOELECTRONICS
0 ELECTRONICS
PHOTOGRAPH INTERPRETATION
0 PHOTOINTERPRETATION
A-381
PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT SOBJBCT IHDBX
PHOTOGRAPHIC EQOIPHEHT
NT CAMERAS
NT MULTISPECTBAL BAND CAMERAS
HT TELEVISION CAtlERAS
Nelson Trier helicopter camera mount for aerial
reconnaissance photoqraphy providing canera
balance and notion stability under coabat flight
conditions
P0198 A73-24949
Logistic performance data book for EF-ttC
photographic reconnaissance system to shov
reliability, maintainability, logistic support,
and operating problems
fAD-762232] p0547 N73-28974
PBOTOGEAPHIC BECOEDII6
Hoving radiography for photographic recording and
display of transient- or cyclic motion,
emphasizing application to aircraft gas turbines
under dynamic conditions
p0150 A73-20451
Holographic interferonetry applied to aerodynamics
p0561 A73-39984
PBOTOGBAPBIC BECORDING INSTRUMENTS
0 OPTICAL MEASURING INSTBUHENTS
U PHOTOGHAPHIC EECOBDING
D BECORDING INSTRUMENTS
PBOTOGEAPHS
NT HOTION PICTURES
PHOTOGRAPHY
NT AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
NT ASTRONOMICAL PHOTOGEAPHI
NT FRACTOGSAPHY
NT HOLOGRAPHY
NT HULTISPECTRAL PHOTOGEAPHY
NT SCBLIEBEN PHOTOGRAPHY
HT ULTBAVIOLET PHOTOMETRY
PHOTOINTBBPBETATIOH
The utility of a low flying aircraft or helicopter
when collecting ground data for regional
resource surveys.
p0155 A73-21710
PHOTOHETBY
NT ASTRONOMICAL PHOTOMETBY
NT DLTEAVIOLET PHOTOMETRY
PHOTOBECONNAISSANCB
Aerial-survey aircraft of the new generation
PC581 A73-42590
PBOTOEEDDCTIOH
0 PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTIONS
U REDOCTION (CHEMISTRY)
PHOTOTHEEHOTROPISM
D TEMPEBATOEE EFFECTS
PBOGOID OSCILLATIONS
D OSCILLATIONS
D OSCILLATOBS
D PITCH (INCLINATION)
PHYSICAL P80PEBTIBS
Physicomechanical properties of a structural
cold-hardened fiberglass-reinforced plastic
P0660 A73-11719
Physical properties of aluminum alloys, titaniun
alloys, and stainless steels for aerospace
airframes
tAD-7623051 P0542 N73-28587
Physical and chemical properties of JP-4 jet fuel
for 1972
fAD-7646901 p0651 N73-32605
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS
NT PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES
Analysis of nonfatal injuries to passengers and
flight attendants in airline operations during
period 1968 through 1971
TNTSB-AAS-73-11 P0319 N73-22983
Analysis of physiological and toxicological
aspects of smoke produced by conbustion of
aircraft interior materials - Part 1
fFAA-RD-73-50-PT-11 p0479 N73-27014
Analysis of sonic boom phenomenon to shov
generation, propagation, and effects on
structures, people, and animals
rARL/A-NOTE-3371 p0588 N73-30007
Design criteria for supersonic overflight to
reduce psychophysical effects and decrease glass
damage probability
T7AA-RD-73-1161 P0618 1173-31800
PHYSIOLOGICAL FACTORS
A freguency response approach to flying qualities
criteria and flight control system design.
fAHS PSEPBINT 7401 p0439 A73-35073
Analysis of aeromedical factors leading to midair
collisions and recommended actions to avoid
collisions
[AD-758189] -P0322 N73-23005
PHYSIOLOGICAL INDEXES
0 PHYSIOLOGICAL TESTS
PHYSIOLOGICAL BBSPOHSES I.
Skylab 1 medical experiaents concerning astronaut
physiological responses and work capability as
affected by exposure to space flight environment
P0573 A73-41519
PHYSIOLOGICAL TESTS
Inflated air bag head restraints for prevention of
brain injuries due to whiplash acceleration
during crash landings or ejection
P0359 A73-32654
PIASECKI MILITABY AIBCBAFT
0 HILITABY AIRCRAFT
PICKOFFS
0 SENSORS
PIEBCING
Estimation of corrosion damage levels in
thin-walled structural elements by the punching
method
p0458 A73-36825
PIEZOELECTRIC TRANSDUCERS
Turbine inlet gas temperature measurement by
ultrasonic impedance
[AD-752602] p0180 N73-17822
PILOT EBBOB
Safety in operation and human error.
P0415 A73-34077
Internal operational environment effects on pilot
errors in commercial aircraft flights in terms
of man machine interface and flight deck design
pOSOS A73-37728
Systems for collision avoidance - An overview.
P0524 A73-38467
A flight evaluation of pilotage error in area
navigation with vertical guidance.
p0562 A73-40029
Aircraft accident involving L-1011 aircraft crash
near Miami, Florida on 29 Dec. 1972 during
examination of suspected nose gear malfunction
[NTSB-AAH-73-14] pOSHS N73-28984
PILOT PERFORMANCE
Reorganization of airplane manual flight control
dynamics.
P0094 A73-16707
A statistical analysis of pilot control during a
simulation of STOL landing approaches.
[AIAA PAPER 73-182] ' p0098 A73-16922
Recent advances and applications in the prediction
of pilot acceptance of aircraft flying gualities.
P0150 A73-20586
AH-56A rigid rotor compound helicopter
configuration and handling gualities under
autorotation conditions, discussing flight test
program, piloting descent performance
p0183 A73-22179
Manual vs fully automatic landing concepts,
discussing pilots abilities and limitations and
primary requirements for displays
P0285 A73-28905
Role of the air line pilot in air transportation.
p0288 A73-29105
Pilot-electronics-control surfaces as feedback
loop for aircraft flight control, discussing
instruments, pilot training and aircraft flying
qualities
P0353 A73-32472
Electronic integrated flight data displays for
pilot workload reduction at takeoff, approach
and landing, considering head-up and head-down
and colored systems
p0357 A73-32506
VIOL and STOL projects flight simulation trials
for autostabilization, head-up displays and
flight controls effectiveness in handling
gualities improvement and pilot workload reduction
P0370 A73-33209
Pilot operation practices for helicopter noise
level reduction, with emphasis on flight
altitude increase and routing over noise
insensitive areas
p0420 173-34442
Flight control problems during STOL landing
approaches, considering navigation aids, pilot
work load and flight safety
1-382
SO EJECT IHDEI PILOT TBAIHIHG
p0422 A73-34K83
F1A General Aviation Crashworthiness Program.
[SAE PAPER 730293] pOU27 A73-3«657
V/STOL aircraft pilot-in-loop fliqht
control/display system to overcome pilot
limitations with performance and decision Baking
flexibility enhancement
CABS PBEPEIHT 722] POU36 A73-35063
A frequency response approach to flying qualities
criteria and flight control system design.
fAHS PBEPEINT 7«0 ] pO«39 A73-35073
Symposium on Fliqht Deck Environment and Pilot
Rorkload, London, England, Harch 15, 1973,
Proceedings.
P0508 A73-37726
Transport aircraft external operational
environment factors, discussing navigation, ATC,
airspace, flight and pilot workload conditions
pOSOS A73-37727
Two nan crew cockpit design for commercial 737 let
transport aircraft, discussing pilot vision,
control and display panels and avionics
disposition
P0508 A73-37729
STOL pilot functional requirements on air
transportation system in terns of airport
design, aircraft, ATC, route selection,
navigation and communications
P0508 A73-37730
Fliqht deck management and pilot operation
priorities in high pressure and emergency
situations, using integrated
aircraft-environment nodel
pOSOS A73-37731
Cockpit layout effects on pilot and flight crew ""
activities, using in-flight observation,
photography and pilot eye movement evaluation
P0508 A73-37733
Cockpit nock-ups and simulator design for pilot
workload assessment for Concorde program and
v/STOL research
p0509 A73-37735
Fixed base sinulation of variable stability T-33
handling gualities, considering pilot
performance in pitch tracking during atmospheric
turbulence
p0519 A73-38072
The prediction of pilot acceptance for a large
aircraft.
p0519 A73-38073
Crew discipline factors in aircraft accident
statistics, linking pilot-related accidents to
crew carelessness, flight regulation infractions
and nnfamiliarity with flight conditions
p0530 A73-39216
Carrier landing simulation for pilot visual
perception, describing Fresnel lens optical
landing system, periscopes, cockpit equipment
and glide paths
TAIAA PAPER 73-917] P0569 A73-40865
Touchdown performance with a computer graphics
night visual attachment.
[AIAA PAPER 73-927] p0569 A73-4087q
Development of performance criteria to estimate
relative proficiency of aircraft pilots during
aircraft carrier qualification training with F-1
aircraft
faD-7»6095] P0681 H73-11030
Analysis of instrument system for assisting pilots
in Baking decisions during aircraft takeoff and
landing rolls
[FAA-BD-72-112] P0073 H73-12»60
Analysis of limitations on helicopter approach and
landing during conditions of low visibility
fAD-747732] P0075 H73-12686
analysis of aircraft pilot experiences during
landing approaches in minimum visibility
situations
r*C-7«765«3 P0075 S73-12687
lest and evaluation of aural signal device to
proipt students to scan foe aircraft during
flight simulator training
CFAA-BD-72-95] P0081 H73-13030
Flight simulator tests to define minimum
acceptable levels of static longitudinal
stability for aircraft landing approach
following failure of stability augmentation
systems
CSASA-TH-X-62200] P0128 H73-15031
Conceptual model for pilot workload
P0172 N73-17C10
Heasurement of pilot performance during aircraft
landing simulation to determine significance of
vertical acceleration cues during approach and
landing maneuver
rNASA-IB-X-62236] p0173 N73-17020
Analysis of fixed base simulator tests to
determine effects of two horizontal.display
panel locations and three map orientations on
manual piloting performance
rHASA-TH-X-62198] P0177 S73-17223
Investigation of correlation between pilot
disorientation and UH-1 helicopter accidents
fAD-7532P8] p02P5 N73-18019
Development of pilot model parameters to provide
data base for multiloop, single controller,
multi-input analysis of aircraft performance
fAD-755367] P0275 H73-21078
Analysis of parameters affecting transition from
meteorological visibility range to real
visibility range during aircraft landing
[HASA-TT-F-11887] p0313 N73-22607
Simulation of pilot decision making process in
manual landing operation during fog
PC335 N73-23898
Reports of aircraft accidents occurring in OS
civil aviation operations during calendar year
1972 - Issue 3
[NTSB-BA-73-U] pO»65 N73-26C20
Simulator analysis of effect of engine response
characteristics on approach and landing
operations of powered lift aircraft with
externally blown flaps
r»ASi-TB-I-62265(1) ] p0465 H73-26C21
Performance of pilots under simulated conditions
to determine response to anti-collision warnings
rFA4-A»-73-6] pOH79 N73-27015
Analysis of aircraft structural loads in
operational flight to determine effects of pilot
performance and aircraft characteristics
fAGiHD-E-608] p0536 S73-27895
Analysis of pilot performance and short takeoff
aircraft characteristics during landing approach
fAD-762566] p0550 N73-2900C
Computer program for predicting pilot rating of
pitch stability of T-33 aircraft under vertical
turbulence conditions
fAD-764696) p0643 H73-3197")
Flight simulation to determine effectiveness of
head-up display for improving qlide-slope
tracking performance during steep visual
approach of short takeoff aircraft
P066U B73-32952
Electronic display devices in aircraft control,
noting pilot activation and VTOL control
fDLE-HITT-72-0«) p0671 N73-32998
Pilot activation in automatic landing by display
devices
P0671 N73-3299S
Utilization of decision and value theory concepts
by helicopter pilots to plan attacks
P067B (173-33565
PILOT TRAINING
Flight simulator development in parallel with
aircraft flight test A case study of the
American Airlines DC-10 program.
fSAE PAPEB 720858] p0093 A73-1666H
Aircraft accident prevention problems, considering
pilot judgement errors, factory skill
degradation, training, lightning and structure
factors and air bag use
P0291 A73-293U9
Training simulator for civil aviation schools
P0358 A73-32511
Flight Simulation Symposium, 2nd, London, England,
Hay 16, 17, 1973, Proceedings.
P0369 A73-33201
Specific Behavior Objective approach to airline
flight simulation, featuring duplicate training
elimination and education time reduction
P0369 473-33202
Airline flight simulator programs for aircraft
type conversion training, outlining flight
instructor training, certification and
instructional aids
P0369 A73-33203
Airline flight simulation program, examining
visual system capacity for replacement of
1-383
PIIOTLBSS AIRCRAFT .SOBJECf IHDEX
in-flight training vith pilot learning transfer
estimation and simulation effectiveness appraisal
P0370 A73-33204
Flight simulation visual iaage innovations,
including closed circuit television, notion
pictures and computer generated imagery vith
wide angle presentation and day/night realizations
p0370 A73-33205
The simulator industry and its contribution to
military training regnirements.
P0370 A73-33208
Eoyal.Aircraft Establishment Aerodynamics Flight
Division flight simulators for V/STOL and
helicopters, enphasizing handling, aircraft
mathematical nodeIs and cockpit simulation
P0370 A73-33211
BOAC computer aided flight simulators, detailing
simulator systems history, Boeing 747 training
adaptation, and simulation types
P0370 A73-33212
Visual scene simulation vith computer generated
images*
p0434 A73-34820
A visual detection simulator /7DS/ for pilot
varning instrument evaluation.
f A I A A PAPER 73-916] p0568 A73-40864
The Large Amplitude Hulti-Hode Aerospace Besearch
/LAHAR/ simulator.
f A I A A PAPER 73-922] P0569 A73-40870
Design and application of a part-task trainer to
teach formation flying in USAF Undergraduate
Pilot Training.
fAIAA PAPER 73-935] p0570 A73-U0881
Development of performance criteria to estimate
relative proficiency of aircraft pilots during
aircraft carrier gualification training with F-lt
aircraft
[AD-7«6095] P0681 N73-11030
Analysis of capabilities, characteristics, and
effectiveness of flight simulators for
developing primary aeronautical skills in
single-engine, land aircraft - Yol. 1
[PAA-NA-72-102-VOL-1] p0177 H73-17221
Analysis of capabilities, characteristics, and
effectiveness of flight simulators for
developing primary aeronautical skills in pilots
of single-engine, land aircraft Vol. 2
[FA&-NA-72-102-VOL-2-ADD] p0177 N73-17222
Development and use of synthetic flight trainers
based on degree and fidelity of simulation as
key design considerations
[AD-754957] P0277 N73-21260
Guidelines for assessing acceptability of pilot
ground trainer devices based on simulated
aircraft maneuvers
[FAA-BA-73-15] p0551 H73-29139
Fog chamber Ion visibility landing simulation film
for pilot training
[FAA-RD-73-611 P0553 N73-29707
PIIOTLBSS AIBCBAFT
NT DRONE AIRCRAFT
NT JINDIVIK TARGET AIRCRAFT
High altitude remotely piloted vehicle /HPV/
platforms for tactical pseudo-satellite
multichannel relay transponder systems
P0580 A73-42423
PILOTS (PERSOHHBL)
NT AIRCRAFT PILOTS
HI TEST PILOTS
Pilot varning indicators and collision avoidance
systems
[PB-212<(961 P0161 N73-16020
Pilot varning indicator system of intruder aircraft
fNASA-CASE-ERC-10226-1] p0164 N73-16483
PIONEER SPACE PROBES
Mission Planning for Pioneer Saturn/Uranus
atmospheric probe missions
[BASA-T8-X-2824] p0603 N73-30800
PIPE FLOM
Identification and coding of fluid and electrical
piping system functions.
fSAE AID 1273] p0364 A73-33019
PIPELINES
Large payload aircraft for Alaskan and Canadian
gas-oil transportation, examining alternative
pipeline economic factors and possible nev Rorth
Canadian island fuel fields
P0368 A73-33183
Floating superport.
P0510 A73-37748
PIPES (TUBES)
Book - Criteria for current and advanced aircraft
hydraulic tubing.
[SiE SP-378] p051» A73-37863
Commercial jet transport aircraft hydraulic fuel
distribution tubing systems, discussing
maintenance, fabrication problems, fittings,
quality control and materials
[SAB SP-378] p051» A73-37864
The application of Armco 21-6-9 steel tubing to
the DC-10 hydraulic system.
[SAE SP-378] p0514 A73-37865
Aircraft hydraulic tubing permissible defects' in
Cr-Ni-Hn, Al and Ti tubes and return lines,
noting vail thickness, chafing, denting, veld
seam cracks and impulse tests
[SAE SP-378] p0515 A73-37866
Defects in high quality aircraft tubing and
inspection methods.
[SAE SP-378] p0515 A73-37867
Quality requirements for T1-3A1-2.5V annealed and
cold vorked hydraulic tubing.
[SAE SP-378] p0515 A73-37868
Production of extruded tube hollows for titanium
3A1-2.5V hydraulic tubing.
[SAB SP-378] p0515 A73-37869
The development and control of crystallographic
texture in 3A1-2.5V titanium alloy tubing.
[SAE SP-378] p0515 A73-37870
The effects of crystallographic texture on the
mechanical and fracture properties of
Ti-3Al-2.5V hydraulic tubing.
[SAE SP-378] p0515 A73-37871
Surface conditioning of titanium alloy tubing.
[SAE SP-378] p0515 A73-37872
Application of the hydrostatic extrusion process
tovard production of 3A1-2.5V titanium alloy
hydraulic tubing.
[SAE SP-378) p0515 A73-37873
Influence of liquid oxygen on chromate coated
' aluminum tubing of breathing apparatus
[AD-752030] p0179 N73-17661
Potential of hot-isostatic pressing, hydrostatic
extrusion and deformable die tube tapering
processes to production of titanium tubes
[AD-759504] pO«08 N73-25532
Nonlinear vibrations of pipelines containing
pressurized fluids vith application to aircraft
hydraulic systems
[AD-764154] p0610 N73-30968
PISTOH ENGINES
NT DIESEL ENGINES
Piston engine tnrbocharging system based on split
lov and high pressure exhaust gas discharge
porting, discussing different turbine staging
arrangements
P0198 A73-24925
The development of reciprocating engine
installation data for general aviation aircraft.
[SAE PAPEH 730325] pO»29 A73-34681
Design principles of gas turbine and piston
engines for commercial aircraft
[4D-751510] p0167 N73-16783
PISTOS THEORY
Rates of change of flutter Bach number and flutter
frequency.
p005« A73-14188
The calculated grovth of lift and pitching norent
on a svept ving entering a discrete vertical '
gust at subsonic speeds
[AHC-CP-1241] p0605 N73-30932
PITCH
Multiple pure tone noise generation and control.
[AIAA PAPER 73-1021] p0630 A73-44853
PITCH (INCLINATION)
Accelerations of points on a flight vehicle during
short-period motion
P0147 A73-20095
Aircraft and spacecraft hand controllers for yav,
pitch, and roll
fBASA-CASE-asc-12390-1] p0255 N73-20041
Analysis of pitch damping moment for hovering
helicopter rotary ving and development of
formula for calculating pitch damping derivative
[NASA-IT-F-15010] p0591 N73-30027
PITCH ANGLES
0 PITCH (INCLINATION)
1-380
SUBJECT IIDBI PLASTIC AIBCBAFT STBDCTDBES
PITCH iTTITDDE COHTBOL
0 LONGITUDINAL CONTROL
PITCBIHG BOBESIS
Some effects of camber on swept-back Kings.
[SAB PAPEB 730298] p0427 A73-34661
Plight simulator evaluation of control moment
usage and requirements for v/SIOL aircraft.
fAHS PBEPBIBT 743)
 P0439 473-35076
Prediction of the lift and moment on a slender
cylinder-seqment ving-body combination.
p0517 473-38007
On the aerodynamic damping moment in pitch of a
riqid helicopter rotor in hovering. I -
Experimental phase.
p0521 473-38281
On the aerodynamic damping monent in pitch of a
rigid helicopter rotor in hovering. II -
Analytical phase.
P0564 473-40087
Closed-form lift and moment for osborne's unsteady
thin-airfoil theory.
p0566 473-40442
Low speed vind tunnel tests on slender variable
sveep wing of lift, drag, and pitching moments
rABC-CP-1227) p0111 B73-14009
Development of automatic system for controlling
aircraft under turbulent atmospheric conditions
to provide pitch stabilization
fAD-751148] p0162 H73-16028
Analysis of aerodynamic loading for symmetrically
tapered wings describing simple harmonic
pitching oscillations of low freguency in
supersonic flow
r4BC-B/H-32981 p0383 H73-24019
Hind tunnel measurements of direct pitching
damping and stiffness derivatives for delta wing
and swept wing plantorms
r4BC-B/H-3ai9] p0397 N73-25009
Supersonic wind tunnel tests to measure overall
normal and side forces, rolling, pitching, and
yawing moments on canard aircraft
C4BC-B/M-3226] • p0397 H73-25011
Heasurement of pitching moment derivatives using
free oscillation technique on two dimensional
airfoils of double wedge section and single
wedge section
rABC-B/H-3234] p0398 H73-25025
Development and characteristics of test equipment
for measurement of direct pitching moment
derivatives for two dimensional flow at subsonic
and supersonic speeds
rABC-B/H-3257) p0399 H73-25027
Heasurement of drag, lift and pitching moments on
slender winged low aspect ratio gothic planforns
at subsonic speed
rABC-B/H-3720) P0588 F73-30005
Analysis of pitch damning moment for hovering
helicopter rotary wing and development of
formula for calculating pitch damping derivative
[BASA-TT-F-15010] p0591 B73-30027
The calculated growth of lift and pitching moment
on a swept wing entering a discrete vertical
gust at subsonic speeds
fABC-CP-1241 ] P0605 H73-30932
Hind tunnel apparatus for deternining moment
cross-derivatives due to pitching and yawing on >
models at moderate angles of attack and sideslip
CNASA-CB-114663] p0607 N73-30944
Slotted transonic wind tunnel tests on pitching
delta wing enable selection of porpous-walls for
interference free damping derivatives
rABC-B/H-3715] D0661 H73-32930
Design of pitching azts control system for
aircraft with artificial stability
p0670 B73-32988
PITOT STATIC TDBES
0 PITOT TDBES
D SPEED INDICATORS
PITOT TOBBS
Haintenance of pitot-static systems of transport
aircraft. ' ...
fSAE 4IH 975] • p0364 473-3301<t
Aerodynamic interference of pitot tubes in a
turbulent boundary layer'at supersonic speed.'
P0581 473-42552
Comparative assessment of three methods of
measurement of pressure error corrections for
aircraft pitot-stattc systems
CCBANFIELD-AEBO-111 pC178 N73-17570
PIVOTED IIHG ilBCBiPT
0 TILT RING AIBCRAFT
PIAH POSITIOB INDICATORS
4 proposal on automatic tracking of an aircraft
for the radar.
p0298 473-30471
PLAHBfAST EBTBI
D ATBOSPBEBIC EBTBI
PLABETABI SOBPACES
BT BARS SDBFACE
PLAHETS
BT SATDBB (PLABET)
HI OB4BOS (PL4BET)
PL1HFOBBS'
BT 4BBOH KINGS
BT CABET HIBGS
BT DELTA HIBGS
BT IBFIHITE SPAS HISGS
NT RECTABGOLAB PLABFOBBS
BT BECTABGOLAB PLATES
NT BECTABGOLAB RINGS
BT SHEPTBACK TAIL SDBFACES
NT SREPTBACK RINGS
BT TB4PEZOIDAL RINGS
BT VAEIABLE SREEP RINGS
NT RING PL4BFOBHS
Influence of geometrical parameters on propeller
performance at low advance ratios
P0574 473-41582
Procedures for calculating velocity potential and
pressure distribution of planforms oscillating
harmonically in supersonic flow
[FOK-X-440] p0251 N73-19994
PLANNING
BT AIBPOBT PLANNING
NT BANAGEHEBT PLABBIBG
BT BISSIOB PLANNING
NT-PRODUCTION PLANNING
NT PROJECT PLANNING
NT BEGIONAL PLANNING
NT OBB4N PLANNING
PL A HOT BOBS
NT C4THODE BAT TUBES
PLANTS (BOTABT)
BT BACTEBIA
BT FOBGI
PLASHA ABC SPBATIBG
0 PLASBA SPBiYING
PLASHA PHYSICS
German book - Deutsche Gesellschaft fur Luft- und
Baumfahrt, 1971 Yearbook.
P0194 A73-16755
PLASBA PBOBES
NT ELECTBOSTATIC PBOBES
PLASBA RADIATION
Structure of ionizing shock waves with radiative
energy loss.
P058C A73-42200
PLASHA SPBATIBG
Thermal conductivity of mixed-composition
plasma-sprayed coatings.
P019D 473-23464
PLASBA THEOBI
0 PL4SSA PHYSICS
PLASBAS (PHYSICS)
Design of integrated aircraft instrnmention
display system utilizing plasma display/memory
unit
CAD-763599] p3598 B73-30446
PLASBOIDS
0 PLASMAS (PHYSICS)
FUSTIC 4IBCB4FT STBOCTDBES
4ge control evaluation of Buna N elastomers by 4NA
Bulletin 438, using shelf aging and crashed
aircraft case studies
P0041 A73-13026
Advantage of reinforced plastics for helicopter
blades and hubs
pCOilS A73-13586
Polyimide composites development for aircraft
structures.
PC109 A73-18720
High modulus organic fibre composites in aircraft
applications.
P0187 A73-22519
Feasibility evaluation of graphite/epoxy composite
materials to helicopter transmission housing.
P0193 A73-23969
A-385
PL1SXIC CO1TIBSS SOBJECI IHDEI
Fiberglass-reinforced plastics for glider laminate
vinq spars, describing elastic properties and
strength characteristics
P0296 A73-30241
Lightning protection for boron and graphite
reinforced plastic composite aircraft
structures, discussing zonal design concept and
channel intermittent contact with protrusions on
surface
P0365 A73-3303U
F-m aircraft boron-epoxy and graphite-epoxy
composite structure production protection
against degradation by lightning discharges,
discnssinq design, processinq and tests
P0365 A73-33035
Glass fabric structures, properties and designs of
reinforced polyester and epoxy laninates for
aerospace applications
P0365 173-33060
Hiqh strength low density Hyfil carbon fiber
prepreq sheet properties and production for
aircraft applications
PC379 A73-33986
Cost/Height tradeoff ratios for fiber reinforced,
plastic aircraft structural components
[SAB PAPER 7303381 pO«30 A73-3K689
Beinforced plastics for aerospace applications
covering history of laminates, use of cellulose,
asbestos, boron, qlass and oriented carbon
fibers, whisker composites and resin matrices
pO«33 A73-34801
Development and problems of testinq prepregs for
the purposes of the Czechoslovakian aircraft
industry
pO»56 A73-36469
Feasibility study of skirt confiqqrations and
materials for an ACLS aircraft.
P0506 A73-37696
Composite fabrication and structural design for
commercial aircraft, discussing graphite post
installation and testinq and pultrusion and
autoclave molding processes
rSHE PAPER EH 73-7171 P0525 A73-38497
Aircraft windshield stretched acrylic plastic,
chemically strengthened qlass, and clad
polycarbonate curved composite materials
P0577 A73-1M863
Low-pressure prepregs as structural material for
light-construction designs
P0631 A73-14887
PLASTIC COATIHGS
Besin powder coating technology, describing
fluidized bed, electrostatic and plasma spray
processes
P0657 A73-11513
Elastomeric and ceramic coatings for aircraft and
missile radomes protection in subsonic and
supersonic rain erosion environments
PC365 A73-33031
PLASTIC DBFORBATIOH
Designing a slender-wing-type cantilever plate
under conditions of unsteady creep
P0623 A73-43728
Instrumentation and data handling process of RAE
T-33 turbulence research aircraft, stationary
qas turbine icing problems, and role of plastic
deformation in metal powder compaction
rDME/NAE-1972(<l) 1 p0280 N73-21882
PLASTIC HATERIALS
0 PLASTICS
PLASTIC PBOPEBTIES
HI ELASTOPIASTICITY
PLASTIC YIELDING
0 PLASTIC DEFORBATION
PLASTICS
NT ACRYLIC RESINS
HT CtBBOH FIBEB REINFORCED PLASTICS
NT EPOXY BESINS
NT NYLON (TRADEHARK)
NT POLYETHYLENES
NT BEINFOECED PLASTICS
NT TEFLON (TRADEMARK)
NT THERMOSETTING RESINS
Structural evaluation of cellular plastic as base •
course material for military expedient pavement
to withstand limited number of aircraft coverages
. fAD-7170»81 p0683 N73-112UU
Structural stability testing of aerospace
components under pyrotechnic loading conditions
.p0335 H73-23914
using subscale plastic models-
[NASA-CB-128911]
PUTS (BETAL) , . .
0 HETAL PLATES . - . . • . . ' ?,
PLATE THEORY
Creep analysis of a thin-walled ving on the basis
of the plate analogy .,,
,p02«3 A73-27086
PL1TES (STRUCTURAL HEHBBBS) , .
HT CANTILEVER PLATES , .
HT CIBCDLAB PLATES
HI ELASTIC PLATES ' .
HI PEBFOBATED PLATES .. T
Seduction of noise generated by flow of fluid-over -
plate. .'
P0299 A73-30915
PLATPOBHS '
HT OFFSBORE PLATFOBHS
PLATIHOB
Aircraft engine fuel and oil differential .;
temperature measurement via platinum probes,
specifying sensor sensitivity, calibration,
circuit operation, and data reduction .','.,'
pOI(25'A73-3«607
PLEIDH CHABBERS ' .
From theory to practical use of air cushions ifor
transport of heavy loads in the factory •'
P0094-A73-16753
Static performance of plenum and peripheral let .
air cushions. . „ • " •
p0507'A73-37703
PLD6 HOZZLES
Experimental cold flow evaluation of ram air
cooled plug nozzle concept for afterburning
turbojet engines in static altitude facility
(NASA-TH-X-28111 pC«12 H73-25823
Flyover and static tests of noise and thrust
performance of two spoke, suppressor plug
nozzles and basic plug nozzle
tHASA-TH-X-2856] ' p05«3 N73-28735
Performance tests of twin let afterbody
configurations to.determine effect of nozzle
spacing, fairing shapes, and anqle of attack
[NASA-IB-X-2724] . p0587 N73-2999H
PLDHES
HT SOCKET EXHAUST .
Implementing the design of airplane engine exhaust
systems.
CAIAA PAPEB 72-11121 pOOIS a'73-13427
Aircraft exhaust plume dispersion and flight..
corridor concentration profiles in stratosphere
as function of flight frequency and scale
dependent diffusion
[AIAA PAPER 73-5321 p0376 A73-33.565
Jet engine exhaust plume effects on solid bodies,
examining nozzle drag effects, nozzle geometry,
plume entrainment and shape, wind tunnel tests
and pressure effects
p0526 A73-38651
Development of techniques for simulating infrared
emission from turbojet aircraft exhaust plumes
fAD-763123] " p0559 H73-29967
PLDVIO6BAPHS
0 BECOBDING INSTRUMENTS
PHBUBATIC CONTROL
Problems in constructing aerodynamically active .: ,.
elements - Converters of input and output . -~
signals in automatic control systems
P0242 A73-26769
PHEOBATIC EQDIPBENT
Development of integrated control system for- •-; .
supersonic .aircraft based on pneumatic power
•• generation
P0221 H73-19056
Development and characteristics of air cushion
landing system for remotely piloted vehicles
[AD-764774] p06«« N73-31985
PHEOBATIC BESET
0 PNEDBATIC CONTROL
PHEDBATICS . •
Russian book - Aerohydrodynamic methods for
measuring input parameters of automatic systems:
Fluidic measuring elements.
• ..: P0572 A73-41288
PODS (EXTERNAL STOBES)
Flight performance evaluation for nnderwing
nacelle installation of auxiliary-inlet ejector
nozzle with clamshell flow diverter from Bach
0.6 to 1.3
A-386
SUBJECT IBDBX POSITION EBBOES
fHASA-TB-X-2655]
 P0686 N73-11793
POUT HATCHIHG H1THOD (BAIHBHATICS) •' '
"0 BOONDABY VALOE PBOBLEBS
POIHT SOOBCES
Power spectran due to point source convection at '
uniform subsonic speed along round jet flov axis
'
;
 - . - - . . ' . pOOSO A73-138K1
A three-dimensional stratospheric point-source
tracer experiment and its implications for
dispersion of efflnent from a fleet of
supersonic aircraft.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-528) p0376 473-33562
POISBOILLB FLO!
D LABIHAB FLOI
POISSOB PBOCBSS < '
0 STOCHASTIC PBOCESSES
POltB CAP ABSOBPTIOI
Effects of polar cap absorption events on
perfornance of Omega navigation system operating
in high latitudes <
tAD-759009] - pOKIO H73-25718
POLAB COOBDIHATBS
Polar'coordinate method applied to program for
... calculating aerodynamic loads on oscillating
wing configurations in subsonic flow
(SAAB-L-0-B6H) P0588 H73-30006
POLAB BEGIOBS
HI ABCTIC BEGIOHS ''
POLABIZATIOH (BATES)
HI CIBCOLAB POLARIZATION
HT ELLIPTICAL POLABIZATIOH
POLABIZ4TIOH CBABTS
U GBAPHS (CHARTS)
POIICB
Improved visual capability for police helicopters
: • • • • ' P0228 H73-19984
POLICIES
NT EHEBGY POLICY
HT P80COBEHEHT POLICY
Book - Civil aviation development - A policy and
operations analysis.
P0155 A73-21837
The translantic charter policy of the United States.
p0628 A73-»»575
International air transportation policy and
application of policy to scheduled and chartered
airline services
1
 p0659 H73-32903
POLISHING
HT VIBBATOBY POLISHIHG
POLLOIAHTS •
0 COSTAHTNAHTS
POLLOTIOH •
HT AIB POLLUTION
HT ENVIBONHEIIT POLLOTIOH
HT HOISE POLLOTIOH
HT BATEB POLLOTIOH
Effect of fuel zoning and fuel nozzle design on
exhaust, pollution emissions at ground idle
conditions for double-annular ram-induction
combustor for turbofan engines
rHAS4-CB-12109«J p0180 H73-17916
POLYACBYLATES
0 ACBYLIC BESIHS
POLYARIDB BESIHS
HI BYLON (TBADEHABK)
POLYBBSZIHIDAZOLE
Thermal resistance and aging properties of
Rplybenzimidazoles, polyimides and
polyamides-imides used for Bach 3 aircraft radomes
"'P0230 473-25291
POLYBTBYLBNBS
Long-life, high energy Ni-Cd aerospace cells.
P0292 A73-29585
Optimization of transparent ethylene terpolymer
and compilation of engineering data for use as
adhesive in polycarbonate composite aircraft
transparencies •
tAD-750814] P0136 H73-^15611
POLT60BS
HT TBIAHGLES
POLYIRIDB BESIHS
Polyimide composites development for aircraft
structures. * . ? • • . ' : .,
p0109 473-18720
Thermal resistance and aging properties of • ••'••'
polybenzimidazoles, polyimides and
polyamides-imides used for Bach 3 aircraft radomes
p0230 A73-25291
POLYIHIDBS
Development and fabrication of graphite polyimide
wing box beam
tHASA-CB-123959] .. pC087 H73-13923
Evaluation of polyimide second stage rod seals at
high temperatures to determine suitability for
application to aircraft systems
CHASA-CB-12112K] P0178 N73-17592
POLIBOBIALS
A scheme for estimating aircraft velocity directly
from airborne range measurements.
P0435 A73-34873
POLYDBETBAHE FOAB
Shock wave attenuation in foan water mixtures
containing Freon and exposed to hydraulic impact
[AD-748350] pOOSK H73-13318
Physio-chemical analysis of flammability
characteristics-and thermal degradation of rigid
and flexible urethane foams used-in aircraft,
structures - Part 2
[FAA-BD-73-50-PT-2] p0481 N73-27025
Decomposition products of polyurethane foam
related to aircraft cabin flash fires
[AD-763327] p0619 H73-31846
POLIOBETBAHE BESIHS
Bydrolytic stability of polyurethane potting
compounds in Navy aircraft
[40-759972] P047K N73-2660H
POPOLATION THEOHY
Analysis of early failures in unegual size samples.
P0377 A73-33622
POBOOS HATEBIALS
Analysis of supersonic, three-dimensional flow
characteristics to determine effects of material
porosity and angle of attack on let stretcher
performance
P0163 H73-16215
Development of theory for wind tunnel boundary
upwash interference on symmetrical finite wing
with arbitrary lift distribution
fAD-757196] p0327 H73-23397
POBOOS BALLS
Bind tunnel interference on oscillating airfoils
in low supersonic flow.
P0282 473-28166
Interference theory in slotted wind tunnels
extended to subsonic rectangular wind tunnels
with ventilated tool, longitudinal slots and
perforated screens of. arbitrary porosity
tAEC-B/M-3706] p0111 H73-14007
Effects of porous wind tunnel wall corrections on
transport aircraft models
P0326 H73-23366
Slotted transonic wind tunnel tests on pitching
delta wing enable selection of porpons walls for
interference free damping derivatives
fAEC-B/H-3715] . p0661 H73-32930
POBTABLE EQOIPHBHT
Portable self contained computerized in-aircraft
engine analyzer with cassette tape resident
program control and digital display and punched
card indicators
[4144 P4PEH<'72-1080] pOOtU A73-13«03
Portable instrumentation kit feasibility study
fAD-7511881 . p016« H73-16514
Beiiability of OSAF fire protection systems
including portable equipment
C4D-7629H8) p060» N73-30925
POSTS (OPEBIHGS)
The acoustic response of rooms with open windows .
to airborne sounds.
P010.1 473-17369
The transmission of sonic boom signals into rooms
through open windows. ,
P0101 A73-17370
POSZTIOH (LOCATIOH)
One dimensional supersonic shock front location by
sonic circle involute point by point plotting,
using geometric considerations
P0190 A73-23U67
A survey of satellite-based systems for
navigation, position surveillance, traffic
control and collision avoidance.
P056H A73-K0052
POSITIOB EBBOBS
Modeling of aircraft position errors with
independent surveillance.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-162] p0097 473-16908
A-387
POSITIOH IHDICATOHS SOBJECT IBDBI
Tilt-table alignment for inertial-platform
maintenance without a surveyed site.
p0347 473-31728
Multiple path induced position errors in microwave
landing systems, considering beating bean and
Doppler systems based on time and frequency
division multiplexing respectively
P0353 A73-32171
Strapdown air navigation with dry inertial
instruments and high speed general purpose
digital computer predicting system performance
by position error analysis
POQ04 A73-35211
An in-flight investigation of the influence of
flying qualities on precision weapons delivery.
fAIAA PAPER 73-783] pO«99 A73-37453
Position errors in airspeed calibration nethods
rHAL-TR-298] P0391 N73-2U077
POSITIOH IHDIC1TOES
HI PLAN POSITION IHOICATOBS
NT EADIO DIRECTION FINDEBS
Precision hover sensor for heavy-lift helicopter.
P0192 A73-2378*
PBS-system for determination of position of flight
inspection aircraft for control of ILS-and VOB
facilities.
p0351 A73-32UQ9
Microwave guidance system for aircraft landing,
discussing civil and military requirements,
position measurement capability, shadowing in
propagation, and ground reflection induced
signal fading
p0353 A73-32«68
Integrated image and symbolic display hierarchy
with increasing horizontal and vertical
information content for superposition as
helicopter aid in approach and precision hovering
TABS PBEPBINT 7211 pO«38 A73-35065
Doppler compensated conmnnication system for
locating supersonic transport position
fNASA-CASE-GSC-10087-in P0256 N73-2017H
Aircraft mounted crash location transmitter for
emergency signal transmission after crashes
fNASA-CASE-BFS-16609-2] p0611 N73-3108<l
POSITIONING DEVICES (HACBINEBI)
NT BOOBS (EQUIPMENT)
POTASSIOH CBBOBAIES
Aircraft corrosion prevention by addition of
potassium dichromate to rinse water
[AD-753214] P0205 N73-18050
POTASSIOH COMPOUNDS
NT POTASSIUM CHROMATBS
POTENTIAL BHEBGI
NT NUCLEAB POTENTIAL
POTENTIAL FIELDS
Analysis of internally generated sound in
continuous materials. III. - The momentum
potential field description of fluctuating fluid
motion as a basis for a unified theory of
internally generated sound.
P01U3 A73-19097
POTENTIAL FLOB
NT EQUIPOTENTIALS
Three dimensional potential flow past arbitrarily
shaped aerodynamic configurations, using
Bess-Smith numerical method
fDGLB PAPEB 72-1051 p0658 A73-11657
Numerical solution for a flat plate experiencing a
ground effect
pOO«9 A73-13721
Mathematical prediction for pressure distribution
over arbitrary thin airfoil in inviscid
potential and real fluid flows, determining
velocity increment at leading edge
P0090 A73-16593
Conformal mapping for potential flow about
airfoils with attached flap.
p01«<l A73-19192
Calculation of the potential flow about
axisymmetrical fuselages, annular profiles, and
propulsion system inlets
fDFVLB-SONDDB-265) pOW A73-19205
Graphoanalytic method of calculating plane
potential flows
p0188 A73-23106
Potential flow past axisynnetric ring wing
profiles via singularity method, applying source
and vortex distributions to curved thick profiles
fDFVLR-SONDDR-271 ] p0231 A73-253U8
Higher order numerical solution of the integral
equation for the two-dimensional Neumann problem.
P0232 A73-25«3«
Unsteady subsonic compressible flow around finite -
thickness wings. - •
fAIAA PAPEB 73-313J p0234 A73-25541
A linearized potential flow theory for airfoils
with spoilers.
P0238 A73-25853
Aerodynanics of wake vortices.
P021C A73-26385
Pressure distribution on anlticomponent airfoils
in two dimensional incompressible potential
flow, using Hartensen-Jacob vorticity
distribution method to derive Fredholm type
circulation eguation
P0346 A73-31637
Computerized three dimensional calculations of
hypersustained aircraft in viscous potential
flow in terns of boundary layers and wakes
P0362 A73-32816
A wake and an eddy in a rotating, radial-flow
passage. I - Experimental observations.
fASBE PAPER 73-GT-57] p037« A73-33512
Plane unsteady irrotational flow of ideal
incompressible fluid through tnrnomachine stage
due to interaction between stationary and moving
grids
P0379 A73-3«015
Vortex-lift prediction for complex wing planforms.
pO«19 A73-3««38
Three dimensional jet flap potential flow theory
based on vortex lattice method, comparing
iterative solution with slatted unswept blown
flapped wing experimental results
filAA PAPEB 73-653] . P0455 A73-36260
On viscous and wind tunnel wall effects in
transonic flows over airfoils.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-660] pO«55 A73-36261
Interference between a wing and a surface of
velocity discontinuity.
P0502 A73-37490
Computer graphics for solving three dimensional
lifting body potential flow nonlinear eguations
to determine aerodynamic loads
[DGT-7510] p0305 B73-21939
Integral eguations for calculating incompressible
potential flows around profiles with suction and
blowing
[NASA-TT-F-14962] pO<187 N73-27209
Calculation of incompressible potential flow of.
airfoils by conformal mapping potential flow, of
lifting circles onto airfoils by double
transformations
[ARC-H/B-3717] p0588 H73-30002
Computer solutions for potential and viscous flow
calculations for engine inlets
fKASA-TB-X-71457] p0672 N73-33184
POTENTIAL PBOBLEBS
0 POTENTIAL THEORY
POTENTIAL TBEOR7.
- Plane flow past vortex of inviscid incompressible
fluid lets bound by free surface and horizontal
wall, considering complex potential function and
submerged lifting airfoils
p0653 A73-10301
Calculation of the transonic flow around an
airfoil, taking account of the exact law of
compressibility
p0185 A73-22210
Downwash-velocity potential method for oscillating
surfaces. . •
P0284 A73-28803
' Thin rectangular lifting wing investigation at
small angle of attack in parallel flow based on
Prandtl acceleration potential theory
p03»8 A73-32126
Transonic flow analysis using a streamline
coordinate transformation procedure.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-657) pO»53 A73-36211
POTTING COBPOUHDS
Bydrolytic reversion of elastomeric potting
compounds.
p0290 A73-29271
Bydrolytic stability of polynrethane potting
compounds in Navy aircraft
[AD-759972] pO«7« N73-2660*
POIDEB (PARTICLES)
Resin powder coating technology, describing
A-388
SUBJECT IHDBI PREDICTION ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
fluidized bed, electrostatic and plasma spray
processes
P0657 A73-11513
POBDEB BBTALLUBGY
Powder metallurgy for high-performance
applications; Proceedings of the Eighteenth
Sagamore Army Materials Research Conference,
Baguette Lake, B.I., ingast 31-Septenber 3, 1971.
P0653 A73-10276
Fabrication of high-strength aluminum products
from powder.
p0653 &73-10281
Development of IN-100 powder-metallurgy disks for
advanced let engine application.
P0653 A73-10283
Potential titanium airframe applications.
P0653 A73-10285
Snperalloys processing technology for aircraft gas
turbine applications, discussing developments in
eutectics and powder metallurgy for increased
operating temperatures
P0285 &73-28931
Hot isostatic pressing of titanium alloys for
turbine engine components.
TASHE PAPEB 73-6T-63] p0374 A73-33516
Nitride inclusions in titanium ingots - A study of
possible sources in the production of
magnesium-reduced sponge.
P0529 A73-39026
Instrumentation and data handling process of NAE
T-33 turbulence research aircraft, stationary
gas turbine icing problems, and role of plastic
deformation in metal powder compaction
fDHE/NAE-1972<4)] p0280 S73-21882
POSER COHDITIONIHG
Electric power processing, distribution and
control for advanced aerospace vehicles.
P0051 A73-13947
Sealed aircraft battery with integral power
conditioner.
p0292 A73-29589
P01EB COHVEBSIOH
0 ELECTRIC GENERATORS
POIEB EFFICIENCY
High pressure stage efficiency of the turbines of
modern turbojets
p0052 A73-1»137
Computer calculation of the characteristics of
multistage gas turbines
P0187 A73-22567
Boundary layer efficiency as working fluid in
ramjets for high aircraft speeds, obtaining
external efficiency as function of boundary
layer parameters and flow rate
P0190 A73-23360
Influence of a change in the throughput of the
power turbine on the parameters of a dual-shaft
gas turbine engine
p0191 A73-23599
Aircraft tnrboengine noise, discussing noise
level/power output relations
P0193 A73-23861
The development of propulsion systems in the case
of airliners
p0520 A73-38120
POiEB GAIN
Application of four methods for approximating
optimal feedback gains.
p0186 A73-22234
POIZE GEHEBATOBS
0 E1ECTBIC GENERATORS
POIEB LINES
Application of multiplexing to the B-1 aircraft.
p0446 A73-35247
POiEB SERIES
HI TAILOR SERIES
Conformal mapping of two airfoil profiles
symmetric with respect to real axis onto
circles, using rational function power series
P0148 A73-20200
POIEB SPECTRA
Further studies of the aeroacoustics of jets •
perturbed by screens.
p0663 A73-12200
Inlet sound power of axial compressors.
P0039 A73-12956
Power spectrum due to point source convection at
uniform subsonic speed along round jet flow axis
PC050 473-13841
Acoustic power spectral of a subsonic jet.
P0051 A73-1404C
Study of the influence of the volumetric mass of a
jet on acoustic sound emission
POC52 A73-14143
Short term gyro drift measurements.
p0519 A73-38081
Noise generation by turbulent combustion,
discussing sound power, spectral content,
enclosure effect, and importance in
tnrbopropulsion system core engine noise
CAIAA PAPER 73-1023] p0630 A73-44855
Designing aircraft for combined effects of
vertical, lateral, and longitudinal turbulence
by power spectral techniques
[AD-756886] p0306 N73-21951
Heasurement of power spectra of waveforms derived
from vibrating blades in axial compressor and
application to determine damping factor of blades
[ARC-B/H-3253] p0383 N73-24014
Comparison of gust velocities derived from
accelerations of Canberra and Vulcan aircraft
noting acceleration and wing loading power spectra
tARC-CP-1244] p0609 N73-30955
POIEB SUPPLIES
Hydraulic system on de Havilland Twin Otter STOL
aircraft for flaps, wheel brakes and nose wheel
steering, noting power supply mounting
P0043 A73-13350
Aircraft power supply alternators with
superconductive field windings, calculating
specific weights and performance characteristics
p015C A73-20408
Development of hermetically sealed nickel cadmium
battery and associated control logic and charger
circuit for aircraft applications
fAD-757535] pC323 N73-23017
POfEB SUPPLY CIRCUITS
Power subsystem for Skylab
radiooeter/scatterometer/altimeter experiment.
P0584 A73-42903
Decentralized power processing for large-scale
systems.
P0584 A73-42905
Reliable functioning of avionic power supply
eguipment through employment of redundant
components
fAD-757152] P0320 N73-22988
POBEB TBANSHISSIOH
Grease lubrication of helicopter transmissions.
fASLE PREPRINT 73AH-2A-1] pC436 A73-34980
Helicopter power transfer systems analysis in
terms of weight reduction and reliability
improvement
[AHS PEBPBINT 773] p0441 A73-35091
Helicopter transmission research.
pC577 A73-41750
PPI (POSITION INDICATORS)
0 PLAN POSITION INDICATORS
PHANDTL-BEYBR EXPANSION
NT THERHAL BUCKLING
Applications of shock expansion theory to the flow
over non-conical delta wings.
P0109 A73-18512
PBECAOTIONS
D ACCIDENT PREVENTION
PBECESSIOH
Strapdown electrostatic gyroscope spin axis,
precession drift rate calibration, using virtual
work technique for modeling bearing torgues on
rotor
P0444 A73-35210
Dependences between braking and precession moments
acting on spherical rotor in magnetic suspension
p0598 N73-30422
PBECIPITATIOB (BETEOBOLOGY)
HT RAIN
NT SNOB
PBECIPITATIOH HABDENIN6
Precipitation and dispersion hardened alloys,
fiber reinforced metal matrix composites,
carbon-carbon composites, and dispersed system,
eutectics application in aerospace industry
P0296 A73-30067
PBEDICTION ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
Aircraft flight plan data processing in FORTRAN
program to predict altitude and time conflicts,
noting short CPU time
P0091 A73-16618
A-389
PBEDICTIOHS SUBJECT ISDEX
Air traffic volme prediction by 1985. determining
passenger growth factors for terminal pairs
PC1U5 A73-19318
Prediction aodels for surface and air
transportation dynamic environments, considering
broadband and single frequency continuous and
recurrent and intermittent discrete excitation
nodes
P018B 473-22718
Prediction and measurement of aircraft noise.
P0366 A73-33133
Automated prediction of light aircraft performance
and riding and handling qualities.
[SAE PAPEB 730305] P0428 A73-34666
Performance of low-aspect-ratio diffusers with
fully developed turbulent inlet flows. II -
Development and application of a performance
prediction method.
PASSE PAPEB 73-FB-13] pO«36 A73-35010
Fixed base simulation of variable stability T-33
handling qualities, considering pilot
performance in pitch tracking during atiospheric
turbulence
P0519 A73-38072
Estimation of general aviation air traffic.
fASCE PBEPBINT 20111 p0583 A73-42866
Theoretical studies of sound emission from
aircraft ducts.
f A I A A PAPEB 73-1012] p0629 A73-UU84I;
Survey of techniques used for turbine engine
performance analysis
rAD-711587] p0676 H73-10750
Prediction analysis method to determine influence
of geometry parameters on aerodynamic
characteristics of body-wing configuration
fDLR-FB-72-63] P0129 N73-15050
Development and application of aircraft
performance prediction methods for subsonic and
supersonic transport and fighter aircraft
fiGABD-LS-56] p0384 H73-240lt2
Forecasts of aviation activity at selected
airports to meet needs of planning personnel for
future air traffic control operations
POU65 N73-26019
Development of computer model to simulate air
traffic conditions in Los Angeles, California
area in 1982
rHTB-6386] P0553 N73-29706
Development of procedures for predicting fatigue
life of aircraft structures based on fracture
mechanics, crack propagation, and residual
static strength anlaysis
fAGABD-LS-62] P0557 N73-29924
Development of fatigue life prediction procedures
based on measured stress-time histories and
mathematical model for description of random
vibrations
P0557 N73-29926
Effect of environment and stress-cycling on
in-service structural failure of airframes and
procedures for predicting safe operational
conditions
P0558 N73-29929
Application of growth rate data and analytical
retardation models for predicting crack growth
under variable amplitude loading
P0558 H73-29932
Analysis of errors in fatigue life prediction
procedures and methods for improving accuracy of
prediction analysis techniques
P0558 N73-2993K
Analytical forecasting methods for air passenger
traffic
P0656 N73-3286*
Hethod for predicting noise generated by
deflecting engine exhaust for nnder-the-winq and
ovar-the-wing versions of externally blown flap
configuration
rnaSA-TM-x-7111119] P0667 N73-32969
Computer program and mathematical model for
predicting dynamic response of helicopter in
accident involving vertical and lateral impact
rAD-764985]
 P0671 N73-32996
PBBDICTIOHS
HI IMPACT PREDICTION
NT PEEFOBHANCE PBEDICTION
PBEFLIGBT OPIB1TIONS
The pre-flight handling of inertial navigation
systems.
P01K5 A73-193U7
PBEHEATEBS
0 HEATIHG EQOIPBENT
PBEHEATIHG
0 HEATING
PBBIBPBEGIATION
Bigh strength low density ayfil carbon fiber
prepreg sheet properties and production for
aircraft applications
P0379 A73-33986
Development and problems of testing prepregs for
the purposes of the Czechoslovakian aircraft
industry
P0456 A73-36469
Low-pressure prepregs as structural material for
light-construction designs
P0631 A73-41887
PBELOADIHG
0 PBESTBESSING
PBEBTXBD FLABES
Combustion effectiveness in high speed swirling
flow tested in chamber with premixed
air-kerosene mixture injected tangentially in
annular channel
CONEBA, IP HO. 1076] p0060 A73-15098
Nitric oxide emissions from tube combustor burning
premixed gaseous propane-air mixture,
. • considering inlet conditions for eguivalence
ratios
P0119 A73-35468
PBEPABiTIOH
NT PBESTBESSING
NT PBETBEATBEKT
PBESINTEBIBG
0 SINTEBING
PRESSES
NT BAHS (PBESSES)
Isothermal forging of titanium centrifugal
compressor impeller
UD-76K266] p0615 N73-31455
PBESSOBE
NT BASE PBESSDBE
NT HIGH PEESSDBE
NT BYDBOSTATIC PBESSOBE
NT ILLUMINANCE
NT IHPACT LOADS
NT INLET PBESSOBE
NT ISOSTATIC PBESSOBE
NT OVEBPBESSORE
NT SOOND PBESSOBE
NT STAGNATION PBESSOBE
NT STATIC PBESSOBE
NT VAPOR PBESSOF.E
NT HALL PBESSOBE
Prediction of fluctuating pressures acting on
externally blown flap surfaces
tNASA-CB-112216] p0126 N73-15C26
PBESSDBE CABINS
0 PBESSOBIZED CABINS
PBESSOBE COEFFICIENT
0 AERODYNABIC COEFFICIENTS
PBESSOBE DISTBIBOTION
The pressure on flat and anhedral delta wings with
attached shock waves.
P066U A73-125C1
Evaluation of the method of characteristics
applied to a pressure transient analysis of the
B.A.C./S.N.I.A.S. Concorde refuelling system.
PC665 A73-126U5
Separated flow noise.
pOOHO A73-12975
Pressure distribution and shock wave intensity
variations in supersonic flow past two plane
wings forming dihedral angle
p0048 A73-13623
The prediction of airfoil pressure distributions
for subcritical viscous flow and for
supercritical inviscid flow.
P005K A73-11378
Buffet boundaries for arrow wings in transonic
flow, presenting aethods foe pressure
distribution and three dimensional turbulent
boundary layer calculation
tDGLB PAPEB 72-123] pOOSS A73-10382
Mathematical prediction for pressure distribution
over arbitrary thin airfoil in inviscid
potential and real fluid flows, determining
velocity increment at leading edge
P0090 A73-16593
1-390
SUBJECT INDEX PBBSSOBB DISIBIBOTION COBTD
Unsteady transonic flow analysis for low aspect
ratio, pointed' wings.
tAIAA PAPEB 73-122J P0096 173-16878
Pressure distribution measurement at surface of
aerodynamic body by pneumatically activated
inductive sensor
P0153 A73-21180
In exploratory investigation of the unsteady
aerodynatic response of a two-dimensional
airfoil at high reduced freguency.
tAHA PAPBB 73-3091 p0234 A73-25540
Buffeting pressures on a swept wing in transonic
flight - Comparison of lodel and full scale
measurements.
JAIAA PAPBH 73-3111 p0234 473-25542
Pressure distribution on multicomponent airfoils
in two dimensional incoapressible potential
flow, using Bartensen-Jacob vorticity
distribution method to derive Fredholm type
circulation equation
P0346 A73-31637
Experimental results in the case of the Honweiler
wave-rider in the subsonic, transonic, and
supersonic range
p0371 A73-33265
Lift and measurements in an aerofoil in unsteady
flow.
fASME PAPEB 73-61-111 p0374 A73-33503
Pressure measurements on the rotating blades of an
axial-flow compressor.
fASHE PAPER 73-GI-791 p0375 A73-33524
Shock wave pattern visualization and static
pressure distribution in supersonic diffusers
for nixed flow supersonic compressors, using
closed Freon loop test rig
fASBE PAPEB 73-FE-351 pOU36 A73-35026
Effect of yaw on supersonic and hypersonic flow
over delta wings.
P0517 A73-38008
Pressure fields over hypersonic wing-bodies at
•oderate incidence.
P0533 A73-39808
Correlation of hypersonic zero-lift drag data.
P0582 A73-42635
Electric analogy method for subsonic wind tunnel
contraction cone design providing uniform
velocity distribution in test section, obtaining
pressure distribution in cone boundary
p0585 A73-43000
In experimental investigation of a let issuing
from a wing in crossflow.
P0585 A73-43111
Total pressure loss distribution in viscous gas
flow through annular cascades of axial flow
compressors, examining three dimensional flow
effects on boundary layer development
P0632 A73-44916
Soie results from tests in the NAB high Reynolds
number two-dimensional test facility on
shockless and other airfoils.
P0632 A73-44995
?OBTBAN computer program for annular airfoil
pressure distribution at subsonic speeds
tABC-CP-1217] p0065 N73-12004
Wind tunnel simulation of ground effect conditions
to determine effect of three dimensional
turbulent boundary layer on y/STOL aircraft
configurations - Pt. 1
(NASA-CB-114495] p0072 H73-12283
numerical analysis of pressure distribution at
parabolic wing tips on circular wing model based
on occurrence of logarithmic sets
fAD-748432] P0078 H73-13007
Integration of unsteady aerodynamic forces and
pressure distributions in aeroelastic analysis
CNLB-MP-71013-U] P0112 H73-10011
Development of iterative procedure for analysis of
arbitrary multi-element airfoils in viscous flow
tAD-749484] p0116 N73-14042
Computer program for designing leading edge slats
for producing specified pressure distribution on
main airfoil
[AD-7494851 p0116 S73-14043
Pressures and temperatures on the lower surfaces
of an externally blown flap system during
full-scale ground tests
rSlSA-TH-D-7138] p0122 N73-14984
Application of blockage correction factors to wind
tunnel test measurements on aircraft models
P0124 N73-15006
Analysis of aerodynamic processes occurring in
flow past unpovered multi-element-airfoils in
high lift attitude
p0124 H73-15007
Application of unsteady airfoil theory to
determine pressure and lift fluctuations on
rotor blades of turbomachinery
p0157 N73-15983
Technique for predicting shock envelopes and
pressure distributions for two dimensional
airfoil at angles of attack producing shock
detachment and subsonic flow
tNASA-TN-D-7197] p0199 H73-18001
Measurement of unsteady pressures developed on
harmonically oscillating wing planform in three
dimensional compressible flow
fDLB-FB-72-55] p0199 H73-18007
Force and pressure distribution measurements on
wing-body combination with wing of low aspect
ratio in compressible flow
[DLB-FB-72-08] p0199 H73-18008
Measurement of surface pressure fluctuations at
two locations on XB-70 aircraft at local Bach
number range from 0.35 to 2.45
IHASA-TN-D-7226] p0200 H73-18013
Calculation of flow through airfoils in cascade to
show pressure distribution under conditions of
two dimensional incompressible flow with
boundary layer separation at trailing edge
tDLR-FB-72-62] p0211 N73-18276
Numerical analysis of inviscid, fully developed
structure of lift-generated vortices behind
aircraft wings and extension to arbitrary
span-loaded distributions
[HASA-TH-X-622241 p0211 N73-18289
Turbulent pressure fluctuation measurements for
cross section of supersonic diffnser inlet flow
model
pC222 H73-19288
Procedures for calculating velocity potential and
pressure distribution of planforms oscillating
harmonically in supersonic flow
tFOK-X-440] p0251 N73-19994
Method for computing lifting pressure distribution
on winq with partial span, swept control surfaces
[NASA-TN-D-72511 p0251 N73-19999
Design of airfoil sections for low Reynolds
numbers based on requirement to achieve
transition upstreaa of ma-for adverse pressure
gradient
PC265 N73-20995
Analysis of optimum pressure distribution on
multi-element airfoils to obtain conditions for
maximum lift coefficient
P0265 H73-20996
Scale effect on swept wings at subsonic speed on
basis of pressure distribution measured in
flight and on wind tunnel super VC 10 model
[ABC-B/H-37071 p0266 N73-20999
Numerical analysis of pressure distribution in
incompressible flow on two diiensional airfoils
near ground
rARC-B/H-3238] p0381 N73-24000
Analysis of pressure distribution and surface flow
on half models of wings with curved tips and 60
degree sweepback
CABC-B/B-32441 p0381 N73-24001
Analysis of flow development over plane, half-wing
with cropped-delta planform using surface
pressure distributions and oil flow patterns
with variations in incidence and Bach number
FABC-B/B-32861 p0382 N73-24008
Rind tunnel tests to determine pressure
distributions for four percent thick, circular
arc, biconvex airfoil at transonic speeds
CABC-B/M-3180] P0396 N73-25002
Calculation of spanwise loading on sweptback wings
with trailing edge flaps using data obtained
from electric tank tests
riBC-R/'B-3487 J p0397 N73-25010
iind tunnel tests to determine pressure
distribution on two dimensional airfoil with
pylon mounted stores at subsonic speeds using
P-« aircraft lodel
r«D-7595821 pC401 H73-25053
Analysis of pressure distribution on plane ground
surface under aircraft flying at low altitude
vith subsonic velocity
1-391
PBESSDBE DBAG SUBJECT IBDBI
f?FA-AU-63l»-PT-21 p0487 B73-27206
Formulation and development of computer analysis
for calculating streamlines and pressure
distributions around two-dimensional isolated
nacelles at transonic speeds
fNASA-CB-22171 P0535 S73-27890
Analysis of surface pressure fluctuations from jet
impingement on inclined flat plate with
application to desiqn of aircraft vith
externally blown flaps
P0556 H73-29909
Calculation of pressure field induced by free jet
exhausted fron flat plate into stagnant nedin>
based on solution of Neumann problem in terns of
singularity distributions
rNLH-TR-720UO-tn p0587 H73-30000
Pressure fields over hypersonic wing-body
confiquration at moderate incidence
fAD-763762] P0597 H73-30256
System for reducing noise qenerated by jet
impinqinq on external flap using injection of
secondary air fro» slot near trailing edge of flap
rNASA-CB-132270) p0605 H73-30930
Aerodynamic fuselaqe rear part confiqurations for
aircraft stability optimization noting pressure
distribution and aerodynamic forces
fDLS-FB-72-251 P0605 N73-30931
The lift and stalling characteristics of a 35 deq
sveptback vinq desiqned to have identical
chordwise pressure distributions at all spanwise
stations when near maximum lift
rARC-H/H-3721 ] p0606 H73-30935
Aerodynamic configurations of series of airfoils
used in parametric studies of draq-rise Bach
number
fESDD-710201 P0613 N73-31228
Derivation of charts for predictinq drag-rise Hach
number for airfoils with specified upper surface
pressure distribution
fESDO-710191 P0613 N73-31229
Effects of rocket plume simulators on pressure
distribution of body of revolution at transonic
speeds
fNASA-CR-133916] p0614 N73-31238
Local pressure field in turbulent shear flow and
its relation to aerodynamic noise generation
fNASA-CB-13411931 p0614 873-31253
Effects of blade tip clearance and leading edge
sveepback of compressor rotor blades on inducer
performance and blade pressure loading
rHASA-CR-727121 P0637 N73-31930
Hind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic loads
on flap systems behind engines and vibration
nodes of flap system
P0663 H73-32945
Measurement of fluctuating surface pressures
induced on externally blown flaps by jet
impingement and relationship to sonic fatique of
airframes
p0663 N73-32946
Full-scale ground tests of externally blown flap
system on F-111 aircraft wing to determine
pressure and temperature distributions on
undersurface of wing, vane, and flap
P0663 N73-32947
Relationship between distribution of outflow of
acoustic energy over jet boundary and far-field
intensity
fNASA-TN-D-72691 p0672 N73-33181
PSESSOBE DRAG
NT INTERFERENCE DRAG
NT WAVE DRAG
PBESSDBB DBOP
Total pressure loss distribution in viscous gas
flow through annular cascades of axial flow
compressors, examining three dimensional flow
effects on boundary layer development
P0632 A73-44916
Distribution losses in axial compressor over blade
cross sections and effects of blade heights
fAD-7509311 p0135 N73-15334
PBESSDBE EFFECTS
Fatique strength of constructional materials and
components of GTD-type compressors under
conditions of fretting corrosion.
p0664 A73-12217
Viscous interaction in inteqrated supersonic
intakes.
p0053 A73-14149
Aerial photograph distortion due to sealed
compartment temperature and pressure effects in
terms of internal refraction
p0108 A73-18156
Cliaate simulation via environmental test chambers
examining mechanical, thermal and pressure
effects to determine functional component
suitability
p0371 A73-33382
A detailed experimental analysis of dynanic stall
on an unsteady two-dimensional airfoil.
CABS PREPRINT 702J p0437 A73-35053
The prediction of turbulent heat transfer and
pressure on a swept leading edge near its
intersection with a vehicle.
TAIAA PAPER 73-677] p0454 A73-36228
Evaluation of F-15 inlet dynanic distortion.
[AIAA PAPER 73-784] p0499 A73-37454 .
Noise caused by supersonic jet shock waves as
function of jet pressure ratio, determining
spectral characteristics
pC575 A73-I11702
Burning rate studies of fuel air mixtures at high
pressures.
p0633 A73-45162
Measurement of fluctuating surface pressures
induced on externally blown flaps by jet
impingement and relationship to sonic fatigue of
airfranes
p0663 N73-32946
PBESSDBE FIELDS
D PBESSDBE DISTRIBUTION
PBESSORE GBADIENTS
Peripheral turbocompressors for high pressure rise
with small mass flow rate, discussing
operational principles, design and performance
p0666 A73-12793
Aircraft reference altitude computation from air
data inputs, deriving algorithm for pressure
gradient errors correction
pOOSP A73-13915
Gas flow properties in curvilinear turbine ducts,
considering pressure gradient, outer flow shear
and Coriolis force on boundary layer
P0298 A73-30649
Prediction of pressure gradient on delta wing
between uniform and nonuniforn supersonic
inviscid flow
tARC-CP-1228] p0112 N73-14010
Calculation of flow through airfoils in cascade to
show pressure distribution under conditions of
two dimensional incompressible flow vith
boundary layer separation at trailing edge
[DLR-FB-72-62] p0211 N73-18276
Application of gas dynamics equations to determine
magnitude of pressure rise due to sonic boom in
stratified atmosphere
[NASA-TN-D-71051 p0252 H73-20010
Development of formulas for calculating gradients
and ordinates of camber surfaces of sweptback
wings of arbitrary planform vith subsonic
leading edges and specified load distribution
[ARC-H/B-3217] p0396 N73-25004
Measurement of effects of sonic booms on light
building structures for various building
configurations
[BAE-LIB-TRANS-1633] p0464 N73-26011
Development of coaputer program for determining
airfoil pressure distribution for subcritical
attached viscous flow
[NAL-TR-248] p0596 H73-30236
PBESSDBB HEASOBEHEHTS
A method for transonic wind-tunnel corrections.
p0100 A73-17105
Pressure distribution measurement at surface of
aerodynamic body by pneumatically activated
inductive sensor
P0153 A73-21180
The theoretical and experimental methods used in
France for flutter prediction.
fAIAA PAPER 73-329] p0235 A73-25558
Pressure measurements on the rotating blades of an
axial-flow compressor.
CASHE PAPER 73-01-79) p0375 A73-33524
Pressure neasurements for establishing
inlet/engine compatibility.
P0426 A73-34609
A performance data acgnisition and analysis system
for turbine engine component testing.
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SUBJECT IBDBI PBBSTBBSSIHG
; p0426 A73-34610
Measurements of surface pressure on an elliptic
airfoil oscillating in uniform flov.
• P0498 A73-37374
• Trimming and checking' aircraft gas-turbine engines
with the aid of the ratio of total pressure
behind the turbine to total pressure in front of
the compressor
P0566 473-40403
French monograph - Contribution to the
experimental study of a boundary layer trap in a
supersonic air inlet.
p0582 A73-42740
Surface pressure measurements over model delta
wing undergoing oscillatory deformation in low
speed wind tunnel
rARC-E/ll-3693] ' p0065 H73-12005
Pressure measurements on harmonically oscillating
wing-tailplane configurations in incompressible
speed range noting wind tunnel tests on aircraft
•odels
tDLB-FB-71-52] p0081 1173-13033
Heat transfer and surface pressure measurements at
supersonic speeds on conical delta vings with
sharp leading edges
rABC-CP-1212] : p0111 N73-14008
Development of two experimental approaches for
analyzing two dimensional flow on high lift
devices
p0124 N73-15005
Measurement of ray paths and ground overpressures
produced by Concorde aircraft during supersonic
flight
[R/D-896] p0126 H73-15021
Measurement of unsteady pressures developed on
harmonically oscillating wing planform in three
dimensional compressible flow
rDIB-FB-72-55] P0199 N73-18007
Heasurement of surface pressure fluctuations at
two locations on XB-70 aircraft at local Bach
number range from 0.35 to 2,45
rNASA-TN-D-7226) p0200 H73-18013
Turbulent pressure fluctuation measurements for
cross section of supersonic diffuser inlet flow
model
P0222 N73-19288
Error sources in pressure measurements on
turbulent supersonic flows by nonstationary
microphone
S73-19629
Hind tunnel tests to determine pressure sensing
characteristics of trailing cone device for
calibrating aircraft static-pressure systems
rilJSA-TH-D-7217) p0302 H73-21906
Analysis of drag and pressure measurements made in
subsonic wind tunnel tests on two annular
airfoils noting relation between pressure
distribution in compressible flow and at high
speed
[ABC-B/B-271'8J p0588 H73-30003
PBBSSOBE BICBOPHONBS
0 BICHOPHONES
PBESSDBE OSCILLATIONS
Aircraft engine inlets total pressure fluctuations
and distortion factors, presenting extreme-value
statistical method for maximum distortion level
probability estimate
fAIAA PAPER 72-1100) p0044 A73-13419
TP-30-P1 engine nixed flow angmentor test for
combustion instability under operation with
abnormal fuel zone combination, comparing with
predicted pressure oscillations from model
tAIAA PAPER 72-1206] p0047 A73-13489
Interpretation of hot-wire anemometer readings in
a flow with velocity, pressure and temperature
fluctuations.
p0573 A73-41317
Forced vibrations of a cylindrical shell in the
presence of gas pressure fluctuations
P0585 A73-43057
Turbulent pressure fluctuation measurements for
cross section of supersonic diffuser inlet flow
model
Fl
 p0222 N73-19288
PBESSOBE PBOBES ' '
D PBESSDBE SENSOBS
PBBSSOBB POISES
Nonlinear response of plates subjected to inplane
and lateral pressure pulses.
P0532 A73-39547
Emission of sound from a rectangular plate
vibrating under the action of pressure
pulsations in a turbulent boundary layer
P0632 A73-44899
Analysis of supersonic jet aircraft noise using
fluctuating jet pressures to characterize the
sources
[AD-762296] p0539 B73-27923
PBESSOBE BBCOVEBY
Effects of transverse ribs on pressure recovery in
two-dimensional subsonic diffusers.
CAIAA PAPEB 72-1141] pCP46 173-13447
Pressure recovery performance of conical diffusers
at high subsonic speeds and range of geometries
[NASA-CB-2299] pC605 N73-30927
Experimental investigation of large scale, two
dimensional, mixed compression inlet system
[HASA-TN-D-7H45] p0637 H73-31928
PBBSSDBE BEDDCTIOH
Procedure for designing axisynmetric, translating,
centerbody inlet bleed system for operation at
Bach 3.5
tNASA-CR-2187} p0139 N73-15821
Internal performance of mixed compression
axisymmetric inlet model at Bach 0.8 to 2.65
CKASA-TN-D-7320] p0411 N73-25817
Pressure drop in air flow isothermally across bank
of helically wound, 1-type fin tubes
[PB-220315/6] p0673 N73-33229
PBESSOBE SEHSOBS
Device signaling unsteady modes of compressor
operation
P0658 A73-11635
Pressure distribution measurement at surface of
aerodynamic body by pneumatically activated
inductive sensor
P0153 A73-21180
Digital pressure transducer based on vibrating
cylinder freguency response to pressure changes,
discussing operational principles and applications
P0187 A73-22502
Jet engine noise reduction technology and design,
discussing sonic pressure probes, high bypass
tnrbofan engines, noise source fluctuations and
far field measurements
p0496 A73-37287
Beasurements of surface pressure on an elliptic
airfoil oscillating in uniform flow.
P0498 A73-37374
In-flight tests and operational reliability of jet
aircraft nullable compressor face rake
[NAS&-TS-D-7162] p0163 H73-16247
Performance comparison of three normal-shock
position sensors for supersonic mixed
compression inlets
[NASA-IB-X-2739] p0180 N73-17817
Modifications in development of high pressure
version of vibrating cylinder pressure transducer
[AD-755533] . p03C8 873-22173
PBESSOBE TEiHSDOCEBS
0 PHBSSOBE SEHSOHS
PBESSOBE HELDING
ST DIFFOSIOU WELDING
PBESSOBIZED CABINS
Bussian book on passenger aircraft high altitude
equipment covering cabin pressurization, air
conditioning and temperature and pressure
control, human tolerances, reliability factors,
etc
P0297 A73-30355
Pressurized fuselage design studies for short haul
transport aircraft, discussing sandwich
structures and bonding technigues for Al and Ti
alloy construction materials
p0365 A73-33069
Fatigue tests on Comet aircraft pressure cabin to
determine effects of pressure cycles on
structural stability of cabin windows
tARC-B/B-3248] p0383 N73-24017
PBESSDBIZIHG
NT FOEL TANK PBESSOBIZATION
PBESTOH TOBES
0 PITOT TOBES
0 SPEED INDICATORS
PBESIBAINING
0 P8ESTRESSIHG
PBESTBESSING
Nonlinear response of plates subjected to inplane
A-393
PBE1BB4TBBBT SUBJECT INDEX
and lateral pressure pulses.
p0532 473-39547
Book - Prestressed pavements of airports and roads.
' p0572 473-41287
PBBTBBATHBHT
NT PHESTBESSING
Filiform corrosion associated with commonly
applied aircraft metal pretreatments and finishes.
fS4Z PAPEB 7303111 p0428 473-34671
PBBTSISTING
0 PBESTRESSIHG
PREVENTION
HI ACCIDENT PBEVENTION
HI COBBOSIOH PBEVENTION
NT F1BE PBEVENTION
NT ICE PBEVENTION
FBIH4BT COSH1C B4IS
Predicting'light flashes.doe to alpha-particle
flax on SST planes.
p0147 473-20157
PBIBBBS (C04TINGS)
iircraft surface primers and finishes composition,
pretreatment and application, discussing epozv,
acrylic and polyurethane primers mechanical and
chemical properties
p0191 473-23522
PRINTED CIRCUITS
NT LABGE SC41E INTEGE4TION
PBIHTODTS
Automation of the print-out of strips of flight
plans for air traffic control
p0351 473-32441
PBIV4TE 4IBCB4FT
0 GENEB4L AVIATION 4IBC84FT
PBIViTE 4VI4TION
D CIVIL 4VI4TION
D GENERAL AVIATION 4IBCB4FT
PROBABILITY
0 PROBABILITY THEOBT
PBOB4BILITI DEHSITT FDHCTIONS
NT iEIBOLL DENSITY FDBCTIONS
PBOB1BILITY DISTBIBUTIOS FONCTIOBS
4 probabilistic evaluation of helicopter lift
capability.
p0192 473-23775
PBOB4BILITY THEORY
-. < . Probabilistic aspects of fatigue; Proceedings of
the Symposium, Atlantic City, N.J., June 27-July
2, 1971.
p0042 473-13228
Investigation of fatigue life and residual
strength of wing panel for reliability purposes.
p0043 473-13233
Flight vehicle equations of motion with variable
information, noting flight control algorithm for
random variable with given probability
p0147 473-20077
••- . Probability theory for vibrational strength of
turbomachine parts, calculating statistical
maximum stress for given stress distribution
conditions
P0150 473-20502
Probability theory for vibration'al strength of
turbomachine parts, calculating statistical
maximum stress for given, stress distribution
conditions
• ' ' ' . ' • ' • p0511 473-37777
Beliability estimation 'for repairable and
nonrepairable flight vehicles, considering
nomographs for failure rate and probability of
defined requirements satisfaction
p0633 473-45197
PBOBLEH SOLVING
NT ASYHPTOTIC METHODS
NT ITERATIVE SOLDTIOH • -
Development of digital fast-time air traffic
control conflict prediction models and
application to specific air route traffic
control situations
rDTIAS-TK-183] pC179'-H73-17708
PBOCEDDBES
NT FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
PBOCBSSOBS (COMPOTEBS) .
0 CENTRAL PROCESSING UNITS
PBOCOEEBEBT
NT GOVERNMENT PROCUREMENT
PBOCDBEBEHT HANAGEHENT
C-5 program developments and alterations in terms
of defense requirements and cost problems.
discussing objectives and management policies in
F-15 and B-1 projects
P0656 473-11069
DS4F experience in lightweight fighter aircraft
acgnisition as illustration of requests for-
industrial proposals simplification and source
selection process streamlining
P0183 473-21947
Two approaches to aircraft development - The 054
a n d Europe. - • - . - •
P0282 473-28177
The financing of aircraft procurement.
P0424 473-34534
Conpnterized approach for aerospace electronic
• components standardization for procurement cost,
logistics and warehousing problems reduction and
reliability improvement .
P0447 473-35260
Planning and budgeting in lightweight fighter
prototype development for military aviation
P0315 H73-22934
PBOCOBEHEHT POLICY
Financial problems related to aircraft and ships
development and production for Defense
Department, stressing C-5A, Cheyenne helicopter
and DD-963 class of automated destroyers c
pOOSO 473-13897
Statistical expectation application to risk
density functions and fee/incentive-element
relationships for contract incentive
structuring, considering C-54 procurement
P0152 '473-20958
PRODUCT DBSI6B
0 PBODOCT DEVELOPMENT
PRODUCT DEVELOPMEHT
C-5 program developnents and alterations in terms '
of defense requirements and cost problems,
discussing objectives and management policies in
F-15 and B-1 projects • -•
P0656 473-11069
Aircraft industry design and development costs
prediction, using Monte carlo model to determine
effect of poor estimates
P0662 473-11860
Aircraft engine development in terms of money,
manpower, facilities and knowledge, discussing
project organization and scheduling
POP56 473-14469
Boeing 727 design and development in response to
airline market reguirements, emphasizing
profitability • • » . - . .
P0198 473-24875
Two approaches to aircraft development - The OSA
and Europe.
P0282 473-28177
Airfield runway marking paint superior to paint
presently used
IF44-RD-73-23) P0595 N73-30213
PRODUCTION ENGINEERING
NT PRODUCTION PLANNING
Investigation of the influence of technological
factors on the endurance of gas-turbine engine
rotor blades
P0654 A73-10477
Applying surface integrity principles in .jet
engine production.
P0043 473-13272
The use of model building in a production
environment.
P0109 473-18514
Assembling by welding and bonding - Introductory
report-on-assemblies
P0109 473-18692
Reliability and quality control of production
•engineering computer programs.
T4IA4 PAPER 73-356] P0232 473-25493
. Study of the effect of technical factors on the
fatigue limit of the working blades of gas
•.turbine motors.
,.
 v P0297 473-30302
Computer aided design-drafting /C4DD/ -
Engineering/manufacturing tool.
fAIAA P4PEJ1 73-793] P0500 473-37460
Fabrication "and nondestructive tests of beryllium
.. reinforced metal matrix composites
. tAD-750764] P0135 N73-15583
Statistical performance test evaluation in
aerodynamic development of Dart sailplane
rcS4»FISLD-4EBO-16] pC401 N73-25059
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SOBJECT IHDBI PBOPAGITIOI TBLOCITT
Development of method for determining cost
functions involving aircraft rework and enqine
repair programs at military installation
[AD-761475] pOSHO B73-2B135
Economic factors, financial management, production
and marketing for air transport industry
CHASl-CtH135631f p0654 B73-32848
< ;• Production forecasting for aircraft manufacturer
p0657 H73-32872
PBODDCTIOB BABAGBBEST
Organization and management for adhesive bonding
aircraft structures.
p0041 A73-13048
Banagement and control of flight test programs of
the Bestern Region FAA.
p0625 A73-44053
PBODOCTIOB BBTHODS
D PRODUCTION ENGINEBBIHG
PBODOCTIOB PL1NNIIG
Helicopter design and production cost target and
• -. • tradeoff considerations based on past programs,
supplier quotations, government documents,
estimating practices and functional requirements
fAHS PBEPBINT 712] ' . p0437 173-35058
Banagement and control of commercial flight test
programs. '.
. - . . • . .
 P0626 173-44057
Technological change measurement nethodology for
cost and production estimates vith application
to aircraft turbine engine development
• p0627 A73-44219
PRODUCTIVITY
Productivity estimates of the strategic airlift
system by the use of simulation.
P0192 A73-23774
PBOHCIEBCt BEASOBEBENT
0 HUBAN PERFOBBANCE
D PEBFOBBANCE TESTS
PBOGBAB BiHAGEBEHT
.. B PBOJECT BAHAGEBEHT
PBOGBABHED ISSTBOCTIOH
liquid crystal approach to integrated programmable
digital displays and aircraft control,
considering flat panel digital-matrix display
P0446 A73-35234
PBOGBA8SISG
NT QDAOBATIC PBOGRABBING
Programmed control of a two-level hierarchical
system
P0654 A73-10665
PB06BABBIHG LANGUAGES
BT FOBTRAS
GASP simulation of terminal air traffic system.
CISCE PRBPBIBT 2059] p0583 173-42868
Digital simulation language for flight dynamic
tests, ezpemplified by Fiat G-91 and Dornier
Do-31 aircraft
fB«7G-FBBT-72-21] p0161 H73-16019
Space shuttle avionics and GOAL language including
impact of error detection and redundancy "
management
tNASA-CB-134034] P0612 N73-31142
PB06BABS
BT APOLLO PBOJBCT
BT DEFENSE PBOGBAB
NT EABTH BESOUECES PBOGBAB
NT EOBOPBAN SPACE PBOGBABS
NT NASA PBOGBABS
NT QUIET ENGINE PBOGBAB
.NT SKILAB PBOGBAB
NT SPACE PBOGBABS
PBOJECT BAIAGBBEHT
T»o approaches to aircraft development - The USA
and Europe.
P0282 A73-28177
Engineering management for the Dallas/Fort north
Airport.
P0289 A73-29110
Bulti-Bole Combat Aircraft Program management,
discussing international cooperation, industrial
arrangements and governmental objectives
P0292 173-29384
Society of Flight Test Engineers, National
Symposium, 3rd, Arlington, Tex., September
11-14, 1972, Proceedings. . .
' ' - P0625 A73-44052
Management and control of flight test programs of
the Bestern Begion FAA.
P0625 173-41053
Hanagement and control of flight test programs at
D.S. Army Aviation Systems Command.
PC625 173-44054
Banagement and control of commercial flight test
programs.
PC626 A73-44057
Air Force Prototype Program management. ' ' •
P0626 A73-44061
The role of a military flight test engineer in
test management.
DO626 173-94062
Planning process, objectives of program area's, and
index of plans for air traffic control system
improvements •
tAD-750224] p0120 H73-14705
Analysis of technological alternatives involved in
development of air traffic control systems -
Vol. 2
IPB-212179] p0137'H73-15689
Demand and trade study related to development of
air traffic control system based on geographical
regions - Vol. 3
(PB-212180] p0137 H73-15690
Analysis of F-15 contract structure and
contribution to effective program management
(AD-750849] pOUM N73-15975
Comparison of management, planning and control for
Nimrod avionics system and hospital projects
p0395 N73-2U971
Introductory background to planning process,
objectives, and indexing for tventy tvo
engineering and development programs vith FAA
CFAl-ED-00-A] pP60» N73-30918
PROJECT PLAJNISG
Design considerations for offshore airports.
p0343 173-31527
Denmark offshore airport projects progress reports
covering historical background, present status,
political efforts, legislation, market
retention, access problem and technical design
considerations
p03»5 A73-31537
Canadian government planning for second land based
or offshore jet airport in Toronto area,
considering environmental and community factors
P03D6 173-315D5
Banagement and control of flight test programs of
the Saval Air Systems Command.
P0625 A73-44056
Management and control of military and commercial
flight test programs at Bell Helicopter Company.
P0626 A73-44058
Flight test programs management and control,
considering weapon systems performance tests
relative to contractual requirements, personnel
allocation and supporting facilities
P0626 A73-K4060
Comparison of management, planning and control for
Himrod avionics system and hospital projects
• p0395 N73-24971
Program definition study for improvement of short
haul air transportation facilities - Vol. 1
TFAA-QS-73-1-VOL-1] p0466 N73-26025
PBOJECTILS PBHBfBATIOS
D TEBBINAL BALLISTICS
PROJECTILES
HI HIPEBVELOCITY PBOJECTILES
Bind tunnel tests and firing tests to determine
aerodynamic characteristics and subsonic flight
-performance of spin stabilized mortar projectile
TAD-7469771 p0678 N73-11009
Computer program for shock and blast loading
characteristics high explosive projectile
detonation in aircraft
fAD-759002] p0413 N73-25972
PROJECTS
HI APOLLO PBOJECT
PROPAGATION (EXTENSION)
NT CRACK PROPAGATION
NT FLABE PROPAGATION
PBOPAG1TION BOOKS
Attenuation of spiral modes in a circular and
annular lined duct.
P0062 A73-15591
Attenuation of spiral modes in a circular and -
annular lined duct.
p0576 173-41714
PROPAGATION TELOCITY
Bethod of analysis and prediction for variable
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SUBJECT IHDEI
amplitude fatigue crack growth. .-•
p0108 A73-18482
PEOPiHE
Nitric oxide emissions from tube combnstor burninq
prefixed qaseous propane-air mixture, :
considering inlet conditions for equivalence
ratios
p0449 473-35168
Propane aerosol dispenser for cold fog dissipation
at airfields
flD-762292] P0542 N73-28635
PBOPELLANT ADDITIVES
Gas-releasinq additives to let fuels
P0570 A73-41070
PBOPELLAH1S
NT COLLOIDAL PROPELLANTS
NT EOCKET PEOPELLANIS
NT SLU88Y PEOPELLANTS
PROPELLER BLADES
Fatigue and impact tests on composite propeller
blades made of glass- and carbon fiber
reinforced plastics, notinq comparison with
measured vibratory strains
P0242 A73-26881
Deformation equations of a propeller blade and the
orthogonality characteristics of its normal mode
shapes of vibration
P02U3 A73-27085
The influence of pitch.and twist on blade
vibrations*
P0419 A73-34440
Hovercraft propeller and turbine engine fan blades
vith glass and carbon fiber reinforced plastics
respectively, discussing design and constructions
pO«34 A73-34813
Rotating blades and aerodynamic sound.
' pO«48 A73-35333
Calculation of the deformations of a propeller
blade in flight
P0623 A73-43724
Spectral trends in rotor noise generation.
TAIAA PAPES 73-1033] .• p0631 A73-44862
Natural, flexural and torsional vibration
freguencies and modes for helicopter tail rotor
blades
P0631 A73-45245
Extended natural mode method for calculating
flapwise bending, edgewise bending, and
torsional vibration modes and freguencies of
helicopter rotor blades ' -
fDLE-FB-71-1081 P0202 N73-18026
PEOPELLEE DBIVE
NT BELICOPTEE PEOPELLEE DRIVE
Status of international noise certification
standards for business aircraft. i
fSAE PAPES 730286] P0427 A73-34651
PBOPELLEB EFFICIENCY •
Influence of geometrical parameters on propeller
performance at low advance ratios .:
P0574 A73-41582
Theoretical and experimental analyses of aircraft
propeller operating under turbulent ambient
conditions
fUTIAS-1831 .. . pC 128 N73-15039
PBOPELLEB FASS
Eadiation properties of propeller and helicopter
/free field/ rotors and fans and gas turbine. .
compressors /ducted rotors/
P0665 673-12611
Variable pitch fan experimental.design for quiet
STOL propulsion, testing blade designs for
aerodynamic and acoustic performance - .
P0053 A73-14147
Low vs high speed propeller fan noise, discussing
pseudosound generation by rotating aerodynamic
pressure fields •
PC287 A73-29030
Shrouded Q-FAN propulsor for light aircraft,
discussing propulsion system performance,
weight, noise and cost trends
PSAS PAPEB 7303231 p0429 A73-34680
Hovercraft propeller and turbine engine fan blades
with glass and carbon fiber reinforced plastics •
respectively, discussing design and constructions
PC434 A73-34813
Aircraft installation requirements and
considerations for variable pitch fan engines.
CAIAA PAPEB 73-8071 p0500 A73-37465
Model for .generation of blade-passage noise caused1
by interaction of rotor wakes with downstream: .52
stator blades in fan stage • . •
. (NASA-TH-X-2669] p0686 H73-11797
Effect of various physical and'operating .
parameters on noise produced by low pressure > :
ratio propulsive fans operating-at subsonic speeds
fNASA-CB-21881- -• p0200 H73r18011t
Design, characteristics, and performance tests.of
high-tip-speed, low-loading, transonic fan-;stage
[NASA-CB-121095] • f>0314 H73-22727-
Analysis of fan noise levels for fan in proximity
of side and ground plane to determine effects on ,
harmonic freguencies • . , ;
tNASA-CB-1323061 p0591 H73-30023
Application of variable pitch fan propulsion
system for guiet short takeoff aircraft . . • i<
-P0592 N73-30030
Evaluation of acoustic radiation from various-. .'
noise sources in axial fan
rSASA-CB-114576] . - . . - • p0608 N73-30952..
PBOPELLEB SLIPSTREABS : • • :
Theoretical determination of the characteristics- ..,
of helicopter rotors • t r i. • . i.
: . . . . . . -p0185 A73-22205
Interference of wing and propeller streams1"
[AD-745916] . - • . p0678 N73-.11008
Design, development, fabrication, and test of
propulsion system for free balloon using
electric motor and 35.4 foot propeller .
(AD-760754] - . •• . p0483 N73^ 27042
PBOPELLEE SYHCHBOHIZEES ... • •- .
0 PROPELLERS • . • • .
PROPELLERS
NT PROPELLEB FANS . .
NT SHBODDED PBOPELLEBS . . , . •
NT TILTED PBOPELLEBS .
NT VAEIABLE PITCH PROPELLERS
Optimum performance of static propellers and rotors.
.P0043 A73-13308
(ing impulse theory applied to determination of
propeller slipstream influence on^ wing .
aerodynamic characteristics, using airfoil of
finite span
fAD-749726] p0117 N73-14051
Theoretical and experimental analyses of aircraft
propeller operating under turbulent ambient .
conditions
rOTIAS-183] .. P0128 N73-15039
Research projects to determine aerodynamic
characteristics of rotary wings and propellers
fAD-750175] • p0134 H73-15326
Analysis of whirl stability boundaries and
aerodynamic characteristics of tilting rotors ,
P0266 N73-21004
Development of lifting surface theory for
statically operating propellers based on
vortex-lattice representation
[AD-757264] p0321 N73-22998
Aircraft accident involving crash of Fairchild
Hiller FH-227b aircraft near Albany County
Airport, New York on 3 March 1972
[NTSB-AAR-73-8] . . p0465 N73-26018
Design, development, fabrication, and test of
propulsion system for free balloon using
electric motor-and 35.4 foot propeller
[AD-760754] . p0483 N73-27042
Analysis of wakes generated by hovering model
propellers and rotors using schlieren
• photography and hot-wire anemometry
CNASA-CB-2305) p0587 N73-29996
Directional equipment for suppressing noise of
'Concorde propellers during high speed flight
. . p0607 N73-30942
PROPULSION -
NT ASCENT PEOPOLSION SYSTEMS
NT CHEMICAL PROPOLSION
NT ELECTBIC PBOPOLSIOS
NT JET PROPULSION :
NT HAN OPERATED PROPULSION SYSTEHS
NT MARINE PBOP0LSION
NT NOCLEAB PROPULSION
NT UNDERWATER PROPOLSION
PROPOLSION CALCULATIONS
0 MATHEMATICAL MODELS
PROPULSION SYSTEM CONFIGOBATIONS
Criteria concerning the adaptation of the rear
components of a propulsion system to the
subsonic and transonic altitude flight
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SUBJECT IIDEI PBOPOLSIOH SISTEB PEBFOHBAHCB
[DGLB PAPBB 72-065] p0659 A73-11690
Comparison of modern aircraft engines with other
power plants used in transportation
pOO»2 473-13072
Engine technology for large subsonic nuclear
powered aircraft.
fAIAA PAPEB 72-10621 pOO»a A73-13391
Installation effects on perforaance of aultiple
model V/STOL lift fans.
fAIAA P&PEB 72-1175] pOO»6 A73-13U71
Comparison of propulsion system concepts for
V/STOL commercial transports.
fAIAA PAPEB 72-11761 pOO<16 A73-13M72
Viscous interaction in integrated supersonic
intakes.
P0053 A73-14149
Stratospheric airship propulsion system using
electric engine, hydrogen-air fuel cells and
liguid hydrogen
p0061 A73-15119
HASA-. lift fan V/STOL transport technology status.
fSAE PAPEB 720856] p0093 A73-16663
Air breathing hypersonic aircraft technology
developments in propulsion systems and
structures with emphasis on use of hydrogen fuel
fAIAA PAPEB 73-58] P010U A73-17631
Flowfield calculations for some supersonic
sections with ducted heat addition.
P0188 A73-23089
Development program of medium range winged design
helicopter, describing wing-fuselage structure,
propulsion and power transmission systems and
combustion, electrical and hydraulic plants
p02«6 A73-27383.
Bultibladed shrouded fan /Q-fan/ with rotary or
piston engines as propulsion systen for
light/medium business aircraft, noting noise and
drag reduction
P0296 A73-29996
Design considerations for supersonic V/STOL
aircraft.
fASBE PAPEB 73-61-65) p037U A73-33517
V/STOL airframe/propulsion integration problem
areas.
f&SBE PAPEB 73-61-761 P0375 A73-33522
New low-pressure-ratio fans for quiet business
aircraft propulsion.
fSAE PAPEB 730288) pO»27 A73-3U653
Engine-over-the-wing noise research.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-631] pOU53 A73-36190
The Dolphin airship with an undulating propulsion
system - Surface and width of the fuselage
P0520 A73-38122
Rumanian contributions regarding the application
of the Coanda effect
P0521 A73-38303
Aircraft economics and its effect on propulsion
system design.
TAIAA PAPEB 73-808) P0522 A73-38372
Aerial-survey aircraft of the new generation
P0581 A73-B2590
Performance of ignition and flame stabilization
using gas generator in different ramjet
combustion chamber configurations
rDLB-FB-72-U71 p0676 H73-10748
Operational procedure for computer program to
calculate design point characteristics of gas
generator or turbojet lift engine for V/STOL
applications
fHASA-TB-X-2656] p0686 N73-1179H
Analysis of propulsion system specifications and
components for research VIOL transports
fHASA-TB-X-68168] p0139 N73-15816
Concept of nuclear powered ground effect machine
for commercial operations in Arctic regions
i;HASA-TB-I-268«) P0181 H73-17991
Design parameters and characteristics of
intermittent pulse jet engine for use as
auxiliary power source
P0220 N73-19047
Propulsion system reguirements for aircraft
engines installed in high speed commercial
transport aircraft - Vol. 3
fNASA-CB-12113<l] p0226 873-19822
Analysis of integrated airframe and engine
configuration for hypersonic transport at 70,000
feet altitude and Bach 6.0
tNASi-CB-112300) P0253 N73-20022
Bibliography of supersonic transport aircraft data
to include program management, systems
engineering, aircraft structures, and
operational considerations
CAD-755600] p0275 N73-21076
Characteristics of long range transport aircraft
to include reduction of aircraft engine noise
and improved engine response during go-around
maneuver
fHASA-CB-121243] pO»80 N73-27020
Design, development, fabrication, and test of
propulsion system for free balloon using
electric motor and 35.1 foot propeller
tAD-760750] pO»83 N73-27012
Characteristics of propulsion system for subsonic,
long-range transport aircraft designed to meet
aerodynamic noise level reguirements
[HASA-CB-121212) P0191 N73-2770U
Logistic performance data book on propulsion
system for KC-135 aircraft to show reliability,
maintenance, costs, and problems
tAD-7622171 p0566 H73-28962
Computer simulation of aircraft motions and
propulsion system dynamics for IF-12 aircraft
under supersonic conditions
tHASA-TH-1-6221(5) p05<19 N73-28990
Analysis of various mixed cycle engines and impact
of component choices on application of
propulsion system
P0602 N73-30747
Buried engines in rear fuselage
PC603 H73-30750
Design and development of quiet, clean propuslion
systems for short takeoff aircraft with emphasis
on engine noise reduction
PP665 N73-32961
Selection criteria and characteristics of gniet,
clean propulsion systems for use with short
takeoff aircraft
P0666 N73-32967
Turbojet and turbine engine performance
optimization by configuration variations, and
auxiliary turbine engine converter problem
[DLB-BITT-73-05] p0676 H73-33755
Influence of combustion chamber, compressor, and
afterburner configuration on static performance
of two-cycle turbojet engines with high bypass
ratio
P0676 N73-33756
PBOPOLSIOB STSTEB PEBFOBBAHCE
Variable pitch fan experimental design for guiet
STOL propulsion, testing blade designs for
aerodynamic and acoustic performance
P0053 A73-1<I1»7
Potential operating advantages of a variable area
turbine turbojet.
[ASBE PAPEB 72-WA/AEBO-4) p0063 A73-15906
Small turbine advanced gas generator for future
propulsion requirements.
[SAE PAPEB 720831] P0091 A73-1663H
Gas turbine engine transient performance
presentation for digital computer programs.
TSAE ABP 12571 p0152 A73-20696
Potentials and problems of hydrogen fueled
supersonic and hypersonic aircraft.
P0188 A73-22830
Analysis of the operational parameters of a bypass
turbojet
P0213 A73-27069
Influence of the turbine air cooling system on the
characteristics of a turbojet engine during
regulation of the latter
pC24« A73-27091
German monograph on bypass turbojet propulsion
systems with jet mixing covering engine parts,
thrust characteristics and fuel consumption
P0298 A73-30671
Bigh bypass fan engines for gniet propulsion and
optimal aircraft performance in military and
commercial applications
P0369 A73-33190
HASA research commercial VIOL transport propulsion
system specifications and components
development, discussing lift fan propulsion
method for aircraft attitude control
fASBE PAPEB 73-GT-2tt] p0373 A73-33198
Comparative analysis of turbine loss parameters.
PAPEB 73-GT-91) p0375 A73-33529
1-397
PBOPOLSIVB EFFICIENCY SOBJECT IBDEX
Potential payoffs of variable geometry enqines in
fiqhter aircraft.
P0419 473-34436
Shrouded 0-F4N propulsor for liqht aircraft,
discussinq propulsion system performance,
weight, noise and cost trends
[SAB PAPER 7303231 pC429 473-34680
Inteqrated Propulsion Control Systea progras.
fSAE PAPER 730359] P0432 A73-34707
Status of current development activity related to
STOL propulsion noise reduction.
f S A E PAPER 7303771 p0432 473-34716
The role of the auxiliary power unit in future
airplane secondary power systems.
fSSE PAPER 730381] P0433 473-34720
Pulseiet enqines operational characteristics
compared to turbolet enqines, notinq fliqht
speed limit due to interaction between unsteady
qas flow and combustion process
P0151 A73-36063
On the role of the radiation directivity in noise
reduction for STOL aircraft.
P0495 A73-37277
F-12 series aircraft propulsion system perfomance
and development.
fAIAA PAPER 73-821] P0502 473-37473
Optimum propulsion system desiqn for advanced
technoloqy commercial transport, emphasizinq low
noise and emission, performance, reliability,
maintainability and economics
fAIAA PAPER 72-7601 P0526 A73-38648
RB-211 turbofan engine development, in-service
problems and modifications for performance
improvement
P0532 S73-39660
Airframe/propulsion system interactions - An
important factor in supersonic aircraft fliqht
control.
f A I A A PAPSR 73-831] pC567 473-1(0501
Potential of hydroqen fuel for future air
transportation systems.
fASBE PAPER 73-ICT-104] p0623 A73-43499
Performance of ignition and flame stabilization
usinq qas qenerator in different ramlet
combustion chamber confiqurations •
fDLR-FB-72-47] PC676 N73-10748
Propulsion system characteristics for lonq ranqe,
hiqh subsonic let commercial transport aircraft
fNASA-CR-1210161 P0686 N73-11800
Technique for defininq aircraft performance model
from limited fliqht test data and predicted
aerodynamic and propulsion system characteristics
rnAS4-TN-D-71371 P0160 N73-16C08
Subsonic performance potential of ramlets and
elector ram-lets '
fAD-751317] P0167 N73-16781
Performance of auxiliary power systems for
advanced Army rotary vinq aircraft
UD-75185U1 PC176 N73-17046
Analysis of qas turbine enqine requirements and
performance when main propulsion system
furnishes auxiliary power source
P0220 H73-19050
Characteristics of lonq range transport aircraft
to include reduction of aircraft enqine noise
and improved enqine response durinq qo-around
maneuver
fNASA-CR-1212431 pOUBO N73-27020
Four VIOL propulsion concepts compared
parametrically for subsonic applications with
three types of aircrafts
rNASA-Tn-Z-682791 p0555 N73-29810
Application of variable pitch fan propulsion
system for quiet short takeoff aircraft
P0592 N73-30030
Research progress in aerodynamics, propulsion,
electronics, instrumentation, and mathematical
sciences
P0604 H73-30917
Technical conditions for airship development,
notinq weiqht reduction, propulsion system
performance, and maneuverability improvement
P0671 S73-32995
Turbolet and turbine enqine performance
optimization by configuration variations, and
auxiliary turbine enqine converter problem
r DLR-M1TT-73-051 P0676 1173-33755
Performance of two-cycle turbolet enqine for
multi-parameter control under influence of let
vane and fuel throughput variations
P0677 N73-33757
PBOPOT.SIVE EFFICIENCY
HT PROPELLER EFFICIEHCI
Investigation of the aerodynamic performance of
snail axial turbines.
tASBE PAPER 73-GT-3] p0372 A73-33481
Subsonic aircraft turbolet enqines, discussing
thermodynaiic cycles, entry tenperature
increase, propulsion efficiency and economy
improvements and ecological requirements
P0460 A73-36994
Increased propulsive efficiency through.improved
secondary flow capacity in double flow turbojets
rNAS4-TT-F-14904] ' p0334 N73-23803
Method and apparatus for improving operating
efficiency and reducing low speed noise for
turbine aircraft enqines
CN4SA-CASE-LAR-11310-1] p0618 N73-31699
PROTECTION
NT 4CCELERATION PROTECTION
NT CIRCUIT PROTECTION
NT CORROSION PREVENTION
NT ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION
NT THERMAL PROTECTION
PROTECTIVE COATING
Aircraft surface primers and finishes composition,
pretreatment and application, discussinq epoxy,
acrylic and polyurethane primers mechanical' and
chemical properties
P0191 A73-23522
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
ST CERAHIC COATINGS
NT PHIBEHS (COATINGS)
Investigation of the possibility for ultrasonic
dispersion of certain corrosion inhibitors
introduced in easily removable film coatinqs
P0658 473-11643
Ti alloy coating and surface treatment to prolong
fatigue life by eliminating frettinq damaqe,
discussinq desiqn parameters selection,
screening and strength tests and performance
evaluation
P0237 A73-25838
Protective coating systems for Navy aircraft
turbine engines.
fNACE PAPER 113] P0290 A73-29313
Compatible coatings for corrosion resistant
aerospace fasteners.
[NACE PAPEH 116] p0290 A73-29316
Critical properties of exterior aircraft finish
systems to protect fastener areas.
tNACE PAPER 117] p0290 473-29317
New inhibited elastomeric finish system designed
by corrosion engineers to solve acute corrosion
problems on military aircraft.
tNACE PAPER 118] p0290 473-29318
Sand erosion tests and protective coatings for
aircraft jet and turbojet engines and helicopter
compressor airfoils
p0364 473-33029
Elastomeric and ceramic coatings for aircraft and
missile radomes protection in subsonic and
supersonic rain erosion environments
P0365 A73-33031
Filiform corrosion associated with commonly
applied aircraft metal pretreatments and finishes.
CS4E PAPER 730311] p0428 473-34671
Performance of a water-repellent radome coating in
an airport surveillance radar.
P0564 473-40101
Catalytic activity in platinum group temperature
sensors, discussing elimination by noncatalytic
coatings
P0578 473-42034
Silicons rubber cover for protecting flush-deck
nozzles on aircraft carriers
f40-746841] P0683 N73-11241
Compatibility of protective coatings for niobium
alloy gas turbine blades
[AD-748837] P0085 N73-13575
Influence of liquid oxygen on chromate coated
aluminum tubing of breathing apparatus
UD-752030] P0179 N73-17661
Improved silicide coatings for refractory aetals
employed in space shuttles and qas turbine
engine components
tN4SA-CASB-LEH-11179-1] PC312 N73-22474
1-398
SUBJECT IBDBZ QOALITY COHTBOL
Befractory metal alloys with protective coatings
for use in structural components of turbine
enqines
P0328 B73-23614
Suitability determination of redesigned XR18
membrane as expedient surfacing for
waterproofing and dustproofing hastily prepared
airfields for operations of c-130 aircraft
rAD-7610891 . p0486 H73-27190
Development of organic glass and plastic materials
with inproved mechanical and physical properties
for use with aircraft canopies and protective
coatings
. [AD-763263] p0593 H73-30039
PBOTECIOBS
HT EA8 PBOTECTOBS
PBOTOTIPES
.Prototype development for Army personnel and
equipment airborne nobility, considering various
aircraft conceptual designs feasibility relative
to logistics requirements
[SAB PAPER 7208*61 p0092 A73-16658
Choices for the future - An industry viewpoint on
prototyping.
fSAE PAPEB 720848] P0092 473-16659
Air Force Prototype Program management.
P0626 A73-44061
PSYCHOACOOSTICS
A note on the quantity /effective/ perceived
noisiness and units of perceived noise level.
p0062 A73-15587
PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS
Analysis of air traffic controller responses under
stress conditions to show effects of accuracy,
quality, and comprehensiveness of available data
P0332 H73-23714
PSYCHOLOGICAL PACIOBS
Community response to aircraft noise.
P0196 A73-24562
PSYCHOLOGY
NT PSYCHOACOUSTICS
PSYCHOPHYSICS
BT PSYCHOACOOSTICS
PUBLIC BELATIOHS
Airline pilots problems in terms of job security,
working conditions, management relations, public
relations, flight safety due to noise abatement
rules, etc
P0247 A73-27599
PDLSATIHG FLOR
0 UNSTEADY FLOS
POLSE CODE HODOLATIOB
Pulse coded scanning beam microwave landing system
technology assessment for civil aviation
application, describing ground equipment and
procedures
P0353 A73-32469
POISE COHHDBICATIOB
U.S. civil and military air-ground communications
development history and expectations,
considering information exchange, radar beacon
transponders, digital comnunication and data links
P0293 173-29880
Bultipath propagation in aircraft digital
communication with ground terminal, modeling
received signal for detection and estimation
theories applications
P0296 A73-29902
Digital transmission techniques for ATC satellite
system, considering technical and economic
aspects of various coding systems
P0350 173-32427
Applications of spread spectrum communications
techniques to avionics systems
P0644 H73-32058
POLS! DOFPLBB B1DAB
NI BONOPDLSE BADAR
NI FDLSE BADAB
PDLSZ BODUL1TIOB
NI POLSE CODE MODULATION
PULSE BADAB
NI HONOPOLSE BADiH
Computerized airborne multilateration radar with
wide-beam antenna and narrow pulsewidth for high
resolution terrain image mapping
P0657 A73-11479
Basic principles and the theory of operation of
the equipment for the identification-friend or
foe /SI?/ in military aircraft
P0565 A73-40348
POLSBJIT EBGIIES
Pulsejet enqines operational characteristics
compared to turbo-jet enqines, noting flight
speed limit due to interaction between unsteady
gas flow and combustion process
P0451 A73-36063
Fuel combustion rate and turbulent diffusion
induced self ignition in pulsejet engine
combustion chamber from schlieren photography
and pressure distribution measurements
P0634 A73-45377
Design parameters and characteristics of
intermittent pulse jet engine for use as
auxiliary power source
P0220 N73-19047
PULSES
NT PBESSUBE PULSES
PUBP IBPELLEES
Improvement of the calculation of the guide vanes
of centrifugal pumps
P0187 A73-22569
Synchronized operation of a positive-displacement
gear pump and a vane pump within the lubricant
oil delivery system of a jet engine
P0624 A73-43742
PUHPS
BT CEBTBIFOGAL POOPS
BT FOEL POHPS
NT JET POHPS
BI BADS (POHPS)
NT TOBBINE PUHPS
PUNCTUBIBG
U PIERCING
PYLOSS
Rind tunnel tests to determine effects of modified
engine nacelle on stability and control
characteristics of DC-9 aircraft with emphasis
on deep stall regime
tNASA-CB-121220] p0537 N73-27904
PYBABOBETEBS
Instrumentation for remote sensing solar radiation
from light aircraft.
P0586 R73-43161
PYBOGBAPHALLOY
0 COHPOSITE HATEBIALS
PYBOHBLIOHETEBS
Instrumentation for remote sensing solar radiation
from light aircraft.
P0586 A73-43161
PTBOLTSIS
Pyrolysis of kerosene and mechanism of formation
of carbon deposits
[ONEBA, IP NO. 1157] p9064 A73-15989
Decomposition products of polyurethane foam
related to aircraft cabin flash fires
[AD-763327] pC619 N73-31846
PIBOHBTEBS
BI BADIAIION PYBOHETERS
BI IHEBHOCOOPLE PYBOHETBBS
PIBOBEIBT
0 IEHPEBATUBE HEASUBEHENT
FTBOTECBNICS
Structural stability testing of aerospace
components under pyrotechnic loading conditions
using subscale plastic models
rBASA-CB-128911] p0335 B73-23914
Design and performance of launcher illumination
IH-183 flare package for parachutes
CAD-757731] p0395 N73-24940
P3V AIBCBIFT
0 P-3 1IRCBAFT
QOADB1TIC PBOSB1BBIH0
A new approach to the 'inverse problem of optimal
control theory1 by use of a generalized
performance index /GPI/.
P0518 A73-38063
Optimal feedback control solution existence and
unigueness conditions for asymptotic stability,
discussing relationships with Pontryagin
equations and linear regulator problem with
quadratic coat functional
P0585 A73-43070
QUALITY CONTBOL
Book on functional pavements design covering
support condition, quality control and
1-399
QOBOEIBG THEOBY SUBJECT INDEX
construction tolerance, environmental and
landing qear effects, mathematical models, etc
P0662 473-11879
Concept and conduct of proof test of F-111
production aircraft.
P0056 A73-1q«67
Econonic performance and cost problems in civil
ait transport maintenance and engineering
guality control related to selling price trends
P0106 A73-17888
Eeliability and quality control of production
engineering coiputer programs.
fAIAA PAPER 73-356] D0232 173-25493
Analysis of early failures in unequal size samples.
p0377 473-33622
Failure analysis used to vindicate JANTX components.
POB33 473-3H731
Military and civil let aircraft fuel
specifications, discussing additives types, test
procedures and quality control conplexity
pO«35 473-318118
The h u m a n side of quality assurance /as viewed
from helicopter manufacturinq experiences/.
TABS PREPRINT 7511 pOtUO A73-35079
Aircraft radio equipment manufacture, assembling.
Donating, installinq and testing, discussinq
hangar installation, bundle elements, castinqs,
printed circuits and welding techniques
P0510 A73-37767
Book - Criteria for current and advanced aircraft
hydraulic tubing.
f S & E SP-378] P0514 473-37863
Commercial let transport aircraft hydraulic fuel
distribution tubing systems, discussinq
maintenance, fabrication problems, fittinqs,
quality control and materials
[SAE SP-378] • p051i» A73-37864
Aircraft hydraulic tubing permissible defects in
Cr-Ni-Bn, Al and Ti tubes and return lines,
notinq wall thickness, chafinq, dentinq, veld
seam cracks and impulse tests
f.SAE SP-378] PC515 A73-37866
Defects in high quality aircraft tubing and
inspection methods.
fSAE SP-378] P0515 A73-37867
Quality requirements for T1-3A1-2.5V annealed and
cold worked hydraulic tubing.
fSAE SP-378] P0515 A73-37868
The testing of varnishing products used in
aeronautics
P0573 A73-41557
Application of holographic interferometry for
inspection of large aircraft structures during
manufacturing and maintenance
fAD-757510] P0321 N73-23000
Desiqn, materials, fabrication, and testing in
DART thruster technology development
rLA-5017-MS] pO«75 N73-26802
Fokker F-28 fellowship structure adhesive bondinq
processes and quality control methods
fFOK-K-671 P0593 N73-30037
QDEDEING THEOBY
Air-terminal gueues under time-dependent conditions.
P01U8 A73-20375
QDIET EBGIHE PROGRAM
NASA Quiet Engine Program review and test results,
discussing noise reduction technology
application to transport aircraft
p0666 A73-1281I5
Jet aircraft engine noise reduction.
p0195 A73-2*555
Aerodynamic component test results of Fan C,
high-bypass-ratio, low-aerodynamic loading,
single stage fan
rHASA-CR-120981] P0686 N73-11799
Conference on reduction and suppression of
aircraft enqine noise
tNASA-SP-3111 PC066 B73-12012
Quiet Engine Program technology application to low
noise aircraft development
PC066 N73-12013
Noise output from guiet enqine durinq simulated
takeoff and approach tests
p0067 1173-12021
RACON BEACONS
D RADAR BEACONS
BADAB
NT COHTINDOOS RAVE RADAR
HI DOPP1EB BADAR
NT HETEOBOLOGICAI BADAB
NT HOHOPDLSE BADAB
NT ROVING TABGET INDICATOBS
NT OPTICAL BADAB
NT POLSE BADAB
NT BADAB HEASOBEHENT
NT BANGE AND B6BGE BATE TRACKING
NT SEARCH BADAB
NT SECONDABY BADAB
NT SIDE-LOOKING BADAB
NT SOBVEILLAHCE BADAB
NT TRACKING BADAB
Frequency modulated radar systems for ranqe
finding, velocity measurement, and altimeters
pO»06 N73-25162
BADAB ALTIBBTEBS
0 SADIO ALTIHEIEBS
BADAB ASIEHBAS
Aperture matching of wideband phased array radar
antennas, using digital ferrite phase shifters,
and dielectric transformer with magnetic
resonance limiting
P0651 A73-10178
Airborne synthetic aperture /hologram/ radar
maximum ambiguity ranqe extension by usinq
additional receive-only antenna ahead of
transmit-receive unit
p0095 A73-16817
Aircraft radome design mechanical, electrical and
aerodynamic requirements, taking into account
lightning hazards, electrostatic surface charges
and plastic components deformations
P0107 A73-17997
Study on the limit efficiency of lightning
conductors on aircraft radomes.
P0231 A73-25303
Radar technology applied to air traffic control.
P0295 A73-29895
Light aircraft-borne low cost phased array X band
radar and display design requirements for
weather detection and ground mapping
P0351 A73-32451
Phased array antennas in ground based remote
sensor system, assessing technologies of
AR/FPS-85. HiPDiS and AP/TPK-19 radar systems
p0567 A73-»06«5
Development programs status report on airborne
planar, conformal and distributed aperture
phased array antennas for use in radar and
communication systems
P0568 A73-40696
A single-plane electronically scanned antenna for
airborne radar applications.
pC568 A73-40684
Switched antennas and diqital siqnal processinq of
hiqh performance, low cost, surveillance radar
fAD-759179] pO«85 N73-271H2
Radar microwave link antenna pattern measurements
fFAA-RD-73-118] p0611 N73-31087
Dielectric lightweight aircraft radar antenna array
[AD-76U685] p06«t N73-32131
BADAB APPROACH CONTROL
Automatic runway and aircraft approach path
surveillance system /COBAIL/ consisting of
Doppler radar, signal extractor and data
processing, alarm, display and control eguipment
p0298 A73-30141
The Corail radar - Automatic equipment for runway
surveillance
p0350 A73-32431
BADAR BACKSCAITER
0 BACKSCATTEBING
0 BADAB SCATTERING
RiDAR BEACONS
Automated radar terminal systems /ARTS/.
p01i»« A73-1918U
Siqnal processinq in the Air Traffic Control Radar
Beacon System.
pC2it» 473-27165
D.S. civil and military air-ground communications
development history and expectations,
considering information exchange, radar beacon
transponders, digital communication and data links
p0293 A73-29880
The development of the ATC radar beacon system -
Past, present, and future.
A-000
SUBJECT IHOEI BADAB EQOIPBBNT
P0294 A73-29881
Bit synchronized discrete address radar beacon
systea with ground based U.S. civil interrogator
complex for compatibility vith ATC and aircraft
operator services
P0294 A73-29882
FAA air traffic control systems projected
improvements, including microwave landing
system, aeronautical satellites, electronic
voice switching and discrete address radar beacon
T>0367 A73-33179
Automated discrete address radar beacon system and
data link for ATC, describing simultaneous
message decoding capacity, system specifications
and implementation prognosis
p0426 A73-34612
Simulator test to evaluate use of air traffic
control radar beacon code assignment plan to
provide interim radar data processing capability
fFAA-HD-72-103] p0685 H73-11681
Discrete address radar beacon system for aircraft
tracking and traffic control
fFAA-BD-72-117] p0086 N73-13649
Analysis of methods for obtaining improved
accuracy of aircraft position determination in
Discrete Address Beacon system of air navigation
[TR-1 972-38] P0119 N73-14697
Analysis of excessive interrogation signals from
Air Traffic Control Badar Beacon System and
effect on operation of Jacksonville, Florida
center
CECAC-PB-72-014] P0136 N73-15675
Analysis of excessive interrogation signals from
Air Traffic Control Badar Beacon System and
effect on operation of Washington, D.C. center
[ECAC-PR-72-022]
 P0136 N73-15676
Analysis of excessive interrogation signals from
Air Traffic Control Badar Beacon System and
effect on operation of Los Angeles, California
center
fECAC-PB-72-044] p0136 N73-15677
Analysis of Air Traffic Control Badar Beacon
System performance and effects on several Air
Boute Traffic Control centers
fECJ.C-PB-72-023] p0137 B73-15678
Survey of Air Traffic Control Beacon System to
determine occurrence of excessive interrogation
signals within Sew York air control sector -
Final Beport
fECAC-PH-72-031] p0165 N73-16630
Development and evaluation of discrete address
beacon system for air traffic control applications
fFAA-BD-73-12] p0256 N73-20184
Analysis of synchronized discrete address beacon
system for improved air traffic control capability
fSD-FB-On pC256 H73-20189
Development and evaluation of aircraft tracking
technignes based on radar and beacon target
reports from common sensor site
fPX-6392] P0276 N73-21177
Development and evaluation of cross-band
radar/beacon system for operation vith airport
surveillance radar/air traffic control beacon
interrogator system
fFAA-BD-73-38] P0276 H73-21182
Portable beacon test site for enronte radar
coverage in airport vicinity
tPAA-HD-73-l|9] p0390 N73-24266
Discretely addressable radar beacon system with
airborne transponders and gronnd-air-ground data
link for air traffic control
CFAA-BD-73-48] P0409 H73-25701
Proceedings of conference on operational problems
of air traffic control beacon system
fFAA-NA-72-80] p0409 S73-25702
Interface evaluation of digital simulation
facility with system support facility for radar
beacon target source for air traffic control
[FAA-NA-73-33] p0469 N73-26248
Automatic aircraft altitude reporting using air
traffic control radar beacon system
[FAA-BD-73-44] p0542 N73-28648
Development of discrete address beacon 'system for
application to air traffic control operations
[FAA-BD-73-101] p060C N73-30651
Feasibility of ATC radar beacon system based on
vehicle surveillance on airport surface in
relation to vehicle time of arrival
C&D-763328] p0601 H73-30655
Air traffic control radar beacon system
interference in terminal areas
CHTB-6239] p06«8 N73-32512
Evaluation of air traffic control beacon
alphanumeric system for automatic operation in
low density airport towers and terminal facilities
[FAA-NA-73-54] p06«9 N73-32516
BADAB BEARS
A note on the use of airborne 30-ailliraetre radar
at long ranges.
P0062 A73-15699
BADAB CLOTTEB HAPS
Technical evaluation of weather clutter
feasibility model to provide air traffic
controllers with weather display of air traffic
and contour depiction of weather detected by radar
rFAA-HA-73-48] P0551 N73-29094
BADAB DATA
Badar data digital relay from outlying stations to
ATC centers for air traffic image integration,
discussing computerized plotting and
alphanumeric display technignes
P0350 A73-32435
ATC radar information processing systems
optimization, discussing hard- and software
selection criteria
P0350 A73-32440
ATC system with radar data processing, discussing
hardware and software organization, programmed
logic integration possibilities and functional
flexibility
P0351 A73-32445
HAS enroute automated flight and radar data
processing, describing communication facilities,
computer complex, software, data entry, display
function and ATC personnel interface
p0524 A73-38464
BADAB DETECTION
Badar technology applied to air traffic control.
P0295 A73-29895
DSAF Airborne Darning and Control System with
overland downlook Doppler radar for low-fly
aircraft detection in severe clutter
environment, discussing design and performance
PP418 173-34371
Design of extended Kalman filter for detection and
ranging of ground radar from aircraft
TAD-760764) P0485 H73-27158
Technical evaluation of weather clutter
feasibility model to provide air traffic
controllers with weather display of air traffic
and contour depiction of weather detected by radar
CFAA-NA-73-48] p0551 N73-29094
BADAB DIRECTION FINDERS
D BADIO DIRECTION FINDEBS
BADAB DISPLAYS
D BADARSCOPES
BADAB ECHOES
HI CLUTTER
Basic principles and the theory of operation of
the equipment for the identification-friend or
foe /SIF/ in military aircraft
P0565 A73-40348
Matrix method for computing radar scattering cross
sections of airplanes
[AD-750486] PC133 N73-15217
BADAB EQUIPMENT
NT PLAN POSITION INDICATORS
NT BADAB ANTENNAS
NT RADAB BEACONS
NT RADAB FILTEBS
NT BADAB RECEIVERS
NT RADAR TRANSMITTERS .
NT BADABSCOPES
Hinimum performance standards - Airborne distance
measuring eguipment /DDE/ operating within the
radio-freguency range of 960-1215 megahertz.
P0146 A73-19575
Automatic checkout and monitoring in the AN TPQ-27
radar system.
PC289 A73-29210
Vibration and shock gualification testing of an
airborne early warning radar.
P0366 A73-33137
Airborne air to air and air to ground fire control
radar systems for all-weather fighter aircraft,
emphasizing cost effectiveness through
modularity and commonality
P0379 A73-34C41
A-401
BADAB FILTEBS SUBJECT IHDBX
Techniques for digital-microwave hybrid real-tine
radar simulation.
i . p0447 A73-35303
Secondary surTeillance radar - Current usage and
improvements.
. . . p0512 473-37808
Operation and characteristics of primary radar
systen for air traffic control surveillance
fFAA-ED-02-11 P0176 H73-17163
Independent radar systems using infomation
processing, data correlation, and
telecommunication
p0209 H73-18179
'Development and characteristics of air traffic
control radar and associated signal and display
processing equipment
,r,PAA-BD-73-351 . P0406 1173-25178
Interface evaluation of digital simulation
facility with system support facility for radar
beacon target source for air traffic control
• • [FAA-NA-73-331 p0469 H73-26248
Development and characteristics of radar system
for'improved air traffic control
CFAA-BD-73-100} p0553 B73-29703
Operational evaluation of ABTS 2 radar
alphanumeric display subsystem
fFAA-KA-73-771 . p0675 H73-33569
B1DAB FILTEBS
Potential applications of acoustic latched filters,
to air-traffic control systems. - - .
P02U7 A73-27572
BADAB IHAGBBT
Badiogoniometric vectors superposition on ATC
Doppler radar image, noting direction finding
display availability and echoes identification
- •. . • . • '
 P0350 A73-32438
Application of the visualization of .radar
information in television
p0355 473-32484
Beflection coefficients for vires, cables, ropes
and chains from scanning laser radar, discussing
wire avoidance system for airplanes and
: helicopters
p0448 473-35421
Doppler effect continuous nave radar for bird
hazard detection and aircraft collision
avoidance near airfields
fAD-7519851 P0176 H73-17168
Development and evaluation of aircraft tracking
. technigues. based on radar and beacon target
reports from common sensor site
. rPr-6392]
 PC276 H73-21177
.•Development and characteristics of radar system
for improved air traffic control
fPiA-BD-73-1001 P0553 H73-29703
Flight tests of light aircraft to determine
detection by terminal radar observer for various
conditions of flight
• rr*A-NA-73-5ni pC553 H73-29705
BADAB HAPS
NT BADAR IHAGEBY
Computerized airborne maltilateration radar with
wide-beam antenna and narrow pnlsewidth for high
resolution terrain image mapping
PC657 A73-11479
Light aircraft-borne low cost phased array X band
radar and display design requirements for
weather detection and ground mapping
P0351 A73-32451
BADAB HBASDBEHBHT
Acoustic sounding of meteorological phenomena in
the planetary boundary layer.
p0109 A73-18710
Utilization of the Doppler effect to measure the
drift angle and the ground speed of an aircraft
. . . s . P0237 A73-25797
Tall buildings induced microwave scattering
coefficient measurement with helicopter-borne
bistatic pulse radar, explaining coefficient
dependence on azimuth, elevation and range
p0529 A73-39127
Satellite based ATC system with radar range and
rate measurements, analyzing errors due to
ground station position, transponder delay time,
and atmospheric refraction uncertainties
, . PC563 A73-40042
Basic principles and the theory of operation of
•• the eguipment for the identification-friend or
foe /SIT/ in military aircraft
p0565- A73-40348
Statistical error analysis of amplitude modulated
radio altimeters with phase readout
' . p0611 H73-31064
BADAB JUVI6ATIOH ' ' •
Badio navigation review, discussing Decca, Loran.
Omega, VOB/DBE, satellite, inertial, integrated,
area, approach and landing, collision avoidance
and space navigation systems
P0191 473-23636
A new approach to Doppler-inertial navigation
./Doppler Beam Sampling/. ' •
p0244 473-27162
Aircraft terminal approach and entry spacing >
systems supported by automated terminal radar
using area navigation techniques
P0451 473-35852
United States en route air traffic control syst'ems.
P0512 473-37810
ABTS II automated air traffic control systems.
P0523 473-38463
Computerized multistage decision process for radar
operator aid in collision avoidance trajectory
control
p0334 873-23886
Proceedings of conference to develop area- - •
navigation system design concept for application
to national airspace system for improved-air
traffic control
P0474 H73-26664
BADAB OBSEBVATIOH ' . .:• .
D BADAB TEACHING ' ' ' '
BADAB BECEITEBS
Beceiver synthesis for air traffic moving target
indicator with digital signal processing ~
[AD-751923] • p0176 K73-1717C
BADAB BBFLBCTIOHS
0 BADA8 ECHOES
BADAB SCABBING
Pulse coded scanning beam microwave landing system
technology assessment for civil aviation
application, describing ground eguipment and
procedures
P0353 R73-32169
Beflection coefficients for wires, cables, ropes
and chains from scanning laser radar, discussing
wire avoidance system for airplanes and
helicopters
' p0448 473-35421
Analysis of data rate requirements for low
visibility approach with scanning beam landing
guidance system
fAD-758786] p0410 H73-25719
.BADAB SCATTEHIHG
Hultipath channel characterization for Aerosa't.
p0526 473-38755
Tall buildings induced microwave scattering
coefficient measurement with helicopter-borne
bistatic pulse radar, explaining coefficient
dependence on azimuth, elevation' and range
p0529 473-39127
Hatrix method for computing radar scattering cross
sections of airplanes
[AD-750486] ' p0133 H73-15217
BADAB SIGHATOBBS
Positional accuracy of aircraft radar targets as
, displayed in air traffic control airport
surveillance radar system
[FAA-NA-72-87-PT-2] p0600 H73-30650
BADAB TARGETS
Air traffic control, discussing man machine
systems, mnltipath with US, target indicator
radars and flight progress strip preparation
p0416 473-34086
Computerized simulation of aircraft as radar target
CAD-755854] p0276 H73-21189
Flight tests of light aircraft to determine
detection by terminal radar observer for various
conditions of flight
IFAA-HA-73-50J p0553 H73-29705
BADAB TBACKIBG
Intensive probing of clear air convective fields
by radar and instrumented drone aircraft.
. . . p0056 A73-14542
Bnssian book on aircraft control systems covering
radio communication and navigation, automatic
guidance and landing and homing and radar tracking
p0064 473-15964
4-402
SUBJECT IBDEZ RADIATION BEiSOBBBBIT
-• .Balloon-aircraft ranging, data, and voice
.experiment.
p02«8 A73-27680
; >iA -proposal on automatic tracking of an aircraft
for the radar.
. . . p0298 S73-30K71
Automatic radar terminal system /ARTS/ for high
. density, ATC centers, notinq improved target
identification and alphanumeric data display
•--,. .. • , -. P0339 173-31133
Use of associative processors for radar data
processing in air traffic control systems.
', , , . p0350 A73-32434
The London Air Traffic Control Centre radar data
processing system.
P0355 A73-32U85
iTC enronte automation proqraa using radar
. tracking and coapater readout system, describing
--terminal traffic control, wake vortices and
aircraft spacing .
. • : . . . " p0523 A73-38439
A method of optimization. of algorithms for .
secondary processing of radio signals
p0571 A73-41129
.Theory of- Kalman filtering and applications to
real tine tracking systens for air traffic
control, satellite observation, and aircraft
navigation
fAD-7514851 p0165 N73-1663U
,. , Development of algorithm for multiple hypothesis
testing vith application to amplitude comparison
oonopulse radar system in air traffic control
operations
fTN~1973-71 p0209 N73-18173
Evaluation of associative processor in performance
• .of tracking and conflict detection function in
real tiae ATC terminal environment
rPX-6«06-REV-A] ' pC223 N73-19642
Characteristics of operational airport
surveillance radars and methods for improving
performance to meet air route surveillance
requirements
fATC-141 p0256 N73-20183
Development and evaluation of aircraft tracking
techniques based on radar and beacon target
reports from common sensor site
fPX-63921 P0276 1173-21177
Development and evaluation of cross-band
radar/beacon system for operation with airport
surveillance radar/air traffic control beacon ,
interrogator system
fFAA-RD-73-381 . p0276 H73-21182
Altitude-aided algorithm for determining aircraft
position from radar tracking
rAD-7566551 . P0307 N73-22097
Flight tests of light aircraft to determine
detection by terminal radar observer for various
conditions of flight
fFA&-NA-73-501 . P0553 H73-29705
RADAR TBAHSBITTEBS
Microwave transmitter tubes for surface-based and
airborne radar applications, considering ATC,
output pover, stability, spectrum, size, weight,
reliability, maintainability and cost reguirements
P0283 A73-28532
Statistical analysis of ASDE-2 airport radar
failures and design modifications
rFAA-HD-72-82] p0083 N73-13154
EADABSCOPES
. NT PLAN POSITION INDICATORS
Automatic radar terminal system /ARTS/ for high
density ATC centers, noting improved'target
identification and alphanumeric data display
p0339 A73-31133
RADIAL DISTRIBUTION
Optimum performance of static propellers and rotors.
pOOU3 A73-13308
RADIAL FLO!
Problems regarding the use of electronic data
processing for the calculation of diagonal
cascades in turbomachines
P0042 A73-13169
A reappraisal of design methods for.inward flow
radial gas turbines. '
p02<JO A73-26370
A new approach to the problem of predicting the
performance of centrifugal compressors.
P0286 A73-29012
• A wake and an eddy in a rotating, radial-flow
passage. I - Experimental observations.
[ASHE PAPER 73-6T-57] ' P0374 A73-33512
Beat transfer from an enclosed rotating disk with
uniform suction and inje'ction. ' * • • " • '
P0585 A73-42998
Performance tests to determine effects of
increased rotor blade loading on gas turbine
operation by reduction of -rotor blade inlet
diameter
f HASA-TH-X-2730] •' P0176 N73-17039
BADIAL VELOCITY
A method of measuring three-dimensional rotating
wakes behind tnrbomachinery rotors.
[ASBE PAPEH 73-FE-311 PCK36 A73-35023
RADIANT FLUX DEHSITI
NT ILLDHINANCE " : ' '
Hultibeam satellite Effective Isotropic Radiative
Pover /EIBP/ for aeronautical" communications,-
discussing carrier-to-noise density increase 'and
communication load per channel decrease
P0296 A73-29900
BADIAHT IRTBHSITT ' ' ' • ; '; •
0 RADIANT FLUX DENSITY • • '
RADIATION ABSORPTION
NT ATHOSPHEBIC ATTENUATION
NT POLAR CAP ABSORPTION
RADIATION COOHTEBS
NT GEIGER COUNTERS '
NT NEUTRON COUNTERS
RADIATION DETECTORS "
NT DOSIMETERS
Spectrum sensitive high amplification solar blind -
0V sensor for flame surveillance in let engine
environments at 1000 F, using miniature'
Geiqer-Dueller tube - •
P0582 A73-«269«
RADIATION DIST8IBDTIOH
NT ANTENNA RADIATION PATTERNS " •'
NT SIDELOBES
Radiation properties of propeller and helicopter
/free field/ rotors and fans and gas turbine
compressors /ducted rotors/
PC665 A73-12611
Two-bladed large rotor mounted on tower in
inverted mode to overcome recirculation effects,
analyzing broadband noise spectra and
directivity pattern
P0291 A73-29380
Acoustic radiation from the end of a ' •
two-dimensional duct - Effects of uniform flow
and duct lining. . • '
P0362 A73-3291*
On the role of the radiation directivity in noise
reduction for STOL aircraft.
' D0»95 A73-37277
RADIATION DOSAGE
Electronic safety test replaces radioactive test
source. ' :"
PD299 A73-30928
RADIATION EFFECTS ' -V .-?.-:
De Gaston decharger with ionizing radiation for • .
temporary jet fuel conductivity increase and
charge density reduction, discussing theory;
design and tests • • ' ' • • •
CSAE PAPER 72086U] p0093 A73-16673
EASCOH '72; Electronics and Aerospace Systems
Convention, Hashington, D.C., October 16-18,
1972, Record.
P0195 A73-2H55S
RADIATION EXPOSURE
U RADIATION DOSAGE
RADIATION FIELDS
U RADIATION DISTRIBUTION
RADIATION HAZARDS *• "
Cosmic rays airborne dosimetry from Concorde
aircraft, noting passenger and crew
radiobiological hazards at supersonic flight -
altitudes ' -•
• PC459 A73-36908
RADIATION INDICATORS '
U DOSIMETEBS
U INDICATING INSTRUMENTS ' • ' • : •
BADIATIOR INTENSITY '
U RADIANT FLUX DENSITY
BADIATIOI HEASUREBEIT
Radiation diagram measurements on antenna model
surface for UHF communication to FPL 35F
fFOA-3-C-3678-611 p0682 N73-11130
A-II03
BADIATIOH HEASUBI8G IISTSOHEHTS SDBJBCT IBDEX
BADIATIOB MEASURING IBSTBOHEHTS
BT DOSIBETERS
Bl ELECTROSTATIC PEOBES
BT GEIGE8 COUNTESS
BT IBFH1EED DETECTORS
BT IHFBAHED INSTBDHENTS
BT IBFBABED SCANNEBS
BT BICBOWAVE BADIOHETEBS
BT BEDTBOB COOBTEBS
BT PYBABOBETEHS
BT BADIATIOB DEIECTOBS
BT BADIOflETEBS
'BADIATIOB PBESSDBE
BT ILLOHIKANCE
BT SODND PBESSD8E
BADIATIOB PIBOHETEBS
Turbine blade radiation pyrometer systeB.
P0106 A73-17844
BADIATIOB SOOBCES
BT POINT SOOBCES
BADIATIOB SPECTBA
BT ABSOBPTIOK SPECTBA
NT EMISSION SPECTBA
NT INFRABED SPECTBA
NT LINE SPECTBA
NT SOLAS SPECTRA
NT ULTRAVIOLET SPECTRA
BT VIBRATIONAL SPECTRA
RADIATIVE BEAT TRANSFER
Brperiaental measurement of heat transfer to a
cylinder immersed in a large aviation-fuel fire*
riSHE PAPER 73-HT-21 p0525 A73-38565
Structure of ionizing shock naves Kith radiative
energy loss.
P0580 A73-42200
RADIATIVE TRANSFER
NT RADIATIVE HEAT TBABSFER
BADIO ALTIMETERS
Study of the integrity of an equipment -
Application to radio altimeters for category III
landing
P0356 A73-32U93
Microwave landing system elevation data or
altimeter information for flare-out guidance,
considering airport, aircraft autopilot and
ground equipment and cost factors
P0563 A73-40050
Phase switching of transmitting signal from radio
altimeter to reduce step error in signal
processing
fISAS-a8<t-VOL-37-NO-10] p068U N73-11389
Statistical error analysis of amplitude modulated
radio altimeters with phase readout .
p0611 N73-31064
Statistical analysis of signals in amplitude
modulation radio altimeters with phase read-out
P0611 B73-31065
Statistical error analysis of frequency modulated
radio altimeter with phase readout
P0611 B73-31066
Terrain proximity warning system using downward
looking radar for improved flight safety
fFAA-BD-73-1341 P0616 H73-31603
BADIO ATTENUATION
Electromagnetic interference in military transport
aircraft, discussing RF terminal voltage and
current, radiated field, fuselage attenuation
and power supply impedance measurements
P0575 A73-U1693
BADIO BEACONS
Russian book on aircraft landing control
automation covering radio beacons,
communications equipment, instrument landing
trajectories, flight control, autopilot,
atnospheric disturbances and display systems
P0064 A73-15966
First order effects of terrain on the radiation
pattern of a non-directional LF beacon.
p0238 A73-26204
Radiation pattern of a low-freguency beacon
antenna located on a semi-elliptic terrain
irregularity.
P0508 A73-37716
ASTRO-DABS communication system with hybrid
satellite and terrestrial discrete address
beacon system for accurate aerial surveillance
and navigation with reliable data link
P0527 A73-38759
BADIO BROADCASTING
0 BBOADCASTIBG
BADIO COMBOHICATIOH
HT BADIO BELAY SYSTEMS
Russian book on aircraft control systeos covering
radio communication and navigation, antonatic
guidance and landing and homing and radar tracking
P0064 A73-15964
Factors affecting the frequency chosen for
aircraft to satellite coaaunications.
P0248 A73-27667
Aeronautical communication technology for civil
ATC systea development through 1990s, discussing
SNR design and need for radio channel models
P0294 A73-29890
VOLBET transmission automation with the aid of the
•DECLAM' system using a speech synthetizer
p0350 A73-32429
The ARINC plan for implementing air/ground DATALIRK.
p0527 A73-38758
The susceptibility of modern aircraft instrument
systems to interference in the BF band.
P0575 A73-41694
Speech intelligibility in naval aircraft -cadio
communications
[AD-7U82021 ' p0071 B73-12173
Survey of air traffic control system to determine
areas within system susceptible to radio
freguency interference effects
fBCAC-PB-72-0081 p0165 N73-16629
Air force radio communication and navigation
system development planning
CAD-7549301 p0256 B73-20207
Analysis of radio communication links for air
traffic control operations to show effects of
adjacent channel interference and modulation
limitations
[FAA-BD-70-711 p0484 B73-2711U
BADIO COHTBOL
Russian book - Radio devices for flight vehicle
control systems.
P0349 A73-32421
BADIO DIRECTION FINDEES
Badiogoniometric vectors superposition on ATC
Doppler radar image, noting direction finding
display availability and echoes identification
P0350 A73-32138
Book - Becommended basic characteristics for
airborne radio homing and alerting equipment for
use with emergency locator transmitters /ELTA
P0421 A73-34H75
Synthetic radio direction defining methods with
virtual antenna patterns.
P0574 A73-41.649
Mathematical model for radio frequency
interference time history at ILS localizer radio
receivers
fAASU-3171 p0075 N73-12682
Characteristics of airborne radio homing and
alerting equipment for use with emergency
locator transmitters
fBTCA-SC-124] pO<17U B73-26663
BADIO EHBBGr
0 BADIABT FLOX DENSITY
BADIO BQOIPMEBT
BT BADIO BEACONS
NT RADIO RECEIVERS
BT BADIO TBABSHITTEHS
NT BECEPTIOB DIVEBSITY
NT SOPEBHETEHODYNE RECEIVERS
BT TRANSMITTER' RECEIVERS
NT TRANSPONDERS
Aircraft radio equipment manufacture, assembling,
.mounting, installing and testing, discussing
"hangar installation, bundle elements, castings,
printed circuits and welding techniques
P0510 A73-37767
Research projects to develop all-weather, low
level navigation systems based on one way
ranging, range-range navigation techniques
IAD-7552051 p0278 B73-21556
•Logistic performance data book for C-141A aircraft
radio navigation system to show reliability,
maintainability, logistics support, and
operating problems
[AD-7622501 p0546 B73-28971
BADIO FREQUENCIES
NT C BAND
BT HIGH FREQUENCIES
A-40 4
SUBJECT IIDBZ BADIO BECEIVEBS
HI LOB FREQDEHCIES
HI BICBOBAVg FREQUENCIES
HI OLTBAHIGH FBEQOENCIES
HT TEE! HIGH FBEQUEHCIES
HT VEST L01 FBEQDENCIBS
Computer progran for selection of radio
frequencies used in TOB, IIS. and Tacan/DHE air
navigation systems
rFAA-NA-73-4] P0409 H73-25700
BiDIO FRBQOBICY IHTEBFEBBICE
Badio noise from towns - Heasared from an airplane.
p0504 873-37675
Secondary surveillance radar - Current usage and
improvements.
p0512 A73-37808
ILS technology assessment, considering landing
glide path determination, interference due to
•nltipath propagation and ground effects, and
operating frequency range problem
p0571 173-41075
Electromagnetic interference and compatibility
control in aircraft communication, discussing BF
current, voltage, impedance and SHE measurement
techniques
p0575 A73-41692
The susceptibility of modern aircraft instrument
systeas to interference in the HF band.
P0575 A73-41694
Mathematical Model for radio frequency
interference time history at ILS localizer radio
receivers
tAASU-317] p0075 S73-12682
Survey of air traffic control system to determine
areas within system susceptible to radio
frequency interference effects
CECAC-PB-72-008] p0165 H73-16629
Interference in digital voice data link between
aircraft and ground traffic control
fFAA-BD-73-63] P0389 H73-24185
Simulated environment interference tests on
adjacent channel signal receivers for frequency
assignments of instrument landing systems
rFAA-BD-73-1-VOL-1] pO«7« H73-26665
Badio frequency interference tests of VHP
omnirange, instrument landing systems, and
qlideslope indicators to determine required
geographical separation for ground stations
tBEPT-523-0764695-00111H-VOL-21 p0554 N73-29712
Extended automatic avionics interference
prediction model
[ECAC-PB-73-002] P0611 H73-31086
Badio frequency interference tests of VBF
omnirange system, localizer, and glideslope
receiving equipment to determine geographical
separation requirements - Vol. 2 Book 2
tFAA-BD-73-1-VOL-2-BK-2] p0649 H73-32513
BADIO IHTEBFEBEHCB
0 BADIO FRBQOBNCt INTEBFEBENCE
BIDIO lAflGATIOH
BT HYPERBOLIC NAVIGATION
HT LOBAH
NT LOBAB C
III TACAH
HT VBF OHNIRADGE NAVIGATION
Future of exclusive measurements of distances
p0663 A73-12012
Beviev of radio naviqation of civil aircraft -
Current and future outlook
p0663 A73-12015
Badio naviqation review, discussing Decca, loran.
Omega, VOB/DBE, satellite, inertial, integrated,
area, approach and landing, collision avoidance
and space navigation systems
P0191 A73-23636
Air navigation evolution and current state of art,
discussing HF four axis and nondirectional
beacons, VOB, DECCA, DUE, TACAH, VOB-Doppler,
terminal and landing systems
P0298 A73-30445
Bnssian book - Air navigation: Application of
radio navigational aids and automated navigation
complexes.
p0343 A73-31471
Badio navigation and landing aid equipment for
major airports and airlines, noting simplified
equipment for minor airports
P0358 A73-32559
Bixed CTOl-QTOL traffic effects on air traffic
controller tasks, microwave landing and radio
navigation systems, airport operation and ground
equipment
CHBB-DH-05-73] p0422 A73-34487
Aircraft VLF radio navigation, discussing
propaqation characteristics, Omeqa and Global
navigation systems and historical development
CSAE PAPEB 730313] pO«28 A73-34673
VLF navigation development at NAE.
P0435 A73-34849
Prospects of automation of air traffic control
systems using satellites for radio naviqation
p0436 A73-34961
Low cost data processor and display for ICHI,
DHE/TACAN, LOBAH or range/range difference radio
navigation systems in aerospace applications
P0444 A73-35213
Operational global navigation system development
program with repeater satellites deployed over
continental OSA to provide radio links for
digital communication, surveillance and ATC
P0563 A73-40041
Bnssian book on design and operational principles
of monopulse and moving target radar, atomic
time and freguency measuring devices, radio
naviqation and optical processing
- p0567 &73-40510
Aircraft and spacecraft radio navigation systems,
discussing Doppler, inertial and VBF omnirange
techniques, Apollo spacecraft guidance systems,
TACAN, Barrier and Swedish SAAB37 aircraft
navigation
p0567 A73-40514
Performance tests of various Tacan ground station
modifications designed to minimize false
distance measuring equipment indications
[FAA-NA-72-651 p0213 B73-18664
Design, construction, and demonstration of
airborne, low frequency, phase stable receiver
for aircraft naviqation
f»D-754027] p0224 N73-19651
Analysis of improved signal processing techniques
for low frequency, one-way ranging for aircraft
radio navigation
tAD-754031] p0262 H73-20727
Research projects to develop all-weather, low
level navigation systems based on one way
ranging, range-range navigation techniques
TAD-755205] ' p0278 N73-21556
Characteristics of airborne radio homing and
alerting eguipment for use with emergency
locator transmitters
tBTCA-SC-124] pC474 N73-26663
Development of airborne very low frequency
navigation system using radio communications
stations and comparison with other air
navigation systems
P0477 H73-26973
Analysis of very low frequency radio signals for
aircraft area navigation to show capability for
continental flight redundancy and reliability
[AD-761498] p0542 N73-28651
Logistic performance data book for C-141A aircraft
radio navigation system to show reliability,
maintainability, logistics support, and
operating problems
[AD-762250] p0546 N73-28971
Badio freguency interference tests of VBF
omnirange system, localizer, and qlideslope
receiving eguipment to determine geographical
separation requirements - Vol. 2 Book 2
IFAA-BD-73-1-VOL-2-BK-21 p0649 N73-32513
BADIO PROPAGATION
U BADIO TRANSMISSION
BADIO BAH6E
Effect of multipath on ranging error for an
airplane-satellite link.
p0295 A73-29892
Satellite-aircraft maltipath and ranging
experiment results at L band.
PC295 A73-29898
BADIO RANGES
D BADIO BEACONS
BADIO RECEIVERS
HT SOPEBHETEBODIHE BECEIVEBS
NT TRANSMITTER BECEIVEBS
A system for the precise calibration of air
navigational receivers.
P0056 A73-14501
A-405
B1DIO BELII SISTB8S SUBJECT IHDEX
Book - Becommended basic characteristics foe
airborne radio holing and alerting equipment for
use with emergency locator transmitters /ELI/.
P0421 A73-34475
Design, construction, and demonstration of
airborne, lov frequency, phase stable receiver
for aircraft navigation
[AD-754027] p0224 H73-19651
Analysis of improved signal processing techniques
for low frequency, one-way ranging for aircraft
radio navigation
fAD-754031] p0262 H73-20727
BADIO BBL1T SISIBHS
Optimal digital modulation techniques for
aeronautical communications via satellite,
considering air navigational systems for
transoceanic flight
P0354 A73-32480
Operational global navigation system development
program with repeater satellites deployed over
continental DSA to provide radio links for
digital communication, surveillance and ATC
P0563 673-40041
High altitude remotely piloted vehicle /HPV/
platforms for tactical pseudo-satellite
multichannel relay transponder systems
P0580 A73-42423
ESfiO AEROSAT experiment using stratospheric
balloon-borne transponder to relay signals from
ground station to aircraft flying over sea
P0481 H73-27029
Diversity and selection effects for improving
microwave relay link performance
fAD-756605] P0484 H73-27141
BADXO SIGHAL ABSOBPTIOB
0 BADIO TBANSHISSIOH
B1DIO SIGHAL PBOPAGATIOH
0 BADIO TBANSHISSIOH
8ADIO SISHA1S
Clock comparisons by short wave, OLF and VLF
signals. Loran c and Omega methods, onboard
aircraft atonic clocks and TV synchronizing pulses
P0043 A73-13246
Statistical error analysis of amplitude modulated
radio altimeters with phase readout
P0611 B73-31064
Statistical analysis of signals in amplitude
modulation radio altimeters with phase read-out
P0611 H73-31065
Statistical error analysis of frequency modulated
radio altimeter with phase readout
P0611 N73-31066
BADIO SOOBCBS (ASTBOHOBT)
Application of nltrastable oscillators to aerospace
tOHEBA, TP NO. 1114] P0652 A73-10235
BADIO CBAHSHISSIOI
NT MICROWAVE ATTENDATION
HI niCEOWAVE TRANSMISSION
HI HOLTIPATH TBANSHISSIOH
Aircraft-satellite mnltipath communication
characteristics, considering surface scatter,
ionospheric scintillation and refraction and
trophospheric refraction and scatter
P0295 A73-29891
Development of airborne very low frequency
navigation system using radio coonnnications
stations and comparison with other air
navigation systems
P0477 H73-26973
Badiation from apertures in curved panels
CHiSA-CR-2263] P0484 H73-27110
BADIO TB1ISBTTTBBS
HT BADIO BEACONS
HT TRANSHITTEB RECEIVEBS
Technologies applicable to the development of an
onboard L-band transmitter
P0355 173-32481
Book - Recommended basic characteristics for
airborne radio honing and alerting ocuipaent for
use with emergency locator transmitters /ELI/.
P0421 A73-34475
Aircraft mounted crash location transmitter for
emergency signal transmission after crashes
tNASA-CASE-nPS-16609-21 P0611 1173-31084
HADIOACTITB 7AHOOT PAHTIC1BS
0 FALLOOT
B1DI01CIITB ISOTOPES
NT COBALT 60
BADIOACTIVE HATBBIALS
Development and characteristics of instrument
landing system using radioactive materials along
runways for glide slope and alignment information
P0332 H73-23707
Design, materials, fabrication, and testing in
DART thruster technology development
fLA-5017-HS] p0475 H73-26802
BADI060BI08BTEBS
Badiogoniometric vectors superposition on ATC
Doppler radar image, noting direction finding
display availability and echoes identification
P0350 173-32438
BADI06BAPBT
Hoving radiography for photographic recording and
display of transient or cyclic motion,
emphasizing application to aircraft gas turbines
under dynamic conditions
p0150 A73-20451
nondestructive inspection techniques for examining
catapult and arresting gear structures on E-2
aircraft
•[AD-752492] P0174 H73-17027
Application of radiation technology and egnipment
for nondestructive analysis of commercial
aircraft structures during aircraft maintenance
periods
P0675 H73-33579
BADIOHBTBBS
HT INFBABED DETECTORS
HT IHFBABED SCANNERS
HT MICROWAVE BADIOHETERS
Image formation radiometers for blind landing,
aerial reconnaissance over land and sea, horizon
detection and detection of obstacles at sea
P0153 A73-21087
Power subsystem for skylab
radiometer/scatterometer/altimeter experiment.
P0584 473-12903
Instrumentation for remote sensing solar radiation
from light aircraft.
p0586 A73-43161
Effectiveness of infrared radiometer and digital
recording equipment as clear air turbulence
warning system
fAD-757501) P0329 N73-23677
BADOHB HATBBIALS
Fabrication and physical, mechanical and
electrical properties of inorganic composite
material for aircraft radomes
P0230 A73-25288
Thermal resistance and aging properties of
polybenzimidazoles, polyinides and
polyanides-inides used for Bach 3 aircraft radoaes
p0230 A73-25291
Military aircraft radome design technology
developments in Sweden, discussing use of glass
fiber reinforced plastics, manufacturing method,
computerized optimization and measurement
techniques
P0231 A73-2530C
Aircraft and missile radomes technology in France,
discussing materials, antenna radiation pattern
calculation, computer programming for
transmission and angular aberrations, and
raindrop erosion tests
P0231 A73-25301
Elastoaeric and ceramic coatings for aircraft and
missile radomes protection in subsonic and
supersonic rain erosion environments
p03oS A73-33031
fiigid lightweight honeycomb core radome
development from materials and processes
standpoint, discussing cost reduction and
fabrication
[S1E PIPES 730310] p0428 A73-34670
HADOHBS
lircraft radome design mechanical, electrical and
aeroflynaaic requirements, taking into account
lightning hazards, electrostatic surface charges
and plastic components deformations
P0107 A73-17997
Airliner radomes erosion by atmospheric
precipitation, water penetration, icing, bird
and stone impact and lightning
P0231 A73-25297
Hilitary aircraft radome design technology
developments in Sweden, discussing use of glass
fiber reinforced plastics, manufacturing method,
A-406
SUBJECT IHDBX BARGE COHTBOL
computerized optimization and measurement
techniques
p0231 A73-25300
Study on the limit efficiency of lightning
conductors on aircraft radomes.
PC231 A73-25303
Performance of a water-repellent radome coating in
an airport surveillance radar.
P0564 473-40101
Nuclear thernal vulnerability of honey comb
sandwich radone panels
fAD-753666] . p0212 H73-18605
BAFTS
HI LIFE HAFTS
BAIL TBABSPOBTATIOH
Evaluation of effectiveness of indices relating to
effect of vehicle vibrations on passenger
confort with application to railroad travel
P0669 H73-10018
Comparison of air pollution from aircraft,
automobiles, buses, trucks, railroads, and
electric trains in OS from 1940-1980
[FAA-EQ-73-2J -P0278 H73-21522
BAILBOADS
0 BAIL TRANSPORTATION
BAILS
Snow accumulations on air cushion vehicle track
sections
[HBC-129391 P0210 N73-18247
BAIB
Influence of rain on airborne Doppler velocity
sensor performance
UD-757509] P0327 H73-23541
BAIH EBOSION
D RATER EBOSION
BAIH IHPACT DAHAGB
Test rails possibilities for rain erosion
phenomena study on aircraft or missile structures
P0230 A73-25296
Airliner radomes erosion by atmospheric
precipitation, water penetration, icing, bird
and stone impact and lightning
p0231 A73-25297
Aircraft and missile radomes technology in France,
discussing materials, antenna radiation pattern
calculation, computer programming for
transmission and angular aberrations, and
raindrop erosion tests
P0231 A73-25301
Elastomeric and ceramic coatings for aircraft and
missile radomes protection in subsonic and
supersonic rain erosion environments
P0365 A73-33031
Bain erosion of reinforced plastics for aerospace
applications in terms of drop size, impact angle
and velocity effects and protective coatings
P0433 A73-34806
Performance of a water-repellent radome coating in
an airport surveillance radar*.
P0564 A73-40101
Experimental determination of high velocity liguid
impact damage for application to rain erosion
protection of supersonic aircraft
fAD-753381] P0211 N73-18305
B1IHSTOBSS
HT THUNDEBSTOBHS
BAISED BEEFS
0 BEEFS
BAHJBT ERGIBBS
HT POLSEJET EH6IHES
HT SOPEBSOHIC COBBUSTIOS BAHJET EHGIHES
Boundary layer efficiency as working fluid in
ramjets for high aircraft speeds, obtaining
external efficiency as function of boundary
layer parameters and flow rate
P0190 173-23360
Performance of ignition and flame stabilization
using gas generator in different ramjet
combustion chamber configurations
tDLB-PB-72-47] p0676 H73-107II8
Theory and operation of various jet aircraft engines
CAD-747406] ' p0077 H73-12868
Subsonic performance potential of ramjets and
ejector ramjets • ..
CiD-751317)' P0167 H73-16781
Design and characteristics of auxiliary power
source to operate electric, hydraulic, and
pneumatic subsystems in ramjet powered aerospace
vehicles
P0220 N73-19048
' Analysis of integrated airframe and engine
configuration for hypersonic transport at 70,000
feet altitude and Hach 6.0
[BASA-CB-112300] P0253 N73-20022
Analysis of various mixed cycle engines and impact
of component choices on application of
propulsion system
p0602 N73-30747
Transonic jet engine for ingesting air without
compressor
[AD-763173J p0603 H73-30756
Interior ballistic properties of solid fuel ramjet
engines to determine regression rate if fuel as
function of chamber pressure, inlet air
temperature, and air flux rate
CAD-764491] p0617 N73-31691
BAHPS (STBDCTDBES)
Flow instabilities of supersonic variable ramp
inlets at Hach 2 discussing Concorde aircraft
intake
rABC-B/H-3711] p0215 H73-18999
BAIS (PRESSES)
Fuel tank wall response to hydraulic ram during
the shock phase.
p0586 A73-43111
BiHS (POBPS)
Bam air turbine with hydraulic pitch change servo
regulated speed as emergency power source for
aircraft control in event of main engine failure
p0635 A73-45475
BAHDOD ACCESS HEHOBT
Bedium speed mass random access memory module to
operate in airborne or tactical field
environment with command and control system
computer
[AD-755937] p0308 N73-22144
BAHDOH DISTRIBUTIONS
0 STATISTICAL DISTRIBUTIONS
BAHDOH LOADS
HT GDST LOADS
Besponse of helicopter rotor blades to random
loads near hover.
P0664 A73-12503
Analysis of response of flexible helicopter rotor
blade to random loads with vertical velocity
component
fAD-7466271 P0082 N73-13038
Estimates of rms stress response in aircraft skin
panels to random acoustic loads
rESDO-67028-AHEHD-A] p0140 N73-15904
Summaries of papers presented to AGAED conference
on random load fatigue
tAGABD-AB-54] p0544 N73-28884
BAHDOH HOISE
Dependence of sidelobe level on random phase error
in a linear array antenna.
P0450 473-35697
BAHDOH PBOCESSES
The spatial correlation method and a time-varying
flexible structure.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-406) p0234 A73-25535
BAHDOH VARIABLES
Flight vehicle eguations of motion with variable
information, noting flight control algorithm for
random variable with given probability
P0147 A73-20077
BAHDOH VIBRATION
A numerical integration method for the
determination of flutter speeds.
p0348 A73-32163
Technical progress on new vibration and acoustic
tests for proposed HIL-STD-810C, 'environmental
test methods.'
p0572 A73-41200
BABGE (BZIBEBBS)
HT BADIO RANGE
BAIOB ISO B1HOE BATZ TBACFIHG
Satellite based ATC system with radar range and
rate measurements, analyzing errors due to
ground station position, transponder delay time
and atmospheric refraction uncertainties
P0563 A73-40042
Computer programs for aircraft position and
stationary satellite orbit determination from
radar range and rate measurements
(ESBO-CB-81] p0542 N73-28650
BARS! COHTBOL
D TRAJECTORY COHTBOL
1-407
E1HGE ESBOBS SUBJECT IHDEX
BABGE EBBOBS
An analysis of helicopter rotor modulation
interference.
P03U7 A73-31731
BAHGB FIHDEBS '
A schene foe estimating aircraft velocity directly
from airborne ranqe measurements.
P0435 A73-34873
Frequency nodulated radar systems for ranqe
finding, velocity measurement, and altimeters
POH06 H73-25162
BAB6B IBDICATOBS
0 INDICATING INSTBO»ENTS
0 BANGS FINDEBS
BANGE BBiSOBBBBBT
D BANGBFINDING
BAHGBFISDING
nonlinear filter evaluation for estimating vehicle
position and velocity using satellites.
P0371 A73-33110
Adaptation of lidar to aircraft and missile
ranqefindinq
tNASA-TT-F-1«716] p0685 873-11466
Analysis of improved signal processinq techniques
foe low frequency, one-way ranqinq for.aircraft
radio naviqation
rAD-750031] P0262 N73-20727
Laser observations of dense natural foq to
determine backscatter and slant ranqe visibility
foe aircraft landinq operations
tAD-760128] p0473 N73-26511
Determination of bomb ranqe of low draq boibs
delivered by fighter aircraft
fAD-762500] . . p0559 H73-29992
BANGIIG
D BANGBFINDING
BAPCOI (COHTBOL)
0 BADAS APPBOACH CONTBOL
BAPID TSABSIT SISTEBS
Short haul air travel with Interoodal Automated
Transfer system for integrating ground
transportation to allow passenqer to stay in
seat from oriqin to destination
P0191 A73-23653
Air-qround transportation interface at airports,
examining baggage handlinq, ticketing, security
procedures, rapid transit access, in-airport
tine and walking distances
P0367 A73-33178
Seattle-Tacoma's unconventional concept.
P0580 A73-92315
The cole ground transportation can play in the
airport site selection process.
r.ASHE PAPEB 73-ICT-70] p0622 A73-43497
Analysis of criteria for establishing air
transportation curricula in community college
based on manpower reguirements and industrial
needs
P0088 N73-13969
Development of high speed ground rapid transit
facility using tracked air-cushion vehicles
fPB-2118331 p0118 N73-H266
Development and characteristics of tracked air
cushion research vehicle for coaaercial high
speed qround transportation
rPB-211216] p0118 H73-1K267
Cost effectiveness of hiqh speed ground
transportation system using tracked air cushion
vehicles for access to Los Anqeles airport
fP8-212023] p013U H73-15290
Economic feasibility analysis on San Francisco
raoid transit system extension to serve airport
fPB-2121456) P0169 N73-16978
Control technoloqy for air cushion passenqer vehicle
P0265 N73-20969
Feasibility of rapid transit service between
dovntown Rashinqton, D. C. and Dulles Airport in
Virqinia
fPB-2200711/91 pO<192 H73-27879
BABBFIBI) GAS DIBASICS
Measured axial and normal force coefficients for
9-deq cones in rarefied, hypersonic flow.
TA1AA PAPEB 73-15t] P0097 A73-16902
BABEFIED GASES
Analysis of aerodynamic draq on object moving in
rarefied qas under nearly free colecular flow
conditions
P0660 S73-32923
BATE HETBBS
0 HEASOBING IHSTBOHEHTS
BITE OF CLIHB IBDICATOBS
Glider soarinq flight enerqy budget analysis,
discussing rate of climb indicator error
compensation
pOISH. .A73-21656
Electronic systens for tiie constant and altitude
error compensation of rate of climb indicator
used in hiqh performance glider fliqht
p0198 A73-2H916
SAXES (PBB TIHB)
NT ACCELEBATIOB (PHYSICS)
HI ACOUSTIC VELOCITY
VT AIBSPEED
NT ANGOLAB VELOCITI
NT BOSHING BATE
NT CBITICAL VELOCITI
NT DECELEBATIOH
NT DBIFT BATE
NT EXHA0ST VELOCITI
NT FLOI VELOCITI
NT GBODND SPEED
NT BEAT FLDX
NT HIGH GBAVITI BNVIBONBEHTS
NT HIGH SPEED
NT HYPERSONIC SPEED
NT ILLUMINANCE
NT IMPACT ACCELERATION
NT LANDING SPEED
NT LOADING BATE
NT LOB SPEED . .
HT BASS FLOB BATE
NT PHASE VELOCITI
NT PBOPAGATION VELOCITI
ST BADIAL VELOCITY
NT BADIANT FLOX DEBSITI
NT BOTOB SPEED
NT SODHD INTESSITI
NT STBAIN BATE
NT SUBSONIC SPEED
NT SUPERSONIC SPEEDS
NT TIP SPEED
NT TRANSONIC SPEED
NT BIND VBLOCITI
BATIIGS
Book - ASM manual for ratinq motor, diesel, and
aviation fuels.
PC108 A73-18402
BATIOBAL FDNCTI08S
Conformal mapping of two airfoil profiles
symmetric with respect to real axis onto
circles, using rational function power series
p01»8 A73-20200
Contribution to the theory of biplane winq sections.
p0418 A73-3U325
BATIOS
HI ASPECT BATIO
NT FINENESS BATIO
NT FDEL-AIB BATIO
HT HIGH ASPECT BATIO
NT INDEXES (BATIOS)
NT LIFT DRAG BATIO
NT L0» ASPECT BATIO
NT BACH NDBBEE
NT BASS BATIOS
HT NOSSELT NOBBEB
NT BEINOLDS HUBBER
HI SIGNAL TO NOISE BATIOS
NT SIHILABITI NUBBERS
NT STANDING WAVE BATIOS
NT STROUH&L NUHBER
NT THICKNESS RATIO
NT THBDST-SEIGHT BATIO
BAILEIGB-BITZ BETHOD
Bayleiqh-Bitz solution of boundary value problem
for plane compressible subsonic flow past
aerofoil notinq convergence
P0188 A73-22954
Evaluation of Bayleiqh-Bitz anisotropic plate
analysis procedure for determining performance
of composite winq for aircraft operatinq in
transonic environment
CAD-745129] p0680 N73-11023
BB-57 AIBCBAFT
0 B-57 AIBCHAPT
BBACTIOH COBTBOL
Lift engine bleed flow management for a V/STOL
fighter reaction control system.
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SUBJECT IIDBZ BECOBDIIS IIStBOBEHTS
[ASUS PAPEB 73-6T-70] p0375 A73-33521
BB1CIIOH JET ATTITUDE COITBOL
0 ATTITUDE COHTBOL • •
0 JET THBOST " •"• • - ' '
REACTION 'JETS • ' '
D JET FLOR
0 JET THBOST
REACTION KINETICS ' • •
Inalrtical predictions 'of emissions from and
vithin an Allison J-33 combnstor.
p0154 A73-21670
nitric oxide formation in gas turbine combustors.
P0284 A73-28805
Stratospheric chemical reactions and perturbations
caused by supersonic aircraft exhaust
fPB-213111] p0259 H73-20464
Survey on aerononic dynamics of photochemical
reactions caused by supersonic aircraft exhaust
tPB-2131263 p0259 H73-20466
Kinetics of afterburning process following
injection of oxidizer into high temperature gas
flow
[AD-756098] p0336 H73-23951
Development of invariant models of diffusion and
chemical reactions in'turbulent flow systems
[NASA-CR-2295] P0595 H73-30106
BEACTOB SAFETY. ' •
Probability of aircraft crashing into Boardman
unclear power plant
[PB-220715/7] p0601 H73-30662
BEAL GASES
Beal gas tnrboconpressor calculations based on
equations of state for fundamental thermodynaaic
processes in ideal gas
P0582 A73-42645
BEAL TIHE OPBBATIOH
Interactive real time simulation for scheduling
and monitoring of STOL aircraft in the terminal
area.
CAIAA PAPEB 73-163] P0097 173-16909
Dse of associative processors for radar data
processing in air traffic control systems.
p0350 A73-32434
HADAP - Implementation of a large size real time
data processing system.
P0351 A73-32448
Beal time information processing automated systems
for ATC, considering reliability based on
redundancy
,p0355 A73-32483
Techniques for digital-microwave hybrid real-time
radar simulation.
p0447 A73-35303
Beal-time, three-dimensipnal, visual scene
generation with computer generated images.
p0458 A73T36831
GDC/EOSS - Beal-time visual and motion simulators"
for evaluation of fire control and
electro-optical guidance systems.
t A I A A PAPEB 73-919] p0569 A73-40867
Dual lane runway configuration design and
operational characteristics investigation by
real time computer simulation for solution to
airport capacity problem
CASHE PAPEB 73-ICT-61] P0622 A73-43496
Theory of Kalian filtering and applications to
real time tracking systems for air traffic
control, satellite observation, and .aircraft
navigation
CAD-751485] ....
 :p0165 B73-16634
Evaluation of associative processor in performance
of tracking and conflict detection function in
real time ATC terminal environment
fPX-6406-REV-AJ ;. p0223 H73-19642
BEAL VABIABLBS
HT ASYHPTOTBS
HI ASIHPTOTIC SEBIES
HT CiI.CDI.OS OF yABIATIOHS
HT DIFFBRBHTIAL BQDATIONS ...
HT ELLIPTIC DIFFBBEHTIAL EQUATIONS
HT EXISTBHCE TBEOBEHS
HT EXTBEBOH VALOBS
HT HYPERBOLIC FUSCTIOHS . .- . •
HT IHTE6BAL CALCOLDS ••- j ! ,
HT KERNEL FURCTIOHS
H T LIREAB EQDATIORS • - . • •
RT DEUBAHH PBOBLEH
HT SDHEEICAL IHTEGEATIOH
HT PARABOLIC OIFFEBEHTIAL EQOATIOHS
HT-PABTIAL DIFFEBEHTIAL EQOATIOHS
HT PEBIODIC FDBCTIOHS
HT POHEB SEBIES
RT SEBIES (H1THEHATICS)
RT TAYLOB SEBIES
.'HI VECTOB AHALYSIS
BT ?OBTICITY
HT REIGHTIHG FOHCTIOHS
BBATTACBED FLOR
Beattachment of a separated boundary layer to a
convex surface.
P0581 A73-42554
BECBITEBS
HT BAOAB BECEIVEBS
HT BADIO BECEIVEBS
HT SDPEBBETEBODYHE RECEIVERS
Simulated environment interference tests on
adjacent channel signal receivers for frequency
assignments of instrument landing systems
[FAA-RD-73-1-VOL-1] p0474 H73-26665
BBCEIVIHG SISTERS ;
0 BECEIVEBS
BECEPTACLBS (COHTAIRBBS)
0 COHTAIHEBS
BECBPTIOR DIVBESITY
. DBF airborne antenna diversity combiner for signal
reception using correlation technigue for phase
variation removal to 'improve SNB and gain
P0526 A73-38725
BECIPBOCATIBG ERGIBES
0 PISTON ENGINES
BECIBCOLATION
0 CIBCDLATIOH
BECIBCOLATITE FLUID FLOH
Bot gas recirculation in Do-31 aircraft from scale
model to aircraft and trends for future
developments of V/STOL aircraft
CBHVG-FBRT-72-29] p0218 H73-19024
BECLAHATIOR
Machinery to be developed for an offshore airport
constructed by reclamation.
P0510 A73-37746
BECOGRITIOR.
HT PATTEBN BECOGHITION
NT TARGET RECOGNITION
BECOHRAISSAHCE
HT AEBIAL RECONNAISSANCE
HT PHOTOBECONHAISSANCE
BECOHRAISSAHCE AIBCBAFT
HT BEEGDET 1150 AIBCBAFT
HT CL-84 AIBCBAFT
RT EABTH BESOOBCES SOBVEI AIBCSAFT
,HT F-5 AIBCRAFT '
NT HIBAGE 3 AIBCBAFT
HT OV-10 AIRCBAFT '
HT P-1127 AIBCRAFT
Experimental antostabilized tethered rotor
platform for reconnaissance, communications and
ECH, discussing control system effectiveness
from flight test results
P0378 A73-33736
Aerodyne unmanned wingless reconnaissance
aircraft, covering hoverinq capacity, internal
flow duct for conventional flight, flight test
results and stability characteristics
P0417 A73-34255
.Aerial-survey aircraft of the new generation
P0581 A73-42590
Conpnter simulation of aircraft motions and
propulsion system dynamics for YP-12 aircraft
under supersonic conditions
CHASA-Tli-X-62245] p0549 N73-28990
Ground vibration tests of YF-12 aircraft to
determine fregnency response data, measured node
lines, and elastic mode shapes for aircraft
components
CNASA-TH-X-2880] p0559 H73-29944
BECOHBAISSARCB DBOHB AIBCBAFT
0 DRONE AIBCRAFT
D RECONNAISSANCE AIBCBAFT
RECORDING
HT DATA RECOUPING
NT DATA SHOOTHING
HT PHOTOGRAPHIC HECORDING
BECOBDIRG IRSTBOHEHTS
HT FLIGHT LOAD BECOBDERS
HT FLIGHT EECORDEBS
NT SEISHOGBAPHS
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BBCOWBBABILITI SUBJECT IHDBX
ABIHC-573 recording systei - Application to
maintenance
P0352 173-32462
System of recording based oo partial on-board
processing
p0356 173-32494
EffectiTeness of infrared radiometer and digital
recording egnipment as clear air turbulence
warning system
[AD-757501] P0329 873-23677
BBCOfEBABILITI
Drone launch and recovery reliability requirements
for target, reconnaissance, air-to-air combat,
high altitude endurance and defense suppression
•issions
P0504 173-37681
The Jindivik Drone Program to demonstrate air
cushion launch and recovery.
P0506 173-37697
BBCOTBHABLE SPACBCBAFT
HI SPACE SHUTTLES
BBCOTEBI P1B1CBOTBS
Perforiance/stabilitT of midair recovery syste»
»ith tandem parachute configuration, discussing
gliding and nongliding systems
[AIBA PAPEB 73-4611 p0341 173-31447
Drone recovery surface impact and lidair
techniques involving .parachutes and/or hot-air
balloons, considering TiLOS/Lov Altitude
Supersonic Target recovery capability
[AIAA PAPEB 73-965] p0342 173-31451
Aircraft recovery by inflatable King canopy with
steel cable or fiber suspension lines,
discussing aerodynamic characteristics,
suspension systea and centrifugal compressor
performance
[AIAA PAPER 73-4701 p0342 A73-31454
An airdrop system for testing large parachutes for
recovery of loads in excess of 50,000 Ib.
fllAA PAPEB 73-4711 p0342 173-31455
A 14.2-ft-Do variable-porosity conical ribbon
chute for supersonic application.
[AIA1 PAPEB 73-4721 pC342 A73-314S6
F/BF-101 election seat upgrade kit for performance
improvement, discussing propulsion, trajectory
control, snubber system and rapid recovery
parachute opening
P0360 A73-32667
Design, stress analysis, and high altitude
performance of recovery parachute system
[SASA-CB-130304] pO"l28 H73-15037
Analysis of shock forces generated by opening 35
foot diameter extended-skirt parachute for
retardation at 100,000 feet altitude
[AD-749690] PC131 H73-15060
BBCOTEBT TBHPBBATOBB
0 SKIN TEMPEEATOBE (NON-BIOLOGICAL)
BECIAIGDLAB PL1BFOBBS
HT BECTAHGDLAB PLATES
NT BECTANGOLAB WINGS
Study of the far wake vortex field generated by a
rectangular airfoil in a water tank.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-6821 P0454 A73-36233
Sake development on models of elliptic,
rectangular, swept and delta planforms when
plunged in water
[ABC-CP-1238] P0661 N73-32932
BBCTANGOLAB PLATES
Nonlinear response of plates subjected to inplane
and lateral pressure pulses.
P0532 A73-39547
Emission of sound fron a rectangular plate
vibrating under the action of pressure
pulsations in a turbulent boundary layer
P0632 A73-44899
BECTAHGDLAB BIND TONBELS
A general solution for lift interference in
rectangular ventilated wind tunnels.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-209] P0098 A73-16940
Interference theory in slotted wind tunnels
extended to subsonic rectangular wind tunnels
with ventilated tool, longitudinal slots and
perforated screens of arbitrary porosity
[ABC-B/H-3706] PC111 N73-14007
BECtlHGOLlB BIBGS
Vortex sheath formalism based on coupled integral
. equations for rectangular wing-slipstream
aerodynamic interference
P0047 A73-13562
The effects of leading-edge serrations on reducing
flow unsteadiness about airfoils;
[AIAA PAPEB 73-89]
 P0095 A73-16853
Calculation of the aerodynamic characteristics of
a rectangular wing with tip plates moving at a
low subsonic speed in the proximity of a screen
P0147 A73-2009U
Downwash-velocity potential method for oscillating
surfaces.
. p0284. A73-28803
A theory for rectangular wings with snail tip
clearance in a channel..
P0339 173-3.1.120
Thin rectangular lifting wing investigation at
small angle of attack in parallel flow based on
Prandtl'acceleration potential theory
P0348 173-32126
On the application of a new version of lifting
surface theory to nonslender and kinked wings...
p0621 A73-43210
Influence of trailing edge thickness on
aerodynamic drag of rectangular wings in
transonic and supersonic flow
fDLB-FB-71-85] p0123 H73-14991
•ind tunnel tests to determine effects of ground
proximity on lift, drag, and pitching moment of
rectangular wing egnipped with jet flaps
[NAL-TB-294] p0128 B73-15038
Calculation of outer inviscid flow about
rectangular wing moving at supersonic speeds
[NASA-CB-130985]' . p0210 N73-18269
Influence of various aerodynamic forces on
rectangular wing performance with harmonic
movement parallel to sieve flow movement
P0271 H73-21043
Numerical analysis of unsteady supersonic
characteristics of space shuttle type vehicles
using arbitrary finite element technique[NASA-CB-112296] p0302. N73r21904
Wind tunnel investigation of three dimensional
flow effects on straight wings
p0318 N73-22973
Development of continual solution for stress
distribution due to thermal stresses near roots
of rectangular wings
[ABC-B/B-3236] P0384 H73-21030
Survey of aerodynamic derivative measurements for
nnswept rectangular wings and delta wings with
emphasis on main surface pitching moment
derivatives
[ABC-B/H-3232] p0398 N73-25024
Iterative method for calculation of loading on
. thin rectangular wing
CABC-B/H-3719J p0588 H73-30004
BEDOCTIOH (CBBBISTBI)
Nitride inclusions in titanium ingots - A study of
possible sources in the production of
magnesium-reduced sponge.
p0529 A73-39026
BBDOBDABCT
The safety, the reliability, and redundancy in the
automatic flight control system of the A300-B
Airbus
p0352 A73-32459
Onboard electronic equipment optimization and
redundancy
p0352 A73-32460
High reliability solid state force sensors for
flight control systems.
p0425 A73-34603
Redundant ^ system design for advanced digital
flight control.
[AIAA PAPBB 73-846] p0528 A73-38785
BBDONDAHT COBPO~BEHTS
Avionics systems redundancy and complexity,
suggesting component design with guaranteed
operational life
[AIAA PAPEB 73-28] p0103 &73-17617
Parallel-redundant flight control systems,
discussing sensor bias and combined control
computer input effects on controllability and
steady state modal response
p0236 473-25783
Quad redundant fly by wire servocontrol system
design and tests in F-8C high speed jet
aircraft, using fail/safe hydraulic actuators
P0365 173-3308C
Bedundant system design and flight test evaluation
for the TAGS digital control system.
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SDBJECT IHDBJ. BBGIOBAL FLABBXB6
[AHS PBEPEIHT 7211 p0138 273-35062
Digital fly by wire flight control system with
airborne.digital processor for increased
aircraft snrvivability, determining redundancy
level to satisfy system performance
. p0444 173-35222
Analysis of controllability and steady-state
response of parallel-redundant flight control
systems
CHASA-CB-130354] p0158 H73-15998
Reliable functioning of avionic power supply
equipment through employment of redundant
components
[AD-757152] p0320 H73-22988
BBDOHDABT STBOCTOBBS
0 BEDDHDART COHPOREBTS
BEEFS
Honolulu International Airport reef runway.
P0345 A73-31538
BEEHTBT
BT HYPERSONIC BEENTBT
BBEIIBT BODIES
o HEBHTBT VEHICLES
BEBBIBT EFFECTS
Analysis of interference heating on surfaces of
reentry vehicle configurations and effects of
wing.sweep, angle of attack, and Beynolds number
fNASA-TH-D-7060] p0077 H73-12964
BEBITBT GLIDERS
0 LIFTING BEENTBI VEHICLES
BBBHTBT PHISICS
A theoretical and ezperinental study of sound
attenuation in an annular duct*
[AIAA PAPEB 73-1005] p0629 A73-44838
BBBHTBT VEHICLES
HI LIFTING BEENTBT VEHICLES
. Conpnterized six degree of freedom parachute
deployment model for predicting entry
vehicle-decelerator dynamic response to
aerodynamic forces and physical property changes
[AIAA PAPEB 73-460] p0341 473-31146
Analysis of interference heating on surfaces of
.reentry vehicle configurations and effects of
wing sweep, angle of attack, and Beynolds number
[HASA-TR-D-7060] p0077 H73-12964
Development of auxiliary lifting system to provide
ferry capability for entry vehicles
fNASA-CASE^LAB-10574-1] p0083 H73-13257
Hethods for determining inviscid three dimensional
flow about smooth shapes at supersonic speeds
tAD-753695] p0222 H73-19311
Application of adaptive control algorithms to self
adjusting control systems for aeroelastic
aircraft, flight vehicle roll, and control
during reentry
[AD-756598] P0305 F73-21911
Optimal three dimensional trajectories to maximize
landing footprint of lifting reentry vehicle
using energy approximations based on flight path
[AD-764132] p0609 H73-30960
Bind tunnel tests to determine static and dynamic
stability coefficients for circular cone with
various nose blnntness configurations
[AD-765164]: P0637 H73-31934
BBFBBBBCB ATHOSPHBBES
Reproduction of sound propagation in the standard
atmosphere
P0041 A73-12993
BBFEBEBCE SISTBHS
A precision position and time service for the air
traffic of the future.
p0145 A73-19350
• Design of multivariable adaptive model following
control systems.
P0621 A73-43288
BBFBBEHCES (STABDABDS)
0 STANDABDS
BBFLBCTAHCE
Beflection coefficients for wires, cables, ropes
and chains from scanning laser radar, discussing
wire avoidance system for airplanes and
. , helicopters
P0448 A73-35421
BBFLECTIOH
HI SIGNAL BEFL'JCTIOB
Analysis of products and technigues for reducing
reflections of light from helicopter
windshields, rotor blades and rotor hub assembly
TAD-761127] pO«82 H73-27037
•RBFLBCTIOB COEFFICIENT
0 BEFLECTABCE
BBFLECTIVITI
D REFLECTANCE
BEFB1CTED BADIATIOH
0 BEFBACTED WAVES
BBFBACTBD BATS
0 BEFBACTED BAVES
BBFBICTBD WAVES
Sound propagation in rotating vortex flow
downstream from delta wing in wind tunnel,
discussing acoustic ray refraction by flow
p0576 A73-41715
BEFBACTIOB
NT ATHOSPHERIC REFRACTION
Peak subsonic noise level reduction by jet
refraction, showing directivity patterns as
function of jet velocities and temperature ratios
P0568 A73-40753
BBFBACTOBT HATEBIALS
NT NIOBIDH ALLOTS
RT BEFBACTOBT HETAL ALLOTS
NT BEFBACTOBT HETALS
NT TUNGSTEN
BBFBACTOBT HETAL ALLOTS
RT NIOBIDH ALLOTS
Refractory metal alloys with protective coatings
for use in structural components of turbine
engines
P0328 H73-23614
BEFBACTOBI HETALS
BT TDRGSTEH
Retallic materials developments in aircraft
construction and gas turbine engine
applications, discussing snperalloys, refractory
metals, composites and directionally solidified
alloys
p0058 A73-14741
Improved silicide coatings for refractory metals
employed in space shuttles and gas turbine
engine components
tNASA-CASE-LEH-11179-1] p0312 H73-22474
BEFBASIL (TBADEHABK)
D FIBERS
BEFBIGEBATIBG RACBIHBBT
DC9-30 refrigeration system diagnosis by computer.
p0378 A73-33654
BBFOELIBG
Evaluation of the method of characteristics
applied to a pressure transient analysis of the
B.A.C./S.R.I.A.S. Concorde refuelling system.
P0665 A73-12645
Bew developments in aircraft refuelling vehicles.
P0577 A73-41861
Development of forward area refueling egnipment
for servicing military helicopters
[AD-746249] p0683 B-7-3-ri245
Effectiveness of relaxation chamber and static
charge reducer in dissipating electrostatic
charge during JP-5 refueler loading
fAD-748995] p0086 N73-13772
Automatic controlled pressure system for onshore
fueling of navy aircraft
fAD-748211] p0088 H73-13997
BEGEHEBATIOH (ENGIBEEBIBG)
Low emissions combustion for the regenerative gas
turbine. I - Theoretical and design
considerations.
CASBE PAPEB 73-01-11) p0373 A73-33489
Low emissions combustion for the regenerative gas
turbine. II - Experimental techniques, results,
and assessment.
[ASBE PAPER 73-GT-12] p0373 A73-33490
BB6EBBBATIVE CTCLBS
0 BEGENEBATION (ENGINEERING)
BEGIOBAL PLABBIRG
RT OHBAN PLANNING
Orban and regional planning aspects of offshore
airport technology.
p0509 A73-37743
Begional airport planning in Germany, noting
infrastrnctural, economic, safety, and noise
problems
rDGLB-PAPEB-72-033] p0134 N73-15280
State airport system plan for Iowa - Volume 1
[PB-217531/3] p0486 H73-27192
State airport system plan for Iowa - volume 2
[PB-217532/1] p0486 R73-27193
BB6IOHS SUBJECT HDBI
Beqional airport planning in Get»any .
rDGLB-PaPEE-73-0351 p0645 H73-32159
HBGIOBS
HI ABCTIC EEGIOBS
NT BEHOTE EEGIONS
BEGOLATIOHS
Effect of aircraft reliability regulations on
takeoff and landing performance of QSTO1 aircraft[DSLB PAPEB 72-056] poess 473-11658
U.S.s.B. lavs and regulations regarding civil air
transport eguipment operations and maintenance,
considering personnel training and safety
p0519 473-38119
Influence of aircraft reliability regulations on
SToL takeoff and landing performance
1
'• fHBB-DB-13- 72-01 P0161 H73-16018
International air transportation policy and
application of policy to scheduled and chartered
airline services
p0659 H73-32903
BBGDLiTOBS
BT FREQUENCY CONTBOI,
BBBE4TIBG
0 BESTING
BBIGRTTIOH
D IGHITION
BEIHFOECED HATEEIilS
0 COHPOSITE H4TEBI4LS
BEIHPOBCED PLASTICS
BT GLASS FIBEB EEINPOECED PLASTICS
Physiconechanical properties of a structural
cold-hardened fiberglass-reinforced plastic
p0660 A73-11719
Advantage of reinforced plastics for helicopter
blades and hubs
p0048 A73-13586
Selective reinforceaent of ving structure for
flutter prevention.
p0049 A73-13705
Speed brake in carbon fibre composite construction.
pOOSO A73-13920
The application of adhesive bonded structures and
composite materials on advanced tnrbofan engines.
P0052 173-14134
Polvioide composites development for aircraft
structures.
P0109 A73-18720
High modulus organic fibre composites in aircraft
applications.
P0187 A73-22519
Ballistic-tolerant helicopter flight control
components from plastic composite materials.
p0193 A73-23964
Feasibility evaluation of graphite/epoxy composite
materials to helicopter transmission housing.
p0193 473-23969
Military aircraft radome design technology
developments in Sveden, discussing use of glass
fiber reinforced plastics, manufacturing method,
computerized optimization and measurement
techniques
P0231 A73-25300
Fatigue and impact tests on composite propeller
blades made of glass- and carbon fiber
reinforced plastics, noting comparison vith
measured vibratory strains
p02Q2 473-26881
Fiberglass-reinforced plastics for glider laminate
ving spars, describing elastic properties and
strength characteristics
P0296 A73-30241
Lightning protection for boron and graphite
reinforced plastic composite aircraft
structures, discussing zonal design concept and
channel intermittent contact vith protrusions on
surface
P0365 A73-33034
F-14 aircraft boron-epoxy and graphite-epoxy
• ~ composite structure production protection
against degradation by lightning discharges,
discussing design ,• processing and tests
p0365 A73-33035
Glass fabric structures, properties and designs of
reinforced polyester and epoxy laminates for
aerospace applications
p0365 473-33064
High strength lov density Hyfil carbon fiber
Ptepreg sheet properties and production for
aircraft applications
. . P0379 473-33986
\ Boron composites - Status in the USA. . ,
P0379 473-34042
Cost/weight tradeoff ratios for fiber reinforced
plastic aircraft structural components
(SAE PAPEB 730338] p0430 473-31689
Beinforced plastics for aerospace applications
covering history of laminates, use of cellulose,
asbestos, boron, glass and oriented carbon .
fibers, vhisker composites and resin matrices
P0433 A73-34801
Bain erosion of reinforced plastics,for aerospace
applications in terms of drop size, impact angle
and velocity effects and protective coatings
P0433 A73-34806
Bovercraft propeller and turbine engine fan blades
vith glass and carbon fiber reinforced plastics
respectively, discussing design and constructions
P0434 A73r34813
Aircraft structural applications of filamentary
composites, discussing fiberglass, boron-epoxy
and graphite-expoxy composites
p043« A73-34814
Lov cost manufacturing methods for highly reliable
ballistic-tolerant composite helicopter flight
control components. •
[AHS PBEPBIHT 754] r p0440 A73-35082
Performance, structural reliability and fatigue
life of glass fiber-epoxy tvin beam helicopter
rotor blades
[AHS PBEPBIBT 782] p0442 473-35095
Beinforced plastics; Conference, Karlovy Vary,
Czechoslovakia, Hay 15-17, 1973, Lectures
P0456 473-36464
Development and problems of testing prepregs for
the purposes of the Czechoslovakian aircraft
industry
P0456 473-36469
Boron epoxy, polyimide and .aluminum composite
materials for cost effective high performance
aircraft and turbine engine structures,
assessing development and application status
[SAWE P4PEB 992] p0517 473-37892
Boron-stiffened longerons on the B-1.
[SHE PAPEB EH 73-719) - • p0525 A73-38499
Structural design and load tests on carbon fiber
reinforced plastic VC-10 aileron control strut
[ABC-CP-1229] p0121 H73-14903
Teminal ballistic performance of fiber glass
epoxy composite material for aerodynamic control
surfaces .,
CAD-752918] p0212 H73-18584
Analysis of properties of fiber reinforced
materials vith plastic.and metallic matrix
composition and application to gas turbine engines
p0488 1173-27476
Design of filamentary composite materials for
application to construction of airframes and
spacecraft structures -
P0488 H73-27479
Construction of glider aircraft using glass fiber
and carbon fiber reinforced plastic composite
materials for veight reduction and increased
strength .
P0489 H73-27486
Application of reinforced composite materials for
• • construction of aeronautical gas turbine engines
p0489 H73-27490
Development of fiber reinforced composite
materials for application to air breathing
engines, aeronautical vehicles, and spacecraft
components
p0490 H73-27491
Application of reinforced fiberglass thermoplastic
materials for construction of military aircraft
structures
[AD-763470] p0593 B73-30044
Application of fiber glass reinforced plastic
materials for ground-handling of aviation fuels
and hazards of static electricity caused by
plastic materials
fAD-764358] p0618 H73-31693
BEIHFOSCED SHELLS
Stress analysis of cantilever thin vailed-
.-.'• cylindrical shell vith concentrated force on
free reinforcement ring, noting members rigidity
relationship to internal stress concentration
p0660 A73-11718
A-412-
SUBJECT IIDBX BELIABILITT AIALTSIS
Contribution to the theory of the finite element
method applied to the overall stress analysis of
a fuselage
P02Q3 473-27084
Certain fatigue phenomena in aeronautical
structures with stiffened shells
p0247 173-27394
Dynamic buckling of an azially compressed
cylindrical shell with discrete rings and
stringers.
P0627 473-44377
BBHFOHCEBBHf (SIBDCTOBES)
Selective reinforcement of King structure for
flutter prevention.
p0049 473-13705
Application of integral nonlinear programming and
random search techniques for deternining minimum
weight of reinforcing structures commensurate
with strength requirements
P0677 873-10929
Design, fabrication, and flight tests of
boron-epozy reinforced C-130B center wing boxes
fH4S4-CB-112126] P0079 H73-13011
Fabrication of light weight panel structure using
pairs of elongate hollow ribs of semicircular
configuration
CHASA-C4SE-I.AR-11052-1J p0087 H73-13929
Procedures for reducing residual stresses in
aircraft metal structures reinforced by
filamentary composites
rH4S4-CB-112207) P0180 H73-17900
Application of composite materials to reinforce
metallic structures for low cost improvement in
structural stability of airframes
p0489 H73-27485
BEIHFOBCIHG PIBESS
HT C4BBON FIBERS
Discontinuous or short fiber reinforced composites
properties, manufacturing procedures and
aircraft structural applications
P0656 473-11240
PBD 49 high modulus organic fibre as aluminium
replacement.
P0657 473-11510
Physicomechanical properties of a structural
cold-hardened fiberglass-reinforced plastic
P0660 473-11719
Stockings, extensible plane structures and three
dimensional textile fiber blocks reinforced
materials, noting application to structures of
revolution under external pressure
P0048 473-13585
Bright future forecast for composites in aerospace.
p0089 473-16185
Composite 41- and Hi-base alloys strengthened by B
and W/Ho fibers respectively for reduced weight
wing spars and high temperature applications
P0109 473-18638
High modulus organic fibre composites in aircraft
applications.
P0187 473-22519
Fiber composite materials properties.
technological assessment and future development
and application for aerospace flight structures,
considering manufacturing cost, tailorability
and stiffness requirements
p0291 473-29346
Lightning protection for boron and graphite fibers
in epoxy resins for aircraft composite structures
p0365 473-33032
Cost/weight tradeoff ratios for fiber reinforced
plastic aircraft structural components
(SIE PAPEB 730338] p0430 473-34689
Beinforced plastics for aerospace applications
covering history of laminates, use of cellulose,
asbestos, boron, glass and oriented carbon
fibers, whisker composites and resin matrices
pC433 473-34801
. Hovercraft propeller and turbine engine fan blades
with glass and carbon fiber reinforced plastics
respectively, discussing design and constructions
p0434 473-34813
The successful use of composites in the 1-1011
Iristar commercial transport.
P0434 473-34815
Beinforced plastics; Conference, Karlovy Vary,
Czechoslovakia, Hay 15-17, 1973, Lectures
P0456 473-36464
* Procedures for reducing residual stresses in
aircraft metal structures reinforced by
filamentary composites
CHASA-CB-112207] P0180 H73-17900
High strength tungsten fiber reinforced oxidation
resistant niobium alloy composites for use in
gas turbine engines at 2000 F
UD-757380) P0328 H73-23620
Performance of fibrous reinforced concrete overlay
test slabs as runways at Tampa International
Airport, Florida
[F44-BD-72-119] p0328 B73-23634
Application of glass composites, all carbon
composites, and PBD-49 organic fiber material
for airframe and spacecraft construction
P0488 N73-27482
Optimization method for minimum weight design of
structures made from fiber reinforced composites
tAD-763732] P0599 N73-30558
BBLAIATIOH (HECH411CS)
HT SIBESS BELAIATIOH
BELAIATIOI HETBOD (HATHBBATICS)
High subsonic flow past airfoils at 2 deg angle of
attack, describing relaxation method for
hyperbolic Euler eguations conversion to
parabolic form
P0106 473-17738
HBL4I SATELLITES
An efficient multiplexing approach for adaptive
aircraft communications via a relay satellite.
p0295 A73-29899
BBLIABILITI
ET AIRCRAFT EELIABILITY
HT COHPOBENT BBLIABILITI
HT SP4CECB4FT RELIABILITY
HT STRUCTOBAL RELIABILITY
EELIABILITY 4H4LTSIS
Onboard ILS eguipment reliability in integrated
airborne all-weather landing system
P0662 473-11855
Investigation of fatigue life and residual
strength of wing panel for reliability purposes.
p0043 473-13233
Reliability analysis methods for metallic
structures.
P0057 473-14714
Evaluation of a reliability analysis method for
fatigue life of aircraft structures.
p0058 473-14715
Synthesis of optimal control problems with
allowance for a prescribed reliability
P0090 473-16416
Calculation of the reliability of electronic
components in an 'aeronautics' environment
shaped by the operational service routines of
onboard eguipment devices used by Air France
P0145 473-19403
Development of maintenance policies in the
operation of aircraft
P0191 473-23655
Aircraft design and reliability analysis method
based on accidents occurrence investigation by
Franco-British airworthiness authorities, noting
applicability to Concorde aircraft
p0241 473-26589
Reliability analysis of helicopter mechanical
transmission components and reduction gearboxes
p0241 473-26596
Analytical elasticity methods for airfield
pavement structural stress-strain, failure and
reliability performance evaluation
P0288 473-29106
The safety, the reliability, and redundancy in the
automatic flight control system of the 4300-B
Airbus
P0352 473-32459
Onboard electronic eguipment optimization and
redundancy
PC352 473-32460
Study of the integrity of an equipment -
Application to radio altimeters for category III
landing
P0356 473-32493
Analysis of the reliability of airborne material
in an airline company - Objectives and methods
P0356 473-32495
Hydrofluidic component and system reliability.
P0372 473-33478
4-413
RELIABILITY. COBTBOL SUBJECT IROEX
A current turbine engine maintenance program and
the experience and loqic upon vhich it is based.
fASHE PAPER 73-GT-81 ] p0375 A73-33526
Annual Reliability and Haintainability Symposium,
Philadelphia, Pa., January 23-25, 1973,
Proceedinqs.
P0377 A73-33601
Integrated reliability and safety analysis of the
DC-10 all-weather landing systen.
P0377 A73-33641
Computer program for Eqnipnent Improvement
Becomaendation /EIRX evaluation relative to
. reliability, availability, inventory cost and
total annual expenditure in Amy enqineerinq
managenent decision making
P0378 A73-33653
The developnent of a turbine enqine maintenance
program from a new reliability model.
fSAE PAPEB 730374] p0432 A73-34713
Review of enqine maintenance concepts applied to
vide body lets.
fSAE PAPER 730375] p0432 A73-34714
Helicopter power transfer systems analysis in
terns of weight reduction and reliability
improvement
fAHS PBEPBIST 773] . p0441 A73-35091
ATC enroute automation proqrai using radar
trackinq and computer readout systen, describing
terminal traffic control, wake vortices and
aircraft spacinq
PC523 A73-38039
Reliability estimation for repairable and
nonrepairable fliqht vehicles, considering
nomoqraphs for failure rate and probability of
defined requirements satisfaction
, p0633 A73-45197
Implementation of reliability based strength
criteria system for determining service life of
C-141 aircraft structures - Vol. 2
fAD-742261] p0680 N73-11025
Application of reliability theory to determine
risk function, probability of failure, under
ultimate load, and wear-out process of aircraft
structures
rABL/SH-REPT-337] . p0087 H73-13925
Development and application of procedures for
determininq service life of gas turbine engines
and components
rNASA-TH-X-2664] p0140 N73-15925
Preliminary design assessment of turbofan engines
for installation on high speed commercial
transport aircraft - Vol. 2
fNASA-CB-121133] p0226 N73-19821
Improvements in military helicopter flight test
techniques to provide data for safety,
maintainability, and reliability
p0267 N73-21013
Development of reliability analysis procedure for
determininq effects of cumulative and maximum
operational loads on airplane structures
rAD-7575291 P0321 H73-22999
Analysis of coolant flow in transpiration-cooled
vanes
f HASA-TH-D-7341] pO»13 H73-25966
Development of mathematical model for determining
replacement criteria for aircraft structural
components
TAD-7622261 p0539 H73-27921
Logistic performance data book for C-5A aircraft
landing gear to show system reliability,
maintainability, logistic support cost, and
performance data
fAD-762248] pC546 H73-28963
Logistic performance data book for C-130E aircraft
propulsion system to show reliability,
maintainability, logistic support costs, and
operational problems
fAD-762249] p0546 H73-28964
Logistic performance data book for OH-1F
helicopter airframe to show reliability,
maintainability, logistic costs, and operational
problems
fAD-7622511 p05»6 S73-28965
Logistic performance data book for C-5A airframe
to show reliability, maintainability, logistics
support, and operating problems
fAD-762233] P05U6 N73-28968
Logistic performance data book for F-4D aircraft
fire control system to show reliability.
•aintanability, logistics support, and operating
problems .
(AD-762229] p0506 B73-28969
logistics performance data book for BF-4C aircraft
landing gear system to show reliability,
maintainability, logistics support, and
operating problems
CAD-762231] p0546 H73-28970
logistic performance data book for C-141A aircraft
radio navigation system to show reliability,
maintainability, logistics support, and.
operating problems
[AD-762250] p0546 N73-28971
Logistic performance data book for KC-135 aircraft
electrical power system to show reliability,
maintainability, logistics support, and •
operating problems
[AD-762225] p0547 1173-28972
Logistic performance data book for F-4E flight
control system to show reliability,
maintainability, logistic support, and operating
problems
fAD-762230) p0547 H73-28973
logistic performance data book for BF-4C
photographic reconnaissance system to show
reliability, maintainability, logistic support,
and operating problems
[AD-762232] . p0547 N73-28974
Procedures for evaluating fatigue quality of
aircraft structures based on fatigue life, crack
propagation, and residual strength
P0557 H73-29925
Application of high strength structural materials
for aerospace vehicles and use of fracture
control procedures for improved damage tolerance
. p0558 H73-29928
Application of reliability analysis to aircraft
structures subject to fatigue crack growth and
periodic structural inspection
[AD-764775] p0648 H73-32383
RELIABILITY. COHTB01
0 QUALITY CONTROL
0 EBLIABILIir ENGINEEBING
RELIABILITY EHGIHEEHIHG
The design and development of fracture resistant
structures.
p0057 A73-14712
Reliability and quality control of production
engineering computer programs.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-356] p0232 A73-25493
Improvements in the use of FAA resources for
system performance assurance.
p0246 A73-27364
Hicrowave transmitter tubes for surface-based and
airborne radar applications, considering ATC,
output power, stability, spectrum, size, weight,
reliability, maintainability and cost reguirements
p0283 A73-28532
General aviation aircraft technology developments
based on military and transport aircraft design,
considering cost, complexity and reliability
P0291 A73-29348
Real time information processing automated systems
for ATC, considering reliability based on
redundancy .;
p0355 A73-32483
limitations in the use of all-electric systems for
vital application in civil aircraft.
P0356 A73-32492
Annual Reliability and Haintainability Symposium,
Philadelphia, Pa., January 23-25, 1973,
Proceedings.
p0377 A73-33601
L-1011 aircraft hydraulic system layout and
installation techniques with modular design and
plug-in cartridges for Hurphy law error
redaction during servicing
p042« A73-34523
High reliability solid state force sensors for
flight control systems.
P0425 A73-34603
A dynamics approach to helicopter transmission
noise reduction and improved reliability.
[AHS PREPRIHT 772] pO«41 A73-35090
Unconventional digital avionics black box approach
for cost reduction and reliability improvement
in terms of packaging, component coding and
hardware qualification programs multiplicity
p0443 A73-35205
A-«14
SOBJBCT IIDEI BBBOTBLT PILOTED TBBICLBS
U.S. instrument landing system performance
improvements, considering terrain and weather
effects, installation requirements, airport
limitations, accuracy, reliability and
•attainability
p0511 473-37805
Toward reliable composites - in examination of
design methodology.
p0632 A73-45144
Total In-Pliqht Siinlator for X-22A aircraft based
on variable stability-and-control systea concept
for reliability design
P0632 A73-45153
Aircraft gas turbine engines vith single crystal
blades to avoid conventional casting grain
boundary weakness and premature damage
p0633 A73-45155
Application of scatter factors for varions
Heibnll-shaped parameters, fleet sizes, and
level of reliability for aircraft structures
CHASA-CB-2100] p0677 H73-1093a
Application of reliability based static strength
criteria system to analysis of C-141 aircraft -
Vol. 1
rAD-742260] p0680 N73-11020
Reliability tests of computer elements used in
automatic airport weather stations
[AD-747558] p0075 H73-12673
In-flight tests and operational reliability of jet
aircraft nullable compressor face rake
[HASA-TH-D-7162J P0163 H73-16247
Beiiability and operational safety of mechanical
helicopter transmission boxes
P0267 H73-21012
Research projects in structural reliability
engineering for transport vehicles
P0280 N73-21878
Development of fatigue life prediction procedures
based on measured stress-tine histories and
mathematical model for description of random
vibrations
P0557 H73-29926
Analysis of failure nodes of blades on CB-47
helicopter rotary wings for improved helicopter
reliability and cost reduction
fAD-763187] P0593 N73-30042
Development of mechanical equipment reliability
prediction techniques
tAD-765367] p0648 H73-32390
BELIEVIHG
HT STRESS BELIEVIHG
BBBOTB COBTBOL
FT RADIO CONTROL
Aircraft and spacecraft guidance and remote and
automatic control of moving objects, using
calculus of variations for systems synthesis
p0090 A73-16402
Aerodyne flight vehicle testing for hover flight
characteristics during remote control by radio
vith pilot commands, noting reliability and
attitude control
P0283 A73-28785
Development of an improved midair-retrieval
parachute'system for drone/BPV aircraft.
CAIAA PAPEB 73-469] P0342 A73-31453
An omnidirectional gliding ribbon parachute and
control system.
IAIAA PAPEB 73-486J P0343 A73-31468
Independently targeted short haul individual
rotorcraft for air taxi service, considering
traffic control system, market possibilities,
environmental impact and projected utilization
P0368 A73-33186
Application of self-organizing control to remote
piloting of vehicles.
p0498 A73-37332
Development and evaluation of display and control
equipment for remotely piloted vehicles
[AD-757761] p0388 H73-24077
Energy transfer control and compressor bleed
concepts of remote lift fan control
tHASA-TH-X-2863] p0603 H73-30749
BBBOTE BEGIOBS
HT ABCTIC REGIONS
Public air transportation service needs for
nonurban areas, considering low traffic density
problem, operational requirements and future trend
fASHE PAPER 73-ICT-721 p0623 A73-43498
BBBOTE SEISOBS
EBAF - Proposal for a European Earth Besources
Aircraft.
P0283 A73-28786
A VOB sensor of advanced design - The Bendix
BVA-33A.
p0352 A73-32454
An ILS sensor for fail operative automand systems
- The Bendix BIA-32A.
P03S2 A73-32461
Aircraft wake vortex-avoidance system for safety
management and capacity optimization in airport
operation's related to iTC, considering various
sensors and display subsystem requirements
P0426 A73-34613
Solid state null tracking Doppler radar ground
velocity sensor for supersonic weapon delivery
aircraft precision bombing, discussing design
and test with computer simulation
P0444 A73-35209
Hodular HOS LSI digital data bus system design for
integrated avionics and remote sensors
interconnection in aerospace vehicles
p0445 A73-35232
Application of self-organizing control to remote
piloting of vehicles.
P0498 A73-37332
Phased array antennas in ground based remote
sensor system, assessing technologies of
AN/FPS-85, HAPDAB and AP/TPH-19 radar systems
p0567 A73-q0645
Instrumentation for remote sensing solar radiation
from light aircraft.
P0586 A73-43161
Bemotely operated boundary layer probe for use in
three dimensional measurements
[AD-745215] p0674 N73-10481
Development of remote sensing devices to measure
jet exhaust fluctuating density gradients, mean
and turbulent velocity, and mean temperature
Vol. 6
[AD-749143] P0116 H73-14041
Mission planning for European earth resources
survey aircraft
[ESBO-CE(P)-117] P0327 H73-23484
Fokker F-27 as European earth resources survey
aircraft noting design, remote sensors, and
program
[ESRO-CB(P)-128] p0467 N73-26035
Geometric aspects in digital analysis of
onltispectral scanner data
CHASA-CB-133641] p0595 S73-30137
Remote sensing methods for earth observation
missions by aircraft and satellites
P0619 H73-31900
BBHOTELI PILOTED VBBICLBS
Electrostatic autopilot using atmosphere electric
field lines for stabilization and guidance,
applying to remotely piloted vehicles
P0665 A73-12595
Application of self-organizing control to remote
piloting of vehicles.
p<?498 A73-37332
A technology tool for urban applications - The
remotely piloted blimp.
[ A I 4 A PAPEB 73-981] p0581 A73-42533
Remotely piloted vehicle /BPV/ for reconnaissance,
electronic warfare systems, target acgnisition,
weapon delivery, air-air combat and different
combinations
P0635 A73-45399
Design, development, and production of low cost
remotely piloted vehicles based on innovative
approach for aircraft engineering procedures
fP-4902) p0273 H73-21060
Development and evaluation of display and control
egnipment for remotely piloted vehicles
fAD-757761] p0388 N73-24077
Application of ground effect machine landing
systems for recovery of remotely piloted vehicles
[AD-758789] p0389 H73-24079
Criteria for acceptance of early design
information with application to design studies
and cost estimates for liquid hydrogen fueled
aircraft and remotely piloted vehicles
rBASA-TH-1-62303] P0607 H73-30943
Development and characteristics of air cushion
landing system for remotely piloted vehicles
TAD-76477U] p0644 N73-31985
BBPAIBIBG SUBJECT INDEX
BBPAIBING
D BAINTENANCE
BBPBATBBS
Operational global navigation system development
program vith repeater satellites deployed over
continental OSA to provide radio links for
digital communication, surveillance and ATC
P0563 A73-40041
BEPOSTS
Evaluation of current OS Air Force aircraft engine
status reporting system
r»D-750910] P0132 H73-15067
BBPDBLIC AIBCBAFT
HT F-105 4IBCBAFI
BEPOBLIC BILITABT AIBCBAFT
o BILITAB? AIBCBAFT
BEQOIBBHBHTS
General requirenents for aerospace powered mobile
ground support equipment.
tSAE ABP 12471 P0152 A73-20694
Financial requirements of air transportation
industry
P0656 H73-32861
BESCDB OPBBATIOHS
Hunan threats to air safety; Proceedings of the
Twenty-fifth Annual International Air Safety
Seminar, iashinqton, B.C., October 16-18, 1972.
P0197 A73-24707
Significant elements of an effective search,
rescue, and survival system.
P0197 A73-24712
Performance/stability of midair recovery system
with tandem parachute configuration, discussing
gliding and nongliding systems
fAIAA PAPER 73-461] p0341 A73-31447
Aircraft recovery by inflatable wing canopy vith
steel cable or fiber suspension lines,
discussing aerodynamic characteristics,
suspension system and centrifugal compressor
performance
fAIAA PAPER 73-470] p0342 A73-31454
Survival and Flight Equipment Association, Annual
Symposium, 10th, Phoenix, Ariz., October 2-5,
1972, Proceedings.
p0359 A73-32653
Stowable deployable autogyro aircrev vehicle
escape rotoseat /SAVES/ conversion to flight
vehicle for advanced escape rescue capability
/AEBCAB/ from hostile areas
p0361 A73-32674
All-wheel drive fire fighting equipment evolution
under impact of vide bodied aircraft introduction
P0532 A73-39661
Beasurements of launch g forces and line tensions
in aerial recovery of dummies for long-line
loiter personnel retrieval system
fAD-749518] p0116 B73-14045
Design development, and evaluation of hoist for
H-3 helicopter rescue system
fAD-750289] p0130 U73-15054
Avionics requirements for multimission, fixed
•ing, t«in engine aircraft designed for search
and rescue operations
fAD-750463] P0131 H73-15064
Design, development, and evaluation of flywheel
powered hoist for personnel rescue missions
conducted by helicopters
fAD-751217] p0163 1173-16029
Avionics requirements for HH-53C helicopter
engaged in search and rescue operations
fAD-752625] p0205 B73-18047
Evaluation of ground effect machines under various
environmental conditions to determine
feasibility as rescue vehicles by Coast Guard
fAD-755409] P0306 H73-21947
Systems analysis of avionics and aircraft
equipment for search and rescue helicopters to
determine cost effective improvements - Vol. 7
fAD-76<l914] P0673 H73-33381
BBSBARCH
NT DYNABIC PBOGBAHHIHG
NT GABE THEORY
HT LINEAR PBOGBABHING
NT BASKET BZSEABCH
NT NONLINEAR PBOGBABHING
NT OPERATIONS RESEARCH
BESEABCB AIBCBAFT
NT B-70 AIBCBAFT
NT FD 2 AIBCBAFT
NT H-126 AIBCBAFT
NT X-14 AIBCBAFT
HT 1-22 AIBCBAFT .
NT X-24 AIBCBAFT
NT XH-51 HELICOPTEB
NT I¥-5 AIBCBAFT
A description of the NAE T-33 turbulence research
aircraft, instrumentation and data analysis.
p0238 A73-26269
HASA research coamercial 7TOL transport propulsion
system specifications and components v
development, discussing lift fan propulsion
method for aircraft attitude control
tASHE PAPBB 73-GT-24] p0373 A73-33498
Testing noise-reducing approach techniques with
the HFB 320 research aircraft of the DFVLB
p0520 A73-38265
Analysis and application of load alleviation and
mode suppression system for TF-12A aircraft to
determine extent of design risks
[NASA-CB-2158] p0127 H73-15033
Preliminary design of V/STOL.tilting rotor
aircraft for performance of research flights -
Vol. 2
(NASA-CB-114438] p0317 N73-22965
Feasibility of modifying supersonic drone
configuration into remotely controlled research
vehicle
[NASA-CH-112323] p0386 H73-24057
BESBABCH AND DBVBLOPHEHT
Bussian book on jet engines testing covering tests
in research and development, design, production
and maintenance, test laboratories and stands
and automation
p0062 A73-15708
Choices for the future - An industry viewpoint on
prototyping.
fSAE PAPEB 720848] p0092 A73-16659
Bilitary contributions to civil aviation.
tAIAA PAPBB 73-67] p0104 A73-17635
Ducts, nacelles, power source components and cabin
noise sources identified for aircraft noise
control research, considering preregnisites for
quiet operations
[SAE AIB 1079] p0152 A73-20698
Book - Civil aviation development - A policy and
operations analysis.
p0155 A73-21837.
The DOT/NASA Civil Aviation Research and
Development Policy Study.
p0195 A73-24552
General aviation regnirements within National
Aviation System, discussing basic services,
facilities, federal spending and B and D
P0245 A73-27361
Aircraft-airport system B and D program in terms
of efficient planning, lighting and marking,
geometric design, safety and pavements
p0288 A73-29103
The air traffic control BSD program of the
Federal Aviation Administration. .
P0350 A73-32437
Civil aviation research patterns, discussing
effects of nonregnlar carrier competition and
Boeing 747 introduction ,
P0358 A73-32557
The financing of aircraft procurement.
p0424 A73-34534
Emerging aerospace materials and fabrication
technignes.
P0450 A73-35841
A new approach to aircraft design education.
tAIAA PAPEB 73-787] p0499 A73-37457
Banagement and control of commercial flight test
programs.
p0626 A73-44057
B and D efforts for various aircraft construction
materials, considering steels, alloys and
fiber-containing laminates
P0633 A73-45198
Abstracts on aeronautical, marine, mechanical,
automotive, civil, and industrial engineering
[JPBS-57311] p0077 N73-12986
Contributions of military technology, research,
and development to civil aviation programs -
Vol. 1
tNASA-CB-129572] p0088 H73-13982
Hilitary technology, research, and development
contributions to civil aviation programs - Vol. 2
1-416
SUBJECT IIDEZ BESBABCB PBOJBCTS
[BASA-CB-129573] - p0088 H73-13983
Hilitary technology, research, and development
contributions to OS aviation advances since 1925
- Exec. Summary
[HASA-CB-129574] p0088 B73-13984
Research and development involved in design and
implementation of air traffic control system -
Vol..5
[PB-212182] . p0138 H73-15692
European' research and development programs
[AD-750267]- • . . pOiai H73-15972
Aeronautical research for 1971-1972
•::
 l
 >• P0169 N73-16943
Bole of free-flight models in aircraft research
and development • • .' .
• • p0171 H73-17002
Air force radio communication and navigation
system developsent planning
[AD-754930] p0256 H73-20207
Annual report of German 'aerospace research
institute, 1972
- •' ' p0277 B73-21259
Proceedings of conference on research and
development projects conducted by OS Air Force
Research and Development Command
[AD-753071] p0280 B73-21890
FAA research and development in airport paving
criteria
p0309 B73-22205
Besearch and development progress in
telecommunications "and electronics engineering
rBEPT-73-00567) p0323 B73-23111
Besearch and development program plan for air
traffic control technology involving data
display and data entry
[FAA-ED-16-1] p05«2 H73-28647
Development of OS commercial air transport industry
p0654 B73-32849
Advances in technology and armament in USSR
[AD-763323] p0660 B73-32917
BBSEABCB FACILITIES • '
find tunnel facilities in India for subsonic,
transonic and supersonic aeronautical B and D,
describing design layouts, power regnirenents,
operational functions and instrumentation
• • p01«8 A73-20249
BAFEC test facilities.
p0626 A73-44063
Besearch Aviation Facility collected aircraft data
processing, merging and enhancement problems,
software development and future resource
requirements - '
~ p0632 A73-45088
Compilation of technical reports prepared by
Aerospace Laboratories of DS Air Force for
calendar year 1971
[AD-746707] P0088 B73-13974
Description of tnrbopropnlsion laboratory in
aeronautics department at Naval Postgraduate
School
[AD-754380] ' p0258 'B73-20287
Besearch activities of electronic laboratory in
development-of inertial navigation systems to
include applications for space missions and
commercial aviation
p0260 H73-20686
History and organization of German Society for
Aerospace Besearch
• p0264 H73-20961
Management models for large research•institute'
considering aerospace sciences
p0265 N73-20968
Annual report of German aerospace research'''
institute, 1972
p0277 H73-21259
BBSBABCH BAHiGBHBNT
Book - Civil aviation development - A policy and
operations analysis.- • . < • • • . . .
;
 P0155 A73-21837
Nanaqement and control of flight test programs of
the iestern Begion FAA. • • -
P0625 A73-44053
Banageaent of Air Force test and evaluation
activities. "
' p0625 A73-44055
Hanagement and control of flight test programs of
the Baval Air Systems Command. '
p0625 A73-44056
Naval test and evaluation capabilities for
aircraft, emphasizing organizational relationships
P0627 A73-44066
Bistory and organization of German Society for
Aerospace Besearch
P0264 H73-20961
Airborne research management and shuttle sortie
planning
[ HASA-TH-1-62287 J P0618 N73-31.729
BESEABCB PROJECTS
D.S., OK and French research programs on
conditions encountered by civil aviation and
supersonic transports in stratosphere
P0241 A73-26594
BASA in general aviation research: Past - present
- future.
[SAE PAPER 730317] p0429 A73-34675
Compilation of technical reports prepared by
Aerospace Laboratories of OS Air Force for
calendar year 1971
[AD-746707] p0088 N73-13974
Aerospace sciences and flight mechanics research
projects
P0088 N73-13975
Identification of human factors research projects
in support of civil aviation for accomplishment
by HASA research centers
P0112 1173-14015
Development and characteristics of tracked air
cushion research vehicle for commercial high
speed ground transportation
[PB-211216] p0118 B73-14267
Research projects to determine aerodynamic
characteristics of rotary vings and propellers
[AD-750175] p0134 B73-15326
Research and development involved in design and
implementation of air traffic control system -
Vol. 5
[PB-212182] p0138 B73-15692
Air Force research and development programs in
.aircraft electrical power systems to show
planning process for developing specific classes
of technology
p0220 N73r19052
Organization and research projects for 1971
p0228 N73-19988
Research and development projects of Federal •
Aviation Administration to provide improved
weather data acguisition and distribution
[FAA-ED-15-1] p0260 B73-20662
Research activities of electronic laboratory .in
development of inertial navigation systems to
include applications for space missions and
commercial aviation
P0260 B73-20686
Besearch and development projects conducted by
Federal Aviation Administration to improve air
traffic control and flight safety
[FAA-EH-73-2] p0262 B73-20720
German cooperation with AGABD research in
aerospace sciences
P0264 B73-20958
German cooperation in international aeronautical
research
p0264 B73-20959
Organization, management, and research activities
at Bational Institute for Aerospace Research of
the Netherlands
.p0264 N73-20960
Analysis'of transition region of subsonic
' turbulent jets to determine noise producing
potential based on far field.acoustic density
[NASA-TN-D-7242] p0279 B73-21573
Besearch projects involving aerodynamics, .
aerodynamic heating, aerodynamic forces,
airframes, structural analysis, and fluid .
mechanics - Vol. 1
P0381 N73-23995
Research projects involving boundary layer flow,
heat transfer during aerodynamic heating,
atmospheric turbulence effects, and airframe
structural analysis - Vol. 2
p0383 B73-24011
Besearch projects in theoretical and' practical
aerodynamics - Vol. 1
P0396 N73-24999
Besearch projects conducted by organizations of
National Besearch Council of Canada on
structural analysis, jet fuels, air pollution.
A-417
BBSIDENTIAL ABBAS SUBJECT IBDBI
and very low frequency naTiqation ,
 t
rDHE/HAE-1973<1)] pO«76 B73-26970
Proceedinqs of conference on military applications
of V/STOL aircraft to include current and
proposed research projects to Beet Military
requirements
fAGABD-CP-126-VOL-1) p0478 H73-27000
OHEBA activities for-1972
p0544 H73-28933
Objectives, scope of cork, and funding
requirements of research project for improvement
of aircraft safety
fFAA-ED-18-1] P0588 H73-30008
Congressional hearings to review NASA program
accomplishments and to predict advantages to
accrue froi space programs
P0604 H73-30916
Research project to determine factors involved in
expansion of air freiqht traffic and prospects
for future expansion
P0658 H73:-3288»
Characteristics and perfornance of piloted,
simulator for application as research tool in
design and development of experimental aircraft
P0665 H73-32955
BBSIDBNTIAL 1BE4S
Procedures for determining present and predicted
noise exposure at residential construction sites
[PB-210590] P0676 S73-10672
Acoustic measurement methods for evaluating
aircraft noise pollution in urban areas
fPB-212875] P0263 H73-20757
BESIDOAL STBESS
Investigation of fatique life and residual
strenqth of vinq panel for reliability purposes.
P0043 A73-13233
Lead-time dependent relaxation of residual stresses.
P0100 A73-17214
' Becoqnition and control of abusive lachininq
effects on helicopter components.
TABS PREPBINT 750J P0440 A73-35078
Development and qualification of a maqnetic
'technique for the nondestructive measurement of
residual stress in CH-47 A rotor blade spars.
TABS PBEPBINT 752] p04«0 A73-35080
BESINS ' ,
' NT ACBTLIC BESINS
NT EPOXT BESINS
NT NYLON (TRADEMARK)
NT POLTIHIDE BESINS
NT POLY0BETBANE BESINS
NT THERHOSETTING BESINS
Besin povder coating technology, describing
fluidized bed, electrostatic and plasma spray
processes
P0657 A73-11513
BESISTIVITI
0 ElECTBICAL BESISTIVITY
RESOLUTION
NT^HIGH BESOLUTION
NT SPECTBAL EESOLUTION
BBSOLVESTS
0 PROBLEM SOLVING
BBSOHAHCE
NT BESONANT VIBBATION
Contribution to the rotorcraft ground resonance
theory
P0585 A73-43056
BESONANT CAVITIES
0 CAVITY BESONATOBS
BESOHANT FREQUENCIES
European contribution to structural response to
noise.
FAIAA PAPER 73-3321 P0236 A73-25561
In-fliqht flutter testing methods for determining
aircraft structure natural frequencies and
vibration damping ratios with air flo«
fONEBA, TP NO. 1224] P0241 A73-26593
Experinental study by resonance method of unsteady
aerodynanic forces acting on cascading.blades.
P0287 A73-29028
Bussian book on elastic structures vibration in
' aircraft coverinq inteqral equations for beans,
dampinq principles and transcendental equations
for flexural and torsional vibrations natural
frequencies
P0297 A73-30354
Calculation of the natural frequencies and the
principal nodes of helicopter blades.
p0462 £73-37090
German monograph - Lifetime detection in the.case
of acoustically loaded structures on the basis
of the appropriate form of vibration. '
P0582 173-42741
Botor frequency response to shaft pitching and.
rolling oscillations, and steady response and
frequency response data at high advance.ratios
for hingeless rotors
[NASA-CB-114519] p0068 B73-12032
Besonance tests of delta ving aircraft model to
determine effect of stiffness changes of wing
spars on freguencies and modes of vibration
[ABC-B/H-3268] p0399 N73-25031
Bonlinear vibrations of pipelines containing
pressurized fluids with application to aircraft
hydraulic systems
[AD-764154] p0610 B73-30968
BESOHHT VIBBATIOH
Digital pressure transducer based oh vibrating
cylinder frequency response to pressure changes,
discussing operational principles and applications
p0187 A73-22502
Study and calculation of the vibrations of a
rotating rotor with allowance for clearances in
the bearings
p0623 A73-43725
Besonant vibration structural analysis of
cylindrical sandwich shells
[TUB-IB-1972/2] ' p0619 H73-31808
BBSOH1TOBS
NT CAVITY BBSOBATOBS
Dse of edge-tone resonators as gas temperature
sensing devices.
P0578 A73-41991
BESOOBCE ALLOCATION
Design of control and display panels using
computer algorithms.
p0230 A73-25180
Improvements in the use of FAA resources for . .
system performance assurance.
p0246 A73-27364
Air Force Increase Reliability of Operational
Systems computer program and mathematical models
for economic logistic resource allocations and
cost effective system modification
P0377 A73-33627
Simultaneous equation production functions for
decisions pertaining to sea-based tactical air
resources
pO»74 N73-26612
Congressional hearings on causes and implications
of impending shortages of gasoline,' heating oil,
diesel fuel, jet fuel, and electricity
p0678 N73-33928
BESOOBCBS
NT EABTB BBSOORCES
BESPOHDEBS
0 TBANSPONDERS
BESPONSES .
NT DYNABIC RESPONSE
NT FBEQOENCY BESPOBSE
NT HODKL BESPONSE . ,
NT PHYSIOLOGICAL BESPONSES
NT TIME BESPONSE '. . . '
NT TBANSIENT BESPONSE
BBSTBAINTS
D COBSTBAIHTS
BETABDERS (DEVICES)
DPSTABS - A single escape subsystem providing
stabilization, retardation, and separation.
p0361 A73-32668
BBTISAL IBAGES
Predicting light flashes due to alpha-particle
flux on SST planes.
P0147 673-20157
BBTHACTABLB LANDING GEAB
0 LANDING GEAB '
BETEIEVAL
BT IHFOBHATIOH BETBIEVAL
BEOSABLE SPACECRAFT
NT SPACE SHUTTLES
BBVEBBEBATIOB
Hodel study of aircraft noise reverberation in a
city street.
P0663 A73-12199
Comparison of aircraft noise measured in flight
test and in the NASA Ames 40- by 80-foot wind
tunnel.
A-418
SUBJECT IHDBI BI6ID STBDCIOBES
. I1IAA PAPER 73-1017] p0631 A73-44871
REVERSED FLOW
The prevention of separation and flow reversal in
the corners of compressor blade cascades.
p0420 A73-34448
BEIHOLDS IOHBEB
Effects of sveepback angle and nnit Beynolds
number on boundary layer'transition at
supersonic velocities
/. p0289 173-29172
Computational program"for calculating the
Be-fnunber-dependent polar of a glider vith
, arbitrary doable trapezoidal wing
r . p0364 A73-33024
Dependence of turbulent line vortices decay on
Beynolds nnmber
[AD-753131] p0211 H73-18297
Design of airfoil sections for low Beynolds
numbers based on requirement to achieve
transition upstream of major adverse pressure
gradient
. . P0265 H73-20995
Analysis of effects of Beynolds nnmber on
aerodynamic stalling of rotary wings and
relationship of Beynolds number to aerodynamic
coefficients of blade elements
p0316 R73-22957
Influence of free stream Reynolds nnmber on
transition in boundary layer on infinite sirept
•ing
p0170 N73-26280
Present and future need for high Beynolds nnmber
transonic wind tunnels including analysis of
design selection and reguirements
p0471 S73-26282
BP-4 AIRCRAFT
0 F-4 AIBCR4FT
HF-8 AIRCRAFT
0 F-8 &IBCB4FT
RH-2 HELICOPTEB
0 DH-1 HELICOPTEB
BHEOBLECTBICiL SIBOLATIOH
Application of electrical modeling in the analysis
of the dynamic properties of temperature sensors
P0658 A73-11637
. Electric analogy method for subsonic vind tunnel
contraction cone design providing uniform
velocity distribution in test section, obtaining
pressure distribution in cone boundary
p0585 A73-43000
BHBOGBJPHI
D RECORDING IHSTROHEHTS
BBE0106T
Anomalous rbeological characteristics of
high-internal-phase-ratio emulsions containing
97 to 98 percent lignid fuel as dispersed phase
[AD-758908J p0393 H73-24779
BIBBOH PABACBOTES
Analysis of deployment and inflation of large
ribbon parachutes.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-151] p0341 A73-31437
A 14.2-ft-Do variable-porosity conical ribbon
chute for supersonic application.
CAIAA PAPER 73-472] P0342 473-31456
Drag and stability characteristics of high-speed
parachutes in the transonic range.
[AIAA P4PER 73-473] p0342 473-31457
In omnidirectional gliding ribbon parachute and
control system.
[4I4A PAPER 73-486] P0343 473-31468
Several computerized techniques to aid in the
design and optimization of parachute
deceleration and aerial-delivery systems.
[4144 P4PER 73-488] p0343 473-31470
RIBS (SUPPORTS)
Effects of transverse ribs on pressure recovery in
tvo-dimensional subsonic diffusers.
[4144 P4PEB 72-1141] p0046 473-13447
Incremental forging of parts with cross-ribs.
[SHE PAPEB BF 73-164] p0525 473-38503
Thin vail rib structured fan shaped wing design
for arbitrary air loads, using strain
compatibility conditions
p0566 473-40390
Fabrication of light veight panel structure using
pairs of elongate hollow ribs of semicircular
configuration
[HASA-CASE-LAB-11052-1] p0087 H73-13929
BICHABDSOH-DUSHHAI BQUATIOH
D TEBPERATUBE EFFECTS
RIGID BODIES
0 BIGID STBOCTDBBS
BISID BOTOB HELICOPTERS
HT CH-3 HELICOPTER
HI XB-51 BELICOPTER . ,-
Stability of elastic bending -and torsion of
uniform cantilevered rotor blades in hover.
[4144 P4PEB 73-40S] p0234 473-25534
On the aerodynamic damping, moment in pitch of a
rigid helicopter rotor in hovering. II -
Analytical phase.
P0564 473-40087
RIGID ROTORS . , •
AH-564 rigid rotor compound helicopter
configuration and handling qualities under
autorotation conditions, discussing flight test
program, piloting descent performance
P0183 A73-22179
Future technical developments and efficiency of
helicopters and their derivatives
P0417 473-34252
A study of stall-induced flap-lag instability of
hingeless rotors.
[ABS PBEPBIHT 730) pO«38 A73-35066
Effect of torsion-flap-lag coupling on hingeless
rotor stability.
[ABS PBEPBIHT 731] ' p043B 473-35067
On the question of adequate hingeless rotor
modeling in flight dynamics.
[ABS PBEPHIHT 732] p0439 473-35068
Investigation of reactionless mode stability
characteristics of a stiff.inplane hingeless
rotor system.
[AHS PBEPRIHT 734] p0439 A73-35070
Bandlinq gualities comparison of two hingeless
rotor control system designs.
[ABS PREPRINT 741] p0439 A73-35074
Longitudinal-torsional vibrations of rotors
P0531 A73-39374
German monograph - Characteristics of motion of an
elastically supported rotor with interior damping.
PP583 A73-42849
Ion-linear flap-lag dynamics of hingeless
helicopter blades in hover and in forward flight.
P0586 A73-43134
Botor frequency response to shaft pitchinq and
rollinq oscillations, and steady response and
frequency response data at hiqh advance ratios
for hingeless rotors
[NASA-CB-114519] p0068 H73-12032
Application of equations of motion to investiqate
effects of mode shape and cooing angle on
stability boundaries of hingeless helicopter
rotor blades
[HASA-CB-114525] p0161 H73-16015
Analytic methods for calculating blade loads and
shaft-transmitted vibratory forces in stiff
bladed hingeless rotors operating at various
advance ratios - Vol. 1
[H4S4-CB-114562) p0203 H73-18034
Descriptions, geometry, and technical data for
three rotary wing systems used in determining
vibration and loads in hingeless rotary wings -
Vol. 2 .
[H4S4-CB-114568] p0203 H73-18035
Effect of elastic flapping of rotor blades on
stability and control of helicopter equipped
vith hingeless rotor system
p0268 H73-21016
Flight tests of Hestland Scout helicopter fitted
vith reduced scale version of rigid rotor to
determine airworthiness and handling
characteristics
p0268 S73-21017
Analysis of helicopter blade flutter for both
hinged and hingeless rotor blades
[AGABD-B-607] p0303 H73-21920
Design, development, and testing of inflexible
blade, hingeless rotor system with hydraulic
rotor control systei
[AD-758514] p0389 H73-24081
numerical analysis of bending of rotating beams
with application to linear flap-lag stability of
hingeless rotary wings using nonlinear equations
[HASA-TB-I-2770] p0395 H73-24897
BIGID STRUCTURES .
BT RIGID ROTORS
4-419
RIGID HUGS SUBJECT.INDEX
HT BIGID iIHGS
Plight-mechanical analysis of various flight
states of conventional aircraft. VII -
Bechanical principles: Rigid-body dynamics
p0042 A73-1307a
Book - Fliqbt dynamics of rigid and elastic
airplanes. Parts 1 6 2.
P0420 173-34451
Fliqht-nechanics analysis of various fliqht
conditions of conventional aircraft. VIII/1 -
Mechanical foundations: Kinenatic equations of
•otion of a riqid body
P0520 173-38123
BIGID iIHGS
Calculation of induced load effects on
controllability of riqid and flexible aircraft
P0172 H73-17004
BUG STBOCTOBES
HT BING WINGS
Tradeoff studies for feasibility of moltiblade
rinq rotor confiquration for helicopter design,
discussinq rinq draq
fAHS PEEEBINT 714) p0438.A73-35060
BUG WIHGS
Calculation of the potential flov about
axisymmetrical fuselages, annular profiles, and
propulsion system inlets
fDFVLR-SONDDB-2651 p0144 173-19205
Potential flov past axisymmetric rinq winq
profiles via sinqularity method, applying source
and vortex distributions to curyed thick profiles
fDFVLB-SONDDB-271] p0231 A73-25348
BISK
Hanaqenent system for aviation safety.
P0655 A73-10825
BIVETBD JOINTS
Reldbondinq/rivetbondinq - Application testinq of
thin qauqe aircraft components.
CAIAA PAPER 73-8051 pOSOO 173-37464
Effect of friction forces on fatigue breakdown of
bolted and riveted -joints in airframes
rAD-761446] p0541 N73-28539
BIfETIBG
Methods for designing and developing aircraft
structural components by riveting, welding, and
gluing aluminum alloys parts
fAD-7535131 P0212 N73-18491
B01DS
NT HIGHWAYS
Book - Prestressed pavements of airports and roads.
P0572 A73-41287
Soil stabilization during road and airport
construction
fAD-7481531
 P0073 N73-12442
Lime-cement combination for soil stabilization in
road and airfield construction
fAD-7625521 p0616 N73-31545
BOBOTS
Telecommunication lamming of robot aircraft
control system by pulse amplitude modulation or
pulse time modulation
rFOA-3-C-3649-661 p0133 N73-15188
BOCKBT CATAPULTS
F/BF-101 election seat upgrade kit for performance
improvement, discussing propulsion, trajectory
control, snubber system and rapid recovery
parachute openinq .
P0360 A73-32667
BOCKBT CHAMBERS
0 0 COHBOSTIOH CHAHBERS
BOCKBT COMBOSTOHS
U COMBUSTION CHAMBERS
.• SOCKET ENGINE CASES
Development of flow visualization and flow
measurement techniques and application to flow
problems of turbines, aircraft engines, and
missile propulsion
fAD-747613] P0072 N73-12328
SOCKET ENGINE CONTBOL
Russian book on aircraft, rocket and spacecraft
control systems design methods covering ground
and onboard systems synthesis, performance
estimates, system effectiveness, etc
P0297 A73-30353
SOCKET ENGINES
NT HYDROGEN OXYGEN ENGINES
German book - Flight propulsion systems:
.Principles, systematics, and technology of
aeronautical and astronautical propulsion systems.
p0090 173-16355
Experimental investigation of a gas-liquid ,-
throster model vith a ballasting-reinforced thrust
p0579 173-92127
Handbook on radiant emission and absorption of
combustion qases for application to design of
rocket combustion chambers and exhausts,
turbojet engines, and industrial furnaces.;
tHASA-SP-3080] . p0492 H73-27807
Application of gas analysis techniques to r
determine combustion efficiency in turbine
engines and rocket engine combustion chambers
[AGABD-AG-168] p0619 N73-31830
SOCKET EXH10ST
Effects of rocket plume simulators on pressure
distribution of body of revolution at transonic
speeds
[H1SA-CB-133916] p0614 H73-31238
SOCKET LAOHCEERS
NT SOCKET CATAPULTS
SOCKET HUNCHING .
Analysis of military helicopter control and
stability characteristics to determine >
suitability as rocket launching platform
[AD-756436] p0306 N73-21944
SOCKET HOTOB C1SES
D SOCKET ENGINE C1SES
BOCKBT PBOPBLLAHTS
NT SLDBRY PBOPELLANTS
Bussian book - Fuels and lubricants for fliqht
vehicles. '. •
p0511 A73-37769
BOCKBT IHBDST
Experimental investigation of a gas-liquid
thruster model with a ballasting-reinforced thrnst
P0579 A73-42127
Pulsated over-heated water rocket /POHHiEO/ thrust
augmentation system for combat aircraft takeoff
runs from short runways under severe weather
conditions
P0635.173-45391
BOCKBT ?BBICLES ' • •-
Stiletto air-launched supersonic.aerial target
design, development and capabilities, describing
configuration, propulsion and'Control systems
and operational envelope ' < - •
, • . . '• • p0189 A73-23121
BOCKBT-BOBNE IHSTBOHEHTS
Bussian book on gyroscope theory covering
maritime, aircraft, rocket and spacecraft . ,
applications, instrument error, differential
equations of motion, rotor precession and
degrees oC freedom .
P0573 A73-«1,n37
BOCKS
Effectiveness of crushed and graded stone
aqqreqate in preventing or retarding rate of
flame propagation from'fixed ignition source for
aircraft fuels
• (FAA-NA-73-13] p0476 N73-26962
BOG1LLO IIHGS
0 FLEXIBLE BIHGS
• 0 FOLDING STROCTOHES
BOIL "1
Aircraft and.spacecraft.hand controllers for yaw,
pitch, and roll
. [NASA-CASE-HSC-1239W-1] p0255 N73-20041
BOLL CONTBOL
D LATEBAL CONTBOL
BOLLBB BBARIHGS
Bybrid fluid film and rolling element bearinqs for
long fatigue life and qas bearings for high
temperature operation in gas turbine applications
. [SAE PAPBB 720739] p0662 A73-12005
Airframe ball, roller and spherical plain bearing
designs for flight control, landing gear and
winq mechanisms ' •
• p0571 173-41125
Optimum roller bearing design for use in heavy
lift'helicopter rotor transmission second stage
planetary system'
tAD-755535) p0392 N73-2fl540
Performance tests of qas turbine engine mainshaft
roller bearings to determine stress and
lubrication -parameters
[AD-760563J • pO»87 N73-27426
ROLLING CONTACT BEARINGS ' •
0 ANTIFRICTION BEARINGS '
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ROLLIHG CONTACT LOADS
lest facility for determination of S-3A aircraft
landing gear behavior daring critical poise
loads vhile rolling over carrier deck,
discussing moving platform components
p0662 A73-11999
Bon-steady-state thermal analysis of a rolling
aircraft tire.
(SIB PAPEE 720871] p0093 473-16667
Spherical debris - Its occurrence, formation and
significance in rolling contact fatigue.
P0379 A73-30029
BOLLII6 BOHBHTS
German nonograph - The steady and unsteady
aerodynamic coefficients for the rolling lotion
of slender wings.
p0146 A73-19578
Boll coupling moment of deflected ving-body
combination.
p0346 A73-31573
Finite chord effects on vortex induced large
aspect ratio wing loads, noting rolling moment
magnitude overestimate from lifting line solution
P0347 A73-31670
Flight simulator evaluation of control moment
usage and reguireaents for V/STOL aircraft.
[AHS PBEPBINT 7431 p0439 A73-35076
Procedure for determining rolling moment
derivatives of aircraft due to rolling, yaving,
and sideslip
tBSDU-AIBCBAFT-06.01.00) p0157 H73-15978
Development of procedure for determining
characteristics of aircraft roll coupling moment
caused by flov induced by deflected wings and
cross flow
[ISAS-488-VOL-37-NO-14] p0315 N73-22945
Measurements of roll damping derivative of three
wing planforms using free light roll balance
technique for Bach numbers from 0.7 to 1.4
[ABC-B/H-3274J p0382 H73-24005
numerical analysis of aircraft rolling performance
and effect of cross-coupling of lateral and
longitudinal motions
fABC-B/H-3349] P0383 H73-24010
Supersonic wind tunnel tests to measure overall
normal and side forces, rolling, pitching, and
yawing moments on canard aircraft
tABC-B/H-32261 p0397 H73-25011
Numerical analysis of lift and roll stability of
ram air cushion vehicle to determine equations
for rolling moment coefficient
fPB-219820/8] p0482 H73-27032
Development of rolling maneuver fatigue load data
for F-5 and F-105 aircraft based on statistical
flight loads data
[40-761491] p0538 H73-27915
BOOHS
The acoustic response of rooms with open windows
to airborne sounds.
P0101 A73-17369
The transmission of sonic boom signals into rooms
through open windows.
p0101 A73-17370
BOOTS OF EQUATIONS
Synthesis of searchless self-adjusting systems
based on the root locus method. I.
P0247 A73-27460
BOTABI DRIVES
D HECHANICAL DBIVBS
BOTABI 6TBOSCOPES
Nonlinear effects of axial load and rigidity
changes on ball bearings of gyroscopes with
symmetrical gyromotor design
P0289 A73-29145
BOTABT STABILITY
HT STBOSCOPIC STABILITY
Improving reliability and eliminating maintenance
with elastomeric dampers for rotor systems.
p0193 A73-23950
Bewkirk effect - Thermally induced dynamic
instability of high-speed rotors.
[ASHE PAPEB 73-GT-26] p0373 A73-33499
Transient response simulation model for stability
analysis of flexible high speed rotor-bearing
system dynamics, examining nonlinear effects
[ASHE PAPEB 73-DET-102] p0579 A73-42079
Analysis of whirl stability boundaries and
aerodynamic characteristics of tilting rotors
P0266 H73-21004
BOTABI IIHG AIBCBAFT
BT AOTOGYBOS
BT BO-10S BELICOPTEB
HT CH-3 BELICOPTEB
BT CB-46 HELICOPTER
HT CH-47 BELICOPTEB
BT COHPODHD BBLICOPTEBS
HT H-53 BELICOPTEB
BT H-56 BELICOPTEB
HT HELICOPTERS
HT Bfl-43 BELICOPTEB
HT MILITARY BELICOPTEBS
HT OH-6 HELICOPTER
HT OB-13 HELICOPTEB
HT P-531 BELICOPTEB
HT RIGID BOTOB BELICOPTEBS
HT S-61 BELICOPTEB
HT SH-3 BELICOPTEB
BT TABDEM BOTOB HELICOPTERS
HT DH-1 HELICOPTEB
HT OB-2 HELICOPTEB
HT IB-51 HELICOPTEB
Prediction of height-velocity boundaries for
rotorcraft by application of optimization
technigues.
P0245 A73-27175
Bind tunnel tests as part of rotary wing aircraft
development, discussing technical and economic
aspects
P0298 A73-30469
Botary wing aircraft ecological advantages in
logging, off shore oil exploration and short
haul passenger transport for airport size
reduction
p0368 A73-33185
Test techniques for high lift, two-dimensional
airfoils with boundary layer and circulation
control for application to rotary wing aircraft.
P0418 A73-34292
Digital control of rotary ving aircraft landing
approach based on spatially variable preassigned
flight path
CHBB-OFE-1021] p0422 A73-34486
Investigation of reactionless mode stability
characteristics of a stiff inplane hingeless
rotor system.
fAHS PBEPBIHT 734] pO«39 A73-35070
A consistent crashworthiness design approach for
rotary-wing aircraft.
TABS PBEPBIHT 7811 pP«41 473-35094
Botorcraft stability augmentation and gust
alleviation by collective and cyclical rotor
blade pitch angle changes, discussing nonlinear
dynamic effects
P0456 A73-36397
Botary and fixed wing aircraft growth factors from
implicit differentiation of gross weight
relative to fixed weight
[SAWE PAPEB 952) p0516 A73-37880
Contribution to the rotorcraft ground resonance
theory
P0585 A73-43056
Flight mechanics of rotary wing aircraft -
conference
tDLB-HITT-71-15] p0113 N73-14021
Performance of auxiliary power systems for
advanced Army rotary wing aircraft
[AD-751854] p0176 H73-17046
Aircraft control system for rotary wing aircraft
[H4SA-CASE-EBC-10439] p0215 N73-19004
Synthesis of hover autopilots for rotary wing VIOL
aircraft
[N4SA-C8-132053] p0387 N73-24071
Feedback control for rotary wing aircraft steep
approach profiles
[HBB-OFE-1021-0] p0642 B73-31967
Botary wing aircraft steep instrument approach
limits
CHBB-OD-101-73-0] p0642 H73-31969
ROTABT BIHGS
HT LIFTING BOTOBS
HT RIGID BOTOBS
HT TILTING BOTOBS
HT TIP DRIVES BOTORS
Bandom gust response statistics for coupled
torsion-flapping rotor blade vibrations.
P0651 A73-10046
Flutter analysis method for unsteady aerodynamic
forces on wings and rotating blades under
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harmonic vibrations and uniform flow
[OHBBA, TP HO. 1099] p0652 £73-10230
Calculation and measurement of the aerodynamic
forces on an oscillating airfoil profile with
and without stall
rOHEBA. TP BO. 1132] P0652 A73-10240
The pressare--tet helicopter propulsion system.
P0662 473-11858
Besponse of helicopter rotor blades to random
loads near borer.
P0664 473-12503
Badiation properties of propeller and helicopter
/free field/ rotors and fans and gas turbine
conpressors /ducted rotors/
P0665 A73-12611
Optinua perfor»ance of static propellers and rotors.
pOOU3 473-13308
Advantage of reinforced plastics for helicopter
blades and hubs
p0048 473-13586
Aeroelastic instabilities of hingeless helicopter
blades.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-193] P0098 A73-16929
Boundary-layer separation on rotating blades in
forward flight.
P0147 A73-19955
Theoretical determination of the characteristics
of helicopter rotors
P0185 A73-22205
Helicopter main-rotor blade flutter in steady
inclined flight
P0191 473-23662
Synthesis of helicopter rotor tips for less noise.
p0229 A73-2U981
Analysis of stall flutter of a helicopter rotor
blade.
fAIAA PAPER 73-403] ' p0233 473-25532
The spatial correlation method and a tine-varying
flexible structure.
fAIAA P4PEB 73-106] P023K A73-25535
Twin-engined Anglo-French Lynx helicopter main
rotor head, blade and drive train with conformal
gearing, discussing design and material features
P0237 473-25790
An analysis of helicopter rotor modulation
interference.
P0347 A73-31731
Sooe findings froa a preliminary fatigue
experiment with model light-alloy specimens
P03II8 473-32191
Three dimensional flow analysis for helicopter
rotor aerodynamic design, considering Bach
number, inclination, angle of attack,
trajectory, Beynolds number and vortex shedding
P0363 473-32973
The application of circulation control
aerodynamics to a helicopter rotor model.
fAHS PREPBIHT 701] pO«37 473-35055
Heavy lift helicopter rotor blade design including
airfoils, fiberglass skin, titanium spar,
fail-safety and aerodynamic and structural
features
fAHS PBBPBIHT 710] p0437 A73-35056
Sikorsky CH-53D helicopter main rotor head design,
considering spherical elastomeric bearing,
microstructoral analysis, flight and ground
fatigue tests and forging techniques
CABS PBEPBINT 713] p0438 473-35059
Tradeoff studies for feasibility of nultiblade
ring rotor configuration for helicopter design,
discussing ring drag
fAHS PBEPBIHT 714] p0438 473-35060
An investigation of the vibratory and acoustic
benefits obtainable by the elimination of the
blade tip vortex.
fAHS PBEPBIHT 735] p0439 473-35071
Handling gualities comparison of two hingeless
rotor control system designs.
fAHS PBEPBINT 741] p0439 473-35074
Tail rotor performance in presence of main rotor,
ground, and winds.
TABS P8EPBINT 764] ' p0441 473-35087
Performance, structural reliability and fatigue
life of glass fiber-epoxy twin beam helicopter
rotor blades
f&HS PBEPBIHT 782] P0442 473-35095
CH-53D titanium main rotor blade, describing spar,
fiberglass cover and honeycomb core, fabrication
methods, ground and flight tests and vibrational
characteristics *
(4HS PBBPBIHT 783] p0442 473-35096
Beavy lift helicopter rotor hub design and fatigue
test technology, using fail-safe criteria,
finite element analysis and fracture mechanics
(ABS PBEPBIHT 784] p0442 A73-35097
Analysis of the use of an auxiliary wing on a
helicopter
P0461 A73-37021
Calculation of the natural frequencies and the
principal modes of helicopter blades.
p0462 473-37090
A parametric weights stndy of a composite material
prop/rotor blade.
[SAVE PAPEB 950] p0516 473-37878
On the aerodynamic damping moment in pitch of a
rigid helicopter rotor in hovering. I -
Experimental phase.
P0521 473-38281
Botorcraft design concepts, considering economics,
propulsion, control, trim devices, advancing
blade concept, materials and rotor aerodynamics
p0571 -473-41189
Effects of certain flight parameters and of
certain structural parameters on helicopter
main-rotor blade flutter
p0574 A73-41581
Perceived noise level ratings for helicopter
noise, discussing blade slap, tail rotor whine,
broadband noise and PNL rating shortcomings
p0576 A73-41708
Hon-linear flap-lag dynamics of hingeless
helicopter blades in hover and in forward flight.
p0586 A73-43134
Spectral trends in rotor noise generation.
[AIA4 PAPEB 73-1033] p0631 A73-44862
Natural, flexnral and torsional vibration
fregnencies and modes for helicopter tail rotor
blades
p0634 473-45245
A comparison of the overall and'broadband noise
characteristics of full-scale and model
helicopter rotors.
p0634 473-45264
Computer program listings for analysis of main
rotor free wake geometry effects on blade air
loads and response for helicopters in steady
maneuvers - Vol. 2
[H4S4-CB-2111] p0678 H73-11006
Fabrication of helicopter rotary wings from
composite materials of stainless steel liner
overwrapped with fiberglass
rHASA-CB-112191] p0068 H73-12031
Development and characteristics of test facility.,
for measuring three dimensional boundary layers
on helicopter rotor blade under various conditions
CHASA-CB-112194] p0069 H73-12042
Development of equations for large amplitude
coupled flap-lag motion of hingeless elastic
helicopter blades
CHASA-CB-114485] p0070 H73-12043
Evaluation of helicopter rotary wing configuration
consisting of conventional pitch horn linkages
inboard and aerodynamic control flap outboard
for controllable twist '
fAD-747808] p0071 H73-12054
Application of metal-polyflaoroethylene bearings
in helicopter rotor hinges for operation with
and without lubrication
[AD-747428] ' p0073 H73-12512
Foreign process for developing spiral bevel gear
for CH-47 helicopter
[AD-747857] p0074 H73-12522
Vortex model for calculating blade circulation
flow of helicopter rotor
[HAS4-TT-F-14637] p0079 H73-13014
Effects of aerodynamic stall on helicopter rotor
blade element in three dimensional rotating
environment
[HASA-CB-114489] p0081 H73-13028
Helicopter design data to include kinematic and
power diagrams of basic components of helicopter
structures
[AD-748751] p0082 H73-13035
Analysis of response of flexible helicopter rotor
blade to random loads with vertical velocity
component
[AD-746627] p0082 H73-13038
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Analysis of model helicopter rotor blade response
.to random excitation daring simulated forward
flight using electromechanical apparatus
CAD-708457] p0082 H73-13040
Proceedings of conference to analyze static and
dynamic loads exerted on helicopter rotary wings
and application to improved helicopter design
[AGABD-B-595] p0111 H73-iaOOO
Developscnts in unsteady aerodynamics of
helicopter rotary wings to analyze stall
flatter, transient effects of interactions, and
wake induced instabilities
p0111 N73-14001
Application of model helicopter rotor experiments
to determining dynamic stall of rotary wings and
predicting aerodynamic loads developed
p0111 H73-14002
Numerical analysis of unsteady aerodynamic forces
•on helicopter rotor blades to determine lift
distribution as function of velocity component
normal to blades
p0111 N73-14003
Application of perturbation techniques to single
blade helicopter rotor dynamics
[NASA-TH-X-62165] ' p0111 N73-14006
Exact theory for helicopter rotor wake calculation
p0113 N73-14025
Design analysis,of repairable main rotor blades
applicable to DH-1H helicopter >
[AD-749283] , p0114 B73-14028
Calculation method for effect of compressible
three dimensional relief on torque required for
helicopter rotor
tAD-750179] p0117 B73-14053
Analysis of stability characteristics of hingeless
rotary wing on flap and lead-lag degrees of
freedom of single blade
fAD-750359] '. P0130 N73-15053
Bonification of'OH-1 helicopter rotor to determine
effects of injecting tip vortex of rotor blade
with mass of linearly directed air
CAD-750634] . . '. P0132 1173-15074
Design and development of sectionalized main rotor
blade for OH-1 helicopter
UD-750633] . P0133 N73-15075
Besearch projects to determine aerodynamic
characteristics of rotary wings and propellers
CAD-7501753 p0134 N73-15326
Numerical analysis of characteristics of rotary
wing aircraft when considered as two coupled
rigid bodies representing rotor and fuselage
p0158 N73-15994
Application of equations of motion to investigate
effects of mode shape and coning angle on
stability boundaries of hingeless helicopter
rotor blades
tNASA-CE-11«525] P0161 N73-16015
Development of dynamic helicopter performance and
control model based on force and rotor
aerodynamic equations
fAD-751«60J P0162 H73-16022
Effect of dynamic absorbers and damping on noise
generated by CH-47 helicopter rotor transmission
[AD-752579]
 c pC175 H73-17031
Development of computer programs to calculate
helicopter rotor tip vortex geometry in hover
and forward flight to include calculation of
rotor harmonic air loads
[AD-752628J " " p0175 N73-17032
modifications to helicopter active transmission
isolation system to provide method for measuring
forces on rotary wing of CH-53 helicopter
[HASA-CB-112245J p0201 N73-18024
Extended natural mode method for calculating
flapwise bending, edgewise bending, and
. torsional vibration modes and freguencies of
helicopter rotor blades
[DLB-FB-71-108] P0202 N73-18026
Dynamic and aeroelastic problems of stop-rotors of
V/STOL aircraft occurring during retracting and
stowing of rotary wings
tD!B-FB-72-65-PT-1] p0202 N73-18027
Analytic methods for calculating blade loads and
shaft-transmitted vibratory forces in stiff
bladed hingeless rotors operating at various
advance ratios - Vol. 1
[BASA-CB-114562] p0203 N73-18034
Descriptions, geometry, and technical data for
three rotary wing systems used in determining
vibration and loads in hingeless rotary wings -
Vol. 2
CHASA-CB-11U568] p0203 H73-18035
Analysis of aerodynamic stall characteristics of
airfoils at various angles of attack with
application to control forces of H-53 helicopter
[AD-752917] p0205 H73-18053
Analysis of effects of rotary wing configuration
on aerodynamic ncise generation during hovering
flight
CAD-753397] p0208 H73-18070
Analysis of aerodynamic noise generated by tips of
helicopter rotary wings during acceleration to
near sonic speed
[AD-752301] p0208 N73-18072
Analysis of airload and blade response of rotary
wings to determine sources of rotor vibratory
loads in level and maneuvering flight of NH-3A
and CB-53A helicopters
[HASA-CB-2225] p0215 H73-18996
Predicting loads and stresses on helicopter rotor
blades
tHASA-TT-F-14845] p0217 N73-19014
Application of eguations of motion to develop
analog computer simulation of helicopter rotor
system
tAD-754547] P0253 N73-20024
Application of momentum theory to determine
performance limits of propellers, and lifting
rotors with axes parallel to undisturbed flow
tAD-754072] p0254 N73-20025
Numerical analysis of ideal and real gas equations
for application to lift generated by helicopter
rotors
[AD-75U420] p0254 H73-20026
Fatigue damage of helicopter rotary wing
structures - bibliographies
CAD-75U062] p0254 N73-20027
Three component wake velocity measurements of .full
scale OH-13 helicopter rotary wing during
hovering flight
[AD-75it64f|] p0254 N73-20030
Proceedings of conference on rotary wing aircraft
developments to include operational experience,
flight tests, and evaluation of structural
concepts
[AGABD-CP-121] p0267 N73-21008
Effect of elastic flapping of rotor blades on
stability and control of helicopter eguipped
with hingeless rotor system
p0268 N73-21016
Flight tests of Hestland Scout helicopter fitted
with reduced scale version of rigid rotor to
determine airworthiness and handling
characteristics
P0268 N73-21017
Analysis of factors inhibiting performance of
rotary wing aircraft and mathematical models of
rotary wing flow characteristics
p0268 N73-21019
Survey of problems encountered in prediction of
structural design loads and aeroelastic
stability margins during development of rotary
wing aircraft
P0268 S73-21020
Structural concepts of rotary wing system
capabilities to show changes in design of
specific vertical takeoff aircraft components
P0268 H73-21021
Aerodynamic characteristics of circulation
controlled rotor and fundamental problems of
stopped rotor aircraft
P0269 N73-21024
Development of jet-flap rotor and application to
heavy helicopter and stoppable rotor designs
p0269 N73-21025
Development of rotary wings with cold, hot, and
mixed cycle tip jet propulsion systems and
application for torque-free rotor drive system
P0269 N73-21026
Beview of tilting rotor technology and comparison
of tilting rotor performance with standard
rotary wings
P0269 H73-21027
Development of advancinq blade concept rotary wing
and wind tunnel tests of full scale model
P0269 1173-21029
Proceedinqs of conference on fluid dynamics of
rotary wings and aerodynamic characteristics of
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rotary winq systems
tAGABD-CP-lll] P0269 H73-21031
Analytical and experimental techniques to define
geometry of vortex field of hovering rotary winq
and effect on rotor performance
P0270 H73-21032
Development of actuator disc theory for predicting
ti»e-averaqed downwash distribution and response
characteristics of helicopter rotors in forward
fliqht
P0270 H73-21033
Procedures for measuring velocity distribution
throaqh helicopter rotor blade tip vortex asinq
single full scale rotor blade
P0270 H73-21034
Development of procedure for determining geometry
and strength distribution of vortex wake
generated by single-bladed hovering helicopter
rotor
P0270 B73-21035
Parameters for enhancing performance of helicopter
rotors during stationary flight
p0270 H73-21036
wind tunnel tests of rotary wing to determine
retreating blade stall at several preset
parameters and effect of reverse flow area
p0270 H73-21037
Improvements in basic rotary wing design and tests
to determine effects on helicopter performance
P0270 K73-21038
Aerodynamic characteristics of rotary wings under
axial flow conditions and development of
numerical analysis techniques
p0271 1173-21039
Development of method for predictiong performance
of heavily loaded propellers and rotors in
steady hovering flight
pC271 H73-21040
Analysis of unsteady aerodynamic environment of
rotary wings and research projects to improve
understanding of rotor unsteady airfoils
p0271 H73-21041
Analysis of unsteady aerodynamic loading on
reference section of helicopter rotor blade in
axial or hovering flight under compressible flow
conditions
p0271 H73-21044
Effect of rotary wing airfoil modifications on
performance, stability, and control of helicopters
P0271 N73-21045
Developments in techniques for analyzing boundary
layer characteristics of rotary wings based on
unsteady viscous-inviscid interaction
PC271 U73-21046
Development of technique for rotor blade design
and measurement of pressure distributions along
the blade chord and across blade wake near rotor
tip in flight
p0272 N73-21047
Development of algorithm for calculating inviscid
flow about arbitrary planform rotors and
application to analyzing various rotary wing
configurations
P0272 1173-21048
Development of concept of circulation control
applied to rotary wings to show effects on
hover, transition, and high speed cruise
performance
p0272 H73-21050
Aerodynamic, dynamic, and aeroelastic problems in
rotary wing design for helicopters and V/STOL
aircraft with application to hingeless rotor
systems
p0272 F73-21051
Analysis of aerodynamic noise produced by rotary
wings and methods for noise reduction based on
shed vortex wakes and blade tip modification
P0272 H73-21053
Generation of aerodynamic noise by turbulent wake
behind rotary wing airfoil and relationship to
drag and lift coefficients
p0272 S73-21054
Koise spectrum characteristics and directivity
patterns for rotary wings as function of blade
tip speed, total rotor thrust, and angle of
rotor disc plane
p0273 H73-21056
Analysis of electrical charge generated by
helicopter rotor operating near participate
matter with seeded vortex
[AD-755282] p0276 H73-21080
Analysis of helicopter blade flutter for both
hinged and hingeless rotor blades -
fAGABD-B-607)
 P0303 B73-21920
Proceedings of conference on rotary wings to,
investigate rotor wakes, aerodynamic
characteristics at hover and high advance ratio,
and aerodynamic noise properties
p0304 H73-21931
Analysis of helicopter performance with
functioning engines, disengaged transmission,
and steady antorotation of coaxial rotary wings
[AD-756592] p0305 H73-21942
Analysis of aerodynamic and dynamic properties of
rotary wing aircraft for application to design,
development, and evaluation of helicopters
[AGABD-LS-63) p0315 H73-22948
Aerodynamic characteristics of helicopters with
emphasis on airloads, aeroelasticity,.and
mechanical instabilities /
P0316 873-22949
Fundamentals of rotary wing aerodynamics and
application to performance consideration's of
helicopters
p0316 H73-22950
Basic dynamics of rotary wings, mechanics of
helicopter flight, and aerodynamic
characteristics of advanced rotary wing concepts
and configurations
P0316 H73-22951
Effects of aeroelasticity on performance of rotary
wings and procedures for predicting.aerodynamic
forces on rotary wing blades
P0316 H73-22952
Effects of aerodynamic drag on rotary wing
performance and methods for reducing influence
of stall and compressibility parameters
'p03.16 H73-22954
Procedures for testing rotary wing aircraft models
in wind tunnels to include design of test
facilities, cost of models and facilities, and
methods for obtaining data
p0316 H73-22955
Analysis of effects of Reynolds number on
aerodynamic stalling of rotary wings and
relationship of Reynolds number to aerodynamic
coefficients of blade elements
P0316 H73-22957
Analysis of effects of aerodynamic and dynamic
parameters on design synthesis of rotary wings
and application of optimization techniques
P0316 S73-22958
Flight test procedures for rotary wing aircraft ,
with emphasis on performance and flying qualities
p0317 H73-22959
Analysis of aerodynamic noise produced by rotor
operating at supersonic speed
[TT-7213] p0317 H73-22967
Design and evaluation of two airfoils for
helicopter rotors for reduction of rotor power
requirements
[HASA-CB-112297J p0318 S73-22977
Analysis of vortex shedding from airfoils with
application to vortex noise generated by
helicopter rotary wings
[AD-757167] P0320 K73-22989
Environmental endurance testing of elastomeric
pitch change bearing for use on H-1 Aircraft
tAD-758463] p0328 H73-23561
Feasibility and cost effectiveness of expendable
main rotor blades on OH-1 helicopter
[AD-758464J p0389 H73-24078
Design, development, and testing of inflexible
blade, hingeless rotor system with hydraulic
rotor control system
tAD-758514] p0389 H73-24081
Optimum roller bearing design for use in heavy
lift helicopter rotor transmission second stage
planetary system
[AD-755535] p0392 H73-24540
Hnmerical analysis of bending of rotating beams
with application to linear flap-lag stability of
hingeless rotary wings using nonlinear equations
rHASA-TB^X-2770] p0395 H73-24897
Besearch projects in theoretical and practical
aerodynamics - Vol. 2
P0398 H73-25020
A-42t
SUBJECT IHDEI ROTATING SHAFTS
Development of method for calculating spanvise
' loading on helicopter rotor blades in forward
flight at' various azimuth angles
[iBC-B/H-3318] p0399 H73-25032
" Design studies and model test results of
folding-proprotor aircraft concept
CAD-759534] J p0404 H73-25086
Aerodynamic characteristics and noise attenuation
effects of leading edge serrations on rotary wings
[AD-759028] pOQOS H73-25088
Development of procedures for deterlining service
life of'helicopter airframes and rotor blades
' rBAE-LIB-TBAHS-ISaOJ " p0464 H73-26013
Technique for realistic prediction and electronic
synthesis of.helicopter rotor noise
[AD-759955] ' • p0467 H73-26037
Design and feasibility analysis of
' field-replaceable rotor blade pocket
fAD-7599561 p0167 N73-26038
Rind tunnel tests to determine acoustic properties
of helicopter rotor and vind tunnel calibration
techniques
[BAE-LIB-TBANS-1683:) p0470 H73-26249
Analysis of products and'technignes for reducing
reflections of light from helicopter
windshields, rotor blades and rotor hub assembly
[AD-761127] :'
 P0482 H73-27037
Effect of engine vibration, shaft whirling, and
dynamic instabilities on helicopter performance
and standardization of vibration limit
'specifications
[AD-761100J p0482 N73-27039
Application o'f glass reinforced and carbon
reinforced composite materials for helicopter
structures and rotary wings
p0489 H73-27483
Design, reliability analysis, maintainability, and
cost effectiveness of expendable rotor blades
for OH-1 helicopter rotary wing
fAD-762198] ' - . p0540 H73-27926
Numerical, methods for 'determining unsteady
aerodynamic forces on helicopter rotor blades to
show lift distribution as function of velocity
component normal to blades
[NASA-TT-F-15039J p0548 N73-28981
Analysis of wakes generated by hovering model
propellers and rotors using schlieren
photography and hot-wire anemometry
rHASA-CB-2305] p0587 H73-29996
Design, development, and flight test of stowed
folding tilt rotor aircraft and comparison with
nonfolding tilt rotor aircraft - Vol. 5
[HASA-CR-114598] p0589 N73-30009
Application of composite materials in development
of tilting rotor for vertical takeoff aircraft -
Vol. 6
[NASA-CB-114599] p0589 H73-30010
Development of feedback control in tilt rotor
aircraft using swashplate cyclic and collective
controls in addition to direct lift control -
Vol. 7
tHASA-CB-114600] p0589 N73-30011
Beal time piloted simulation to investigate
handling qualities and performance of tilting
rotor aircraft - Vol. 9
[NASA-CB-114602] p0589 H73-30012
Analysis of discrete fregnency and broad band
noise generation by subsonic rotary wings for
vertical takeoff"aircraft
[NASA-CB-2077] p0589 H73-30014
Analysis of pitch damping moment for hovering
helicopter rotary wing and development of
formula for calculating pitch damping derivative
tHASA-TT-F-15010] p0591 H73-30027
Analysis of failure modes of blades on CH-47
helicopter rotary wings for improved helicopter
reliability and cost reduction
fAD-763187] p0593 1173-30042
Dynamic structural analysis of fully articulated
rotor blade on helicopter rotary wing for three
degrees of freedom
(AD-763934] P0609 H73-30957
Helicopter gust response to include unsteady
aerodynamic stall effects under short-term,
control-fixed conditions
fAD-763957] • p0609 H73-30958
Aerodynamic characteristics of low speed flight
using heavily loaded ducted fans, single bladed
hovering rotor, and tensioned sheets with cutouts
fAD-764264] • p0610 H73-30964
Bibliography of technical reports of helicopter
engines and rotary wings
[AD-764900] p06«4 R73-31981
Rind tunnel tests of high harmonic circulation
control rotary wing model to show instruments
regnired and data acquisition procedures
[AD-7653201 p0644 873-31984
BOTATIBS BODIES
HI COHPBESSOB BOTOBS
HT FLYiHEELS
HT IBPELLEBS
HT LIFTING BOTOBS
HT POBP IMPELLEBS
HT BIGID BOTOBS
HT BOTABY RINGS
HT BOTATING DISKS
HT BOTATIHG- SPHERES
HT BOTOBS
HT TILTIHG BOTOBS
HT TIP DBIVEH BOTOBS
HT TURBINE REBELS
Inviscid, isentropic, three-dimensional flow
theory for rotating thin blade row in
cylindrical duct
p0646 H73-32193
BOT1TIHG COHES
0 CONICAL BODIES
D BOTATING BODIES
BOTATIHG DISKS
Heat transfer from an enclosed rotating disk with
uniform suction and injection.
P0585 A73-42998
Performance and endurance of compressor disks
bound with boron composite wires
p0490 H73-27U99
BOTATIHG ELECTRICAL MACHINES
Superconducting a.c. machines - An approach to
Development.
P0149 A73-20407
BOTATIH6 FLUIDS
Calculation methods of three-dimensional boundary
layers with and without rotation of the walls.
COHEBA, IP NO. 1135] pooeo A73-15093
The oscillatory boundary layer growth over the top
and bottom plates of a rotating channel.
[ASBE PAPEB 72-WA/FE-5] p0063 A73-15842
Flow twisting in front of rotor for centrifugal
'blower operation control, predicting efficiency
criteria
P0196 A73-24671
A wake and an eddy in a rotating, radial-flow
passage. I - Experimental observations.
tASHE PAPEB 73-GT-57] p0374 A73-33512
Sound propagation in rotating vortex flow
downstream from delta wing in wind tunnel,
discussing acoustic ray refraction by flow
P0576 A73-41715
Stability of a potential vortex with a
non-rotating and rigid-body rotating top-hat let
core.
p0634 A73-U5309
BOTATIHG GENERATORS
HT AC GEHEBATOBS
HT DYHAHOBETEBS
HT TDBBOGENEBATOBS
BOTATIHG SHAFTS
HT SHAFTS (MACHINE ELEMENTS)
HT TOBBOSHAFTS
Low speed of sound modeling of a high pressure
ratio centrifugal compressor.
pt>286 A73-29020
Increasing the critical rotational speed of the
tail rotor drive shaft in SB-1 and SM-2
helicopters
P0633 A73-U5195
Torsional bending and longitudinal vibrations of
rotating shafts and application to free
vibrations of individual rotor blades, blade
cascades, and shrouded blades
rNASA-TT-F-14627] p0081 H73-13029
Vibration effects on self-acting and hydrodynamic
shaft seals in gas turbine engines
fNASA-TB-X-682141 P0311 H73-22430
Methods of testing rotating components of
turbomachines compared with tests on complete
tnrbomachines
[AGABD-AG-167] p0475 N73-26800
A-425
BOTATIH6 SPHERES SOBJECT IHDBI
BOTATIBG SPHBEES
Dependences between braking and precession moments
acting on spherical rotor in magnetic suspension
p0598 N73-30422
BOTATII6 STILLS
Unstable operation and rotating stall in axial
flow compressors.
fOHEHA, TP BO. 10901 p0652 A73-10228
Unstable operation and rotating- stall in axial
£low compressors. .
P0286 A73-29024
Conditions of rotating stall suppression in axial
compressors
P0378 473-33960
BOTATIHG TBHICLBS
D HOT4TIHG BODIES
BOTATIOH
HT AOTOBOTATION
HI HOLECOLAB BOTATION
BOTATIOBAL PLOB
0 FLOID FLOt
0 VORTICES
BOIOB 1EBODIBAHICS
Random gust response statistics for coupled
torsion-flapping rotor blade vibrations.
P0651 A73-10046
Flexible rotor balancing of a high-speed gas
turbine engine.
fSAE PAPEB 720741] p0663 A73-12007
Rotor unsteady wakes three dimensional flow
analysis by wave front averaging technique,
using constant temperature.hot-wire anemometer
p0664 473-12501
Hodel tests on unsteady rotor wake effects.
P0144 A73-19191
The use of averaged flow eguations of notion in
turbomachinerv aerodynamics.
p0287 A73-29047
Two-bladed large rotor mounted on tower in
inverted mode to overcome recirculation effects,
analyzing broadband noise spectra and
directivity pattern
p0291 A73-29380
Three dimensional flow analysis for helicopter
rotor aerodynamic design, considering Hach
number, inclination, angle of attack,
trajectory, Reynolds number and vortex shedding
P0363 A73-32973
A method of measuring three-dimensional rotating
wakes behind turbomachinery rotors.
fASHE PAPBB 73-FB-31] p0436 A73-35023
Aerodynamic design parameters effects on static
performance of short ducted fans for helicopter
tail rotor applications, comparing theoretical
analysis and experimental results
PAHS PBEPRIHT 701] p0437 A73-35052
On the guestion of adegnate hingeless rotor
modeling in flight dynamics.
TABS PHEPBIBT 732]
 P0439 A73-35068
Reduction of helicopter control system loads with
fixed system damping.
TABS PBEPRIHT 733] p0439 A73-35069
ABC helicopter stability, control, and vibration
evaluation on the Princeton Dynamic Hodel Track.
TABS PREPRINT 744] p0440 A73-35077
Design of axial flow fans by cascade method.
p0564 A73-40124
Rotorcraft design concepts, considering economics,
propulsion, control, trim devices, advancing
blade concept, materials and rotor aerodynamics
P0571 A73-41189
Sound generation by open supersonic rotors.
P0576 A73-41712
An aeroelastic whirl phenomenon in turbomachinery
rotors.
fASME PAPER 73-DET-97] p0579 A73-42076
Transient response simulation model for stability
analysis of flexible high speed rotor-bearing
system dynamics, examining nonlinear effects
TASBE PAPER 73-DET-102] p0579 A73-42079
Non-linear flap-lag dynamics of hingeless
helicopter blades in hover and in forward flight.
p0586 173-43134
Study and calculation of the vibrations of a
rotating rotor with allowance for clearances in
the bearings
P0623 A73-43725
Spectral trends in rotor noise generation.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-1033] p0631 A73-44862
Analysis of response of flexible helicopter rotor
' blade to random loads with vertical velocity
component •-
fAD-746627) . p0082 H73-13038
Application of perturbation technique's to single
. blade helicopter rotor dynamics' ' "-
[HASA-TH-1-62165) -
 P0111 H73-14006
Honlinear instability in flap-lag"of rotor blades
in forward flight ' "[HASA-CB-114524] " p01-73_fH73-17017
Proceedings of conference on rotary wings to
investigate rotor wakes,^'aerodynamic **"
characteristics at hover and high advance ratio,
and aerodynamic noise'properties ' '''
p0304 B73-21931
Performance of seismic angular vibration ' '
transducer using gas rotor ' '•'"[BAE-TH-IR-128] - ' • • p03T1 N73-22400
Design, characteristics, and performance"tests of
high-tiprspeed, low-loading, transonic 'fan stage
[HASA-CR-121095] .•.-•• ' p0314 R73-22727
Static and cruise tests on series of 13 ft
diameter low disc loading rotors with various
blade twists ' '
fHASA-CB-11*625} • p0387 H73-24063
BOIOB BLADES ••
Investigation of an axial-flow blover during
variation of axial clearance and of blade
mounting angles in the stator and rotor sections
•; p0661. A73-11791
Design and test of a small, high-pressure ratio,
axial compressor with tandem and swept stators.
[SAB PAPER 720713) p0663 A73-12010
Helicopter main-rotor blade flutter in steady
inclined flight
• P0191 A73-23662
'Analysis of stall flutter of a helicopter rotor
blade.
CAIAA PAPEB 73-403) .'_ -;p0233 A73-25532
' Sensitivity of rotor blade vibration
characteristics to torsional' oscillations.
[AIAA PAPER 73-404] ,,., . p0234 A73-25533
Stability of elastic bending' and torsion of
uniform cantilevered rotor blades in hover.
[AIAA PAPER 73-405) , p0234 A73-25534
Twin-engined Anglo-French Lynx' helicopter main
rotor head, blade and drive train with conformal
gearing, discussing design and material features
""•' p0237 A73-25790
Periodic gust and wake induced unsteady air flow,
calculating velocity variation with distance
from rotor blade for cascade effect '
• p0287 A73-29026
Two-bladed large rotor mounted on tower in
inverted mode to overcome recirculation effects, j
analyzing broadband noise spectra and j
directivity pattern ' j
; p0291 A73-29380 =
Helicopter rotor blade passing close to tip j
vortex, calculating fluctuating lift induced j
harmonic blade loads and generated cyclic
banging noise
P0291 A73-29382
Three bladed model rotor gust induced ^impulsive
discrete, noise characteristics prediction by
point dipole and rotational noise theories for
comparison with measurement '
' • • !;'_. p0363 A73-32917
Effect of rotor design tip speed on aerodynamic
performance of a model VTOL'.lift fan under
static and crossflow conditions. '
[AS.HE PAPER 73-GT-2) . p0372.173-33480
On the'guestion of adequate,hingeless rotor
modeling in flight dynamics.
CABS"PBEPBIHT 732] . p0439 A73-35068
Development and qualification of a magnetic
technique for the nondestructive measurement of
residual stress in CB-47 A rotor blade' spars.
[AHS PREPRINT 75,2] p0440 A73-35080
Bind tunnel 'test technique to establish rotor
system aeroelastic characteristics.
FAHS PREPRINT 760] p0440 173-35083
Rotorcraft stability augmentation and gust
alleviation by collective and cyclical rotor'
blade pitch angle changes, discussing nonlinear
dynamic effects
p0456 A73-36397
Design method of the axial-flow blade row on
modified isolated aerofoil theory with
A-426
SUBJECT IIDEX BOIOB LIFT
interference coefficient. II - The influence of
, the aerodynamic parameter on the fan performance
at low flow rate.
p0504 A73-37671
The effects of modulated blade spacing on static
rotor acoustics and performance.
f A I A A PiPEE 73-1020] p0630 A73-44852
Multiple pore tone noise generation and control.
' t A I A A PAPBB 73-1021) p0630 173-44853
Development of equations for large amplitude
coupled flap-lag motion of hingeless elastic
helicopter blades
[HASA-CB-114485] p0070 H73-12043
Vortex model for calculating blade circulation
flow of helicopter rotor
[HASA-TT-F-14637] p0079 H73-13014
Effects of aerodynamic stall on helicopter rotor
blade element in three dimensional rotating
environment
CNASA-CB-114489] p0081 H73-13028
Design and development of sectionalized main rotor
blade for OH-1 helicopter
CAD-750633] P0133 B73-15075
Nonlinear instability in flap-lag of rotor blades
in forward flight
fUASA-CB-114524] p0173 S73-17017
Development of advancing blade concept rotary wing
and wind tunnel tests of fall scale model
P0269 H73-21029
Procedures for measuring velocity distribution
through helicopter rotor blade tip vortex nsing
single full scale rotor blade
p0270 B73-21034
Hind tunnel tests of rotary wing to determine
retreating blade stall at several preset
parameters and effect of reverse flow area
p0270 H73-21037
Development of technique for rotor blade design
and measurement of pressure distributions along
the blade chord and across blade wake near rotor
tip in flight "
P0272 H73-21047
Analysis of helicopter blade flatter for both
hinged and hingeless rotor blades
[AGABD-B-607] p0303 S73-21920
Analysis of reverberant-field noise produced by
three lift fan models operating at various rotor
tip speeds ..
[HASA-TH-x-68243] p0464 H73-26014
lind tnnnel tests to determine acoustic properties
of helicopter rotor and wind tunnel calibration
technigues
rBAE-LIB-TBANS-1683) p0470 873-26249
Botor noise reduction by serrated brass strip
attachment to blade leading edges
fHASA-TH-D-7371) p0536 S73-27898
Design, reliability analysis, maintainability, and
cost effectiveness of expendable rotor blades
for OH-1 helicopter rotary wing
[AD-762198] p0540 H73-27926
Flight tests of CB-.47 helicopter to determine
structural performance of boron-reinforced epoxy
aft rotor blades
fAD-762199) p0540 H73-27927
Numerical analysis of variable pitch compressor
rotor 'blades for reduction of rotor vibrations
[AD-762228] p0544 H73-28746
Dynamic and aeroelastic problems of V/ST01
aircraft stop-rotors occurring during retracting
and stowing of rotor blades
(DLB-FB-73-19] P0592 B73-30035
Analysis of failure modes of blades on CH-47
helicopter rotary wings for improved helicopter
reliability and cost reduction
[AD-763187] p0593 H73-30042
Analysis of failure modes of tail rotor on OH-58
helicopter for improved reliability and cost
reduction
[AD-763188] p0593 B73-30043
Dynamic structural analysis of folly articulated
rotor blade on helicopter rotary wing for three
degrees of freedom
[AD-763934] p0609 S73-30957
BOTOB BLADES (TOBBOBACBIHBBI)
Investigation of the influence of technological
factors on the endurance of gas-turbine engine
rotor blades
p0654 A73-10477
Gas velocity measurements within a compressor
rotor passage using the laser Doppler velocimeter.
[ASHE PAPBB 72-IA/GT-2] p0063 A73-15866
Bigh temperature gas turbine engines rotor blades
cooling, deriving generalized dimensionless
relations for heat transfer data extension from
static tests to operational conditions
P0095 A73-16797
Approxieate analysis of containment/deflection
ring responses to engine rotor fragment impact.
P0144 A73-19188
Designing turbomachine blades for forced
vibrations under various excitation conditions
P0150 A73-20503
Study of the effect of technical factors on the
fatigue limit of the working blades of gas
turbine motors.
P0297 A73-30302
The use of a finite difference technique to
predict cascade, stator, and rotor deviation
angles and optimum angles of attack.
C A S H B PAPEB 73-si-io) p0373 A73-33488
A contribution to the theoretical and experimental
examination of the flow through plane supersonic
deceleration cascades and sbpersonic compressor
rotors.
[ASHE PAPBB 73-G1V17] p0373 A73-33494
Conditions of rotating stall suppression in axial
compressors
PC378 A73-33964
Botatinq blades and aerodynamic sound.
P0448 A73-35333
Calculating the fundamental oscillations in
turboengine blades with different types of
excitation.
p0511 A73-37778
Longitodinal-torsional vibrations of rotors
p0531 A73-39374
Blade synchronous rotation aboot pitch axis in
single stage axial compressor at front of gas
turbine engine during fan rotation
P0532 A73-39663
An aeroelastic whirl phenomenon in turbomachinery
rotors.
tASHE PAPEB 73-DET-97) p0579 A73-42076
Evaluation of slip factor of centrifugal impellers.
P0581 A73-42625
Analysis of radial distributions of flow
conditions at inlet and outlet of high speed
rotors to determine effects of blade part-span
dampers on rotor performance
(HASA-TH-1-2696] P0122 H73-14985
Application of unsteady airfoil theory to
determine pressure and lift fluctuations on
rotor blades of tarbomachinery
P0157 1173-15983
Two dimensional cascade test of highly loaded, low
solidity, tandem airfoil turbine rotor blade
tHASA-TH-1-2729] p0180 N73-17814
Design, development, and evaluation of centrifugal
compressor with six to one pressure ratio and
two pounds per second air flow
[NiSA-CB-120941] p0473 H73-26483
Effects of blade tip clearance and leading edge
sweepback of compressor rotor blades on inducer
performance and blade pressure loading
tHASA-CB-72712] p0637 H73-31930
Boise comparison of two STOL pressure ratio fans
with 15 and 42 rotor blades
[NASA-TH-Z-2891] p0651 N73-32609
Capacitive method for measuring blade tip
clearance in running turbocompressors
[DLB-FB-72-40] p0653 H73-32628
BOTOB DISKS
0 TOBBIHE 8HEELS
BOTOB HOBS
0 BOBS
0 BOTOBS
BOTOB LIFT
Helicopter rotor blade passing close to tip
vortex, calcolating fluctuating lift induced
harmonic blade loads and generated cyclic
banging noise
p0291 A73-29382
Opstream attenuation and quasi-steady rotor lift
fluctuations in asymmetric flows in axial
compressors.
tASHE PAPEB 73-GT-30] p0374 A73-33501
1-427
BOIOB SPEED SOBJECT IHDEX
BOTOB SPEED
Generalized (atheistical model for gas turbine
dynanic behavior simulation based on one
dimensional flow theory with functional
inteqration for rotor speed tiie derivative
P0346 173-31629
Newkirk effect - Thermally induced dynamic
instability of high-speed rotors.
fASHE PIPES 73-GT-26) p0373 173-33499
Vibration tests tilth rotors as a rotor
identification problem
P0566 173-40395
BOTOBCBAFT
0 BOTARY RING AIRCBAFT
BOTOBCBAFT AIBCBAFT
Independently targeted short haul individual
rotorcraft for air taxi service, considering
traffic control system, narket possibilities,
environmental impact and prelected utilization
P0368 473-33186
Military VTOL combat and commercial efficiency
considerations, including convertaplane
substitution. Bach nuober effects and reverse
flow on blades, rotor design and speed limitations
P0417 473-34256
Botorcraft design concepts, considering econonics,
propulsion, control, trim devices,.advancing
blade concept, materials and rotor aerodynamics
P0571 473-41189
BOTOBS
NT CONPBESSOR ROTOBS
NT FLYRHEELS
NT IHPELLEBS
NT LIFTING ROTOBS
NT POOP IHPELLEBS
NT RIGID BOTOBS
NT ROT4RI RINGS
NT TILTING BOTOBS
NT TIP DRIVEN BOTOBS
NT TURBINE WHEELS
4 rapid Batching procedure for twin-spool turbofans.
p0657 A73-11593
Rotors and turbine disks fracture resistance
optimization at high temperatures from plane
strain toughness criteria
P0299 473-30679
Balancing equipment for jet engine components,
compressors, and turbine - Rotating type for
measuring unbalance in one or more than one
transverse planes.
[SAE 4BP 587A1 p0364 473-33013
Hilitary VTOL combat and commercial efficiency
considerations, including convertaplane
substitution, Bach number effects and reverse
flow on blades, rotor design and speed limitations
P0417 A73-34256
VTOL and helicopter design considerations,
including nonsymmetrical rotor flow
characteristics, rotor types, airspeed
capacities, compound helicopters, tilt wing and
tilt rotor aircraft
P0418 473-34259
Experimental investigation of model
variable-geometry and ogee tip rotors.
TABS PBEPBINT 703] p0437 473-35054
Helicopter tail rotor teeter hinge with Teflon
conical journal bearing allowing axial and
radial preload inservice adjustment, discussing
oscillatory loads and temperature effects
f4HS PREPRINT 7621 p0440 473-35085
Problems of minimum-weight turbomachine rotor
designs
P0462 473-37140
Helicopter and fixed wing aircraft design
consideration comparison, examining maintenance
and reliability requirements, rigid, hinged and
tilted rotors and load characteristics
P0565 473-40225
Application of simultaneous iteration method to
torsional vibration problems.
P0565 473-40289
Vibration tests with rotors as a rotor
identification problem
PCS66 173-40395
Experimental investigation of a simple sgueeze
film damper.
USBE P4PEB 73-DBT-101] p0579 473-42078
Increasing the critical rotational speed of the
tail rotor drive shaft in SH-1 and SH-2
helicopters
•. p0633 173-45195
Flight characteristics and performance of
Fenestron type helicopter tail rotor . j
p0269iB73-21028
Process for welding compressor and turbine blades
to rotors and discs of jet engines .
CN4S4-C4SE-LER-10533-1] p0541 N73-28515
Equations of motion formulated to compute
 t
transient response of multi-mass flexible..rotors
[H4S4-CB-2300] p06^ 7 H73-32374
BOD6BHESS , .",,_,
NT SDBFACE BOOGHNESS ~ .
BOOHDED LEADING EDGES
0 LEADING EDGES . ': •
BOOTES
Collection and processing of data for the
establishment of route charges.
P0143 173-19182
Compilation of Instrument Flight Rules off-Airway
Non-95 Bootes for DS and Alaska, November'1972
p0119 N73-14696
HPV
0 BEHOTELY PILOTED VEHICLES
BOBBER ' ,
NT BUNA (TRADEHABK) , '•
NT ELASTOMERS
NT SILICONE ROBBEB
BDDDEBS
1 short description of the HIE airborne simulator
feel system.
p0568 473-40854
BOLES
NT FLIGHT RULES
NT INSTRUMENT FLIGHT ROLES
BDNRAI 1LIGNBEIT
An instrument approach system for Hong-Kong
International Airport.
P0353-A73-32464
BOIHAY CONDITIONS -
Airport requirements for air traffic safety,
considering runway drainage and lighting, ILS,
rescue and fire services, communications and
weather reporting networks
p0656 173-11239
Airfield requirements for flight safety
enhancement, considering approach and takeoff
path obstructions, runway conditioning, glide
slope information and radio aids
P0197 173-24713
Agnaplaning prevention during take-off and
landing, discussing friction loss factors,
aircraft tires and runway surface treatment by
antiskid overlays and grooving
p0230 A73-25209
Fog freguency and characteristics at the site of
the proposed New Tork offshore airport, as
compared with those at J. F. Kennedy
International Airport - 1 preliminary report.
p0346 A73-31546
Technical studies and research on airport
infrastructure
.
 P0359 A73-32561
Air cushion landing systems for aircraft mobility
on unprepared surfaces, considering.refraction,
vertical energy absorption, braking, steering
and weight and power reduction
p0504 A73-37677
LA-4 aircraft air' cushion landing system ACLS
development tests covering static and mobile
ground tests, flight tests and performance from
and to various surfaces
p05C6 173-37692
• Bnnway condition effects on landing safety,
discussing surface friction, approach control,
skidding, directional control, water and ice
conditions, tires and brakes
P0530 A73-39220
Pulsated over-heated water rocket /EOHRABOX thrust
augmentation system for combat aircraft .takeoff
tuns from short runways under severe weather
conditions
P0635 A73-45391
Mu-meter and diagonal braked vehicle measurements
of runway friction at ten airports
(PSC-107J p0672 N73-10281
Visual inspection of runway conditions at-Fort
Polk Army.Airfield, Louisiana
[1D-743858] P0672 N73-10292
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Visual inspection of runway conditions at Butts
Army Airfield, Fort Carson, Colorado
fAD-743859] p0673 H73-10293
Visual inspection of runway pavement conditions at
Forney Army Airfield, Fort Leonard Wood, Missouri
[AD-743856] p0673 H73-10294
Visual inspection of runway conditions at Bedstone
Any Airfield, Hontsville, Ala.
[AD-743857] ' p0673 H73-10295
Braking effects on aircraft tire tread wear and
runway surface characteristics
fHASA-TH-D-6963] p0680 H73-11021
Performance tests of Andover C short takeoff
transport aircraft on grass, concrete and soil
landing sites
rABC-CP-1220] pOOSI H73-13034
Analysis of effect of grooved rnnvay
configurations on aircraft tire braking traction
on flooded rnnvay surfaces
[HASA-TB-D-7215] P0273 H73-21057
Development of procedures for repairing damaged
rnnvay pavements
[4D-756806] P0390 H73-24286
Evaluation of structural layers in flexible
pavement dnring simulated aircraft traffic
fAD-762131] p0552 H73-29149
Preliminary analysis of possible factors
associated with asphaltic concrete airfield
pavement defects
[AD-762404J p0552 H73-29150
BDIIAI LIGHTS
Airport runvay lights system location and use for
aircraft takeoff operations and visual
indication of landing approach angle
p0297 A73-30242
Operational considerations in the design of
offshore airports.
p03»4 A73-31532
Airport lighting systems as visual landing aids,
discussing rnnvay disposition, brightness
levels, beam orientation, visibility factors and
flashing lights
p0364 A73-32974
Development, characteristics, and operation of
test facility fot determining effectiveness of
runvay lighting systems under various
atmospheric conditions
fFAA-ED-71-94] pOSSI H73-29141
HUHSilS
Airfield pavement full scale performance tests
under simulated C-5A load conditions, evaluating
construction loint systems
P0655 A73-10823
Airport layout planning, considering air traffic,
conventional and STOL aircraft, rnnvay
reguirenents, passenger and baggage processing
facilities, environmental factors, etc
p0660 A73-11704
The capacity of a single-runway S.T.O.L./R.T.O.I.
airport.
P0145 A73-19352
Subgrade strengthening of existing airfield rnnvays.
p0340 A73-31388
Honolulu International Airport reef runway.
p0345 A73-31538
Bunvay visual range equation derivation, taking
into account background luminance, atmospheric
absorption and illumination
P0348 A73-32351
Book - Aircraft noise: Selection of runway sites
for Haplin Airport.
p0349 A73-32415
The Corail radar - Automatic equipment for runvay
surveillance
P0350 A73-32431
Bnnvay VHP localizer antenna array for Norwegian
airports ILS, taking into account difficulties
due to course bends and snow
P0356 A73-32498
Floating offshore airport in Osaka Bay, Japan -
Digest of preliminary engineering study.
P0510 A73-37747
Operational considerations in the design of
airports.
p0513 A73-37820
Bnnvay configuration improvement programming model.
[tSCE PBEPBIHT 2034] p0583 A73-42864
Dual lane rnnvay configuration design and
operational characteristics investigation by
real time computer simulation for solution to
airport capacity problem
[ASHE PAFEB 73-ICT-61] p0622 A73-43496
Airport rnnvay and taxiing surfaces modifications
for heavy and supersonic aircraft demonstrated
by aircraft static and dynamic landing loads and
physical dimensions
P0633 A73-45199
Bu-meter and diagonal braked vehicle measurements
of runvay friction at ten airports
tPSC-107] P0672 H73-10281
Visual investigation of rnnvay and taxivay
pavements at Campbell Army Airfield, Fort
Campbell, Kentucky
fAD-743462] p0672 H73-10291
Visual survey of runway and taxivay conditions at
Davison Army Airfield, Fort Belvoir, Virginia
CAD-743463] p0673 H73-10296
Determining optimal runvay orientation for
minimizing freguency of crossvinds and headwind
reversals at Cape Kennedy
INASA-CB-128995] p0674 H73-10617
Deformation and repair of artificial runvay
surfaces using nev structural materials
[AD-746718] p0683 1173-11242
Structural evaluation of cellular plastic as base
course material for military expedient pavement
to vithstand limited number of aircraft coverages
[AD-747048] P0683 H73-11244
Cost effectiveness analysis of propane operated
fog dispersal system and evaluation of runvay
visual range improvement
[FAA-HD-72-123] p0133 N73-15267
Observation, measurement, and automatic
calculation of runway visibilities
C8LL-8-20785-(5828.4F)] p0164 N73-16597
Automatic calculation of runway visual range on
airdromes
p0165 N73-16599
Evaluation of aluminum 1 by 12 ft extruded
light-duty landing mat with symmetrical
butt-type end connectors
fAD-752079] p0177 N73-17233
Evaluation of aluminum runway surface concepts as
possible aid to aircraft braking
tHASA-TB-D-7186] P0204 B73-18040
Design, construction, and maintenance of landing
fields and runways
[AD-7514001 p0210 B73-18263
Development of mathematical and simulation models
to calculate capacity of single runway under
instrument flight rules conditions
[MTB-4102-BEV-2J p0325 H73-23345
Numerical integration technigue used to re-compute
influence coefficients used for development of
design curves for rigid airfield runway pavements
[AD-755526] p0325 N73-23353
Inspection of pavement grooving at four commercial
and one military airfield
[AD-757208] p0326 H73-23355
Performance of fibrous reinforced concrete overlay
test slabs as runways at Tampa International
Airport, Florida
IFAA-BD-72-119] p0328 H73-23634
Inspection of Hunter Army Airfield, Savannah,
Georgia to determine condition of runways
[AD-7573871 p0390 H73-24285
Analysis of dual lane runway operations at high
density airport terminals using computerized
simulation techniques
[ATC-17J pOU07 H73-25254
Performance of airfield pavement construction
joints under heavy aircraft loads
fFAA-HD-72-106) p0413 N73-25926
Airport planning studies, and procedures for
determining airfield capacity, operations, and
delays
f FAA-RD-73-11-VOL-2] P0470 1173-26255
lorldwide airfield climatic data for Eastern
Europe and DSSE - Part 1
[AD-759794] p0474 H73-26640
iorldwide airfield climatic data for Eastern
Europe, and OSSB - Part 2
IAD-759795] p0474 N73-26641
Evaluation of a luminum honeycomb core landing mat
with modified hinges
[AD-7588401 p0486 1173-27186
Suitability determination of redesigned IK18
membrane as expedient surfacing for
A-429
BUPTOBHG SUBJECT IHDEI
waterproofing and dustproofing hastily prepared
airfields for operations of C-130 aircraft
fAD-761089] p0486 H73-27190
Strengthening of keyed longitudinal construction
joints in rigid pavements
fAD-759570] pO»91 B73-27789
inalvsis and recommendations concerning relaxation
of spacing requirements for independent IFR
parallel approaches into closely spaced runways
rHTB-62821 pOStO H73-28129
Guidelines for evaluation and maintenance of
expedient-surfaced airfield facilities
fAD-7621261 p05«0 H73-28137
Installation of IH19 airfield landing cat and
ancillary itens
fAD-762137] P0552 H73-29148
Analysis of factors affecting feasibility of
minimizing runway spacings for increased air
terminal operational capacity - Vol. 2
rFAA-BD-72-58-VOL-2J p055« H73-29709
Airfield runway narking paint superior to paint
presently used
fFAA-RD-73-23] P0595 H73-30213
Analysis of glide path parameters, approach
control system precision, and separation
standards for extension of runway capacity under
instrument flight rule conditions
rAD-763142] p0601 N73-30657
Finite element model of jointed concrete pavement
on nonlinear viscous subgrade dynamic
interaction of aircraft-pavenent systems
rAD-76lt2<t3] P0613 H73-31213
Prediction of performance of runway pavements
fAD-7631181 p0613 H73-31214
Design methodology for airfield pavements
UD-7632121 • p0613 H73-31215
Test results and evaluation procedure for
nondestructive tests of airfield pavenents
fAD-764787] P06U8 N73-32382
BUPTDBIHG
Influence of transverse force on impeller bearing
rupture of centrifugal pumps
P0685 N73-11416
BYAH HILITABI AIBCBAFT
0 MILITARY AIBCBAFT
BIAH AIBCBAFT
HT XC-ia2 AIBCBAFT
HT XV-5 AIBCBAFT
S BAUD
D DLTBiHISH FBEQOENCIES
S-l DIAGBABS
Wing spar static and fatigue tests and s-N curve
for lifetime measurement of root sections of
snail trainer and passenger aircraft
p03«8 A73-32190
S-2 AIBCBAFT
Performance tests of aircraft arresting gear to
determine allowable operating restraints on
angular displacement and off-center engagements
fNATF-B1251 P0133 H73-15268
S-3 AIBCBAFT
Test facility for determination of S-3A aircraft
landing gear behavior during critical pulse
loads while rolling over carrier deck,
discussing moving platform components
P0662 A73-11999
S-3A aircraft systems, performance and design,
discussing flight simulation, wind tunnel tests,
weapons systems, flutter tests, avionics, TF-34
engine, stalls and computer programming
TAIAA PAPEB 73-7781 p0522 A73-38367
Bole of flight simulation in development of S-3
and F-1« aircraft
P0171 H73-17001
S-61 BELICOPTEB
S-61N helicopter all-weather IFB operation for
North Sea oil rigs supply and harbor pilots
transportation, describing onboard
instrumentation, navigation and communication
systems
P0095 A73-168U7
S-67 HELICOPTEB
Addition of feel augmentation system to improve
flight control of S-67 helicopter
fAD-7lt928l»l p011« H73-14029
SABBE AIBCBAFT ' ,
0 F-86 AIBCBAFT ' . -
SAFETI ' - .
HT AIBCBAFT SAFETI '
HT FLIGHT SAFETY '
HT BEACTOB SAFETY ''
SAFETI DEVICES , ,
HT ABOBT APPABATDS
HT ABBESTIHG GEAB
HT EJECTION SEATS v ''
HT ESCAPE CAPSULES -
HT ESCAPE SOCKETS
HT SEAT BELTS ' j / '
Fail-safe aircraft composite structures, achieving
crack arrestment by integral buffer strips' in
primary load carrying laminates ' "
P0108 A73-18494
Airborne fire protection equipment*
p0282; A73-28171
Belative merit of the disc-gap-band parachute
applied to individual aircrew member escape.
[AIAA PAPER 73-1(83] p03U3, A73-31465
Aircraft in-flight visibility /conspicuity/ during
daytime, discussing exterior paints, tapes and
high intensity lighting effectiveness for midair
collision avoidance
p0360 A73-32661
Lightning protection for aircraft canopy,
discussing simulation tests, safety margins,
side puncture, corona streamering and pilot
physiological reactions
p0365 A73-33036
All-wheel drive fire fighting equipment evolution
under impact of wide bodied aircraft introduction
P0532 A73-39661
VAK 191B.
P0577 A73-41752
Design, development, and evaluation of aircrew
restraint system for forward-facing, nonejection
seat for military aircraft
CAD-7U6631] p0682 H73-11038
Development, design, fabrication, and testing of a
self-generating overheat detection system for
OSAF aircraft
[AD-749U7»] p0114 H73-14031
Design of perforated tube uniform distribution of
fire extinguishing agent into commercial air
transport compartments
[FAA-NA-73-3] p0252 H73-20009
Development of collision protection equipment for
ground effect machines operating in arctic regions
fAD-758359] p0322 H73-23004
Development of fibrous flame arrestor materials to
provide explosion and fire protection for
aircraft fuel tanks
CAD-759193] pO»05 H73-25090
Reliability of DSAF fire protection systems
including portable equipment
[AD-762948] p0604 H73-30925
SAFETY FACTOBS
Airframe structural testing and safety design for
military aircraft, discussing static, dynamic
and fatigue tests and environmental effects
,p0059 A73-14865
Composite material design criteria, discussing
fatigue, stress concentration, safety factors,
scaling effects and load characteristics
P0364 673-33028
Integrated reliability and safety analysis of the
DC-10 all-weather landing system.
P0377 A73-33641
Fire protection and insurance in airport hangars,
discussing governmental safety codes, fire
prevention systems, aircraft vs building values
and legislative proposals
P0530 A73-39214
Analysis of current knowledge regarding ride
quality factors in passenger transportation and
development of criteria based on human factors
engineering
pOS.68 N73-10013.
Analysis of instrument system for assisting pilots
in making decisions during aircraft takeoff and
landing rolls
[FAA-RD-72-112] p0073 .H73-12460
Development and characteristics' of terminal area
simulation for analysis of air traffic control
requirements and improvement in flight safety
conditions
1-930
SUBJECT IHDBX SATELLITE HBTROBKS
[HASA-CB-112195] p0119 N73-14699
Electrostatic charging and discharging of
helicopters in flight and personnel safety
[AD-750617J p0138 B73-15718
National Transportation Safety Board studies in
aircraft and surface transportation safety
P0604 H73-30909
S1FEII HAHiSEBEHT
Human threats to air safety; Proceedings of the
Twenty-fifth Annual International Sir Safety
SeBinar, Bashington. D.c., October 16-18, 1972.
P0197 A73-24707
Airlines flight safety lanaqement, discussing
visual systems simulator /VSS/ for Tristar
systems environmental and cycling endurance
ground tests
p0197 A73-24710
Airport design and management for safe aircraft
ground handling, discussing FAA rules on
pavement and safety areas, marking and lighting,
fire fighting, etc
. '"t . p0197 A73-24714
Aircraft and.ground equipment damage during ground
handling operations,: discussing repair costs and
but-of-service time
p0197 A73-24715
. Aircraft-airport system B and D program in terms
of efficient planning, lighting and marking,
geometric design, safety and pavements
P0288 A73-29103
Operational considerations in the design of
offshore airports.
P0344 <A73-3'1532
The role of testing in achieving aerospace systems
effectiveness.
P0377 A73-33605
Aircraft wake vortex avoidance system for safety
management and capacity optimization in airport
operations* related to ATC, considering various
sensors and display subsystem requirements
P0426 A73-34613
Book - The role of testing in achieving aerospace
systems effectiveness.
P0572 A73-41201
Grounding, bonding, and shielding practices for
operational reliability enhancement in air
traffic control electronic facilities
rFAA-BD-73-511 p032« H73-23341
S1UPLAHBS
0 GLIDEBS ',.
SALIHE SOILS
D SOILS
SALT SPBAY TESTS
Filiform corrosion associated with commonly
applied aircraft metal pretreatments and finishes.
[SAB PAPEB 730311] p0428 A73-34671
SABASITAH AIBCBAFT
0 C-131 AIBCBAFT
SAMPLED DATA
0 DATA SAMPLING
SABPLED DATA SISTEHS
0 DATA SAMPLING
SAHPLIHG
NT DATA SAMPLING
SAN FRANCISCO BAI (CA)
Airport planning recommendations and procedures
for San Francisco Bay Area
fBEPT-73-003161 p0310 H73-22208
SAIDS
Sand erosion tests and protective coatings for
aircraft jet and turbojet engines and helicopter
compressor airfoils
p0364 A73-33029
Calibration of rotating sand erosion test
apparatus simulating turbocompressor wear
[AD-743309] p0674 H73-10483
SAHDilCH COHSTBDCTIOH
0 SANDWICH STBDCTDBES
SAHDBICH PLATES
0 PLATES (STBDCTDBAL HEHBEBS)
D SAHDBICH STBOCTDBES
SAHDBICH STBOCTOBES
Selective reinforcement of wing structure for
flutter prevention.
pOO«9 A73-13705
Nondestructive eddy current tests of Al braze
alloy fillet size and flatwise distribution in
Ti honeycomb sandwich panels
P0089 A73-16131
• Epozy adhesive bonding of Concorde light alloy
sandwich structure elevens, discussing surface
treatment, polymerization and ultrasonic testing
P0282 A73-28468
Use of honeycomb and bonded structures in light
aircraft.
[SAE PAPBB 7303071 p0428 A73-34667
An advanced composite tailboom for the AR-1G
helicopter.
tAHS PBEPBIHT 785] ' p04«2 A73-35098
Vibrations of turbojet-engine components
containing structural dampers of the type of
sandwich rods
P0624 A73-43735
Aluminum brazed titanium honeycomb sandwich
structure - A new system.
P0625 A73-44000
Development of aerodynamic structural design data
to reduce effects of acoustic fatigue on flat
and singly-curved sandwich panels - Part 2
[AGABD-AG-162-PT-2J P0121 N73-14898
Design parameters for torsion of airframe sandwich
strips having trapezoidal, rectangular, and
triangular cross sections
tAD-752619] p0174 H73-17029
Nuclear thermal vulnerability of honey comb
sandwich radome panels
fAD-753666] p0212 N73-18605
Evaluation of aluminum honeycomb core landing mat
with modified hinges
[AD-7588HO] p0486 H73-27186
Application of composite materials and sandwich
structures to reduce vulnerability of aircraft
structures to projectile impact
P0489 N73-27487
Besonant vibration structural analysis of
cylindrical sandwich shells
CTDB-IB-1972/2] p0619 1173-31808
SATAH (SENSOB)
D TEBBAIN ANALYSIS
SATELLITE ANTENNAS
Satellite systems for mobile communications and
surveillance; Proceedings of the International
Conference, London, England, March 13-15, 1973.
P0247 A73-27652
Power subsystem for Skylab
radiometer/scatterometer/altimeter experiment.
p0584 A73-42903
Design of multiple beam DBF antenna for air
traffic control satellite
[ESBO-CB(P)-199] p0308 N73-22159
SATELLITE ATTITUDE DISTOBBAHCE
0 ATTITUDE STABILITY
SATELLITE COHHDNICATIONS
0 SPACECBAFT COMMUNICATION
SATELLITE INSTRUMENTS
NT LASEB ALTIMETERS
SATELLITE NAVIGATION SISTEHS
Badio navigation review, discussing Decca, Loran,
Omega, VOB/DME, satellite, inertial, integrated,
area, approach and landing, collision avoidance
and space navigation systems
P0191 A73-23636
Aerosat program for civil aviation needs
established by Seventh Air Navigation Conference
of ICAO, discussing airborne eguipments
specification development
IAAS PAPEB 73-120] p0525 A73-38581
Ravy Transit navigation satellite system,
discussing flight test for feasibility of
military application to YP-3C Antisubmarine
Barfare Beapons System aircraft
p0562 A73-40040
Operational global navigation system development
program with repeater satellites deployed over
continental DSA to provide radio links for
digital communication, surveillance and ATC
P0563 A73-40041
Satellite based ATC system with radar range and
rate measurements, analyzing errors due to
ground station position, transponder delay tine
and atmospheric refraction uncertainties
P0563 A73-40042
A survey of satellite-based systems for
navigation, position surveillance, traffic
control and collision avoidance.
P0564 A73-40052
SATELLITE HETBOBKS
Hultisatellite systems for transoceanic aircraft
1-431
SATELLITE OBSBBVATIOB SUBJECT IBDBX
coniunications and ATC, discussinq day and night
operations, cost-benefit optimization and
adaptive techniques for capacity augmentation
P0656 173-11201
Operational utilization of an aeronautical
satellite system for air traffic control over
the north Atlantic.
P0355 A73-32487
Synchronous satellite systens for civilian air,
ship and land vehicle traffic control,
coBBunication, navigation and surveillance,
discussing technology requirements for
continental and oceanic systess
fAIAA PiPEB 73-583} P0452 A73-36075
Operational global navigation system development
program vith repeater satellites deployed over
continental DSA to provide radio links for
digital conaunication, surveillance and ATC
P0563 A73-40041
SATELLITE OBSEBTATIOB
Nonlinear filter evaluation for estimating vehicle
position and velocity using satellites.
B0371 A73-33410
SATELLITE CEBIT CALCULATION
0 OfiBIT CALCULATION
SATELLITE DEBITS
NT STATIONABY DEBITS
SATELLITE OBIBHTATIOH
Astronomical technigues for spacecraft orientation
and aircraft instrument errors
fJPRS-577041 P0119 B73-14693
SATELLITE TBACKIB6
FAA air traffic control systems projected
improvements, including microwave landing
system, aeronautical satellites, electronic
voice switching and discrete address radar beacon
P0367 A73-33179
SATELLITE TBAHSHISSIOH
The disc antenna - A possible L-band aircraft
antenna.
P0247 A73-27655
A radiating element giving circularly polarised
radiation over a large solid angle.
P0248 A73-27656
The provision of ground station facilities for an
aeronautical satellite system.
P0248 A73-27658
Factors affecting the freguency chosen for
aircraft to satellite communications.
p0248 A73-27667
Message organisation in the ground segment of an
aeronautical satellite system.
P0248 473-27668
Hultipath channel characterization for Aerosat.
p0526 A73-38755
Comparison of voice coding technique for
satellite-based air traffic control system
P0323 N73-23209
SATBLLITE-BOHNE INSTBDHEHTS.
Preliminary results of Martian altitude
determinations with C02 bands /2 micron
wavelength/ from the automatic interplanetary
space station Hars 3.
P0577 A73-41807
Solar observatories and satellite-borne
instruments for solar coronal structure
determination, considering 30 June 1973 eclipse
and instrumented Concorde aircraft use
P0586 A73-43117
SATELLITES
NT APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITES
NT ABTIFICIAL SATELLITES
NT ATS 3
NT ATS 5
NT COHMONICATION SATELLITES
ST ECHO 1 SATELLITE
NT EBOS (SATELLITES)
ST EXPLOBEB 21 SATELLITE
HI HBTEOROLOGICAL SATELLITES
NT NAVIGATION SATELLITES
BT BELAY SATELLITES
NT SYNCHBONOOS SATELLITES
NT TBANSIT SATELLITES
SATOBN (PLANET)
Hission planning for Pioneer Saturn/Oranns
atmospheric probe missions
rNASA-TS-X-2824) P0603 B73-30800
SC1LE BODBLS
Some problems in the substantiation and
application of discrete large-element design
schemes for complex zero-moment shells
p0660 A73-11716
Operation modes simulation of single stage gas
turbine at snbcritical and supercritical gas
flow, noting scale model tests
p0099 A73-17024
Hypersonic flows in large-scale inlet models.
p0144 A73-19189
Icing testing in the large Hodane wind-tunnel on
full-scale and reduced scale models of Concorde
aircraft
p0148 A73-20244
Buffeting pressures on a swept wing in transonic
flight - Comparison of model and full scale
measurements.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-311) p0234 A73-25542
Experimental tests on scale models of conical
variable geometry propulsion nozzle with short
petals for fighter aircraft, discussing
aerodynamic and thrust coefficients
P0246 A73-27388
Acoustic and fluid dynamic tests of mnltilobed
discharge silencers scale models, noting optimum
jet noise attenuation configuration
p02«7 A73-27390
Experimental data processing system for
EUBOCONTBOL scale model semiautomatic digital
route control system for operational conditions
simulation
P0339 A73-31132
Experimental investigation and correlation of the
ground impact acceleration characteristics of a
full scale capsule and a 1/4 scale model
aircraft emergency crew escape capsule system.
tAIAA PAPEB 73-480] p0343 A73-31463
Development of experimental turbine facilities for
testing scaled models in air or freon.
P0418 A73-34381
Test on fuselage aodels at reduced sizes.
PC449 A73-35443
Preliminary results from dynamic model tests of an
air cushion landing system.
p0506 A73-37694
Technique for determining mechanical properties of
full-size aircraft tires from tests conducted
with small-scale model tires
(NASA-CB-2220) p0267 N73-21006
Aerodynamic coefficients for calculating transport
aircraft performance using wind tunnel and scale
models
P0385 N73-24046
Noise tests on large scale model of externally
blown flap lift augmentation system using mixer
nozzle
rNASl-TB-D-7236] p0386 N73-24059
SCALING
Perceived level calculation methods for aircraft
flyover noise scaling, rating jets, tnrboprops,
piston aircraft and helicopters with frequency
weighting functions, duration and tone corrections
p0194 A73-24391
SCALING LAIS
Bot gas recircnlation in Do-31 aircraft from scale
model to aircraft and trends for future
developments of V/STOL aircraft
tBHVG-FBBT-72-29] p0218 N73-19024
Scaling laws, constructional problems, and optimum
model size associated with wind tunnel tests of
helicopters and rotary wing aircraft
p0469 N73-26246
Analysis of transonic scaling effect on quasi,
two-dimensional airfoil model of C-141 aircraft
[AD-762285] p0539 N73-27924
Vortex age as scaling parameter in wake turbulence
development and dissipation
[NASA-CB-132312] p0614 N73-31245
Scaling laws to predict supersonic jet noise
generated by rectangular and axisymaetric nozzles
tPB-221855/0] p0617 N73-31629
SCABIEBS
NT BOBIZON SCANNEBS
BT INFBABED SCANNEBS
NT OPTICAL SCANBEBS
Hicrowave landing system /HLS/ with Doppler
scanning technique for aircraft guidance
precision improvement over standard VBF/UHF ILS,
detailing five-year development plan
p0191 A73-23652
A-432
SUBJECT IIDEX. SBCOBDABY IHJBCTIOB
A mechanized eddy current scanning systei for
aircraft struts.
, - -- • p0196 A73-24631
SCABBING • - .
BT FBBQtJBHCY SCABBING
HI BADAB SCABBING
, - A.single-plane electronically scanned antenna foe
airborne radar applications.
. , . : . - , p0568 473-40684
Physical design considerations for airborne
, electronic-scanning antennas.
p0568 A73-10685
SCABBING DEVICES
0 SCANBEBS
SCABS (GEOLOGY)
0 EfiOSIOH
sew . , , -
0 SOPEBSOHIC COHHEBCIAL AIE TBABSPOBT
SC1TTBBBD CLOODS .
0 CLODDS (HBTBOBOLOGY) . '
SCATTEBIBG . .
• NT ACOUSTIC SCATTEBIHG
' NT BACKSCATIEBIH6
HI FOBWABD SCATTEEING
S5 LIGBT SCA5TBBIBG
Nf HICBORAVE SCATTEBIBG
NT BADAB SCATTBBIHG
NT BEVEBBEBATIOB
SCATTERING COEFFICIENTS
Tall bnildings induced microwave scattering
coefficient measurement with helicopter-borne
bistatic pulse radar, explaining coefficient
dependence on azimuth, elevation and range
p0529 A73-39127
SCATTEBIBG CBOSS SECTIOBS
Theory of sound scattering by turbulence applied
to scattering cross section calculation for
turbulent jet flow and wind, discussing jet
noise reduction
p0240 473-26496
SCftTTBBIBG FOSCTIOHS
. Application of scatter factors for various
Heibull-shaped parameters, fleet sizes, and
level of reliability for aircraft structures
[BASA-CB-2100] p0677 N73-10934
SCBEDOLIHG . .
HI PBBDICTION ANALYSIS TECHBIQOBS
Charters, the new node - Setting a new course for
international air transportation.
p0366 A73-33101
PLANET scheduling algorithms and their effect on
availability.
pO«34 A73-34822
Simulating the introduction of 747 aircraft into
airport operations.
P0456 173-36423
Heuristic method for scheduling aircraft maintenance
[AD-761494] p05«5 H73-28947
SCBBBATICS
0 CIECDIT DIAGBABS
SCBLIEEEB PBOTOGBAPBY
Study of turbulent wakes behind cones in
hypersonic flight using Schlieren photograph
correlation
,:,,",, . p0561 173-39985
. Analysis of wakes generated by hovering model
propellers and rotors using schlieren
photography and hot-wire anemometry
rNASA-CB-2305.] p0587 873-29996
SCIEHTIFIC SATELLITES
BT APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITES
BT ATS 3 . .•
BT ATS-5 .
SCIBTILLATIOB SPECTBOHETEBS
0 SPECTBOBETEBS .
SCOOT HELICOPTEB
• 0 P-53.1 HELICOPTEB
SCBAHJET EBGIBBS
0 SDPEESOHIC COBBUSTIOB EAHJET EBGIBES
SCBAHJBTS
0 SOPEBSOHIC COHBOSTIOB BABJET EBGIBES
SCBBEB EFFECT
Calculation of the aerodynamic characteristics of
a rectangular wing with tip plates moving at a
low subsonic speed in the proximity of a screen
P0147 173-20094
Solid profile wing motion in ideal incompressible
fluid at variable distance from screen in terms
of small;perturbation theory
P0249 A73-27815
SCBEBBIBG
Ti alloy coating and surface treatment to prolong
fatigue life by eliminating fretting damage,
discussing design parameters selection,
screening and strength tests and performance
evaluation
P0237 A73-25838
SEA KIBG HBIICOPTBB
0 SB-3 BELICOPTEB
SEA RBIGHT BELICOPTBB
D CH-46 HEIICOPTEB
SEALS (STOPPEBS)
BT GLANDS (SEALS)'
BT PACKINGS (SEALS)
Abradable buffered labyrinth seal for control of
gas path leakage in tip-turbine driven lift fan
CHASA-CB-121131] p0164 873-16524
Vibration effects on self-acting and hydrodynamic
shaft seals in gas turbine engines
CBASA-TH-1-68214] p0311 N73-22430
SBABCB BADAB
Development and characteristics of air traffic
control radar and associated signal and display
processing equipment
CFAA-BD-73-35] p0406 N73-25178
Error reduction in tuo-gimbal, airborne search
radar system
fAD-760551] p0484 N73-27131
SEASONAL VAEIATIOBS
D ANNUAL V1BIATIOBS
SEASPBITE HELICOPTEB
D OH-2 HELICOPTEB
SEAT BELTS
Single point emergency eguipaent divestment system
for instantaneous parachute harness, lap belt
and leg restraint release, describing
pyrotechnic actuation system
P0360 A73-32666
Performance tests of crash protective seat belts
using energy absorbers to allow system to yield
at constant force
tAEL/SB-340] p0126 N73-15023
SEATS •
BT EJECTIOS SEATS
Development of aircraft seat for high acceleration
tolerance of flight crew personnel by elevating
pelvis and legs forward
[1D-756630] p0323 N73-23009
SECOBDABY AIB
D AIB
SECOBDABY FLO!
Secondary flows - Theory, experiment, and
application in turbomachinery aerodynamics.
P0193 A73-23860
Noise reduction for subsonic fluid flow over flat
plate via interposition of secondary fluid layer
at trailing edge
P0231 A73-25386
Secondary flow in blade cascades of axial
turbonachines and the possibility of reducing
its unfavourable effects.
P0286 A73-29008
Secondary flow phenomena and associated losses in
high-deflection turbine rotor cascade
. [AD-750183] pO.118 B73-14300
Experiments with cascade, secondary flows
P0225 N73-19811
Jet noise emission and reduction by secondary cold
annular flow for SST and military aircraft
p0651 N73-32543
SECOBDABY FBOBTS
D FROSTS (HETEOBOLOGY)
SECOBD1BY IHJECTIOB
Turbulent intensity induced by wakes near
secondary air jet inlet to gas turbine engine
flame tube
P0146 A73-19625
An experimental study of strong injection at
axisymoetrical bodies of revolution.
P0570 A73-41057
Experiments on the propagation of mixing and .
combustion injecting hydrogen transversely into
hot supersonic streams. . :
P0583 A73-42785
Burn-up of the high temperature products of
incomplete combustion in a supersonic flow by a
second injection of oxidizer . .•- , .
P0632 A73-45076
i-433
SBCOHDABT B1DAB SUBJECT INDEX
SBCOHDABT BIDiB
Secondary surveillance radar - Carrent usage and
improvements.
P0512 A73-37808
Basic principles and the theory of operation of
the equipment for the identification-friend or
foe /SIF/ in Military aircraft
P0565 A73-40348
Secondary Surveillance Radar application to
aircraft identification in upper airspace of
Eurocontrol member states, emphasizing code
assignment
P0580 A73-42322
SBCOLAB PBBTOBBATIOB
Q LOHG TEBB EFFECTS
SBDIBBBTS
HI SAHOS
SEEKBBS
D HOMING DEVICES
SBISHIC RATES
Seismic measurement data from Cornish cottage
during Concorde sonic boon flight, using loving
coil qeophones
P0239 A73-26292
SEISHOSBAPHS
Geophysical effects of Concorde sonic boon*
P0532 A73-39624
SELF ADAPTIVE COSTB01 STSIEBS
Synthesis of searchless self-adjusting systems
based on the root locus method. I.
P0247 A73-27460
Characteristics of nonlinear self adjusting and
variable structure autonatic flight control
system for piloted and pilotless aircraft
fAD-7505021 P0131 N73-15062
SE1F ALIGJBEHT
Tilt-table alignment for inertial-platform
maintenance without a surveyed site.
P0347 A73-31728
SELF DEPLOTIH6 SPACE STATIOBS
0 SELF EBECTING DEVICES
0 SPACE STATIOBS
SELF DIFFUSION
D DIFFOSIOB
SELF BBBCTIHG ASTEBSAS
D AHTENNAS
D SELF EBECTIBG DEVICES
SELF EBECTIH6 DEVICES
Transverse deflection of guided projectile tail
fins during deployment.
P0582 A73-42629
SELF IBDOCBD VIBBATIOB
HI PABEL FLOTTEE
BT SDBSOBIC FLOTTEB
BT SOPERSOBIC PLOTTER
BT TBAHSOBIC FLOTTEB
SELF LOBBICATIBG HlTEBIALS
Perforaance characteristics of self lubricating
sintered sulfur-iron material used for bushings
in naval aircraft
fAD-7481751 p007« B73-12603
SELF OBGAMIZIHG SISfBBS
Application of self-organizing control to renote
piloting of vehicles.
P0498 A73-37332
SELF OSCILLATION
Mathematical model for shinny auto-oscillations of
aircraft landing gear nose vheel with pneumatic
tire under velocity changes
P0339 A73-31044
SELF BEGOLATIBG
D AUTOMATIC CONTBOi
SEBICOBDOCTOB DEVICES
BT BETAL OIIDE SEBICOBDOCTOBS
Failure analysis used to vindicate JABTX conponents.
pO«33 A73-34731
SEBICOBDOCTOBS (BATBBIALS)
BT BETAL OXIDE SEBICOHDDCTOBS
Aircraft and land vehicle electric generators and
motors, noting seniconductors application and
cooling systems
P0147 A73-20124
Besearch and development progress on electronic
eguipment, integrated circuits, semiconductors,
and digital computers
fAD-759180] p0407 H73-25251
SEBIEBPIBICAL EQOATIOIS
Toward simpler prediction of transonic airfoil
lift, drag, and moment.
p0186 A73-22434
Bnnway visual range equation derivation, taking
into account background luminance, atmospheric
absorption and illumination ' '
p0348 A73-32351
Semiempiricial methods for designing ejectors for
various applications " . • :. :
p01?7 H73-17252
SEBISPAS HODELS •
Bind tunnel tests to determine acoustic properties
of semispan wing witht externally blown jet flap
to include effects of flap size, vertical
location and forward speed '
fHASA-TH-X-27K91 p0204 B73-1B011
SEBDEBS
D TBABSHITTEBS ' . "• '
SEHSES ...
D SENSOBY PEBCEPTION . , '' '
SEBSIBILIII
0 SESSITIVITI ' ' . -
SEBSIIIVITI
Sensitivity, adaptivity and optiaality;.
Proceedinqs of the Third Symposium, Ischia,
Italy, June'18-23, 1973..
P0621'A73-43277
SEBSOB-AIBBOBSE TEBBAIH ABALTSIS
D SEHSOHS . : '
0 TEBBAIH ABALTSIS
SEBSOBS . ' . . . ' . ' . '
Hiqh temperature fatigue sensor based on
conductive composite device irreversible
resistance increase resulting from cumulative
strain damage ' ' ,
p0187 »73-2250»
SEBSOBY FEEDBACK
A short description of the BAE airborne simulator
. feel system.
p0568 A73-40854
SEBSOBI PEBCEPTIOB
HI AODITOBI PEBCEPTIOB
HT SPACE PEBCEPTIOH
HI VIBBATIOH PEBCEPTIOB '
. HT VISOAL PEBCEPTIOB
Perceived level calculation methods for aircraft
flyover noise scaling, rating jets, tnrbpprops,
piston aircraft and helicopters with frequency
weighting functions, duration and tone corrections
P0194 A73-24391
SEPABATED FLOR .
NT BOOBDABT LAIEB SEPABATIOB
Higher-order delta wings with flow separation at
subsonic leading edges
p0657 A73-11581
Separated flow noise.
p0040 A73-12975
Aeroelastic dynamic response to* shock induced flow
separation, analyzing wing buffet components at
high Bach number subsonic flow
[AIAA PAPEB 73-308) p0234 A73-25539
Supersonic flow around a delta wing, taking into
account flow separation at the leading edges .
P0244 A73-27098
Theoretical investigation on stall flutter of an
aerofoil /the case of trailing edge -stall/.
' p0287 A73-29027
Visualization of unsteady flow over oscillating
airfoils.
P0290 A73-29270
Separated flow past a slender delta wing at
incidence. .
p0339 A73-31121
Unsteady separated free .jet flow of an ideal fluid
past a wing
p0339 A73-31155
.The prevention of separation and flow reversal in
the corners of compressor blade cascades.
P0420 A73-34448
Turbulent boundary layer flow separation
measurements using holographic interferometry..
CAIAA PAPEB 73-664] p0454 473-36215
Airfoil theory calculation of bent thin foil lift
coefficient and longitudinal moment
characteristics at arbitrary flow separation
point location .
p0623 A73-43720
Computation of steady conical flow past a yawed
slender delta wing with leading edge separation
using vortex sheet model and Hewton-Baphson
iteration
A-434
SUBJECT IIDBI SEB70 LOOPS
At •:<•• CIC-ABBO-72-17] p0667 H73-10005
Procedure for calculating sectional lift
coefficient as function of angle of attack and
free stream Reynolds umber at angles of attack
., . beyond maximum coefficient of lift
\t10-706505] . p0667 H73-10008
Influence of various aerodynamic forces on
•;-•. rectangular «ing performance with barionic
movement parallel to sieve flow movement
. . p0271 H73-21043
" Visualization and integral' methods for studying
' three-dimensional, supersonic flow separation on
delta wing
P0317 H73-22970
Structural and gas dynamic parameters at flow
separation boundary in compressor cascades
tiD-762238] p0541 H73-28197
S1P1BATOHS
HI DOST COLLECTORS
HI FLUID FILIEBS
Long-life, high energy Bi-Cd aerospace cells.
P0292 473-29585
SEQOEHTIAL COBPOTEBS - '
Serial digital data bus for integrated avionics
system interface
p0335 H73-23902
SERIES (HATBEHAIICS)
HI 4SYSPTOTIC SERIES
HI POKER SERIES
HI TAILOR SERIES
Contribution to the theory of biplane wing sections.
pO«18 A73-34325
SERIES EIPAHSIOI
0 SERIES (HATHEHATICS)
SERVICE LIFE
Lifetime of Dural structural elements operating in
aggressive media
. . . p0661 A73-11794
Aircraft gas turbine mainshaft ball bearings
fatigue life estimation via failure distribution
fASHE PAPER 72-LUB-10J p005» A73-14328
The additivity of cumulative damage in the test or
use environment.
P0058 A73-14716
Cantilever aircraft tires - Hore than a break for
brakes. • ' • '
tSAE PAPER 720870 ] ' " p0092 A73-16652
Hon-steady-state thermal analysis of a rolling
aircraft tire.
(SAE PAPER 720871] p0093 A73-16667
Gas turbine engine turbine blades service life
increase by Cr and Al vacuum diffusion
metallization, presenting foil scale endurance
test results
p0198 A73-21965
Prediction for a park of helicopters of the same
type
p0243 A73-27077
. . Hydrolytic reversion of elastomeric potting
compounds.
p0290 A73-29274
Long-life, high energy Hi-Cd aerospace cells.
p0292 A73-29585
Influence o'f transient conditions on the overall
service life of turbine blades
p0299 A73-30676
Concorde aircraft fuel system and component valves
design for long tern service reliability and
ease of maintenance, discussing refueling, fuel
lettisoning and feed controls
P0363 A73-32923
DC 10 airframe structure full scale fatigue tests
for crack initiation'and growth, residual
strength and service life
[AIAA PAPER 73-803] pOSOO A73-37463
German monograph - Lifetime detection in the case
of acoustically loaded structures on the basis
of the appropriate form of vibration.
p0582 A73-42741
Failure analysis of Geiger counters used in
nncleonic oil ganging system of DSAF aircraft
tAD-7116267) p067» H73-10U85
Implementation of reliability based strength
criteria system for determining service life of
C-141 aircraft structures - vol. 2
•• ."(AD-742261] p0680 H73-11025
Aircraft tire dynamometer tests to determine
- effects of tire deflection on rolling resistance
and tire life
1
 tAD-746304) p0681 H73-11031
Diffusion metallizing and service life of gas
turbine engine blades
[HASA-TT-F-13914] p0686 H73-11801
Development and application of procedures for
determining service life of gas turbine engines
and components
CHASA-TH-X-2664) pOIUO H73-15925
Optimum service life determination technigue for
Haval aircraft
[AD-752747] p0206 H73-18057
Structural design guidance and construction
standards for upgrading and extending service
life of airport pavements
CFAA-ED-08-2] p0221 H73-19266
lest plan for extending service life of E-2A
arresting gear
[AD-754752] p0257 H73-20284
Test plan for extending life of C-2A arresting
hook A-frame to 3000 arrested landings
fAD-754076] p0258 H73-20289
Cost effectiveness analysis of helicopter
transmission components to determine effect of
extended overhaul life up to 6,000 hours
[AD-758465] p0322 N73-23007
Development of procedures for determining service
life of helicopter airframes and rotor blades
CRAB-LIB-TBAHS-15203 p0464 H73-26013
Statistical analysis of counting accelerometer
data obtained on Havy and Marine fleet aircraft
from 1 Jan. 1962 to 1 Jan. 1972
tAD-760321) p0468 H73-26041
Flight evaluation of composite for use in aircraft
structures
CNASA-TH-X-2761] p0473 H73-26579
Performance tests of gas turbine engine mainshaft
roller bearings to determine stress and
lubrication parameters
[AD-760563] p0487'N73-27426
Analysis of effects of flying time on service life
of wing fastening knee plates on transport
aircraft
tAD-761468] p0539 H73-27919
Development of mathematical model for determining
replacement criteria for aircraft structural
components
[AD-762226] p0539 N73-27921
Cost history of F-111 aircraft airframe system to
show logistics organization, support costs,
reliability and maintainability, and development
problems
fAD-762213] p0545 H73-28958
Logistics performance data book on bombing and
navigation system for A-7D aircraft to show
reliability, maintainability, cost, and problems
[AD-762215] p0545 H73-28960
Logistic performance data book on propulsion
system for KC-135 aircraft to show reliability,
maintenance, costs, and problems
[AD-762217] - p0546 S73-28962
Logistic performance data book for C-5A airframe
to show reliability, maintainability, logistics
support, and operating problems
[AD-762233] p0546 N73-28968
Development of procedures for predicting fatigue
life of aircraft structures based on fracture
mechanics, crack propagation, and 'residual
static strength anlaysis
[AGARD-LS-62] p0557 N73-29924
Development of fatigue life prediction procedures
based on measured stress-time histories and
mathematical model for description of random
vibrations
P0557 H73-29926
Procedures for predicting fatigue life of aircraft
flying under various load conditions using data
obtained by counting accelerometer
p0558 H73-29927
Effect of environment and stress-cycling on
in-service structural failure of airframes and
procedures for predicting safe operational
conditions
P0558 H73-29929
SEBTICBS
HI HETEOROLOSICAL SERVICES
SERVO LOOPS
0 FEEDBACK CONTROL
D SEBVOCONTROL
A-»35
SBBTOACTOATORS SUBJECT IHDEI
SEBVOACTUATORS -
D ACTUATORS •
SBBTOCOHTE01 '
Active flutter control - in adaptable application
to wing/store flutter.
fAIAA PAPER 73-194] p0098 473-16930
aircraft hydraulic system and servocontrol design
and performance, noting system reliability and
fluid loss prevention
p0107 673-17995
The effect of servonechanical control and
stability systems on the flutter behavior of
aircraft
rDFVLR-SONDDR-272] p0231 A73-25349
Quad redundant fly by wire servocontrol system
desiqn and tests in F-8C high speed jet
aircraft, using fail/safe hydraulic actuators
p0365 A73-33080
Computerized design for moving-base three man
aircraft flight simulator servocontrol,
considering disturbance torques, damping ratios,
natural frequencies, load acceleration and
smoothness
P0458 173-36833
A 'type one''servo explicit model following
adaptive schene.
fAIAA PAPER 73-862] p0528 A73-38800
Improved design of high-response slotted plate
overboard bypass valve for supersonic inlets
fHASA-TH-X-2812] p0406 H73-25097
SBBVOBECHAHISBS
Design and evaluation of niniatnre control surface
actuation systems for aeroelastic aodels.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-323] p0235 A73-25553
. Ilyushin 62 aircraft horizontal stabilizer
structural design and control, discussing
oounting hardware and electrically driven
servomechanism
P0237 A73-25795
High gain hydromechanical servonechanism vith
•ultispring, mass damping and feedback control,
deriving transfer function response, with
application to aircraft control surface actuator
design
p0289 A73-29150
The Large Amplitude Hulti-Hode Aerospace Research
'/LABAB/ Simulator.
fAIAA PAPER 73-922] • p0569 A73-40870
SBBVOSTABILITT COBTHOL
' 0 SERVOCOBTBOL
SET THEOBI ••
NT EQUIVALENCE
Air combat roles identification by reachable sets
•technigue, evaluating aircraft/weapon systems
potential performance vs given threat
fAIAA PAPEB 73-232] PC099 A73-16957
SB-3 HELICOPTER .
Development of equipment for securing external
stores SH-3G helicopter and analysis of failure
nodes
fAD-757001] p0305 N73-21943
SBADORGBAPH PHOTOGRAPHY
NT SCHLIEBEN PHOTOGRAPHY
SHAFTS (HACBIHE ELBBEHTS)
NT TDRBOSHAFTS •
Application of simultaneous iteration method to
torsional vibration problems.
P0565 A73-40289
Static; ballistic, and impact behavior of
glass/graphite drive shaft sections to determine
suitability for heavy lift helicopters •
rAD-743938] p0676 N73-10752
Development of beryllium-copper bearings for use
vith stainless steel shafts under high bearing
stress levels imposed by airframes
fAD-754759] p0260 N73-20540
SHAIKS
' D JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
SHANNON INFORHiTION THEORY
0 INFORBATION THEORY
SHAPES
NT CONVEXITY
NT ELLIPTICITY
SHABP LEADING EDGES
Nonlinear characteristics of a slender triangular
wing near an interface
P0657 A73-11630
Experimental determination of bound vortex lines
and flow in the environment of the trailing edge
of a slender delta-wing
tAD-755630] p0091 A73-16600
Influence of weak viscous interaction on the drag
of a wing profile'-' •': > •
•-•-•'. • p0340 A73-31195
SH1TTEHIH6
0 FRAGHENTATIOH '.- ' "
SHEAR FATIGOE
0 SHEAR STRESS '
SHBAH F1OI
Sound propagation in sheared flow in a duct with
transverse temperature 'gradients.
p0041 A73-12988
Gas flow properties in curvilinear turbine ducts,
considering pressure gradient, outer flow shear
and Coriolis force on'boundary layer '
p0298 A73-30649
Local pressure field in turbulent shear flow and
its relation to aerodynamic noise generation
tBASA-CR-134493] p0614 H73-31253
SHEAR LATEBS :
Sound field generated by spatial instabilities
interaction on shear layer shed from duct with
nozzle lip, discussing excess noise of subsonic
jets
p0109 A73-18529
Shear layer effect on acoustic duct wall impedance
for sound propagation in uniform flow in terms
of parabolic cylinder functions
P0586 A73-43138
Analytical and experimental study of spatially
growing disturbances in shear layers between
parallel streams
p0614 H73-31231
SHEAR STBESS - '
NT TOBSIOHAL STBESS
Development of electrical circuitry for analysis
of stress deformation state of delta wing model
based on discrete design diagram
CAD-760948] p0483 N73-27044
Turbulent shear stress profiles in boundary layer
flow at sine wave pressure perturbations
-• p0673 N73-33194
SHEABIHG STBESS •
D SHEAB STBESS • • ,
SHELL STABILITY
Linearized characteristics method for supersonic
flow past vibrating shells. • • -•
P0566 A73-40426
SHELL THEOBI • -
Some problems in the substantiation and ."
application of discrete large-element design
schemes for complex zero-moment shells
P0660 A73-1T716
An evaluation of finite difference and finite
element techniques for analysis of general shells.
p0282 A73-28256
SHELLS (STRUCTURAL FORBS)
NT CIRCULAR SHELLS
NT CONICAL SHELLS
NT CYLINDRICAL SHELLS ;
NT BADOHBS ' '
NT BEINFORCED SHELLS
NT SPHERICAL SHELLS
NT THIH WALLED SHELLS • -ts"
Analysis of structural response of light 'aircraft
to crash loadings based on dynamic buckling of
discretely stiffened shells
p0227 F73-19910
SHIELDING
NT ELECTBOHAGNETIC SHIELDING
NT ELECTROSTATIC SHIELDING
Assessment of jets as acoustic shields by
comparison of single and mnltitube suppressor
nozzle data
tNASA-TH-1-71450] P0672 H73-33179
SHIP PROPULSION
U BAEIHE PROPULSION
SHIPS
NT AIBCBAFT CABBIEBS
HI CARGO SHIPS
NT NUCLEAR POREBED SHIPS ' ' '
NT TABKEB SHIPS ' '
Satellite communication channels assignment to
ships and aircraft, considering automated
digital calling method for ship-to-shore
communication '
p0248 A73-27670
1-436
SUBJECT IIDBI SHOCK BATES
An overview of fatigue and fracture for design and
certification of advanced high performance ships.
p0435 173-3U881
Analysis of procedures and problems involved in
operating helicopters froi decks of ships
p0267 H73-21010
Computerized simulation of interactions of VTOL
aircraft taking off £ro» or landing on deck of
ship loving in irregular or randon seaway
fAD-764865] p0643 B73-31980
SHOCK ABSOBBBES
Kneeling landing gear - The C5 variable geometry
development.
P0281 A73-28158
Development of statistical technigne for
determining injury reduction capability of
energy absorber equipment
fAD-749333] P0116 N73-14044
Effects of trapped air on operation of aircraft
hydraulic systems and methods for removing air
contamination
f SLI.-NEL-TT-2420-(6075. 461) ] p0252 H73-20005
Numerical analysis of aircraft shock absorber
operation to shov initial charging, motion, and
force parameters during static and dynamic
compression of landing gear
fAD-754609] p025U 573-20031
SHOCK DIFFUSEBS
0 DIFFOSEBS
0 SHOCK RATE ATTENUATION
SHOCK DISCOHTIHDITI
The transonic aerofoil problem trith embedded shocks.
p0339 A73-31122
A nev shock capturing numerical method with
applications to some simple supersonic.flow
fields.
p0443 A73-35144
SHOCK FBONTS
Sonic boom avoidance by flight path maneuvers,
investigating shock front development in curved
flight
P0662 473-11856
One dimensional supersonic shock front location by
sonic circle involute point by point plotting,
using geometric considerations
p0190 A73-23467
SHOCK HEATING
Shock impingement caused by boundary layer
separation ahead of blunt fins.
CAIAA PAPBB 73-236] P0099 A73-16961
Flovfield calculations for some supersonic
sections with ducted heat addition.
P0188 A73-23089
SHOCK EESISTAHCB
NT IMPACT BESISTAHCE
Sonic boom nitroglycerin resistance noting shock
simulation and sonic boom effect on detonation
fISl-14/72] p0166 N73-16658
SHOCK SENSITIVITY
0 SHOCK RESISTAHCE
SHOCK TESTS
Vibration and shock gualification testing of an
airborne early warning radar.
p0366 A73-33137
Model of jet aircraft shock cell noise generation
and reduction
flIBC-12923] p0224 N73-19666
SHOCK BATE ATTENUATION
Oblique shock wave generation and quenching in
curved supersonic diffusers at Hach 1.6, noting
dependence on boundary layer properties
p0286 A73-29021
Shock wave attenuation in foam water mixtures
containing Freon and exposed to hydraulic impact
fAD-748350] p0084 K73-13318
SHOCK BA»B COHTBOL
Supercritical shock free transonic profiles for
transport aircraft wings of large and medium
aspect ratio, discussing straight and yawed wing
tests
tDGLB PAPER 72-130] p0055 A73-14383
SHOCK BATE INTERACTION
Shock impingement caused by boundary layer
separation ahead of blunt fins.
tAIAA PAPEB 73-236] P0099 A73-16961
Aeroelastic dynamic response to shock induced flow
separation, analyzing wing buffet components at
high Hach number subsonic flow
tAIAA PAPEB 73-308] p023« A73-25539
Characteristic overpressure of a supersonic
transport of given length in a homogeneous
atmosphere.
P0517 A73-38006
Noise caused by supersonic jet shock waves as
function of jet pressure ratio, determining
spectral characteristics
P0575 A73-41702
Influence of aerodynamic field on shock-induced
combustion of hydrogen and ethylene in
supersonic flow.
p0583 A73-42786
Fuel tank wall response to hydraulic ram during
the shock phase.
P0586 A73-43114
Shock wave boundary layer interaction in .
compressor cascades
P0226 N73-19816
SHOCK HATE PBOFILES
Tibrational relaxation effects in weak shock waves
in air and the structure of sonic bangs.
P0296 A73-30174
Shock wave pattern visualization and static
pressure distribution in supersonic diffnsers
for mixed flow supersonic compressors, using
closed Freon loop test rig •
(ASHE PAPEB 73-FE-35] p0436 A73-35026
Structure of ionizing shock waves with radiative
energy loss.
P0580 A73-42200
Bethods for calculating nonlinear flows with
attached shock waves over conical vings.
P0581 173-42562
Correlation of hypersonic zero-lift drag data.
P0582 A73-42635
Hypersonic flow about a spatial body with an
attached shock wave
P0633 A73-45172
SHOCK BATE PROPAGATION
Bemarks on the paper by J. 1). Nicholls and B. F.
James, 'The location of the ground focus line
produced by a transonically accelerating
aircraft. '
P0655 A73-10786
The scattering characteristics of a sonic boom at
the passage through a turbulent layer
P0040 A73-12967
Gudunov-method computation of the flow field
associated with a sonic-boom focus.
tAIAA PAPEB 73-240] p0099 A73-16965
Distortion of near-sonic shocks by layers with
weak thermal fluctuations.
P0101 A73-17374
On the possibility of turbulent thickening of weak
shock waves.
p0361 A73-32794
Supersonic boom structure studies, discussing
shock wave propagation during flight trajectory
and amplification due to overpressure wave
focusing
P0459 A73-36907
Inlet geometry and axial Bach number effects on
fan noise propagation.
tAIAA PAPEB 73-1022) p0630 A73-44854
Determination of the impulses and moments imparted
by shock waves to bodies of revolution
P0635 A73-45542
Infrasonic detection of propagating atmospheric
shock waves caused by supersonic aircraft
P0117 N73-14161
SHOCK BATES
NT BACH CONES
NT NOBBAL SHOCK HATES
NT OBLIQUE SHOCK HATES
NT SONIC BOOHS
The pressure on flat and anhedral delta wings with
attached shock waves.
P0664 A73-12501
Hypersonic and supersonic flow over caret wings at
off-design conditions with attached bow shock at
leading edges
P0664 A73-12502
Pressure distribution and shock wave intensity
variations in supersonic flow past two plane
wings forming dihedral angle
P0048 A73-13623
Applications of shock expansion theory to the flow
over non-conical delta wings.
P0109 A73-18512
A-»37
SHOOTIBG SUB AIBCBAFT SUBJECT IIDEX
The transonic aerofoil problem with embedded shocks.
P0339 A73-31122
Influence of veak viscous interaction on the drag
of a wing profile
P0340 A73-31195
Jet aircraft noise research, emphasizing pare jet
mixing noise, shock wave associated noise, and
tailpipe noise produced in enqine or nozzle exit
plane
P0448 173-35332
Transonic inviscid flows over lifting airfoils
vith elbedded shock nave using method of
integral relations.
f A I A A PAPBB 73-658] p0453 A73-36212
Beview of current sonic boon studies.
p0455 A73-36393
Solution of the problem of the flow past a
V-shaped wing vith a strong shock wave at the
leading edge
. p0461 A73-37011
4 new method of solving one-dimensional unsteady
flow equations and its application to shock wave
stability in sonic inlets.
P0532 473-39522
Piecewise-one-dimensional models of supersonic
combustion and pseudoshock in a channel
p0628 A73-44702
Flow field over pointed wedges in isoenergetic
flow of thermally and calorically perfect gases
with nonuniform incident supersonic flow, noting
attached shock fornation
P0635 A73-45547
Procedure for predicting structural and acoustic
response of full scale structures to sonic booms
using scale models and laboratory techniques
rFAA-BD-72-116] P0068 N73-12029
Analysis of sonic boon data recorded on strain
gages mounted on windows to record overpressures
and relation to window size
fFAA-BD-72-11«] p0068 H73-12030
Analysis of acoustic properties of shock
associated noise in narrow band spectrum
produced by let flows - 7ol. 5 App. 2
fAD-7491421 p0115 H73-14040
Aerodynaaic configurations and characteristics of
airfoils designed to reduce formation of shock
waves during supersonic flight
rnASA-TT-F-7491 p0157 1173-15987
Analysis of uniform jet flow around airfoil vith
separated shock wave at low supersonic
velocities of incident flow
fNASA-TT-F-148131 p0177 N73-17259
Angles of attack for shock wave detachment from
sharp leading edge of five delta wing models
vith flat coapression surfaces
[AD-752206] P0178 S73-17271
Focusing effects of distortion of near sonic
shocks by weakly turbulent layers with random
temperature and pressure variations
fAD-752t721 pC178 H73-17279
Technigue for predicting shock envelopes and
pressure distributions for two dimensional
airfoil at angles of attack producing shock
detachment and subsonic flow
fNASA-TN-D-7197] p0199 H73-18001
Flight test measurements and analysis of sonic
boons to determine caustics produced by
variations in flight speed and to develop method
for predicting shock vave-ground intersections
fNiSA-CB-2167] p0201 B73-18022
Development of model for analyzing propagation of
veak normal shock wave through turbulent
atmosphere and application to sonic boom
characteristics
fNBC-129811 P0202 N73-18028
Influence of small periodic oscillations on
viscous shock vave structure and sonic boom rise
time caused by supersonic transport vibrations
p0310 H73-22217
Normal shock vave conditions in elements of axial
supersonic compressor
CAD-7561021 p0326 H73-23384
Application of inteqral relations to analyzing
inviscid supercritical flov about lifting
airfoils vith embedded shock vave
fAD-7557621 p0326 B73-23390
Rind tunnel tests to determine effects of leading
edge modifications on flov and forces on
untapered vinq with 50 degree leading edge sweep
and Bach numbers from 0.60 to 1.20
[ABC-B/H-3270] p0381 H73-24003
Analysis of flow pattern on tapered, sveptback
wing at Bach numbers between 0.6 and 1.6 and 12.
degree angle of Incidence
[ABC-B/H-3271] p0382 B73-24004
Analysis of flov development over nlane, half-wing
with cropped-delta planfcrm using surface
pressure distributions ?.n'd oil flow patterns
vith variations in incidence and Bach number
tABC-B/B-3286] p0382 B73-24008
Heasurement of effects of sonic booms on light
building structures for various building
configurations
fBAB-lIB-TBABS-1633] p0469 B73-26011
Application of holographic interferonetry >
technignes for determining asymmetric flov
distribution encountered near ving-fnselage
junction at transonic speed
[AD-759967] p0472 S73-26296
Analysis of sonic boom phenomenon to show
generation, propagation, and effects on
structures, people, and animals
CABL/A-HOTE-337] p0588 H73-30007
Hethod for estimating drag-rise mach number of
smooth, nondncted, axisymmetric bodies at zero
incidence without discontinuities in surface slope
[ESDD-71008] p0614 B73-31230
Analysis of sonic boom characteristics based on
second order solutions for flov distribution
aroand slender bodies in supersonic flov - Part 1
[BASA-CB-2339] P0637 H73-31927
Development of vind tunnel vith self correcting
apparatus based on sensors to determine flov
conditions on tunnel surfaces and method for
varying vail geometry
[AD-764957] . p0645 H73-32161
Shock vave pattern and stability in axial flov
supersonic compressor using simulated rotating
cascade test facility
P0646 H73-32196
SHOOTI1G S1AB AIBCBAFT
0 T-33 AIBCBAFT
SBOB1 BADL AIBCBAFT
BT HEBCOBE AIBCBAFT
Low noise STOL aircraft as solution for short haul
transportation, discussing German, British and
Svedish industrial development efforts
P0654 A73-10468
Short haul tvin jet passenger aircraft Iak-40 for
small airfields, noting flight, characteristics
and cost analysis
P0042 A73-13070
Book - The local service airline experiment.
P0090 A73-16360
European regional airports planning for short haul
point-to-point air transport and international
airports congestion alleviation
• p0090 A73-16565
lashington Airlines - The short haul /STOL/
experiment.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-26] P0103 A73-17615
Besearch on future short-haul aircraft at the BASA
Langley Besearch Center. >
CAIAA PAPEB 73-27] J.p0103 A73-17616
VIOL aircraft and short-haul transportation.
P0108 A73-18150
Short haul air travel vith Intermodal Automated
Transfer system for integrating ground
transportation to allow passenger to stay in
seat from origin to destination
P0191 A73-23653
Status of short haul air transportation.
P0288 473-29108
Progress report on Tel Aviv offshore airport
project.
P0345 A73-31544
VFI 614 twin-jet short hanl aircraft, discussing
layout, auxiliary power supply system for ground
handling independence, surface movements
maneuverability and low noise characteristics
P0349 A73-32365
SIOL operational impact on ATC system support,
considering short haul metropolitan and rural
transportation modes, landing/takeoff facilities
and all-weather operational reliability
P03S8 A73-32547
Pressurized fuselage design studies for short haul
transport aircraft, discussing sandwich
A-438
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structures and bonding techniques for 11 and Ti
alloy construction materials
P0365 173-33069
Short haul aircraft design and marketing,
examining competing modes, noise factors,
' airport traffic density patterns and aircraft
types dependence on utilization
p0368 173-33181
notary wing aircraft ecological advantages in
logging, off shore oil exploration and short
• haal -passenger transport for airport size
redaction
P0368 473-33185
Independently targeted short haal individual
rotorcraft for air taxi service, considering
traffic control system, market possibilities,
environmental impact and projected utilization
P0368 473-33186
SIOL short haul system development, discussing
airport congestion, operational costs and
environmental considerations
P0369 473-33192
Short haul V/STOL air transportation social and
economic aspects in comparison with ground
transportation modes, emphasizing convenience
and frequency of service
P0369 473-33193
Development of the 4300B vide-body twin.
(SiE P4PEB 730353] p0431 473-34701
Aircraft installation requirements and
considerations for variable pitch fan engines.
[4144 P4PEB 73-807] pOSOO 473-37465
On-board navigation and landing systems for local
airlines in the USSB
p0513 473-37819
Europlane QSTOL economical solution to noise and
congestion problem in short and medium haul
transport
p0577 473-41862
Development of mathematical model to analyze
traveler acceptance factors in short haul air
carrier operations
P0669 1173-10023
Flight test program to determine effects of lov
frequency vibration on passenger comfort in
short haul aircraft
P0669 N73-10025
Development and characteristics of civilian V/STOL
aircraft with application to short haul
commercial air traffic
CH4S4-TT-F-14629] p0670 H73-10034
Beiative economic advantages of 3 STOL aircraft
concepts for short haul, high density
transportation systems in 1980 tine period
[N4S4-CB-114466] p0677 H73-10990
Airport planning, economics, computer program, and
arena characteristics for short haal, high
density transportation systems in 1980 time period
CH4S4-CB-114467] P0677 N73-10991
Aircraft accident prevention analysis of air
taxi/commuter operations to identify safety
factors and enhance safety of operations
rNTSB-44S-72-9] p0112 N73-14016
Technical and economic feasibility of V/STOL
lift-fan commercial aircraft for short haal
transport applications
[N4S4-CB-2184] p0129 1173-15041
Technical documentation to support V/STOL aircraft
implementation and utilization based on short
haul air transportation requirements - Vol. 2
[H4S4-CB-114518] p0160 H73-16009
Analysis of factors affecting development and
operation of satellite airport system as method
for relieving congestion at metropolitan airports
p0163 H73-16216
Analysis of performance potential of buoyant
systems and flexible structures for use vith
short haul passenger transport aircraft
[H4S4-TH-1-62168] P0173 H73-17014
Aerodynamic configuration and predicted
performance of short takeoff aircraft for short
haul passenger transportation
tCB4NFIELD-4EBO-12-PT-1] p0173 H73-17019
Conceptual designs of V/STOL lift fan commercial
short haul transport aircraft to determine
technical and economic feasibility[H4S4-CB-2183] p0203 H73-18038
Analysis of system concepts, design criteria,
operating procedures, and terminal facilities
for short haul transportation aircraft and
supporting systems
[B4S4-TH-X-62235] p0217 B73-19013
Economic analysis of high density short haul air
market to shov aircraft requirements, engine
development, and funding sources
fH4S4-CB-2227] p0217 H73-19017
Analysis of factors involving commercial
application of short takeoff aircraft for short
haul airline operations
CH4S4-TH-I-62239] p0253 H73-20016
Proceedings of conference on short haul air
transportation to shov development requirements,
economic aspects, and urban and environmental
impacts
[H73-54] p0318 H73-22974
Characteristics of Yak 40 aircraft and application
for short haul service to isolated areas of OSSB
[H4S4-TT-F-14943] p0401 N73-25057
Effect of gust loads on «ing and T-tail
airworthiness requirements for short haul aircraft
[FOK-K-66] p0401 1173-25058
Characteristics of guiet turbofan short takeoff
aircraft for short haul air transportation and
analysis of economic and sociological factors
affecting operation Vol. 1
fH4S4-CB-114612] p0402 H73-25065
Analysis of gniet turbofan short takeoff aircraft
for short haul air transportation to shoo
research and development requirements and
advanced technology benefits - Vol. 2
CH4S4-CB-114613] p0402 N73-25066
Program definition study for improvement of short
haul air transportation facilities - Vol. 1
rF4A-QS-73-1-VOL-1] p0466 H73-26025
Planning of short haal air transportation system
based on computer simulation of various concepts
fF44-QS-73-2] p0466 N73-26026
Program definition study for improvement of short
haul air transportation to show development
requirements and operational constraints - Vol. 2
TF4A-QS-73-1-VOL-2) p0492 H73-27869
Design, development, and characteristics of guiet
turbofan short takeoff aircraft for short haul
air transportation - Vol. 2
[H4S4-CB-114607] p0536 1173-27899
Airport siting, design, cost, operation, and
implementation for STOL aircraft short-haul air
transportation system - Vol. 3
[H4S4-CB-11U608] p0536 K73-27900
Harketing survey to determine acceptance and
utilization of STOL aircraft for short-haul air
transportation system - Vol. 4
rn4S4-C8-114609] p0536 H73-27901
Analysis of economic factors affecting operation
of STOL aircraft for short-haul air
transportation system - Vol. 5
rHAS4-CS-114610] p0536 K73-279C2
Future of short haul air transport in Bestern
Europe - V/STOL Dorking Group
[SP-73-001] P0619 N73-31915
Application of short takeoff aircraft for short
haul air transportation vith identification of
critical technology, economics, and social
viability
[NAS4-CB-135481] p0638 1173-31941
Dynamic response of short haul aircraft to gust
loads
(FOK-K-66] p0641 1173-31960
Economics, traffic demand, and community
acceptance of short haul air transportation
system in California Corridor - Vol. 1
CH4S4-CB-114634-VOL-1] p0654 1173-32842
Forecast model for predicting economic factors
involved in short haul air transportation in
California Corridor - Vol. 2
f H4S4-CB-114634-VOL-2] p065i) 1173-32843
Analysis of commuter air transportation services
to define problems and identify methods for
improvements in cost effective operations
p0658 H73-32885
Operation of lov cost local air service carriers
to shov methods for improving transportation
services
P0659 1173-32886
Evaluation of nev forms of air transport service
for improving short haul air travel market
P0659 H73-32887
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Actions by Civil Aviation Board to regulate and
improve commuter air transportation services
P0659 B73-32888
Proceedinqs of conference on short takeoff and
landinq aircraft to determine aerodynamic
characteristics and short haul transportation
applications
fNASA-SP-320) p0662 873-32934
Analysis of short-haul air transportation
requirements to include aircraft development
programs, economic factors, and environmental
considerations
P0662 B73-32935
Objectives and findinqs of study to determine
applicability of short takeoff aircraft for
short-haul air transportation systems
P0662 H73-32936
Economic and environmental aspects of short
takeoff aircraft used for short-haul air
transportation systems
P0662 N73-32937
Short takeoff aircraft technology development
related to requirements for expanded and
improved short-haul air transportation system
capabilities
p0662 H73-32938
Short haul aircraft operations in terminal area
vith concurrent conventional aircraft operations
to show methods for improved utilization of
facilities
p0664 N73-32953
Systems analysis of problems created in terminal
area by application of short takeoff aircraft
for providing high speed, short haul air
transportation service
P0665 H73-32958
Specification of thrust control system for Airbus
A 300 B, tested in Boeinq 707
p0668 H73-32981
SHOBT TAKBOFF AIBCBAFT
BI BBEGDET 941 AIBCBAFT
NT DHC 5 AIBCBAFT
Low noise STOL aircraft as solution for short haul
transportation, discussinq German, British and
Swedish industrial development efforts
p0654 A73-10468
Effect of aircraft reliability regulations on
takeoff and landing performance of QSTOL aircraft
fDGLB PAPEB 72-056] P0658 A73-11658
S10L aircraft technology, operation and markets in
view of future European air traffic development,
discussing various lift devices, noise aspects
and economic factors
fDGLB PAPEB 72-0541 p0659 A73-11662
STOL aircraft with mechanical high-lift systems in
comparison to STOL aircraft with wings having
blown flaps
f D G L B PAPEB 72-057] p0659 A73-11665
The technical evolution of air transport in the
seventies - European contribution to this
evolution
P0660 A73-11702
Bigid airships as versatile and ecologically clean
STOL aircraft, discussing computerized
structural analysis, nuclear propulsion and
radar guidance systems
P0665 A73-12596
Hydraulic system on de Havilland Twin Otter STOL
aircraft for flaps, wheel brakes and nose wheel
steering, noting power supply mounting
P0043 A73-13350
Variable pitch fan experimental design for quiet
STOL propulsion, testing blade designs for
aerodynamic and acoustic performance
P0053 A73-14147
Flap noise measurements for STOL configurations
usinq external upper surface blowing.
fAIAA PAPEB 72-1203] p0060 A73-14922
Interactive real time simulation for scheduling
and monitoring of STOL aircraft in the terminal
area.
TAIAA PAPEB 73-163] p0097 A73-16909
A statistical analysis of pilot control during a
simulation of STOL landinq approaches.
TAIAA PAPEB 73-182] P0098 A73-16922
•ashinqton Airlines - the short haul /STOL/
experiment.
tAIAA PAPEB 73-26) p0103 A73-17615
Arrested landing studies for STOL aircraft..
rAIAA PAPEB 73-51] p0104 A73-17627
Technical and economical analysis of various QSTOL
concepts
[DGLB PAPEB 72-055] pO;105 A73-17675
Multiple purpose STOL aircraft for passenger or
cargo transport, discussing design features,
performance and market prospects
p0107 A73-17999
The capacity of a single-runway S.T. 0.L./B.T.O.L.
airport.
p0145 A73-19352
A flight control system for STOL aircraft.
P0148 A73-20171
Acoustic results obtained with
upper-surface-blowing lift-augmentation systems..
p0150 A73-20458
Bass air transportation development in Sweden,
discussing flight scheduling, fare structure and
quiet STOL aircraft introduction in 1980s
p0151 A73-20618
Benefit-cost analysis of delay reduction with STOL..
[ASCE PBEPBIHT 1507] p0153 A73-21000
Arava STOL turboprop passenger aircraft flutter
flight test program, describing measurement
instrumentation and data recording system
p0184 A73-22185
STOL Seminar, St. Louis, Ho., Harch 24, 1972,
Becord.
p0187 A73-22524
Automative approach systems certification and
short distance takeoff and landing
trajectography by cinetheodolites, digital
optical, airborne and inertial/radiosonde
equipment
p0191 A73-23656
Comparison of conventional flight control systems
with a modern integrated flight control system
P0192 A73-23762
A comparative study of angmentor wing, ejector
nozzle and power jet flap low noise STOL concepts.
P0231 A73-25385
Display system for monitoring automatically
controlled STOL landing glide paths, discussing
• computer controlled simulation
P0232 A73-25440
Parametric studies of the wing flutter behavior of
a STOL transport.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-394] p0233 A73-25523
Variations in the sound field of a STOL aircraft
as a function of wing-flap deflection
P0241 A73-26592
Status of short haul air transportation.
p0288 473-29108
Simulated flight tests of a digitally antopiloted
STOL-craft on a curved approach with scanning
microwave guidance.
tASBE PAPEB 73-AOT-L] p0292 A73-29413
STOL aircraft flight and landing area
considerations.
CASCE PREPRINT 1726] p0340 A73-31389
French civil aviation inexpensive C band landing
system with ILS angular coding and simplified
onboard equipment for STOL and Alpine airports
"p0353 A73-32467
AIL-CO-SCAN landing system for STOL and heliports,
combining localizer and glide control functions
in 20 by 20 deg approach window
p0353 A73-32470
STOL operational impact on ATC system support,
considering short haul metropolitan and rnral
transportation modes, landing/takeoff facilities
and all-weather operational reliability
P0358 A73-32547
Critical stndy of the effects of gusts on an
aircraft
P0362 A73-32808
Hind tunnel gust simulation for STOL aircraft
behavior during lov velocity flight in turbulent
atmosphere near ground
P0362 A73-32813
Aspects of investigating STOL noise using
large-scale wind-tunnel models..
P0367 A73-33170
Canadian air transportation survey, outlining
history of other modes, transportation
investment trends, modal traffic distribution,
STOL applications, airline social services and
marketing
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P0367 A73-33177
STOL jet aircraft with variable pitch fan,
discussing engine handling, noise redaction and
efficiency
P0369 A73-33189
S10L short haul system development, discassinq
airport congestion, operational costs and
environmental considerations
p0369 473-33192
VIOL and STOL prelects flight simulation trials
for antostabilization, head-ap displays and
flight controls effectiveness in handling
qualities improvement and pilot workload redaction
P0370 A73-33209
High bypass ratio qaiet turbofan engine for STOL
aircraft, emphasizing noise reducing design
based on low-speed variable pitch fan concept
p0379 473-34040
Considerations concerning the design of an
electronic landing display for STOL aircraft
• , - p0421 473-34478
Flight control probleas daring .STOL landing
approaches, considering navigation aids, pilot
work load and flight safety
, - . . P0422 473-34483
Noise redaction of STOL aircraft during landing
approach and takeoff via thrust redaction and
steepest descent flight paths
fHBB-DH-06-73) p0423 A73-34488
Ground visual aids for civil STOL aircraft steep
qradient>approach and blind landing, discussing
flight trials and sinulator experiments
rBAE-TH-AVIOBICS-136/BLBO/] p0423 473-34489
Terminal and flight.control navigation guidance
systens for restricted and short takeoff and
landing aircraft air traffic and approach
technigues - ,
[BAE-TH-AVIOHICS-135/BLEU/J p0423 A73-34490
Flight mechanics probleas associated vith landing
approaches using direc.t lift control, as
ezamplified by the HFB 320 Hansa aircraft
fDGLB PAPBB 73-024) p0424 A73-34496
STOL light aircraft wing with circulation control
through blowing around trailing edge, boundary
layer control through suction, leading edge
modification and increase in chord length
CSiE PAPER 730328.] : p0429 473-30682
Airtransit - The Canadian demonstration interurban
STOL service.
fSAE P4PEB. 730356 ] p0431 473-34704
STOL aircraft choice for air transportation in low
passenger density areas, discassinq narket
characteristics in U.S. and tradeoffs between
airline operation and airfield costs
fSAE.PJPEB 730357J .. p0431 473-3U705
Civil STOL aircraft engine thrust reverser and
fast selection control system designs for high
performance, low specific weight and acoustic
compatibility requirements
fS4E P4PEB 730358] p0431 473-34706
The 4ir Force/Boeing advanced medium STOL
transport prototype..
[SAB PAPEB .730365) p0432 473-34710
Technical, basis, for. the STOL characteristics of
the HcDonnell~£ouglas/OSAF YC-15 prototype
airplane.
fSAE P4PEB 730366]-. pO«32 473-34711
Fundaaental aspects of noise reduction from
powered-lift devices.
CS4E P4PEB 730376] • : p0432 473-34715
Status of current development activity related to
STOL propulsion noise redaction.
tSAE PAPEB 730377) , p0432 A73-34716
The C-401',' a SIOL transport for many applications
P0450 A73-35666
DHC-7 four enqine turboprop transport aircraft,
emphasizing quietness and STOL capability
P0451 A73-36067
Structural design and technology developaents for
SST and STOL aircraft, discussing coapaterized
and damage tolerant design, composite materials
and cost reducing manufacturing techniques
P0452 473-36167
On the role of the radiation directivity in noise
reduction for STOL aircraft.
p0495 A73-37277
Direct side force control for STOL crosswind
landings. ,
fAIAA PAPBH 73-811] p0501 473-37467
Air cushion landing systems for STOL transport
aircraft, investigating structural and power
requirements, ground and in-flight handling,
mission capability, operational life, weight and
cost
P0504 473-37682
ACLS trade study for application to STOL tactical
aircraft.
P0505 473-37683
4ir cushion landing system applications and
operational considerations.
P0505 473-37684
4CLS equipped vehicles in inter-city transportation.
P0505 473-37686
The aircraft modification phase of the -feint
U.S./Canadian ACLS program.
P0505 473-37689
STOL pilot functional reguireaents on air
transportation system in terms of airport
design, aircraft, 4TC, route selection,
navigation and communications
P0508 473-37730
Simulated flight tests of a digitally autopiloted
STOL-craft on a carved approach with scanning
microwave guidance.
P0518 473-38049
Flight director design for a STOL aircraft.
P0526 473-38649
Overall sound pressure levels of STOL thrust
reverse noise as function of let velocity at
touchdown
P0526 473-38650
STOL passenqer aircraft ride snoothing control
system based on vertical and lateral
acceleration limits for desiqn flight condition
of 7 fps rms gust velocity
T4IA4 P4PEB 73-885) p0529 473-38821
Direct side-force control for STOL transport
aircraft.
[4144 PAPER 73-887] p0529 473-38823
Enroplane QSTOL economical solution to noise and
congestion problem in short and medium haul
transport
p0577 473-41862
Short takeoff and landing /STOL/ aircraft
technology developments for high density air
transport, discussing lift system, handling,
airfoil design, acoustics and operating economics
P0623 473-43520
Program plan to develop airworthiness standards
for STOL aircraft.
P0632 473-44994
Simulated STOL aircraft flight to determine
effects of cruise and terminal area maneuvers on
ride quality and passenqer comfort
P0668 H73-10016
Belative economic advantages of 3 STOL aircraft
concepts for short haul, high density
transportation systems in 1980 time period
fNASA-CB-114466]
 P0677 H73-10990
Airport planning, economics, computer program, and
arena characteristics for short haul, high
density transportation systems in 1980 time period
[NAS4-CB-114467] p0677 N73-10991
Noise caused by let eihaust and wing for STOL
engine-over-wing configuration
tH4SA-TB-X-68159] pP679 N73-11018
Influence of split ground belt on aerodynamic
characteristics of high lift STOL aircraft with
blown flap
[UTI4S-TH-173] p0683 S73-11230
Suppression of fan noise and effects on short
takeoff aircraft systems design
P0067 N73-12023
Noise sources and noise scaling laws of externally
blown STOL.flaps
P0067 N73-12024
Desiqn of augmentor winq jet flap configuration
with miniaun noise generation for jet STOL
transport aircraft
POP67 H73-12025
Traffic environment and operational procedures for
intercity STOL transportation system
[N4S4-CB-114523] p0077 N73-12990
Flight tests of rotating cylinder flap on loy-10
aircraft modified to STOL configuration
[N4S4-CB-2135] pOOSP N73-13020
Performance tests of Andover C short takeoff
transport aircraft on grass, concrete and soil
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landing sites
fABC-CP-12201 p0081 H73-13034
Location of soil types with potential for
generating atmospheric sand and dust with
application to analysis of V/STOL operational
environment
fAD-749462) p01ia H73-14033
Establishment of takeoff and landing environment
criteria for V/STOL aircraft with emphasis on
airborne particle concentration
fAD-7494631 P0114 B73-14034
Research on air transport with VTO1 and STOL
aircraft
fPOBL-1352] P0121 B73-14977
Evaluation of subjective annoyance caused by noise
generated by tarbofan short takeoff aircraft and
comparison vith noise of conventional takeoff
aircraft
fBASA-TN-D-71021 p0128 H73-15040
Market research, economic analysis, and technology
of conventional STOL aircraft in Europe
fDGLR-PAPEB-72-54] p0129 B73-15046
Integration of STOL aircraft instruments and
approach control for new approach profiles
fDGLB-PAPER-72-096] p0129 B73-15047
Short takeoff aircraft lift angnentation and
prevention of airflow separation on cambered
elliptical airfoil section using circulation
control
fAD-751045] p0158 H73-15992
Development and application of computer programs
for evaluating perfornance of powered-lift STOL
aircraft to include static, takeoff, and landing
performance
f NASA-IB-X-62217;) p0160 H73-16007
Flight simulator evaluations of flight control,
flight path, and airspeed for approach and
landing of powered lift let short takeoff aircraft
fNASA-TB-1-622031 p0161 H73-16014
Comparison of nechanical high lift flaps with
externally blown flaps for STOL aircraft
rBBB-UH-12-72-0] P0161 H73-16017
Influence of aircraft reliability regulations on
STOL takeoff and landing performance
CHBB-UH-13-72-01 p0161 B73-16018
Aerodynamic configuration and predicted
performance of short takeoff aircraft for short
haul passenger transportation
r.CBANFIELD-AERO-12-PT-1 J p0173 B73-17019
Design and development of stability augmentation
system to eliminate coupling effects daring
landing of short takeoff aircraft
rBASA-CB-130543] P0174 H73-17021
Analysis of internal flow conditions of inlet with
centerbody retracted for short takeoff and
landing aircraft takeoff and approach operations
rniSA-TN-D-7185] p0200 B73-18010
Detail design features of short takeoff and
landing commercial aircraft and impact on design
caused by STOL requirement - Part 2
fAEBO-13-PT-2] P0203 H73-18033
Proceedings of conference on flight test
technology to analyze results of flight test and
comparison with data obtained using flight
simulators for short takeoff aircraft
rDLR-HITT-72-181 PC216 N73-19005
Comparison of simulation and flight test results
for automatic short takeoff aircraft landing
system
p0216 H73-19006
Comparison of validity of results obtained by
flight simulation with results obtained from
actual flight test of short takeoff aircraft
p0216 H73-19007
Analysis of system concepts, design criteria,
operating procedures, and terminal facilities
for short haul transportation aircraft and
supporting systems
CNASA-IB-1-62235J p0217 H73-19013
Development of technigues for reduction of
aircraft noise generated by short takeoff aircraft
fNASA-IB-1-68195] P0218 H73-19021
Analysis of gust alleviation system for short
takeoff aircraft for improved performance under
random turbulence conditions
rNASA-TB-D-72011 P0252 B73-20013
Analysis of factors involving commercial
application of short takeoff aircraft for short
haul airline operations
[BASA-TH-X-62239] p0253 H73-20016
Annotated bibliography of aerodynamic
configurations and characteristics of short
takeoff aircraft
fAD-754500] p0255 B73-20037
Development of jet-flap rotor and application to
heavy helicopter and stoppable rotor designs
p0269 B73-21025
Development of pilot model parameters to provide
data base for multiloop, single controller,
multi-input analysis of aircraft performance
fAD-755367) P0275 H73-21078
Wind tunnel tests to determine static longitudinal ,
 r-
aerodynamic characteristics of jet transport- -
wing-body with upper surface blown jet flap for .-.. _,.
lift augmentation
CBASA-TB-D-7183] p0302 H73-21907,',.
Dynamic simulation used to analyze various aspects.* .f°
of STOL aircraft operations within air traffic . .
control system • ' Vj ,
[FAA-BA-72-95] . p0303 H73-21919 •
•ind tunnel tests to determine acoustic properties
of externally blown jet flap and angmentor wing
short takeoff aircraft concepts
[8ASA-TB-1-62251J p0303 H73-21924
Design and aerodynamic characteristics of tilt
propeller aircraft for short takeoff and landing.
operations -'Vol. 1
[BASA-CR-114441] p0304 B73-21926 -.
Development of high performance, low volume thrust
augmentation using combined Coanda inlet and jet
flap diffusion techniques . . .
[AD-756895] p0307 B73-21954...
Dynamic stability information for space shuttles,
high performance military aircraft, and short
takeoff aircraft at high angles of. attack
[BASA-CB-114583] ..-•'.. p0309 N73-22201
Forecasting demand potential for^STOL.transportation
fBASA-CR-114572] . ., p0315 H73-22932
Rind gust effects on STOL type aircraft
; ' P0318 B73-22971
Comparison of aerodynamic lift developed by
mechanical high lift systems and lift developed
by externally blown flaps on short takeoff
aircraft
CBASA-TT-F-148951 p0319 B73-22981
Development of computer programs to predict
performance of thrust reversal and.thrust vector
control systems on short takeoff transport
aircraft - Vol. 1
[AD-756860] p0320 B73-22993
Design and development of thrust reverser and
thrust vectoring systems for application to
short takeoff transport aircraft - Vol. 2
[AD-756861] p0320 B73-22994
Development of air navigation system to provide .
four dimensional guidance for short takeoff
aircraft operating in terminal area
[BASA-TB-X-62234] p0329 N73-23686
Analysis of short takeoff and landing aircraft
landing guidance systems and application of air
traffic control procedures for improved seguencing
p0331 B73-23703.-.
Development of stability augmentation systems for
decoupling response of short takeoff-and.landing t
aircraft in longitudinal and lateral-directional
flight modes
P0384 B73-24041
Bethods for evaluating and predicting airfield
performance of turbojet and tarbofan aircraft
operating in conventional and short takeoff modes
P0384 R73-24044
Analysis of manual control theory of vertical
situation displays for short takeoff aircraft • •..
[NASA-CR-114620] p0386 B73-24061 ,
Characteristics of flight control system for
approach flight path control of angmentor wing
on powered-lift short takeoff aircraft
configuration
[BASA-CR-114574] p0386 B73-24062
Application of cold thrust angnentation techniques
for improved performance of short takeoff
aircraft performance
[AD-758202] P0388 B73-24073
Two dimensional unsteady separation and stall
phenomena over airfoils oscillating in pitch
vith application to short takeoff aircraft
fAD-758899] P0389 B73-24080
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SUBJECT IIDEX SHOHt TAKEOFF 1ISCH1PT CORD
Development of air traffic control procedure to
permit short takeoff aircraft landing along
curved approach trajectory and analysis of data
transmission requirements
-.1 pO«01 H73-25055
Characteristics of Tak 40 aircraft and application
for short haul service to isolated areas of OSSB
CBASA-TT-F-14943] p0401 H73-25057
Development of simulation model and computer code
for evaluation of.operation of short takeoff
aircraft for commercial airline operations
,- tHASA-CB-114631] p0402 1173-25062
Characteristics of qoiet turbofan short takeoff
aircraft for short haul air transportation and
analysis of economic and sociological factors
affecting operation.Vol. 1
[BASA-CB-114612] p0402 B73-25065
Analysis of quiet turbofan short takeoff aircraft •
for short haul air transportation to show
• research and -development requirements and
advanced technology benefits - Vol. 2
CBASA-CB-114613] p0402 H73-25066
.Design and.development of STOL and V/STOL aircraft
"•. to show design requirements, performance
. -characteristics, and air traffic control problems
CPB-217102] . p0404 N73-25085
Direct side force control for SIOL crosswind
'- landings with analysis of manual and automatic
-.control modes
[AD-759555] p0405 N73-25091
Cockpit and control display design criteria for
tactical STO1 and V/STOL aircraft
•if-ab-7.58787] p0408 B73-25489
Operational procedures and nodes of experimental
guidance system for short takeoff aircraft to
,'. provide arrival time control and automatic
, tracking
fHASA-TH-X-62233] p0409 H73-25710
Mechanical cross coupling of STOL transport
aircraft engines
fCBABFIELD-ABBO-14] p0411 H73-25819
Hind tunnel tests to determine acoustic properties
of let augmented lifting flap configuration
tBASA^TT-F-14951] p0466 B73-26030
Flight tests for 'determining handling qualities
and. operational characteristics of Breguet 941
STOL aircraft ,
. . . p0479 B73-27008
Propulsive-lift technology program for development
of short takeoff aircraft propulsion systems and
lift augmentation devices
, . p0479 H73-27009
Design, development, and evaluation of
Bnffalo/Spey Aogmentor-»ing research aircraft
using internally blovn flap for lift augmentation
p0479 H73-27010
Design, development, and requirements for short
takeoff transport aircraft for military
applications using civil aircraft production
procedures
P0479 B73-27011
Analysis of.aerodynamic characteristics affecting
selection of short takeoff transport aircraft
, . P0479 H73-27012
Analysis of research and development programs
involving construction of.short takeoff
transport .aircraft in Germany
P0479 H73-27013
Development and characteristics of control system
for short takeoff transport aircraft for
ride-smoothing effect
CHASA^CB-2276] ••', p0481 B73-27026
•Comparison of automatic short takeoff aircraft
landings based on simulation and flight test
results
.,. [NASA-TT-F-14995). . p0481 B73-27028
Conceptual development and cost analysis of
elevated short takeoff and landing facility for •
• test purposes
[FAA-BD-73-15] . p0485 B73-27179
Wind tunnel tests of short takeoff and landing fan
stage model to determine airflow conditions
around rotor and stator and stage pressure ratio
[HASA-TH-X-2837] . • - • • • p0490 B73-27701
Two dimensional flow, low speed wind tunnel tests
of trapped vortex-high lift airfoil to reduce
blowing requirements for lift augmentation[AD-762077] p0535 B73-27893
Aerodynamic noise of STOL engine-over-wing
configuration using nozzle deflector
fBASA-TH-X-2871] p0536 H73-27897
Design, development, and characteristics of quiet
tnrbofan short takeoff aircraft for short haul
air transportation - Vol. 2
[BASA-CB-114607] p0536 H73-27899
Airport siting, design, cost, operation, and
implementation for STOL aircraft short-haul air
transportation system - Vol. 3
CHASA-CB-114608] p0536 H73-27900
Marketing survey to determine acceptance and
utilization of STOL aircraft for short-haul air
transportation system - Vol. 4
[NASA-CB-114609] p0536 N73-27901
Analysis of economic factors affecting operation
of STOL aircraft for short-haul air
transportation system - Vol. 5
[HASA-CB-114610] p0536 N73-27902
Systems analysis of quiet tnrbofan STOL aircraft
for short-haul air transportation operations - .
Vol. 6
[BASA-CB-114611] P0537 H73-27903
Design and characteristics of angmentor wing
cruise blowing valveless system for STOL
passenger aircraft to define requirements for
test facilities - Vol. 2
tHASA-CB-114570] p0537 H73-27907
Social and technological impact of STOL aircraft
potential
tHASA-CB-133356] p0545 H73-28942
Simulator tests to determine short takeoff
transport aircraft terminal area characteristics
and longitudinal handling gualities
[BDC-J5575L] p0548 N73-28983
Analysis of pilot performance and short takeoff
aircraft characteristics during landing approach
CAD-762566] p0550 N73-29000
Computer simulated loading of Army Brigade and
equipment into several medium short takeoff
transport aircraft configurations
tAD-762916] p0550 N73-29002
Development of computer programs for designing
engine inlets for VTOL and STOL aircraft based
on azisymmetric potential flow parameter
CHASA-TH-X-68278] p0552 N73-29182
Influence of noise requirements on STOL propulsion
systems design
fKASA-TH-X-68280] p0555 H73-29807 '
Aerodynamic characteristics of high lift wing
concepts for application to commercial short
takeoff transport aircraft
P0556 S73-29908
Development and characteristics of experimental
aircraft for demonstrating angmentor wing let
short takeoff concept using modified C-8A
aircraft - Vol. 1
[HASA-CB-114503] p0590 N73-30016
Flight tests of modified C-8A aircraft to
demonstrate angmentor wing, short takeoff
concept - Vol. 2
tHASA-CB-114504] p0590 H73-30017
Effect of wing aspect ratio and flap span on
aerodynamic characteristics of short takeoff
model with externally blown jet flap
CNASA-TH-D-7205] p0590 H73-30020
Rind tunnel tests to determine effects of
variations in Beynolds number and leading edge
configurations on aerodynamic characteristics of
STOL transport with externally blown flaps
[BASA-TH-D-7194] p0590 H73-30021
Flight tests of various steep gradient approaches
to qround level short takeoff and landing runway
to determine aircraft performance and navigation
aids required
CFAA-HA-72-77] p0591 H73-30025
Simulation tests of short takeoff transport
aircraft to determine airport and air space
requirements under normal operating conditions
[HASA-TH-D-7300] p0591 N73-30026
Application of variable pitch fan propulsion
system for quiet short takeoff aircraft
P0592 S73-30030
Aerodynamic wind tunnel performance of high bypass
pressure ratio fan engine for STOL aircraft
[HASA-TH-X-71445] p0637 B73-31931
Takeoff and landing performance characteristics
and field length requirements for jet short
takeoff transport aircraft with full span.
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SHBOUDBD BODIES SUBJECT IBDBI
externally blown flaps
tNASA-TN-D-744i;i p0638 H73-31939
Application of short takeoff aircraft for short
haul air transportation with identification of
• critical technology, economics, and social
viability
[NASA-CB-135481] P0638.N73-31941
Flight paths for short takeoff aircraft landing
. approach consistent with pilot preference,
passenqer comfort, and microwave landing system
limitations
fNASA-TN-D-7298] PC639 N73-31949
Evaluation of low speed flyinq qualities of short
takeoff aircraft with externally blown flap wing
or anqmentor winq using flight simulator
rNASA-TN-D-7454] p0640 N73-31951
Display devices for short takeoff aircraft landing
rDGLB-PAPEB-73-038) p06«1 H73-31961
Noise reducing approach and takeoff profiles for
short takeoff aircraft
fHBB-OH-06-73-0] . P0642 N73-31968
Noise comparison of two Slot pressure ratio fans
with 15 and 42 rotor blades
t-NASA-TH-T.-289n P0651 H73-32609
Econonic risk analysis for propeller STOL
transport market
P0656 N73-32866
Proceedinqs of conference on short takeoff and
landioq aircraft to deternine aerodynamic
characteristics and short haul transportation
applications
fNASA-SP-320] P0662 N73-32934
Oblectives and findinqs of study to determine
applicability of short takeoff aircraft for
short-haul air transportation systems
•p0662 H73-32936
Economic and environmental aspects of short
takeoff aircraft used for short-haul air
transportation systems
P0662 N73-32937
Short takeoff aircraft technoloqy development
related to requirements for expanded and
improved short-haul air transportation system
capabilities
P0662 H73-32938
Aerodynamic and performance characteristics of
short takeoff aircraft equipped with externally
blown flaps >
p0662 N73-32939
Hind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic
characteristics of five configurations of. short
takeoff aircraft wind tunnel models
P0663 N73-32944
Simulations of powered-lift STOL transport
aircraft with either externally blown flap
configuration or augmentor wing configuration
P0663 N73-32948
Flight simulation to determine manual control of
flight path and airspeed for approach and
landing of powered lift jet short takeoff aircraft
P0664. N73-32949
Hind tunnel tests to determine magnitude of
adverse ground effects on longitudinal
aerodynamic coefficients of powered-lift short
takeoff aircraft
p0664 N73-32950
Development and evaluation of active control
system to provide ride smoothing on short
takeoff aircraft
P0664 H73-32951
Flight simulation to determine effectiveness of
head-up display for improving glide-slope
tracking performance during steep visual -'
approach of short takeoff aircraft
p0664 .H73-32952
Fliqht tests of auqmentor-wing jet STOL research
aircraft to compare wind tunnel data with flight.
data for dynamic characteristics and limitations -
P066K N73-32954
Air traffic control problems created by
introduction of large numbers of STOL aircraft
into high density terminal area
P0665 N73-32956
Development and characteristics of 4-D guidance
system for traffic control of STOL aircraft
operating in congested areas
p0665 N73-32957
.Systems analysis of problems created in terminal
area by application of short takeoff aircraft
for providing high speed, short haul air
transportation service
P0665 N73-32958
Program plan to.develop criteria for airworthiness
standards applied to short takeoff aircraft used
as transport service
p0665 H73-32959
Design and development of quiet, clean propaslion
systems for short takeoff aircraft with emphasis
on engine noise reduction '
p0665 H73-32961
Characteristics of aerodynamic noise generated by
interaction of airstream with flap surface;to
show location and control of noise sources
p0666 N73-32963
Hind tunnel tests to determine acoustic properties*' '
of externally blown flap and aaqmentor wing for
short takeoff aircraft configurations , ' *'
. . ' p0666 H73-32965
Aerodynamic noise characteristics of short takeoff
aircraft with externally blown flaps and engines
mounted over and under wing
p0666 B73-32966
Selection criteria and characteristics of quiet,
clean propulsion systems for use with short
takeoff aircraft
p0666 N73-329I67
Fan and core engine noise suppression for STOL
aircraft
[HASA-TH-X-71448] ' ' p0675 N73-33741
SBBODDED BODIES
0 SHBOODS '
SHBODDBD PBOPELLEBS
Application of external aerodynamic diffusion to
reduce shrouded propeller noise. "
p0091 A73-16623
Computer aided shrouded propeller design.
[AIAA PAPEH 73-54] p0104 473-17630
Shrouded Q-FAR propulsor for light aircraft,
discussing propulsion system performance,
weight, noise and cost trends
[SAE PAPEB 730323] ' p0429 A73-34680
Desiqn, development, and evaluation of helicopter
control system using fan in fin configuration
for antitorgue and directional control ~
CAD-747806] . ,. , p0071 B73-12055
Computerized simulation of shrouded propeller low
field in cross flow using vortex lattice models
CAD^751463] p0164. H73-16274
Vortice distribution field for calculating inlet
flow of ducted propeller '
fAD-754114] , p0222 N7.3-19318
SHBOODS
Performance of shrouded and unshrouded fans' in low
noise turbofan engines
P0067/B73-12018
SHOHTS
0 BYPASSES
D CIBCDITS
SHUTTLE OBBITEBS
D SPACE SHUTTLE OBBITEBS
SI . . ' ' ' '
0 INTEBNATIONAL SYSTEM OF OBITS "
SIC (COEFFICIENT)
0 STBOCTDBAL INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS
SIDE INLETS
Three dimensional boundary layer.separation and
shock wave generation in flow field of
supersonic conical intake mounted on fuselage side
[AHL/HE-137] .. p0169 N73-16981
SIDE-LOOKING BADAB "'"
NT BADAB IMAGERY
Description of Bregnet 1150 to be used as European
earth resources survey aircraft noting sensor
payload
p0598 N73-30353
SIDELOBBS
Dependence of sidelobe level on random phase error
in a linear, array antenna.
P0450 A73-35697
SIDESLIP
Theory of the motion of a rigid model of an
aircraft with a vertical landing-gear strut on a
runway .
 ;. ' '
p0656 A73-10917
Indicating instrument for angle of attack and
sideslip on subsonic flight vehicles via static
pressure sensing, noting wind tunnel tests
p0661 S73-11724
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SDBJBCT IIDBX SIGBAL TBANSHISSIOB
. Hake vorticity of side-slipping slender thin wings
at transonic speeds, deriving integral equation
for vortex strength based on Prandtl-Glanert rale
fDGLB PIPES 72-127] pOOSI) A73-14376
^Lifting-surface theory for a wing oscillating in
yaw and sideslip with an angle of attack.
P0283 173-28802
Application of direct side force control to
. commercial transport.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-886] p0529 A73-38822
Direct side-force control for STOL transport
aircraft.
, (AIAJ PAPEB 73-887] p0529 A73-38823
SI6BT
D VISUAL PERCEPTION
SI6HAL DETECTION
BT COBBBLATION DETECTION
A model of signal detection for the instrument
landing system..
P0061 173-15401
Recursive ideal observer detection of known H-ary
signals in multiplicative and additive Gaussian
noise.
p0523 A73-38385
SIGNAL DETECTORS
Mathematical model for nnltipath transnission in
aircraft and spacecraft communications,
presenting Bayes detector for binary PSK
P0061 A73-15462
SIGBAI DISCBIHIB1TOBS
0 SIGNAL DETECTOBS
SIGBAL DISTOBTIOH
Digital flight control systems data sampling rate
selection effects on intersample ripple,
spectral folding and distortion and system
bandwidth
P0445 A73-35224
SIGBAL BHCODIB6
Comparison of voice coding technique for
satellite-based air traffic control system
p0323 H73-23209
SIGBAL F1DEOOT
D SIGNAL FADING
SIGBAL FADING
Ground reflection multipath effects on airborne
communications.
P0061 A73-15439
Hicrowave guidance system for aircraft landing,
discussing civil and military requirements,
position measurement capability, shadowing in
propagation, and ground reflection induced
signal fading
P0353 173-32468
SIGBAL GEHEBATOBS
NT FREQUENCY SYNTHESIZERS
NT FUNCTION GENEBATOBS
A system for the precise calibration of air
navigational receivers.
p0056 A73-14501
SIGBAL RISING
OHF airborne antenna diversity combiner for signal
reception nsing correlation technique for phase
variation removal to improve SNB and gain
P0526 473-38725
SIGBAL BOISE
0 SIGNAL TO BOISE BATIOS
SIGBAL PROCESSING
Signal processing in the Air Traffic Control Badar
Beacon'System.
p0244 A73-27165
Badar technology applied to air traffic control.
p0295 A73-29895
A VOB sensor of advanced design - The Bendii
BVA-33A.
P0352 A73-32454
Information transfer system of digital avionics
system, examining signal redaction by baseband
time division multiplexing and video
distribution systems
P0445 173-35230
Horizontal aircraft maneuver strategy for maximum
miss distance and minimum coarse deviation,
examining filtering techniques, collision
avoidance system and signal error analysis
p0562 A73-40032
& method of optimization of algorithms for
secondary processing of radio signals
P0571 A73-41129
Phase switching of transmitting signal from radio
altimeter to reduce step error in signal
processing
riSAS-484-70L-37-NO-10] P0684 N73-11389
Baximum likelihood testing algorithm for
estimating monopulse radar signal amplitude in
air traffic control
CAD-756844] p0308 N73-22105
Switched antennas and digital signal processing of
high performance, low cost, surveillance radar
[AD-759179] p0485 N73-27142
Statistical analysis of signals in amplitude
modulation radio altimeters *ith phase read-out
p0611 N73-31065
Statistical error analysis of frequency modulated
radio altimeter with phase readout
p0611 N73-31066
DO-31 aircraft integrated flight control system
for vertical velocity regulation in gliding,
noting signal processing requirements
p0669 N73-32983
SIGNAL BECBPTION
BT SYHBOLS
Analysis of Bicrowave Landing System performance
to determine signal formats and to reduce
effects of multipath transmission
CAG-5011-B-1] p0165 B73-16628
SIGBAL REFLECTION
Ground reflection multipath effects on airborne
communications.
p0061 A73-15439
Beduction of IIS errors caused by building
reflections.
P0236 A73-25784
The nultipath challenge for the microwave landing
system.
P0357 A73-32503
The BADGE system - Operational results and stretch
potential.
P0357 A73-32505
Possibilities for improving conventional ILS systems
p0421 A73-34479
Correction procedure for outdoor noise measurements.
p0496 A73-37285
Improvement of instrument landing systems with
respect to multipath propagation effects and
surface reflections
tDGLB-PAPBB-73-0171 p0650 H73-32521
SIGBAL TO BOISB BATIOS
Aeronautical communication technology for civil
ATC system development through 1990s, discussing
SNB design and need for radio channel models
P0294 A73-29890
flnltibeam satellite Effective Isotropic Radiative
Power /EIBP/ for aeronautical communications,
discussing carrier-to-noise density increase and
communication load per channel decrease
p0296 173-29900
An analysis of helicopter rotor modulation
interference.
P0347 A73-31731
DBF airborne antenna diversity combiner for signal
reception osing correlation technigue for phase
variation removal to inprove S8R and gain
P0526 A73-38725
Electromagnetic interference and compatibility
control in aircraft communication, discussing BF
current, voltage, impedance and SNB measurement
technigues
p0575 A73-41692
SIGBAL THABSBISSIOB
BT DATA TBANSHISSIOH
NT HICBOHAVE ATTENUATION
BT HICBOBAVE TRANSMISSION
NT BULTIPATH TBABSHISSIOH
BT BADIO TBANSBISSION
BT SATELLITE TRANSMISSION
BT TELEVISION TBANSHISSION
VLF and Omega signal air navigation at 3 to 30 kHz
supplementing VOB-DBE and Loran-A navigation
fregaencies, considering transmission techniques
p0426 A73-34614
Russian book on airport cable communication lines,
discussing design construction, signal
transmission theory and structural and
electrical characteristics
P0572 A73-41283
Analysis of Hicrowave Landing System performance
to determine signal formats and to reduce
A-445
SIGHATOBB AHALISIS SUBJECT IHDBI
effects of mnltipath transaissioD
fAG-5011-B-11 P0165 B73-16628
Aircraft counted crash location transmitter for
emergency signal transmission after crashes
fNASA-CASE-HFS-16609-2) p0611 B73-31084
SIGIATOBE AHALISIS
Laboratory sinulation of developient of saperbooms
by ataospheric turbulence.
p0283 173-28195
SI6HATOBES
SI BADAB SIGNATOBES
NT SPECTBAL SIGBATOBES
SIGHS (SYMBOLS)
0 SYMBOLS
SIKOBSKX AIBCEAPT
HI CH-3 HELICOPTER
NT H-53 HELICOPTEB
NT H-56 HELICOPTEB
NI S-61 HELICOPTEB
HI S-67 HELICOPTEB
HI SH-3 HELICOPTEB
Sikorsky CH-S3D helicopter lain rotor head design,
considering spherical elastoneric bearing,
microstructural analysis, flight and ground
fatigue tests and forging techniques
[AHS PBBPBIDT 7131 p0438 A73-35059
SIROBSKT HSS-2 HELICOPTEB
D SH-3 HELICOPTEB
SIKOBSKI HILITABI HELICOPTEBS
0 SIKOBSKY AIBCBAFT
SIKOBSKI S-61 HELICOPTEB
0 S-61 HELICOPTEB
SIKOBSKI S-65 HELICOPTEB
D H-53 HELICOPTEB
SIKOBSKI S-67 BELICOPTEB
0 S-67 HELICOPTER
SILENCERS
Acoustic and fluid dynamic tests of oultilobed
discharge silencers scale models, noting optinnm
jet noise attenuation configuration
p02»7 A73-27390
SUICIDES
Iiproved silicide coatings for refractory letals
employed in space shuttles and gas turbine
engine components
fNASi-CASE-LE»-11179-1J p0312 N73-22474
SIIICOH COHPOOHDS
NT SILICIDES
SILICON POLIHEBS
NT SILICOHES
SILICONS BDBBBB
Silicone rubber cover for protecting flush-deck
nozzles on aircraft carriers
rAD-7<l68lHl P0683 N73-11241
SIIICOHES
Silicone base nonflammable hydraulic fluid to aid
wear resistance in military aircraft
FAD-758361] P0328 H73-23562
Hydraulic puap-looped circuit evaluation of
candidate silicone base nonflammable hydraulic
fluid
rAD-7640611] P0615 N73-31056
SIHICOB (IHA6E COBBELATOB)
0 IMAGE COBBELATOBS
SIMILARITY HOHBEBS
The three-dimensional turbulent boundary layer -
Theoretical and experimental analysis
P0362 A73-32810
SIHILITDDE LAW
Similarity relationship for wing-like bodies at
high Hach numbers.
TAIAA PAPER 73-2031 ' p0098 A73-16937
Similitude theory for design optimization of
automatic control systems for aircraft gas
turbine engines
rAD-764683] P0653 H73-32631
Aerothermodynamic study of air cushion vehicles
buffeting noting dynamical stability, nonlinear
behavior, and similitude lav
fHT-33-1973] P0661 H73-32933
SIHOLATIOB
HI ACODSTIC SIHOLATION
VI ALTITODE SIHOLATION
RT ANALOG SIMULATION
HI COMPDTEBIZED SIHOLATION
HT COHTBOL SIHOLATION
HT DIGITAL SIMULATION
NT ENVIRONMENT SIMULATION
' HI EXHAUST FLOW SIHDLATION
HT FLIGHT SIHDLATIOH
BT LAHDIHG SIHDLATIOS
HT BBEOELBCTBICAL SIBOLATIOB
HT THERMAL SIHOLATION >x
SIHOL1TOB IB1IIII6 . f
D TBAIHIHG SIHOLATOBS
SIHDLATOBS
HT COCKPIT SIHDLATOBS . • -
HT CONTBOL SIHDLATION ... , , c
HT ENVIRONMENT SIHDLATOBS
HT FLIGHT SIHDLATOBS
HT SPACE SIHDLATOBS
HT TABGET SIHOLATOBS -. •
HT TBAINING SIHOLATOBS
HT VIBRATION SIHOLATOBS > • - •
Fabrication and performance of real-time jet
engine simulator for development of jet engine
components and control systems
fHAL-TB-283] • p0139 N73-15820
Comparative evaluation of conventional and solid
state simulators for A-7 aircraft electrical •-. .
system
TAD-762295] pOSflO N73-28112
SiaOLTAHBOOS EQOATIOHS
Simplex method for linear programming for
computerized design global optimization problems
involving large numbers of egnations and variables
.pO«98 A73r37406
SIHDLTANEODS IHAGE COBBELATOB
0 IHAGE COBBELATORS
SIHE «AVES
Turbulent shear stress profiles in boundary layer
flov at sine wave pressure perturbations
p0673, H73-33190
SINGLE CBISTALS
Aircraft gas turbine engines with single crystal
blades to avoid conventional casting grain
boundary weakness and premature damage
P0633 A73-05155
SIHGDLAB INTEGRAL EQOATIOHS
Approximate calculation of the cavitation flow
past low-aspect-ratio wings
p0635 A73-»55I|0
SIBG01ABITI (HATHEHATICS)
Hethod of calculating vortex-free flow around
hydrodynamic cascades composed of arbitrary
profiles
P0661 A73-11788
Study of the asymptotic behavior of axial
perturbation velocities in the vicinity of
singularities
P0049 -A73-13770
Aerodynamic influence coefficient method using
singularity splines.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-123] p010» A73-17645
Calculation of the transonic flow around an
airfoil, taking account of the exact law of
compressibility
P0185 A73-22210
Potential flov past axisyometric ring wing
profiles via singularity method, applying source
and vortex distributions to curved thick profiles
[DFVLB-SONDDH-271] p0231 A73-25348
Higher order numerical solution of the integral
equation for the two-dimensional Neumann problem.
p0232 A73-25»3»
Honplanar wings in nonplanar ground effect.
p03»7 A73-31744
On the use of singular perturbation methods in the
solution of variational probless;_
3/1P05.18 A73-38038
Calculation of pressure field induced by free jet
exhausted from flat plate into stagnant medium
based on solution of Neumann problem in terms of
singularity distributions
[ NLB-TR-72010-0] p0587 N73-30000
SINTERING
Potential titanium airframe applications.
P0653. A73-10285
Development of procedures for stabilizing snov to
permit helicopter landings
[AD-763231] P0593 N73-30040
SINOSOIDS
0 SINE HAVES
SIOOZ HELICOPTER
0 OH-13 HELICOPTEB
SIHBHS
Application of siren as test technigne for
determining response and life of aircraft
a-«46
SUBJECT MDBX SLEHDEB SIHSS
structures subject to engine noise field
excitation
p0557 H73-29922
sins
BT LANDING SITES
Trends in offshore airports.
CASCB PBEPHIHT 12731 p0655 173-1082*
SIZE DETEBBIB1TIOH
Design study for long-lived compact 750 ki
industrial gas turbine, discussing optimal
aerodynanic proportioning and size determination
[ONBBA, IP HO. 11741 p0666 A73-12791
SIZE PBBCBPTIOB
D SPICE PERCEPTION
SKID LiBDIHGS
Aquaplaning prevention 'during take-off and
landing, discussing friction loss factors,
aircraft tires and runway surface treatment by
antiskid overlays and grooving
P0230 173-25209
SKIDDING
Performance tests to determine cornering
characteristics of cantilever aircraft tire on
dry, daap, and flooded runway surfaces over
range of yaw angles
fHASA-TH-D-7203] p0273 N73-21058
SKIB (STEDCTOB11 HBHBBB)
Attempts at using fiberglass cloth as skin for
aircraft •• . ,
P0664 173-12450
The status of engineering knowledge concerning the
damping of built-up structures.
p0143 173-19099
Behavior of a wing panel under transient
conditions in a gas flow
pO«16 173-34139
Heavy lift helicopter rotor blade design including
airfoils, fiberglass skin, titaniun spar,
fail-safety and aerodynamic and structural
features
[IBS PBBPBINT 710] p0437 173-35056
High frequency vibration of aircraft structures.
p0448 173-35329
Iconstic fatigue tests of aluminum alloy
structural elements under narrow-band, random-
loading with zero mean stress in skin
p0557 N73-29921
1
 Three-axis, adjustable loading structure for
testing soundness of aircraft skin by applying
pressure[NASl-ClSE-FBC-10051-1] p0598 N73-30416
SKIH FBICTIOH
NT 1EBODYN1HIC DB1G
BT FHICTIOS DB16
NT VISCOOS DB16
Calculation of compressible turbulent boundary
layers with roughness and heat transfer.
P0053 473-14179
1 new approach to the problem of predicting the
performance of centrifugal compressors.
p0286 173-29012
Calculation of two-dimensional turbulent skin
friction under arbitrary compressible flow
conditions
fAD-757872) P0391 N73-24329
Plight tests of XB-70 aircraft to determine skin
friction coefficients and boundary layer
profiles at flach numbers up to 2.5
[NASA-TN-D-7220] . p0407 N73-25276
SKIB FBICTIOH DB16
D FBICTIOH DB1G
SKIH TEHPEBATIJBE- (BOH-BIOLOGICAL)
Analysis of thermal failures in combustion
chambers of J-57 jet engine and system for
detecting burn-through prior to engine case
rupture
[Fll-Ml-72-92] p0167 B73-16772
SKTBAtK 1IBCB1FT
0 1-4 1IBCB1FT
SKTBOOK BALLOONS
Skyhook balloon flight operations
C1D-761657] p0538 N73-27913
SKUAS PBOGE1B
Skylab 1 medical experiments concerning astronaut
physiological responses and work capability as
affected by exposure to space flight environment
P0573 173-41519
Power subsystem for Skylab
radiometer/scatterometer/altimeter experiment.
p0584 173-42903
Analysis of KC-135 flight samples of Star-J
Satellite solidified in near-zero gravity
fBASl-CB-124179] p0260 N73-20610
SUIT PEBCBPTIOB
U SPICE PEBCEPTIOH
SLATS
D LE1DING EDGE SLITS
SLEEP DEPBIVATIOB
Sleep deprivation effects, airborne simulator feel
system, bed forms, and V/STOL engine model tests
fDaB/HlE-1973(2) J P0619 H73-31853
SLEBDBB BODIES
BT SLENDEB CONES
Influence of the boundaries of wind-tunnel flow on
the flow past a saall-aspect-ratio wing
P0660 173-11707
Experimental and theoretical investigations
regarding the unsteady aerodynamical derivatives
of the longitudinal motion in the case of
slender flight bodies at moderate velocity
[DFVLB-SONDDB-206] p0094 173-16757
Calculation of forces on stores in the vicinity of
aircraft.
P0186 173-22433
Aerodynamic forces and moments estimation for
slender bodies of circular and noncircular cross
section without and with lifting surfaces at
0-90 degree angles of attack
p0190 173-23468
Prediction of the lift and monent on a slender
cylinder-segment wing-body combination.
p0517 173-38007
aircraft aerodynamics problems covering slender
body theory, atmospheric turbulence and boundary
layers, wind tunnel contractions, radiator
blocks, vortex induced oscillations, etc
p0628 173-44690
Computation of steady conical flow past a yawed
slender delta wing with leading edge separation
using vortex sheet model and Nevton-Baphson
iteration
[IC-AEBO-72-17] p0667 N73-10005
Linear and nonlinear parts of slender body of
revolution aerodynamic coefficients in
supersonic flow, noting influence of incidence
on pressure distribution
fDLB-FB-72-42) p0667 B73-10006
Cross flexure sting designed for measuring dynamic
stability of slender bodies of revolution with
delta wings in supersonic wind tunnel tests
[FF1-1D-637] p0672 1173-10278
Development of method for estimating normal force,
axial force, and pitching moment coefficients
for slender bodies of varying cross section
egnipped with lifting surfaces
[N1SA-TN-D-7228] p0265 N73-20998
Development of slender body theory for analyzing
flow past thin, conically cambered, delta wing
with exact boundary conditions
C1RC-B/H-3249] ' P0381 N73-24002
Analysis of sonic boom characteristics based on
second order solutions for flow distribution
around slender bodies in supersonic flow - Part 1
[NlSA-CB-2339] P0637 N73-31927
SLEHDEB COHES
Deasured axial and normal force coefficients for
9-deg cones in rarefied, hypersonic flow.
[1111 P1PEB 73-154] P0097 173-16902
1 theoretical and experimental study of sound
attenuation in an annular duct..
[1IIA P1PEB 73-1005) P0629 173-44838
SLEHDEB RUGS
NT INFINITE SPIN SINGS
Nonlinear characteristics of a slender triangular
wing near an interface
P0657 173-11630
Bake vorticity of side-slipping slender thin wings
at transonic speeds, deriving integral equation
for vortex strength based on Prandtl-Glanert rule
[DGLB PAPER 72-127] p0054 173-14376
Experimental determination of bound vortex lines
and flow in the environment of the trailing edge
of a slender delta wing
[10-755630] P0091 173-16600
German monograph - The steady and unsteady
aerodynamic coefficients for the rolling motion
of slender wings.
P0146 A73-19578
1-447
SLIDBS SUBJECT IHDBI
1 correction to 'lifting-line theory as a singular
perturbation problem.'
P0147 A73-19964
Slender delta-lings for future subsonic passenger
planes
P0183 173-21992
Three dimensional turbulent boundary layers
prediction methods and flow measurements,
considering swept and slender vings
P0296 173-30173
Separated flow past a slender delta wing at
incidence.
P0339 173-31121
Some effects of camber on swept-back wings.
[S1E PIPER 7302981 p0427 173-34661
Designing a slender-vinq-type cantilever plate
under conditions of unsteady creep
P0623 173-43728
Hypersonic flow about a spatial body with an
attached shock wave
P0633 473-45172
Low speed pull-up maneuvers for slender wing
transport aircraft with stability and control
augmentation
flRC-CP-1231] P0078 B73-13004
Vortex sheet and increased lift caused by blowing
from leading edges of slender delta wing
flBC-B/M-3692] P0200 S73-18016
Ipplication of modified slender wing theory to
analyze aerodynamic characteristics of slender,
lifting, wings with curved leading edges at
supersonic speeds
tlEC-E/B-3278] p0382 N73-24006
Effect of let stream blowing downwards from lower
surface of slender delta wing to obtain lift
augmentation for takeoff and landing
riRC-R/B-32881 p0382 H73-24009
Evaluation of double integral eguation for
calculation of wave drag due to volume and
aerodynamic lift of slender wings
f1RC-R/B-3221] P0396 H73-25006
Ipplication of slender body theory for calculating
minimum values of zero lift wave drag of slender
wings with nnswept trailing edge
f1BC-B/B-3222) p0396 H73-25007
Design criteria for slender warped wings with
unswept trailing edge with zero load along
leading edge and near planar vortex sheet at
trailing edge for design lift coefficient
C1RC-R/H-3406J p0397 H73-25008
Comparison of linearized theories to determine
aerodynamic characteristics of slender wings in
supersonic flow
fRlE-LIB-TRlHS-16771 p0464 N73-26010
Aerodynamic characteristics of slender delta wings
to show performance under various conditions of
airspeed, angle of attack, and ground effect
rmsl-TT-F-149491 P0466 H73-26031
Heasurement of drag, lift and pitching moments on
slender winged low aspect ratio gothic planforms
at subsonic speed
riHC-R/H-3720] P0588 N73-30005
Rind tunnel tests to determine flow
characteristics around sharp-edged slender delta
wing at large angles of attack
rHASl-TT-F-15107] p0605 H73-30928
SLIDES
o CHUTES
SLIDIHG PBICTIOB
Region of existence of frictional noise and
experimental verifications
P0371 473-33215
Fatigue life tests of ball motion and sliding
friction in arched outer race ball bearing under
thrust load
rniSl-TH-X-714421 p0647 H73-32375
SLIP FLOW
Evaluation of slip factor of centrifugal impellers.
p0581 173-42625
SLIPSTBE1HS
NT PROPELLER SLIPSTREAMS
Vortex sheath formalism based on coupled integral
equations for rectangular wing-slipstream
aerodynamic interference
p0047 173-13562
Effect of a slipstream on the acoustic radiation
of ultrasonic annular lets
P0634 173-45358
numerical determination of augmented lift due to
wing-slipstream interaction for application to
V/STOL aircraft
[1D-743257] p0670 H73-10035
Iterative method for analyzing feathering "- ','•
characteristics in airfoil whirlwinds r '
[DEP/PB1/HT/88/72] p0317 H73-22968
SLOPES •
ET GLIDE PITHS
 =
SLOT 1ITE1I1S ;, .
Flush mountable elliptically polarized low '_
silhouette blade antenna for aircraft, ~
describing polarization and radiation
characteristics
p0242 173-27043
1 radiating element giving circularly polarised
radiation over a large solid angle.
p0248 173-27656
Radiation characteristics of grounded slotted
dielectric slab
flD-760129) p0468 H73-26165
Radiation from apertures in curved panels
rniSl-CB-2263] p0484 H73-27110
SLOTS
HI DIHG SLOTS
Film effectiveness and heat transfer coefficient
downstream of a metered injection slot.
riSHE PIPER 73-HT-31]
 P0525 173-38570
Design and aerodynamic performance of low speed
fan stage for low noise turboengine
[H4S1-CB-121148] p0275 H73-21070
SLOTTED 1BTEHH1S
0 SLOT 1HTEHH1S
SLOTTED HID TOSHELS
Interference theory in slotted wind tunnels
extended to subsonic rectangular wind tunnels
with ventilated tool, longitudinal slots and
perforated screens of arbitrary porosity
flRC-R/H-3706] p0111 H73-14007
Design of ventilated walls for transonic wind
tunnels with analysis of parameters affecting
noise generation
p0471 H73-26285
Slotted transonic wind tunnel tests on pitching
delta wing enable selection of porpons walls for
interference free damping derivatives
C1BC-R/H-3715] p0661 H73-32930
SLOBBY PBOPBLLHTS
Effects of additives on high speed ignition and
combustion characteristics of slurry fuels using
magnesium and lithium fluoride
C1D-7626151 p0555 H73-29802
SHALL PEBTOBBITIOH FLO!
Scattering of sound by an aerofoil of finite span
in a compressible stream.
p0665 173-12609
1 correction to 'lifting-line theory as a singular
perturbation problem.'
p0147 A73-19964
The effect of walls on the lifting force of a
solid-foil wing
p0623 173-43722
Hypersonic flow about a spatial body with an
attached shock wave
p0633 173-45172
Turbulent shear stress profiles in boundary layer
flow at sine wave pressure perturbations
P0673 B73-33194
SHORE 1B1TBHEIT
Reducing the smoke hazard in small transformer
failures. •-,-
P0048 473-13572
SHOKE TB1ILS
Observations of atmospheric effects on the
transport and decay of trailing vortex wakes.
[1114 PIPER 73-110} p0096 173-16869
SHOOTHIHG
HI D1T1 SaOOTHIBG
SBO»
Snow accumulations on air cushion vehicle track
sections
tBBC-12939] P0210 H73-18247
Tabular and graphical data for moderate and heavy
snow for Loring 1FB, Haine
flD-756881] P0313 H73-22605
Development of procedures for stabilizing snow to
permit helicopter landings
[1D-763231] P0593 H73-30040
1-448
SUBJECT IIDBX SOLID STATE DEVICES
Effects of snow cover and snow surface conditions
on'image glide path systems for aircraft
approach control -
[FAA-BD-72-85] p0616 H73-31602
Slot AERIAL APPLICAIOB AIRCRAFT S-2B
D S-2 AIRCRAFT " ' 5 ' ' .V ' . ...
SHOW AIRCRAFT ' • • . ! . ' i..
r!NT-S-2 AIRCRAFT
SHOW PACKS
0 SHOW
SHOW S-2 AIRCRAFT
0 S-2 AIRCRAFT • ; ' '" ' •" •
SOABIHG ' .' •' - " ' ' .
Glider soaring' flight energy budget analysis,
discussing rate of climb indicator error
-''° compensation
•" •-' "•>'•'; ' • • • • - • < •
 P0154 A73-21656
.Electronic developments for performance gliding. Ill
">'• - _ ' p0364 A73-33023
Numerical analysis of minimum flight tine for sail
plane performance while performing cross country
flight
[BE-68]' • - : • ' - . - . • - p0386 N73-24055
Analysis of three dinensional weakly controlled
soaring procedures for increased sailplane
performance
- > • :•• °. . .
 P0535 N73-27894
SOCIAL FACTORS ' •" - '
'' The' influence of background noise on • disturbance
due aircraft. ' '
p0041 A73-12979
Economically viable and socially acceptable '
second-generation SST, discussing technological- •
developments for range/payload, airport noise
and sonic boon improvements -:
fAIA'A PAPER 73-15] • '• . p0102 A73-17608
Offshore airport planning, discussing selection
economics from cost effective alternatives based
on usage projection, community benefits and
'' intrinsic and social costs
• '
 ;
 ' ' p0344 A73-31531
Offshore airport planning in Osaka-Bay, Japan -
New Kansai International Airport.
P0345 A73-31542
Canadian government planning for second land based
or offshore let airport in Toronto area,
considering 'environmental- and community factors
> • ' • • • !
 P0346 A73-31545
Aircraft noise abatement technological and social
aspects, considering aircraft design, airport
noise pattern minimization and population removal
•i- P0359 A73-32560
• • Toronto airport relocation project, summarizing
provincial government planning and decision • •
making process, site choice and community
resistance to airport
: P0368 A73-33181
Short haul V/STOI air transportation social and
economic aspects in comparison with ground
transportation modes, emphasizing convenience
and freguency of service
' p0369 A73-33193
Some economic aspects of aviation safety.
' < ' . • ' • ' • . p0378 A73-33648
. .Social acceptability of heliports particularly
from the 'standpoint of noise.
- p0419 A73-34441
Social and-technological impact of SIOL aircraft
potential
[HASA-CR-133356] p0545 N73-28942
SOCIOLOGY i J•••• ' • • ' . - ' ' : .
HI SOCIAL FACTORS
Airport establishment and operation with emphasis
on regional planning, social factors,-and "••••'
economic forces • • • -
• " • f : P0658 H73-32877
SOFTIABE (COHPOTBBS)
D COHPDTER PROSRABS
0 COBPDTER SYSTEBS PR06RABS
SOIL BAPPIHG
Location of-soil types with potential for
generating atmospheric sand and dust with
application to analysis of V/STOL operational
environment ' .'-> •'• ' '
tAD-7a9«62] ' p0114 873-14033
' SOIL BBCHAIICS '
Location of soil types with potential for
generating atmospheric sand and dust with
application to analysis of V/STOL operational
environment
[AD-749462] p0114 H73-14033
Establishment of takeoff and landing environment
- criteria for V/STOL aircraft with emphasis on
airborne particle concentration •
[AD-749463] p0114 B73-14034
Performance of aircraft taxiing on dirt surfaces
CAD-756588] p0403 H73-25077
SOILS
NT PERBAFROST
HT SAHDS
Soil stabilization during road and airport
construction
[AD-748153] p0073 B73-12442
Lime-cement combination for soil stabilization in
road and airfield construction
[AD-762552] p0616 M73-31545
SOLAR COHOHA
French eclipse studies.
p0583 A73-42870
Airborne studies of the African eclipse.
p0584 A73-42871
Solar observatories and satellite-borne
instruments for solar coronal structure
determination, considering 30 June 1973 eclipse
and instrumented Concorde aircraft use
p0586 A73-43117
SOLAR ECLIPSES
French eclipse studies.
P0583 473-42870
Airborne studies of the African eclipse.
p0584 A73-42871
Solar observatories and satellite-borne
instruments for solar coronal structure,
determination, considering 30 June 1973 eclipse
and instrumented Concorde aircraft use
p0586 A73-43117
' -Feasibility study for use of YF-12 aircraft as
scientific instrument platform for observing
1970 solar eclipse •
fNASA-CR-1351182] p0654 H73-32735
SOLAR HEAT FLOW
0 HEAT FLDX
SOLAR LIBB
Airborne studies of the African eclipse.
P0584 A73-42871
SOLAR HEBOLA
D SOLAS CORONA
SOLAR OBSERVATORIES
Solar observatories and satellite-borne
' • • instruments for solar coronal structure
determination, considering 30 June 1973 eclipse
1
 and instrumented Concorde aircraft use
p0586 A73-43117
SOLAR RADIATIOI
Instrumentation for remote sensing solar radiation
from light aircraft.
p0586 A73-43161
: Environmental impact of increased intensities of
solar ultraviolet radiation resulting from
operation of supersonic transport aircraft
[PB-215524/0] p0404 N73-25079
SOLAR RADIATIOI OBSERVATION
0 SOLAR RADIATION
SOLAR SPECTRA
Airborne studies of the African eclipse.
P0584 A73-42871
SOLID LDBRICANTS ,
Development of solid lubricant compact bearings
for the supersonic transport.
(ASLE PREPRINT 72LC-7C-1] p0054 A73-14370
Aircraft components solid film lubrication
problems, discussing surface pretreatment,
contamination susceptibility, corrosion
prevention and aerosol applicability
P0145 A73-19554
SOLID ROTATION
0 ROTATING BODIES •
SOLID STATE.DEVICES
NT HETiL OIIDE SENICONDDCTORS
NT SEBICOHDDCTOR DEVICES
High reliability solid state force sensors for
flight control systems.
P0425 A73-34603
Expanded built-in-test for advanced electrical
systems for aircraft.
P0446 A73-35248
Feasibility of solid state electric switch gear
, for aircraft and spacecraft
A-449
SOLID STATE PHYSICS SUBJECT IHDBI
rUASA-CB-121140] P0209 B73-18223
Application of solid state snitching,
multiplexing, and electrically programmable
logic to aircraft electrical systems
P0221 H73-19053
Development of electrical generation and
distribution systeas for supersonic aircraft
usinq solid state switching and remote control
of protective devices
P0221 H73-19054
Desiqn and performance tests of solid state 1-6
aircraft enqine instruments
[AD-760351] p0072 H73-26469
Conparative evaluation of conventional and solid
state simulators for A-7 aircraft electrical
system
fAD-762295] p0540 H73-28142
SOLID STiTl PHYSICS
Research and development in advance electronics
including applications to digital computers, air
traffic control, and solid state physics •
fAD-751308] P0166 N73-16758
Developments in data systems air traffic control,
and solid state physics ' . •
[AD-763731] p0602 H73-30727
SOLID SDSPBISIOIS
Investigation of iron content of lubricating oil
using a fercograph and an emission spectrometer.
p0194 A73-24165
SOLID-SOLID IHTEBFACBS
Circular cylindrical tube lap joints elastic
strain relations based on plane contact problem
reduction to Frandtl type equation in.
finite-span wing theory
P0194 A73-24363
SOLIDIFICATIOH . .
Advances in directional solidification spur usage
in turbine airfoil shapes.
p0190 A73-23293
Analysis of KC-135 flight samples of Star-J
Satellite solidified in near-zero gravity
fNASA-CB-124179] P0260 N73-20610
SOLIDS FLO!
Three dimensional dynamic characteristics of solid
particles suspended by polluted air flow in a
.turbine stage. .
fAIAA PAPER 73-11(01 P0097 A73-16889
SOLUTIONS ' ' .
HI GAS HIXTORES
SORAB
Acoustic sounding of meteorological phenomena in
the planetary boundary layer.
p0109 A73-18710
Feasibility of infrared laser/sonar beam
communication system between submarine and
aircraft and effects of air water interaction
[AD-746106] P0682 1173-11156
SOIIC BOOHS
Optimum configurations for banqless sonic boons.
P0653 A73-10302
Remarks on the paper by J. H. Hicholls and B. F.
James, 'The location of the qround focus line
produced by a transonically accelerating
aircraft."
p0655 A73-10786
Sonic boom avoidance by flight path maneuvers,
investigating shock front development in carved
flight
P0662 A73-11856
The scattering characteristics of a sonic boom at
the passage through a turbulent layer
P0040 A73-12967
SSI aircraft Ming design for sonic boon avoidance
and noise reduction in airport .vicinity,
describing aerodynamic characteristics from wind
tunnel and flying model tests
P0057 A73-14673
Thermodynamic considerations for the design of a
sonic-boom reducing powerplant.
f ASHE PAPER 72-SA/AERO-3-) p0063 A73-15907
Gudunov-iethod computation of the flov field
associated with a sonic-boom focus.
filAA PAPZB 73-210] P0099 A73-16965
The acoustic response of rooms with open windows
to aicborne sounds. -:
P0101 A73-17369
The transmission of sonic boom signals into rooms
through open windows.
P0101 A73-17370
Distortion of near-sonic shocks by layers with
weak thermal fluctuations. >
p0101 A73-1737'fl
Sonic boom reduction through aircraft design and
operation. ,v
[AIAA PAPER 73-241] p0105 A73-17666
One dimensional supersonic shock front location by
sonic circle involute point by point plotting* i
using geometric considerations . .
 3
p0190 A73-23467
Seismic measurement data from Cornish cottage ^
during Concorde sonic boom flight, using moving
coil geophones
p0239 A73-26292
The application of holography to sonic boom
investigations.
p0241 A73-26633
Laboratory simulation of development of snperbooms
by atmospheric turbulence..
p0283( A73-28495
Tibrational relaxation effects in weak shock waves
in air and the structure of sonic bangs.
p0296 A73-30174
On the possibility of turbulent thickening of weak
shock waves.
P0361 A73-32794
Concorde aircraft design, testing and projected -
environmental impact, discussing flight tests,
sonic booms, atmospheric pollution, ATC problems
and fueling
p0368 A73T33182
Ground and air transportation noise propagation
and effects, including aircraft engines,
airfoils, sonic booms, auto traffic, railroads,
subways, seismic noise and vibration
p0421 A73-34460
Review of current sonic boom studies.
p0455 A73-36393
Supersonic boom structure'studies, discussing
shock wave propagation during flight trajectory
and amplification due to overpressure wave
focusing • - - •
p0459 A73-36907
The design or operation of aircraft to minimize
their sonic boom. . •
[AIAA PAPER 73-817] p0501 A73-37470
Nonlinear response of plates subjected to inplane
and lateral pressure pulses. .
P0532.A73-39547
Geophysical effects of Concorde sonic boom.
p0532 A73-39624
Sonic bang investigations associated with the
Concorde's test flying.
P0571 &73-41.174
A study to determine the feasibility of a low
sonic boom supersonic transport. :
[AIAA PAPER 73-1035] p0631 A73-44863
Acoustic velocity and sound propagation
differences in incompressible and compressible
fluids related to Hach cone formation and sonic
boom effects
p0634 A73-45269
Aircraft maneuvers for reducing sonic boom
intensity during horizontal turns
[AD-744859] p0680 N73-11022
Procedure for predicting structural and acoustic
response of full scale structures to sonic boons
using scale models and laboratory techniques
[FAA-RD-72-116] p0068 H73-12029
Analysis of sonic boom data recorded on strain
gages mounted on windows to record overpressures
and relation to window size •
[FAA-RD-72-114] P0068 H73-12030
Analysis of sonic boom pressure signatures
recorded during reentry of Apollo 15 command
nodule and correlation with wind tunnel signatures
[HASA-TH-X-62111] p0079 H73-13016
Measurement of ray paths and ground overpressures
produced by Concorde aircraft during supersonic
flight
tfi/D-896] p0126 N73-15021
Bind tunnel tests to determine effect of wing
planform on generation of sonic boom at various
Hach numbers
r8ASA-TB-D-7160] p0138 H73-15709
Development of computer program for calculating
flow field resulting from sonic boom focusing
CHASA-CR-2127] p0160 H73-16013
A-450
SUBJECT IBDBI SOOID GEBBBATOBS
Sonic boom nitroqlycerin resistance noting shock
"' simulation and sonic boon effect on detonation
[ISL-14/72] p0166 B73-16658
Focusing effects of distortion of near sonic
''"shocks by weakly turbulent layers vith random
"temperature and pressure variations
[AD-752472] P0178 B73-17279
Performance characteristics of solid state
converter system for measuring aircraft noise
and sonic boom •
CHASA-CB-112260] p0201 B73-18019
Flight test measurements and analysis of sonic
boots to determine caustics produced by
variations in flight speed and to develop »ethod
for predicting shock wave-ground intersections
*C»ASA-CB-2167] P0201 H73-18022
Development of model for analyzing propagation of
weak- nor»al shock vave through turbulent
' 'atmosphere and application to sonic boom
• characteristics
[HBC-1298T] P0202 N73-18028
Lou sonic boon overpressure profiles for
' supersonic transport aircraft configurations
[BASA-TH-j:-2746] P0203 S73-18039
'application of gas dynanics eguations to determine
•agnitude of pressure rise due to sonic boon in
stratified atmosphere
CHASA-TS-D-7105] p0252 H73-20010
Flight tests to determine magnitude of groundtrack
overpressure generated by oblique wing transport
aircraft at Bach 1.4 and 45,000 feet
CHASA-TH-X-62247] p0303 H73-21922
Prediction of sonic boon effect on avalanches to
prepare Rirage 3 flight over Lavey Valley
' [ISIr-13/72] p0305 B73-21940
Influence of small periodic oscillations on
viscous shock wave structure and sonic boom rise
tine caused by supersonic transport vibrations
p0310 B73-22217
Jet aircraft noise and sonic boom measuring device
which converts sound pressure into electric
current
fBASA-CASE-LAB-11173-1] p0310 S73-22387
Sonic boom minimization design for supersonic
transport aircraft
tBASA-TB-D-7218] - . 00387 B73-24065
Heasurement of effects of sonic booms on light
building structures for various building
configurations
fBAB-LIB-TBAHS-1633] p0464 H73-26011
Development of statistical prediction model for
determining probability of glass breakage caused
by sonic boom overpressures
fFAA-HD-73-79] p0480 B73-27018
Dynamic response of light partitions to sonic boom
noting theoretical computation and scale model
tests
CISL-23/721 • p0538 B73-27910
Analysis of sonic boom phenomenon to show
generation, propagation, and effects on
structures, people, and animals
fABL/A-HOTB-337) p0588 B73-30007
Data base for abatement and control of aircraft
noise and sonic boom for rule making criteria
[FiA-ED-20-2] p0590 B73-30022
Design criteria for supersonic overflight to
reduce psychophysical effects and decrease glass
damage probability
fFAA-BD-73-116] p0618 H73-31800
Analysis of sonic boon characteristics based on
second order solutions for flow distribution
around slender bodies in supersonic flow - Part 1
CBASA-CB-2339] P0637 H73-31927
Theory for predicting sonic boom intensity and
techniques for sonic boom suppression
CFAA-BD-73-4] p0639 H73-31944
SOBIC FLO*
D T8ABSOBIC FLOS
SOBIC BOZZLES
Besults of an experimental program for the
development of sonic inlets for tnrbofan engines.
[AIAA PAPER 73-222] P0105 A73-17664
Boise reducing choked /sonic/ inlet design for
V/STOL let aircraft, discussing aerodynamic
theoretical and experimental studies
P0497 473-37295
Suppression of turbofan engine sonic inlet noise
in STOL propulsion by use of acoustic nozzle
insert
P0068 B73-12026
SOBlC SPBBD
0 ACOOSTIC TELOCITY
SOOT ' • • • . . .
Effect of fuel composition on particnlate
emissions from gas turbine engines.
P0106 A73-17733
SOOBD
D AC005TICS
SODBD ABSOBPTIOH
0 SOOSD TBABS8ISSIOS
SOOID BABBIEB
0 ACOOSTIC VELOCITY
SOOID DETBCTOBS
0 SOOBD TBABSDOCEBS
SOOID FIBLDS
Beproduction of sound propagation in the standard
atmosphere
P0041 A73-12993
The acoustic response of rooms with open windows
to airborne sounds.
pOIOI A73-17369
Sound field generated by spatial instabilities
interaction on shear layer shed from duct with
nozzle lip, discussing excess noise of subsonic
lets
P0109 A73-18529
Boise radiated from a turbulent boundary layer.
P0229 A73-24979
Variations in the sound field of a STOL aircraft .
as a function of wing-flap deflection
P0241 A73-26592
Fundamentals of aerodynamic sound theory and flow
duct acoustics.
pO««8 A73-35331
On the effect of swirling motion of sources of
subsonic let noise.
' p0565 A73-40286
Sound generation by wake cutting.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-1019] , p0629 A73-44851
Emission of sound from a rectangular plate
vibrating under the action of pressure
pulsations in a turbulent boundary layer
P0632 A73-44899
Far and near sound fields of Do-31 aircraft, and '
noise reduction for future VSTOL aircraft
CBHVG-FB»T-72-23] P0204 B73-:18045
SOOHD GBBBBATOBS
Effect of streamwise vortices on wake properties
associated with sound generation.
p0651 A73-10045
Beproduction of sound propagation in the standard
atmosphere
p0041 A73-12993
Aerodynamic sound generation, discussing Lighthill
theory, multipole sonic sources, wave equation,
power and turbulence models and sound radiating
flows
p0042 A73-13167
Effect of wake-wake interactions on the generation
of noise in axial-flow turbomachinery.
p0051 A73-14129
Synthesis of helicopter rotor tips for less noise.
p0229 A73-24981
Laboratory simulation of development of superbooms
by atmospheric turbulence.
p0283 A73-28495
Acoustic generation and propagation in annular
ducts of axial flow fans, discussing techniques
for in-dnct fan noise modal distribution
measurement .
p0362 A73-32846
Combustion noise prediction techniques for small
gas turbine engines.
P0497 A73-37296
Sound generation by open supersonic rotors.
P0576 A73-U1712
Sound generation by wake cutting.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-1019] p0629 A73-44851
Analysis of aerodynamic noise generated by tips of
helicopter rotary wings during acceleration to
near sonic speed
CiD-752301) p0208 B73-18072
Application of siren as test technique for
determining response and life .of aircraft
structures sub-feet to engine noise field
excitation
p0557 B73-29922
A-051
SOOBO IBTBBSITI SUBJECT IBDEZ
Fluid mechanics of hole tone whistle designed as
efficient .prodQcer of discrete frequency sound
P0671 H73-33170
SOOBD IBTBBSITY
Optimal and preferred listeninq levels for speech
• in aircraft acoustical environaents.
P0231 173-25387
Analysis of noise problens created by supersonic
transport aircraft, conventional aircraft, and
short takeoff aircraft to show nethods for jet
exhaust noise reduction
P0591 H73-30024
SODID LOCALIZATION
Acoustic shielding baffle for determining jet
noise source location
fHASA-TN-D-7229) p0410 N73-25734
SOOBD BBASOBEBENT
•• 0 ACODSTIC HEASOBEHENTS
SODBD PEECBPTIOH
0 AODITOHT PEBCEPTION
SOOBD PEESSOEE
• Study of the influence of the volumetric mass of a
let on acoustic sound emission
P0052 A73-14143
Sound pressure level spectra measurements for
four- and three-enqine jet transport during
concrete and grassy surface runup and flyover
fSAE AIB 12161 P0152 A73-20693
Noise radiated from a turbulent boundary layer.
P0229 A73-24979
Noise control modification to HH-43B helicopter
for 50 percent reduction in forward flight
octave, band sound pressure level signature
p0231 A73-25383
Spectral moving frame representation of jet noise
by far field acoustic pressure autocorrelation
and density function
P0378 A73-33681
The acoustic impedance of perforates at medium and
high sound pressure levels*
: p0461 A73-37030
Overall sound pressure levels of STOL thrust :
reverse noise as function of jet velocity at
touchdown
P0526 A73-38650
The design, and construction of an anechoic chamber
: lined with panels and intended for investigation
of aerodynamic noise
3i'...' P0570 A73-40942
Belicopter noise experiments in an urban
environment.
P0584 A73-42944
The effects of modulated blade spacing on static
rotor acoustics and performance.
fAIAA PAPEE 73-1020) P0630 A73-44852
Heasurement of indoor and outdoor sound pressure
levels at airport control towers during aircraft
.takeoff and landing
fAD-752535] P0210 S73-18262
Jet aircraft noise and sonic boom measuring device
which converts sound pressure into electric
rNASA-CASE-LAB-11173-11 ' P0310 B73-22387
SOOBD PBOPAGATIOB
Sound propagation in sheared flow in a duct with
transverse temperature gradients.
P0041 A73-12988
Attenuation of spiral modes in a circular and
- •annular lined duct.
P0062 A73-15591
Computing meteorological effects on aircraft noise.
P0100 A73-17121
Sound directivity pattern radiated from small
airfoils.
P0229 A73-24980
The propagation and attenuation of sound in lined
ducts containing uniform or 'plug' flow.
P0378 A73-33944
Ground and air transportation noise propagation
.• and effects, including aircraft engines,
airfoils, sonic booms, auto traffic, railroads,
subways, seismic noise and vibration •
pO»21 A73-34U60
Attenuation of spiral modes in a circular and
annular lined duct.
P0576 A73-41714
Sound propagation in rotating vortex flow
downstream from delta wing in wind tunnel,
discussing acoustic ray refraction by flow
•- - ' - p0576 A73-41715
Shear layer effect on acoustic duct wall impedance
for sound propagation in uniform flow in terms
of parabolic cylinder functions ' • .-:
•- p0586 A73-43138
Theoretical studies of sound! emission from.<-
aircraft ducts. ' '«•
. [Alii PAPEB 73-1012] . p0629-A73-44844
Acoustic velocity and sound*propagation
differences in incompressible and compressible
fluids related to Bach cone formation and'sonic
' • boom-effects "' - : • ' • .
P0634 A73-45269
Analysis of effects of rotary wing configuration I
on aerodynamic noise generation during hovering)^
flight - • • • - . , • . .
CAD-753397) . • • : - • • • . p0208 B73-18070
flodel of jet aircraft-shock cell'noise generation
and reduction . ••. \ • ....•".•>
[NBC-12923] p0224 N73-19666
SOOBD TBAHSDOCEBS : . .-'-.'..:
NT ELECTBOACOOSTIC TBAHSDDCEBS
NT MICROPHONES .. ..-• ;
Subsonic intrinsic noise reduction of sound '
pressure transducers in air flow • • • ; • : ; » . ,
rBAE-LIB-TBABS-1660) - ' p0475 K73-26687
SOOBD TBAHSBISSIOH , - . .,- • ;_,..••..
The transmission of sonic boom signals into rooms'
through open windows. • '•
p0101 A73-17370
A single number rating for effective noise
reduction. ' ,> , •
• - • • • • p0229 A73-25000
Acoustic radiation from the'-end of a .'•
two-dimensional duct - Effects of uniform flow
and duct lining.
p0362'. A73-32914
Extraneous modes in sound absorbent ducts.
P0497 173-37294
Development of unified theory of jet engine-noise
based on fluctuating motions in fluids - Vol. 3
fAD-749138] ' • ' • p0115 N73-14037
Development of theory for jet noise generated by
turbulence, noise radiation from upstream "•
sources, and combustion-noise -:Vol.-4
[AD-749139] •• • • • • ' . ' %p0115 N73-14038
Analysis of acoustic properties of shock
associated noise in narrow band spectrum •
produced by jet flows - Vol. 5 App. 2
tAD-7M9142] . • ' P0115-B73-14040
Effect of sound absorbing exhaust duct on rear
quadrant noise of J-65 engine and contributions
of internal and jet components
[NASA-TB-X-2718] p0160 N73-16.011
Fundamentals of helicopter noise generation and
propagation to include noise control procedures
and cost effectiveness of noise reduction
' ' p0316 N73-22953
SOOBD VELOCITY " • •
0 ACOOSTIC VELOCITY ' • '.
SOOBD IAVES
NT AEBODYNABIC NOISE . '
NT AIBCBAFT NOISE • .- • -
.NT ENGINE BOISE . " • '
NT JET AIBCBAFT NOISE
NT NOISE (SOUND)
NT SONIC BOOHS •
Inlet sound power of axial compressors.
• p0039 A73-12956
Noise from free jets and -airfoils '-in^ jets.
pOOtO A73-12969
An investigation of the near -wake properties which
lead to the generation of vortex shedding sound
from airfoils. '
P0040 A73-12976
Thin wing induced undulating viscous wake and far
field acoustic-wave through interaction with
turbulent cylindrical'jet, using dipole force
field model
CAIAA PAPEB 73-223] p0098'A73-16950
Peak subsonic noise level reduction by jet
refraction, showing directivity patterns as
' function of jet velocities and temperature ratios
p0568 473-40753
On the radiation from an aerodynamic acoustic
dipole source
. p0570 A73-40943
Flight test measurements and analysis of sonic
booms to determine caustics produced by
1-452
SUBJECT IIDBI SPACECRAFT COBHDBICATIOB
variations in flight speed and to develop method
' for predicting shock wave-ground intersections
tHASA-CB-2167] p0201 B73-18022
Design of noise source for simulating supersonic
spinning nodes in duct acoustics
I [BASA-CB-2260] p0274 H73-21067
Holographic interferograis of supersonic jet
aircraft acoustic field
:' [PB-214112/5] p0333 073-237*3
Analysis of sonic boo* phenomenon to show
generation, propagation, and effects on
structures, people, and animals
[ABL/A-BOTE-337] p0588 H73-30007
SODBDIB6
HT BALLOOS SOOBDING
SOVEBBIGHTY
German book on national airspace protection
against foreign aircraft intrusion in peacetime
covering sovereign rights according to
international lav, conventions and treaties
r p0238 173-26257
SOVIET OHIOH
D O.S.S.E.
SP1CB CAPSULES
HT ESCAPE CAPSULES
SPACE COHHDHICATIOB
HT SPACECRAFT COHHOBICATIOH
SPACE DIVBBSITY
0 BBCEPTIOH DIVEBSITI
SPACE FLIGHT
HT APOLLO 15 PLIGHT
HT BYPEBSOHIC BEEBTBY
SPACE FLIGHT STBBSS
Skylab 1 medical experiments concerning astronaut
physiological responses and work capability as
affected by exposure to space flight environment
p0573 A73-41519
SPACE GLIDEBS
0 LIFTING REENTRY VEHICLES
SPACE HISSIOHS
Congressional hearings to review RASA program
accomplishments and to predict advantages to
accrue from space programs
p060U H73-30916
SPACE PEBCEPTIOH .
Seal-time, three-dimensional, visual scene
generation with computer generated images.
P0458 A73-36831
Human motion perception in motion drive logic
design for flight simulation discussing feedback
control, angular velocity and degrees of freedom
[AIAA PAPEB 73-931} P0570 A73-40878
SPACE PBOBES
NT PIONEEB SPACE PBOBES
SPACE PBOGBABS
HT APOLLO PBOJECI
HT EDBOPEAN SPACE PBOGBAHS
Aerosat program for civil aviation needs
established by Seventh Air navigation Conference
of ICAO, discussing airborne equipments
specification development
fAAS PAPEH 73-1201 P0525 A73-38581
Aeronautics and astronautic history, developments
and impact upon civilization, noting Canada role
in space age, Apollo program and O.S.S.B. programs
p0571 A73-U1086
SPACE SCIBHCES
D AEBOSPACE SCIENCES
SPACE SHUTTLE OBBItEBS
Aspects of the finite element method as applied to
aero-space structures.
(ISD-138] p0457 A73-36725
Rind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic
characteristics of delta ving space shuttle
orbiter model at various angles of attack and
sideslip
fBASA-TB-Z-2748] p0386 B73-24058
Safety concerns with shuttle payloads, space
stations and space shuttle orbiters
[HASA-CB-134022J p0618 N73-31726
SPACE SHUTTLES
Application of digital computer APD modeling
techniques to control system design.
P0523 A73-38416
Space shuttle avionics design and cost analysis
[HASA-CB-123962J p0073 H73-12449
Dynamic stability information for space shuttles,
high performance military aircraft, and short
takeoff aircraft at high angles of attack
[BASA-CB-114583] p0309 H73-22201
Improved silicide coatings for refractory metals
employed in space shuttles and gas turbine
engine components
rBASA-CASB-LEB-11179-1] p0312 H73-22470
Calculation of three-dimensional boundary layer
flows on aircraft and space shuttle configurations
[HASA-CB-2285) p0187 H73-27214
Analysis of various aircraft antiskid braking
systems to determine appropriate antiskid
braking system for space shuttle vehicle
[BASA-CB-124349] p0541 H73-28449
Space shuttle avionics and GOAL language including
impact of error detection and redundancy • •
management
[B1SA-CB-134034] p0612 H73-31142
Airborne research management and shuttle sortie
planning
[BASA-TB-X-62287] P0618 H73-31729
SPACE SIBULATOBS
Design and performance of aircraft or spacecraft
differential maneuvering simulator
[HASA-TB-D-7304] p0407 H73-25259
SPACE STATIOIS
Safety concerns with shuttle payloads, space
stations and space shuttle orbiters
CBASA-CB-1340221 p0618 H73-31726
SPACE SOBYBILLAHCB (SPACEBOBHB)
Synchronous satellite systems for civilian air,
ship and land vehicle traffic control,
communication, navigation and surveillance,
discussing technology requirements for
continental and oceanic systems
rAIAA PAPEB 73-583] p0452 A73-36075
SPACE STSTEBS ERGIBEEBIBG
D AEBOSPACE EHGIBEEBIHG
SPACE VEHICLE COHTBOL
D SPACECEiFT CONTBOL
SPACBCBAFT
Advanced wiring system for aircraft and space
vehicle application
p0324 H73-23311
SPACBCBAFT COBRORICATIOH
Mathematical model for mnltipath transmission in
aircraft and spacecraft communications,
presenting Bayes detector for binary PSK
P0061 A73-15462
The provision of ground station facilities for an
aeronautical satellite system.
P0248 A73-27658
Satellite communication channels assignment to
ships and aircraft, considering automated
digital calling method for ship-to-shore
communication
P0248 A73-27670
Satellite communication systems for long haul air
transport operations, discussing political,
operational/technical and economic problems
P0248 A73-27671
Aircraft-satellite multipath communication
characteristics, considering surface scatter,
ionospheric scintillation and refraction and
trophospheric refraction and scatter
P0295 A73-29891
Effect of mnltipath on ranging error for an
airplane-satellite link.
P0295 A73-29892
The use of specialized antenna technology for air
traffic control and communications.
P0295 A73-29894
Satellite-aircraft multipath and ranging
experiment results at L band.
P0295 A73-29898
Rultibeam satellite Effective Isotropic Radiative
Power /ElHP/ for aeronautical communications,
discussing carrier-to-noise density increase and
communication load per channel decrease
P0296 A73-29900
An analysis of helicopter rotor modulation
interference.
P0347 A73-31731
Aircraft onboard data link and Aerosat eguipment
integration, considering antenna, duplexer,
amplifier and receiver systems
p0350 A73-32428
Design technology of aeronautical satellite
communication system for air traffic control
over Atlantic Ocean
fFAA-ED-17-1] p048» H73-27104
A-4S3
SPACECRAFT COISIEOCIIOI HATBBIALS SUBJECT IIDBZ
SPACECBAFT COHSIBOCTIOI HATBBIALS
Brazed honeycoib structare design, fabrication and
aerospace applications covering brazing Methods,
filler netal selection, nondestructive testing,
sandwich designs, aircraft and spacecraft
structures, etc
P0416 A73-34100
SPACECRAFT COITBOL
Bussian book on aircraft, rocket and spacecraft
control systems design methods covering ground
and onboard systems synthesis, performance
estimates, system effectiveness, etc
P0297 173-30353
Eussian book - Badio devices for flight vehicle
control systeis.
p0349 A73-32421
Aircraft and spacecraft hand controllers for yaw,
pitch, and roll
fNASA-CASE-HSC-12394-11 P0255 H73-20041
SPACECRAFT DBSIGI
Aspects of the finite element method as applied to
aero-space structures.
fISD-1381 p0457 A73-36725
Design for teaching aerospace engineering at Texas
A & N University.
fAIAA PAPER 73-786J p0499 A73-37456
SPACBCBAFT BLBCTBOIIC EQOIPHENT
HT AIBBOBNE/SPACEBOBNE COHPOTEBS
Aircraft and spacecraft radio navigation systems,
discussing Doppler, inertial and VHF omnirange
technigues, Apollo spacecraft guidance systems,
TACAN, Harrier and Swedish SAAB37 aircraft
navigation
P0567 A73-40514
Decentralized pover processing for large-scale
systems.
P0584 A73-42905
SPACECBAPT GOTDAHCB
Aircraft and spacecraft guidance and remote and
automatic control of loving objects, using
calculus of variations for systems synthesis
P0090 A73-16402
SPACBCBAFT IBSTBOHBHTS
NT LASER ALTIMETERS
Crew station lighting - Commercial aircraft.
[SAE ABP 1161) P0152 A73-20692
Bussian book on gyroscope theory covering
maritime, aircraft, rocket and spacecraft
applications, instrument error, differential
eguations of motion, rotor precession and
degrees of freedom
P0573 A73-41437
SPACECBAFT LANDING
• Optimal three dimensional trajectories to maximize
landing footprint of lifting reentry vehicle
using energy approximations based on flight path
[AD-764132] P0609 H73-30960
SPACECBAFT OBBITS
NT STATIONARY OBBITS
SPACECBAFT POBBB SUPPLIES
Electric power processing, distribution and
control for advanced aerospace vehicles.
P0051 A73-13947
Power subsystem for Skylab
radiooeter/scatterometer/altimeter experiment.
P0581 A73-42903
Design and evaluation of mini-Brayton
compressor-alternator-turbine system for
spacecraft power supplies
fNASA-CB-133810] P0599 B73-30463
SPACBCBAFT RELIABILITY
Book ' The role of testing in achieving aerospace
systems effectiveness.
P0572 A73-41201
SPACBCBAFT SBBSOBS
0 SPACECBAFT INSTBOHEHTS
SPACBCBAFT STBOCTDBBS
Composite materials technology for aircraft and
spacecraft structures, discussing various
fiber-matrix combinations mechanical properties
and production volume/price relations
p0094 A73-16759
Al alloys, steels and superalloys properties
improvements for aerospace vehicles structural
applications, discussing diffusion bonding and
isothermal forging techniques
P0282 A73-28180
Fiber composite materials properties,
technological assessment and future development
and application for aerospace flight structures, p.
considering manufacturing cost, tailorability j
and stiffness requirements c
P0291 A73-29346
Aspects of the finite element method as applied to.
aero-space structures.
CISD-138] p0457 A73-36.725
Computer programmer manual for BASA structural
 :
analysis program
CNASA-SP-223<01) ] . p0180 N73-17892
Thesaurus of terms for information on mechanics of
structural failure modes and mechanisms for
aerospace structures . ,•
CHASA-CB-121199) , p0476 N73-26917
Identification of sources for specialized
information on failure modes and mechanisms of
aerospace structures -.
CHASA-CB-121201) p0476 H73-26919
Bibliography of citations related to problem areas
in mechanics of failure in aerospace structures
[HASA-CB-121202) p0476 N73-26920
Proceedings of conference on application of
composite materials in construction of aerospace
vehicles and propulsion systems
[AGABD-CP-112) p0488 N73-27474
Design and manufacturing of composite materials
with organic matrices,for use in aerospace
vehicle structures subjected to high temperatures
P0489 N73-27489
Development of fiber reinforced composite
materials for application to air breathing
engines, aeronautical vehicles, and spacecraft
components
p0490 H73-27491
SPACECBAFT TEACHING
NT SATELLITE TBACKING
SPACING
BT AIBCBAFT APPROACH SPACING
The effects of modulated blade spacing on static
rotor acoustics and performance.
CAIAA PAPER 73-1020] posso A73-44852
SPAIN
English, French, and Spanish vocabulary of
aircraft aeronautical terminology
fDOC-8800-VOL-1] - p0123 N73-14996
SPABB PABTS
Effectiveness of DOD guidelines in determining
time of aircraft engine replacements
[AD-745396) p0676 N73-10749
SPABK IGNITION
Book - Engine emissions: Pollutant formation and
measurement.
P0521 A73-38321
SPATIAL DISTBIBOTIOH
The spatial correlation method and a time-varying
flexible structure.
CAIAA PAPBB 73-406) P0234 A73-25535
Analytical and experimental study of spatially
growing disturbances in shear layers between
parallel streams •
P0614 N73-31231
SPATIAL ISOTBOPt
0 SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION
SPECIFIC HEAT
Air/water mist spray coolant for high gas
temperature and pressure environment at gas
turbine inlet
P0419 A73-34388
SPECIFIC IBPOLSB
Development of fluidic control system .for
stabilizing aircraft ejection seat -in pitch
plane during rocket motor burn portion of
ejection sequence
rAD-747630) . P0071 N73-12056
SPECIFICATIONS
BT AIBCBAFT SPECIFICATIONS
NT EQOIPHEHT SPECIFICATIONS
SPECTBA
NT ABSOBPTION SPECTBA
NT EMISSION SPECTRA
NT IBFBABED SPECTBA
NT LINE SPECTBA
HT NOISE SPECTBA
NT POSBB SPBCTBA
Nl SOLAS SPECTBA
NT ULTRAVIOLET SPECTBA
NT VIBBATIONAL SPECTBA
SPECTRAL ABSOBPTION
D ABSOBPTION SPECTBA
A-454
SUBJECT IHDEX SPLIHE POBCTIOHS
SPBCTBAL ANALYSIS
D SPECTBOIl ANALTSIS
SPECTBU. BAHDS
ST ABSOBPTIOH SPECTRA
SPBCTBAL LIHBS
0 LIKE SPECTBA
SPBCTBAL BESOLOTIOH
Spectral sensitive high amplification solar blind
0V sensor for flame surveillance in jet engine
v
 environments at 1000 F, asing miniature
c
 Geiger—Bueller tube '
p0582 473-42694
SPBCtBAL SI6HAIOBES
"Infrared signatures of high performance jet
aircraft and evaluation of air to air missile
effectiveness
[SLA-73-5271] p0678 H73-33929
SPECTBOHETBBS
Emission spectrographic analysis of used aero
engine oil - & tool of maintenance.
p0189 A73-23242
SPECTBOHETB7.
0 SPECTBOBETEBS
SPECTROSCOPES • '
'0 SPBCTBOBETEBS
SPECTBOSCOPIC AHiLTSIS
Spectroscopic studies of supersonic heterogeneous
floss with a combustible condensed phase
p0568 A73-40702
Spectroscopic, photometric, and electron
•icroscope analyses of metal wear particles in
JT3D turbojet engine oil
tDLH-PB-73-06] P0278 H73-21417
SPBCTBOSCOPI
NT IHFB4EED SPECIBOSCOPI
ST SPECTBOSCOPIC ANALYSIS
SPECTBOB AHA1ISIS
On the estimation of the directional spectrua of
surface gravity vaves from a programmed aircraft
altimeter.
p0239 A73-26347
0. S. Arny helicopter vibration data for OH-6A,
OH-58A, OH-1H and CH-54B models obtained from
triazial acceleroneter locations, presenting
spectral and statistical analyses
[AHS PBEPBINT 763] p0440 A73-35086
Laboratory for the automatic treatment of analog
signals
p0461 A73-37086
Aircraft flyover noise - Spectral analysis of
sounds and sound intensity fluctuations.
p0584 A73-42946
SPEECH
Speech intelligibility in naval aircraft radio
communications
[AD-748202] P0071 H73-12173
SPEED BBAKES
D BBAKES (FOB ABBESTING HOTIOH)
SPEED COHIBOL
in all-regime optimal speed control for a
single-shaft jet engine
p0105 A73-17721
Bam air turbine with hydraulic pitch change servo
regulated speed as emergency pover source for
aircraft control in event of main engine failure
P0635 A73-45475
SPEED IHDIC1TOBS
NT BOT-BIBB ANBROBETBBS
NT TACHORETEBS
Influence of ithe nonidentity of the antennas of a
Doppler speed meter on the accuracy of its
operation
P0194 173-24386
Vertical aircraft flight control and navigation
instrumentation avionics developments,
emphasizing Inertial-lead Vertical Speed
Indicator design and command and advisory
information displays
p0291 A73-293U5
Haintenance of pitot-static systems of transport
aircraft.
[SAE AIB 975] p036« 173-33014
Development and evaluation of three axis flnidic
airspeed sensor system for use with standard
aircraft power supplies
[HAS4-CB-112167] p0674 B73-10472
Aircraft instrument errors
P0119 H73-14695 .
Comparative assessment of three methods of
measurement of pressure error corrections for
aircraft pitot-static systems
rCBAHFIElD-AEHO-11] p0178 H73-17570
Flight test of instrument for determining low
airspeeds to evaluate suitability for helicopter
airspeed indicator
CAD-753343] p0208 N73-18071
Influence of rain on airborne Doppler velocity
sensor performance
[AD-757509] p0327 B73-23541
Design and flight tests of helicopter airspeed
indicator
[AD-764240] p0615 N73-31430
Performance tests of hemispherical flow-direction
sensor mounted on F-104 aircraft to develop Bach
number position error calibration curve
fNASA-TH-D-7461 J p0640 N73-31956
SPEED BE6DLATIOI
D SPEED COHTBOL
SPEEDOHBTEBS
0 SPEED INDICATOBS
SPBEBES
NT BOTATIHG SPHEBBS
Analysis of aerodynamic drag on object moving in
rarefied gas under nearly free molecular flow
conditions
p0660 H73-32923
SPBEBICAL SHELLS
Elastic deformation of gimbal suspension on
gyroscope nutation, moments acting on spherical
rotor in magnetic suspension, and
differentiating linear accelerometer
CJPBS-59740] p0598 H73-30420
SPIEE AHfBHHAS
D BONOPOLE ANTENNAS
SPIN
Correlation between lateral-directional static
stability characteristics and spin susceptibility
tAD-753905] p0219 N73-19029
SPIN DTHAHICS
General aviation aircraft stall/spin prevention
device for limiting tail power near wing stall
angle of attack
ISAE PAPEB 730333] p0430 A73-34686
Strapdown electrostatic gyroscope spin axis
precession drift rate calibration, using virtual
work technique for modeling bearing torgues on
rotor
p04«lt A73-35210
Deployable flexible ventral fins providing
triangular planform of flexible material for
spin recovery of aircraft
[NASA-CASE-L4B-10753-1] p0670 N73-10031
SPIN STABILIZATION
Rind tunnel tests and firing tests to determine
aerodynamic characteristics and subsonic flight
performance of spin stabilized mortar projectile
CAD-746977J p0678 N73-11009
Development of computer programs for numerical
analysis of spinning aircraft based on Euler
integration and minimization by gradient search
IAD-757257.1 p0320 N73-22990
SPIN TESTS
Stall/spin studies relating to light
general-aviation aircraft.
fSAE PAPEB 730320] p0429 A73-34678
SPINAL COBD
NT SPINE
SPUE
A method of determining spinal alignment and level
of vertebral fracture during static evaluation
of ejection seats.
P0361 A73-32676
SPLASH POINTS
U WATEfi LANDING
SPLICING
FCC transition splices and cost comparison of FCC
vs. BCC
P0324 N73-23304
SP1ZIE POHCTIOIS
Interpolation methods in aeroelastic analysis,
comparing wing structural influence coefficients
derived by surface splines and
interpolation-in-the-small techniques with
static test data
P0101 A73-17215
Aerodynamic influence coefficient method using
singularity splines.
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SPOILERS SOBJECT IBDEX
C A I A A PAPER 73-123] P010U A73-17645
SPOILERS
A linearized potential flov theory for airfoils
with spoilers.
P0238 A73-25853
Fliqht tests of approach path angles and airspeed
effects on landing of spoiler equipped liqht
aircraft
P0284 A73-28830
Study of flow around an airfoil vith a spoiler at
Bach numbers ranging fro> 0.5 to 2.3
POS74 A73-41584
Fixed base flight simulator evaluation of ving
spoilers for longitudinal flight path control of
Cessna aircraft during instrument landing system
approach
fHASA-CR-2121J p0679 N73-11015
Hind tunnel tests to determine effects of slot
spoilers on longitudinal and lateral aerodynamic
characteristics of tvin engine light aircraft
fNASA-TN-D-7315] p0592 H73-30033
SPBAIED PHOT ECU VB COATIHGS
U PBOTECT1VE COATIHGS
SPBAYING
NT .PLASMA SPBATIHG
SPREAD REFLECTION
D BEFLECTION
SPBIHGS (ELASTIC)
Vibrations of an Euler beam with a system of
discrete masses, springs, and dashpots.
P0237 A73-25788
SB-H2 GBOOBD EFFECT BACHIBE
0 RESTLAND GROOHD EFFECT MACHINES
SB-B3 GBOOBD EFFECT BACBIBE
0 HESTLAND GBODND EFFECT HACHINES
SB-B5 GBOOBD EFFECT HACBIBE
0 HESTLAND GBODND EFFECT HACHINES
STABILITY
NT AEBODINABIC STABILITY
NT AIHCBAFT STABILITY
NT ATTITUDE STABILITY
NT COMBUSTION STABILITY
NT CONTROL STABILITY
NT DIBECTIONAL STABILITt
NT DYHAHIC STABILITY
NT FLAME STABILITY
NT FLOR STABILITY
NT FBEQOENCY STABILITY
NT GYROSCOPIC STABILITY
NT HOVERING STABILITY
NT LATERAL STABILITY
NT LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
NT LOH SPEED STABILITY
NT BOTION STABILITY
NT ROTABY STABILITY
NT SHELL STABILITY
NT STATIC STABILITY
NT STRUCTURAL STABILITY
NT SYSTEMS STABILITY
NT THERMAL STABILITY
STABILITY AOGBENTATIOH
D FEEDBACK CONTROL
D STABILIZATION
STABILITY DERIVATIVES
NT PITCHING BOBENTS
NT ROLLING MOMENTS
NT YARING MOMENTS
Experimental and theoretical investigations
regarding the unsteady aerodynaaical derivatives
of the longitudinal motion in the case of
slender flight bodies at Moderate velocity
rDFVLR-SONDDR-206] p0094 A73-16757
Unsteady transonic flov analysis for low aspect
ratio, pointed vings.
fAIAA PAPER 73-122) p0096 A73-16878
Identification of YT-2B stability and control
derivatives via the maximum likelihood method.
P0518 A73-38043
High angle of attack characteristics of high
performance aircraft and correlation vith
dynamic directional-stability parameter
fNASA-TN-D-6993] P0670 N73-10033
Definitions of aircraft longitudinal stability to
account for effects of aircraft structure
distortion and compressibility effects
fESDO-00.00.031 p0678 N73-11010
Digital analysis of dynamic response data,
aerodynamic forces and stability derivatives, of
free flight models
tARC-B/H-3699] p0065 N73-12006
Analysis of stall and post-stall characteristics
of F-111 aircraft and development of regression
techniques to obtain aerodynamic derivatives
p0125 B73-15013
Time vector technique for determining stability
and control derivatives by simultaneous analysis
of tvo maneuvers vhich differ by dependent
control input
[NASA-IB-1-2722] p0160 H73-16010
Application of egnations of motion to investigate
effects of mode shape and coning anqle on
stability boundaries of hingeless helicopter
rotor blades
[HASA-CB-114525] p0161 N73-16015
Application of maximum likelihood criterion and
optimal input design for analyzing flight test
data to obtain aircraft stability and control
derivatives
tHASA-CB-2200] p0275 -H73-21071
Rind tunnel tests to determine oscillatory ; .-
longitudinal derivatives of thin delta ving with
0.8 aspect ratio over range of incidences
(ATN-7105) p0301 N73-21903
Analysis of aircraft rolling moment derivatives
caused by rolling, yavinq, and sideslip
[ESDO-06.Q1.00-AMENB-A-C] P0317 N73-22963
Analysis of aerodynamic loading for symmetrically
tapered vinqs describing simple harmonic
pitching oscillations of lov frequency in
supersonic flov
CAHC-B/H-3298) p0383 N73-24019
Rind tunnel tests to determine subsonic
derivatives for oscillating H-ving planform
[ARC-H/B-3214] p0398 N73-25022
Survey of aerodynamic derivative measurements for
nnsvept rectangular vings and delta vinqs vith
emphasis on main surface pitchinq moment
derivatives
CARC-R/H-3232] p0398 N73-25024
Measurement of pitchinq moment derivatives using
free oscillation technique on tvo dimensional
airfoils of double vedqe section and single
vedqe section
[AHC-R/M-3234] p0398 N73-25025
Development and characteristics of test equipment
for measurement of direct pitching moment
derivatives for tvo dimensional flov at subsonic
and supersonic speeds
tAHC-R/H-3257] p0399 N73-25027
Design and characteristics of test equipment for
measuring longitudinal oscillatory aerodynamic
derivatives in high speed vind tunnel
[ABC-R/B-3260] p0399 N73-25029
Aircraft confiquration for reducing effects of
nose-dovn pitchinq moments due to high lift
forces, loss of trim lift, and engine-out yavinq
moments
tNASA-CASE-LAB-11252-1) . . p0463 N73-26007
Longitudinal stability derivatives from flight
data by model vith automatic parameter adjustment
[DLH-FB-73-13] p0467 N73-26033
Development of procedures for determining
stability parameters of balloons tethered under
steady vind conditions
(HASA-TH-D-7222) p0589 N73-30013
Analysis of pitch damping moment for hovering
helicopter rotary ving and development of
formula for calculating pitch damping derivative
[BASA-TT-F-15010] p0591 N73-30027
Jet aircraft flight tests for stability derivative
determination comparing various measuring
technigues
rBHVG-FBHT-73-12] p0642 N73-31971
STABILITY TESTS
NT FLIGBT STABILITY TESTS
BT RIND TUNNEL STABILITY TESTS
Investigation of reactionless mode stability
characteristics of a stiff inplane hingeless
rotor system.
C»HS PREPRINT 734) p0439 A73-35070
STABILIZATION
BT SPIN STABILIZATION
OPSTABS - A single escape subsystem providing
stabilization, retardation, and separation..
P0361 A73-32668
ESCAPAC IE stabilized ejection seat for Navy S-3A
and Air Force A-9A aircraft, describing
propulsion, stabilization, separation and
A-456
SUBJECT INDEI STATIC ELECTBICITX
lateral divergence subsystems
p0361 A73-32669
Control requirement's for sling-load stabilization
• f' .'in 'heavy lift helicopters.
p0531 A73-39406
' 'Development of f loidic control system for
stabilizing aircraft ejection seat in pitch
plane daring rocket motor barn portion of '
1
 ejection sequence
* fAD-747630] ' ' "•• ' ' p0071 H73-12056
Effect of internal' spinning fly wheel on air
launched missile stability and resulting launch
disturbance
'• CAD-749027] P0083 S73-13017
Developnent of aerodynanic control system to
control flutter over large range of oscillatory
frequencies using stability augmentation
techniques
'»• fNASA-CASE-LAB-10682-1] p0463 N73-26004
STABILIZED PLATFOBBS •: - . • •
' Research activities of'electronic laboratory in
development of inertial navigation systems to
•"••<" include applications for space missions and
commercial aviation
• p0260 H73-20686
'~'Optimization of integrated navigation systems
combining several independent navigation sensors
to provide 'self-contained aircraft navigation
capability
p0260 N73-20694
•Application of cluster rotation to improvement of
existing platforms in strike aircraft
P0261 N73-20704
STABILIZERS
'Flight simulation requirement in artificial
stabilizer design for VIOL aircraft flight
control system, noting agreement vith flight tests
p0577 A73-41751
STABILIZERS (FLUID DTHABICS)
HI BORIZONTAL TAIL SOBFACES
Ilynshin 62 aircraft horizontal stabilizer
structural design and control, discussing
mounting hardware and electrically driven
servomechanism
• ' ' p0237 A73-25795
Static and'Vibration tests of graphite-epoxy
stabilizer system for 4-1 Skyhawk aircraft
fAD-750778] P0136 S73-15610
Static tests of redesigned graphite horizontal
stabilizers
[AD-758718] "- P0392 S73-24611
STAGHATIOH
0 STAGNATION POINT
STAGHATIOH FOIHT
Aerodynamic forces on a triangular cylinder.
P0561 A73-40003
STAGHATIOH PBESSOBE
Flow through moving cascades of lifting lines with
fluctuating lift.'
p0192 A73-23697
STAGNATION BEGIOH
0 STAGNATION POINT
STAIRLESS STEELS
NT AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
Study and realization of special parts for
aerospace construction by brazing in a fluorided
reducing atmosphere
P0185 A73-22202
Compatible coatings for corrosion resistant
aerospace-fasteners.
tNACE PAPfiB'116] P0290 A73-29316
Fabrication of helicopter rotary wings from
composite materials of stainless steel liner
overwrapped with fiberglass :
[NASA-CB-112191] p0068 N73-12031
Feasibility and cost effectiveness of expendable
main rotor blades on DB-1 helicopter
tAD-758464] p0389 N73-24078
Physical properties of aluminum alloys, titanium
alloys, and stainless steels for aerospace
airframes
fAD-762305] p0542 N73-28587
STALL
D BOONDABI LAYER SEPABATION
STALLING
Tine variant distortion in supersonic inlet
related to stall in compressor
[HASA-TH-X-68189] ' p0226 N73-19825
STAHDABD ATBOSPBBBES
0 BEFEBBNCE ATBOSPHBBBS
STAHDABDIZATIOH
Computerized approach for aerospace electronic
components standardization for procurement cost,
logistics and warehousing problems reduction and
reliability improvement
P0447 473-35260
Land-air-sea intermodal cargo container movement
procedures and equipment design standardization
to meet air transportability requirements
[ASBE PAPBB 73-ICT-30] • p0622 A73-43493
STANDARDS
NT FREQUENCY STANDABDS
NT BEFERENCE ATBOSPBEBBS
Crew station lighting - Commercial aircraft.
TSAE ABP 1161] p01S2 A73-20692
Flight research to develop airworthiness standards
for civil aircraft.
p0184 A73-22184
Bemarks on the ISO international standards
relating to 'Terms and Symbols for Flight
Dynamics'
p0191 A73-23657
Airport layout and planning standards, considering -
dimensions, height restrictions, noise exposure,
land use compatibility, and lonq, term community
and aeronautical requirements
P0291 A73-29347
Identification and coding of fluid and electrical
piping system functions.
[SAB AIB 1273] p0364 A73-33019
Standard indoor method of collection and
presentation of the bare tnrboshaft engine noise
data for use in helicopter installations.
CSAE ABP 1279] p0364 A73-33020
STANDING BAVE BATIOS
Voltage standinq wave ratio measurement and
evaluation of aircraft antenna systems
[AD-761031] pO«85 N73-27161
STABFIGBTEB AIBCBAFT
0 F-104 AIHCBAFT
STABLIFTBB AIRCRAFT
0 C-141 AIBCBAFT
STARTERS
NT ENGINE STABTEBS
STABTING
Supersonic annular blade cascades starting
conditions, presentinq static pressure and Hach
number distributions
fONEHA, IP HO. 1219] p0285 A73-28837
STATE EQUATIONS
0 EQUATIONS OF STATE
STATE VECTOBS
A projection operator algorithm for optimal
control problems with unspecified initial state
values.
P0519 A73-38064
Closed loop linear control system synthesis
possibility under condition of incomplete • • '-
information on state vector with application to
aircraft longitudinal motion
P0627 A73-44329
STATIC AEBODTNABIC CHARACTERISTICS
Effects of various leading edqe slat devices on
static aerodynamic characteristics of twin-jet,
swept wing fighter model
[NASA-TN-D-6921] ' P0157 N73-15988
Effect of winq aspect-ratio and flap span on
aerodynamic characteristics of short takeoff
model with externally blown jet flap
[NASA-TN-D-7205] ' p0590 N73-30020
STATIC DEFOBHATION
Surface pressure measurements over model delta
wing undergoing oscillatory deformation in low
speed wind tunnel
fABC-B/H-3693] p0065 N73-12005
STATIC ELECTRICITY
Electrostatic charqinq'and discharqinq of
helicopters in fliqht and personnel safety
[AD-750617] p0138 N73-15718
Papers presented at conference on liqhtninq and
static electricity
[AD-752551] p0178 N73-17552
Static charge generation in hydrocarbon fuels
during flow through pipes
[AD-753386] ' p0213 N73-18706
Analysis of electrical charge generated by
helicopter rotor operating near particulate
A-057
STATIC PBESSOBB SDBJBCT IBDBX
natter with seeded vortex
fAD-755282] p0276 H73-21080
Application of fiber glass reinforced plastic
naterials for qroond handlinq of aviation fuels
and hazards of static electricity caused by
plastic aaterials
fAD-764358] p0618 H73-31693
StlTIC FBBSSOBB
BT HYDROSTATIC PRESSURE
Indicating instrument for angle of attack and
sideslip on subsonic flight vehicles via static
pressure sensing, noting vind tunnel tests
P0661 473-11724
Maintenance of pitot-static systems of transport
aircraft.
fSAE AIB 9753 p0364 173-33014
Shock vave pattern visualization and static
pressure distribution in supersonic diffnsers
for mixed flov supersonic compressors, using
closed Freon loop test rig
fASHE PAPEB 73-FE-35] p0436 A73-35026
Rind tunnel tests to determine pressure sensing
characteristics of trailing cone device for
calibrating aircraft static-pressure systems
fNASA-TN-D-7217) p0302 H73-21906
STATIC STABILITY
NT SHELL STABILITY
NT STBUCTORAL STABILITY
From theory to practical use of air cushions for
transport of heavy loads in the factory
p0094 A73-16753
Control-configured general aviation aircraft*
fSAE PAPEB 730303] p0428 A73-34664
Compatibility of maneuver load control and relaxed
static stability.
fAIAA PAPER 73-791] pOSOO A73-37458
Definitions of aircraft longitudinal stability to
account for effects of aircraft structure
distortion and compressibility effects
fESDD-00.00.03] P0678 N73-11010
Effects of various external stores
characteristics, spanvise positions, and Bach
number on static longitudinal stability of
several military aircraft
fAD-750120) p0131 N73-15063
Correlation between lateral-directional static
stability characteristics and spin susceptibility
fAD-753905] p0219 N73-19029
Analysis of descent trajectories to determine
static and dynamic stability of free-fall stores
with freely spinning stabilizer devices
fAD-760677] p0478 N73-26999
Effect of inflated air cushion landing gear on
subsonic static stability of high performance
aircraft operating out of ground effect
[AD-763365] p0594 N73-30048
Effects of artificial aircraft stability control
on damping, and static stability recovery by
controllers
P0669 H73-32987
STATIC TESTS
High temperature gas turbine engines rotor blades
cooling, deriving generalized dimensionless
relations for heat transfer data extension from
static tests to operational conditions
P0095 A73-16797
Phenomenological approach to low-cycle fatigue
fracture of a typical aircraft full scale
component static test.
fAIAA PAPER 73-324] P0235 A73-25554
Hing spar static and fatigue tests and S-N curve
for lifetime measurement of root sections of
small trainer and passenger aircraft
PC348 A73-32190
The STAN /R/ 'S1 Integral Height and Balance
System for the c-130 aircraft.
fSAIIE PAPER 985] p0517 A73-37889
Static and vibration tests of graphite-epoxy
stabilizer system for A-4 Skyhawk aircraft
fAD-750778] P0136 N73-15610
Static and wind tunnel tests to determine
performance of four cowl cascade thrust' reverser
configurations at forward velocity
rHASA-TM-X-2665] p0167 N73-16773
Static tests of redesigned graphite horizontal
stabilizers
fAD-758718] p0392 S73-24611-
Flyover and static tests for determining effects
of flight velocity on F-106B exhaust nozzle noise
[HASA-TH-1-2854] ,p0543 H73-26734
Flyover and static tests of noise and thrust •.. .•
performance of two spoke, suppressor plug - • .
nozzles and basic plug nozzle . ...
. [HASA-TH-X-2856] •". p0543 1173-28735
Decision methodology on static, tests, of large .t>
aircraft vehicles ,. . - .
[NASA-CB-124366] p0604 873-30,866
STATIC THBOST ..„..,?
Bind tunnel test for Dolphin,.airship model .static >r
thrust measurements, discussing thrust direction'
torque moment coefficients and propeller rotation
p0574 A73-01648
STATIOBABY PBOHTS ,-,' ,-1
D FBONTS (BBTEOBOLOGY) .
ST1TIOHABY OBBITS .. \
Aeronautical and maritime traffic control by.
stationary orbit navigation .satellites, ,.ffc
discussing frequency ranges, aircraft distance;,
control, antenna arrays and multiple data access
P0449 A73-35477
STATIOBKEEPIHG - ; . . . - . . - .
Analysis of military helicopter formation flight_
techniques with emphasis on station keeping
based on nominal point coordinate system .•.
[AD-751459] p0162 N73-.16021
Flight tests of modified F-.100 aircraft to - , -.
determine effectiveness of fast-acting flaps as
direct-lift-control devices to improve station.,
keeping . •... .-
tBASA-Tn>X-2936] .. . p0667 B73-32970
STATIOBS •
 t " '
BT GROUND STATIONS
BT SPACE STATIONS . . •-
BT BEATHEB STATIONS
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
BT BIVARIATE ANALYSIS
NT FACTOR ANALYSIS
NT BOLTIVABIATE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS , ..'
NT PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS
NT STATISTICAL CORRELATION : •' • .
NT WEIBDLL DENSITY FOBCTIOHS
Analysis of fundamental flight parameters and
properties of acrobatic aircraft in a
statistical framework.
P0664 A73-12448
Statistical analysis of the sound-level
distribution of aircraft noise as.a function of
tine. II . . . '
P0664 A73-12449
Aircraft engine inlets total pressure fluctuations
and distortion factors, presenting*extreme-value
statistical method for maximum distortion level
probability estimate . . .C A I A A PAPEB 72-1100] . p0044 A73-13419
Statistical expectation application to risk
density functions and fee/incentiye-element
relationships for contract incentive
structuring, considering C-5A procurement
P0152 A73-20958..
Analysis of early failures in unequal size samples.
P0377 A73-33622
U.S. Army helicopter vibration data for OB-6A,
OB-58A, UH-1B and CB-54B models obtained from -
triaxial accelerometer locations, presenting
spectral and statistical analyses
CABS PREPRINT 763] pOttO 173-35086
Determination of statistics of turbulence in clear..- •
air . ' .
1...P.0457 A73-36687.
Aircraft accident statistics for passenjger.. .
fatalities, worldwide jet-hull losses and
estimated costs to suggest proposals for .
• approach, landing and takeoff accident reduction
P0459. A73-36846 .
Corporate aircraft accident analysis to reduce ...
accident rate, examining seasonal and diurnal
•statistics, aircraft types, runway conditions,
crew factors and maintenance defects .
- . . - . : . . p0530 A73-39219
Russian book - Economic efficiency and planning of
air freight transportation.
P0573 A73-41294
Statistical analysis of normal acceleration,
airspeed, altitude, and flight loads on military
aircraft
CADr747285] p0681 B73-11035
Statistical analysis of ASDE-2 airport radar
failures and design modifications
A-458
SOWSC! IIDEX STBBB5
[FAA-BD-72-82] p0083 H73-13154
Statistical analysis of engine failure/Malfunction
accidents for OS fixedwing aircraft of general
aviation category during 1965 to 1969
ctfHTSB-AlS-72-10] p0217 H73-19015
Statistical analysis of aircraft accidents
occurring in US civil aviation daring calendar
''year 1971
CHTSB-BA-73-1] p0253 H73-20015
Development of statistical methods for estimating
'annual operations -at non-tower airports and
' establishment of standardized estimation procedure
' tSCI-2040-1] p0257 H73-20278
Development of procedures for accurately
estimating annual air traffic levels at airports
without tower control
tSCI-2010-21 p0262 H73-20722
Analysis of air passenger traffic on North
Atlantic air routes to shov development of
scheduled and chartered operations
P0305 H73-21937
Application of adaptive control algorithms to self
adjusting control systems for aeroelastic
aircraft, flight vehicle roll, and control
during reentry
' IAD-756598] p0305 H73-21941
Statistical analysis of aircraft accidents
occurring in DS civil aviation operations during
calendar year 1972 - Issue 4
fHTSB-BA-73-6] p0480 H73-27024
Statistical analysis of meteorological parameters
during fog at OS airports
[FAi-BD-72-39] p0553 H73-29673
Statistical analysis of Civil Aviation midair
collisions occurring during period January 1964
to December 1971
fHTB-6334] p0607 H73-30946
Operational parameters for OH-1H helicopters
during combat flights in Southeast Asia to
determine helicopter performance and reliability
[AD-764260] p0610 H73-30965
Statistical analysis of signals in amplitude
modulation radio altimeters with phase read-oat
P0611 H73-31065
Statistical error analysis of fregnency nodulated
radio altimeter nith phase readout
P0611 H73-31066
Statistical analysis of aircraft accidents
occurring in OS Civil Aviation during calenadar
year 1972 - Issue 5
[HTSB-BA-73-7] p0639 H73-31942
STATISTICAL COHHUHCATIOH THEOBI
D COBHONICATIOB THEOBY
STATISTICAL COBBELATIOH
Annoyance reactions from aircraft noise exposure.
p0655 A73-10781
Statistical correlation of gulls and DSAF aircraft
hazards[AD-759824] p0405 H73-25092
STATISTICAL DISTBIBOTIOIS
HT PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION FOBCTIOBS
Analysis of deterministic and random flight data
p0673 H73-10455
Analysis of stresses in compressor blades with
eaphasis on conditions in dove tail joints at
base of blades
fAD-750«97J p01«0 H73-15936
STATISTICAL PBOBABILITY
0 PROBABILITY THEORY
STATISTICAL BEATHBB FOBECASXIBG
Very short range local area weather forecasting
using measurements from geosynchronous
meteorological satellites.
p0503 A73-37500
STATOB BLADES
Design and test of a small, high-pressure ratio,
axial compressor with tandem and swept stators.
[SAB PAPBB 720713] p0663 A73-12010
Subsonic centrifugal compressor efficient
operating range extension by collector and
diffuser blade cascades separation, presenting
performance test results
p0666 A73-12792
Supersonic annular blade cascades starting
conditions, presenting static pressure and Bach
number distributions
fONEBA, TP HO. 1219J p0285 A73-28837
The use of a finite difference technigne to
predict cascade, stator, and rotor deviation
angles and optimum angles of attack.
tASHE PAPBB 73-6T-10] p0373 A73-33488
Transonic flow through a turbine stator treated as
an axisymmetric problem.
fASBE PAPER 73-GT-51] p0374 A73-33510
Cold air experiment in two-dimensional cascade to
determine aerodynamic performance of turbine
stator blade with suction-surface cooling
[HASA-TB-X-2685] p0139 H73-15818
Flow characteristics of tandem bladed compressor
stators at various inlet incidence angles
tHASA-TB-I-2734] p0170 H73-16986
Beat transfer between gas and turbine casing in
intervene channels of stators and guide vanes
tHASA-TT-F-15051) p0602 H73-30737
Beasnrement of flow parameters in midspan
donble-circnlar-arc section of stator in
subsonic flow and comparison with computed
performance
tBASA-TF-D-7425] p0637 873-31932
STEADY FLO*
The steady-state flow guality of an open return
wind tunnel model.
P0061 A73-15512
Three dimensional steady flow of incompressible
viscid fluid near thin wing trailing edge, using
Stewartson-Hilliams triple layer method
P0153 A73-21495
Two dimensional steady subsonic flow through
airfoil cascades, predicting turbonachine
performance from boundary layer calculation for
comparison with experiments
P0286 A73-29005
numerical calculation of the three dimensional
transonic flow over a yawed wing.
P0442 A73-35129
A new shock capturing numerical method with
applications to some simple supersonic flow
fields.
P0443 A73-35144
STEAB TOBBIHES
Gas turbine vibration limits - A fundamental view.
[4SHE PAPEB 73-GT-48] p037<l 473-33509
Conference on Beat and Fluid Flow in Steam and Gas
Turbine Plant, University of larwick, Coventry,
England, April 3-5, 1973, Proceedings.
pO«18 A73-3U376
Development of experimental turbine facilities for
testing scaled models in air or freon.
P0418 A73-34381
STEEL STEDCTDBES
Hi-Cr-Ti steel aircraft structural element fatigue
life calculation based on failure mechanism
involving crack propagation
P0051 A73-14011
STEBLS
BT ADSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
BT CABBOH STEELS
HT BIGB STRENGTH STEELS
HT STAIHLESS STEELS
Crack growth characteristics of steel and
structural failure of F-111 aircraft frame
[AD-752223J p0174 S73-17024
Analysis of fatigue performance of titanium alloys
and steels to identify variations based on shape
parameter for reliability engineering of airframes
fAD-758219] p0322 H73-23008
STBBP GBADIBBT AIBCBAFT
D y/STOL AIBCBAFT
STEEPEST ASCEIT METHOD
D STEEPEST DESCEHT BETBOD
STEEPEST DESCEHT BETBOD
An optimal control approach to terminal area air
traffic control.
P0236 A73-25786
STELLAB DOPPLEB SBIFT
D DOPPLEH EFFECT
STELLAB IIEBTIAL RAVIGATIOV
D IBEBTIAL NAVIGATION
STELLAB BEFBACTIOB
0 AT80SPBEBIC BEPBACTIOH
STBLLAB SPECTBA
BT SOLAB SPECTBA
STEBILIZATIOI EFFECTS
BT COBBOSION
HT THERMAL DEGBADATIOH
STBBIS
D AFTEBBODIES
1-459
STBBOIDS SUBJECT XBDBX
STEBOIDS
BT CBOLESTEBOL
STIFF STBOCTOBBS
D BIGID STROCTOBES
STIFFENING
The residual strength characteristics of stiffened
panels containing fatigue cracks.
P0435 A73-34888
Boron-stiffened longerons on the B-1.
[SHE PAPEB EH 73-7191 p0525 173-38499
STIFFHESS
Optimisation of aircraft structures vith multiple
stiffness requirements.
p0239 173-26298
Rind tunnel neasureBents of direct pitching
damping and stiffness derivatives for delta iring
and swept wing planfoms
r&HC-F/B-3IH91 P0397 H73-25009
STIFFNESS BATBII
Finite element program for flight structure
analysis.
P0577 A73-41739
STIBOLATBD BHISSIOB DEVICES
NT ARGON LASERS
NT GAS LASERS
NT INFRARED LASERS
NT LASERS
STOCHASTIC PBOCESSES
NT HARKOV CHAINS
NT BANDOH PROCESSES
Air-terminal gueues nnder tiae-dependent conditions.
p0148 A73-20375
STOICBIOBETBT
Vibrational and chemical nonegnilibrium in a
stoichiometric turbojet engine using
kerosene-type fuel.
fAIAA PAPER 72-1208) p0047 A73-13U91
Stoichiometric gas turbines - Development problems.
P0052 A73-14146
STOKES FLOH
Ground and flight test program of Stokes flow
parachute
fNASA-CR-112251] p0217 N73-19016
STOL AIBCBAFT
0 SHORT TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT
STORES (BOCKS)
U BOCKS
STOBABLE PBOPELLANTS
NT AIRCRAFT FOELS
STOBAGE BATTEBIES
NT NICKEL CADHIOH BATTERIES
STORAGE TANKS
Incendiary vulnerability of dry bays adjacent to
let fuel tanks under gunfire
fAD-764732] p0660 N73-32920
STOBHS
NT THUNDERSTORMS
STOBHS (HETEOBOLOGI)
NT THUNDEBSTORHS
STRAIGHT BUGS
0 RECTANGULAR (INGS
STRAIN AGING
D PRECIPITATION HARDENING
STBAIB DISTRIBUTION
D STRESS CONCENTRATION
STBAIN FATIGDB
0 FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
STBAIN GAGES
Prefabricated strain gage bridge instrumentation
for flight testing under time and environment
installation restrictions, including tail
vibration, wing load and tail boom tests
p0187 A73-22506
High reliability solid state force sensors for
flight control systems.
P0425 A73-34603
Airborne flight-test strain gage instrumentation
from installation, calibration and data
recording and reduction standpoint, discussing
ground and airborne minicomputer use
P0448 A73-35442
Y.F-12 aircraft flight loads measurement program
with strain gage bridges in fuselage, fuel
tanks, control surfaces and left wing
pOU49 A73-35444
Errors produced by the influence of unsteady
heating in strain measurement by wire-type
resistance strain gages
P0627 A73-44292
Design and tests of counting strain gages for
hiqh-g naval aircraft
[AD-750692] p0135 N73-15498
Evaluation of airframe fatigue life gage under
constant and variable amplitude loading
tAD-753800] . p0212 B73-18464
Data analysis from A-37 aircraft flights to ;
evaluate electronic strain-level counter.as ,
fatigue damage monitor . .
CAD-757210] - p0327 B73-23540
Design of torsional gage with step response for
strain-rate measurements • ;
tAD-757527) . p0327 B73r23542
Strain gage bridge calibrations on wing structure
at elevated temperatures to establish thermal
and mechanical loads due to aerodynamic heating
[NASA-TN-D-7390) p0544. N73-28883
Acquisition of stress data and aerodynamic loads
on F-5 aircraft using mechanical strain gages .
and oscillograph recorders for service life,
determination
[AD-760567] p0549 N73-28991
STRAIH BATE
Design .of torsional gage with step response for
strain-rate measurements ,.
CAD-757527] p0327 N73-23542
STBAIN SOFTENING
0 PLASTIC DEFOBBATION . • .
STBAPDOBH IHERTIAL GUIDANCE .
Hicroproqrammed digital filters for strapdovn '
guidance application. . • ' • • • :
P0245 A73-27168
Strapdown electrostatic gyroscope spin axis , •;
precession drift rate calibration, using.virtual
work technique for modeling bearing torques on
rotor • .
P0444 A73-35210
Strapdown air navigation with dry inertial . _ • .
instruments and high speed general purpose .
digital computer predicting system performance
by position error analysis
P0444 A73-35211
Strapped down inertial navigation systems.
P0515 A73-37876
Airborne IRP alignment using acceleration-and. •.-
angular rate matching. ' .
p0518 A73-38048
Development of electrostatic gyro systems
p0261 N73-20698
Test performance of computerized strapdown,
inertial attitude reference system
tNASA-TH-X-2848] .p0554 N73-29713
STBATBGI
Decomposition strategies for one on one aerial
dogfight game models with reinforcement learning
fAIAA PAPEB 73-233] .p0099 A73-16958
STBATOFOBTBBSS AIBCBAFT
D B-52 AIRCRAFT • -.
STBATOSPBEBB . . . '
Climatic impact assessment for high-flying
aircraft fleets.
• p0057,A73-14672
Turbojet exhaust reactions in stratospheric flight.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-99] P0096 A73-16859
Heasurements of some hydrogen-oxygenrnitrogen
compounds in the stratosphere from.Concorde 002.
. p0188;-S73-22947
Mountain waves and CAT encountered by the XB-70 in
the stratosphere.
-!=, ~-p023.6 A73-25785
U.S., OK and French research programsron . •
 :
conditions encountered by civil aviation and
supersonic transports in stratosphere • • • .
• . p0241 A73-26594
A three-dimensional stratospheric point-source
tracer experiment and its implications for
dispersion of effluent from a fleet of
supersonic aircraft..
fAIAA PAPEB 73-528) p0376 A73-33562
Numerical atmospheric circulation model of SST
effects on stratospheric-ozone distribution
fAIAA PAPER 73-529) p0376 A73-33563
Aircraft exhaust'plume dispersion and flight
corridor concentration profiles in stratosphere
as function of flight frequency and scale .
dependent diffusion
fAIAA PAPER 73-532] p0376 A73-33565
Subsonic jet aircraft contribution to NOx in the
stratospheric ozone layer - 1968 to 1990.
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(AIAA PAPEB 73-534) p0376 473-33566
A model for studying the effects of injecting
contaminants into the stratosphere and aesosphere.
I" tiliA PAPEB 73-539] p0377 173-33569
An initial estimate of aircraft emissions in the
stratosphere in 1990.;
' CAIAA PAPBB 73-508]
 P0379 A73-34046
The permissible scale of spatial averaging of
geopotential values in the stratosphere vhen the
impact of wind on the flight of a supersonic
- aircraft is taken into account
P0425 A73-3a5U6
SSI environment impact aspects in areas of fnel
' • and oxygen consumption, noise, sonic boom,
stratospheric pollution and climate modification
P0459 A73-36906
Nitrogen oxides, nuclear weapon testing, Concorde
-
n
 and stratospheric ozone.
p0571 A73-41076
Ozone composition and nitric oxide injection upper
and lover limits for stratosphere by nuclear
bomb tests, comparing to estimated SST
contribution
P0581 A73-42534
Increase of vater vapor in stratosphere due to
fleet of SSTs
[AD-7H8797] p008» H73-13397
Stratospheric nitric oxide production from past
nuclear explosions and its relevance to
projected SST pollution
tAD-751295] pOiea 073-16466
Bydrodynamic and chemical properties of
stratospheric aircraft wake
CPB-2131ia] p0259 S73-20465
Stratospheric photochemical reactions of ozone in
relation to climatology and supersonic transport
pollution
CHOAA-TH-HESS-47] p0278 H73-21526
Hitrogen oxides from supersonic transports
affecting stratospheric ozone depletion on solar
ultraviolet radiation
tAD-761179) pO«91 H73-27722
Effect of spatial variability of wind in
stratosphere on flight of supersonic transports
p067» H73-33529
SIBHOTUKEB AIBCBAFT
0 C-135 AIBCBAFT
STBATOS CLOUDS
Stratiform cloud electrical characteristic changes
tinder solid carbon dioxide seeding in aircraft
experiments
p0285 A73-28884
STBBAB FOHCTIOHS (FLUIDS)
Inviscid flov through a cascade of thick, cambered
airfoils. II - Compressible flov.
[ASHE PAPEB 73-GT-85] p0375 A73-33528
Bavier-Stokes eguation formulation in parabolic
coordinates for flov in trailing vortex,
obtaining asymptotic expansions for stream
function and angular momentum
p0621 A73-43205
Analytical and experimental study of spatially
groving disturbances in shear layers betyeen
parallel streams
P061I1 B73-31231
STBBAHLIHB FLO!
0 LAHIHAB FLOS
STBBAHLIBED BODIES
HI FAIRINGS
STBBSSTH OF HATBBIALS
0 MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
STBBSS (PHTSIOLOGT)
BT ACCELEBATIOB STBESSES (PBISIOLOGI)
STBESS (PSICBOL06I)
Behavioral stress response related to passenger
briefings and emergency varning systems on
commercial airlines.
P0359 A73-32660
Flight deck management and pilot operation
priorities in high pressure and emergency
situations, using integrated
aircraft-environment model
P0508 A73-37731
Analysis of self-destructive tendencies created by
psychological stress and relationship to
aircraft accidents
fFAA-AH-73-5] p0479 873-27016
STBESS AIALISIS
Stress analysis and dynamic investigation of
turbine blades from constrained torsion theory,
calculating free torsional vibration frequencies
P0657 A73-11621
Stress analysis of cantilever thin vailed
cylindrical shell vith concentrated force on
free reinforcement ring, noting members rigidity
relationship to internal stress concentration
p0660 A73-11718
Contribution to the theory of the finite element
method applied to the overall stress analysis of
a fuselage
P0243 A73-27084
Analytical elasticity methods for airfield
pavement structural stress-strain, failure and
reliability performance evaluation
P0288 A73-29106
Test on fuselage models at reduced sizes.
p0449 A73-35443
Determination of the deflections and stresses in a
small-aspect-ratio vinq by the displacement method
P0623 A73-43723
Torsional bending and longitudinal vibrations of
rotating shafts and application to free
vibrations of individual rotor blades, blade
cascades, and shrouded blades
[NASA-TT-F-1U627] p0081 H73-13029
Fatigue tests of aluminum alloy specimens used for
aircraft structures under simulated acoustic
loading conditions
[ESDD-72015] p01«0 H73-15899
Analysis of stresses in compressor blades vith
emphasis on conditions in dove tail joints at
base of blades
CAD-750497) p0140 H73-15936
Besearch projects in theoretical and practical
aerodynamics - Vol. 1
p0396 N73-21999
Heasurement of effects of sonic booms on light
building structures for various building
configurations
TBAE-LIB-TBARS-1633] p0464 H73-26011
Analysis of fatigue behavior of airframe
components and development of methods for
predicting service life of aircraft structures
[BAE-LIB-TBAHS-1678] p0464 S73-26012
Development of procedures for determining service
life of helicopter airframes and rotor blades
rBAE-LIB-TBABS-1520] pO«6«l H73-26013
Analysis of aircraft structural loads in
operational flight to determine effects of pilot
performance and aircraft characteristics
TAGA8D-B-608] p0536 N73-27895
Development of rational analytic theory for
analyzing fatigue of airframes based on maximum
stress-field parameter and maximum load
excursion ratio
p0558 H73-29931
Development of procedure for estimating fatigue
life of airframes to eliminate errors caused by
neglecting effect of stress redistribution after
localized yielding
p0558 H73-29933
Analysis of errors in fatigue life prediction
procedures and methods for improving accuracy of
prediction analysis technigues
P0558 N73-29934
STBESS CAICOLATIOBS
0 STBESS ANALYSIS
STBBSS CONCBHTBATIOH
Stress analysis of cantilever thin vailed
cylindrical shell vith concentrated force on
free reinforcement ring, noting members rigidity
relationship to internal, stress concentration
p0660 A73-11718
Colloguium on Structural Reliability notes on
'Fatigue Lecture.'
p0057 A73-14706
Hethod of analysis and prediction for variable
amplitude fatigue crack grovth.
P0108 A73-18M82
Probability theory for vibrational strength of
tnrbomachine parts, calculating statistical
maximum stress for given stress distribution
conditions
p0150 A73-20502
Stress concentration and groove design as factors
in crack failure of lov pover single stage gas
turbine rotor disk, using optical polarization
technigue
A-U61
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P0183 i73-22166
Effect of openings on stresses in rigid pavements.
p0340 473-31387
Composite material design criteria, discussing
fatigue, stress concentration, safety factors,
scaling effects and load characteristics
P0364 A73-33028
Probability theory for vibrational strength of
turbomachine parts, calculating statistical
maximum stress for given stress distribution
conditions
P0511 473-37777
Some results of fuselage calculations on a digital
computer bv the finite-element method
P0566 A73-40387
Frame of a cylindrical shell under the action of a
concentrated radial force
P0566 A73-40388
Stress concentration and groove design as factors
in crack failure of low power single stage gas
turbine rotor disk, using optical polarization
technigue
P0579 A73-42114
Influence of thernal stresses and loads on
endurance properties of heat resistant alloys
used to manufacture turbine blades
fAD-7U97521 P0121 H73-1I1805
STBESS COHBOSIOH
NT STRESS COBBOSION CRACKIHG
Compatible coatings for corrosion resistant
aerospace fasteners.
fNACE PAPER 1161 p0290 A73-29316
Development of airframe integrity investigation
procedures to determine structural deficiencies
and modifications reguired to airframes for
increased service life
rAD-7U6881] P0070 N73-12049
Electron fractography of stress corrosion fracture
surfaces of aircraft materials as high strength
steels, Al-Zn-Hg, Al-Cu and Ti alloys
fNLR-TR-71038-U] p0077 N73-12945
STBBSS COBBOSION CBACKIHG
Aerospace component failure due to corrosion
fatigue in aluminuo wing attachment spar,
helicopter rotor blade, landing gear cylinder
and engine bearings
P0237 A73-25803
Stress corrosion cracking and corrosion fatigue
for hydraulic aluminum pressure cylinders used
for landing gear, stabilizers and aircraft systems
P0237 A73-25827
STBBSS CYCLES
Cumulative fatigue damage tests of tl alloy,
evaluating Miner cycle/stress ratio
P0047 A73-13571
STBBSS DISTBIBDTIOH
0 STRESS CONCENTRATION
STBESS HBASUBBHBHT
Errors produced by the influence of unsteady
heating in strain measurement by wire-type
resistance strain gages
P0627 A73-44292
STBBSS BELAXATION
Load-tine dependent relaxation of residual stresses.
P0100 A73-17214
Fabrication technigues for Ti alloys in aerospace
applications, discussing hot forming, electron
beam and diffusion welding under vacuum and
stress relaxation annealing
P0625 A73-43911
STBESS BELIEVING
Procedures for reducing residual stresses in
aircraft metal structures reinforced by
filamentary composites
rNASA-CR-112207) p0180 N73-17900
STBESS BOPTOBE STRENGTH
0 CBEEP RUPTURE STRENGTH
STRESS-STRAIN DIAGBAHS
Technigues for smooth specimen simulation of the
fatigue behavior of notched members.
P0058 A73-14862
Compressive stress-strain properties of aircraft
materials
fESDD-OO.OI.OI-ASEOD-A] p0140 N73-15902
STBESS-STBAIN DISTRIBUTIOI
0 STRESS CONCENTRATION
STHBSS-STBAIB BILATIOHSHIPS
U STRESS-STRAIN DIAGRAHS
STBBSSBD-SKIN STBOCTOBBS
Optimization and design of the rear fuselage of
the A 300 B aircraft structure. . •
; P0192 A73r23799'
Creep analysis of a thin-walled wing on the basis-,
of the plate analogy . ,
P0203 A73-27086
Acoustic fatigue resistance of aircraft structures
at elevated temperatures.. , *
CAIAA PAPEB 73-994] p0628 A73T44829
STBESSES • i•
NT AIIAL STBESS .'."y
NT CRITICAL LOADING t
NT BBSIDUAL STBESS ." ",~,
NT SHEAB STBESS ' ..,j
NT TENSILE STRESS •• - ' }
BT THERHAL STRESSES ,-B.
NT TORSIONAL STRESS "',.-.I '
NT VIBRATIONAL STRESS \
STROBOSCOPES •-'. . -
Solid state Digital Slip Sync Strobe/Camera ^.
Control System design for powered wind tunnel ~
.helicopter models testing
P0427 A73-34622
STBODHAL NUMBER ..,
Stroohal number and flat plate oscillation in an
air stream.
p0564 A73-40125
STBUCTUBAL ANALYSIS
NT DYNAMIC STBUCTOBAL ANALYSIS
NT ENERGY METHODS
NT FLUTTER ANALYSIS
NT MATRIX METHODS
Lifetime of Dural structural elements operating in
aggressive media . -.
P0661 A73-11791
Selective reinforcement of wing structure for
flutter prevention.
pOOH9 A73-13705
Load-time dependent relaxation of residual stresses.
P0100 A73-17214
Book - Aircraft structures for engineering students.
p0155 A73r21839
Taylor series algorithms for computerized
structural design and reanalysis of modified
structures, applying to aircraft fuselage
midsection
fAIAA PAPER 73-338] p0232 A73-25478
Computer graphics applied to production structural
analysis.
P0282 473-28245
An evaluation of finite difference and finite
element technigues for analysis of general shells.
P0282 A73-28256
Effect of out-of-planeness of membrane
quadrilateral finite elements.
P0284 A73-28818
Analytical elasticity methods for airfield
pavement structural stress-strain, failure and
reliability performance evaluation
p0288 A73-29106
Finite element analysis of sweptback wing
structures based on beam theory, presenting low
aspect ratio models
P0296 A73-30201
The integration of NASTBAB into helicopter
airframe design/analysis.
[AHS PREPBINT 780] . p0441 A73-35093
NASA airframe structures program, discussing
automated analysis and design, advanced
composites, supersonic and hypersonic-vehicles
technology, active controls, aircraft loads and
aeroelasticity prediction methods
P0452 A73-36168
national Symposium on Computerized Structural
Analysis and Design, George Washington
University, Washington, D.C., March 27-29, 1972,
Proceedings.
p0502 A73-37476
Finite element program for flight structure
analysis.
P0577 A73-«1739
Application of integral nonlinear programming and
random search technigues for determining minimum
weight of reinforcing structures commensurate
with strength requirements
P0677 N73-10929
Application of reliability based static strength
criteria system to analysis of C-141 aircraft -
A-462
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CAD-742260] p06BO H73-11024
Implementation of reliability based strength
?
 criteria system for determining service life of
C-141 aircraft structures - Vol. 2
[AD-742261] P0680 H73-11025
Flight loads data recording system for F-102
ai'rcraft maneuver load analysis for data
acquisition and application to developnent of
structural design criteria
tAD-747016] p0070 H73-12047
Development of airframe integrity investigation
procedures to determine structural deficiencies
and sodifications required to airframes for
increased service life
tAD-746881] p0070 H73-12049
Analysis of forces imposed on aircraft wing from
landing gear impact in relation to veight of
wing, damping, and frequency of periodic load
CAD-747381] p0071 H73-12052
Deferences on fatigue and fracture of aircraft
structures and materials to include instruments,
sonic fatigue, and nechanical fasteners
[AD-748100] P0071 H73-12053
Procedures for using liquid crystal tape for
theraographic testing of bonded structures for
aircraft
[HASA-CB-123932] p0073 N73-12451
Analysis of natural vibration characteristics of
plate-bean combination structures during
supersonic flight
[NAL-TB-291] p0140 N73-15917
Computer programmer manual for NASA structural
analysis program
fNASA-SP-223(01) ] pOISO H73-17892
Development of structural optiaization algorithm
used with large finite element program based on
displacement method of structural analysis
P0266 N73-21005
Development of reliability analysis procedure for
determining effects of cumulative and maximum
operational loads on airplane structures
[AD-7S7529J ' p0321 1173-22999
Numerical analysis of bending of rotating beams
with application to linear flap-lag stability of
hingeless rotary wings using nonlinear eguations
[NASA-TH-X-2770] p0395 873-24897
Thesaurus of terms for information on mechanics of
structural failure modes and mechanisms for
aerospace structures
CNASA-CB-121199] pO«76 H73-26917
Structural inspection for maintaining
airworthiness of older aircraft
tHASA-TH-X-2845) p0476 H73-26925
Research projects conducted by organizations of
National Research Council of Canada on
structural analysis, jet fuels, air pollution,
and very low frequency navigation
[DnB/NAE-1973(1)] pO«76 N73-26970
Application of oscillation theory and mathematical
statistics to problems of aircraft structures
and aerodynamic loads on aircraft and missiles
fNASA-TT-F-753] p0537 H73-27908
Developnent of mathematical nodel for determining
replacement criteria for aircraft structural
components
fAD-762226] p0539 N73-27921
Natural mode vibration analysis of aircraft
structural systems by direct and component mode
synthesis techniques applied to tilt rotor VT01
aircraft aeroelasticity - Vol..2
tNAS»-Tn-X-69496] ' p05«7 H73-28977
Research projects involving aeroelastic stability
and response, stability of thin shell
structures, and suspension system concept for
control of vehicle responses
fAD-762568] p05«7 H73-28979
Evaluation of structural layers in flexible
pavement during simulated aircraft traffic
riD-762131] p0552 N73-29149
Proceedings of conference on acoustic fatigue to
show effects of aerodynamic loads, response of
structures, structural design, and fatigue test
methods
[AGABD-CP-113] p0556 H73-29905
Analysis of response and fatigue characteristics
of light alloy integrally machined planks with
emphasis on acoustic fatigue properties
P0556 N73-29912
Structural response and endurance tests of
aircraft structural components to determine
effect of critical environment on acoustic fatigue
P0557 N73-29920
Acoustic fatigue tests of aluminum alloy
structural elements under narrow-band, random
loading with zero mean stress in skin
p0557 H73-29921
Development of fatigue life prediction procedures
based on measured stress-time histories and
mathematical model for description of random
vibrations
p0557 S73-29926
Application of high strength structural materials
for aerospace vehicles and use of fracture
control procedures for improved damage tolerance
P0558 N73-29928
Application of growth rate data and analytical
retardation models for predicting crack growth
under variable amplitude loading
p0558 S73-29932
Development of procedure for estimating fatigue
life of airframes to eliminate errors caused by
neglecting effect of stress redistribution after
localized yielding
P0558 N73-29933
Ground vibration tests of TF-12 aircraft to
determine frequency response data, measured node
lines, and elastic mode shapes for aircraft
components
tNASA-TH-X-2880]
 P0559 H73-29944
Analysis of flight test procedures for evaluating
strength of airfranes for aircraft and helicopters
[NASA-TT-F-769] p0590 N73-30019
Development of digital computer program for
generating individual component or entire
aircraft mass and aerodynamic models for vehicle
inelastic bending response analysis
CAD-763701] p0594 H73-30045
Analysis of equipment and procedures for
conducting sonic fatigue tests of airframes at
elevated temperatures
[AD-763798] p0594 N73-30052
Effects of wind loads on structures and structural
design criteria based on wind speed, structural
shape, and aerodynamic coefficients
[NIL-1IB-TBANS-1705-(5205.9)] p0603 N73-30857
Finite element method to determine post-buckling
strength of B-1 aircraft aft intermediate
fuselage following combined torque and axial
loading
CAD-763813] p0609 N73-30956
FOBTBAN matrix abstraction proqram for structural
analysis of aerospace structures. Vol. 2 -
Digital computer proqram description
[AD-764360] p0612 H73-31158
FOBTBAN matrix abstraction proqran for structural
analysis of aerospace structures. Vol. 5 -
Engineering user and technical report
[AD-763812J p0612 N73-31159
FOBTBAN matrix abstraction proqram for structural
analysis of aerospace structures. Vol. 6 -
Digital computer program Phase 1 description
[AD-76K366J p0612 H73-31160
Besonant vibration structural analysis of
cylindrical sandwich shells
fTDB-IB-1972/2] p0619 H73-31808
STBOCTOBAL BEABS
D BEARS (SDPPOBTS)
STBOCTOBAL DESIGN
Technological and structural design ensuring
optimum clearance and aerodynamic coupling of
moving units /wing-aileron or aileron-trim tab/
P0658 A73-11648
Book on functional pavements design covering
support condition, quality control and
construction tolerance, environmental and
landing qear effects, mathematical models, etc
P0662 A73-11879
Speed brake in carbon fibre composite construction.
pOOSO A73-13920
The design and development of fracture resistant
structures.
P0057 A73-14712
The effects of various parameters on an
aeroelastic optimization problem.
p0101 A73-17565
NASA airframes structures program, discussing
automated design, composites, supersonic and
A-463
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hypersonic technologies, control systems, load
and aeroelasticity prediction and integrity
concepts
fAIAA PAPBB 73-17) p0103 A73-17610
Structural design of fotore commercial transports.
fAIAA PAPBB 73-20] P0103 A73-17613
Optimisation in construction of the Jaguar and
other military aircraft.
P0152 A73-20947
Transonic airfoils - Decent developments in
theory, experiment, and desiqn.
p0193 173-23856
Aircraft desiqn philosophies and structural
integrity considerations for reliability without
major RDT and maintenance, proposing research
program for future computerized design
P0229 A73-25128
Desiqn and manufacture of structure components
•ade of fiber-reinforced materials
P0231 A73-25417
Application of computer-aided aircraft design in a
•ultidisciplinary environment.
[A1AA PAPEB 73-353J p0232 A73-25490
Numerical procedure for deterlining optimal member
sizes of aircraft structural components with
weight minimization and flutter speed lower bound
fAIAA PAPEB 73-391) p0233 A73-25520
Ilyushin 62 aircraft horizontal stabilizer
structural design and control, discussing
mounting hardware and electrically driven
servomechanism
P0237 A73-25795
Optimisation of aircraft structures with multiple
stiffness requirements.
P0239 A73-26298
Liqht motorized glider-type aircraft design,
development and flight testing, discussing
aerodynamic configuration, structural design and
performance characteristics
p0249 A73-27732
lift and drag at off-design Bach numbers of
conically canbered wings with subsonic leading
edges and supersonic trailing edge
P0249 A73-27927
Computer graphics applied to production structural
analysis.
P0282 A73-282U5
Parameters of rational airfield pavement design
system.
TASCE PBEPBIHT 1700] p03»0 A73-31386
A method for complex desiqn of axial-flow
compressor stages at the mean streamline
P0348 A73-32203
Glass fabric structures, properties and designs of
reinforced polyester and epoxy laminates for
aerospace applications
p0365 A73-33064
Pressurized fuselage design studies for short haul
transport aircraft, discussing sandwich
structures and bonding techniques for Al and Ti
alloy construction materials
P0365 A73-33069
Brazed honeycomb structure desiqn, fabrication and
aerospace applications covering brazing methods,
filler metal selection, nondestructive testing,
sandwich designs, aircraft and spacecraft
structures, etc
P0416 A73-34100
Development of airframe design technology for
crashworthiness.
[SAB PAPEB 730319) p0429 A73-34677
Commercial transport aircraft structural desiqn
and technoloqy advances, discussing materials
and fabrication processes with respect to costs,
durability and reliability
P0452 A73-36166
Structural design and technology developments for
SST and STOL aircraft, discussing computerized
and damage tolerant desiqn, composite materials
and cost reducinq manufacturing techniques
p0452 A73-36167
NASA airfraae structures program, discussing
automated analysis and design, advanced/
composites, supersonic and hypersonic vehicles
technoloqy, active controls, aircraft loads and
aeroelasticity prediction methods
P0452 A73-36168
Design for teaching aerospace engineering at Texas
A S H University.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-786) p0499 A73-37456
Rational Symposium on Computerized structural
Analysis and Design, George Washington
University, Washington, D.c., March 27-29, 1972,
Proceedings.
p0502 A73-37476
Automated structural desiqn and analysis of
advanced composite winq models.
P0502 A73-37486
Composite fabrication and structural desiqn for
commercial aircraft, discussinq graphite post ,1
installation and testinq and pultrnsion and •->
autoclave molding processes . j
[SHE PAPEB EH 73-717) p0525 A73-38497
Environmental effects on fracture resistant and
biaxial fatigue design of aircraft structures.
P0624 A73-43811
Structural changes in high bypass ratio engines
for fan noise reduction to jet noise level •
p0067 H73-12017
Suppression of fan noise and effects on short
takeoff aircraft systems desiqn
p0067 H73-12023
Structural design and load tests on carbon fiber
reinforced plastic yc-10 aileroa control strut
[ABC-CP-1229] p0121 B73-14903
Airfoil with cambered trailing edge section for
supersonic flight
CHASA-CASB-LAB-10585-1) p0122 B73-14981
Structural design guidance and construction
standards for upgrading and extending service
life of airport pavements
r?AA-ED-08-2) p0221 H73-19266
Design of noise source for simulating supersonic
spinning modes in duct acoustics
[HASA-CB-2260] p0274 B73-21067
Desiqn, fabrication, and evaluation of boron-epoxy
reinforced C-130 center winq boxes
[NASA-CB-112272] p0318 N73-22979
Desiqn of test facility for turbofan enqines at
subsonic operation
CAD-757197) p0325 R73-23352
Feasibility of modifying supersonic drone
configuration into remotely controlled research
vehicle
[HASA-CB-112323) p0386 H73-24057
Optimization method for minimum weight design of
structures made from fiber reinforced composites
tAD-763732] p0599 N73-30558
Design methodology for airfield pavements
[AD-763212) p0613 H73-31215
STEOCTOEAI DBSIGH CBITBBIi
Composite material design criteria, discussing
fatigue, stress concentration, safety factors, ,
scaling effects and load characteristics
p036« A73-33028
Whole aircraft and component design optimization,
discussing criteria, constraints and performance
prediction accuracy during feasibility analysis
and project design
p0499 A73-37410
Development of aerodynamic structural design data
to reduce effects of acoustic fatigue on flat
and singly-curved sandwich panels - Part 2
[AGABD-A6-162-PT-2] p0121 H73-14898
FAA research and development in airport paving
criteria
P0309 H73-22205
Desiqn criteria and analysis procedures to
minimize occurrence of major structural failures
in airframes due to undetected damage
CAD-757870) p0388 H73-24074
Optimization of mass distribution of solid beams
and panels for structural design of airframes
and panels
[AD-759169) P0401 N73-25054
Development of formula for determining ideal
weight of shell-type aircraft fuselages with
body of revolution cross section
[BAE-LIB-TBAHS-1688] p0464 H73-26009
Analysis of fatigue behavior of airframe
components and development of methods for
predicting service life of aircraft structures
[BAE-LIB-TBANS-1678] p0464 H73-26012
Airport construction procedures to include general
requirements, construction materials, and
operational maintenance
CAD-759243) p0486 H73-27191
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Effects of wind loads on strnctnres and structural
design criteria based on vind speed, structural
shape, and aerodynamic coefficients
IBLL-LIB-TBAHS-1705-(5205.9) 1 p0603 B73-30857
"''Criteria for acceptance of early design
information vith application to design studies
and cost estimates for liquid hydrogen fueled
'•aircraft and remotely piloted vehicles
fHASA-TH-1-62303] • p0607 H73-30943
STBOCTOBAL DIBABICS
D DTN&BIC STEOCTOEiL ANALYSIS
STBOCTOBAL ENGINEERING •
' •'some problens in the substantiation and
application of discrete large-element design
schemes'for complex zero-moment shells
; 'ft: i - . - p0660 A73-11716
Aircraft structural engineers prospects in
commercial aircraft design, discussing markets,
- technology escalation and cost effective
structural development
[AIAA PAPER 73-19] - p0103 A73-17612
'Russian book on structural Mechanics of tapered
• thin vailed conical bodies and vings in aviation
and rocket technology
'•='• • • • - p0572 A73-41281
Development of optinized aircraft stroctares based
on vibratory strain energy distribution using
damped forced response
[AD-751809J p0162 H73-16027
Computer techniques and test facilities for
structural engineering at German university
institute
CISD-119] • • p021« H73-18935
STBOCTDBAL FAIIORE
In-flight structural failures involving general
aviation aircraft.
p0665 A73-12566
Hi-Cr-Ti steel aircraft structural elenent fatigue
life calculation based on failure nechanisi
involving crack propagation '
p0051 A73-14011
Approximate analysis of containment/deflection
ring responses to engine rotor fragment impact.
p014» A73-19188
Stress concentration and groove design as factors
in crack failure of low pover single stage gas
turbine rotor disk, using optical polarization
technique
P0183 A73-22166
Preliminary design of aircraft strnctnres to meet
structural integrity requirements.
fAIAA PAPBB 73-374] p0232 A73-25506
Aerospace component failure due to corrosion
fatigue in aluminum ving attachment spar,
helicopter rotor blade, landing gear cylinder
• and- engine bearings
P0237 A73-25803
Light aircraft vertical gust induced structural
failures, analyzing 1960-71 accident reports for
injuries biomechanics and environmental conditions
• . p0361 A73-32678
Stress concentration and groove design as factors
in crack failure of lov power single stage gas
turbine rotor disk, using optical polarization
technique '•
P0579 A73-42114
Aircraft accident involving Beechcraft 18 aircraft
on air taxi flight from Cleveland, Ohio airport
on 22 June, 1972
CBTSB-AAB>72-33] • p0160 H73-16006
Bibliography of citations related to problem areas
in mechanics of failure in aerospace strnctnres
tNASA-CR-121202) p0476 H73-26920
Aircraft accident involving crash of TD-144
aircraft at Paris Air Show in 1973
[NASA-TT-F-15062] p0548 H73-28982
Preliminary analysis of possible factors
associated with asphaltic concrete airfield '
pavement defects
[AD-762401] P0552 H73-29150
Techniques for controlling time to fatigue crack
initiation in design of aircraft structures and
- • application of residual stress analyses
P0558 H73-29930
Development of rational analytic theory for
analyzing fatigue of airfranes based on maximum
stress-field parameter and maximum load
excursion ratio
p0558 N73-29931
Application of growth rate data and analytical
retardation models for predicting crack growth
under variable amplitude loading
p0558 H73-29932
Analysis of errors in fatigue life prediction
procedures and methods for improving accuracy of
prediction analysis techniques
P0558 H73-29934
Design criteria for supersonic overflight to •
reduce psychophysical effects and decrease glass
damage probability
[FAA-BD-73-116]. . p0618 N73-3.1800
STBOCTOBAL FATIGOB
0 FATIGOB (HATBBIALS)
STBOCTDBAL INFLOBHCB COEFFICIENTS
Interpolation methods in aeroelastic analysis,
comparing wing structural influence coefficients
derived by surface splines and
interpolation-in-the-small techniques with
static test data
P0101 A73-17215
Numerical integration technigne used to re-compute
influence coefficients used for development.of
design curves for rigid airfield runway pavements
CAD-755526] p0325 N73-23353
STBOCTOBAL HATBBIALS
0 CONSTEOCTIOH MATERIALS
STBOCTOBAL BE8BEBS
NT BEADS (SOPPOBTS) ...
NT BOI BEABS
NT CANTILEVER PLATES
NT CIBCDLAR PLATES
NT ELASTIC PLATES
NT FLAT PLATES
NT LONGEBONS . • . • :
NT BEHBRANE STBOCTORES
NT PEBFOBATED PLATES
NT PLATES (STBOCTORAL BEBBBHS)
NT SKIN (STROCTOHAL HEBBEB)
N T STRUTS . . .
NT TBOSSES
NT RING PANELS
Estimation of corrosion damage levels in
thin-walled structural elements by the punching
method
P0458 A73-36825
Fabrication of light weight panel structure using
pairs of elongate hollow ribs of semicircular
configuration
[NASA-CASE-LAB-11052-1] p0087 N73-13929
Bot forging of aluminum alloy structural parts
[AD-764618] p0648 N73-32384
STBOCTOBAL RELIABILITY
Colloquium on Structural Reliability notes on
'Fatigue Lecture.1
P0057 A73-14706
The design and development of fracture resistant
structures.
P0057 A73-14712
Reliability analysis methods for metallic
structures.
P0057 A73-14714
Evaluation of a reliability analysis method for
fatigue life of aircraft structures.•
P0058 A73-14715
The additivity of cumulative damage in the test or
use environment.
P0058 A73-14716
Synthesis of optimal control problems with
allowance for a prescribed reliability
P0090 A73-16416
The OSAF aircraft structural integrity program
/ASIPA
rAIAA PAPER 73-18] . • . p0103 A73-17611
Fail-safe aircraft composite structures, achieving
crack arrestment by integral buffer strips in
primary load carrying laminates
P0108 A73-18494
Fatigue life of aircraft structures
P0148 A73-202«6
Preliminary design of aircraft structures to meet
structural integrity requirements.
fAIAA PAPER 73-374] . p0232 A73-25506
Ring spar static and fatigue tests and S-N curve
for lifetime .measurement of root sections of
snail trainer and passenger aircraft
P0348.A73-32190
B-1 technology applications to advanced transport
design.
A-465
STBOCTOBAL BIGIDITT SUBJECT IBDBI
fSAE PAPEB 7303481 p0430 273-34696
An overview of fatigue and fracture for design and
certification of advanced high perfornance ships.
P0435 A73-34881
Performance, structural reliability and fatigue
life of glass fiber-epoxy twin beam helicopter
rotor blades
TABS PREPRINT 782) p0442 A73-35095
OSAF aircraft stroctoral integrity regnireaents,
discussing safety and durability concepts foe
designing, evaluating and substantiating future
svstens
P0453 473-36169
Tovard reliable composites - An examination of
design aethodology.
P0632 A73-45144
SIBOCTOBAI. BIGIDITT
0 STBOCTOBA1 STABILITY
STBOCTOBAL STABILITY
HI SHEL1 STABILITT
Stability of a thin-wing model with one and tvo
degrees of freedom
P0090 A73-16297
Aeroelastic instabilities of hingeless helicopter
blades.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-193] p0098 473-16929
Damping configurations that have a stabilizing
influence on nonconservative systems.
p0143 A73-19088
A computerized flutter solution procedure.
p0148 173-20211
Russian book on airplane and helicopter design and
stability covering selection of ling /rotor/
configuration and power plant, subsystem design,
strength, reliability, lifetime, etc
P0238 A73-26256
Engineering data for aeronautical structures under
loads
fESDO-SS2] p0677 N73-10918
Procedure for predicting structural and acoustic
response of full scale structures to sonic booms
using scale models and laboratory techniques
rFAA-BD-72-116] p0068 H73-12029
Design, fabrication, and flight tests of
boron-epoxy reinforced C-130E center wing boxes
fHASA-CB-112126] P0079 H73-13011
Development of structural optimization algorithm
used with large finite element program based on
displacement method of structural analysis
P0266 H73-21005
Besearch projects in structural reliability
engineering for transport vehicles
P0280 N73-21878
Analysis of aircraft construction methods to
compare riveting, velded joints, and bonded
•joints for structural stability
fiD-755754] P0306 N73-21948
Analysis of structural reliability of large scale
bonded joints for advanced composite wing to
determine service life of boron epoxy to
titanium scarf joint
TAD-7568931 p0321 N73-22995
Structural stability testing of aerospace
components under pyrotechnic loading conditions
using subscale plastic models
fHASA-CR-128911) P0335 N73-23914
Dynamic structural analysis of helicopter
structures using single point excitation
techniques - Vol. 2
fAD-756390] P0336 H73-23922
Dynamic structural analysis of helicopter
structures using free-body response techniques -
Vol. 3
fAD-7563911 P0336 H73-23923
Dynamic structural analysis of helicopter
subsystems based on eguations for combination of
mobility matrices - Vol. *
fAD-756392] P0336 H73-23924
Fatigue tests on Comet aircraft pressure cabin to
determine effects of pressure cycles on
structural stability of cabin windows
rABC-B/H-3248] P0383 N73-2U017
Low freguency structural response and damping
characteristics of IB-70 aircraft during
subsonic and supersonic flight
fNASA-TN-D-7227) p0394 N73-24892
Hind tunnel measurements of direct pitching
damping and stiffness derivatives for delta wing
and swept wing planforms
fABC-B/H-3419] p0397 H73-25009
Application of oscillation theory and mathematical
statistics-to problems of aircraft structares
and aerodynamic loads on aircraft'and missiles
CSAS4-TT-F-753] p0537 H73r27908
Loading force diagrams and structural properties
of landing gear • ,. a
[iD-761644] • p0539 B73r27918
Besearch projects involving aeroelastic stability
and response, stability of thin shell '. .
structures, and suspension system concept for\
control of vehicle responses
fAD-762568] ' p0547 H73-28979
Application of high strength structural materials
for aerospace vehicles and use of fracture
control procedures for improved damage tolerance
p0558 H73-29928
Development of rational analytic theory for . .
analyzing fatigue of airframes based on maximum
stress-field parameter and maximum load
excursion ratio '
p0558 B73-29931
Development of procedure for estimating fatigue •
life of airframes to eliminate errors caused by
neglecting effect of stress redistribution after
localized yielding • -
P0558 H73-29933
Analysis of sonic boom phenomenon to show
generation, propagation, and effects on
structures, people, and animals
[ARL/A-BOTE-337] p0588 H73-30007
Analysis of flight test procedures for evaluating
strength of airframes for aircraft and helicopters
tHASi-TT-F-769] p0590 H73-30019
Development of digital computer program for
generating individual component or entire
aircraft mass and aerodynamic models for vehicle
inelastic bending response analysis
rAD-763701] p0594 H73-30045
STBDCIOBAL STBAIH
Analysis of sonic boom data recorded on strain
gages mounted on windows to record overpressures
and relation to window size
rFAA-RD-72-114J ' • p0068 H73-12030
Effect of environment and stress-cycling on
in-service structural failure of airframes and
procedures for predicting safe operational
conditions • - > . - .
p0558 H73-29929
STBDCTDB1L VIBBATIOB
NT BENDIHG VIBHATIOH . '
HT F10TTEB
NT PANEL FLDTTEB
ST SOBSOHIC FLOTTBB
BT SUPEBSONIC PLOTTER
NT TOBSIOSAL VIBBATIOH
BT TBABSOBIC FLUTTER
Calculation and measurement of the aerodynamic
forces on an oscillating airfoil profile with
and without stall •
(OHERA, TP HO. 1132] P0652 A73-10240
Free three-dimensional vibration processing of
gas-turbine engine blades
P0661 A73-11723
The status of engineering knowledge concerning the
damping of built-up structures.• '
P0143 A73-19099
Designing tnrbonachine blades for forced
vibrations under various excitation conditions
. . p0150 A73-20503
Gradient optimization of structural'-weight for
specified flutter speed.
tAIAA PAPEB 73-390) P0233 A73-25519
The spatial correlation method and a time-varying
flexible structure.
CAIAA PAPER 73-406] P0234.A73-25535
European contribution to structural response to
noise.
fAIAA PAPER 73-332] P0236 A73-25561
Vibrations of an Buler beam with a system of
discrete masses, springs, and dashpots.
P0237 A73-25788
In-flight flutter testing methods for determining
aircraft structure natural freguencies and
vibration damping ratios with air flow
rOHERA, TP HO. 1224] p0241 A73-26S93
Condition monitoring - A new technology for
aircraft engine maintenance
P0247 A73-27389
A-466
SOBJBCI IIDBI SOBSOSIC AIBCBAW
Solid body on elastic supports as model for
•-••• helicopter-stability and nonlinear oscillations
analysis
: p0249 473-27791
Visualization of unsteady flow over oscillating
30 airfoils.
• •• . p0290 473-29270
Eussian book on elastic structures vibration in
3' aircraft covering integral egoations for beans,
•damping principles and transcendental equations
for flexural and torsional vibrations natural
frequencies
p0297 473-30354
'Dynamic analysis procedure to locate vibration
sources without simulated service tests, lapping
structural surfaces at all frequencies via
' •transfer, function or •echanical inpedance analysis
•-'..-. .' p0366 473-33098
The influence of pitch and twist on blade
vibrations..
P0419 473-34440
High frequency vibration of aircraft structures..
P0448 173-35329
Alteration of a static vibration result by
• rigidizing some degrees of freedom
'. ' . p0451 A73-36066
Forecast of mode variation subsequent to structure
. •edifications
. . • - . • P0461 A73-37083
• Heasnrenents of surface .pressure on an elliptic
airfoil oscillating in uniform flow.
p0498 A73-37374
Calculating the fundamental oscillations in
turboenqine blades with different types of
'excitation.
p0511 A73-37778
Vibrations of turbolet-engine components
containing structural dampers of the type of
sandwich rods
P0624 A73-43735
Emission of sound from a rectangular plate
vibrating under the action of pressure
pulsations in a turbulent boundary layer
p0632 473-44899
Effect of ovality of radial thrust bearing balls
on axial vibration of rapidly rotatinq rotor of
engine
[4D-754615] p0260 H73-20546
Transfer matrix techniques for vibration analysis
of'curved skin-stringer strnctures with tuned
elastoneric danpers
[40-758220] p0323 H73-23010
Natural mode vibration analysis of aircraft
structural systems by direct and component mode
synthesis techniques applied to tilt rotor VTOL
aircraft aeroelasticity - Vol. 2
[H4SA-TH-X-69496] p0547 H73-28977
STBOCTOBAL WEIGHT
Aeroelastic structural weight optimization under
strength and flutter constraints, using finite
element and displacement methods to describe
equations of motion in matrix form
[AIAA PAPEB 73-389J p0232 A73-25518
Gradient optimization of structural weight for
'. ' specified flutter speed.
[4144 P4PEB 73-390] P0233 A73-25519
Hnmerical procedure for determining optimal member
sizes of aircraft structural components with
weight minimization and flutter speed lower bound
[4144 PAPEB 73-391] p0233 473-25520
A new method for the study of the phenomenon of
dynamic instability of thin-walled bars used in
the construction of aeroplanes, ships and bridges.
:
 p0243 A73-27063
'Mortar design for parachute ejection and
deployment into airstream to decelerate
spacecraft and aircraft pilot escape modules,
estimating hardware weight and reaction load
tAIAA PAPEB 73-459] P0341 473-31445
Rigid lightweight honeycomb core radome
development from materials and processes
standpoint, discussing cost reduction and
fabrication
.[S4E P4PBB 730310 ] p0428 473-34670
Cost/weight tradeoff ratios for fiber reinforced
plastic aircraft structural components
[S4B P4PEB 730338] p0430 473-34689
A parametric weights study of a composite material
prop/rotor blade.
[SAVE PAPEB 950] p0516 473-37878
The weight/performance interface - An argument for
weight control.
[S4IE PAPEB 967] p0516 473-37884
Cost estimating techniques for airframe
weight-cost interface study for military
aircraft design
[S4BE P4PEB 969] p0516 473-37885
Design and development of lightweight wheel
braking equipment.
CSABE PAPEB 995] P0517 A73-37894
'The hub of the wheel1 - 4 project designer's view
of weight.
[S4HE PAPEB 996] p0517 A73-37895
Structural composites on future fighter aircraft.
[4I4A PAPBB 73-806] p0522 473-38371
Designing equal-life minimum-weight truss structures
p0531 473-39357
Influence of the effectiveness of jet vanes oc the
characteristics of VTOL aircraft
P0566 473-40401
SIBDTS
Structural design and load tests on carbon fiber
reinforced plastic VC-10 aileron control strut
C4BC-CP-1229) p0121 H73-14903
SOBCIBCOTTS
0 CIBCOITS
SDBCOHTB4CTS
4ircraft structural components in-house or
subcontracted fabrication, discussing technical
performance, economic and manpower aspects
P0191 473-23521
SOBCBITICiL PLOW
The prediction of airfoil pressure distributions
for snbcritical viscous flow and for
supercritical inviscid flow.
P0054 473-14378
Operation modes simulation of single stage gas
turbine at snbcritical and supercritical gas
flow, noting scale model tests
P0099 473-17024
SOBI1TTICES
D L4TTICES (MATHEMATICS)
SUBSETS (HATHBH4TICS}
0 SET THEOBI
SOBSOHIC AIBCBAPT
Indicating instrument for angle of attack and
sideslip on subsonic flight vehicles via static
pressure sensing, noting wind tunnel tests
p0661 A73-11724
Subsonic aircraft noise - A solution by the wider
application of today's new engines.
P0041 A73-13062
Subsonic commercial transport aircraft reduced
noise and increased cruise Mach number effects
on nacelle design in terms of inlet, fan, covl
and nozzle
[AIAA PAPBB 72-1204] p0046 A73-13488
Sound field generated by spatial instabilities
interaction on shear layer shed from duct with
nozzle lip, discussing excess noise of subsonic
jets
p0109 A73-18529
Slender delta-wings for future subsonic passenger
planes
p0183 A73-21992
Aircraft design parameters optimization based on
criterial function representing overall
deviation for specifications with application to
subsonic passenger aircraft
p0244 A73-27095
Book - Methods for estimating drag polars of
subsonic airplanes.
P0371 473-33422
Book - Methods for estimating stability and
control derivatives of conventional subsonic
airplanes.
P0371 473-33423
On the unsteady supersonic cascade with a subsonic
leading edge - An exact first order theory. II.
[ASMS PAPEB 73-GT-16] p0373 A73-33493
Subsonic jet aircraft contribution to HOx in the
stratospheric ozone layer - 1968 to 1990.
[AIA4 PAPEB 73-534) p0376 A73-33566
A finite-element method for calculating
aerodynamic coefficients of a subsonic airplane.
P0456 A73-36394
Subsonic aircraft turbojet engines, discussing
thermodynamic cycles, entry temperature
4-467
SDBSOHIC FLOS. SUBJECT IHDEX
increase, propulsion efficiency and economy
improvements and ecoloqical requirements
' . . p0460 A73-36994
Method for computing effects of meteorological
conditions on sound in vicinity of subsonic
aircraft
fSC-DC-72-1007] p0070 H73-12044
FORTB1H pcoqran for calculating aerodynamic
coefficients of subsonic aircraft at high speeds
- p0079 N73-13010
Analysis of three dimensional weakly controlled
soaring procedures for increased sailplane
perfornance
P0535 H73-27894
SDBSOHIC FlOi
Further studies of the aeroacoustics of lets
perturbed by screens.
P0663 A73-12200
Separated flow noise.
pOOlO 473-12975
Effects of transverse ribs on pressure recovery in
two-diaensional subsonic diffusers.
UIAA PAPEB 72-11*11 p0046 A73-13447
Acoustic power spectrum of a subsonic jet.
P0051 A73-14040
High subsonic flow past airfoils at 2 deg angle of
attack, describing relaxation method for
hyperbolic Euler eguations conversion to
parabolic form
P0106 A73-17738
Unsteady thin-airfoil theory for subsonic flow.
P0152 A73-20718
Prediction of aeroelastic instabilities in turbines
P0185 A73-22204
Bayleigh-Bitz solution of boundary value problem
for plane compressible subsonic flow'past
aerofoil noting convergence
P0188 A73-22954
Noise reduction for subsonic fluid flow over flat
Plate via interposition of secondary fluid layer
at trailing edge
P0231 A73-25386
Aeroelastic dynamic response to shock induced flow
.separation, analyzing wing buffet components at
high Hach number subsonic flow
fAIAA PAPER 73-308) p023U A73-25539
Unsteady subsonic compressible flow around finite
thickness Kings.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-313] p023<» A73-25544
Noise intensity in the field of subsonic turbulent
lets
P0236 A73-25738
Downwash-velocity potential method for oscillating
surfaces.
P0284 A73-28803
Two dimensional steady subsonic flow through
airfoil cascades, predicting turbonachine
performance from boundary layer calculation for
coaparison with experiments
P0286 473-29005
Seduction of noise generated by flow of fluid over
Plate.
P0299 A73-30915
An approxiiiate method for the calculation of the
velocities induced by a wing oscillating in
subsonic flow
P0348 A73-31905
On the unsteady supersonic cascade with a subsonic
leading edge - An exact first order theory.
fASHE PAPEB 73-GT-15] . p0373 A73-33492
New contributions to the iterative aethod for
• aerodynamic calculations of wings in subsonic
flows
P0503 A73-37545
On the effect of swirling motion of sources of
subsonic let noise.
'
 :
 . - P0565 A73-40286
Small-scale suppressor of the aerodynamic noise of
a subsonic gas jet
P0566 A73-40404
Simplified aerodynamic theory of oscillating thin
surfaces in subsonic flow.
. p0566 A73-40427
Closed-form lift and moment for Osborne's unsteady
. thin-airfoil theory.
p0566 A73-40442
Peak subsonic noise level reduction by let
refraction, showing directivity patterns as
function of let velocities and temperature ratios
P0568 A73-40753
On the application of a'new version of lifting
surface theory to nonslender and kinked wings.
p0621 A73-43210
A new device for measuring local acoustic power
output of subsonic jets. - . . .1
CAIAA PAPEB 73-1042] p0631 A73-44866
ALGOL program for lift distribution determination
on thin wing in subsonic flow
CHLB-TB-70088-0] . p0072 H73-12224
Subsonic numerical panel method for flow •
calculation applied to delta wing, lifting - •
reentry body, body-wing configurations
[BBB-OFE-889-72-0] p0123 H73-14992
Flow and acoustic characteristics determined for
subsonic and supersonic jets and supersonic- :
suppressors • . •"
[HASA-CB-131297] - p0252 H73-20006
Theoretical calculation of generalized forces and
load distribution on wings oscillating at •
general fregnency in'subsonic stream '
tABC-B/H-3710] p0302 N73-21908
Tine dependent flow field- model for subsonic
diffuser section of supersonic inlet
[AD-758803] - p0412-H73-25835
Subsonic intrinsic noise reduction of sound
pressure transducers in air flow
CEAB-LIB-TBABS-1660] p0475 H73-26687
Four VIOL propulsion concepts compared
paranetrically for subsonic applications with
three types of aircrafts ' > •
(HASA-TH-1-68279] P0555 N73-29810
Load near apex of lifting swept wing in linearized
subsonic flow
[ABC-B/H-3716] : p0588 1173-30001
Pressure recovery performance of conical diffnsers
at high subsonic speeds and range of geometries
TNASA-CB-2299] " p0605 H73-30927
SDBSOHIC PLOTTEB
Flutter technology in the United Kingdom - A survey.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-330] ' p0235 A73-25559
Control law synthesis and sensor design for active
flutter suppression.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-832] p0567>'A73-40502
Developments in unsteady aerodynamics of ' '
helicopter rotary wings to analyze stall
flutter, transient effects of interactions,* and
wake induced instabilities
p0111 N73-14001
Flutter characteristics of thin cantilever wings.'
at transonic and supersonic speeds
fKAL-TB-288] p0126 H73-15022
SOBSOHIC SPEED
Criteria concerning the adaptation of the rear
components of a propulsion system to the
subsonic and transonic altitude flight
CDGLB PAPEB 72-065) p0659 A73-11690
Power spectrum due to point source convection at
uniform subsonic speed along round jet flow axis
P0050 A73-13841
The influence of a strake on the flow field"'of a
delta wing /lambda + 2/ at near-sonic velocities
fDGLB PAPEB 72-125) p0055 A73-14385
Fighter aircraft maneuverability improvement at '•
high subsonic speeds by slotted and unslotted
leading-and trailing-edge flaps on delta-wing
[BGLB PAPEB 72-126] p0055> A73-14386
Flight and wind tunnel investigation of the
effects of Beynolds number on installed boattail
drag at subsonic speeds. " •
fAIAA PAPEB 73-139] ' p0096 A73-16888
Calculation of the aerodynamic characteristics of
a rectangular wing with tip plates moving at a
low subsonic speed in the proximity of a screen
P0147 A73-20094
Experimental results in the case of the Nonweiler
wave-rider in the subsonic, transonic, and
supersonic range
P0371 A73-33265
Boise source distribution in subsonic jets.
P0497 A73-37290
Subsonic jet noise measurements on model jet-rig
in anechoic chamber, discussing correlation and
prediction
P0519 A73-38106
Progress in source noise suppression of subsonic
tip speed fans.
TAIAA PAPEB 73-1032) P0631 A73-44861
1-468
SUBJECT IHDBI SUPEBCOHDDCTOBS
Development of computer program for analyzing
mono-element and multi-element airfoils at
•" subsonic speed with attached aic flow - Vol. 2
tAD-740124] p0672 H73-10242
ierodynaoic configurations of swept wings to
. improve lift performance at stall in higher
range of subsonic speeds
p0124 H73-15010
Subsonic performance potential of ramjets and
ejector ramjets
(AD-751317] p0167 H73-16781
Developnent of two dimensional theory for unsteady
' flov disturbances caused by aeroelastic
deformation of thick ving at high subsonic speeds
[HAS1-CB-11211II] P0177 H73-17258
Effect of various physical and operating
parameters on noise produced by low pressure
ratio propulsive fans operating at subsonic speeds
rHASA-CB-21881 p0200 H73-18011
Numerical analysis of minima time climbing
~ procedure and minimum fuel climbing procedure
for typical subsonic aircraft
P0385 B73-24052
Analysis of pressure distribution on plane ground
surface under aircraft flying at low altitude
with subsonic velocity
EFFA-AB-634-PT-2] p0487 B73-27206
Characteristics of propulsion system for subsonic,
long-range transport aircraft designed to meet
aerodynamic noise level requirements
f.HASA-CB-121242] p0491 H73-27704
numerical analysis of supercritical flow about
C-141 aircraft wing using finite difference,
relaxation algorithm
C»ASi-TN-D-6933] p0535 B73-27889
Rind tunnel tests to determine performance of
lobed-display mixer nozzle with convergent
nozzle at subsonic speeds
(HASA-TH-X-2806] p0587 H73-29995
Effect of inflated air cushion landing gear on
subsonic static stability of high performance
aircraft operating out of ground effect
fAD-763365] p0594 H73-30048
Kind tunnel tests to determine two dimensional
characteristics of airfoil optimized for maximum
lift coefficient at various angles of attack
rHASA-TN-D-7071] p0605 N73-30929
SOBSOHIC IIHD IDHHELS
Powered model wind tunnel investigation to
determine performance trends with nacelle
location.
fAIAA PAPEB 72-1114] p0045 A73-13429
Application of certain generalized data from
wind-tunnel tests with plane subsonic compressor
cascades to the calculation of the
characteristic flow regimes in supersonic cascades
p0247 A73-27480
Subsonic wind tunnel tests for laminar boundary
layer investigation in low level turbulence
flow, noting turbulence measurement with
hot-wire anemometers
P0573 A73-41316
Electric analogy method for subsonic wind tunnel
contraction cone design providing uniform
velocity distribution in test section, obtaining
• pressure distribution in cone boundary
P0585 A73-43000
Interference theory in slotted wind tunnels
extended to subsonic rectangular wind tunnels
with ventilated tool, longitudinal slots and
perforated screens of arbitrary porosity
CABC-B/H-3706J p0111 N73-1K007
Large subsonic wind tunnel design for German
industry
fBEPT-BA-317-aJ p0310 H73-22213
Analysis of problems involved in operation of
large wind tunnels at subsonic and supersonic
speeds
rAGABO-B-601] p0469 H73-26239
Influence of free stream turbulence on turbulent
boundary layer in relation to wind tunnel
testing at subsonic speeds
P0471 H73-26283
Influence of free stream turbulence on turbulent
boundary layer in relation to wind tunnel
testing at subsonic speeds
p0471 S73-26283
SUCTIOH
Suction force suppression during takeoff, landing
and transition of TTOL turbojet via wing turning
wing about axis parallel to earth plane
P0657 A73-11631
Three dimensional turbulent boundary layer of
yawed wing suction surface in uniform flow,
examining cross flow profile, velocity
distribution and weighting functions
P0371 A73-33267
Vortex-lift prediction for complex wing planforms.
P0419 A73-34438
Tnrbofan suction noise level measurements,
discussing octave noise analysis, angular
velocity distributions, discharge coefficient,
takeoff and landing operations
P0513 A73-37816
Heat transfer from an enclosed rotating disk with
uniform suction and injection.
P0585 A73-42998
SOD AVIUIOH AIRCRAFT
HT CORCOBDE AI8CBAFT
SOLFOB COHPODHDS
Corrosiveness of naturally occurring sulfur
compounds and organic peroxides in aviation
turbine fuels toward Cu and Ag, detailing
maximum tolerable ratios
P0532 A73-39637
SOHUBIES
HT ABSTBACIS
SDPEB SABBE AIBCBAFT
D F-100 AIBCBAFT
SOPEBALLOTS
0 HEAT RESISTANT ALLOTS
SOPBBCiVITiTING FLOS
Unsteady separated free jet flow of an ideal fluid
past a wing
P0339 A73-31155
SOPEBCAVITATIOH
0 SOPEBCAVITATING FLOS
SUPEBCHAB6EBS
Piston engine tnrbocharging system based on split
low and high pressure exhaust gas discharge
porting, discussing different turbine staging
arrangements
P0198 A73-24925
SUPEBCHABGIB6
U SUPEBCHABGEBS
SUPEBCONDOCTIBG HAGBETS
Feasibility model of airborne ac synchronous
generator with rotating superconducting field
winding, comparing predicted performance, size
and weight with conventional technology
P0661 A73-11827
Features of a high voltage airborne
superconducting generator.
P0447 A73-35254
Characteristics of large, lightweight,
saddle-coil, superconducting dipole magnet for
airborne magnetohydrodynamic generators
P0219 H73-19038
Characteristics of superconducting electric
generators to show effect of electromechanical,
electromagnetic, and cryogenic parameters on
design
P0219 H73-19039
Features and characteristics of superconducting
electrical machines and design of synchronous
electric generator for airborne use
P0219 H73-19040
Superconducting electromagnetic suspension and
balance and supersonic wind tunnel facility for
dynamic stability studies
[NASA-CB-132255] p0390 K73-24271
SUPEBCOHDUCTITITT
Aircraft power supply alternators with
superconductive field windings, calculating
specific weights and performance characteristics
P0150 A73-20408
Proceedings of conference on application of
superconductivity techniques to auxiliary power
systems for aircraft and missiles
tAGABD-CP-1041 p0219 S73-19030
SOPBBCOHDBCTOBS
Superconducting a.c. machines - An approach to
development.
P0149 A73-20407
Characteristics of conventional alternators and
aircraft electrical power systems and comparison
with electric systems using superconductors
P0219 H73-19036
1-469
SDPBBCBITIC11 FLOW SUBJECT INDEX
SOPEBCBITICAL FLOB
The prediction of airfoil pressure distributions
for subcritical viscous flov and for
supercritical inviscid flov.
p0054 A73-14378
Analog-analytic construction of supercritical
flows past profiles
fDGLR PAPEB 72-129] p0055 473-10384
Calculation of supercritical flov past airfoils by
the Hurman-Krnpp difference method
rDGLB PAPEB 72-128] pOOSS A73-14387
Operation modes simulation of single staqe qas
turbine at subcritical and supercritical gas
flov, noting scale model tests
P0099 »73-17024
Application of integral relations to analyzing
inviscid supercritical flov about lifting
airfoils with embedded shock vave
fAD-755762] p0326 H73-23390
Numerical analysis of supercritical flov about
C-1U1 aircraft ving using finite difference,
relaxation algorithm
fNASA-TN-D-6933] p0535 H73-27889
SOPEBCBITICAL BIHGS
Transonic profile theory - Critical comparison of
various procedures
P0054 A73-14377
Supercritical shock free transonic profiles for
transport aircraft vings of large and medium
aspect ratio, discussing straight and yaved ving
tests
fDGLB PAPER 72-130] P0055 A73-14383
Transonic flov past lifting vings.
P0284 A73-28824
A synthesis of transonic, 2-D airfoil technology.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-792] . pOSOO A73-37459
SOPEBHETEBODTIE BECEITEBS
An ILS sensor for fail operative automand systems
- The Bendix BIA-32A.
PC352 A73-32461
SDPEESOBIC ilBCEAPT
1IT B-70 AIRCRAFT
NT CONCORDE AIRCRAFT
NT F-B AIRCRAFT
NT F-5 AIRCRAFT
NT F-8 AIRCRAFT
NT F-1U AIRCRAFT
NT F-15 AIRCRAFT
NT F-100 AIRCRAFT
NT F-101 AIRCRAFT
NT F-102 AIRCRAFT
NT F-104 AIHCBAFT
NT F-106 AIRCRAFT
NT F-111 AIRCRAFT
NT JAGUAR AIBCHAFT
NT MIRAGE 3 AIRCRAFT
NT SUPERSONIC COMMERCIAL AIR TRANSPOBT
NT SUPERSONIC TRANSPORTS
NT T-38 AIRCRAFT
NT TD-1B1I AIRCRAFT
A note on the use of airborne 30-millimetre radar
at long ranges.
P0062 A73-15699
Long-range energy-state maneuvers for minimum time
to specified terminal conditions.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-229] p0099 A73-16954
Control and stability analysis of supersonic
aircraft jet engines vith afterburner for
improved low altitude operation
P0105 A73-17722
Vapor pressure of supersonic aircraft fuels
P0147 A73-20014
Experimental method for analyzing the unsteady
flov in a transonic aircraft compressor
P0188 A73-22715
Stiletto air-launched supersonic aerial target
design, development and capabilities, describing
configuration, propulsion and control systems
and operational envelope
P0189 A73-23121
Critique of paper on supersonic aircraft
configuration vith zero vave drag, discussing
tubular outer structure and convergent-divergent
inner duct
P0237 A73-25798
Influence of air oxygen concentration on the
thermochemical stability of let fuels
p0348 A73-31833
Design considerations for supersonic y/STOL
aircraft.
[ASHE PAPEB 73-GT-65] : p0374 A73-33517
Conceptual study of high performance T/STOL
fighters. •
[ABBE PAPER 73-GT-66] p0375 A73-33518
The design or operation of aircraft to oinimize
their sonic boom. . >
CAIAA PAPEB 73-817] . p0501 A73-37470
The development of the F-12 series aircraft manual
and automatic flight control system.
CAHi PAPEB 73-822] p0502 A73-37474
Optical control theory and enerqy-state
approximation to determine parameters for
minimum time flight path of .supersonic aircraft
TAD-748219] p0075 H73-12689
Aerodynamic analytical model for reducing
supersonic jet exhaust noise
[AD-747774] . p0076 H73-12752
Development of numerical method for designing
minimum drag supersonic ving camber surfaces of
arbitrary planform for given lift characteristics
[NASA-TN-D-7097] p0078 H73-13001
Research project to analyze and evaluate
supersonic jet noise generation and radiation -
Vol. 1
CAD-749428] p0115 N73-14035
Analysis of noise sources associated vith
supersonic jet noise and establishment of.
effects of refraction on radiated field of
sources - Vol. 5 App. 1 . .,
fAD-749141] p0115 H73-14039
Analysis of acoustic properties of shock
associated noise in narrow band spectrum
produced by jet flovs - Vol. 5 App. 2
rAD-749142] p0115 N73-14040
Development of remote sensing devices to measure
jet exhaust fluctuating density gradients, mean
and turbulent velocity, and mean temperature
Vol. 6
[AD-749143] • p0116 N73-14041
Infrasonic detection of propagating atmospheric
shock vaves caused by supersonic aircraft
P0117 H73-14161
Acoustic properties of supersonic jet noise .and
refraction effects on noise field
[AD-749140] p0120 N73-14728
Application of pover method for reducing base drag
of long range supersonic aircraft at supersonic
speeds
fAD-750950] P0130 H73-15056
Seduction of transonic drag for high performance
aircraft by injecting air in rear of aircraft to
alter transonic flov distribution on aft sectio.n
tAD-751269] p0158 N73-15991
Optimized design of supersonic aircraft ving,based
on linear combination of weight of ving and
aerodynamic drag minimization
p0158 H73-15997
Climatic changes resulting from upper atmosphere
perturbation by supersonic aircraft exhausts
CPB-212427] p0165 H73-16612
Effect of enqine failure on aerodynamic
characteristics of supersonic aircraft
p0172 N73-17003
Application of active controls to suppression of
flatter for supersonic aircraft •
p0172 N73-17005
Artificial stabilization to correct control
deficiencies for hiqh performance aircraft
• . ;p0172 N73-17009
Lov sonic boom overpressure profiles ifor
supersonic transport aircraft configurations
fHASA-TH-1-2746] p0203 N73-18039
Experimental determination of high velocity liquid
impact damage for application to rain erosion
protection of supersonic aircraft
fAD-753381] p0211 N73-18305
Development of electrical generation and
distribution systems for supersonic aircraft
using solid state svitching and remote control
of protective devices
p0221 N73-19054
Stratospheric chemical reactions and perturbations
caused by supersonic aircraft exhaust
[PB-213111] p0259 H73-20464
Survey on aeronomic dynamics of photochemical
reactions caused by supersonic aircraft exhaust
CPB-213126] p0259 H73-20466
A-470
SUBJECT IHDBX SOPBBSOHIC DIPFOSBBS
Atmospheric models for flaid dynamic and cheiical
impacts of supersonic aircraft OB climatology
rPB-212819] p0259 H73-20473
Preliminary appraisal of hydrogen and methane fuel
and fuel tank configuration in Bach 2.7
supersonic transport
[HASA-TH-X-68222] p031» 1173-22711
Holographic inter ferograms of supersonic let
' aircraft acoustic field
• [PB-21H112/51 P0333 B73-237U3
Local flov measurements at inlet spike tip of Bach
3 supersonic cruise aircraft
[HASA-TH-D-6987] . p0384 H73-24037
Intonated design optimization of supersonic
airplane wing structures under dynamic constraints
CHASA-CH-112319) p0402 H73-25063
Development of techniques for real tine, on-line,
optimum flight path conditions and minimum tine
maneuvers for supersonic aircraft
tAD-758799] pOtOfl H73-25083
Rake model program for computing vake height and
width
[PB-218820/9] pO»81 N73-27030
Development of digital computing system for
synthesis and optimization of military flight
vehicle preliminary designs
FAD-760568] pO«83 H73-27045
Design and development of cryptosteady energy
separator for use with turbojet engines on
supersonic aircraft
[AD-762032] p0514 N73-28752
Design of aircraft with rotatable wing for
producing high speed aerodynamic configuration
CHASA-CASE-ABC-10170-2] p0590 N73-30018
Optimization of supersonic aircraft C3/C4 polymer
fuel by normal paraffins containing 10 to 16
carbon atoms
[DLB-FB-73-32] P0617 H73-31689
SOPBBSOHIC AIBPOILS
Flovfield calculations for some supersonic
. sections with ducted heat addition.
P0188 A73-23089
The transonic aerofoil problem with embedded shocks.
p0339 A73-31122
Airfoil with cambered trailing edge section for
supersonic flight
CHASA-CASB-LAB-10585-1] p0122 H73-11981
Minimum weight design of supersonic aircraft wing
with finite element modeling to meet strength,
stability, frequency, and flutter requirements
p0266 H73-21003
SDPEBSOHIC BOUBDABT LATEES
Becent progress in boundary layer research.
fAIAA PAPER 73-780] pO»99 A73-37451
Aerodynamic interference of pitot tubes in a
turbulent boundary layer at supersonic speed.
P0581 A73-42552
SOPEBSOHIC COBBDSTIOH
Bizing controlled supersonic combustion for air
breathing engine equipped hypersonic aircraft,
discussinq chemical and fluid dynamic
interaction effects
pC193 A73-23862
Supersonic combustion aid for liquid and gaseous
fuels.
pO»17 A73-34191
Experiments on the propagation of mixing and
1
 combustion injecting hydrogen transversely into
hot supersonic streams.
P0583 A73-42785
Influence of aerodynamic field on shock-induced
combustion of 'hydrogen and ethylene in
supersonic flow.
P0583 A73-42786
Piecewise-one-dimensional models of supersonic
combustion and psendoshock in a channel
P0628 A73-1U702
Burn-up of the high temperature products of
incomplete combustion in a supersonic flow by a
second injection of oxidizer
P0632 A73-45076
Ignition and combustion characteristics of high
density storable fuels injected into supersonic
and subsonic air streams
tAD-746063] P0687 H73-11980
Optimization of supersonic aircraft C3/C4 polymer
fuel by normal paraffins containing 10 to 16
carbon atoms
•• CDLB-PB-73-32] p0617 H73-31689
.Experimental data analysis for sonic injection of
hydrogen from backward facing step in parallel
direction to main supersonic stream
(HASA-TB-X-2828] p0619 H73-31828
SOPBBSOHIC COBBOSTIOH B1BJBT BH6HBS
Potentials and problems of hydrogen fueled
supersonic and hypersonic aircraft.
P0188 A73-22830
Correlation of hypersonic zero-lift drag data.
P0582 673-42635
SOPEBSOHIC COBBOSTIOB BABJET BISSIIB
0 SUPERSONIC COBBOSTIOI) BABJET EHGIHES
SOFEBSOHIC COBBEBCIAL AIB TBAHSPOBT
HT TO-144 AIHCBAFT
The technical evolution of air transport in the
seventies - European contribution to this
evolution
P0660 A73-11702
Supersonic transportation inauguration by
Concorde, discussing technological, economic and
environmental aspects
[AIAA PAPEB 73-16] p0102 A73-17609
Second generation supersonic transport, discussing
fuel costs, changing markets, travel patterns,
electronic displays and sound suppressor
development
CSAE PAPEB 7303U9] p0431 A73-34697
Analysis of airline passenger reactions to
vibration environments encountered in supersonic
transport and commercial jet aircraft
p0668 H73-10017
Threat of stratospheric ozone noneguilibrium by
SST nitric oxide exhaust gases
fAD-757059] p0336 N73-23949
Environmental impact of increased intensities of
solar ultraviolet radiation resulting from
operation of supersonic transport aircraft
[PB-215524/0] p0404 H73-25079
SOPEBSOHIC COBPBESSOBS
Behaviour of boundary layers on plane or annular
fixed or mobile supersonic blade cascades
fOHEBA, IP HO. 1110] p0652 A73-10232
Study of the waves configuration in an axial-flow
supersonic compressor
[OHBBA, IP HO. 1101] pOC52 A73-14135
Supersonic compressor perfomance for gas turbine
engines, discussing cascade, single stage
compressor rigs and experimental engine test
results
P0053 A73-14152
Application of certain generalized data from
wind-tunnel tests with plane subsonic compressor
cascades to the calculation of the
characteristic flow regimes in supersonic cascades
P0247 A73-27480
A contribution to the theoretical and experimental
examination of the flow through plane supersonic
deceleration cascades and supersonic compressor
rotors.
fASHE PAPEB 73-GT-17] p0373 A73-33494
Interface effects between a moving supersonic
blade cascade and a downstream diffuser cascade.
fASBE PAPEB 73-GT-23] p0373 A73-33497
Shock wave pattern visualization and static
pressure distribution in supersonic diffusers
for mixed flow supersonic compressors, using
closed Freon loop test rig
CASBE PAPER 73-FE-35] pO«36 A73-35026
High performance supersonic axial and centrifugal
compressors theoretical and experimental
research, assessing and forecasting
technological developments
pC160 A73-36992
Performance tests on low hub-tip ratio supersonic
axial flow compressor
fAD-752585] p0213 N73-18805
Blockage ring used for inlet stall problem with
supersonic axial flow compressor stage having
tip Bach number of 2.0
[AD-757217] p0334 N73-23809
SOPEBSORIC DIFFDSBBS
Obligue shock wave generation and guenching in
curved supersonic diffusers at Bach 1.6, noting
dependence on boundary layer properties
P0286 A73-29021
Shock wave pattern visualization and static
pressure distribution in supersonic diffusers
for mixed flow supersonic compressors, using
closed Freon loop test rig
A-471
SOPEBSOIIC FLIGHT SUBJECT IBDBI
t4SHE PAPER 73-FE-351 p0436 473-35026
Turbulent pressure fluctuation measurements foe
cross section of supersonic diffuser inlet flow
•odel
p0222 873-19288
SOPBBSOBIC FLIGHT
Optimum configurations for bangless sonic boons.
P0653 473-10302
Honstationary load distribution on an
arbitrary-planfom vinq in supersonic notion
p0155 473-21725
Aircraft turbine engine exhaust emissions under
sinnlated high altitude, supersonic free-streaa
flight conditions.
fAIAA PAPER 73-507] p0449 473-35625
Supersonic boom structure studies, discussing
shock wave propagation during flight trajectory
and amplification due to overpressure vave
focusing
P0459 &73-36907
Flight testing the F-12 series aircraft.
fillA PAPER 73-823] p0502 473-37475
Airfrane/propulsion system interactions - An
important factor in supersonic aircraft flight
control.
tAIAA PAPER 73-831] P0567 473-40501
Sonic bang investigations associated with the
Concorde's test flying.
p0571 473-11174
Monograph - Quasi homogeneous approximations for
the calculation of wings with curved subsonic
leading edges flying at supersonic speeds.
P0582 A73-42675
Aircraft maneuvers for reducing sonic boom
intensity during horizontal turns
fAD-744859] p0680 H73-11022
Numerical prediction of exhaust products released
to stratosphere during supersonic flight along
definite air routes
rNASA-TT-F-146221 p0079 H73-13013
Measurement of ray paths and ground overpressures
produced by Concorde aircraft during supersonic
flight
fR/D-896] P0126 N73-15021
Analysis of natural vibration characteristics of
plate-beam combination structures during
supersonic flight
fNAL-TB-291] pOIIO K73-15917
Effects of thrust characteristics on longitudinal
stability in supersonic flight
P0171 H73-16997
Numerical analysis of unsteady supersonic
characteristics of space shuttle type vehicles
using arbitrary finite element technigue
FNASA-CR-112296] p0302 873-21904
Flight tests to determine magnitude of gronndtrack
overpressure generated by oblique wing transport
aircraft at Hach 1.4 and 45,000 feet
rSASJ-TH-*-62247] p0303 B73-21922
Design criteria for supersonic overflight to
reduce psychophysical effects and decrease glass
damage probability
rFA4-HD-73-116] P0618 H73-31800
Exhaust emission measurements on turbojet engine
plume at simulated supersonic flight
fAD-764717] p0653 H73-32632
SUPERSONIC FLOB
Higher-order delta winqs with flow separation at
subsonic leading edges
P0657 473-11581
The influence of the Hach number on fuselages and
profiles with optimized wave resistance in the
case of supersonic flow
fDGLH PAPER 72-108] p0660 A73-11691
The pressure on flat and anhedral delta wings with
attached shock vaves.
P0664 473-12501
Hypersonic and supersonic flow over caret wings at
off-design conditions with attached bow shock at
leading edges
P0664 A73-12502
Pressure distribution and shock wave intensity
variations in supersonic flow past two plane
wings forming dihedral angle
P0048 473-13623
Aerodynamic noise and boundary-layer transition
measurements in supersonic test facilities.
p0054 A73-14191
The aerodynamic characteristics of the thin delta
wing fitted with a conical body in supersonic
flow.
p0061 473-15167
Applications of shock expansion theory to the flow
over non-conical delta winqs.
p0109 A73-18512
Aerodynamic characteristics of thin asymmetric
wing profiles in supersonic flow
p0150 473-20487
One dimensional supersonic shock front location by
sonic circle involute point by point plotting,
using geonetric considerations
p0190 473-23467
Bonstationary flov downwash behind a delta wing
during supersonic motion
p0229 473-25046
Development and applications of supersonic
unsteady consistent aerodynamics for interfering
parallel wings.
[AIA4 P4PEB 73-317] p0235 473-25548
Supersonic gas flow past the leeward side of a
conical wing
p0240 473-26439
Supersonic flow around a delta wing, taking into
account flow separation at the leading edges
p0244 473-27098
Rind tunnel interference on oscillating airfoils
in low supersonic flow.
P0282 473-28166
Supersonic annular blade cascades starting
conditions, presenting static pressure and Bach
number distributions
CONES A, IP HO. 1219) p0285 A73-28837
Linear problem for delta and y-shaped wings
p0340 473-31301
German monograph - The flow around wings of
arbitrary planform in the case of supersonic
flow - A computational method.
p0359 473-32581
On the unsteady supersonic cascade with a subsonic
leading edge - An exact first order theory.
tASHE PAPER 73-ST-15] p0373 473-33492
On the unsteady supersonic cascade with a subsonic
leading edge - An exact first order theory..II.
CASHE PAPER 73-6T-16] p0373 473-33493
A contribution to the theoretical and experimental
examination of the flow through plane supersonic
deceleration cascades and supersonic compressor
rotors.
[ASHE PAPER 73-GT-17] p0373 473-33494
Successive approximations for calculating
supersonic flow past wings with subsonic leading
edges
p0418 473-34347
A new shock capturing numerical method with
applications to some simple supersonic flow
fields.
p0443 473-35144
Computation of three dimensional flows about
aircraft configurations.
P0452 A73-36158
A kernel function method for computing steady and
oscillatory supersonic aerodynamics with
interference.
CAIAA PAPER 73-670] p0454 A73-36221
Solution of the problem of the flow past a
V-shaped wing with a strong shock wave at the
leading edge
p0461 A73-37011
Supersonic conical flow past delta and tapered
structures, considering angle of attack, leading
edges, flow separation, negative slope concept
and pressure distribution
p0503 473-37546
Effect of yav on supersonic and hypersonic flov
over delta wings.
P0517 473-38008
Construction of a minimnm-wave-drag profile in
inhomogeneons supersonic flow
P0565 A73-40184
Linearized characteristics method for supersonic
flow past vibrating shells.
p0566 A73-40426
Spectroscopic studies of supersonic heterogeneous
flows with a combustible condensed phase
p0568 A73-40702
Bethods for calculating nonlinear flows with
attached shock waves over conical wings.
4-472
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p0581 A73-42562
The unsteady aerodynamics of a finite supersonic
cascade with subsonic axial flow.
[ASHE PAPER 73-APHB-6] p0584 A73-42879
^Determination of the impulses and moments imparted
by shock naves to bodies of revolution
p0635 A73-45542
Flow field over pointed wedges in isoenergetic
flov of thermally and calorically perfect gases
vith nonuniform-incident supersonic flov, noting
'attached shock formation
... p0635 A73-45547
Linear and nonlinear parts of slender body of
revolution aerodynamic coefficients in
:
 '; supersonic flow, noting influence of incidence
on pressure distribution
CDLR-FB-72-42) p0667 H73-10006
-Prediction of pressure gradient on delta wing
between uniform and nonuniform supersonic
.-• inviscid flow
CABC-CP-1228] p0112 B73-ia010
- Acoustic properties of supersonic fan
rNASA-TN-D-7096] -• p0126 B73-15025
Analysis of nnifori jet flow around airfoil with
. separated shock wave at low supersonic
velocities of incident .flow
fNASA-TT-F-14813] . . p0177 H73-17259
< Supersonic aerodynamic influence coefficients for
isolated and parallel interfering coplanar and
noncoplanar wings
. fNASA-CB-2168] p0199 H73-18003
Application of optimal control theory to design of
control system for supersonic inlet of turbojet
engine
[HASA-TN-D-7188] p0213 S73-18803
Error sources in pressure measurements on
turbulent supersonic flows by nonstationary
nicrophone . •,
N73-19629
Flow and acoustic characteristics determined for
subsonic and supersonic jets and supersonic
suppressors
[NASA-CH-131297] ; p0252 N73-20006
Development of computer program and algorithm for
determining interference between lifting surface
elements at various -Hach numbers
..[HASA-CB-112264] p0277 N73-21272
Visualization.and integral methods for studying
three-dimensional supersonic flow separation on
delta wing
p0317 S73-22970
Fornal,shock wave conditions in elenents.of axial
supersonic compressor.
tADi756102) . p0326 N73-2338a
Analysis of aerodynamic loading for symmetrically
tapered wings describing simple harmonic
pitching oscillations .of low frequency in
supersonic flow
rABC-B/H-3298) P0383 N73-24019
Performance tests of terminal shock and restart
control system of two dimensional twin-duct
compression inlet
fBASA-TnVX-2818] p0412 N73-25824
Comparison of linearized theories to determine
aerodynamic characteristics of slender wings in
supersonic flow
[BAB-LIB-TRAHS-1677] p0464 N73-26010
Drag measurement of parallel flat plates and
perpendicular disks in supersonic free molecular
flow
fDLE-FB-73-17] P0597 N73-30248
Optical holographic.measurement of jet noise in
supersonic air/nitrogen and helium jets at Bach
numbers from 1.5 to 3.4 .
tPB-220641/5] P0602 N73-30686
- Analysis of sonic boom characteristics based on
second order solutions for flow distribution
around slender bodies in supersonic flow - Part 1
(HASA-CB-23391 p0637 H73-31927
Flow interference between supersonic intake and
airframe to show three dimensional separation of
- boundary layer
, P0646 H73-32194
Shock wave pattern and stability in axial flow
.supersonic compressor using simulated rotating
: cascade test facility
p0646 1173-32196
SOPEBSOHIC FLOS IHLEIS
D SDPEPSOHIC INLETS
SDPEBSOIIC FLOTTBB
Flutter technology in the Onited Kingdom - A survey.
tAIAA PAPER 73-330J P0235 A73-25559
Flutter characteristics of thin cantilever wings
at transonic and supersonic speeds
[HAL-TB-288] p0126 H73-15022
snpEBSOHic inns
Boundary layer bleed system design for supersonic
inlets, discussing bleed hole geometry effects
on boundary layer velocity profile and inlet
efficiency
CAIAA PAPER 72-11381 P0045 A73-13445
Viscous interaction in integrated supersonic
intakes.
P0053 A73-14149
Survey of some current aerodynamic problems
pertaining to supersonic air intakes
(OBER&, IP HO. 1102] P0053 A73-14150
Inlet system design procedures and wind tunnel
facility modifications allowing for verification
on large scale models at Hach 4.5
P0347 A73-31743
French monograph - Contribution to the
experimental study of a boundary layer trap in a
supersonic air inlet.
p0582 A73-42740
Bind tunnel tests of mixed compression
axisymaetric inlet with large transonic mass
flow at Hach numbers 0.6 to 2.65
CHASA-TN-D-6971] p0086 N73-13777
Three dimensional boundary layer separation and
shock wave generation in flow field of
supersonic conical intake mounted on fuselage side
CABL/HE-137J p0169 H73-16981
Performance comparison of three normal-shock
position sensors for supersonic nixed
compression inlets
CHASA-TH-X-2739] p0180 N73-17817
Application of optimal control theory to design of
control system for supersonic inlet of turbojet
engine
[NASA-TN-D-7188] pP213 N73-18803
Flow instabilities of supersonic variable ramp
inlets at Hach 2 discussing Concorde aircraft
intake
(ABC-B/H-3711) p0215 N73-18999
Time variant distortion in supersonic inlet
related to stall in compressor
[NASA-TH-t-68189] p0226 H73-19825
Improved design of high-response slotted plate
overboard bypass valve for supersonic inlets
[ NASA-IB-1-2812] p0406 N73-25097
Dynamic response of Hach 2.5 supersonic mixed
compression axisymmetric inlet operating with
turbofan engine
CHASA-TH-1-2833] P0491 »73-27709
Supersonic wind tunnel tests of internal
performance of rectangular variable geometry air
inlets noting effect of incidence
fARC-CP-1242] ' p0606 N73-30933
Supersonic wind tunnel tests of internal
performance of rectangular variable geometry air
inlets at zero incidence
fAHC-CP-1243-PT-1] p0606 H73-30934
SOPEBSOHIC JET F10I
Supersonic jet noise suppression using coaxial
: flow interaction.
P0039 A73-12964.
Analytical and experimental supersonic jet noise
research.
CAIAA PAPEB 73-188] p0098 A73-16926
Laboratory simulation of development of superbooms
by atmospheric turbulence.
p0283 A73r28495
Noise caused by supersonic jet shock waves as
. function of jet pressure ratio, determining
spectral characteristics
p0575 A73-41702
Supersonic jet noise generated by large scale
disturbances.
[AIAA PAPER 73-992] p0628 A73-44827
Subsonic and supersonic jets and supersonic
suppressor characteristics.
[AHA PAPEB 73-999] p0628 A73-44834
Effect of a slipstream on the acoustic radiation
of ultrasonic annular jets
P0634 A73-45358
SOPBBSOBIC HOZZLES
Performance .tests of wedge nozzle with cold
»-«73
SOPBBSOHIC PBESSOBB DISTBIBOTIOI SOBJBCI ITOBX
primary and secondary flows for supersonic
cruise and takeoff configurations to analyze
noise suppression effects
rHASA-TH-X-2689] P0139 H73-15822
Boise intensities of rectanqnlar and circular
supersonic nozzle geometries
CHASA-CR-130960] p0213 B73-18704
Scaling lavs to predict supersonic jet noise
generated by rectangular and axisymmetric nozzles
tPB-221855/0] P0617 H73-31629
SOPEBSOIIC PBESSOBB DISTBIBOTIOI
0 PBESSDBE DISTBIBOTION
0 SOPEBSOHIC FLOI
SOPEBSOIIC SPBBDS
Effects of sweepback angle and unit Beynolds
number on boundary layer transition at
supersonic velocities
P0289 473-29172
Experimental results in the case of the Honveiler
nave-rider in the subsonic, transonic, and
supersonic range
P0371 A73-33265
Investigation of the ezpansion side of a delta
ving at supersonic speed.
P0455 473-36312
Sound generation by open supersonic rotors.
p0576 473-41712
Effects of location of wing pivot and geonetry of
winq on static longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics of variable-sweep supersonic
fighter aircraft model
CHASA-TH-X-2674) p0065 H73-12000
Vaporization rates of liguid injected into high
temperature, supersonic gas flow using aviation
qasoline injected by Laval nozzle into air stream
[AD-747456] P0072 H73-12317
Aerodynamic configurations and characteristics of
airfoils designed to reduce formation of shock
waves during supersonic flight
rNASA-TT-F-749] p0157 H73-15987
Development of computer program for calculating
flow field resulting from sonic boom focusing
tNASA-CR-2127] P0160 H73-16013
Aeroelastic divergence of transport aircraft
flying at supersonic speeds and design
technigues to eliminate adverse effects
fHASA-CR-112262] P0203 N73-18036
Calculation of outer inviscid flow about
rectangular wing moving at supersonic speeds
rHASA-CR-130985] P0210 H73-18269
• Effect of plume-induced boundary layer separation
on afterbody during powered supersonic flight
fAD-754640] P0258 H73-20326
Analysis of requirements, instruments, and
procedures for measurement of aircraft
temperatures up to Bach 2.3 and altitudes up to
80,000 feet
[AGARD-AG-160-VOL-21 p0259 873-20*99
theories, numerical methods, and computer programs
for determining inviscid three dimensional flow
around spherically-capped smooth bodies and
winqs at supersonic speeds
CiD-753696) P0266 B73-21002
Measurement of aerodynamic heatinq on nose of
Fairey Delta aircraft at 40,000 feet and Bach
numbers to 1.65 during climb and level flight
rABC-B/N-3280] p0381 B73-23996
Application of modified slender ving theory to
analyze aerodynamic characteristics of slender,
lifting, winqs with curved leading edges at
supersonic speeds
f ARC-B/B-3278] p0382 1173-24006
Numerical methods for determining effect of
aerodynamic lag on bending response of aircraft
winqs at supersonic speeds
CHAL-TN-361 p0386 H73-24056
Analysis of supersonic jet aircraft noise using
fluctuatinq jet pressures to characterize the
sources
fAD-7622961 p0539 S73-27923
Computer simulation of aircraft motions and
propulsion system dynamics for IF-12 aircraft
under supersonic conditions
fllASA-TB-I-622451 p0549 H73-28990
SOPEBSOHIC STBIKB AIBCBAFT
0 ATTACK AIRCRAFT
0 SUPERSONIC AIBCHAFT
SOPEBSOHIC TBAHSPORTS
NT CONCOBDE AIRCRAFT
HI SOPEBSOBIC COBHEBCIAL AIR TB1BSPOBT
Heteoroloqical effects on SST operations daring
various flight phases, considering ATC and.'
communications aspects
p0654 473-10348
Buclear explosions released nitric oxide effect on
atmospheric ozone concentration compared with
potential effect from SST flights
p0656 173-11068
Onited States SST electrical power system
evaluation.
[AHA PAPBB 72-1055] p0043 473-13386
Aerodynamic interference between jet propulsion
system and airframe for supersonic transport
with wing-mounted nacelles, noting winq
performance role in lift effectiveness'
[4144 PAPEB 72-1113) p0045 473-13428
Development of solid lubricant compact bearings
for the supersonic transport.
[ASLE PBEPBIHT 72LC-7C-1] p0054 473-14370
Supercritical shock free transonic profiles for
transport aircraft vinqs of large and medium
aspect ratio, discussing straight and yawed wing
tests
[OGLE PAPER 72-130] pOOSS 473-11383
Climatic impact assessment for high-flying
aircraft fleets.
p0057 473-14672
SST aircraft winq design for sonic boom avoidance
and noise reduction in airport vicinity,
describing aerodynamic characteristics from wind
tunnel and flyinq model tests
P0057 A73-14673
The concept of an SST Oceanic Computer Clearance
System.
p0091 A73-16621
Long range air transportation technical and
economic future prospects, discussing passenger
and cargo developments, noise reduction and SST
technology
[4I4A PAPEH 73-14] p0102 473-17607
Economically viable and socially acceptable
second-generation SST, discussing technological
developments for range/payload, airport noise
and sonic boom improvements
tAIAA PAPEB 73-15] P0102 A73-17608
Sonic boom reduction through aircraft' design and
operation.
TAIAA PAPBB 73-241] . poibs 473^ 17666
Predicting light flashes due to alpha-particle .
flux on SST planes.
P0147 473-20157
0. S., OK and French research programs on
conditions encountered by civil aviation and
supersonic transports in stratosphere
P0241 473-26594
Horld air traffic patterns projected to 1988,
including present traffic features, supersonic
transport utilization, ground transport
aternatives, air freight and aircraft types
P0368 473-33180
numerical atmospheric circulation model of SST
effects on stratospheric ozone distribution
[AI44 PAPER 73-529] p0376 473-33563
Preliminary estimates of the fate of SST exhaust
materials usinq a coupled diffusion/chemistry
model.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-535] P<>37,6 A73-33567
The permissible scale of spatial averaging of
geopotential values in the stratosphere when the
impact of wind on the flight of a supersonic
aircraft is taken into account
P0425 A73-34546
B-1 technology applications to advanced transport
design..
CSAE PAPER 730348] p0430 473-34696
Flight-critical fail-operative and endurance tests
for SST electrical power system
P0447 A73-35252
Structural design and technology developments for
SST and STOL aircraft, discussing computerized
and damage tolerant design, composite materials
and cost reducing manufacturing technigues
P0452 A73-36167
SST environment impact aspects in areas of fuel
and oxygen consumption, noise, sonic boom,
stratospheric pollution and climate modification
P0459 473-36906
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SOBJECT IIDBX SOBF1CJ 6EOBETBT
Characteristic overpressure of a supersonic
transport of given length in a homogeneous
atmosphere.
p0517 473-38006
iir traffic control in the BDBOCOHTEOL area.
" p0580 173-42321
Ozone composition and nitric oxide injection upper
and lover limits for stratosphere by nuclear
bomb tests, comparing to estimated SST
contribution
P0581 173-42534
' 1 study to. determine the feasibility of a low
sonic boom supersonic transport.
flllA PAPBH 73-1035] . p0631 173-44863
Effect of external air flowing across exhaust
nozzles on jet noise produced by supersonic
transport aircraft at high takeoff speeds
[NASA-TB-X-68161J P0068-H73-12027
Increase • of water vapor in stratosphere due to
fleet of SSTs
[10-748797] p0084 H73-13397
Analysis of jet noise produced by supersonic
transport aircraft with angmentor wing and four
duct burning turbofan^en'gines
[NASA-TH-X-68177} p0127 1173-15028
Bission performance analysis of three supersonic
transport configurations and effects of
limitations on* allowable engine noise
CHASA-TH-X-68178] p0127 H73-15032
Doppler compensated communication system for
locating supersonic transport position
[H1S1-CASE-6SC-10087-4] p0256 B73-20174
Bibliography of supersonic transport aircraft data
• to include program management, systems
engineering, aircraft structures, and
operational considerations
[AD-755600] P0275 N73-21076
Stratospheric photochemical reactions of ozone in
' relation to climatology and supersonic transport
pollution
r.BOAA-TH-HESS-47] =' p0278 B73-21526
Flight tests to determine magnitude of gronndtrack
overpressure generated by obligue wing transport
aircraft at Bach 1.4 and 45,000 feet
[NASA-IB-X-62247) P0303 N73-21922
Influence of small periodic oscillations on
viscous shock wave structure and sonic boom rise
time caused by supersonic transport vibrations
P0310 B73-22217
Sonic boom minimization design for supersonic
transport aircraft ; •
fH1SA-TN-D-7218] p0387 N73-24065
Chemical kinetics and atmospheric dynamics data
base for digital modeling of climatological
aircraft exhaust effects[PB-214100/0] . p0408 N73-25441
Influence of combined rotary flow inductors and
dry tnrbojets on side line noise levels of
supersonic .transports
rHlSl-TH-X-6$233] p0555 B73-29809
Stratospheric electricity due to operating
supersonic transport fleets
TAD-763471] ",''• P0598 H73-30365
Bonification of Olympus turbojet engine to meet
supersonic civil transport regnirements
P0603 B73-30752
Effect of spatial, variability of wind in
stratosphere on .flight of supersonic transports
P0674 N73-33529
SOPBBSOBIC TDBBIHES . , - . • :
Navy development of low-cost supersonic turbojet
engines.[S1E PAPEB 730362] p0432 A73-34708
Unsteady aerodynamic forces in transonic
turbomachines
P0461 A73-37084
SOPBBSOBIC BIKES
Performance prediction for deployable aerodynamic
accelerators operating in supersonic wakes using
gas dynamics analogy
riD-751982] P0178 N73-17266
Bydrodynamic and chemical properties of
. stratospheric aircraft wake
[PB-213.114]. . p0259 N73-20465
SOPBBSOHIC BIHD TOBHBLS
Hethod for increasing wind tunnel Bach number for
large-scale inlet testing.
(1IAA PAPEB 72-1096] p0044 173-13416
.Supersonic blowdown wind tunnel modification for
transonic airfoil profile aerodynamic
characteristics measurement, discussing design
criteria and operational range
[DGIB PIPES 72-133] p0055 173-14380
Development of experimental turbine facilities for
testing scaled models in air or freon.
p0418 173-34381
Turbulent boundary layer flow separation
measurements using holographic interferometry.
(AHA PAPEB 73-664] p0454 A73-3621S
Superconducting electromagnetic suspension and
balance and supersonic wind tunnel facility for
dynamic stability studies
[NASA-CB-132255] p0390 H73-24271
SDPPOBT IBTBBFEBBICB
Analysis of interference occurring in subsonic and
transonic wind tunnels caused by model support
system
p0469 N73-26242
SOPPOBI STSIEHS
BI GROUND OPERATIONAL SDPPOBI SYSTEM
BT GROOHD SOPPOET SYSTEBS
SOPPOBTS
NT PYLONS
Book on functional pavements design covering
support condition, quality control and
construction tolerance, environmental and
landing gear effects, mathematical models, etc
p0662 173-11879
SOPPBBSSOBS
Conference on reduction and suppression of
aircraft engine noise[HASA-SP-311] p0066 N73-12012
Design and performance of suppressors for acoustic
noise reduction in tnrbofan engines
p0066 N73-12015
Estimates.of reduced noise levels for turbofan
engines with sound suppressors
P0067 B73-12022
Suppression of fan noise and effects OB short
takeoff aircraft systems design
P0067 H73-12023
Flow and acoustic characteristics determined for
subsonic and supersonic jets and supersonic
suppressors
(HASA-CB-131297] p0252 B73-20006
SOBF1CB CBBBISIBT
0 SOBF&CE REACTIONS
SDBF1CE CB1CKS
Fracture analysis of surface- and through-cracked
sheets and plates.
P0624 173-43813
Electron fractography of stress corrosion fracture
surfaces of aircraft materials as high strength
steels, Al-Zn-Bg, Al-Cu and Ti alloys
[BLB-TB-71038-0] p0077 B73-12945
Equipment for removing silver crazing on aircraft
glass
[1D-764972] p0673 N73-33510
SOBF1CE DEFECTS
lircraft hydraulic tubing permissible defects in
Cr-Hi-Bn, 11 and Ti tubes and return lines,
noting wall thickness, chafinq, denting, weld
seam cracks and impulse tests
[S1E SP-378] p0515 A73-37866
Defects in high quality aircraft tubing and
inspection methods.
[SAE SP-378] P0515 A73-37867
SOBF1CB DISTOBTIOH
Interference between a wing and a surface of
velocity discontinuity.
P0502 173-37490
• SURFACE EBOSIOB
0 EBOSIOB
SOBF1CB FIBISBIHG
Applying surface integrity principles in jet
engine production.
P0043 173-13272
lircraft surface primers and finishes composition,
pretreatment and application, discussing epoxy,
acrylic and polyurethane primers mechanical and
chemical properties
P0191 173-23522
Surface conditioninq of titanium alloy tubing.
[SAE SP-378] P0515 A73-37872
SDBF1CE 6BOHBTBI
The evolution and application of lofting
techniques at Bawker Siddeley iviation.
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SOBJACB IHTBBACTIOHS SUBJECT IHDBX
P0281 A73-28054
The optimisation of wing design.
pO<(98 A73-37408
The ose of analytic surfaces for the design of
centrifugal impellers by computer graphics.
P0580 A73-42477
Beattachment of a separated boundary layer to a
convex surface.
P0581 A73-42554
SOBFACE IHTBBACTIOHS
0 SOBFACE BEACTIOHS
SOBPACB NAVIGATION
Satellite systems for mobile communications and
surveillance; Proceedings of the International
Conference, London, England, Hatch 13-15, 1973.
P0247 173-27652
Aeronautical and maritime traffic control by
stationary orbit navigation satellites,
discussing frequency ranges, aircraft distance
control, antenna arrays and multiple data access
P0449 A73-35477
Aeronautical/maritime satellite borne two-way
L-band transponder weight and power limitation
effects on channel capacity
P0532 A73-39771
SOBPACE PBESSOBB
0 PBESSOBE
SOBPACE PBOPEBTIES
VI SKIN TEHPERATDBE (HOR-8IOLOGICAL)
HT SOBFACE CBACKS
HT SOBPACE DEFECTS
NT SUBPACE EODGHNESS
NT SOBFACE TEHPEBATOBE
NT HALL TEHPEBATOBE
Effectiveness and heat transfer with full-coverage
film cooling.
[ASHE PAPEB 73-GT-18] p0373 A73-33495
Hu-meter and diagonal braked vehicle•measureaents
of runway friction at ten airports
fPSC-107] p0672 N73-10281
Inspection of Hunter Army Airfield, Savannah,
Georgia to determine condition of runways
tAD-757387] p0390 H73-24285
Development of procedures for repairing 'danaged
runway pavements
fiD-7568061 P0390 H73-24286
Outdoor weathering influence on polyester and
epozy qlasscloth reinforced laminate flexnral
strength and surface appearance
fFOK-B-1627] P0599 N73-30546
SOBFACB BEiCTIONS
Rathematicai models for gas surface interactions
and calculating aerodynamic coefficients for
simple geometric shapes and high Bach number
flow past thin airfoils
rAD-7522«51 P0178 N73-17278
Influence of liquid oxygen on chronate coated
aluminum tubing of breathing apparatus
fAD-752030] , pC179 H73-17661
SOBPACE BOOGHHESS
Calculation of compressible turbulent boundary
layers with roughness and heat transfer.
P0053 A73-14179
Aguaplaning prevention during take-off and
landing, discussing friction loss factors,
aircraft tires and runway surface treatment by
antiskid overlays and-grooving
P0230 A73-25209
Performance tests of Andover C short takeoff
transport aircraft on grass, concrete and soil
landing sites
, fABC-CP-12201 P0081 H73-13034
Inspection of pavement grooving at four commercial
and one military airfield .
CAD-7572081 P0326 N73-23355
SOBPACE BOOGHHESS EFFECTS
Drag due to regular arrays of roughness elements
of varying geometry.
P0573 A73-41569
Laser scattering from curved aluminum and titanium
aircraft surfaces in clear atmosphere
P0176 N73-17159
SOBFACB TEBPBBATOBB
NT SKIN TEHPEBATOBE (NON-BIOLOGICAL)
NT BALL TEBPEBATUBE
Fog frequency and characteristics at the site of
the proposed New York offshore airport, as
compared with those at J. F. -Kennedy
International Airport - A preliminary report.
P0306 A73-31546
SOBFACB IO «ZB HISSILBS
NT TALOS HISSILE : • '•
SOBPACE tO SOBFACB BISSILBS . '
HT CBOISE BISSILES ..- .
SOBFACE TBEITHEHT > .
0 SaBFACE FINISHING ' :
SOBFACE VEHICLES
HT AIBCBAFT CABBIEBS . - .
NT CAB60 SHIPS '
NT NDCLEAB POBEBED SHIPS
HT TA»K THOCKS ' '
HT TAHKEB SHIPS
Advanced transport systems for airports.
P0090 A73-16566
Interaction of an air-cushioned vehicle with an
elastic gnideway. •
' P0417 A73-31181
Ground and air transportation noise propagation
and effects, including aircraft engines,
' airfoils, sonic booms, auto traffic, railroads,
subways, seismic noise and vibration
pO«21 A73-3IW60
AIBTBAHS - Intra-airport transportation system.
[SAB PAPEB 73038K] p0433 A73-3H721
The possible future of air transport and the
airports
pO<m9 A73-35665
Book - The aerodrnaaics of high speed ground
transportation.
" pOUSI A73-3585K
Proceedings of conference on ride qualities of
air, surface, and water vehicles with emphasis
on human factors engineering for comfort in
transportation
CKASA-TH-X-2620] p0668 H73-10012
Evaluation of effectiveness of indices relating to
effect of vehicle vibrations on passenger
comfort with application to railroad travel
P0669 N73-10018
Analysis of vibration environment in aerospace and
surface vehicles with definitions of effect on
human comfort and performance
' p0669' N73-10021
Analysis of research activities conducted to
determine criteria for passenger comfort in
various methods of transportation ,
P0669 N73-1002fl
Development of high speed ground rapid transit
facility using tracked air-cushion vehicles
[PB-211833] p0118 N73-11266
Comparison of air pollution from aircrafty
. automobiles, buses, trucks, railroads, and
electric trains in OS from 19*0-1980
f.FAA-EQ-73-2] p0278 N73-21522
.national Transportation Safety Board studies in
aircraft and surface transportation safety
p0604 H73-30909
SOBFACE RATES
NT GBAVITI BATES ' '' ''.
SOBFACES
Tariational principle application to nonself
adjoint lifting surface integral equation from
finite element viewpoint,'considering two
dimensional flat plate
TAIAA PAPEB 73-87) p0095 A73-16852
SOBTBILLAHCB
NT SPACE SOBTEILLAHCE (SP1CEBOENE)
Hodelinq of aircraft position errors with
independent surveillance.
TAIAA PAPEB 73-162] p0097 A73-16908
Satellite systems for mobile communications and
surveillance; Proceedings of the International
Conference, London, England, Harch 13-15, 1973.
p02«7 A73-27652
Improvements in Airport Surface Traffic Control
surveillance.
p0294 A73-29887
ASTBO-OABS communication system with hybrid
satellite and terrestrial discrete address
beacon syste* for accurate aerial surveillance
and navigation with reliable data link
P0527 A73-38759
Performance of air-to-satellite-to-gronnd systems
for air traffic control '•
CPB-210378] p0675 H73-10646
SOBTEILLANCE BADAB
The development of the ATC radar beacon system -
Past, present, and future. .
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SOBJBCT IIDBI SWEPT BUGS
P0294 173-29881
Bilitary iTC systems and equipment in O.S.
Rational Aviation System, discussing operations,
organizational and facility interfaces,
communications, navigation, and surveillance
radar requirements
p0294 A73-29889
Bultiple access technique for future
coBBunication, surveillance and navigation
subsystems to Beet ATC demands, considering
satellite surveillance radar system
p0295 A73-29893
Radar technology applied to air traffic control.
P0295 A73-29895
Automatic runway and aircraft approach path
surveillance system /CORAIL/ consisting of
Doppler radar, signal extractor and data
processing, alarm, display and control equipment
p0298 A73-30444
The Corail radar - Automatic equipment for runway
surveillance
p0350 A73-32431
Secondary surveillance radar - Current usage and
improvements.
p0512 A73-37808
Low cost airport surveillance and Localized Cable
Badar vith runway or taxiway vehicle guidance
capability for ground traffic control, using
solid state equipment
. p0564 A73-40051
Secondary Surveillance Badar application to
aircraft identification in upper airspace of
Eurocontrol member states, emphasizing code
assignment
pOSSO A73-42322
ATC surveillance/communication analysis and
planninq activities from 1 June to 31 Aug. 1972
CFAi-RD-72-107] p0675 1173-10645
Optimal moving target indicator for long range air
traffic control surveillance radars
tlD-750,747] p0133 N73-15209
Operation and characteristics of primary radar
systeo for air traffic control surveillance
[FAA-ED-02-1] P0176 N73-17163
Systems planninq for improved airport surveillance
radar equipment using dual airborne antenna
switching for air traffic control
[FAA-BD-72-136] P0209 H73-18176
Characteristics of operational airport
surveillance radars and methods for improving
performance to meet air route surveillance
requirements
fATC-14] P0256 H73-20183
Switched antennas and digital signal processing of
high performance, low cost, surveillance radar
[1D-759179] p0485 H73-27142
Positional accuracy of aircraft radar targets as
displayed in air traffic control airport
surveillance radar system
[FAA-HA-72-87-PT-2] p0600 H73-30650
SOBVBIS
Literature survey on jet propagation and
interference in liftinq surface aerodynamics
fNASA-TT-F-14957] p0535 H73-27886
SOBVIVAL
Ballistic-tolerant helicopter flight control
components from plastic composite materials.
P0193 A73-23964
SDBTIVAL BQOIPHEHT
Human threats to air safety: Proceedings of the
Twenty-fifth Annual International Air Safety
Seminar, Hashington, D.C., October 16-18, 1972.
P0197 A73-24707
Significant elements of an effective search,
rescue, and survival system.
PC197 A73-24712
Survival and Flight Equipment Association, Annual
Symposium, 10th, Phoenix, Ariz., October 2-5,
1972, Proceedings.
p0359 A73-32653
DC-10 aircraft slide/raft system for emergency
personnel evacuation, discussing certification
test program for performance, reliability,
seaworthiness and compliance with regulations
P0359 A73-32659
Certification program for the DC-10 slide/raft.
P0450 A73-35807
SOSFBBDIIG (HAI6IHS)
HI H1GHETIC SUSPENSION
Control requirements for sling-load stabilization
in heavy lift helicopters.
p0531 A73-39406
SOSPBISIOB SISTEHS (VEHICLES)
Nonlinear modeling and dynamic simulation of
vehicle air cushion suspensions.
[ASBE PAPEB 72-HA/ADT-5] p0063 A73-15883
Optimized design for vehicle suspension systems
fPB-220553/2] p0613 H73-31216
SIEEP AISLE
NT LEADING EDGE SBBBP
Application of methods for prediction of boundary
layer transition on sheared wings
P0471 F73-26281
SfEBPBACK
NT LEADING EDGE SBEEP
SWEPT FOBIAHD BIHGS
HT TBAPEZOIOAL BINGS
SBEPT BIHGS
HT ABBOI IINGS
HT DELTA BINGS
HT SREPTBACK BINGS
HT TRAPEZOIDAL BINGS
Theoretical investigation of transition phenomena
in the boundary layer on an infinite swept wing
[DGLB PAPEB 72-124] p0055 A73-14379
Supercritical shock free transonic profiles for
transport aircraft wings of large and medium
aspect ratio, discussing straight and yawed wing
tests
CDGLB PAPEB 72-130] p0055 A73-14383
Buffeting pressures on a swept wing in transonic
flight - Comparison of model and full scale
measurements.
TAIAA PAPEB 73-311] p0234 A73-25542
Three dimensional turbulent boundary layers
prediction methods and flow measurements,
considering swept and slender winqs
P0296 A73-30173
A conceptual study of leadinq-edqe-vortex
enhancement by blowing.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-656] p0453 A73-36210
Analytical investigation of compressibility and
three-dimensionality on the unsteady response of
an airfoil in a fluctuating flow field.
(AIAA PAPEB 73-683] p0454 A73-36234
Solution of the problem of the flow past a
y-shaped wing with a strong shock wave at the
leading edge
P0461 A73-37011
The aerodynamic development of the wing of the A
300B.
P0572 A73-41192
Longitudinal and lateral aerodynamic
characteristics of cruise missile with swept
wing and conventional aft tails at various Hach
numbers
[NASA-TH-D-7069] p0667 N73-10002
Evaluation of Bayleigh-Bitz anisotropic plate
analysis procedure for determining performance
of composite wing for aircraft operating in
transonic environment
[AD-745129] p0680 N73-11023
Contribution of straight-tapered swept wing to
rolling moment derivative due to yawing under
conditions where flow remains fully attached to
surface
[ESDO-72021] p0157 873-15980
Effects of various leading edge slat devices on
static aerodynamic characteristics of twin-let,
swept wing fighter model
[NASA-TH-D-6921] p0157 N73-15988
Bethod for computing lifting pressure distribution
on wing with partial span, swept control surfaces
[NASA-TN-D-7251] pC251 N73-19999
Scale effect on swept wings at subsonic speed on
basis of pressure distribution measured in
flight and on wind tunnel super VC 10 model
[ABC-B/B-3707] p0266 N73-20999
Turbulent heat transfer and pressure on leading
edge of fin, swept winq, or antenna
[SCL-BB-72-0308] p0280 N73-21863
Theoretical calculation of generalized forces and
load distribution on wings oscillating at
general freguency in subsonic stream
[ABC-B/H-3710] p0302 H73-21908
Bind tunnel tests of swept angmentor winq
aerodynamic characteristics
rNASi-TB-X-62252] p03C3 N73-21923
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SIEPTBICK TAIL SOBFACES SOBJECT INDEX
Analysis of aerodynamic loading for symmetrically
tapered vinqs describinq simple harmonic
pitchinq oscillations of lov frequency in
supersonic flov
fAHC-B/B-32981 p0383 H73-2a019
Developnent of two methods for optimizing design
of subsonic, svept vinq let transport aircraft
p0385 N73-24054
Hind tunnel measurements of direct pitchinq
dampinq and stiffness derivatives for delta vinq
and svept wing planforms
rARC-R/H-34191 P0397 H73-25009
Numerical analysis of incompressible laminar
boundary layer on infinite svept ving vith
arbitrary velocity and snction distribution
fASC-B/B-3241] P0398 H73-25018
Survey of aerodynanic derivative measurements for
unsvept rectangular vings and delta vings vith
emphasis on main surface pitching moment
derivatives
f1SC-E/H-3232] . p0398 N73-25024
Influence of free stream Beynolds number on
transition in boundary layer on infinite svept
ving
P0470 N73-26280
Load near apex of lifting svept ving in linearized
subsonic flov
fARc-R/B-37161 p0588 H73-30001
The calculated grovth of lift and pitching moment
on a svept ving entering a discrete vertical
qust at subsonic speeds
rABC-CP-12411 P0605 N73-30932
Rake development on models of elliptic,
rectangular, svept and delta planforns vhen
plunged in vater
[ARC-CP-1238] p0661 H73-32932
Hind tunnel tests to determine basic performance
of svept anqmentor ving configuration and effect
on longitudinal characteristics of aircraft
p0662 N73-32941
SREPTBACK TAIL SOBFACES
Turbulent heat transfer to a fin leading edge -
Flight test results.
p0240 A73-26405
SBEPTBACK HIHGS
NT ABBOH KINGS
NT DELTA KINGS
NT TRAPEZOIDAL RINGS
Effects of sveepback angle and unit Reynolds
nuaber on boundary layer transition at
supersonic velocities
P0289 A73-29172
Finite element analysis of sveptback vinq
structures based on beam theory, presenting lov
aspect ratio models
P0296 A73-30201
Theoretical and experimental study of a svept-back
vinq at lov velocity over a vide range of angles
of attack
PC362 A73-32814
Some effects of camber on svept-back vings.
fSAE PAPER 7302981 p0427 A73-34661
Three dimensional transonic flovs past lifting
configurations having finite leadinq edge svept
angles
fAD-7472661 p0684 N73-11284
Development of computer programs for analyzing and
predicting properties of transonic flovs around
certain types of ving-body combinations
• CH4SA-CR-21571 P0065 H73-11999
Computation of loading on sveptback vinqs noting
extra collocation points
rABC-CP-1213] P0065 N73-12002
Analysis of aerodynamic stall characteristics of
ving sections vith high lift devices in tvo
dimensional flov
p0124 N73-15008
Aerodynamic configurations of svept vings to
improve lift performance at stall in higher
range of subsonic speeds
P0124 N73-15010
Numerical analysis of aerodynamic load
distribution on svept back vinq mounted on
infinite circular cylinder fuselage at zero
angle of attack
fAD-7560751 p0307 N73-21952
Development of theory for vind tunnel boundary
upvash interference on symmetrical finite ving
vith arbitrary lift distribution
fAD-757196] p0327 H73-23397
Analysis of pressure distribution and surface flov
on half models of vings vith curved tips and 60
degree sveepback
[ABC-B/B-32441 p0381 N73-24001
Analysis of flov pattern on tapered, sveptback
ving at Bach numbers betveen 0.6 and 1.6 and 12 :
degree angle of incidence - '
fABC-B/B-3271J p0382 H73-24004
Rind tunnel tests to determine aerodynaoic
characteristics of model of sveptback ving vitb
varp distribution to produce constant spanvise
coefficient of lift •
[AHC-R/B-3385] . p0382 B73-24007
Calculation of spanvise loading on sveptback vings
vith trailing edge flaps using data obtained
from electric tank tests
fARC-R/B-3487] p0397 B73-25010
Eguivalence rule and transonic flovs involving
lift around thin smooth configuration vith svept
leadinq edge
[AD-760349] p0468 N73-26042
The lift and stalling characteristics of a 35 deg
sveptback vinq designed to have identical
chordvise pressure distributions at all spanvise •
stations vhen near maximum lift
(AHC-R/H-3721] p0606 H73-30935
SWIRLING
Combustion effectiveness in high speed svirling
flov tested in chamber vith premixed
air-kerosene mixture injected tangentially in
annular channel
fONERA, IP NO. 1076) p0060 A73-15098
On the effect of svirling motion of sources of
subsonic jet noise.
P0565 A73-40286
Svirling flov effect on jet noise suppression
based on acoustic field and engine thrust
measurements vith and vithont stationary svirl
vanes in exhaust nozzle
[AIAA PAPER 73-1003] p0629 A73-44836
Svirl can, fnll-annulns combustion chambers for
high performance gas turbine engines .
[NASA-CASE-LER-11326-1] p0601 H73-30665
SRIBLING HAKES
D TDBBDLEHT RAKES
SWITCHES
NT ELECTRIC SRITCHES
NT SRITCHING CIRCUITS
Logic and design procedures for multifunction mode
svitching controls in jet aircraft cockpits
[AD-764617] p0645 N73-32141
SRITCHIBG
NT BEAU SRITCHING
SRITCHIBG CIRCUITS
Ferrite component for vavegnide commutator used as
microvave svitchinq element and nodnlator,
noting application in navigation instruments and
avionics •>•
p0339 A73-30995
B-1 aircraft electrical multiplex, system.
P0448 A73-35309
AC starter generator featuring
variable—to-constant frequency conversion by
cycloconverters as svitching device for use vith
aircraft engines
p0632 A73-45154
Snitched antennas and digital signal processing of
high performance, lov cost, surveillance radar
CAD-7591791 p0485.H73-27142
SRITCHING ELEHENTS
D SRITCHING CIRCUITS
SIBBOLIC PROGBiHBIBG
NT COMPUTER'PBOGRABBING
SIBBOLS
Design of circular symbol and video inset
generator for television display devices
[AD-757621] p0324 N73-23246
SIBBBTBICAL BODIES
NT AXISYBBETRIC BODIES
NT BODIES OF REVOLUTION
NT CONICAL BODIES
NT CYLINDRICAL BODIES .
NT FAIRINGS
NT BOTATING SPHERES
NT SLENDEB CONES
NT SPBEBES
SINCHROHISB
BT BIT SYNCHRONIZATION
A-478
SUBJECT I1DEI SISIBB F1ILOBBS
Clock comparisons by short wave, OLP and VLF
signals, Loran c and Omega methods, onboard
aircraft ato»ic clocks and IT synchronizing poises
p0043 173-13216
SIBCHBOHIZATIOH
0 SIBCBBOHISB
SIBCHBOHOOS SITELIIIBS
Procedares and ground methods associated vith the
exploitation of a system .of aeronautical
satellites
p0355 A73-32488
Synchronous satellite systems for civilian air,
ship and land vehicle traffic control,
conHanication, navigation and surveillance,
discussing technology requirements for
continental and oceanic systems
[1111 P1PBB 73-583] p0452 173-36075
SIBOPTIC BBTBOBOLOGI
Synoptic conditions of wave formation above
convection streets.
p0058 173-14826
Development of nethods of forecasting
meteorological conditions for aviation
p0451 A73-35912
SIBTHBTIC 1BB1TS
Airborne synthetic aperture /hologram/ radar
maxinum ambiguity range extension by using
additional receive-only antenna ahead of
transmit-receive unit
P0095 173-16817
SIHTHBTIC FIBEHS
HI GLASS FIBERS
BI NYLON (TBADEBARK)
Design of filanentary composite materials for
application to construction of airframes and
spacecraft structures
p0488 B73-27479
SIBTHETIC BESIBS
HT 1CBTLIC BESIBS
BT EPOXI BESIBS
BT BTLOB (TB1DEH1BK)
BI THERBOSETTING BESIBS
SIBTHETIC BDBBEBS
BI BOB1 (TBADEHABK)
BI EUSTOBEBS
SISIBB EFPECTIVEHESS
Distributed lie with traffic information in
cockpit, noting potential for cost and risk
reduction and capacity increase based on system
performance evaluation
P0151 173-20600
Ihe role of the test pilot in evaluating auto
landing systems. II.
p0184 173-22183
Significant elements of an effective search,
rescue, and survival system.
p0197 173-24712
Improvements in.the use of Fll resources for
system performance assurance.
P0246 173-27364
Naval air weaponry logistics support, discussing
criteria for management effectiveness evaluation
p0292 173-29573
Multiple access technigue for future
communication, surveillance and navigation
subsystems to meet 1IC demands, considering
satellite surveillance radar system
p0295 173-29893
Ihe role of testing in achieving aerospace systems
effectiveness.
p0377 173-33605
Simulation of a surface traffic control system for
John F. Kennedy International lirport.
P0434 173-34818
Digital fly by vire flight control system with
airborne digital processor for increased
aircraft snrvivability, determining redundancy
level to satisfy system performance
p0444-173-35222
IDB data bus and interface design for digital
avionics system, considering standard remote
terminal in terms of system parameters,
operation and cost effectiveness
P0445 173-35233
B-52 aircraft-borne short range attack missile
weapon system air conditioner thermal
performance fulfillment with Freon refrigerant
and air distribution ia heat exchangers
fllll PIPES 73-723] p0455 173-36340
• Computer models for air traffic control system
simulation.
p04S8 173-36843
0. S. instrument landing system performance
improvements, considering terrain and weather
effects, installation requirements, airport
limitations, accuracy, reliability and
maintainability
p0511 173-37805
1 digital simulation facility for air traffic
control experimentation.
p0512 173-37809
Computer program for aircraft navigation error
synthesis with evaluation of component error
distribution on traffic control system
effectiveness to provide cost effective guidance
p0515 173-37875
Strapped down inertial navigation systems.
p0515 173-37876
1 new approach to the 'inverse problem of optimal
control theory1 by use of a generalized
performance index /GPI/.
P0518 173-38063
Idaptive multibeam concepts for traffic management
satellite systems.
P0526 173-38746
1 rational basis for determining the EHC
capability of a systen.
P0527 173-38770
Intrasystem electromagnetic compatibility analysis
program.
P0527 173-38771
Study of control system effectiveness in
alleviating vortex wake upsets.
[1111 P1PEB 73-833] p0527 173-38776
Questionnaire survey covering development,
qualification, acceptance and flight test roles
in achieving aerospace vehicles systems
effectiveness /reliability, maintainability and
safety/
P0531 173-39248
Bidair collision avoidance strategies for 1TC
improvement, discussing relative effectiveness
of structural airspace; airborne and
ground-based systems based on OS statistics
p0562 173-40030
ILS capability improvements on localizer and
glide-slope antenna arrays and monitors,
considering effects of reflecting objects on or
near aerodrome and terrain
P0563 173-40049
Book - Ihe role of testing in achieving aerospace
systems effectiveness.
P0572 173-41201
US Department of Defense aircraft system
effectiveness tests survey guestionnaire
response data from component, subsystem and
system suppliers
p0572 173-41204
Commercial aircraft system effectiveness survey
questionnaire response data concerninq various
tests in manufacturing and operational
environments
P0572 173-41205
1 rational basis for determining the BBC
capability of a system.
P0577 173-41802
Ranagement of lir Force test and evaluation
activities.
P0625 173-44055
Effectiveness of infrared radiometer and digital
recording equipment as clear air turbulence
warning system
tAD-757501] p0329 B73-23677
STSTBB F1IIOBES
On the improvement in survivability for avionics
equipment.
P0244 173-27158
Bydroflnidic component and system reliability.
P0372 173-33478
Gas turbine vibration limits - 1 fundamental view.
[1SBE P1PEB 73-61-48] p0374 173-33509
Electric powered commercial jet aircraft emergency
power supplies, discussing attitude gyros, Bi-Cd
batteries, voltmeters, equipment running times,
static inverters and transmitters
P0530 173-39213
Statistical analysis of ASDE-2 airport radar
failures and design modifications
1-479
STSTEBIZATIO1 SUBJECT IHDEI
fFAA-BD-72-82] P0083 H73-13154
Fault isolation and maintenance concepts of
advanced inertial naviqation systei
P0261 H73-20713
SYSTBHISATIOB
D SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
SISIBHS 1BALISIS
The concept of an SST Oceanic Computer Clearance
System.
PC091 273-16621
Technical and economical analysis of various QSTOL
concepts
fDGLB PAPER 72-055] p0105 A73-17675
Bonoqraph - System analysis of the air-ground
transportation interface problem at Bangkok
International Airport.
P0149 A73-20382
Banned vehicle systems analysis techniques
application to manual approach-to-landinq phase
of aircraft flight, developing- analytical
control model
p0194 A73-24011
Regional airport systeas study for San Francisco
bay area, discussing commercial and general
aviation future needs, environmental and
economic aspects and alternative options
P0238 A73-26125
Aerospace systems evaluation and optinization via
systems analysis, discussing capability,
dependability and availability and cost
p0246 A73-27384
Airport planning trends and engineering,
discussing systems analysis, pavement design,
modular terminal facilities, costs and economic
efficiency
P0289 A73-29111
Hodelling and identification theory- A flight
control application.
P0299 A73-30777
The application of system analysis techniques for
the solution of complex helicopter crew station
design problems.
TABS PREPRINT 7231 p0438 A73-35064
Intrasystea electromagnetic compatibility analysis
program.
P0527 A73-38771
A survey of satellite-based systeas for
navigation, position surveillance, traffic
control and collision avoidance.
p0564 A73-40052
Specific problems of the dynamics of composite
systems
p0574 A73-41603
Survey of aerospace industry to determine various
techniques used in considering interactions of
handling gualities, stability, control, and load
alleviation devices on structural loads
rAGAHD-B-593] p0679 N73-11020
Development and characteristics of air traffic
control system to show system performance
tradeoffs and technological alternatives - Vol. 1
rPB-212178] p0137 B73-15688
Air traffic control system development to show
factors involved in system selection - Vol. 4
fPB-212181] p0137 H73-15691
OH-1 helicopter test bed program for evaluation of
automatic inspection, diagnosis, and prognostic
maintenance functions on selected subsystems -
Vol. 1
fAD-752890] p0206 H73-18058
Dynamic simulation used to analyze various aspects
of STOL aircraft operations within air traffic
control system
fFAA-NA-72-95] P0303 N73-21919
FAA communications system description for 1973
fFAA-BD-73-36] P0389 H73-24186
Systems analysis of civil airport surface traffic
control
fFAA-ED-08-1] p0393 H73-24655
Computerized design of aircraft control
optimization stabilization systems
TNASA-CR-1330021 p0408 H73-25653
Present and future need for high Reynolds number
transonic wind tunnels including analysis of
design selection and requirements
P0471 H73-26282
Voltage standinq wave ratio measurement and
evaluation of aircraft antenna systems
fAD-761031] p0485 H73-27161
Systems analysis of quiet turbofan STOL aircraft
for short-haul air transportation operations -
Vol. 6 ,[BASA-CR-114611] p0537 873-27903
Comparative evaluation of conventional and solid
state simulators for A-7 aircraft electrical
system
CAD-762295]
 P0540 B73-28142
Analysis of various aircraft antiskid braking
systems to determine appropriate antiskid
braking system for space shuttle vehicle
tNASA-CB-124349) p0541 H73-28449
Logistic performance data book for electronic
countermeasures system of B-52G aircraft to show
reliability, maintenance, costs, and problems
[AD-762216] p05«5 B73-28961
Logistic performance data book for OB-1F
helicopter airfraie to show reliability,
maintainability, logistic costs, and operational
problems
[AD-762251] p05«6 H73-28965
Logistic performance data book for F-4D aircraft
fire control system to show reliability,
maintanability, logistics support, and operating
problems
tAD-762229] p0546 H73-28969
Logistic performance data book for F-4E flight
control system to show reliability,
maintainability, logistic support, and operating
•• problems
CAD-762230) p0547 B73-28973
Airport surface traffic control requirements
analysis
[AD-762442] p0551 H73-29147
Development and evaluation of active control
system to provide ride smoothing on short
takeoff aircraft
p0664 B73-32951
SISTEBS COSPATIBILITY
Bit synchronized discrete address radar beacon
system with ground based O.S. civil interrogator
complex for compatibility with ATC and aircraft
operator services
p029« A73-29882
Aircraft noise consideration for environmental
compatibility, airport development, short haul
and supersonic air transport and legislation and
regulation problems
[AIAA PAPER 73-795] p0522 473-38368
A rational basis for determining the EHC
capability of a system. .
p0577 A73-41802
STSTEBS DESI6B
D STSTEBS ENGINEERING
STSTEBS EBGIHBBRIHG
HT COMPOTES SYSTEMS DESIGN
A complex approach to flight vehicle control
system designs
.jr p0655 A73-10673
Application of geometric decoupling theory to
synthesis of aircraft lateral control systems.
p0048 A73-13703
Computer-mediated human communications in an air
traffic control environment - A preliminary
design.
p0057 A73-14658
Aircraft and spacecraft guidance and remote and
automatic control of moving objects, using
calculus of variations for systems synthesis
p0090 A73-16402
Synthesis of optimal control problems with
allowance for a prescribed reliability
p0090 A73-16416
Computerized ATC automation program, considering
system management, hardware, software and test
facilities problems
p0091 A73-16619
Optimal flight control system design for aircraft
with large flight envelopes, using optimal
control theory with limited measurement feedback
[AIAA PAPEB 73-159] p0097 A73-16906
Two-level computer system with main and display
processors as scale working model for
semiautomatic digital ATC en route control
p0143 A73-19183
Lubricants thermophysical properties effects on
qas turbine engine design, considerinq thermal
stability, vapor pressure, antoignition, load
capacity and bearing life
A-480
SUBJECT IIDEI SISTBBS IBGIHBEBII6 COITD
l
' •• •• • ' : . p0146 173-19563
Fighter aircraft survivable flight control system
design and flight test philosophy, present
"'status and trends, considering fly-by-wire and
power-by-wire systems .. , , • ,
p0183 173-22177
microwave landing system /MLS/ with Doppler
•scanning technique for aircraft guidance '
precision -improvement over standard VHF/DHP IIS, '
detailing five-year .development plan
. P0191 173-23652
Short haul>air travel with Intermodal automated .
Transfer system for integrating ground *, . .
transportation to allow passenger to stay in
seat from origin to destination'
•••-' • P0191 173-23653
International'Federation of^automatic Control,
Borld Congress, 5th, Paris, France, June 12-17,
1972, Proceedings. Part .2 - Transportation,
aeronautics and space, ship automation, and
control components. Part 3 - Ecology and systems
engineering; Large scale, sensitivity,
optimization and adaptation 'theory. Part 4 -
Education, feedback, regulators, linear and
nonlinear systems: Identification, differential
games, discrete and stochastic systems.
P0193 173-2U001
Signal processing in the lir Traffic Control Badar
Beacon System. " ' '•
P0244 173-27165
Data acguisition process to plan and engineer air
traffic system,'considering design aspects and
piecemeal evolution
p0245 A73-27362
Status of funded improvements to the national
Iviation System and'planned improvements not yet
funded.
' p0245 173-27363
Rational aviation system inprovement via cost
effectiveness, considering Fll facilities and
egnipment program, 1TC1automation.and terminal
aids - • ' , . ' . .
° p0246 173-27365
Synthesis of searchless self-adjusting systems
based on the root locus method*-I. '
- p0247 173-27460
Message organisation in the-ground segment of an
aeronautical satellite system. *. • •
' -' p0248 173-27668
Helicopter automatic flight control system design,
testing and development, noting stability and
control augmentation and attitude retention units
P0285 173-28903
Oceanic 1TC by application of aeronautical
satellite technology, discussing system design •
regnirements, performance evaluation and
international program •
P0294 173-29888
Bnssian book on aircraft, rocket and spacecraft
control systems design methods covering ground
and onboard systems synthesis, performance
estimates, system effectiveness, etc
P0297 173-30353
Parachutes computer aided design and performance
analysis system development and operation,
presenting information storage and retrieval
tasks mechanics • :
fllll P1PEB 73-484). p0343 173-31466
Inlet system design procedures and wind tunnel
facility modifications allowing for verification
on large scale models at Bach 4.5
p0347 173-31743
Self-reconfiguring computer complexes for l.T. C. .'
Systems. . • .• :
. . p0350 173-32439
French VOB system with single type egnipment for
' operation on cite at performance levels to meet
IC10 standards, emphasizing antenna design
• p0351 173-32453
lircraft flight control head-up display system
'design, egnipment installation particulars,
performance tests and merits evaluation
P0357 173-32508
Specific Behavior Objective approach to airline
flight simulation, featuring duplicate training
elimination and education time reduction
P0369 173-33202
Simulation in the design of automated air traffic
control functions. • . •
P0371 173-33419
lircraft microwave landing system development,
including conventional system history and
shortcomings, program objectives and
implementation schedule for 1TC
p0426 173-34611
Turbo and jet powered general aviation
aircraft-borne weathervision memory radar system
with digital processing technigne to eliminate
direct view storage tube
ISIE P1PEB 730316] . , p0428 173-34674
Integrated Propulsion Control System program.
• [S1E P1PEB 730359] p0432 173-34707
1 frequency response approach to flying qualities
criteria and flight control system design.
C1HS PSEPBIHT 740) p0439 173-35073
Information transfer system of digital avionics
system, examining signal reduction by baseband
time division multiplexing and video
distribution systems
P0445 173-35230
1 simulation study for the design of an air
terminal building. • ,
P0450 173-35826
U.S. instrument landing system performance
improvements, considering terrain and weather
effects, installation requirements, airport
limitations, accuracy, reliability and
maintainability
P0511 173-37805
Simplification of navigation and flight"control
systems without compromising integrity.
P0514 173-37826
Hicrowave Landing System with air-derived sample
data and scanning narrow beam antennas for
signal-in-space generation, discussing design
regnirements and performance test
p0563 173-40046
Design and analysis of an energy absorbing
restraint system for light aircraft crash-impact.
flSHE. PIPES 73-DET-111) p0579 173-42080
Computer-aided design of airport system plans.
. [1SCE PBEPBIHT 2058) p0583 173-42867
Management and control of flight test programs of
the Naval lir Systems Command.
. . p0625 173-44056
Operational suitability of various airdrop systems
tlD-744811] . p0670 H73-10036
Development of airborne flight data acquisition
and data.processing systems
[IG1BD-LS-50] . p0673 N73-10450
Design of aircraft flight test instrumentation
systems
p0673 N73-10451
Evaluation of automated air traffic control system
and comparison with operator performance using
manual system
P0685 H73-11683
Functions of automated system for processing
flight data and surveillance functions with
development plan for improved capability
fFll-ED-12-2] p0685 H73-11684
Space shuttle avionics design and cost analysis
[HIS1-CB-123962] p0073 H73-12449
Design and development of active control system
for air cushion vehicle to reduce or eliminate
effects of excessive vertical vibratory
acceleration .
(HISI-C1SE-L1B-10531-1) ' pOOSO H73-13023
Improvement in V/STOL aircraft performance with
yaw control augmentation to reduce cross
coupling effects
C1D-749489] P0083 N73-13046
addition of feel augmentation system to improve
flight control of S-67 helicopter
tID-749284) . p0114 H73-14029
analysis of parameters affecting dynamic
. compatibility in helicopter propulsion systems
tlD-750387) p0131 H73-15065
Development and .characteristics of air traffic
control system to show system performance
• tradeoffs and technological alternatives - Vol. 1
CPB-212178] . P0137 H73-15688
analysis of technological alternatives involved in
development of air traffic control systems -
Vol. 2
tPB-212179] p0137 N73-15689
lir traffic control system development to show
factors involved in system selection - Vol. 4
1-481
SISTEHS HAHAGBBEBT SOBJGCT IJDBI
fPB-212181] P0137 H73-15691
Operation and characteristics of primary radar
system for aic traffic control surveillance
fFAA-ED-02-1] P0176 H73-17163
i Semiempiricial methods' for designing ejectors for
rarioos applications
P0177 H73-17252
Design principles of auxiliary power units of
secondary pover system for operation of aircraft
eguipient
. p0220 N73-19046
Design and characteristics' of auxiliary power
source to operate electric, hydraulic, and
pneumatic subsystems in ramjet powered aerospace
vehicles
P0220 S73-19048
Research and development projects conducted by
Federal Aviation idainistration to inprove air
traffic control and flight safety
fFAA-EH-73-2J ' ' p0262 H73-20720
Design of circular syabol and video inset
generator for television display.devices
[AD-757621] . , p0324 B73-23246
Development of method'for estimating pover output
of helicopter gas turbine engines operating at
full power
fAD-758461] p0334 H73-23811
Systems design of facilities for studying flight
problems of VIOL aircraft
rNAL-TH-3061 p0389 B73-24263
Optimum roller bearing design for use in heavy
lift helicopter rotor transmission second stage
planetary systen
fAD-755535) p0392 N73-24540
Design and performance of launcher illumination
XH-183 flare package for parachutes
fAD-757731] p0395 B73-24940
Research projects in theoretical and practical
aerodynamics - Vol. 1
p0396 H73-24999
Design and performance of aircraft or spacecraft
differential maneuvering simulator
fNASA-TN-D-7304] p0407 H73-25259
Design technology of aeronautical satellite
communication system for air traffic control
over Atlantic Ocean
fFAA-ED-17-1] p048U N73-27104
Design of automatic throttle control for Davy
carrier based A-7 E aircraft
CAD-7617641 p0543 H73-287110
Logistics performance data book for BF-4C aircraft
landing gear system to show reliability,
maintainability, logistics support, and
operating problems
fAD-7622311 p0546 H73-28970
FAA engineering and development program for
terminal air traffic control
fFAA-ED-11-21 p0596 H73-30215
System design and test plan for NASA position
location and aircraft comnunications eguipment
at C band using DSNS Vanguard and ATS 3 and ATS
5 satellites
fNASA-TH-I-704471 " .. p0600 H73-306U6
Introductory background to planning process,
objectives, and indexing for twenty two
engineering and development programs with FAA
fFAA-ED-00-Al . p0604 N73-30918
Optimized design for vehicle suspension systems
[PB-220553/2] p0613 H73-31216
SISTEHS HABAGBHEBT
Computerized ATC automation program, considering
system .management, hardware, software .and test
facilities problems
p0091 A73-16619
Time, space, and energy management in the airways
traffic control medium.
P0580 A73-42324
SISTERS STABILITY
Performance/stability of midair recovery system
with tandem parachute configuration, discussing
gliding and nongliding systems
fAIAA PAPER 73-461] p03lt1 A73-31447
Transient response simulation model for stability
analysis of flexible high speed rotor-bearing
system dynamics, examining nonlinear effects
FASBE PAPER 73-DET-102] p0579 A73-42079
Optimal feedback control solution existence and
unigueness conditions for asymptotic stability,
discussing relationships with Pontryagin
equations and linear regulator problem with
quadratic cost f nnctionals . /. - •"
P0585 173-43070
The prediction of instabilities of linear
differential equations with periodic coefficients
[ABC-B/H-3713] • p0674 H73-33518
T TAIL SURFACES
Effect of gust loads on wing and T-tail
airworthiness requirements for short haul aircraft
[FOK-K-66] . p0401 .H73-25058
T-33 AIBCBAFT
A description of the HAE T-33 turbulence research '
aircraft, instrumentation and data analysis.. .
p0238 A73-26269
An in-flight investigation of the influence of
flying qualities on precision weapons delivery.
fAIAA PAPBB 73-783] p0499 473-37453
Fixed base simulation of variable stability T-33
handlinq qualities, considerinq pilot
performance in pitch tracking daring atmospheric
turbulence . . • • , , '.
p0519 A73-38072
Flight tests to determine lateral-directional • . ,.
performance and roll-sideslip coupling of T-33
aircraft at subsonic speed - Vol. 2
[AD-748436] p0130 N73-15051
Computerized simulation of aircraft as radar target
[AD-755854] p0276 N73-21189
Instrumentation and data handling process of HAE
T-33 turbulence research aircraft, stationary
gas turbine icing problems, and role of plastic
deformation in metal powder compaction
fDBE/HAB-1972(4) ] • p0280. B73-21882
Computer program for predicting pilot rating of
pitch stability of T-33 aircraft under-vertical
turbulence conditions
[AD-764696] . .p0643 B73-31974
T-38 AIBCBAFT
T-38 structural flight load-data from Rilliams,
Beese, and Hoody Air Force Bases, Jan. ..1970 to
Dec. 1971
fAD-758891] p0403 H73-25076
Ground-based devices for spatial orientation
training in T-38 aircraft
CAD-764740] p0671 N73-33157
TABLES (DATA)
NT CONVERSION TABLES
DC-10 Twin design, discussing balance
characteristics, loading limits and sample forms
[SASE PAPER 987] p0517 A73-37891
Data tables and computer generated profile plots ,
obtained in evaluation tests of circumferential
airflow uniformity entering combustors from two
advanced engine compressors
[NASA-CB-121010] p0118 H73-14277
Tabular and graphical data for moderate and heavy
snow for Loring AFB, Haine " "
[AD-756881] p0313 H73-22605
Tabular data from helicopter downdraft fog
dispersal experiments
fAD-762189)
 P0542 H73-28643
TABS (COBTBOL SURFACES)
Technological and structural design ensuring
optimum clearance and aerodynamic coupling of
moving units /wing-aileron or aileron-trim tab/.
p0658 A73-11648
TiCAH
Extension of a portable tactical instrument
approach and landing system.
p0048 A73-13574
Doppler TACAN navigation system for helicopters
obtaining data through computer display method
p0195 A73-24475
TACAN based SETAC and L band DUE based DLS
approach and landing systems for military
aircraft, discussing time division multiplexing
and antenna array
[DSLE P&PEB 73-019] P0423 A73-34493
Low cost data processor and display fo< ICHI,
DHE/TACAN, LOBAB or range/range difference radio
navigation systems in aerospace applications
P0444 A73-35213
Performance tests of various Tacan ground station
modifications designed to minimize false
distance measuring equipment indications
[FAA-HA-72-65] p0213 N73-18664
1-482
SUBJECT IHDEI TAKEOFF HOIS
Feasibility of modifying Tacan/DBB system to
'•• '-broadcast digital data for area navigation
[FAA-BD-73-2] - p0393 873-24656
•~ Computer program for selection of radio
"', .= frequencies used in VOB, IIS, and Tacan/DHE air
navigation systems
tFAA-HA-73-4]
 P0a09 H73-25700
Flight tests of VHF Omnirange navigation and Tacan
systems to determine bearing error curves
tFAA-BD-72-73] . p0554 H73-29710
. Description of sector-Tacan and DDE-supported
• " instrument landing systems
[DGLB-73-019] p0650 H73-32523
TACBISTOSCOPES
Tachistoscopic investigation on electronic and
electromechanical cockpit display for
perfornance coaparison
[DLB-FB-73-27] . p0592 H73-30034
TACBOBETEBS
System for in-flight recording of the rotational
speed of the turbine of a jet engine
p0150 473-20546
TACTICAL ilB HAVIGATIOH
0 TACSH '
TACTICS
Helicopter flight .performance in tactical
environment
p0267 H73-21009
Operational performance of helicopters in French
Army
p0267 B73-21011
Utilization of decision and value theory concepts
by helicopter pilots to plan attacks
p067« H73-33565
Illl ASSEMBLIES
Aerodynamic design parameters effects on static
performance of short ducted fans for helicopter
tail rotor applications, comparing theoretical
analysis and experimental results
[ AHS PBEPBIHT 701) p0437 A73-35052
Helicopter tail rotor teeter hinge vith Teflon
conical journal bearing allowing axial and
radial preload inservice adjustment, discussing
oscillatory loads and temperature effects
UBS PBEPBIHT 762) p0440 A73-35085
Tail rotor performance in presence of main rotor,
ground, and Hinds.
CABS PBEPBIHT 764 ] p0441 473-35087
An advanced composite tailboom for the AB-1G
helicopter.
(AHS PBEPBIHT 785] p0442 A73-35098
Transverse deflection of guided projectile tail
fins during deployment.
p0582 473-1)2629
' Increasing the critical rotational speed of the
tail rotor drive shaft in SH-1 and SB-2
helicopters
_,c P0633 A73-45195
Belation between measured C.G..vertical
accelerations and loads at T-tail of military
aircraft
P0169 H73-16904
' Performance tests of twin jet afterbody
configurations to determine effect of nozzle
spacing, fairing shapes, and angle of attack
[ NASA-IB-X-2724] p0587 H73-29994
TAIL BODBTIHGS
D TAIL ASSEMBLIES
TAIL FLAKES
0 HOBIZOHTAL TAIL SDBFACES
TAIL SOBPACES
HT HOBIZOHTAL TAIL SOBFACES
HT SBEPTB4CK TAIL SDBFACES
HT I TAIL SDBFACES
Calculation of the characteristics of tail fins in
the vortical field of a wing
p0362 A73-32819
The effect of ice formation on the stability and
maneuverability characteristics of aircraft
p0519 A73-38117
TAILLESS AIBCBAFT
HT F-102 AIBCBAFT
HT F-106 AIBCBAFT
HT FD 2 AIBCBAFT
HT BIBAGE 3 AIBCBAFT
HT VOLCAH AIBCBAFT
Aeroelastic effects on flying King aircraft
aerodynamic stability characteristics, using
elementary beam-rod differential equations and
aerodynamic strip theory
[AIAA PAPEB 73-397] P0233 A73-25526
Besponse-optimum control of the angular and
torsional oscillations of an elastic flying ving.
P0247 A73-27459
MILS (ASSBBBLIBS)
0 TAIL ASSEBBLIES
TAKEOFF
HT VEBTICAL TAKEOFF
Schematic design of an automatic device for
correcting aircraft takeoff and landing modes of
flight • • ••. .
P0661 A73-11801
Analysis of instrument system for assisting pilots
in making decisions during aircraft takeoff and
landing rolls
[FAA-BD-72-112] P0073 H73-12460
Analysis of loading conditions imposed on
commercial aircraft during turning maneuvers on
ground
rHASA-TH-D-7132] p0081 H73-13027
Application of optimal control theory to takeoff
of heavily loaded helicopters and
, instrumentation requirements to improve pilot
flight control
fAO-750615] P0132 H73-15072
Beasnreuent of critical atmospheric turbulence for
aircraft takeoff and landing
fAD-750131] p0136 B73-1S660
Crash of DC-8 aircraft during takeoff from
Anchorage International Airport, Alaska on 27
Hov. 1970
. [HTSB-AAB-72-12] p0159 H73-15999
Aircraft accident involving Beechcraft Queen Air
aircraft on takeoff from Albuquerque, Rev flezico
airport on 19 flay, 1972
[STSB-AAB-72-32] P0159 S73-16003
Analysis of internal flow conditions of inlet with
centerbody retracted for short"takeoff and
landing aircraft takeoff and approach operations
[HASA-TH-D-7185] P0200 H73-18010
Detail design features of short takeoff and
landing commercial aircraft and impact on design
caused by STOL regnirement - Part 2
[AEBO-13-PT-2] P0203 H73-18033
Analysis of procedures and problems involved in
operating helicopters from decks of ships
P0267 H73-21010
Aircraft accident involving attempted takeoff of
Sabre Bark 5 aircraft at Sacramento, California
airport oh 24 Sept. 1972
CHTSB-AAB-73-6) P0319 H73-22985
Hethods for evaluating and predicting airfield
performance of turbojet and tnrbofan aircraft
operating in conventional and short takeoff modes
p0384 H73-24044
numerical analysis of aircraft takeoff performance
based oh phases of takeoff and forces exerted on
aircraft as basis for aircraft design
P0385 873-24051
Development of perturbation guidance system for
maintaining tilting rotor vertical takeoff
aircraft on predetermined flight path during
takeoff and landing
CHASA-CB-132043] : P0388 H73-24072
Aircraft, accident involving Lear jet aircraft
following takeoff from Atlanta, Georgia Airport
on 26 Feb. 1973
[HTSB-AAB-73-12] P0467 H73-26036
Ground based visual aid to alleviate spatial
disorientation during takeoff and landing
tFAA-BD-73-26], p0596 H73-30216
Boise reducing approach and takeoff profiles for
short takeoff aircraft
tHBB-OH-06-73-0) ' p0642 H73-31968
TAKEOFF BOBS
Effect of aircraft reliability regulations on
takeoff and landing performance of QSTOL aircraft
[DGLB PAPEB 72-056] p0658 A73-11658
Airport runway lights system location and use for
aircraft takeoff operations and visual
. indication of landing approach angle
P0297 A73-30242
Safety in the accident prone flight phases of
take-off, approach and landing.
P0416 A73-34085
Noise reduction of STOL aircraft during landing
approach and takeoff via thrust reduction and
steepest descent flight paths
A-483
TAKEOFF STSIBBS SUBJECT IBDBX
fBBB-OH-06-73] pO«23 A73-34U88
The Havy SETOLS program and its potential
applications to Navy aircraft.
p0504 A73-37680
Runway sideline aircraft noise measurements on
takeoff and approach for enforcing community
noise levels based on' FAA aircraft type
certification, noting associated problems
pOSSI A73-H2945
Pulsated over-heated water rocket /POHRABO/ thrust
augmentation system for combat aircraft takeoff
runs from short runways under severe weather
• conditions
p0635 A73-45391
Developnent of conputer program for corplete
sinulation of factors involved in aircraft
takeoff and landing
r»D-7«19421 p0671 H73-10042
Effect of external air flowing across exhaust
nozzles on let noise produced by supersonic
transport aircraft at high takeoff speeds
(NASA-TH-1-681611 p0068 H73-12027
•Analysis of velocity profiles in boundary layer
produced by incompressible flow during.takeoff
p0123 N73-15001
Aircraft accident involving Boeing 707 aircraft at
San Francisco, California airport following
rejected takeoff on 13 Sept. 1972
fBTSB-AAR-73-H) p0274 H73-21062
Aerodynamic characteristics and aircraft
performance of let aircraft during takeoff run
fAD-764314) . p0609 B73-30959
Aircraft accident involving Boeing 707 aircraft
following aborted takeoff at Kennedy
International Airport, New York, on 13 August,
1972 ,
fNTSB-AAR-73-7] . p0639 N73-31943
T1KBOFF SYSTEMS
0 AIBCHAFT LAUNCHING DEVICES
TALOH AIBCBAFT
0 T-38 AIBCBAFT
TALOS HISSILE
Drone recovery surface impact and midair
technigues involving parachutes and/or hot-air
' balloons, considering TALOS/Low Altitude
Supersonic Target recovery capability ,
fAIAA PAPER 73-465] p0342 A73-31U51
TANDBH BOTOB. HELICOPTEBS
NT CH-46 HELICOPTER
BT CH-U7 HELICOPTEB
Single stage experimental evaluation of D and E
stage design of tanden airfoil rotor and stator
blading for compressors
CNASA-CB-121008] p0087 N73-13779
Development of method for calculating downwash
interference and longitudinal stability of
tandem rotor helicopter
rABC-B/M-3223] , p0384 H73-24022
TANK TBDCKS
.New developments in aircraft refuelling vehicles.
p0577 A73-41861
TANKEB SHIPS
Floating superport. >
p0510 A73-37748
Air-cushion tankers for transporting Alaskan North
Slope oil •
fNASA-TH-X-2683] p0214 N73-18981
TANKS (CONTAISEBS)
NT PDEL TANKS
NT STORAGE TANKS .
NT RING TANKS
Tank design for forced circulation oil lubricating
systems . • f.
fESDU-68039] p0685 N73-11429
TAPE BERGING
D DATA PBOCESSING
0 HAGNETIC TAPES
TAPE BBCOBDERS
Bussian book on multichannel magnetic tape
recorders in civil aviation ATC for speech
communication monitoring and preservation
covering design and operation principles
p0189 A73-23245
Environment effects on tape recorder design for
in-flight data collection in military aircraft
p0520. A73-38197
TAPEBED RINGS • ;
0 SREPT RINGS
TABE (DATA REDUCTION) • • .
0 DATA SEDUCTION •-• . •>
TAB6ET ACQUISITION ^ : .. •„.,. -i -:;•
Operational principles, and testing of a digital
radar target extractor , -. _ •. . _,
. . p0503 A73-37584
Air-to-ground target acquisition with flare .
illumination ;
p0227 N73-.19968
Application of night vision technology helicopter
night scouts , •
P0228-H73-19970
TABGET DBOHE AIBCBAFT
HT JINDIVIK TABGET AIRCBAFT. . • ., .
TABGET PEBETRATIOH . .
 ;_, -.„.,.' '. '
D TEBHIHAL BALLISTICS
TABGET BECOGHITIOH - ,'
intoaatic radar terminal system /ABTS/ for high
density ATC centers, noting improved,target
identification and alphanumeric data display
. P0339 A73-31133
Basic principles and the theory of operation of
the eguipment for the.identification-friend or
foe /Sit/ in military aircraft
,1 . p0565. A73-U0348
TABGET SIHULATOHS
. . The Large Amplitude Hulti-Bode Aerospace Research
/LAHAB/ Simulator. . , . ,,
tAIAA PAPEB 73-922] . p0569 A73-10870
Interface evaluation .of digital simulation
.facility with system support facility for radar
beacon target source for air traffic control -
[FAA-NA-73-33] • . pO«69 N73-26248
TARGETS . • .
NT JIHDIVIK TABGET AIBCBAFT
NT BADAB TARGETS
Aerial targets for weapon systems performance
testing, discussing converted aircraft,
pilotless drones and towed targets
P0188 A73-23120
. Stiletto air-launched supersonic aerial target
design, development.and -capabilities, describing
configuration, propulsion- and control systems
and operational envelope
... • p0189 A73-23121
Tnrana drone system design and development for
Australian naval guns- andi guided weapons
.. exercises, describing construction and
operational details
p0189 A73-23122
TASK SEQUENCERS , .
0 CONTBOL EQDIPHENT . .
TASKS •
NT VISUAL TASKS • • .
TAXIIIG . , .
Further developments in .surface effect takeoff and
landing systems concepts - A multicell system.
• • • • CCASI PAPER 76/11B] pO»18 A73-3»290
Analysis of loading conditions imposed on
commercial aircraft during turning maneuvers on
ground
[NASA-TN-D-7132] P0081 N73-13027
.Active control in landing gear of aircraft for
reducing fatigue damage from ground induced
vibration during taxiing
[AD-750137] . . . p0135 N73-15515
;' Application of power spectral density method to
. .analyze vibrations induced in aircraft .during
taxiing • , • .-,
CAD-757283] .. '. ,,v P0320 H73-22991
Boot mean square center of gravity accelerations
,. ..and undercarriage forces for taxiing KC-135
tanker aircraft .
[CBANFIELD-AEBO-15] , pO«01 N73-25060
Performance of aircraft taxiing on dirt surfaces
[.AD-756588] p0103 N73-25077
TAILOR SEBIBS
Taylor series algorithms for computerized
structural design and reanalysis of modified
structures, applying to aircraft fuselage
midsection
CAIAA PAPEB 73-338] . P0232 A73-25«78
TAILOR THEOBEH
0 TAYLOR SERIES •
TEACHING . :
D EDUCATION .
TBCHHICAI iBITIBG .
Compilation of.technical, reports prepared by .
•. Aerospace Laboratories of US Air Force for
A-46D
SUBJECT IIDEX IBCHROLOGI ASSBSSHEHT
calendar year 1971
CAD-746707] pOOSS 873-13974
TBCBIOLOGICAL FOHBCASTIHG
long range air transportation technical and
economic future prospects, discussing passenger
and cargo developments, noise redaction and SST
technology
fAlAA PAPER 73-14] P0102 A73-17607
Civil transport aircraft future design trends,
discussing subsonic, supersonic, hypersonic and
V/STOL aircraft, engine design, fuels and noise
reduction
p0191 473-23682
Commercial air transportation projections,
discussing Bass transportation, international
fare structure and exchange of rights, security
and technology
p0196 A73-246U6
Fiber composite materials properties,
technological assessment and future development
and application for aerospace flight structures,
considering manufacturing cost, tailorability
and stiffness reguirements
P0291 A73-29346
Operation of current navigation aids and future
prospects*
P0294 A73-29883
Aeronautical communication technology for civil
Ale system development through 1990s, discussing
SNB design and need for radio channel models
p0294 A73-29890
Hnltiple access technique for future
communication, surveillance and navigation
subsystems to meet AIC demands, considering
satellite surveillance radar system
p0295 A73-29893
A technological development scenario for offshore
let ports.
p0344 A73-31534
Instrunent-.panel electronic display system
P0358 A73-32510
Future technical developments and efficiency of
helicopters and their derivatives
P0417 A73-34252
VIOL and helicopter design considerations,
including nonsynmetrical rotor flov
characteristics, rotor types, airspeed
capacities, compound helicopters, tilt ving and
tilt rotor aircraft
p0418 473-34259
Key factors in developing a future wide-bodied
twin-jet transport.
CSAE PAPER 730354] P0431 A73-34702
High performance supersonic axial and centrifugal
compressors theoretical and experimental
research, assessing and forecasting
technological developments
p0460 A73-36992
The ARIHC plan for implementing air/ground DATALIHK.
P0527 A73-38758
Future technology and economy of jet-supported
VTOL transport aircraft
p0567 A73-40448
Technological change measurement methodology for
cost and production estimates vith application
to aircraft turbine engine development
p0627 A73-04219
Research Aviation Facility collected aircraft data
processing, merging and enhancement problems,
software development and future resource
requirements
p0632 A73-45088
Revie* and analysis of air carrier/reliever
airport grant allocations and technological
forecast of airport demands
[FAA-AV-72-4] pO»70 H73-26253
TBCHHOL06IBS
HI BIOTECHNOLOGY
NT HABIHE TECHNOLOGY
HI HILITARY. TECHSOLOGT
History of German aeronautical development during
the first half of the century
p0264 H73-20956
TECBIOLOGI ASSESSBBIt
Feasibility model of airborne ac synchronous
generator with rotating superconducting field
winding, comparing predicted performance, size
and weight with conventional technology
p0661 173-11827
United states SSI electrical power system
evaluation.
[AIAA PAPER 72-1055] P0043 673-13386
Engine technology for large subsonic nuclear
powered aircraft.
[AIAA PAPER 72-1062] P0044 A73-13391
Assessment and operational implications for ATC
capital investment decision making by relative
capacity estimating process using analytical
models
P0049 A73-13801
Air Force weapon system procurement needs',
considering industry technological capabilities,
nonlinear estimation in cruise navigation and
nonlinear systems design, test and implementation
P0061 A73-15252
Small turboshaft aircraft engine historical
evolution and current state of art, discussing
performance, cost, weight, reliability and
maintainability interrelationships
[SAE PAPEH 720830] p0091 A73-16626
RASA lift fan V/STOL transport technology status.
TSAE PAPER 720856] P0093 A73-16663
Technology and operation of Olympus engine cycle
on Concorde aircraft, discussing chemical and
noise pollution and economic factors
P0100 A73-1719C
Recent progress in the field of aircraft noise
technology
P0101 A73-17272
Aerodynamic technology developments including
advanced transonic airfoils, low-drag/high-lift
systems and stability augmentation for transport
aircraft performance, economics and noise
improvements
[AIAA PAPEH 73-9] p0102 A73-17604
Economically viable and socially acceptable
second-generation SST, discussing technological
developments for range/payload, airport noise
and sonic boom improvements
[AIAA PAPER 73-15] P0102 A73-17608
Air breathing hypersonic aircraft technology
developments in propulsion systems and
structures with emphasis on use of hydrogen fuel
[AIAA PAPER 73-58] P0104 A73-17631
TF-34 turbofan engines for S-3A and AX aircraft
respectively, discussing technological
development, and components and characteristic
features
P0148 A73-20350
Technology advancement effects on military and
commercial transport aircraft development and
production costs, considering airfranes, engines
and avionics
P0149 A73-20394
Distributed ATC with traffic information in
cockpit, noting potential for cost and risk
reduction and capacity increase based on system
performance evaluation
P0151 A73-20600
Technology and operation of Olympus engine cycle
on Concorde aircraft, discussing chemical and
noise pollution and economic factors
P0154 A7 3-21687
Fighter aircraft survivable flight control system
design and flight test philosophy, present
status and trends, considering fly-by-wire and
power-by-wire systems
P0183 A73-22177
Radio navigation review, discussing Decca, Loran,
Omega, VOR/DHE, satellite, inertia!, integrated,
area, approach and landing, collision avoidance
and space navigation systems
P0191 A73-23636
Aircraft noise redaction technology and
certification standards, reviewing federal laws
and regulations!
P0195 A73-24553
Aircraft design philosophies and structural
integrity considerations for reliability without
major HDT and maintenance, proposing research
program for future computerized design
P0229 A73-25128
Military aircraft radome design technology
developments in Sweden, discussing use of glass
fiber reinforced plastics, manufacturing method,
computerized optimization and measurement
techniques
P0231 A73-25300
A-485
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Aircraft and missile radomes technology in France,
discussing materials, antenna radiation pattern
calculation, computer programming for
transmission and anqular aberrations, and
raindrop erosion tests
P0231 A73-25301
Flutter technology in the United Kingdon - A survey.
fAIii PAPEB 73-330] p0235 A73-25559
Microwave transmitter tabes for surface-based and
airborne radar applications, considerinq ATC,
output power, stability, spectrui, size, weight,
reliability, maintainability and cost requirements
P0283 A73-28532
Status of short haul air transportation.
P0288 A73-29108
Fiber composite materials properties,
technological assessment and future development
and application for aerospace flight structures,
considerinq manufacturing cost, tailorability
and stiffness requirements
P0291 A73-29346
General aviation aircraft technology developments
based on military and transport aircraft design,
considerinq cost, complexity and reliability
p0291 A73-29308
Overview - The role of communication systems in
air traffic management.
P0293 A73-29876
Historical development of the Air Traffic Control
System.
P0293 A73-29877
O.S. civil and military air-ground communications
development history and expectations,
considerinq information exchange, radar beacon
transponders, digital communication and data links
.P0293 A73-29880
The development of the ATC radar beacon system -
Past, present, and future.
P0294 473-29881
Operation of current navigation aids and future
prospects.
P0294 A73-29883
Computer and diqital techniques in ATC automation
technology, considerinq functional
organizations, terminal facilities and system
capabilities to meet future needs
p029<l A73-29886
Air navigation evolution and current state of art,
discussing HF four axis and nondirectional
beacons, 7OB, DECCA, DDE, T4C4H, yOB-Doppler.
terminal and landing systems
P0298 A73-30445
Drone recovery surface impact and midair
techniques involving parachutes and/or hot-air
balloons, considerinq TALOS/Low Altitude
Supersonic Tarqet recovery capability
TAIAA PAPEB 73-465] p0342 A73-31451
International Conference on Offshore Airport
Technology, 1st, Bethesda, Nd., April 29-day 2,
1973, Proceedinqs. Volume 1.
P0343 A73-31526
Heavy marine structure engineering in offshore
airport planning, discussing construction types
and conditions, environmental factors,
materials, methods and equipment
P0344 A73-31533
Netherlands international airport planninq and
site selection, discussing cost/benefit analysis
experience from large coastal and offshore
projects
P0344 A73-31535
Denmark offshore airport projects progress reports
covering historical background, present status,
political efforts, legislation, market
retention, access problem and technical design
considerations
P0345 A73-31537
Offshore airport planninq in Osaka-Bay, Japan -
Nev Kansai International Airport.
P0345 A73-31542
Jet noise suppression technology progress review,
discussing Liqhthill theory of aerodynamic
noise, machinery noise and quiet aircraft future
P0348 A73-32186
Pover plants, cost estimates, freighter missions,
commercial feasibility and technology for
nuclear air cushion vehicles
P0348 A73-32194
Pulse coded scanninq beam microwave landinq system
technology assessment for civil aviation
application, describing ground equipment and
procedures
p0353 A73-32469
Air traffic control technology progress review and
future forecast, noting microelectronics and
automation need in civil avionics
p0354 A73-32479
Aircraft flight control head-up display system
design, equipment installation particulars,
performance tests and merits evaluation
p0357- A73-32508
Instrument-panel electronic display system
P0358 A73-32510
All-weather landinq technology and economics,
considering ground and airborne equipment and
benefits and costs
PQ358 A73-32553
Aircraft noise abatement technological and social
aspects, considering aircraft design, airport
noise pattern minimization and population removal
p0359 A73-32560
Titanium casting technology applications to
aircraft structures, considering flap tracks,
brake torque tubes and arrestor hook mounting
brackets
P0365 A73-33071
HIL-STD-810 uniform test methods for determining
military equipment environmental resistance,
discussing inadequacies, misapplications and
planned revision for improvement
P0367 A73-33144
German book - Fire protection technology in
aviation. Volume 1 - Foundations of aviation and
fire-protection technology.
p0416 A73-34124
Harket trends and technical progress in saall gas
turbine enqines for general aviation and
executive aircraft and helicopters
P0420 A73-34447
Thin configuration flat diqital CBT display with
electron beam control improvement for military
avionics applications, discussing performance
advantages and ownership cost
P0446 A73-35235
Commercial transport aircraft structural design
and technology advances, discussing materials
and fabrication processes with respect to costs,
durability and reliability
p0452 473-36166
Structural design and technology developments for
SST and STOL aircraft, discussing computerized
and damage tolerant design, composite materials
and cost reducing manufacturing techniques
P0452 A73-36167
High performance supersonic axial and centrifugal
compressors theoretical and experimental
research, assessing and forecasting
technological developments i <•-
P0460 A73-36992
The Federal Aviation Administration program to
improve terminal area traffic control.
P0511 A73-37803
Area navigation technology for air transportation
in OSA, discussing present systems and
projections as related to airline and FAA
activities
P0512 A73-37807
Strapped down inertial navigation systems.
P0515 A73-37876
Structural composites on future fighter aircraft.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-806] p0522 A73-38371
Intrasystem electromagnetic compatibility analysis
program.
P0527 A73-38771
ILS capability improvements on localizer and
glide-slope antenna arrays and monitors,
considering effects of reflecting objects on or
near aerodrome and terrain
P0563 A73-40049
Phased array antennas in ground based remote
sensor system, assessing technologies of
AH/FPS-85, BAPDAB and AP/TPN-19 radar systems
P0567 A73-40645
Development programs status report on airborne
planar, conformal and distributed aperture
phased array antennas for use in radar and
communication systems
1-486
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p0568 173-40646
ILS technology assessment, considering landing
glide path determination, interference due to
•ultipath propagation and ground effects, and
operating freguency range problem
p0571 A73-41075
1 look at Soviet ATC and nav facilities and
avionics.
p0573 173-41522
Application of electron beam welding to aircraft
turbine engine parts.
p0579 473-42196
OSA government and industry efforts on aircraft
.. . midair collision avoidance systems technology
advancement, comparing cost effectiveness
between airborne and ground based options
[ASHB PAPEB 73-ICT-49) p0622 A73-43495
Public air transportation service needs for
nonnrbah areas, considering low traffic density
problem/ operational requirements and future trend
[ASHE PAPEH 73-ICT-72] p0623 A73-43498
• Management of Air Force test and evaluation
activities.
:
 P0625 A73-44055
Technology of aircraft'construction
[AD-748712] • p0083 K73-13043
Electromagnetic technology for radar, air traffic
control, and communication systems
[AD-756482] • p0308 H73-22107
Congressional hearings on aeronautics and space
technology
p0337 H73-23967
Technology assessment of fog modification
[AD-762207] p0542 N73-28631
Social and technological impact of STOL aircraft
potential
[HASA-CB-133356J P0545 H73-28942
TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION
Airborne associative parallel array digital
computer built with HOS LSI technology for size
and weight reduction, discussing design and
applications ' '
P0060 473-15065
Hilitarv contributions to civil aviation.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-67] p0104 A73-17635
Transportation safety - Technology applications: A
systems approach to anti-hijacking.
P0196 A73-24559
' Airport noise control and minimization for
community and airline industry interests by
technology application and legal-political
approaches
p0239 &73-26350
Potential applications of acoustic matched filters
to air-traffic control systems.
P0247 A 73-27572
The use of satellites for aircraft communications
and air traffic control.
P0248 A73-27666
EBAF - Proposal for a European Earth Besources
Aircraft.
p0283 A73-28786
Impact body or medium damage prediction and
modification technology, discussing test
facilities and applications
P0290 A73-29310
Technologies applicable to the development of an
onboard L-band transmitter
p0355 A73-32481
Titanium casting-'technology applications to
aircraft structures, considering flap tracks,
brake torque tubes and arrester hook mounting
brackets
P0365 A73-33071
Technology developments effect on jet aircraft
design, discussing flight controls, engine noise
suppression, supercritical aerodynamics and
composite structures
P0369 A73-33188
Applications of advanced aerodynamic technology to
light aircraft.
[SAE PAPEB 730318] p0429 473-34676
B-1 technology applications to advanced transport
design.
fSAE PAPEB 730348] P0430 473-34696
Custom LSI technology utilization in lov volume
avionic systems, discussing handcrafted chip
design, full wafer, array logic and BOS cell
approaches and costs
p0445 173-35227
Hew Tork offshore airport feasibility study.
[F4A-BD-73-45] pOSIO A73-37750
A technology tool for urban applications - The
remotely piloted blimp.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-981] p0581 A73-42533
Impact of technological development on airborne
data acguisition system and ground data
processing station
P0674 H73-10457
Improving air transportation to low density
population regions
tSASA-CB-114484] p0660 N73-32905
IEFLOB (TBADEHABK)
Belicopter tail rotor teeter hinge with Teflon
conical journal bearing allowing axial and
radial preload inservice adjustment, discussing
oscillatory loads and temperature effects
[4RS PBEPBINT 7621 p0440 473-35085
TELECOHBOBICATIOH
HI AIBCBAFT COMMUNICATION
NT BROADCASTING
HI CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEyiSIOH
HI COiOfi TELEVISION
BT DATA LINKS
BT GBODND-AIR-GBOUND COHHDNICATIONS
NT HOLTICHANNEL COMMUNICATION
NT OPTICAL COMMUNICATION
NT PULSE COMMUNICATION
NT BADIO COHHONICATION
NT BADIO BELAI SISTERS
NT SPACECRAFT COHHONICATION
NT TRANSOCEANIC COMMUNICATION
NT VOICE COHHONICATION
NT VOICE DATA PROCESSING
NT WIDEBAND COHHONICATION
Russian book on airport cable communication lines,
discussing design construction, signal
transmission theory and structural and
electrical characteristics
P0572 A73-41283
Telecommunication jamming of robot aircraft
control system by pulse amplitude modulation or
pulse time modulation
tFOA-3-C-36(!9-66] p0133 N73-15188
Independent radar systems using information
processing, data correlation, and
telecommunication
p0209 N73-18179
Electromagnetic technology for radar, air traffic
control, and communication systems
[AD-756482] p0308 N73-22107
Besearch and development progress in
telecommunications and electronics engineering
[BEPT-73-00567] p0323 N73-23111
FAA communications system description for 1973
[FAA-BD-73-36] p0389 N73-24186
TELEGBAPB SISTEHS
An automatic system for broadcasting weather data
to international civil aviation
P0436 A73-34962
TBLEHETBI 10TO BBDOCTIOH SISTBB
0 DATA BEDOCTION
TELESCOPES
NT ASTBONOHICAL TELESCOPES
NT PTBOHELIOHETEBS
TBLBTIPBfBITBB SISTBHS
Ground communications networks for aeronautical
operations.
P0294 A73-29885
TELEVISION CAHBEAS
An optimized video output from a wide angle
optical probe.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-918] p0569 A73-40866
TELEVISION EQOIPHBHT
BT IHAGE DISSECTOB TOBES
NT TELEVISION CAHEBAS
TELEVISION SISTBHS
NT CLOSED CIBCDTT TELEVISION
NT COLOB TELEVISION
Coaputerlzed multichannel alphanumeric TV system
for ATC operational information display,
describing data acquisition, processor and
software peripherals and video display subsystem
P0657 473-11594
Application of the visualization of radar
information in television
P0355 A73-32484
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Cross and square command symbol and video inset
generator to display flight command data on
aircraft television screen
fAD-755160] P0308 H73-22111
Feasibility analysis and planninq for two aircraft
television transmission over Federal Eepublic of
Germany
fDLR-HITT-73-09) P0324 N73-23235
Desiqn of circular symbol and video inset
generator for television display devices
fAD-757621) p0324 H73-23246
Desiqn of attitude line generator for use with
aircraft-type television displays
rAD-757620) p0324 N73-23247
TELEVISION TBABSHISSIOB
Clock coaparisons by short wave, OLF and VLF
signals, Loran C and Onega nethods, onboard
aircraft atonic clocks and TV synchronizing pulses
P0043 A73-13246
Feasibility analysis and planning for tvo aircraft
television transmission over Federal Eepublic of
Germany
fDLR-MITT-73-09) p0324 N73-23235
TBLLBGEN IHEOBI
D NETWORK ANALYSIS
TELLURIC FIELDS
0 ELECTRIC FIELDS
TBMPBBATUBB
NT ATHOSPHEBIC TEMPERATURE
NT BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURE
NT FLAME TEMPERATURE
NT FLASH POINT
NT GAS TBHPEBATDRE
NT HIGH TEMPERATURE
NT OPERATING TEMPEBATOBE
NT SKIN TEHPEHATORE (NON-BIOLOGICAL) •
NT SURFACE TEMPERATURE
NT HALL TEMPERATURE
Analysis of wing leading edqe buckling due to
aerodynamic heatinq to show effect of shear
modulus of material and geometry of leading edge
on buckling onset
rABC-B/H-3197] P0396 N73-25COO
TBBPBBATDBE COITBOL
Concorde air conditioning, discussing system
modifications for production aircraft concerning
interconnection of engine air bleeds of adjacent
.port and starboard groups
p0300 A73-30933
B-52 aircraft-borne short range attack missile
weapon system air conditioner thermal
performance fulfillment with Freon refrigerant
and air distribution in heat exchangers
[AIAA PAPER 73-723] pO»55 A73-36300
Analysis of effect of chord size and cooling
methods on cooling requirements for air cooled
turbine blades - Vol. 1
C1JASA-CR-120882-BK-1) p0179 H73-17809
Analysis of effect of chord size and cooling
methods on cooling requirements for air cooled
turbine blades - Vol. 2
r«ASA-CR-120882-BK-2) p0180 N73-17810
TBHPBBATOBB DIFFEBENCES
0 TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS
rBHPBBATDBB DISTBIBOTIOH
Gas temperature, carbon monoxide and nitric oxide
axial and radial distribution in J-33 conbustor,
presenting combustion process model based on
measurements
fWSCI PAPER 72-22) pC094 A73-16690
Aerodynamic and thermal structures of the laminar
boundary layer over a flat plate with a
diffusion flame.
P0582 A73-H2774
Effect of the circumferential nonuniformity of a
temperature field in front of a turbine on the
vibrational stresses in the turbine blades
p0624 A73-43740
Determination of the temperature fields of turbine
disks and blades, using irradiated diamond
indicators
p0627 A73-44294
Pressures and temperatures on the lower surfaces
of an externally blown flap system during
full-scale ground tests
fNASA-TN-D-7138] P0122 N73-14984
Measurement of temperatures of airfoil immersed in
stream of combustion qases to determine
effectiveness of two phase cooling system
[ABL/HE-338] p0604 N73-30876
Full-scale ground tests of externally blown flap
system on F-111 aircraft wing to determine
pressure and temperature distributions on
undersnrface of wing, vane, and flap
p0663 N73-32947
TEMPERATURE EFFECTS
Gas turbine engine exhaust emissions measurement
data scatter, investigating temperature and
humidity effects and emission variations in
tailpipe plane
[AIAA PAPER 72-1199] p0046 A73-13487
Hon-steady-state thermal analysis of a rolling
aircraft tire.
TSAE PAPER 720871) p0093 A73-16667
Aerial photograph distortion due to sealed
compartment temperature and pressure effects in
terms of internal refraction
p0108 A73-18156
Temperature sensitivity of cfrp boney-conb
structures under holographic ndt.
p0242 173-27036
Climate simulation via environmental test chambers
examining mechanical, thermal and pressure
effects to determine functional component
suitability
p0371 A73-33382
Nevkirk effect - Thermally induced dynamic
instability of high-speed rotors.
TASHE PAPES 73-GT-26] ' p0373 A73-33499
Effect of 'bulk1 heat transfers in aircraft gas
turbines on compressor surge margins.
p0419 A73-34382
Turbine engine research activity evolution,
considering entry temperature increase,
pollution sources nonstationary aerodynamics and
aeroelasticity in compressors, and noise problem
P0460 A73-36991
Finite element elastic-plastic-creep analysis of
two-dimensional continuum with temperature
dependent material properties.
p0502 A73-37483
High temperature jet noise dependence on velocity
and temperature, discussing Lighthill source
term, Reynolds stresses, entropy fluctuations
and velocity critical threshold
p0575 A73-41703
Cadmium embrittlement of high strength, low alloy
steels at elevated temperatures.
P0578 A73-41968
The effect of variable environment temperature on
heat transfer in extended surfaces.
P0621 A73-43296
Emissions from and within an Allison J-33
conbustor. II - The effect of inlet air
temperature.
p0622 A73-43327
Errors produced by the influence of unsteady
heatinq in strain measurement by wire-type
resistance strain gages
P0627 A73-44292
Development of continual solution for stress
distribution due to thermal stresses near roots
of rectangular wings
CAEC-B/H-3236] p038« H73-21030
TBHPEBATUEE FIELDS
U TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION
TEHPBBATUBE GRADIENTS
Sound propagation in sheared flow in a duct with
transverse temperature gradients.
p0041 A73-12988
TBBPBRATUBB INDICATORS
D INDICATING INSTBOHENTS
D TEHPEBATUBE HEASUBING INSTRUMENTS
TEHPBBATURE INSTBOHEHTS
D TEMPERATURE MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
TEHPBBATURE INVERSIONS
NT STRUCTDRAL STBAIN
TEHPBBATURE MEASUREMENT
Cholesteric liquid crystals thermophysical
properties application in aerospace sciences and
engineering, noting temperature aeasureoent and
nondestructive tests
p0106 A73-17767
Dynamic gas temperature measurements in a gas
turbine transition duct exit.
[iSHE PAPER 73-GT-7] p0372 A73-33485
A performance data acquisition and analysis system
for turbine engine component testing.
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p0426 173-34610
Differential temperature measurements in engine
fluids.
P0452 173-36071
,0se of.edge-tone resonators as gas temperature
sensing devices.
p0578 173-41991
1 device for the on-line measurement of nitrogen
rotational temperature in low density flows.
p0578 173-41995
Catalytic activity in platinum group teiperatare
sensors, discussing elimination by noncatalytic
coatings
• i . . P0578 173-42034
Becircalation.flow velocities and temperatures of
TTOL.lift engines
rDLB-FB-72-501 -. p0686 H73-11806
• Analysis of combustion liner wall temperatures
under steady-state and convective heat balance
conditions and comparison with experinental values
[BASA-TB-x-2711] p0140 S73-15959
Methods foe measuring teiperatare in wind tunnels
with .electric contact thermometers
[DLBTHITT-72-27] .t".;'...- p0209 N73-18246
Analysis of requirements, instruments, and
procedures for measurement of aircraft
tenperatares ap to Bach 2.3 and altitudes up to
80,000 feet ' " . ' . •
CAGABD-1G-160-TOL-2J p0259 N73-20499
Beasurement of aerodynamic heating on nose of
Fairey Delta aircraft at 40,000 feet and Bach
numbers to 1.65 daring climb and level flight
[»HC-B/H-3280J , . p0381 N73-23996
Heasurenent of temperatures of airfoil immersed in
• stream of combustion gases to determine
effectiveness of two phase cooling system
C1BL/HE-338] p0604 H73-30876
Exhaust- blast velocities and temperatures at
ground level for various aircraft and wing tip
vortex velocity for C-5 aircraft
[1D-764228] p0609 H73-30961
TBHPBBATtJBE BEASOBIHG IBSIBOHEHTS
HI BADIATIOH PIBOBETEBS
HI TEBPEBATURE PROBES
HI THERBOCOUPLB PIBOBETEBS
• NT TBEBHOHETERS
Concorde engine monitoring instrumentation,
discussing start cycle, teiperatare sensors and
indicators and nozzle position indicators
, , p0299 A73-30931
Determination of the temperature fields of turbine
disks and blades, using irradiated diamond
indicators
P0627 173-44294
IEBPEBATOBB PHOTOBETEBS
D TEHPEBATOBE HEASDBIHG INSTBOBEKTS
TEBPEBATDBE PBOBES
Aircraft engine fuel and oil differential
temperature measurement via platinum probes,
specifying sensor sensitivity, calibration,
circuit operation and data reduction
pO»25 A73-34607
Catalytic activity in platinum group temperature
sensors, discussing elimination by noncatalytic
coatings
P0578 173-42034
TBHPEBATDBB PBOFILES
Beat transfer from an enclosed rotating disk with
uniform suction, and'injection.
"
J
 P0585 173-42998
Temperature characteristics of fill cooled and
non-film cooled vanes incorporating impingement
cooling ... . ..
fBASA-TH-x-2819) p0492 N73-27798
TBHPEB1T0BB SBBSOBS ..
Application of electrical modeling in the analysis
of the dynamic properties of temperature sensors
P06S8 173-11637
Airborne atmospheric temperature measurements
correction for sensor response lag, deriving
numerical scheme based on sensing systems wind
tunnel calibration
P0193 173-23991
Flnidic control modules with teiperatare sensor
and thrust reverser pneumatic actuator for
aerospace system applications, investigating
reliability test data
p0372 173-33477
Use of edge-tone resonators as gas temperature
sensing devices.
p0578 173-41991
Sole designs using sheathed thermocouple wire for
jet engine applications.
P0578 A73-42042
Trends of design in gas turbine temperature
sensing egnipient.
p0578 A73-42043
TEBPBB1IOBB IBAISDDCEBS
D TEBPEB1TOBE BE1SOBING INSTBDBEHTS
D TEBPBBATOHB SENSOES
TEBIESSEB
lirport environment compatibility plan for
Jackson, Tennessee
fPB-221129] p0613 S73-31217
TEHSILB DEFORH1TIOB
Load-tiie dependent relaxation of residual stresses.
p0100 173-17214
gelding airframe structures in titanium alloys
using tensile loading as a means of overcoming
distortion.
.p0153 A73-21240
TEISILB PBOPBBTIES
Effect of Al-Zn-Bg-Cu alloy composition variations,
on fracture strength and tensile properties
fBAE-TB-72173] p0473 1173-26549
TBHSILB STBBSS
Fracture analysis of surface- and through-cracked
sheets and plates.
P0624 A73-43813
TBBSILE TESTERS
D TENSILE TESTS '
TBNSILB TESTS
Artificial slow.crack growth under constant stress
- The E-curve concept in plane stress.
P0189 A73-23255
Besponse of glass-fiber-reinforced epoxy specimens
to high rates of tensile loading.
P0622 173-43385
TBHSION TESTERS
U TENSILE TESTS
TBBBIHAL BALLISTICS
Shock wave attenuation in foam water mixtures
containing Freon and exposed to hydraulic impact
tlD-748350] ' p0084 N73-13318
Terminal ballistic performance of fiber glass
epoxy composite material for aerodynamic control
surfaces
tlD-752918) P0212 N73-18584
TEBHIH1L FACILITIES
lirport internal transportation systems for
passengers and baggage, considering time
scheduled, continuously moving and individually
controlled systems
P0654 173-10306
Airport layout planning, considering air traffic,
conventional and STOL aircraft, runway
reguirenents, passenger and baggage processing
facilities, environiental factors, etc
P0660 A73-11704
Idvanced transport systems for airports.
pOOSO 173-16566
Interactive real time simulation for scheduling .
and monitoring of STOL aircraft in the terminal
area.
fill! PIPEB 73-163] p0097 173-16909
lir-terninal gueues under time-dependent conditions.
. ' p0148 173-20375
Monograph - system analysis of the air-ground
transportation interface problem at Bangkok
International Airport.
P0149 173-20382
Cost effectiveness of planned aviation system
improvements, considering ATC automation vs
terminal aids, noise control, ground facilities,
capacity and enroute situation
P0197 173-24767
Dosseldorf airport passenger terminal facilities
project, considering handling capacity, building
and wide bodied jet traffic requirements
P0230 173-25206
'Balmo-Sturup airport facilities layout, discussing
passenger terminal, lounges, baggage and cargo
handling, 1TC school, etc
P0230 173-25207
Ireland coamercial airports at Dublin, Shannon 'and
Cork, discussing management, terminal facilities
and operations
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P0230 A73-25208
national aviation system improvement via cost
effectiveness, considering FAA facilities and
equipment program, ATC automation and terminal
aids
p0246 473-27365
An appraisal of the funding provisions of the
Airport and Airways Development Act of 1970 to
implement system improvements.
'P0246 A73-27366
Airport planning trends and engineering, •
discussing systems analysis, pavement design,
modular terminal facilities, costs and economic
efficiency
P0289 A73-29111
Computer and digital techniques in ATC autoiation
technology, considering fnnctional
organizations, terminal facilities and system
capabilities to meet future needs
P0294 A73-29886
Haiti-purpose use potential of offshore airports.
p0344 A73-31528
Access requirements for offshore airports.
P0344 A73-31529
Dallas/Fort north airport layout and facilities,
describing runway arrangement, passenger,
baggage and cargo services, access roads and
internal transportation system
P03U9 A73-32362
Airport planning for 1980s air traffic capacity
requirements, considering runways, aprons, air
traffic and ground movements control, ground
access and terminal facilities
p0349 A73-32363
Boskilde airport for Copenhagen metropolitan area
general aviation and domestic air traffic,
describing runways, tazivays, drainage, terminal
facilities, lighting and navigation aids
p0349 A73-32364
The air traffic control E 6 D program of the
Federal Aviation Administration.
P0350 A73-32437
Air-qround transportation interface at airports,
examining baggage handling, ticketing, security
procedures, rapid transit access, in-airport
tine and walking distances
p0367 A73-33178
Automated terminal area ATC operations under FAA
ten year plan, investigating analytical model of
pilot-aircraft control loop decision making by
computer program
P0419 A73-34437
The functions of regional airports and the
resulting reguirements for the ground
installations
P0421 A73-34476
The financing of essential communication,
navigation and terminal aids.
p0424" A73-34535
Simulation of a surface traffic control system for
John F. Kennedy International Airport.
p0434 A73-34818
A simulation study for the design of an air
terminal building.
p0450 A73-35826
Simulating the introduction of 747 aircraft into
airport operations. '
p04S6 A73-36423
Airport simulation program describing passenger
flow and scheduling considerations, including
automobile parking, baggage handling, rapid
transit, arrival and departure peaks and
passenger decisions
P0458 A73-36841
Floating offshore airport in Osaka Bay, Japan -
Digest of preliminary engineering study.
pOSIO A73-37747
Operational considerations in the design of
airports.
P0513 A73-37820
Seattle-Tacoma's unconventional concept.
p0580 A73-42315
Schiohol as a tourist attraction.
p0580 A73-42316
GASP simulation of terminal air traffic system.
fASCE PBEPRIHT 2059] p0583 A73-42868
Desiqn, development, and evaluation of lockup of
control tower for airport traffic control
functions
[FAA-HA-72-63] p0683 H73^ :11235
Simulator test to evaluate use of air traffic
control radar beacon code'assignment plan to/ •• .
provide interim radar data processing capability
[FAA-HD-72-103] . pO 685 H73-.11681
Evaluation of automated air traffic control-system
and comparison with operator performance using
manual system • • • - • • • v ..:
p0685 H73-11683
Characteristics of air traffic control system to
include components of systen and application of
automation to obtain system-safety. •
tHTB-6152-BEy-l] •• .' .- p0119 H73^ 14698
Development and characteristics of terminal area
' simulation for analysis of air traffic control
regnirements and improvement in flight safety.
conditions •. >.- < • .
fHASA-CB-112195] p0119 H73-14699
Design and development of microwave landing system
for operation of civil and military aircraft in
conventional'and 7/SIOL configurations , . •
fAD-749505) . - . • ' • p0120 H73-14702
.. Analysis of Canadian air traffic control system to
-.- include human factors aspects, .automation, and"
environmental engineering
' [DCIEH-825] p0136 H73-15670
Analysis of factors affecting development and. .
operation of satellite airport system as method
for relieving congestion at metropolitan airports
p0163 H73-16216
Analysis of airport operations to show importance'
to community, effect on environment, and
application of new technologies.; for airport'
- development
P0223 H73-19625
Evaluation of associative processor in performance
of tracking and conflict detection function in
real time ATC terminal environment
[PI-6406-BBy^-A] • p0223 H73-19642
Comparison tests of strobe and' incandescent
beacons to determine suitability as replacement
for standard rotating airport beacon
CFAA-HA-73-1 ] ' • •-•" -• p0256 H73-20182
Characteristics of operational airport
surveillance radars and methods for improving
performance to meet air-route surveillance
reguirements ••
tATC-14] ,• - • p0256 H73-20183
Analysis of technical and economic feasibility of
constructing offshore airport in New York
Metropolitan area '• ' . .
CFAA-BD-73-45] . . : p0257 H73-20280
• Research and development projects conducted by .
Federal Aviation Administration to improve air
traffic control and flight safety
[FAA-BH-73-2]' p0262 H73-20720
Analysis of impact of ma^or airport operations on
economy, ecology, and urban development :
p0309 H73-22199
Proceedings of conference on short: haul air •
transportation to show development reguirements,
economic aspects, and urban and environmental
impacts ' ' '
CH73-54] ' P0318 H73-22974
Development of wake vortex avoidance system for
airports to reduce hazards caused by aircraft
wakes and permit increased utilization of
terminal facilities >
[FAA-ED-21-1] p0325 H73-23342
Stochastic network to model materials handling
operations at air cargo terminals .
[AD-757629] •-•• p0326 H73-23356
Activity network to model cargo flow through air
• -cargo terminal
[AD-7576281 p0326 H73-23357
Development of air navigation system to provide
four dimensional guidance for short takeoff
aircraft operating in terminal area
[8ASA-TH-X-62234] p0329 B73-23686
Analysis of terminal air traffic control
procedures to determine impact of-automation on
air traffic controller personnel
P0331 H73-23700
numerical anlaysis of optimal control and
sequencing of air traffic control operations in
near terminal area
p0331 H73-23701
Analysis of development program for improving OS
air traffic control procedures for 1980 time
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P0333 H73-23718
Development of air traffic control procedure to
' permit short takeoff aircraft landing along
''" carved approach trajectory and analysis of data
1
 transmission requirements
• : i p0401 B73-25055
Analysis of economics and finances of airport
•' ' • operations to determine procedures for improved
management.and operation
[BEPT-73-01210] p0407 B73-25253
Analysis of dual lane rnnvay operations at high
•'• :M density airport terminals asing computerized
simulation techniques
CATC-171 p0407 B73-25254
6EETS 3Q simulation model and data base for air
cargo terminal
CAD-753925] pO«07 B73-25257
Objectives, goals, and prograa structure of
•project to improve performance of air traffic
and control and navigation facilities within
• '"" Bational Airspace System
CFAA-BD-21-2] p0409 B73-25703
Analysis of control and display device testing for
•icrovave landing systen - Vol. 1
tAD-758791] p0410 B73-25713
Analysis of data rate, requirements for lov
•• visibility approach with scanning beam landing
' guidance system
. :[AD-758786] p0410 N73-25719
Forecasts of aviation activity at selected
airports to neet needs of planning personnel for
future air traffic control operations
p0465 B73-26019
Beviev and analysis of air carrier/reliever
airport grant, allocations and technological.
forecast of airport demands
[FAA-AV-72-4] p0470 B73-26253
Conceptual development and cost analysis of
elevated short takeoff and landing facility for
test purposes . ':•,
[F1A-HD-73-15] t -.-. p0485 B73-27179
Development of procedures for determining capacity
of airports and causes of airport delays - Vol. 1
fFAA-BD-73-11-voL-1J . pO«85 H73-27180
Airport siting, design, cost, operation, and
implementation for STOL aircraft short-haul air
transportation system - Vol. 3
CHASA-CB-1146081 P0536 H73-27900
Development of noise standard for permissible -
noise levels in air traffic control and
navigational facilities
[FAi-BD-72-47] p0554 B73-29708
Analysis of factors affecting feasibility of
minimizing runvay spacings for increased air
terminal operational capacity - Vol. 2
tFAA-BD-72-58-VOL-2] p055« B73-29709
Flight tests of various steep gradient approaches
to ground level short takeoff and landing rnnvay
to determine! aircraft performance and navigation
aids required
CFAA-HA-72-77) p0591 B73-30025
Simulation tests of short takeoff transport
aircraft to determine airport and air space
requirements under normal operating conditions
[SASA-TH-D-7300] p0591 H73-30026
Statistical analysis of air traffic conditions
predicted for Los Angeles, California area in
1982 - Vol. 1
[HTB-6387-VOL-U P0601 B73-30653
Statistical analysis of air traffic conditions
predicted for Los Angeles, California area in
1982 - Vol. 2 .
CHTB-6387-VOL-2] p0601 B73-30654
Analysis of glide path parameters, approach
control system precision, and separation
standards for extension of rnnvay capacity under
instrument flight rule conditions
IAD-763142J p0601 B73-30657
numerical analysis of curved approach paths and
landing sequence for multiple aircraft using .
same terminal facilities to provide maximum
system performance
P0638 S73-31935
Analysis and simulation of intermittent positive
control of air traffic by fully automated ground
facility
P0648 B73-32511
• Air traffic control radar beacon system
interference in terminal areas
CHTB-6239J p0648 B73-32512
Evaluation of air traffic control beacon
alphanumeric system for automatic operation in
lov density airport tovers and terminal facilities
[FAA-BA-73-54] p0649 B73-32516
Air traffic control evaluation to determine
feasibility of combining smaller aircraft into
gaps on flov of normal traffic to increase
effectiveness of terminal facilites
fFAA-AFS-500-1] . p0649 H73-32517
Patterns of behavior of airlines and air
travellers in air transportation network and
effects on use of satellite airports
P0657 B73-32876
Short haul aircraft operations in terminal area
with concurrent conventional aircraft operations
to show methods for improved utilization of
facilities
p0664 N73-32953
Air traffic control problems created by
introduction of large numbers of STOL aircraft
into high density terminal area
. P0665 H73-32956
Development and characteristics of 4-D guidance
system for traffic control of STOL aircraft
operating in congested areas
P0665 H73-32957
Systems analysis of problems created in terminal
area by application of short takeoff aircraft
for providing high speed, short,haul air
transportation service
p0665 H73-32958
TBBHIBAL 60IDABCB
Optimal horizontal guidance lav for aircraft in
the terminal area.
P0047 A73-13518
Area navigation systems integration vith terminal
ATC approach procedures, considering
computerized data linkage vith aircraft
navigation system
P0145 A73-19351
ill-Heather aircraft landing automation,
discussing efficient optimal feedback control
lav selection based on trajectory termination or
: terminal control reguirements
P0194 A73-24010
Terminal and flight control navigation guidance
systems for restricted and short takeoff and
landing aircraft air traffic and approach
techniques
[BAE-TH-AVIOHICS-135/BLEO/'] p0423 A73-34490
Bonlinear trajectory following in the terminal
area - Guidance, control and flight mechanics
concepts using the microvave landing system.
fAIAA PAPER 73-903] p0529 A73-38837
Bonlinear trajectory-following and control
techniques in the terminal area using the
Hicrovave Landing System Bavigation Sensor.
P0562 473-40038
.Ground based microvave landing system for aircraft
navigation, guidance and control in terminal
area, discussing system requirements for flight
safety
p0563 A73-40047
Relationships betveen operational flexibility and
capacity in contemporary terminal air traffic
control operations.
P0563 A73-40048
Hicrovave landing system elevation data or
altimeter information for flare-out guidance,
considering airport, aircraft autopilot and
ground equipment and cost factors
P0563 A73-40050
Lov cost airport surveillance and Localized Cable
Badar vith runvay or taxivay vehicle guidance
capability for ground traffic control, using
solid state equipment
P0564 A73-40051
TBBBIIOL06T
Bemarks on the ISO international standards
relating to 'Terms and Symbols for Flight
Dynamics'
P0191 A73-23657
English, French, and Spanish vocabulary of
aircraft aeronautical terminology
(DOC-8800-VOL-1] p0123 B73-14996
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English, Spanish, and French definitions for
international civil aviation terminology
fDOC-8800-VOL-2) P0123 N73-14997
TEBN4BT SISTBHS (DISItil)
0 DIGITAL STSTEHS
TBBB1II ABALISIS
Computerized airborne multilateration radar with
wide-beam antenna and narrov pulsewidth for hiqh
resolution terrain iaage lapping
p0657 473-11479
First order effects of terrain on the radiation
pattern of a non-directional IF beacon.
P0238 173-26204
TBBB1IH FOLLORIH6 4IBCBAFT
Terrain proximity warning system using downward
looking radar for improved flight safety
fFAA-RD-73-134) p0616 H73-31603
TEST BEDS
0 TEST EQUIPMENT
TEST CHiBBBBS
HI ANECHOIC CHAMBERS
Climate simulation via environmental test chambers
ezanining mechanical, thernal and pressure
effects to determine functional component
suitability
P0371 A73-33382
TEST BQOIPHBDT
Arava STOL turboprop passenger aircraft flutter
flight test program, describing measurement
instrumentation and data recording system
p0184 A73-22185
Test rails possibilities for rain erosion
phenomena study on aircraft or missile structures
p0230 A73-25296
A modern mechanical laboratory for the support of
aircraft engine design
• p0246 473-27385
HIL-STD-810 uniform test methods for determining
military equipment environmental resistance,
discussing inadeguacies, misapplications and
planned revision for inprovement
P0367 A73-33144
Solid state Digital Slip Sync Strobe/Camera
Control System design for powered wind tunnel
helicopter models testing
P0427 473-34622
JFTOT - A new fuel thermal stability test /A
summary of a Coordinating Research Council
activity/.
fSAE PAPEB 730385) p0433 473-34722
Calibration of rotating sand erosion test
apparatus simulating turboconpressor wear
fAD-743309) p0674 N73-10483
Test eguipment and procedures for determining
foaming and aeration characteristics of aircraft
engine lubricants
fAD-7478041 p0074 N73-12618
Development and characteristics of test equipment
for measurement of direct pitching moment
derivatives for two dimensional flow at subsonic
and supersonic speeds
fARC-R/H-3257] p0399 H73-25027
Design and characteristics of test eguipment for
measuring longitudinal oscillatory aerodynamic
derivatives in high speed wind tunnel
fABC-B/H-3260] . P0399 N73-25029
Development of instrument to measure steady and
oscillatory aerodynamic forces on sting-mounted
model using forced oscillation technigue
f4TN-7101] P0673 N73-33366
TEST FACILITIES ' '•
NT ANECHOIC CHAMBERS
NT BLORDOHN RIND TUNNELS
NT CASCADE KIND TUNNELS
NT ENGINE TESTING LABORATORIES
NT ENVIRONMENTAL LABOBATOBIES
NT HYPERSONIC HIND TOHNBLS
NT HYPERVELOCITI HIND TONNELS
NT LOW SPEED RIND TONNELS
NT EECTANGDLAR RIND TONNELS
- NT SLOTTED RIND TONNELS
NT SOBSONIC HIND TONNELS
NT SUPERSONIC RIND TONNELS
NT TRANSONIC HIND TONNELS
NT RIND TONNELS
Dual sensitivity liquid penetrants for improving
NOT inspection of ninute defects in military
aircraft structures during rework and repair,
noting comparative advantages
P0662 A73-11984
Test facility for determination of s-34 aircraft
landing gear behavior during critical pulse •
loads while rolling over carrier deck, '
discussing movinq platform 'components •
P0662 473-11999
&n altitude test facility for large tnrbofan •"•
engines* -' • ...
C4I44 P4PEB 72-1069) • p0044 473-13396
Varyinq-temperatnre test'installation for the
interior design of the Concorde
p0229 473-25103
Impact body or medium damage prediction and *
modification technology, discussing test ••
facilities and applications ••••
P0290 473-29310
An airdrop system for testing large parachutes for
recovery of loads in excess of 50,000 Ib. '
rAIAA PAPEH 73-471] p0342" 473-31455
Rind tunnel acoustic and vibration test
facilities, including anechoic chambers,"
subsonic boundary layer tunnels, acoustic ducts,
reverberation rooms, and rotor noise chambers
J' . p0448 473-35334
Test facilities for B-1 components prior to
construction and flight testing, discussing wind
tunnel tests for aerodynamic characteristics,
stall performance,-drag factor and spin
• • • • ' : • ' p0573 A73-41431
Electromagnetic compatibility specifications for
aircraft communication and electronic equipment,
discussing control and test plans, test • '
facilities, cost effectiveness and British
standard
P0575 A73-41696
Society of Fliqht Test Engineers, National
Symposium, 3rd, Arlington, Tez., September
11-14, 1972, Proceedings..
• p0625 473-44052
Fliqht test programs management and control,
considering weapon systems performance tests
relative to contractual requirements, personnel
allocation and supporting facilities
P0626 473-44060
NAFEC test facilities. -' : .-
p0626 A73-44063
The capabilities of army test facilities.
•i p0626 473-44064
Naval test and evaluation capabilities for
aircraft, emphasizing organizational relationships
p0627 473-44066
Some results from tests in the NAB high Reynolds
number two-dimensional test facility on
shockless and other airfoils.
.
 P0632 473-44995
Development and characteristics of test facility
for measuring three dimensional boundary layers
on helicopter rotor blade under various conditions
[N4S4-CH-112194] ' ' • .* P0069 B73-12042
Development and operation of test facility for
hiqh temperature gas turbine experiments
[NAL-TR-282] p0133 N73-15269
Development of method for analysis and assessment '
of turbofan engine performance - ' •
[CR4NFIELD-SHE-2] ••• p0138 N73-15811
Developments in aerodynamic test facilities to <
show past experience, present status, free
flight techniques, and future plans
CAG4RD-R-603) - •' ' , p0210 N73-18250
Computer techniques and test facilities for •
structural engineering at German university
institute
[ISD-119] p0214 N73-18935
Analysis of selected problems in formation of
simulation models of V/STOL aircraft
P0216 B73-19009
Research facility for studying noise generated by
bluff body flow interaction inside ducted fuel
combustion system
(4D-754094) ' p0258 N73-20286
Description of turbopropnlsion laboratory -in •
aeronautics department at Naval Postgraduate
School
t4D-75«380) p0258 N73-20287
Development of jet noise test facility for flow
and acoustic measurements: of mean and turbulent
velocities in jet flow
tRE-450] p0309 N73-22196
4-492
SUBJECT IIDEI IHEBBAL PBOPBBTIBS
Compressor face distortion dependence on test cell
inlet design configurations
tAD-756540) p0310 H73-22215
Analysis of factors involved in design of wind
tunnel for testing V/STOL aircraft models
p0316 873-22956
Systems design of facilities for studying flight
problems of VTOL aircraft
CHAL-TB-306) P0389 H73-21263
Portable beacon test site for enroute radar
coverage in airport vicinity
[FAA-BD-73-49] p0390 H73-24266
Ship model basin for simulating aircraft vortex wake
[AD-758893] p0408 N73-25291
Analysis of problems involved in operation of
large wind tunnels at subsonic and supersonic
speeds
[AGABD-B-601] p0469 H73-26239
Analysis of minimum ran times reguired for
instationary measurements at transonic speeds
daring wind tunnel tests
p0469 N73-26243
Conceptual development and cost analysis of
elevated short takeoff and landing facility for
test purposes
fFAA-BD-73-15] p0485 N73-27179
Development, characteristics, and operation of
test facility for determining effectiveness of
runway lighting systems under various
atmospheric conditions
fFAA-BD-71-94] p0551 H73-29141
Development of method for determining response of
box type structures subjected to high intensity
acoustic loading
P0557 H73-29915
TEST PILOTS
1972 report to the aerospace profession;
Proceedings of the Sixteenth Symposium, Beverly
Hills, Calif., September 28-30, 1972.
p0183 173-22176
lest pilots role in aircraft flying gualities
evaluation, discussing spin and longitudinal
stability testing
p0184 A73-22181
The role of the test pilot in evaluating auto
landing systems. I.
j>0184 A73-22182
The role of the test pilot in evaluating auto
landing systems. II.
p018« A73-22183
TEST VEHICLES
HT PLIGHT TEST VEHICLES
TBSJBBS
0 TEST EQOIPHBHT
TBSTI8G HACHIHES
0 TEST EQOIPHENT
IBSTIBG TIBS
Gas turbine engine hot part eguivalent accelerated
tests duration determination by analytical
method based on Larson-Hiller parametric
description of long term strength
p0663 A73-12216
TESTS
HI SALT SPBAT TESTS
TBTBEBBD BJLLOOHS
Analytical and experimental dynamic behavior of
tethered balloons
fAD-762210] p0539 »73-27925
Development of procedures for determining
stability parameters of balloons tethered under
steady wind conditions
CNASA-TH-D-7222] p0589 H73-30013
TBTHBBIHG
Theoretical and practical aspects of an automatic
hover control system for an unmanned tethered
rotorplatform.
p0194 A73-24009
experimental antostabilized tethered rotor
platform for reconnaissance, communications and
ECH, discussing control system effectiveness
from flight test results
p0378 A73-33736
TBTHBBLISBS
Heasurements of launch g forces and line tensions
in aerial recovery of dummies for long-line
loiter personnel retrieval system
[AD-749518J p0116 H73-14045
TEXTILES
Stockings, extensible plane structures and three
dimensional textile fiber blocks reinforced
materials, noting application to structures of
revolution under external pressure
pOOHS A73-13585
TF-30 BI6IHE
TF-30-P1 engine mixed flow aogmentor test for
combustion instability under operation with
abnormal fuel zone combination, comparing with
predicted pressure oscillations from model
[AIAA PAPEB 72-1206] P0017 A73-13489
TF-34 BH6IHB
TF-30 tnrbofan engines for S-3A and AI aircraft
respectively, discussing technological
development, and components and characteristic
features
P0148 A73-20350
Fan and core engine noise suppression for STOL
aircraft
tHASA-TH-X-71448] p0675 H73-33741
TPX AIBCEAFT
0 F-111 AIBCBAFT
TBEOBEHS
HT EXISTENCE THEOREMS
BT OHIQUEBESS THEOBEB
THBBBAL ABSOBPHOH
NT POLAB CAP ABSOBPTION
THERMAL BOOBDABI LATBB
Becent progress in boundary layer research.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-780] p0499 A73-37451
THBBBAL BOCKLIH6
Acoustic fatigue resistance of aircraft structures
at elevated temperatures.
tAIAA PAPEB 73-99»] p0628 A73-44829
TBEBHAL COHDDCIIVITI
Thermal conductivity of mixed-composition
plasma-sprayed coatings.
p0190 A73-23464
THEBBAL COSDOCTOBS
Installing the heater cable directly in .the
redesigned leading edge.
p0363 A73-32924
TBEBHAL COHTBOL COATIHGS
Thermal conductivity of mixed-composition
plasma-sprayed coatings.
P0190 A73-23464
TBEBHAL COHVECTIOH
0 FBBE COH7ECTION
TBEBIAL CYCLING TESTS
Varying-temperature test installation for the
interior design of the Concorde
P0229 A73-25103
Creep in VT-14 titanium alloy under low-cycle load
conditions
P0458 A73-36758
Bigh temperature cyclic oxidation resistance tests
on Hi-, Co- and Fe-base alloys for aircraft gas
turbine engines
P0503 A73-37496
THBBHAL DECOBPOSITIOB
0 PYROLYSIS
TBEBBAL DBGBADATIOB
Thermal aging of plastic insulated silver-plated
copper aircraft electrical wire
tAD-764731] . p0644 N73-32135
THBBHAL DIFFOSITITI
Effects of thermal and mass diffnsivities on the
burning of fuel droplets.
(AICHE PBEPBIHT 22] p0531 A73-39249
THEBHAL EFFECTS
D TEHPEBATU8B EFFECTS
THBBHAL EFFICIENCY
0 TBEBHODTNAHIC EFFICIENCY
TBBBHAL EXPAHSIOH
HT THEBHAL BUCKLING
TBEBHAL IHSOLATIOH
Some designs using sheathed thermocouple wire for
jet engine applications.
P0578 A73-42042
Development of methods for protecting aircraft
compartments from aerodynamic heating effects
CAD-754606] p0255 H73-20036
Thermal aging of plastic insulated silver-plated
copper aircraft electrical wire
[AD-764731] p0644 H73-32135
THBBBAL PORBB
0 TOBBOGENEBATOBS
THEBHAL PBOPBBTIBS
0 THEBHODYHAHIC PROPERTIES
A-493
TBBBBAl PROTECTION SUBJECT IRDBZ
TBBBBAL PROTECTION
Catalytic activity in platinum group temperature
sensors, discussinq elimination by noncatalytic
coatings
P0578 A73-42034
TBBBBAL fiADIATIOB
The influence of fuel preparation and operating
conditions on flaie radiation in a gas turbine
combnstor.
fASBE PAPEB 72-iA/HT-26] p0062 A73-15828'1
Nuclear thermal vulnerability of honey comb
sandwich radome panels
rAD-753666] P0212 H73-18605
THEBBAL SBSISTAHCE
Thermal resistance and aging properties of
polvbenziaidazoles, polyimides and
polvamides-inides used for Hach 3 aircraft radomes
P0230 A73-25291
TBBBBAL SIBULATIOH
Development of techniques for simulating infrared
emission from turbolet aircraft exhaust pluses
fAD-7631231 P0559 B73-29967
THEBBAL STABILITY
JFTOT - A new fuel thermal stability test /A
sumnary of a Coordinating Besearch Council
activity/.
tSAB PAPEB 730385) P0433 A73-34722
Hvdrolytic stability of polyurethane potting
couoounds in Navy aircraft
[AD-7599721 P0474 N73-26604
TBEBBAL STBESSES
Thermal stresses in cooled gas turbine blade foils
and roots «ith allowance for thermoelastic effects
P0187 A73-22568
Vibration and local edge buckling of thermally
stressed, vedqe airfoil cantilever wings.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-3271 P0235 A73-25557
Transient analysis of ceramic vanes for heavy duty
. gas turbines.
fSSSE PAPER 73-GT-46) P0374 A73-33507
Application of strain compatibility egnations to
evaluate thermal stresses in unidirectional
graphite composites bonded to aluminum structures
rNASl-CB-1121621 P0679 N73-11014
Procedures for using liquid crystal tape for
thermographic testing of bonded structures for
aircraft
[NASA-CR-123932] P0073 N73-12451
Influence of thermal stresses and loads on
endurance properties of heat resistant alloys
used to manufacture turbine blades
TAD-7U9752J P0121 N73-14805
Analysis of thermal failures in combustion
chanbers of J-57 jet engine and system for
detecting burn-through prior to engine case
rupture
fFA»-NA-72-921 P0167 H73-16772
Development of continual solution for stress
distribution due to thermal stresses near roots
of rectangular wings
CAPC-R/I1-3236J P038« N73-24030
Analysis of wing leading edge buckling due to
aerodynamic heating to show effect of shear
modulus of material and geometry of leading edge
on buckling onset
fARC-R/H-31971 P0396 N73-25000
TBEBBOAEBOBLASTICITY
D AEROELASTICITY
0 THEBBOELASTICITY
THERHOCHBRICAL PROPERTIES
Influence of air oxygen concentration on the
thetmochemical stability of let fuels
P0348 A73-31833
TBEBBOCOHPBESSION
D BEATING
TBBBBOCOtJPLE PYBOBETERS
Some designs using sheathed thermocouple wire for
let engine applications.
P0578 A73-42042
Otilitation of semiartificial thermocouples in
gas-turbine engine tests
P0624 A73-43743
TBBBBODYBAHIC CYCLES
SI BRAYIOK CYCLE
Gas-turbine processes with interrupted expansion
and interrupted compression
P0240 A73-26371
Engine cycle considerations for future transport
aircraft.
TSAE PAPEB 730345] pO»30 173-34693
Subsonic aircraft turbojet engines, discussing
theriodynaiic cycles, entry temperature
increase, propulsion efficiency and economy
iiproveients and ecological requirements
p0460''l73-36994
Operating principles and themodynamic cycle of
ducted fan turbojet engines
CAD-750984) p0139 H73-15833
THBBHODYHAHIC EPPICIEHCI
Gas-turbine processes with interrupted expansion' •
and interrupted compression •
' p0240 A73^26371
Comparative analysis of turbine loss parameters.
(ASBE PAPER 73-GT-91] p0375 A73-33529
Turbine engine control system design based on'
linearized and nonlinear mathematical models
accounting for thenodvnamic performance
p0460 A73-36995
Thermodynamics of an air-cooled gas-turbine stage
p0623> A73-43733
IBBBHODYBAHIC PROPERTIES • • '
HT CRITICAL POIHT
HI SPECIFIC HEAT
HT TBERHAL BUCKLIHG
ST TBERMAL COHDOCTIVITY
HT TBERHAL DIFFDSIVITY'
HT TBERBAL STABILITY
NT TBEBBOCBEBICAL PROPERTIES
HT THERBOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES
HT VAPOR PRESSURE
HT VOLATILITY
Bode of thickening of a low norning convective
layer in clear sky
p0188 A73-23036
The F-12 series aircraft aerodynamic and
thermodynamic design in retrospect.
[AIAA PAPER 73-820] • p0501 A73-37472
Development of method for analyzing performance of
magnetohydrodynamic generator based on
thermodynamic properties and flow characteristics
p0220 H73-19051
Development of performance eguations for
cryptosteady-flow energy separator over widest
range of operating conditions for turbojet engines
[AD-762030] p0544 H73-28747
TBEBHODYHAHICS
HI &EHOTHERHODYHABICS ''
HT COBBDSTIOH PBYSICS
A new approach to the problem of predicting the
performance of centrifugal compressors.
•p0286 A73-29012
Real gas turbocompressor calculations based on
eguations of state for fundamental thermodynamic
processes in ideal gas
p0582 A73-42645
Increased propulsive efficiency through improved
secondary flow capacity in double flow tnrbojets
[NAS1-TT-F-14904] p0334 H73-23803
TBEHBOELASTICITY tB*
Thermal stresses in cooled gas turbine blade foils
and roots with allowance for thermpelastic effects
:
 p0187 A73-22568
THERBOGRABS
0 RECORDING INSTRUMENTS
U TEBPERATURE HEASUBING IHSTBOBEHTS
TBERB06BAPBS
U RECORDING IHSTBUBENTS
0 TEMPERATURE BEASDEING INSTRUHEHTS
TBEBHOBECBANICS
D THEBHODYHABICS
TBEBBOBETEBS
Bethods for measuring temperature in vind tunnels
with electric contact thermometers
[DLB-BITT-72-27] p0209 H73-18246
TBBBHOBETRY
U TEMPEEATDBE HEASUBENEHT
THBBBOHDCLE1B FBOPULSIOB
D NDCLEAR PROPDLSIOH
THEBBOPBYSICAl PROPBHTIBS
HT CRITICAL FOIST
HT SPECIFIC HEAT
RT TBEBBAL CONDUCTIVITY
HI TBEBHAL DIFFDSIVITY
NT THERMAL STABILITY
HT VAFOR PRESSURE
HT VOLATILITY
. Cholesteric liquid crystals thermophysical
properties application in aerospace sciences and
A-494
SUBJECT IHDBX IBII WIH6S
engineering, noting temperature measurement and
nondestructive tests
p0106 A73-17767
lubricants thermophysical properties effects on
gas turbine engine design, considering thermal
stability, vapor pressure, antoignition, load
capacity and bearing life
p01«6 473-19563
TB1BBOPBTSICS
D THEBHODTBABICS
TBBBHOSBTTIHG BESIHS
HI BPOXY BESIHS
.NT NYLON (TBADEHABK)
Outdoor weathering influence on polyester and
epoxy glasscloth reinforced laminate flezural
strength and surface appearance
tFOK-E-1627]
 P0599 N73-30546
THEBHOSTABILIfT
D IBBBHAL STABILITY
THEBHOTBOPISB
D TEHPEBATOBB EFFECTS
TBXCKENBD LEADIHS EDGES
D LEADING EDGES
TBICKHBSS
HI FILH THICKNESS
Save drag reduction on delta wings at zero lift as
function of displacement of maximal thickness in
spanwise direction
[DLB-FB-71-61] p0129 N73-15041
THICKNESS RATIO
Performance tests to determine effects of reducing
turbine blade thickness on turbine engine
performance
[NASA-TB-D-7128] ' . p0167 N73-16776
TBIH 1IBFOILS
BT INFINITE SPAN WINGS
NT THIN WINGS
Mathematical prediction for pressure distribution
over arbitrary thin airfoil in inviscid
potential and real fluid flbvs, determining
velocity increment at leading edge
P0090 A73-16593
Unsteady thin-airfoil theory for subsonic flov.
P0152 A73-20718
A note on the lift coefficient of a thin
let-flapped airfoil.
P0245 A73-27171
An inexpensive technigue for the fabrication of
two-dimensional wind tnnnel models.
pO»50 A73-35762
Closed-form lift and moment for Osborne's unsteady
thin-airfoil theory.
P0566 A73-404H2
Airfoil theory calculation of bent thin foil lift
coefficient and longitudinal moment
characteristics at arbitrary flov separation
point location
P0623 A73-43720
Mathematical models for gas surface interactions
and calculating aerodynamic coefficients for
simple geometric shapes and high Hach number
flow past thin airfoils
tAD-752245] p0178 N73-17278
TBIH FILBS
Experimental investigation of a simple squeeze
film damper.
[ASHE PAPER 73-DET-101] p0579 A73-U2078
Procedures for using liquid crystal tape for
thernographic testing of bonded structures for
aircraft "
fNASl-CB-123932] p0073 H73-12U51
THIN PLATIS
Influence of the shape of the leading edge on the
transition process in the boundary layer on a
plate in longitudinal flow
pC566 473-40399
TBII WALLED SHELLS
Stress analysis of cantilever thin walled
cylindrical shell with concentrated force on
free reinforcement ring, noting members rigidity
relationship to internal stress concentration
P0660 A73-11718
Contribution to the theory of the finite element
method applied to the overall stress analysis of
a fuselage
P0243 A73-2708U
Creep analysis of a thin-vailed ving on the basis
of the plate analogy
P0213 A73-27086
Some results of fuselage calculations on a digital
computer by the finite-element method
4
 p0566 A73-40387
Bnssian book on structural mechanics of tapered
thin walled conical bodies and winqs in aviation
and rocket technology
P0572 A73-01281
Besearch projects involving aeroelastic stability
and response, stability of thin shell •
structures, and suspension system concept for
control of vehicle responses
[AD-762568] p0507 N73-28979
TBIH WALLS
A new method for the study of the phenomenon of
dynamic instability of thin-walled bars used in
the construction of aeroplanes, ships and bridges.
P0243 A73-27063
Estimation of corrosion damage levels in
thin-walled structural elements by the punching
method
pO«58 A73-36825
TBIH WIHGS
NT INFINITE SPAN WINGS
Higher-order delta winqs with flow separation at
subsonic leading edges
p0657 A73-11581
Influence of the boundaries of wind-tunnel flow on
the flow past a snail-aspect-ratio wing
p0660 A73-11707
The pressure on flat and anhedral delta wings with
attached shock waves.
p066U A73-12501
Wake vorticity of side-slippinq slender thin winqs
at transonic speeds, deriving integral equation
for vortex strength based on Prandtl-Glauert rule
CDGLB PIPES 72-127] p005« A73-1K376
Tortex lattice discretization for finite Hilbert
transform of two dimensional incompressible thin
wing flow integral equation with singularities,
notinq numerical solution accuracy
p0060 A73-15001
The aerodynamic characteristics of the thin delta
winq fitted with a conical body in supersonic
flow.
p0061 A73-15167
Stability of a thin-winq model with one and two
degrees of freedom
pCOSO A73-16297
Thin winq induced undnlatinq viscous wake and far
field acoustic wave through interaction with
turbulent cylindrical jet, using dipole force
field model
rAIAA PAPEB 73-223] p0098 A73-16950
Aerodynamic characteristics of thin asymmetric
winq profiles in supersonic flow
P0150 A73-20U87
Three dimensional steady flow of incompressible
viscid fluid near thin winq trailinq edge, using
Stewartson-Williams triple layer method
P0153 A73-21U95
Supersonic flow around a delta winq, taking into
account flow separation at the leading edges
P0211 A73-27098
Nonplanar wings in nonplanar ground effect.
p03U7 A73-317»«
Thin rectangular lifting wing investigation at
small angle of attack in parallel flow based on
Prandtl acceleration potential theory
P0318 A73-32126
Calculation of flows past wings without thickness
in the presence of developing vortex sheets
P0378 A73-33963
Improved aircraft capability through variable
camber.
POH95 A73-37275
Thin wall rib structured fan shaped wing design
for arbitrary air loads, nsing strain
compatibility conditions
P0566 A73-40390
On the application of a new version of lifting
surface theory to nonslender and kinked wings.
P0621 A73-43210
Determination of the deflections and stresses in a
small-aspect-ratio ving by the displacement method
P0623 A73-43723
Numerical determination of augmented lift due to
ving-slipstrean interaction for application to
V/STOL aircraft
CAD-703257) p0670 H73-10035
1-495
TBBBE DIBBBSIOBAL BOOBD1BT LATER SUBJECT IBDBI
ALGOL program foe lift distribution determination
on thin vino, in subsonic flov
tSLB-TR-70088-0] P0072 H73-12224
Effects of thickness and viscosity considerations
on accuracy of aerodynamic coefficients
determined for thin vinqs in inviscid flov
conditions
tSSDU-70011-AHEHD-A) P0157 H73-15982
Bind tunnel tests to determine oscillatory
longitudinal derivatives of thin delta ving with
0.8 aspect ratio over range of incidences
UTH-7105) p0301 H73-21903
Development of slender body theory for analyzing
flov past thin, conically cambered, delta ving
vith exact boundary conditions
ttRC-R/ll-32491 p0381 K73-24002
Iterative method for calculation of loading on
thin rectangular ving
f A.RC-B/M-37191 p0588 B73-30004
IBBEE QIBEBSIOBAI BOOiDABY LilEB
Method of calculation of the three-dimensional
turbulent boundary layer up to separation -
Application to a simple gas turbine case
rOHERA, IP SO. 11111 p0652 A73-10233
Calculation methods of three-dimensional boundary
layers vith and irithout rotation of the vails.
rOHERA. TP MO. 11351 p0060 A73-15093
Three dimensional turbulent boundary layers
Prediction methods and flov measurements,
considering svept and slender vings
p0296 A73-30173
The three-dimensional turbulent boundary layer -
Theoretical and experimental analysis
P0362 A73-32810
Three dimensional turbulent boundary layer of
Yawed ving suction surface in uniform flov,
examining cross flov profile, velocity
distribution and veighting functions
P0371 A73-33267
Calculation of three-dimensional boundary layer
flows on aircraft and space shuttle configurations
CSASA-CB-22851 p0487 H73-2721U
Three-dimensional compressible turbulent boundary
layer for subsonic and transonic flov over yaved
airfoil
C4D-7637301 P0597 N73-30258
THERE blBEBSIOBAL FLOV
HT SECOHDABY. FLOH
Throe dimensional potential flow past arbitrarily
shaped aerodynamic configurations, using
Bess-Smith numerical method
rtGLB PAPER 72-105] p0658 A73-11657
Rotor unsteady vakes three dimensional flov
analysis by vave front averaging technique,
using constant temperature hot-vire anemometer
p0664 A73-12504
The Joukovski condition in three-dimensional flov
p0064 A73-15988
Boundary-layer separation on rotating blades in
forward flight.
p0147 A73-19955
Aerodynamic characteristics of thin asymmetric
winq profiles in supersonic flov
p0150 A73-20487
Three dimensional steady flov of incompressible
viscid fluid near thin ving trailing edge, using
Stevartson-Rilliams triple layer method
p0153 A73-21495
Theory on blades of axial, mixed, and radial
turbomachines by inverse method.
P0239 A73-26340
Secondary flov in blade cascades of axial
turbomachines and the possibility of reducing
its unfavourable effects.
p0286 A73-29008
Computerized three dimensional calculations of
hypersustained aircraft in viscous potential
flov in terms of boundary layers and vakes
p0362 A73-32816
Three dimensional flov analysis for helicopter
rotor aerodynamic design, considering Hach
number, inclination, angle of attack,
tralectory, Reynolds number and vortex shedding
p0363 A73-32973
Numerical calculation of the three dimensional
transonic flov over a yaved ving.
P0442 A73-35129
A new shock capturing numerical method vith
applications to some simple supersonic flov
fields.
p0443 A73-35144
Computation of three dimensional flovs about
aircraft configurations.
p0452 A73-36158
Three dimensional jet flap potential flov theory . •
based on vortex lattice method, comparing
iterative solution vith slatted nnsvept blovn
flapped wing experimental results
[AIAA PAPER 73-6531 p0455 A73-36260
Effect of spanvise circulation on compressor noise
generation.
p0497 A73-37292
Classification of methods for solving the direct
problem of axisymmetric flov calculation in
tnrboengines
p0624 A73-43736
Total pressure loss distribution in viscous gas
flov through annular cascades of axial flov
compressors, examining three dimensional flov
effects on boundary layer development
p0632 173-44916
Hypersonic flov about a spatial body vith an
attached shock vave
p0633 A73-45172
Determination of the inpulses and moments imparted
by shock vaves to bodies of revolution
p0635 A73-45542
Bemotely operated boundary layer probe for use in
three dimensional measurements
[AD-745215] p0674 H73-10481
Three dimensional transonic flovs past lifting
configurations having finite leading edge svept
angles
[AD-747266] p0684 H73-11284
Calculation method for effect of compressible
three'dimensional relief on torque required for
helicopter rotor
[AD-750179] • p0117 H73-14053
Calculation of compressible flov in three
dimensional cascade of tnrbomachine blades using
stream line curvature technique
rARC-B/fl-370»J p0118 H73-14287
Analysis of supersonic, three-dimensional flov
characteristics to determine effects of material
porosity and angle of attack on jet stretcher
performance
P0163 B73-16215
Three dimensional boundary layer separation and
shock vave generation in flov field of
supersonic conical intake mounted on fuselage side
rAHL/HE-137] p0169 F73-16981
Measurement of unsteady pressures developed on
harmonically oscillating ving planform in three
dimensional compressible flov
[DLH-FB-72-55] p0199 B73-18007
Bethods for determining inviscid three dimensional
flov about smooth shapes at supersonic speeds
[AD-753695] •: p0222 H73-19311
Development of method for solving three
dimensional, incompressible laminar and
turbulent boundary layer problems for svept
infinite cylinders and small cross flov
[AD-754440] p0251 B73-20004
Theories, numerical methods, and computer programs
for determining inviscid three dimensional flov
around spherically-capped smooth bodies and
vings at supersonic speeds
CAD-753696J p0266 S73-21002
Rind tunnel investigation of three dimensional
flov effects on straight vings
P0318 H73-22973
Analysis of Kutta-Joukovsky condition in three
dimensional flov vith application to vortex
sheet attachment to ving surface
[HASA-TT-F-14918] p0391 H73-24319
Application of holographic interferometry
techniques for determining asymmetric flov
distribution encountered near ving-fnselage
junction at transonic speed
[AD-759967] p0472 B73-26296
Calculation of three-dimensional boundary layer
flovs on aircraft and space shuttle configurations
[HASA-CR-22851 . p0487 873-27214
Tvo and three dimensional flov field
characteristics of lover surfaces of caret vings
[AASB-327] . p0587 H73-29997
Inviscid, isentropic, three-dimensional flov
theory for rotating thin blade row in
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SOBJBCT IIDBX THHOST TBCTOB COITBOL
cylindrical duct
•-'< • •, p0646 H73-32193
Kntta-Joukovski condition for describing three
dimensional flov over arbitrary ving
or "a [BAB-LIB-TBAHS-1709] p0672 H73-33185
TBBBB DIHBISIOHAL BOTIOB
HT SBCOBDABY FLO1 . - •
HI TBBBB DIBEHSIOHAL FLOW
THBOTTLIHG . . • .
-•'. 'Design of automatic throttle control for Savy
carrier based A-7 E aircraft
[AD-761764J . p0543 H73-287aO
-THBOST
HI JET THBDST
HT BOCKET THBOST • : .
HT STATIC THBDST
• HT -VABIABLE TBBOST
Effects of thrast characteristics on longitudinal
stability in supersonic flight
• . • p0171 H73-16997
Computer program for analyzing flov field
:, ~- generated near aircraft engine operating in
reverse thrust . ••
 :
fHASA-CB-121147] p0210 H73-18264
Cold flov tests of factors affecting noise
' - : suppression and thrust loss of divergent lobe .
supersonic jet:noise suppressor
- fHASA-TH-X-2820] 00177 H73-26992
TBBOST AUGBBSTATIOI ., • : .
Becent developaents in large area ratio thrust
• angmentors.
[AIAA PAPEB 72-117*1 p0046 A73-13470
TF-30-P1 engine mixed flov'angmentor test for
conbnstion instability under operation vith
• ''abnormal fuel zone combination, comparing vith
predicted pressure oscillations from nodel
CAIAA FAFEB 72-1206] p0047 473-13489
A comparative study of angmentor ving, ejector
nozzle and power jet flap lov noise ST01 concepts.
P0231 A73-25385
Aerodynamic rig and vind tunnel developments of.
compound ejector thrnst'anqmenter for V/STOL
aircraft vith combined Coanda and center
injection flows • -
-[ASHE PAPEB 73-61-67 J p0375 A73-33519
An evaluation of hypermixing for VSTOL aircraft
angmentors.
f4144 PAPER 73-654] p0453 A73-36208
Experimental investigation of a gas-liguid
thraster model vith a ballastinq-reinforced thrust
. , p0579 A73-42127
Pulsated over-heated vater rocket /POHBABO/ thrust
augmentation system for combat aircraft takeoff
runs from short rnnvays-under severe veather
conditions
P0635 A73-45391
Performance and noise reducing properties of
thrnst angmentors
[BASA-TH-X-62250] p0303 H73-21921
Development"! of high performance, lov volume thrnst
augmentation using combined Coanda inlet and jet
flap diffusion techniques
[AD-756895] p0307 873-21954
Application of cold thrust augmentation techniques
for improved performance of short takeoff
aircraft performance
[AD-758202] p0388 H73-24073
Adjustable airfoil for reversable covl flap inlet
thrust augmentation
I NASA-CASE-ABC-10754-1] p0652 H73-32624
TBBOST BBARIH6S
Experimental investigation of air bearings for gas
turbine engines.
tASLE PBBPBIBT 734H-2B-1] p0436 473-34981
IHBOST COHTBOL -
HT THBOST VECTOH COHTB01
Integrated engine-airframe.design vith fuselage
boundary layer ingestion for subsonic-transonic
cruise, discussing STOL thrnst control via
variable pitch fan for landing
P0051 A73-14128
Potential operating advantages of a variable area
turbine turbojet.
[ASHE PAPBB 72-BA/AEBO-4] p0063 A73-15906
Fluidic control modules vith:temperature sensor
and thrust reverser pneumatic actuator for
aerospace system applications, investigating
reliability test data
. •••;.- p0372 A73-33477
Civil STOL aircraft engine thrnst reverser and
fast selection control system designs for high
performance, lov specific veight and acoustic
compatibility regnirements
fSAE PAPEB 730358] , p0431 A73-34706
Influence of the effectiveness of jet vanes on the
characteristics of VTOL aircraft
. p0566 A73-40401
Specification of thrust control system for Airbns
A 300 B, tested in Boeing 707
P0668 H73-32981
THBOST LOADS
Experimental evaluation of 150-mm bore ball
bearings to 3-million DN using solid and drilled
balls
[HASA-TH-I-68265] P0472 H73-26480
THBOST HEASOBBHBHT
A method of measuring the thrnst, the polar, and
the performance of an aircraft, on the basis of
flight tests . .
. . p0195 473-24494
Bind tunnel test for Dolphin -airship model static
thrust measurements, discussing thrust direction
torgne moment coefficients and propeller rotation
P0574 A73-41648
Svirling flov effect on jet noise suppression
based on acoustic field and engine thrust
measurements vith and vithout stationary svirl
vanes in exhaust nozzle[AIAA PAPBB 73-1003] p0629 473-44836
Presentation of helicopter level flight
performance as pover coefficient compared vith
tip speed or advance ratio for range of thrnst
coefficients
P0268 873-21014
THBOST POBEB -
0 THBOST .
THBOSI BEVEBSAL
Optimization of commercial transport airplane
stopping systems.
[SAE. PAPER 720872] . . p0093 A73-16671
Civil STOL aircraft engine thrnst reverser and
fast selection control system designs, for high
performance, lov specific veight and acoustic
compatibility requirements
tSAE PAPER 730358] pP431 A73-34706
Overall sound pressure levels of STOL thrust .. ;,,
reverse noise as function of jet velocity at
touchdown
P0526 A73-38650
Thrust reversal and thrnst vectoring technology
reviev to identify test data and prediction
methods . .
[AD-749476] . p0121 873-14800
Static and vind tunnel tests to determine
performance of four covl cascade thrnst reverser
configurations at forvard velocity
[BASA-TH-X-2665] p0167 H73-16773
Hathematical models for predicting flov fields.,
vithin and external to thrust reverser deployed
in flight including forces and moments induced
on aircraft by flov fields .
[AD-751525] p0167 H73-16784
Oser manual and source listings for computer
programs to solve problems in analysis of
in-flight thrust reversers .
tAD-751526] . p0167,H73-16785
Development of empirical method for determining
optimum reversing coefficient of thrust reversal
of jet engines on passenger aircraft
[AD-752814] p0205 H73-18048
Aerodynamic tests and noise levels of slot nozzle
vith V gutter reverser for STOL
CHASA-TH-X-2758] P0275 H73-21072
Development of computer programs to predict
performance of thrust reversal and thrnst vector
control systems on short takeoff transport
aircraft - Vol. 1
CAD-756860] p0320 H73-22993
Design and development of thrust reverser and.
thrnst vectoring systems for application to
short takeoff transport aircraft - Vol. 2
[AD-756861J p0320 H73-22994
Aircraft accident involving Boeing 747 aircraft
during landing at Hiami, Florida airport on 15
Dec. 1972 following collision vith birds
[HTSB-AAB-73-13] p0466 873-26029
THROST TECTOB COHTBOL
Pegasus vectored thrust tnrbofan engine for .
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IBBOST-iBIGHT BATIO SUBJECT IBDEX
: Barrier class V/STOL aircraft, describing design
and operational details
;:. ; p0651 A73-10200
Recent developments in large area ratio thrust
angmentors.
fAIAA PAPEE 72-1174) p0046 473-13470
Design, development, and evaluation of flaidic
energency tbrasters for aircraft stabilization
rHASA-CB-114490] p0069 H73-12041
Thrust reversal and thrust vectoring technology
review to identify test data and prediction
•ethods
fAD-749476) p0121 873-11800
Development of computer programs to predict
performance of thrust reversal and thrust vector
control systens on short takeoff transport
aircraft - Vol. 1
flD-756860] P0320 N73-22993
Design and development of thrust reverser and
thrust vectoring systems for application to
short takeoff transport aircraft - Vol. 2
fAD-756861) P0320 B73-22994
. Effect of jet stream bloving downwards fro* lover
surface of slender delta ving to obtain lift
augmentation for takeoff and landing
fABC-B/B-3288) P0382 N73-24009
Flight tests to determine longitudinal aerodynamic
parameters of P-1127 aircraft vith vectored
thrust control
fS»SJ-TH-D-7296J p0387 B73-24066
Hind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic
characteristics of vectored thrust V/SIOI
fighter aircraft in transition speed range
fNASA-TS-D-7191) p0400 1173-2501(7
THBOST-8EIGHT B1TIO
Volvo BBS turbofan engine for Viggen fighter and
ground attack aircraft, emphasizing low fuel
consumption for long range cruise and high
thrust/veight ratio
p0100 173-17099
THBUSTOBS
0 SOCKET ENGIBES
TBUHDERCBIEF AIBCBAFT
0 F-105 AIBCBAFT
TBOBDEHSTOBBS
Contribution to the protection of flight vehicles
against lightning effects
p0108 A73-18436
Thunderstorm probability and supersonic transport
safety on flight paths over southern United
States during July
fAD-748798] p0085 N73-13628
Probability of aircraft being struck by lightning
tHLL-B-22800-(5828.4F) ) p0260 H73-20656
Till BOTOB BESEABCB AIBCBiFT PB06BAB
Full scale hover test of 25-foot tilt rotor
tNASA-CB-114626] p0403 H73-25070
TILT RIBG AIBCBAFT
HI Cl-84 AIBCBAFT
BT XC-142 AIBCBAFT
Suction force suppression during takeoff, landing
and transition of VIOL turbojet via ving turning
ving about axis parallel to earth plane
P0657 A73-11631
Suitability of the CL-84 tiltving aircraft for the
sea control ship system.
fSAE PAPEB 720852] P0092 A73-16660
Application of parameter estimation algorithm to
obtain longitudinal aerodynamic derivatives from
flight data for XC-142A aircraft in cruise
conditions
CHASA-TH-D-7114] pOOSO B73-13025
TILTED PBOPELLEBS
Design and aerodynamic characteristics of tilt
propeller aircraft for short takeoff and landing
operations - Vol. 1
CNASA-CB-114441] p0304 B73-21926
TILTIIG BOTOBS
A summary of vind tunnel research on tilt-rotors
from hover to cruise flight.
f. ONEBA, TP HO. 1133] p0154 A73-21683
Progress in the development of a practically
applicable VTOL aircraft vith lov disk loading
P0417 A73-34254
Rind tunnel tests to determine effects of blade
tvist and aeroelasticity of rotary vings on tilt
rotor performance from hover to Bach 0.7 speed
rHASA-TB-I-68948] p0216 H73-19012
Analysis of whirl stability boundaries and .
aerodynamic characteristics of tilting rotors
P0266 B73-21004
Beviev of tilting rotor technology and comparison
of tilting rotor performance vith standard
rotary vings
p0269 B73-21027
Rind tunnel tests to determine effects of blade
tvist and aeroelasticity on tilt rotor
performance from hover- to mach number 0.7
p0272 B73-21049
Aerodynamic, dynamic, and aeroelastic problems in
rotary ving design for helicopters and V/STOL
aircraft vith 'application to hingeless rotor
systems
P0272 973-21051
Conceptual designs and aerodynamic configurations
of tilting rotor V/STOL aircraft for 1975 to
1980 time period•- Vol..1
CHASA-CB-114437] . p0317- H73-22964
Preliminary design of V/STOL tilting rotor
aircraft for performance of research flights -
' Vol. 2 ' -.
[HASA-CB-114438] • ' • ' p0317 H73-22.965
Static and cruise tests on series of 13 ft
diameter lov disc loading rotors vith various
blade tvists • •
CHASA-CB-114625] p0387 B73-24063
Development of perturbation guidance system for
maintaining tilting rotor vertical takeoff
aircraft on predetermined flight path during
takeoff and landing
[HASA-CB-132043] pP388 N73-24072
Aeroelastic and dynamic studies of technology
applicable to tilting rotor vertical takeoff
aircraft vith emphasis on propeller vhirl
instability - Vol..1
tffASA-TB-1-69497) . p0547 H73-28976
natural mode vibration analysis of aircraft
structural systems by direct and component mode
synthesis techniques applied to tilt rotor VTOL
aircraft aeroelasticity - Vol. 2
[HASA-TH-X-69496] p0547 B73-28977
Design, development, and flight test of stoved'
folding tilt rotor aircraft and comparison vith
nonfolding tilt rotor aircraft - Vol. 5 '
tHASA-CB-114598] p0589 B73-30009
Application of composite materials in development
of tilting rotor for vertical takeoff aircraft -
Vol. 6
fHASA-CR-114599) • p0589 H73-30010
Development of feedback control in tilt rotor
aircraft using svashplate cyclic and collective
controls in addition to direct lift control - .
Vol. 7 . •
[HASA-CB-114600] p0589 H73-30011
Seal time piloted simulation to investigate
handling gualities and performance of tilting
rotor aircraft - Vol. 9
rHASA-CB-114602] •" p0589 H73-30012
Hathematical model for real-time flight simulation
of tilt rotor research aircraft for application
to aircraft design, pilot training and
proof-of-concept-Vol. 5
[NASA-CB-114614] p0608 H73-30949
Rind tunnel and rotor vhirl cage tests to
determine stability and control parameters of
scale model of tilting rotor aircraft model -
Vol. 6 , ' - ' .
CBASA-CB-114615] p0608 B73-30950
Par field noise reduction of tilting rotor
aircraft based on performance and weight
tradeoffs to improve acoustic signatures
CNASA-CB-114648] p0638 H73-31937
Hathematical model for real time simulation of
tilt rotor aircraft to evaluate aircraft
performance and handling gualities •
[BASA-CB-114601) p0639 B73-31947
TIHB • '•
BT ACCESS TIBE
BT DORNTIHE
BT FLIGBT TIBE
BT TESTIBG TIBE
BT TBAHSIT TIBE
BT DBIVEBSAL TIBE . •'"
TIBE DBPEBDBBCB
Statistical analysis of the sound-level
distribution of aircraft noise as a function of
time. II
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SUBJECT IIDBI TITABItJg 1LLOIS
p0664 A73-12449
Survey of some current aerodynamic problems
pertaining 'to supersonic air intakes
-'->' , (ONEBA, TP BO. 1102] p0053 A73-14150
A procedure for estimating maximum time-variant
distortion levels with limited instrumentation.
[AHA PiPEB 72-1099] pOOeO A73-14908
.". •". Load-time dependent relaxation of residual stresses,
i . . p0100 473-17210
Air-terminal queues under tile-dependent conditions.
p01«8 A73-20375
-KHE DITISIOS HBLTIPLEIIie
Experimental validation and design refinement
.program for air-ground-air data link based on
automatic time division multiplex transmission
of air traffic messages
• . ' . • • : • P0661 473-11852
•1AC4H based SET4C and L band DUE based DLS
approach and landing systems for military
aircraft, discussing time division multiplexing
• and antenna array
CDGLB P4PER 73-019) . p0423 473-3*493
Information transfer .system of digital avionics
system, examining signal reduction by baseband
: time division multiplexing and video
distribution systems
. . p0445 473-35230
TDK data bus and interface design for digital
•• avionics system, considering standard remote
terminal in terms of system parameters,
operation and cost effectiveness ,
p0445 A73-35233
Digital time division multiplexing for integrating
avionics equipment, discussing electrical power
control signal multiplexing
P0446 473-35246
TIBB HE4SDEBHBHT :
navigation system time dissemination and
•synchronization, considering timing offset
estimation for like events at geographically
separated locations and clock characteristics
for airborne application
'. / p0295 473-29896
TIBE BEASOBIHG IHSTBDBEHTS
HI ATOHIC CLOCKS
HT CLOCKS
NT TIHIHG DEVICES
TIH2 OPTIBAl COHTBOL
Optimal horizontal guidance law for aircraft in
the terminal area..
p0047 473-13518
An all-regime optimal speed control for a
single-shaft jet engine
P0105 473-17721
The sensitivity of optimal flight paths to
variations in aircraft and atmospheric parameters.
p0518 473-38051
TIBE RESPONSE
A linearised theory of parachute opening dynamics.
P0155 473-21692
Airborne atmospheric temperature, measurements
. correction.for sensor response lag, deriving
numerical scheme based on sensing systems wind
tunnel calibration
P0193 473-23991
TIBE SI6H4LS
Flight test and evaluation of system for providing
precise time signals to aircraft in flight using
distance measuring, (VOET4C) ground station and
cesium beam atomic clock
tFAA-NA-73-23) p0601 H73-30652
TIBBBS .
0 TIHIHG DEVICES
TiBiie
0 TIHE HE4SDREBEBT
TIBIIG DEVICES
Navigation system time dissemination and
synchronization, considering timing offset
estimation for like events at geographically
separated locations and clock characteristics
for airborne application
p0295 473-29896
Economic analysis of integrated time-frequency
system for aircraft
P0333 N73-23717
XII DBITEN B010ES
The pressure-jet helicopter propulsion system.
P0662 473-11858
Development of rotary wings with cold, hot, and
mixed cycle tip jet propulsion systems and
application for torque-free rotor drive system
p0269 N73-21026
TIP SPEED
Effect of rotor design tip speed on aerodynamic
performance of a model VIOL lift fan under
static and crossflow conditions.
T4SHE P4PBR 73-GT-2] p0372 473-33480
Progress in source noise suppression of subsonic
tip speed fans.
f4I4A PAPBB 73-1032] p0631 473-44861
Presentation of helicopter level flight
performance as power coefficient compared with
tip speed or advance ratio for range of thrust
coefficients
P0268 N73-21014
Effects of mass injection of tip vortex on airfoil
performance at transonic speeds
[40-760363] p0472 N73-26304
Measurement of noise and wake structure of ducted
fan with subsonic tip speed to show sound
pressure levels and blade wake characteristics
rN4SA-CH-132259] p0487 S73-27207
Acoustic tests of supersonic tip speed fan with
acoustic treatment and rotor casing slots and
its performance in reducing engine noise
[N4S4-CB-134501] p0651 N73-32608
TIP VOBTICES
0 TIP SPEED
D VORTICES
TIPS
HT BLADE TIPS
NT WING TIPS
TIBES
NT AIRCRAFT TIRES
Begion of existence of frictional noise and
experimental verifications
P0371 473-33215
TIT4HIUB
Titanium casting technology applications to
aircraft structures, considering flap tracks,
brake torque tubes and arrester hook mounting
brackets
P0365 473-33071
CH-53D titanium main rotor blade, describing spar,
fiberglass cover and honeycomb core, fabrication
methods, ground and flight tests and vibrational
characteristics
[4HS PREPRINT 783] p0442 473-35096
Potential of hot-isostatic pressing, hydrostatic
extrusion and deformable die tube tapering
processes to production of titanium tubes
fAD-759504] p0408 N73-25532
TITAHIOM ALLOTS
Potential titanium airframe applications.
p0653 A73-10285
A study of environmental degradation of adhesive
bonded titanium structures in Amy helicopters.
P0041 473-13039
Nondestructive eddy current tests of 41 braze
alloy fillet size and flatwise distribution in
Ti honeycomb sandwich panels
P0089 473-16131
Adhesively bonded multilayer Al and Ti alloy sheet
metals for complex airframe components,
discussing design, fabrication, tests and
performance comparison with monolithic structures
[SHE PAPER HF 72-513] p01C7 473-18094
Relding airframe structures in titanium alloys
using tensile loading as a leans of overcoming
distortion.
p0153 473-21240
Hot die forging /gatorizing/ technique for Ti and
heat resistant alloys jet engine parts,
emphasizing material and cost savings
p0190 473-23295
Fretting fatigue in titanium helicopter components.
P0237 473-25837
Ti alloy coating and surface treatment to prolong
fatigue life by eliminating fretting damage,
discussing design parameters selection,
screening and strength tests and performance
evaluation
p0237 473-25838
Hot isostatic pressing of titanium alloys for
turbine engine components.
[4SHE P4PER 73-GT-63] p0374 473-33516
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TITAIIOS COHPOONDS SOBJECT INDEX
Bmerginq aerospace materials and fabrication
techniques.
• p0450 A73-35841
. Creep in VX-14 titanium alloy under low-cycle load
conditions
• p0458 473-36758
Book - Criteria for current and advanced aircraft
• hydraulic tubinq.
fSAE SP-378] ' p0514 473-37863
Quality requirements for T1-3A1-2.5V annealed and
"cold worked hydraulic tubinq.
tSAE SP-378] P0515 173-37868
Production of extruded tube hollows for titaninn
3A1-2.5V hydraulic tubinq.
' fSAE SP-378] p0515 A73-37869
The development and control of crystalloqraphic
texture in 3A1-2.5V titanium alloy tubinq.
TSAE SP-378] P0515 A73-37870
The effects of crystalloqraphic texture on the
oechanical and fracture properties of
Ti-3Al-2.5V hydraulic tubinq.
fSAE SP-378] P0515 A73-37871
Surface conditioninq of titaniun alloy tubinq.
fSAE SP-378] p0515 A73-37872
Application of the hydrostatic extrusion process
toward production of 3A1-2.5V titanium alloy
hydraulic tubinq.' "^
fSAE SP-378] P0515 473-37873
Fatiqiie crack growth retardation after
sinqle-cycle peak overload in Ti-6Al-4V titanium
alloy.
p0624 473-43809
Fabrication techniques for Ti alloys in aerospace
applications, discussinq hot forninq, electron
beam and diffusion weldinq under vacuum and
stress relaxation annealinq
p0625 473-43911
Aluminum brazed titanium honeycomb sandwich
structure - A new system.
p0625 A73-44000
Analysis of-fatigue performance of titanium alloys
and steels to identify variations based on shape
parameter for reliability engineering of airframes
fAD-758219] p0322 N73-23008
Evaluation of nondestructive testinq techniques
for diffusion-bonded titanium alloy aircraft
structures using ultrasonic radiation
fAD-760673] p0482 N73-27035
Physical properties of aluminum alloys, titanium
alloys, and stainless steels for aerospace
' airframes
fAD-7623051 p05<!2 N73-28587
Fail-safe and safe-life desiqn of aircraft
components made from Ti-alloys
rNLR-TR-72034-0] P0616 H73-31510
TITABIDB COHPODBDS
NT TITAJUOH NITRIDES
TITASIOS HITBXDES
Hitride inclusions in titanium ingots - A study of
possible sources in the production of
maqnesiun-reduced sponqe.
p0529 473-39026
TOLBRAHCBS (HBCHANICS)
, , 4 theory for rectanqular winqs with small tip
clearance in a channel.
P0339 473-31120
Desiqn and fabrication 'of balloon to carry 3500
. . pound payload at 60,000 feet altitude for
feasibility test of powering free balloon near
minimum vind field
fAD-7505112] P0117 N73-14052
TOLERANCES (PHYSIOLOGY)
'NT ACCELERATION TOLERANCE
NT HDMAN TOLERANCES
TOHB
0 PITCH
T010BBTBY
0 PRESSOBE MEASUREBENTS
IDOLS
' HT HACHINE TOOLS
TOPOGRAPHY
Statistical turbulence model of meteoroloqical and
• topographical aircraft fliqht conditions for low
:
 ' altitude critical air turbulence /LO-LOCAT/
.environment
P0284 A73-28831
IOBQOB HOTOBS
Synthesis of the optimal characteristics of the
enqines of multienqine systems
p0495 473^ 3718?
TORSION . . . • ,
Desiqn parameters for torsion of airfrane sandwich
strips having trapezoidal, rectanqular, and
trianqular cross sections ,
[4D-752619] . p0174 N73-17029
TOHSIOHAL STBBSS . . .-•
Stability of elastic bendinq and torsion.of .
uniform cantilevered rotor blades in hover. /
fAIAA PAPER 73-405] p0234 473-25534
Effect of torsion-flap-laq coupling on hinqeless •
rotor stability. . -3
[4HS PHEPBIHT 731] p0438 473-35067
Desiqn of torsional gage with step response for • ':
strain-rate measurements "
C4D-757527] , . p0327 H73-235H2
TOBSIOH4L VIBBATIOH • • • • . -
Random gust response statistics for coupled
torsion-flappinq rotor blade vibrations.
p0651::A73-10046
Stress analysis and dynamic investiqation of
turbine blades from constrained torsion theory,
calculating free torsional vibration frequencies
P0657 473-11621
Sensitivity of rotor blade vibration
characteristics to torsional oscillations.
fAIAA PAPER 73-404] p0234 A73r25533
Linear aerodynamic model incorporating torsional
oscillations about: two dimensional airfoil
midchord for stall flutter description
p0284 A73-28814
Lonqitudinal-torsional vibrations of rotors-
P0531 A73-39374
Application of simultaneous iteration method, to, .
torsional vibration problems.
P0565 A73-40289
Natural, flexnral and torsional vibration
frequencies and modes for helicopter tail,, rotor
blades
P0634 A73-45245
Torsional bending and longitudinal vibrations of
rotating shafts and application to free '
vibrations of individual rotor blades, blade
cascades, and shrouded blades
[N4SA-TT-F-14627] p0081 N73-13029
TODCHDOIH • ' ,^
Touchdown performance with a computer graphics
niqht visual attachment. -
T4I4A PAPER 73-927] p0569 A73-40874
TOIED BODIES
Aerial targets for weapon systems performance
testinq, discussing converted aircraft,
pilotless drones and towed targets
p0188 A73-23120
Deasnrements of launch g forces and line tensions
in aerial recovery of dummies for long-line
loiter personnel retrieval system
[AD-749518] ..• - p0116 N73-14045
Computerized simulation of aerodynamic
characteristics for trailing wire 'system towed
by orbitinq aircraft -
fAD-753909] p0221 H73-19255
Computerized simulation of spiral curve of wire
being towed behind orbiting aircraft
• fAD-753908] p0221 N73-19256
Bind tunnel tests to determine pressure sensing
' characteristics of trailing cone device for
calibrating aircraft static-pressure systems
[NASA-TH-D-7217] n p0302 N73-21906
TOIED TARGETS . , • .
D TARGETS
0 TOIBD BODIES
TOIERS
NT AIBPOBT TOBERS
TOIICITI
Analysis of physiological and toxicological
aspects of smoke produced by combustion of
aircraft interior materials - Part 1
CFAA-BD-73-50-PT-1) p0479 H73-27014
Physio-chemical analysis of flaamability
characteristics and thermal degradation of rigid
and flexible urethane foams used in aircraft
structures - Part 2
[FAA-RD-73-50-PT-2] P0481 H73-27025
TBACE ELEMENTS . .
Dpper atmosphere pollution and near surface '
climate due to aerospace operations, discussing
dynamics and trace gas distribution
tAIAA PAPER 73-492] • p0376 A73-33536
A-500
SUBJECT IHDEI TBAIHIHG AIBCBAFT
TBACEBS
& three-dimensional stratospheric point-source
tracer experiment and its implications for
dispersion of effluent from a fleet of
supersonic aircraft.
tAIAA PAPEB 73-528] P0376 473-33562
TBACKIHG (POS1IIOH)
HI COMPENSATORY TBACKIHG
HT BiDiR Tfi&CKING
HI BAHGB ABO BARGE BATE TBACKIHG
BT SATELLITE TBACKIBG
TBACKIIG AHTBHHAS
0 DIBECTIOBAL ANTENNAS
TBACKIBG PILTEBS
Hainan filter adaptive tracker for ATC
applications, modeling aircraft maneuvers by
linear system with randoa noise accelerations
based on statistical decision theory
p0289 A73-29212
TBACKIHG BADAB
Automated radar terminal systems /ABTS/.
p0144 A73-19184
Automatic checkout and monitoring in the AH TPQ-27
radar system.
p0289 A73-29210
Solid state null tracking Doppler radar ground
velocity sensor for supersonic weapon delivery
aircraft precision bombing, discussing design
and test »ith computer simulation
p0444 A73-35209
Discrete address radar beacon system for aircraft
tracking and traffic control
[FAA-BD-72-117] p0086 H73-13649
TBACTIOH
Performance tests to determine cornering
characteristics of cantilever aircraft tire on
dry, damp, and flooded runway surfaces over
range of yav angles
CNASA-TN-D-7203] p0273 H73-21058
TBACIS
D SITES
TBADEOFFS
Cost/weight tradeoff ratios for fiber reinforced
plastic aircraft structural components
fSAE FAPEB 730338] p0430 A73-34689
Tradeoff studies for feasibility of saltiblade
ring rotor configuration for helicopter design,
discussing ring drag
C&HS PBEPBIHT 714] p0438 A73-35060
TBAFFIC
HT AIB TBAFFIC
TBAFFIC COITBOL
HT AIB TBAFFIC COHTBOL
RT BADAB APPBOACB COHTBOL
Synchronous satellite systems for civilian air,
ship and land vehicle traffic control,
communication, navigation and surveillance,
discussing technology requirements for
continental' and oceanic systems
fAIAA PAPEB 73-583] p0452 A73-36075
Lou cost airport surveillance and Localized Cable
Badar vith runway or taziway vehicle guidance
capability for ground traffic control, using
solid state eguipment
P056U A73-40051
Use of simulation in airport planning and design.
[ASCE PBEPBIHT 2038] p0583 A73-42865
TBAILIH6 EDGES
Effect of streamwise vortices on vake properties
associated with sound generation.
p0651 A73-10045
Turbulent wake flow behind two dimensional flat
plate trailing edge investigated by
Hee-Kovasznay turbulent shear flow differential
field theory
P0656 A73-11137
The interaction between turbulent wakes and
boundary layers.
P0047 A73-13561
Experimental deteraination of bound vortex lines
and flow in the environment of the trailing edge
of a slender delta wing
fAD-755630] P0091 A73-16600
Three dimensional steady flow of incompressible
viscid fluid neat thin wing trailing edge, using
Stewartson-Rilliams triple layer method
p0153 A73-21495
Noise reduction foe subsonic fluid flow over flat
plate via interposition of secondary fluid layer
at trailing edge
P0231 A73-25386
Effect of trailing edge thickness on the cascade
performance of circular-arc blades.
P0286 A73-29006
Theoretical investigation on stall flutter of an
aerofoil /the case of trailing edge stall/.
P0287 A73-29027
Equivalence rule and transonic flow theory
involving lift.
P0455 A73-36328
Influence of trailing edge thickness on
aerodynamic drag of rectangular wings in
transonic and supersonic flow
[DLB-FB-71-85] p0123 N73-14991
Effectiveness of trailing edge bevels on reducing
vibration excitation causing vortex shedding
Into wake
[BEPT-1052/73] p0302 H73-21911
Experimental determination of bound vortex lines
and flow in vicinity of trailing edge of slender
delta wing
[BASA-TT-F-15012] p0487 H73-27217
TBAILIHG-EDGE FLAPS
Fighter aircraft maneuverability improvement at
high subsonic speeds by slotted and unslotted
leading-and trailing-edge flaps on delta wing
[DGLB PAPEB 72-126] p0055 A73-14386
Externally blown flap trailing edge noise
reduction by slot blowing - A preliminary study.
CAIAA PAPEB 73-245] p0099 A73-16969
Mechanisms of externally blown flap noise.
CAIAA PAPEB 73-1029] p0630 A73-44859
Effect of Beynolds number and freguency on
control-surface buzz at high subsonic speeds
noting control of flap oscillation by air jets
[ABC-B/B-3702] p0066 H73-12007
Hind tunnel tests of two dimensional wing model
with leading edge slat and trailing edge flap
[FAA-AD-862] p0170 H73-16984
Friction effect on lift of airfoil section with
slotted flap
tDLB-PB-73-04] p0266 H73-21001
Calculation of spanwise loading on sweptback wings
with trailing edge flaps using data obtained
from electric tank tests
[ABC-B/H-3487] pP397 H73-25010
Aerodynamic forces, pressure distribution, and
wakes of wing profile with trailing edge flaps
and leading edge slats
P0672 H73-33187
TBAIHEBS
0 TRAINING DEVICES
TBAIHIHG
0 EDUCATION
TBAIHIHG AIBCBAFT
HT JAGOAH AIBCBAFT
HT JET PBOVOST AIBCBAFT
NT T-33 AIBCBAFT
HT T-38 AIBCBAFT
SOKO Galeb 3 cantilever low wing trainer-fighter
monoplane with Bristol-Siddeley viper 20
turbojet engine, describing flight control,
loading gear, fuel system and avionics
.P0296 A73-30240
BS 1182 multipurpose ground attack trainer
aircraft, describing weapon system, hydraulic
flight control, power plant and avionics
P0300 A73-30934
Rind tunnel simulation of jet exhaust in low speed
testing of Franco-German Alpha-Jet trainer and
fire support aircraft
p0362 A73-32802
The simulator industry and its contribution to
military training requirements.
PC370 A73-33208
Design and application of a part-task trainer to
teach formation flying in OSAF Undergraduate
Pilot Training.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-935] p0570 A73-40881
Installation of electronic warfare training
eguipment in rear cockpit of CF-100 aircraft
with emphasis on human engineering considerations
fDCIEB-904] p0403 H73-25071
Analysis of loads imposed on nose gear .retraction
system of T-34 aircraft to determine critical
mechanical adjustments
[AD-762729] p0550 N73-28994
A-501
TBAIHIHG DEVICES . SUBJECT INDBI
THAIHIHG DEVICBS
Turana drone system design and development for
Australian naval guns and quided weapons
exercises, describing construction and
opetational details
p0189 A73-23122
Engineering personnel, technical and flight
instructors training for introduction to and
effective utilization of nev civil and military
aircraft and weapon systems
pC283 173-28789
The B.o.A.C. navigation procedures trainer.
P0515 A73-37874
The oculometer - A new approach to flight
management research.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-914) pOS68 A73-40862
Developnent and use of synthetic flight trainers
based on degree and fidelity of simulation as
key design considerations
[AD-754957] p0277 H73-21260
Guidelines for assessing acceptability of pilot
ground trainer devices based on simulated
aircraft maneuvers
[FAA-HA-73-151 p0551 H73-29139
TBAIIING SIB01ATOBS
ST COCKPIT SIBOLATOBS
HI FLIGHT SIBOLATOBS
ATC simulator, discussing student training
routines and exercises, autonatic navigation and
aircraft piloting
p0661 A73-11853
A flight control simulator - A computer system for
the training of flight control personnel
P0287 A73-29100
Training simulator for civil aviation schools
P0358 A73-32511
Visual scene simulation vith computer generated
images.
P0434 473-34820
The B.o.A.C. navigation procedures trainer.
pG515 473-37874
A visual detection simulator /YDS/ for pilot
warning instrument evaluation.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-9161 p0568 473-40864
An approach to computer image generator for visual
simulation.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-928) p0569 473-40875
Analysis of capabilities, characteristics, and
effectiveness of flight simulators for
developing primary aeronautical skills in
single-engine, land aircraft - Vol. 1
rFAA-NA-72-102-VOL-1) P0177 N73-17221
Analysis of capabilities, characteristics, and
effectiveness of flight simulators for
developing primary aeronautical skills in pilots
of single-engine, land aircraft Vol. 2
fFAA-NA-72-102-VOL-2-ADD] p0177 H73-17222
TRAJECTORIES
NT BALLISTIC TBAJECTOBIES
NT DESCENT TBAJECTOBIES
Aerodynamic forces and trajectories of external
stores separated from F-4 aircraft
fAD-757932] P0395 N73-24993
TBAJECTOBI ABiLISIS
Application of ultrastable oscillators to aerospace
fOSEBA. IP »0. 1114] P0652 473-10235
Determination of the turn start point coordinates
for nodern commercial aircraft
P0242 A73-26723
Development of technigues for predicting point and
path performance of light aircraft
fNASA-CB-22721 P0480 N73-27022
Computer program for analyzing characteristics of
parachute-payload system during deployment and
trajectory
P0638 N73-31936
TBAJECTOBI CONTBOL
NT TBAJECTOBI OPTIHIZATION
Guidance of aircraft according to technigues of
trajectory plotting with a clock
P0355 A73-32489
F/BF-101 election seat upgrade kit for performance
improvement, discussing propulsion, trajectory
control, snubber system and rapid recovery
parachute opening
P0360 A73-32667
Nonlinear trajectory following in the terminal
area - Guidance, control and flight mechanics
concepts using the microwave landing system.
IAIAA PAPBB 73-903] ' p0529 473-38837
Nonlinear trajectory-following and control
technigues in the terminal area using the
Hicrowave Landing System Navigation Sensor.
p0562 473-40038
TBAJECTOBI HEASOBEBEBT '-
Antomative approach systems certification and
short distance takeoff and landing
trajectography by cinetheodolites, digital
optical, airborne and inertial/radiosonde
equipment
p0191 473-23656
TBiJECTOHI OPTIBIZATIOH
Optimal horizontal guidance law for aircraft in
the terminal area.
P0047- A73-13518
Aircraft performance augmentation by energy
management instruments or systems, considering
energy/energy rate neter and algorithm for real
time onboard flight path optimization
[AIAA PAPEB 73-228] p0098 473-16953
Long-range energy-state maneuvers for minimus time
to specified terminal conditions.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-229] p0099 473-16954
Energy management in aerial combat weapon systems
maneuvering and delivery tactics, computing
optimal feedback control laws for supersonic-
aircraft minimum time turning trajectories
[AIAA PAPEB 73-231] p0099-473-16956
Haximnm range flight path during climb with'
specified fuel supply and variable lift
coefficient, solving differential eguations
system by conjugate gradient procedure
p0195 473-24542
An optimal control approach to terminal area air
traffic control.
p0236 A73-25786
Evaluation of glide paths for landing a VTOL
airplane using linear regulator theory.
P0244 A73-27154
Optimal landing flare control of aircraft with
sensitivity consideration. .
P0621 473-43284
Computerized multistage decision process for radar
operator aid in collision avoidance trajectory
control
p0334 N73-23886
Development of computer program for determining
minimum time trajectory and comparison with
gradient method of computation
P0385 N73-24053
TBAHSALL C-160 AIBCBAFT
0 C-160 AIBCBAFT
TBiHSCEITEBS
D TBAHSBITTER BECEIVEBS
TBilSCEBDEHTAL FOHCTIOHS
HT PEBIODIC FUNCTIONS
TBAHSDOCBBS
HT DIGITAL TRANSDUCERS
HI ELECTBOACOUSTIC TBANSDOCEBS ''•"•
NT ELECTBONIC TRANSDUCERS
NT BICBOPHONES
HT PIEZOELECTRIC TBANSDOCEBS
HT PBESSDBE SENSOBS
HI S00UD TBANSDDCEBS
TBAHSFBB. FOHCTIOSS
High gain hydromechanical servomechanism with
multispring, mass damping and feedback control,
deriving transfer function response, with
application to aircraft control surface actuator
design
p0289 A73-29150
Bichelson shearing interferometer with
piezoelectric scanner for atmospheric optical
mean transfer function measurements from
airborne platform, using laser or white light
sources
p0290 473-29332
Dynamic analysis procedure to locate vibration
sources without simulated service tests, mapping
structural surfaces at all fregnencies via
transfer function or mechanical impedance analysis
p0366 473-33098
Broadband noise generation by aerofoils and axial
flov fans.
[AIAA PAPBB 73-1018] p0629 473-44850
Gust field generation in wind tunnel for
determining transfer function of lifting surface
P0277 H73-21248
4-502
SUBJECT IIDEZ TRANSOCEANIC STSTEBS.
Equations of motion and response carve fitting
method for determining transfer function
coefficients of longitudinal aircraft lotion
fDLB-FB-73-39] pO«67 H73-26031
xBiNSFBB OF TBAIHIHG
Airline flight simulation program, examining
visual system capacity for replacement of
in-flight training with pilot learning transfer
estimation and simulation effectiveness appraisal
p0370 473-3320K
TRAHSFOES IHTBGBU.S
U IHTEGEAL TBANSFOBMATIONS
TBiHSPOBHlTIOHS (HATHBHATICS)
NT COORDINATE TRANSFORMATIONS
NT INTEGBAL TRANSFORMATIONS
• Calculation of incompressible potential flow of
airfoils by conformal mapping potential flow of
lifting circles onto airfoils by double
transformations
[ARC-B/M-3717] P0588 N73-30002
TRANSFORMERS
Reducing, the smoke hazard in small transformer
failures.
pOOaa A73-13572
TRANSFORMS
0 TRANSFORMATIONS (MATHEMATICS)
TRANSIENT BEiTIHG
NT SHOCK HEATING
TRANSIENT LOADS
HI GUST LOADS
BT IHSACT LOiDS
NT LANDING LOADS
Behavior of a wing panel under transient
conditions in a gas flow
P0416 A73-30139
TBAHSIBHT BBSPONSE
Evaluation of the method of characteristics
applied to a pressure transient analysis of the
B.A.C./S.N.I.A.S. .Concorde refuelling system.
P0665 A73-126»5
Experimental verification of a digital computer
simulation method for predicting gas turbine
dynamic behaviour.
p0665 A73-12647
Approximate analysis of containment/deflection
ring responses to engine rotor fragment impact.
p01<(U A73-.19188
Gas turbine engine transient performance
presentation for digital computer programs.
CSAE ARP 1257] P0152 A73-20696
Influence of transient conditions on the overall
service life of turbine blades
P0299 A73-30676
Transient analysis of ceramic vanes for heavy duty
gas turbines.
fASME PAPEB 73-GT-«6j p037t A73-33507
Synthesis of the optimal characteristics of the
engines of mnltiengine systems
pO«95 A73-37187
Nonlinear response of plates subjected to inplane
and lateral pressure pulses.
P0532 A73-39547
Transient response simulation model for stability
analysis of flexible high speed rotor-bearing
system dynamics, examining nonlinear effects
tASHE PAPEB 73-DET-102J p0579 A73-42079
Equations of motion formulated to compute
transient response of multi-mass flexible rotors
f NASA-CB-2300 J;. P06K7 N73-3237Q
TBANSIT SATELLITES .'
Navy Transit navigation satellite system,
discussing flight test for feasibility of
military application to IP-3C Antisubmarine
Warfare Weapons System aircraft
P0562 A73-HOOHO
TBAHSIT TIRE
Air-ground transportation interface at airports,
. examining baggage handling, ticketing, security
procedures, rapid transit access, in-airport
time and walking distances
p0367 A73-33178
Concorde aircraft introduction into airline
network, discussing time gain over various
routes, operating costs, passenger service,
departure and arrival problems; maintenance, etc
tSAE PAPEB 730351] pO«31 A73-31699
TBANSITION METALS
HT CiDHIOH
IT COBALT 60
HT IRON
NT PLATINUM
HT 'BBFBACTOBY HETALS
NT TITAHIDH
HT TONGSTEN
TRANSITION PROBABILITIES
Air-terminal gnenes under time-dependent conditions.
P0118 A73-20375
TBAHSLATIHG
English, French, and Spanish vocabulary of
aircraft aeronautical terminology
TDOC-8800-VOL-1) p0123 H73-11996
TBAHSLATIOHAL BOTIOH
HT SECONDARY FLOS
HT TBBEE DIHENSIONAL FLOW
Flight-mechanics analysis of various flight
conditions of conventional aircraft. VII -
Mechanical foundations: Dynamic equations of
motion of the translational motion of a rigid body
p0242 A73-26725
TBAISHISSIOH
NT AERODYNAMIC HEAT TBANSFEB
NT CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER
HT DATA TRANSMISSION
NT ELECTRIC POBER TBANSHISSIOH
NT ELECTROMAGNETIC IAVE TBANSHISSION
NT HEAT TRANSFER
NT LAMINAR HEAT TRANSFER
NT LIGHT SCATTERING
NT LIGHT TBANSHISSION
HI SICBO«MtE UTTEHOSilIOH
NT MICBOIAVE TRANSMISSION
NT HOLTIPATH TRANSMISSION
NT MULTIPLEXING
NT RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER
NT RADIO TBANSHISSION
NT SATELLITE TRANSMISSION
NT SHOCK WAVE PROPAGATION
NT SIGNAL TRANSMISSION
NT SODND TBANSHISSION
NT TELEVISION TRANSMISSION
NT TIME DIVISION MULTIPLEXING
NT TDRBDLENT HEAT TRANSFER
NT RAVE PROPAGATION
TBANSHISSIOH LIHES
NT COMMUNICATION CABLES
NT POWER LINES
NT WAVEGUIDES
Modular MOS LSI digital data bus system design for
integrated avionics and remote sensors
interconnection in aerospace vehicles
POUH5 A73-35232
TDM data bus and interface design for digital
avionics system, considering standard remote
terminal in terms of system paradeters,
operation and cost effectiveness
pOflUS A73-35233
Computerized simulation of longitudinal cable
shapes during deployment from missile away from
flying aircraft
rAD-753907] p0221 N73-1925fl
TBAHSHISSOHBTBBS
Development of transmissometer Cor measuring
optical transmission through aircraft jet engine
exhausts
[AD-760050] p0472 N73-26«67
TRANSMITTER RECEIVERS
Airborne synthetic aperture /hologram/ radar
maximum ambiguity range extension by using
additional receive-only antenna ahead of
transmit-receive unit
P0095 A73-16817
Development of discrete address beacon system for
application to air traffic control operations
[FAA-RD-73-101] pOSOO N73-30651
TRAHSMITTERS
HT BADAB TBANSMITTERS
NT BADIO BEACONS
NT BADIO TBANSHITTERS
NT BEPEATEBS
NT TBANSHITTER RECEIVERS
Airborne C band pulsed transmitter for instrument
landing system
p0307 N73-22086
TBANSOCEAJIC COMMUNICATION
The Aeronautical Satellite Programme - ATC aspects.
P0113 A73-191K1
TRANSOCEANIC SISTIHS
NT TRANSOCEANIC COMMUNICATION
1-503
TB1HSOIIC AIBCBAFT SUBJECT IHDBI
Hultisatellite systems for transoceanic aircraft
coinunications and 4TC, discassinq day and night
operations, cost-benefit opti»i2ation and
adaptive techniques for capacity augmentation
P0656 i73-11201
Operational utilization of an aeronautical
satellite system for air traffic control over
the Horth Atlantic.
P0355 473-32487
The translantic charter policy of the United States.
P0628 473-44575
TB4ISONIC AIBCBAFI
0 SOPERSONIC AIRCRAFT
TBAISOHIC COBFB8SSOBS
Study of the waves configuration in an axial-flow
supersonic compressor
. fONERA, IP HO. 1101] P0052 473-11135
Experimental aethod for analyzing the unsteady
flow in a transonic aircraft compressor
P0188 A73-22715
Calculated leading-edge blnntness effect on
transonic compressor noise.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-633) P0453 A73-36192
Design and experimental performance of axial flow,
transonic compressor
fNASA-IB-1-26*51 P0678 H73-11002
Design and evaluation of multiple circular arc
bladed, axial flov transonic compressor rotor
CHASA-TH-X-26971 P0384 H73-21033
TBAHSOHIC FLIGHT
Aeromechanical measurements in free flight on
piloted aircraft
P0187 473-2211(7
Buffeting pressures on a swept wing in transonic
flight - Comparison of model and full scale
measurements.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-311] P0231 A73-25542
TBAHSOHIC FLOW
Transonic profile theory - Critical comparison of
various procedures
P0051 A73-11377
Theoretical investigation of transition phenomena
in the boundary layer on an infinite swept wing
[DGLB PAPEB 72-121] P0055 473-14379
Buffet boundaries for arrow wings in transonic
flow, presenting methods for pressure
distribution and three dimensional turbulent
boundary layer calculation
fDGLB PAPEB 72-123] PC055 A73-11382
Unsteady transonic flow analysis for low aspect
ratio, pointed wings.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-122] P0096 473-16878
Inverse method of designing two-dimensional
transonic airfoil sections.
P0100 473-17101
Eguivalence rule and transonic flows involving lift.
TSIAA PAPEB 73-88] P0101 473-17612
Calculation of the transonic flow around an
airfoil, taking account of the exact law of
compressibility
P0185 473-22210
Transonic airfoils - Becent developments in
theory, experiment, and design.
P0193 473-23856
Calculation of unsteady transonic aerodynamics for
oscillating wings with thickness.
T4I4A PAPEB 73-316] p0235 473-25517
The theoretical and experimental methods used in
France for flutter prediction.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-329] p0235 473-25558
Transonic flow past lifting wings.
P0281 473-28821
Transonic flow about lifting configurations.
P0281 473-28828
The transonic aerofoil problem with embedded shocks.
P0339 473-31122
Transonic flow through a turbine stator treated as
an axisymmetric problem.
fASHE PAPEB 73-ST-51] p0371 473-33510
Numerical calculation of the three dimensional
transonic flow over a yawed wing.
p0112 473-35129
Transonic flow analysis using a streamline
coordinate transformation procedure.
ftI4A PAPEB 73-657] p0153 473-36211
Transonic inviscid flows over lifting airfoils
with embedded shock wave using method of
integral relations.
f4IAA PAPEB 73-658] p0153 473-36212
Experimental and theoretical investigations in
two-dimensional transonic flow.
f4 I4A PAPEB 73-659] p0151 A73-36213
On viscous and wind tunnel wall effects in
transonic flows over airfoils.
fAIAA PIPES 73-660J p0155 473-36261
Eguivalence rule and transonic flow theory
involving lift.
p0155 473-36328
Unsteady aerodynamic forces in transonic
turbomachines
p0461 A73-37081
4 synthesis of transonic, 2-D airfoil technology.
C4I44 P4PEB 73-792] pOSOO 473-37159
Three dimensional transonic flows past lifting
configurations having finite leading edge swept
angles
I4D-747266]
 P0681 N73-11281
Hind tunnel tests of mixed compression
axisymmetric inlet with large transonic mass
flow at Bach numbers 0.6 to 2.65
tN4S4-TN-D-6971] p0086 N73-13777
Analysis of aerodynamic noise generated by tips of
helicopter rotary wings during acceleration to
near sonic speed
fAD-752301) p0208 N73-18072
Numerical solution to transonic airfoil problems
[AD-753390] p0211 H73-18304
Development of computer program and algorithm for
determining interference between lifting surface
elements at various flach numbers
CH4S4-CB-112261] p0277 H73-21272
Analysis of transonic potential flow through
oscillating nnstaggered thin plate cascade
tAD-757255] p0331 S73-23806
Numerical analysis of steady transonic flows over
lifting configurations to show reduced lift in
thickness-dominated regime
P0390 N73-21302
Transonic perturbation eguation for studying
steady compressible flow past lifting and
nonlifting wings at high subsonic Bach numbers
[N4S4-CB-2216] p0390-N73-21312
Nonlinear unsteady small-disturbance theory of
inviscid transonic flows for oscillating
aerodynamic configurations
[N4S4-CR-2258] pOlOO B73-25018
Equivalence rule and transonic flows involving
lift around thin smooth configuration with swept
leading edge
I4D-760319] p0168 H73-26012
Effects of mass injection of tip vortex on airfoil
performance at transonic speeds
[4D-760363] p0172 N73-26301
Analysis of transonic aerodynamics developaents to
include methods for computing steady and
unsteady transonic flows
[40-7615511 P0535 N73-27892
Three-dimensional compressible turbulent boundary
layer for subsonic and transonic flow over yawed
airfoil
t4D-763730] p0597 N73-30258
Correlation between wind tunnel data and finite
difference solutions for viscous and wind tunnel
effects in transonic flows over airfoils
[4D-761133] p0606 N73-30936
Development of wind tunnel with self correcting
apparatus based on sensors to determine flow
conditions on tunnel surfaces and method for
varying wall geometry
C4D-761957] p0615 N73-32161
TBAHSOBIC FLDTTBB
Flutter of pairs of aerodynamically interfering
delta wings.
[4I4A PAPEB 73-311] p0231 473-25515
Flutter technology in the United Kingdom - 4 survey.
C4IA4 PAPEB'73-330] p0235 A73-25559
Characteristics of single linear inertia exciter
and multichannel recording equipment for flight
flutter tests on Heteor aircraft
tABC-B/B-32171 p0399 N73-25026
Numerical analysis of wing bending, wing torsion,
and aileron rotation at transonic speeds to
determine effects on wing-aileron flutter
fABC-B/M-3258] p0399 B73-25028
TBAHSOBIC IHIBTS
0 SUPERSONIC INLETS
TBABSOBIC NOZZLES
Performance tests of wedge nozzle with cold
4-504
SUBJECT IHDBZ TBAHSOBIC ilBD IOHHELS
priiary and secondary flows for supersonic
cruise and takeoff configurations to analyze
F•~ noise suppression effects
tBASA-TB-X-2689] .. P0139 B73-15822
TBMSOHIC SPEED
r -Criteria concerning the adaptation of the rear
conponents of a propulsion system to the
sabsonic and transonic altitude flight
.;. CDGLB PAPS!! 72-065] • P0659 A73-11690
lake vorticity of side-slipping slender thin wings
at transonic speeds, deriving integral equation
for vortex strength based on Prandtl-Glaoert role
(DGLB PAPBB 72-127] p0054 A73-14376
•'..Toward simpler prediction of transonic airfoil
lift, drag, and moment. ,
, - .. p0186 A73-22434
Drag and stability characteristics of high-speed
parachutes in the transonic range.[A1AA PAPEB 73-473] . p0342 A73-31457
Experimental results in the case of the Bonweiler
wave-rider in the sabsonic, transonic, and
' * supersonic range
r P0371 A73-33265
Experimental evaluation.of the effects of a blunt
leading edge on the perfomance of a transonic
• rotor.;
[ASHB.PAPEB 73-GT-60] - . p037a A73-33515
An inexpensive technique for the fabrication of
two-dimensional wind tunnel models.
. • , . . . - . . . - . p0450 A73-35762
Evaluation of Eayleigh-Biti anisotropic plate
analysis procedure for deternining performance
of composite wing for aircraft operating in
transonic environment
UD-745129] p0680 B73-11023
Development of computer programs for analyzing and
predicting properties of transonic flows around
certain types of wing-body combinations
CHASA-CR-2157] p0065 S73-11999
Performance tests of single stage, axial flow,
transonic compressor over stable operating range
at rotative speeds from fifty to one hundred
percent of design speed
rNASA-TB-X-2658] p0122 N73-14983
Development of finite difference procedure to
calculate steady flows over several classes of
airfoils under inviscid transonic flow conditions[HASA-CB-2186] . -. • • p0122 S73-14989
Flight tests to determine buffet characteristics
of four high performance aircraft during
transonic maneuvers
. . . p0125 H73-15017
Reduction of transonic drag for high performance
aircraft by in-tecting air in rear of aircraft to
alter transonic flow distribution on aft section
[AD-751269] . P0158 K73-15991
Design, characteristics, and performance tests of
high-tip-speed, low-loading, transonic fan stage
CHASA-CB-121P95] p0314 H73-22727
Application of --integral relations to analyzing
inviscid supercritical flow about lifting
airfoils with embedded shock wave
fAD-755762] ,< p0326 B73-23390
Wind tunnel tests to determine pressure
distributions for. four percent thick, circular
arc, biconvex airfoil at transonic speeds
[ABC-B/H-3180] . p0396 B73-25002
Hind tunnel tests to determine directional and
longitudinal stability of Javelin aircraft model
at transonic speeds
fABC-B/B-3403] p0397 B73-25012
Analysis of effects of shock induced boundary
layer separation in transonic flight and methods
for eliminating or reducing effects
fABC-B/B-3510) : p0398 B73-25019
. Optimum design of wing-body combinations for
zero-lift drag rise at transonic speeds
[ABC-B/B-3279] pOKOO H73-25043
Analysis of minimum run times reguired for
instationary measurements at transonic speeds
- during wind tunnel tests
• P0469 H73-26243
Application of holographic interferonetry
technignes for determining.asymmetric flow
distribution encountered near wing-fuselage
function at transonic speed
[AD-759967] p0472 H73-26296
Design and development of two dimensional airfoil
with optimum drag divergence characteristics at
transonic speeds
tBAt-TB-299] p0477 H73-26994
Analysis of transonic scaling effect on quasi,
two-dimensional airfoil model of C-141 aircraft
[4D-762285] p0539 H73-2792U
Transonic let engine for ingesting air without •
compressor
tAD-763173] p0603 H73-30756
Derivation of charts for predicting drag-rise Bach
number for airfoils with specified upper surface
pressure distribution
[BSDO-71019] p0613 H73-31229
Prediction of aerodynamic characteristics of
airfoils at transonic speeds including effects
of fluid viscosity
[AD-763295] p0614 B73-31260
TBABSOBIC TDBBIHES
0 SDPEBSOBIC TDEBIHES
TBABSOBIC BIRD TOJHBLS
A method of testing full-scale inlet/engine
systems at high angles of attack and yaw at
transonic velocities.
C A I A A PAPEB 72-1097] p0044 A73-13417
Supersonic blowdown wind tunnel modification for
transonic airfoil profile aerodynamic
characteristics measurement, discussing design
criteria and operational range
[DGLB PAPEB 72-133] p0055 A73-14380
Comparative measurements involving three
geometrically similar calibration models of a
transport aircraft type in the transonic wind
tunnel of the AVA Goettingen /Proposal: ONEBA/
. fDSLB PAPER 72-122] pOO55 A73-14381
A method for transonic wind-tunnel corrections.
. p0100 A73-17105
Correction for change in fluid flow curvature .
about a lift-generating airfoil in a
two-dimensional test section with perforated walls
p0238 A73-25864
Transonic wind tunnel tests of two dimensional
airfoil fitted with sguare and convex
semicircular blunt bases to determine
aerodynamic drag coefficients
[ ABL/A-SOTE-336] p0215 N73-18994
Design and calibration of Langley 6 by 19 inch
transonic 'tunnel for testing two dimensional
airfoil sections
CHASA-TH-D-7182] . p0324 H73-23339
Rail interference effects at Rach 1 on airfoils in
transonic wind tunnels
CAD-757534] p0325 H73-23349
Environmental impact of noise produced by
transonic wind tunnel at Arnold Engineering
Development Center
fAD-757552] p0325 N73-23351
Transonic wind tunnel corrections for slotted or
perforated walls
p0326.B73-23373
Bodane-Avrieux transonic blowdown wind tunnel for
two dimensional flow airfoil profile study
[ONEBA-BT-203] p0390 B73-24281
Analysis of problems involved in operation of
large wind tunnels at subsonic and supersonic-
speeds
CAGABD-B-601J . p0469 B73-26239
Development of numerical methods for correcting
wall constraints in transonic wind tunnels with
ventilated walls
P0469.N73-26241
Fluid motion problems in design and operation of
low speed and transonic wind tunnels
fAGABD-B-602] p0470 H73-26279
Present and future need for high Beynolds number
transonic wind tunnels including analysis of
design selection and reguirements
P0471 N73-26282
Effects of turbulence and noise on wind tunnel
measurements at transonic speeds
p0471 B73-26284
Design of ventilated walls for transonic wind
tunnels with analysis of paraneters affecting
noise generation
• . p0471 B73-26285
Method to increase full-scale inlet/engine system
testing capability of AEDC 16-ft transonic wind
tunnel
fAD-762912] p0551 H73-29146
Parametric study of proposed high Beynolds number
transonic wind tunnel
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[1D-763725J p0596 B73-30227
Transonic vind tunnel tests to determine lift,
draq, and stability characteristics of P-8
aircraft model with oblique winq
CB4SI-TB-X-62273) P0667 B73-32974
TB1BSOBICS
0 TBABSOBIC FLOW
TB1BSPOSDBBS
Ground based and airborne collision avoidance
systems comparison, discnssinq
interroqator/transponder concept, pilot earning
indicator, and air traffic handling capacity and
economics
PC143 473-18900
Aeronautical/maritime satellite borne two-nay
L-band transponder weight and power limitation
effects on channel capacity
p0532 173-39771
High altitude remotely piloted vehicle /BPV/
platforms for tactical pseudo-satellite
multichannel relay transponder systems
pOSSO 173-42423
Flight tests of transponder correlation ranging
equipnent for use in airborne collision
avoidance system
(AD-746448) p0684 B73-1iai6
Development of discrete address beacon system for •
application to air traffic control operations
[F1A-RD-73-101] P0600 B73-30651
TBiBSPOBT 1IBCB1FT
NT A-300 AIBCBAFT
BT AN-2 AIBCBAFT
BT AN-24 AIBCBAFT
BT BOEIBG 707 AIBCBAFT
BT BOEIBG 727 AIBCBAFT
BT BOEIBG 737 AIBCBAFT
BT BOEISG 747 AISCBAFT
BT BBEGOET 9U1 AIBCHAFT
BT C-2 AIBCBAFT
HI C-5 AIBCBAFT
BT C-130 AIBCBAFT
NT C-131 AIBCBAFT
NT C-135 AIKCBAFT
NT C-141 AIBCBAFT
NT C-160 AIBCBAFT
BT CARGO AIRCRAFT
BT CH-3 HELICOPTEB
BT CH-46 BELICOPTEB
BT CH-47 HELICOPTEB
BT CL-84 AIBCBAFT
BT CONCOBDE AIBCBAFT
BT COBVAIB 880 AIBCBAFT
BT DC 8 AIBCBAFT
BT DC 9 AIBCBAFT
NT DC 10 AIBCBAFT
BT DBC 5 'AIBCBAFT
BT DO-31 AIBCBAFT
BT F-27 AIBCRAFT
BT F-28 TBANSPORT AIRCRAFT
BT B-53 HELICOPTER
BT H-56 HELICOPTEB
BT HFB-320 AIBCRAFT
BT L-1011 AIRCRAFT
BT HERCOBE AIRCRAFT
BT S-61 HELICOPTEB
BT SH-3 HELICOPTER
NT SHORT HAOL AIBCRAFT
BT TU-144 AIBCBAFT
HI VISCOUBT AIRCRAFT
BT IC-142 AIRCRAFT
Bultivariate analysis applied to aircraft
optimisation - Some effects of research advances
on the desiqn of future subsonic transport
aircraft.
[DGLR PAPER 72-093] p0659 A73-11661
Comparison of propulsion system concepts for
V/STOL commercial transports.
[AIAA PAPER 72-11761 P0046 A73-13472
Subsonic commercial transport aircraft reduced
noise and increased cruise Bach number effects
on nacelle desiqn in terns of inlet, fan, cowl
and nozzle
[AIAA PAPER 72-1201) p0046 A73-13488
Comparative neasurements involving three
geometrically sinilar calibration models of a
transport aircraft type in the transonic Hind
tunnel of the AVA Goettinqen /Proposal: OHEBA/
[DGLB PAPER 72-122) p0055 A73-14381
Air transportation system planning - Progress in ,
noise reduction.
p0059 A73-14895
Transport aircraft wheels and brakes operational
cost minimization, discussing contributory roles
of governmental regulations /FAA/, aircraft
manufacturer, supplier and user
[SAE PAFEB 720867] p0092 A73-16650
Optimization of commercial transport airplane
stopping systems.
[SAE PAPBB 720872] p0093 A73-16671
Aerodynamic technology developments including
advanced transonic airfoils, low-drag/high-lift
systems and stability augmentation for transport
aircraft performance, economics and noise
improvements
(AIAA PAPEB 73-9] p0102 A73-17604
Structural design of future commercial transports.
[1I1A PAPEB 73-20] p0103 A73-17613
Besearch on future short-haul aircraft at the BASA
Lanqley Besearch Center. • •
[AIAA PAPEB 73-27] p0103 A73-17616
Flight control techniques for advanced commercial
transports. • » '
[AIAA PAPEB 73-30] p0104 173-17618
Multiple purpose STOL aircraft for passenger or
cargo transport, discussing design features,
performance and market prospects
p0107 173-17999
Slender delta-wings for future subsonic passenger
planes
p0183 A73-21992
Bnssian book - Transport aircraft maintainability.
p0186'A73-22375
lir cushion landing gears for transport aircraft,
discussing peripheral jet stream performance
prediction and systea installation on Buffalo STOL
p0191 A73-23659
Civil transport aircraft future design trends,
discussing subsonic, supersonic/ hypersonic and
V/STOL aircraft, engine design, fuels and noise
reduction
p0191 A73-23682
Transport aircraft maintenance program, discnssinq
safety and reliability correlation with 'desiqn
p0241 A73-26591
Bussian book - Practical aerodynamics of the An-24
aircraft /2nd revised and enlarged edition/..
p0346 A73-31547
Haintenance of public transportation aircraft -
Evolution of methods
p0358 173-32556
Haintenance of pitot-static systees of transport
aircraft.
[S1E AIB 975] ; p0364 173-33014
Large payload aircraft for Alaskan and Canadian
gas-oil transportation, examining alternative
pipeline economic factors and possible new Borth
Canadian island fuel fields
..-iP0368 A73-33183
B1SA research commercial VTOL transport propulsion
system specifications and components
development, discussing lift fan propulsion
method for aircraft attitude control
[ASHE PAPEB 73-GT-24] p0373 A73-33498
VTOL jet transport aircraft commercial
applications, describing lift engine system,
hover flight control, engine failure problems
and operating cost analysis
P0417 173-34257
Hypersonic transports - Economics, and
environmental effects.
p0419 A73-34435
Longitudinal motion of a transport aircraft during
steep landing approaches
p0422 173-34482
Icing conditions of modern transport aircraft •
according to cruise flight data
p0425 A73-34545
Engine cycle considerations for future transport
aircraft.
[S1E PAPBB 730345] p0430 173-34693
Profitable transport engines for the environment
of the eighties.
(SAE PAPEB 730347) p0430 A73-34695
Key factors in developing a future wide-bodied
twin-jet transport.
[SAE PAPEB 730354) p0431 A73-34702
1-506
SUBJECT IBDBI TBABSPOEI lIBCEiFT COHTD
The lir Force/Boeing advanced Bedim STOL
transport prototype.
CSAE PAPEH 730365] . p0432 A73-34710
Technical basis for the STOL characteristics of
theJRcDonnell Douglas/OSAF YC-15 prototype
airplane.
CSAB PAPER 730366] p0432 A73-34711
Applications and concepts for the incorporation of
composites in large^military transport aircraft.
•:*..• •", •-• • . p043« A73-34816
The C-401, a STOL transport for many applications
- . . . , . - . . p0450 A73-35666
DBC-7 four engine turboprop transport aircraft,
emphasizing quietness and STOL capability
•' . . . • - . p0451 A73-36067
Influences of international operations on
aircraft-transport design /Second William
Littlexood,-Memorial Lectnre/. •
.. • . • - - • . p0452 A73-36165
Commercial .transport aircraft structural design
and technology advances; discussing materials
and fabrication processes.with;respect to costs,
'durability and reliability :
:
 :
 . • . , p0452 A73-36166
Noise certification of a transport airplane.
• . p0496 A73-37279
A parameter optinisation technigne applied to the
design of flight control systems.
- • • • . • p0499 A73-37409
Air cushion-landing systems application to
tactical airlift aircraft for personnel, and
equipment delivery to dispersed sites under
diverse climatic, terrain and combat conditions
P0504 A73-37678
Air cushion landing systems for STOL transport
aircraft1, investigating structural and power
requirements, ground and'in-flight handling,
mission capability, operational life. Height and
cost . ,r • • '
. P0504 A73-37682
Air cushion landing system applications and
operational considerations.'
•p0505 A73-37684
Transport aircraft external operational
environment factors, discussing navigation, ATC,
airspace, flight and pilot workload conditions
P0508.A73-37727
Transport aircraft noise reduction in airport
areas through low noise engine design, traffic
control, flight maneuvers and architectural
planning ' •
„', P0513 A73-37818
Optimum propulsion system design for advanced
'technology commercial transport, emphasizing low ,•,
noise and emission^' 'performance, reliability,
maintainability and economics • •.
fAIAA PAPER 72-760] P0526 A73-38648
Application of direct side force control to
commercial transport.
fAIAA PAPER 73-886] . P0529 A73-38822
Future technology and economy of jet-supported
VIOL transport aircraft
- • • • p0567 A73-40448
Some method of nonlinear programming suitable for
solving the task of optimization of a small
transport aircraft
P0567 A73-40478
Russian book - Economic efficiency and planning of
air freight transportation.
P0573 A73-41294
Electromagnetic interference in military transport
aircraft, discussing RF terminal voltage and.
current, radiated field, fuselage attenuation
and power supply impedance measurements
P0575 A73-41693
Hodeling data developed during Banned simulation
of large transport aircraft and comparison with
training simulator, results - Vol. '2 .
fNASA-CB-1144941 ' . . p0669 H73-10027
Propulsion" system characteristics .for long range', .
high subsonic jet commercial transport aircraft
tHASA-CS-121016]" . s:., ' ' , p0686'S73-11800
Low speed pull-up maneuver's for slender- wing
transport aircraft with stability and control
augmentation ' . ,
fARC-CP-1231] . P0078 N73-13004 '
Computer program for design optimization of . .
subsonic swept wing jet transport aircraft
fBAE-TB-ASBO-14lf8) • p0113 N73-14026'
Investigation of crash of L-1011 aircraft near
Biami, Florida on 29 Dec. 1972
P0126 H73-15024
Analysis of jet noise produced by supersonic
transport aircraft with angnentor wing and four
duct burning turbofan engines
rSASA-TH-X-68177) P0127 H73-15C28
Optimization of engines for commercial Bach 0.85
transport using advanced turbine cooling methods
(BASi-TH-X-68173] p0127 S73-15029
French aircraft development program including
Concorde, Airbus, and Corvette, as well as
economic study
p0129 N73-15045
Analysis of propulsion system specifications and
components for research VTOL transports
[NASA-TB-X-68168] p0139 H73-15816
Criteria for designing manual control system for
military transport aircraft
P0172 N73-17007
Development of takeoff airworthiness standards for
new aircraft designs using motion simulators to
compare performance and handling characteristics
tHASA-TN-D-7106] p0202 N73-18031
Aeroelastic divergence of transport aircraft
flying at supersonic speeds and design
technignes to eliminate adverse effects
tHASA-CR-112262] p0203 H73-18036
Conceptual designs of V/STOL lift fan commercial
short haul transport aircraft to determine
technical and economic feasibility
fSASA-CR-2183] p0203 N73-18038
Low sonic boom overpressure profiles for
supersonic transport aircraft configurations
fHASA-TH-X-2746] p0203 N73-18039
Hind tunnel tests to determine low speed ^
aerodynamic characteristics of large scale
T/STOL transport models with lift fan
lift-cruise fan propulsion system
CNiSA-TB-X-62231] P0252 M73-20011
Development and characteristics of dual cargo hook
system for use on nilitary transport helicopters
P0268 S73-21022
Design of V/STOL research transport aircraft to
achieve low fan noise with high thrust/weight
capability of high pressure ratio lift fan system
fUASA-CR-121146] pC274 N73-21065
Flight investigation to determine velocity and
persistence characteristics of trailing vortices
generated by jumbo jet transport
[RASA-TK-D-7172] ' p0274 N73-21068
Performance tests on commercial transport aircraft
engines to determine factors contributions to
engine malfunctions
[FS-140-72-2] p0304 S73-21933
Analysis of trans-Atlantic aircraft movements for
'1970 - 1971 period to establish base line for
passenger forecasts
P0305 S73-21935
Design concepts, manufacturing process, weight
analysis, and cost estimates for long range
transport aircraft using composite structures
fNASA-CR-112255] p0318 N73-22976
Analysis of minimum longitudinal stability for
large delta wing transport aircraft during
landing approach and touchdown using inflight
simulator
riP.-5084-F-1-VOL-1 ] P0319 N73-22984
Standardized load sequence for flight simulation
tests on transport aircraft wing structures
tLBF-BERICHT-FB-106] p0319 N73-22986
Development of computer programs to predict
performance of thrust reversal and thrust vector
control systems on short takeoff transport
aircraft - Vol. 1
fAD-756860] p0320 H73-22993
Design and development of thrust reverser and
thrust vectoring systems for application to
short takeoff transport aircraft - Vol. 2
FAD-756861] - p0320 N73-2299"
Technignes and hardware for facilitating use of
flexible flat conductor cable in commercial air
transports
P0324 N73-2331C
Effects of porous wind tunnel wall corrections on
transport aircraft models
P0326 N73-2336f.
lind tunnel tests to determine effect of
longitudinally oriented wing-mounted pods on
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aerodynamic characteristics of V/STO1 transport
nodel in cruise flight mode
fNASA-TH-D-7199] p038it H73-2H035
Numerical methods for determining range and radios
of action performance of transport and combat •
aircraft and effects of various parameters on
performance
P03811 K73-2U043
Aerodynamic coefficients for calculating transport
aircraft performance using vind tunnel and scale
models
p0385 H73-2UOU6
Analysis of parameters affecting choice of engines
for transport and combat aircraft during design
• process
p0385 H73-2UOU8
Development of two methods for optimizing design
of subsonic,- swept wing let transport aircraft
P0385 H73-2»05«
Mechanical cross coupling of STOL transport
aircraft engines
f CHAHFIELD-AERO-11] pOI|11 H73-25819
Calculation of vake vortices behind vings of
transport aircrafts in holding, takeoff, and
landing configurations
rFAA-BD-73-1121 P0466 N73-26027
Analysis of aerodynamic characteristics affecting
selection of short takeoff transport aircraft
p0479 H73-27012
Analysis of research and development programs
involving construction of short takeoff
transport aircraft in Germany
pO«79 H73-27013
Characteristics of long range transport aircraft
to' include reduction of aircraft engine noise
and improved engine response during go-around
maneuver
rHASA-CB-121243] P0480 N73-27020
Development and characteristics of control system
for short takeoff transport aircraft for
ride-smoothing effect '
fNASA-CB-2276] POU81 N73-27026
Analysis of minimum longitudinal stability for
large delta wing transport aircraft during
landing approach and touchdown using in-flight •
simulation techniques
fAD-761120] P0182 S73-27036
Characteristics of propulsion system for subsonic,
long-range transport aircraft designed to meet
aerodynamic noise level requirements
fNASA-CB-121242) POU91 N73-27704
Analysis of effects of flying time on service life
of wing fastening knee plates on transport
aircraft •
rAD-761168] P0539 N73-27919
Simulator tests to determine short takeoff
transport aircraft terminal area characteristics
and longitudinal handling qualities
rHDC-J5575L] p05U8 H73-28983
Computer simulated loading of Army Brigade and
equipment into several medium short takeoff
-•transport aircraft configurations
fAD-7629161 • P0550 H73-29002
Aerodynamic characteristics of high lift wing
concepts for application to commercial short '
takeoff transport aircraft ' • • • -'=
p0556 H73-29908
Hind tunnel tests to deteroine effects'of
variations in Reynolds number and-leading edge
configurations on aerodynamic characteristics of
STOL transport with externally blown- flaps
i;HASA-TH-D-719<il P0590 H73-30021
Simulation tests of short takeoff transport
aircraft to determine airport and air space
reguirements under normal operating conditions
fSASA-TN-D-7300] P0591 N73-30026
Analysis of landing performance of scale model of
C-8 aircraft eguipped with air cushion landing
system on variety of surfaces including calm and
rough water
' rNASA-TN-D-72951 p0592 H73-30032
Takeoff and landing performance characteristics
and field length requirements for let short
takeoff transport aircraft with full span,
externally blown flaps
rHASA-TH-D-7<HI1] P0638 H73-31939
Procedure for evaluating relative economic value
of technology factors affecting-design,
configuration, and operation of hypersonic
cruise transport
(HASA-CB-2286J p06«0 H73-31953
Effect of noise constraints on engine cycle
optimization for long-haul transports '- • '••''•
CHASA-TH-I-7HII7] p0652 H73-32620
Forecast model for predicting economic factors -
involved in short haul air transportation in
California Corridor - Vol. 2 • . ' • ' •
CHASA-CB-114634-VOL-2] p065* B73-328H3
Estimated costs for additional aircraft in air
transport industry . t .
p'0'656 H73-32860
Economic risk analysis for propeller STOL
transport market ••
• • - P°.6.56 H73-32866
Simulations of powered-lift STOL transport "- *"
aircraft with either externally blown flap
configuration or augmentor wing configuration
• p0663 H73-329»8
Air traffic control -problems created by
introduction of large numbers of STOL aircraft
into high density terminal area ' '
P0665 H73-32956
Bind tunnel tests of large scale subsonic jet
transport with upper surface blowing flap system
f o r lift augmentation . . • . - •
(HASA-TH-1-62296] p0667 H73-32973
find tunnel tests to determine acoustic properties
of large scale lift fan transport aircraft model
t HASA-TH-X-622811] • p06'68 H73-32975
Computer program for 'evaluating techniques to
improve aircraft engine response systems for
application to long range commercial aircraft
[»ASi-CB-131196 J - "' p0668 S73-32977
Acguisition of conditions of icing on modern civil
transport aircraft from flight data
p067* H73-33528
TBAHSPOBT PROPEBTIES :
HI ELECTBICAL RESISTIVITY,
HT GASEOOS DIFFUSION
SI SDPEBCOSDDCTIVITT
.HT THEBBAL COHDDCTIVITI
HT THEBHAL DIFFDSIVITY
HT VISCOSITY :
TBAHSPOBT THEOBY
HT MIXIHG LEHGTH FLOW THEOBY :
Aircraft wake vortex transport model.
fAIAA PAPER 73-679] pOISD A73-36230
TBAHSPOBT' VEHICLES
Comparison of modern aircraft engines with other
power plants used in transportation
pOOt2 A73-13072
' Research projects in structural reliability
engineering for transport vehicles
: - . - p0280 N73-21878
Computer program to evaluate dynamic
characteristics of tracked air cushion vehicle
[PB-21998»/2] ' p0611 N73-30970
Loading criteria for tracked air cushion vehicle
guiderails and methods for calculating dynamic
responses-'of double-span, beam-type guide rails
fPB-221688/5] p0611 H73-30971
TRAHSPOBTATIOH ' -:
HT AIB TBAHSPOBTATIOH
HT RAIL TRAHSPOBTATIOH
HT RAPID TBAHSIT SYSTEHS
HT DBBAH TBAHSPOBTATIOH
Airport internal transportation systems for
passengers and baggage, considering tine
scheduled, continuously moving and individually
controlled systems
P0654 A73-10306
International Conference on Transportation and the
Environment, Washington, D.C., Hay 31-June 2,
••
:
 1972, -Proceedings^1 Part 1. •
P0059 A73-14889
Prediction models for surface and air
transportation dynamic environments, considering
broadband and single frequency continuous and
recurrent and intermittent discrete excitation
modes •
•••;'• '' ' p0188 A73-22718
Book - The aerodynaaics of high speed ground
•' 'transportation.
pO»51 A73-35850
Congressional hearing on 1973 fiscal budget for
Department of Transportation
P0677 H73-10989
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Technoloqy assessment for long range year-round
• transportation in irctic
fAD-754381] p0258 H73-20296
Control of transportation noise pollution
v, fPB-213007) p0263 B73-20758
Fuel consumption profiles of passenger and freight
transportation lodes
tP-4935J P0337 H73-23962
f Hodels of air, river and highway transportation
for developing areas
fPB-219292/0] p0492 H73-27877
TBiNSVBBSB OSCILLATIOI
Transverse deflection of guided projectile tail
fins daring deployment.
P0582 A73-42629
TBAPEZOIDAL iIB6S
Computational program for calculating the
Be-nnnber-dependent polar of a glider vith
arbitrary double trapezoidal wing
p0364 A73-33024
Thin vail rib structured fan shaped wing design
for arbitrary air loads, using strain
compatibility conditions
p0566 A73-40390
IBAVBLIBG I»VB ABPLIP1EBS
An efficient multiplexing approach for adaptive
aircraft communications via a relay satellite.
p0295 A73-29899
IBAVBLIBG WAVES
Progressive naves analysis, considering nonlinear
convective, dissipative and dispersive effects
p0094 A73-16756
IBBADS
Braking effects on aircraft tire tread vear and
runway surface characteristics
fNASA-TH-D-6963] p0680 H73-11021
TBIABGLBS
Aerodynamic forces on a triangular cylinder.
p0561 A73-40003
CBIABGOLAB HISGS
D DELTA MINGS
TBIGGBHS
0 ACTOATOBS
fBIB (BALAHCB)
0 AEBODIHABIC BALANCE
fBOPICAL HETEOBOLOGT
Bole of commercial aircraft in global monitoring
systems.
p0283 A73-28499
TBOPOPiOSE
Atmospheric turbulence near tropopause over
mountainous terrain
p0674 N73-33525
•JBOPOSPHBBB
Vertical wind shear neasureaents at Helsinki
Airport - Apr. 1967 through liar. 1968
CTB-3J p0179 N73-17676
Chemically reacting vave of aircraft flying at
subsonic and supersonic velocity in upper
troposphere and stratosphere
(AD-7549183
 P0258 1173-20447
JBODBLESHOOTIHG
0 HAIFTENANCE
TBDHCATIOH (HATHBHATICS)
0 APPHOXIBATIOH
IBOBCATIOH EBBOBS
Forecast of node variation snbseguent to structure
modifications
p0461 A73-37083
TBOHKS (LIHES)
D TBANSBISSION LINES
IBOBHIOBS
D SHAFTS (BiCHINB ELEBERTS)
TBOSSBS
Designing equal-life minimum-weight truss structures
p0531 A73-39357
10-134 AIBCBAFI
Bnssian book - The Tn-134 aircraft: Its design and
operation.
p0451 A73-35870
TD-144 AIBCBAFT
Aircraft accident involving crash of TO-144
aircraft at Paris Air Show in 1973
[NASA-TT-F-15062] p0548 N73-28982
TOBIBG
0 PIPES (TDBES)
TOHGSTBN
. High strength tungsten fiber reinforced oxidation
resistant niobinn alloy composites for use in
p0328 N73-23620
gas turbine engines at 2000 F
(•AD-7573801
TDPOLBf AIBCBAFT
HI TO-134 AIBCBAFT
TOPOLBV TO-124 AIBCBAFT
D TO-144 AIBCBAFT
TOPOLBV TO-134 AIBCBAFT
0 TO-134 AIBCBAFT
TOBBIBB BLADES
Stress analysis and dynamic investigation of
turbine blades from constrained torsion theory,
calculating free torsional vibration frequencies
P0657 A73-11621
Hodel tests regarding the characteristics of the
boundary layer at effusion-cooled turbine blades
CDGLB PAPEE 72-0591 p0658 A73-11655
Optimum heat transfer characteristics of
semi-circular surfaces cooled by air impingement
from air-jet arrays and row of air jet nozzles.
tDGLH PAPEB 72-061] p0660 A73-11692
Rethod of calculating vortex-free flow around
hydrodynaiic cascades composed of arbitrary
profiles
P0661 A73-11788
High pressure stage efficiency of the turbines of
modern turbolets
P0052 A73-14137
Three dimensional dynamic characteristics of solid
particles suspended by polluted air flow in a
turbine stage.
CAIA1 PAPEB 73-140] p0097 A73-16889
Turbine blade radiation pyrometer system.
P0106 A73-17844
Investigation of the heat transfer between the gas
and casing in the area of the apertures between
the nozzle diaphragm blades and guide vanes of
turbines
p0147 A73-20086
Aerodynamic experimental investigation of annular
cascade of gas turbine nozzle blade in subsonic
and supersonic flow.
P0152 A73-20939
Prediction of aeroelastic instabilities in turbines
P0185 A73-22204
Thermal stresses in cooled gas turbine blade foils
and roots with allowance for thermoelastic effects
P0187 A73-22568
Gas turbine engine turbine blades service life
increase by Cr and Al vacuum diffusion
metallization, presenting full scale endurance
test results
P0198 A73-24965
Theory on blades of axial, mixed, and radial
turbomachines by inverse method.
p0239 A73-26340
Turbine blades cooling effectiveness for engines
gas temperature energy gain compensation
P0243 A73-27090
Effect of trailing edge thickness on the cascade
performance of circular-arc blades.
P0286 A73-29006
Turbine vane vibration simulation tests with phase
shift generation, using tube type phase inverters
P0292 A73-29638
Influence of transient conditions on the overall
service life of turbine blades
P0299 A73-30676
Reldinq techniques for high strength superalloy
turbine blades and vanes repair, discussing
controlled preheating and cooling methods for
crack prevention
fASBE PAPEB 73-GT-44] p0374 A73-33505
Transonic flow through a turbine stator treated as
an axisynmetric problem.
[ASHE PAPER 73-GT-511 p0374 A73-33510
Turbulence downstream of stationary and rotating
cascades.CASBE PAPEB 73-GT-eo] P0375 A73-33525
Nondestructive inspection method for let engine
turbine blades.
[ASBE PAPEB 73-GT-92] p0376 A73-33530
Aeronautical turbine blade and vane materials
selection, considering Hi alloys with powder
metallurgy and oriented solidification,
composite materials and eutectics
p0460 A73-36993
Effect of the circumferential nonuniformity of a
temperature field in front of a turbine on the
vibrational stresses in the turbine blades
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p0624 A73-43740
The problem of extrapolating test data on the
efficiency of turbine-blade coolinq to actual
conditions
P0624 A73-43741
Aircraft qas turbine engines vith single crystal
blades to avoid conventional casting grain
boundary weakness and premature damage
P0633 A73-45155
Principal failures of turbines during turbine
enqine operation
P0633 A73-45196
Diffusion metallizing and service life of gas
turbine engine blades
rNASA-TT-F-13914] P0686 H73-11801
Compatibility of protective coatings for niobium
alloy qas turbine blades
rAD-7l(88371 P0085 N73-13575
Performance tests of single stage fan-compressor
to evaluate shock-in-rotor blading for let
engine applications requiring high aerodynamic
performance and stability
fNASA-CR-1209911 p0120 N73-14795
Cooling efficiency of air discharge on nozzle
blades with deflectors
fAD-749654] p0121 N73-14803
Influence of thermal stresses and loads on
endurance properties of heat resistant alloys
used to manufacture turbine blades
fAD-749752] p0121 N73-14805
Performance tests to determine effects of reducing
turbine blade thickness on turbine enqine
performance
fNASA-TN-D-7128] p0167 B73-16776
Cascade tests of hiqhly loaded multistaqe fan
drive turbine confiqurations
f 1JASA-CS-2171] p0167 B73-16778
Performance tests to determine effects of
increased rotor blade loadinq on qas turbine
operation by reduction of rotor blade inlet
diameter
fNiSA-TH-X-2730] p0176 H73-17039
Analysis of effect of chord size and coolinq
methods on coolinq requirements for air cooled
turbine blades - Vol. 1
fNASA-CR-120882-BK-1] p0179 N73-17809
Analysis of effect of chord size and coolinq
methods on coolinq requirements for air cooled
turbine blades - Vol. 2
rNSSA-CH-120882-BK-2] p0180 N73-17810
Experimental determination of aerodynamic
performance of cooled turbine vanes at gas to
coolant temperature ratios up to 2.75
r.NASA-T«-X-2733] p0180 K73-17815
Performance tests of axial flo» transonic
compressor stage with multiple circular arc
blades to determine effects of blade shape on
efficiency and stall margin
ruASA-TM-I-2731] p0251 N73-19995
Aerodynamic performance of core-engine turbine
stator vane tested in two-dimensional cascade of
1C vanes and in single-vane tunnel
.f NASA-TH-X-2766] P0263 1173-20823
Adverse effect of film cooling on suction surface
of turbine blade
r.HASA-TH-X-682101 P0279 N73-21695
Analysis of transonic potential flow through
oscillating unstaqqered thin plate cascade
rAD-757255] p0334 H73-23806
Measurement of pover spectra of vaveforns derived
from vibrating blades in axial compressor and
application to determine damping factor of blades
rARC-B/«-3253] P0383 N73-24014
Calculation of aerodynamic forces of bending and
torsional vibration on installed vibrating
cascade blades
rAHC-R/M-3254] P0383 N73-24015
Performance tests of neqative hub reaction turbine
with let flap stator and -jet flap rotor
rNASA-CR-2244] p0384 N73-24036
Analytical method for predicting stall flutter of
axial-turbomachine bladinq
fAD-760354] . . . p0475 N73-26813
Directional solidification of eutectic alloys and
application to turbine blades and qas turbine
enqine components
P0490 N73-27494
Process for veldinq compressor and turbine blades
to rotors and discs of let engines
[NASA-CASE-LEg-10533-1] p0541 H73-28515
Adiabatic film effectiveness and heat transfer
measurements .vith injection of coolant air.
through holes in flat plate into moving mainstream
CAD-762527] p0556 H73-29814
TDBBIHE KHGIBES
HI BEISTOL-SIDDBLBr BS 53 ENGINE
NT BHISTOL-SIDDELBY VIPER ENGINE
HI CF-700 EHGIHE
HT DUCTED FAN EHGI8ES
HT GAS TOBBIHE ENGINES
HT J-33 ENGINE
 :
HT J-52 ENGIHE
NT J-57 ENGINE
HT J-58 EHGINE
NT J-65 ENGINE
NT J-75 ENGIHE
NT J-85 ENGIHE
NT JET ENGINES
HT PULSEJET ENGINES
NT EAHJET ENGINES
NT SUPERSONIC COHBUSTION BAHJET ENGINES
HT TF-30 EBGIHE
HT TOEBOFAN ENGINES
NT TURBOJET ENGINES
HT TOBBOPROP ENGINES
Influence of acceleration on tip clearances in
aircraft enqine turbines and compressors
P0664 A73-12447
System .for in-flight recording of the rotational
speo3 of the turbine of a jet engine
P0150 A73-20546
Investigation of the aerodynamic performance of
small axial turbines. i
[ASHE S-AVaB 73-GT-3] p0372 A73-33481
Hot isostahic pressing of titanium alloys for
turbine engine components.
[ASUS PiPEB 73-GT-63] p0374 A73-33516
A current turbine engine maintenance program and
the experience and logic upon which it is based.
raSBE PAPEB 73-GT-81] p0375 A73-33526
CoEpaiative analysis of turbine loss parameters.
TASHE PAPEB 73-GT-91] p0375 A73-33529
A performance data acquisition and analysis system
for turbine enqine component testing.
P0426 473-34610
The development of a turbine engine maintenance
program from a new reliability model.
CSAE PAPER 730374] P0432 A73-34713
Hovercraft propeller and turbine engine fan blades
with glass and carbon fiber reinforced plastics
respectively, discussing design and constructions
P0434 A73-34813
Helicopter turboshaft enqine vibration reduction..
through engine-airframe interface compatibility
design and torsional stability of drive trains
with automatic fuel control
[AHS PREPRINT 774] p0441 A73-35092
Aircraft turbine enqine exhaust emissions under
simulated high altitude, supersonic free-stream
flight conditions.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-507] p0449 A73-35625
Turbine engine research activity evolution,
considerinq entry temperature increase,
pollution sources nonstationary aerodynamics and
aeroelasticity in compressors, and noise problem
p0460 A73-36991
Turbine engine control systen design based on
linearized and nonlinear.mathematical models
accounting for thermodynamic performance
p0460 A73-36995
Calculating the fundamental oscillations in
turboengine blades with.different types of
excitation.
P0511 A73-37778
Corrosiveness of naturally occurring sulfur
compounds and organic peroxides in aviation
turbine fuels toward Cn and ig,\detailing
maximum tolerable ratios
P0532 A73-39637
Application of electron beam welding to aircraft
turbine engine parts. \
p0579 A73-42196
Technological change measurement methodology for
cost and production estimates with application
to aircraft turbine engine development
p0627 A73-4H219
Ram air turbine with hydraulic pitch change servo
regulated speed as emergency power source for
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aircraft control in event of main enqine failure
P0635 473-45475
Performance characteristics of model VTOL lift-fan
simulator installed in two dimensional winq
[HASi-TH-X-68788] p0672 H73-10282
Developaent of flow visualization and flow
measurement techniques and application to flow
problems of turbines, aircraft engines, and
•issile propulsion
fAD-7476131 p0072 H73-12328
Development of nethod for estimating power
required to drive ball bearinqs in turbine
enqine based on performance of high speed
antifriction bearinqs
£40-747600] . p0074 873-12514
Theory and operation of various jet aircraft engines
fAD-7474061 p0077 H73-12868
Investigation of aircraft accidents involving OS
general aviation turbine powered aircraft for 1970
rNTSB-iHB-72-6)
 P0112 873-14019
Abradable buffered labyrinth seal for control of
qas path leakage in tip-turbine driven lift fan
rBASA-CR-121131] p0164 H73-16524
Performance tests to deternine effects of reducing
turbine blade thickness on turbine engine
performance
fBASA-TH-D-7128) ' p0167 H73-16776
Analysis of effect of chord size and cooling
methods on cooling requirements for air cooled
turbine blades - Vol. 1
rt!ASA-CR-120882-BK-1] p0179 N73-17809
Analysis of effect of chord size and coolinq
methods on coolinq requirements for air cooled
turbine blades - Vol. 2
CBASA-CB-120882-BK-2] p0180 873-17810
Suppression of turbine enqine inlet noise
fAD-753000)
 P0213 S73-18806
Development of techniques for reducing exhaust
emissions from turbine engines
tBASA-TM-X-68192] p0226 H73-19824
Effect of steady state circumferential total
pressure distortion on loss in compressor stall
pressure ratio
[8ASA-CB-114577] p0279 873-21693
Performance tests on commercial transport aircraft
enqines to determine factors contributions to
enqine malfunctions
CFS-1110-72-2] p0304 H73-21933
Refractory metal alloys with protective coatings
for use in structural components of turbine
enqines
P0328 873-23614
Development of turbine enqine accessory drive
techniques to establish potential systems for
lightweight low profile package
fAD-761527] p0543 873-28741
Hethod and apparatus for improving operating
efficiency and reducinq low speed noise-for
turbine aircraft enqines
r8ASA-C4SB-LAR-11310-1] p0618 H73-31699
Application of qas analysis techniques to
determine combustion efficiency in turbine
enqines and rocket engine combustion chambers
UGARD-4G-168] P0619 873-31830
Formula for computing operating cost of turbine
powered transport aircraft
P0655 H73-32852
XOBBIHE POOPS
Unsteady modes of operation of a centrifugal
compressor with a vaneless diffnser
p0661 473-11790
IDBBIHE REBELS
Development of IN-100 powder-metallurgy disks for
advanced jet engine application.
P0653 A73-10283
Flexible rotor balancing of a high-speed qas
turbine engine,
fSAB PAPER 720741] . P0663 A73-12007
Stress concentration and groove design as factors
in crack failure of low power single stage qas
turbine rotor disk, using optical polarization
technique
P0183 A73-22166
A reappraisal of design methods for inward flow
radial qas turbines.
p0240 A73-26370
Botors and turbine disks fracture resistance
optimization at high temperatures from plane
strain toughness criteria
p0299 473-30679
A method of measuring three-dimensional rotating
wakes behind turboaachinery rotors.
fASHE PAPER 73-FE-31 ) p0436 473-35023
Longitndinal-torsional vibrations of rotors
p0531 A73-39374
Stress concentration and groove design as factors
in crack failure of low power single stage gas
turbine rotor disk, using optical polarization
technique
P0579 A73-42114
Performance tests of single stage fan-compressor
to evaluate shock-in-rotor blading for let
engine applications requiring high aerodynamic
performance and stability
fNASA-CB-120991) P0120 K73-14795
Performance tests of single stage, axial flow,
transonic compressor over stable operating range
at rotative speeds from fifty to one hundred
percent of design speed
tSASA-TH-X-2658] p0122 873-14983
Analysis of gas turbine engine rotor failures as
basis for conducting program to provide
equipment for protection of passengers and
aircraft structures from datiage
fHASA-CB-131525] p0279 873-21692
TUBBIHES
HI AXIAL 7LO» TOHBIHES
HT GAS TURBINES
HI STEAD TUBBI8ES
8T SUPEESONIC TUEBIMES
Aerodynamic noise and alternating loads in an
idealised turbine stage.
P0041 473-12981
Analysis of coolant flow in transpiration-cooled
vanes
fSiSA-T»-D-7341] p0413 N73-25966
TUBBOALTEBNATORS
0 4C GEHERATORS
0 TOBBOGEHERATOBS
TOBBOCH4BGERS
0 SUPERCHARGERS
0 TOBBOCOHPBESSOBS
TDBBOCOHPBESSOBS
Unstable operation and rotating stall in axial
flow compressors.
[OBEBA, TP 80. 1090] P0652 A73-10228
Behaviour of boundary layers on plane or annular
fixed or mobile supersonic blade cascades
[OKERA, TP NO. 1110] p0652 473-10232
Device siqnalinq unsteady modes of compressor
operation
P0658 A73-11635
Design and test of a small, high-pressure ratio, ;
axial compressor with tanden and swept stators.
[SAB PAPER 720713] p0663 473-12010
Influence of acceleration on tip clearances in
aircraft enqine turbines and compressors
P0664 473-12447
Radiation properties of propeller and helicopter
/free field/ rotors and fans and qas turbine
compressors /ducted rotors/
P0665 473-12611
Peripheral turbocompressors for high pressure rise
with small mass flow rate, discussing
operational principles, design and performance
P0666 473-12793
Inlet sound power of axial compressors.
P0039 473-12956
Inlet flow distortion induced axial flow
compressor stall, converting stagnation pressure
and temperature maps into vorticity maps via
Crocco theorem
tAI44 P4PEB 72-1116] P0045 473-13431
An axial-flow compressor for an air-cushion vehicle
P0049 473-13724
Study of the waves configuration in an axial-flow
supersonic compressor
f O N E B A , TP 80. 1104] p0052 A73-14135
Some recent work on aspect ratio effects in
compressor cascades.
[ A S M E PAPER 72-»4/FE-»1] p0063 473-15858
Gas velocity measurements within a compressor
rotor passage using the laser Doppler velocimeter.
TiSHE P4PER 72-W4/GT-2] p0063 473-15866
4 combined theoretical and empirical method of
axial compressor cascade prediction.
[4SME P4PEB 72-84/GT-5] p0063 473-15869
TUHBOCOBPBESSOBS COHTD SUBJECT IHDEI
A description of two low cost turbo-compressors
built for powered lift research.
p0146 A73-19942
Influence of regulated unequal quide-vane spacing
on the alternatinq stress level in the working
blades of a compressor
P0183 A73-22165
Graphoanalytic method of calculating plane
potential flovs
p0188 A73-23106
Piston enqine tarbocharqinq systen based on split
low and high pressure exhaust qas discharge
porting, discussinq different turbine staqinq
arrangements
P0198 A73-24925
Researches on the tvo-dinensional retarded
cascade. Ill - Cascade performances at hiqh
inlet anqles.
PC239 A73-26338
Researches on the tvo-dinensional retarded
cascade. IV - Determination of blade elements at
retarded blade rov.
P0239 A73-26339
Theory on blades of axial, nixed, and radial
turbomachines by inverse lethod.
P0239 A73-26340
Oustable operation and rotatinq stall in axial
flow compressors.
P0286 A73-29020
Generalized relations for the parameters at the
flow separation boundary in compressor cascades
p0292 A73-29551
Axial and radial turboconpressor analysis and
desiqn, presentinq literature survey on cascade
aerodynamics, iterative and hodoqraph
computational methods, etc
P0297 A73-30429
A method for complex desiqn of axial-flow
compressor staqes at the mean streamline
P0348 A73-32203
Acoustic qeneration and propaqation in annular
ducts of axial flow fans, discussinq techniques
for in-duct fan noise modal distribution
measurement
P0362 A73-32846
Shall turbomachinery compressor and fan
aerodynamics.
fASME PAPER 73-6T-6J p0372 A73-33484
Interface effects between a aovinq supersonic
blade cascade and a downstream diffuser cascade.
fASBE PAPER 73-GT-231 p0373 A73-33497
Upstream attenuation and quasi-steady rotor lift
fluctuations in asymmetric flows in axial
compressors.
fASBE PAPER 73-GT-30] p037U A73-33501
Remanufacture of -Jet enqine compressor components*
fASBE PAPER 73-GT-1I3] P0374 A73-33504
Experimental evaluation of the effects of a blunt
leadinq edqe on the performance of a transonic
rotor.
[ASBE PAPER 73-GT-60] P0374 A73-33515
Pressure measurements on the rotatinq blades of an
axial-flow compressor.
fASBE PAPER 73-GT-79] p'0375 A73-33524
Conditions of rotatinq stall suppression in axial
compressors
P0378 A73-33964
Effect of 'bulk' heat transfers in aircraft qas
turbines on compressor surqe margins.
P0419 A73-3U382
Turbine enqine research activity evolution,
considerinq entry temperature increase,
pollution sources nonstationary aerodynamics and
aeroelasticity in compressors, and noise problem
p0460 A73-36991
High performance supersonic axial and centrifuqal
compressors theoretical and experimental
research, assessinq and forecastinq
technological developments
P0460 A73-36992
Recent studies of fan noise qeneration and
reduction.
P0497 A73-37293
Blade synchronous rotation about pitch axis in
sinqle staqe axial compressor at front of qas
turbine enqine durinq fan rotation
P0532 A73-39663
Trimming and checking aircraft qas-turbine enqines
with the aid of the ratio of total pressure
behind the turbine to total pressure in front of
tbe compressor
p0566 A73-40403
A lethod of complex desiqn of the meridional fora
of the air flow path of a multistaqe axial-flow
compressor
p0567 A73-40477
Effect of an adjustable nonuniform pitch in the
distributor on the alternatinq stresses in
compressor rotor blades.
p0579 A73-42113
Seal qas tnrbocompressor calculations based on
equations of state for fundamental thermodvnanic
processes in ideal gas
P0582 A73-42645
Calculation of the maximum attainable efficiency
of a moving compressor blade cascade
P0582 A73-42646
Total pressure loss distribution in viscous qas
flow through annular cascades of axial flow
compressors, examining three dimensional flow
effects on boundary layer development
P0632 A73-44916
Calibration of rotating sand erosion test
apparatus simulating turbocoapressor wear
CAD-743309] p0674 N73-10483
Computer programs for analysis of axial compressor
aerodynamic test data
[AD-71(11502] p0676 1173-10756
Performance tests of sinqle staqe, axial flow,
transonic compressor over stable operating range
at rotative speeds from fifty to one hundred
percent of desiqn speed
tHASA-TB-1-2658 J p0122 H73-1U983
Analysis of radial distributions of flow
conditions at inlet and outlet of hiqh speed
rotors to determine effects of blade part-span
dampers on rotor performance
CHASA-TB-X-26961 p0122 N73-14985
Distribution losses in axial compressor over blade
cross sections and effects of blade heights
tAD-750931] p0135 H73-15334
Analysis of stresses in compressor blades with
emphasis on conditions in dove tail joints at
base of blades
[4D-750497] p0140 H73-15936
Existence and uniqueness of solutions obtained
from streamline curvature method of calculating
flow through tnrbonachines for several operating
points of Rolls-Royce compressor
CARC-CP-1234J P0211 H73-18293
Development of supersonic cascade and wheel
structure for axial flow compressor
[iD-752583] p0213 N73-18804
Development of algorithm for testing qas dynamic
design of axial flow compressors with multiple
staqes
[AD-753519] p0214 N73-18809
Influence of axial velocity density ratio on
compressor cascade performance in compressible
flow
P0225 N73-19805
Mathematical model for prediction of axial
compressor performance including effect of
annulus vail boundary layers
P0225 N73-19812
Shock wave boundary layer interaction in
compressor cascades
P0226 H73-19816
Effect of steady state circumferential total
pressure distortion on loss in compressor stall
pressure ratio
rBASA-CR-114577] p0279 H73-21693
Calculation of gas flow in bypass compressor
rAD-756092] P0311 N73-22441
Computer program for use in desiqn of axial
compressor airfoils suitable for operation at
hiqh subsonic and supersonic Bach numbers
rAD-756879] p0311 H73-22442
Development of mathematical matrix technique for
calculating inviscid, rotational, compressible
axisynnetric flow field through axial flow
compressor[HE/A-73-1] p0314 N73-22723
Hormal shock wave conditions in elements of axial
supersonic compressor
CAD-756102J p0326 H73-23384
Experimental determination of turning anqle and
losses of axial compressor inlet guide vanes
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[AD-757250] . p0334 H73-23805
Blockage ring used for inlet stall problem with
• ,'. supersonic axial flow compressor stage having
tip Hach'number of 2.0
[AD-7,57217] .,..;. ' P0334.N73-23809
Heasurement of pover spectra of "waveforms derived
r - from vibrating blades in axial compressor and
application to.determine danping factor of blades
[ABC-B/H-3253] ;. , ' p0383 N73-24014
Perforna'nce data for" single stage axial flow
i; - compressor with tandem airfoil blading
[NASA-CB-121145J ., .p0411 N73-25818
Design, development,.and evaluation of centrifugal
compressor with six to one pressure ratio and
j-, two pounds per second air flow
. f NASA-CB-120941] , . .... , .. p0473 N73T26483
Structural, and gas dynamic 'parameters at'flow
separation boundary'in compressor cascades
fAD-762238] . ,..;,. . P0541 N73-28197
Numerical.analysis,of variable pitch compressor
rotor blades for.reduction of rotor vibrations
CAD-762228]. • ,, : . '. , ' p0544 N73-28746
• ..Fabrication and mechanical testing of high
pressure ratio compressor,
rHiSA-CR-121193 ] . -.r, . ' . " p0553 N73-29463
yfiotating stall in axial flow compressor stages
with different types of profiling along blade,
height and different flow regimes past profile
.in cascade
fNASA-TT-F-15115] . , . p0618 N73-31698
. Characteristics', of axial flow compressors to show
compressor parameters during pre-stall"
conditions and techniques for predicting
.compressor stall conditons
[AD-763816] . • . , ' p0618 N73-31704
Heasnrement of flow.parameters in midspan
doable-circular-arc section of stator in
subsonic flow and comparison .with computed
performance .
[NASA-TN-D-7425] . .. p0637 N73-31932
Shock wave pattern and.stability in axial flow
supersonic compressor using simulated rotating
cascade test facility ,, . ' ',
P0646 N73-32196
Aerodynamic design of inlet stage for two-stage
• compressor and performance comparison for axial,
mixed flow,. and centrifugal stage' configurations
fNASA-CB-120943] ',!: ' p065l'n73-32610
Capacitive method for measuring!blade tip , "
clearance in running turbocompressors
fDLR-FB-72-40] , p0653 N73-32628
Computerized design of axial compressor
CAD-764733) .... ' P0653 H73-32633
Computer program for design of axial compressor
tlD-764734] _ ,_ p0653 N73-32634
Influence of' combustion chamber/ compressor, and
afterburner configuration on static performance
of two-cycle turbo-let engines with high' bypass
ratio' . ,
" , . P0676 H73-33756
TOBBOCOHVEBTEBS '
D TDBBOGBNEBATORS
TOBBOE1ECTBIC CONVERSION
D TUBBOGBNEBATOBS ' ,. ' ' . '.
TOBBOFAH AIBCBiPT . .
.NT A-7 AIBCBAFT
HI BOEING 707 AIRCBSPI
NT BOEING 727 AIBCBAFT
NT BOEING 737 AIBCBAFT
NT C-141 SIBCBAFT . ,
NT CONCOBDE AIBCBAFT
NT CV-990 AIBCBAFT
NT DC 8 AIBCBAFT :
NT DO-31 AIBCHAFT
• NT F-28 TBANSPOHT AIBCBAFT '
NT F-111 AIBCBAFT
NT IL-62 AIBCBAFT .' . ' '.
NT P-1127 AIBCBAF,!. .;....
.NT TD-134 AIBCBiFT • • • ••
NT TD-144 AIBCBAPT , ,„. .
STOL jet aircraft with ..variable pitch fan,
discussing engine' .handling, noise reduction' and
efficiency
. .-. . .. P0369 A73-33189
Haximum air transportation service with ni'ninum
community noise.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-796] P0522 A73-38369
IDBBOFAN ENGINES
NT BBISTOL-SIDDELET BS 53 ENGINE
NT CF-700 ENGINE
NT TF-30 ENGINE
NT TF-34 ENGINE . . ...
A rapid matching procedure for twin-spool turbofans.
"p0657'A73-11593
An altitude test facility for large turbofan '
engines.
fAIAA PAPEB 72-1069] p0044 A73-13396
Prediction of inlet duct overpressures resulting
from engine surge. •
[AIAA PAPEB 72-1142] P0046 A73-13448
Geared fan engine systems - Their advantages and
potential reliability.
[AIAA PAPEB 72-1173] ' pOO«l6 A73-13469
The application of adhesive bonded structures and
composite materials on advanced turbofan engines.
P0052 A73-14134
Noise sources analysis for high and low bypass
ratio tnrbofan engines, considering jet,
compressor, fan and turbine sound generation
mechanisms
P0052 A73-14138
Estimation of engine emissions at altitude through
ground testing.
P0059 A73-14.892
The evolution and development status of the ALP
502 turbofan engine.
fSAE PAPEB 720840] p0092 A73-16654
TF34 and F101 turbofan engines for Navy S-3A ASH
aircraft and DSAF 87! strategic bomber,
respectively, discussing design features,
manufacturing techniques and testing procedures
' ' [SAE PAPEB 720841) p0092 A73-16655
F100/F401 augmented turbofan engines - High '
thrnst-to-weight propulsion systems.
CSAE PAPER 720842] P0092 A73-16657
Volvo BH8 turbofan engine for Viggen fighter and
ground attack aircraft, emphasizing low fuel
consumption for long range cruise and high
thrust/weight ratio
pOlOO A73-17099
Engine noise reduction by fan blade tip speed
reduction and high lift coefficient operation,
presenting full scale test results
P0101 A73-17571
Results of an experimental program for the
development of sonic inlets for turbofan engines.
CAIAA PAPER 73-222] poios A73-17664
TF-34 turbofan engines for S-3A and AX aircraft
respectively, discussing technological '' •
.. ' development, and components and characteristic
features
P0148 A73-20350
Variable-pitch fans - Progress in Britain.
P0293 A73-29770
Variable-pitch fans - Hamilton Standard and the
Q-fan.
P0293 A73-29771
Haltibladed shrouded fan /Q-fan/ with rotary or
piston engines as propulsion system for
.light/medium business aircraft, noting noise and
. drag reduction
P0296 A73-29996
Inlet duct sonic fatigue induced by the "multiple
pure tones of a high bypass ratio turbofan.
P0367 A73-33141
High bypass fan engines for guiet propulsion and
optimal aircraft performance in military and
commercial applications
PP369 A73-33190
Control of turbofan lift engines for VTOL aircraft.
tASHE PAPER 73-GT-20] P0373 A73-33496
Aerodynamic study of a turbine designed for a
small low-cost turbofan engine.
[ASHE PAPER 73-GT-29] p0373 A73-33500
High bypass ratio guiet turbofan engine for STOL
aircraft, emphasizing noise reducing design
based on low-speed variable pitch fan concept
P0379 A73-34040
Progress in the development of optimally guiet
turboprop engines and installations.
[SAS PAPEB 730287] p0427 A73-34652
. 'Quiet' aspects of the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
J.T15D turbofan. .
fSAE PAPER 730289] pC427 A73-34654
Variable pitch turbofan driven at constant speed
, through reduction gear to obtain cost-efficiency
compromise for future STOL and business aircraft
applications
.1-513
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P0461'473-36998
Jet engine noise redaction technology and design,
discussing sonic pressure probes, high bypass
turbofan engines, noise source fluctuations and
• far field measurements
POU96 A 73-37287
Aircraft engine fan noise radiation from inlet and
' discharge ducts, describing wind tunnel tests
and noise spectra at various blade tip speeds
pC«96 173-37288
Effect of spanvise circulation on compressor noise
generation.
pCD97 A73-37292
Becent studies of fan noise generation and
reduction.
, ' pO«97 A73-37293
Aircraft installation reguirenents and
considerations for variable pitch fan engines.
fAIAA PAPER 73-807] pCSOO A73-37465
Noise from turbomachinery.
[AIAA PAPER 73-8151 pOSOT A73-37469
Turbofan suction noise level measurements,
discussing octave noise analysis, angular
velocity distributions, discharge coefficient,
takeoff and landing operations
PC513 A73-37816
BE-211 turbofan engine development, in-service
problems and modifications for performance
improvement
PC532 A73-39660
Rolls-Royce RB-211 jet engine noise reduction
program, considering fan, compressor, turbine
and tailpipe noise and acoustic linings and
powerplant configurations
p0576 A73-B1717
The influence of aerodynamic flow noise in
turbofan engines.
fAIAA PAPER 73-1016] p0629 A73-««8«8
Multiple pure tone noise generation and control.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-1021] p0630 A73-UU853
Inlet geometry and axial Bach number effects on
fan noise propagation.
fAIAA PAPER 73-1022] p0630 A73-««85«
Turbofan engine core noise prediction and
measurement, considering sources from flow
passage obstructions, combustion chamber and
turbine noise due to interaction with upstream
turbulence
TAIAA PAPER 73-1026] p0630 A73-4U857
Progress in source noise suppression of subsonic
tip speed fans.
FAIAA PAPER 73-1032] ' p0631 A73-44861
Production test facilities for turbojet and
turbofan engines, 1975 to 1995, for replacing
current inadequate facilities
UD-7U5877] . p0683 B73-112H3
Aerodynamic component test results of Fan C,
high-bypass-ratio, low-aerodynamic loading,
single stage fan
fHASA-CR-120981] p0686 B73-11799
Design, development, and evaluation of turbine for
small, lov-cost turbofan engine
rNASA-TH-X-681571 ' p0686 H73-11803
Turbofan design parameters for optimal acoustic
and aerodynamic performance
p0066 117 3-1201*
Design and performance of suppressors for acoustic
noise reduction in turbofan engines
p0066 N73-12015
Jet noise suppression in turbofan engines at
various exhaust flow velocities
' p0066 B73-12016
Structural changes in high* bypass ratio engines
, • for fan noise reduction to let noise level
pOC-67 1173-12017
Estimates of reduced noise, levels for turbofan
engines with sound suppressors
P0067 H73-12022
Suppression of turbofan engine sonic inlet noise
in STOL propulsion by use of acoustic nozzle
insert
pOC68 N73-12C26
Design studies for integral lift, high bypass
ratio fan engine using Lycooing 502 core and HQT
pover turbine, for advanced commercial V/STOL
aircraft
fNASA-CB-120992] P0085 N73-13171
Analysis of data obtained in evaluation tests of
circumferential airflow uniformity entering
combustors fron two advanced engine compressors
CHASA-CB-121009] p0118 B73-H276
Data tables and computer generated profile .plots
obtained in evaluation tests of circumferential
airflow uniformity entering'combnstors fro» two
advanced engine compressors
fHASA-CR-121010] pOliS H73-1K277
Acoustic properties of supersonic fan
fB»SA-rB-D-7096] p0126 B73-15025
Optimization of engines for commercial Bach 0.85
transport using advanced turbine cooling methods
fHASA-m-X-68173] P0127 H73-15029
Development of aethod for analysis and assessment
of turbofan .engine performance
CCRABFrBLD-SBE-2) . p0138 H73-15811
Dynamics and control analysis of tnrbofan lift
engines ... -,.?
fNASA-IB-X-68175] •• ; p0138 H73-15815
Operating principles and thermodynaaic cycle of
ducted fan turbojet engines
[AD-75098K] ,p0139 H73-15833
Cascade tests of highly loaded multistage.fan
drive turbine configurations
rUASA-CB-2171] , p0167 H73-16778
Analysis of requirements for tnrbofan engines for
high speed commercial transport aircraft - Vol. 1
[NASA-CR-121132] p0226 H73-19820
Preliminary design assessment of tnrbofan engines
for installation on high speed commercial
transport aircraft - Vol. 2
[SASA-CR-121133] . p0226 N73-19821
Propulsion system regnireaents for.aircraft
engines installed in high speed commercial
transport aircraft - vol. 3 •
 t .
fNaSA-CR-12113«] p0226 B73-19822
Design and aerodynamic performance of low speed
fan stage for low noise turboengine
f NASA-CH-121118] p0275 B73-21070
Development of annular acoustically porous
elements for installation in exhaust and inlet
ducts of turbofan engine to reduce aircraft
engine noise intensity
[SASA-CASE-LAB-111IJ1-1] p0318 H73-22975
Design of test facility for tnrbofan engines at
subsonic operation
[AD-757197] p0325 N73-23352
Application of finite difference techniques to
noise propagation in jet engine ducts
rKASA-TD-X-68261] p046« K73-26015
Rind tunnel tests to determine effect on cruise
performance of installing long duct refan-enqine
nacelle on DC 8 aircraft
fHASA-CR-121218] p0465 H73-26023
Performance data for three tarbofan engine
'configurations with noise reduction features
tested over range of flight conditions
CHASA-CR-121258] pO«91 N73-27707
Dynamic response of Bach 2.5 supersonic nixed
compression axisymmetric inlet operating with
turbofan engine
C»ASA-TB-:e-2833] p0191 K73-27709
Systems analysis of gniet tnrbofan STOL aircraft
for short-haul air transportation operations -
fol. 6
fNASA-CR-11H611] • p0537 B73-27903
Research project for noise suppression of sonic
inlets used with turbofan engines and
improvement in engine inlet flow characteristics
— Vol. 2
C1IASA-CB-121127] p05«3 B73-28732
Analysis of internal noise field of two
axisynntetric sonic inlet models for noise
suppression of turbofan engine inlets -Vol. 3
[BASA-CB-121128] p05«3 H73-28733
Design of automatic throttle control for Navy
carrier based 4-7 E aircraft
rAD-76176«] p0543 H73-287KO
Development of turbine engine accessory drive
technigues to establish potential systems for
lightweight low profile package .
fAD-761527] •• . p05«3 H73-287IJ1
Redesign concept for A-7E approach power
compensator system, including longitudinal
' feedback < •
r»D-761»58] p05«3 B73-287U2
Analysis of intake duct noise of turbofan engine
and effect on duct structure doe to acoustic
fatigue
P0557 H73-29916
SUBJECT ISDEI TDBBOJEI EH6IHBS
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Analysis of aircraft engine noise sources and
characteristics of engine noise produced by
turbofan engines
p0602 H73-30735
Aerodynamic Hind tunnel performance of high bypass
pressure ratio fan engine for STOL aircraft
tNASA-TB-I-71445]
 P0637 H73-31931
Adhesive bonding of structures and composite
materials on advanced turbofan engines
p0648 N73-32470
Finite difference theory of noise propagation in
turbofan engine ducts
fNASA-TH-D-7339] p0676 N73-33744
Variable turbine geometry effect on engine
installation and thrust modulation
fAD-765533] -. • i p0677 H73-33761
TOBBOFANS
High-pressure axial fan for air-cushion vehicles
P0660 173-11713
Variable pitch fan experimental design for quiet
STOL propulsion, testing blade designs for
aerodynamic and acoustic performance
P0053 A73-14147
Variable-pitch fans - Hamilton Standard and the
Q-fan.
P0293 A73-29771
Small turbomachinery coapressor and fan
* aerodynamics* - .
 t
CASBE PAPEB 73-GT-6] • p0372 A73-33484
New low-pressure-ratio fans for quiet business
aircraft propulsion.
t S A E - P A P E B 730288} p0427 A73-34653
Boise reduction modifications in JT3D and JT8D gas
turbine engine by single stage fan replacements
fSAE PAPER 730346] p0430 A73-34694
Calculated leading-edge bluntness effect on
transonic compressor noise.
THAI PAPEB 73-633] p0453 A73-36192
Design method of the axial-flow blade row on
modified isolated aerofoil theory with
interference coefficient. II - The influence of
the aerodynamic parameter on the fan performance
at low flow rate.
P0504 A73-37671
Turbofan suction noise level measurements,
discussing octave noise analysis, angular
velocity distributions, discharge coefficient,
takeoff and landing operations
p0513 'A73-37816
Design of axial flow fans by cascade method.
P056« A73-40124
Hoise comparisons from full-scale fan tests at
NlSA Lewis Research Center.
tAIAA PAPEB 73-10171 P0629 A73-44849
Broadband noise generation by aerofoils and axial
flow fans.
f A I A A PAPEB 73-10181 . . p0629 A73-44850
Performance of shrouded and nnshrouded fans in low
noise turbofan engines
P0067 H73-12018
Calculated performance map of high pressure ratio
turbine designed for turbofan simulator
rNASA-TB-X-2822] p0411 H73-25822
Rind tunnel tests of short takeoff and landing fan
stage model to determine airflow conditions
around rotor and stator and stage pressure ratio
tNASA-TH-I-2837] . p0490 H73-27701
Four VTOL propulsion concepts compared
parametrically for subsonic applications with
three types of aircrafts
tNASA-TB-X-68279] p0555 H73-29810
Aero and acoustic design features of single stage
fans tested in outdoor acoustic facility
fNASA-TB-X-68289] p0601 N73-30668
Acoustic tests of supersonic tip speed fan with
acoustic treatment and rotor casing,slots and
its performance in reducing engine noise
fNASA-CB-134501] •. p0651 N73-32608
Noise comparison of two STOL pressure ratio fans
with 15 and 42 rotor blades
fNASA-TB-X-2891] p0651 H73-32609
TOHBOGEHBBATOBS
Bam air turbines for aircraft emergency power
supply, discussing design, performance and control
. p0191 A73-23525
TOBBOJBT AIBCBAFT ,
0 JET AIRCRAFT
IOBBOJET EBGIBB COHTBOL
Suction force suppression during takeoff, landing
and transition of VTOL turbojet via wing turning
wing about axis parallel to earth plane
PC657 173-11631
Potential operating advantages of a variable area
turbine turbojet.
[iSBE PAPEB 72-BA/AERO-11 p0063 173-15906
An all-regime optimal speed control for a
single-shaft let engine
p0105 173-17721
Control and stability analysis of supersonic
aircraft Jet engines with afterburner for
improved low altitude 'operation *
p0105 173-17722
Influence of the turbine air cooling system on the
characteristics of a turbojet engine during
regulation of the latter
P0244 173-27091
Computer program for evaluating techniques to
. improve aircraft engine response systems for
application to long range commercial aircraft
[HiSA-CR-134496] p0668 H73-32977
Performance of two-cycle turbojet engine for
multi-parameter control under influence of Jet
vane and fuel throughput variations
P0677 N73-33757
TDBBOJET EHGIHES
BT BBISTOL-SIDDELEY BS.53 ENGINE
HT BBISTOL-SIDDELET VIPEB EHGIHE
HI CF-700 ENGINE
.NT DUCTED FAN ENGINES
NT J-33 ENGINE
HT J-52 ENGINE
HT J-57 ENGINE
NT J-58 ENGINE
NT J-65 ENGINE
NT J-75 ENGINE
NT J-85 ENGINE
NT TF-30 ENGINE
NT TORBOFAN ENGINES
NT TDBBOPBOP ENGINES
Experimental verification of a digital computer
simulation method for predicting gas turbine
dynamic behaviour.
P0665 173-12647
Electric generator inside turbojet or turbofan
aircraft engine to reduce heed for external
gearbox, simplifying nacelle assembly and '
increasing aircraft design flexibility
[AIAA PAPER 72-1056] p0043 173-13387
Implementing the design of airplane engine exhaust
systems.
fllll PAPEB 72-1112] p0045 173-13427
Vibrational and chemical nonegnilibrium in a
stoichionetric turbojet engine using
kerosene-type fuel.
fllAA PAPEB 72-1208] p0047 173-13491
Development of the Olympus turbojet to meet
supersonic civil transport requirements.
P0052 173-14131
High pressure stage efficiency of ..the turbines of
modern tnrbojets
P0052 173-14137
Bodeling of nonlinear systems for the example of a
single-shaft Jet turbine engine
P0057 173-14615
Turbojet exhaust reactions in stratospheric flight.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-99] p0096 173-16859
Analysis of the operational parameters of a bypass
turbojet
P0243 173-27069
Concorde Olympus 593 axial flow turbojet engine
design, detailing variable geometry intake'and
exhaust nozzles, noise abatement, combustion
chamber, gearing and fuel system
P0281 173-28156
German monograph on bypass turbojet propulsion
systems with Jet mixing covering engine parts,
thrust characteristics and fuel consumption
P0298 173-30671
Sand erosion tests and protective coatings for
aircraft Jet and turbojet engines and helicopter
compressor airfoils
p9364 173-33029
Bemanufacture of Jet engine compressor components.
flSHE PAPER 73-GT-43] p0374 173-33504
Navy development of low-cost supersonic turbojet
engines.
tSAE PIPER 730362] p0432 173-34708
A-515
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Eussian book - Aerodynamics and flight dynaaics of
turbo let aircraft /2nd revised and enlarged
edition/.
P0435 A73-34900
Reliability of aircraft turbojet hearings
, . . . p0457 473-36691
Subsonic aircraft turbojet engines, discussing
thermodynamic cycles, entry, temperature
increase, propulsion efficiency and economy
inproveaents and ecological requirements
p0460 A73-36994
The effect of afterburning on the emission of
pollutants by turbojets
p0460 A73-36996
Nitrogen oxide turbo-jet emissions minimization
with hydrogen compared to kerosene /It/ fuels
due to flaumability Halts, barninq velocity and
introduction in combustor as gas
. . . P0503 473-37498
Vibrations of turbojet-engine components
. containing structural dampers of the type of
sandwich rods
p0624 473-43735
.Survey of techniques used for turbine engine
performance analysis
fiD-7445871 p0676 H73-10750
Influence of inlet distortions on turbojet and
ingestion engine stability. .- .. -
fiD-7458521 . p0676 N73-10755
Production test facilities for turbojet and
turbofan engines, 1975 to 1995, for replacing
current inadeguate facilities
fAD-7458771 . p0683 H73-11243
Portable sampling and neasurement systen for •.
determining gaseous enission species in
afterburn of turbojet engine at ground level
fAD-747773] . . p0076 N73-12866
Improvement of turbojet engine performance
analysis by plotting parameters of two shaft
turbolet engine operation
TAD-749058] p0087 N73-13789
Analysis of data obtained in.evaluation tests of
circumferential airflow uniformity entering
combustors from two advanced engine compressors
:rNASi-CR-1210091 . p0118 N73-14276
Data tables and computer generated profile plots
obtained in evaluation tests of circumferential
airflow uniformity entering combustors from two
advanced engine compressors : ,
C.NASA-CB- 1210101 p0118 N73-14277
Relation between invariance conditions and
characteristics of turbojet engine with
..afterburner multidimensional control systen
under variable flight conditions .
fAD-749656i| p0139 N73r15828
Operating principles and thermodynamic cycle of
ducted fan turbolet engines
' rAD-75C98i»] . . P0139 N73-15833
Comparison of combustion characteristics of ASIH
A-1, propane, and natural gas fuels in annular
turbolet combustor
rNASA-TN-D-7135] p0166 N73-16771
Hodification of let engine fuels to reduce
emissions of nitrogen oxides from let aircraft
turbine engines
rAD-7525811
 :p0179 N73-17803
Turbine inlet gas temperature measurement by
ultrasonic impedance
fAD-7526021 pO.180 N73-17822
Application of optimal control theory to design of
control system for supersonic inlet of turbojet
engine • •
rnASA-TN-D-71881 p0213 S73-18803
Engine cycle, configuration, and design requirenents
fNASA-CR-120970-VOL-2l p0217 N73-19019
Time variant distortion in supersonic inlet•
related to stall in compressor
rNASA-TH-X-68189] p0226 K73-19825
Development.of sampling and analytical procedures
for gas turbine engine exhaust using aircraft
auxiliary power'unit as emission source
fBB-HI-77351 P0227 N73-19947
Effect of prevaporization of jet fuels .on exhaust-
emission levels produced in turbojet conbnstor
'segment
rnASA-TK-X-68194] P0227 N73-19949
Description of turbopropulsion laboratory in
aeronautics department at Naval Postgraduate
School
[ADr754380] ' ' '•' p0258 N73-20287
Spectroscopic, photometric, and electron '
•icroscope analyses of netal wear particles in
JT3D turbojet engine oil
[DLH-FB-73-06] • ' ' . _- p0278 B73-21417
Analysis of gas turbine engine rotor failures as
basis for conducting program to provide
equipment for protection of passengers and
aircraft structures from damage
CN4SA-CB-131525] • p0279 N73-21692
Effect on nitric' oxide emissions of using"preaixed
prevaporized fuel/air in turbojet combnstors
i; SASA-TH-X-68220 ] ' . p0280 H73-2186,2
Modifications in development of high-pressure ' ,'*
version of vibrating cylinder pressure transducer
CAD-755533] • - • ' -*'•••' p0308 H73-22173
Analysis of dynamic inlet distortion data for ,||
turbojets ' '•
rAD-756481] ' '• - '- ••" p0314'N73-22731
Increased propulsive efficiency through improved
secondary flow capacity in double flow torbojets
fNASA-TT-F-14904] •' •'• p0334 H73-23803
Effect of priaary-zoneL water injection on
pollutants frog combustor burning lignid ASTH
A-1 and vaporized propane fuels
fNASA-TN-D-7293] •••;- p0336" N7-3-23943
Experimental cold flow evaluation of ran air
cooled plug nozzle concept for afterburning
turbojet engines in static altitude facility
• tBASA-TH-X-2811] p0412 H73-25823
Afterburner instability vortex shedding model for
air breathing turbojet combustion
CAD-758890] , P0412 N73-25834
Time dependent flow field model for subsonic
diffuser section-of-supersonic'inlet
rAD-758803J ' 'p0412 N73-25835
Analytical technique and computer program for
evaluation of airbreathing propulsion exhaust
nozzle performance
•OD-760541] ' ' ; ' P0491 N73-27712
Comparison of nitrogen oxide emissions produced by
hydrogen combustion with 'emissions produced by
jet engine fuels at simulated cruise conditions
fN4S4-TH-X-68258] p0492 N73-27804
Handbook .on radiant1 emission and absorption of '
combustion 'gases .for 'application to design of
rocKet combustion chambers and exhausts, - '
turbojet 'engines, and industrial furnaces
fNASA-SP-3080] • ' • p0492 H73-27807
Model for estimation of turbojet engine exhaust
dispersion into atmosphere
rNASA-TN-D-7382] '' p0541 N73-28174
• -Development of performance equations for
'' cryptosteady-flow energy separator over widest
range of operating conditions for turbojet engines
• [AD-762030] p05«4 N73-28747
Analysis of cryptosteady-flow energy separation in
turbojet 'engines and application to nozzle design
•'• f-AD-762031] P0544 N73-28751
Design and development of cryptosteady energy
separator for use with turbojet engines on
supersonic aircraft ' • ' - > '
• • fAD-762032.] p0544 H73-28752
Performance tests of annular combustor designed
for use in low'cost turbojet engine
CNASA-TH-I-2857] •''- ': p0544 N73-28918
Logistic performance data book on propulsion
• system for KC-135 aircraft to show reliability,
maintenance, costs, and problems
[AD-762217] p0546 N73-28962
Developnent of techniques for simulating infrared
emission from turbojet aircraft exhaust plumes
[AD-763123] p0559 S73-29967
Hodification of Olympus turbojet engine to meet
• •supersonic civil -transport requirements
: . - • p0603 N73-30752
Characteristics of axial flow compressors to show
compressor parameters daring pre-stall
conditions-and techniques'for predicting
compressor stall conditons
. fAD-763816] p0618 N73-31704 .
Sensory odor tests of exhaust from turbojet engine •
conbnstor operating at simulated idle conditions
[NASA-TH-1-71429] ' P0652 H73-32613
Static tests of cylindrical ejectors using '
afterburning turbojet gas generators
[NASA-TB-X-52565] P0652 N73-32622
Exhaust emission measurements on turbojet engine
plane at simulated supersonic flight
4-516
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fAD-76U717J p0653 S73-32632
Turbolet and turbine engine performance
optimization by configuration variations, and
auxiliary turbine engine converter problen
fDlB-HITT-73-05] p0676 H73-33755
, Influence of conbustion chauber, compressor, and
afterburner configuration on static performance
of two-cycle turbojet engines with hiqh bypass
ratio
p0676 H73-33756
r Performance of t»o-cycle turbojet enqine for
multi-parameter control under influence of jet
vane and fuel throughput variations
p0677 H73-33757
TOBBOHACBIBE BliDES
.NT COHPBESSOB BLADES
.HI BOTOK BLADES (TOBBOflACHINEBT.)
NT ST&TOB BLADES
NT TOBBINE BLADES
.-, Free three-dinensional vibration processing of
gas-turbine engine blades
p0661 A73-11723
Problems regarding the use of electronic data
" processing for the calculation of diagonal
cascades in turbomachines
pOO»2 A73-13169
An automated jet-engine-blade inspection system.
pOO«7 A73-1352H
Effect of wake-wake interactions on the generation
of noise in axial-flow tnrbomachinery.
P0051 A73-11129
Practical application of boundary layer theory to
flow and heat transfer problems in turbomachines.
p0052 A73-11115
Axial flow turbomachines annnlus wall boundary
layer growth calculation methods, deriving
momentum integral eguations from passage
averaged eguations of motion through cascaded
blades
P0057 473-1t6»5
Bussian book on aerodynamic design of axial flo*
turbomachine blades covering direct and inverse
problems for axisymmetric flow in axial
turbomachines
p0062 A73-15709
The effect of the degree of turbulence on the
aerodynamic characteristics of planar
decelerating cascades
[DFVLB-SONDDB-275] pOW 473-19197
Compressibility effects on unsteady forces
generated by jet engine blade rows aerodynamic
interference, considering potential flow and
viscous wake interactions
P0190 A73-23W
Flow through moving cascades of lifting lines with
fluctuating lift.
P0192 A73-23697
Graphic-interactive analysis of the velocity field
around blade cascades for turbomachines
p02«6 A73-27387
Desian method of the axial-flow blade row on
modified isolated aerofoil theory with
interference coefficient. I.
P0283 A73-286H9
Secondary flow in blade cascades of axial
turbomachines and the possibility of reducing
its unfavourable effects.
P0286 A73-29008
Experimental study by resonance method of unsteady
aerodynamic forces acting on cascading blades.
P0287 A73-29028
An aeroelastic whirl phenomenon in tnrbomachinery
rotors.
lisas PAPER 73-DET-97) p0579 A73-02076
Calculation of compressible flow in three
dinensipnal cascade of tnrbomachine blades using
stream line curvature technique
rABC-E/B-370«l , - P0118 N73-1U287
Inviscid, isentropic, -three-dimensional flow
theory for rotating thin blade row in
cylindrical duct
P0646 N73-32193
TOBBOHACHISEBI
NT AXIAL FLOi TOBBINES
NT CENTBIFOGAL COHPBESSOBS
NT CENTBIFUGAL POHPS
HT GAS TDBBINES
NT J-33 ENGINE
NT STEAM TUBBINES
BT SOPEESONIC TOBBINES
NT TOBBINE PDHPS
NT TOBBINES
NT TOBBOCOHPBESSOBS
NT TOBBOFAHS
NT TDBBOGENEBATOBS
Probability theory for vibrational strength of
tnrbomachine parts, calculating statistical
maximum stress for given stress distribution
conditions
P0150' 173-20502
Secondary flows - Theory, experiment, and
application in tnrbomachinery aerodynamics.
P0193 A73-23860
Two dimensional steady subsonic flow through
airfoil cascades, predicting turbomachine
performance from boundary layer calculation for
comparison with experiments
P0286 A73-29005
The use of averaged flow equations of motion in
tnrbomachinery aerodynamics.
P0287 A73-29097
Plane unsteady irrotational flow of ideal
incompressible fluid through turbomachine stage
due to interaction between stationary and moving
grids
P0379 A73-3H015
A method of measuring three-dimensional rotating
wakes behind turbomachinery rotors.
[ASHE PAPBB 73-FE-31] p0436 A73-35023
Unsteady aerodynamic forces in transonic
turbomachines
POU61 A73-3708U
Problems of minimum-weight turbomachine rotor
designs
POU62 A73-37140
Probability theory for vibrational strength of
turbomachine parts, calculating statistical
maximum stress for given stress distribution
conditions
p0511 A73-37777
Classification of methods for solving the direct
problem of axisymmetric flow calculation in
turboengines
P062H A73-U3736
Application of unsteady airfoil theory to
determine pressure and lift fluctuations on
rotor blades of turbomachinery
P0157 N73-15983
Boundary layer effects in turbomachines
[AGABD-AG-16U] p022» N73-1979K
Design and evaluation of multiple circular arc
bladed, axial flow transonic compressor rotor
fNASA-TH-X-2697] p0384 N73-24033
Hethods of testing rotating components of
turbomachines compared with tests on complete
tnrbomachines
[AGABD-AG-167] p0475 N73-2680C
Influence of combined rotary flow inductors and
dry turbojets on side line noise levels of
supersonic transports
[NASA-TM-X-68233] p0555 N73-29809
Turbo-type energy absorber for aircraft carrier
arresting gear
fAD-761502] P0596 N73-30226
TOBBOPBOP AIBCBAFT
NT AN-24 AIBCBAFT
NT BBEGDET 941 AIBCBAFT
NT BBEGDET 1150 AIBCEAFT
NT C-2 AIBCBAFT
NT C-130 AIBCBAFT
NT C-160 AIBCBAFT
HT CI.-8K AIBCBAFT
NT DHC 5 AIBCBAFT
NT E-2 AIBCBAFT
NT F-27 AIBCBAFT
NT Oy-1 AIBCBAFT
NT OV-10 AIBCBAFT
NT VISCOONT AIBCBAFT
Arava STOL turboprop passenger aircraft flutter
flight test program, describing measurement
instrumentation and data recording system
P0181 A73-22185
The'C-401, a STOL transport for many applications
pO«50 A73-35666
DHC-7 four engine turboprop transport aircraft,
emphasizing guietness and STOL capability
pOt51 A73-36P67
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TOEBOPEOP ENGINES SUBJECT.INDEX
Aerodynamic characteristics and performance of
OSSB An-12.turboprop aircraft to include
handling technique and fliqht safety
fAD-7569118] P0307 N73-21953
TOBBOPEOP ENGINES
Progress in the development of optimally quiet
turboprop engines and installations.
tSAE PAPER 7302871 pO«27 A73-3U652
Noise qeneration by turbulent combustion,
discussinq sound power, spectral content,
enclosure effect, and importance in
turbopropulsion system core engine noise
TAIAA PAPER 73-10231 P0630 A73-U4855
Design, materials, fabrication, and testing in
DART thruster technoloqy development
fLA-5017-IIS] P0175 N73-26802
Exhaust emissions of 11 T56-A-15 engines
fEDB-72001 PC602 H73-30736
TOBBOPOBPS
D TBBBIME POMPS
TOBBOBOTOBS
D TORBINE WHEELS
TDBBOSHAFTS
Influence of a change in the throughput of the
power turbine on the parameters of a dual-shaft
gas turbine engine
P0191 A73-23599
Turboshaft engine for 5-8 passenger single and
twin engine commercial helicopter, discussing
cost reduction design emphasis, gearbox module
and particle separator
POM7 473-31253
Design, fabrication, and test of electronic engine
control system for small turboshaft engines
fAD-7581731 p039« N73-24805
TOHBOSOPERCBABGBRS
0 SUPERCHARGERS
H TUBBOCOBPBES50BS
TUHBULEHCB
NT ATMOSPHEBIC TOBBULENCE
ST CLEAR MB TORBOLESCE
NT GUSTS
NT ISOTEOPIC TORBULENCS
NT LOW LEVEL TDBBOLENCE
TORBOLENCE EFFECTS
Analysis of flight vehicle response to
nor.stationary atmospheric turbulence including
winq bending flexibility.
fAIAA PAPER 73-1811 P0097 A73-16921
Distortion of near-sonic shocks by layers with
weak thermal fluctuations.
P0101 A73-17374
The effect of the degree of turbulence on the
aerodynamic characteristics of planar
decelerating cascades
f DFVLB-SONDDR-2751 p01<l4 A73-19197
Theory of sound scattering by turbulence applied
to scattering cross section calculation for
turbulent let flow and wind, discussinq jet
noise reduction
PC240 473-26196
On the possibility of turbulent thickening of weak
shock waves.
P0361 A73-3279«
Criteria regarding the predetermination of the
laminar-turbulent boundary layer transition in
the case of flows about body contours
PP378 A73-33750
Feedback control configured vehicles ride control
system design for B-52 aircraft load alleviation
and mode stabilization during fliqht through
atmospheric; turbulence
p04«6 A73-352U5
Response of a rigid aircraft to nonstationary
atmospheric turbulence.
pO«55 A73-36305
Hot gaseous -jet noise emission calculation for
dependence on turbulent flow characteristics
based on Liqhthill theory, usinq computer program
PC160 A73-36997
Analysis of airplane response to nonstationary
turbulence including wing bendinq flexibility. II.
P0566 A73-UO"37
Noise qeneration by turbulent combustion,
discussing sound power, spectral content,
enclosure effect, and importance in
turboptopulEion system core engine noiso
fAIAA PAPl'K 73-1C231 p'0630 A73-UB855
larbofan engine core noise prediction and
measurement, considering sources from flow
passage obstructions, combustion chamber and
turbine noise due to interaction with upstream
turbulence . .
[il&A PiPEB 73-10261 p0630 A73-»»857
Development of method for estimating length of
atmospheric turbulence patch as function of
different turbulence intensities for two or more
regions
tHBC-12793] p0079 1173-13009
Theoretical and experimental analyses of aircraft
propeller operating under turbulent ambient
conditions
[OTIAS-183] p0128 N73-15039
Development of automatic system for controlling
aircraft under turbulent atmospheric conditions
to provide pitch stabilization
[AD-751118] ' p0162 N73-16028
Influence of degree of turbulence on aerodynamic
coefficients of cascades
P0225 S73-19798
Analysis of effects of shock induced boundary
 5/
layer separation in transonic fliqht and 'methods
for eliminating or reducing effects
CABC-R/H-3510] p0398 N73-25019
Effects of wing structural elasticity on .
accumulation of fatigue damage during aircraft
flight in turbulence
CAD-7596311] pOIOI N73-25082
Aircraft accident involving crash of DC-9 aircraft
durinq landing following go-round at Fort Worth,
Texas Airport on 30 Bay 1972
tSTSB-AAB-73-3] . -;POU65 S73.-26017
Influence of free stream turbulence on turbulent
boundary layer in relation to wind tunnel
testing at subsonic speeds
p0471 N73-26283
Influence of free stream turbulence on turbulent
boundary layer in relation to wind tunnel
testing at subsonic speeds
pO»71 N73-26283
Effects of turbulence and noise on wind tunnel
measurements at transonic speeds
pO«71 N73-26284
Analysis of aircraft stability and control
derivatives in turbulent conditions subject to
random state disturbance
riD-7637»1] p059« N73-30016
TDBBOLEHT AIR CURRENTS
D AIR CURRENTS
U TDEBULENT FLOW
TURBULENT BODHDAEI LATER
Hethod of calculation of the three-dimensional
turbulent boundary layer up to separation -
Application to a simple gas turbine case
fONEBA, IP NO. 1111) p0652 A73-10233
A comparison of two prediction methods with
experiment for compressible turbulent boundary
layers with air injection.
p0665 A73-12505
The scattering characteristics of a sonic boom at
the passage through a turbulent layer
pOO«0 A73-12967
Calculation of compressible turbulent boundary
layers with roughness and heat transfer.
P0053 A73-1H179
Buffet boundaries for arrow wings in transonic
flow, presenting methods for pressure
distribution and three dimensional turbulent
boundary layer calculation
[DGLH PAPER 72-123] , p0055 A73-1»382
Calculation methods.of three-dimensional boundary
layers with and without rotation of the walls.
rONEBA, IP NO. 1135] p0060 A73-15093
Noise radiated from a turbulent boundary layer.
P0229 A73-2H979
Three dimensional turbulent boundary layers
prediction methods and flow measurements,
considering swept and slender wings
p0296 A73-30173
Influence of weak viscous interaction on the drag
of a wing profile
P0340 A73-31195
The three-dimensional turbulent boundary layer -
Theoretical and experimental analysis
P0362 A73-32810
Three dimensional turbulent boundary layer of
yawed wing suction surface in uniform flow.
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examining cross flov profile, velocity
distribution and veighting fnnctions
P0371 A73-33267
Turbulence downstream of stationary and rotating
cascades.
riSHE PAPER 73-61-80] p0375 A73-33525
Turbulent boundary layer flow separation
neasnrements using holographic interferometry.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-664] p0454 A73-36215
Becent progress in boundary layer research.
fAIAA PAPER 73-780] p0499 A73-37451
e
 Experiment on convex curvature effects in
turbulent boundary layers.
p0565 A73-40245
Influence of the shape of the leading edge on the
' transition process in the boundary layer on.a
plate in longitudinal flov
- " ' ' p0566 A73-40399
ff Drag due to regular arrays of roughness elements
of varying geometry.
P0573 A73-41569
Boundary layer induced cockpit noise.
'
;
 p0576 A73-41706
.Aerodynamic interference of pitot tubes in a
• *"' turbulent boundary layer at supersonic speed.
P0581 A73-42552
Emission of sound from a rectangular plate
vibrating under the action of pressure
pulsations in a turbulent boundary layer
p0632 A73-44899
.Rind tunnel simulation of ground effect conditions
"' to determine effect of three dimensional
•
 ;
 turbulent boundary layer on v/STOL aircraft
configurations - Pt. 1
fSASA-CB-111(1(95] p0072 H73-12283
Method for prediction of turbulent boundary layer
flov-in vaneless radial diffnser and
experimental validation
P0225 N73-19809
Development of method for solving three
dimensional, incompressible laminar and
turbulent boundary layer problems for svept
infinite cylinders and small cross flov
fAD-754440] • ' p0251 N73-20004
Calculation of tvo-dimensional turbulent skin
friction under arbitrary compressible flov
conditions
TAb-757872] p0391 N73-24329
Force measurements and pressure distributions on
three Gottinger airfoil profiles during
transition from laminar to turbulent boundary
layer flov
fHASA-TT-F-14959] p0463 N73r26000
Influence of free stream turbulence oh turbulent,
boundary layer in relation to vind tunnel '
testing at subsonic speeds
p0471 H73-26283
Influence of free stream turbulence on turbulent
boundary layer in relation to vind tunnel
testing at subsonic speeds
p0471 H73-26283
Experimental determination of bound vortex lines
and flov in vicinity of trailing edge of slender
delta ving
C8ASA-TT-F-15012] p0487 H73-27217
Three-dimensional compressible turbulent boundary
layer for subsonic and transonic flov over yaved
airfoil
fAD-763730] ' ' p0597 N73-30258
IUBBDLEHT DIFFDSIOH
Fuel combustion rate and turbulent diffusion
induced self ignition in. pulse-fet engine
combustion chamber from schlieren photography
and pressure distribution seasurenents
p0634 A73-P45377
Development of method for estimating length of
atmospheric turbulence patch as function of
different turbulence intensities for tvo or nore
regions Jf
[MBC-12793] ' POQ79 H73-13009
TOBB01EHT PLOI
HI CAVITATIOB FLO*
HI SOPEBCAVITATIHG FLOW
Aerodynanic noise characteristics, discussing
turbulent fluid acoustic propagation equation
•edification and antinoise legislation
P0039 A73-12952
Phillips aerodynamic noise theory application to .
directional patterns of high speed hot jets.
discussing convection lavs and sound .
field-turbulence correspondence
tAIAA PAPEB 73-185] . pOIOS A73-17654
The use of aerosols for the visualization of flov
phenomena.
pOIIC A73-18837
Book - Annual reviev of fluid aechanics. Volune 5.
p0192 A73-23851
Criteria regarding the predetermination of the
laminar-turbulent boundary layer trans'ition in
the case of floss about body contours
P0378 A73-33750
Performance of lov-aspect-ratio diffusers vith
fully developed turbulent inlet flovs. I - Some
experimental results.
[ASBE PAPEH 73-FE-12] p0436 A73-35009
Performance of lov-aspect-ratio diffusers vith
fully developed turbulent inlet flovs. II -
Development and application of a performance
prediction method.
fASME PAPER 73-FE-13] p0436 A73-35010
Fan acoustic measurements by hot-vire anemometers
in anechoic chamber, discussing turbulent flov ,
characteristics, noise spectra, vire velocity
spectra and blade tip shape
P0496 A73-37289
The lift on a vinq in a turbulent flov.
P0502 A73-37487
Practical calculations of transitional boundary
layers.
P0524 A73-38479
Aerodynamic forces on a triangular cylinder.
P0561 A73-40003
Subsonic vind tunnel tests for laminar boundary
layer investigation in lov level turbulence
flov, noting turbulence measurement vith ,
hot-vire anemometers
p0573 A73-413.16
Development of theory for let noise generated by
turbulence, noise radiation from upstream
sources, and combustion noise - Vol. 4
[AD-749139] pOIIS N73-14038
Analysis of scaling parameters for flov in core
region of vortex generated by rectangular ving
tip and vortex generated by ogee ving. tip
rNASA-CB-2180] p0215 N73-18995
Error sources in pressure measurements on
turbulent supersonic flovs by nonstationary
microphone
N73-19629
Three component vake velocity measurements of full
scale OH-13 helicopter rotary ving during
hovering flight
[AD-75461U] p025« N73-20030
Analysis of point vortex approximation of vortex
sheet in tvo space dimensions and application to
vortex sheet induced by ellipitcally loaded ving
fAD-755007] . p0258 N73-20335
Analysis of aerodynamic noise produced by rotary
vings and methods for noise reduction based on
shed vortex vakes and blade tip modification
P0272 N73-21053
Gust field generation in vind tunnel for
determining transfer function of lifting surface
P0277 N73-21248
Development of invariant models of diffusion and
chemical reactions in turbulent flov systems
fNASA-CB-2295] p0595 N73-30106
Local pressure field in turbulent shear flov and
its relation to aerodynamic noise generation
rHASA-CS-134493] p0614 N73-31253
Experimental analysis of nearly isotropic
turbulence behind let grid
P0672 N73-33174
TOBBOLEHT BEAT TBAHSFER
Turbulent heat transfer to a fin leading edge -
Flight test results.
P0240 A73-26K05
The prediction of turbulent beat transfer and
pressure on a svept leading edge near its
intersection vith a vehicle.
fAIAA PAPER 73-677] p0451( A73-36228
Turbulent heat transfer and pressure on leading
edge of fin, svept ving, or antenna
[SCL-SR-72-0308] p0280 H73-21863
Beat transfer betveen gas and turbine casing in
intervane channels of stators and guide vanes
rNASA-TT-F-15051] p0602 N73-30737
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TDBBDLEBI JETS
The ordered structure of free-jet turbulence and
its significance for the free-let noise
CDGLB PAPER 72-075J P0660 A73-11701
Further studies of the aeroacoustics of jets
perturbed by screens.
P0663 A73-12200
Cross correlations between turbulent jet flow and
noise from hot-film and acoustic siqnal
neasurenent. using Proudnan form of Lighthill
integral
P0050 A73-13842
Analytical and experimental supersonic jet noise
research.
TAIAA PAPER 73-188] p0098 A73-16926
Thin wing induced undulating viscous wake and far
field acoustic wave through interaction with
turbulent cylindrical jet, using dipole force
field model
fAIAA PAPEB 73-223J p0098 A73-16950
Noise intensity in the field of subsonic turbulent
jets
P0236 A73-25738
Theory of sound scattering by turbulence applied
to scattering cross section calculation for
turbulent jet flow and wind, discussing jet
noise reduction
P0240 A73-26496
Monograph - Two causality correlation technigues
applied to jet noise.
P0443 A73-35150
Introduction of the viscous force sensing
fluctuating probe technigue, with measurement in ,
the mixing zone of a circular jet.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-1044] p0631 A73-44868
High frequency spectrum domain of turbulent jet
noise
P0393 N73-24697
TOBBOLEHT MIXING
The interaction between turbulent wakes and
boundary layers.
P0047 A73-13561
Analytical and experimental supersonic jet.noise
research.
fAIAA PAPER 73-188] p0098 A73-16926
Book - Annual review of fluid mechanics. Volume 5.
P0192 A73-/&851
Development of system for predicting movement an~3
decay of aircraft-generated vortices in air " -
corridors near air terminals using
meteorological information
CLHSC/HREC-D306226] pC128 N73-15036
• Analysis of aircraft trailing vortices to show -
formation and breakdown for various aircraft
wing configurations
fllE/A-72-11 PC177 N73-17247
TOBBOLBHT BAKES
NT PROPELLER SLIPSTREAMS
HT SLIPSTREAMS
Effect of streamnise vortices on wake properties
associated with sound generation.
P0651 A73-10045
Turbulent wake flow behind two dimensional flat
plate trailing edge investigated by
Nee-Kovasznay turbulent shear flow differential
field theory
P0656 A73-11137
Rotor unsteady wakes three dimensional flow
analysis by wave front averaging technigue,
using constant temperature hot-wire anemometer
P0664 A73-12504
The interaction between turbulent wakes and
boundary layers.
P0047 A73-13561
Thin wing induced undulating viscous wake and far
field acoustic wave through interaction with
turbulent cylindrical jet, using dipole force
field model
fAIAA PAP2R 73-223] P0098 A73-16950
The aircraft wake turbulence problem.
PC108 A73-181Q9
Turbulent intensity induced by wakes near
secondary air jet inlet to gas turbine .engine
flame tube
P0146 A71-19625
Aircraft wing tip turbulent wakes producing
swirling vortices, discussing wake hazards,..wind
tunnel research and vortex dissipation procedures
fSAE PAPER 730294] p0427'J73-34658.
A method of measuring three-dimensional rotating,.
wakes behind tnrbomachinery rotors.
[ASBE PAPER 73-FE-31] p0436 A73-35023
Study of turbulent wakes behind cones in
hypersonic flight using Schlieren photograph
correlation
p0561 A73-39985
Development of wake vortex monitoring system using
laser Doppler sensors for analyzing vortex flow
field
[HASA-CH-123921] . p0682 N73-11229
Systems simulation for airport trailing vortex
warning system
[NASA-IB-X-64704] p0072 H73-12267
Numerical analysis of development of
.incompressible, symmetrical turbulent wake flows
downstream of airfoils using integral method of
momentum and energy
fNAL-TR-2921 p0122 N73-14986
Development of system for predicting movement and
decay of aircraft-generated vortices in air
corridors near air terminals using
meteorological information . , ,
[LMSC/HREC-D306226] p0128 N73-15036
Analysis of aircraft trailing vortices to show
formation and breakdown for various aircraft
wing configurations
THE/A-72-1] p0177 N73-17247
Numerical analysis of. inviscid, fully developed
structure of lift-generated vortices behind
aircraft wings and extension to arbitrary
span-loaded distributions
[NASA-TH-X-62224] pC211 B73-18289
Dependence of turbulent line vortices decay on
Reynolds number
[AD-753131] p0211 N73-18297
Effect of wing span loading on wing trailing
vortices
[AD-754055] . p0251 N73-20003
Analysis of factors inhibiting performance of
rotary wing aircraft and mathematical models of
rotary wing flow characteristics
P0268 N73-21019
Generation of aerodynamic noise by turbulent wake
behind rotary wing airfoil and relationship to
drag and lift coefficients
P0272 N73-21054
Flight investigation to determine velocity and
persistence characteristics of trailing vortices
generated by jumbo jet transport
[NASA-TN-D-7172] p0274 N73-21068
wind tunnel tests to determine effect of tip
vortex of forward mounted wing on engine inlet
ingestion
fNASA-TM-X-68225] . p0304 N73-21932
Flight tests to determine characteristics of
vortex and turbulent wake generated by DC-10
aircraft for development of air traffic control
separation criteria
CREPT-73-C0470] p0305 N73-21938
Aircraft accident involving crash of DC-9 aircraft
during landing following go-round at Fort Worth,
Texas Airport on 30 May 1972
[NTSB-AAR-73-3] . p0465 N73-26017
Underwater vortex field generation in wake of
rectangular airfoil
fNASA-TM-X-62274] p0471 H73-26288
Analysis of wakes generated by hovering model
propellers and rotors using schlieren
photography and hot-wire anemooetry
[NASA-CH-2305] p0587 H73-29996
Bind tunnel tests to determine transient wake
velocities behind three stalled wing
configurations at Reynolds numbers up to 4.8
million
CAD-763468] p0594 H73-30050
Bind tunnel tests to measure axial and tangential
velocity profiles in near wake vortices of
semi-span model of Convair 990* aircraft model
using laser Doppler velocimeter
f NASA-Ill-X-62294] p0597 N73-30244
Vortex age as scaling parameter in'wake turbulence
development and dissipation
[NASA-CR-132312] p0614 H73-31245
Analysis of random motions of vortex elements
behind aircraft wing and design of vortex arrays
to reduce wake-vortex to small aircraft
fNASA-TH-X-62304) p0668 N73-32976
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TDBHIHG FLIGHT ' ' ' • • .
,fm BINOB .CIRCLE TDBHIHG FLIGHT , \ . '
''- • Sonic boom avoidance by flight path ma'neuvers,
investigating shock front development in carved
flight'••'• ' -•
,
 c
 p0662 173-11856
Linearized theory for infinite span wing small
1
 ' unsteady notions in carved fliqht i'n inviscid
' inconpressible fluid, obtaining time dependent
forces, pressure and velocity fields
s
' '''fAIAA PAPER 73-901 ' p0095 673-16854
Enerqy management in aerial coibat weapon systems
r maneuvering and delivery tactics, computing
'* optimal feedback control laws for su'personic
aircraft minimum tine turninq trajectories '
"•!_•' fAIAA- PAPBH 73-231] " p0099 473-16956
- Optimal' 3-dimensionar mihinun tine turns for an
aircraft. ' '
''! . ', ' . P0108 473-18377
Determination of the" turn' start point coordinates
for modern commercial1 aircraft •
'• ' - ' ' ' p0242 A73-26723
, Horizontal aircraft maneuver strategy for maximun
* miss distance and nininnm course deviation,
examining filtering techniques, collision
avoidance system and signal error analysis
p0562 A73-40032
' ' ' Aircraft maneuvers for reducinq sonic boom
' intensity during horizontal turns
rAD-744859] ' " p0680 N73-11022
Analysis' of military helicopter formation flight
techniques with emphasis on station keeping
based on nominal point coordinate system
rAD-751459] : ' • • -i pC162 H73-16021
Development of methods for predicting aircraft
flight maneuver and climb performance to show
effects of excess power and load factor
P0385 B73-24045
Development of techniques for real time, on-line,
optimum fliqht path 'conditions and minimum time
maneuvers for supersonic aircraft
fAD-7587991 " • • " • • • p0404 N73-25083
Approach abort optimization in control of aircraft
carrier landinqs ' •' '""•" '
[AD-761617] - . " " '' P0538 H73-27914
.Flight control display device for producing curved
approach profiles in microwave instrument
landing systems . . - . . . ,
tDGLB-PAPEB-73-016] - pC650 N73-32526
TTC (COHTBOI) '
D THBOST VECTOB COHTBOL
TBISTED BTHGS '• • ' •
Rind tunnel tests to determine effects of blade
tvist and aeroelasticit; on tilt rotor
performance from hover to mach number 0.7
'p0272 K73-'210»9
TIO DIBBHSIOHAL BODIES
Unsteady thin-airfoil theory for subsonic flow.
•p0152 A73-20718
An exploratory investigation of the unsteady
aerodynamic response of a two-dimensional
airfoil at high reduced frequency.
tAIAA PAPEB 73-309] p0234 A73-25540
Finite element elastic-plastic-creep analysis of
"two-dimensional continuum with temperature
dependent material properties.
p0502 473-37483
Technique for predicting 'shock envelopes -and
pressure distributions-for two dimensional
airfoil at angles of attack producing shock
detachment and subsonic flow '
CHASA-TN-D-71971 ' p0199 H73-18001
Analysis of flow field around two dimensional
airfoil of arbitrary shape
[AD-753387] P0211 H73-18320
Analysis of aerodynamic interference resulting
from'jet issuing normal to chorda! plane of two
dinensiooal King in crossflov conditions
•• •• 0'= ' .• : '
 P0310 H73-22223
Beasurenent of pitching moment derivatives 'using
free oscillation technique on two dimensional
airfoils of double wedge section and single '
wedge section • ' '
fAEC-B/B-323«l p0398 H73-25025
TIO DIBBISIOHAL BODHDABT LATER
Practical calculations of transitional boundary
layers. • . • . .
pO'52« A73-38K79
TRO DIBEHSIOHiL FLOR
Plane flow past vortex of inviscid incompressible
fluid lets bound by free surface and horizontal
wall, considering complex potential function and
submerged lifting' airfoils
P0653 A73-10301
Effects of transverse ribs on pressure recovery in
two-dimensional subsonic diffusers.
(AIAA PAPEB 72-11*1] P0046 A73-13«»7
The interaction between tnrbulent wakes and
boundary layers.
pOO«7 A73-13561
Vortex lattice discretization for finite gilbert
transform of two dimensional inconpressible thin
winq flow inteqral equation with singularities,
notinq numerical solution accuracy-
- P0060 A73-15004
Theoretical low-speed particles collision with
symmetrical and cambered aerofoils.
tASBE PAPEB 72-W&/FE-35] p0063 A73-15852
Inverse method of desiqning two-dimensional
transonic airfoil sections.
pOlOO A73-1710U
Unsteady nonlinear flow' around an airfoil or a
blade cascade with emission of turbulent vortices
:
 • - • p0185 A73-22212
Bayleiqh-Bitz solution of boundary value problem
' 'for plane compressible subsonic flow past
aerofoil noting convergence
P0188 A73-2295U
Graphoanalytic method of calculating plane
potential flows • •
' " p0188 &73-23106
Flow through -'movinq cascades of lifting lines with
fluctuating lift.
P0192 473-23697
Transonic airfoils - Recent developments in
theory, experiment, and design.
PP193-A73-23856
A linearized potential flow theory for airfoils
with spoilers.
P0238 A73-25853
Besearches on the two-dimensional retarded
cascade. Ill - Cascade performances at high
inlet anqles.
P0239 A73-26338
Besearches on the two-dimensional retarded
cascade. IV - Determination of blade elements at
retarded blade row.- • ' '
' p0239 A73-26339
Two dimensional steady subsonic flow through
airfoil cascades, predicting turbomachine
performance from boundary layer calculation for
comparison with experiments
p0286 A73-29005
Effect of trailinq edge thickness on the cascade
performance of circular-arc blades.
P0286 A73-29006
Pressure distribution on multicomponent airfoils
in two dimensional incompressible potential
flow, using Bartensen-Jacob vorticity
distribution method to derive Fredholm type
circulation equation
P03U6 473-31637
Acoustic 'radiation from the end of a
two-dimensional duct - Effects of uniform flow
and duct lininq.
P0362 A73-3291K
Plane'unsteady irrotatidnal flow-of ideal
incompressible fluid through turbomachine stage
due to interaction between stationary and moving
grids
PC379 473-34015
Test technigues for high lift, two-dimensional
airfoils with boundary layer and circulation
control for application .to rotary wing aircraft.
pC418 473-34292
Transonic flow analysis using a streamline
coordinate transformation procedure.
[4144 PAPER 73-657] ' p0453 473-36211
Experimental and theoretical investigations in
'two-dimensional transonic flow.
fil" PAPEB 73-659] p0454 473-36213
Two dimensional flow theory of Heis-Fogh lift
generation in inviscid motions of insect wings
involving viscous effects • '
P0565 473-40244
Some result's from te'sts in the NAE high Reynolds
•number two-dimensional test facility on
' 1-521
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shockless and.other airfoils.
P0632 173-44995
Comparison of surface-source solution with an
exact solution for two-dimensional inviscid flov
about slotted-flap airfoil
fABC-CP-12141 P0065.H73-12003
Development of two experimental approaches for
analyzing tvo dinensional flov on high lift
devices
P0124 S73-15005
Development of two dimensional theory for unsteady
flov disturbances caused by aeroelastic
deformation of thick vinq at high subsonic speeds
fllASA-CB-1121141 P0177 H73-17258
Heasurement of lift, drag, and pitching moments.in
ving section for range of flap deflections under
two-dimensional flov conditions
tABC-CP-1233] p0200 B73-18018
Calculation of flow through airfoils in cascade to
show pressure distribution under conditions of
tvo dimensional incompressible flov with , .
boundary layer separation at trailing edge
rDLB-FB-72-621 pC211 N73-18276
Effect of tvo dimensional suction flows into
double intakes on upper surface of Joukovski
airfoil for application to vertical takeoff and
landing aircraft
rAD-7512081 P0215 N73-19003
Analysis of point vortex approximation of vortex
sheet in tvo space dimensions and application to
vortex sheet induced by ellipitcally loaded wing
fAD-755007] p0258 1173-20335
Analysis of whirl stability boundaries and
aerodynamic characteristics of tilting rotors
P0266 N73-21004
Design and calibration of Langley 6 by 19 inch
transonic tunnel for testing tvo dimensional
airfoil sections
rNASA-TH-D-71821 p0324 H73-23339
Hodane-Avrienx transonic blovdovn vind tunnel for
tvo dimensional flov airfoil profile study
fONEEA-NI-2031 PC390 1173-24281
Performance tests of terminal shock and restart
control system of tvo dimensional tvin-duct
compression inlet
rNASA-TB-X-28181 p0412 H73-25824
Analysis of nonhomogeneous flov associated with
tvo dimensional propulsive lifting system based
on flov with energy addition
rNASA-CH-2250] pO«63 H73-25997
Design and development of tvo dimensional airfoil
vith optimum drag divergence characteristics at
transonic speeds
fHAL-TR-2991 pO<!77 N73-26994
Numerical analysis of tvo dimensional
incompressible potential flov around system of
arbitrary airfoils using relaxation method
rHAL-TR-3091 p6«87 H73-27212
Formulation and development of computer analysis
for calculating streamlines and pressure
distributions around two-dimensional isolated'
nacelles at transonic speeds
tNASi-CB-22171 P0535 1173-27890
Ivo and three dimensional flov field
characteristics of lover surfaces of caret vings
fAASU-3271 P0587 N73-29997
Development of data for numerical analysis of
aerodynamic performance of let, blovn, and
elector flaps
fAD-763793] p0594 S73-30049
Development of vind tunnel vith self correcting
apparatus based on sensors to determine flov
conditions on tunnel surfaces and method for
varying wall geometry
TAD-76U9571 p0645 N73-32161
TiO DIBEBSIOHAL JETS
Discrete vortex method of two-dimensional let flaps.
p0416 A73-34179
TiO PHASE FLOW
Three dimensional dynamic characteristics.of solid
particles suspended by polluted air flow in a
turbine stage.
fAIAA PAPER 73-1401 p0097 A73-16889
Spectroscopic studies of supersonic heterogeneous
flows vith a combustible condensed phase
P0568 A73-40702
Thrust augmentation, lift forces, and mixing
properties of tvo-phase flov propulsion and lift
system for ground effect machines
(AD-765332] P0646 H73-32208
u
D. S.S. B. ' ' -' '•
Problems of air transport economics and efficiency
of air transport utilization in OSSR
fHASA-TT-F-741] - p0403 H73-25069
lorldvide airfield climatic data for Eastern-
Europe and USSR - Part 1 . • -•
fAD-759794] p047« H73-26640
worldwide airfield climatic data'for Eastern
Europe, and DSSR - Part 2
fAD-759795) p0474 1173-26641
Test parameters and methods used in Soviet Onion
for jet engines • ...
fAD-760963] p049V H73-27714
Design for development of netvork in Boscow and
vicinity for mesoieteorological observations
p0616 N73-31573
Advances in technology and armament in OSSB
fAD-763323]
 P0660 N73-32917
ODIHET ALLOTS ' ' ' -1
Method of life prediction for nickel-based Ddimet
alloy by high temperature creep/fatigue testing
rBASA-CB-1209581 p0279 H73-21845
OH-13 HELICOPTER ' • • ' • <
D OH-13 HELICOPTER
OB-1 HELICOPTER
A study'of environmental degradation of adhesive
bonded titanium structures in Army helicopters.
P0041 A73-13039
Ground based OB-1 helicopter sonic analyzer for
evaluation of effectiveness of•using sonic data
to diagnose mechanical condition of army
helicopter power train components
f40-745089] p0669 H73-10026
Design analysis of repairable main rotor blades
applicable to OB-1H helicopter
[AD-749283] p0114 H73-14028
Investigation of OS Army OH-1 helicopter accidents
vhere orientation errors vere contributing
factor during fiscal year 1969 ' ' '
[AD-749695") ' • " p0130 H73-15059
Modification of OH-1 helicopter rotor to determine
effects of injecting tip vortex of rotor blade
with mass of linearly directed air
fAD-750634] p0132 H73-15074
Design and development of sectionalized main rotor
blade for OH-1 helicopter " '- "• <
[AD-750633] p0133 N73-15075
.Investigation of correlation between pilot
' disorientation and OH-1 helicopter accidents
[AD-753208] ' p0205 N73-18049
OB-1 helicopter-test bed program for evaluation of
automatic inspection, diagnosis, and prognostic
maintenance functions on selected subsystems -
Tor. 1 '
[AD-7528903 p0206 H73-18058
Accomplishments during evaluation of automatic
inspection, diagnostic, and prognostic
maintenance system using OB-1 helicopter as test
bed - Vol. 2 - i . ., :
[AD-752891J ' ' ' p0206 H73-18059
; Analysis of infrared spectra generated by OV-1D,
7
 F-14, and OH-1 aircraft using Fourier spectroscopy
TRB-572] ' • • ' p0311 N73-22390
Cost effectiveness analysis of helicopter
transmission components
 (to determine effect of
extended overhaul life up to 6,000 hours
CAD-7584651 " pP322 H73-23007
Development of method for estimating 'power output
of helicopter gas turbine 'engines -operating at
full power
[AD-758461 ] p033» 1173-23811
Feasibility-and cost effectiveness of expendable
main rotor blades on OH-1' helicopter
[AD-7584641 . . . P0389 H73-24078
Design, reliability analysis, maintainability, and
cost effectiveness of -expendable 'rotor blades
for'OH-1 helicopter rotary wing
TAD-762198J ' _ p0540 U73-27926
.Logistic performance data book for OH-1F
helicopter airframe to show reliability,
maintainability, logistic costs, and operational
problems • ' • • ' •
CAD-7622511 p0546 N73-28965
Operational parameters for OH-1H helicopters
during combat flights in Southeast Asia to
A-522
SUBJECT IIOBX OUTS OF BBASOBBBEBT
•deter»ine helicopter performance and reliability
[AD-764260] - pC610 873-30965
08-2 HBLICOPTEB
Design, development, and evaluation of flexible
drive shaft coupling used for propulsion of
HH-2D helicopter
fAD-746502] p0674 873-10519
( OLTBABIGB FBBQOEHCIES
The disc antenna - & possible L-band aircraft
antenna.
>... p02U7 173-27655
Technoloqies applicable to the development of an
onboard L-band transmitter
4-j . . p0355 173-32481
Frequency hopping principle for precision L band
DUE as complementary aid to microwave landing
•• s . system
p0355 173-32490
OBF airborne antenna diversity combiner for signal
• reception using correlation technique for phase
variation removal to improve SUB and gain
pOS26 173-38725
Aeronautical/maritime satellite borne two-way
.. L-band transponder weight and power limitation
• • effects on channel capacity
•- . P0532 173-39771
Badiation diagram measurements on antenna model
surface for DBF communication to FPL 35F
fF01-3-C-3678-61) p0682 H73-11130
Development and evaluation of instrument landing
.. * system with VBF and OBF capability for localizer
. . and glide slope
[1D-747656] p0075 H73-12688
• Analysis of radio communication links for air
traffic control operations.to show effects of
adjacent channel interference and modulation
limitations
[FAA-BD-70-71J p0484 H73-27114
Measurements on high and low gain L band aircraft
aerials using transmissions from high altitude
balloon
fBlE-TB-730081 p0551 H73-29102
OITE1SOHIC 1GITITIOB
Investigation of the possibility for ultrasonic
dispersion of certain corrosion inhibitors
• .introduced in easily removable film coatings
P0658 173-11643
• OLTB1SOHIC ISSPBCTIOB
0 OITE1SONIC TESTS
OLTBASOHIC B1DI1TIOB
Turbine inlet gas temperature measurement by
ultrasonic impedance .
[ID-752602] . p0180 B73-17822
• Evaluation of nondestructive testing techniques
for diffusion-bonded titanium alloy aircraft .
structures using ultrasonic radiation
riD-760673] p0482 B73-27035
Procedures for ultrasonic inspection of wing
attachment fittings on Viscount aircraft
fTB-7211.621J P0553 H73-29455
OLTB1SOHIC SPEEDS
0 SOPBBSOBIC SPEEDS
OLTBISOHIC TESTS
Nondestructive ultrasonic testing of aircraft tires
flD-747633] p0074 B73-12S21
Oltrasonic inspection of wing spar -joints and lugs
on viscount lircraft
CTB-7207.591] p0119 H73-14472
OIIBASOSIC BAVES /
0 OLTB1SOBIC B1DI1TIOB
OLTB1VIOLBT LIGHT
0 DLTH1VI01ET B1DIATIOB
OLTB1TIOLET PBOTOBETBI
Preliminary results of Bartian altitude
determinations with C02 bands /2 micron
wavelength/ from the automatic interplanetary
space station Bars 3.
P0577 173-41807
DLTBJkflOLET B1DIATIOB
Spectrum sensitive high amplification solar blind
DV sensor for flame surveillance in jet engine
environments at 1000 1, using miniature
Geiger-Bueller tube
p0582 173-4269»
. Environmental impact of increased intensities of
solar ultraviolet radiation resulting from
operation of supersonic transport aircraft
[PB-215524/0] p040» 873-25079
OLTB1TIOLET SPECTB1
Concentration of OB and BO in TJ93-GE-3 engine
exhausts measured in situ by narrow-line 07
absorption.
[1111 P1PEB 73-506] p0376 173-33546
OIC1HBBBBD BIB6S
HI BIBG BIBGS
Bonplanar wings in nonplanar ground effect.
p0347 173-31744
Humerical analysis of unsteady supersonic
characteristics of space shuttle type vehicles
using arbitrary finite element technique
[HIS1-CB-112296] p0302 H73-21904
OICEBT1IBTT
D PROBABILITY TBEOBT
OIDEBGBOOBD BOCLE1B BXPLOSIOBS
0 BOCLE1B EXPLOSIOBS
OBDBBB1TEB PBOPOLSIOB
Onderwater vortex field generation in wake of
rectangular airfoil
fHlSl-TB-X-62274] p0471 H73-26288
OBDEBB1IEB TESTS
Study of the far wake vortex field generated by a
rectangular airfoil in a water tank.
tllll P1PEB 73-682] p0454 173-36233
OIXFOBH FLOB
HI BL&SIOS FLOH
Acoustic radiation from the end of a
two-dimensional duct - Effects of uniform flow
and duct lining.
p0362 173-32914
The propagation and attenuation of sound in lined
ducts containing uniform or 'plug' flow.
p0378 A73-33944
Beasureaents of 'surface pressure on an elliptic
airfoil oscillating in uniform flow.
P0498 173-37374
Prediction of pressure gradient on delta wing
between uniform and nonnniforn supersonic
inviscid flow
flBC-CP-1228) p0112 B73-14010
Analysis of data obtained in evaluation tests of
circumferential airflow uniformity entering
combustors from two advanced engine compressors
fBAS1-CB-121009] p0118 H73-14276
Data tables and computer generated profile plots
obtained in evaluation tests of circumferential
airflow uniformity entering combustors from two
advanced engine compressors
[BASA-CB-121010] p0118 S73-14277
Procedure for generating uniform flow at varying
velocities in wind tunnel test section
[B1S1-C1SE-ABC-10710-1] p0485 N73-27175
OBIOOEBESS TBEOBBH
Optimal feedback control solution existence and
uniqueness conditions for asymptotic stability,
discussing relationships with Pontryaqin
equations and linear regulator problem with
quadratic cost functionals
P0585 A73-43070
OIITED STUBS OF 1BEBICA
8T ALAB1B1
BT ALASKA '
BT CALIFOBBIA
HI COLOB1DO
HI FLOBIDA
BT K1BSAS
BT LOUISIANA • ..
BT H1IBE
BT BISSOOBI
BT OBEGOB
BT TEBBESSEE
BT VIEGIHIA
Monopoly, concentration, and competition in the
air transportation industry of the United states
p0654 173-10568
Congressional hearing on 1973 fiscal budget for
Department of Transportation
P0677 N73-10989
OBITS OF BBASOBBBEHT
BT ISTEBSiTIOSiL SYSTEH OF QUITS
1 note on the quantity /effective/ perceived
noisiness and units of perceived noise level.
P0062 173-15587
lircraft performance calculations in SI units,
considering conversion factors for forces,
pressures and specific fuel consumption
P0109 173-18511
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UBITAC COBPDTEBS SUBJECT IBDBI
UBIVAC COBPUTEBS
NT UBIVAC 1108 COBPUTBB
OBIVAC 1108 COBPDTBB
Development of computer assisted troubleshooting
system for maintenance of helicopters and
aircraft using Dnivac 1108 computer
fAD-748665) p0082 B73-13037
OBITEBSAL TIHE
VLF navigation development' at NAB.
P0435 A73-34849
ONKBOiBS
0 PBOBLEM SOLVING
OBB1HHBD SPACECRAFT
BT ECHO 1 SATELLITE
HT BAVIGATION SATELLITES
BT PIOHEEB SPACE PBOBES
BT SOLA8 OBSEBVATOBIBS
BT TBABSIT SATELLITES
DBSTABLE BOBBIBG
0 COBBOSTION STABILITY
OBSTEADI FLOB
BT OSCILLATING FLOS
Unstable operation and rotating stall in axial
flow compressors.
fOHEBA, TP BO. 10901 p0652 A73-10228
Slowly oscillating lifting surfaces at subsonic
and supersonic speeds.
P0049 A73-13704
The effects of leading-edge serrations on reducing
flow unsteadiness about airfoils.
f A I A A PAPEB 73-89] . po095 473-16853
Finite element analysis of unsteady inconpressible
flov around an oscillating obstacle of arbitrary
shape.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-91] ' p0095 A73-16855
Unsteady transonic flow analysis for lov aspect
ratio, pointed wings.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-122] ' p0096 A73-16878
Bodel tests on unsteady rotor wake effects.
P0144 A73-19191
Unsteady nonlinear flow around an airfoil or a
blade cascade with emission of turbulent vortices
P0185 473-22212
Experimental nethod for analyzing the unsteady
flow in a transonic aircraft compressor
P0188 A73-22715
Hydrodynamic visualization technigue application
to unsteady flow patterns around models and
analysis of boundary layers, separation and wakes .
P0198 A73-24842
An exploratory investigation of the unsteady
aerodynamic response of a two-dimensional
airfoil at high reduced freguency.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-309] p023« A73-25540
Unsteady subsonic compressible flow around finite
thickness wings.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-313] p0234 A73-25544
Calculation of unsteady transonic aerodynamics for
oscillating wings with thickness.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-316) p0235 A73-25547
Development and applications of supersonic
unsteady consistent aerodynamics for interfering
parallel winqs.
fAIAA PAPER 73-317) p0235 A73-25548
An investigation of unsteady aerodynamics on an
oscillating airfoil.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-318] . p0235 A73-25549
King-fuselage junctions fairings compromise
design, describing rotational eddies formation
mechanism for unsteady ducted flow and wing root
phenomena
fOBEBA, TP NO. 1217) pC285 A73-28836
Periodic gust and wake induced unsteady air flow,
calculating velocity variation with distance
from rotor blade for cascade effect
P0287 A73-29026
Visualization of unsteady flow over oscillating
airfoils.
P0290 A73-29270
Lift and measurements in an aerofoil in unsteady
flow.
fASBE PAPEB 73-GT-11] p037« A73-33503
Plane unsteady irrotational flow of ideal
incompressible fluid through turbomachine stage
due to interaction between stationary and moving
grids
P0379 A73-34C15
Computational considerations in application of the
finite element method for analysis of unsteady
flow around airfoils. : > >.-. >i
P0442 473-35138
Analytical investigation of•compressibility and"
three-dimensionality on the unsteady response of
an airfoil in a fluctuating flow 'field. •
fAIAA PAPEB 73-683] p0454 A73-36234
A new method of solving one-dimensional unsteady
flow eguations and its application to shock' wave
stability in sonic inlets.
p0532 A73-39522
Closed-form lift and moment for Osborne's unsteady
thin-airfoil theory.
p0566 A73-40442
Interpretation of hot-wire anemometer readings in
a flow with velocity, pressure and temperature
fluctuations. • • •
p0573 'A73-41317
The unsteady aerodynamics of a finite supersonic
cascade with subsonic axial flow. - ' • '
fASBE PAPEB 73-APHB-6] p058» A73-42879
Broadband noise generation by aerofoils and.axial
flow fans.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-1018] p0629 A73-44850
Analysis of unsteady' aerodynamic environment of
rotary wings and research projects to improve
understanding of rotor unsteady airfoils'-. : •
p027rH73-21041 :
DBSTEADI STATE " -
Flutter analysis method for unsteady aerodynamic
' forces on wings and rotating blades under
harmonic vibrations and uniform flow
fOBEBA, TP BO. 1099] p0652 A73-10230
Bon-steady-state thermal analysis of a rolling•
aircraft tire. • . ..
[SAE PAPEB 720871) p0093 S73-16667
Experimental and theoretical investigations
regarding the unsteady aerodynamical derivatives
of the longitudinal motion in the case of
slender flight bodies at moderate velocity
[DFVLB-SOBDDB-206] ' p0094 A73-16757
Linearized theory for infinite span wing small
unsteady motions in curved flight in inviscid
incompressible fluid, obtaining time dependent
forces, pressure and velocity fields
fAIAA PAPEB 73-90] • p0095 A73-16854
Integration of unsteady aerodynamic forces and
pressure distributions in aeroelastic analysis •
fHLB-BP-71013-0]= ' ' p0112 B73-14011
OBSiBPT ilBGS . ' , . . . - . .
NT IBFINITE SPAB BIBGS " . : . -•--
BT BECTANGOLAB ilNGS
B T BIBG BIBGS • ' . . • - •
Analysis of high aspect ratio jet flap wings of
arbitrary geometry.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-125] • p0096 A73-16880
Three dimensional jet flap potential flow theory
based on vortex lattice method, comparing
iterative solution with slatted unswept blown
flapped wing experimental results
TAIAA PAPEB 73-653) p0455 A73-36260
Bind tunnel tests to determine effect of
interference on performance of full span, jet
flap mounted on trailing edge' of high aspect
ratio unswept wing •
fABC-B/B-3219] p0396 B73-25005
UPDRAFTS
U VERTICAL AIB CUBBENTS
OPPBH AIB
U UPPEB ATBOSPHBBE
UPPEI ATBOSPHBBE ' •' •
BT BESOSPHEBE ' .. ,
Upper atmosphere pollution and near surface-
climate due to aerospace operations, discussing
dynamics and trace gas distribution
(AIAA PAPEB 73-492] p0376 A73-33536
OPiASH
A general solution for lift interference in
rectangular ventilated wind tunnels.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-209] ' : p0098 A73-16940
Unsteady thin-airfoil theory for subsonic flow.
p0152 A73-20718
The lift on a wing in a turbulent flow.
• p0502 A73-37487
UBABOS (PLABET)
Bission planning for Pioneer Saturn/Uranus '
atmospheric probe missions
fBASA-TB-Z-2824] • • p0603 B73-30800
OBBAB ABB1S
0 CITIES
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SUBJECT IHDEI T/SIOL 1IBCB1FT
OfiBAH DEVELOPBBHT
.Regional airport systems study for San Francisco
bay area, discussing commercial and general
aviation future needs, environmental and
economic aspects and alternative options
P0238 A73-26125
Dallas/Fort Horth regional airport land use
. planning for airport-community compatibility
assurance via airspace distribution
p0288 A73-29107
London third airport planning, discussing site
selection, large scale urbanization, land use
and reclamation, operational aspects and
environmental factors
p03H5 673-31539
Passenger response to airline service and
r
- resultant conpetition dynamics among air
carriers in aetropolitan area, indicating
satellite airports importance
. . . . . . p0565 473-10210
Analysis of impact of major airport operations on
economy, ecology, and urban development
t v
 P0309 B73-22199
Rethodology for integrating air pollution impact
of airport and its environs
fPB-220987/2] P0616 H73-31591
DBBAH PLABHIHG
Air transportation systems problems - The airport
operators' viev.
(AIAA PAPEB 73-6] p0102 A73-17602
Toronto airport relocation project, summarizing
provincial government planning and decision
making process, site choice and community
. resistance to airport
P0368 A73-33181
Feasibility of dovntovn heliport facilities in
terms of public concerns including fear, noise
and economics
pO»20 A73-3«ttft3
City center heliport design and location for
scheduled intercity helicopter services,
discussing terminal facilities, economic
factors, elevated sites, etc
pO«20 A73-3U44U
A proposed littoral airport.
pO»96 A73-37280
Inglewood /California/ airport noise abatement
monitoring program, discussing landing approach
slopes, monitoring egnipnent and technigues and
noise effects on property value
POU96 A73-37283
Urban and regional planning aspects of offshore
airport technology.
p0509 A73-37743
Procedures for determining present and predicted
noise exposure at residential constrnction sites
fPB-210590] p0676 N73-10672
Community/airport economic development model for
assisting land ase planning near metropolitan
airports
rFAA-EQ-72-3-VOL-1] p0083 H73-13259
Sample output for community/aircraft economic
development model - programmers manual
rFAA-EQ-72-3-V01-«J p0083 S73-13260
Guidelines for urban control of aircraft noise
pollution
[PB-213020] p0263 F73-20759
Bibliography of urban area problems
(AD-756500] pOI»77 B73-26987
airport environment compatibility plan for
Jackson, Tennessee
[PB-221129J p0613 H73-31217
UBBAH BESE1BCB
Model study of aircraft noise reverberation in a
city street.
P0663 173-12199
A technology tool for urban applications - The
remotely piloted blimp.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-981) p0581 A73-U2533
Helicopter noise experiments in an urban
environment.
p058« 473-429M
OBBAS TBASSPOBTATIOH
Beviev of New York Airvays helicopter operations.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-25] P0103 A73-1761U
Benefit-cost analysis of delay reduction vith STOL.
fASCE PBEPfilHT 1507] P0153 473-21000
Helicopter use for urban transportation to meet
economic growth needs and alleviate traffic
congestion, considering IFB egnipment and noise
reduction
pP298 A73-30070
Interaction of an air-cushioned vehicle vith an
elastic gnidevay.
pO«17 A73-34181
Airtransit - The Canadian demonstration internrban
STOL service.
[SAE PAPEB 730356] pO«31 A73-34704
ACLS egnipped vehicles in inter-city transportation.
P0505 A73-37686
The role ground transportation can play in the
airport site selection process.
CASHE PAPER 73-ici-70] p0622 A73-43497
Propagation model for V/STOL aircraft noise in
urban area
tPB-211953] P0120 N73-14729
Airport access and ground travel modes
[PB-212814] p0265 S73-20990
Environmental effects and plans for controlling
urban TACV noise levels
P0310 H73-22209
Proceedings of conference on short haul air
transportation to show development regnirements,
economic aspects, and urban and environmental
impacts
[H73-5U] P0318 N73-22974
Use of energy in transportation and implications
for future
tP-5025] P0678 N73-33921
OBBAS
A numerical analysis of some practical aspects of
airborne urea seeding for warm fog dispersal at
airports.
P0564 A73-40056
BSi (OSITED STATES)
0 UNITED STATES OF ABEBICA
USZB HiSDALS (COBPOTBB PBOGBAHS)
User manual for computer programs applied to
community/airport economic development model -
Vol. 3
rFAA-EQ-72-3-VOL-3] p01U1 H73-15971
Computer program and users manual for calculating
'aerodynamic characteristics of wing-body
combinations at subsonic and supersonic speeds
CFFA-AU-635-PT-2] P0170 N73-16985
Computer programmer manual for NASA structural
analysis program
tHASA-SP-223(01) ] P0180 N73-17892
UTILITY AIECBAFT
NT BO-105 HELICOPIEB
HI DHC 5 AIBCBAFT
NT HH-43 HELICOPTEB
HI OH-13 HELICOPTEB
HT P-531 HELICOPTEB
NT S-2 AIRCBAFT
HT UB-1 HELICOPTEB
HT OH-2 HELICOPTER
An-2B aircraft conversion to flying test bed for
feasibility studies of jet engine use in
agricultural aircraft, describing structural
design modifications
P02K2 A73-26823
H-15 agricultural turbojet aircraft design for
slov low level flight, tabulating dimensions,
•eights and performance data
p0281 A73-28026
Bogallo variable geometry flexible cambered ving
structure and aerodynamic performance for 16»
speed agricultural flight applications
p0281 A73-28027
Helicopters for business executive transport
between cities or to isolated locations, police
use, ambulance service, etc
pCl(20 A73-3»««5
Trends in avionics simplification for light
utility aircraft.
P0511 A73-37801
T-5 AIBCRAFT
D XV-5 AIBCRAFT
V/STOL AIBCBAFT
NT AUTOGYROS
HT BO-105 HELICOPTEB
HT BREGOET 911 AIBCBAFT
HI CH-3 HELICOPTER
NT CH-16 HELICOPTEB
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V/STOL ilfiCBAFT COHTD SOBJECT IHDBX
HT CH-47 HELICOPTEB
HT CL-81 AIHCBAFT
BT COBPODND HELICOPTERS
NT DRC 5 AIBCBAFT
HT DO-31 AIBCBAFT
BT FLYIHG PLATFOBBS
HT H-53 HE1ICOPTEB
HT B-56 HELICOPTER
HT BELICOPTEBS
HT HH-43 BELICOPIEB
HT MILITARY HELICOPTERS
HT OB-6 HELICOPTER
HT OB-13 BELICOPTEB
HT P-531 HELICOPTBB
HT P-1127 AISCBAFT
HT BIGID BOTOB BELICOPTEBS
HT ROTARY KING AIBCBAFT
HT S-61 HELICOPTER
HT SH-3 BELICOPTEB
HT SHOBT TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT
NT TANDEH BOTOB HELICOPTERS
HT OH-1 HELICOPTER
HT DH-2 HELICOPTEB
HT VE8TICAL TAKEOFF AIBCBAFT
HT 1-11 AIRCRAFT
HT 1-22 AIRCRAFT
NT XH-51 HELICOPTEB
NT XV-5 AIBCBAFT
Pegasus vectored thrust turbofan engine for
Harrier class v/STOL aircraft, describing design
and operational details
P0651 A73-10200
Problems of the integration of aircraft and flight
control system in the case of new approach
procedures
fDGLB PAPER 72-096] p0660 A73-11698
Recent developments in large area ratio thrust
auqmentors.
TAIAA PAPER 72-11711] pooie A73-13470
Installation effects on performance of multiple
uodel V/STOL lift fans.
FAIAA PAPER 72-1175] p0046 A73-13471
Comparison of propulsion system concepts for
V/STOL commercial transports.
fAIAA PAPER 72-1176] POOU6 A73-13U72
The steady-state flow guality of an open return
vind tunnel model.
P0061 A73-15512
NASA lift fan V/STOL transport technology status.
fSAE PAPER 720856] p0093 A73-16663
Russian book on aviation fundamentals covering
aerodynamics and flight theory, designs,
components, engines and instrumentation of
aircraft, including helicopters, VTOL and STOL
P0189 A73-23224
Hydraulic powered integrated actuator package
/IAP/ for V/STOL aircraft flight control, noting
advantages in system Height, mechanical
complexity and pover loss reduction
P0238 A73-26271
Augmentor King design and performance tests for
multimission XFV-12 V/STOL prototype aircraft
P0249 A73-27731
Short haul V/STOL air transportation social and
economic aspects in comparison with ground
transportation modes, emphasizing convenience
and freguency of service
P0369 A73-33193
Royal Aircraft Establishment Aerodynamics Flight
Division flight simulators for V/STOL and
helicopters, emphasizing handling, aircraft
mathematical models and cockpit simulation
P0370 A73-33211
Design considerations for supersonic V/STOL
aircraft.
fASHE PAPEB 73-GT-65) p037U A73-33517
Conceptual study of high performance V/STOL
fighters.
fASBE PAPER 73-GT-66] p0375 A73-33518
Aerodynamic rig and vind tunnel developments of
compound elector thrust auqmenter for V/STOL
aircraft with combined Coanda and center
inlection flows
fASHE PAPER 73-GT-67] p0375 A73-33519
Lift engine bleed flow management for a V/STOL
fighter reaction control system.
fASBE PAPER 73-GT-70] p0375 A73-33521
V/STOL airfrane/propulsion integration problem
areas.
fASHE PAPEB 73-GT-76] p0375 A73-33522
Performance of jet V/STOL tactical aircraft nozzles.
[ASHE PAPEB 73-GT-77] p0375 A73-33523
V/STOL aircraft pilot-in-loop flight ,
control/display system to overcome pilot
limitations vith performance and;decision Baking
flexibility enhancement - ' '
tAHS PBEPBIHT 722] pOH38 A73-35063
Flight simulator evaluation of control moment
usage and requirements for V/STOL aircraft.
[ABS PBEPBIHT 743] pOU39 A73-35076
Bind tunnel test technique to establish rotor -
system aeroelastic characteristics.
tABS PEEPBIHT 760] pOlKIO A73-35083
V/STOL hydraulic controls including internal and
external blown jet flap and augmentor wing,
describing integrated flight control actuator'
packages and aircraft configuration .' '
P0450.A73-35851
Digital v/STOL flight simulation test procedures'/-
for aircraft navigation, guidance and control,
detailing display device panels, flight path '",
simulation and software configuration ' '
p0451 1-73-35853
An evaluation of hypermixing for VSTOL aircraft":
augmentors. '
[AIAA PAPEB 73-650] p0453 473-36208
Experimental developments in V/STOL wind tunnel
testing at the Rational Aeronautical
Establishment.
pO»58 173-36774
Boise reducing choked /sonic/ inlet design for
V/STOL jet aircraft, discussing aerodynamic
theoretical and experimental studies
P0497 A73-37295
V/STOL aircraft testing for the sea control ship
environment.
fSIAA PAPEB 73-810] p0501 A73-37466
Cockpit mock-ups and simulator design for pilot '
workload assessment for Concorde program and
V/STOl research
p0509 A73-37735
Integrated hydraulic flight control actuator
packages replacing mechanical linkages for
aerodynamic surface control during V/STOL
operation
P0529 A73-39015
Experience with the HBC 10 ft. x 20 ft. V/STOL
propulsion tunnel - Some practical aspects of
V/STOL engine model testing.
P0568 A73-40855
French automatic beam coupler system for V/STOL
and helicopter low speed and low altitude
instrument approach
P0570 A73-40975
Development and characteristics of civilian V/STOL
aircraft with application to short haul
commercial air traffic
CHASA-TT-F-14629] p0670 H73-1003U
Numerical determination of augmented lift due to
wing-slipstream interaction for application to
V/STOL aircraft
[AD-743257] p0670 'H73-10035
Display systems for all-weather terminal '
operational capability of V/STOL aircraft
[AGABD-R-594] P0684 N73-11407
Operational procedure for computer program'to
calculate design point characteristics of gas
generator or turbojet lift engine for V/STOL
applications
tNASA-IB-X-2656] p0686. N73-11794
Rind tunnel simulation of ground effect conditions
to determine effect of three dimensional
turbulent boundary layer on V/STOL aircraft
configurations - Pt. 1
[HASA-CB-114495] P0072 N73-12283
Rind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic
characteristics of V/STOL aircraft
configurations using blowing flapped wing and
direct jet lift systems
. [NASA-CR-114496J P0072 H73-12284
Effects of intraurban V/STOL commuter system on
economic, social, and physical environment on
San Francisco Bay Area
[NASA-CR-114492) p0077 H73-12982
Operational and air transport characteristics of
civil V/STOL aircraft
tNASA-TT-F-1«619] p0079 H73-13012
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I»proveBent in V/STOI aircraft performance with
. yaw control augmentation to reduce cross
coupling effects
CAD-709.489] P0083 H73-13046
Design studies for integral lift, high bypass
ratio fan engine nsing Lycoming 502 core and HQT
power turbine, for advanced commercial V/STOI
aircraft
tHASArCB-120992] p0085 N73-13471
•ind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic and
propulsion characteristics of propulsive wing
V/STOL configuration at high subsonic speed
c [HASA-TH-X-2693] p0112 H73-14020
" Location of soil types .with potential for
•generating, atmospheric sand and dust with
application to analysis of V/STOL operational
environment
, CAD-749462] p01ia H73-1«033
Establishment of takeoff and landing environment
criteria for V/STOL aircraft with emphasis oh
airborne particle concentration
[AD-749463) . , p0114 H73-14034
Propagation nodel for V/STOL aircraft noise in
urban area
[PB-211953] p0120 K73-14729
Technical and economic feasibility of V/STOL
lift-fan commercial aircraft for short haul
transport applications
CHASA-CB-2184] p0129 H73-15041
Technical documentation to support V/STOL aircraft
inplementation and utilization based on short
haul air transportation requirements - Vol. 2
[HASA-CB-114518] p0160 H73-16009
Development of optimized aircraft structures based
' on vibratory strain energy distribution using
damped forced response[AD-751809] p0162 N73-16027
Revisions to v/STOL handling qualities based on
criteria
P0171 H73-1699II
Development of methods for predicting performance
characteristics of V/STOL aircraft -Vol. 1
[AD-752557] p0175 N73-17033
Analytical techniques for predicting static and
dynamic stability, control derivatives; and
force and moment coefficients for V/STOL
aircraft - Vol. 2
tAD-752558] p0175 N73-17034
Computer program manual for analytical techniques
to predict performance of V/STOL aircraft - Vol. 3
fAD-752559] p0175 H73-17035
Literature survey of technignes for predicting
performance of V/STOL aircraft- Vol. 4
CAD-752563] P0175 N73-17036
Open let, wind tunnel operating within anechoic
chamber for studying V/STOL noise mechanisms
tAD-751857) P0177 H73-17235
Dynamic and aeroelastic problems of stop-rotors of
V/STOL aircraft occurring during retracting and
stowing of rotary wings
[DLB-FB-72-65-PT-1] p0202 N73-18027
Conceptual designs of V/STOL lift fan commercial
short haul transport aircraft to determine
technical and economic feasibility
[NASA-CB-2183] .p0203 1173-18038
Results of aerodynamic jet interference tests for
Do-31 aircraft and application to future VSTOL
development for lift-loss calculation
[BBVG-FBBT-72-22] p020U H73-18044
Far and near sound fields of Do-31 aircraft, and
noise reduction for future VSTOL aircraft
fBHVG-FBBT-72-23] p020tt B73-18045
Analysis of V/STOL aircraft design and operation
to determine effects of noise problems and
constraints with emphasis on helicopter
performance
tAD-752447] '
 r p0208 H73-18073
Analysis of aircraft' instruments and display .
devices foe approach control and landing of
V/STOL aircraft
[AGABD-AB-51] p0212 H73-18439
Analysis of selected problems in formation of
simulation models of V/STOL aircraft
P0216 N73-19009
Performance of typical V/STOL aircraft and
comparison of data obtained with flight
simulator against data obtained by actual flight
tests
P0216 H73-19011
Concepts for achieving low noise levels for V/STOL
aircraft
[NASA-CB-120970-VOL-1] P0217 N73-19018
Engine cycle, configuration, and design regnirements
CHASA-CB-120970-VOL-2] P0217 B73-19019
Preliminary aerodynamic and mechanical design of
selected gas generators and lift unit for V/STOL
aircraft
CHASA-CB-120972] P0217 K73-19020
iind tunnel tests to determine low speed
aerodynamic characteristics of large scale
V/STOL transport models with lift fan
lift-cruise fan propulsion system
[HASA-TB-1-62231] P0252 H73-20014
Proceedings of conference on rotary wing aircraft
developments to include operational experience,
flight tests, and evaluation of structural
concepts[AGABD-CP-121] P0267 S73-21008
Aerodynamic, dynamic, and aeroelastic problems in
rotary wing design for helicopters and V/STOL
aircraft with application to hingeless rotor
systems
P0272 H73-21051
Design of V/STOL research transport aircraft to
achieve low fan noise with high thrust/weight
capability of high pressure ratio lift fan system
CHAS&-CB-121146] p027« 1173-21065
True airspeed sensor for V/STOL aircraft with
increased accuracy below 40 knots
fAD-755374] P0278 N73-21403
Design and aerodynamic characteristics of tilt
propeller aircraft for conducting flight
research on V/STOL aircraft - Vol. 2
[NASA-CB-1144421 P0304 N73-21927
Acoustic measurements of sound pressure levels due
to cross flow over face of lift fans on
fan-in-wing and V/STOL model transport aircraft
[HiSA-CB-114566] P0304 N73-21928
Bind tunnel tests to determine effect of cross
flow velocity on let noise power level using
V/STOL model transport[HASA-CB-114571] P0304 N73-21929
V/5TOL lift fan commercial short haul transport
aircraft for 1980 to 1985 period to include
aircraft design, hover control, and cruise
performance
[NASA-CR-2185] P0304 N73-21930
Analysis of factors involved in design of wind
tunnel for testing V/STOL aircraft models
P0316 N73-22956
Conceptual designs and aerodynamic configurations
of tilting rotor v/STOL aircraft for 1975 to
1980 time period - Vol. 1
[HASi-CB-114437] p0317 H73-22964
Preliminary design of V/STOL tilting rotor
aircraft for performance of research flights -.
Vol. 2
fHASA-CR-114438] P0317 H73-22965
Bind tunnel tests to determine effect of
longitudinally oriented wing-counted pods on
aerodynamic characteristics of v/STOL transport
model in cruise fliqht mode
[HASA-TN-D-7199] p0384 N73-24035
Analysis of temperature and pressure parameters
associated with recirculated engine exhaust from
V/STOL aircraft engines exhausting normal to
ground
iHASA-TT-P-1«912) p0391 S73-24323
Rind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic
characteristics of vectored thrust V/STOL
fighter aircraft in transition speed range
rHASA-TH-D-7191] P0400 N73-250S7
Design and development of STOL and V/STOL aircraft
to show design requirements, performance
characteristics, and air traffic control problems
fPB-217102] p0404 S73-25085
Design studies and model test results of
folding-proprotor aircraft concept
[AD-759534] p0404 S73-25086
Cockpit and control display design criteria for
tactical STOL and V/STOL aircraft
[AD-758787] p0408 N73-25489
Analysis of operational problems associated with
wind tunnel testing of V/STOL aircraft and
helicopters
P0469 N73-26240
Scaling laws, constructional problems, and optimum
model size associated with wind tunnel tests of
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helicopters and rotary vinq aircraft
pOa69 B73-26246
Proceedings of conference on military applications
of v/STOL aircraft to include current and
proposed research projects to Beet military
requirements
fAGABD-CP-126-VOL-1l pOQ78 H73-27000
Beview of V/STOL aircraft research and development"
programs to increase effectiveness of aircraft
and develop mission improvements
pO«78 H73-27001
Beviev of V/STOL development programs to compare
basic characteristics of XC-142A, X-19 and X-22A
aircraft under various flight conditions
pO»78 K73-27003
Design, development, and characteristics of Do-31
V/STOL aircraft to include solution of
operational problems caused by ground effect and
transition flight
pO«78 H73-27004
Design, development, and flight characteristics of
V1K 191 B V/STOL strike/reconnaissance aircraft
pO»78 N73-27006
Handling characteristics of V/STOL aircraft based
on data obtained from flight tests, simulator
operation, and analytical studies
fAGARD-R-577-PT-21 p0537 B73-27906
. Aeroelastic and dynanic studies of technology
applicable to tilting rotor vertical takeoff
aircraft with emphasis on propeller whirl
instability - Vol. 1
rNASA-TB-X-69»971 p05«7 H73-28976
Natural node vibration analysis of aircraft
structural systems by direct and component mode
synthesis techniques applied to tilt rotor VTOL
aircraft aeroelasticity - Vol. 2
rNASA-TB-X-69«961 pC5<l7 B73-28977
Development of computer programs for designing
engine inlets for VTOL and STOL aircraft based
on axisymmetric potential flow parameter
fNASA-TB-X-682781 p0552 N73-29182
Design and tests of lift fan exhaust suppression
system for future VTOL aircraft noise goals
fNASA-CE-1211081 p0556 B73-29812
Development of method for calculating near field
noise level of free let and influence of ground
effect on noise produced by V/STOL aircraft
operation
P0556 H73-29907
Dynamic and aeroelastic problems of V/STOL
aircraft stop-rotors occurring during retracting
and stowing of rotor blades
fDLB-FB-73-191 p0592 N73-30035
Development of computer program to predict
aerodynamic noise levels of V/STOL aircraft at
various points in flight tralectory
fPB-221110/71 P0595 B73-3005U
Aerodynamic characteristics of round let located
on center line of bottom of aircraft fuselage
and elongated slots for lift augmentation
fllASA-TN-D-72991 p0607 B73-30939
Hind tunnel and rotor whirl cage tests to
determine stability and control parameters of
scale model of tilting rotor aircraft model -
Vol. 6
fNASi-CR-1146151 p06C8 B73-30950
Kind tunnel testing of V/STOL aircraft models to
show wind tunnel wall corrections for models
with large values of dovnwash
fAD-761255] P0610 N73-30962
NBC 10 ft x 20 ft v/STOL propulsion tunnel for
v/STOL engine model testing
P0619 873-31857
Future of short haul air transport in Western
Europe - V/STOL working Group
fSP-73-0011 p0619 B73-31915
Mathematical model for real time simulation of
tilt rotor aircraft to evaluate aircraft
performance and handling qualities
fNASA-CB-11H6011 p0639 B73-31947
VAK 191 B V/STOL fighter aircraft nonlinear
feedback flight control system for gliding
fliqht phase
P0669 N73-3298U
VACDDB DEPOSITI08
Gas turbine engine turbine blades service life
increase by Cr and Al vacuum diffusion
metallization, presenting full scale endurance
test results
p0198 A73-24965
VACDDB HBLTIBG
Improved H50 aircraft bearing steel through
advanced vacuum melting processes.
P0062 A73-15746
VACDOH fOBB OSCILLAtOBS • . .
BT CATHODE BAY TUBES
HI BICBOBAVE OSCILLATOBS
BT BTCBOBAVE TUBES . , • .
VACOOB TUBES
HI CATHODE BAT TUBES
HI HICBOHAVE OSCILLATOBS•
BT MICROWAVE TDBES
VALKTBIB AIBCBAFT
0 B-70 AIBCBAFT
VALUE EHGIBBEBIBG
Aerospace systems evaluation and optimization via
systems analysis, discussing capability,
dependability and availability and cost
p02«6 A73-2738*
Beal forecast verification data for testing Batter
terminal-weather forecast models
tAD-757»89] • p0329 N73-23679
VALVES
BT COHTBOL VALVES •
Improved design of high-response slotted plate
overboard bypass valve for supersonic inlets
[BASA-TB-X-2812) p'0406 B73-25097
VAIBLBSS DIFFOSBRS
Onsteady modes of operation of a centrifugal
compressor with a vaneless diffuser
p0661 A73-11790
Development trends in aircraft-engine compressor
design methods. Ill > -
p01«6 A73-19605
Features of flow-parameter measurement by a
cylindrical probe in the vaneless diffuser of a
small centrifugal compressor
P0292 A73-29552
Method for prediction of turbulent boundary layer
flow in vaneless radial diffuser and
experimental validation
p0225 B73-19809
VABES
BT GUIDE VABES
HI JET VANES
Turbine vane vibration simulation tests with phase
shift generation, using tube type phase .inverters
p0292 A73-29638
Aeronautical turbine blade and vane materials
selection, considering Ni alloys with powder
metallurgy and oriented solidification,
composite materials and eutectics
pO«60 A73-36993
The use of analytic surfaces for the design of
centrifugal impellers by computer graphics.
P0580 A73-42477
Analysis of coolant flow in transpiration-cooled
vanes
CNASA-m-D-73111] pOU13 B73-25966
Temperature characteristics of film cooled and
non-film cooled vanes incorporating impingement
cooling
CBASA-Tn-X-2819] pOU92 B73-27798
VAPOB DBPOSITIOH
BT VACDDB DEPOSITIOB
VAPOB PBBSSOBE .
Vapor pressure of supersonic aircraft fuels
p01»7 A73-20014
VAPOBIZIHG
Effects of prevaporized fuel on exhaust emissions
of an experimental gas turbine combustor.
P0240 A73-2642U
VAPOBS
BT IATEB VAPOB
VABIiBLE ABF.A BIBGS
0 TBAILIKG-EDGE FLAPS
VABIABLE GEOHETBY STBDCTDBES <
Study of a series of variable-geometry wings
derived from delta wings of different aspect
ratios. I •- Aerodynamic characteristics of delta
wings
P0062 A73-15651
Dynamics of variable sweep wing aircraft in the
course of changing geometry.
P0194 A73-24012
Bogallo variable geometry flexible cambered wing
structure and aerodynamic performance for low
speed agricultural flight applications
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p0281 473-28027
Swing wing. - Hodifications in variable geometry
configuration concepts. ,
.:.; --.-.- - p0281 173-28157
Kneeling landing gear - The C5 variable geometry
development.
p0281 173-28158
Potential payoffs of variable geometry engines 'in
fighter aircraft.
p0419 173-34436
Feasibility and optimization of variable-geometry •
ving for jet amphibian business aircraft.
fSAE P1PEB 7303301 p0429 173-34683
Ezperinental investigation of model
variable-geometry and ogee tip rotors.
C1HS PBEPBIHT 703] • . . - p0437 173-3505*
Improved aircraft capability through variable
camber. - •. . . .
>-.;\. • .. p0495 173-37275
Development, of automatic flight .control systems
based on adaptive, control technigues and
•~'variable structure control systems
fAD-763415] p0594 B73-30047
Supersonic wind tunnel tests of internal
performance of rectangular variable geoaetry air
inlets noting effect, of incidence
[ABC-CP-1242] . p0606 H73-30933
Supersonic wind tunnel tests of internal
performance of rectangular variable geonetry air
inlets at zero incidence
[ABC-CP^1243-PT-1] p0606 B73-30934
Variable turbine geonetry effect.on engine >-
installation and thrust modulation
tlD-765533] p0677 H73-33761
V1BI1BLB PITCB PBOPEI1EBS •
Investigation of an axial-flow blower -during
variation of axial clearance and of blade
mounting angles in the stator and rotor sections
. . ,. P0661 173-11791
Variable pitch fan experimental design for guiet
STOL propulsion, testing ^blade designs for
aerodynamic and acoustic performance
P0053 173-14147.
Variable-pitch fans - Progress in Britain.
p0293 .173-29770
Variable-pitch fans - Hamilton Standard and the
Q-fan. • .
. • .. p0293 173-29771
STOL-jet aircraft with variable pitch fan, .
discussing engine handling, noise reduction and
efficiency .
P0369 I73r33189
Botorcraft stability augmentation and gust
alleviation by collective and cyclical rotor i
blade pitch angle changes, discussing nonlinear
dynamic effects
P0456 173-36397
Variable pitch tnrbofan driven at constant speed
through reduction gear to obtain cost-efficiency
compromise for future STOL and business aircraft
applications . . .
p0461 173-36998
Aircraft installation regnirements and
considerations for variable pitch fan engines...
rilll P1PEB 73-807] pOSOO 173r37465
Blade synchronous rotation about pitch axis .-in
single stage axial compressor at front of gas
turbine engine during fan rotation
P0532 173-39663
Application of variable pitch fan propulsion
system for guiet short takeoff aircraft
P0592 H73-30030
Analysis of failure modes of tail rotor on OH-58
helicopter for improved reliability and cost
reduction
flD-763188] p0593 H73-30043
V1BIIB1B SBBEP ilHSS .
SST aircraft wing design for sonic boom avoidance
and noise reduction in airport vicinity, •
describing aerodynamic-characteristics from wind
tunnel and flying model tests
P0057 173-11673
Dynamics of variable sweep.wing aircraft in the •
course of changing geometry.,
P0194 173-24012
Swing wing - Hodifications in variable geometry .
configuration concepts..
P0281 173-28157
Effects of location of wing pivot and geometry of
ving on static longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics of variable-sweep supersonic
fighter aircraft model
tBASA-TH-X-2674] P0065 N73-12000
Low speed wind tunnel tests on slender variable
sweep wing of lift, drag, and pitching moments
[ABC-CP-1227] pC111 H73-14009
Rind tunnel tests to predict full scale aircraft
buffet loads during buffet boundary penetration
using scale flutter model of fighter aircraft
with variable sweep wings .
[B1SI-TB-D-7066] p0169 B73-16905
lind tunnel tests to determine subsonic
derivatives for oscillating R-wing planform
[ABC-B/H-3214] p0398 873-25022
Design of dual fuselage aircraft with pivoting
wing and horizontal stabilizer to permit yawing
of wing in flight for high speed operation
rH1S1-C1SE-1HC-10470-1) p0463 B73-26005
VARIABLE THBDST
Potential operating advantages of a variable area
turbine turbojet.
[ASHE PAPEB 72-HA/AEBO-4] p0063 A73-15906
Variable turbine geometry effect on engine
installation and thrust modulation
riD-765533] p0677 N73-33761
VABIAHCE (STATISTICS)
NT HDLTIV1BI1IE S11TISTICAL ANALYSIS
VABI1TIOH METHOD
D CALCULUS OF V1RI1TIONS
V1BI1TIOHAL PBIHCIPLBS
Variational principle application to nonself
adjoint lifting surface integral eguation from
finite element viewpoint, considering two
dimensional flat plate
[AIAA PAPEB 73-87] . . p0095 173-16852
Convergent iterative smoothing algorithm for
aircraft stability parameter identification from
measurement, using variational optimization
procedure
p0186 173-22233
TABIATIOHS
NT ANNOAL V1RI1TIOHS . . .
NT PERIODIC V1BI1TIONS
HI HIND V1RIATIOHS
V1RIOBETERS
' Electronic developments for performance gliding. Ill
P0364 A73-33023
VARHISHES
The testing of varnishing products used in
aeronautics
P0573 173-41557
VECTOB 1HALISIS
HI VOBTICITY
Time vector technigue for determining stability
and control derivatives by simultaneous analysis
of two maneuvers which differ by dependent
control input
[NASA-TB-1-2722] p0160 N73-16010
VECTOB SPICES
NT EIGENVALUES
NT MATRICES (BATHEBATICS)
HI STATE VECTOBS
HI VOBTICITY
TECTOBS (HATBEHATICS)
HI STATE VECTORS
BT VOHTICITY
VBGBTITIOB
Skylab imagery of terrain surface moisture, •
vegetation, and forestation in Colorado and Oregon
[E73-11001] p0615 B73-31306
VEHICLE WHEELS
BT BOSE WHEELS
Bnssian book - lircraft wheel and braking system
designs. .
•- p0510 173-37768
lircraft tire dynamometer tests to determine
effects of tire deflection on rolling resistance
and tire life . . • .
[AD-746304] p0681 S73-11031
VBHICDLIR TBICKS
Hathematical model for tracked air cushion vehicle
and guideway to determine vertical dynamic
response of vehicle and guideway system to high
speed vehicle passage .
pO.158 873^ 15995
Development of simulation program for .determining
characteristics of tracked air cushion research
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vehicle
f PB-218368/9) p0482 N73-27033
Computer program to 'evaluate dynamic
characteristics of tracked air cushion vehicle
fPB-219984/2]
 P0611 H73-30970
Loading criteria for tracked air cushion vehicle
quiderails and methods for calculating dynamic
responses of double-span, beam-type guide rails
fPB-221688/51 P0611 H73-30971
TELOCITY
BT 1CODSTIC VELOCITY
BT AIRSPEED
BT ANGULAR VELOCITY
BT CRITICAL VELOCITY
BT EXHAUST VELOCITY
BT FLOW VELOCITY
BT GRODHD SPEED
BT HIGH SPEED
BT HYPERSONIC SPEED
BT LANDING SPEED
BT LOW SPEED
BT PHASE VELOCITY
BT PROPAGATION VELOCITY
BT RADIAL VELOCITY
BT BOTOB SPEED
BT SUBSONIC SPEED
NT SUPERSONIC SPEEDS
NT TIP SPEED
NT TRANSONIC SPEED
NT BIND VELOCITY
VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION
Optimua performance of static propellers and rotors.
P0043 473-13308
Study of the asymptotic behavior of axial
perturbation velocities in the vicinity of
singularities
P0049 A73-13770
Theoretical low-speed particles collision with
symmetrical and cambered aerofoils.
fASBE PAPER 72-WA/FE-351 p0063 473-15852
Airfoil profile determination in inverse
hydromechanics problem for given flow velocity
distribution, discussing univalent solvability
conditions
P0107 A73-18067
Calculation of forces on stores in the vicinity of
aircraft.
P0186 A73-22433
Graphic-interactive analysis of the velocity field
around blade cascades for turbomachines
P0246 A73-27387
Periodic gust and wake induced unsteady air flow,
calculating velocity variation with distance
from rotor blade for cascade effect
P0287 A73-29026
The three-dimensional turbulent boundary layer -
Theoretical and experimental analysis
P0362 A73-32810
Three dimensional turbulent boundary layer of
yawed wing suction surface in uniform flow,
examining cross flow profile, velocity
distribution and weighting functions
P0371 A73-33267
Transonic flox through a turbine stator treated as
an axisymmetric problem.
T A S H E PAPER 73-01-511 p037* 473-33510
Turbulence downstream of stationary and rotating
cascades.
fASHE PAPER 73-GT-80) p0375 A73-33525
Interference between a wing and a surface of
velocity discontinuity.
P0502 A73-37490
Drag due to regular arrays of roughness elements
of varying geometry.
P0573 A73-41569
High temperature jet noise dependence on velocity
and temperature, discussing Lighthill source
term, Reynolds stresses, entropy fluctuations
and velocity critical threshold
P0575 A73-41703
Electric analogy method for subsonic wind tunnel
contraction cone design providing uniform
:
 velocity distribution in test section, obtaining
pressure distribution in cone boundary
P058S A73-43000
Jet deflection characteristics of let-flapped
airfoil with Coanda deflection surfaces based on
velocity distribution and flow angle
measurements for static operation
[AD-753618] . p0208 B73r1807»
Procedures for measuring velocity distribution'. 1
through helicopter rotor -blade tip •vortex using
single full scale rotor blade' ,• • -
.. • p0270 B73-21034
Development of numerical procedures for
determining velocity potential on triangular .
wing oscillating harmonically in supersonic flow
[ABC-B/H-3229] p0398 B73-25023
Actuator disk approximation for calculating •..•••••/ '-.t
lifting rotor velocity distribution in forward
flight ,
[FFA-123] p0401 B73-25051
VELOCITY FIELDS
0 VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION •• • -V.E
TELOCITY BBASURBHBNT • :- ;•
Gas velocity measurements within a compressor , li:i' •
rotor passage using the laser Doppler velocimeter..
[ASBE PAPER 72-iA/GT-2] p0063.A73-15866
Book - Annual review of fluid mechanics. Volume 5.
..p0192 A73-23851
Bonlinear filter evaluation for estimating vehicle
position and velocity using satellites.
p0371 A73-33410
Solid state null tracking Doppler radar ground
velocity sensor for supersonic weapon delivery.,
aircraft precision bombing, discussing design
and test with computer simulation i
P0444 A73-35209
The application of a scanning laser Doppler
velocimeter to trailing vortex definition and
alleviation. -
CAIAA PAPEB 73-680) p0454 A73-36231
Eapid scanning, three-dimensional, hot-wire
anemometer surveys for wing tip vortices in the
Ames 40- by 80-foot wind tunnel. *•• "•
[AIAA PAPER 73-681] ,- , p0454 A73-36232
Velocity decay and acoustic characteristics of
various nozzle geometries with forward velocity.
CAI&A PAPER 73-629) . p0454 A73-36256
Flight test of instrument for determining low
airspeeds to evaluate suitability for helicopter
airspeed indicator •
fAD-753343) p0208 B73-18071
Calculation of wind tunnel wall interference
velocities affecting pitching-moments of high '
lift wings
C.NASA-CH-2191] p0222 B73-19269
Heasnrement of low airspeeds with ion beam '
produced in positive corona discharge based on
beam deflection properties '••
p0222 »73-19423
Procedures for measuring velocity distribution
through helicopter rotor blade tip vortex using
single full scale rotor blade
p0270 N73-21034
Application of laser Doppler velocimeter for ' '•'
measurement of central vortex filament in wind
tunnel test section ' •
[NASA-Til-1-62243) - p0311 B73-22448
Frequency modulated radar systems for range
finding, velocity measurement, and altimeters
P0406 N73-25162
Ring tip vortex measurements with laser Doppler
velocimeter
[NASA-CH-124444] p0660 N73-32924
TELOCITY POTENTIALS
D FLOS DISTRIBUTION
D VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION
VELOCITY PROBES
0 PHOT TUBES . -'•
U SPEED INDICATORS
TELOCITY PROFILES '
0 VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION ' - '
VENTILATION
A general solution for lift interference in
rectangular ventilated wind tunnels.
CAIAA PAPER 73-209] ->- '» p0098 173-16940
Preventing the shut-off punkah louvre from jamming.
p0363 A73-32925
TEITBAL SECTIOBS
Deplorable flexible ventral fins providing
triangular planform of flexible material for
spin recovery of aircraft
[NASA-CASE-LAB-10753-1] p0670 B73-10031
TBBTORI TUBES
Venturi exhausts for air pumping augmentation in
ram air operated aircraft heater or combostor,
discussing experimental data on suction variation
A- 530
SOBJECT IIDEI VBBTICIL TAKEOFF 1IBCBAPT
p0456 173-36396
TBBB1L COBBOBICATIOB
Bassian book on multichannel magnetic tape
:••recorders in civil aviation .1TC for speech
communication monitoring and preservation
4!'-K covering design and operation principles
P0189 173-23245
VOLBET transmission automation with the aid of the
•:_ 'DECLAB' system using a speech synthetizer
i: '.->•• . '- - P0350 173-32429
VBBTEBBAB-. • - , . • • .
lomethod of determining spinal alignment and level
of vertebral fracture daring static evaluation
'£;•• of ejection seats.
P0361 173-32676
VBBIEBB1TBS
NT BIROS
VERTICAL AIB COBBEBTS • - . • .
•Bode.of thickening of a low morning convective
: -• ~ layer :in clear sky
. . .- p0188 173-23036
TBBTIC1L DISTBIBDTIOB
.A ^probabilistic evaluation of helicopter lift
capability.
- : . -' -• P0192 173-23775
Beviev of current sonic boom studies.
i. .• . • : - pO»55 473-36393
Low-value atmospheric,density-extremes evaluation
covering ground elevations up to 15,000 feet for
. enqineipower calculation in aircraft design
• -. P056K 173-10063
Vertical .wind shear measurements at Helsinki
Airport - Apr. 1967 through Bar. 1968
. :(TB-3]! -•••, p0179 B73-17676
TEBTIC1L FIBS t. a . • • • . . •
- D FIBS • ,T • ,'
VEBTICA1 FLI6BT
Vertical aircraft flight control and navigation
instrnnentation avionics developments,
emphasizing Inertial-lead Vertical Speed
Indicator design and command and advisory
infornation displays•
p0291 173-29345
1 flight evaluation of pilotage error in area
. navigation with vertical guidance.
P0562 173-40029
Parameters.for enhancing-performance of helicopter
rotors during stationary flight
P0270 B73-21036
VERTICAL L1BDIBG.
Performance characteristics of a model VTOL lift
fan in crossflow.
p0236 A73-25782
Landing loads of Do-31 aircraft in vertical
landing, noting undercarriage reactions and
sinking speed
CBBVG-FBHT-72-241 p0204 B73-18046
VEBTICAL STABILIEEBS
0 STABILIZERS (FLUID DIBASICS)
VBBTICA1 TAILS
D ST1BILIZEBS (FLUID DY.B1BICS)
D TAIL ASSEMBLIES
VERTICAL TAKEOFF .
Performance characteristics of a model VTOL lift
fan in crossflow.
P0236 A73-25782
_ Development of mathematical model for optimal
takeoff performance of single rotor helicopter
in ground effect with various payloads
[1D-750388] , p0131 N73-15066
Ground erosion on grassland and concrete by
vertical takeoff of Do-31 aircraft
tBBVG-FBST-72-26] p0218 H73-19023
VEBTIC1L TAKEOFF AIBCBAFT
BT FLUNG PL1TFOBBS
BT 1-14 1IBCB1FT
BT X-22 AIBCR1FT
BT XC-142 1IBCH1FT.. ..
Suction force suppression during takeoff, landing
and transition of-VTOL turbojet via wing turning
wing about axis parallel to earth plane
. p0657 A73-11631
1 procedure for the barometric altitude control in
the-case of hovering devices and helicopters
p0039 173-12916
• .Light combat aircraft with hover capability.
pOOSO 173-13923
Bussian book -VTOL aircraft power plants.
... . p0062 173-15706
Choices for the future - In industry viewpoint on
prototyping.
[SAE PIPES 720848] P0092 173-16659
VTOL aircraft and short-haul transportation.
P0108 A73-18150
1 proposed design for the construction of a VTOL
simulator
PC153 173-21249
Evaluation of glide paths for landing a VTOL
airplane using linear regulator theory.
P0244 173-27154
Prediction of height-velocity boundaries for
rotorcraft by application of optimization
technigues.
P0245 A73-27175
VTOL and STOL projects flight simulation trials
for autostabilization, head-up displays and
flight controls effectiveness in handling
gualities improvement and pilot workload reduction
P0370 A73-33209
1 flight research program to define VTOL visual
simulator reguirements.
p0370 173-33210
Effect of rotor design tip speed on aerodynamic
performance of a model VTOL lift fan under
static and crossflow conditions.
flSHE P1PEB 73-GT-2] p0372 173-33480
Control of turbofan lift engines for VTOL aircraft.
[1SHE PIPES 73-GT-20] p0373 173-33496
NISI research commercial VTOL transport propulsion
system specifications and components
development, discussing lift fan propulsion
method for aircraft attitude control
[ASHE P1PEB 73-GT-24] p0373 173-33498
Future technology and economy of the VTOL
aircraft; International Helicopter Forum, 10th,
Bneckebnrg, lest Germany, June 5-7, 1973,
Proceedings
P0417 173-34251
Progress in the development of a practically
applicable VTOL aircraft with low disk loading
P0417 173-34254
Military VTOL combat and commercial efficiency
considerations, including convertaplane
substitution. Bach number effects and reverse
flow on blades, rotor design and speed limitations
P0417 173-34256
VTOL jet transport aircraft commercial
applications, describing lift engine system,
hover flight control, engine failure problems
and operating cost analysis
P0417 173-34257
VTOL and helicopter design considerations,
including nonsymmetrical rotor flow
characteristics, rotor types, airspeed
capacities, compound helicopters, tilt wing and
tilt rotor aircraft
P0418 173-34259
1 manual-control approach to development of VTOL
automatic landing technology.
fAHS PREPRINT 7421 p0439 A73T35075
VTOL applications in civil aviation, discussing
safety, noise reduction, fatigue life,
industrial applications, economic factors, short
haul utilization and wind tunnel tests
P0512 173-37813
Possibilities and problems of achieving community
noise acceptance of VTOL.
P0517 173-38010
VFH-FOKFEH V1K-191B VTOL fighter aircraft
structural and aerodynamic design, describing
airframe construction, power plant arrangement,
flight controls, hydraulic and electrical systems
P0520 173-38167
Influence of the effectiveness of jet vanes on the
characteristics of VTOL aircraft
pC566 A73-40401
Future technology and economy of jet-supported
VTOL transport aircraft
pD567 A73-40448
Flight simulation requirement in artificial
stabilizer design for VTOL aircraft flight
control system, noting agreement with flight tests
pC577 A73-41751
Performance characteristics of model VTOL lift-fan
simulator installed in two dimensional winq
CH1SA-TB-X-687881 p0672 N73-10282
Kind tunnel design for testing v/STOL aircraft in
transition flight
1-531
TIBTIC&I. TAKEOFF AHD LABDIBG SUBJECT IHDEX
riD-7«915fl] pOOSI H73-13278
Research on air transport with VTOL and STOL
aircraft
. fPOBL-13521 P0121 B73-14977
Hind tunnel tests of VTOL- lift fan stages to
determine, chanqes in thrust characteristics vith
variations in back pressure imposed on stages by
cross flow
' CHASi-TH-z-681691 p0127 H73-15031
Dynamics and control analysis of turbofan lift
• engines
fBASi-TB-I-681751 P0138 H73-15815
Analysis of propulsion system specifications and
components for research VTOI transports
- rNAS4-TB-X-68168] p0139 N73-15816
Hybrid computer simulation used for analysis of
integral lift-fan engine being considered for
VTOL applications
fNASA-IB-X-26911 . p0139 H73-15817
Bumerical analysis of characteristics of rotary
ving aircraft when considered as two coupled
rigid bodies representing rotor and fuselage
p0158 B73-15994
Effect of control force gradient on VTOL visual
hovering task
rNASA-TB-X-622301 - p0173 N73-17015
Numerical analysis of aerodynamic characteristics
of unsteady, two-dimensional, jet-flapped wing
fAD-7529281 p0205 N73-18051
Effect of two dimensional suction flows into
double intakes on upper surface of Joukovski
airfoil for application to vertical takeoff and
landing aircraft
[AD-754208] P0215 B73-19003
Mission analysis of VTOL passenger transport
. aircraft to determine optimum engine cycle for
nininuB direct operating cost
rBASA-TB-X-681861 ' p0227 N73-19826
Structural concepts of rotary wing system
capabilities to show changes in design of
-•specific vertical takeoff aircraft components
P0268 N73-21021
Development and application of composite materials
for vertical takeoff aircraft airframes and
effect on improved aircraft performance
p0269 1173-21023
Aerodynamic characteristics of circulation
'controlled rotor and fundamental problems of
stopped rotor aircraft
P0269 H73-21021
Development of let-flap rotor and application to
heavy helicopter and stoppable rotor designs
. . P0269 N73-21025
Development of rotary-wings vith cold, hot, and
mixed cycle tip let propulsion systems and
application for torgue-free rotor drive system
P0269 H73-21026
Design and development of vertical takeoff
aircraft configuration for use with air
transportation services: between major population
centers
P0302 H73-21916
Flight tests to determine longitudinal aerodynamic
^parameters of P-1127 aircraft with vectored
thrust control i.. >
rSASA-TN-D-72961 , p0387 N73-24066
Synthesis of hover autopilots for rotary wing VTOL
aircraft
fHASA-CR-1320531 P0387 H73^ 24071
Development of perturbation guidance system for
maintaining tilting rotor vertical takeoff
' aircraft on predetermined flight path during
takeoff and landing
rNASi-CR-132043] P0388 B73-24072
Systems design of facilities for studying flight
problems of VTOL aircraft
rN4L-TE-3065 p0389 B73-24263
Development of inertial smoothing system for
control and display-applications for VTOL
aircraft automatic instrument approach and
landing operations
fNASA-TN-D-7271J p0392 N73-24653
Preliminary design analysis of guiet integral fan
lift engines for VTOL transport applications in
nezt decade
fHASA-CB-1209691 p0475 B73-26796
Four VTOL propulsion concepts compared
parametrically for subsonic applications with
. three types of aircrafts
CBASA-ra-I-68279] p0555 873^ 29810
Design, development, and flight test of stowed 1 "
folding tilt rotor aircraft and comparison with
nonfolding tilt rotor aircraft - Vol. 5 , ,,
fBASA-CB-114598] . ... ... . p0589 B73r30009
Application of composite materials .in development
of tilting rotor for vertical takeoff aircraft -
Vol. 6
[BASA-CB-114599] p0589 .'B73-30010
Development of feedback control in tilt rotor
aircraft using svashplate cyclic and collective
controls in addition to direct lift control .-
Vol. 7
[BASA-CB-114600] .. p0589,873-30011
Seal time piloted simulation .to investigate
handling qualities and performance of tilting, i
rotor aircraft - Vol. 9 . . , . . . ' ' .
[BASA-CB-114602] ... .. .' ,.. ' p0589 S73-30012
Analysis of discrete frequency and broad band,
 l. .
noise generation by subsonic rotary wings for
vertical takeoff aircraft
[BASA-CB-2077J ... p0589 B73-30014
Steady state analysis of ..energy transfer control
and compressor concepts of remote lift fan control
[BASA-TB-X-2876] p0603 B73-30753
Computerized simulation of interactions of VTOL
aircraft taking off from or landing on deck of
ship-moving in irregular or random seaway .
tAD-764865] ., p0643';N73-31980
Electronic display devices in .aircraft cont'rol,
noting pilot activation and VTOL control;'' ,
[DLH-BITT-72-04J p0671;'.B73-32?98
Extrapolation predictive displays for manual path
and position control of VTOL aircraft ,-' . . .
P0671 B73-33000
VERTICAL TAKEOFF AHD LABDIHG ". '
0 VERTICAL LAHDIHG
0 VEBTICAL TAKEOFF .
VBBTOL HILIIiBI BELICOPTEBS • ' '
0 BOEI8G AIRCRAFT ,
VERT EIGB FBEQOEBCIBS
Development and evaluation .of .instrument landing
system with VHF and DBF capability for localizer
and glide slope . ,
[AD-747656] - . p0075 B73-12688
Analysis of radio communication links for air
traffic control operations to show effects of
adjacent channel interference and modulation
limitations .
[FAA-RD-70-71J P0484 H73-27114
VEBI LOR FBEQOEBCIES , ' .
VLF and Omega signal air navigation at 3 to 30 kHz
supplementing VOR-DBE and Loran-A navigation
fregnencies, considering transmission techniques
p0426 A73-34614
Aircraft VLF radio navigation, discussing
propagation characteristics, Onega.and Global
Navigation systems and historical development
tSAE PAPER 730313J . p0428 A73-34673
VLF navigation development at BAE.
p0435 A73-34849
Development of airborne very low frequency
. navigation system usinq radio communications
stations and comparison with other.air .
navigation systems " . ;
, . . p0477,B73-26973
Analysis of very low frequency radio signals for ,.
aircraft area navigation to show capability for
continental flight redundancy and reliability .
[AD-761498J , . p05«2 B73-28651'
VFR (BOLES) . , .
0 VISUAL FLIGHT ROLES
VBF OHBIBABSE HAVIGATIOB
•. A system for the precise calibration of air
navigational receivers.
P0056, A73-14501
PBS-system for determination of position of flight
inspection aircraft for .control .of ILS-and VOB
facilities. "'
P0351 A73-32449
Doppler VOB equipment, economics, blending
function and antenna system, discussing ground
measurement and monitoring, sideband generation
and reference modulation .
p0351 A73-32452
French VOB system with single type equipment for
operation on site at performance levels to meet
ICAO,standards, emphasizing antenna design
P0351 A73-32453
A-532
SUBJECT INDEX VIBHATIOH EFFECTS
i VOB sensor of advanced design - The Bendix
BVA-33A.
P0352 A73-32454
Doppler TOB area naviqation operational
principles, emphasizing bearing accuracy
improvement compared to conventional VOB systems
P0352 A73-32456
.Ground and flight test results for standard VOB
and doable parasitic loop counterpoise antennas.
p0450 173-35700
Plane coordinate transformations for area
navigation based on existing VOB/DHE network
P0461 173-37043
Data compression in recursive estimation with
applications to navigation systems.
CAI1A PAPEB 73-901) P0529 173-38835
Development of systematic methodology and computer
programs for optimal design of national grid of
high altitnde 73? omnirange navigation systems -
Part 2
IFAA-BD-72-118-2-PT-2) P0224 H73-19644
Integrated SAVVAN, VOB, and DUE system for
locating and controlling high altitude aircraft
P0330 B73-23695
Computer program for selection of radio
freguencies used in VOB, IIS, and Tacan/DRE air
navigation systems
tFAi-NA-73-4) p0409 N73-25700
Flight tests of VBF Omnirange navigation and Tacan
systems to determine bearing error curves
fFAA-BD-72-73) P0554 H73-29710
Radio freguency interference tests of VBF
omnirange, instrument landing systems, and
glideslope indicators to determine required
geographical separation for ground stations
IBEPT-523-0764695-00111H-VOL-2] p0554 H73-29712
Flight test and evaluation of system for providing
precise tine signals to aircraft in flight using
distance measuring (VOBT1C) ground station and
cesium beam atomic clock
tFAl-K4-73-23] P0601 H73-30652
fiadio frequency interference tests of VHF
omnirange system, local!zer, and glideslope
receiving equipment to determine geographical
separation requirements - Vol. 2 Book 2
fFH-F.D-73-1-VOl-2-BK-2l " P0649 H73-32513
VIBBITIOS
RT BENDING VIBB1TIOH
HI COHBDSTI08 VIBBAIION
HI FLDTTEB
HT FOBCBD VIBBATION
NT FBEE VIBB1TIOH
HT PIHEL FLDTTEB
NT B&NDOH VIBBATIOB
NT BES08ANT VIBB1TION
BT STBOCTOB1L VIBB1TIOB
BT SDBSOHIC FLOTTEB
HT SUPERSONIC F10TTEB
NT TOBSIONAL VIBBiTIOH
NT TBANSONIC FLDTTEB
Si-normal coordinates in discrete systems with
application to aircraft shimmy problem
[AD^752548) P0175 N73-17030
Numerical analysis of variable pitch compressor
rotor blades for reduction of rotor vibrations
tAD-762228) p0544 N73-28746
VIBBATIOB D1HPBBS
D VIB81TION ISOL1TOBS
VIBBiTIOH DAMPING
The status of engineering knowledge concerning the
damping of built-up structures.
P0143 A73-19099
Prediction of aeroelastic instabilities in turbines
P0185 173-22204
Improving reliability and eliminating maintenance
with elastomeric dampers for rotor systems.
P0193 173-23950
Analysis of stall flutter of a helicopter rotor
blade.
fllil PAPBB 73-103) P0233 173-25532
European contribution to structural response to
noise.
IAI4A P1PEB 73-332) ' P0236 173-25561
In-fltght flutter testing methods for determining
aircraft structure natural frequencies and
vibration daaping ratios with air flow
fOHBBA, IP NO. 1224) p0241 A73-26593
Bussian book on elastic structures vibration in
aircraft covering integral equations for beams.
damping principles and transcendental equations
for flexnral and torsional vibrations natural
freguencies
P0297 173-30354
Helicopter turboshaft engine vibration reduction
through engine-airframe interface compatibility
design and torsional stability of drive trains
with automatic fuel control
[AHS PBEPEINT 774) p0441 173-35092
High freguency vibration of aircraft structures.
P0443 A73-35329
Control law synthesis and sensor design for active
flutter suppression.
fill! PIPES 73-832] p0567 173-40502
German monograph - Characteristics of motion of an
elastically supported rotor with interior damping.
P0583 A73-42849
1 study of a flnidic open loop damping flight
stability augmentation system.
p0622 173-43396
Study and calculation of the vibrations of a
rotating rotor with allowance for clearances in
the bearings
P0623 173-43725
Effectiveness of trailing edge bevels on reducing
vibration excitation causing vortex shedding
into wake
[BEPT-1052/73) p0302 B73-21911
Low freguency structural response and damping
characteristics of XB-70 aircraft during
subsonic and supersonic flight
[N1SA-TN-D-7227) p0394 B73-24892
Boot mean sguare center of gravity accelerations
and undercarriage forces for taxiing KC-135
tanker aircraft
[CBANFIELD-AEBO-15] p0401 H73-25060
VIBBITIOH EFFECTS
Vibrational relaxation effects in weak shock waves
in air and the structure of sonic bangs.
p0296 173-30174
Gas turbine vibration liaits - 1 fundamental vie*.
[ASHE PAPEB 73-GT-48) p0374 173-33509
D.S. Irmy helicopter vibration data for OB-61,
OH-58A, OH-1B and CR-54B models obtained from
triaxial accelerometer locations, presenting
spectral and statistical analyses
[IBS PBBPBIBT 763) p0440 173-35086
application of ride-guality criteria to design of
commercial helicopters with emphasis on noise
and vibration considerations
P0668 N73-10015
Analysis of airline passenger reactions to
vibration environments encountered in supersonic
transport and commercial jet aircraft
P0668 N73-10017
Evaluation of effectiveness of indices relating to
effect of vehicle vibrations on passenger
comfort with application to railroad travel
P0669 N73-10018
Analysis of helicopter pilot and passenger
reaction to vibration environment to determine
effects of discrete frequencies and combinations
of harmonic freguencies
P0669 N73-10019
Analysis of vibration environient in aerospace and
surface vehicles with definitions of effect on
human comfort and performance
P0669 N73-10021
Analysis of research activities conducted to
determine criteria for passenger comfort in
various methods of transportation
p0669 H73-10024
Flight test program to determine effects of low
freguency vibration on passenger comfort in
short haul aircraft
P0669 N73-10025
Analytic methods for calculating blade loads and
shaft-transmitted vibratory forces in stiff
bladed hingeless rotors operating at various
advance ratios - Vol. 1
tNASA-CB-114562) p0203 N73-18034
Descriptions, geometry, and technical data for
three rotary wing systems used in determining
vibration and loads in hingeless rotary wings -
Vol. 2
[NSS1-CB-114568) p0203 N73-18035
Vibration effects on self-acting and hydrodynanic
shaft seals in gas turbine engines
[MASA-TH-X-68214] p0311 S73-22430
A-533
VIBBATIOB ISOLATOBS SUBJECT IHDEI '
Application of power spectral density nethod to
analyze vibrations induced in aircraft daring
tailing
TAD-7572831 p0320 H73-22991
Heasurement of power spectra of waveforms derived
fron vibratinq blades in azial coipressor and
application to determine dampinq factor of blades
fABC-E/ll-32531 P0383 H73-24014
Development of methods for approximating aircraft
with asyoaetric elevator control to calculate
flutter characteristics
rABC-B/H-3256] P0383 N73-24018
Effect of enqine vibration, shaft whirling, and
dynamic instabilities on helicopter performance
and standardization of vibration limit
specifications
fAD-7611001 p0482 H73-27039
Elastic vibrations of aircraft wing caused by
distributed load, center of gravity
displacement, and rotation usinq electromodeling
techniques
fAD-7609651 p0483 N73-27043
Natural node vibration analysis of aircraft
structural systems by direct and coaponent mode
synthesis techniques applied to tilt rotor VIOL
aircraft aeroelasticity - Vol. 2
CHASA-TH-X-69496] P0547 N73-28977
Analysis of response and fatigue characteristics
of liqht alloy integrally machined planks with
emphasis on acoustic fatigue properties
P0556 N73-29912
TIBBiTIOH ISOLATOBS
Vibrations of turbojet-engine components
containing structural dampers of the type of
sandwich rods
P0624 A73-43735
Active control in landinq qear of aircraft for
reducing fatigue damage fron ground induced
vibration durinq taxiing
fAD-750137) p0135 N73-15515
Simple mathematical models of mechanical systems
for ground support equipment, airborne launcher,
vibration isolation desiqn
fAD-75115371 • p0257 N73-20283
Transfer matrix techniques for vibration analysis
of curved skin-stringer structures with tuned
elastomeric dampers
fAD-758220] p0323 N73-23010
VIBBATION MEASUREMENT
F.eqion of existence of frictional noise and
experimental verifications
P0371 A73-33215
ABC helicopter stability, control, and vibration
evaluation on the Princeton Dynamic Model Track.
TABS PBEPRINT 74*1 p0440 A73-35077
Analysis of airload and blade response of rotary
winqs to determine sources of rotor vibratory
loads in level and maneuvering flight of 8H-3A
and CH-53A helicopters
fHASA-CB-22251 p0215 H73-18996
Calculation of aerodynamic forces of bending and
torsional vibration on installed vibrating
cascade blades
fABC-R/M-3254] p0383 N73-24015
Heasurement of vibration levels in CH-47
helicopter at pilot seat, control stick, rudder
pedals, instrument panel, and human interface
points
fAD-761199] p0483 N73-27040
VIBBATIOB HETEBS
NT SEISMOGRAPHS
Performance of seismic angular vibration
transducer using gas rotor
fBAE-TH-IR-128) P0311 H73-22400
VIBBATION BODE
Designing turbomachine blades for forced
vibrations under various excitation conditions
P0150 A73-20503
Dynamic analysis of helicopter structures
P0185 A73-22206
Gradient optimization of structural weight for
specified flutter speed.
fAIAA PAPER 73-390] P0233 A73-25519
Vibration and local edge buckling of thermally
stressed, wedqe airfoil cantilever wings.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-327] p0235 A73-25557
Deformation equations of a propeller blade and the
orthogonality characteristics of its normal mode
shapes of vibration
p0243 A73-27085
Bussian book on elastic structures vibration in
aircraft covering integral equations for beams,
damping principles and transcendental equations
for flexnral and torsional vibrations natural
frequencies >
p0297-&73-3035»
Newkirk effect - Thermally induced dynamic ' '
instability of high-speed rotors.
tASME P4PEB 73-GT-26] p0373 A73-33499
The influence of pitch and twist on blade
vibrations.
p0419 A73-34440
On the question of adequate hingeless rotor
modeling in flight dynamics.
CAHS PBEPHINT 732] ' p0439 &73-35068
Forecast of mode variation subsequent to structure
modifications
P0461 A73-37083
Calculation of the natural frequencies and the
principal modes of helicopter blades.
. p0462 A73-37090
Extraneous modes in sound absorbent ducts.
p0497 A73-37294
Calculating the fundamental oscillations in
tnrboenqine blades with different types of
excitation.
p0511 A73-37778
German monograph - Lifetime detection in the case
of acoustically loaded structures on the basis
of the appropriate form of vibration.
P0582 A73-42741
Natural, flexural and torsional vibration
frequencies and modes for helicopter tail rotor
blades
p0634 A73-45245
Extended natural mode method for calculating
flapwise bending, edgewise bending, and
torsional vibration modes and frequencies of
helicopter rotor blades
CDLR-FB-71-108] p0202 H73-18026
Resonance tests of delta wing aircraft model to
determine effect of stiffness changes of wing
spars on frequencies and modes of vibration
tARC-B/H-3268] p0399 H73-25031
VIBBATIOB PEBCEPTIOS
Analysis of helicopter pilot and passenger
reaction to vibration environment to determine
effects of discrete frequencies and combinations
of harmonic frequencies '
p0669 N73-10019
VIBRATION PICKUPS
D VIBBATION METERS
VIBRATION PROTECTION
0 VIBBATION ISOLATOBS
VIBBATION SIBOLATORS
Turbine vane vibration simulation tests with phase
shift qeneration, using tube type phase inverters
P0292 A73-29638
Development of methods for approximating aircraft
with asymmetric elevator control to calculate
flutter characteristics
tARC-B/H-3256] p0383 N73-24018
VIBBATION TESTING HACBINES
0 VIBRATION SIMULATORS
VIBBATIOB TESTS
Diagnostic instrumentation on J-85 engines for gas
path and vibration analysis, noting flight test
program and installation of remote pressure
transducers and siqnal conditioners
tAIAA PAPER 72-1081] '• p0044 A73-13404
Turbine vane vibration simulation tests with phase
shift generation, using tube type phase inverters
p0292 A73-29638
Vibration and shock qualification testing of an
airborne early warning radar.
p0366 A73-33137
Hind tunnel acoustic and vibration test
facilities, including anechoic chambers,
subsonic boundary layer tunnels, acoustic ducts,
reverberation rooms, and rotor noise chambers
P0448 A73-35334
Vibration tests with rotors as a rotor
identification problem
p0566 A73-40395
Technical progress on new vibration and acoustic
tests for proposed HII-STD-810C, 'environmental
test methods.'
p0572 A73-41200
1-534
SUBJECT IHDEX VISCODS PLOIDS
Increasing the critical rotational speed of the
tail rotor drive shaft in SH-1 and SH-2
helicopters
p0633 A73-05195
Static .and vibration tests of graphite-epoxy
stabilizer system for 4-4 Skyhawk aircraft
CAD-750778) P0136 N73-15610
Analysis of natural vibration characteristics of
plate-beam combination structures daring
supersonic flight
tHAL-TB~291] p01«0 H73-15917
Developaent of simulation program for determining
characteristics of tracked air cushion research
vehicle
fPB-218368/9} pO<»82 B73-27033
Development of method for determining response of
box type structures subjected to high intensity
acoustic loading
P0557 H73-29915
Ground vibration tests of YF-12 aircraft to
determine freguency response data, neasnred node
lines, and elastic node shapes for aircraft
coBponents
CNASA-TH-X-2880] p0559 N73-29944
Analysis.of flight test procedures for evaluating
strength of airfranes for aircraft and helicopters
fNASA-TT-F-769] p0590 H73-30019
VIBBAIIOSAL FBBO.OBHCIBS
0 VIBRiTIONAL SPECTBA
VIBBATIOBAL BBLAXATIOB
0 HOLECOLAB BELAXATION
VIBBATIOHAL SPECTBA
Stress analysis and dynamic investigation of
turbine blades from constrained torsion theory,
calculating free torsional vibration frequencies
P0657 A73-11621
VIBBAflOHAL STRESS
Probability theory for vibrational strength of
turbonachine parts, calculating statistical
maximum stress for given stress distribution
conditions
p0150 A73-20502
Influence of regulated unequal guide-vane spacing
on the alternating stress level in the working
blades of a compressor
P0183 A73-22165
Probability theory for vibrational strength of
turbonachine parts, calculating statistical
maximum stress for given stress distribution
conditions
p0511 A73-37777
Effect of an adjustable nonnniform pitch in the
distributor on the alternating stresses in
compressor rotor blades.
P0579 A73-42113
Forced vibrations of a cylindrical shell in the
presence of gas pressure fluctuations
p0585 A73-43057
Effect of the circumferential nonnniformity of a
temperature field in front of a turbine on the
vibrational stresses in the turbine blades
P0624 A73-U37HO
VIBBATOBY POLISHING
Free three-dimensional vibration processing of
gas-turbine engine blades
P0661 A73-11723
VIBBOHEXEBS
0 VIBBATIOH HETEBS
VIDEO DATA
Computerized multichannel alphanumeric TV system
for ATC operational information display,
describing data acquisition, processor and
software peripherals and video display subsystem
p0657 A73-11591
Operational principles and testing of a digital
radar target extractor
p0503 A73-37584
Secondary surveillance radar - Current usage and
improvements.^
p0512 A73-37808
An optimized video output from a vide angle
optical probe.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-918] P0569 A73-40866
Cross and square command symbol and video inset
generator to display flight command data on
aircraft television screen
[AD-755160] P0308 N73-22111
Design and performance of C band airborne data
transmission system for aerial reconnaissance
fAD-7591841 p0406 H73-25194
VIB6IHIA
Feasibility of rapid transit service between
downtown Bashington, D.C. and Dulles Airport in
Virginia
[PB-220070/9] pO«92 H73-27879
VIBTOAL PBOPBBTIBS
Synthetic radio direction defining methods with
virtual antenna patterns.
P0574 A73-41649
VISCOELASTIC DAMPING
D ELASTIC DAMPING
D VISCODS DAMPING
VISCOSITY
Prediction of aerodynamic characteristics of
airfoils at transonic speeds including effects
of fluid viscosity
[AD-763295]
 P061« H73-31260
On the effects of viscous interaction for a flat
delta wing at incidence
[ABC-CP-1237] p0661 B73-32931
VISCOOHT AIBCBAFT
Ultrasonic inspection of wing spar joints and lugs
on Viscount Aircraft
{TR-7207.591] p0119 N73-14472
Procedures for ultrasonic inspection of wing
attachment fittings on Viscount aircraft
[TE-7211.621) p0553 H73-29455
VISCODS DAHPIHG
Improving reliability and eliminating maintenance
with elastomeric dampers for rotor systems.
P0193 &73-23950
VISCOUS DBAG
Influence of weak viscous interaction on the drag
of a wing profile
P0340 A73-31195
VISCODS FLOW
BT BOUHDABI LAIEB FLOi
NT BODNDABY LAIEF SEPARATION
BT BEATTACHED FLOW
BT SECONDARY FLOi
NT SEPABATED FLOW
NT STOKES FLOI
The prediction of airfoil pressure distributions
for subcritical viscous flow and for
supercritical inviscid flow.
P0054 A73-11378
On viscous and wind tunnel wall effects in
transonic flows over airfoils.
fAIiA PAPBB 73-660] P0455 A73-36261
Two dimensional flow theory of ieis-Fogh lift
generation in inviscid motions of insect wings
involving viscous effects
P0565 A73-40244
Development of procedure for determining
characteristics of high lift systems where
viscous effects dominate
pC12» N73-15009
Effect of axial velocity ratio on aerodynamic
coefficients of compressor cascade in viscous flow
P0225 N73-19804
Developments in technigues for analyzing boundary
layer characteristics of rotary wings based on
unsteady viscous-inviscid interaction
P0271 N73-21016
Formulation and development of computer analysis
for calculating streamlines and pressure
distributions around two-dimensional isolated
nacelles at transonic speeds
tNASA-CB-2217) p0535 H73-27890
Development of computer program for determining
airfoil pressure distribution for subcritical
attached viscous flow
[BAL-TB-248] p0596 B73-30236
Correlation between wind tunnel data and finite
difference solutions for viscous and wind tunnel
effects in transonic flows over airfoils
fAD-764133) p0606 B73-30936
Numerical analysis of laminar unsteady flow around
airfoil in viscous, incompressible fluid
P0613 N73-31226
Computer solutions for potential and viscous flow
calculations for engine inlets
[HASA-TH-1-71*57] P0672 N73-33184
VISCODS FLUIDS
Three dimensional steady flow of incompressible
viscid fluid near thin wing trailing edge, using
Stewartson-Hilliams triple layer method
P0153 473-21195
1-535
VISIBILITY SUBJECT IIDEI
Computerized three dimensional calculations of
hypersnstained aircraft in viscous potential
flow in terms of boundary layers and wakes
P0362 473-32816
VISIBILITY
HI LOS VISIBILITY
Heather condition cansed aircraft accident
avoidance, considering leteoroloqical factors of
air temperature, humidity, cloud foraation, fog.
haze, precipitation and visibility deterioration
P0283 A73-28554
Bunvay visual range equation derivation, taking
into account background luminance, atmospheric
absorption and illumination
P0348 A73-32351
Aircraft in-flight visibility /conspicuity/ during
daytime, discussing exterior paints, tapes and
high intensity lighting effectiveness for midair
collision avoidance
p0360 A73-32661
Instrument landing monitor /ILH/ evaluation
program for potential and actual capability to
restore poor and/or missing visibility
P0530 &73-39211
Laser extension measurements of visibility daring
ice fog for aiding in SEV pilot system design
fAD-750114] P0135 H73-15537
Observation, measurement, and automatic
calculation of rnnvay visibilities
I NLL-H-20785-(5828.4F) ] p0164 H73-16597
Observation and measurement of visibility at ground
P0164 N73-16598
Automatic calculation of rnnvay visual range on
airdromes
P0165 H73-16599
Determination of visibility slant range when
landing aircraft in radiation fog
P0674 H73-33523
VISIBLE EADIATIOB
0 LIGHT (VISIBLE RADIATION)
VISIBLE SPECTBOH
D LIGHT (VISIBLE RADIATION)
VISIOH
HT NIGHT VISION
VISIOPLASTICITI
0 FLOW VISUALIZATION
VISUAL ACOITI
Visual cues and six degree of freedom motion
flight simulation for F-4 aircraft energy
maneuvering performance, discussing pilot
evaluations
fAIAA PAPER 73-9341 p0570 A73-40880
Air-to-ground target acquisition with flare
illumination
P0227 N73-19968
VISUAL AIDS
Image transformation in visual condition
simulators of aircraft training equipment
P065S A73-10666
Visual systems for indicating approach slope
during aircraft landing
P0188 A73-22975
Plight Simulation Symposium, 2nd, London, England,
May 16, 17, 1973, Proceedings.
P0369 A73-33201
Airline flight simulation program, examining
visual system capacity for replacement of
in-flight training with pilot learning transfer
estimation and simulation effectiveness appraisal
p0370 A73-33204
The simulator industry and its contribution to
military training requirements.
P0370 A73-33208
Ground visual aids for civil STOL aircraft steep
gradient approach and blind landing, discussing
flight trials and simulator experiments
rRAE-TH-AVIONICS-136/BLEU/] pC423 A73-34489
Approach light properties for visual
discrimination in pilot landing environment
fHlSA-TT-F-14667] P0179 N73-17710
Performance tests of visual approach slope
indicator (VASI) eguipment and systems for
improved terminal area effectiveness
fFAA-NA-73-64] P0490 H73-27568
Ground based visual aid to alleviate spatial
disorientation during takeoff and landing
fFAA-RD-73-26] P0596 H73-30216
VISDAL COHTBOL
Airport lighting systems as visual landing aids.
discussing runway disposition, brightness
levels, beam orientation, visibility factors and
flashing lights
P0364 A73-32974
VISDAL CDES
0 CDES
D VISDAL PEBCEPTIOH
VISUAL DISPLAYS
D DISPLAY DEVICES
VISDAL FIELDS
Improved visual capability for police helicopters
p0228 N73-19984
VISUAL FLIGHT
Airport runway lights system location and use for
aircraft takeoff operations and visual
indication of landing approach angle
p0297 A73-30242
A flight research program to define VTOL visual
simulator requirements.
p0370 A73-33210
An optimized video output from a wide angle
optical probe.
[AIAA PAPER 73-918] • p0569 A73-40866
Touchdown performance with a computer graphics
night visual attachment.
[AIAA PAPER 73-927] p0569 A73-40874
Analysis of factors affecting approach and landing
of aircraft under visual conditions to show
causes of misjudgement resulting in aircraft
landing accidents
[HASA-TT-F-15054] p0548 H73-28980
VISUAL FLIGHT BOLES
Curved landing approaches under visual and
instrument flight conditions, investigating
steep glide slope display configurations and
flight control nodes
P0285 A73-28901
Air traffic control and.the prevention of collisions
p0498 A73-37386
In-flight incident involving near miss of Boeing
720 aircraft and Convair 240 aircraft near Front
Royal, Virginia on 26 Apr. 1972
[NTSB-AAR-72-30] p0069 N73-12040
Analysis of flight plans submitted at flight
service stations for IFB and VFR flight
clearances during calendar year 1971
[AD-748901J p0086 B73-13652
Investigation of disappearance of Cessna 310
aircraft on flight between Anchorage and Jnneau,
Alaska on 16 Oct. 1972
[HTSB-AAB-73-1] p0173 H73-17018
VFR flight operations in 1972 Los Anqeles Basin
air traffic model
CFAA-SA-73-51] p0616 N73-31605
VISUAL OBSERVATION
Analysis of visibility conditions during aircraft .
landing in radiation fog
P0425 A73-34540
Visual investigation of runway and taxiway
pavements at Campbell Army Airfield, Fort
Campbell, Kentucky
[AD-743462] p0672 N73-10291
Visual inspection of runway conditions at Butts
Army Airfield, Fort Carson, Colorado
[AD-743859] p0673 N73-10293
Visual inspection of runway pavement conditions at
Forney Army Airfield, Fort Leonard wood, Bissonri
[AD-743856] p0673 H73-10294
Visual survey of runway and taxiway conditions at
Davison Army Airfield, Fort Belvoir, Virginia
[AD-743463] p0673 N73-10296
VISUAL PEBCEPTIOH
NT SPACE PERCEPTION
A computer-generated display to isolate essential
visual cues in landing.
p0094 A73-16704
Real-time, three-dimensional, visual scene
generation with computer generated images.
P0458 A73-36831
Carrier landing simulation for pilot visual
perception, describing Fresnel lens optical
landing system, periscopes, cockpit equipment
and glide paths
[AIAA PAPER 73-917] p0569 A73-40865
Investigation of OS Army OH-1 helicopter accidents -•
where orientation errors were contributing
factor during fiscal year 1969
[AD-749695] p0130 H73-15059
A-S36
SOBJBCT IIDEX VOBTICBS
Analysis of parameters affecting transition from
meteorological visibility range to real
'.• visibility: range dorinq aircraft landing
(HASA-TT-F-148871 p0313 B73-22607
t Flight evaluation of glide slope determination
daring landing approach by reference to diamond *
shaped figare painted on runway
CH1S4-TB-X-2849J p0481 B73-27027
VISDA1 STIHOLI
A visual detection simulator /7DS/ for pilot
warning instrument evaluation.CAIAA ; PAPEH 73-9163 poses A73-40864
VISUAL TASKS
The oculometer - A new approach to flight
management research.
C A I A A PAPER 73-914 j. poses A73-40862
VISDALIZiTIOS OP FLOW •
0 F10H VISOALIZATIOB
VOICE COBHUHICATIOH
HI VOICE DATA PBOCESSIHG
The use of satellites for aircraft communications
and air traffic control.
p0248 A73-27666
Balloon-aircraft ranging, data, and voice
experiment.
p0248 A73-27680
' F A A air"traffic control systems projected
improvements, including microwave landing
system/ aeronautical satellites, electronic
voice snitching and discrete address radar beacon
p0367 A73-33179
Noise reduction and control in FAA air traffic
control, navigational, and service facilities
rj-6250] . P0084 N73-13264
Analysis of voice command systems for application
to .military aircraft operation to show
manufacturers, specifications, and research
projects
rAD-762922] p0550 N73-28998
• Tandem electronic voice switching system
tFAA-BP-73-133] p0595 B73-30206
VOICE DATA PEOCESSIBG ' '
Comparison of voice coding technique for
satellite-based air traffic control system
p0323 H73-23209
Interference in digital voice data link between
aircraft and ground traffic control
fFAA-BP-73-63] p0389 N73-24185
Tandem electronic voice switching system
fFAA-BP-73r1333 • p0595 N73-30206
VOLATILITY
JP8 and JP4 aircraft fuel fire and explosion '
susceptibility from gunfire hits, discussing
combat survivability relative to fuel volatility
. • ' p0361 A73-32670
VOLATILIKATIOB
0 VAPOBIZISG
VOLTAGE BBEAKDOIH
0 ELECTRICAL FAOLTS
VOLTAGE HEASUBEHERT
0 ELECTRICAL HEASOBEHENT
VOODOO AIBC8AFT
0 F-101 AIBCBA7T
VOB SISTEHS
0 VHP OBBIBANGE NAVIGATION
VOBTEX- BBBAKDOiB
Ring-tip vortex breakdown and dissipation,
deriving closed form transcendental solutions
for viscous core flow quasi-cylindrical momentum
integral equations
p0663 A73-12036
• Aircraft wake dissipation by sinusoidal
instability and vortex breakdown.
tAIAA PAPEB 73-1071
 P0096 A73-16867
Observations of atmospheric effects on the
transport and decay of trailing vortex wakes.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-110] p0096 A73-16869
VOBTBI COLOBHS
0 VOBTICES , . -, •
VOBTBI DISTOBBAHCES
0 VOKTICES
VOBTBX FLO»
D VOETICES ' '
VOBTBI GENERATION
0 VOBTEX GENBBATOBS
VOBTEX GBHBBATOBS
Study of the far wake vortex field generated by a
rectangular airfoil in a water tank.
fAIAA PAPEE 73-682] p0454 A73-36233
• Underwater vortex field generation in wake of
rectangular airfoil
fHASA-TH-X-622741 P0471 B73-262B8
Two dimensional flow, low speed wind tnnnel tests
of trapped vortex-high lift airfoil to reduce
blowing requirements for lift augmentation
CAD-7620771 P0535 B73-27893
VOBTEX BUGS
Vortice distribution field for calculating inlet
flow of ducted propeller
CAD-754114] p0222 B73-19318
VOBTEX SHEETS
Vortex sheath formalism based on coupled integral
equations for rectangular wing-slipstream
aerodynamic interference
P0047 A73-13562
The Joukowski condition in three-dimensional flow
P0064 A73-15988
Discrete'vortex scheme of a wing of finite span
P0154 A73-21611
Trailing vortex sheet roll-up behind finite aspect
ratio wings for different loading conditions,
discussing drag penalties for tip vortices
strength improvements
p0189 A73-23125
Calculation of flows past wings without thickness
in the presence of developing vortex sheets
P0378 A73-33963
Computation of steady conical flow past a yawed
slender delta wing with leading edge separation
using vortex sheet model and Rewton-Baphson
iteration
tIC-AEBO-72-171 p0667 B73-10005
Development of wake vortex monitoring system using
laser Doppler sensors for analyzing vortex flow
field
rNASA-CB-123921] p0682 B73-11229
Vortex sheet and increased lift caused by blowing
from leading edges of slender delta wing
rAHC-B/H-3692] p0200 B73-18016
Bumerical analysis of inviscid, fully developed
structure of lift-generated vortices behind
aircraft wings and extension to arbitrary
span-loaded distributions
tHASA-TH-X-622243 p0211 H73-18289
Analysis of point vortex approximation of vortex
sheet in two space dimensions and application to
vortex sheet induced by ellipitcally loaded wing
fAD-7550071 ' p0258 B73-20335
Development of procedure for determining geometry
and strength distribution of vortex wake
generated by single-bladed hovering helicopter
rotor
p0270 H73-21035
Rind tunnel tests to determine effect of tip
vortex of forward mounted wing on engine inlet
ingestion
rBASA-TH-X-682251 p0304 B73-21932
Analysis of Kutta-Joukowsky condition in three
dimensional flow with application to vortex
sheet attachment to wing surface
CHASA-TT-F-14918] p0391 873-24319
Calculation of wake vortices behind wings of
transport aircrafts in holding, takeoff, and
landing configurations
CFAA-BD-73-42] p0466 B73-26027
VOBTEX SIBEBTS
Synthesis of helicopter rotor tips for less noise.
p0229 A73-24981
Dependence of turbulent line vortices decay on
Beynolds number
tAD-753131] p0211 B73-18297
VOBTEX TUBES
0 VOBTICES
VOBTICES
Effect of streamwise vortices on wake properties
associated with sound generation.
p0651 A73-10045
Plane flovi past vortex of inviscid incompressible
fluid -jets bound by free surface and horizontal
vail, considering cotnplex potential function and
submerged lifting airfoils
p0653 A73-10301
Method of calculating vortex-free flov around
hydrodynamic cascades composed of arbitrary
profiles
pC661 &73-11788
Wing-t ip vortex b reakdown and dissipation,
deriving closed, forir t r anscenden ta l solutions
A-537
TOBTICES COITD SUBJECT XBDEX
for viscous core flov quasi-cylindrical momentum
integral equations
p0663 A73-12036
Finite amplitude waves on aircraft trailing
vortices.
P0665 A73-12506
An investigation of the near itake properties which
lead to the generation of vortex shedding sound
froe airfoils.
••pOOtO A73-12976
Aerodynamic noise and alternating loads in an
idealised turbine stage.
P0041 173-12981
Lee-side vortices on delta wings at hypersonic
speeds.
P0053 173-111180
Throst coefficient of artificially excited vortex
trail behind a let flap aerofoil.
POC53 A73-14186
Vortex lattice discretization for finite Hilbert
transfori of two dimensional incompressible thin
wing flow integral equation with singularities,
noting numerical solution accuracy
P0060 i73-15004
Experimental determination of bound vortex lines
and flow in the environment of the trailing edge
of a slender delta wing
rSD-755630] p0091 A73-16600
The aircraft wake turbulence problem.
p0108 A73-18149
Ming tip vortex notification by tip-oonnted
upstream and downstream directed air lets,
discussing wind tunnel test results
P0144 A73-19193
Unsteady nonlinear flow around an airfoil or a
blade cascade with emission of turbulent vortices
• p0185 A73-22212
Secondary flows - Theory, experiment, and
application in turbomachinery aerodynamics.
P0193 A73-23860
Aircraft wake vortex avoidance systems with
current locus detection and/or prediction
capability, discussing design based on hazard
assessment and computer simulation for performance
P0196 A73-24557
Aerodynamics of wake vortices.
p0240 A73-26385
Helicopter rotor blade passing close to tip
vortex, calculating fluctuating lift induced
harmonic blade loads and generated cyclic
banging noise
P0291 A73-29382
Finite chord effects on vortex induced large
aspect ratio winq loads, noting colling moment
magnitude overestimate from lifting line solution
PC347 A73-31670
Optimal grid arrangement in vortex lattice method
of lifting surface aerodynamic analysis,
comparing numerical with kernel function results
for simple wing blanforms
P0347 A73-31746
Calculation of the characteristics of tail fins in
the vortical field of a wing
p0362 A73-32819
A wake and an eddy in a rotating, radial-flow
passage. I - Experimental observations.
FASBE PAPER 73-GT-57) p0374 A73-33512
Discrete vortex method of two-dimensional let flaps.
p0416 A73-34179
Vortex-lift prediction for complex wing planforms.
p0419 A73-34438
Aircraft wake vortex avoidance system for safety
management and capacity optimization in airport
operations related to ATC, considering various
sensors and display subsystem requirements
p0426 A73-34613
Aircraft winq tip turbulent wakes producing
swirling vortices, discussing wake hazards, wind
tunnel research and vortex dissipation procedures
rSAE PAPEE 730294] p0427 A73-34658
Flight test studies of the foraatioo and
dissipation of trailing vortices.
fSAE PAPER 7302951 p0427 A73-34659
Experimental investigation of model
variable-geometry and ogee tip rotors.
TABS PHEPRIHT 703] pC437 A73-35054
An investigation of the vibratory and acoustic
benefits obtainable by the elimination of the
blade tip vortex.
[AHS PBEPBIHT 735] p0439 A73-35071
1 -let-wing lifting-surface theory using eleientary
vortex distributions. ' >J .'•' '
[AliA P1PEB 73-652] p0453 &73-36207
A conceptual study of leading-edge-vortex '.; " ,,
enhancement by blowing. , ' »
[AIAA PiPEH 73-656] p0453 A73-36210
Aircraft wake vortex transport model.. . • ' "",.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-679] . p0454tA73T36230
The application of a scanning laser Doppler
velocimeter to trailing vortex definition and
alleviation. . . . ,,,
[AIAA. PAPEB 73-680] p0454'A73-36231
Rapid scanning, three-dimensional, hot-wire '.'•(,
anemometer surveys for wing tip vortices in the'
Ames 40- by 80-foot wind tunnel. . '
[AIAA PAPEB 73-681] ' ,p0454 A73-36232
Three dimensional jet flap potential flow theory,
based on vortex lattice method, comparing
iterative solution with slatted unswept blown
flapped wing experimental results . . ,
[AIAA PAPEB 73-653] p0455 473-36260
Aircraft wake vortex detection and avoidance
systems, examining acoustic sensors,~bistatic
Doppler sensors, pulsed radar, aircraft.spacing
technignes and ground wind measurement , .
p0514 A73-37823
Study of control system effectiveness in
alleviating vortex wake upsets.
.[AIAA PAPER 73-833] p0527 A73-38776
Design of axial flow fans by cascade method.
. p0564 A73-40124
Stronhal number and flat plate oscillation in ah
air stream.
•'P0564 A73-40125
Sound propagation in rotating vortex flow
downstream from delta wing in wind tunnel,
discussing acoustic ray refraction by flow
. p0576 A73-41715
Havier-Stokes equation formulation in parabolic
coordinates for flow in trailing vortex,
obtaining asymptotic expansions for stream
function and angular momentum
P0621 A73-43205
Aircraft aerodynamics problems covering slender
body theory, atmospheric turbulence and boundary
layers, wind tunnel contractions, radiator
blocks, vortex induced oscillations, etc
P0628 A73-44690
Stability of a potential vortex with,j a
non-rotating and rigid-body rotating top-hat jet
core.
p0634 A73T45309
Results of analytical methods for predicting wing
vortex strength compared with results of flight
investigation of'wake characteristics of several
large jet transport aircraft
[HASA-TH-D-6904] pOO'68 H73-12033
Vortex model for calculating blade circulation
flow of helicopter rotor
[HASA-TT-F-14637) p0079 K73-13014
Development of system for predicting movement and
decay of aircraft-generated vortices in. air
corridors near air terminals using
. meteorological information
[LHSC/HREC-D306226] p0128 H73-15036
Hodification of DH-1 helicopter rotor to determine
effects of injecting tip vortex of .rotor blade
with mass of linearly directed air
[AD-750634] 7p0132 F73-15074
Development of computer programs to calculate
helicopter rotor1 tip vortex geometry in hover
and forward flight to include calculation of
rotor harmonic air loads
CAD-752628] p0175 H73-17032
Analysis of aircraft trailing vortices to show
formation and breakdown for various aircraft
wing configurations
[HE/A-72-1] p0177 H73-17247
Analysis of scaling parameters for flow in core
region of vortex generated by rectangular wing
tip and vortex generated by ogee wing tip
[HASA-CE-2180] p0215 H73-18995
Effect of wing span loading on wing trailing
vortices
[AD-754055] p0251 H73-20003
Application of momentum theory to determine
performance limits of propellers, and lifting
rotors with axes parallel to undisturbed flow
A-538
SUBJECT IIDBI •ILL FLO!
fAD-754072] p025« N73-20025
Three component Hake velocity measurements of full
scale OH-13 helicopter rotary wing during
hovering flight
r-AD-75«6lt«l P0254 N73-20030
Procedures for neasuring velocity distribution
through helicopter rotor blade tip vortex using
single full scale rotor blade
,. P0270 N73-21034
Analysis of electrical charge generated by
helicopter rotor operating near particulate
natter with seeded vortex
fAD-755282] ' P0276 N73-21080
Effectiveness of trailing edge bevels on reducing
vibration excitation causing vortex shedding
into vaKe ' .
fSEPT-1052/731 p0302 N73-21911
Flight tests to determine characteristics of
vortex and turbulent wake generated by DC-10
aircraft for development of air traffic control ..
separation criteria '' . •
fREPT-73-00»70] p0305 H73-21938
Application of laser Doppler velocineter for ...
measurement of central vortex filament in wind
tunnel test section • , . ,. •
rSASA-TH-X-622431 P0311 N73-22448
Analysis of vortex shedding from airfoils vith ' . ••
application to vortex noise generated by
helicopter rotary wings
fAD-757167) p0320 H73-22989
Development of lifting surface theory for
statically operating propellers based on
vortex-lattice representation
[AD-757264) ' P0321 H73-22998
Structure and dynamics of horizontal roll vortices
in planetary boundary layer
P0391 R73-24341
Design criteria for slender warped wings with
unswept trailing edge with zero load along
leading edge and near planar vortex sheet at
trailing edge for design lift coefficient
fABC-R/H-3406] p0397 N73-25008
Ship nodel basin1for simulating aircraft vortex wake
fAD-758893] P0408 N73-25291
Afterburner instability vortex.shedding nodel for
air breathing turbojet combustion
rAD-758890T ' p0412 N73-25834
Effects of oass injection of tip vortex on airfoil
perfomance at transonic speeds
fAD-760363] '' p0072 N73-26304
Experimental determination of bonnd vortex lines
and flow in vicinity of trailing edge of slender
delta wing
rsASA-TT-F-150121 p0487 H73-27217
•ind tunnel tests to measure axial and tangential
velocity profiles in near wake vortices of
semi-span nodel of Convair 990 aircraft model
using laser Doppler velocineter , ,
fSASA-TH-X-62294] P0597 N73-30244
Exhaust blast velocities and temperatures at
ground level for various aircraft and wing tip
vortex velocity for C-5 'aircraft
fAD-764228] p0609 H73-30961
Vortex age as scaling parameter in wake turbulence
development and dissipation
fNASA-CR-132312) PC614 N73-31245
wake development on models of elliptic,
rectangular, swept and delta planforms when
plunged in water
fARC-CP-1238] P0661 H73-32932
Analysis of ra'tidbm motions of vortex elements
behind aircraft wing and design of vortex arrays
to reduce wake-vortex to snail aircraft
rHASA-TH-X-623041 P0668 H73-32976
YOHTICITT
Inlet flow distortion induced axial flow
compressor stall, converting stagnation pressure
and temperature maps into vorticity maps via
Crocco theorem
TAIAA PAPEB 72-11161 . p0045 A73-13431
Bake vorticity of side-slipping slender thin wings
at transonic speeds, deriving integral equation
for vortex strength based on Prandtl-Glauert rule
TDSLR PAPER 72-127) P0054 A73-14376
Dpstream attenuation and quasi-steady rotor lift
fluctuations in asymaetric flows in axial
com pressors,
fASHZ PAPEB 73-GT-301 P0374 A73-33501
VOIAGBUB HELICOPTER
0 CH-46 HELICOPTER
7TO FIGHTER AIRCRAFT
D FIGHTER AIRCRAFT
0 VERTICAL TAKEOFF AIHCBAFT
TTOl
D VERTICAL LAUDING
0 VERTICAL TAKEOFF
VIOL AIRCRAFT
0 VERTICAL TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT
VOLCAN AIRCRAFT
Comparison of gust velocities derived from
accelerations of Canberra and Vulcan aircraft
noting acceleration and wing loading power spectra
CAHC-CP-1244) P0609 N73-30955
¥8-11 AIRCRAFT
0 IV-5 AIRCRAFT
VI-12 AIRCRAFT
D P-1127 AIRCRAFT
w
8 BUGS
0 VARIABLE SREEP RINGS
RAKES
RT AIRCRAFT RAKES
NT HELICOPTER RAKES
NT REAR RAKES
NT PROPELLER SLIPSTREAHS
NT SLIPSTREAHS
RT SUPERSONIC RAKES
NT TURBULENT RAKES
On the importance of the wake for the noise of an
obstacle placed in a flow
p004C A73-12974
Effect of wake-wake interactions on the generation
of noise in-axial-flow turbomachinery.
P0051 A73-14129
Hake vorticity of side-slipping slender thin wings
at transonic speeds, deriving integral equation
for vortex strength based on Prandtl-Glauert rule
[DGLH PAPER 72-127] p0054 A73-1U376
Model tests on unsteady rotor wake effects.
P0144 A73-19191
Flow in the wake of a cascade of oscillating
airfoils.
P0146 A73-19954
Unstable operation and rotating stall in axial
flow compressors.
P0286 A73-29024
A wake and an eddy in a rotating, radial-flow
passage. I - Experimental observations.
' fASHE PAPER 73-GT-571 P0374 A73-33512
Experimental investigation of model
variable-geometry and ogee tip rotors.
fAHS PREPRINT 703] p0437 A73-35054
Study of the far wake vortex field generated by a
rectangular airfoil in a water tank.
TAIAA PAPER 73-682] pO»54 A73-36233
nodel for generation of blade-passage noise caused
by interaction of rotor wakes with downstream
stator blades in fan stage
[NASA-TH-1-2669) p0686 N73-11797
Rake development on models of elliptic,
rectangular, swept and delta planforms when
plunged in water
CABC-CP-1238] p0661 N73-32932
BALL FLOR
Plane flow past vortex of inviscid incompressible
fluid jets bonnd by free surface and horizontal
wall, considering complex potential function and
submerged lifting airfoils
P0653 A73-10304
Influence of the boundaries of wind-tunnel flow on
the flow past a small-aspect-ratio wing
P066D A73-11707
Calculation methods of three-dimensional boundary
layers with and without rotation of the walls.
fONEHA, TP NO. 1135) p0060 A73-15093
Shear layer effect on acoustic duct wall impedance
for sound propagation in uniform flow in terms
of parabolic cylinder functions
p0586 A73-H3138
The effect of walls on the lifting force of a
solid-foil wing
P0623 A73-43722
Rind tunnel design for testing V/STOL aircraft in
transition flight
[AD-7tt915l|] p0084 "73-13278
A-539
BILL JETS SUBJECT IHDEI
Transonic Kind tunnel corrections for slotted or
perforated'walls '
P0326 B73-23373
Development of numerical methods for correcting
wall constraints in transonic Hind tunnels with
ventilated vails
pO«69 B73-26241
.Correlation between vind tnnnel data and finite
difference solutions for viscous and vind tunnel
effects in transonic flovs over airfoils
tAD-7641331 p0606 B73-30936
iALL JETS
Plane flov past vortex of inviscid incoapressible
fluid lets bound by free surface-and horizontal
vail, considering complex potential function and
submerged lifting airfoils
P0653 A73-1030U
flixinq characteristics of steady and intermittent
bloving applied to boundary layer control
fAD-758390] P0327 B73-23403
BALL FBESSDBE
Separated flov noise.
P0040 A73-12975
Correlation of hypersonic zero-lift drag'data.
P0582 A73-42635
BALL TEBPEBATOBE
A proposed method for calculating'film-cooled vail
temperatures in gas turbine combustion chambers.
rtSHE PAPEB 72-HA/HT-24] p0062 A73-15830
BILL 1EBPBBATOBE DISTEIBDTIOB
D TEMPEBATORE DISTRIBOTIOM '
0 BALL TEMPERATURE
BALLS
NT POEOOS IALLS
NT THIN HALLS
NT RIND TUNNEL HALLS
Measurement of effects of sonic booms on light
building structures for various building
configurations
fRAE-LIB-TRANS-1633] p0464 N73-26011
BAB GAHES
Development of analytic models for describing
differential models of attack helicopters
!
 supporting a battalion task force - Vol. 1
fAD-762432] P05II5 N73-28956
Numerical analysis of military'helicopters and air
defense veapons to define operations in -support
of battalion task force combat - Vol. 2
tAD-762433J p0545 N73-28957
HABPABE
NT ANTISUBMARINE HABFABE
NT COHBAT
HASHING
D BEATING
BARBING DEVICES
D HAHNING SYSTEMS
HABBING SIGNALS
0 HABBING SYSTEMS
HABBING SYSTEMS
NT EARLY HARNING SYSTEMS
Manoeuvre in response to collision varning from
airborne devices.
P0654 A73-10349
Ground based and airborne collision avoidance
systems comparison, discussing
interrogator/transponder concept, pilot varning
indicator, and air traffic handling capacity and
economics
-'p0143 A73-18900
Aircraft vake'vortez avoidance'systems vith •
current locus detection and/or prediction
capability, discussing design based on hazard
assessment and computer simulation for performance
P0196 A73-24557
Electronic safety test replaces radioactive test
source.
P0299 A73-30928
Survival and Flight Equipment Association, Annual
Symposium, 10th, Phoenix, Ariz., October 2-5,'
1972, Proceedings.
P0359 A73-32653
Behavioral stress'response related to passenger
briefings and emergency varning systems on
commercial airlines.
P0359 A73-32660
OSAF Airborne Harning and Control System vith
•overland dovnlook Doppler radar for Ion-fly
aircraft detection in severe clutter
environment, discussing design and performance
P0418 A73-34371
A nev approach to aircraft exterior lighting.
• . p0450 A73-35808
Aircraft vake vortex detection and avoidance -^
systems, examining acoustic sensors, bistatic
Doppler sensors, pulsed radar, aircraft spacing
techniques and ground vind measurement
p0514 A73-T37823
Air based collision avoidance system feasibility
appraisal, discussing YG1051 proximity varning
indicator, cost analysis and implementation
prognosis ' :
p0524' A73-38468
A visual detection simulator /VDS/ for pil'of
varning instrument evaluation. '
C A I A A PAPEB 73-916] poses A73-40864
1
 Development of in-flight fire detection and
automatic suppression system for use on military
helicopters . t .
i; AD-746630 ] p0681 N73-11037
Systems simulation for airport trailing vortex
varning system • •
rHASA-TB^I-64704] p0072 B73-12267
Operational tests and-evaluation'of optical
' infrared pilot varning system to determine
probability of detection versus range < ; •» •
TNASA-CB-129525] ' p0073 B73-12463
Test and evaluation of aural signal device to
prompt students to' scan for aircraft during
flight simulator training • " '
[FAA-BD-72-95] •'• ' p0081 B73-13030
Development and operating principles of collision
varning system for aircraft accident prevention
tBASA-CASE-HQB-10703] p0086-B73-13643
Development, design, fabrication, and testing of a
self-generating overheat detection system for
OSAF aircraft
[AD-749474] p0114 B73-14031
Trailing vortex hazard avoidance of Jumbo jets by
airport varning system
P0121 B73-14958
Pilot naming indicators and collision avoidance
systems
tPB-212496] p0161 N73-16020
Analysis of aircraft fire varning system - ••••.:•
performance and procedures for eliminating false
fire varning indications
r.AD-7513461 p0162 B73-16025
Pilot varning indicator system of intruder aircraft
tBASA-CASE-ERC-10226-1] p0164 H73-16483
Development of collision avoidance varning system '
criterion for use vith-aircraft operating in
high density areas •• ' >
P0302 N73-21915
Development of vake vortex avoidance system for
airports to reduce hazards caused by aircraft
vakes and permit increased utilization of
terminal facilities
tFAA-ED-21-1] p0325 N73-23342
Design and development of integrated fire and
overheat detection and varning system for
installation in aircraft nacelle
CAD-762919] p0550 B73-28999
Development and characteristics of electronic
signalling system and data processing egnipment
for varning systems to avoid midair collisions
betveen aircraft •
CBASA-CASE-LAR-10717-1J ' p0600 B73-30641
BASBOOI (RADIOACTIVITY)' >'
0 FALLOUT
BASTE DISPOSAL
Analysis of generated solid vastes and collection
systems for San Francisco International Airport
fPB-219372/0] '• p0486 N73-27189
BATCHES - '
0 CLOCKS '
HATER CONTENT
0 MOISTURE CONTENT
BAIEB EROSIOB . '
Test rails possibilities for rain erosion
• phenomena study on aircraft or missile structures
p0230 A73-25296
Airliner radones erosion by atmospheric
precipitation, vater penetration, icing, bird
and stone impact and lightning
P0231 A73-25297
Aircraft and missile radones technology in France,
discussing materials, antenna radiation pattern
calculation, computer programming for
A-540
SUBJECT IHDBI BEAPOB SYSTEM BABAGBBBBT
transmission and anqolar aberrations, and
raindrop erosion tests
PC231 473-25301
Bain erosion of reinforced plastics for aerospace
applications in terns of drop size, impact angle
and velocity effects and protective coatings
p0433 473-34806
BATEB FLOW
Hydrogen babble flow visualization technique for
. ,study of aerodynanic problems in water flov
facilities . •
(ABL/A-NOTE-338] pC596 N73-30229
BATES IHJECTIOB
Air/water mist spray coolant for high gas
temperature and pressure environment at qas
tarbine inlet
pOU19 473-34388
Effect of primary-zone water injection on
pollutants from combustor burning liquid ASTH
A-1 and vaporized propane fuels
fNASA-TN-D-7293] p0336 H73-23943
BATBB LANDING
Preliminary results from dynamic nodel tests of an
air cushion landing system.
P0506 A73-37694
BATEB POLLUTION
Environmental considerations for offshore airports.
p0509 473-37742
Contributions of the DFVLH to environmental
research and environment protection. II - Noise
control, water environment protection, nature
and landscape, environmental protection technignes
PC521 473-38266
WATBB TAKEOFF AHD LAHDIHG AIBCBAFT
Evaluation of ground effect machines under various
environmental conditions to determine
feasibility as rescue vehicles by Coast Guard
fAD-7554091 P0306 N73-21947
iATBE TOHHE1S
D HYDRAULIC TEST TDHHELS
BAIEE V4POE
Increase of vater vapor in stratosphere due to
fleet of SSTs
f4D-748797] p0084 N73-13397
•ASEB VEHICLES
NT 4IBCE4FT CABBIEBS
NT C4BGO SHIPS
NT NDCLE4E POBERED SHIPS
NT SHIPS
NT TANKES SHIPS
•AIEB WAVES
Heaving and pitching response of a hovercraft
moving over regular waves.
p0655 A73-1G700
BATEBPBOOFING
Performance of a water-repellent radome coating in
an airport surveillance radar.
p0564 473-40101
•ATE ATTENUATION
NT ACOUSTIC 4TTENU4TION
NT B4DIO ATTENUATION
NT SHOCK BATE ATTENUATION
BAVE OISPEBSION
Progressive waves analysis, considering nonlinear
convective, dissipative and dispersive effects
P0094 473-16756
Have dispersion equation for large eccentric
elliptic let stability calculations for noise
suppression, using approximate Hathien functions
p0533 473-39807
BAVE DBAG
NT INTEBFEBENCE DBAG
The influence of the Hach number on fuselages and
profiles with optimized wave resistance in the
case of supersonic flow
TDGLB PAPEB 72-108] P0660 A73-11691
Thermodynanic considerations for the design of a
sonic-boom reducing powerplant.
CASHE P4PEB 72-BA/AEBO-3J p0063 473-15907
Critigne of paper on supersonic aircraft
configuration with zero wave drag, discussing
tubular outer structure and convergent-divergent
inner duct
P0237 473-25798
Contour of wave drag optimized bodies of
revolution as function of Hach number in
hypersonic flow
fDGLB-PAPEB-72-108] p0078 N73-13003
Bave drag reduction on delta wings at zero lift as
function of displacement of maximum thickness in
spanwise direction
CDLB-FB-71-61] P0129 N73-15C44
Evaluation of double integral eguation for
calculation of wave drag due to volume and
aerodynamic lift of slender wings
fABC-B/B-3221] PC396 N73-25006
Application of slender body theory for calculating
minimum values of zero lift wave drag of slender
wings with unswept trailing edge
C4HC-B/B-3222] PC396 1173-25007
Design criteria for slender warped winqs with
nnswept trailing edge with zero load along
leading edge and near planar vortex sheet at
trailing edge for design lift coefficient
tABC-R/H-3406) p0397 N73-25008
RAVE EXCITATION
NT ACOUSTIC EXCITATION
BAVE FBOBTS
NT SHOCK FBOHTS
BAVE IHTEBACTIOB
NT SHOCK B4VE INTEEACTION
BAVE OSCI1LATOES
U OSCILLATOES
WAVE PBOPAGATIOB
NT LIGHT SC4TTEEING
NT BICBOKAVE TBAHSBISSION
NT BULTIP4TH TBABSBISSION
NT SHOCK WAVE PBOP4G4TION
Finite amplitude waves on aircraft trailing
vortices.
PC665 473-12506
Converging lens effect of air jet for upstream
moving waves, describing experimental procedure
pOOIC 473-12968
European contribution to structural response to
noise.
[4144 P4PIB 73-332] pP236 473-25561
Development of model for analyzing propagation of
weak normal shock wave through turbulent
atmosphere and application to sonic boom
characteristics
[KF.C-12981 ) p02?2 N73-18028
BAVE' RADIATION
U ELECTBONAGNETIC RADIATION
BAVE BESISTAHCE
Construction of a mininum-wave-draq profile in
inhomogeneous supersonic flow
PC565 A73-4C184
BAVE SCATTEBING
NT ACOUSTIC SCATTEBING
NT LIGHT SCATTERING
NT BICBOBAVE SCATTEBING
NT BEVEBBEBATION
BAVE SUPEBHE4TEBS
U HIPEBVELOCITI BIND TUNNELS
BAVEFOEHS
Performance measurements of aircraft electrical
systems having highly distorted voltage and
current waveforms.
P0425 473-34604
WAVEGUIDES
Ferrite component for waveguide commutator used as
microwave switching element and modulator,
noting application in navigation instruments and
avionics
P0339 473-3C995
BE4PON SYSTEH HANAGEBEST
Naval air weaponry logistics support, discussing
criteria for management effectiveness evaluation
p0292 473-29573
4 rational basis for determining the EMC
capability of a system.
P0527 473-38770
Hanagement of 4ir Force test and evaluation
activities.
PC625 473-44055
Hanagement and control of flight test programs of
the Naval Air Systems Command.
P0625 473-44056
Hanaqement and control of military fliqht test
programs at McDonnell Douglas St. Louis, Missouri.
P0626 473-44059
Flight test programs management and control,
considering weapon systems performance tests
relative to contractual reguirements, personnel
allocation and supporting facilities
PC626 473-44060
A- 541
BB1POI SISTEHS SUBJECT IBDBZ
BBAPOH STSTBBS
HI GBODHD OPERATIONAL SUPPORT SYSTEH
NT HISSILE SISTEHS
Air Force veapon system procurement needs,
considerinq industry technoloqical capabilities,
nonlinear estimation in cruise navigation and
nonlinear systems design, test and implementation
P0061 173-15252
Energy aanaqement in aerial combat veapon systems
maneuvering and deliver? tactics, computing
optimal feedback control lavs for supersonic
aircraft ainimum time turning trajectories
C4I44 P4PEH 73-2311 p0099 473-16956
Air combat roles identification by reachable sets
technique, evaluating aircraft/weapon systems
potential performance vs given threat
fAIAA PAPER 73-232] p0099 A73-16957
Digital Avionics Information System /DAIS/
development for military supersonic all-weather
precision veapon delivery system, emphasizing
nodular design for different aircraft types
P0101 A73-17572
. Development and testing of ballute
stabilizer/decelerators for aircraft delivery of
a 500-lb munition.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-485] p0343 A73-31467
Solid state null tracking Ooppler radar ground
velocity sensor for supersonic veapon delivery
aircraft precision bombing, discussing design
and test with computer simulation
P0444 A73-35209
An in-flight investigation of the influence of
flying qualities on precision veapons delivery.
TAIAA PAPEE 73-7831 p0499 473-37453
Aircraft-store separation design for angular
momentum increase of external veapon vith
internally mounted spinning flywheel
P0526 A73-38652
GDC/EOSS - Real-time visual and motion simulators
for evaluation of fire control and
electro-optical guidance systems.
fAIA4 PAPER 73-919] p0569 A73-U0867
Remotely piloted vehicle /RPV/ for reconnaissance,
electronic varfare systems, target acquisition,
veapon delivery, air-air combat and different
combinations
p0635 473-45399
Estimating strafing performance of unspecified
foreign tactical fighter vithont aerodynamic
stability derivatives
fAD-745997] p0671 N73-10044
Beapon delivery accuracy of F-4 aircraft vith
experimental stick to rudder interconnect to
minimize lateral tracking error
fAD-746000] p0680 N73-11027
weapon delivery accuracy of F-4 aircraft vith high
gain control augmentation system
tAD-7<!6001] P0680 1173-11028
Electromagnetic compatibility of avionic veapon
system
fAD-754412] P0256 N73-20262
Manual on electromagnetic compatibility and
interference betveen aircraft veapon systems
fAD-754411] p0256 N73-20263
Development of equipment for securing external
stores SH-3G helicopter and analysis of failure
modes
fAD-7570011 p0305 N73-21943
BBAPOHS
NT GONS (ORDNANCE)
BEAR INHIBITORS
Grease lubrication of helicopter transmissions.
TASLE PREPRINT 73AH-24-1] p0436 473-31980
Silicone base nonflammable hydraulic fluid to aid
vear resistance in military aircraft
. fAD-758361] p0328 N73-23562
BEAR TESTS
Emission spectrographic analysis of used aero
engine oil - A tool of maintenance.
P0189 A73-23242
Calibration of rotating sand erosion test
apparatus simulating turbocompressor vear
fAD-743309] p067l» N73-10483
Braking effects on aircraft tire tread vear and
runway surface characteristics
fNiSA-TN-D-6963] P0680 N73-11021
Correlation of vear behavior and properties of
coated fabric hovercraft fingers
r8AE-TR-71210l p0178 H73-17654
Spectroscopic, photometric, and electron
microscope analyses of metal vear particles in*
JT3D turbojet engine oil
[DLR-FB-73-06] p0278 N73-21417
BBATHER '
BT COLD BBATHBB
Aircraft accident involving DC-9 aircraft landing "
at Fort Landerdale, Florida airport in marginal
veather conditions on 18 Hay, 1972
[NTSB-AAH-72-31] p0159 873-16005
Aircraft landing problems under lov visibility
veather conditions
[DGLR-PAPEB-73-015] p0650; N73-32520
Heteoroloqical and veather effects on aircraft'
landings and flights along air lanes and
stratospheric vind effects on supersonic '
transports
t JPRS-60114] p0674' N73-33522
BEATHER CHARTS •-
0 HETEOROLOGICAL CHARTS
BE1THER COBOITIOBS
0 BEATHER
BEATHER COHTB01
0 BBATBER HODIFICATIOB
BEATHBH FORECASTING
NT NOHERICAL BBATHEE FORECASTING
HI STATISTICAL BEATHBR FORECASTING
Development of methods of forecasting
meteorological conditions for aviation '
P0451'A73-35912
Thunderstorm probability and supersonic transport
safety on flight paths over southern Dnited
States daring July
CAD-748798] p0085 N73-13628
Research and development projects of Federal
Aviation Administration to provide improved
veather data acquisition and distribution
[F44-ED-15-1] p0260 N73-20662
Operational decision model for making conditional
veather forecasts for airlift supply task
fAD-755403] p0313 F73-22601
Catalogue indexes to local veather forecasts
[AD-760091] p0474 N73-26648
Short-range terminal veather forecasting '
techniques in 4BS
fAD-762938] p0553 N73-29699
Analysis of meteorological parameters affecting
safety of civil aviation and instructions for
increased flight safety
rBASA-TT-F-15069] p0591 N73-30028
BEATHEB FRONTS
D FRONTS (METEOROLOGY)
BEATHBB HAPS
D METEOROLOGICAL CHARTS
BEATHEB MODIFICATION
NT CLODD SEEDING
Tvo dimensional, time dependent varn fog model by
airborne vide area hygroscopic particle seeding
[AD-7II6807] p0685 N73-11674
Field test of varm fog dispersal using helicopter
dovnvash and hygroscopic seeding
rAD-752046] p0179 N73-17694
Air Beather Service fog dispersal and veather
modification program ••• '
[AD-755659] p0278 N73-21533
Technology assessment of fog modification
CAD-762207] p0542 N73-28631
BEATHEB BADAB
D HETEOROLOGICAL RADAR
BEATHEB STATIONS
Reliability tests of computer elements used in
automatic airport veather stations
CAD-747558] • p0075 N73-12673
Design for.development of netvork in Hoscov and
vicinity for mesometeorological observations
P0616 N73-31573
BBATBBBIBG
Outdoor weathering influence on polyester and
epoxy glasscloth reinforced laminate flexnral
strength and surface appearance
CFOK-B-1627] p0599 N73-30546
•BBS (HERBBANBS)
0 HEHBRANES
BEBS (SUPPORTS)
Incremental forging of parts vith cross^ ribs.
CSHE PAPER HF 73-164] p0525 A73-38503
HEDGE FLOB
Bates of change of flutter Hach number and flutter
frequency.
A-54 2
SOBJECT IHDBZ RBIBLIHG TESTS
P0054 A73-14188
Flow field over pointed wedges in isoenergetic
f'lov of thermally and calorically perfect gases
»ith nonnniform incident supersonic flow, noting
attached shock formation
p0635 A73-15517
•EDGES
Measurement of, pitching moment derivatives nsing
free oscillation technique on two dimensional
. airfoils of doable wedge section and single
wedge section
tABC-B/H-3234] p0398 H73-25025
•BIBOLL DEBSITI FOBCTIOIS
Application of scatter factors for various
Heibnll-shaped parameters, fleet sizes, and
level of reliability for, aircraft structures
tBASA-CB-2100] P0677 N73-10934
WEIGHT (HISS)
HT STBOCTDEiL HEIGHT
Botary and fixed wing aircraft growth factors fro*
implicit differentiation of gross weight
relative to fixed weight
tSAHE PAPER 952] p0516 A73-37880
Aircraft fuselage structure weight estimation
•ethod assuming bending, shear, torgue and
internal pressurization loading for
skin-stringer-shallow frame types
[SA1E PAPEB 981] p0516 A73-37887
Early operational experience with the L-1011
On-Board Height and Balance System.
[SABB PAPBB 986] P0517 A73-37890
•EIGBT AHALISIS
Avionics systems simplification for cost, weight
•and space reduction, considering ease of
maintenance, failure points reduction and flight
director/autopilot computers and couplers
elimination
P0369 173-33187
Belicopter power transfer systems analysis in
terms of weight reduction and reliability
improvement
TABS PBEPRINT 773] p0441 A73-35091
Problems of minimum-weight tnrboaachine rotor
designs
p0462 A73-37140
A parametric weights study of a composite material
prop/rotor blade.
CSAHB PAPEB 950] P0516 A73-37878
The weight/performance interface - An argument for
weight control.
tSAHE PAPEB 967] p0516 A73-37881
The STAH /H/ 'S« Integral Height and Balance
System for the C-130 aircraft.
fSARB PAPEB 985] ' p0517 A73-37889
Bnssian book on aircraft onboard instruments and
egnipment arrangement and housing for weight
reduction covering electric, radar, navigation,
control, display and auxiliary devices
p0573 473-11125
Design concepts, manufacturing process, weight
analysis, and cost estimates for long range
transport aircraft using composite structures
[HASA-CB-112255] p0318 H73-22976
•BIGHT FACTORS
D HEIGHT (BASS)
•EIGBTIHG FOBCTIOHS
Homogeneous linear partial differential equation
for optimal control with boundary condition
formed by terminal component, noting weighting
functions for linear plant
P0663 A73-12116
•EIGHTLESSHESS
Analysis of KC-135 flight samples of Star-J
Satellite solidified in near-zero gravity .
[HASA-CB-124179] p0260 H73-20610
HBLDBD JOINS
Heldbonding/rivetbonding - Application testing of
thin gauge aircraft components.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-805] pOSOO A73-37161
Analysis of aircraft construction methods to
compare riveting, welded joints, and bonded
joints for structural stability
tAD-75575»] p0306 R73-21918
Static and fatigue properties of hardened and
tempered electron beam welded joints in 2.5
percent Hi-Cr-Ho steel and 18 percent Ni-Co-Ho
maraging steel
[S/T-BEHO-9-71] p0488 H73-27156
•ELDED STBDCTOBBS
NT STEEL STROCTOBES
lelding airframe structures in titanium alloys
nsing tensile loading as a means of overcoming
distortion.
P0153 A73-21210
•ELDIHG
NT BBAZING
HI DIFFOSIOH HELDIBG
BT ELECTBIC HELDING
BT ELECTEON BEAN HELDING
Assembling by welding and bonding - Introductory
report on assemblies
p0109 A73-18692
lelding and fabrication of non-ferrous metals;
Proceedings of the International Conference.
Eastbourne, Sussex, England, Hay 2, 3, 1972.
Volume 1.
P0153 A73-21235
Helding techniques for high strength superalloy
turbine blades and vanes repair, discussing
controlled preheating and cooling methods for
crack prevention
[ASHE PAPEB 73-GT-44] p037« A73-33505
RBLDIHG HACHIHES
Application of electron beam welding to aircraft
turbine engine parts.
P0579 A73-12196
BEST GSBHAHT
D GEBHANI
•BSTLABD AIHCBAFT
HT P-531 HELICOPTEB
Restland Sea Lynx naval variant aircraft design
and development for multiservice nultirole
application, emphasizing high reliability and
maintenance ease requirements
[AHS PBEPBINT 711] p0137 A73-35C57
Flight tests of Restland Scout helicopter fitted
with reduced scale version of rigid rotor to
determine airworthiness and handling
characteristics
P0268 N73-21017
•ESTLAHD GBODHD EFFECT HACBIHBS
Correlation of wear behavior and properties of
coated fabric hovercraft fingers
CBAE-TB-71210] pC178 N73-17651
•ESTLAHD P-531 BBLICOPTEB
0 P-531 HELICOPTEB
•ESTLAHD SB-B2 GBOOHD EFFECT HACHIHE
0 RESTLAND GBOQND EFFECT MACHINES
•BSTLAHD SB-B2 BOTEBCBAFT
D RESTLAND GBODND EFFECT MACHINES
•BSTLAHD SB-H3 GBODHD EFFECT HACHIHB
D HESTLAND GBODND EFFECT HACHINES
•ESTLAHD SB-H3 BOVBBCB1FT
0 RESTLAND GBODND EFFECT HACHINES
•ESTLAHD SB-H5 GBOOHD EFFECT HACHIHE
D HESTLAND GBODND EFFECT HACHINES
•ETHESS
D ROISTDBE CONTENT
•HEEL BRAKES
Hydraulic system on de Havilland Twin Otter STOL
aircraft for flaps, wheel brakes and nose wheel
steering, noting power supply mounting
pOO«3 A73-13350
Transport aircraft wheels and brakes operational
cost minimization, discussing contributory roles
of governmental regulations /TAA/, aircraft
manufacturer, supplier and user
fSAE PAPEB 720867] p0092 A73-16650
Cantilever aircraft tires - Bore than a break for
brakes.
[SAE PAPEB 720870] p0092 A73-16652
Hydraulic drive and control systems used for
landing gear retraction and extension on Piper
Cherokee Arrow and for main wheel braking on F-111
P0116 A73-19601
Design and development of lightweight wheel
braking egnipment.
[SAHE PAPEB 995] p0517 A73-3789*
•HEELS
NT FLYWHEELS
HT HOSE RHEELS
NT TDBBINE HHEELS
NT VEHICLE HHEELS
IHIBL INSTABILITY
0 BOTABY STABILITY
•HIBLIHG TESTS
D SPIH TESTS
1-513
BHISKEB COMPOSITES SUBJECT IBDEX
•HISKBB COHPOSITES
Directional solidification of eutectic alloys and
application to turbine blades and 935 turbine
engine components
P0490 B73-27494
•IDE ABGLB LEHSES
An optimized video output from a vide angle
optical probe.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-918] P0569 A73-40866
BIDEB1BD
D BBOADBA8D
•IDEB1ID COBBOBICATIOB
Wideband communication command and control modem
fAD-762281] P0540 B73-28042
•IBBEB FIITEBIHG
1 ne* approach to gust alleviation of a flexible
aircraft using an open loop device
COBEBA. TP HO. 1236] P0580 A73-42219
•IGHTB1B TBEOBT
D FIELD THEORY (PHYSICS)
•IBCBBS
Design criteria for load suspension points,
slings, and lifting egnipaent used on military
helicopters
CAD-747814] P0073 N73-12508
Design, development, and evaluation of flywheel
powered hoist for personnel rescue missions
conducted by helicopters
fAD-751217] P0163 B73-16029
IIHD (BETBOBOLOGI)
HI GEOSTBOPHIC ilBD
BT GBOOBD HIND
BT COSTS
Eguipnent route «inds and great circle distances
for helicopter air routes at 5,000, 10,000, and
18,000 feet - Vol. 1
rAD-760252] p0468 B73-26043
Equipment route winds and great circle distances
for helicopter air routes at 5,000, 10,000 and
18,000 feet - Vol. 2
fAD-760253] p0468 H73-26044
Development of procedures for determining
stability parameters of balloons tethered under
steady wind conditions
rNASA-TH-D-7222] p0589 B73-30013
Effects of wind loads on structures and structural
design criteria based on wind speed, structural
shape, and aerodynamic coefficients
fBLL-LIB-TBAHS-1705-<5205. 9) ] p0603 B73-30857
BIBD CIBCDUTIOB
H 1TMOSPHEBIC CIBCDL4TION
HIBD EFFECTS
The steady-state flow gnality of an open return
wind tunnel nodel.
P0061 A73-15512
Computing meteorological effects on aircraft noise.
P0100 173-17121
Theory of sound scattering by turbulence applied
to scattering cross section calculation for
turbulent let flow and wind, discussing let
noise reduction
p0240 A73-26496
Periodic gust and wake induced unsteady air flow,
calculating velocity variation with distance
from rotor blade for cascade effect
P0287 A73-29026
Critical study of the effects of gusts on an
aircraft
P0362 A73-32808
Three bladed model rotor gust induced impulsive
discrete noise characteristics prediction by
point dipole and rotational noise theories for
comparison with measurement
P0363 A73-32917
The permissible scale of spatial averaging of
geopotential values in the stratosphere when the
impact of wind on the flight of a supersonic
aircraft is taken into account
P0425 A73-34546
Direct side force control for STOL crosswind
landings.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-811] p0501 A73-37467
Analysis of airplane response to nonstationary
turbulence including wing bending flexibility. II.
p0566 A73-40437
Critical velocities of the steady motion of a
pliable thread in plane homogeneous flow
p0585 A73-43061
Bind gust effects on STOL type aircraft -
P0318 B73-22971
Equipment route winds and great circle distances
for helicopter air routes at 5,000, 10VOOO, and
18,000 feet - Vol. .1 -n
tAD-760252) p0468 H73-26043
Egnipment route winds and great circle distances
for helicopter air routes at 5,000, '10,000 and
18,000 feet - Vol..2
[AD-760253] p0468 B73-26044
Flight simulation to determine effects of wind
shear on aircraft landings for various
commercial and military aircraft
tBASA-CB-2287] p0480 H73-27023
BIBD BE1SOBEBBBI
Digital readout wind measurement and indicator
system for data acquisition, processing and
display in airports for aircraft wind
information service
P0340 473-31318
Accuracy/resolution relationship of HiVAID systems
Loran/Omega for measuring vertical wind profile
tAD-748275) p0075 B73-12675
BIBD PROFILES
Accuracy/resolution relationship of BAVAID systems
Loran/Omega for measuring vertical wind profile
tAD-748275] p0075 B73-12675
Effects of wind loads on structures and structural
design criteria based on wind speed, structural
shape, and aerodynamic coefficients
tHLL-LIB-TBAHS-1705-(5205.9) ] p0603 B73-30857
BIBD SBEAB
Rind shear near the ground and aircraft operations.
p0048 A73-13702
Parawing-drag chute system operation on vind shear
energy to maintain payload flight altitude
P0237 A73-25787
Low level wind shear and clear air turbulence
effects on flight safety and aircraft accidents
p0416 A73-34084
Vertical wind shear measurements at Belsinki
Airport - Apr. 1967 through Bar. 1968
[TB-3] P0179 B73-17676
Flight simulation to determine effects of wind
shear on aircraft landings for various
commercial and military aircraft
[BASA-CB-2287] p0480 B73-27023
Larger aircraft landing approach performance and
altitude control daring atmospheric turbulence
and wind shear
tBLB-TB-72023-D] p0592 H73-30036
Computerized simulation of DC-8 aircraft daring
landing approach under wind shear conditions
CAD-764697] p0643 B73-31975
BIBD TOBBEL APPABATOS
Electric analogy method for subsonic wind tunnel
contraction cone design providing uniform
velocity distribution in test section, obtaining
pressure distribution in cone boundary
P0585 A73-43000
Analysis of supersonic, three-dimensional flow
characteristics to determine effects of material
porosity and angle of attack on jet stretcher
performance
p0163 B73-16215
Analysis of factors involved in design of wind
tunnel for testing V/STOL aircraft models
P0316 B73-22956
Design and characteristics of test equipment for
measuring longitudinal oscillatory aerodynamic
derivatives in high speed wind tunnel
tABC-B/B-3260] P0399 873-25029
Analysis of problems involved in operation of
large wind tunnels at subsonic and supersonic
speeds
[AGABD-B-601] P0469 B73-26239
Analysis of interference occurring in subsonic and
transonic wind tunnels caused by model support
system
P0469 B73-26242
Objectives of dynamic tests in low speed wind
tunnels and technigues for measuring oscillatory
derivatives and transient motion effects
P0469 B73-26244
Analysis of technignes and equipment required to
conduct test of jet aircraft engine models in
wind tunnels
p0469 B73-26245
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SUBJECT IBDBI BIBD TOBBEL BODBLS
lind tunnel apparatus for determining moment
• ' c-crossrderivatives due to pitchinq and yawing on
-. models at moderate anqles of attack and sideslip
- [BASi^ B-114663], -. . ., p0607 B73-30944
BIBD TOBBB1 BALABCES
.0 fIBD.TUBHBL APPABATDS
BIBB TOBBE1 CiLIBHiTIOB. -.. . .
Comparative measurements,involving three
geometrically similar calibration.models of a
.'•..,; transport aircraft type in the transonic.vind
tunnel of.the AVI Goettingen /Proposal: OBEEA/
CDGLB PAPBB 72-122] - -. . p0055 A73-14381
A aethod for transonic Hind-tunnel corrections.
pOIOQ A73-17105
•IBD TDBHBI BODBLS .
Experimental-^ investigation-of. the frequency
response of a planar rigid airfoil-
. . . . p0039 A73-12915
Method for increasing vind tunnel Bach number for
• > large-scale inlet testing.
fAIAA PAPER 72-1096] •,, • p0044 A73-13416
Powered nodel vind tunnel investigation to ,
determine performance trends with nacelle
location. . -. • •
tAIAA PAPEB 72-111«] • , p0045 A73-13429
* Investigations on incipient boundary'layer
separation on axisymmetric compression surfaces.
... j '. . . ;. P0051 A73-14127
.Comparative measurements involving three.
geometrically similar calibration models,of a
transport aircraft type in the transonic vind
tunnel of the AVA Goettingen /Proposal: OBEBA/
. . fDGLB PAPEB 72-122] , .-.,.
 P0055 A73-14381
The steady-state flov quality of an open return
vind tunnel nodel. ...
. ' P0061 A73-15512
Icing testing in the large Bodane wind-tunnel on
full-scale and reduced scale models of Concorde
aircraft
P0148 A73-20244
A summary of vind .tunnel research on tilt-rotors
from hover to cruise flight.
TOBEBA, IP BO. 1133] p0154 A73-21683
Design and evaluation of.miniature control surface
actuation systems for aeroelastic models. -
[AIAA PAPEB 73-323.] ~-^ ..- • „ . p0235 A73-25553
Flutter technology in the Onited Kingdom - A survey.
TAIAA PAPER 73-330] . . ,- - p0235 A73-25559
Theoretical and experimental study of a svept-back
ving at lov velocity over a vide range of angles
of attack
. . _ ' P0362 A73-32814
Development of experimental turbine facilities for
testing scaled models in air or freon. •
.. . . P0418 A73-34381
An inexpensive technique for the -fabrication of
tvo-dimensional vind tunnel models.
.p0450 A73-35762
Automated structural design and analysis of
advanced composite vinq models.
: p0502 A73-37486
Basic, acoustic considerations for model noise
experiments in vind-tunnels.
p0576 A73-41705
Hind tunnel tests to determine effect of simulated
hoar frost on lift coefficient of three .aircraft
ving configurations
CFFA-AO-902] ' ' P0667 B73-10001
Flight-and vind tunnel tests to determine effects
of Reynolds number of installed boattail drag of
underving nacelle - '. - . ,
 t. •
fBASi-Ta-X-68162] p0678. H73-11007
Effects of location of vinq pivot and qeometry of
vinq on static lonqitudinal aerodynamic
 r •"
characteristics of variable-sweep supersonic
fighter aircraft model • .
tBASA-TH-X-2674] . p0065 B73-12000
Bind tunnel tests of mixed ..compression
axisynmetric inlet Kith large transonic, mass
flov at Bach numbers 0.6 to 2.65
f81SA-TH-D-6971] .... p0086 873-13777
Bind tunnel tests, to determine aerodynamic and
propulsion characteristics of propulsive .ving
Y/STOL configuration at hiqh subsonic speed
, . [HAS4-TH-I-2693] . p0112 .B73-1K020
Application of blockage correction factors to vind
tunnel test measurements on aircraft models
P012K H73-15006
Effects of various leading edge slat devices.on . .
static aerodynamic characteristics of tvin-1et,
svept vinq fighter model
(BASA-TB-D-6921] P0157 B73-15988
Dynamic structural design of aeroelastic vind
tunnel models using combinatorial flutter analyses
P0222 B73-19291
Bind tunnel tests to determine lov speed.
aerodynamic characteristics of large scale .
y/STOl transport models vith lift fan !
lift-cruise fan propnlsion system
fSASA-Tn-1-62231] p0252 B73T2001K
Development of advancing blade concept rotary vinq
and vind tunnel tests of full scale model
•P0269 B73-21C29
Bind tunnel tests to determine effects of blade
twist and aeroelasticity on tilt rotor
performance from hover to mach number 0.7
P0272 B73-210J.9
Bind tunnel tests to determine effects of
nonrotatinq components on helicopter performance
and application for helicopter design optimization
P0272 N73-21052
Bind tunnel tests to determine acoustic properties
of-externally blovn jet flap and auqmentor vinq
.short takeoff aircraft concepts
rBASA-TB-X-62251] p03C3 N73-21921
vind tunnel tests to determine effect of cross
flov velocity on jet noise power level using
y/STOL model transport , .
CBASA-CB-11U571] p030!l N73-21929
Procedures for testing rotary vinq aircraft models
in vind tunnels to include desiqn of test
facilities, cost of models.and facilities, and
methods- for obtaining data
P0316 B73-22955
Analysis of factors involved in design of vind
tunnel for testing y/STOL aircraft models
P0316 N73-22956
Development of theory for vind tunnel boundary
upvash interference on symmetrical finite ving
vith arbitrary lift.distribution
fAD-757196) - • p0327 N73-23397
Aerodynamic coefficients for calculating transport
aircraft performance using vind tunnel and scale
models
., ' . . P0385 B73-21046
iind tunnel.tests to.determine aerodynamic
.. characteristics of delta vinq space shuttle
orbiter model at various anqles of attack and .
sideslip
[ NASA-IB-X-27U8] p0386 N73-2.1058
Tvo.dimensional unsteady separation,and stall
phenomena over airfoils oscillating in. pitch
vith application to short takeoff aircraft
[AD-758899] . . p0389 H73-2H08C
Bind tunnel tests to determine time-averaged
aerodynamic forces on model of helicopter
landing pad to be .installed on top of lighthouse
rHAB-,SCI-R-106] p0390 N73-24269
Hodane-Avrieux transonic blowdown vind tunnel for
tvo dimensional flov airfoil profile study
fOBEBArBT-203] .. . p0390 K73-21281
Resonance tests of delta vinq aircraft aodel to
determine effect of stiffness changes of ving
spars .on frequencies and modes of vibration
fAEC-B/H-3268] . p0399 N.73,-25031
Analysis of operational problems associated vith
vind tunnel testing of V/STOL aircraft and
helicopters
pO<»69 H73-26240
Analysis of interference occurring in subsonic and
transonic vind tunnels caused by model support
system
pO«69 N73-26242
Analysis of techniques and .equipment reguired to
conduct test of jet aircraft engine models in
vind tunnels , . . .
P0469 S73-262U5
Scaling lavs, constructional problems, and optimum
model size associated vith vind tunnel'tests of
helicopters and rotary vinq aircraft
pO»69 873-26246
Bind tunnel tests of short takeoff and landing fan
'. stage model to determine airflov condition's'
around rotor and stator and stage pressure ratio
fHASA-TB-X-2837] . . p0490 H73-27701
Bind tunnel tests to determine effects of modified
engine nacelle on stability and control
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BIID TOHHEL STABILITY TESTS SUBJECT IIDBI
characteristics of DC-9 aircraft vith emphasis
on deep stall regime
rHASA-CB-121220] P0537 H73-27904
Analysis of transonic scalinq effect on quasi,
two-dimensional airfoil model of C-141 aircraft
„, TAD-762285] P0539 H73-27924
Effect of wing aspect ratio and flap span on
aerodynamic characteristics of short takeoff
aodel with externally blown let flap
rNASA-TH-D-7205] P0590 H73-30020
Correlation between wind tunnel data and finite
difference solutions for viscous and wind tunnel
effects in transonic flows over airfoils
fAD-764133.) P0606 H73-30936
Rind tunnel apparatus for determining moment
cross-derivatives' due to pitching and yawing on
models at moderate angles of attack and sideslip
CHASA-CB-114663] P0607 H73-3090a
Hind tunnel testing of V/STOL aircraft models to
show wind tunnel wall corrections for models
with large values of downwash'
fiD-764255) p0610 N73-30962
wind tunnel tests to determine drag and stability .
characteristics of solid flat circular and
ringslot parachute models
fAD-764364] P0610 H73-30963
Hind tunnel tests to determine low .speed
characteristics of large scale model of F-14A .
aircraft with emphasis on high lift
configuration stability
f NASA-TH-X-62244] P0638 873-31940
Hind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic
characteristics of three obligue, high aspect
ratio wing and body combinations at Hach numbers
between 0.60 and 1.40
TNASA^TH-X-62256] . p0660 N73-32926
Hind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic
characteristics of obligue wing and body
combination at Hach numbers between 0.60 and 1.40
f NASA-tin-X-62207] P0661 873-32927
Hind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic
characteristics of five configurations of short
takeoff aircraft wind tunnel models
P0663, N73-32944
Hind tunnel tests of large scale subsonic jet
transport vith upper surface blowing flap system
for lift augmentation
fNASA-TH-X-62296] P0667 H73-32973
Transonic wind tunnel tests to determine lift,
drag, and stability characteristics of F-8
aircraft model with obligue wing .
tNASA-TH-X-62273] P0667 H73-32974
Hind tunnel tests to determine acoustic properties
of large scale lift fan transport aircraft model
• fHASA-TH-1-622841 P0668 N73-32975
Development of instrument to measure steady and
oscillator; aerodynamic forces on sting-mounted
model using forced oscillation technique
fATN-71011 P0673 H73-33366
RIRD TOHHBL STABILITY TESTS
B-1 airplane model support and jet plume effects
on aerodynamic characteristics.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-1531 P0097 A73-16901
Hinq tip vortex modification by tip-mounted
upstream and downstream directed air jets,
discussing wind tunnel test results
P0144 A73-19193
Separate surfaces for automatic flight controls.
. fSAE PAPER 730304] PC428 A73-34665
Surface effect take-off and landing system for •
high performance aircraft.
.P0506 A73-37695
Hind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic- and
propulsion characteristics of propulsive wing
V/STOL configuration at high subsonic speed
fBASA-TH-X-2693] . P0112 H73-14020
Rind tunnel tests to obtain pre-flight estimates
of stall speed and low air speed performance of
Boeing 747 aircraft
PG125 H73-15016
Rind tunnel tests of full scale model of light
. aircraft to determine effects of configuration
changes on aerodynamic characteristics
fHASA-TN-D-6896]. . P0160 N73-16012
Hind tunnel tests to determine aircraft post-stall
characteristics and to define boundaries for,
maintaining controlled aircraft flight
fAD-751461] . . P0162 N73-16023
Jet deflection characteristics of jet-flapped -
airfoil with Coanda deflection surfaces based on
velocity distribution and flow angle ,. . •<
measurements for static operation
[AD-753618] p0208 H73-18074
Scale effect on swept winqs at subsonic speed on'>
basis of pressure distribution measured in
flight and on wind tunnel super VC 10 model ,..
fABC-B/B-3707) p0266 H73-20999
Hind tunnel tests of swept augmentor wing
aerodynamic characteristics
[HASA-TH-X-62252] p0303 H73-21923
Procedures for testing rotary wing aircraft models
in wind tunnels to include design of test . ,.
facilities, cost of models and facilities, and •
methods for obtaining data , '
'p0316 H73-22955
Rind tunnel interference factors for high lift
winqs in closed, wind tunnels
p0395 H73-24996
Hind tunnel tests to determine directional and
longitudinal stability of Javelin aircraft model
at transonic speeds
[ABC-B/H-3403] p0397 H73-25012
Hind tunnel stability tests to determine static
 ;
longitudinal and lateral characteristics of
full-scale model of light, single engine, high
wing aircraft ' .
fNASA-TH-D-7149] p0402 S73-25068
Effects of free stream velocity and incidence
angle on aerodynamic and acoustic performance of
. translating centerbody choked flow inlet
[HASA-IH-X-2773] p0412 H73-25829
Hind tunnel tests to determine effects of modified
engine nacelle on stability and control
characteristics of DC-9 aircraft with emphasis
on deep stall regime
[NASA-CB-121220] p0537 H73-27904
Hind tunnel tests to determine stability and
control characteristics of externally blown
jet-flap configurations
P0662 H73-32940
fIBD TOHHEL TESTS
Rind tunnel experimental verification of flight
vehicles aerodynamic characteristics during
preliminary design stage, discussing correction
procedures for model data extrapolation to full
scale parameters
CSAE PAPEB 720861] p0093 A73-16665
Flight and wind tunnel investigation of the
effects of Reynolds number on installed boattail
drag at subsonic speeds.
[AIAA PAPER 73-139] p0096 A73-16888
Hind tunnel tests as part of rotary winq aircraft
development, discussing technical and economic
aspects
p0298 A73-30469
& parachute snatch force theory incorporating line
disengagement impulses. . ! .
fAIAA PAPEB 73-464] p0341 A73-31450
A 14.2-ft-Do variable-porosity conical ribbon
chute for supersonic application..
fAIAA PAPEB 73-472] . p0342 A73-31456.
Drag and stability characteristics of high-speed
parachutes in the transonic range.
CAIAA PAPEB 73-473] p0342 A73-31457
Parachute gore shape and flow visualization during
transient and steady-state conditions.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-474] p0342 A73-31458
.Rind, tunnel simulation of jet exhaust in low speed
testing -of Franco-German Alpha-Jet trainer and
fire support aircraft
p0362 473-32802
Rind .tunnel gust simulation for SIOL aircraft
behavior during low velocity flight in turbulent
atmosphere near ground .
p0362 A73-32813
Theoretical and experimental study of a swept-back
wing at low velocity over a wide range of angles
of attack
p0362 A73-32814
Aspects of investigating STOL noise using
large-scale wind-tunnel models.
p0367 A73-33170
Lift and measurements in an aerofoil in unsteady
flow.
fASHE PAPEB 73-GT-41) p0374 A73-33503
Test techniques for high lift, two-dimensional .
airfoils with boundary layer and circulation
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SUBJECT IHDBI nn> TOHHBL IBSIS COHTD
control'foe application to rotary wing aircraft.
'"> - p0418 A73-34292
Pressure measurements for establishing
inlet/engine compatibility.
: :
"
-
 p0426 173-30609
Solid state'-Digital Slip Sync Strobe/Camera -
Control Systen design for powered wind tunnel
helicopter models testing
" ' • " • 1
 P0a27 A73-34622
Aircraft wing'tip turbulent wakes producing
swirling vortices, discussing wake hazards, wind
tunnel research and vortex dissipation' procedures
tS»B PAPEB 730294] p0427 A73-34658
Sole effects of'camber on swept-back wings.
CSAB PAPER 730298] • • • • > • : • • p0427 A73-34661
A detailed experimental analysis of dynamic stall
on an unsteady two-dimensional airfoil.
CABS'PBBPBIST 702] p0437 A73-35053
Hind tunnel test technique to establish rotor
system aeroelastic characteristics.
[4HS PBEPBINT 760] p0440 A73-35083
Tail rotor performance in presence of main rotor,
ground, and winds.
• [AHS PHEPBIHT 764) p0441 A73-35087
find tunnel acoustic and vibration test ' •
facilities, including anechoic chanbers,
subsonic boundary layer tunnels, acoustic ducts,
reverberation rooms, and rotor noise chambers
p0448 A73-35334
A conceptual study of le'ading-edge-vortex
enhancement by blowing.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-656) p0453 A73-36210
Experimental and theoretical investigations in
two-dimensional transonic'flow.
tAIAA PAPEB 73-659] p0454 A73-36213
Turbulent boundary layer flow separation
measurements using holographic interferometry.
1
 fAIAA PAPEB 73-66*) p0454 A73-36215
Bapid scanning, three-dimensional, hot-wire
anemometer surveys*for wing tip vortices in the
Ames 40- by 80-foot wind tunnel.
tAIAA PAPEB 73-681] p0454 A73-36232
Investigation of the expansion side of a delta
ving at supersonic speed.
P0455 A73-36312
A finite-element method for calculating '
aerodynamic coefficients of a subsonic airplane.
• P0456 A73-36394
Experimental developments in V/STOL wind tunnel
testing at the National Aeronautical
Establishment.
pO«58 A73-36774
Aircraft engine fan noise radiation from inlet and
discharge ducts, describing wind tunnel tests
and noise spectra at various blade tip speeds
p0496 A73-37288
Development of an Air Cushion Landing System.
fAIAA PAPEB 73-812] P0501 A73-37468
Airfoil profiles aerodynamic characteristics from
laminar flow vind tunnel measurements
P0521 A73-38361
S-3A aircraft systems, performance and design,
discussing flight simulation, wind tunnel tests,
weapons systems, flutter tests, avionics, TF-34 v
engine, stalls and computer programming
t A I A A PAPEB 73-778] p0522 A73-38367
Influence of the shape of the leading edge on the '
transition process in the boundary layer on a
' plate in longitudinal flow
' p0566 A73-40399
Experience .with the BBC 10 ft. x 20'ft. V/STOL'•
propulsion tunnel - Some practical aspects of
V/STOL engine model testing..
p0568 A73-40855
Investigation of multi-element airfoils irith
external flow let flap.
P0571 A73-41087
Test facilities for B-1 components prior to
construction and flight testing, discussing wind
tunnel tests for aerodynamic characteristics,
stall performance, drag factor and spin
p0573 A73-41431
Study of flow around an airfoil with a spoiler at
' Bach nnobers ranging from 0.5 to 2.3
p0574 A73-41584
Hind tunnel test for Dolphin airship model static
thrust measurements, discussing thrust direction
torque moment coefficients and propeller rotation
P0574 A73-41648
Beattachaent of a separated boundary layer to a
convex surface. •. i - . * • » . ..
P0581 A73-42554
An experimental investigation of a let issuing
from a wing in crossflow..
P0585 A73-43111
Aircraft aerodynamics problems covering slender
body theory, atmospheric turbulence and boundary
layers, wind tunnel contractions, radiator
blocks, vortex induced oscillations, etc
P0628 A73-44690
On problems of flight over an extended
angle-of-attack range.
P0628 A73-44692
Comparison of aircraft noise measured in flight
test and in the NASA Ames 40- by 80-foot wind
tunnel. • •
tAIAA PAPEB 73-1047] p0631 A73-44871
Static and wind tunnel tests to determine
performance of four cowl cascade thrust reverser
configurations at forward velocity
fHASA-TH-1-2665) p0167 N73-16773
Hind tunnel tests to predict full scale aircraft
buffet loads during buffet boundary penetration
using scale flutter model of fighter aircraft
'with variable sweep vings
[NASA-TN-D-7066] p0169 N73-16905
Rind tunnel tests of two dimensional wing model
with leading edge slat and trailing edqe flap
fPAA-AO-862) p0170 N73-16984
Predicting flying qualities by wind tunnel tests
p0171 N73-17000
Hind tunnel tests to determine flow
characteristics of stalled two dimensional airfoil
fNASA-CB-130919) p0201 N73-18020
Hind tunnel tests to determine acoustic properties
of semispan ving with externally blown jet flap
to include effects of flap size, vertical
location and forward speed
• [NSSA-TH-X-2749] p0204 N73-18041
Performance of Mirage 3 sigma 4 after body
P0315 N73-22946
Hind tunnel investigation of three dimensional
flow effects on straight wings
P0318 N73-22973
Bind tunnel tests to determine effects of leading
edge modifications on flow and forces on
nntapered wing with 50 degree leading edqe sweep
and Bach numbers from 0.60 to 1.20
fABC-B/H-3270] p0381 N73-24003
Hind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic
characteristics of model of sweptback wing with
warp distribution to produce constant spanwise
coefficient of lift
tABC-B/H-3385] P0382 N73-24007
Hind tunnel tests to determine effect of
longitudinally oriented wing-mounted pods on
aerodynamic characteristics of V/STOL transport
model in cruise flight mode
fNASA-TN-D-7199] p0384 N73-24035
Hind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic
characteristics of delta winq space shuttle
orbiter model at various angles of attack and
sideslip
tNASA-TH-X-2748] ; ; p0386 N73-24058
Hind tunnel tests to determine pressure '
• distributions for four percent thick, circular
arc, biconvex airfoil at 'transonic speeds
fARC-B/H-3180] P0396 H73-25002
Hind tunnel tests at Bach 2.0 to determine
aerodynamic characteristics of cambered and
nncambered gothic wings
fABC-B/H-3211] • p0396 N73-25003
Hind tunnel tests to determine -effect of
interference on performance of full span let
flap mounted on trailing edqe of high aspect
ratio nnswept wing
tABC-B/B-3219] p0396 N73-25005
Supersonic wind tunnel tests to measure overall
normal and side forces, rolling, pitching, and
yawing moments on canard aircraft
tABC-H/H-3226] ' p0397 N73-25011
Hind tunnel tests to determine subsonic
derivatives for oscillating H-winq planform
IARC-R/B-3214] ' p0398 N73-25022
Hind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic
characteristics of vectored thrust V/STOL
fighter aircraft in transition speed range
fNASA-TN-D-7191] p0400 N73-25047
l-5»7
BIRD TOH8EL • BALLS SUBJECT IHDEI
Flight test measurements of control surface binge
•onents on X-24 lifting body correlation with
:. wind tunnel data
rHASA-TB-i-2816] P0400 H73-25049.
Hind tunnel tests to determine pressure
distribution on two dimensional airfoil with
pylon oonnted stores at subsonic speeds using
F-4 aircraft model
rAD-759582] . pC401 H73-25053
Pull scale hover test of 25-foot tilt rotor
rHASA-CB-11i|626] P0403 H73-25070
Bind tunnel tests to determine inflation
characteristics of solid, flat, circular model
parachutes at subsonic speed and various
geometric configurations
fiD-759209] P0405 H73-25087
Rind tunnel tests to determine effect on cruise
performance of installing long duct refan-engine
nacelle on DC 8 aircraft
fHASA-CB-121218] p0465 H73-26023
Analysis of operational problems associated with
wind tunnel testing of V/STOL-aircraft and
helicopters
. , p0469 N73-26240
Analysis of minimum run times required for
instationary_measurements at transonic speeds-
. during wind tunnel tests
,p0469 N73-26243,
Oblectives of dynamic tests in low speed wind
tunnels and techn-gnes for measuring oscillatory
derivatives and 1 insient motion effects
• P0469 B73-.26244
Analysis of techniques and equipment required to.
conduct test of let aircraft engine models in .
wind tunnels
• p0469 H73-26245
Scaling laws, constructional problems, and optimum
model size associated with wind tunnel tests of
helicopters and rotary wing aircraft
P0469 N73-26246
Analysis of acoustic factors involved in wind .
tunnel tests to show contributions from various
sources
P0469 H73-26247
Hind tunnel tests to determine acoustic properties .
of helicopter rotor and wind tunnel calibration
techniques ,
fBAE-LIB-TRANS-1683] p0470 H73-26249
Influence of free stream turbulence on turbulent
boundary layer in.relation to wind tunnel
testing at subsonic speeds
P0471 H73-26283
Influence of free stream turbulence on turbulent
boundary layer in relation to wind tunnel
testing at subsonic speeds
P0471 H73-26283
Two dimensional flow, low speed wind tunnel tests
of trapped vortex-high lift airfoil to reduce
blowing requirements for lift augmentation
r.Apr762077] -P0535 H7.3-27893
Method to increase full-scale inlet/engine system
testing capability of AEDC 16-ft transonic wind
tunnel
[AD-7629123 P0551 N73^29146
Hind tunnel tests to determine performance of
lobed-display oixer nozzle with convergent .•_;,
nozzle at subsonic speeds , • . .
rSASA-TB-I-2806] p0587 B73r29995
Hind tunnel tests to determine effects of
variations in Reynolds number.and leading edge
.configurations on aerodynamic-characteristics of
STOL transport with externally blown .flaps . .
rHAS.A-TN-D-71941 . . p0590, H73r30021
Hind tunnel tests to determine effects of,slot
.spoilers on longitudinal and lateral aerodynamic
characteristics of twin engine light aircraft
rKASA-TH-D-73151 p0592 H73-30033
Hind tunnel tests to determine transient wake
velocities behind three stalled vinq,
configurations at Reynolds numbers up to 4.8
million • ,
CAD-763468] , • p0594 1173-30050
Rind tunnel tests to measure axial and tangential
velocity profiles in near wake vortices of
semi-span model of Convair 990 aircraft model
using laser Doppler velocimeter
CHASA-TH-X-62294V . p0597 B73-30244
Rind tunnel tests to determine two dimensional
characteristics of airfoil optimized for maximum
, lift coefficient at various angles of attack
[BASA-IH-D-707.1,] . p0605 H73-t30929
Hind tunnel tests to determine static "s
longitudinal, lateral, and,directional .
characteristics of twin-engine light.aircraft
scale model ,
 r_ .
fHASA-IN-D-7109] . p0608 H73-30951
Hind tunnel testing of ¥/STOL-aircraft .models to-,
show wind tunnel wall corrections-for models • ,,
with large values of downwash . - . ,
[AD-764255J , , , .p0610 B73-30962
Hind tunnel tests to determine 'drag and stability .
characteristics of solid flat-circular and -' ,
ringslot parachute models " ••' " < ' • - ' i,
tAD-7643641 -. , . 'p0610 -B73-30963
Hind tunnel tests to determine effect .of inlet... ...
turbulence length scale on fan discrete tone noise
CHASA-1H-X-62300] - . .
 a p0617 H73-.31625
Rind tunnel .tests to determine flow'.distribution
at inlet locations on aircraft .model for various
.aerodynamic configurations and airspeeds
fHASA-TH-D-7364] . . . .... . . p0637^73-31929
Hind tunnel .tests to determine low speed
characteristics of large scale model of Pr14A
-aircraft.with emphasis on high lift
configuration stability ...
,, fUASA-TB-X-62244] . " . p0638 H73-31940
Bind tunnel tests of high harmonic circulation ,
control rotary wing model to show instruments
reguired and data acquisition procedures .
tAD-765320] ' .,: p064« N73r31984
..Hypersonic wind tunnel tests of air breathing
enqines .,. , . .
 L •
. ..'..,. p0645 H73-32158
Rind tunnel tests to determine basic performance
of swept angmentor wing configuration and effect
on longitudinal characteristics of aircraft
. . p0662 H73-32941
Hind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic
characteristics of upper surface blown jet-flap
concept incorporating high-bypass-ratio tnrbofan
engines
 ;
- . "" p0663.H73-32943
Hind tunnel tests to determine.aerodynamic .
characteristics of five configurations of short
takeoff aircraft wind tunnel models
. . • , • * . - ' . . - . .: . P0663 H73-32944
Transonic wind tunnel.tests to determine effects
. on flutter of aerodynamic interference between
pairs of closely .spaced delta wings
CKASA-CB-2331] , . _ ,f0677 S73-33887
RIHD TDHHEL HALLS , ' ;,
Influence of the boundaries of wind-tunnel flow on
the flow past a small-aspectrratio wing
- p0660 A73-11707
A method for transonic wind-tunnel corrections.
. , p0100 A73-17105
Correction for change in fluid flow curvature
about a lift-generating airfoil in a
two-dimensional test section with perforated walls
p0238 A73-25864
Bind tunnel interference•on oscillatinq airfoils
in low supersonic flow.
. . . P0282 A73-28166
On viscous .and.wind, tunnel wall effects in.
transonic, flows over airfoils. . .
[AIAA PAPEB 73-660] . .." p0455 »73r36261
.Interference theory in slotted wind, tunnels.
^ extended to subsonic rectangular wind tunnels
, with, ventilated tool, longitudinal slots.-and ,
perforated screens of arbitrary porosity,
rABC-B/HT37p6];. . T... .: p01.11 H73-14007
Calculation of wind tunnel wall interference
velocities affecting pitching moments of high
lift wings , • . • . . - . , . , ,
[HASA-CB-2191], '..... . . p0222 H73-19269
Rail interference effects; at Bach 1 on airfoils in
transonic wind tunnels -
[AB-757534] p0325'H73-23349
Effects of porous wind tunnel wall corrections on
transport aircraft models . •
. , . . . . P0326 H73-23366
Development of numerical methods for correcting
..wall.constraints in transonic wind tunnels with
ventilated walls
'.'.:. . P0469 N73T26241
Correlation between wind tunnel data and finite
difference solutions for viscous.and wind tunnel
effects in transonic flows over airfoils
A-548;
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fAD-764133] p0606 H73-30936
Slotted transonic wind tunnel tests on pitching
delta wing enable selection of porpons vails foe
interference free damping derivatives
[AfiC-H/H-3715] p0661 H73-32930
HIND TUNNELS
NT BLOBDOHN BIHD TUNNELS
HI CASCADE BIHD TUNNELS
HT HTPEBSOHIC HIND T08HELS
NT HTPBBVELOCITY RIND TUNNELS
NT LOU SPEED HIND TOHNELS
HI BECTANGULAB IIND TUNNELS
HI SLOTTED HIND TUNNELS
NT SUBSONIC HIND TUNNELS
NT'SUPERSONIC HIND TUBNELS
NT TEAHSONIC HIND TUNNELS
Hind tunnel facilities in India for subsonic,
transonic and supersonic aeronautical B and D,
describing design layouts, power requirements,
operational functions and instrumentation
P0148 A73-20249
French project of anechoic chanter with wind
tunnel for studying lets, tnrbojets blowers,
helicopter rotors and V/STOL aircraft
p0154 A73-21529
Inlet system design procedures and wind tunnel
facility nodifications allowing for verification
on large scale aodels at Bach 4.5
P0347 A73-31743
Experiment on convex curvature effects in
turbulent boundary layers.
p0565 A73-40245
Longitudinal aerodynanic characteristics of large
scale model with swept wing and augmented jet
flap in ground effect, using 40 z 80 ft wind
tunnel
fNASA-Ta-X-62174] p0670 N73-10030
Hind tunnel design for testing V/STOL aircraft in
transition flight
fAD-749154] pOOSI N73-13278
Open let, wind tunnel operating within anechoic
chamber for studying V/STOL noise •echanisms
tAD-751857] p0177 N73-17235
Hethods for neasuring temperature in wind tunnels
with electric contact thermometers
[DLB-HITT-72-27] p0209 N73-18246
Data acquisition system for S-1 wind tunnel with
continuous subsonic/supersonic flow
[HBB-TN-78<KHB/D) ] p0210 N73-18248
Developments in aerodynamic test facilities to
show past experience, present status, free
fliqht techniques, and future plans
fAGABD-B-603] p0210 N73-18250
Procedure for developing aerodynamic parameters
for use in flight simulator research projects
with emphasis on wind tunnel measurements
P0216 N73-19008
Existing position and future prospects of wind
tunnels in European research
fAGABD-AB-60] p0257 N73-20269
Evaluation of acoustic properties of conventional
wind tunnels for analyzing aerodynamically
generated noise
CNASA-CB-114575] P0257 N73-20277
Application of laser Doppler velociaeter for
measurement of central vortex filament in wind
tunnel test section
fNASA-TH-1-62213] P0311 N73-22448
Fluid mechanics facility in aerodynamics laboratory
[AD-756512] P0325 N73-23350
Analysis of operational problems associated with
wind tunnel testing of V/STOL aircraft and
helicopters
P0469 873-26240
Procedure for generating uniform flow at varying
velocities in wind tunnel test section
[HASA-CASB-AHC-10710-1] P0485 N73-27175
Flow characteristics behind diffnsers in wind
tunnels
tAD-763257] p0597 H73-30251
Diagnostic techniques for measurement of
aerodynamic noise in free field and reverberant
environment of wind tunnels
fNASA-CB-114636) P0602 N73-30669
NBC 10 ft x 20 ft V/STOL propulsion tunnel for
V/STOL engine model testing
p0619 N73-31857
Development of wind tunnel with self correcting
apparatus based on sensors to determine flow
• conditions on tunnel surfaces and method for
varying wall geometry
[AD-764957] p0645 N73-32161
BUD VASIATIC! S
Effect of spatial variability of wind in
stratosphere on flight of supersonic transports
P0674 N73-33529
BUD VELOCITY
A numerical integration method for the
determination of flutter speeds.
P0348 A73-32163
BINDING
NT FILAHENT BINDING
NT BIBE BINDING
BIIDRTLLIIG
U AOTOBOTATION
HIHDOHS
The acoustic response of rooms with open windows
to airborne sounds.
P0101 A73-17369
The transmission of sonic boom signals into rooms
through open windows.
P0101 A73-17370
Concorde cockpit windows design modifications for
weight reduction and reliability optimization,
discussing transparencies and crew seat movement
PC299 A73-30927
HINDOBS (APBBTOBES)
Analysis of sonic boom data recorded on strain
gages mounted on windows to record overpressures
and relation to window size
[FAA-BD-72-114] P0068 N73-12030
Fatigue tests on Comet aircraft pressure cabin to
determine effects of pressure cycles on
structural stability of cabin windows
[ABC-B/H-3248] p0383 N73-24017
Development of statistical prediction model for
determining probability of glass breakage caused
by sonic boom overpressures
CFAA-BD-73-79] p0480 N73-27018
BINDS ALOFT
NT GEOSTBOPHIC BIND
HINDSCBEEHS
U HINDSHIELDS
HINDSBIBLDS
Bathematical method for calculating the optical
characteristics of cone-shaped cockpit
windscreens.
P0452 A73-36069
Aircraft windshield stretched acrylic plastic,
chemically strengthened glass, and clad
polycarbonate curved composite materials
P0577 A73-41863
Optimization of transparent ethylene terpolymer
and compilation of engineering data for use as
adhesive in polycarbonate composite aircraft
transparencies
[AD-750814] p0136 N73-15611
Development of organic glass and plastic materials
with improved mechanical and physical properties
for use with aircraft canopies and protective
coatings
[AD-763263] p0593 N73-30039
BTIDHABD
U BIND (BETEOBOLOGY)
HUG CABBEH
Conically cambered triangular wings with reflex
spanwise curvature.
P0152 A73-20938
Some effects of camber on swept-back wings.
fSAE PAPEB 730298] p0427 &73-34661
Effects of wing camber and twist on longitudinal
aerodynamic characteristics of wing-body
configuration
tNASA-TN-D-7099] p0078 N73-13002
HING FLAPS
NT LEADING EDGE SLATS
NT TBAILING-EDGE FLAPS
STOL aircraft with mechanical high-lift systems in
comparison to STOL aircraft with wings having
blown flaps
[OGLE PiPBB 72-057] p0659 A73-11665
Variations in the sound field of a STOL aircraft
as a function of wing-flap deflection
P0241 A73-26592
Analysis of the aerodynamic characteristics of
wing lift augmentation devices
P0242 A73-26824
A-549
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Comparison of mechanical hiqh lift flaps with
externally blown flaps for SIOL aircraft
fBBB-OH-12-72-0] P0161 B73-16017
Heasurement of lift, drag, and pitching moments in
wing section for range of flap deflections under
two-dimensional flow conditions
[ABC-CP-1233] pOZOO B73-18018
Performance and noise reducing properties of
thrust augmentors
rBASA-TH-I-62250] P0303 S73-21921
Boise tests on large scale model of externally
blown flap lift augmentation system using mixer
nozzle
[BASA-TB-D-7236] p0386 B73-24059
Development of data for numerical analysis of
aerodynamic performance of let, blown, and
elector flaps
[AD-763793] p0594 H73-30049
Flight tests of modified F-100 aircraft to
determine effectiveness of fast-acting flaps as
direct-lift-control devices to improve station
keeping
[NASA-IB-X-2936] P0667 B73-32970
•IBG L01DIB6
Bonstationary load distribution on an
arbitrary-planform wing in supersonic motion
PC155 A73-21725
Trailing vortex sheet roll-up behind finite aspect
ratio wings for different loading conditions,
discussing drag penalties for tip vortices
strength improvements
p0189 A73-23125
Aerodynamics of wake vortices.
P0240 A73-26385
Finite chord effects on vortex induced large.
aspect ratio wing loads, noting rolling moment
magnitude overestimate from lifting line solution
P0347 A73-31670
Beyond the buffet boundary.
POU24 473-34538
Interference between a wing and a surface of
velocity discontinuity.
p0502 A73-37490
A fatigue test program for the wing of the Jantar
SZD-37 sailplane
p0531 A73-39245
Pressure fields over hypersonic wing-bodies at
moderate incidence.
P0533 A73-39808
Thin wall rib structured fan shaped wing design
for arbitrary air loads, using strain
compatibility conditions
P0566 A73-40390
Influence of wing flexibility on sailplane loading
by individual gusts
p057» A73-41577
Determination of the deflections and stresses in a
small-aspect-ratio wing by the displacement method
P0623 A73-43723
Computation of loading on sweptback wings noting
extra collocation points
fARC-CP-12131 P0065 B73-12002
Influence of load and wing load distribution on
lateral and longitudinal maneuverability of
aircraft
P0171 H73-16998
Analysis of point vortex approximation of vortex
sheet in two space dimensions and application to
vortex sheet induced by ellipitcally loaded wing
[AD-755007] P0258 B73-20335
Theoretical calculation of generalized forces and
load distribution on wings oscillating at
general freguency in subsonic stream
[ABC-B/H-37101 p0302 B73-21908
Effect of gust loads on wing and T-tail
airworthiness reguirements for short haul aircraft
[FOK-K-66] p0401 H73-25058
Load near apex of lifting swept wing in linearized
subsonic flow
rABC-B/H-3716] p0588 B73-30C01
Iterative method for calculation of loading on
thin rectangular wing
[ABC-B/H-3719] P0588 B73-30004
Polar coordinate method applied to program for
calculating aerodynamic loads on oscillating
wing configurations in subsonic flow
[SAAB-L-0-B64] p0588 B73-30006
The lift and stalling characteristics of a 35 deg
sweptback wing designed to have identical
chordwise pressure distributions at all spanwise
stations when near maximum lift : ' ,
[ABC-B/H-3721] p0606 873-30935
VUG OSCILUTIOHS
Experimental investigation of the frequency
response of a planar rigid airfoil
p0039 473-12915
Slowly oscillating lifting surfaces at subsonic
and supersonic speeds..
p0049 A73-13704
High-freguency vibrations of a circular wing in
the flow of an ideal fluid
P0099 &73-17089
An automated method for determining the flatter
velocity and the matched point.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-195]
 P0105 A73-17656
Parametric studies of the' wing flutter behavior of
a STOL transport. '
[AIAA PAPEB 73-394] p0233 A73-25523
Calculation of unsteady transonic aerodynamics for
oscillating wings with thickness.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-316] p0235 A73-25547
Besponse-optimum control of the angular and
torsional oscillations of an elastic flying wing.
p0247 A73-27459
Lifting-surface theory for a wing oscillating in
yaw and sideslip with an angle of attack. '
p0283. A73-28802
Downwash-velocity potential method for oscillating
surfaces.. •
p0284 A73-28803
Semiempirical method for flutter prediction of
unsteady lift and aerodynamic forces acting on
oscillating airfoil in stall regime, using
separation function
p0287 A73-29029
Unsteady separated free jet flow of an ideal fluid
past a wing
P0339 A73-31155
An approximate method for the calculation of the
velocities induced by a wing oscillating in
subsonic flow
' ' p0348 A73-31905
Automatic electronic feedback control systems for
active wing/external store flutter suppression
p0446 A73-35244
Simplified aerodynamic theory of oscillating thin
surfaces in subsonic flow.
P0566 A73-40427
Analysis of airplane response to nonstationary
turbulence including wing bending flexibility. II.
P0566 A73-40437
Surface pressure measurements over model delta
wing undergoing oscillatory deformation in low
speed wind tunnel
(ABC-B/H-3693] p0065 B73-12005
Effect of Beynolds number and freguency on
control-surface buzz at high subsonic speeds
noting control of flap oscillation by air jets
[ABC-B/H-3702] p0066 H73-12007
Procedures for calculating velocity potential and
pressure distribution of planforms oscillating
harmonically in supersonic flow
[FOK-X-440] p0251 H73-19994
Calculation and measurement of aerodynamic forces
on oscillating airfoil with and without
aerodynamic stalling
P0271 H73-21042
Theoretical calculation of generalized forces and
load -distribution on wings oscillating at
general freguency in subsonic stream
[iBC-H/M-3710] p0302 1173-21908
Bind tunnel tests to determine subsonic
derivatives for oscillating B-wing planform
[4BC-B/H-3214] p0398 B73-25022
Development of numerical procedures for
determining velocity potential on triangular
wing oscillating harmonically in supersonic flow
[ABC-B/B-3229] p0398 B73-25023
Design and characteristics of test equipment for
measuring longitudinal oscillator; aerodynamic
derivatives in high speed wind tunnel
tABC-B/H-3260] p0399 H73-25029
Application of oscillation theory and mathematical
statistics to problems of aircraft structures
and aerodynamic loads on aircraft and missiles
[BASA-TT-F-753] p0537 H73-27908
Analytical representation of auxiliary functions
of theory for oscillating lifting surface with
1-550
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high aspect ratio at subsonic speeds
roiB-FB-73-16) p0587 H73-29999
•,Polar coordinate method applied to program foe
calculating aerodynamic loads on oscillating
wing configurations in subsonic flow
[SAAB-L-0-B64] P0588 N73-30006
BIHG PAHELS -
Investigation of fatigue life and residual
strength of ving panel foe reliability purposes.
P0043 A73-13233
Behavior of a ving panel under transient
conditions in a gas flow
P0416 473-30139
Contribution to the theory of biplane wing sections.
P0418 473-3*325
Development of numerical analysis techniques for
determining lifting surface characteristics of
circular wings and parabolic wing tips
[AD-748433] , P0078 N73-13006
numerical analysis of pressure distribution at
parabolic wing tips on circular wing model based
on occurrence of logarithmic sets
[AD-7484321 P0078 H73-13007
Hind tunnel tests of two dimensional wing model
with leading edge slat and trailing edge flap
tFS4-40-862] P0170 H73-16984
Design, fabrication, and evaluation of boron-epoxy
reinforced C-130 center wing boxes
CHASA-CB-112272] . p0318 H73-22979
Design analysis and fabrication of hypersonic wing
, test structure
rNASA-CB-127490] , P0677 H73-33883
RIHG FL1HFOBHS
NI ABROH KINGS
NT DELTA RINGS
HI IHFINITE SPAS HINGS
HI SHEPTBACK RINGS
HT TB4PEZOIDAL SINGS
NT VABIABLE SHEEP RINGS
The influence of a strake on the flow field of a
delta wing /lambda + 2/ at near-sonic velocities
rDGlB PAPEB 72-125] P0055 473-14385
Leading-edge force features of the aerodynamic
finite element method.
'.. . ' . P010Q 473-17213
Nonstationary load distribution on an
arbitrary-planform wing in supersonic motion
',. . p0155 473-21725
Unsteady subsonic compressible flow around finite
thickness wings.
CAIA4 PAPEB 73-3131 . P0234 473-25544
Development aod applications of supersonic
unsteady consistent aerodynamics for interfering
parallel wings.
[AIAA PAPEB 73-3171 P0235 473-25548
Optimal grid arrangement in vortex lattice method
of lifting surface aerodynamic analysis,
comparing numerical with kernel function results
for simple wing planforms
P0347 473-31746
German monograph - The flow around wings of
arbitrary planform in the case of supersonic
flow - 4 computational method.
P0359 473-32581
Three dimensional turbulent boundary layer of
yawed wing suction surface in uniform flow,
examining cross flow profile, velocity
distribution and weighting functions
P0371 473-33267
Vortex-lift prediction for complex ving planforms.
P0419 173-34H38
Numerical calculation of the three dimensional
transonic flow over a yaved ving. •
pO«l(2 473-35129
A let-wing lifting-surface theory.using elementary
vortex distributions. •
CAIii PAPBB 73-652] p0453 473-36207
The lift on a ving in a turbulent flow.
P0502 473-37487
4 theoretical note on the lift distribution of a
non-planar ground effect ving.
P0502 473-37493
Bussian book on structural mechanics of tapered
thin vailed conical bodies and wings in aviation
and rocket technology
P0572 473-41281
Methods for calculating nonlinear flows with
attached shock waves over conical vings.
P0581 473-42562
Monograph - Quasi homogeneous approximations for
the calculation of wings with curved subsonic
leading edges flying at supersonic speeds.
P0582 A73-42675
Development of numerical method for designing
minimum drag supersonic wing camber surfaces of
arbitrary planform for given lift characteristics
fNASA-TN-D-7097] pOO?8 H73-130C1
Development of numerical analysis techniques for
determining lifting surface characteristics of
circular wings and parabolic wing tips
[4D-748433J ' pCC78 N73-13006
Rind tunnel tests to determine effect of wing
planform on generation of sonic boom at various
Hach numbers
fNASA-TN-D-7160] p0138 N73-15709
Optimized design of supersonic aircraft wing based
on linear combination of weight of wing and
aerodynamic drag minimization
PC158 N73-15997
Development of analytical technigue for computing
performance of arbitrary let-flapped wing with
compensations for variations in wing geometry
[N4SA-CB-2179] p0169 N73-16982
Aerodynamic characteristics of biplane wing <
systems with emphasis on stall matching and
induced camber effects which differ from
monoplane wing
P0170 N73-16987
Analysis of aircraft trailing vortices to show
formation and breakdown for various aircraft
wing configurations
[ME/A-72-1] P0177 N73-17247
Development of two dimensional theory for unsteady
flow disturbances caused by aeroelastic
deformation of thick wing at high subsonic speeds
rNASA-CB-112114] p0177 N73-17258
Measurement of unsteady pressures developed on
harmonically oscillating wing planform in three
dimensional compressible flow
fDLB-FB-72-55] . p0199 S73-18007
Hind tunnel tests to determine flow
characteristics of stalled two dimensional airfoil
rNASA-CB-130919] . pC201 N73-1802C
Analysis of scaling parameters for.flow in core
region of vortex generated by rectangular ving
tip and vortex generated by ogee wing tip
rNASA-CB-2180] P°21? "73-18995
Development of algorithm for calculating inviscid
flow about arbitrary planform rotors and
application to analyzing various rotary ving
configurations
P0272 N73-21048
Development of computer program and algorithm for
determining interference between lifting surface
elements at various Hach numbers
fHASA-CR-112264] , . p0277 N73-21272
Analysis of aerodynamic interference resulting
from let issuing normal to chordal plane of two
dimensional wing in crossflow conditions
P0310 N73-22223
Analysis of pressure distribution and surface flow
on half models of vings vith curved tips and 60
degree sveepback
fABC-B/H-3244] p0381.N73-24001
Rind tunnel tests to determine effects of leading
edge modifications on flow and forces on .
untapered vinq vith 50 degree leading edge sweep
and Hach numbers from 0.60 to 1.20
fAEC-B/H-3270] p0381 N73-24003
Analysis of flow pattern on tapered, sveptback
ving at Hach numbers between 0.6 and 1.6 and 12
degree angle of incidence
[ABC-B/H-3271) p0382 N73-24004
Measurements of roll damping derivative of three
ving planforms using free light roll balance
technigue for Hach numbers from 0.7 to 1.4
[ABC-8/H-3274] p0382 N73-24005
Hind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic
characteristics of model of sveptback ving vith
warp distribution to produce constant spanvise
coefficient of lift
[AEC-B/H-3385] p0382 S73-24007
Analysis of flow development over plane, half-vinq
vith cropped-delta planform using.surface
pressure distributions and oil flov patterns
with variations in incidence and Bach number
tABC-E/H-3286] p0382 N73-24C08
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Rind tunnel tests at Bach 2.0 to determine
aerodynamic characteristics of cambered and
uncaabered qothic wings
rABC-H/H-3211] P0396 H73-25003
Development of fornalas for calculating gradients
and ordinates of camber surfaces of sveptback
Kings of arbitrary planfora vith subsonic
leading edqes and specified load distribution
r»BC-B/H-32l71 p0396 H73-25004
Rind tunnel tests to determine effect of
interference on performance of full span let
flap nounted on trailing edqe of high aspect
ratio unswept King
fABOB/B-3219] P0396 H73-25005
Application of slender body theory for calculating
miniana values of zero lift wave drag of slender
vings vith upswept trailing edge
fABC-B/H-3222] P0396 H73-25007
Design criteria for slender warped wings with
unswept trailing edge with zero load along
leading edge and near planar vortex sheet at
trailing edge for design lift coefficient
rABC-B/M-3406] P0397 H73-25008
Analysis of effects of shock induced boundary
layer separation in transonic flight and methods
for elininatinq or reducing effects
tiBC-B/B-3510] P0398 H73-25019
Besearch projects in theoretical and practical
aerodynamics ~ Vol; 2
pC398 H73-25020
Rind tunnel tests to determine subsonic
derivatives for oscillating H-wing planform
r&BC-B/H-321»] p0398 N73-25022
Development of numerical procedures for
determining velocity potential on triangular
wing oscillating harmonically in. supersonic flow
fABC-B/B-32291 P0398 N73-25023
Numerical analysis of wing bending, wing torsion,
and aileron rotation at transonic speeds to
determine effects on wing-aileron flutter
fASC-B/B-32581 p0399 S73-25028
Numerical analysis of lift and lift distribution
on aircraft wing and trailing vortex flow behind
wing
fAD-759262] PC405 H73-25089
Comparison of linearized theories to determine
aerodynamic characteristics of slender wings in
supersonic flow
fBAB-LIB-TBAHS-1677J p0464 B73-26010
Aerodynamic characteristics of slender delta wings
to show perforsance under various conditions of
airspeed, angle of attack, and ground effect
rNASA-TT-F-10949] p0466 N73-26031
Numerical analysis of supercritical flow about
C-141 aircraft wing using finite difference,
relaxation algorithm
fNASA-TH-D-6933) p0535 H73-27889
Aerodynamic characteristics of high lift wing
concepts for application to commercial short
takeoff transport aircraft
p0556 H73-29908
Design of aircraft with rotatable wing for
producing high speed aerodynamic configuration
tNASA-CASE-ABC-10470-2] p0590 H73-30018
Rind tunnel tests to determine transient wake
velocities behind three stalled wing
configurations at Beynolds numbers up to 4.8
million
[AD-763U68] p0594 F73-30050
Rind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic
characteristics of three oblique, high aspect
ratio wing and body combinations at Bach numbers
between 0.60 and 1.40
rBASA-TB-X-62256] p0660 N73-32926
Hind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic
characteristics of oblique wing and body
combination at Bach numbers between 0.60 and 1.40
rsASA-IB-I-62207] P0661 N73-32927
Aerodynamic characteristics of augmentor wings and
analysis of augmentation and entrainment in
defining a net thrust coefficient
P0663 H73-32942
Simulations of powered-lift SIOL transport
aircraft with either externally blown flap
configuration or angaentor wing configuration
P0663 H73-32948
Flight tests of augmentor-wing jet ST01 research
aircraft to compare wind tunnel data with flight
data for dynamic characteristics and limitations
p0664 H73-32954
Rind tunnel tests to determine acoustic properties
of externally blown flap and angmentor wing for
short takeoff aircraft configurations '
p0666 H73-32965
•116 PBOFILES
HI RIHG SPAH
Supercritical shock free transonic profiles for
transport aircraft wings of large 'and medium
aspect ratio, discussing straight and yawed wing
tests
[D611 PAPEB 72-130] ' p0055 473-14383
Aerodynamic characteristics of thin asymmetric
wing profiles in supersonic flow '
pOISO A73-20487
Discrete vortex scheae of a wing of finite span
p0154 A73-21611
Analysis of the aerodynamic characteristics of
wing-lift augmentation devices. II
; P0237 A73-25796
Solid profile wing motion in ideal incompressible
fluid at variable distance from'screen in terms
of small perturbation theory
p0249 A73-27815
Bogallo variable geometry flexible cambered wing
structure and aerodynamic performance for low
speed agricultural flight applications
p0281 A73-28027
Transonic flow past lifting wings.
P0284 A73-28824
Influence of weak viscous interaction on the drag
of a wing profile
P0340 A73-31195
SIOL light aircraft wing with circulation control
through blowing around trailing edge, boundary
layer control through suction, leading edge
modification and increase in chord length
tSAE PAPEB 730328] p0429 A73-34682
Feasibility and optimization of variable-geometry
wing for jet amphibian business aircraft.
tSAE PAPEB 730330] p0429 V73-34683
Analysis of the aerodynamic characteristics of
devices for increasing wing lift. Ill -
Influence of gronnd proximity on the aerodynamic
characteristics of the flaps
p0461 A73-37022
The optimisation of wing design.
pO«98 A73-37408
The aerodynanic development of the wing of the A
300B.
P0572 A73-41192
The effect of vails on the lifting force of a
solid-foil wing
p0623 A73-43722
Rind tunnel tests to determine effect of simulated
hoar frost on lift coefficient of three aircraft
wing configurations
tFFA-AD-902] p0667 N73-10001
Beasnrement of lift, drag, and pitching moments in
wing section for range of flap deflections under
two-dimensional flow conditions
[ABC-CP-1233] p0200 H73-18018
Aerodynamic characteristics of flow around wing
profiles
[AD-752686] p0206 H73-18054
Aerodynamic forces, pressure distribution, and
wakes of wing profile with trailing edge flaps
and leading edge slats
p0672 H73-33187
•116 BOOTS
Ring-fuselage junctions fairings compromise
design, describing rotational eddies formation
mechanism for unsteady ducted flow and wing root,
phenomena
[OHEBA, TP NO. 1217] p0285 A73-28836
Ring spar static and fatigue tests and S-H curve
for lifetime measurement of root sections of
small trainer and passenger aircraft
p0348 A73-32190
Some findings from a preliminary fatigue
experiment vith model light-alloy specimens
P0348 A73-32191
Ultrasonic inspection of wing spar joints and lugs
on Viscount Aircraft
[TB-7207.591] p0119 H73-14472
Developaent of continual solution for stress
distribution due to thermal stresses near roots
of rectangular wings
[ABC-B/H-3236] p0384 N73-24030
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•IHG SLATS;
0 LEADING .EDGE SLATS
SLOTS . . , . ; ' . .
Development. of 'nonlinearized. solution for
aerodynamic characteristics of jet flap liftinq
" surface with span- vise slot near trailing edge
tBASA-CB-2190)
 P0157 B73-15986
WIIG SPiH
An improved': nonlinear lifting-line theory.
",,..'• - . P0284 A73-28817
Equivalence rale and transonic flow theory
involving lift.
, - . . . - i . ' ' P0455 173-36328
Effect of wing span loading on wing trailing
vortices • . . • •
' ' [AD-754055.] , . P0251 B73- 20003
BIBS STALL . •
0 BOOHDABY LATEB, SEFABAIIOH
•IHG TAHKS ; "
Connective f laid notion and heat transfer in
. aircraft ving fuel tanks due to aerodynamic
heating, comparing analytical vith ezperinental
resui'ts
p0346 A73-31643
•IBS UPS
•ing-tip vottex "breakdown and dissipation,
deriving closejd fora transcendental solutions
for viscous core flow quasi-cylindrical momentum
integral equations
••''•'• p0663 A73- 12036
•ing tip vortei modification by tip-noanted
upstream and downstream directed air jets,
discussinq wind tannel test results
. . , p0144 A73-19193
Calculation of the aerodynamic characteristics of
a rectangular wing with tip plates loving at a
low subsonic speed in the proximity of a screen
• p0147 A73-20094
A theory for rectangular, dings with snail tip
• clearance in a channel. .
. . . . ' . - ' ' p0339 A73-31120
Aircraft wing tip turbulent wakes producing
swirling vortices, discussing wake hazards, wind
tunnel research and vortex dissipation procedures
[SAE PAPEfi 730294] . . p0427 A73-34658
Bapid scanning, three-dimensional, hot-wire
anemone tec surveys for wing tip vortices in the
Ames .HO- by 80-foot wind tunnel.
[AIAA PAPEB, 73-681] p0454 A73-36232
Results of analytical methods for predicting wing
vortex strength compared with results of flight
investigation of wake characteristics of several
large jet transport aircraft
tHASA-TB-D-6904] p0068 H73-12033
Development of numerical analysis techniques for
determining lifting surface characteristics of
circular wings and parabolic wing tips
CAD-748433] p0078 S73r 13006
numerical analysis of pressure distribution* at
parabolic wing tips on circular wing model based
on occurrence of logarithmic sets
[AD-748432] ' ' p0078 B73-13007
Analysis of scaling, parameters for flow in core
region of vortex generated by 'rectangular wing
tip and vortex generated by ogee wing tip
" r»ASA-CS-2180] ' p0215 H73- 18995
Analysis of pressure distribution and surface flow
on half models of wings with carved tips and 60
degree sweepback
[ABC-B/H-3244] P0381 H73-24001
Ring tip vortei measurements with laser Doppler "v
velocimeter " ' '
CBASA-CB-124444] ' p0660 H73-32924
iIHGED BOCKBT BOOSTEBS
0 LAUHCH VEHICLES
ilBGS . ' " . "
BT ABBOR HIBG5 •- . • .
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BI CABET BIBGS
BT CBUCIFOBH SIHGS
BT DELTA BIBGS ' "
BT FIXED HIBGS ' ''
BT FLEXIBLE RIBGS
BT ISFINITE SPAB BIBGS ' ;
BT LIFTIBG BOTOBS
BT LOB ASPECT BATIO BIBGS
BT PABABIBGS
BT BECTABGOLAB BIBGS
BT BI6ID BOTOBS '
BT BIGID BIBGS
BT BIBG BIBGS
BT BOTABX BIBGS "
BT SLEBDEB BIBGS
NT SDPEECKITICAL RINGS
BT SIEPT WINGS
BT SBEPTBACK BIBGS
BT THUS BIBGS
BT TILTIHG BOTOKS
BT TIP DRIVEN BOTOBS
BT TBAPEZOIDAL RINGS
BT TBISTEO BIBGS
BT ONCAMBERED BIBGS
BT OBSHEPT BIRGS
BT VARIABLE SREEP SINGS
Aerodynamic interference between jet propulsion
system and airframe for supersonic transport
with wing-mounted nacelles, noting .wing
performance role in lift effectiveness!
CAIAA PAPEB 72-1113.) poous 473-131128
Powered model wind tunnel investigation to
determine performance, trends with nacelle
location.
[AIAA PAPEB 72-1114] p,00«5 A73-13429
Selective reinforcement of wing structure for
flutter prevention.
p0049 A73-13705
Optimum design for air superiority fighter, noting
conventional, delta and coupled canard wing
configurations and SAAB Viggen aircraft '
p.00.50 A73-13922
Induced drag of finite wing with antisymmetric
incidence distribution due to rolling, deriving
relations between wing lift distribution and
induced downwash
P0056 H73-14472
Linearized theory for infinite span wing small
unsteady notions in curved flight in inviscid .
incompressible fluid, obtaining time dependent
forces, pressure and velocity fields
CAIAA PAPEB 73-90] p0095 A73-16854
Trailing vortez sheet roll-up behind finite aspect
ratio wings for different loading conditions,
discussing drag penalties for tip vortices
strength improvements
P0189 A73-23125
Creep analysis of a thin-walled wing on the basis
of the plate analogy
... ' . p02»3 A73-27086
The evolution and application of lofting
techniques at Hawker Siddeley Aviation.
p0281 A73-28054
Fiberglass-reinforced plastics for gli'der laminate
wing spars, describing elastic properties and
strength characteristics
p0296 A73-30241
Aircraft recovery by inflatable wing canopy with
steel cable or fiber suspension lines,
discussing aerodynamic characteristics,
suspension system and centrifugal compressor
performance
[AIAA PAPEB 73-470] p0342 A73-31454
Applications and concepts for the incorporation of
composites in large military transport aircraft.
' p0434 A73-34816
A three-dimensional wing/jet interaction analysis
including jet distortion influences.
[AIAA PAPER 73-655) p0453 A73-36209
Automated structural design and analysis of
"advanced composite wing models.
P0502 A73-37486
Dew contributions to the iterative method for
aerodynamic calculations of wings in subsonic
flows
• p0503 A73-37545
An experimental investigation of a .jet issuing
from a wing in crossflow.
P0585 A73-43111
Interference of wing and propeller streams
[AD-745916] ' . pC678 H73-11008
Analysis of forces imposed on aircraft wing from
landing gear impact in relation to weight of
wing, damping, and frequency of periodic load
[AD-747381] ' ' p0071 N73-12052
Design, fabrication, and flight tests of
boron-epoxy reinforced C-130E center wing boxes
fBASA-CH-112126) p0079 N73-13011
Development of auxiliary lifting system.to provide
ferry capability for entry vehicles
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rHASi-C»SE-HB-1057fl-1] p0083 H73-13257
Development of computer program foe generating
aerodynamic forces for plane and interfering
winqs at supersonic speeds
CHASA-CB-1121841 p0084 H73-13290
iinq impulse theory applied to determination of
propeller slipstreaa influence on winq
aerodynamic characteristics, using airfoil of
finite span
CAD-749726) P0117 H73-ia051
Flatter characteristics of thin cantilever winqs
at transonic and supersonic speeds
fHAL-TB-288] p0126 H73-15022
Supersonic aerodynamic influence coefficients for
isolated and parallel interfering coplanar and
noncoplanar vinqs
[HASA-CB-2168) p0199 H73-18003
Bumerical analysis of inviscid, fully developed
structure of lift-qenerated vortices behind
aircraft vinqs and extension to arbitrary
span-loaded distributions
fHASA-TH-X-62224] p0211 B73-18289
Calculation of wind tunnel wall interference
velocities affecting pitching moments of high
lift wings
fHASA-CB-2191] p0222 B73-19269
Conparisons between analoq and numerical aethods
for studyinq response of an aircraft
rPOBL-971 p0267 H73-21007
Standardized load sequence for flight simulation
tests on transport aircraft wing structures
tLBF-BEBICHT-FB-106] p0319 H73-22986
Analysis of structural reliability of large scale
bonded joints for advanced composite wing to
deternine service life of boron epoiy to
titanium scarf joint
fAD-7568931 p0321 B73-22995
Tangent milling and spline approximation
techniques for wings
rBAL-TB-331 P0392 H73-24524
Rind tunnel interference factors for high lift
wings in closed wind tunnels
P0395 H73-24996
Automated design optimization of supersonic
airplane wing structures under dynamic constraints
fBASA-CR-1123191 p0402 H73-25063
Effects of wing structural elasticity on
accumulation of fatigue damaqe during aircraft
flight in turbulence
TAD-759634] p0404 B73-25082
Computer program for designing minimum mass wings
under flatter, strength and minimum gage
constraints
[NASA-TN-D-726JH p0476 B73-26927
Strain gage bridge calibrations on wing structure
at elevated temperatures to establish thermal
and mechanical loads due to aerodynamic heating
fNASA-TK-D-7390] p0544 B73-28883
Procedures for ultrasonic inspection of wing
attachment fittings on Viscount aircraft
CTB-7211.621] P0553 B73-29455
Numerical analysis of laminar boundary layer on
slipping wing
fAD-763285] p0597 H73-30255
Kutta-Joukovski condition for describing three
dimensional flow over arbitrary wing
fRAB-LIB-TBABS-1709] p0672 B73-33185
•I BE
Computerized simulation of aerodynamic
characteristics for trailing wire systen towed
by orbiting aircraft
fAD-753909] p0221 B73-19255
BIBE ilBDIHG
Feasibility model of airborne ac synchronous
generator with rotating superconducting field
windinq, comparinq predicted performance, size
and weiqht with conventional technoloqy
p0661 A73-11827
•OOD AIBCBAFT COHSTBOCTIOI
0 AIBCEAFT STBDCTDBES
WOBK CAPACITY
Commercial aircraft fliqht control instrumentation
for safe and efficient flight path management,
emphasizing aircrew work load relief under
stressful air traffic conditions
P0354 A73-32473
Cockpit mock-ups and simulator design for pilot
workload assessment for Concorde program and
V/STOL research
P0509-A73-37735
The air traffic controller and' control' capacity.
" . • ' • • P0512 A73-37811
Skylab 1 .medical experiments concerning astronaut
• ' physiological responses and work capability as
affected by exposure to space flight -environment
• ' p05-73 A73-41519
IOBK DECBEBER
0 IOBK CAPACITY • '
ROBKIBG FLUIDS
Boundary layer efficiency as working fluid in
~ ramjets for high aircraft speeds, obtaining
external efficiency as function of boundary
layer parameters and flow rate ' • '•'
• • ' • • • ' • • • p0190 A73-23360
Differential temperature measurements in engine
fluids. • -
' p0452 A73-36071
I2P AIBCBAFT ' '• • " • ' ' •- •
0 B-2 AiBCBAFT " ' ' . v .
X BAY PEOTOGBAPHY '
D BADIOGBAPHY
X-14 AIBCBAPT
Analysis of control and power requirements for
X-14 aircraft based on equations of motion with
respect to set of axes fixed to aircraft '
[NASA-CB-130760] ' p0170 H73-16988
X-22 AIBCBAFT • •
Total In-Flight Simulator for X-22A aircraft based
on variable stanility-and-control system concept
for reliability design
P0632 A73-45153
Development of criteria for predicting landing •'
inpact loads for V/STOL aircraft based on data
obtained by fliqht tests of X-22 aircraft
(AD-753852) ' p0208 H73-18075
Flight test of X-22 aircraft to determine
longitudinal stability requirements of short
takeoff aircraft daring terminal area operations
[AD-754840] pu25» H73-20029
X-24 AIBCB&PI
Flight test measurements of control surface hinge
moments on X-24 lifting body correlation with
wind tunnel data .-.'•:
CHiSA-Tn-X-2816] s ' ' p0400 H73-25049
IB-70 AIBCBAFT
0 B-70 AIBCBAFT
XC-142 AIBCBAFI
Application of parameter estimation algorithm to
obtain longitudinal aerodynamic derivatives from
flight data for XC-1K2& aircraft in cruise
conditions
IHASA-TH-D-7114] pOOSO H73-13025
IB-51 HELICOPTBB '
Flight tests -of XH-51 helicopter to determine
effects of gyroscope and control spring
modifications on stability and control
P0268 H73-21015
XV-51 AIBCBAFT • . . • • . ,
D XV-5 AIBCBAFT
XT-6A AIBCBAFT
0 P-1127 AIBCBAFT '
X¥-5 AIBCBAFT '
Jet aircraft noise of XV-5B V/STOL aircraft as
determined by full scale flight test and wind
tunnel model tests
[NASA-TH-X-62182) p0670 H73-10029
Acoustic measurements of sound pressure levels due
to cross flow over face of lift 'fans on
fan-in-winq and V/STOL model transport aircraft
[HASA-CB-1145661 p030« B73-21928
YAK 40 AIBCBAFT
Characteristics of Tak 40 aircraft and application
for short haul service to isolated areas of USSB
CHASA-TT-F-14943] p0401 H73-25057
Til
A method of testing full-scale inlet/engine
systems at high angles of attack and yaw at
transonic velocities.
[AIAA PAPEB 72-1097] p004« A73-13Q17
Lifting-surface theory for a wing oscillating in
yaw and sideslip with an angle of attack.
P0283 £73-28602
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SOBJBCT IIDEI ZBBO-ZBBO RBATHEB
• .-Three dimensional turbulent boundary layer of
yaved ving suction surface ID uniform flov,
examining cross flo* profile, velocity
-. . distribution and weighting functions
P0371 173-33267
,..Burnerical calculation of the three dimensional
. transonic flov over a yawed ving.
P0442 A73-35129
Effect of yav on supersonic' and hypersonic flov
over delta wings.
P0517 173-38008
Automatic control of adverse yav in the landing
environment using optimal control theory.
[1IA1 PAPEB 73-861] p0528 A73-38799
Aircraft and spacecraft hand controllers for yav,
-pitch, and roll
[HAS1-CASE-HSC-12394-1] p0255 H73-20041
I1RI1G HOHBHTS .'
Flight simulator evaluation of control moment
usage and regnirements for V/STOL aircraft.
[AHS PBEPBIHT 743] p0439 A73-35076
Contribution of straight-tapered swept ving to
rolling monent derivative due to yawing under
conditions vhere flov remains fully attached to
surface
rBSDO-72021] p0157 H73-15980
Characteristics of system for providing yav
. control of vehicles at high supersonic and
hypersonic speeds by deflecting flaps mounted on
• upper ving surface
tHASA-CASE-LAB-11140-1] p0252 H73-20008
Rind-tunnel apparatus for determining moment
cross-derivatives due to pitching and yaving on
models at moderate angles of attack and sideslip
fNASa-CB-114663] p0607 H73-30944
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ZEBO LIFT
lave drag reduction on delta wings at zero lift as
function of displacement of maximum thickness in
spanvise direction
tDLB-FB-71-61] p0129 B73-15044
Evaluation of double integral eguation for
calculation of wave drag due to volume and
aerodynamic lift of slender vings
rABC-B/B-3221] p0396 H73-25006
Application of slender body theory for calculating
minima values of zero lift vave drag of slender
vings with nnsvept trailing edge
CABC-B/H-3222] p0396 B73-25007
Optimum design of ving-body combinations for
zero-lift drag rise at transonic speeds
tABC-B/H-3279] pO«00. H73-25043
ZEBO-ZEBO BEATHEB
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low-speed vind tunnel investiqation of the
aerodynamic and acoustic performance of a
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ABDBIBABID, A. I.
Boise of e^ts discharging from a duct containing
bluff bodies.
P0497 473-37291
ABEL, I.
Status of two studies on active control of
aeroelastic response
f NASA-IB-X-2909] p0603 B73-30864
ABIBO*. A. 1.
Aircraft construction technology
tAD-748712] P0083 B73-13043
Technology of aircraft construction
fAD-749558] p0083 B73-13044
1BOLTIB, B. V.
Features of flow-parameter measurement by a
cylindrical probe in the vaneless diffuser of a
small centrifugal compressor
P0292 173-29552
ABBABAB. C.
The new frontiers of civil aviation
P0457 173-36685
ABBABAB. P.
Automated system of mixed /civil and military/
control
P0351 A73-32444
ABBABOVICB. G. H.
Applied gas dynanics. Third edition
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ABBAHOVICB, K. 6.
Analysis of meteorological conditions for aviation
P0425 A73-34539
Analysis of meteorological conditions for aviation
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ABBAHOilTZ, P. B.
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Operational considerations in the design of
airports.
P0513 A73-37820
ACKBHBAHB, 3. B.,
Control theory research
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Theoretical subsonic derivatives for an
oscillating H-wing
[ABC-B/H-3214J p0398 H73-25022
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The 'AIL-CO-SCAN1 system of landing
P0353 A73-32470
ADAHCZYK, 3..3.
Scattering of sound by an aerofoil of finite span
in a coipressible stream.
p0665 A73-12609
Analytical investigation of compressibility and
three-dimensionality on the unsteady response of
an airfoil in a fluctuating flow field.
[AIAA PAPER 73-683] p0454 A73-36234
ADABS, B..
A technological development scenario for offshore
jetports.
P0344 A73-31534
ADABS. i. B., JB..
Analytic prediction of airplane equilibrium spin
characteristics
[BASA-TB-D-6926] p0670 B73-10028
ADDOBS, B. B.
Aerodynamic and structural design considerations
for high lift biplane wing systems
p0170 B73-16987
ADDI. A. L..
A study of the effects of boundary layer on
azisymmetric jet-on base pressure in transonic
and supersonic flows
[AD-754640] p0258 873-20326
ABBISCHEB, A..C.
Development and testing of ballute
stabilizer/decelerators for aircraft delivery of
a 500-lb munition.
tAIAA PAPBB 73-485] p0343 A73-31467
AFPBBS, B..A..
The effect of icing inhibitor and copper
passivator additives on the flammability
properties of hydrocarbon fuels
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Flaomability properties of hydrocarbon fuels.
Part 4: The significance of flash point as an
indicator of the flamiability hazard of
hydrocarbon fuels
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Emissions from continuous combustion systems;
Proceedings of the Fifteenth Symposium, Barren,
flich., September 27, 28, 1971.
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Advanced angmentor-wing research
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Advanced angmentor-ving research
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The investigation of the effect of certain factors
on the characteristics of endurance of
heat-resistant alloys used for the nanufacture
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Trimming and checking aircraft gas-turbine engines
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Onivalent solvability of the inverse problem of
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Analysis of the effectiveness of different methods
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turbojet engine
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Study of turbulent wakes behind cones in
hypersonic flight using Schlieren photograph
correlation
p0561 A73-39985
1LBBBS, J. «.
Application of compressibility correction to
calculation of flow in inlets.
P0456 A73-36395
Theoretical and experimental internal flow
characteristics of a 13.97-centimeter-diameter
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Extremes of low atmospheric density near the
ground for elevations up to 15,000 feet for
BIL-STD-210B
CAD-755791J p0277 B73-21382
Applications of electromagnetic technology in
telecommunications
[AD-756482] P0308 B73-22107
On the operation value of terminal weather
forecasts
[AD-757489] p0329 B73-23679
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Fog modification: A technology assessment
C1D-762207] p0542 H73-28631
I lightweight, low-profile antenna for airborne
station-keeping application
tAD-760685] p0644 H73-32131
Flight testing of a cryogenically cooled
hygrometer
CAD-764718] p0647 H73-323S4
AIB FOSCB DECT., iASHIBGTOB, D.C.
Besearch And Development Contributions to
Aviation Progress (BiDCiP), Volume 1
[HiSi-CB-129572] p0088 873-13982
Besearch And Development Contributions to
Aviation Progress (BADCiP), Volume 2,
appendices 1 thru 9
CBASA-CB-129573J p0088 H73-13983
Besearch And Development Contributions to
Aviation Progress (BADCAP): Executive summary
[HASA-CB-129574] p0088 H73-13984
AIB FOBCE FLIGHT DIHAHICS LAB., iBIGBI-PATTEBSOB
AFB. OHIO..
Takeoff and Landing Analysis (TOLA) computer
program. Part 1: Capabilities of the Takeoff
and Landing Analysis coaputer program
CAD-741942] p0671 873-10042
Atmospheric turbulence field paraaeters
determination
CAD-745946] p0675 H73-10641
Boiling resistance and carcass life of tires
operating at high deflections
[AD-746304] p0681 N73-11031
F-102A eight channel flight loads data recording
program
[AD-747016] p0070 H73-12047
A practical look at the stall and high lift
operation of externally blovn flap STOL
transport configurations
p0125 873-15011
On airflow separation and buffet onset daring
fighter aircraft maneuvering
p0125 H73-15017
A study of the practicability of active
vibration isolation applied to aircraft during
the taxi condition
CAD-750137] ' •• p0135 873-15515
Handling gualities criteria and requirements
P0171 H73-16993
Mission effects on stability and maneuverability
P0171 H73-16995
The design of stability augmentation systems for
decoupling aircraft responses
[HASA-CB-130543J p0174 B73-17021
Bi-normal coordinates in discrete systems with
application to an aircraft shimmy problem
CAD-752548] p0175 B73-17030
The influence of aerodynamic decelerators on
supersonic wakes: Kith an application of the
GaS hydraulic analogy
[AD-751982] P0178 873-17266
Evaluation of energy maneuverability procedures
• in aircraft flight path optimization and
performance estimation
' [AD-754909] p0255 H73-20035
Inertial system enhancement of flight control
p0261 H73-20700
Irue airspeed sensor for V/STOL aircraft
- •rAD-755374] p0278 873-21403
Analysis of data rate regnirements for low
'•' visibility approach with a scanning beam
landing guidance system
[AD-758786] p0410 873-25719
A review of the OS tri-service 7/STOL programs
P0478 873-27003
Design and failure criteria of advanced
composite primary structure
p0488 873-27480
Examination of'the voice command concept for
' application to Air Force cockpits
[AD-762922] p0550 873-28998
Sonic fatigue resistance of lightweight aircraft
structures
p0557 873-29923
- The use of fracture mechanics principles in the
design and analysis of damage tolerant
aircraft structures
p0558 873-29928
A summary of crack growth prediction technignes
p0558 873-29932
Application of optimality criterion to;: . •<
fiber-reinforced composites
[AD-763732) . . . - - • p0599 873-30558
AIB FOBCE IBST. ,OF TECH.. BBIGBT-FATTBBSOB 'AFB, .OHIO.
Analysis of piloted weapon delivery: Strafing
performance of a foreign aircraft
[AD-745997J p0671.873-10044
An investigation into the causes for the short
lifetimes of Geiger-Hnller tubes used in
aircraft oil gauging systems
[AD-746267] p0674 B73-10485
An investigation of the detection of charged .
metal particles in a jet engine exhaust by a
cylindrical electrostatic probe ;_.
tAD-745540] p0676 873-10753
Analysis of piloted weapon delivery: F-4C
strafing with stick-to-rndder interconnect
[AD-746000] •'• p0680 873-11027
Analysis of piloted weapon delivery: F-4C
strafing with high gain control augmentation
[AD-746001] P0680 H73-;11028
Aerodynamic interference between a wing.and store
[AD-748348] p0078 873-13005
The minimum time.to turn problem for a high
thrust to weight ratio aircraft
(AD-748354) p0082 873-13039
An experimental study of attenuation of shock
waves in three mixtures
[AD-748350] p0084 B73-13318
An examination of the current United states Air
Force aircraft engine status reporting system
CAD-750910] • p0132 873-15067
A study of the F-15 contract structure and its
contribution to effective program management
[AD-750849] P0141 873-15975
Investigation of stability and control
characteristics of AC130 linear models
[AD-753388] P0208 873-18076
An application of the method of lines to the
transonic airfoil problem
tAD-753390] P0211 873-18304
Flow field on the lee side of a delta wing
fAD-753389] p0211 873-18319
1
 An analysis of the flow field around a 2-D body
of arbitrary shape
CAD-753387] p0211 873-18320
Nuclear thermal vulnerability of honeycomb
radome materials
[AD-753666] p0212 873-18605
A method to compare the potential of a flowing
liquid hydrocarbon to generate static
electricity
tAD-753386J p0213 873-18706
Selection of optimal stability augmentation
system parameters for a high performance
aircraft using pitch paper pilot
(AD-757879] p0388 H73-24076
Height optimization of solid beams with dynamic
constraints
CAD-759169] ••> . - p0401 873-25054
Aerodynamic interference between an aircraft and
wing store
[AD-759170] p0406 873-25094
Landing approach automatic flight control system
design via reduced order optimal control law.
[AD-760125] p0468 S73-26040
Design of fixed gain compensator system for the
longitudinal axis of the C-141 fly-by-wire
aircraft : - • : i. .
CAD-7607631 p0482 873-27038
Error reduction in a tvo-gimbal, airborne, angle
track system
CAD-760551] p0484 873-27131
Passive detection and ranging of a ground radar
from an aircraft using an extended Kalman filter
[AD-760764] p0485 873-27158
A state variable design approach for a high
performance aerospace vehicle pitch,
orientation system with variable coefficients
[AD-761493] ,1- p0538 873-27916
Haintenance scheduling limitations
[AD-761494] p0545 873-28947
A hierarchy of objectives and related • •
performance indicators for aircraft
maintenance organizations
CAD-762270] p0545 873-28951
Predicting heading task flying gualities with
paper pilot
[AD-764695] • • p0643 873-31973
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In improved method of predicting aircraft
longitudinal handling qualities based on the
;•' alnimum pilot eating concept
- " (10-764696) p0643 B73-31974
Design -and investigation of a wind-shear-proof
control system for automatic landing
[10-764697] P0643 H73-31975
Predicting pitch task flying qualities using
paper pilot
[10-764698] p0643 B73-31976
UB FOBCB B1TBBI1LS LAB., IBIGHT-P1MEBSOI 1PB, OHIO.
Vibration analysis of carved skin-stringer
structures having tuned elastomeric dampers
ftD-758220]
 P0323 N73-23010
'• Thermal aging of silver-plated copper aircraft
electrical wire
(10-764731) p0644 H73-32135
118 IOBCB SIStBBS COBB1IO. IASBIHGTOI, D.C.
Proceedings of lir Force Systems CoBBand 1972
Science and Engineering Symposium, volnae 1
flD-753071] p0280 H73-21890
1IB FOBCB SISIBBS COBB1BD, BBI6BT-P1TTBBSOH 1PB.
OBIO.
ln-2 aircraft . •
(10-746791) p0681 873-11032
• ~Bepair of synthetic airport coatings
[10-746718] p0683 B73-11242
The effect of dynamic ground loads on an
aircraft Ming
[10-747381] p0071 B73-12052
Investigating the process of vaporization of a
liquid injected into a high-teBperature
supersonic flow
£10-747456) p0072 B73-12317
The use of metal polyflaoroethylene bearings in
heavily loaded friction conponents
[10-747428] . P0073 B73-12512
Influence of the shape of a rolling body on the
hydro-dynamic power losses in high-speed
antifriction bearings
[10-747600] P0074 H73-12514
Core reliability in the automatic eguipaent of
the central device of an airport weather station
[10-747558] p0075 H73-12673
The heart of an aircraft
[10-747406] p0077 H73-12868
iircraft construction technology
[10-748712] P0083 B73-13043
Analysis of the effectiveness of different
Bethods of the adjnstaent of parameters of a
twin-shaft turbojet engine
[1D-7490S8] p0087 H73-13789
Induced velocities of free wing vortices with a
curved axis in a plane
(10-749843) p0117 873-14048
Application of the wing impulse theory to the
determination of propeller slip streaB
influence on wing aerodynaaic characteristics
[10-749726] p0117 H73-14051
The correlation of the characteristics of
flaaeout and ignition of flames during
diffusion coBbustion on fuel behind systems of
angled stabilizers
(10-749635) P0121 H73-14802
lir cooling of nozzle blades with deflectors
[10-749654] P0121 S73-14803
Ibe investigation of the effect of certain
factors on the characteristics of endurance of
heat-resistant alloys used for the Banufacture
of turbine blades
(10-749752) p0121 H73-14805
Influence of an annular jet flowing,fron the
plane of a wing on the aerodynaaic
characteristics of a wing loving near an
interface
(10-750933) p0123 H73-14995
Seduction of base drag during' supersonic
velocities using power method
(1D-750950) • .-. p0130 B73-15056
Self-adjusting automatic control systeis of
aeroelastic aircraft
(10-750501) P0131 B73-15061
Prospective antoaatic flight control systeis
[10-750502] P0131 B73-15062
Calculation of the distribution of losses over
the span of an axial-flow compressor blade
[10-750931] " p0135 873-15334
The connection of the invariance conditions with
the characteristics of a turbojet engine with
afterburner anltidiaensional control systea
[10-749656] p0139 B73-1S828
Ducted-fan turbojet engines: Beview of
development on foreign publications
(10-750984) p0139 B73-15833
Controlling the boundary layer in hypersonic air
intakes
(10-750513) p0140 H73-15834
The investigation of stresses in a compressor
blade foil
[10-750497] p0140 B73-15936
Coordinate stabilization for a flexible aircraft
during flight in a turbulent atmosphere
[10-751148] p0162 B73-16028
Design principles of aircraft engines, chapters
1-5
[10-751510] p0167 H73-16783
Correlation between laboratory tests and service
experience
P0168 B73-16901
Determination of the optimum reversing
coefficient of thrust reversals for the
engines of passenger aircraft
[10-752814] p0205 B73-18048
Flow around wing profile with the presence of
the surface of a system of sources and sinks
[10-752686] p0206 B73-18054
Gluing aluainua alloy parts (selected portions)
[10-753513] p0212 H73-18491
Gas-dynamic verification calculation of axial
flow multistage compressors on EDC
[10-753519] P0214 H73-18809
lir-to-gronnd target acquisition with flare
illumination
p0227 B73-19968
The operation of a two-chamber pneudranlic shock
absorber
[10-754609] p0254 H73-20031
Determination of optiaua parameters of the means
used to protect the compartments of an
aircraft from aerodynaaic heat at high speeds
and during a prolonged flight
[10-754606] p0255 B73-20036
Ihe effect of the ovality of the balls of a
radial-thrust bearing on the axial vibration
of a rapidly rotating rotor of an engine
[10-754615] P0260 H73-20546
Hethod of calculating a two-phase ejector
[10-754051] p0264 B73-20831
Carbon deposits in jet engines
[10-754607] p0264 B73-20837
The combat use and combat effectiveness of
fighter-interceptors
[10-751512] P0280 B73-21894
Information materials adaptive systems
[10-756598] p0305 B73-21941
Principles of design in aircraft construction
(selected chapters)
[10-755754] p0306 B73-21948
Approximate aethod of calculating the
aerodynaaic load distribution on a low-flying
wing with a fuselage
[10-756075] p0307 B73-21952
Practical aerodynamics on the An-12 aircraft
[10-756948] p0307 B73-21953
Test bench for high-altitude by-pass engine
[10-742376] p0309 B73-22198
Calculating gas flow in a bypass compressor
(10-756092) P0311 B73-22441
Conditions for the existence of a normal shock
wave in the eleaents of axial supersonic
compressor
[10-756102] p0326 B73-23384
Ivionic systems integration using digital
computers
P0335 B73-23902
Analysis of the kinetics of the afterburning
process upon injecting an oxidizer into a high
temperature flow
[10-756098] p0336 B73-23951
Effects of structural elasticity on the
accumulation of fatigue damage
[10-759634] p0404 B73-25082
The manufacture of the basic parts of aircraft
engines
[10-759577] p0412 B73-25837
Electrical modeling of elastic vibrations of a
wing
[10-760965] p0483 B73-27043
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Electrical model of a delta ving
[AD-760948] p0483 B73-27044
Constraction and maintenance of airfields
[10-759243] p0486 S73-27191
Testing jet engines (Selected articles)
CAD-760963] p0491 B73-27714
The technology of cementing parts in aircraft
constraction
CAD-761496] p0538 H73-27912
Stractaral and force diagrams of the landing gear
[10-761644] p0539 B73-27918
Experimental investigation of the effects of
flying time on residual life of Bain members
of an airframe
[AO-761468] p0539 H73-27919
Application of technical diagnostics for the
determination of the replacement dates of
aircraft accessories
[AD-762226] p0539 H73-27921
Applied gas dynamics. Third edition
[AD-762307] p0541 B73-28196
Generalized dependences for the parameters at
the flow separation boundary in compressor
cascades
[AD-762238] p0541 1173-28197
Fatigue strength of bolt and rivet joints in
airplane frame
[AD-761446] p0541 H73-28539
The use of variable pitch in alignment units of
a compressor for reducing rotor vibrations
[AO-762228] p0544 B73-28746
Increasing the reliability of glassvork parts
made from organic glass under operating
conditions
[AD-763263] p0593 B73-30039
Study of flov characteristics behind diffusers
•ith large angles of flare
[AD-763257] p0597 H73-30251
Calculation of the laminar boundary layer on a
slipping ving by the method of integral
relationships
[AD-763285] p0597 H73-30255
Shntterless pnlso-ramjet engine
[AD-763173] P0603 B73-30756
Investigation of kinematic parameters of a jet
aircraft in a take-off run
[AD-764314] p0609 H73-30959
The effect of real properties of air on
parameters of flov near an elliptic cone.
Aerodynamic characteristics of elliptic cones
at large angles of attack
[AD-764945] p0646 H73-32209
Application of the theory of similitude to the
design of control systems for gas turbine
engines
[AD-764683] p0653 H73-32631
Effect of inlet conditions on the optimal shape
of a diffuser
[AD-765577] p0673 N73-33230
Apparatus for thermomechanical surface treatment
of organic glass, its effect, instructions and
practical testing
[AD-764972] p0673 B73-33510
An electrical field in the reservoir of a fuel
tank as it is filled vith electrified fuel
[AD-764941] p0675 B73-33740
AIB FOBCE BBAPOBS LAB., KIBTLAID AFB, B.BBX.
Gulls and DSAF aircraft hazards
[AD-759824] p0405 B73-25092
The bird-aircraft strike hazard in the Canal Zone
(AD-763112) pOSSO 873-28997
AIB LIBE PHOTS ASSOCIATIOB, IBTBBBATIOBAL,
BASBIBGTOB, O.C.
A real vorld situation display for all veather
landing
p0331 B73-23702
AIB IBABSPOBT ASSOCIATIOB OF ABEBICA, IASBIBGTOH.
O.C* .
Capital reguirements for the air transport
industry
p0656 B73-32860
United States international air transport
policy, the promise and the reality
p0659 H73-32903
AIB' VEHICLE COBS., SAB DIEGO, CALIF.
An exact method of designing airfoils vith given
velocity distribution in incompressible flov:
An extension of-the Lighthill and Arlinger
methods
[AO-757813] p0384 B73-24040
AIB BBAIBBB SEBVICB. SCOTT AFB, ILL.
Aircraft, icing climatology for the Borthern"
Bemisphere
[AD-745098] p0675 B73-10623
Air veather service veather-modification
program, FT. 1972
[AD-755659] p0278 B73-21533
Catalogue of local forecast studies: Indexes
[AO-760091] p0474. B73-26648
AIBCBAFT BBSBABCH ASSOCIATIOB, LID. BEDFOBD
(BBGLABD).
A comparison of ving pressure distributions .' '
measured in flight and on a vind tunnel model
of the super VC 10 '
[ABC-B/B-3707] p0266 873-20999
Interference effects of model support systems
p0469 H73-26242
AIBESEABCB BFG. CO., LOS ABGBLES, CALIF.
High-tip-speed, lov-loading transonic,fan stage.
Part 1: Aerodynamic and lechanical design ,
[HiSi-CE-121095] p0314 -H73-22727
AIBESBABCB BFG. CO., PBOBBII, ABIZ.
Advanced airborne auxiliary pover system
P0220 B73-19045
Advanced auxiliary pover system
[AD-754903] p0255 B73-20049
Backsvept impeller and vane island diffuser and
shroud for BASA advanced-concepts compressor
test rig
[BASA-CB-120942] p0259 B73-20531
Small, high pressure ratio compressor:
Aerodynamic and mechanical design
[BASA-CB-120941] p0473 H73-26483
Small, high-pressure ratio compressor mechanical
acceptance test, volume 2
[BiSA-CB-121193] p0553 H73-29463
Preliminary design of a mini-Brayton
Compressor-Alternator-Turbine (CAT)
[B1SA-CB-133810] p0599 B73-30463
Advanced tvo-stage compressor program design of
inlet stage
[BASA-CB-120943] p0651 H73-32610
AIBESBABCB BFG. CO., TOBBABCE, CALIF.
Analytical investigation of chord size and
cooling methods on turbine blade cooling
regnirements.. Book 1: Sections 1 through 8
and appendixes A through I
[HASA-CB-120882-BK-1] p0179 B73-17809
Analytical investigation of chord size and
cooling methods on turbine blade cooling
regnirements. Book 2: Appendixes J through H
[BASA-CB-120882-BK-2] p0180 H73-17810
AIX-BABSEILLES OBIV. (FBABCE).
Aerodynamic efforts on a large ving profile vith
quick harmonic movement parallel to sieve flov
P0271 H73-21043
ALLIED BBSBABCB ASSOCIATES, IBC., BBBTOB DPPBfi
FALLS, BASS..
Experimental investigation of vake velocity
fluctuations behind stalled vings at Beynolds
numbers up to 4.8 million
[AD-763468] p0594 B73-30050
ABEBICAB AIBLIBBS. IBC., BEB IOBK.
An airline study of advanced technology
regnirements for advanced high speed
commercial transport engines. 1: Engine
design study assessment
[BASA-CB-121132] ' p0226 873-19820
An airline study.of advanced technology
requirements for advanced high speed
commercial transport engines. 2: Engine
preliminary design assessment
[BASA-CB-121133] p0226 N73-19821
An airline study of advanced technology
regnirements for advanced high speed
commercial engines. 3: Propulsion system
regnirements
[BASA-CB-121134] P0226 B73-19822
Procedures for determination of airport
capacity, appendices, volume 2
[FAA-BD-73-11-VOL-2] p0470 B73-26255
Procedures for determination of airport
capacity, volume 1
[FAA-BO-73-11-?OL-1] p0485 H73-27180
Financing the air transportation industry
p0656 B73-32861
American Airlines propeller STOL transport
economic risk analysis
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'• ' ' ' . p0656 873-32866
ABBBICAB AIBLIBBS. IIC., SOLSA. OKIA.
Badiation' safety in airline maintenance
p0675 H73-33579
-IBP, IIC.. B1BBISBOB6, PI.
CJ concept for advanced aircraft wiring
p0324 H73-23310
CAPFLZCA>IO|I'B BICEBCBB SCIBBTIFICBB. BILAB (ITALY).
Bodels for gas surface interactions and
computation of aerodynamic coefficients
rAD-752245] ' '* p0178 H73-17278
APPLIED BEBATIOBAL SCZBBCBS, IBC., BEB CASTLE, DEL.'
1 system of computer aided troubleshooting
CAD-748665) ' p0082 B73-13037
APPLIED PBISICS LAB., JOBBS BOPEIBS OBIT., SILTBB
SPBIEG, BD, '
Transportation in the Arctic
C AD-750381] . D0258 H73-20296
Aa avionics digital frequency synthesizer •
• (AD-759699) ' p0407 873-25238
ABBBITSGEBBIBSCBAFS DBDSSCBBB 'TEBKBBBSFLOGBABFBB,
STOTTSABT (BBSS GBBBABI)..
The traffic landing -fields "today " ' • ' • ' • ' •
• - • • • • • • • • • • - - . ' p0223 B73-19624
' ' Airports today: Significance and problems of
airports in todays air' traffic
P0223 B73-19625
ABDB, IBC.;. BABBAB, I. J.
Feasibility study of applying an advanced •
composite structure technique to the
fabrication of helicopter rotor blades
fHASA-CB-1121911 , p0068 873-12031
ABGOBBB BAIIOBAL LAB.. ILL. *
An air pollution impact methodology for
airports. Phase 1 ' "•
[PB-220987/2] p0616 873-31594
ABISOBA STAIB OBIT. , .TBBPB.
A unified approach to handling noise in:
•easarinq systems
p0673 B73-10456
A summary of optiiization techniques that can be
applied to suspension system design
CPB-220553/2J ' p0613 B73-31216
ABIZOBA OBIT.. TOCSOH. .
A problem of collision avoidance
[BASA-CB-129988] • -p0119 B73-14701
ABBX ABBOBBDICAL BBSBABCB LAB., FOBS BOCKBB, ALA..
Bajor orientation-error accidents in Beqular
Army OB-1 aircraft during fiscal year 1969:
Accident factors
[AD-753208) p0205 H73-18049
ABBI AGBBCI FOB ATIASIOB SAFEST, FOBS BDCKBB, ALA..
Preparation of a system safety program plan for
aviation systems development ' •
IAD-7469953 p0070 H73-12048
ABBI AIB'BOBILISI BBSBABCB ABD"OBTBLOPBEBS LAB.,
CLBTBLABO. OBIO.
Effect of reducing rotor blade inlet diameter on
, .the performance of a 11.66-Centimeter
radial-inflow turbine '
fBASA-TH-1-2730J P0176 873-17039
Preliminary study of an integral.fan lift/cruise
. engine for a 100 passenger TTOL transport
rHASA-TB-x-68186] P0227 H73-19826
Preliminary appraisal of hydrogen and methane
fuel in a Bach 2.7 supersonic transport
rHASA-TH-I-68222] p0314 873-22711
ABBI AIB BOBILISI BBSBABCB ABD DETELOPBEBS LAB.,
FOBS EOSSIS, TA. . " ',' . '
Evaluation of the effectiveness"of using sonic
data to diagnose the'mechanical condition of
Army helicopter power train components '
[AD-745089] ' '• :p0669 H73-10026
She development of a probe for measuring three
dimensional boundary layers
(AD-745215) . p0674' B73-10481
Static, ballistic, and impact' behavior of
glass/graphite drive shafting
[AD-743938] p0676 B73-10752
Dynamic compatibility' of helicopter propulsion
systems ' . ' '' '
(AD-750387) . p0131 873-15065
Survey of rotary v'ing loads and stability
analysis problems . . ' •
, ' P0268 B73-21020
A summary of current research in' rotor unsteady
aerodynamics with emphasis on work at Langley
Research Center ' •' t '
p0271 B73-21041
A compressible unsteady theory for helicopter
rotors
' • p0271 B73-21044
•Low-speed wind tunnel investigation of a
semispan SSOL jet transport wing body with an
upper surface blown jet flap
CBASA-TB-D-7183) p0302 873-21907
Dynamic compatibility of rotary-wing aircraft
propulsion components
[AD-761100] p0482 873-27039
Advances in ballistically tolerant flight controls
p0489 B73-27487
ABBI AIB BOBILISI BBSBABCB ABD DBTBLOPBBBS LAB.,
HABPSOB, TA..
Bind tunnel.investigation of effects of
variations in Beynolds number and leading-edge
treatment on the aerodynamic characteristics
of an externally blown jet-flap configuration
CHASA-TB-D-7194] p0590 873-30021
Aerodynamics of the upper surface blow flap
p0663 H73-32943
Comparison of aerodynamic performance of several
SI01 concepts
P0663 B73-32944
ABHI AIB BOBILISI BBSEABCB ADD DBTBLOPBEBS LAB.,
BOFFBSS FIELD, CALIF. ..
Comparison of flight and wind tunnel
measurements of jet noise for the XT-SB aircraft
CBASA-TB-X-62182] p0670 N73-10029
Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of a
large scale model with a swept wing and
augmented jet flap in ground effect
[BASArIB-X-62174] • p0670 873-10030
Dynamic stall of airfoils and helicopter rotors
P0111 873-14002
A theoretical and experimental investigation of
flap-lag stability of hingeless helicopter
• • rotor blades
[AD-750359] p0130 873-15053
Hear optimal takeoff performance of a heavily
loaded helicopter in ground effect
[AD-750388] p0131 873-15066
Computer programs for estimation of SSOL- ••
takeoff, landing, and static performance
' [HASA-SB-X-62217] • p0160 873-16007
A piloted simulation study of the effects of
controller force gradient in VIOL hovering
flight . •••
[8ASA-SB-X-62230] p0173 873-17015
Acoustic characteristics of a semispan wing
egnipped with an externally blown jet flap
including results at forward speed
tBASA-SB-X-2749] p0204 873-18041
Low speed wind tunnel investigation of a large
scale lift fan STOL transport model
[HASA-SB-X-62231] p0252 H73-20014
Progress in rotor-blade aerodynamics
p0268 873-21019
• An actuator disc theory for rotor wake induced
velocities ;
:
 p0270 873-21033
Becent developments in rotor blade stall '
p0271 H73-21046
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Transportation Syiposiui
[B73-54] P0318 H73-22974
Hodels for runway capacity analysis
[HTB-4102-BEV-2] P0325 H73-23345
Seduction of parallel runvay requirements
rBTB-6282] P0540 H73-28129
A preliminary requirements analysis for airport
surface traffic control
[AD-762442J P0551 H73-29147
Extrapolated lethodology used in the Los Angeles
Basin standard traffic lodel
[BTB-6386] p0553 B73-29706
User's manual for the Los Angeles basin standard
traffic model
[FAA-BD-73-88] p0600 H73-30649
Statistical snmiary of the 1982 Los Angeles
Basin standard traffic model, volume 1
CBTB-6387-VOL-1] P0601 H73-30653
Statistical summary of the 1982 Los Angeles
Basin standard traffic model, volume 2
rBTB-6387-VOL-2] p0601 H73-30654
An extension of the throughput runvay capacity
•ethodology to include multiple glide path
lenghts and angles
[AD-763142J p0601 H73-30657
Civil aviation lidair collisions analysis,
January 1964 - December 1971
tBTB-6334] p0607 H73-30946
Evaluation of ATCHBS performance in an
interference environment
{BTB-6239J P0648 H73-32512
Extrapolated methodology used in the Los Angeles
basin standard traffic model
[AD-765153] P0675 H73-33571
BOHSABIO BBSBiBCH CORP., OAZTOH, OBIO.
Engineering data oa ethylene terpolymer as an
adhesive for polycarbonate composite aircraft
transparencies
tAD-750814] p0136 H73-15611
BOIOBBB- OBD TOBBIBEH-DSIOH BOEICBEB 6.8.B. B. (BEST
GEBBABY).
Extraction of auxiliary pover from airbreathinq
propulsion systeis
P0220 873-19050
The influence of axial velocity density ratio on
compressor cascade performance in compressible
flov
P0225 H73-19805
Eutectic alloys vith ani-directional
solidification: Study on their use for
turbine blades
P0490 H73-27494
Effect of single components and their mechanical
layout on the static performance of two-cycle
turbojet engines
P0676 H73-33756
BOOST 10BOBB BBSBABCH ASSOCIATES, IIC., IBHTOH
DPPBB FALLS, BASS.
Godunov method and computer program to determine
the pressure and flov field associated vitb a
sonic boom focus
CHASA-CB-2127] p0160 H73-16013
N
BAHCI DBIV. (FBABCE).
•hat are the prospects for the successful
application of coated refractory metals in
nncooled turbines?
P0328 H73-23614
HATIOBAAL LDCBT-EB BOIBTBVAABTLABOB1TOBIOB,
ABSTEBDAB (HETHEBLAHDS).
A standardized load seguence for flight
simulation tests on transport aircraft ving
structures
[LBF-BEBICHT-FB-106] P0319 H73-22986
Binimum required measuring times to perform
instationary measurements in transonic vind
tunnels
P0469 N73-26243
BATIOBAL ACADEBI OF SCIBBCBS - BATIOHAL BBSEABCB
COOHCIL, BASBIHGTOH, D.C.
Proceedings of a Syiposium on an Appraisal of
Balogenated Fire Extinguishing Agents
CAD-753218] p0209 N73-18168
Biological impact of increased intensities of
solar ultraviolet radiation
[PB-215524/0] p0404 H73-25079
Suppression of flutter
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10682-1 ] p0463 H73-26004
Beport of the Plume Emissions panel
[AD-763123] p0559 H73-29967
H1TIOHAL AEBO- AHD iSTSOHiDTICil BBSBABCB IHST.,
ABSTEBDAB (HETBBBLAHDS). '
Some guidelines on direction, management, and
activities of the BLB
p0264 N73-20960
BATIOBAL AEBOHAOTICAL BSTABLISBBEBT, OTTAHA
(OHTARIO) .
A simple model of shock cell noise generation
and its reduction
CHBC-12923] "' p0224 H73-19666
Survey of needs and capabilities for vind tunnel
testing of dynamic stability of aircraft at
high angles of attack
[HASA-CB-114583J P0309 N73-22201
VLF navigation development at RAE
p0477 1173-26973
Surface pressure fluctuations from jet
impingement on an inclined flat plate
p0556 N73-29909
BATIOBAL ABBOBADTICAL LAB., BABGALOBE (IBDIA).
The effect of aerodynamic lag on the bending
response of vings at supersonic speeds
fHAL-TN-36] p0386 N73-24056
Tangent milling and spline approximation
techniques in model making
CBAl-TN-33] p0392 N73-24524
Besearch progress in aerodynamics, propulsion,
electronics, instrumentation, and mathematical
sciences
p0604 H73-30917
BATIOHAL AEBOBADTICS AHD SPACE ADBIHISTBiTION. ABES
BESEABCB CEHTEB, BOFPEIT FIELD, CALIF.
Comparison of flight and vind tunnel
measurements of jet noise for the XV-5B aircraft
fHASA-TH-X-62182]
 P0670 K73-10029
Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of a
large scale model vith a svept ving and
augmented jet flap in ground effect
[HASA-TB-1-62174 ] p0670 N73-10030
A vind tunnel flight correlation of Apollo 15
sonic boom
[HASA-TB-X-62111) p0079 H73-13016
Tests of a mixed compression axisyimetric inlet
vith large transonic mass flov at Bach numbers
0.6 to 2.65
fHASA-TH-D-6971] p0086 H73-13777
A pertinent solution of helicopter rotor
flapping stability
[HASA-TB-I-62165] p0111 H73-14006
Botion simulator study of longitudinal stability
regnirements for large delta ving transport
airplanes during approach and landing vith
stability augmentation systems failed
C-30
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fBASA-TB-X-62200] p0128 873-15034
Position determination accuracy fro* the
, microwave landing system
\fBASA-TB-D-7116) . p0137 B73-15681
Some effects of wing planform on sonic boot
C,SASA-TB-p-7160J P0138 873-15709
Computer programs for estimation of STOL
takeoff, landing, and static performance
fBASA-TB-X-62217) P0160 B73-16007
Pitch attitude, flight path, and airspeed.
control.during approach and landing of a
powered lift STOL aircraft
fSASA-TB-X-62203] P0161 873-16011
iGeneralize aerodynamic coefficient table
storage, checkout and interpolation for
aircraft simulation
tBASA-TB-X-62229] p0169 B73-16983
Considerations for stability and control of
V/STOL aircraft: A review of ASABD report 577
. • P0171 873-16994
Study of-buoyancy systems for flight vehicles
CBASA-TB-I-62168] P0173 873-17014
A piloted siinlation study of the effects of
controller force gradient in VIOL hovering
flight-, , . . .
fBASA-TB-X-62230] p0173 873-17015
Application of modern control theory to the
design "of optinun aircraft controllers
fHAS4-TH-X-622081 p0173 873-17016
Vertical'lotion reguireoents for landing
simulation .
fNASA-TB-X-62236] P0173 873-17020
A study on aircraft map display location and
orientation
fSASA-TB-X-62198] , p0177 873-17223
,A method for predicting shock shapes and
pressure distributions on two dimensional
airfoils at large angles of attack
r»ASA-TB-D-7197] P0199 873-18001
Initial flight and simulator evaluation of a
head up display for standard and noise
abatement visual approaches
fNASA-TB-X-621871 'p0201 873-18021
Takeoff certification considerations for large
subsonic and supersonic transport airplanes
, using the Ames flight simulator for advanced
aircraft
rSASA-TS-D-7106) p0202 873-18031
Acoustic characteristics of a semispan King
eguipped with an externally blown jet flap
including results at forward speed
- f NASA-IB-X-2749] p0204 873-18041
On the inviscid rolled-up structure of lift
generated vortices
fBASA-TB-X-622241 p0211 873-18289
A summary, of.Hind tunnel research on tilt rotors
from hover to cruise flight
rBASA-TB-X-68948) p0216 873-19012
Terninal-area STOL operating systems experiments
program
fBASA-TB-X-62235] , p0217 873-19013
Steady, subsonic, lifting surface theory for
wings with swept, partial span, trailing edge
control.surfaces
fBASA-TB-D-7251) p0251 873-19999
Low speed vind tunnel investigation of a large
scale lift fan STOL transport model
rBASA-TB-X-62231) . p0252 873-20014
Economics and terminal area environmental impact
of STOL transportation
fBASA-Tfl-X-62239] p0253 873-20016
Exhaust noises in let engines
(BASA-CASE-ABC-10712-1] p0263 873-20826
Eesults of full-scale wind tunnel tests on the
U.126 jet flap aircraft
[SASA-TB-D-7252] . p0265 873-20997
A method for estimating static aerodynamic
•.characteristics for slender-bodies of circular
and noncircular cross section alone and with
lifting surfaces at angles of attack from 0
deq to 90 deg
tBASA-TB-D-7228) p0265 873-20998
A summary of wind tunnel research on tilt-rotors
from hover to cruise flight
. .. . P0272 873-21049
Advanced augmentor-wing research
rsASA-TB-X-622501 p0303 873-21921
Obligue-wing sonic boom
f BASA-TB-X-62247]" p0303 873-21922
Aerodynamic characteristics of a swept angmentor
•ing
tSASA-TB-X-622521 p0303 873-21923
Acoustic characteristics of large-scale STOL
model at forward speed
tBASA-TB-X-62251] p0303 873-21924
The application of laser Doppler velocimetry to
trailing vortex definition and alleviation
f BASA-TB-X-6220.3) p0311 873-22448
.Ames-aided inertial navigation work - The first
two years of progress
[BASA-TB-1-62199) P0313 873-22614
The 4-D guidance of STOL aircraft in the
terminal area
tBASA-TB-X-62234] p0329 873-23686
Honlinear equations for bending of rotating
beams with application to linear flap-lag
stability of hingeless rotors
[BASA-TH-X-2770] p0395 B73-24897
Pilot's manual for automated 40 guidance system
(BASA-TB-X-62233] p0409 873-25710
Analytic and experimental performance of two
isentropic mired compression axisymmetric
inlets at Bach numbers 0.8 to 2.65
[HASA-TB-D-7320] p0411 873-25817
Dual-fuselage aircraft having yawable wing and
horizontal stabilizer
(NASA-CASE-ABC-10470-1] p0463 873-26005
A simulator investigation of the influence of
engine response characteristics on the
•approach and landing for an externally blown
flap aircraft. Part 1: Description of the
simulation and discussion of results
[ BASA-TB-X-62265 (1) ] p0465 873-26021
A simulator investigation of the influence of
engine response characteristics on the
approach and landing for an externally blown
flap aircraft. Part 2: Aerodynamic model
[ BASA-TB-X-62265 (2) ] p0465 873-26022
Study of the far wake vortex field generated by
a rectangular airfoil in a water tank
[BASA-TB-X-62274 ) p0471 873-26288
Hind tunnel flow generation section
(BASA-CASE-lHC-10710-1] p0485 873-27175
On the numerical simulation of three-dimensional
transonic flow with application to the c-141
wing
[BASA-TB-D-6933] p0535 873-27889
Leading edge serrations which reduce the noise
of low-speed rotors
'[BASA-TB-D-7371] p0536 873-27898
The social impacts of technology: Toward an
assessment of STOL aircraft potential
(BASA-CB-133356] p0545 873-28942
Computer simulation of aircraft notions and
propulsion system dynamics for the YF-12
aircraft at supersonic cruise conditions
( BASA-TB-X-62245] p0549 873-28990
Single wing supersonic aircraft
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10470-2] p0590 873-30018
Laser Doppler velocimeter investigation of
trailing vortices behind a semi-span swept
wing in a landing configuration
f BASA-TB-X-62294] p0597 873-30244
Bission planning for Pioneer Saturn/Dranus
atmospheric probe missions
fSASA-TB-X-2824) p0603 H73-30800
Computerized.preliminary design at the early
stages of vehicle definition
C BASA-TB-X-62303) p0607 B73-30943
Investigation of the effect of inlet turbulence
length scale on fan discrete tone noise
(8ASA-TB-1-62300] P0617 B73-31625
Study of airborne science experiment management
concepts for application to space shuttle,
volume 2
(SASA-TB-I-62287] p0618 873-31729
Experimental investigation of a large-scale,
two-dimensional, mixed-compression inlet
system: Internal performance and drag at
transonic conditions, free stream Bach equals
0.6 to 1.28
t BASA-TB-D-7445] p0637 B73-31928
Investigation, at inlet locations, of fuselage
flow fields at transonic and supersonic speeds
[BASA-TH-D-7364] p0637 B73-31929
Low-speed wind-tunnel investigation of the
longitudinal characteristics of a large-scale
variable wing-sweep fighter model in the
C-31
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high-lift configuration
tBASA-TB-I-62244J p0638 B73-31940
Flight results froa a study of aided inertial
navigation applied to landing operations
[BASA-TB-D-7302) p0649 B73-32515
In experimental investigation of three
oblique-wing and body combinations at Bach
umbers between 0.60 and 1.40
[BASA-TH-X-62256] p0660 B73-32926
An experinental investigation of an oblique-wing
and body combination at Bach numbers between
0.60 and 1.40
CBASA-TB-X-62207J P0661 B73-32927
Short-haul transportation in the 1980's
p0662 H73-32935
Future short-field aircraft
p0662 B73-32936
Economic and environmental aspects of STOL
transportation
p0662 B73-32937
Overview of technology sessions
p0662 B73-32938
Aerodynamic characteristics of a swept angmentor
•log
p0662 B73-32941
Advanced angmentor-ving research
p0663 B73-32942
Flight-path and airspeed control for the STOL
approach and landing
p0664 B73-32949
Head-up displays for STOL visual approaches
P0664 B73-32952
Preliminary results of flight tests of the
angmentor-wing -)et STOL research aircraft
p0664 H73-32954
Comparisons of simulator and flight results on
aagmentor-wing jet SIOL research aircraft
P0665 B73-32955
Four-D guidance of SIOL aircraft in the terminal
area
p066S B73-32957
Terminal-area STOL operating systems experiments
program
p0665 B73-329S8
Program plan to develop airworthiness standards
for STOL aircraft
p0665 B73-32959
Acoustic characteristics of large-scale STOL
models at forward speed
p0666 B73-32965
A flight study of the use of direct-lift-control
flaps to improve station keeping during
in-flight refueling
fBASA-TB-X-2936) p0667 S73-32970
Bind tunnel investigation of a large-scale upper
'surface blown-flap transport model having two
engines
fBASA-TB-1-62296] p0667 B73-32973
Rind tunnel tests of an F-8 airplane model
eguipped with an obligue wing
[BASA-TB-X-62273J p0667 B73-32974
Boise measurements from a large-scale lift fan
transport in the 40- by 80-foot wind tunnel
[BASA-TB-X-62284) p0668 B73-32975
Theoretical study of lift generated vortex
sheets designed to avoid roll up
IBASA-TB-X-62304) p0668 B73-32976
BATIOBAL ABBOBAOTICS ABO SPACE ADBIBISTBATIOB..
FlIGBT BESEABCB CEBTEB, EDBABDS, CALIF.
BASA ride guality program at the Flight Research
Center
p0669 B73-10025
Lateral-directional aerodynamic characteristics
of light, twin-engine, propeller driven
airplanes
[BASA-TB-D-69461 p0679 B73-11016
A flight evaluation of methods for predicting
vortex wake effects on trailing aircraft
[BASA-TB-D-6904] p0068 B73-12033
Pressures and temperatures on the lower surfaces
of an externally blown flap system during
full-scale ground tests
[BASA-TB-D-7138J p0122 B73-14984
Bodeling of airplane performance from
flight-test results and validation with an
F-104G airplane
[BASA-TB-D-7137] p0160 B73-16008
Explicit determination of lateral-directional
stability and control derivatives by
simntaneons time vector analysis of two
maneuvers
(BASA-TB-X-2722) p0160 B73-16010
Design and flight testing of a nnllable . :..'-••
compressor face rake • . '- , ..
CBASA-TB-D-7162] ' p0163 B73-16247'
Flight test experience in aircraft parameter -.. .;•;•
identification .-':••
P0172 B73-17012,
Beasnrements of surface-pressure fluctuations on•S
the IB-70 airplane at local Bach numbers up to*
2.45
tBASi-TB-D-7226J ' p0200 B73-18013
Local flow measurements at the inlet spike tip
of a Bach 3 supersonic cruise airplane' -, ,,
fHASA-TH-D-6987] p0384 H73-24037
Flight-measured base pressure coefficients for
thick boundary-layer flow over an aft-facing '
step for Bach numbers from 0.4 to 2.5 ' .
CBASA-TB-D-7202) p0391 873-24317
Flight investigation of XB-70 structural
response to oscillatory aerodynamic shaker
excitation and correlation with analytical '
results ' "'
tBASA-TB-D-7227) p039« B73-24892
Flight-measured X-24A lifting body control
surface hinge moments and correlation with •
wind tunnel predictions '
(BASA-Tfl-X-2816] ' ' p0400.873-25049
Local skin friction coefficients-and boundary
layer profiles obtained in flight from the
XB-70-1 airplane at Bach numbers up to 2.5
tBASA-TB-D-7220] p0407 873-25276
Preliminary flight evaluation of a painted
diamond ou a runway for visual indication of
glide slope
CBASA-TB-X-2849) . p0481 873-27027
Effects of flaps on buffet characteristics and
wind-rock onset of an F-8C airplane at
subsonic and transonic speeds
[BASA-TB-X-2873) p0537 B73-27905
Experiments to study strain gage load
calibrations on a wing structure at elevated
temperatures
(BASA-TB-D-73901 p0544 B73-28883
Investigation of coaxial jet noise and inlet
choking using an P-111A airplane
. tHASA-TB-D-7376] p0549 B73-28989
Ground and flight experience with a strapdown
inertial measuring unit and a general purpose
airborne digital computer
[BASA-TB-X-2848] p0554 B73-29713
Steady-state and dynamic pressure phenomena in
the propulsion system of an F-111A airplane
[BASA-TB-D-7328] p0555 B73-29806
Besults of ground vibration tests on a XF-12
airplane
CBASA-TH-X-2880] P0559 B73-29944
Three-axis, adjustable loading structure
[BASA-CASE-FBC-10051-1] p0598 873-30416
Comparisons of predictions of the XB-70-1
longitudinal stability and control derivatives
with flight results for six flight .conditions
CBASA-TB-X-2881] P06.07 873-30940
Analytical study of takeoff and landing
performance for a jet STOL transport
configuration with full-span, externally
blown, triple-slotted flaps
tBASA-TB-D-7441) p0638 B73-31939
Flight investigation of a structural mode
control system for the XB-70 aircraft
[BASA-T8-D-7420] p0639 1173-31950
Simulator evaluation of the low-speed flying '
qualities of an experimental STOL
configuration with an externally blown flap
wing or an augmentor wing
tBASA-TB-D-7454] p0640 B73-31951
Flight calibration tests of a nose-boom-mounted
fixed hemispherical flow-direction sensor
CBASA-TB-D-7461) p0640 B73-31956
Summary of stability and control characteristics
of the XB-70 airplane ' ' ' . .• '
tBASA-TH-X-2933) p0640 B73-31958
Survey of wing and flap lower-surface
temperatures and pressures during full-scale
ground tests of an externally blown flap system
P0663 B73-32947
A flight evaluation of curved landing approaches
P0664 B73-32953
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Externally blown flap impingement noise
p0666 B73-32964
IATI01AL ABBOBAOIICS ABD SPICE ADBIBISTBATIOB.
GODDABD SPACE FLIGBI CEBTBB, GBEEBBELT, BO.
Doppler coipensation by shifting transmitted
object frequency within limits
CSASA-CASB-GSC-10087-4) p0256 B73-20174
Bultispectral image dissector camera fliqht test
p0492 N73-27835
Vangnard/PLACE experiment system design and test
plan
[BASA-TB-I-70447] p0600 M73-30646
Earth observations, overview
P0619 B73-31900
HAIIOBAL AEBOHADIICS ABD SPACE ADHIHISTBATIOH.
LAH6LBT BESBABCH CBBTBB, LABGLBY STATIOB, VA.
Aerodynamic characteristic of a swept-wing
cruise missile at Bach numbers from 0.50 to 2.86
fBASA-TH-D-7069) p0667 B73-10002
Symposium on Vehicle Bide Quality
fBASA-TB-x-2620] , p0668 B73-10012
Bide quality overview
p0668 S73-10013
Bide quality research activities at NASA langley
Besearcb Center
P0669 H73-10024
Analytic prediction of airplane equilibrium spin
characteristics
fMASA-TB-D-6926J p0670 B73-10028
Deplorable flexible ventral fins for use as an
emergency spin recovery device in aircraft
fBASA-CASB-1AB-10753-1J p0670 H73-10031
Sommary of directional divergence
characteristics of several high performance
aircraft configurations
f»ASA-TB-D-69933 P0670 B73-10033
Bear and related characteristics of an aircraft
tire durinq braking
IBASA-TH-D-69631 P0680 B73-11021
Surface-flow, pressure, and heat-transfer
studies on two conical delta wings at a Bach
nunber of 6
CBASA-TB-x-26681 p068« N73-11268
Effects of wing-pivot location and forewing
configuration on the low-speed aerodynamic
characteristics of a variable-sweep airplane
•odel
f NASA-TH-1-267111 P0065 H73-12000
Effect of wing sweep, angle of attack, Beynolds
number, and wing root fillet on the
interference heating to the wing windward
surface of an entry vehicle configuration
fBASA-TH-D-70601 p0077 B73-12964
Effect of nozzle lateral spacing on afterbody
draq and perfornance of twin-jet afterbody
models with cone plug nozzles at Bach numbers
up to 2.20
fBASA-TB-x-2632] P0077 873-12999
Bumerical method for design of minimum-drag
supersonic wing camber with constraints on
pitching moment and surface deformation
fBASA-TB-D-7097] p0078 B73-13001
Effect of wing design on the longitudinal
aerodynamic characteristics of a winq-body
model at subsonic speeds
rHASA-TH-D-7099] P°97? K73-13002
Active air cushion control system minimizing
vertical cushion response
rNASA-CASE-lAB-10531-1] pOOSO B73-13023
Extraction of longitudinal aerodynamic
coefficients from forward-flight conditions of
a tilt-wing V/STOL airplane
fHASA-TB-D-7114] p0080 1173-13025
Some loading conditions imposed by ground
turning maneuvers with three jet transport
airplanes
fBASA-TB-D-7132) P0081 B73-13027
Ferry system
fSASA-CASE-lAB-10574-1) p0083 B73-13257
Rind tunnel investigation of an unswept airfoil
with a 0.098-chord blowing flap
[HASA-TB-X-26751 p0085 U73-13431
Structural panel
fBASA-CASE-LAB-11052-11 p0087 H73-13929
Longitudinal aerodynamic and propulsion
characteristics of a propulsive-wing V/STOL
model at high subsonic speeds
CHASA-TB-X-2693J p0112 B73-14020
Airfoil shape for fliqht at supersonic speeds
CBASA-CASE-LAB-10585-1J p0122 B73-14981
Baneuver and buffet characteristics of fighter
aircraft
p0125 B73-15019
A subjective evaluation of synthesized STOL
airplane noises
rHASA-TH-D-7102) p0128 B73-15040
Subsonic characteristics of a twin-jet
swept-wing fighter model with maneuvering
devices
fBASA-TB-D-6921] p0157 H73-15988
The effects of configuration changes on the
aerodynamic characteristics of a full-scale
mockup of a light twin engine airplane
tBASA-TN-D-6896] p0160 B73-16012
Evaluation of an aeroelastic model technique for
predicting airplane buffet loads
fBASA-TB-D-7066) p0169 H73-16905
Active control of aeroelastic response
p0172 B73-17005
Cascade plug nozzle
(HASA-CASE-LAB-10951-1J p0226 H73-19819
ling upper surface flap
tNASA-CASE-L4B-11140-1 ] p0252 B73-20008
A nonlinear theory for sonic-boom calculations
in a stratified atmosphere
tMASA-TB-D-7105] p0252 H73-20010
Analytical study of the performance of a gust
alleviation system for a STOL airplane
[HASA-TB-D-7201] p0252 B73-20013
A summary of current research in rotor unsteady
aerodynamics with emphasis on work at Langley
Research Center
p0271 B73-21041
A compressible unsteady theory for helicopter
rotors
P0271 N73-21044
Some effects of grooved runway configurations on
aircraft tire braking traction under flooded
runway conditions
[BASA-TB-D-7215] p0273 N73-21057
Experimental investigation of the cornering of a
C40 x 14-21 cantilever aircraft tire
[NASA-TB-D-7203] p0273 H73-21058
A flight investigation of the trailing vortices
generated by a junbo jet transport
[BASA-TN-D-7172] p0274 H73-21068
Analysis of noise produced by an orderly
structure of turbulent jets
[BASA-TM-D-7242] p0279 B73-21573
Subsonic wind-tunnel tests of a trailing-cone
device for calibrating aircraft static
pressure systems
[BASA-TH-D-7217] p0302 B73-21906
Low-speed wind tunnel investigation of a
semispan STOL jet transport wing body with an
upper surface blown jet flap
[BASA-TB-D-7183] p0302 B73-21907
Instrumentation for measurement of aircraft
noise and sonic boom
[HASA-CASB-LAB-11173-1 ) p0310 H73-22387
Noise suppressor
CSASA-CASE-LAB-11141-1J p0318 B73-22975
Description and calibration of the Langley 6- by
19-inch transonic tunnel
[BASA-TH-D-7182] P0324 B73-23339
An analytic 'study of near terminal area optimal
sequencing and flow control techniques
P0331 H73-23701
Effect of fineness ratio on boattail drag of
circular-arc afterbodies having closure ratios
of 0.50 with jet exhaust at Bach numbers up to
1.30
CBASA-TB-D-7192] P0334 B73-23802
Aerodynamic effects of five lift-fan pod
arrangements on an unpowered v/STOl transport
model
[BASA-T8-D-7199J p0384 B73-24035
Aerodynamic characteristics of a 55 deg
clipped-delta-wing orbiter model at Bach
numbers from 1.60 to 4.63
fHASA-Tfl-X-2748) P0386 H73-24058
Application of sonic-boom minimization concepts
in supersonic transport design
[HASA-TB-D-7218] p0387 B73-24065
Longitudinal aerodynamic parameters of the
Kestrel aircraft (XT-6A) extracted from fliqht
data
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CHASA-TH-D-7296.1 p0387 H73-24066
A low-cost inertial smoothing system for landing
approach guidance
fHASA-TS-D-7271J p0392 S73-24653
Aerodynamic characteristics of a vectored-thrust
V/STOL fighter in the transition speed range
fHASA-TS-D-7191J pOICO 873-25047
Bind tunnel investigation of static longitudinal
and lateral characteristics of a full scale
•ocknp of a. light single engine high King
airplane
[BASA-TB-D-7149] p0402 873-25068
Description and performance of the Langley -
differential maneuvering simulator
tBASA-TB-D-7304] p0407 H73-25259
Analytical evaluation of jet noise source
location technigne utilizing an acoustically
hard baffle with aperture
(HASA-IH-D-7229) p0410 S73-25734
Baneuver and buffet characteristics of fighter
aircraft
fSASA-TB-D-7131J pO»63 873-25999
High lift aircraft
[84SA-CASE-LAB-11252-1] p0463 H73-26007
Quiet let transport aircraft
[BASA-CASE-LAB-11087-1) p0464 H73-26008
Flight-service evaluation of composite
structural components
fBASA-TH-X-2761) p0473 N73-26579
Acoustic inpedanee of curved nultilayered duct
liners
[HASA-TH-D-7277] p0475 1173-26688
General considerations for structural inspection
of older aircraft
rBASA-TB-X-2845] pOlt76 B73-26925
Automated procedure for design of wing
structures to satisfy strength and flutter
regnirenents
[BASA-TS-D-7264] p0476 B73-26927
Supersonic aerodynamic characteristics of
hypersonic low-wave-drag elliptical body-tail
combinations as affected by changes in
stabilizer configuration
CHiSA-TIJ-X-2747) p0477 873-26993
Application of composites to the selective
reinforcement of metallic aerospace structures
P0489 873-27485
Studies in tilt-rotor VTOL aircraft
aeroelasticity, volume 1
[HASA-TH-1-69497] p05«7 873-28976
Studies in tilt rotor VTOL aircraft
aeroelasticity, volume 2
tBASA-TH-X-69496] p0547 K73-28977
Fore and aft elastic response characteristics of
size 34x9.9, type 7, 14 ply-rated aircraft
tires of bias ply, bias belted, and radial
belted design
CBASA-TB-X-69570) p0548 H73-28987
Numerical solution of equations governing
longitudinal suspension line wave motion
during the parachute unfurling process
rBASA-TB-X-69498] p05«9 H73-28988
Dynamic loading of aircraft surfaces due to jet
exhaust impingement
p0556 M73-29908 .
Effect of nozzle lateral spacing, engine
interfairing shape, and angle of attack on the
performance of a twin-jet afterbody model with
cone plug nozzles
f NASA-IB- X-2724) p0587 1173-29994
Performance comparison of a lobed-daisy mixer
nozzle with a convergent nozzle at subsonic
speeds
[HASA-TB-1-2806) p0587 H73-29995
Experimental and analytical determination of
stability parameters for a balloon tethered in
a wind
tHASA-IN-D-7222] p0589 873-30013
Effect of wing aspect ratio and flap span on
aerodynamic characteristics of an externally
blown jet-flap STOL model
CHASA-TB-D-7205] p0590 873-30020
Rind tunnel investigation of effects of
variations in Beynolds number and leading-edge
treatment on the aerodynamic characteristics
of an externally blown jet-flap configuration
fHASA-TB-D-7194] p0590 873-30021
Airport-area airspace used in simulated
operations with an experimental powered-lift
STOI, airplane
CBASA-TH-D-7300] P0591 873-30026
Besults of the noise measurement program on a
standard and codified OB-6A helicopter
(BASA-TB-D-7216) P0592 873-30031
Landing performance of an air cushion landing
system installed on a 1/10-scale dynamic model
on the C-8 Buffalo airplane
(HASA-TB-D-7295J P0592 873-30032
Pall-scale wind-tunnel investigation of effects
of slot spoilers on the aerodynamic
characteristics of a light twin-engine airplane
{HASA-TH-D-7315J P0592 S73-30033
A study of the effect of a boundary layer
profile on the dynamic response and acoustic
radiation of flat panels
[BASA-TB-1-69568) P0596 873-30232
Loading and heating of a large flat plate at
Bach 7 in the Laagler 8-foot high-teaperature
structures tunnel
CNASA-T8-D-7275] . P0597 873-30243
Apparatus for aiding a pilot in avoiding a
midair collision between aircraft
[NASA-CASE-LAB-10717-1) p0600 873-30641
Status of two studies on active control of
aeroelastic response
CBASA-TB-x-2909] P0603 N73-30864
Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of an
airfoil optimized for maximum lift coefficient
fBASA-TB-D-7071 ) p0605 N73-30929
Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a
fuselage model with various arrangements of
elongated lift jets
fBASA-TB-D-7299] P0607 M73-30939
Effect of Beynolds number and engine nacelles on
the stalling characteristics of a model of a
twin-engine light airplane
f BASA-TB-D-7109) p0608 873-30951
An improved method for design of
expansion-chamber mufflers with application to
an operational helicopter
fBASA-TH-D-7309) p0617 873-31623
Dual cycle aircraft turbine engine
C8ASA-CASE-LAB-11310-1) p0618 873-31699
A fixed-base simulation study of two SIOL
aircraft flying curved, descending instrument
approach paths
C8ASA-TB-D-7298] p0639 873-31949
STOL technology
[BASA-SP-320] p0662 873-32934
Aerodynamic and performance characteristics of
externally blown flap configurations
p0662 873-32939
Stability and control of externally blown flap
configurations
P0662 873-32940
Aerodynamic loads measurements on externally
blown flap STOL models
p0663 873-32945
Externally blown flap dynamic loads
p0663 873-32946
Simulator evaluation of the flying gualities of
externally blown flap and augmentor wing
transport configurations
p0663 873-32948
Study of ground proximity effects on
powered-lift STOL landing performance
P0664 H73-32950
Status of STOL ride guality and control
p0664 873-32951
Integration of STOL airplanes into the ATC system
P0665 873-32956
Flap noise generation and control
p0666 873-32963
On the relationship between acoustic energy
density flux near the jet axis and far field
acoustic intensity
[NASA-TN-D-7269] p0672 B73-33181
HATIOBAL AEBONAOSICS ADD SPACE ADHIIISTBATIOB.
LEBIS BESEABCB CEHTEB, CLEVELABD. OHIO.
A prediction model for lift-fan simulator
performance
[NASA-IB-X-68788] p0672 873-10282
Performance of a single-stage transonic
coapressor with a blade-tip solidity of 1.3
CBASA-TS-X-2645) p0678 873-11002
Flight and wind tunnel investigation of the
effects of Beynolds number on installed
boattail drag at subsonic speeds
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[NASA-Ifl-X-68162] P0678 B73-11007
Small-scale tests of the mixer nozzle concept
for reducing blown-flap noise
tHASA-TH-I-2638] p0678 N73-11012
Flight .investigation of 24 deq boattail nozzle
drag at varying subsonic flight conditions
FNASA-TB-I-2626] p0678 B73-11013
Acoastic results obtained with
upper-surface-blovinq lift augaentation systems
t NASA-IB-X-68159] P0679 H73-11018
Flight investigation of an underwing nacelle
installation of an auxiliary-inlet ejector
nozzle vith a clamshell flow diverter from
Bach 0.6 to 1.3
fNASA-IB-X-2655]
 P0686 N73-11793
Operational procedure for computer program for
design point characteristics of a gas
generator or a turbojet lift engine for V/SIOL
applications
fNASA-TB-X-2656] p0686 H73-1179B.
Hethods for reducing blade passing frequency
noise generated by rotor-Hake - stator
interaction
fNASA-IB-X-2669] p0686 B73-11797
Aerodynamic study of a turbine designed for a
snail low-cost turbofan engine
fHASA-TB-X-68157] p0686 N73-11803
Aircraft Engine Noise Reduction
fNASA-SP-311] p0066 1173-12012
Introduction
p0066 B73-12013
Fan noise and performance
pooee 073-12014
Fan noise suppression
pooee N73-12015
Jet noise
p0066 H73-12016
The guiet engine progran
P0067 N73-12017
Quiet engine test results
pOCF67 N73-12020
Quiet engine demonstration
p0067 N73-12021
Applications to aircraft propulsion systems
PC067 N73-12022
SIOL noise sources and fan noise treatment
P0067 N73-12023
Flap noise
P0067 N73-12024
Flyover and static tests to investigate external
flow effect on jet noise from nonsuppressor
and suppressor exhaust nozzles
rNASA-IB-X-68161] p0068 N73-12027
Noise generated by impingement of a jet upon a
large flat board
fNASA-TN-D-7075] pOOSO N73-13026
Gas turbine exhaust nozzle
fNASA-CASE-LEH-11569-1] p0120 N73-14792
Performance of a single-stage axial-flow
transonic compressor stage with a blade tip
solidity of 1.7
tNASA-TB-X-2658) p0122 B73-14983
Some observed effects of part-span dampers on
rotating blade row performance near design point
fNASA-IB-X-2696] p0122 H73-14985
Acoustic properties of a'supersonic fan
[BASA-TN-D-7096] P0126 N73-15025
Externally blown flap trailing edge noise
reduction by slot blowing: A preliminary study
tNASA-TB-X-68172) p0126 S73-15027
Jet noise of an augmentor wing-advanced
supersonic transport
fNASA-TB-X-68177) p0127 1173-15028
Optimization of engines for a commercial Bach
0.85 transport using advanced turbine cooling
methods
fNASA-TB-I-68173] p0127 N73-15029
Flap noise measurements for ST01 configurations
using external upper surface blowing
fNASA-TB-X-68167] p0127 H73-15030
Effect of rotor design tip seed on aerodynamic
performance of a model VIOL lift fan under
static and crossflow conditions
f NASA-IB-1-68169] p0127 1173-15031
Comparative performance of several SSI
configurations powered by noise limited
turbojet engines
fNASA-IB-X-68178] p0127 N73-15032
Control of turbofan lift engines for VIOL aircraft
[HASA-TB-X-68175] p0138 N73-15815
Propulsion system for research VIOL transports
[NASA-TB-X-68168] p0139 873-15816
Analysis of integral lift-fan engine dynamics
[BASA-TB-X-2691) p0139 N73-15817
Cold-air aerodynamic study in a two-dimensional
cascade of a turbine stator blade with
suction-surface film cooling
fNASA-IB-X-2685] p0139 N73-15818
Internal performance of a wedge nozzle for a
supersonic cruise aircraft with a multispoke
primary for noise suppression
[NASA-IB-X-2689J p0139 N73-15822
Life prediction of turbine components: On-going
studies at the NASA Lewis Research Center
[NASA-TB-X-2664] p0140 H73-15925
Comparison of primary zone combustor liner wall
temperatures with calculated predictions
[NASA-IB-X-2711] p0140 B73-15959
Low-freguency rear guadrant noise of a turbojet
engine with exhaust duct muffling
[NASA-IB-X-2718] p0160 B73-16011
New aspects of subsonic aerodynamic noise theory
rNASA-IN-D-7158J p0166 N73-16654
The effect of nozzle inlet shape, lip thickness,
and exit shape and size on subsonic jet noise
[NASA-TB-X-68182] p0166 B73-16655
Comparison of combustion characteristics of ASIB
A-1, propane, and natural-gas fuels in an
annular turbojet combustor
[HASA-TN-D-7135] p0166 N73-16771
Experimental performance of cascade thrust
reversers at forward velocity
[NASA-IB-X-2665] p0167 B73-16773
Effect of a reduction in blade thickness on
performance of a single stage 20.32 centimeter
mean diameter turbine
fNASA-TN-D-7128] p0167 N73-16776
High-pressure combustor exhaust emissions with
improved air-atomizing and conventional
pressure-atomizing fuel nozzles
[NASA-TN-D-7154] p0169 N73-16929
Analytical study on a two-dimensional plane of
the off-design flow properties of
tandem-bladed compressor stators
fNASA-TB-X-2734] p0170 N73-16986
Effect of reducing rotor blade inlet diameter on
the performance of a 11.66-Centimeter
radial-inflow turbine
[NASA-IB-X-2730] p0176 N73-17039
Iwo-dimensional cascade test of a highly loaded,
low—solidity, tandem airfoil turbine rotor blade
[NASA-IB-1-2729] ' p0180 N73-17814
Experimental investigation of aerodynamic
performance of cooled turbine vanes at gas- to
collant-temperature ratios up to 2.75
[NASA-IB-X-2733] p0180 N73-17815
Performance comparison of three normal-shock
position sensors for mixed-compression inlets
[NASA-IB-X-2739) p0180 N73-17817
Heasurement of gaseous emissions from an
afterburning turbojet engine at simulated
altitude conditions
fNASA-IB-X-2726] p0181 N73-17921
Northwest passage: Irade route for large air
cushion vehicles
[NASA-IB-X-2684] p0181 H73-17991
Iheoretical and experimental internal flow
characteristics of a 13.97-centimeter-diameter
inlet at SIOL takeoff and approach conditions
[NASA-IN-D-7185] P0200 H73-18010
Effects of vane-induced rotation on diffuser
flow distortion in an axisymmetric
mixed-compression inlet
[BASA-TB-X-2752] p0200 N73-18012
Preliminary study of supersonic-transport
configurations with low values of sonic boom
[HASA-IB-X-2746] P0203 B73-18039
Aluminum runway surface as possible aid to
aircraft braking
[BASA-TN-D-7186] p0204 N73-18040
Experimental test results of a generalized
parameter fuel control
fBASA-TN-D-7198] p0209 N73-18082
Analytical and experimental performance of
optimal controller designs for a supersonic
inlet
[NASA-TN-D-7188) p0213 N73-18803
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Performance gains by using heated natural-gas
fuel in an annular torbojet combnstor
[NASA-TB-X-2742] p0214 H73-18960
Sir-cushion tankers for Alaskan Horth Slope oil
[BASA-TB-X-2683] p0214 B73-18981
Status of current development activity related
to STOL propulsion noise reduction
[HASA-TB-X-68195J p0218 H73-19021
Gas turbine engine fuel control
tHASA-CASE-LBi-11187-1 ] p0224 B73-19793
Design and evaluation of coibustors for reducing
aircraft engine pollution
[BASA-TB-X-68192] p0226 H73-19824
Instantaneous distortion investigation
[BASA-TB-I-68189] p0226 873-19825
Preliminary study of an integral fan lift/cruise
engine for a 100 passenger VIOL transport
ISASA-Tfl-X-68186] p0227 873-19826
Effects of prevaporized fuel on ezhaust
emissions of an experimental gas turbine
combnstor
[BASA-TB-X-68194] p0227 B73-19949
Overall and blade-element performance of a
transonic compressor stage with
multiple-circular-arc blades at tip speed of
419 aeters per second
[NASA-TB-X-2731J p0251 873-19995
Performance of a lov—pressure—ratio centrifugal
compressor with four diffuser designs
[NASA-TB-D-7237] p0251 1173-19997
Aerodynamic performance of a core-engine turbine
stator vane tested in a two-dimensional
cascade of 10 vanes and in a single vane tunnel
[BASA-TB-X-2766] p0263 N73-20823
Noise measurements for various configurations of
a model of a mixer nozzle externally blown
flap system
[BASA-TB-X-2776] p0273 N73-21059
Jet exhaust noise suppressor
[NASA-CASE-LE8-11286-1] p0274 873-21066
Elastohydrodynamic principles applied to the
design of helicopter components
[BASA-TB-X-68215] p0274 N73-21069
Small-scale noise tests of a slot nozzle with
v-gntter target thrust reverser
[NASA-IB-X-2758] p0275 B73-21072
Effect of inlet-air humidity on the formation of
oxides of nitrogen in a gas-turbine combnstor
[NASA-IB-X-68209] p0279 N73-21691
An adverse effect of film cooling on the suction
surface of a turbine vane
[KASl-TH-X-68210] p0279 H73-21695
Effect of premixing on nitric oxide formation
[NASA-TB-X-68220] p0280 H73-21862
Preliminary investigation of inlet ingestion of
a wing tip vortex
[BASA-TB-X-68225] p0304 B73-21932
Self-acting and hydrodynamic shaft seals
fHASA-TB-X-68214] P0311 B73-22430
Improved coatings for refractory netals
[BASA-CASE-LEB-11 179-1) p0312 N73-22474
fleasureoent of high altitude air quality using
aircraft
[BASA-TB-X-68221] p0312 H73-22584
Preliminary appraisal of hydrogen and methane
fuel in a Bach 2.7 supersonic transport
[NASA-IB-X-68222] p0314 B73-22711
A simplified fuel control approach for low cost
aircraft gas turbines
[BASA-IB-X-68229] p0314 B73-22729
Effect of primary-zone water injection on
pollutants from a conbnstor burning liguid
AS1B 4-1 and vaporized propane fuels
[SASA-TB-D-7293] p0336 B73-23943
Overall and blade-element performance of a
multiple-circular-arc bladed transonic
compressor rotor with tip speed of 1375 feet
per second
[HASA-TB-X-2697] p0384 S73-24033
Engine selection for transport and combat aircraft
P0385 B73-24048
Noise tests of a mixer nozzle-externally blown
flap system
[BASA-TN-D-7236] p0386 B73-24059
Baclear air cushion vehicles
[SASA-TB-X-68231] p0387 N73-24069
Engine-over-the-wing noise research
[NASA-IB-X-68246] p0387 N73-24070
The use of hydrogen for aircraft propulsion in
view of the fuel crisis
[BASA-TB-1-68242] p0393 B73-24777
Effect of fuel vapor concentrations on combustor
emissions and performance
tNASA-IB-X-2800] P0395 N73-24933
Improved design of a high response slotted plate
overboard bypass valve for supersonic inlets
[BASA-TB-X-2812] p0406 873-25097
Controlled separation combustor
(BASA-CJSE-LB»-11593-1] p0411 873-25816
Calculated performance map of a 4 1/2-stage 15.0
centimeter (5.9 inch) mean diameter turbine
designed for a turbofan simulator
[NASA-IB-X-2822] • p0411 N73-25822
Experimental cold-flow evaluation of a ram air
cooled plug nozzle concept for afterburning
turbojet engines
[BASA-TB-1-2811] p0412 H73-25823
Terminal shock position and restart control of a
Bach 2.7, two-dimensional, twin duct mixed
compression inlet
[BASA-TB-X-2818] p0412 N73-25824
low-speed wind tunnel investigation of the
aerodynamic and acoustic performance of a
translating-centerbody choked-flov inlet
[NASA-TB-X-2773] p0412 B73-25829
Flow through a wire-fora transpiration-cooled vane
[NASA-TS-D-7341] p0413 873-25966
Effect of rotor design tip speed on noise of a
1.21 pressure ratio model fan under static
conditions
[HASA-TB-X-68243] p0464 873-26014
Application of finite difference technigues to
noise propagation in jet engine ducts
[BASA-TB-X-68261 ] p0464 873-26015
Experimental evaluation of 150-millimeter bore
ball bearing to 3 million DB using either
solid or drilled balls
[ NASA-IB-X-68265] p0472 873-26480
Advanced technology for reducing aircraft engine
pollution
tBASA-TB-X-68256] p0475 873-26797
Geometric factors affecting noise suppresion and
thrust loss of divergent-lobe supersonic jet
noise suppressor
[NASA-IB-X-2820] p0477 873-26992
Baterial and structural studies of metal and
polymer matrix composites
P0490 873-27491
Performance of a 1.20 pressure ratio STOL fan
stage at three rotor blade setting angles
tNASA-IB-X-2837] p0490 873-27701
Dynamic response of Bach 2.5 axisymmetric inlet
with 40 percent supersonic internal area
contraction
tBASA-TB-X-2833] p0491 873-27709
Comparison of temperature data from an engine
investigation for film-cooled and
non-film-cooled, panwise-finned vanes
incorporating impingement cooling
[HAS4-TB-X-2819J p0492 S73-27798
Turbojet emissions, hydrogen versus JP
[BASA-TB-X-68258) . p0492 873-27804
Full-scale experiments with an ejector to reduce
jet engine exhaust noise
[NASA-TB-X-2841] p0535 873-27887
Boise tests of a model engine-over-the-winq SIOL
configuration using a multi-jet nozzle with
deflector
[BASA-TB-X-2871 ] p0536 873-27897
Dispersion of turbojet engine exhaust in flight
CNASA-TB-D-7382] p0541 873-28174
Welding blades to rotors
[NASA-CASE-LEW-10533-1] p0541 873-28515
Flight investigation of acoustic and thrust
characteristics of several exhaust nozzles
installed on underwing nacelles on an F106
airplane
[BASA-TB-1-2854] p0543 873-28734
Flyover and static tests to study flight
velocity effects on jet noise of suppressed
and unsuppressed plug nozzle configurations
[BASA-TB-X-2856] p0543 873-28735
Performance of an annual combustor designed for
a low-cost turbojet engine
[BASA-TB-X-2857] p0544 873-28918
Computer programs for calculating potential flow
in propulsion system inlets
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fBASA-TB-X-68278) p0552 B73-29182
Velocity decay and acoustic characteristics of
various nozzle geometries vith forward velocity
(BASA-TB-I-68259) P0552 H73-29183
Influence of noise requirenents on ST01
propulsion system designs
(NASA-TB-X-68280) p0555 N73-29807
Preliminary study of turbojets with rotary flov
inductors for a lov-noise supersonic transport
f HASA-TB-X-68233) P0555 1173-29809
Conceptual study of four subsonic VIOL
propulsion systeas
f8ASA-Ta-I-68279) . p0555 B73-29810
Acoustic investigation of the
engine-over-the-ving concept using a D-shaped
nozzle
fBASA-TB-X-71419) P0589 873-30015
Swirl can primary combustor
CBASA-CASE-LEi-11326-1) p0601 H73-30665
Boise comparisons from full-scale fan tests at
NASA Lewis Research Center
fBASA-TB-X-68289) . P0601 B73-30668
Transient analysis of energy Transfer Control
(ECT) and compressor bleed concepts of remote
lift fan control
tBASA-TB-X-2863) P0603 H73-30749
Steady state analysis of Energy Transfer Control
(ETC) and compressor bleed concepts of remote
lift fan control
fSASA-TH-X-2876] P0603 B73-30753
Analytical and experimental study of supersonic
combustion of hydrogen in a vitiated airstream
[BASA-TB-X-2828] P0619 H73-31828
Hind tunnel tests of a 20 inch diameter 1.15
pressure ratio fan engine model
fBASA-TB-X-714115) p0637 1173-31931
Two-dimensional analytical and experimental
performance comparison for a compressor stator
section vith 0-factor of 0.47
fNASA-TS-D-7425] P0637 B73-31932
Comparison of ground and flight test results
using a modified F106B aircraft
CHASA-Tfl-X-71439) P0641 873-31959
Ball lotion and sliding friction in an arched
outer race ball bearing
fBASA-Tfl-X-71442) P0647 M73-32375
Noise comparison of two 1.2-pressure-ratio fans
with 15 and 42 rotor blades
fNASA-TB-X-2891) P0651 H73-32609
Odor intensity and characterization studies of
exhaust from a turbojet engine combustor
fHASA-TB-X-71429) P0652 N73-32613
The effects of inlet temperature and pressure
distortion on turbojet performance
fNASA-TH-X-71431) P0652 N73-32614
The effect of noise constraints on engine cycle
optimization for long-haul transports
rNASA-IB-1-71447) P0652 H73-32620
Thrust and pumping characteristics of
cylindrical ejectors using afterburning
turbojet gas generator
[NASA-TM-X-52565] p0652 H73-32622
Effect of inlet-air humidity, temperature,
pressure, and reference Bach number on the
formation of oxides of nitrogen in a gas
turbine conbustor
fNASA-IN-D-7396) P0654 B73-32822
Quiet STOL propulsion session introductory remarks
P0665 H73-32961
Engine noise technology
p0666 H73-32962
EBP noise tests vith engine under-the-ving and
over-the-ving configurations
P0666 1173-32966
STOL propulsioo systems
P0666 N73-32967
Forvard velocity effects on jet noise vith
dominant internal noise source
fHASA-TB-X-71438) P0666 H73-32968
Flap noise prediction method for a pottered lift
system
fHASA-IB-1-71449) P0667 1173-32969
Assessment of jets as acoustic shields by
comparison of single- and multitube suppressor
nozzle data
fNASA-TB-X-71450) p0672 B73-33179
Calculation procedures for potential and viscous
flov solutions for engine inlets
fHASA-TB-X-714571 p0672 N73-33184
Experimental and theoretical investigation of
HT-S/PHB-PI composites for application to
advanced aircraft engines
TBASA-TB-1-71959) p0673 B73-33502
Highly noise suppressed bypass 6 engine for SIOL
application
t HASA-TB-X-71448] p0675 B73-33741
Bozzle geometry and forward velocity effects on
noise for CTOL enqine-over-the-tring concept
CSASA-SB-X-71453) p0676 B73-33742
Dispersion and dilution of jet aircraft exhaust
at high-altitude flight conditions
[8ASA-TB-X-71451 ) p0676 B73-33743
Buaerical simulation of noise propagation in jet
engine ducts
[SASA-TH-D-7339) p0676 N73-3374H
•ATIOSAL AEBOHADTICS ABO SPACE 1DBIBJSTSATIOB.
LISDOB B. JOHBSOH SPACB CEBTEB, BODSTOH, TEX.
Three axes controller
[BASA-CASE-HSC-12394-1) p0255 B73-20041
BATIOBAL ABBOHAOTICS AHD SPACE ADBIHISTBATIOB..
BAESH4LL SPACE FLIGHT CEHTEE, BDBTSTILLE, ALi..
Systems simulation for an airport trailing
vortex varning system
CBASA-TB-X-64704) p0072 B73-12267
Handbook of infrared radiation from combustion
gases
CBASA-SP-3080) p0492 B73-27807
BATIOBAL AEBOHAOTICS ABD SPACE ADBIBISTBATION,
BASBIBGfOB, D.C.
Head-up attitude display
tBASA-CASE-EBC-10392J p0119 B73-1K692
On peaky airfoil sections
fBASA-TT-F-749) p0157 B73-15987
System for indicating direction of intruder
aircraft
CSASA-CASE-EBC-10226-1] p0164 B73-16483 .
The BASTBAN programmer's manual
[HASA-SP-223(01) ] p0180 1173-17892
Aircraft control system
CNASA-CASE-EHC-10439] p0215 B73-19004
Display system
(SASA-CASB-ESC-10350) p0259 B73-20174
BASA propulsive lift STOL technology program
P0479 B73-27009
BAIIOBAL AEBOSPACE LAB., ABSIEBDAB (BETHEBLiHDS)..
Computer application of subsonic lifting surface
theory
[BLB-TB-70088-0] p0072 B73-12224
Electron fractography of stress-corrosion
fracture surfaces
tBLB-TH-71038-0] p0077 B73-12995
Effects of test frequency on fatigue crack
propagation under flight-simulation loading
tHLB-BE-72010-U) p0087 B73-13926
Unsteady aerodynamics and its integration in
aeroelastic analysis
[BLB-BP-71013-n] p0112 B73-14011
Comments on the methods developed at VLB for
conducting tvo dimensional research on high
lift devices
P0124 B73-15005
The accumulation of fatigue damage in aircraft
materials and structures
P0168 873-16899
Effects of test frequency on fatigue crack
propagation under flight-simulation loading
P0168 H73-16900
Summary of AGABD meeting on Problems of the
Cockpit Environment, Bovember 1968 in
Amsterdam, Betherlands
P0170 S73-16990
ATC automation, present and future
p0330 1173-23693
Simulation programs for air traffic surveillance
fESBO-CB-81] p0542 M73-28650
Aspects of aeronautical fatigue
P0557 H73-29925
A method for the calculation of the flov field
induced by a free jet
tBLB-TB-72040-0) p0587 H73-30000
Behavior of very large aircraft disturbed by
vind shear and atmospheric turbulence
tBLB-TB-72023-0) p0592 B73-30036
Some considerations for the application of
titanium alloys in commercial aircraft
[BLfi-TB-72034-0] p0616 B73-31510
The future of short-haul air transport within
western Europe
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fSP-73-001] p0619 H73-31915
BATIOBAL ABBOSPACE LAB., IOKTO ( JAPAB) .
AD approximate calculation letbod of
incompressible, turbulent Hakes behind
aerofoils - Symmetrical wake flow case
fHAL-TB-292J p0122 H73-14986
Transonic and supersonic flatter characteristics
of Ion aspect ratio and sweptback thin
cantilever wings
IBAL-TB-288] p0126 H73-15022
Effect of ground proximity on the longitudinal
aerodynaaic characteristics of an airplane
with a jet-flapped high lift wing
[BAL-TB-294] p0128 H73-15038
On the high temperature tarbine test facilities
and the data processing system
[KAL-TB-282J P0133 H73-15269
Beal-tiae simulation of jet engines with digital
computer. 1: Fabrication and characteristics
of the simulator
[NAL-TB-283] p0139 H73-15820
On the natural vibration of plate-bean
combination structures, 3
CHA1-TB-291] P0140 H73-15917
Digital control of jet engines. 1: Control
system and preliminary experiments
tNAL-TB-281] p0213 H73-18799
System design of facilities for VIOL flying test
bed at National Aerospace Laboratory
[SAL-TB-306] p0389 H73-24263
Experiments on airspeed calibration procedures
[BAL-TH-298] p0391 N73-24477
On the drag divergence of two-dinensional
airfoils at transonic speeds
fNAL-TB-299] p0477 H73-26994
A numerical calculation of a two-dimensional
incompressible potential flow around a set of
airfoils applying the relaxation method
[HAL-TB-309 ] p0487 H73-27212
A description of the ideas underlying a computer
program for predicting the aerofoil pressure
distributions in sub-critical viscous flow
[BAL-IB-248] p0596 873-30236
BAIIOHAL AVIATION FACILITIES EXPEBIHEBTAL CEBTEB.
A1LAHTIC CITt, H.J.
Bnnway friction data for ten civil airports as
measured with a mu-meter and diagonal braked
vehicle
[PSC-107] p0672 H73-10281
Ring leading edge fuel tank impact tests
[FAA-HA-72-211 p0679 H73-11017
Evaluation of high-activity level tower cab
[FAA-HA-72-63] p0683 B73-11235
Develop acceleration and brake monitor system
fFAA-BD-72-112] p0073 N73-12460
Development of low-cost cockpit/outside time
sharing training equipment
[FAA-BD-72-95] p0081 M73-13030
Flight test and evaluation of heliport lighting
for IPS
[FAA-BD-72-133J p0084 H73-13261
The feasibility of burner-can burn-through
thermal detection prior to engine case rupture
fFAA-HA-72-92] p0167 H73-16772
Tacan-DHE false distance lock-on
[FAA-HA-72-65] p0213 1173-18664
Design calculations for a Halon 1301
distribution tube for an aircraft cabin fire
extinguishing system
CFAA-BA-73-3 ] p0252 N73-20009
Evaluate improved airport beacon
[FAA-HA-73-1J P0256 H73-20182
Tests of the Vega Aircraft Badar Enhancing
System (TABES)
CFAA-BD-73-38] p0276 N73-21182
ATC concepts for 7/STOL vehicles, parts 1 and 2
[FAA-HA-72-95] p0303 H73-21919
ibreviated investigation of the Douglas DC-10
airplane vortex wake characteristics in
terminal area-type operations
[BEPT-73-00470J p0305 B73-21938
An investigation of ATC procedures for IFB
approaches to triple parallel runways
CFAA-HA-73-23J p0329 H73-23687
Investigation of site coverage and associated
problems at the O'Bare Airport, Chicago,
Illinois, enroute radar beacon test site
tFAA-BD-73-49] p0390 B73-24266
Automated selection of VOB, ILS, and Tacan/DHE
frequencies
fFAA-HA-73-4] p0409 873-25700
The 1972 Seminar on Operational Problems of the
Air Traffic Control radar beacon system
tFAA-BA-72-80] p0409 B73-25702
Digital simulation facility/system support
facility interface tests
[FAA-HA-73-33] P0469 H73-262U8
The use of ground cover materials to suppress
fuel spill fires
CFAA-SA-73-13] p0476 H73-26962
Visual Approach Slope Indicator (VASI)
improvements
(FAA-BA-73-64) p0490 N73-27568
Technical evaluation of weather clutter
feasibility model
CFAA-BA-73-48] p0551 H73-29094
Capabilities, necessary characteristics and
effectiveness of pilot ground trainers. Phase
2: Visual reference flight maneuvers
[FAA-BA-73-15] p0551 H73-29139
Detection of small aircraft by a terminal radar
processor
[FAA-HA-73-50] p0553 S73-29705
Simulated ground level STOL runway/aircraft
evaluation
CFAA-HA-72-77J p0591 H73-30025
Heasurement and analyses of ASB-4 system error.
Part 2: Analyses
CFAA-BA-72-87-PT-2] p0600 S73-30650
Test and evaluation of a system for precise time
dissemination using DUE (VOBi'AC) synchronization
fFAA-HA-73-23] p0601 H73-30652
Zhe 1972 Los Angeles Basin standard air traffic
model
CFAA-HA-73-51) p0616 S73-31605
A study of the decomposition products of
polynrethane foam related to aircraft cabin
flash fires
CAD-763327] p0619 K73-31816
Field evaluation of ABTS 2 b (TBACAB)
tFAA-HA-73-54] p0619 N73-32516
System integration and system shakedown tests,
HAS enroute stage A model A3d1
(FAA-HA-73-55) p0649 N73-32518
Evaluation of large screen display in the
automated oceanic ATC environment
[FAA-HD-73-75] p0675 N73-33568
Operational evaluation of the ARTS 2 Badar
Alphanumeric Display Subsystem (BADS)
[FAA-HA-73-77] p0675 H73-33569
HATIOBAL BOBEAD OF STAHD1BDS, BASHIBGTOH, D.C.
Simulation of air traffic control radar beacon
code assignment plan 3d1
[FAA-BD-72-103] p0685 S73-11681
Air density and helicopter lift
tAD-754420] p0254 M73-20026
BAflOIAL BIVIBOHBBHTAL SATELLITE SEBTICE,
BASBIBGTOH, D.C. •
Stratospheric photochemistry of ozone and SST
pollution: An introduction and survey of
selected developments since 1965
fHOAA-TB-HESS-47] p0278 N73-21526
BATIOBAL GAS TDBBIHE ES1ABLISHBBHT, FABBBOBOOGH
(EHGLAHD).
On the sub-critical stability of variable ramp
intakes at Hach numbers around 2
CABC-B/H-3711] p0215 N73-18999
BATIOHAL GAS TOBBIHE ESTABLISBHEHT, PTESTOCK
(EBGLABD).
The environment encountered by high temperature
components of the aircraft gas turbine
P0328 H73-23599
& limited review of the application of advanced
fibrous composites to aero gas turbine engines
p0489 N73-27490
HAIIOHAL LEHDIBG LIBBABI FOB SCIEBCE AMD
TECHNOLOGY, BOSTON SPA (EBGLABD).
Visibility measurements from the ground and an
aerodrome
[BLL-B-20785-(5828.4F) ] p0164 B73-16597
Observation and measurement of visibility at the
ground
p0164 H73-16598
Automatic calculation of runway visual range on
an aerodrome
p0165 H73-16599
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Air effects in aircraft hydraulic systems:
Measures foe their removal
fNLL-NEL-TT-2420- (6075, 461) ] p0252 N73-20005
Hethods of determining the electrically
danqerous zones in nimbo-stratus
(HLL-H-22800-(5828.4F)) p0260 H73-20656
Characteristics of the variability of oblique
and horizontal visibility, fron experimental
data
f m.L-B-23046-(5828.4F) 1 p0600 873-30576
The wind load on structures
fNLL-LIB-TBAHS-1705-(5205.9) ] p0603 H73-30857
•ATIOIAL BATEBZALS AOTISOBI BOABD, BASBINGTON. D.C.
Application of fracture prevention principles to
aircraft
fAD-764513] ' p0611 N73-30969
IAIIONAL PBTSICAL LAB., TBDOIIGTON (BIGLAHD).
Pressure measurements on a nodel delta wing
undergoing oscillatory deformation
fABC-B/B-3693) p0065 N73-12005
Effects of Beynolds nuaber and frequency
parameter on control-surface buzz at high
subsonic speeds
CABC-B/n-3702] p0066 N73-12007
Pressure distribution and surface flow on 5
percent and 9 percent thick wings and curved
tip and 60 deg sweepback
tABC-B/B-3244] p0381 H73-21001
A study of the effect of leading edqe
modifications on the flow over a 50-deg
sweptback wing at transonic speeds
fABC-H/B-3270] p0381 N73-24003
The f low pattern on a tapered sweptback wing at
Bach numbers between 0.6 and 1.6, part 1.
Experiments with a tapered sweptback vinq of
Barren 12 planters at Bach numbers between 0.6
and 1.6, part 2
CA8C-B/H-3271] p0382 N73-24004
An investiqation of the flow about a plane half
wing of cropped delta planform and 6 percent
symaetrical section at stream Bach numbers
between 0.8 and 1.41
fABC-B/B-3286] P0382 N73-24008
Calculation of stability derivatives for tapered
winqs of hezaqonal planfom oscillating in a
supersonic stream
fABC-B/B-3298] p0383 1173-24019
Measurement of the time-average forces and
pitching moments on a proposed helicopter
landing platform for the Rolf Bock lighthouse
CBAB-SCI-B-106]
 P0390 N73-24269
Observations of the flow over a two dimensional
1 percent thick aerofoil attransonic speeds
fABC-B/B-3180] p0396 N73-25002
Beasurements of the direct pitching moment
derivatives for three wing planforms at high
subsonic speeds
fABC-B/B-34191 p0397 S73-25009
Theoretical subsonic derivatives for an
oscillating B-wing
fABC-B/B-3214] P0398 N73-25022
Beasurement of pitchinq-moment derivatives for
aerofoils oscillating in two-dimensional
supersonic flow
fABC-B/B-3234] p0398 N73-25025
Beasurements of the direct pitching-noment
derivatives for two-dimensional flow at
subsonic and supersonic speeds and for a winq
of aspect ratio 4 at subsonic speeds
fABC-B/fl-32571 p0399 H73-25027
An experimental investiqation of wind-tunnel
wall conditions for interface-free dynamic
measurements
fABC-B/B-3715] P0661 N73-32930
On the effects of viscous interaction for a flat
delta winq at incidence
fABC-CP-1237J p0661 N73-32931
SATION1L BESEABCH CODICIL OF CANADA, OTTARA
(OBTABIO).
A suqqested method for estimating patch lenqth
from turbulence measurements usinq results
from low altitude fliqhts by a T-33 aircraft
fHBC-12793] P0079 N73-13009
Snow accumulations on air cushion vehicle track
sections
fNBC-12939) p0210 1173-18247
Quarterly Bulletin of the Division of Bechanical
' Engineering and the National Aeronautical
Establishment, 1 October - 31 December 1972
FDHE/BAE-1972<«) ] p0280 N73-21882
Quarterly bulletin of the Division of Bechanical
Bnqineering and the Rational Aeronautical
Establishment, 1 January - 31 Sarch 1973
[DBE/HAE-1973(1) ] p0476 B73-26970
Jet fuel specifications
P0476 H73-26972
Supersonic experiments on dynanic
cross-derivatives due to pitching and yawing
of aircraft-like vehicles
[NASA-CB-114663) p0607 N73-30944
Quarterly bulletin of the Division of Bechanical
Enqineering and the National Aeronautical
• Establishment, 1 April - 30 June 1973
[DBE/NAE-1973(2) ] p0619 H73-31853
Experience with the NBC 10 ft x 20 ft V/STOL
propulsion tunnel, some practical aspects of
V/STOL enqine model testinq
p0619 N73-31857
NATIONAL TBANSPOBTATIOB SAFETI BOABD, BASBI8GTOH,
D.C.
Briefs of accidents involvinq
corporate/executive aircraft: OS qeneral
aviation, 1970
CPB-210247) p0671 N73-10040
Aircraft accident reports, brief format; OS
civil aviation. Issue no. 1: 1971 accidents
tNTSB-BA-72-3] p0068 H73-12034
Aircraft incident report: Continental Airlines,
Incorporated, BcDonnell Douqlas DC-10, N68041,
Tucson, Arizona, 2 Bay 1972
tNTSB-AAB-72-29) p0069 H73-12035
Aircraft accident report: Hughes Air Rest DC-9,
N9345, and OS Barine Corps F-4B, 151458 near
Duarte, California, 6 June 1971
CNTSB-AAB-72-26] p0069 H73-12037
Aircraft accident report: Northwest Airlines,
Incorporated, Boeinq 747-151 N606US over the
North Pacific Ocean, 105 nautical miles west
of 150 deg east longitude at 36 deq north
latitude
[NTSB-AAB-72-27] p0069 N73-12038
Aircraft incident report: Near midair collision
vicinity of Front Boyal, Virginia, Northwest
Airlines, Boeing 720B, N736DS, Lockheed
Aircraft Corporation, Convair 240, N7372, 26
April 1972
[NTSB-AAB-72-30] p0069 N73-12040
Aircraft accident report: Sun Valley Airlines,
Incorporated, Beech 65B-80, S1027C, Fairfield,
Idaho, 20 February 1972
[BTSB-AAB-72-25] p0071 N73-12050
Aircraft accident reports, brief format.
Supplemental issue: 1970 accidents
fNTSB-BA-72-5] p0079 N73-13015
Aircraft accident reports: Brief format US
civil aviation. Issue number 2: 1971 accidents
tNTSB-BA-72-4] pOOSO N73-13017
Air taxi safety study
fNTSB-AAS-72-9) p0112 1173-14016
Aircraft accident report: Alaska Airlines
Incorporated, Boeinq 727, N2969G, near Juneau,
Alaska, 4 September 1971
CNTSB-AAB-72-28] p0112 N73-14017
Special study, general aviation stall/spin
accidents, 1967 - 1969
[NTSB-AAS-72-8] p0112 N73-14018
Briefs of"aircraft accidents involving turbine
powered aircraft, OS General Aviation,
calendar year 1970
CNTSB-ABB-72-6] p0112 N73-14019
Jet blast hazards
[PB-211593] p0116 N73-14046
Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, DS
Civil Aviation. Issue number 5: 1970 accidents
[PB-211158] p0117 N73-14047
Aircraft accident preliminary report. Eastern
Air Lines, Incorporated, L-1011, N310EA near
Miami, Florida, 29 December 1972
P0126 N73-15024
Aircraft accident report: Tandy Corporations
Gates Learjet model 25, S658TC, near the
Victoria County, Foster Airport, Victoria,
Texas, 18 January 1972
CPB-212484] P0133 B73-15076
Aircraft accident report: Capitol International
Airways, Incorporated, DC-8-63F, N4909C;
Anchorage, Alaska, 27 Hovember 1970
[NTSB-AAB-72-12] p0159 N73-15999
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Aircraft incident report: Eastern Air Lines,
Incorporated, Boeing 727-100, B8168G flight
9701, Atlanta, Georgia, 21 December 1971
CHTSB-iAB-72-223 . p0159 H73-16000
Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, DS
Civil .Aviation. Issue no. 3: 1971 accidents
(HISB-BA-72-6] p0159 B73-16001
Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, OS
Civil Aviation. Issue no. 4: 1971 accidents
tBTSB-BA-72-7] p0159 B73-16002
Aircraft accident report: Boss Aviation,
Incorporated, Beechcraft 65-B80, Queen Air,
H841HS, Albuquerque, Sen Hezico, 19 Bay 1972
tBTSB-AAB-72-32) p0159 B73-16003
Aircraft accident report: Puerto Bico
International Airlines (PBIBAIB),
Incorporated, DeHavillahd DB-114, H554PB,
Ponce, Puerto Bico, 24 June 1972
tBTSB-AAB-72-34] p0159 B73-16004
Aircraft accident report: Eastern Airlines,
Incorporated, DC-9-31, H8961E, Fort
Lauderdale, Florida, 18 Kay 1972
fBISB-AAB-72-31] p0159 H73-16005
Aircraft accident report: Aero Taxi, Beech
• B18S, B42A, Cleveland, Ohio, 22 June 1972
tNTSB-A4E-72-33] p0160 B73-16006
Aircraft accident report.. Fan Alaska Airways,
Ltd., Cessna 310C, N1812B missing between
Anchorage and Juneau, Alaska, 16 October 1972
CHTSB-AAB-73-1] p0173 B73-17018
Special study: Accidents involving engine
failure/malfunction OS general-aviation
1965-1969
[BTSB-AAS-72-10] p0217 H73-19015
Aircraft accident reports, brief format: DS
civil aviation. Issue no. 5: 1971 accidents
[HTSB-BA-73-1] p0253 N73-20015
Aircraft accident report: American Airlines, •
Incorporated, McDonnell-Douglas OC-10-10,
B103AA, near Windsor, .Ontario, Canada, 12 June
1972
(BTSB-AAB-73-2] p0273 B73-21061
Aircraft accident report: Trans World Airlines,
Incorporated, Boeing '707-331C, H15712, Flight
604, San Francisco, California, 13 September
1972
tBTSB-AAB-73-«] p0274 H73-21062
Aircraft accident report: North American
Bockvell, Incorporated, Turbo Commander 690,
HiBB, iellsburq. Best Virginia, 14 August 1972
fBTSB-AAB-73-5] p0305 H73-21936
A preliminary analysis of aircraft accident
data, OS Civil Aviation,.1972
r.BTSB-APA-73-1] p0319 H73-22980
Special study: In flight safety of passengers
and flight attendants aboard air carrier
aircraft
fHTSB-AAS-73-1] p0319 B73-22983
Aircraft accident report: Spectrum Air
Incorporated Sabre Bark 5, B275X, Sacramento
Executive Airport, Sacramento, California, 24
September 1972
tHTSB-AAB-73-6] p0319 H73-22985
. Aircraft accident report: Cessna 182, N70586,
Duluth International Airport, Dnluth,
Minnesota, 8 Hovember, 1972
[BTSB-AAB-73-10] p0322 H73-23006
Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, DS
civil aviation
CBTSB-BA-73-2] p0387 873-24064
Aircraft accident report: Trans World Airlines,
Incorporated, Boeing 707-331C, H788TW, John F.
Kennedy International Airport, Jamaica, New
York, 12 December.1972
' [BTSB-AAB-73-11] p0387 B73-24068
Aircraft accident reports: Brief format DS
civil aviation, issue no. 2 of 1972 accidents
[HTSB-BA-73-3) p0402 B73-25064
Aircraft accidents reports: Brief format. OS
civil aviation, issue no. 4 of 1971 accidents
fPB-214412/9) , p0403 H73-25078
Aircraft accident report: Borth Central
Airlines, Incorporated, Allison Convair
340/440 (CV-580), B90858 and Air Risconsin
Incorporated, DBC-6, B4043B near Appleton,
Risconsin, 29 June 1972
tBTSB-AAB-73-9] p0465 B73-26016
Aircraft accident report: Delta Air Lines,
Incorporated, HcDonnell Douglas DC-9-14,
B3305L, Greater Southwest International
Airport, Fort Worth, Texas, 30 Hay 1972 ;
[BTSB-AAB-73-3] p0465 B73-26017
Aircraft accident report: Bohavk Airlines.
Incorporated, Fairchild Biller FB-227B,
B7818H, Albany. Hew York, 3 Barch 1972 -f
[BTSB-AAB-73-8] p0465 B73-26018
Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, OS
Civil Aviation. Issue number 3 of 1972
accidents
[BfSB-BA-73-4] ' p0465 H73-26020
Aircraft accident reports, brief format,
supplemental issue, 1971 accidents
[BTSB-BA-73-5] p0466 B73-26028
Aircraft accident report, Borthvest Airlines,
Incorporated, Boeing 747-151, B602DS. Hiami,
Florida
IBTSB-AAB-73-13) p0466 B73-26029
Aircraft accident report. Machinery Buyers
Corporation, Learjet nodel 24, H454BH,
Atlanta, Georgia, 26 February 1973
[BTSB-AAB-73-12] p0467 M73-26036
Aircraft accident reports, brief format, OS
civil aviation
[BTSB-BA-73-6] , p0480 B73-27024
Aircraft accident report: Eastern Airlines,
Incorporated, L-1011, N310EA, Hiami, Florida,
29 Decenber 1972
(BTSB-AAB-73-14J p0548 N73-28984
The Safety Board
p0604 N73-30909
Aircraft accident report: North Central
Airlines, Incorporated, HcDonnel Douglas
DC-9-31, B954H and Delta Air Lines,
Incorporated, Convair C7-880, B8807E. O'Hare
International Airport, Chicago, Illinois, 20
December 1972
[BTSB-AAB-73-15] ' p0607 N73-30945
Aircraft accident report: Onited Air Lines,
Incorporated Boeing 737, B90310 Chicago-Hidvay
Airport, Chicago, Illinois, 8 December 1972
CBISB-AAB-73-16] p0608 H73-30947
Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, DS
civil aviation, issue no. 5 of 1972 accidents
[HTSB-BA-73-7] p0639 H73-31942
Aircraft accident report: Jugoslovenski
aerotransport (JAT) Boeing 707-321, ID-AGA,
John F. Kennedy International Airport,
Jamaica, Be* lork, 13 August 1972
[BTSB-AAB-73-7] p0639 H73-31943
BATIOBAL REATBEB SBBVICE, SILVEB SPBIBG, BD.
Automated probability forecasts of ceiling and
visibility based on single station data
[FAA-BD-73-13] p0408 H73-25677
BAVAL ACADBBI, ABBAPOLIS, BD.
AVBG: A PDF 8/1 data acquisition and averaging
program for synchronous hot'wire measurements
(AD-764851) p0647 H73-32357
BAVAL AEROSPACE BEDICAL BBSBABCB LAB., PEBSACOLA,
FLA.
Orientation-error accidents in regular Army OB-1
aircraft during fiscal year 1969: Relative
incidence and cost
CAD-749695) p0130 H73-15059
Major orientation-error accidents in Begular
Army OB-1 aircraft during fiscal year 1969:
Accident factors
[AD-753208] p0205 B73-18049
Intercorrelations and selected descriptive
statistics for 96 anthropometric measures on
1549 Baval aviation personnel'
tAD-754780] p0259 K73-20468
Bunan factors approach to aircraft accident
analysis
[AD-764868] p0643 H73-31979
BATAL AIB DEVELOPBEBT C2BTBB, RABBIBSTBB, PA.
Summary of test results for aluminum alloy box
beam fatigue program, test phases 1-4
[AD-744673]
 P0677 1173-10943
Survey of flight load parameters of service
aircraft
[AD-747285] . p0681 B73-11035
Bavy flight experiment of SECANT transponder
correlation ranging egnipment
[AD-746448] p0684 B73-11416
Airframe integrity investigations in support of
the analytical rework program
[AD-746881] p0070 B73-12049
Cr«0
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The nondestructive inspection of aircraft tires
by use. of 'pulse echo ultrasonics
fAD-74.7633) p0074 H73-12521
Seif-lubricat'ing coiposite materials for naval
aircraft
rAD-7481751 p0074 H73-12603
Develop lent of a nonflammable, low level odor,
anti-fo'gging agent
[AD-746844J p0074 N73-12617
Investigation of an improved rescue hoist system
for H-3 helicopters
fiD-750269] , p0130 B73-15054
Development .of counting strain gages for high—g
naval aircraft
fAD-750692) P0135 B73-15498
Test plan for non-destructive inspection
investigation of the catapult and arrested
landing carry-through structure of the £-2
aircraft
rAD-752492] p0174 1173-17027
lest plan report for catapult fatigue test of
the nodel C-2a airplane
tAD-752493J '
 P0174 H73-17028
Investigation of the effects of lignid oxygen on
cheaically treated surfaces of aluminum tubing
fAD-752030] . P0179 H73-17661
Preliminary design and cost stud? of
recirculating chroaate rinse system for
aircraft corrosion control
fAD-753214] P0205 N73-18050
Optimal control of the F-8C in a fully automatic
carrier approach
fiD-753010J P0205 B73-18052
Evaluation of the -S/B- fatigue life gage under
constant and variable amplitude loading
fAD-753800] p0212 S73-18464
lest plan to substantiate the capacity of E-2A
arrested landings
fAD-754752] P0257 B73-20284
Hook bounce test of the E-2i airplane A-frame
fAD-754753] P0257 873-20285
Hook bounce test of the C-2A airplane arresting
gear A-frame
fAD-754077] P0258 H73-20288
Test plan to substantiate the capacity of the
C-2A arresting hook A-frane to sustain 3,000
arrested landings
fAD-754076J P0258 1173-20289
High voltage DC aircraft system development
fAD-757646] P0321 N73-23001
G protective aircraft seats, with special
consideration given to Pelvis and tegs
Elevating (PALE) seats
fAD-756630] P0323 B73-23009
Development of a silicone base nonflammable
hydraulic fluid for use in current and future
military aircraft
rAD-758361] . P0328 N73-23562
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AD-760963 p0491 S73-27714
AD-760965 p0483 F73-27043
AD-761031. p0485 H73-27161
AD-761034 p0490 N73-27573
AD-761089 p0486 S73-27190
AD-761100 p0482 H73-27039
AD-761105 N73-27881
AD-761120 p0482 B73-27036
AD-761127 p0482 S73-27037
AD-761179 p0491 N73-27722
AD-761199 p0483 H73-27040
AD-761446 p0541 H73-28539
AD-761458 p0543 N73-28742
AD-761468 p0539 H73-27919
AD-761475 p0540 N73-28135
AD-761491 p0538 H73-27915
AD-761493 p0538 H73-27916
AD-761494 p0545 N73-28947
AD-761496 p0538 N73-27912
AD-761498 p0542 N73-28651
AD-761502 p0596 N73-30226
AD-761527 p0543 N73-28741
AD-761551
 P0535 H73-27892
AD-761617 p0538 N73-27914
I-4
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AD-761621 .. • p0538 H73-27917
AD-761644 .; . p0539 H73-27918
1D-761657 p0538 H73-27913
AD-761764 p0543 H73-28740
AD-762030 p0544 873-28747
AD-762031 p0544 H73-28751
4D-762032 p0544 H73-28752
AD-762077 , P0535 H73-27893
AD-762126 p0540 H73-28137.
AD-762131 P0552 H73-29149
AD-762137 „ P0552 873-29148
AD-762169 P0539 873-27920
AD-762176 . p0542 873-28604
AD-762189 p0542 873-28643
AD-762198 p0540 N73-27926
AD-762199 p0540 873-27927
AD-762207 .,. P0542 873-28631
AD-762210 p0539 H73-27925
AD-762213 p0545 H73-28958
AD-762214 , p0545 H73-28959
AD-762215 p0545 873-28960
AD-762216 : P0545 873-28961
1D-762217 P0546 H73-28962
AD-762225 p0547 N73-28972
1D-762226 p0539 N73-27921
AD-762228 p0544 873-28746
AD-762229 : p0546 N73-28969
AD-762230 i P0547 873-28973
AD-762231
 P0546 S73-28970
AD-762232 -. p0547 873-28974
AD-762233 p0546 N73-28968
AD-762238 -. p0541 873-28197
AD-762248 p05«6 873-28963
AD-762249 , P0546 873-28964
AD-762250 p0546 873-28971
AD-762251 : P0546 H73-28965
AD-762270 p0545 N73-28951
AD-762281 -.. p0540 873-28042
AD-762285 i P0539 N73-27924
AD-762292 P0542 H73-28635
AD-762295 P0540 873-28142
AD-762295 p0539 H73-27923
AD-762299 P0539 H73-27922
AD-762305 P0542 N73-28587
AD-762307 P0541 H73-28196
AD-76240U P0552 H73-29150
AD-762432 p0545 H73-28956
AD-762433 p0545 873-28957
AD-762442 p0551 873-29147
AD-762500 P0559 N73-29992
AD-762502 P0552 H73-29191
AD-762511 P0547 N73-28978
AD-762521 , p0549 N73-28992
AD-762523 P0552 H73-29446
AD-762527 P0556 N73-29814
AD-762552 P0616 H73-31545
AD-762566 p0550 N73-29000
AD-762568 P0547 S73-28979
AD-762579 P0551 H73-29015
AD-762590 P0551 H73-29014
AD-76261S P0555 N73-29802
AD-762729 P0550 N73-28994
AD-762730 .; P0549 N73-28993
AD-762747 , p0550 N73-28995
AD-762797 p0599 H73-30571
AD-762912 i P0551 H73-29146
AD-762916 P0550 N73-29002
AD-762919 P0550 073-28999
AD-762922 P0550 H73-28998
AD-762938 P0553 S73-29699
AD-762948 P0604 N73-30925
AD-763097 P0555 H73-29804
AD-763111 ..;; p0550 B73-28996
AD-763112 ....'. P0550 S73-28997
AD-763118 P0613 N73-31214
AD-763119 P0553 N73-29690
AD-763123 P0559 B73-29967
AD-763142 P0601 N73-30657
AO-763173 P0603 H73-30756
AD-763186 P0593 N73-30041
AD-763187 p0593 H73-30042
AD-763188 p0593 B73-30013
AD-763212 P0613 R73-31215
AD-763231 p0593 N73-30040
AD-763257 p0597 873-30251
AD-763263 p0593 H73-30039
AD-763285 P0597 N73-30255
AD-763295 p0614 N73-31260
AD-763323 p0660 073-32917
AD-763327 P0619 H73-31846
AD-763328 p0601 H73-30655
AD-763365 P0594 873-30048
AD-763367 P0598 873-30261
AD-763415 P0594 H73-30047
AD-763440 P0599 873-30450
AD-763450 P0599 873-30448
AD-763468 p0594 873-30050
AD-763470 p0593 873-30044
&D-763471 P0598 873-30365
AD-763599 p0598 873-30446
AD-763668 p0612 873-31212
AD-763671 p0598 873-30369
AD-763701 p0594 873-30045
AD-763725 p0596 873-30227
1D-763730 P0597 873-30258
AD-763731 p0602 873-30727
AD-763732 P0599 873-30558
AD-763739 p0594 H73-30051
AD-763741 P0594 N73-30046
AB-763762 P0597 873-30256
AD-763789 P0599 N73-30452
AD-763793 p0594 873-30049
AD-763798 P0594 873-30052
AD-763812 p0612 873-31159
AD-763813 P0609 873-30956
AD-763816 P0618 873-31704
AD-763828 P0616 873-31480
AD-763904 p0614 873-31238*
AD-763934 p0609 873-30957
AD-763957 P0609 873-3C958
AD-764064 P0615 873-31456
AD-764132 P0609 873-30960
AD-764133 p0606 873-30936
AD-764137 p0610 H73-30966
AD-764154 P0610 873-30968
AD-764228 p0609 873-30961
AD-764240 P0615 873-31430
AD-764243 P0613 873-31213
AD-764248 p0612 873-31190
AD-764255 p0610 873-30962
AD-764260 P0610 873-30965
AD-764264 P0610 873-30964
AD-764266 P0615 873-31455
AD-764314 P0609 N73-30959
AD-764358 p0618 873-31693
AD-764360 P0612 873-31158
AD-764364 P0610 N73-30963
AD-764366 P0612 873-31160
AD-764368 P0615 873-31429
AD-764479 P0615 873-31427
AD-764491 P0617 873-31691
AD-764513 P0611 873-30969
AD-764516 P061C 873-30967
AD-764585 P0647 873-32381
AD-764617 p0645 873-32141
AD-764618 P0648 873-32384
AD-764683 P0653 873-32631
AD-764685 p0644 873-32131
AD-764690 P0651 873-32605
AD-764695 pP643 873-31973
AD-764696 p0643 873-31974
AD-764697 p0643 873-31975
AD-764698 P0643 873-31976
AD-764717 p0653 H73-32632
AD-764718 P0647 873-32354
AD-764731 p0644 873-32135
AD-764732 p0660 873-32920
AD-764733 p0653 873-32633
AD-764734 p0653 873-32634
AD-764740 P0671 873-33157
AD-764764 p0645 873-32162
AD-764767 p0642 873-31972
AD-764774 P0644 873-31985
AD-764775 P0648 873-32383
AD-764787 , p0648 873-32382
AD-764851 P0647 873-32357
AD-764865 P0643 873-31980
AD-764868 P0643 873-31979
AD-764888 P0643 873-31977
AD-764900 P0644 873-31981
AD-764914 P0673 873-33381
AD-764941 P0675 N73-33740
AD-764945 p0646 H73-32209
AD-764957 P0645 H73-32161
AD-764972 P0673 873-33510
AD-764985 P0671 B73-32996
AD-764986 p064« H73-31986
AD-764987 P0654 873-32638
B-5
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AD-765153 , p0675 H73-33571
AD-765164 P0637 H73-31934
AD-765165 P0653 B73-32636
1D-765320 p0644 H73-31984
AD-765332 p06l|6 H73-32208
AD-76S367 p0648 H73-32390
AD-765533 p0677 H73-33761
AD-765577 P0673 H73-33230
ADL-73663-F p0071 N73-12051
ADL-74159 p021C N73-18256
ADL-7U443 p0323 B73-23093*
ADB-773-VOL-1-2 p0322 H73-23002
AEDC-TB-72-20 p0076 N73-12866
AEDC-TB-72-119 p0084 B73-13278
AEDC-TB-72-126 p0162 H73-16023
AEDC-TB-72-139 p0164 H73-16274
AEDC-TE-72-151-BEV p0325 N73-23351
AEDC-TH-72-162 p0395 H73-24993
AEDC-TR-72-187 P0327 H73-23397
AEDC-T8-73-9 p0551 H73-29ia6
AEDC-TB-73-10 p0325 H73-23352
AEDC-TB-73-47 P0596 H73-30227
AEDOTB-73-57 p0552 H73-29191
AEDC-TB-73-61 p0539 N73-27924
AEDC-TB-73-71 p0401 H73-25053
AEDC-T8-73-103 P0653 N73-32632
AEDC-TB-73-112 p0597 N73-30258
AERO-13-PT-2 pC203 H73-18033
AERO-1176-PT-2 p0326 H73-23390
AEWES-INSTBDCTION-S-69-4-APP-B .... p0552 H73-29148
AEWES-INSTROCTION-S-72-3 p0326 N73-23359
AEWES-INSTBUCTION-S-73-1 p05l|0 N73-28137
AEBES-BISC-
AEHES-SISC-
AEBES-BISC-
AEWES-BISC-
AEHES-BISC-
AEHES-BISC-
AEHES-BISC-
AEBES-BISC-
AEHES-BISC-
AE»ES-BISC-
AEWES-BISC-
PAPER-S-72-8 pC390 N73-24285
PAPEB-S-72-19 p0672 N73-10291
PiPEB-S-72-20 p0673 H73-10296
PAPEK-S-72-22 p0673 N73-10294
P&PER-S-72-23 . p0673 H73-10295
P4PEB-S-72-21 p0672 S73-10292
PAPEB-S-72-26 p0673 N73-10293
PAPER-S-72-38 p0177 H73-17233
PAPEE-S-73-11 pO«86 H73-27186
PAPER-S-73-26 p0552 H73-29119
PAPEB-S-73-61 p0609 N73-30961
AEHES-TR-S-73-3 p0186 S73-27190
AFAL-TB-72-113 p0671 N73-10043
AFAL-TB-72-325 p0178 S73-17552*
AFAL-TB-72-358 pO«06 H73-2519U
AFAL-TR-73-U2-PT-1 pO«77 B73-26982
AFAPL-TR-71-3H P0676 H73-10750
AFAPL-TB-71-83 pC07U H73-12618
AFAP1-TB-71-95 P0671 H73-10483
AFAPL-TR-72-7 p0167 S73-16781
AFAPL-TR-72-10 p0076 H73-12867
AFAPL-TR-72-11 p0121 N73-1U800
AFAPL-TR-72-43-VOL-1 p0676 N73-10756
AFAPI-TB-72-19 p0162 R73-16025
AFAPL-TB-72-52 P0076 N73-12752
AFAPL-TR-72-53-VOL-1 p0115 K73-1H035
AFAPL-TB-72-53-VOL-2 p0115 H73-11036
AFAPL-TB-72-53-VOL-3 p0115 N73-11037
AFAPI-TB-72-53-VOL-11 p0115 H73-11038
AFAPL-TB-72-53-VOL-5 pC120 S73-11728
AFAPL-TR-72-53-VOL-5-APP-1 p0115 H73-1K039
AFAPL-TF-72-53-VOL-5-APP-2 p0115 K73-11010
AFAPL-TR-72-53-701-6 p0116 N73-1«01»1
AFAPL-TR-72-59 p0255 N73-20019
AFAPL-TR-72-62 p0071 N73-12051
AFAPL-TR-72-63 p0392 H73-2U537
AFAPL-TB-72-72 p0076 K73-12865
AFAPL-TB-72-73 p011* H73-14031
AFAPL-TR-72-75 p0180 N73-17822
AFAPL-TB-72-80 i p0179 N73-17803
AFAPL-TB-72-83 P0660 N73-32920
AFAPL-TB-72-85 p0323 N73-23017
AFAPL-TB-72-88 pOSUO N73-28142
AFAPL-TR-72-96 p"276 N73-21079
iFAPL-TR-72-100 p0321 H73-22998
AFAPL-TR-72-102 p021» H73-18975
AFAPL-TR-72-103 p0555 »73-2980«
AFAPL-TB-72-105 P0550 H73-28999
AFAPL-TB-72-109-TOL-1 p0320 H73-22993
AFAPL-TB-72-109-VOL-2 p0320 H73-2299«
AFiPL-IB-72-111 P0314 H73-22731
AFAPL-TB-73-2 p0406 H73-25093
AFAPL-TB-73-15 p0651 B73-32605
AFAPL-TB-73-18 p0677 H73-33761
AFAPL-TB-73-23 pO»87 N73-27K26
AFAPL-TB-73-26 p05«3 H73-28741
AFAPL-TB-73-30 ,p0556 H73-29814
AFAPL-TB-73-33 p0615 N73-31429
AFAPL-TR-73-35 p0539 H73-27923
1FAPL-TB-73-53 p0618 H73-31704
AFAPL-TB-73-66-VOL-1 p0653 H73-32633
AFAPL-TB-73-66-VOL-2 p0653 H73-32634
AFAPL-TR-73-108 p0405 H73-25090
AFATL-TB-73-75 pOIOI H73-25053
AFCBL-AFSIG-240 p0084 N73-13397
AFCBL-AFSIG-251 p0277
AFCBL-AFSIG-2S2 p0329
H73-21382
H73-23679
AFCBL-AFSIG-261 p0542 H73-28631
1FCR1-IP-177 p0075 H73-12675
AFCHL-IP-188 : p0647 N73-32354
AFCBL-PSBP-527 p0644 H73-32131
AFCRL-TB-73-0159
AFCBL-72-0415
AFCBL-72-0426
AFCBL-72-0711
AFFDI-TB-66-207-TOL-2-SOPPL-4
AFFDL-TB-66-207-YOL-5-SDPPL-2
AFFDL-TR- 66-20 7-YOL-6-SOPPI.-2
AFFD1-TB-70-79-TOL-3
P0323 N73-23105
p0542 H73-28631
P0685 N73-11674
P0117 H73-14052
p0277 N73-21382
p0612 H73-31158
.p0612 N73-31159
P0612 N73-31160
p0671 H73-10041
P0114 H73-14032
p0136 F73-15660
p0680 H73-11024
P0255 N73-20034
P0130 H73-15051
P0070 H73-12047
P0174 H73-17021*
B-6
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APFDL-TB-72-78-VOL-2 p0321 B73-22997
APFDl-TB-72-79 pOl75 S73-17030
AFFDL-TB-72-80 , p0388 B73-24074
AFFDL-TB-72-81 p0404 S73-25086
AFPDI-TB-72-85-VOL-1 ;... p0167 873-16784
AFFDL-TB-72-85-VOL-2 p0167 B73-16785
AFFDL-TB-72-87 p0389 B73-24079
AFFDL-TB-72-91-VOL-1 p0222 H73-19311
AFFDL-TB-72-91-VOL-2 -..-. p0266 H73-21002
AFFDL-TB-72-92 p0254 873-20028*
AFFDL-TB-72-96-PT-1 ....i... p0116 873-1110112
AFFDL-TB-72-96-PT-2 p0116 873-14043
AFFDL-TB-72-99 p0083 B73-13046
APFDL-TB-72-106 p0307 B73-21954
AFFDL-TR-72-108 -. . •. ........... pOSSO H73-28998
AFFDL-TB-72-121-VOL-1 p0410 873-25713
AFFDL-TH-72-121-VOL-2 p0410 873-25714
AFFDL-TB-72-122 p0474 H73-26667
AFFDL-TB-72-126 p0405 H73-25087
AFFDL-TH-72-131 p0278 873-21403
AFFDL-TB-72-132 p0483 873-27045
AFFDI.-TR-72-135 p0327 873-23540
APFDL-TB-72-136-S0PPL-1 p0391 873-24329
AFFDL-TR-72-143-VOI.-1 p0319 873-22984
AFFDL-TR-72-148 p0412 K73-25835
AFPDL-TB-72-155 i p0644 873-31985
APFDL-TB-72-0143 p0482 873-27036
APFDL-TB-73-2 pO«05 873-25091
AFPDL-TB-73-6 p0599 H73-30558
AFFDL-TB-73-8 p0594 873-30052
AFFDL-TB-73-17 p0610 873-30963
APFDL-TB-73-29 p0642 873-31972
AFFDI-TB-73-32 p0083 N73-27041
AFFDL-TF-73-33 p0539 H73-27922
AFFD1-TB-73-35 p0643 873-31977
AFFD1-TH-73-43 p0550 873-28996
AFFDL-TB-73-63 p0609 873-30956
AFLRl-18 p0393 873-24779
AFHL-TR-71-172 . p0085 873-13575
AFBL-TR-72-20 w p0681 H73-11033
AFHl-TB-72-109 p0136 873-15611
AFHL-TB-72-204 p0321 873-23000
AFHL-TB-72-207 p0327 873-23542
AFHL-TB-72-236 p0322 H73-23008
AFHL-TB-72-240 p0323 873-23010
AFHL-TB-72-249 ...i p0312 873-22525
AFHL-TB-72-283 p0321 N73-22999
AFBL-TB-73-92 p0648 873-32383
AFBL-TB-73-113 , p0644 H73-32135
AFB1-TB-73-114 p0542 873-28587
AFOSB-71-3086TB , p0670 873-10035
AFOSB-72-0239TB p0680 873-11022
AFOSB-72-0423TR p0306 873-21950*
AFOSB-72-1209IR P0251 N73-20003
&FOSB-72-1304TB p0687 N73-11980
AFOSB-72-1332TB p0118 H73-14251
AFOSB-72-1661TB : p0082 H73-13041
AFOSH-72-1737TB p0078 B73r13006
AFOSB-72-1738TB p0078 873-13007
AFOSB-72-1991IB , p0133 B73-15217
AFOSB-72-2037TB p0162 873-16026
APOSB-72-2044TB p0158 B73-15991
AFOSB-72-2202TB p0178 H73-17278
AFOSB-72-2283TB p0211 B73-18297
AFOSB-72-2463TB p0277 H73-21260
AFOSB-73-0302TB p0314 873-22883
AFOSB-73-0492TB p0325 H73-23349
AFOSB-73-0553TB p0404 H73-25083
APOSE->73-0565TB p0412 873-25834
AFOSB-73-0566TB p0097 A73-16902
AFOSB-73-0567TB1' p0408 B73-25291
SFOSE-73-0590TE P0389 H73-24080
AFOSB-73-0591TB pO«08 H73-25305
&POSH-73-0640IB p0391 B73-24334
AFOSB-73-0652TB pO«05 B73-25089
AFOSB-73-0723TB p0098 A73-16946
APOSB-73-0909TB p0537 873-27909*
APOSB-73-1043TB p0547 N73-28978
AFOSB-73-1071TB p0547 873-28979
AFOSB-73-1082TB p0555 N73-29802
APOSB-73-1138TB p0594 B73-30051
APOSB-73-1157TB p0597 873-30256
AFOSB-73-1223TB p0594 873-30046
AFOSB-73-1258TB p0645 873-32162
AFSC-TB-72-005-VOL-1 p0280 873-21890 *
APSC-TB-73-002 p0559 873-29967 t
AFB1-TB-71-134 p0683 B73-11244
AFS1-TB-72-25 p0176 873-17168
APBL-TB-72-90 p0618 873-31693
AFB1-TB-72-149 p0326 873-23355
AFBL-TB-72-151 p0648 B73-32382
APBI.-TR-72-174 p0491 873-27789
AFBL-TB-72-225 p0613 B73-31214
AFBL-TB-72-246 p06C4 N73-30925
AFBL-TR-72-247 p0616 873-31480
AFBJ.-TB-73-16 p0550 B73-28997
AFBL-TR-73-18 p0553 873-29690
AFBL-TB-73-32 p0405 873-25092
AG-5011-B-1 p0165 B73-16628
A6SBD-AG-160-V01-2 p0259 873-20499
A6ABD-AG-162-PT-2 p0121 873-14898
AGABD-AG-164 p0224 B73-19794
AGABD-AG-167 p0475 M73-26800
AGABD-AG-168 p0619 N73-31830
AGABD-iB-48 pOOSO 873-13018
AGABD-AB-49 p0201 873-18023
AGABD-AR-50 p0209 873-18081
AGABD-AR-51 p0212 B73-18439
AGABD-AR-54 p05B4 873-28884
AGABD-AB-60 p0257 N73-20269
AGABD-AB-62 p0640 873-31954
AGABD-CP-102 P0123 873-14998
AGARD-CP-104 p0219 873-19030
AGABD-CP-105 p0329 873-23689
AGABD-CP-111 p0269 S73-21031
AGABD-CP-112 p0488 873-27474
AGABD-CP-113 p0556 873-29905
AGARD-CP-118 p0168 S73-16896
AGARD-CP-119 p0170 B73-16989
AGABD-CP-121 p0267 873-21008
AGABD-CP-126-VOL-1 p0478 B73-27000
AGARD-LS-50 p0673 B73-10450
AGABD-LS-56 p0384 873-24042
AGABD-LS-62 p0557 873-29924
AGABD-LS-63 p0315 B73-22948
AGABD-B-577-PT-2 p0537 873-27906
AGABD-B-593 p0679 S73-11020
AGABD-B-594 p0684 873-11407
AGABD-B-595 p0111 N73-14000
AGARD-R-596 p0202 B73-18030
AGABD-B-597 pOOSO 873-13019
AGARD-B-601 p0469 N73-26239
AGARD-R-6P2 p0470 N73-26279
AGABD-B-603 p0210 B73-18250
AGARD-B-605 p0253 873-20023
AGABD-B-607 p0303 873-21920
AGABD-R-608 p0536 873-27895
AGARDOGRAPH-160-VOL-2 p0259 873-20499
AGARDOGBAPH-162-PT-2 P0121 873-14898
AGAHDOGRAPH-164 p0224 H73-19794
AGARDOGBAPH-167 p0475 873-26800
AGABDOGRAPH-168 p0619 N73-31830
AHS PBEPBIBT 700 p0437 A73-35051
AHS PREPBIBT 701 p0437 A73-35052
AHS PBEPBI8T 702 p0437 A73-35053
AHS PBEPBIBT 703 p0437 A73-35054*
AHS PBEPBIBT 704 p0437 A73-35055
AHS PBEPRIBT 710 p0437 A73-35056
AHS PBEPBIBT 711 p0437 A73-35057
AHS PBEPBIBT 712 p0437 A73-35058
ARS PBEPBIBT 713 p0438 A73-35059
AHS PBEPBINT 714 p0438 A73-35060
AHS PBEPBIBT 721 pOU36 A73-35062
AHS PBEPBIBT 722 p0438 A73-35063
ABS PBEPBIBT 723 p0438 A73-35064
AHS PBEPBIBT 724 p0438 A73-35065
AHS PBEPBIBT 730 p0438 A73-35066
AHS PBEPRIBT 731 p0438 A73-35067
AHS PREPRIBT 732 p0439 A73-35068*
AHS PBEPBIBT 733 p0439 A73-35069
AHS PREPBIBT 734 p0439 A73-35070
AHS PBEPRIBT 735 p0439 A73-35071
AHS PREPRIBT 736 p0439 A73-35072
AHS PREPRIBT 740 p0439 A73-35073
AHS PREPRIBT 741 p0439 A73-35074
E-7
BBPOBT/ACCBSSIOI HDHBBB IHDBX
AIAA PIPER 72-1062
AIAA PAPER 72-1082
AIAA PAPEB 72-1096
AIAA PAPEB 72-1097
AIAA PAPEB 72-1099
AIAA PAPER 72-1101
AIAA PAPEB 72-1113
AIAA PAPEB 72-1115
AIAA PAPEB 72-1116
AIAA PAPEB 72-1100
AIAA PAPEB 72-1173
AIAA PAPEB 72-1175
AIAA PAPEB 72-1199
AIAA PAPEB 72-1206
AIAA PAPEB 73-9
AIAA PAPEB 73-15
AIAA PAPEB 73-17
AIAA PAPEB 73-20
AIAA PAPEH 73-25
•AIAt PAPEB 73-28
AIAA PAPEB 73-51
AIAA PAPEB 73-86
AIAA PAPEB 73-87
AIAA PAPEB 73-98
p0439 A73-35075*
......... pO«39 A73-35076
P0440 A73-35077
P0440 A73-35078
p0440 A73-35080
P0440 A73-35082
p0440 A73- 35083
p0440 A73-35084
P0441 A73-35087
P0441 A73-35089
, p0441 A73-35092
p0441 A73-35093
pO«41 A73-35094
p0442 A73- 35095
P0442 A73-35097
P0044 A73-13391
........ p0044 A73-13396
p0044 A73-13404
p0044 A73-13405
P0060 A73-14908
•. .. p0045 A73-13420
P0045 A73-13427
P0046 A73-13447
P0046 A73-13470
P0046 A73-13472
P0046 A73-13487
p0060 A73-14921*
pOO«6 A73-13488*
P0047 A73-13491
P0102 A73-17604
.p0103 A73-17611
P0103 A73-17615
P0103 A73-17616*
P0104 A73-17629
P0104 A73-17630
P0095 A73-16853*
P0095 A73-16855*
AIAA PAPEB 73-162
AIAA PAPEB 73-185
AIAt PAPEE 73-203
AIA& P&PEB 73-313
AIAA PAPEB 73-393
AIAA PAPER 73-406
AIAA PAPEB 73-464
p0096 A73-16867**
p0097 V73-16889 »
p0097 A73-16902 *
p0097 A73-16907 *
p0097 A73-16908 *
p0097 A73-16921 t
p0105 A73-17654**
p0105 A73-17656**
;... p0098 A73-16937 t
p0098 A73-16940 t
p0105 A73-17664**
p0098 473-16953 t
...p0105 &73-17666*»
p0234 A73-25544**
p0235 A73-25548**
p0235 A73-25553**
p0235 A73-25558 *
p0235 A73-25559 *
p0236 A73-25561 *
p0232 A73-25506 t
p0233 A73-25520 *
p0233 A73-25522**
p0233 A73-25532**
p0234 A73-25535 *
p0340 A73-31426 *
pO'341 A73-31439 *
p0341 A73-31445**
p03«1 A73-31450 t
p0342 A73-31451 *
p0342 A73-31452 *
p03«2 A73-31453 f
p0342 A73-31455 1
p0342 A73-31456 t
p0343 A73-31463 t
E-8
BEPOHT/ACCBSSIOI IDHBEB IBDEI
AIAA PAPER 73-583
AliA PAPER 73-680
AIAA PAPER 73-683 . .
AIAA PAPER 73-784
AIAA PAPEB 73-792
AIAA PAPER 73-796
AIAA PAPER 73-820
AIAA PAPER 73-822
AIAA PAPEB 73-844
P0376 A73-33546
P0449 A73-35625
P0376 A73-33548
P0376 A73-33563
P0376 A73-33565
P0376 A73-33567*
P0377 A73-33569*
P0452 A73-36075
P0453 A73- 36190*
.p0455 A73- 36260
P0453 A73-36210
......... P0454 A73-36231*
p0454 A73-36234*
P0454 A73-36253*
P0522 A73-38367
P0499 A73-37454
pOSOO 173-37459
P0522 A73-38369
pOSOO A73-37461
pOSOO A73-37462
pOSOO A73-37464
p0522 A73-38372
p0501 A73-37469*
P0501 A73-37K70*
P0501 A73-37472
p0502 A73-37473
p0502 A73-37474
p0567 A73-40502*
P0527 A73-38776*
p0527 A73-38777*
P0528 A73-38783*
p0529 A73-38822
p0529 A73-38823
P0529 A73-38832
p0529 A73-38835
AIAA PAPER 73-994
AIAA PAPER 73-1003
AIAA PAPER 73-1018
AIAA PAPER 73-1032
AIAA PAPER 73-1033
AIBESEABCH-71-7487-BK-2
ALA-HCA-0860-1009-01
APS-5440-R
AR-5
AR-53 .....'
ARA-2S
ARC-CP-1212
ARC-CP-121K
A8C-CP-1220
P0568 A73-40862*
P0569 173-40867
P0578 A73-41971
P0578 A73-41972*
P0628 A73-44829
PP629 A73-44836*
P0629 A73-44850
p0630 A73-44859
p0180 N73-17810**
P0082 N73-13038 *
p0616 H73-3159M t
p0553 N73-29463*!
p0599 F73-30463M
p0616 N73-31594 *
p0278 873-21533 1
P0382 N73-24007
B-9
BBPOBT/ACCESSIOI IOBBEB IHDEI
ABC-CP-1222 p0120 B73-14796
ABC-CP-1227 P0111 H73-14009
ABC-CP-1228 P0112 B73-14010
ABC-CP-1229 P0121 H73-14903
ABC-CP-1230 p0113 B73-14027
ABC-CP-1231 p0078 B73-13004
ABC-CP-1232 P0215 B73-19000
1BC-CP-1233 P0200 H73-18018
ABC-CP-1234 P0211 H73-18293
iBC-CP-1237 P0661 H73-32931
ABC-CP-1238 p0661 H73-32932
ABC-CP-1241 P0605 H73-30932
ABC-CP-1242 P0606 B73-30933
ARC-CP-1243-PT-1 P0606 1173-30931
ABC-CP-1244 p0609 B73-30955
ABC-B/B-2718 p0588 H73-30003
ABC-B/B-3180 p0396 H73-25002
ARC-B/fi-3197 p0396 N73-25000
ABC-R/B-3211 P0396 H73-25003
ABC-B/B-3214 p0398 B73-25022
ABC-B/B-3217 P0396 B73-25004
ABC-R/H-3219 P0396 K73-25005
ABC-B/H-3221 P0396 R73-25006
ABC-B/IJ-3222 p0396 1173-25007
ARC-B/B-3223 p0384 B73-24022
ABC-B/H-3226 P0397 F73-25011
ABC-B/H-3229 p0398 B73-25023
ABC-R/B-3232 p0398 N73-25024
ABC-B/B-3234 P0398 B73-25025
ABC-B/H-3236 p0384 R73-24030
ABC-B/M-3238 p0381 B73-2HOOO
ABC-R/B-3241 p0398 H73-25018
ABC-B/B-3243 p0384 B73-24027
ABC-B/B-3244 P0381 H73-24001
ABC-R/B-3247 p0399 H73-25026
ABC-B/H-3248 P0383 N73-24017
ABC-B/B-3249 P0381 F73-24002
ABC-B/H-3253 .. p0383 1173-24014
ABC-B/B-3254 p0383 H73-24015
1BC-B/H-3256 P0383 N73-24018
ABC-B/H-3257 p0399 B73-25027
ABC-B/B-3258 P0399 N73-25028
ABC-B/H-3260 p0399 N73-25029
ABC-B/B-3264 P0399 B73-25030
ABC-B/B-3268 p0399 H73-25031
ABC-B/B-3270 p0381 B73-24003
ABC-B/B-3271 P0382 B73-24004
A8C-B/B-3272 P0384 N73-24028
ARC-B/B-3274 -. P0382 N73-24005
ABC-B/B-3278 PC382 N73-24006
ABC-B/B-3279 pC«00 N73-25043
ABC-B/H-3280 P0381 B73-23996
ABC-B/B-3286 P0382 1173-24008
ABC-B/B-3288 p0382 N73-24009
ABC-B/H-3298 p0383 N73-24019
ABC-B/B-3318 p0399 H73-25032
ABC-B/B-3349 P0383 1173-24010
ABC-B/B-3385 P0382 1173-24007
ABC-B/B-3403 P0397 N73-25012
ARC-B/B-3406 P0397 H73-25008
ABC-B/B-3419 p0397 H73-25009
ABC-B/B-3487 p0397 N73-25010
ABC-B/B-3510 P0398 N73-25019
ABC-B/B-3692 P0200 1173-18016
ABC-B/B-3693 P0065 H73-12005
ABC-B/B-3699 P0065 N73-12006
ARC-B/B-3702 P0066 B73-12007
ABC-B/B-3703 P0072 1173-12306
ABCrB/B-3704 p0118 H73-14287
ABC-B/B-3705 p0066 1173-12008
ABC-R/B-3706 p0111 N73-14007
ABC-R/B-3707 P0266 H73-20999
ABC-B/B-3708 P0266 N73-21000
ABC-H/B-3710 p0302 S73-21908
ABC-B/B-3711 P0215 N73-18999
ABC-B/B-3713 P0674 1173-33518
ABC-B/B-3714 p0661 N73-32929
ABC-B/B-3715 P0661 1173-32930
ABC-B/B-3716 p0588 N73-30001
ABC-B/B-3717 p0588 N73-30002
ABC-B/B-3719 p0588 N73-30001
ABC-B/H-3720 P0588 B73-30005
ARC-B/B-3721 P0606 B73-30935
ABC-29 P0674 B73-33518 *
ABC-14227 p0399 1173-25029
ABC-16267 p0397 B73-25009
ABC-16U46 p0398 H73-25019
ABC-18273 p0397 B73-25010
ABC-19218 p0397 B73-25011
ABC-19691 p0382 B73-24004
ABC-19925 p0384 B73-24028
ABC-20051 p0397 B73-25008
ABC-20582 p0397 B73-25012
ABC-20649 p0398 B73-25022
ABC-20650 p0398 B73-25025
ABC-20714 P0399 1173-25027
ABC-20888 p0397 B73-25011
ABC-20982 p0381 B73-24001
ABC-21055 , p0399 H73-25028
ABC-21056 p0399 H73-25026
ABC-21158 p0399 B73-25026
ABC-21185 p0398 B73-25023
ABC-21233 , , p0399 B73-25032
ABC-21234 p0399 B73-25030
ABC-21290 P0399 F73-25031
ABC-21390 p0396 B73-25003
ABC-21430 p0396 B73-25004
ABC-21562 p0381 S73-21001
ABC-21595 p0398 B73-25024
ABC-21598 : p0396 N73-25005
ABC-21867 p0384 B73-24028
ABC-21890 ,p0396 B73-25006
ABC-21909 p0396 H73-25007
ABC-21918 p0384 N73-24022
ABC-21943 p0384 B73-24022
ABC-21968 p0382 H73-24009
ABC-21987 p0381 B73-24003
ABC-21990 p0384 B73-24027
ABC-22050 p0382 N73-24004
ABC-22060 p0381 N73-24000
ABC-22083 ., .p0397 H73-25012
ABC-22084 p0383 H73-24018
ABC-22117 p0382 M73-24005
ABC-22119 , p0383 B73-24014
ABC-22133 p0383 H73-24015
ABC-22143 p0384 H73-24030
ABC-22154 p0398 B73-25018
ABC-22186 p0383 N73-24019
ABC-22191 .p0382 B73-24008
ABC-22270 p0383 B73-24017
ABC-22301 p0383 B73-24010
ABC-22327 p0381 B73-24002
ABC-22437 ., p0382 B73-24006
ABC-22466 p0382 N73-24007
ABC-22503 p0400 H73-25043
ABC-22617 p0381 N73-23996
1BC-31190 v p0081 N73-13034
ABC-31704 , p0661 N73-32930
ABC-31897 p0066 H73-12007
ABC-31979 p0065 H73-12005
ABC-32117 p0661 B73-32931
ABC-32451 p0266 B73-21000
ABC-32727 p0211 N73-18293
ABC-32878 p0118 F73-14287
ABC-32910 p0215 B73-18999
ABC-32949 p0065 B73-12006
ABC-33027 p0066 B73-12008
ABC-33029 .p0200 B73-18016
1BC-33053 p0111 B73-14007
ABC-33169 p0078 B73-13004
ABC-33206 p0111 B73-14009
ABC-33215 p0661 B73-32932
ABC-33260 p0674 B73-33518
ABC-33317 •...'.p0266 B73-20999
ABC-33333" ., p0072 B73-12306
ABC-33376 p0111 B73-14008
ABC-33405 p0302 B73-21908
ABC-33417 p0606 B73-30935
ABC-33456 p0215 B73-19000
ABC-33464 p0113 B73-14027
ABC-33473 p0588 N73-30005
ABC-33503 P0661 B73-32929
ABC-33547 p0065 B73-12002
ABC-33584 p0588 B73-30001
ABC-33585 p0588 B73-30004
ABC-33611 p0065 B73-12003
ABC-33614 p0120 B73-14796
ABC-33661 p0588 B73-30002
ABC-33662
 P0588 B73-30003
ABC-33663 p0200 B73-18018
ABC-33665 p0065 B73-12004
ABC-33681 p0606 H73-30934
ABC-33828 p0112 873-14010
ABC-33853 p0121 B73-14903
ABC-33854 p0605 H73-30932
ABC-33862 p0609 B73-30955
E-10
BBPOBT/ACCESSIOH IUHBEB IHDEX
4BDE-J/B-41003 p0068 B73-12031*t
4BL-HB-72-0001 -. p0088 H73-13974 *
ARI.-72-11/4FOSB-72-6 p0082 N73-13041
ABL-72-21/AFOSB-72-10 p0277 H73-21260
ARL-72-0079 p0178 H73-17271
ARL-72~0146 ......... P0215 H73-19003
AHL-72-0161 p0254 N73-20027
ABL-72-0171 -. p0311 B73-22442
ABL-72-0179 p0213 H73-18804
4BL-72-0180 p0213 N73-18805
4B1-73-6/OBB-73-2/4FOSR-73-3 p0470 H73-26264
4RL-73-9/4FOSB-73-5 p0645 H73-32162
4BL-73-0057 p0334 H73-23809
4RL-73-0090 i P0637 N73-31934
ABL-73-0107 .P0653 H73-32636
4RL/4-HOTE-336 p0215 N73-18994
ABL/A-MOTE-337 P0588 H73-30007
AHL/4-HOTE-338 p0596 H73-30229
4BL/4-TH-254 ., p0588 H73-30007
4RL/HE-HOTE-332
 r...... p0672 N73-10049
4BL/BE-137 .. ,... p0169 N73-16981
4RL/BE-338 p0604 K73-30876
4RL/SB-BEPT-337 , ,p0087 N73-13925
4RL/SB-340 ....... P0126 H73-15023
ABL/SB-379 , P0312 N73-22491
ABO-ETF-TR-72-30 i. p0076 H73-12866
4RO-ETF-TR-72-189 p0325 H73-23352
ABO-ETF-TB-72-190 pO«91 H73-27712
ABO-0»D-TB-72-98 p016» H73-1627H
ABO-OBD-TB-72-102 ..i : p008» H73-13278
ARO-OSD-TR-72-173 p0552 H73-29191
ABO-PWT-TB-72-115 P0162
ABO-PiT-TB-72-121 ;.... p0551
N73-16023
B73-291»6
4BO-PWT-TR-72-1l(8 p0395 H73-2«993
ABO-PDT-TB-72-162 p0327
ABO-PIT-TB-73-13 p0539
H73-23397
N73-27924
1BO-PBT-TB-73-27 pO«01 S73-25053
ABO-PST-TB-73-19 ...., p0653 H73-32632
ABO-VKF-TB-73-52 p0597 H73-30258
AEOD-T-2-29-E p0610 H73-3096*
AROD-T-4-K9-B P0097 473-16889
ABOD-U506-5-E p0610 B73-30962
4BOD-191t2-20-E p0276 H73-21080
ABOD-6291-11-E p0678 H73-11008
ABOD-8130-2-E -P061U B73-31260
AROD-8695-2-E p0320 H73-22989
AHOD-870U-3-E-PT-2 p0208 N73-18070
AHOD-8705-2-E ....p0208 H73-18072
ABOD-8713-2-E p0177 B73-17235
ABOD-8713-3-E p0208 B73-18073
ABOD-9164-1-E p0082 H73-13036
ABOD-933U-1-E -. p0205 H73-18051
ABOD-933»-2-E p0609 S73-30957
ABOD-9621-1-E p0162 H73-16027
ABOD-10223-U-E pO«91 H73-27711
ABOD-10231-5-E
 P013« H73-15326
ABOD-55988-5 p0082 H73-13080
ASCE PBEPRIHT 1273 p0655 A73-10824
ASCE PBEPBIBT 1507 p0153 A73-21000
ASCE PBEPBIBT 1700 p0340 &73-31386
ASCE PBEPBIBT 1726 p03«0 473-31389*
ASCE PBEPBIHT 2034 pO583 473-42864*
ASCE PBEPBIBT 2038 p0583 A73-42865
4SCE PHEPBIHT 2041 p0583 473-42866
ASCE PBEPBIBT 2058 p0583 473-42867
ASCE PBEPBIBT 2059 p0583 473-42868
ASD-TB-71-89
ASD-TB-72-48
ASD-TB-72-52
ASD-TB-72-54
ASD-TE-72-75
P0174 H73-17024
p0219 S73-19029
p0549 H73-28991
p0403 N73-25076
p0210 B73-18256
ASD-TB-72-78 p0327 H73-23541
ASD-TR-72-80 p0329 H73-23643
ASD-TR-72-112 p0403 H73-25075
ASD-TB-72-113 P0538 H73-27915
ASD-Tfi-73-1 p0549 N73-28993
ASD/XB-72-25 p0594 N73-30049
ASD/XB-72-26 p0388 N73-24073
4SD/IRO-73-1 p0559 B73-29992
ASD/XBO-73-4 p0550 S73-29002
ASI-TB-72-9 p0262 N73-20730
4SI-TB-73-12 p0404 N73-25083
4SLE PBBPBIBT 72LC-7C-1 p0054 A73-14370
4SLE PREPBINT 73AH-2A-1 p0436 A73-34980
ASLE PREPBIHT 734B-2B-1 p0436 A73-31981
4SBE P4PER 73-AOT-L
ASBE PAPER 73-DET-102
ASBE PAPER 73-FE-35
ASHE P4PEB 73-GT-3
4SBE PAPEB 73-6T-10
ASBE PAPEB 73-GT-16
ASBE PAPEB 73-GT-18
ASBE PAPEB 73-GI-20
ASBE PAPER 73-GT-23
ASBE PAPEB 73-GT-26
ASHE PAPER 73-GT-30
ASBE PAPEB 73-GT-65
ASBE PAPEB 73-GT-66
4SHE P4PEB 73-GT-76
ASBE P4PER 73-GT-79
ASBE PAPEB 73-GT-84
ASHE P4PER 73-HT-2
4SBE PAPEB 73-ICT-49
P0063 A73-15852
P0063 A73-15858
p0063 473-15865
P0063 A73-15867
p0063 473-15869
p0292 473-29413
P0579 A73-B2076
p0579 473-42079*
pO«36 473-35009
P0436 473-35P10
P0436 473-35026
P0372 A73-33481
p0372 473-33483
P0372 473-33487
p0373 473-33488*
P0373 473-33493
P0373 473-33495
p0373 473-33496*
p0373 473-33497
P0373 473-33498*
P0373 473-33499
p0374 473-33501
P0374 473-33503
P0374 473-33505
p0374 473-33509
P0374 A73-33510
P9374 A73-33515*
P0374 473-33517
p0375 473-33518
p0375 473-33522
P0375 473-33523
P0375 473-33524
P0375 473-33527
P0375 473-33529
P0525 473-38565
P0525 473-38570
p0622 473-43494
E-11
BBPORT/ACCESSIOi HOBBBH IBDEX
ASBl-TR-166-2 p0173 H73-17017**
ASRL-TH-166-3 P0070 H73-12043**
AS8L-TB-166-4 p0161 N73-16015**
ASIH-72-40 p0386 H73-2»057*»
4T-6131-B
 P0259 H73-20531**
AT-6133-R p0651 H73-32610**
ATC-B-94300/3TR-10 P0535 H73-27893 *
ATC-10 , p0675 H73-10646 *
ATC-14 p0256 H73-20183 *
iTC-17 p0407 H73-2S254 *
1TB-7101 p0673 H73-33366 t
ATH-7105 p0301 N73-21903 t
iTB-72(7301)-1-701-1 p0677 S73-10990**
ATR-72(7301)-1-VOL-2-APP p0677 H73-10991**
»TB-73(7303)-1-VOL-2-APP p0160 H73-16009**
ATB-73(9981)-1 p0660 H73-32905**
AO-AFIT-SL-2-73 p0545 H73-28947 f
4VA-FB-7130 p0081 H73-13033
AVA-FB-7149 p0123 N73-14991
AVA-FB-7150 p0123 H73-14990
AVA-FB-7225 P0597 H73-30218
AVA-FB-7227 p0587 N73-29999
AVA-FB-7228 p0608 N73-30954
AVA-FB-7229 p0592 S73-30035
AWS-PAH-0-13 p0474 N73-26648 t
A»S-TR-249 p0278 H73-21533 t
AHS-TS-220 p0675 H73-10623 t
B-52G-76000 p05«5 H73-28961 t
B-177166 .. p0387 N73-24067 *
BBN-2005R p0675 N73-10671
BBN-2176 p0676 N73-10672
BBN-2218 p0404 N73-25030 *
BBH-2220 p0539 N73-27923 *
BBN-2225 P0219 H73-19023 *
BBN-2478 p0253 H73-20017**
BBN-2484 p0386 N73-24061*t
BBN-2593 p06C5 N73-30930**
BEIL-299-099-641 p0587 N73-29996**
BELL-301-099-001-VOL-5 p0608 H73-30949**
BE11-301-099-002-TOL-6 p0608 H73-30950**
BHC-299-099-492 P0322 H73-23007 I
BHC-299-099-587 p0473 H73-26490 t
BII-217-5 p0116 N73-14044 *
BH-BI-7735 ; p0227 F73-19947 t
BtlBB-FBB-72-20 P0602 H73-30677 I
BHVG-FBiT-72-21 p0161 F73-16019 »
BHVG-FBHT-72-22 p0204 H73-18044 *
BHVG-FBWT-72-23 p020t N73-18045 *
BHVG-FBBT-72-24 p0204 N73-18046 *
BHVG-PBHT-72-25 p0218 N73-19022 t
BHTG-FBHT-72-26 p0218 N73-19023 *
BHVG-FBIT-72-29 p0218 S73-19024 t
BHVS-FBHT-72-30 p0218 R73-19025 t
BJ!VG-FB»T-73-12 p0642 H73-31971 I
BBL-NR-2266 p0320 1173-22988 t
BBL-HR-2273 p0336 N73-23954 t
BR25369 p0488 N73-27456 *
BR27693 p0178 N73-17654 *
BR29484 p0311 K73-22400 »
BR32220 p0403 R73-25074 f
BB3228S p046« M73-26011 *
BR32520 pO«10 H73-25711 t
BR32731 P0473 N73-26549 *
BB3289U P0464 H73-26009 t
BR32901 P0464 H73-26010 t
BR33084 P047S H73-26687 *
BE 33563 P0464 H73-26013 *
BB34102 p0464 S73-26012 I
BB35413 p0470 H73-26249 +
BB36990 p0672 H73-33185 t
C-5A-11000/73-5 pOS46 R73-28968 *
C-51-13000/73-6 P0546 H73-28963 *
C-208 p0086 H73-13648 t
CADCOg-73-6 p0643 H73-31980 *
C&1-BH-3053-F-2-VOL-1
C&L-BB-3053-P-2-V01-2
P0082
P0130
B73-13042 *
K73-15051 f
CAL-IM-1060-F-2 p0327 N73-23546 *
CAL-TB-3011-F-1 p0208
CiL-TB-3020-F-4 p0134
CA1-TB-3052-F-1 p0114
CAL-TB-3100-F-2 p02S4
CAL-VTOL-BQ-TH-30 ., p0550
CALSPAN-AK-5112-F-1 p0642
CALSPAN-BK-5070-A-2 , .p0645
CASI PAPER 76/11B pOaiS
CC1-304 p0685
CEBL-PB-S-19 p0613
CERL-TH-A-6 p0326
CEB1-TH-1-7 p0326
CERL-TH-H-47 p0616
CEBI-TR-P-5 , p0613
CEBL-IB-S-14 p0325
CJ-5076-H-1 p0392
CONF-720535-1 p0070
CONF-720535-2 p0136
COHP-730428-1 p0678
CBAHFIELD-AEBO-11 .p0178
CBANFIELD-AEHO-12-PT-1 p0173
CRANFIELD-AERO-14 p0411
CB&NFIELD-AERO-15 p0401
CRAHFIELD-AERO-16 p0401
CB&HFIELD-CTS-3 p0548
CRARFIELD-SHE-2 p0138
CRBS-FRL-72-002 p0301
CBIHC-PRL-72-011-APP-A p0301
CRIHC-FRL-72-012-APP-B p0301
CRIHOFRL-72-013-APP-C ,p0301
CRINC-FBL-72-014-APP-D p0301
CRIHC-FRL-72-015-APP-E p0301
CE8EL-BS-302 p0135
CRREL-SR-182 p0218
CRREL-TB-240 p0539
CSIR-SR-CEBG-003 p0673
CI-50 p0667
C3120-08 p0482
D1C-33569-VOL-2-SOPPL-H p0612
D1C-33569-VOL-5-SUPPL-2 p0612
DAC-33569-V01-6-SDPPL-2 p0612
DCIEH-825 ...
DCIEH-904 ...
DCIBH-936 .,.
P0136
p0403
p0638
H73-18075 *
R73-15286 *
H73-14032 *
F73-20029 *
H73-29000 *
H73-31972 »
H73^32161 t
A73-34294 t
H73-11791 *
H73-31213 i
H73-23357 t
H73-23356 f
R73-31545 *
N73-31215 t
N73-23353 *
N73-24639 *
H73-12044 *
B73-15653 i
H73-33929 t
H73-17570 *
H73-17019 t
H73-25819 t
N73-25060 I
N73-25059 f
H73-28985 *
H73-15811 t
H73-21896*!
H73-21897**
B73-21898**
H73-21899*1
H73-21900**
H73-21901**
N73-15537 *
H73-19026 t
H73-27920 *
H73-33229 »
H73-10007 t
H73-27037 *
H73-31158 *
H73-31159 »
H73-31160 *
H73-15670 »
873-25071 *
N73-31938 *
DDAD-EDB-7518
DDC-TAS-72-50
ODC-TJS-72-51
P0135 N73-15583 t
p0162
P0071
R73-16024 *
H73-12053 t
B-12
BBPOBT/ACCESSIOI I0BBEB IHDBI
DDC-TAS-72-59-VOL-1 ...< p.0210 873-18263
DDC-TAS-72-72 p0275 H73-21076
DDC-T4S-72-74 p0255 H73-20037
DDC-TAS-72-82 p0477 H73-26987
DDC-TAS-73-48 .p0644 H73-31981
DDT-P-5600.1 .;.... ::..-..... p0486 873-27187 t
DBP/PBA/HT/88/72 ....<.>. p0317 H73-22968 *
DFiH-TB-72-2 p0131 H73-15063 f
DFLB-68-20 - p0472 873-26292**
DFLB-69-3 p0535 873-27886**
DFVLB-IB-2/72 ,p0118 873-14251 *
DFVLB-SOBDDB-206 : p0094 473-16757
DFVLB-SOBDDB-238 p0091 A73-16600
DFVLB-SOBDDB-265 p0144 A73-19205
DF73AEE160 p0472 873-26469
P0659 A73-11662
p0659 A73-11690
p0660 A73-11701
p0659 A73-11675
p0658 A73-11657
P0660 173-11691
......... p0054 A73-14376
.p0055 A73-14387
P0055 A73-14383
......... p0423 473-34493
......... P0424 473-34497
.i....... P0134 H73-15280
p0134 873-15281
P0165 873-16632
DSLB-P4PEB-73-026 p0642 B73-31969
DGIB-P4PZB-73-027 p06»1 H73-31962
D6LB-PAPEB-73-029 p0642 873-31967
DGLB-P4PBB-73-030 p0642 873-31970
DGLB-P4PEB-73-031 p0641 B73-31964
D6LB-PAPEB-73-033 p0642 873-31966
DGIR-PAPBB-73-035 p0645 B73-32159
DG1B-PAPEB-73-038 p06m N73-31961
DGLB-PAPBB-73-039 p06«2 H73-31968
DGLB-73-019 p0650 N73-32523
DGT-7510 i. p0305 N73-21939
DGT-8352 p0310 N73-22211
DlB-FB-71-52 pOOSI H73-13033
DLB-FB-71-57 p0135 H73-15»8«
DLB-FB-71-61 p0129 N73-1504U
DLB-FB-71-85 p0123 N73-1I»991
DLB-FB-71-87 p0123 N73-1U990
D1B-FB-71-108 p0202 1173-18026
DIB-FB-72-08 p0199 N73-18008
DIB-FB-72-25 p0605 N73-30931
DLB-FB-72-40 p0653 M73-32628
DLB-FB-72-12 i p0667 N73-10006
DLB-FB-72-13 p067l( N73-1017*
DLB-FB-72-41* p0608 N73-30953
DLB-FB-72-47 p0676 N73-10748
DLB-FB-72-50 p0686 N73-11806
DLB-FB-72-50 p0391 H73-21323*
DLB-FB-72-55 p0199 H73-18007
DLB-FB-72-62 p0211 N73-18276
DLB-FB-72-63 p0129 N73-15050
DLB-FB-72-65-PT-1 p0202 N73-18027
DLB-FB-72-72 p0319 H73-22987
DLB-FB-73-03 p0277 M73-21400
DIB-FB-73-OU p0266 N73-21001
DlB-FB-73-06 p0278 N73-21417
DIB-FB-73-13 pO«67 iN73-26033
DIB-FB-73-16 p0587 N73-29999
DLB-FB-73-17 p0597 N73-302U8
DLB-FB-73-19 p0592 N73-30035
D1R-FB-73-22 p0328 N73-23636
DLB-FB-73-27 p0592 N73-30031
DLB-FB-73-30 p0608 N73-30954
DLB-FB-73-32 p0617 N73-31689
DlB-FB-73-39 pOK67 H73-2603U
DLB-BITT-68-31 p0175 873-26687
DLB-HITT-69-26 ., pOU6i( 873-26013
DLB-HITT-71-15 pO113 873-1*021
DLB-HITT-72-01 p0671 873-32998
DLB-BITT-72-05 p0668 873-32978
D1E-HITT-72-17 p0670 S73-32989
DLB-BITT-72-18 p0216 873-19005
DLB-HITT-72-2U p0223 873-19623
D1B-HITT-72-27 p0209 B73-182U6
DLB-HITT-73-05 : p0676 873-33755
DLB-HITT-73-09 p032U 873-23235
DHAAC-TC-1888 p0393 873-24658
DHE-BD-52 p0210 873-18247
DHE/K&E-1972(11) p0280 873-21882
DHE/BAE-1973(1) p0476 873-26970
DBE/8AE-1973(2) p0619 873-31853
DRA-3050G p0594 873-30045 *
DO-154 p0474 873-26663 *
DOC-8800-VOL-1 p0123 873-14996
DOC-8800-VOL-2 p0123 873-14997
DOT-P-5200.7 p0492 873-27877
DOT-P-5630. 1 p0263 B73-20758
DOT-P-6000. 1 ...................... p0493 B73-27880
DOT-TSC-FiA-71-18 p0675 873-10647
DOT-TSC-FA1-71-21 p067S 873-10648
DOT-TSC-Fil-71-27 p0672 S73-10046
DOT-TSC-F1A-72-16 P0083 N73-13154
DOT-TSC-FAA-72-29 p0490 873-27574
DOT-TSC-FBA-72-10 p0482 N73-27032 t
DOT-TSC-NASA-72-1 P0073 S73-12463*«
B-13
BBPOBT/ACCESSIOH IOBBBB IIDBI
DOT-TSC-OST-72-5-VOI-1 P0117 H73-14049 *
DOT-TSC-OST-72-5-VOL-2 p0117 873-14050 »
DOT-TSC-OST-72-13 P0165 B73-16612 t
D01-TSC-OST-72-19 p0411 H73-25737 t
DOT-TSC-OST-73-9 p0613 H73-31216 »
DOT-TSC-OST-73-11 p0602 H73-30686 «
DOT-TSC-OST-73-19 p0595 H73-30054 *
DOT-TSC-OST-73-22 p0617 H73-31629 t
DOT-TSC-93-1 p0120 873-14729 f
DOT-TSC-142-1 p0213 H73-18704**
DOT-TSC-146-1 P0333 873-23743 t
DOT-TSC-146-2 p0602 H73-30686 f
DOT-TSC-188-2 P0161 H73-16020 *
DOT-TSC-212-1 P0262 873-20730 f
DOT-TSC-369-1 P0259 873-20466 *
DOT-TSC-369-2 P0259 H73-20464 t
DOT-TSC-369-3 P0259 873-20465 *
DOT-TST-73-5 p0481 N73-27030 t
DOT-TST-90-1 p0259 873-20473 *
DOT-TST-90-2 ; p0408 873-25441 *
DOT-TST-90-3 p0258 R73-20447 t
DBBV-B-673/72 p0227 H73-19942 »
D3-9052-1 p0481 873-27026**
D6-26058-1 P0137 073-15688 *
D6-26058-2 P0137 873-15689 *
D6-26058-3 p0137 H73-15690 t
D6-26058-4 p0137 S73-15691 t
D6-26058-5 p0138 H73-15692 *
D6-306U3-VOL-2 p0669 1173-10027*+
D6-40720-1-VOL-1 p0590 873-30016**
D6-4072C-2-VOL-2 p0590 H73-30017*t
D6-40758 p0201 N73-18022**
D6-40818-V01.'3 P0543 H73-28733**
D6-40829-VOL-2 p0537 H73-27907**
D6-40855-70L-1 p0543 N73-28731**
D6-a0855-1-VOL-2 p0543 873-28732**
D6-41108 p0406 N73-25093 *
D6-41114 PC178 873-17592**
D6-41115 P0541 N73-28449**
D6-60136-4 . p0180 873-17900**
. D6-60162-701-1 P0410 N73-25713 *
D6-60162-1-VOL-2 P0410 B73-25714 *
06-60164 P0322 873-23008 *
D6-60165 P0321 873-22999 *
D6-60168 P0139 873-15821**
D6-60169 ; p0138 873-15708**
D6-60175 P0480 N73-27017 *
D6-60182 P0251 K73-19998»i
D6-60196-V01-3 P0667 873-32971 *
D6-60222 P0386 873-24062**
D6-60233 P0639 873-31945**
D6-60234 p0639 873-31946*1
D160-10021-1 P0387 B73-24063**
D180-14635-1 p0408 N73-25489 *
D180-15335- p0645 N73-32141 *
D180-17531- P0593 873-30044 t
D210-10293- P0133 N73-15075 i
D210-10405- p0083 N73-13067 *
D210-10U80- P0681 H73-11036 *
D210-10486- P0540 873-27927 t
D210-10508-1 P0081 873-13028**
D210-10550-1-PT-2 P0208 873-18070 *
D210-10600-1-VOL-1 p0468 873-26043 *
D210-10600-2-VOL-2 P0468 873-26044 t
D222-10016-1 P0317 B73-22964*t
D222-10016-2-VOL-2 p0317 H73-22965**
D222-10052-1-VOL-9 P0589 873-30012**
D222-10060-1-VOL-5 P0589 873-30009**
D222-10060-2-70L-6 P0589 873-30010**
D222-10060-3-VOI-7 P0589 873-30011**
D222-10061-1-VOL-8 pC639 873-31947**
D222-10062-1 P0638 873-31937**
E-2688 P0158 873-15998**
E-6319 P0619 873-31828**
E-6730 P0122 873-14983**
E-6763 P0678 873-11002**
E-6770 P0203 873-18039**
E-6823 ..., P0251 873-19995**
E-6846 P0678 873-11013**
E-6850 p0686 873-11803**
E-6953 P0126 873-15025**
E-6968 p0686 N73-11794**
E-6983 P008C N73-13026**
E-6999 p0678 873-11012**
B-7029 ,p0167 H73-16776**
E-7031 p0170 873-16986**
E-7042 p0686 873-11793**
E-7046 P0204 873-18040**
B-7047 , p0166 B73-1665H**
E-7051 P0139 873-15822**
E-7066 p0686 873-11797**
E-7067 p0122 873-14985**
B-7078 , p0166 873-16771**
E-7079 p0139 H73-15817**
E-7119 p0176 873-17039**
E-7125 p0167 873-16773**
E-7148 p0169 B73-16929**
E-7155 p0384 873-24033**
E-7158 , p0140 873-15925**
E-7172 p0140 873-15959**
E-7173 p0213 873-18803**
E-7183 p0180 B73-17815**
E-7186 p0543 H73-28735**
E-7197 p0180 873-17817**
E-7202 p0160 B73-16011**
E-7210 .p0214 873-18981**
E-7211 p0181 873-17991**
E-7212 p0127 H73-15029**
E-7215 p0679 873-11018**
E-7216 p0180 H73-17814**
E-7217 p0676 873-33744**
E-7220 p0068 B73-12027**
E-7221 p0678 B73-11007**
E-7223 p0412 873-25824**
E-7227 P0127 873-15030**
E-7228 P0139 873-15816**
E-7230 p0127 H13-15031**
E-7236 p0214 873-18960**
E-7237 p0200 873-18010**
E-7238 p0181 873-17921**
E-7245 p0200 873-18012**
E-7251 .,. .p0126 873-15027**
E-7254 p0209 873-18082**
E-7254 p0314 873-22729**
E-7259 p0138 873-15815**
E-7270 , p0127 873-15028**
E-7280 p0637 H73-31932**
E-7288 p0386 873-24059**
E-7289 p0166 873-16655**
E-7293 p0263 873-20823**
E-7296 p0251 B73-19997**
E-7300 , p0273 873-21059**
E-7302 p0647 873-32357 *
E-7302 p0652 873-32614**
E-7304 p0227 873-19826**
E-7307 P0275 873-21072**
E-7319 p0543 873-28734**
E-7329 p0226 873-19825**
E-7334 p0226 873-19824**
E-7336 p0227 873-19949**
E-7336 p0395 873-24933**
E-7350 p0218 873-19021**
E-7355 p0336 H73-23943**
E-7372 p0412 H73-25829**
E-7385 p0413 873-25966**
E-7386 p0492 873-27798**
E-7387 p0412 B73-25823**
E-7391 p0279 873-21691**
E-7392 p0279 N73-21695**
E-7393 p0477 873-26992**
B-7399 ....; p0406 873-25097**
E-7403 p0411 H73-25822**
E-7406 : p0311 873-22430**
E-7418 p0280 873-21862**
E-7422 p0312 873-22584**
E-7424 ,p05«4 873-28918**
E-7425 pP314 873-22711**
E-7426 p0491 873-27709**
E-7429 p0387 B73-24070**
E-7434 p0490 873-27701**
E-7436 p0603 873-30753**
E-7437 p0603 873-30749**
E-7442 p0387 873-24069**
E-7445 p0535 873-27887**
E-7450 p0555 873-29809**
E-7459 p0536 873-27897**
E-7465 p0654 873-32822**
E-7477 p0651 H73-32609**
E-7479 p0541 873-28174**
E-7490 p0393 873-24777**
E-7537 p0475 873-26797**
E-7539 p0492 873-27804**
B-14
BBPOBT/ACCESSIOB HDBBEB IHDEI
B-7547 p0552 H73-29183**
7551 p046« B73-26015*t
i.-7555 p0464 B73-26014*t
E-7601 p0555 B73-29807*»
B-7607 p0647 H73-32375**
E-7637 . p0601 873-30668*1
E-7680• ..; .p0652 873-32613**
E-7690 p0672 N73-33179*«
E-7694 ..;•. p0666 N73-32968**
E-7695 p0641 H73-31959*i
E-7700 p0673 B73-33502**
E-7705 p0637 K73-31931**
E-7712 ...;. p0652 H73-32620*f
E-7717 p0667 B73-32969**
ECAC-PB-72-023
ECD-863-18241-B
ECOH-0084-S5
ECOH-4043
ECOB-4077
ECOH-4109
ECOH-02412-8
ECOH-02412-9
ECOH-02412-10
KCOH-024 12-11
ECOH-02412-12
EDB-7200
EDB-7389
EER-16-8
BEE- 16-11
p0137 B73-15678 *
P0165 B73-16630 *
P0076 H73-12865 *
P0253 B73-20024 t
P0262 N73-20731 *
P0468 873-26039 t
P0675 K73-10629 *
P0212 B73-18661 t
P0075 B73-12686 *
P0162 N73-16021 «
P0138 B73-15718 *
P0162 B73-16022 t
P0132 B73-15073 t
P0602 B73-30736 *
P0384 B73-24036*!
P0224 B73-19651 1
....... p0262 B73-20727 *
P0262 B73-20726 *
P0486 B73-27189 t
p0256 B73-20207 *
p0407 B73-25251 *
P0602 B73-30727 *
ESD-TB-73-208 p05«2 H73-28635 *
ESDO-AESO-A.01.01.01 P0158 H73-15993
ESDU-AEBO-1.06.01.02 P0157 B73-15980
ESDO-AEBO-A.06.01.08 P0157 N73-15980
ESDO-AIBCHAFT-06.01.00 .; P0157 N73-15978
ESDO-BJ1/2-ABEBD-A P0678 H73-11011
ESDO-BJ1/2-AHEBD-B P0678 N73-11011
ESDO-SS2 P0677 H73-10918
ESDO-
BSDO-
BSDO-
ESDO-
ESDD-
ESDO-
BSDO-
BSDO-
BSDO-
ESDD-
ESDO-
ESDD-
ESDO-
ESDO-
ESDO-
ESDO-
•00.00.
•00.01.
•06.01.
•66022
•67009
-67010
•67028-
-68039
•70011-
-71008
•71019
•71020
•72015
•72021
•72023
•72024
03 p0678 B73-11010
01-ABEBD-A P0140 B73-15902
00-ABEBD-A-C P0317 B73-22963
p0140 873-15899
P0613 B73-31229
P0613 B73-31228
AHE8D-A PCM10 B73-15904
P0685 B73-11429
AHEBD-A p0157 B73-15982
P0614 B73-31230
P0613 B73-31229
P0613 B73-31228
p01«0 B73-15899
P0157 B73-15980
P0158 S73-15993
P0157 K73-15981
ESL-SB-491 p0408 B73-25653**
ESL-2768-9 P0133 B73-15217 *
ESBO-CB(P)-117 P0327 B73-23484 *
ESBO-CR(P)-128 pO«67 N73-26035 »
ESBO-CR(P)-199 p0308 H73-22159 t
ESBO-CB-81 p0542 B73-28650 *
ESS-4009-101-730 P0390 B73-24271**
ETL-SB-72-1 P0114 B73-14033
ETL-SB-72-2 P0114 N73-14034
EVALOATIOB-AL-97 p0594 N73-30048 *
EVALOATIOH-AL-98 p0538 B73-27917 *
E73-10471 P0277 B73-21308**
E73-11001. P0615 B73-31306**
E73-11013 P0615 B73-31318**
E7566 p0472 S73-26480**
F-4D-7I1000/73-9 P0546 B73-28969 *
F-4E-14000/73-10 PP547 B73-28973 *
F-111-A-11000/73-13 P0545 »73-28958 *
F-111-D-73000/73-14 P0545 B73-28959 *
FAS-AC-33-2A P0314 B73-22730 t
FAA-AFS.-500-1 p-5649 B73-32517 *
FAA-AH-73-5 P0479 B73-27016 i
FAA-AB-73-6 P0479 B73-27015 *
FAA-AO-862 P0170 B73-16984 t
FAA-AV-72-4 P0070 B73-26253 f
FAA-ED-00-A P0604 B73-30918 *
FAA-ED-01-1& P0119 B73-14698 *
FAA-ED-02-1 P0176 B73-17163 t
FAA-ED-04-1 p0329 N73-23688 *
FAA-ED-07-3 P0137 B73-15680 »
FAA-ED-08-1 P0393 B73-24655 *
FAA-ED-08-2 P0221 B73-19266 t
FAA-ED-12-2 P0685 B73-11684 t
FAA-ED-14-2 p0596 N73-30215 *
FAA-ED-15-1 P0260 B73-20662 t
FA1-ED-16-1 p0542 N73-28647 *
FAA-ED-17-1 p0484 B73-27104 *
FAA-ED-18-1 P0588 H73-30008 *
FAA-ED-20-2 p0590 B73-30022 *
FAA-ED-21-1 P0325 B73-23342 *
FAA-ED-21-2 P0409 B73-25703 «
FAA-EH-72-3 p0470 873-26267 I
FAA-EH-73-1 P0256 M73-20189 *
FAA-EH-73-2 P0262 B73-20720 *
E-15
BBPOBT/ICCESSIOB IOBBEB IIDBX
FAA-BH-73-3 p0224 B73-19646
FAA-EH-73-4 p0648 B73-32512
FAA-EH-73-5 P0325 B73-23345
FAA-EB-73-7 p0393 B73-24654
FAA-E8-73-8 p0607 H73-309a6
FAA-EB-73-9 p0540 H73-28129
FAA-EQ-72-1 P0315 B73-22926
FAA-BQ-72-3-VOL-1 p0083 H73-13259
FAA-EQ-72-3-70L-2 p0084 H73-13267
FAA-EQ-72-3-VOL-3 p0141 H73-15971
FAA-EQ-72-3-VOL-4 p0083 B73-13260
FAA-EQ-72-4-VOL-1 P0687 H73-11988
FAA-EQ-72-4-VOL-2 p0477 H73-26989
FAA-EQ-73-1 p0274 H73-21063
FAA-BQ-73-2 '.. p0278 873-21522
FAA-EQ-73-3 p027« H73-21064
FAA-HA-72-21 p0679 H73-11017
FAA-SA-72-57 pt>073 B73-12460
FAA-SA-72-61 p0081 B73-13030
FAA-HA-72-63 p0683 H73-11235
FAA-HA-72-65 p0213 H73-18664
FAA-SA-72-77 P0591 N73-30025
FAA-HA-72-80 p0409 B73-25702
FAA-SA-72-87-PT-2 P0600 N73-30650'
FAA-BA-72-89 p008« 873-13261
FAA-NA-72-92 p0167 H73-16772
FAA-KA-72-95 p0303 H73-21919
FAA-NA-72-102-VOL-1 p0177 H73-17221
FAA-BA-72-102-VOL-2-ADD p0177 873-17222
FAA-8A-73-1 P0256 873-20182
FAA-NA-73-3 P0252 B73-20009
FAA-NA-73-4 p0409 B73-25700
FA&-HA-73-13 p0476 H73-26962
FAA-NA-73-14 P0276 H73-21182
FAA-KA-73-15 p0551 B73-29139
FAA-NA-73-23 p0329 H73-23687
FAA-KA-73-23 P0601 H73-30652
FAA-HA-73-33 pOU69 873-26248
FAA-8A-73-48 P0551 873-29094
FAA-HA-73-50 P0553 R73-29705
FAA-SA-73-51 : p0616 B73-31605
FAA-NA-73-54 p0649 B73-32516
FAA-8A-73-55 p0649 B73-32518
FAA-BA-73-64 P0490 H73-27568
FAA-NA-73-69 p0619 873-31846
FAA-BA-73-70-PT-1 p0479 N73-27014
FAA-RA-73-77 p0675 H73-33569
FAA-HD-73-75 P0675 H73-33568
FAA-QS-73-1-VOL-1 p0466 N73-26025
FAA-QS-73-1-VOL-2 p0492 N73-27869
FAA-QS-73-2 P0466 N73-26026
FAA-QS-73-3-VOL-5 P.0601 H73-30657
FAA-FD-70-71 p0484 873-27114
FAA-RD-71-94 p0551 N73-29141
FAA-RD-71-98 : p0276 H73-21081
FAA-BD-71-101-VOL-1 pC554 B73-29721
FAA-RD-71-112 p0275 N73-21074
FAA-RD-72-20 p0165 K73-16629
FAA-BD-72-33 p0136 B73-15675
FAA-BD-72-34 P0136 H73-15676
FAA-HD-72-35 p0165 H73-16630
FAA-RD-72-36 p0136 H73-15677
FAA-RD-72-37 P0137 H73-15678
FAA-RD-72-39 p05S3 B73-29673
FAA-RD-72-10-TOL-1 P0484 N73-27048
FAA-RD-72-40-VOL-2 p0480 S73-27017
FAA-ED-72-40-VOI-3 p0667 N73-32971
FAA-RD-72-47 p0554 K73-29708
FAA-RD-72-55 , p0086 H73-13648
FAA-HD-72-56 p0548 H73-28983
FAA-RD-72-58-V01-2 p0554 N73-29709
FAA-BD-72-61 'p0672 B73-10281
FAA-BD-72-62 p0278 H73-21554
FAA-RD-72-63-VOL-3 pP393 B73-24657
FAi-BD-72-73 p0554 B73-29710
FAA-BD-72-82 p0083 B73-13154
FAA-RD-72-83 P0679 B73-11017
FAA-BO-72-85 P0616 B73-31602
FAA-RD-72-89 p0554 B73-29711
FAA-RD-72-92 P0085 B73-13622
FAA-RD-72-95 P0081 B73-13030
FAA-BD-72-98 .•; p0213 B73-18664
FAA-BD-72-103 P0685 B73-11681
FAA-BD-72-104 ;; p0084 B73-13260
PAA-BD-72-106 p0413 B73-25926
PAA-HD-72-107 ..p0675 B73-106U5
FAA-BD-72-108 p0128 B73-15036
FAA-BD-72-111 p0683 H73-11235
FAA-RD-72-112 p0073 B73-12460
FAJ-BD-72-114 p0068 873-12030
FAA-BD-72-115 p0484 B73-27141
FAA-BD-72-116 P0068 N73-12029
FAA-BD-72-117 p0086'B73-13649
FAA-HD-72-118-1-PI-1 p0223:H73-19643
FAA-BD-72-118-2-PT-2 p0224 B73-19644
FAA-BD-72-119 p0328 B73-23634
FAA-HD-72-123 p0133 873-15267
FAA-RD-72-124 p016S B73-16628
FAA-HD-72-125 p0409 B73-25705
FAA-BD-72-133 p0084 B73-13261
FAA-BD-72-134 ., , p0167 B73-16772
FAA-BD-72-136 ., p0209 H73-18176
FAA-BD-72-138 •. p0163 H73-16222
FAA-BD-72-140 , , P0133 B73-15268
FAA-BO-72-145 p0166 B73-16651
FAA-BD-72-147 p0224 B73-19645
FAA-BD-72-149-VOL-1 p0263 H73-20825
FAA-BD-73-1-TOL-1 .4 „-...•.....•. ..v. . .pO»7« B73-26665
FAA-BD-73-1-VOL-2-BK-1 p0554 B73-29712
FAA-BD-73-1-VOL-2-BK-2 • ............ p0649 B73-32513
FAA-BD-73-2 P0393 B73-24656
FAA-RD-73-4 p0639 B73-31944
FAA-BD-73-6 p0551 B73-29147
FAA-BD-73-8 , P0262 R73-20719
FAi-BD-73-9 .p0611 B73-31086
FAA-BD-73-11-VOL-1 p0485 B73-27180
FAA-BD-73-11-VOL-2 , p0470 B73-26255
FAA-BD-73-12 p0256 B73-20184
FAA-BD-73-13 4.............. p0408 B73-25677
FAA-BD-73-15 .-... p0485 B73-27179
FAA-RD-73-17 p0223 N73-19642
FAA-BD-73-18 p0257 B73-20278
FAA-BD-73-19 p0262 B73-20722
Fli-BD-73-23 p0595 B73-30213
FAA-BD-73-25 p0256 B73-20182
FAA-BD-73-26 p0596 B73-30216
FAA-RD-73-27 : p0276 B73-21177
FAA-BD-73-32 , : p0252 B73-20009
FAA-BD-73-3U .; *..•...'........ p0490'873-27574
FAA-BD-73-35 . . -p0406 B73-25178
FAA-RD-73-36 .. . t .. . . < »p0389 H73-24186
FAA-BD-73-37 -p0329' B73-23687
FAA-BD-73-38 ,...p0276 B73-21182
FAA-BD-73-38 i........ p0390 B73-24266
FAA-BD-73-42 p0466 B73-26027
FAA-RD-73-43 p0482 B73-27036
FAA-BD-73-43-VOL-1 p0319 B73-22984
FAA-RD-73-44 •• P0542 B73-28648
FAA-BD-73-45 p0510 A73-37750
FAA-RD-73-45 p0257 B73-20280
FAA-RD-73-46 .p0619 B73-31846
FAA-BD-73-47 p0303 B73-21919
FAA-ED-73-48 p0409 B73-25701
FAA-RD-73-49 ....;..-« p0390 B73-24266
FAA-RD-73-50-PT-1 ,p0479 B73-27014
FAA-BD-73-50-PT-2 ,p0481 B73-27025
FAA-BD-73-51'' .i.... .p0324 B73-23341
FlA-BD-73-53 P0409 B73-25700
FAA-RD-73-59 p0675 B73-33570
FAA-;RD-73i60 p0407 B73-25254
FAA-BD-73-61 p0553 B73-29707
FAA-RD-73-62-PT-2 p0600 B73-30650
FAA-BD-73-63 ' ,p0389 B73-24185
FAA-BD-73-67 p0469 B73-26248
FAA-BD-73-72 p0600 B73-30648
FAA-BD-73-73 p0617 B73-31606
FAA-BD-73-74 •... : p0476 B73-26962
FAA-BD-73-75 pO'601 B73-30655
FAA-BD-73-79 p04BO B73-27018
FAA-BD-73-86 p0553 H73-29706
FAA-BD-73-86 ; p0675 B73-33571
FAA-BD-73-87-VOL-1 ; p0601 B73-30653
FAA-BD-73-87-VOL-2 p0601 B73-30654
FAA-BD-73-88 p0600 R73-30649
FAA-BD-73-89 p0600 B73-30647
FAA-BD-73-90 ' .-.. p0616 B73-31605
FAA-BD-73-92 p0653-B73-32632"
FAA-BD-73-94 ; p0595 B73-30119
FAA-BD-73-96 p0490 B73-27568
FAA-BD-73-100 ^ p0553 B73-29703
FAA-BD-73-101 p0600 B73-30651
FAk-BD-73-104 p0601 B73-30652
FAA-BD-73-106 .p0553'B73-29705
E-16
BZPORt/ACCBSSIOl IDBBEB XBDEX
FAA-jBD-73-110 ., p0591 H73-30025 t
FAA-BD-737116- p0618 H73-31800 *
E»IrBD-73-118 '.....'... p0611 B73-31087 *
FA1-BD-73-119 ... p0649 B73-32516
FAA-BD-73-133 p0595 H73-30206 *
FAA-BD-73-134 p0616 B73-31603 *
FAA-BD-73-135 p0649 B73-32518 *
FAA-BD-73-136 .-, : p0675 B73-33568 *
FAA-BD-73-143 p0480 B73-27019 *
FAArBD-73-146 p0667 B73-32972 t
FAA-BD-73-149 p0675 B73-33569 t
FAA-TB-FS-70-592-120A ............. p0203 H73-18032 t
FFA-AD-621-PT-1 P0637 B73-31927**
FFA-SD-634-PT-2 p0487 B73-27206 t
FFA-AD-635-PT-2 p0170 B73-16985 *
FFA-AO-637 i P0672 B73-10278 i
FFA-AO-902 p0667 B73-10001 t
FFA-123 ...v............' . p0401 H73-25051 t
FIB1-F-C3132-- .p0487 H73-27426 *
FIBI-F-C3549-r01 ................... p0593 B73-30040 *
FH-72-5 . ......... .................. p0258 B73-20335 *
FO-1149 ....;..,............."...... p0129 B73-15049 *
FOA-3-C-3649-66 ........ .......'.... p0133 B73-15188 *
FOA-3-C-3678-61 p0682 B73-11130 *
FOA-337 p0133 B73-15188 t
FOK-K-66 .......................... p0001 H73-25058 t
FOK-K-66 .......................... p0641 B73-31960 *
FOK-K-67 p0593 B73-30037 t
FOK-B-1627 ....,..,'.... p0599 B73-30546 t
FOR-X-.440 ....'. P0251 B73-19994 t
FP-5-721 ......" .'..... p0406 H73-25194 *
FR-1 .....' p0208 B73-18071 *
FB-73-1-VOL-1 • p0545 H73-28956 *
FB-73-1-VOL-2 p0545 H73-28957 *
FR-73-14-158 p0308 N73-22125 t
FB-5083-PT-4 p0411 H73-25818»»
FB-5212 . p0087 B73-13779**
FR-5295 p0180 B73-17916**
FBA-BT-72-:41 p0118 B73-14267 t
FHA-BT-73r6 i p0163 B73-16226 *
FBA-BT-73-18 p0482 B73-27033 t
FEA-BT-73-19 p0611 B73-30970 *
FBA-BT-73-21 ..;: p0482 B73-27032 *
FBA-BT-73-32 .....p0611 H73-30971 t
FS-2-73 p0305 B73-21938 *
FS-140-72-1 .pp'305 B73-21934 *
FS-140-72-2 p0304 B73-21933 *
FSBP-FPL-156 p0174 B73-17029 f
FSTC'
FSTC
FSTC
FSTC'
FSIC
FSTC
FSTC
FSTC-
FSTC'
FSTC-
PSTC'
FSTC-
•HT-23-335-72 i...;... p0403
•HT-23-480-72 ..., p0305
-HT-23-1302-72 p0083
•HT-23-1380-72 p0073
•HT-23-1387-72 p0594
•HT-23-1423-72 p0672
•HT-23-1v472-72 ...... i p0082
•HT-23-186«-73 p0660
•HT-23-197U-72 p0610
•BT-23-2043-72 .. p0390
•HT-23-2129-72 ....i p0275
•HT-23-2165-72 ................. p0392
B73-25077
B73-21942
B73-13044
B73-12442
H73-30047
873-10055
B73-13035 f
B73-32917 t
.B73-30968 t
N73-24286 *
H73-21077 i
B73-24504 *
FTD-HC-23-468-73 p0603 B73-30756 t
FTD-HC-23-626-72 p0071 B73-12052 t
FTD-HC-23-813-72 p0139 B73-15833 f
FTD-HC-23-836-72 P0130 B73-15056 I
FTD-HC-23-.1018-72 p0305 B73-21941 t
FTD-HC-23-1256-72 ...,....; p0306 B73-21948 *
FTD-HC-23-1340-72 ......" P0653 B73-32631 t
PTD_HT-23-181-72 p0117 B73-14051 *
FTD-HT-23-253-73 p0541 B73-28539 «
FTD-HT-23-254-73 p0539 B7>27919 t
FTD-HT-23-260-73 p0483 B73-27043 t
FTD-BT-23-262-73 P0404 B73-25082
FTD-HT-23-263-73 p0483 B73-27044
FTD-HT-23-339-73 p0544 B73-28746
FTD-BT-23-436-73 p0593 B73-30039
FTD-HT-23-468-72 p0073 B73-12512
FTD-HT-23-515-73 P0539 B73-27921
FTD-HI-23-530-73 p0541 H73-28197
FTD-HT-23-586-73 p0597 H73-30251
FTD-HT-23-612-73 p0597 H73-30255
FTD-BT-23-708-73 p0646 N73-32209
FTD-HT-23-709-73 p0609 H73-30959
FTD-HT-23-753-72 P0121 B73-14805
FTD-HI-23-785-72 p0123 K73-14995
FTD-BT-23-793-73 p0675 873-33740
FTD-BT-23-834-72 P0206 H73-18054
FTD-BI-23-841-73 p0673 S73-33230
FTD-BT-23-863-72 p0162 H73-16028
FTD-HT-23-1271-71 pC121 M73-14803
FTD-BT-23-1349-72 p0140 N73-15834
FTD-BT-23-1375-71 p0309 B73-22198
FTD-HT-23-1695-72 p0336 N73-23951
FTD-:BT-23-1755-72 p0255 B73-20036
FTD-BT-23-1789-72 P0311 S73-22441
FTD-BT-23-1790-72 p0326 S73-23384
FTD-BT-24-12-72 p0140 B73-15936
FTD-BT-24-14-73 p0538 H73-27912
FTD-HT-24-35-73 P0541 K73-28196'
FTD-BT-24-36-71 p0681 H73-11032
FTD-BT-24-96-73 p0491 N73-27714
FTD-HT-24-182-72 P0117 H73-140H8
FTD-HI-24-226-72 p0087 B73-13789
FTD-HT-24-245-72 P0135 B73-15334
FTD-HT-24-353-72 p0131 B73-15061
FTD-BT-24-354-72 p0131 B73-1S062
FTD-HT-24-438-73 p0673 B73-33510
FTD-BT-24-544-72 P0486 B73-27191
FTD-HT-24-964-72 p0254 B73-20031
FTD-BT-24-1073-72 p0212 H73-18491
FTD-HT-24-1086-72 p0139 B73-15828
FTD-BT-24-1158-72 p0280 B73-21894
FTD-BT-24-1299-72 p0260 N73-20546
FTD-HT-24-1346-72 P0307 K73-21953
PTD-HT-24-1460-72 p0412 N73-25837
FTD-BT-24-1482-72 p0205 B73-18048
FTD-BT-24-1495-72 P0264 H73-20831
FTD-BT-24-1501-72 P0214 N73-18809
FTD-BT-24-1515-71 p0083 N73-13043
FTD-BT-24-1592-71 p0074 H73-12514
FTD-BT-24-1646-72 P0307 N73-21952
FTD-BT-24-1657-71 P0075 N73-12673
FTD-BT-24-1744-71 P0121 N73-14802
FTD-BT-24-1826-72 P0539 H73-27918
FTD-BT-24-1871-71 p0077 R73-12868
FTD-BT-24-1903-71 p0167 M73-16783
FTD-BT-24-1914-71 P0683 B73-11242
FTD-8T-24-1946-71 P0264 N73-20837
FTD-BT-24-2037-71 P0072 B73-12317
FTL-B72-6 P0177 B73-17235
FTL-B72-7-TOL-1 P0654 H73-32848*
FTL-B72-7-VOI-2 P0657 B73-32875*
FZE-1260 p0550 N73-28996
F2027-FB P0086 N73-13651
F2039-FB p0599 H73-30448
6A/BC/72-6 p0078 H73-13005
GA/KE/72-1 P0213 N73-18706
SAB/AE/72-2 p0211 N73-18320
GAB/AE/72-5 P0208 N73-18076
6AH/JE/72-6 P0211 M73-18319
GSH/4B/72-7 p0211 N73-183C4
GAPD-2770-3411 p0615 S73-31429
G4S1-TF-773 p0687 N73-11980
6AS1-T8-779 P0555 H73-298C2
GAI/HC/72-3 P0084 N73-13318
GAB/BC/72-14 P0082 S73-13039
6AB/HC/73-9 P0401 N73-25051
GAB/BC/73-10 p0406 N73-25094
6DCA-DBJ72-001 P0596 N73-30227 *
GB/EE/73-25 p0484 H73-27131 I
B-17
BBPOBI/1CCBSSI01 IOIBZB IIDEZ
G8B-15932
GSC/EB/72-10
GGC/EE/73-15
GCC/EE/73-20
GG<VHi/73-1 ..................
GGC/HA/73-2
GGC/BA/73-3
g-709
H-712
H-713
H-714
H-732
H-736
U-739
H-740
R-742
H-748
H_773
H-779
HTC-AD-71-102
IDA/HQ-72- 14697 . .
..... p0539 H73-27925
p0680 H73-11028
p0538 H73-27916
p048S H73-27158
..... p0643 H73-31974
p0643 H73-31976
p0468 H73-26040
p0179 H73-17803 *
p0638 F73-31939**
..... p0068 H73-12033*f
pP394 H73-24892*t
p0200 N73-18013*t
p0639 H73-31950*t
p0559 H73-29944*t
pC481 U73-27027*t
p0391 N73-24317*t
p0537 H73-27905*t
p0400 H73-25049*t
..... p0607 H73-30940**
p0640 H73-31956*t
..... p0307 873-22100 *
..... p0483 H73-27041 f
p0205 H73-18047 *
p0673 H73-33381 t
p0549 K73-28992 f
p0166 H73-16748 f
p0200 N73-18011**
p0206 H73-18060 f
p0206 H73-18061 t
p0208 N73-18077 *
..... p0491 F73-27722 I
p0073 H73-12485 t
..... p0552 H73-29446'*
ISAS-484-V01-37-HO-10 •
ISAS-488-VOL-37-HO-14
ISO-ERI-&HES-72249-2 •
J&NAIR-720902-VOL-6 ...
J1N4IB-730702-VOL-7 ..
JPBS-59740 ...........
KC-135A-42000/73-3 . i..
1-8 129
L-8227
L-8460
L-8474
L-8H86 ;.
1-8491
L-8500 ...;....
L-8562 ........;.......
L-8573 ................
1-8585
1-8672
L-8682 ................
L-8690
1-8705
1-8753
1-8760 ................
i.... p0315 H73-22945 »
p0131 S73-15064 t
p0673 K73-33381 *
p0077 H73-12986 *
i, ..-,.. p0119 H73-14693 *
p0313 H73-22609 *
............ p0598 N73-30420 *
....;;; p0660 H73-32907 t
p0674 N73-33522 1
...j p0547- H73-28972 *
...;........• p0120 H73-14702 *
; i..... p0065 H73-12000*t
....... ;. . 1,- p0592 H73-30031*t
p0157 H73-15988*f
... ...i .....' p0273 H73-21057**
;.;......... pOlOO H73-25047**
p0169 B73-16905*f
ii
 t i i i p0473 H73-26579**p0077 H73-12999**
.....;...... p0077 H73-12964**
p0605 H73-30929**
..;......... p0112 H73-14020**
p0667 H73-19002*f
p0078 H73-13002H
............ p0085 H73-13431*t
...-.•. p0078 H73-13001**
...;... . • p0608 H73-30951**
s.i. p0476 B73-26927**
k • p0128 H73-15040**
.....;.-..... p0302 H73-21906**
............ p0402 H73-25068**
p0587 H73-29994**
p0334 873-23802*1
............ p0607 'H73-30939**
.....i ., pQ597 H73-30243*i
E-18
BEPOBT/ACCESSIOI IOBBBB ITOBX
1-8763 . , p0392 S73-24653**
L-8766 p0273 H73-21058*t
L-8767 ;..;.; p0387 B73-24065**
L-8827 p0407 B73-25259**
L-8843 p0279 873-21573**
L-8865 p0592 H73-30033**
1-8868 p0639 B73-31949**
L-8869 .ii.,-.i p0591 H73-30026**
L-8871 , p0672 B73-33181**
L-8887 pOU75 H73-26688*1
L-8888 ...:: p0617 B73-31623**
1-8939 p0587 N73-29995**
L-9187 p0476 H73-26925**
L-9251 p0603 H73-30864**
L1-5017-BS , .p0475 H73-26802 t
L1BS-042573 p0595 B73-30137**
LBF-BEBICHT-FB-10S p0319 H73-22986
IC-72-13835 p0404 H73-25079 t
LGC-SBB-311-VOL-1 ................. p0680 B73-11024 t
LGC-SBB-311-VOL-2 p0680 H73-11025 t
IBI-72-12 i,...-. p0206 B73-18057 *
IBSC-D267477 p0163 N73-16029 t
LBSC/HREC-D225936 i p0682 H73-11229**
LHSC/HEEC-D306226 p0128 B73-15036 t
IB-562 p0079 173-13009 f
1B-564 p0224 N73-19666 t
1B-566 p0202 H73-18028 t
IR-25491 p0068 B73-12032**
1E-52388 P0388 B73-24074 t
1TB-0&-24 p0607 B73-30944**
1WL-CR-01C73 p0593 B73-30040 *
1BL-CH-02H72 p0163 H73-16029 *
1BL-CR-06P73A p0482 H73-27037 *
LBL-CR-09F70 P0395 B73-24940 t
IYCOBING-105.22.21 p0085 N73-13471**
1991208-12 p0321 B73-23000 *
B-13 P0312 R73-22537 *
BAB-SCI-R-106 p0390 N73-24269 *
HBB-OD-101-73 , P0424 173-34497
HBB-DD-101-73-0 p0642 H73-31969 *
BBB-DPE-889-72-0 p0123 H73-14992 *
HBB-DFE-895-72-0 p0129 B73-15048 *
BBB-OFE-1021 p0422 A73-34486
HBB-OPE-1021-0 p0642 B73-31967 *
BBB-DH-05-73 p0422 473-34487
HBB-OH-05-73-0 p0650 B73-32525 *
HBB-OB-06-73 , p0423 173-34488
HBB-OH-06-73-0 p0642 B73-31968 *
BBB-DB-07-73 p0422 173-34485
BBB-OH-07-73-0 P0642 B73-31966 *
BBB-DB-11-72-0 p0161 B73-16016 *
BBB-DH-12-72-0 p0161 B73-16017 *
BBB-OB-13-72-0 p0161 B73-16018 *
BCB-72-282-VOL-1 p0222 B73-19621**
BCB-72-282-V01-2 : p0223 »73-19622*t
BCB-72-327 p0209 H73-18223**
BO&C-G4157 p0335 H73-23914**
BDC-11622 p0594 B73-30052 *
BDC-J4371-70L-2 p0536 B73-27899**
BDC-J4371-VOL-3 p0536 B73-27900*!
HDC-J4371-VOL-4 P0536 H73-27901**
BDC-J4371-70L-5 p0536 B73-27902**
BDC-J4371-V01-6 p0537 B73-27903**
BDC-J5264-VOL-2 p0672 B73-10242 *
BDC-J55751 p0548 B73-28983 *
BDC-J5621 p0136 H73-15610 *
BDC-J5691 p0251 N73-20004 *
BDC-J5713 p0164 B73-16283 *
BDC-J5841 p0392 H73-24611 t
BDC-J5947 p0465 H73-26023**
BDC-a5948 p0466
BDC-J5961 p0537
B73-26024**
B73-27904**
BE-BT-73003 ., p0475 H73-26813 *
HE-68 p0386 N73-24055 *
HE-251-252-B p0492 B73-27879 t
BE-4040-112-720 p0647 H73-32374**
BB/A-72-1 p0177 »73-17217 *
BE/1-73-1 p0314 N73-22723 *
BBC-D1-332 p0136 H73-15611 *
B5C-04478 p0618 N73-31726**
BTI-72TH26 p0392 S73-24537 *
BTP-7-2-510 p0670 N73-10036 *
BTB-2389 p0279 H73-21557 *
BTB-2417 p0165 S73-16634 *
BTB-2441 p0256 N73-20207 *
HTB-4102-BET-2 p0325 N73-23315 #
BTB-6110 p0224 N73-19646 *
BTB-6152-BEV-1 p0119 N73-14698 *
BTB-6211 p0554 N73-29711 *
BTB-6239 p0648 N73-32512 *
BIB-6273 P0551 N73-29147 *
BTB-6282 p0540 N73-28129 *
BTB-6334 p0607 N73-30946 *
BTB-6338-TOL-5 p0601 N73-30657 *
BTB-6377 p0600 N73-30649 *
BTB-6386 p0553 H73-29706 *
BTB-6386 p0675 B73-33571 *
BTB-6387-VOL-1 p0601 B73-30653 *
BTB-6387-VOL-2 p0601 N73-30654 *
B73-54 p0318 N73-22974 t
H-815 p0336 B73-23949 *
BICE P1FEB 113 p0290 A73-29313
H1CE PIPER 115 p029C &73-29315
DICE PAPER 116 p0290 A73-29316
HACE PAPER 117 p0290 A73-29317
RACE PAPER 118 p0290 A73-29318
HADC-CS-7122 pD116 B73-14044
NADC-CS-7127 p0071 N73-12056
HADC-SD-7153 p0205 B73-18052
B1DC-S1-7001 p0681 B73-11035
BADC-13920-2 p0468 N73-26041
BADC-72035-VT p0074 B73-12521
BADC-72056-VT p0677 B73-10943
HADC-72071-7T p0212 B73-18464
BADC-72079-VT p0538 B73-27914
BADC-72090-VT p0135 S73-15498
B1DC-72098-VT P0070 B73-12049
SADC-72109-VT p0074 B73-12617
B1DC-72112-AE p0684 B73-11416
B1DC-72142-VT p0074 B73-12603
BADC-72173-VT p0130 B73-15054
BADC-72178-VT p0258 B73-20289
BADC-72179-VI p0404 N73-250811
BADC-72183-VT p0205 B73-18050
B1DC-72197-VT p017« B73-17028
HADO7220V»T pP179 S73-17661
B1DC-72216-VT pC257 B73-2028a
HADC-72217-VT p0258 B73-20288
B1DC-72218-VT P0257 B73-20285
BADC-72226-CS p0483 N73-2704C
B1DC-72262-CS p0323 1173-23009
B1DC-73010-30 pOSSO H73-28994
BADC-73035-30 p0321 H73-23001
BADC-73055-30 p0328 B73-23562
HSDC-73090-30 p0615 H73-31456
BADC-73155-30 p0610 N73-30967
BAEC-EBG-7780 p0171 B73-17023 *
BAEC-SSED-59 p0263 B73-20815 *
E-19
BEFORT/iCCBSSIOB IOBBEB IBDBZ
BAL-TH-33 p0392 B73-24524
HAL-TN-36 p0386 B73-20056
HAl-TB-248 p0596 H73-30236
BAL-TB-256 p0591 B73-30027*
BAL-TB-281 P0213 B73-18799
HAl-TB-282 p0133 B73-15269
HAL-TB-233 p0139 B73-15820
RAL-TB-288 p0126 B73-1S022
HAL-TB-291 p0140 H73-15917
HAL-TB-292 p0122 B73-14986
BAl-TB-294 p0128 B73-15038
HAL-TB-298 i p0391 B73-24477
HAI-TB-299 p0477 H73-26994
HAL-T8-306 P0389 H73-24263
HAl-TR-309 p0487 B73-27212
BABBL-1163 p0130 B73-15059
NAHBL-1165 p0259 B73-20468
HAHRL-1169 P0205 B73-18049
HABBL-1184 p0643 B73-31979
BiPTC-PE-6 p0213 N73-18806
BAPTC-PE-10 P0264 N73-20832
HAPTC-PE-12 P0279 H73-21692*
HASA-CASE-ABC-10456-1 p0606 B73-30938»*
HASA-CASE-ABC-10470-1 p0463 B73-26005*
NASA-CASE-ABC-10470-2 p0590 N73-30018**
HASA-CASE-ABC-10710-1 pO«85 H73-27175*t
BASA-CASE-ABC-10712-1 p0263 B73-20826**
BASA-CASE-ABC-10754-1 p0652 B73-32624**
NASA-CASE-EBC-10226-1 pC164 B73-16483*
HASA-CASE-ERC-10350 p0259 873-20474*
HASA-CASE-EBC-10392 p0119 N73-14692*
HASA-CASE-ERC-10439. p0215 H73-19004*
HASA-CASE-FRC-10051-1 p0598 R73-30416**
HASA-CASE-GSC-10087-U p0256 B73-2017U*
NASA-CASE-HQH-10703 p0086 H73-13643*
HASA-CASE-LAB-10531-1 pOOSC H73-13023**
NASA-CASE-LAB-1P574-1 p0083 H73-13257*
HASA-CASE-LAR-10585-1 p0122 N73-14981**
HASA-CASE-LAR-10682-1 p0463 H73-2600U*
HASA-CASE-LAH-10717-1 p0600 H73-30641*
HASA-CiSE-lAB-10753-1 p0670 H73-10031**
NASA-CASE-LAR-10951-1 p0226 N73-19819**
NASA-CASE-LAR-11052-1 p0087 B73-13929**
BASA-CASE-LAR-11087-1 p0464 H73-26008**
NASA-CASE-LAR-11140-1 P0252 1)73-20008**
NASA-CASE-LAR-11141-1 p0318 H73-22975**
HASA-CASE-LAR-11173-1 p0310 N73-22387**
NASA-CASE-LAB-11252-1 P0463 H73-26007*t
HASA-CASE-LAR-11310-1 P0618 H73-31699**
NASA-CASE-LEW-10533-1 P0541 H73-28515*
HASA-CASE-LE»-11179-1 p0312 H73-22474**
NASA-CASE-LE8-11187-1 p0224 H73-19793*
NASA-CASE-LER-11286-1 p0274 H73-21066**
NA5A-CASE-LER-11326-1 P0601 N73-30665*
HASA-CASE-LEB-11569-1 p012C H73-14792**
NASA-CASE-LEW-11593-1 p0411 »73-25816*f
BASA-CASE-HFS-16609-2 p0611 H73-31084**
BASA-CASE-HSC-12394-1 p0255 H73-20041**
NASA-CB-2077 p0589 B73-30014**
HASA-CK-2100 P0677 R73-10934**
BASA-CB-2111 p0678 H73-11006*!
BASA-CB-2117 P0301 H73-21896«»
BASA-CR-2121 p0679 B73-11015**
BASA-CB-2127 p0160 H73-16013*!
BASA-CB-213S pOOSO B73-13020**
BASA-CB-2144 P0069 B73-12039**
MASA-CB-2157 p0065 H73-11999M
BASA-CB-21S8 P0127 B73-15033**
BASA-CB-2167 p0201 B73-18022**
BASA-CB-2168 P0199 B73-18003**
BASA-CB-2169 P0069 B73-12036**
BASA-CB-2171 P0167 B73-16778**
HASA-CB-2179 p0169 B73-16982**
NASA-CB-2180 p0215 N73-18995»»
KASA-CB-2183 p02C3 S73-18038**
BASA-CB-2184 .p0129 B73-15041*f
BASA-CB-2185 p0304 B73-21930*t
BASA-CB-2186 P0122 B73-1U989**
BASA-CB-2187 p0139 B73-15821**
BASA-CB-2188 p0200 H73-18011**
BASA-CB-2190 p0157 073-15986**
BASA-CB-2191 p0222 B73-19269**
BASA-CB-2200 p027S B73-21071**
BASA-CB-2204 p0202 H73-18025**
BASA-CB-2208 p0203 B73-18037**
BASA-CB-2217 p0535 B73-27890**
BASA-CB-2219 p0204 B73-18042**
BASA-CB-2220 , .p0267 B73-21006**
BASA-CB-2225 ,p0215 B73-18996**
BASA-CB-2227 p0217 H73-19017*f
HASA-CB-2228-PT-1 p0400 B73-25045*t
BASA-CB-2228-PT-2 p0400 B73-25046**
BASA-CB-2233 p0224 H73-19697**
BASA-CB-2244 p0384 B73-24036*t
BASA-CB-2246 p0390-N73-24312*t
BASA-CB-2249 p0605 S73-30926*»
BASA-CB-2250 p0463 B73-25997*f
BASA-CB-2258 p0400 073-25048*1
BASA-CB-2260 p0274 B73-21067**
BASA-CB-2261 p0607 R73-30941*t
BASA-CB-2263 p0484 B73-27110**
BASA-CB-2272 p0480 B73-27022*1
HASA-CB-2276 p0481 N73-27026**
BASA-CB-2285 p0487 B73-27214**
BASA-CB-2286 p0640 B73-31953*t
BASA-CB-2287 pOUBO 873-27023**
HASA-CB-2295 p0595 N73-30106**
HASA-CB-2299 ,p0605 B73-30927**
HASA-CH-2300 .p0647 B73-32374**
BASA-CB-2305 p0587 N73-29996**
HASA-CB-2331 p0677 N73-33887**
HASA-CB-2339 .p0637 H73-31927**
HASA-CB-72712 p0637 N73-31930**
BASA-CE-112114 p0177 N73-17258**
BASA-CB-112126 p0079 N73-13011**
BASA-CB-112162 p0679 H73-11014**
BASA-CB-112166 pOOSO'B73-13022**
BASA-CB-112167 .p0674 N73-10472**
BASA-CB-112184 p0084 H73-13290**
BASA-CB-112185 p0084 N73-13291**
HASA-CB-112191 p0068 H73-12031**
HASA-CB-112194 p0069 N73-12042**
BASA-CR-112195 p0119 B73-14699**
HASA-CB-112204 p0679 N73-11019**
BASA-CB-112207 p0180 N73-17900**
SASA-CB-112216 p0126 B73-15026**
FASA-CB-112229 p0301 B73-21897**
BASA-CB-112230 p0301 H73-21898**
HASA-CB-112231 p0301 B73-21899**
BASA-CB-112232 ;..,. p0301 H73-21900**
HASA-CB-112233 -, .p0301 B73-21901**
BASA-CB-112245 ' p0201 H73-18024**
BASA-CB-112246 ; p0253 N73-20017**
BASA-CB-112250 p0253 N73-20018**
BASA-CB-1'12251 p0217 H73-19016**
HASA-CB-112255 p0318 B73-22976**
BASA-CB-112260 p0201 N73-18019**
HASA-CB-112262 p0203 N73-18036**
HASA-CR-112264 p0277 H73-21272**
HASA-CB-112272 p0318 B73-22979**
HASA-CB-112296 p0302 H73-21904**
HASA-CB-112297 : p0318 H73-22977**
HASA-CB-112300 p0253 H73-20022**
HASA-CB-112319 .., .p0402 H73-25063**
HASA-CB-112323 p0386 B73-24057**
HASA-CR-112333 p0608 H73-30948**
HASA-CB-114037 p0317 H73-22964**
IASA-CB-114438 p0317 B73-22965**
HASA-CB-114441 ., p0304 H73-21926**
BASA-CB-114442 p030U B73-21927**
HlSi-CB-114466 p0677 B73-10990**
BASA-CB-114467 p0677 B73-10991**
HASA-CB-114484 p0660 (J73-32905**
HASA-CB-114485 p0070 B73-12043**
HASA-CB-114489 p0081 N73-13028**
RASA-CB-114490 p0069 B73-12041**
IASA-CB-114492 p0077 H73-12982**
HASA-CB-114494
 P0669 N73-10027**
IASA-CB-114495 p0072 N73-12283**
8ASA-CB-114496 p0072 N73-12284**
BASA-CB-114503 p0590 B73-30016**
HASA-CB-114504 p0590 N73-30017**
HASA-CB-114517 p0138 H73-1570B**
BASA-CB-114518 p0160 H73-16009**
B-20
HBPOBT/1CCESSIOI IUHBEB IHDBI
BASA-CB-114519 p0068 H73-12032**
HASA-CB-114523 p0077 873-12990**
HASA-CR-114524 p0173 H73-17017**
HASA-CR-114525 p0161 H73-16015**
HASA-CB-114560 -. p0251 H73-19998**
HASA-CR-114562 p0203 B73-18034**
BASA-CB-114566 p0304 H73-21928**
BASA-CR-114568 p0203 N73-18035**
HASA-CR-114570 pOS37 B73-27907**
BASA-CB-114571 p0304 H73-21929**
HASA-CR-114572 p0315 873-22932**
HASA-CR-114574 p0386 B73-24062**
NASA-CR-114575 , p0257 S73-20277**
HASA-CR-114576 p0608 H73-30952**
HASA-CR-114577 ......i... p0279 H73-21693**
HASA-CB-114583 p0309 N73-22201**
HASA-CB-114598 p0589 H73-30009**
HASA-CB-114599 p0589 H73-30010**
HASA-CB-114600 p0589 H73-30011**
HASA-CR-114601 p0639 H73-31947**
HASA-CR-114602 P0589 S73-30012**
HASA-CR-114607 p0536 H73-27899**
HASA-CR-114608 p0536 H73-27900**
NASA-CR-114609 p0536 H73-27901**
HASA-CR-114610 ,. p0536 H73-27902**
HASA-CR-114611 ::.: p0537 N73-27903**
NASA-CH-114612 p0402 H73-25065**
HASA-CB-114613 p0402 S73-25066**
NASA-CR-114614 p0608 N73-30949**
HASA-CR-114615 i p0608 B73-30950**
HASA-CR-114620 p0386 H73-24061**
BASA-CR-114625 p0387 H73-24063**
HASA-CH-114626 p0403 B73-25070**
HASA-CB-114631 p0402 H73-25062**
HASA-CB-114634-VOL-1 p0654 N73-32842**
HASA-CB-114634-VOL-2 p0654 H73-32843**
NASA-CR-114636 p0602 H73-30669**
HASA-CR-114648 p0638 H73-31937**
HASA-CR-114649 p0639 K73-31945**
HASA-CB-114650 p0639 N73-31946**
HASA-CB-114663 p0607 N73-30944**
HASA-CB-120882-BK-1 p0179 H73-17809**
HASA-CR-120882-BK-2 p0180 H73-17810**
HASA-CB-120941 p0473 S73-26483**
HASA-CB-120942 p0259 S73-20531**
HASA-CB-120943 p0651 B73-32610**
HASA-CB-120958 p0279 H73-21845**
HASA-CR-120969 p0475 S73-26796**
HASA-CR-120970-VOL-1 p0217 B73-19018**
SASA-CB-120970-VOL-2 ;.... p0217 B73-19019**
HASA-CB-120972 p0217 N73-19020**
NASA-CR-120981 p0686 S73-11799**
HASA-CR-120983 ..i. p0472 H73-26481**
HASA-CR-120991 p0120 N73-1479S**
HASA-CB-120992 p0085 H73-13471**
HASA-CB-121008 p0087 B73-13779**
RASA-CR-121009 , p0118 H73-14276**
HASA-CR-121010 p0118 H73-14277**
HASA-CR-121016 p0686 H73-11800**
HASA-CR-121094 p0180 1173-17916**
HASA-CR-121095 p0314 H73-22727**
HASA-CB-121108 p0556 H73-29812**
HASA-CB-121116 '... p0135 H73-15595**
HASA-CB-121124 p0178 H73-17592**
HASA-CR-121126 p0543 H73-28731**
HASA-CB-121127 P0543 N73-28732**
HASA-CR-121128 i p05«3 B73-28733**
HASA-CB-121131 p0164 S73-16524**
SASA-CH-121132 p0226 H73-19820**
HiSA-CB-121133 p0226 B73-19821**
HASA-CB-121134 p0226 H73-19822**
HASA-CR-121140 p0209 H73-18223**
SASA-CB-121145 .................... p0411 873-25818**
HASA-CR-121146 . p0274 H73-21065**
N1SA-CE-121147 p0210 S73-18264**
HASA-CH-121148 . p0275 H73-21070**
HASA-CB-121158
 P0314 B73-22891**
HASA-CE-121159 p0323 B73-23093**
HASA-CB-121193 p0553 H73-29463**
HASA-CE-121199 pO«76 H73-26917**
HiSA-CH-121201 p0476 B73-26919**
HASA-CE-121202 p0476 K73-26920**
HASA-CR-121218 p0465 N73-26023**
HASA-CE-121219
 P0466 H73-26024**
HASA-CE-121220
 P0537 173-27904**
H1SA-CR-121242
 P0491 H73-27704**
HASA-CE-121243 p0480 B73-27020**
HASA-CE-121257 p0541 K73-28177**
HASA-CR-121258 p0491 H73-27707**
HASA-CB-123921 p0682 073-11229**
HASA-CR-123932 p0073 B73-12451**
HASA-CB-123959 p0087 N73-13923**
HASA-CR-123962 p0073 N73-12449**
HASA-CB-124124 p0222 N73-19621**
HASA-CB-124125 p0223 N73-19622**
HASA-CB-124179 p0260 873-20610**
HASA-CB-124349 p0541 H73-28449**
HASA-CB-124366 p0604 N73-30866**
HASA-CB-124444 p0660 N73-32924**
HASA-CR-127490 p0677 H73-33883**
BASA-CH-128911 p0335 N73-23914**
HASA-CR-128995 p0674 H73-10617**
HASA-CH-129136 p0683 N73-11252**
HASA-CB-129525 p0073 H73-12U63**
HASA-CR-129572 p0088 B73-13982*t
HASA-CR-129573 p0088 B73-13983**
HASA-CB-129574 p0088 N73-13984**
HASA-CB-129988 p0119 N73-14701**
HASA-CB-130213 p0313 N73-22615**
HASA-CR-130304 p0128 H73-15037**
HASA-CR-130354 p0158 N73-15998**
HASA-CR-130543 p0174 N73-17021**
HASA-CB-130760 p0170 N73-16988**
HASA-CR-130919 p0201 H73-18020**
HASA-CR-130920 p0214 K73-18978**
HASA-CR-130964 p0213 N73-18704**
BASA-CR-130985 p0210 S73-18269*»
NASA-CH-131244 p0254 H73-20028**
HASA-CB-131281 p0277 H73-21308**
HASA-CR-131297 p0252 H73-20006**
HASA-CB-131525 p0279 N73-21692**
HASA-CB-131828 p0306 N73-21950**
HASA-CR-132043 p0388 H73-24072**
HASA-CR-132053 p0387 B73-24071**
BASA-CB-132255 p0390 H73-24271**
HASA-CH-132259 p0487 B73-27207**
HASA-CR-132270 p0605 H73-30930**
HASA-CS-132306 p0591 M73-30023**
HASA-CR-132312
 P0614 B73-31245**
HASA-CH-132317 p0651 N73-32540**
HAS&-CB-133002 p0408 N73-25653**
HASA-CH-133356 p0545 N73-28942**
HASA-CR-133416 p'0537 N73-27909**
HASA-CR-133641 p0595 F73-30137**
HASA-CR-133782 p0615 N73-31306**
NASA-CB-133806 p0615 K73-31318*t
HASA-CB-133810 pP599 H73-30463»*
HASA-CR-133916 p<>614 H73-31238**
BASA-CB-134022 p0618 S73-31726**
HASA-CR-134034 pC612 B73-31142**
HASA-CB-134493 ...' p0614 H73-31253**
NASA-CB-134495 p0676 N73-33748**
HASA-CR-134496 p0668 B73-32977**
NASA-CB-134501 p0651 N73-32608**
BASA-CB-135481 p0638 H73-31941**
HASA-CB-135482 p0654 N73-32735**
HASA-CR-135634 p0654 H73-32848**
HASA-CB-135635 p0657 H73-32875**
HASA-SP-223(01) pOISO B73-17892*
HASA-SP-311 p0066 B73-12012**
HASA-SP-320 p0662 H73-32934**
HASA-SP-3080 p0492 H73-27807**
HASA-TU-
HASA-TH-
HASA-TB-
BASA-TH-
HASA-TII-
BASA-TH-
HASA-TH-
H&SA-TH-
HASA-TB-
HASA-TH-
HASi-TB-
HASA-TB-
HASA-TB-
HASA-TH-
HASA-TH-
BASA-TH-
HASA-TH-
NASA-TB-
BASA-TH-
HA3A-TR-
HASA-TH-
HASA-TM-
HASA-TH-
HASA-TB-
-2620 p0668 H73-10012**
•2626 pP678 B73-11013**
-2632 p0077 H73-12999**
•2638 p0678 H73-11012**
•2645 p0678 H73-11002**
•2655 ;... p0686 B73-11793**
•2656 p0686 B73-11794**
•2658 p0122 B73-14983**
-2664 p0140 H73-15925**
•2665 p0167 B73-16773**
•2668 p0684 B73-11268**
•2669 p0686 B73-11797**
•2674 p0065 B73-12000**
•2675 p0085 B73-13431**
•2683 p0214 B73-18981**
•2684 p0181 B73-17991**
•2685 p0139 B73-1S818**
•2689 p0139 M73-15822**
•2691 P0139 B73-15817**
•2693 p0112 B73-14020**
•2696 p0122 H73-1U985**
•2697 p0384 B73-2H033**
•2711 p0140 H73-15959**
•2718 p0160 B73-16011**
B-21
BEPOBT/ACCESSIOB IDBBEB IHDEI
BASA-TH-X-2722
BASA-TB-X-2733
HASA-TB-X-27U2
HASA-TB-X-2747
BASA-TB-X-2758
BASA-TB-X-2776
HASA-TH-X-2811
BASA-TB-X-2816
BASA-TB-X-2818
HASA-TN-I-2820
BASA-TB-X-2841
HASA-TH-X-2845
BASA-TB-X-62111
BASA-TB-X-62168
BASA-TB-X-62217
BASA-TB-X-62229
BASA-TB^X-62233
BASJ-TH-X-62236 ,
BASA-TB-X-62239 ,
NASA-TB-X-622M5 ,
HASA-TH-X-62247
NASA-TB-X-62251 ,
HASA-TH-X-62256 ,
p0160 H73-16010*t
p0180 B73-17815**
p0477 B73-26993**
p0386 873-24058**
P0275 B73-21072**
P0112 S73-25823**
pOUOO B73-25049**
p0477 B73-26992*t
pO*11 B73-25822**
p0535 S73-27887**
pO*76 B73-26925*i
P0543 B73-28735**
P0603 B73-30864**
p0079 B73-13016**
p0173 B73-1701U**
P0160 B73-16007**
P0211 B73-18289**
PC169 B73-16983*t
P0409 N73-25710**
P0173 H73-17020*»
PC253 S73-20016**
p0549 B73-28990**
P0303 B73-21922*f
p0303 B73-2192***
P0660 H73-32926**
P0668 B73-32975»*
BASA-TB-
HASA-TB-
HASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
HASA-TB-
HASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TH-
BASA-Tfi-
BASA-TB-
• BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
HASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
HASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
HASA-TB-
HASA-TB-
SASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
NASA-Tfl-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
HASi-TB-
HASA-TH-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
HASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
HASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
HASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
HASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
HASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
HASA-TB-
HASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
SASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
HASA-TB-
HASA-TB-
BASA-TB-
FASA-TB-
BASA-TB-D
HASA-TB-D
BASA-TB-D
BASA-TB-D
HASA-TB-D
BASA-TB-D
HASA-TB-D
BASA-TB-D
HASA-TH-D
HASA-TH-D
HASA-TB-D
HASA-TB-D
BASA-TH-D
HASA-TH-D
HASA-TH-D
HASA-TH-D
HASA-TB-D
BASA-TB-D
HASA-TH-D
-62303
-6*704
-68157
-68161
-68168
-68169
-68172
-68173
-68177
-68178
-68182
-68189
-68192
-6819*
-68195
-68209
-68210
-68215
-68221
-68222
-68225
-68229
-68231
-68233
-682*2
-682*3
-682*6
-68256 i.
-68258
-68259
-68261
-68265
-68278
-68279
-68289
-68788
-68948
-69496
-69*97
-69*98
-69570
-704*7
-71419
-71H31
-71*38
-71439
-71442
-714*5
-71447
-714*8
-71449
-714-53
-71*57
-71*59
-6896
-6926
-6933
-6963
-6971
-6993
-7066
-7071
P0127 H73-15031*f
P0314 H73-22711**
P0555 H73-29809**
'p0393 B73-24777**
P0387 B73-24070**
p0475 H73-26797**
P0552 H73-29183**
p0472 H73-26480**
P0555 B73-29810**
P0672 B73-10282**
P0547 B73-28977**
P0547 B73-28976**
P0549 B73-28988**
P0600 873-306*6**
P0666 H73-32968**
P0652 B73- 32620**
P0676 B73-33742**
p0160 H7 3- 160 12**
p0670 H73-10028**
P0535 B73-27889**
p0680 B73-11021**
p0086 H73-13777**
p0670 B73-10033**
p0169 H73-16905**
p0605 B73-30929**
E-22
BZPOBT/1CCBSSIOI IDHBER IHDEX
HAS1-TH-D-7105 p0252 B73-20010**
BASi-TB-D-7106 p0202 B73-18031**
BASA-T8-D-7109 p0608 H73-30951**
BASA-TB-D-7114 pOOSO B73-13025*i
BASA-TH-D-7116 p0137 B73-15681**
HASA-TH-D-7128 p0167 H73-16776**
HASA-TB-D-7131 p0463 B73-25999**
HASA-TH-D-7132 p0081 873-13027**
BASA-T8-D-7135 p0166 B73-16771**
HASA-TH-D-7137 .. p0160 873-16008**
HASA-TH-D-7138 , p0122 B73-14984**
BASA-TH-D-7149 p0402 H73-25068**
BASA-TB-D-7154 p0169 H73-16929**
BASA-TB-D-7158 p0166 H73-16654**
BASA-TH-D-7160 p0138 H73-15709**
HASA-TB-D-7162 ; p0163 B73-16247**
HASA-TH-D-7172 p0274 H73-21068**
BASA-TN-D-7182 p0324 H73-23339**
HASA-TH-D-7183 p0302 H73-21907**
BASA-TH-D-7185 p0200 B73-18010**
BASA-TB-D-7186 p020a B73-18040**
BASi-TB-D-7188 -. p0213 B73-18803**
BASA-TB-D-7191 , pOOOO B73-25047**
BASA-TB-D-7192 . p0334 B73-23802**
BASA-TB-D-7194 p0590 H73-30021*»
BASA-IB-D-7197 p0199 B73-18001**
BASA-TH-D-7198 p0209 B73-18082**
BASA-TH-D-7199 : p0384 873-24035**
HASA-TN-D-7201 .. p0252 B73-20013**
BASi-TB-D-7202 p0391 B73-24317**
BASA-TH-D-7203 p0273 B73-21058**
NASA-TB-D-7205 .p0590 H73-30020**
BASA-TH-D-7215 : p0273 B73-21057**
BASA-TB-D-7216 , P0592 B73-30031*t
HASA-TB-D-7217 ;.,;..;.. p0302 B73-21906**
KASA-TB-D-7218 p0387 B73-24065**
BASA-TB-D-7220 p0407 H73-25276*t
BASA-TB-D-7222 p0589 B73-30013**
BASA-TB-D-7226 -. p0200 H73-18013**
BASA-TB-D-7227 p0394 B73-24892**
BASA-TH-D-7228 , , p0265 B73-20998*t
BASA-TB-D-7229 p0410 N73-25734**
BASA-TN-D-7236 i .p0386 B73-24059**
BASA-TB-D-7237 p0251 H73-19997**
BASA-TN-D-7242 : p0279 H73-21573**
BASA-TB-D-7251 P0251 B73-19999**
BASA-TB-D-7252 p0265 B73-20997**
NASA-IB-D-7264 p0476 B73-26927**
NASA-TB-D-7269 p0672 B73-33181**
NASA-TH-D-7271 ; p0392 873-24653**
BASA-TB-D-7275 .p0597 B73-30243**
BASA-TB-D-7277 p0475 B73-26688**
BASA-TN-D-7293 p0336 B73-23943**
BASA-TB-D-7295 p0592 B73-30032**
BASA-TN-D-7296 : .p0387 B73-24066**
BASA-TH-D-7298 , : p0639 873-31949**
NASA-TH-D-7299 .....i p0607 873-30939**
BASA-TB-D-7300 p0591 B73-30026**
BASA-TB-D-7302 : p0649 B73-32515**
BASA-TB-D-7304 p0407 B73-25259*»
BASA-TB-D-7309 p0617 B73-31623**
BASA-TB-D-7315 .p0592 B73-30033**
BASA-TH-D-7320 pO«11 B73-25817**
NASA-TH-D-7328 p0555 S73-29806*f
NASA-TN-D-7339 : .p0676 B73-337«»*»
BASA-TB-D-7341 p0413 B73-25966**
BASA-TN-D-736II ; p0637 B73-31929**
HASA-TB-D-7371 p0536 H73-27898*!
HASA-TB-D-7376 p05»9 H73-28989**
BASA-1B-D-7382 p0541 H73-28174*t
HASA-TN-D-7390 p054« S73-28883**
BASA-TB-D-7396 p065« B73-32822*t
BASA-TB-0-7420 p0639 N73-31950**
BASA-TH-D-7425 p0637 B73-31932**
BASA-IB-C-7441 p0638 B73-31939**
BASA-TN-D-7a45 p0637 B73-31928**
RASA-TB-D-7454 p0640 N73-31951**
BASA-TB-D-7461 p0640 B73-31956*t
NASA-TT-F-734 p0386 B73-24060**
BASA-TT-F-741 p0403 B73-25069**
HASA-TT-F-742 p0402 B73-25067**
NASA-TT-F-749 p0157 B73-15987**
BASA-TT-F-753 p0537 B73-27908**
BASA-TT-F-769 p0590 H73-30019**
BAS1-TT-F-13914 p0686 B73-11801**
BASA-TT-F-14619 p0079 B73-13012**
HASA-TT-F-14622 p0079 B73-13013**
BASA-TT-F-14627 p0081 H73-13029**
HASA-TT-F-14629 p0670 B73-10034*!
BASA-TT-F-14637 p0079 B73-13014**
BASA-TT-F-14648 p0164 B73-16576**
BASA-fT-F-14655 p0138 B73-15707**
BASA-TT-F-14667 p0179 S73-17710**
BASA-TT-F-14716 p0685 B73-11466**
BASA-TT-F-14813 p0177 B73-17259**
BASA-IT-F-14845 p0217 B73-19014**
BASA-TT-F-14846 p0253 B73-20019**
BASA-TT-F-14851 p0253 B73-20020**
BASA-TT-F-14887 p0313 B73-22607**
BASA-TT-F-14895 p0319 B73-22981**
BASA-TT-F-14904 p0334 B73-23803**
BASA-TT-P-14912 p0391 B73-24323**
BASA-TT-F-14918 p0391 B73-24319**
BASA-TT-F-14943 p0401 B73-25057**
BASA-TT-F-14949 p0466 B73-26031**
BASA-TT-F-14951 p0466 B73-26030**
8ASA-TT-F-14956 p0472 B73-26292**
BASA-TT-F-14957 p0535 B73-27886**
BASA-TT-F-14958 p0471 B73-26291**
BASA-TT-F-14959 p0463 B73-26000**
BASA-TT-F-14962 p0487 B73-27209**
BASA-TT-F-14994 p0485 B73-27178**
BASA-TT-F-14995 p0481 B73-27028**
BASA-TT-F-15010 p0591 B73-30027**
BASA-TT-F-15012 p0487 B73-27217**
BASA-TT-F-15039 p0548 B73-28981**
BASA-TT-F-15051 p0602 B73-30737*!
BASA-TT-F-15054 p0548 B73-28980**
BASA-TT-F-15062 p0548 B73-28982**
BASA-TT-F-15069 p0591 N73-30028**
BASA-TT-F-15107 p0605 H73-30928**
BASA-TT-F-15115 pi?618 B73-31698**
BATF-B125 , p0133 B73-15268 *
BA7AIR-5335 p0256 H73-20263 *
BAVAIB-5335-APP p0256 B73-20262 *
HBS-10882 p0254 B73-20026 *
BCEL-TB-1271 p0552 B73-29150 *
NESR-TE-U6 p0400 B73-25048**
BB1C-TD-155-T01-1-PT-1 p0682 B73-11209 *
BELC-TD-155-VOL-1-PT-2 p0682 B73-11210 *
NE1C-TD-233 p0542 H73-28651 *
BELC-TB-1830 p0071 H73-12173 *
BELC-TB-1857 p0406 B73-25200 *
BETL-72-005-1 pOOSS B73-13622 *
B6TE-B-311 p0215 B73-18999 *
BISB-BA-72-7 p0403 B73-25078 *
BLL-LIB-TBAHS-1705-(5205. 9) p0603 B73-30857
B1L-B-20785-(5828.4F) p0164 B73-16597
BLL-B-22800-(5828.4F) p0260 B73-20656
B1L-R-23046-(5828.4F) p0600 S73-30576
BLL-BEL-TT-2420-(6075.461) p0252 B73-200P5
BlH-HP-71013-o' p0112 B73-14011 *
BLB-HP-72010-D p0087 S73-13926 *
BLB-TR-7flC88-0 p0072 B73-12224 I
H1B-TB-71038-0 p0077 H73-12945 *
BLR-TB-72023-D p0592 N73-30036 *
BLE-TB-72034-D p0616 B73-31510 *
BLR-TB-72040-n p0587 B73-3COOO *
B1B-TB-73029-0 p0319 B73-22986
BHAB-302 p0611 B73-30969 *
BOAA-TH-BESS-47 p0278 B73-21526 *
BOLTB-72-59 p0685 N73-11423 *
BOLTB-72-94 p0072 B73-12328 *
HOLTB-72-146 p0131 B73-15060 *
BOLTB-72-225 p0178 B73-17279 *
BOLTB-72-231 p0413 B73-25972 *
BOLTB-73-19 p0478 B73-26999 *
BOLTB-73-42 p0474 B73-26604 I
8-23
BEPOBT/ACCESSIOH BOBBER IHDBI
HOB-71-139 . p0114 H73-14030
BOB-72-9-VOL-1 p0175 B73-17033
HOB-72-9-VOL-2 p0175 873-17034
HOE-72-9-VOL-3 p0175 873-17035
BOB-72-9-VOL-4 p0175 H73-17036
NOB-72-87-VOL-1
 P0222 B73-19311
HOB-72-87-VOL-2 " p0266 N73-21002
HOBT-71-292-APP-C P0207 1173-18066
HOBT-71-292-APP-D P0207 H73-18067
NOBT-71-292-APP-E p0207 H73-18068
NOBT-71-292-APP-F P0207 B73-18069
HOBT-71-292A-VOL-1 p0206 B73-18062
NORT-71-292A-VOL-2 P0207 873-18063
BOBT-71-292A-VOL-3 p0207 873-18064
BOBT-71-292A-VOL-4 p0207 H73-18065
NOBT-71-293A-VOL-1 p0206 873-18058
HOBT-71-295-2 p0313 N73-22620
BOBT-72-220A-VOL-2 p0206 H73-18059
NOBT-72-269 < p0276 N73-21227
NPl-AEHO-1307 P0661 1173-32930
NPl-AEBO-1314 p0065 N73-12005
NPS-51HB73071A p0598 B73-30369
HPS-53FE72071A p0086 873-13653
HPS-57BA7206U p0683 K73-11243
BPS-57C072121A p0472 1173-26296
BPS-57GB72121A p0254 873-20025
NPS-57HE73031A p0543 873-28742
BPS-57H»73012A p0325 N73-23350
BPS-57PL721201A p0535 S73-27892
NPS-57VA72091A p0258 N73-20287
NBC-12793 p0079 N73-13009
NBC-12923 p022U 873-19666
NBC-12939
 P0210 B73-18247
HBC-12981 p0202 873-18028
HBEC-1168-1 pC548 B73-28986
BBL-BR-2464 p0682 B73-11196
BRL-HR-2471 p0683 873-11241
NBL-BR-2477 p0076 N73-12852
NBL-HR-2479 p0076 N73-12748
NRL-HR-2575 p0410 B73-25718
NRL-7415 p0086 H73-13772
NRL-7549 p0411 N73-25814
NR72H-325 P0327 1173-23403
NSRDC-31124-PT-2 P0326 H73-23390
NSBDC-3885 p0322 N73-23004
HSRDC-397U p0598 N73-30261
NT-33-1973 pC661 1173-32933
NTSB-AAR-72-12 p0159 N73-15999
NTSB-AAR-72-22 p0159 N73-16000
NTSB-AAB-72-24 p0133 H73-15076
HTSB-AAH-72-25 p0071 N73-12050
BTSB-AAR-72-26 p0069 873-12037
NTSB-AAR-72-27 p0069 H73-12038
NTSB-AAR-72-28 p0112 H73-14017
BTSB-AAB-72-29 p0069 B73-12035
»TSB-AAB-72-30 p0069 H73-12040
NTSB-AAB-72-31 p0159 N73-16005
NTSB-AAR-72-32 p0159 H73-16003
NTSB-AAR-72-33 P0160 H73-16006
HTSB-AAR-72-34 p0159 H73-16001
NTSB-AAR-73-1 p0173 H73-17018
NTSB-AAR-73-2 P0273 H73-21061
NTSB-AAB-73-3 P0465 N73-26017
NTSB-AAB-73-4 p027« 1173-21062
KTSB-AAR-73-5 p0305 N73-21936
HTSB-AAB-73-6 P0319 N73-22985
HTSB-AAR-73-7 p0639 N73-31943
NTSB-AAB-73-8 p0165 H73-26018
NTSB-AAR-73-9 P0465 N73-26016
HTSB-AAB-73-10 PP322 1173-23006
STSB-AAB-73-11 p0387 H73-24068
NTSB-AAR-73-12 p0467 N73-26036
NTSB-AAR-73-13 pOt66 H73-26029
NTSB-AAR-73-14 p05«8 N73-28984
NTSB-AAB-73-15 p0607 H73-30945
»TSB-AAR-73-16 p0608 B73-30947
HTSB-AAS-72-7 p0116 S73-H016 *
BTSB-AAS-72-8 , p0112 B73-14018 *
BTSB-AAS-72-9 ., p0112 1173-14016 t
HTSB-AAS-72-10 p0217 H73-19015 *
BTSB-AAS-73-1 p0319 H73-22983 t
BTSB-AHH-72-5 p0671 873-10040 t
BTSB-AHH-72-6 p0112 B73-14019 *
BTSB-APA-73-1 P0319 H73-22980 t
HTSB-BA-72-2 p0117 1173-14047 *
HTSB-BA-72-3 p0068 1173-12034 t
BTSB-BA-72-4 pOOSO N73-13017 *
BTSB-BA-72-5 , p0079 'H73-13015 f
BTSB-BA-72-6 p0159 H73-16001 t
BTSB-BA-72-7 p0159 B73-16002 I
BTSB-BA-73-1 p0253 H73-20015 t
BTSB-BA-73-2 p0387 N73-24064 t
BTSB-BA-73-3 p0402 B73-25064 t
HTSB-BA-73-4 , p0465 H73-26020 *
BTSB-Bi-73-5 p0466 N73-26028 f
BTSB-BA-73-6 p0480 H73-27024 *
BTSB-BA-73-7 p0639 B73-31942 t
SBAG-BES-COSIBIB-206 p0077 N73-12997 t
BHEF-1099 p0305 1173-21943 f
BBL-TB-2721 p0083 H73-13047 f
»ro-AA-72-19 i... p0158 H73-15991 *
BYO-AA-72-23 p0068 N73-12029 *
OBEBA-BT-203 p0390 H73-24281 t
OBEBA-TP-1133 , p0216 H73-19012*f
OHEBA, IP HO. 1076 pOOSO A73-15098 t
ONERA, TP BO. 1086 p0651 A73-10227 t
OBERA, TP NO. 1090 p0652 A73-10228 f
ONEBA, TP HO. 1098 : p0652 A73-10229 *
ONEBA, TP BO. 1099 p0652 £73-10230 *
ONEBA, TP NO. 1102 p0053 A73-14150 t
ONEHA, TP NO. 1103 p0052 A73-14140 t
OBEBA, TP NO. 1104 p0052 A73-14135 t
ONEBA, TP NO. .1110 p0652 A73-10232 t
OHEBA, TP NO. 1111 p0652 A73-10233 I
OBERA, TP NO. 1114 p0652 A73-10235 t
ONERA, TP NO. 1132 p0652 A73-10240 *
ONERA, TP NO. 1133 p0154 A73-21683**
ONEBA, TP NO. 1135 p0060 A73-15093 f
OHERA, TP NO. 1136 p0652 A73-10241 *
OBEBA, TP BO. 1157 p0064 A73-15989 *
OHEBA, TP BO. 1174 p0666 A73-12791
OHEBA, TP BO. 1217 p0285 A73-28836 f
OBEBA, TP NO. 1219 p0285 A73-28837 *
08EBA, TP NO. 1224 p0241 A73-26593
OHERA, TP BO. 1230 p0373 A73-33497 *
ONEBA, TP NO. 1236 p0580 A73-42219 t
OB-12641 p0476 B73-26917*t
OB-12643 p0476 873-26919**
OB-12644 p0476 873-26920**
OOEL-1036/72 p0327 H73-23542 *
P-894 p0164 N73-16466 *
P-922 p0491 873-27722 *
P-4902 p0273 873-21060 *
P-4935 p0337 873-23962 t
P-5025 p0678 H73-33921 *
PA-TB-4300 p0678 H73-11009 *
PAPEB-72-057 p0319 873-22981**
PB-210247 p0671 H73-10040 *
PB-210378 p0675 H73-10646 #
PB-210590 p0676 H73-10672 *
PB-210591 p0675 873-10671 *
PB-211158 p0117 873-14047 *
PB-211216 p0118 873-14267 f
PB-211593 ' p0116 873-14046 *
PB-211833 p0118 H73-14266 *
PB-211953 p0120 873-14729 t
PB-211954 p0213 873-18704**
PB-211976 p0117 873-14050 *
E-24
HEPOBT/ACCBSSIOH IOBBEB IHDEI
PB-211979 p0117 873-14049
PB-212023 p0134 H73-15290
PB-212178 , p0137 873-15688
PB-212179 p0137 N73-15689
PB-212180 p0137 N73-15690
PB-212181 P0137 B73-15691
PB-212182 P0138 H73-15692
PB-212427 p0165 N73-16612
PB-212456 p0169 B73-16978
PB-212484 '.. P0133 H73-15076
PB-212496 p0161 H73-16020
PB-212705' P0163 873-16226
PB-212814 p0265 N73-20990
PB-212819 P0259 873-20473
PB-212875 P0263 873-20757
PB-213007 P0263 H73-20758
PB-213020 P0263 H73-20759
PB-213111 p0259 873-204611
PB-213114 p0259 873-20465
PB-213126 .. P0259 N73-20166
PB-213148 p0262 H73-20730
PB-214100/0 p0408 B73-25441
PB-214112/5 : i.«... p0333 873-23743
PB-214412/9 p0403 873-25078
PB-214459/0 p0411 H73-25737
PB-215524/0 p0404 K73-25079
PB-215533/1 p0404 N73-25081
PB-215611/5 pOUOl H73-25080
PB-2157111/7 p0410 N73-25715
PB-215803 p0215 873-18983
PB-21580U -. p0215 B73-18984
PB-217102 p0404 873-25085
PB-217531/3 p0486 B73-27192
PB-217532/1 p0486 N73-27193
PB-218368/9 p0482 H73-27033
PB-218820/9 p0481 K73-27030
PB-219292/0 '... -.: p0492 K73-27877
PB-219293/8 p0493 B73-27880
PB-219372/0 p0486 873-27189
PB-219820/8 i p0482 B73-27032
PB-219957/8 p0486 873-27187
PB-219984/2 p0611 N73-30970
PB-220074/9 p0492 B73-27879
PB-220087/1 p0486 N73-27185
PB-220315/6
 P0673 N73-33229
PB-220553/2 p0613 N73-31216
PB-220641/5 p0602 B73-30686
PB-220715/7 P0601 873-30662
PB-220987/2 p0616 H73-3159I1
PB-221129 p0613 873-31217
PB-221140/7 .p0595 873-30054
PB-221688/5 , p0611 B73-30971
PB-221855/0 p0617 N73-31629
PE-158 p0328 873-23561
P6E-2001 p0601 N73-30662
PHB-TP-72-10 p0307 873-22097
PHSHC-4178 : p0276 873-21079
PHT-B4-H72-8 p0482 N73-27033
PHT-B4-B72-07 p0611 N73-30970
PB-2 P0259 873-20468
PE-6 .-. P0615 873-31318**
PSC-107 p0672 873-10281
PSD-&EBSP-73-1 p0257 B73-20277*t
PSD-1EBSP-73-6 p0609 H73-30957
POBt-56 p0464 873-26009
PDBL-97 pC267 873-21007
POBL-1352 ...i P0121 873-14977
PB1-FB-3704-TOL-3 p0637 873-31930**
Pii-FB-5183-VOI-1 p0118 873-14276**
PBA-FB-5183-TOL-2 p0118 873-14277**
PHJ-FB-5540 p0543 873-28741 *
PWA-TH-4593 P0164 873-16524**
PB1-4463 , p0120 873-14795**
PB4-4517. p0275 873-21070**
PBi-4692 , P0491 873-27704**
PB1-4693 P0480 873-27020**
PWS-4701 p0394 873-24809 *
PB&-4705 p0556 873-29814 *
PI-5407-50 p0308 873-22144
PI-6392 P0276 873-21177
PX-6406-BEV-& P0223 873-19642
QSH-7 P017P 873-16988*
QTSB-3 p0086 873-13649
QTSB-4 p0256 873-20184
R-08-15-72 p0674 S73-10472**
B-116A p0647 873-32381
B-492-31 P0394 873-24805
B-613 p0598 873-30446
B-717 p0077 873-12990*
B-794 P0071 873-12054
B-928 p0114 873-14028
B-979 p0389 873-24078
B-981 P0674 873-10519
B-996 P03P6 873-21949
B-1001-1-VOL-1 P0335 873-23921
B-1001-2-VOL-2 P0336 873-23922
B-1001-3-70L-3 p0336 873-23923
B-1001-4-TOL-4 p0336 873-23924
B-0473002 p0538 873-27913
B/D-896 P0126 873-15021
B/H-73-B-2 p0648 873-32390
BADC-TB-72-331 p0308 873-22144
BADC-TR-72-332 p<5276 D73-21227
BADC-TB-73-12 p0308 873-22125
BADC-TB-73-46 P0407 873-25231
BADC-TB-73-91 p0540 873-28042
BADC-TB-73-104 p0599 873-30452
BAE-AEBO-2553 p0397 873-25010
BAE-iEBO-2575 p0397 873-25011
BAE-AEBO-2600 p0384 873-24028
B1E-AEBO-2603 p0397 873-25011
BAE-AEBO-2623 p0396 873-25004
BAE-AEBO-2625 p0381 873-24000
BAE-AEBO-2629 p0396 873-25006
BAE-AEBO-2630 P0396 873-25007
BAE-AEBO-2632 p0397 873-25012
BAE-AEBO-2634 p0383 873-24010
BAE-LIB-TBABS-1520 p0464 873-26013
BAE-LIB-TBA8S-1633 p0464 873-26011
BAE-LIB-TRASS-1660 p0475 873-26687
BAE-LIB-TBABS-1677 p0464 873-26010
BAE-LIB-TRABS-1678 p0464 873-26012
BAE-1IB-TBABS-1683 p0470 B73-26249
BAE-LIB-TBA8S-1688 p0464 873-26009
BAE-LIB-TBABS-1709 p0672 873-33185
BAE-BAVAL-3' p0384 873-24022
BAE-8AVAL-4 p0384 873-24022
BAE-B-BAVAL-2 p0399 873-25032
BAE-B-STROCT-244 p0398 873-25023
HAE-B-STEDCT-245 p0399 873-25031
RiE-H-STRDCT-248 p0399 B73-25026
BAE-R-STBDCT-250 P0396 873-25000
BAE-STBDCT-254 p0384 873-24030
BAE-STBDCT-257 p0383 873-24017
BAE-TH-AEBO-1448 P0113 873-14026 *
BAE-TH-A7IOBICS-135/BLEO/ p0423 A73-34490
BAE-TM-ATIOBICS-136/BLED/ p0423 A73-34489
BAE-TB-IR-128 p0311 B73-22400 *
BAE-TH-STRUCT-794 p0674 873-33518 *
BAE-TB-AERO-2530 p0397 873-25008
BAE-TB-AEBO-2563 p0397 873-25012
BAE-TB-AEHO-2620 P0396 873-25003
BAE-TB-AEBO-2650 .p0396 873-25005
BAE-T8-AERO-2656 p0399 873-25029
BAE-TB-AEBO-2670 P0384 873-24028
BAE-TB-AEBO-2671 p0384 873-24027
BAE-TB-AEBO-2683 p0382 873-24005
BAE-TB-AEBO-2693 p0381 873-23996
RAE-fB-AEBO-2698 p0381 873-24002
E-25
BBPOBT/ACCBSSIOI HOHBEB IIDBI
BAE-TB-AEBO-2703 p0382 H73-24006
BAE-TS-STBOCT-252 p0399 H73-25026
BAE-IB-STBUCT-258 p0399 B73-25028
RAE-TN-STBOCT-268 p0398 B73-25024
BAE-TH-STBOCT-278 p0383 H73-24018
BiE-TB-67161 p0674 H73-33518
BAE-TB-70089 p0266 H73-21000
RAE-TB-70194 P0078 H73-13004
BiE-TR-70228 p0065 B73-12006
BAE-TB-70252 p0113 H73-14027
BAE-TB-71017 p0111 B73-14007
BAE-TB-71021 p0066 B73-12008
RAE-TB-71050 p06C6 H73-30935
RAE-TR-71077 p0200 B73-18016
BAE-TB-71087 p0111 B73-14008
BAE-TR-71100 P0609 H73-30955
HAE-TR-71103 P0111 N73-14009
HAE-TB-71123 p0120 H73-14796
HAE-TB-71126 P0588 H73-30003
RAE-TR-71137 p0588 B73-30005
BAE-TB-71147 p0302 H73-21908
RAE-TR-71158 p0200 H73-18018
RAE-TR-71159 p0606 B73-30934
BAE-TR-71169 P0661 H73-32929
RAE-TB-71197 P0588 B73-30002
RAE-TB-71199 p0065 B73-12004
RAE-TR-71201 p0065 H73-12002
RAE-TB-71210 p0178 B73-17654
RAE-TR-72008 p0065 H73-12003
RiE-TB-72009 p0588 H73-30004
RiE-TR-72010 P0605 H73-30932
BAE-TB-72031 p0588 B73-30001
BAE-TR-72032 p0121 H73-14903
BiE-TR-72077 p0112 H73-14010
BAE-TB-72102 P01I03 H73-25074
HAE-TR-72133 p0410 N73-25711
BAE-TR-72173 p0473 N73-26549
RAE-T8-73008 p0551 H73-29102
RASA-71-13-VOL-2 p0678 N73-11006*
RASA-72-03 pC132 N73-15074
R4SA-72-08 p0467 H73-26037
RASA-73-02 p0320 N73-22989
RASA-73-03 p0472 B73-26304
BD-TB-74-21 p0614 H73-31238*
RDB-1727-4 p0328 N73-23620
RE-450 P0309 N73-22196
RE-457 p0609 B73-30960
RE-459J P0606 N73-30936
SEPT-EA-317-A p0310 B73-22213
BEPT-1 p0120 N73-14729
REPT-2 p0615 N73-31430
BEPT-3/1973 p0538 N73-27911
REPT-3WI-TN-73-1 p0313 N73-22605
BEPT-8 p0681 H73-11035
REPT-24 P0121 N73-14977
BEPT-72-1-RE p0118 H73-14266
REPT-72-02326 p0303 H73-21918
REPT-72-02452 p0312 H73-22586
REPT-72AE6268 p0167 N73-16778*
REPT-73-4 p06H8 H73-32384
REPT-73-36 p0491 N73-27711
REPT-73-95 p0325 B73-23349
REPT-73T00315 p0309 K73-22200
REPT-73-00316 P0310 H73-22208
REPT-73-00328 p0310 K73-22207
REPT-73-00470 p0305 H73-21938
REPT-73-00567 p0323 H73-23111
REPT-73-01198 p0407 N73-25257
REPT-73-01210 pO«07 N73-25253
BEPT-101 p0382 N73-24009
SEPT-193 P0595 H73-30106**
BEPT-299-099-635 p0318 H73-22977**
REPT-300-099-005-VOL-1 p030<! N73-21926**
REPT-300-099-006-VOL-2 p0304 N73-21927*t
REPT-300-099-010 pO«03 B73-25070**
BEPT-523-0764468-00111H p0474 H73-26667
REPT-523-076U695-00111H pO«7l( B73-26665
REPT-523-0764695-00111H-V01-2 p0554 H73-29712
BEPT-523-0764695-00111H-V2-BK2 .... p06«9 B73-32513
REPT-523-0764756-00111H p0480 H73-27019
REPT-945 p0308 073-22159
BEPT-1052/73 p0302 B73-21911 t
BEPT-1162-1-VOL-1 p0394 H73-24789 t
BEPT-1162-2-VOL-2 ,p0394 H73-24790 *
BEPT-1162-3-VOL-3 .p0394 B73-24791 *
BEPT-1680-72-5 p0682 573-11038 *
BEPT-1720-F p0165 S73-16635 I
BEPT-2399 , p0080 B73-13022**
BEPT-2469 p0126 873-15026**
BEPT-2471-941001 p0084 H73-13290**
BEPT-2765.31/420 p0468 B73-26165 t
REPT-4183-1 p0675 B73-33570 t
BEPT-05608-16-T-BEV p0267 B73-21006*t
BEPT-056080-19-T-BEV p0204 H73-18042**
BP-4C-13000/73-11 p0546 H73-28970 *
BP-4C-77000/73-12 p0547 H73-28974 *
BHB-72-365-1 p0167 H73-16784 *
RHB-72-365-2 , p0167 H73-16785 *
BIAS-TB-72-166 p0078 H73-13007 *
BISPP-TP-72-23 p0263 H73-20757 t
BL-IB-72-9 p0257 H73-20283 *
BL-4PD-72 p0618 »73-31693 t
BH-566 p0260 N73-20610**
BB-572 p0311 N73-22390 t
BB-54 p0398 H73-25018
BTCA-SC-124 p0474 H73-26663 *
STI-430-718 .i p0119 B73-14699**
BTB-002-3 p0660 H73-32924**
B72-49 p0493 K73-27880 *
B72AEG242-TOL-1 p0217 B73-19018**
H721EG242-VOL-2 p0217 N73-19019**
H72AEG242-VOL-3 p0217 B73-19020**
B72AEG296 p0686 S73-11800**
B73AEG121 p0668 N73-32977*t
R73AEG148 p0651 N73-32608**
B73AEG159 p0618 N73-31704 *
B73AEG282 p0556 N73-29812**
B73AER185 p0676 H73-33748**
S/T-»EllO-9-71 p0488 B73-27456 *
SA-426 p0069 H73-12037 *
SA-431 p0465 N73-26018 f
SA-432
 P0465 K73-26017 *
SA-433 p0465 B73-26016 *
SA-435 p0608 H73-30947 *
SAAB-L-0-B64 p0588 N73-30006 f
SAD-48E-1942 ,.. p0612 N73-31212 t
SAE AIB 975 p0364 A73-33014
SAE AIR 1079 p0152 A73-2C698
SAE AIB 1216 p0152 A73-20693
SAE AIR 1273 p0364 A73-33019
SAE ARP 587A p0364 A73-33013
SAE ABP 1071 , p0364 A73-33015
SAE ARP 1161 p0152 A73-20692
SAE AHP 1199 p0364 A73-33016
SAE ARP 1227 p0364 A73-33017
SAE ABP 1247 p0152 A73-20694
SAE ABP 1257 p0152 A73-20696
SAE ABP 1279 p0364 A73-33020
SAE PAPEB 720713 , p0663 A73-12010
SAE PAPER 720739 p0662 A73-12005
SAE PAPER 720740 p0662 A73-12006
SAE PAPEB 720741 p0663 A73-12007
SAE PAPER 720815 p0091 A73-16640
SAE PAPER 720818 p0091 A73-16639
SAE PAPER 720828 p0091 A73-16627
SAE PAPER 720830 p0091 A73-16626
SAE PAPEB 720831 p0091 A73-16634
SAE PAPEB 720840 p0092 A73-16654
SAE PAPER 720841 p0092 A73-16655
SAE PAPER 720842 p0092 A73-16657
SAE PAPEB 720846 p0092 A73-16658
SAE PAPER 720848 p0092 473-16659
SAE PAPER 720852 p0092 A73-16660
E-26
BEPOBT/ACCBSSIOH SOHBBB IHDEX
SAE
SiE
SAE
SIE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SiE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
FAFEB
PAPEB
PAFEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PiPES
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPBB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAFEB
PAFEB
PAPEB
FAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPER
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAFEB
FAPEB
PAFEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAFEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
SP-378
SP-378
SP-378
SP-378
SP-378
SP-378
SP-378
SP-378
SP-378
SP-378
SP-378
720853 p0092 673-16661
720854 p0092 A73-16662
720856 p0093 A73-16663*
720858 p0093 A73-16664
720861 p0093 A73-16665
720864 p0093 A73-16673
720866 p0093 473-16672
720867 p0092 173-16650
720868 p0092 A73-16651
720870 p0092 A73-16652
720871 p0093 A73-16667
720872 p0093 A73-16671
730286 p0427 A73-34651
730287 p0427 A73-34652
730288 p0427 A73-34653
730289 p0427 A73-34654
730293
 P0427 A73-34657
730294 p0427 A73-34658
730295 p0427 A73-34659
730296 p0427 A73-34660
730298 p0427 A73-34661
730299 p0427 A73-34662
730301 p0428 A73-34663
730303 pO»28 A73-34664
730304 p0428 A73-34665*
730305 p0428 A73-34666
730307 p0428 A73-34667
730308 p0428 A73-34668
730309 .... p0428 A73-34669
730310 p0428 A73-34670
730311 pO»28 A73-34671
730313 pC428 A73-34673
730316 p0428 A73-34674
730317 p0429 A73-34675*
730318 p0429 A73-34676*
730319 p0429 A73-34677*
730320 p0429 A73-34678»
730321 p0429 A73-34679*
730323 p0429 A73-34680*
730325 p0429 A73-34681
730328 p0429 A73-34682
730330 p0429 A73-34683
730331 p0429 A73-34684*
730332 p0429 A73-34685*
730333 p0430 A73-3U686
730338 .P0430 A73-34689
730339 p0430 A73-34690
730340 p0430 A73-3K691
730341 .., P0430 A73-34692
730345 p0430 A73-34693
730346 p0430 A73-34694
730347 p0430 A73-34695
730348 p0430 A73-34696
730349 p0431 A73-34697
730350 p0431 A73-34698
730351 p0431 A73-34699
730352 p0431 A73-34700
730353 p0431 A73-34701
730354 p0431 A73-34702
730355 P0431 A73-34703
730356 p0431 A73-34704
730357 p0431 A73-34705
730358 p0431 A73-34706
730359 p0432 A73-34707*
730362 p0432 A73-34708
730365 p0432 A73-34710
730366 p0432 A73-34711
730373 p0432 A73-34712
730374 p0432 A73-34713
730375 p0432 A73-34714
730376 p0432 A73-34715
730377 p0432 A73-34716*
730378 p0432 A73-34717
730379 p0433 A73-34718
730380 p0433 A73-34719
730381 p0433 A73-34720
730384 p0433 A73-34721
730385 p0433 A73-34722
p0514 A73-37863
p0514 A73-37864
p0514 A73-37865
p0515 A73-37866
, p0515 A73-37867
P0515 A73-37868
, p0515 A73-37869
, p0515 173-37870
, p0515 A73-37871
p0515 A73-37872
, p0515 A73-37873
SAE-72-031 p0644 N73-31985 I
SAG-1-TOL-1 p0545 H73-28956 *
SA6-1-VOL-2 p0545 1173-28957 I
SAH-RE7IEH-2-73 p0322 N73-23005 I
SAH-TB-73-7 p0322 1173-23005 t
SAH-TB-73-23 p0671 N73-33157 «
SAB-3 p0541 N73-28177**
SAB-6
 P0278 H73-21556 *
SASB-2 p0201 H73-18020**
SASB-3 p02M 1173-18020**
SATR-2 p0388 H73-24077 *
SAWE PAPEB 950 p0516 A73-37878
SAME PAPEB 951 p0516 A73-37879
SAWE PAPER 952 p0516 A73-37880
SAWE PAPEB 967 p0516 A73-37884
SAKE PAPEB 969 p0516 A73-37885
SAWE PAPEB 981 ............'........ p0516 A73-37887
SAWE PAPEB 982 p0516 A73-37888
SAWE PAPEB 985 p0517 A73-37889
SAWE PAPER 986 p0517 A73-37890
SAWE PAPEB 987 p0517 A73-37891
SAWE PAPEB 992 p0517 A73-37892
SAWE PAPEB 995 p0517 A73-37894
SAWE PAPEB 996 p0517 A73-37895
SC-DC-72-1007 p0070 1173-12044 t
SC-6308 p0255 N73-20049 *
SCI-2040-1 p0257 1173-20278 t
SCI-2040-2 p0262 H73-20722 t
SCL-RB-72-0308 p0280 N73-21863 *
SCPP-72-89 p0597 1173-30256 *
SD-FB-01 p0256 N73-20189 *
SD-72-SA-0095 p0618 H73-31726*t
SD-72-SA-0171 p0087 N73-13923**
SD-73-SA-0019 p0640 N73-31953**
SDC-SP-3663 p0254 1173-20027 t
SEB-0159 p0206
SEB-50748 pOSUO
N73-18055 «
1173-27926 *
SEB-50758 p0467 H73-26038 *
SEB-5,0767 p0085 1173-13481 *
SEE-50769 p0073 H73-12508 *
SEF-50776 p0472 N73-26481**
SEP-50821 p0201 N73-18024**
SEB-67009 p0114 1173-14029 t
S1A-73-5271 p0678 H73-33929 »
S1SB-9-72 P0132 H73-15067 *
SISR-18-72 p0545 H73-28951 t
SISR-27-72B p0141 1173-15975 I
SHE PAPER EH 73-717 p0525 A73-38497
SHE PAPEB EH 73-719 p0525 A73-38499
SHE PAPER HF 72-513 p0107 A73-18094
SHE PAPER HF 73-164 p0525 A73-38503
SHE PAPER HR 72-536 p0107 A73-18093
SH-246 p0260 N73-20675 t
SP-73-001 p0619 N73-31915 *
SB-1 p0392 N73-24639 *
SB-1 p0473 N73-26511 i
SR-1 p0539 H73-27925 t
SS-2 p0405 1173-25089 t
SR-5 p0614 H73-31253**
SB-14 p0408 N73-25653*i
SRL-TH-72-0010 p0075 N73-12685 #
STC-16001-VOL-1 p0177 1173-17221 i
STC-16001-VOL-2-ADD p0177 S73-17222 *
E-27
BBPOBT/ACCBSSIOI IOHBBB IHDEI
STI-TE-1006-1 p0275 B73-21078 f
SODAAB-444 p0075 H73-12689 t
SODAAB-446 p0387 B73-24071**
SODAAB-448 p0388 B73-24072**
SODAAB-460-V01-1 p0654 H73-32842**
SODAAB-460-VO1-2-APP p0654 H73-32843**
SODAH-72-5 P0306 S73-21950*t
SI-6055-B8-BEV-1 P0255 H73-20049 *
SI-6103-B P0176 B73-17046 t
T-72-AO-9086-0 p0214 N73-18978**
TAE-168 pOKOS S73-25089 *
TBEHIS-IIT-TB-B-72-9 p0389 M73-21080 t
THEHIS-IIT-TB-B-72-11 p0391 873-24334 *
TBEHIS-ITT-B72-10-HOV-72 pO»08 H73-25305 *
TI-01-835300-P p0313 H73-22615**
TI-01-990110-F ; p0407 N73-25231 »
TI-42520-73-20 p0604 H73-30866**
TB-72-1B8 '. p04C5 B73-25088 *
TN-Al-288 p0644 H73-31984 *
TH-JACH-73-1006 p0613 B73-31217 *
TH-165 p0605 H73-30927**
TR-1972-14-PT-2 p0133 H73-15209 *
TH-1972-14-SUPPL-1 p0176 873-17170 *
TN-1972-27 p0176 H73-17178 *
TN-1972-38 p0119 H73-14697 *
TN-1973-7 P0209 N73-18173 t
TH-1973-7 p0308 H73-22105 t
TN-1973-12 p0485 H73-27142 *
TOP-1-1-001 F73-27881 t
TB-4-8 p0407 H73-25257 t
TE-ES-722 P0544 H73-28747 *.
TB-ES-723 p0544 S73-28751 t
TB-ES-724 p0551 H73-29015 f
TB-ES-725 P0544 B73-28752 t
TE-ES-726 p0551 H73-29014 *
TB-S-212 p0276 H73-21081 t
TB-2-57110/3B-3071 p0279 H73-21693**
TB-3 P0179 H73-17676 t
TB-15 p0276 N73-21080 t
TB-31 p0667 H73-10008 t
TK-32 p0158 873-15992 *
TB-72-02-01-106 p0307 N73-21954 *
TR-105-7-11 P0074 F73-12518 *
TB-179 p0175 H73-17032 *
TB-5084-F-1-VOL-1 p0319 H73-22984 *
TB-7115 p0251 N73-20003 *
TS-7115-2 p0408 B73-25291 i
TB-7150-1 p0279 N73-21845**
TR-7201 p0684 N73-11272 t
TB-7207.591 p0119 H73-14472 *
TB-7211.621 p0553 H73-29455 *
TT-71-R-04 p0215 B73-19000 f
TT-73-B-07 pOB91 »73-30023*f
TT-7202 P0589 H73-30014**
TT-7213 p0317 H73-22967 f
TT-7302 p0317 N73-22966 t
TTO-ES-72-2 P0211 H73-18305 *
TDB-IB-1972/2 p0619 H73-31808 t
OABL-H941338-2 pC599 R73-30571 t
OCLt-ENG-7340 P0594 N73-30051 t
OCLA-EBG-7348 P0594 H73-30046 I
OCLA.-PAPEF-EHG-0872 p0066 H73-12010 *
OCBL-51336 p06«6 N73-32296 *
ODBI-TB-72-20-VOL-1 p0676 H73-10756 t
ODRI-TB-73-26 p0550 H73-29002 t
08-12-72(0) p0319 H73-22981M
OIAL-72-14 p0276 H73-21189 t
OILO-ERG-72-2558 p0276 R73-21189 *
OILD-EHG-73-2215 p0598 H73-30446 t
OB-72-11 P0222 H73-19318 *
OBTA-Ci-09-0010-72-1 p0134 H73-15290 t
DHTA-C&-09-0010-72-2 p0118 H73-14266 *
DBTA-CA-09-0012-72-1 p0169-H73-16978 t
OHTA-HA-09-0007-72-1 p0265 B73-20990 t
OS-PATEHT-APPL-
OS-PATEHT-APPL-
OS-PATEHT-APPL-
OS-PATBHT-APPL-
OS-PATEHT-APPL-
OS-PATEHT-APPL-
OS-PATEHT-APPl-
OS-PATBHT-APPL-
OS-PATEHT-APPl-
OS-PATEHT-APP1-
OS-PATBHT-APPL-
OS-PATEHT-APP1-
OS-PATEHT-APPi-
OS-PATENT-APP1-
OS-PATEHT-APPL-
OS-PATEHT-APPL-
OS-PATEHT-APPL-
OS-PATEHT-APPL-
OS-PATEHT-APPL-
OS-PATEHT-APPL-
OS-PATEHT-APPL-
OS-PATEHT-APPL-
OS-PATEHT-APPL-
OS-PATEHT-APPL-
OS-PATEHT-APPL-
OS-PATEHT-APPL-
OS-PATEHT-APPL-
OS-PATEHT-APPL-
OS-PATEHT-APPL-
OS-PATEHT-APPL-
OS-PATEHT-APP1-
OS-PATEHT-APPL-
DS-PATEHT-APPL-
OS-PATEHT-APP1-
OS-PATEBT-APPL-
OS-PATEHT-APPL-
OS-PATEHT-APPL-
OS-PATEHT-APPL-
•SH-36534 P0119
•SH-47440 p0256
•SN-54271 p0215
•SS-55535 P0259
•SN-66206 p0083
•SH-124909 p0164
•SB-127915 P0463
•SN-134658 P0541
•SN-147922 p0224
•SH-156724 p0086
•SN-192970 .p0601
•SH-197183 p0122
•SH-206279 p0463
•SN-237491 ,p0606
•SN-242028 p0600
•SH-253725 p0598
•SH-289018 p0670
•SH-302720 pOOSO
•SH-307714 p0611
•SH-310611 p0087
•SN-315068 p0252
SH-316618 p0120
•SH-321180 p0590
SN-331759 p0226
•SH-339806 p0274
•SH-341662 p0255
•SR-344410 p0263
•SH-354408 p0310
SN-357312 p0312
SH-359957 p0318
SH-363691 p0411
SH-367267 p0464
•SH-367268 p0463
•SH-379019 p0485
SH-394898 p0618
SH-398886 p0652
SH-701679 p0256
•SH-808822 p0164
OS-PATEHT-CLASS-27-498 p0541
OS-PATEST-CLASS-29-497.5 p0541
OS-PATEHT-CLASS-60-39.28B p0224
OS-PATEHT-C1ASS-60-39.65 p0601
OS-PATEBT-CLASS-60-39.66 p0601
OS-PATEHT-CLASS-60-39.72 p0601
OS-PATEHT-CLASS-60-39.74B p0601
OS-PATEHT-C1ASS-219-62 ............ p0541
OS-PATEHT-CLASS-219-107 .p0541
OS-PATEHT-CLASS-244-1SS p0083
OS-PATEHT-C1ASS-244-13 p0463
OS-PATEHT-CIASS-244-17. 13 p0215
OS-PATEHT-CLASS-244-46 p0463
OS-PATEBT-CLASS-244-S5 p0463
OS-PATEHT-C1ASS-244-75A p0463
OS-PATEHT-C1ASS-244-76C p0463
OS-PAIEHT-CLASS-244-77D p0215
OS-PATEHT-C1ASS-244-77F p0463
OS-PATEHT-CLASS-244-77G ,. p0463
OS-PATEHT-C1ASS-250-209 p0164
OS-PATEHT-C1ASS-250-215 p0164
OS-PATEHT-CLASS-250-217 p0164
OS-PATEHT-CLASS-315-153 p0164
OS-PATEBT-C1ASS-318-489 p0215
OS-PATEHT-CLASS-325-4 p0256
OS-PATEHT-C1ASS-325-5 p0256
OS-PATENT-CLASS-325-7 p0256
OS-PATEBT-CIASS-325-8 p0256
DS-P4TEHT-CLASS-325-9 p0256
OS-PATEHT-CLASS-325-12 p0256
CS-PATEHT-CL6SS-325-17 p0256
H73-14692*
H73-20174*
B73-19004*
K73-20474*
H73-13257*
B73-16483*
H73-26004*
H73-28515*
H73-19793*
H73-13643*
H73-30665*
H73-14981**
B73-26005*
H73-30938**
B73-30641*
H73-30416**
H73-10031*«
H73-13023*«
B73-31084**
H73-13929**
H73-20008**
H73-14792**
H73-30018**
H73-19819**
B73-21066**
B73-20041**
B73-20826**
N73-22387**
H73-22474**
B73-22975**
B73-25816**
B73-26008**
H73-26007**
B73-27175**
B73-31699**
H73-32624**
B73-20174*
H7 3-16483*
H73-28515*
N73-28515*
H73-19793*
B73-30665*
H73-30665*
H73-30665*
R73-30665*
B73-28515*
H73-28515*
H73-13257*
H73-26005*
H73-19004*
R73-26005*
R73-26005*
R73-26004*
H73-26004*
H73-19004*
H7 3-26004*
R73-26004*
R73-16483*
H73-16483*
R73-16483*
H73-16483*
H73-19004*
H73-20174*
H73-20174*
R73-20174*
H73-20174*
H73-20174*
H73-20174*
H73-20174*
E-28
BBPOBT/ACCBSSIOI IDHBBB ISDEI
OS-P4TEBT-CLiSS-325-
0S-P4IEHT-CLASS-340-
OS-P4TEBT-CLASS-340-
DS-P4TBBT-CLASS-340-
DS-P4TBBI-CLASS-340-
OS-PATEBT-CLASS-340-
OS-P4TEBT-CLASS-340-
OS-PATENT-CLASS-340-
US-P4TENT-CLASS-343-
OS-PATEBT-CI.ASS-343-
OS-P4TENT-CLASS-343-
OS-PATEHT-CLASS-343-
US-P4TENT-CLASS-431-
OS-PATBNT-CLASS-431-
63 p0256
25 p0164
27AT p0119
27NA p0086
27B p0164
27B p0259
33 p0086
97 p0086
6. 58 p0600
•112CA p0086
112CA P0600
179 p0256
•9 p0601
173 p0601
OS-PATEHT-3,698,659 p0083
US-PATEBT-3,699.511 p0086
OS-PATENT-3.706,970 p0119
BS-PATENT-3,708,671 p0164
OS-PATENT-3,711,042 ............... p0215
OS-PATEBT-3,713,290 p0224
BS-PATENT-3,714,624 p0259
OS-PATEHT-3.715,663 : p0256
OS-P4TENT-3,734.432 p0463
OS-PATENT-3,737,121 p0463
OS-PATEBT-3.745,300 p0541
OS-PATENT-3,748,853 p0601
OS-PATENT-3,750,168 p0600
N73-20174*
B73-16483*
B73-14692*
N73-13643*
B73-16483*
N73-20474*
N73-13643*
N73-13643*
N73-30641*
B73-13643*
N73-30641*
N73-20174*
N73-30665*
H73-30665*
N73-13257»
N73-13643*
B73-14692*
B73-16483*
H73-19004*
H73-19793*
B73-20474*
N73-20174*
N73-26004*
N7 3-2600 5*
S73-28515*
N73-30665*
H73-30641*
OSA-HLABS-TB-72-23-AD p0132 B73-15068
DSA-NLABS-TB-73-54-PB p05<!2 N73-28604
DSAA4VS-TB-72-8-BEV p0070 N73-12048
aSAASBDL-TH-1 p0676 N73-10752
OSAAHBDL-TB-72-7 pC117 N73-14053
DSAAHEDL-IB-72-8 p0133 H73-15075
DSAAHBDL-TB-72-12 p0114 N73-14028
OSAABBDL-TB-72-13 p0176 N73-17046
USAABBDl-TB-72-16 p0071 N73-12054
OSAABRDL-TH-72-18 p0674 N73-10481
OSAABBDI-TB-72-20 p0311 N73-22436
DSAABBDl-TB-72-21 p0083 N73-13067
OSAAHBDL-TB-72-26 p0682 N73-11038
OSAABBD1-TB-72-27 p0681 N73-11037
OS4AMHDL-TB-72-28 p0212 N73-18584
DSAAHBD1-TB-72-29 p0208 B73-18077
aSA4HBDl-T8-72-30 p0669 N73-10026
OSAAHBDL-TB-72-31 p0085 H73-13481
OSAAHBDL-TB-72-33 p0254 N73-20030
OSAAUBDL-TB-72-34 p0175 N73-17031
OSAAHBDL-TB-72-36 p0073 H73-12508
OSAABBDL-TB-72-40 p0322 N73-23007
OSAAHBDL-TB-72-41 p0114 N73-14029
OSAAHRD1-TB-72-42 p0308 N73-22173
OSAAMBDL-TB-72-43 i.... p0132 H73-15074
OSA4HBDI-TB-72-44 p0071 N73-12055
BSAAHBDI.-TB-72-46 . .. .' p0255 N73-20032
DSAABBDL-TB-72-47 p0540 N73-27926
OSAAHBDL-TE-72-48 p0389 N73-24078
OSAAHBDL-TB-72-49 p0074 N73-12518
BSAABRDL-rB-72-51 p0205 H73-18053
OSAAHBDL-TB-72-56 p0306 N73-21949
OSAAHBDL-TB-72-58 p0334 N73-23811
OSAAHSDL-TB-72-59 p0394 N73-24805
OSAAMRDL-TB-72-62 p0392 N73-24540
DSAABBDL-TB-72-63A-VOL-1 p0335 B73-23921
OSAABRDL-TB-72-63B-VOL-2 p0336 N73-23922
aSAA8BDL-TB-72-63C-V01-3 p0336 H73-23923
OSAABRDL-TB-72-63D-VOL-4 p0336 B73-23924
DSAABBDI.-TB-72-65 -P0540 N73-27927
DSAABBDL-TB-72-66 p0327 N73-23547
OSAAHBDL-Tfi-72-68 p0609 B73-30958
OSAABBDL-TB-72-69 p0467 H73-26038
OSAABBDL-TB-72-71 p0408 H73-25532
OSAaHRDL-TE-72-72A-VOI-1 P0671 H73-32996
OSA4BBDL-TB-72-72B-TOI-2 p0644 N73-31986
DSAABBPL-TB-72-73 p0328 H73-23561
OSAABBDL-TB-73-6 p0654 B73-32638
DSAAHHDL-TB-73-8 p0467 B73-26037
OSAABBDL-TB-73-9 p0473 H73-26490
DSAABBDL-TB-73-15 p0610 H73-30965
OSAABL-73-1 p0130 N73-15059
OSAABL-73-2 p0205 B73-18049
OSA4STA-70-17. ,p0164 073-16514
DSA4STA-71-30 p0208 H73-18071
DSAASTi-71-30-2 p0615 B73-31430 t
OSA4TSCOB-TB-72-18-TOL-1 p0206 N73-18060 t
DSAAVSCOH-TB-72-18-VOL-2 p0206 H73-18061 I
OSA4VSCOB-TB-72-19-VO1-1 p0206 B73-18058 *
DSiAVSCOB-TB-72-19-V01-2 p0206 H73-18059 t
OSAAVSCOB-TB-72-20-APP-C p0207 H73-18066 *
OSAAVSCOB-TB-72-20-APP-D p0207 N73-18067 *
OSAAVSCOB-TB-72-20-APP-E p0207 N73-18068 *
OSAAVSCOB-TB-72-20-APP-F p0207 H73-18069 t
OS4AySCOB-TB-72-20-VOl-1 p0206 N73-18062 *
OSAAVSCOH-TB-72-20-70I-2 p0207 H73-18063 I
DSAATSCOB-TB-72-20-VOI-3 p0207 H73-18064 *
OS4A7SCOB-TB-72-20-VOI-4 p0207 B73-18065 *
OSAATSCOB-TB-72-21 .p0307 H73-21975 *
OSAAVSCOB-TB-72-23 .p0306 N73-21945 *
OSAATSCOB-TB-73-11 p0593 B73-30041 *
OSAA7SCOB-TB-73-13 p0593 N73-30042 t
OSAAVSCOB-TB-73-14 p0593 N73-30043 *
OSAFA-BB-72-4 p0221 N73-19254 *
DSAFA-BB-72-7 P0221 N73-19256 f
OSAFA-BB-72-8 p0221 H73-19255 t
DSAFA-BB-73-1 , pOSSO N73-28995 I
OS4FETAC-TH-72-8 p0313 N73-22601 *
DSAFETAC-TB-73-5 p0553 N73-29699 *
USAHEBDC-2029 p0683 N73-11245 *
OSABBBDL-TB-73-10 p0482 N73-27039 »
OSCAE-121 p0684 N73-11284 t
OSCAE-124 p0463 N73-26042 *
OTIAS-TN-173 p0683 N73-11230 *
OTIAS-TH-174 p0680 N73-11022 t
OTIAS-TB-183 p0179 N73-17708 f
OTIAS-169 P0670 H73-10035 *
DTIAS-183 p0128 N73-15039 *
VAC-2-50110/3B-3062 p0312 N73-22S25 *
VHI/72B-E-6 P0071 N73-12055 *
VKI-IH-40-VOL-1 p0213 N73-18805 t
VKI-TH-41-70L-2 ., p033« N73-23809 *
VPI-AEBO-006 p0614 B73-31245**
WH-979-1 p0263 B73-20759 *
WB-72-7-BET P0325 N73-23351 *
BBABA-C-130E-2200G/73-7 p0546 N73-28964 *
BBABA-C-1414-71000/73-8 p0546 N73-28971 *
iBABA-OH-1F-11000/73-15 p0546 H73-28965 »
f BE-TN-784 (HB/D) p0210 N73-18248 *
ISCI PAPEB 72-22 p0094 A73-16690 *
ISCI PAPEB 72-26 p0093 A73-16688 *
»SCI PAPEB 72-31 p0093 A73-16684 *
i0502-FB p0255 N73-20032 t
X-750-73-232 p0600 N73-30646**
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